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PARLIAMENTARY REPORT ON THE STATE OF IRELAND.

*' Almighty Ood hath reierved Ireland in her unquiet itate, for fome secret scourge which shah by
her come to England.'*—Spbnseb.

This prophecy, now three centuries nearer the accomplishinent than
when delivered, fails into the common error of changing Providence

with evils of man's commission. The unquiet state" of the unhappy
country to which the Poet was the first to draw ninavailing sympathy,

remains to the present day; with this mighty difference, ^thai the

perils of impending retribution are augmented a hundredfold. The
scourge is ready to be applied. In relation th Ireland, Britain has

ever acted the part of a harsh and weak step-dame to a froward but

hopeful child. She has neither had energy to subdue its will to the

,

obedience of fear, nor yet shewn the kindness^hich might have gained its

affections ; and it has grown up from a childhood, rendered petulant

and capricious by mismanagement, into a headstrong maturity, eager

to punish early neglect, anAto retaliate cruelty; and to prove, indeed, the

long..prepared secret scourge" of fts spoiler. As Britain hast£rained

Ifeland, so she has her.

The laborious efforts of Mr. Stan^py to ma^Le out a against Ire-
’

land, an<| the character of the measure clearly ip^icateo^efore the close

of the last Session of Parliament, both by ^he*^ Lo?(f Chancellor of Eng-
land and the Irish Chief Secretary, and now hrou^kt ^forward by the

Wliig Government,—Jhave turned the attention of many persons to Ife-

land, who rarely^nk of that country, sav^*, asVi seml-barbarous, shock-

ing region lying l^eyond seas ; abounding in infrigiiing Jesuit Priests,

riotous murdering peasantry, and Aun<tering convivial'l<yiires ; wfjither

many regiments are sent, and which Britaiff encourses and p^troivzes,

to the serious detriment of her own agricultural interests, by consuming

Rs com, cattle, and buttef ; whence, ^in war, she also kindly draws off

much of the surplus pofulhTion for the* raw h\iiaatm%atMel of hcJr army
nnd navy ; and from which she obtains hewers ci^ wood and drawers of

wnter at all times. Such enlight^ed persons are'tlo^ a little indignant

at the ungrateful presumption of Ireland in seeking to- withdraw her-

self from the patronage ant tgnder protection of Great Britain ; and
VOL. in*—NO. XIII. ^ A ^
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they iQfiight fancy her Rufficiently punished by g^ntin^ her wish for Re-
peal^ ^ Let her go in (iod’s name,” if it were not that Sir Robert

Stiwajej^’assure thfmlhis would be rather inconvenient, and,

just what O^onneil wants; which is, of itself, a sufficient reasonm refusal. So these^persons conclude that Ireland is seized with one

df’^er periodical paroxysms, and must, as a matter of course, be once

Bubjected to coercion - must see her people imprisoned, tran.

gibbeted, and subjected to all^he tender mercies of military law

;

even:Whig humanity, endure tlfe idea of a land

where aturder atalks abroad, Scc.Jkc,—^ee any of Sir Robert Peers late
" admirable** speeches)—and then, all ^ill be quiet again. Exquisite

reasoners ! Nothing stands agaiiisUyou but common sense, backed by the

experience of seven cinturies! Your measure is to restore order, and
bring tryiquillity ; but tigs, to ordinary apprehension, is the fruit

of internal peace and•contentment, and can only be obtained through the

removal of every reasonable |Tound of disaffection. Not tranquillity, then,

can follow your measure, but sullen submission ; reluctant, enforced

obedience, which may bend the scowling eye, 'and compress the writhing

lip, but can never reach the heart, in which it will nurse deeper rancour

and more implacable and fierce resentment. Before coming to the pre-

sent state of Ireland, and Mr. Stanley's remedies, we may cast one
glance backward upon the history of a country with whose weal or woe
the peace, and perhaps political independence of Britain are indissolubly

bound up ; a country which is depicted by its present rulers as in the most
anarchical and dfn\oralized condition, and for which, after the hopeless

experience of ages, nothing better can be found than the old system under
a new set of men, and in a far worse form than before. Having long tried

the cfficqcy of penal stalutcs^ and civil disabilities, recourse is to be had
once moi^o the C^fttlereagh and Sidmouth panacea,—to the suspension of

all the safeguards of liberty, to arbitrary power, military tribunals, and
the whole machinery of despotism. These, it seems, are still the only

Remedies Mdiich the wisdom and benevolence of the British Legislature

can devise to eradicate the discontents, cure the poverty, and redress the

griqyances of that unhappy country, which is become a terror to her-

self, and to all around her.

In six sentences as many centuries of Irisji liistory n\ay be dismissed.

Conquered by the Anglo-Normansi Jrampled upon by the Plantagenets,

^oppre%«ed by the Tudors, misgoverned by the Stuarts, and rent by t\c
continual inte'SUne struggles gnd intrigues of her native chiefs and fac-

tions;^ the self-same events whib'h favoured tlie growth of regulated free-

dom, and the prosparKy^arttkmoral strength of England, liave contributed
to grind Ireland to the,dust. In Cromwell sjie found tlie most despotic of
her conquerors > inking AYilliam, the most jealous and seklsh of her iron

rulers, and the onrfwho, Hi compliance with the narrow, excluding policy of
th^English nation^^themost Setirminedly repressed lifer young energies,

cramped her indfftstry, and sacrinced^her rising commercial interests to
thos^^ of the nfore powerful state. Passing over the intermediate reigns,

distinguftlied chiefly by the enactment of new penal laws, under the terror

or the pretei^t of the Pope and the Pretender, we find lreland,«at th\
accession of George in the ^orst social^t^n^tion a country can ex-
hibit^—like one recently overrun, apd neither fully subdued, nor in any
degre'e conciliated.* one or two statesmen, who cared very little abopt
the Protestant Ascendency,” save al a political tool, it seems to have

occurred at •different periods, that policy, id not enlightened humanity
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dictated that something^should be done for a country rapidly waxing
powerful, by increasing wealth and population^ and hitimjately allied with

Britain. The writings of Swift had early in the century created some-
thing like a public spirit. The Union of the Iritj! Volunteers,* a half

century Liter, wrested, wrung forth, cofiquJred, sundry concessions and
^ acts of justice to their degraded country. But events aTOse which feft

English Stsftesmcn little leisure to^bestow i}pon Ireland. It Was easier,

in the meanthn#, to corrupt the dominant, powerful faction, than to

redress the grievances of the nation ; and* w hen matters cam^to the

extreme issue, a Coercion Bill, ifr a d«/cn of them, were found the ready
resource. TJie frantic patient, driven mad by ill treatment, irritation,

and insult, became al.'irming to his keepers. To manacle and scourge
his person, and debase and brutalize his mind, was an easier process for

present safety, than by steady, patient, and geiitle^tre^tment, io restore

him to sanitj' and health, and sound mental feeling. A more humane
and enlightened system of discipline is forcing its way into iha^-houses

:

Wisdom knocks in vain at* the doors of cabinets. But, ^ith all it's

political degradation and suffering, Ireland might have remained tran-

quil, had it not been placed and forcibly held in a condition perfectly

anomalous in the liistory of civilized nations. With a population four-

fifths Oatholic, and nine-tenths either Catholics or Dissenters, it was
ordained to sujiport a splendid, an arrogant, and a liatcd alien and sine-

cure Establishnieut ; and with no legal provision for its own famishing,

neglected, and ignorant poor, was doomed to send the fruits of its labour

and industry to enrich the foreign lords of the soil absentee Irish, or

unknown English proprietors. This alien, useless, detested cliurch, the

most richly endowed of any in the world, ncithci^contributed in any way
to the instruction of the jieople, nor yet returned oife farthin^f of what
it wrung forth from the grasji of fomishing lubgiir to allay their phy-
sical sufferings ; while the ahseutee

j
l uprietors uniformly *sliewed their

sympathy by seconding the demand of the successive Messieurs Stanley*

for more power to coerce, more arbitrary laws, more hastites, more bar-

racks, more military, paid by the industry oY the English, and Scotch

people, to administer bullets to the Irish nation as often as they de-

manded bread, and the same degree of religious freedom which Eng-
land had always enjoyed, ani which Sc\}tland had conquered by resistance

pr§i*isely similar to that which Mr, Stanley has vowed to put dawn .in

Ireland. We cannot here advert to the penal laws,—the nfost iicul'like

ever conti^ved by the hell-born spirit iff pcrtecution,—unddl* which Ireland

long groaned ; nor to the ai'hitjary and ca|a*icidu!k ^jestrictions on her

trade,—to the iniquitous tithe-laws,—to the*oppressive excise -laws,—^to

the insolent an?.d rapacious faction which, uphehf bj^ Brjtisli bayonet^,

insulted and doiSineered over a high-spirited people, inipatiently crouch-

ing beneath the yc^c, and seizing every|ch5nce tjiatipffered to shake it

off; or, if this might not be, tryiug,tas taey*do still, t5 ‘iiift the galling

pressure from one irritated arijjl inflamed sj)ot to another,* l^iough at* the

peril of producing deeper laceration. This may be "unwise ; ut how
neural is it to suffering mei^P *

•

Before coming to the^actwal conditidh of Ire}an<^ and Mr. Stqjiley’s

remedy, we wish to remove one erroneous impression. The distifrhances

•• Those who compare the present Iri|^i Volunteer Associations to that of ,1782,

should at least be aware that, with every true lover of freetlom, this 'is to give these

bands the hallowed character of palriots.

A 2
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wKicli have prevailed in that vexed and tortured country, for the la«t

aixty years, have s,Qldom been jjolitical. The objects of the Volunteer

Association coubtenauced by Grattan, and Flood, and Charlemont, were

SO, and political feeling mingled in the, rebellion of 1798 ; but the dis-

torbanoes which hav«? nevertceased to distract Ireland, have been gen-

erally predial, cunningly fomented into religious animosity by those

whose game pf governing ws, to pl^ off factions against each other.

Agrarian associations, an& predial combinations, hf^etfor sixty years

been lUiown in Ireland, undfer the names of Hearts ofSteely Hearts of Oak,

Whitehoys, Rockites, Terry Alts ^Men, ^id iiow Whitefeet, and Blackfeet.

They have arisen east and west, south and north ; they have been Catho-

lic, Episcopalian, and Presbyterian, springing from a common root, the

oppression of landlords, whom there was no compulsory provision for the

poor to diold in check ; frofti the tithe-laws, and other iniquitous imposts,

the consequences of*a]jsenJ{ecisin, the rapacity of the squirearchy, tlie in-

tolerable arrogance of the Qrange Yeomanry, and of the “ Ascendency”

faction, ^and that partial and most unequal administration of justice,

' which withdrew the confidence of the people, cvf the Catholics especially,

from the established tribunals, and made them trust to their secret com-
binations alone for wild justice/' That this is correct, may be shewn in

few words. Among the first of those hydra-headed predial bands, of which

the Whitefeet are the present successors, were the Hearts^of-Steel Men,
the sturdy Protestant resisters of Ulster, probably of Scottish ancestry ;

and at all events, men determined to oppose wiiat they conceived

oppression. THey banded sixty years ago in consequence of the rapacity

of the agent of the absentee Marquis of Donegal ; resolved not to p*ay the

high rents, feudal dues, and fines exacted from them, nor to allow others

to •takcw lands over thlir head. It was a league of the vassals against

the lord of the soil, offensive and defensive ; and w^as the exact prototype

of a hundred more formed subsequently. Military were sent out. Several

of the Hearts of Steel were captured, and brought to trial at ('arrick-
* fergus, and acquitted, from what Mr. Stanley might call intimidation;

but what the Irish natioi^callcd the sympathy of the witnesses and the

jury with oppressed men, to whom law afforded no protec’tioii. The
squirearchy, disappointed and enraged at failing in the meditated ven-

geance against their revolted vassals, obtained the passing of a law simi-

lar to*the mildest of Earl Grey's J^nssent Bills. The ins^urgents of Done-
.
gal wbre tr^d for their offence a second time in Dublin—but even a

Dublin jury acquitted them*; ^nd the precedent for Earl Grey's Bill for

charging the venue^^was repealed with shame to its framets. Thou-
sands of the Heafis^of Stee]^ found shelter in America ; and from turbu-
lent associatoEs, b^caine, once more, industrious agricult^ists, and valu-

&ble[,citizens. *The Hearts of Oak were another Protestpit and northern
association. Thfcy we^e d^ven into insurrection bj^^ law ordaining that

the vassals shoulctmake roads, ror the convenience of their lords, as often
as a mandate^t^that effect was issuea. The oppressive Road Act, after this

open r^istance, ^as repealed ; the Oak ®oys were quieted ; and Irish-

men practically taught the dangerous lesson, they have never since figr-

gotten, that it was from their owji right hanjs they were to expect* redress.

Of Wkitehoyism, the most formidable of the eaftier factions, we have this

accjount from Arthur I^oung; ^^Tlie> Whiteboys* being labouring Catholics,

• They’were thus nam^ from wearing shirts over their clothes^ as Whitefeet were
from wearinf: white stockings.
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met with all the oppresslbns 1 have described^ [a frightful and black ca-

talogue^} and would probably have continued in full submission, had not

very severe treatment in respect of tithes, united With a gre^t epecula,,

five rise of rents about the same time, blown up the ilame of resistance.

The atrocious acts they were guilty of,^a4e theril the subject of gene-

I ral indignation. Acts were passed for their punishment which were eal-

culated for Jbhe meridian of Barbary, [Algerine acts ?] This arose to such
a height, that^one by one they wefe to be hanged under circumstances,

without the common formalities of a trial ; which, though repealedbin the
following session, marks the spirit of tlie punishment. Captain Right*

s

men began in tithe oppresi»ion«5, ^nd enjoyed a kind of impunity so long as

they limited their attacks to the church dues ; but as soon as their legis-

lation extended to extravagant rents, the 'squires rose in arms. A bill for

their suppression was brought into the Irish dWliament by the«apostate

Attorney-General, Fitzgibbon, afterwards Karlof Clare;Vho has left a des-

cription of tlte miserable labourers of his coimtry, even more 'applicable at

the present daythan when it was given. He said ^^that the peasants, ground
to powder by enormous rents, could not procure the ordinary necessaries of

life ; that some landlords had incited the tenantry to rob the clergy of

their tithes, not to alleviate the distress, but to add the difference to their

own rack-rents; and tliat the peasantiy of Munster, bound to pay six

pounds an acre in rent, and to work to their landlords at the rate of

hvepence a-day, could not longer exist in their present state of wretched-

ness." What might he have said now, when, with the elements of misery

so much increased by the great increase of population^ the same pea-

santry (as will be seen by evidence before the Committee of the Commons,
which wo print below) are still labouring for fourpence, fivepence, and six-

pence a-day, unemployed for a third part of the year, and paying^^instpad

of L.6,—L.8, L.IO, and L,12 for the acre of potato ground, with Church
Cess and County Dues unheard of fifty years ago ; and this, while scarce one
law has been passed to protect them from the uncontrolled rapapity of

landlords, but scores have been enacted tt) keep them in forcible subjection;
*

and while Mr. Stanley on one day demands powers of coercion, which he
confesses to be fearful and unprecedented, and on the next voolly says,

“that Government has no immediate view of giving the poor of Ireland

any claim to a legal provisiqp against starvation." It would be super-

fiuuus to go farther into the history the agrarian associations ^hich
ha tlte, for sixty years, disturbed Ireland. Their unifoi^m cause haiff.beeu .

the dread of dispossession, extravagant rents, a(*tual faluin^ the galling .

and intolei^ible burden of the church* estaMishmen^ and Aie abuses ^on-

npeted with it ; religious animosity artfully o» unw isely kept alive ; the

whole resulting in those violent collisions an<f sangjiinary ^cenes that are

passing still,—*the fierce resistance of famine and o? hereditary, long*

cherished hate, opposed to rapacity and injustice, which the people be-

lieve are sanctioned^y law, and upheld bjithe police and the aristocracy.

This may give a generalidea of those p^dial combinations ^ahich unhappily

are not new in Ireland, and jvhich particular circumstaiffces,—ambng
others, the confident expectation of the inst^ant abolition of tithed, while

titlte arrears have been collected with more severity than erer,-—have

during the last year animqj;edto somewhsft more than ordinary fierceness.

Besides the passing of the rigorous laws referred to in the seventh nufiiber

of t^ps Magazine, in an article on the ^tate of Ireland,«t^ Farliaijaenfjtry

Committees were appointed last year? one, of the Peers,to receive evidence

on the state of tithes in Irelai^^i ; and another of the Commons, on the
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litate of the disturbed districts. Of the last tjoinmittee, Mr Stanley,
the Chief Secretary for Ireland, was conceived an important member,
though he has since mentioned dn Tarliament that he never attended it

!

He has easier sources of knowledge. This Committee examined many
intelligent witnesses every pa^y and class ; Catholic and Protestant,

cleagy and laity, landed proprietors and farmers, Government ofiicials and
Persians connected with the Qitholic Association ; and, if tru^ was to be
got at, their labours must have brofight it forth. They^gave in their

Beporkon the 2d. of August, 1932, gravely formed ofl*the vast mass of

evidence delivered before them. Qne of its first clauses is as follows ; nor—
and the fact is most important—do we lind one word in support, or* the

slightest recommendation, of the violent, unconstitutional, and extraordi-

nary measures Earl Grey's Government has since introduced. Yet the

object ofdiisBill, and of thisilleport of the Parliamentary (Committee, are

one and the same^ts tranquillize Ireland*. The clause is,

The Couunittee have great satitefartlon in having it in their power to acquaint

the House,* tliat since they were *appointed, a considerable improvement lias taken

place in the state pf the disturbed districts. On referring to the Kvidence, the House
w'ill find that the change, in a great measure, is attributed to a Special Commitiio7i

having been appointed to try the persons who had been apprehended as guilty of acts

of insurrection in the Queen’s County.’*

The Committee, without actually recommending, rather approve of a

measure to prevent nocturnal assemblies, when Whitefeet conspiracies

and crimes are in existence ; but in place of Mr. Stanley’s military domi-

ciliary visits, they proceed with the utmost caution, and recommend :

—

That whatevei*antl.ority shall be given, to prevent nocturnal meeting**, should be

placed under such regulations as shall eifcctually present the abuses of it, and shall

carry it as little as I>o^sible beyond the strict principles of the Constitution.”

For that purjio^ tln^ propose

‘‘That this authoiity shall never be acted upon^ except under circumstances ot

really great negfs>sity, and never but in the preseme of an officer of high responsiliu

lUy. *, * * making this suggestion to the House, the Committee would led

•great reluctance in doing so, if they dirf not entertain a conviction^ that such retne-

died measure;^ as may tend to remove the causes of crirne, would at the same time be

adopted.”
.

^

^his recommendation, so qualified, is the strongest made by tlie (’onu

mittee, for the guidance of the House in legislating for Ireland. AVith-

out proposing any specific plan of^ii poor la^, they are of opinion :

—

“That a plan may be adopted which will go far to alleviate the distress which is

ilOSv tbo comineuly ejifperieiit^d by the poorest class of land occupiers in Ireland.’*

They propo^, that Instead |^f thetpoor tenant being turned out at the

pleasure of his landjfrrd, ^ther to perish upon the highway, ir to join,

“ for dear life,” the predhil banditti which desolate the country, he

sjiall be volun\arily aided by his landlord, and* further,^ from a public

fund, to assist *him to epiigrate. But as the provision is not made com-
pulsory on the landlord, w*« m|iy guess, by what w%have seen, to what

that aid would^rftount. The Com|^ittee make other recommendations,

which virtual! amount to tjirowing upon the public the burden of ejected

tenant&% With these we shall not at present meddle. Infinitely rather

would we ime the sums lavislfed jbo support a large army, a formidable j|0-

lice e^tabli^ment, and an enormous expend^ure for criminal prosecutions

in Ireland, expend/fd on the improvement of tWfe people, instead of their

coercion ; but itds^oo much to saf, that England and Scotland should

be texecl to maintain hordes of paupers, who have been made suck to

^ poqlcets of Irish Squires and Absentee Landlords. Some of the

gemedi^l suggestions of the Committee mft^t every attention
^ but these
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are generally eonilned t# a better and more prompt administration of cri*

min^ justice, by the creation of a Crown officer in every county, whose
office and duties we mdy explain in a A^otd, by sayihg, they are precisely

similar to those of the Procurators Fiscal of Scotland ; an officer who shall

perform for the public that business whiph, liejng eterybody's, is nobody’s,
and arrest the career of crime in the outset. It is remarkable, that we kaar
almost nothing of the intimidation of witnesses in thia Report and volu*
minous evidei^ce ; and nothing at dll of the Intimidation of jurymen ; but
a very great de^ of the distrust entertained by the people of«judges,
juries, and all kinds of institutions ini;ended for their protection^ Yet
this species of intimidation is t cardinal point with the framers of the
Irish Coercion Bill.

Whatever account we might give of the condition of the mass of the
agricultural population of Ireland, would b^ some persons be suspected
of exaggeration, and, for this' reason, we coniine ourselves strictly to the
evidence oif their condition, delivered by ^A'son^ whose bias, if they can
be suspected of any, must be in favour of the privileged ordfflr, and not
of the suffering many.

The first witness to whose testimony we shall advert is Matthew
Barrington, Esq., a Government functionary, Crown Solicitor for the
Munster circuit.

Irish tenanti live much worse than Euglibli Umiuits ?** “ They do.** ** A great
deal of what oui^ht to go to their bustenaiice and comfort goes to tlie landlord ?’•

It goes to pay tiie rent** Have you not stated to the Committee, that when a
landlord lias changed his tenantry, as in the case of Lord Stra^dbroke, disturbances
have followed ?** << In many instances they have ; but I do not say in every in-

stance. The case of Lord Stradbroke was a very desperate one; there was a num-
ber of people turned out on the road, and their houses levelled on the same day.

On Mr. Gascoigne*s proiierty some pour people were disposscsw^d, and Jhey got a
piece of gi’ound, each on his mountain, and were perfectly Iktisfkdy and have been
improving the ground ever since.”

The character and opportunities of this gentleman eiititle his testi-

mony to great weight. Like nearly every witness examined, he sepa*

rates the predial insurgents, by whatever party-name distinguished, •

from political agitators, and from political discontents.
^

I have traced,’* he says, “ the origin of almost every case (of Whitefeetism)

I prosecuted, and hud that they generally arise* from the attachment tOy the dtsposses^

sion of, or the change fw, the pBssession of -land. I have never known a single cate

of direct hostility to government, as a goveAmeut.” •

^The O’Connor Don, a large proprietor himself, gh;es v^ry imjn>rt’antf

testimony. • t
<< What 18 tlie price of day-labour in Roscommon “ From 6d. to n<iJ* per

an«nm as labour'*^” “ Yes.” So tifat the whole of the labourer's u'ages must go to

pay for the con-acre of potatoes ?” Yes, if he takes an acre^ buuno poor mantakei
any thing like dh acre.” “ Do you mean to say, that a poor man, jind a family of five

children, can be maintained on less than a con-acre^of is>tatoe8 ?** “Yes, I think so

;

for no man takes an acre of it for his own use.*| “ Bo you meap to say, that every man
in Roscommon who is willing to labour ^n earn 6^ or $ld. a day ?** “ Certainly not

;

for all cannot get employment,” “ Aie there three unemployed ^or one employed?”
I am sure there are, for a great part of the year.*^ “You stated tfie wages oftabour

at 6d., and the rent of the con-acre at ?” “ Yes.” “ Is if fair to calSFuport you
tfi give an opinion whether thes^two concomitant states of things prei^nted a ground
of complaint to excite an insu^jectionary movement ?** “ I think if the people got

daily from 6d. to 9d. they \oould not complain : they afe eaetly contented, ifffimished

with sufficient employment.” To what^o you attribute generally the disturbances

tl\pt have existed in your county?” “ I should say to poveHy^ana want of employ-
ment should also say that there is a of discontent, I fear, extensively diffused

,

from the impression that rents pre too high, and labour too low aqjl that employ-
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ment it not proTtded, and land apportioned at a fair ralOe to the poor--».wluai> thwe-
lore, Clare and Galway were disturbed, it was easy to call the feeling of diacontent

in Roscommon into actire operation.”
^

You think porerty and want of employ-
mont one of the eankes ?” ^ Most ceftainly.” “ Where a man has 6d. or 8d. a-day,

*att4 he is a great portion of the year unemployed, must he not necessarily be driyen

to rery deep distress ?** “ fThere aje many reduced to this state.”

William Despard, Esq., a very active gentleman of Queen’s County,

who admires the Insurrection#Act, and thinks the laws for punishment,

in certain cases, not sufficienfly strong ; and who, moreqyev, claims to be

himself «one of the most generous of employers to rather ungrateful la-

bourers, speaks thus :

—

^ You have spoken of the wages paid by the fanners being low ; in what way do
they pay them P” They generally give an acre, or a half acre of ground, and a
cabin.” ^ What is the charge for that ?” " Something very high—they charge them
very high for the grass of a cow ; they charge them high for quarter-ground, and
they are ohhged to sell their pig to make it up. The account between the labourer

and farmer is kept up by /b/jy^sq^tled every six months. The labourer has scarcely

ever any money wages to receive.^ Thinks the middle-man gites very low hire,

though he lets the acre high.” ^ When a man inhabits a house without land, how
« does he provide the means of sustenance?” By working, if he can get it.” “ You

. have stated that work is not regularly to be had ?” “ In part of the country they
want work for four months in a year.” ** In what way docs such an individual

manage to exist P” I do not know.”

The existence of a poor law in Ireland would probably tend to make
Mr. Despard and other gentlemen inquire. Colonel Ralph Johnson, a

Magistrate of Queen’s County, who has an energetic abhorrence of agita-

tors, public meetings, and the circulation of printed speeches, states

<< That there are, however, many grievances of which these incendiaries (the agita*

ton to wit) have taken advantage, such at the removal- of people off their lands,

off Lord LansdowneNi estate, and Mr. Croshie's land.”

We pass Colonel ^Fohnlon’s evidence against agents, and come to what
lie declares of the farmers and cottiers.

<< Farmers are in the habit of letting con-acres and cottages. In many instances

the poor man is charged three or four times what the farmer pays the landlord,

and, from one year’s end to the other, never gets a farthing for his labour. We
Vill say the lal^urer gets an ayre or an acre and a half of ground for his family,

who aje going on very well ; hut by his death there may be a woman and four

or five young children left without means of support. This is absolutely the case. 1

know it to he so ; they are left on the wmrld, and become beggars and thieves. We
hadtwo such instances at the commission thqt was held i i Queen’s County the other day :

One was a man for committing murder ; (the Other for stopping a man on the high-

• road,.and<demanding arms of him. One of those unfortunate people is to he hung, tLi

olher transported: Those 1 sonceive to he substantial grievances; and that the

“crimes of the cown^ry arise in a yjeat measure from the want of care of those

people*'^ <<What becomes of families ejected foom farms P” « That 1 cannot answer—
( I fear they have to go ^fld do tllg best they caii”

Colmel John Eoehfi^rd^ who suggests several modes of sunpressing dis-

'turbances, all, however, far short of those proposed by LordAlthorp and
Earl Grey, could not give*an}rjiint as to what might dltpinish the tempta-

tion of the labourers to unite in lawless associations ; but he gives a
pitiable descrij^tjpn of their condition. Sir Hussey Vivian, who took

"great pains, on his jtours of *duty as a military commander, to become^
ac<^ualnted with the condition of the people, states :— ^

^That in softie places wages were ^purpence^ in Withers fourpence-haUpenny, six*

pSAKa or tightpence^ but ip none more than tenpenc€*.^many as low as sixpenc<v... anil

. that pidd by the con-acre^ Where the wtg^es were as low as fourpence^alfpenny,
no fipod Was given to ike labourer, and many were unemployed. The people com-
plaipeA He .thought the mode of

,
payment aeven more vexatious than the rate of

wages.’*
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Suppoitng people toibe dieposfessed of even this miserable kind of

holdings their condition becomes far more wretched. Sir Hussey Vivian

proceeds:— • • /* •

« In one iastaaee^ I entered a cottage, where 1 found a poor womsni with a child},

and in a comer what 1 thought a heap of rags, hut which^woved to be her old mother

:

there was nothing in the cottage but the stool the woman with the child sat unon.

They slept on the bare floor, without covering of any sort. I asked the woman with
the child where her husband was ; she said he had gone out to fish : that he could
get no employn^n^ and that the whol^ they had 'to subsist upon was<what potatoes

they could grow li^on a plot of ground about the house, and any trout thahthe poor
man might catch ; Unhappily,” this witness adds, there are no Poor ratea^ and
I do not see how these persons are toJtvoid stdWation, if they lost this plot of groiind.

No employment was to be had where they were*”

Has ever navigator returned from the shores of the jrildest tracks

and most ungenial climes of earth, with a history to exceed this, of the

Christian .neighbours of the Bishops, SquireS, and Absentee agfbnts ?

Many of ^he witnesses are somewhat favoiirable*to landholders, at the

expensb of tenants. Few think the landords* rent too high, but nearly

all agree tjiati;he labourers are ground to powder.'' Hoveden Stapleton,
Esq., a magistrate of the Queen's County for 25 years, and a barrister, who
had himself ejected many labourers, thought the farmers' charge for a
cabin and a piece ofground most unjust; and that the rate of wages allowed

by the farmers to the labourers could not provide the necessaries of life,

and pay their enormous rents. He conceived this one cause of discon-

tent ; but denied that the landlords charge the farmers too^ much."
This 'witness gave singular, and, in point of opinion, not very ^consistent

testimony ; but, when farther interrogated, answered nfore explicitly.

<< Do be good enough to answer to the Committee, to the best of your judgment,
%vhat are the principal causes (exclusive now of agitation) of the distress and dis-

turbance in those districts you have been speaking of?”—9^* Are there any ?” Qlear^
ing ofground [estates]

—

low price of labour—want of employment—want of a provi-
sion for the poory and of a resident gentry

y

want of capital. All operate more or less

to cause discontent and poverty,^^
*

• These cleared districts were the estates of absentees. Lord Lansdowne,*
Mr.Crosbie, Mr. Butler Clarke, Mr. Boulton, Mr. St. George, LordAinslie, *

Lord Kenmare, Sir William Hart, Sir William Grace, and several others;
twenty in all, and only four or five resident proprietors.

In the evidence of John pUlon, Es^., we have.the exact history of the

beginning of the disturbances in Queen's County, and of one of the worst
kilids of associations,—those which combine religious animosity find -in-#

tolerance, with other causes of discontent. He is spealdng of the Rib^ •

bonmen, fSicombination originally provoked^into existence oy Orange pro-

cessions and flags, &c., &c. • / • •

<< After the Orangemen had been induced to take down their ^ags and insignia which
they had flaunts on Mount Mellick, the disturbances subsided, l^t increased at the

time Captain Gordon and his troop of crusaders weqt about. Meetings were held in

the town of Maryborough, which tended to inc^saaif amony th| ignorant a feeling of
hostility to the Orangemen. About the smne time,«different poor people were ejected

from their land, and a new feature was added to the Ribbon syst^. Now th|y be-

came Rockites. They are the same as the ShanabesA, and different oflier bodies under
different denominations in the county, who endeavoured to procure a rise o^agds, to

pnevent people being tuined out of their holdings, Imd to lower rents. Ihey are now
called WhiUfeeU^' ^

e * % *

Here is the ancestry of the White/eet clearly traced. This ‘witness
adds;—, *

*
.

*

** They ax^ people of the poorest description, wko increase their numbers by twior.
,

Many are compelled to join them 1^ force. When 1 say /ores, 1 think tiiat the grsatest
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auinber conjuder them a protection to themselvei, that peiple, from dread, may he un«
willing: to take their holdings, or put them out of them. Many think they have no
other protection.'* <<Do you think the convictions at the last Commission will

check them P'* IC may do it partially ; but if they continue suffervi^ under hard*
ehipe^^Md they are certainly very great— will revive dydin,**

This gentleman is a better iasuist than his Majesty's "Ministers. 'Wliat

wohld his reply be, if asked the probable effect of their plan of suppress*

ing Whitefeet ? When, ask^, Whalj were the hardships under which

these people were suffering his answer is, High rent,«wdht of employ*

ment, l$w wages, and tithe, they consider the greatest of their hardships."

Mr, John Bray of Mountrath, rather unyittingly, bears what some may
consider testimony to the utility of the Whitefeet system.

The rate of wages, he said, was now fair. It was now a shilling in summer for

catting turf. Formerly sixpence to eightpence. The rise [to fair] was in consequence

of the Whitefeet association.*’
^

Mr, John Cahill, a sur/eyaj* and civil engineer, holding land near Car-

low, on being asked the cause* of the disturbances in his neighbourhood,

stated them to be—

-

The throwing 800 colliers out of employment, and the ejectment of tenants four

years before, who had been strolling about the place ever since ; one landlord turned

out 89 [families] another 95 ; another, and another, eight each, in all, 1,226 per-

sons. Inese individuals became wanderers and vagabonds, and, with the 800 colliers,

the source of the Whitefeet association that prevailed in that district. Witness had
the names of the ejected persons, and was able to trace them. On one estate which he
regulated for a neighbouring gentleman, a great many old people yrere turned off that

became beggars, and a good many of them died of want. The old people in general

died. I can state to the Committee the number that died to my own knowledge.
When they are ejected they are generally put in by the agents at 6d. a-w'eek, and left

a little till it is convenient to remove, generally in a quarter of a year, or two months,
and then they become paupeis.**

And there is no more about them; England gets its share, and
Scotland its share of them in pauper labourers, under-working our
native population, and rapidly reducing all to the same degraded level..

The gibbet and the transport-ship, by means of the Whitefeet bands, get

their portion ; and happy ajre they whom famine and death release from
such (.fate.

Mr, John Dillon attributed the first disturbances in the centre of

Queen's County, in 1829, to a gentleman Maryborough turning oft’

an entire Catholic tenantry to tak& in Protestants.

• ‘‘They wore (^ttiers^and fanners, holding from five to twenty acres. Many per-

sons joined the Wlptefeet from’ an idea that they would be protected frem ejectment

by tbetr landlords. The cess was v<vy higfi, and the farmers were obliged^ to club to

defend themselves froiQ cexcessixe presentments. The wages were lOd. in summer,
and 8d. in winter, not too low ifSimployment were constant. Thinks half the year

must be unoccupiefl, taking^ all the members of a family together.**
^

Among the witnesses (txainined by the Committee were Dr. Doyle—to

whose testimony we^hall aftefwafds advert—and several Catholic Clergy-

men;—^they all t^pbak of thd extrent3 misery of the people. The Rev.
Nicolas 0'Conn6r entered hi^ parish of Maryborough in 1816.

“ Since ^:hen there had been three famines. The people lived on the yellow weeds
that grew ainoag the com ; their colour changed to yellow. When administering tlfi^

last sacrament to the dying, he had been obliged to pick the straws they lay on from
their skTns, It is not%o bad at all times, but they are very naked at all times ;

having little or np bed covering except thck clothes they v<^ar in the day ; very often

on their death-beds th*ey^ave nothing but vmter and potatoes. Food was, cheap ^at

present, but*wages very low ; fourpence a-day with diet, or sixpence without ; and
this to support a l^rge family.**
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To the benevolence <ff one Irish landlord^ we rejoice to dnd this cler-

gyman bear witness. He says^

^If we had every landlord in Ireland like L%rd Maryborough*, we should have no
Whitefeet. He has a number ofwidows, to each of whom he gives a house and an
acre of ground ; there was an estate of his out of lease, and the people wiote to him,
entreating not to be dispossessed, and he informed his agent that it was his wish that
the poorest man upon his estate, so far as in his power, should be as happy as the
rich ; and the people were ve ry gratefu^ They wished an address to be sent him, and
they requested we

{p
present it” •

This witness stated that the first Whitefeet combination of which he
Jknew, was formed by tenants Ejected•by Major Cassan for not sending
children to his Kildare-Street School. These persons, and others ejected

from Mr. Cosbie*s estates, became violent Whitefeet. The burnings be-
gan, on Major Cassan's estate after this, in 1829. This witness's opi-

nion, in favour of a legal provision for the pdbr, is, that of all tlfe Catholic

clergy. I4 a letter which he read to the c«mm*tt*ee, recently written by
him to a Dublin editor, he states : • ^

“ I’hoiigh the Special Commissions may be rigorouslyexecutcd, though Dr. Doyle’s
address to the Whitefeet in Maiyborough, and subsequent letter, and the incessant ex-

hortations of the clergy, do to tranquillize the country, its complete restoration
to order will never be attained without some legalprovisionfor the poor. While the in-
dustrious tenantry can be ejected with impunity, and sent abroad to perish in the snow^
while others are in daily apprehension of a similar fate, there will always be iniiamma-
tory matter ready to ignite. While war prices are exacted, and low W’'age8 given to
labourers, and the destitute left to famish, there can he no peimanent peace.”

We cannot follow the arguments used by this gen^eman *in his evi-

dence in behalf of a poor law for Ireland. He says, as we before no-
ticed, that these are the sentiments of the Catholic clergy, without excep.~

tion. It is more than ever to be regretted, th^t the chief Secretary for

Ireland, w^ho couples his coercive bill with a declifration against poor
laws, did nut think it worth liis wdiile to attend this committee, of which
<»rie would have conceived him the most anxiously interested member.
Had he listened to the few followiixg words of this clergyman, they would
have given him more information on the real state of Ireland than all*

the anonymous letters he has received.
^

Are you uot of opinion that the tuiming out ten or twenty families from an es-

tate, W'hich reduces men to a sdate of complete distress, and the effect of which is to

make the whole body become disturbers o^the peace, and vagabonds; and^that those

q^en who ultimately join, arc induced to join from the solicitation of those people re-

duced to a state of distress ?” “ I am very sure there is nothing th^t they wvuld ndl
sooner forgive than the turning them out of their farms ; every string of their hearts*

is twined%round every twig upon them ; and 1 ilfever foun^ any thing so difficult as to

induce them to forgive people who tpok their IuiicIb ; not et^much those who turned

them out, because, if no one would take such land, no one w^ould be turned out. It

is impossible t^ induce the people to forgive turning thefh ottof flie place where their
,

father and grandfather lived.” “ Do you think that the people of Ireland look to a
Refoitued Parliament to do them justice ?” “Yes, th^ enlightened part of the people

do ; but the very poor people do not look to tile Government tr the Parliament at all

;

or to any means except w'hat nature ha* given tflem to proven^ their being turned

out. They abandon their clergy ; and we can havejio influence ove¥ them. Tlwy care

not if they are taken and hanged lor those desperate acts committed in ^state of re-

p^nge; death would be a relief to them, they cafe nothing for life.”*

This witness was asked he believed the farmers woufd be ready to

enter into an association to put down Whitefeet cc%ibinations, sifpposing

suq^i combinations resisted tithes. • Tlic answer i^ remarkable, Imt not

See the dying declaration $f Redmond, executed the other day at Wexfoid,
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more so than that of nearly every witness on thi^point^

—

That tithes are

at an end in Ireland—^that tithe can never afain be collected in any form.

<< 1 am very sure/' he '^eclarea, << that "they would never ibrm themselves into an
association if they were to he made use of as instruments to collect tithes ; hence, in

the county of Carlow, in the oath of the special conijbables, they have exempted tithes

and chur^ cess ; they have taken ah oath to obey the magistrates in every thing else.”

And no wonder they claiiji such exemption, or that extraordinary

means must be employed to collect tithe, if the following ^e a fair spe-

cimen of the severity with which so iniquitous an impo^ion is exacted.

« I have known,” says this witness, <‘j)otatoei^ to be sold out of the house of poor

people ; and 1 have known the pot to be sold, anti a man left two years and a half*

without one, being obliged to borrow a pot to boil his potatoes ; I have known blan-

kets taken off the beds of children ; I Imve known the widow’s pig taken away ; and
I have known an aged widow taken out of a sick-bed, and laid on the ground, and
the clothes, cand the bed, and her tdaughter’s clothes, sold for tithes. I have known
that in the town of Maryborough.”

Whether the government were sincere or not, in intending the abo-

lition of tflhes, the Irish people, last year, confidingly and rejoicingly

* trusted to their entire abolition ; to their disappointment may be traced

much of the late excitement. Mr. O'Connor vras interrogated on this

subject, and his answer was, that,

Persons of all classes, without distinction, mistwl ; Protestants had presided at

anti-tithe meetings. By the words used in the Beport of the House of Commons,
< extinction of tithe,’ the impression on the Irish people, so far as witness could learn,

W’as, that tithes were done away entirely. They were afterwards disappointed, when
they heard these words explained in a different sense.”

The opinions and suggestions of this witness are entitled to the highest

consideration. Called by the duties of his siicred office to spend his life

among the poor, he is intimately acquainted with their extreme distress,

their most pressing*^ wants, their moral and physical condition, and the

best modes of remedying those evils, which must be corrected before

Ireland can enjoy peace, though an army of a million, and the laws of

l>raco, were in force in that disturbed land. He suggests that an armed

voluntary association, a National Guard in fact, allowed to choose their

own queers, should co-operate with the magistrates and the priests, to

restore good order. Next he states

:

“ I think a poor law would vastly raiw the condition of the people, and would
make then morfe comfortable.” t’

* c And hh recommends Parochial Committees to suppress vagrant mendi-

city, and promote ^od morals and industrious habits among the ne-

glected children of the {ioor. Slich committees, he thinks, couldf be got

V in most parishes of Llihster. \ *

The immense aid v^ich the Catholic clergy have contributed towards

'allafying discontent and repressing crime among the poor, is now begin-

ning to be appreciated. Whi^ it was employed in preserving order, or

even in exciting a* kittle ^ \^hoiesome agitation,* useful to the New.
Government, it wfs all very well to th? Whigs ; hut influence exerted in

defeating, by every Jawful m^ans, tithe .exactions, is a different consi.

deration. *Put upon his defence^ this benevolent Catholic priest makes a

modest stateiffent, which may dye^ with shanie many a pluralist of the
*

sinecure*church. * • * »

^ With respect to thi| ]|porer descriptiem of people you spoke of just now, do the

^
Roman Catholic priests receive from them anj dues ?” From those very poor pedfilft

^
they would ndt accept it ; but, unfortunately, such is the state of the country, we are

obliged to be suppoiated by the ^r ; but, whatevei ive get beyond a very moderate
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maiuteiiatice^ we consider ourselves bmind So distribute for the good of the people, 1

have done it myeeU^ and 1 hope I sliall continue to do it 1 require a very moderate
support^ and 1 hftve always expended any tlftnp beyond th^ in feeding and clothing

the poor. It is very odious to speak so much of ones's self; hut 1 consider, from the

line of examination that has latterly been pursued, that •! am put on my defimce.

No clergyman can refuse his ministry for want of^money* We are often obliged to

give, instead of receiving. We encourage them (the very poor) not to be abashed or
to stay awa^;—that is our language ; but they know it so well, that it is unnecessary
to state it.”

•

aWe close the evidence of this witness with an emphatic sentdhce

:

^ The poor of Ireland will ahva^ be uifhappy, while they see the comfort and
happiness of the English people, and contrast it with their own misery and desti-

tution.”

In concert with the other Catholic clerpy of the district of Mary,
borough, this gentleman, shortly after thd publication of 01*. Doyle's

celebrated pastoral letter, did, on the recommemtlation of Dr. Doyle, who
is their Bishop, communicate to the Lord-Lieutenant of t|^e county, «

Lord de Vesci, their scheme of suppressing the W'^hitefeet insurrection,

hy a protecting society, formed of all good men, of every class and
creed, without distinction,'* without either Orange Yeomanry, or Courts-
Martial. The application was not satisfactorily attended to : A coercion

bill is the better remedy. Yet the same witnesses who threw cold water
‘upon this plan of a general association, bear the strongest testimony to

the excellent and Christian-like conduct of the priests ; with the excep-

tion of Major General Crawford, who figured in the year 1798, and re-

mains to this day in mind—first cousin to Sir HarcouH Lees. Colonel

Sir John Harvey, Inspector-General of the police of the province of Lein-

ster, speaking of the notorious affair of Castlecomer, was asked.

Arc you of opinion that the priests excited tlie people,•or encouraged them in

going through the town As far as my observation extended, I have stated quite

the reverse. They gave us every assistance in repressing tumult.* We made them
tlio oigans of communicating witli the people.”

^

This testimony is corroborated in very many instances; but the part*

acted by the Catliulic clergy is evidence enough of itself. With an
avowed hostility to tithes, church cess, and every impost levied to*sup-

port the established clergy, they have made the most strenuous efforts

to maintain good order, to^each submission to the laws, and to restrain

crime. The effect of Dr, Doyle's pastorals and addresses alon^, were
^

very great ; and he was zealously seconded by all his. clergy, aiid'gener-^

ally hy every Catholic priest and guratc^in the disturbed districts. Of
*

these a(£!resses we would fain transcribe gntircf^Dr. Doyle's p&toral

letter To the deluded persons^llegally combining under the unmeaning
appellations Blackfeet and Whitefeet f* but iffusl^limft our extract to •

what he admits to be the true condition of t^^e miser&hle people with

whom he* affectionately remonstrates, ind*whose crimes he denounces,

and to whom, as their friend and gpirituah guide, heM^als out powerful

warnings, stern reproof, and anxious exhortation. • • •

1 had,” he says, abstained hitherto fropa addressing you, in the )idtie,-^la»

!

kmiist add, in the vain hope,—t^at your own reason, instructed by exgerieuce, would
prevail over your passions, or t^t, wearied cm the way of iniquity, you would seek

repose, confessing, as everptongue in earth and in heirmuSI confess, *• that* there is

no rest or peace for the wicked/ 1 was withheld from addressing you by the hope,

whioh I have long cherished, and which I shall cherish, of ^il^g your condition im-
proved, and the causes, as well as the pretences, of your criminal combinations re-

^

moved. J hoped to hear of your raal grievances being candidly cot\sidered hy the Le-
gislature ; of a proviuon being m£ie law' for the poor and destitute of youp; ofmeans

' • • •••
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of employment being: furnished to you, especially to such ofyou as were cruelly «geet-

ed from your holdings : I hoped all this, hud that no man or woman eould reprdUch
me, when exhorting you to peace, by tliinking within themselyes, or saying to me In
words, Do you wish us to sit down and die of hunger ? Do you tell us from the
Gospel, which the Lord has commissioned you to preach, that a man is obliged to

starve in the midst of plenty, or mat any law can ^be justified which banishes, as a
maiefactor, or hangs, as a felon,' a man able and willing to Work, bnt who, unable by
any lawful means to preserve hinioelf and his children from starvation, employs such
means as occur to him to supply himself w^th food ? In England, where the law
proclaims that no man shall want a sufficiency of food, where dvery honest mskn^ if
disabled or unemployed, is invested by the law with the right to support ffir himself
and his children ; if in England, whet^ the laW;'of self-preservation, ‘ the drat law o/
nature^* is upheld and entbrced by the law of the State ; if in England, where the
poor are so justly protected, men combined to violate the rights of property, let them
bo reproached as wicked, andpanished as criminals; but until in Ireland the first law
of nature ^ recognized ; until ii^ Ireland the law proclaims, as it docs in England,
that ho man, woman or child, shall perish of w^ant, do not endeavour to persuade us
thac our duties* and obligations rre the same as the duties and obligations of those
whom the laws ofEngland, which jshouldalso be our laws, cherish and protect. Show
to us, that ff we be patient and submissive we will not be banished from our homes

;

that our wages will not be diminished till even roots and water fail our children

;

that in disease and hunger we will not be left, as heretofore, to perish ; in firn;, show
to ns that all our sulferirigs will not be aggravated ; show to us that all those things

will not happen, and we will freely and cheerfully acquiesce in your advice. You speak
to us of tlie punishment ^vhich awaits us; what piinibhmcrkt can be greater than to

die of hunger? Yoti remind us of the affliction we bring upon our families ; what
afiliction can surpass that of the mother and children, driven, in a state of utter desti-

tution, from the fireside and threshold of their homes, to wander, friendless and hope-

1^8, through a world that rejects them, till hunger and disease strike them to the

earth, and death coities to absolve them from their sufferings. Go ! tell the husband,
the brother, the father, who has witnessed this scene, that he is a criminal if he revolt

against such an order of things, and he will reply : * You »rre not a minister of Christ,

but of Moloch ; for it is by li'loloch, and not by the God of the ('hristians, that such
blootfy sacrifices are re^uii'ed.’

”

Dr. Doyle's eloquent, energetic, and unspartnp: expostulation, g^oes

farther than either the anonymous-information statements of Stanley,

x)r the plausible generalities of Sir Robert Peel. Having’ pictured the
" sufferings of the people, he jiroceeds :

—

‘‘ 9ut let me remind you that revenge is forbidden. The Lord saith, ‘ Revenge is

mine ; I will repay.* God alone, or those who hold power from him, can alone exe-

cute justice. Revenge is totally forbidden to man ; it is reserved exclusively to God.
But if you cannot avenge injuries, neither can you *redrcss wrongs, ufdess by such
means ai) reason sanctions, and the law ihu'mits. But is it lawful, or it is reasonable,

• that yqii, or a banditti, compose<l of such as you, should sit in judgment and exec<^te

your decrees agfiinst any person, whether that person be innocent or guilty ? Where
is your authority for doing so ? By ^hat rxle is punishment to be proport^ed to the

dffenc^ ? Who will try ^he mei^ts of the case in the absence of the accused ? And
how, or by whom, is tne sentencs to be carried*into effect ? Such proceedings as you.

adopt are an outrage ugon common sense, and a manifest violation of the laws of
God and of society. There may be, and there always will be, oppi^ssion and injus-

tice in the world ; but of alljthe yppression and injustice which ever afflicted mankind,
there are none so flagrant as the ffpprission and injustice committed by bodies of men
illegally combined ! ‘Lotik* to your ouui d^ds ! What have you done ? Cowardly,
base, jvicked, nqg^teful men, what have you done ? You have commenced by an
unlawful and impious oath, in Wiiicli you called the God of Holiness to witness yonr
crime

;
ybu enlarged your combination by force and violence ; you conflrnied it by

tlmnkenness violations of the f4ord*s day. As you advanced you made war, like

the savage of the desert, upon your neKt neighbour^if not of your own tribe. You
polluted the fair and niarket-plnce by savage warfare ; (ir, like Cain, you went into

the field to spill the blood of your defenceless and unsuspecting brother. You plun-
dered the house where ^'ou could meet with no resistance ; you fled from him wh|^m
you most feared and hated

; you wreaked four vengeance on the industrious man
whi> supplied yoju with bread, and fed the poor^ut of his substance; and if yon

*

fioimd a ffian straying in the fields, or travelling on the highway unaruv<!d. and de-
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fouvelesB, him did you murder or assassinate. These are your deeds ; this

ward of your crinCies^ which will one day be tried by the Jud^e of earth and heaven.
And what can you say in your defence ? ¥o» will say, fewsooth 1 that you were
employed in redressing wrongs, in afiurdiiig protection to the oppressed. But you
will be taught how that office will belong to you; that evil^uld not he done, though
good should come from it ; that your whole combfimtion was a tissue of iniquity,
and that all your deeds were crimes.'* «

*Dr. Doylo's opinion in support of the oife and only remedy for Irish

distress,—a provision for the poor—outweighs all that has been
urged against it.

‘ •

Hack>rents, ejection from lands or ]fDuses, afwell as employment, ai'e things which
laws cannot easily control. There is but one legal remedy for those evils ; let no
man deceive you; there is but one remedy for tlieni, and that remedy is, a legal provi-
sion for the poor. This is a truth as certain as the rising of to-morrow's sun. Let
every man, therefore, who wishes that a competition for land should cease^ let every
man who desires to see ti\e poor exempted from famine and disease, U'ho desires to

see the widow clothed, the orphan fed, and the strainer ti:^e*n in ; let every man who
is sincerely anxious that the law of Nature be not violated, and the law of Christ ful-

filled, petition Fa^rliament to enact a legal provision ior our poor. *

“Let every man who is sincere in his professions of desiring to see the income de-

rived from the soil of 1 1 eland expendeil within the country in the improvement of that
soil, and in the employment of a people to be supported as lahom^ers, that they may
not be paupers; let every such man lay aside his doubts or fears, or schemes of per-

sonal profit to be realized from the life-blood of his fellow-countrym^ ; let every such
person petition Parliament for a legal provision for our poor.

“ Then, as to tithes, employ against this devouring impost all the resonrcee of your
wit and talent, with all the means which the law allows. But in your opposition to

this pest of agriculture and bane of religion, keep always before your eyes.a salutary

dread of those statutes which guard the tithe. Let no violence, oi*combmation to in-

spire dread, be ever found in your proceedings. Justice has no need of such allies. In
these countries, if you only obey' the law and reverence the* constitution, they both
will furnish you with ample means whereby to overthroj^' all opprSsion, and will

sec ure to you the full eiijoynieiit of every social right.” •

The Eijcaminer iii its peculiar style, compact and pointed, lately said

that Mr. Stanley, Secretary at war with Ireland,” had*brought in a
Bill to enable the j)arsonH to live like gentlemen.” This fact in sub- •

stance has been repeated a thousand times. Lord Roden, an Irish Tory
Peer of the most rampant description, slates in Parliament, thal^he
“ sup})orted the Earl Grey’s Irish Bill, because that hill was necessary

to the support of the Established Church.'* Hei'e is an honest man.

See what the Parsons thenlselvesthipk of the matter. In their,woful

epi|tolary lamentations, which fill so much of the bulky Appendix to
,

the Report of the Peers* Committee on Tithes in Ireland, Doctor Hans
Hamilton jays, in November. 1831

^
“ You may assure his Rxcellcaicy (t^>e Lord-Lieu^nant) tfi^t the people conceive

the Government on their side! and do not intend to ^pport the claims of the clergy.

If some demonstration w not speedily made’, the laws wilt ndt he Strong enough to

put down the illegal comlnnation against the payment of Tithes, • It must end ifi

the complete spoliation of the tlcrgy.”
I t*

*

This reverend person encloses the following jiotice of An anti-tithe meet-

ing, called in consequence of tlie prosecutions he had rai^qjd agains^his

parishioners :— • ,

Tithes ! ! ! now or n|verl

‘•The tithe payers of the union of Knocktopher are requested to meet fit Ballyhall,

on Monday, the 7th November instant, for the jfurpose of adopting the most efSsctual

and legal means of defendinf themselves against the last efftrts, and only, forlorn

hope of the rapacious proctor, and parson.” • ^ •

III {he envelope of this pithy document the parson says .

“ I am persuaded that if the p|riehes, which now set the law a.t dq^nce, were
proclaimed^ and troops sent into the coumtry, the tithes would be instantly ”

.... \ \ O-UC?; rw... \ <2 .

VO i * X
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Behold Doctor H^ns Hamilton your wi»h on the point of accompUtsh. .

ment : Mr. Stanley, has done it
!

,

<^But if the Gorernment oontinne to act in sudi a manner as leads the people to
,

thinh they will not aid»the clergy, evil (resistanre to tithes, to wit) will spread in

such a manner as it will be impotisible to check it.'’

hope this reverend gentleman is now satisfied with governmejit.
‘

Parishes will be proclaimed ; troops will be sent into the couhtry ; unless

the gpod genius of Britain and Ireland, and the foiesight and public

spirit of the British people, sav No ! *^rhe complaints of some of the

hitherto well paid clergy might break fee heart of a stone ; iso pathetic

are they on the score of tithe refused by their poor Catholic and also Pro-

testant parishioners. The Dean of Cashel could not get one farthing

;

and the^following notice was served on his agent in the County” of Tip-

perary. It is expressed in nearly the same terms which a similar inti-

mation to the curate nright^have taken in the days of the T^aird of Lag,

ClaverhQuse, and Mause Headrigg : not quite perfect ^ its grammar,
but perfectly intelligible in its sense ;

—

Philip of Noan, take notice, that is considering sufficient business for you to

collect th^ tax-cess, iu deplorable times, from the poor, and not become a collector of
tithes for a church, who, for centuries past, oppressed the people with that tyrannical

yoke of misery^and slavery which they have no share to. Suspend and reject the

term of ill fame, or any illegal proceedings in future against the parishes of Clerapan
and Newchapel, as they have no payments to make in future. Rest assured, if you
strive to usurp or oppress that yoke of bondage against the people, you will be dealt

with acr/)fdingly ;^,and mark the consequence. N,B.—Will it be the case of Cattle

Pollard or Newton Barry ? Oh, no ! no ! against miserable people.”

Writing in the metropolis of Scotland, M'here a systematic passive re-

sistance to a clerical ifiipost, not half so bad as tithe, and paid to our
own clergy, has been maintained for years, and will be, till the people of

Edinburgh are either proclaimed

,

or relieved by law, we need not pursue
the ramifications of the determined opposition to the far more grievous

oppression of tithe in Ireland, nor yet say how heartily the Scotc-h have
all along wished success to the legal peaceful opposition recommended
by«^^ Dr. Doyle and his myrmidons," and to the emancipation of Ireland

from the galling burden of a sinecure State Church,

A letter from Dean Dawson, who, having distrained cattle at Castle-

comeir for his tithe-rent, modestly solicited troops to convey them to
‘ Dublin for^sale, .and barracks to lodge them in on the road, as no 'hnstn

would or could, buy them at hom^ (any more than here a bed poinded
{or**Annuity at Edinburgh ‘Cross^ throws shame upon his Majesty’s

Government, for i;iie paltjy way in w^iich the law of property (tithes)

had been supported.*- In September he called out in the very language
adopted by the ministerialists, now that the convenient season has come,
** It is impossible thaf thck.country must not be getting worse and worse,

while no remedy is applied, until^ we are plunged into the horrors of
ciyil war. ^i|pport me with troops, and an independent magistrate, and
I will j)roceed.” , Merciful Dean Dawsoh will now find his wish exceed-
ed, there will be proceedings without the drawback of magistrates.

^We have said that there is Ijttle evidenl;e, in this voluminous Report,

to shew that Jubkes are intimidated. Ai th® late assizes in Ireland,

Jurymen came forward in as great numbers as on any quiet English
Circuity and convictions were obtained to the heart’s content of the
most vindictive prosecutors. There is, however, abundant evidence of

the m^ner In which Juries are packed^mA of the causes which have
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diminished the* eoniidence of the people in the laws. Mi*. Dillon was

asked,
^ ^

Do you think the diseatisfoction (at the CoinmiB9iop) arose from the conduct of

•the oMcer in putting Protestants upon the jury?” “Yes; Protestants exclusively/’

Mr* John Bing was interrogated in reial^on to the juries at

^borough.
^

Was there an unfair panel?” I wiM state the circumstances as they happei ed.

1 was in attendaifte eight or nine days, as a juror.
^
No Catholic came to t^e hook

that was called that was not set aside hy the Crown Solicitor, acting by the dilutions,

or under the instructions of the police Jonstabl^ He was instructing the Crown So-

licitor.”

Of another jury at this assize, ho says :

“ When Mr. Wray, the King’s Counsel, saw that eight or nine of the jury were Ca-
tholics, he objected to the jury.” “ The Chief Justice^hen adjourned the Cddrt ; and
on the next day he came into court, they were swearing the jpiY? iu the case of Rochtbrt,
for the murder^f Mr. Gregory, before Mr. Baron Smythe, and he would not diminish
the panel before they were satisfied with the jury. *At this time there weie upwards
of sixty set aside by the Crown, and* the prisoner exhausted his right of challenge. It

was three o’clock befoie the jury was completed. Thus, time was wasted, and some
prisoners remained over, though the assize lasted twelve or fourteen days; and it is a
feeling in the country that a trial by Jury was not had at Maryborough^ that the
j^ople were not tried by their peers. That a jury from the grand panel (a party
considered distinct firom the people) were sworn to try offences against the interests

of that party.” j

“ And you consider that the police constable and Crown Solicitor were the parties

who suggested this.” Yes. I saw the police constable suggesting it.” You say
that Mr. Tickell objected to the jury/’ ‘‘ Yes.” “ Did you hear^hem say anything ?”

<‘Only the ohjectiou—I object to that juror.” .

We cannot follow the details of evidence. The prisoner was about to

be tried by a jury who had just tried other pri^uer^; a new trial was
called on, when the Crown Solicitor thought fit to interfere.

The jury were chiefly Protestants, but that was not the chief ground of the peo-

ple’s distrust ; they (the jury) were aristocrats, as they called themselves.”

The Rev. John Burke stated, that the people had no want of confi-

dence in the petty juries who tried common outrages

;

“ But for offences, sucli as RibbOiiism, in which there n'ere «iuestions between •the

police and the people, such as at Castle Pollard, tlie panel of the juiy had been
invariably so constructed as tha^ Roman Catholics w'ere excluded fi*om the juiy.

This had been noticed,—it had made a stroug*Jmpression ; the Police shew actwity in

objecting to petty jurors. This witness thinks the distrust in the admiuistralioii of
justice upon the increase ; and that, with other causes, it has tended to disturbatfee.”

The follorwing case will shew how jtiries are packed in Ireland, ^me
poor tenants on the estate of the«Duke of Bitckingkani had fallen into

arrears, in a bad season, twenty years ago.^ 'rhey^m^ine^d their arrears

were remitted ;• an^ when served with processes by the Duke'a agent,

at Christmas 1831, they, in true Irish style, mad&the process-server eat

his own parchments. The witness was asked,— . • ^

“ Was the trial about the Duke of Buckmgham’s agent consider^^ party trial ?”

“ I do not know, except from one symptom. I saw the chief of Police very actiA in

preparing a jury upon the trial that just preceded it i and the agent’s case wds called

immediately after ; and, from the ^arefui selection? I did believe that ^he jiuy was
seleoted to try that case. Distrust felt on what are considered party trials, where
the police are on one side andsthe people on the other, and alsoiwhere the Aristocracy
are In opposition to the people. There seem| to be sogme anxie^ to have a select jury
to flemaiitd the aids of the Aristocracy agaijpt the people.”

* *

Thu witness, a man of strong and warm feelings, wlio lost eleven of

his p^tshioners in the fatal affray at Castle Pollard, states, t}iatv>n the

trial of the Police for this lat^ul killing, (we may not call it a rnufder, aa
VOL, m.—NO. xiii. B ,
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it wai lontid ttot murjder^) he saw the ehW<!< otthe Police for tlie fiaigh'^ ^
hiMliriiig* dklricts^ fliu^gestiag to (he attoiroey for the Policemen to ^b)ect

toiMm.
* *

'
,

^ I heivd him aay, <Ko ; das^ the one of Hmh shall be 00 it;* itait i% when a
^ftfSlMc was calleii**
^ * <

, The opinion entertained hy this witness of the irritating iqterfmnte of
the police^ is too much borne ^ut by <fther evidence* At fa^rs^ so fa%«s Mr.
Burhf had seen jthem^ when not guided by a chief, fhey have not eoiu

tributed to allay disturbances ; the general character of the police is,

that they are violent party ipen, some of them Orangemen ; in their in*

tercOurse with the people they were accustomed to use expressions which

shewed a hatred of the Catholic population ; the Catholics think it use-

less to fomplain. He thoitght the police an unhappy kind of force.

“ The most violent nleii} of p^rty fteling afe generally chosen for policemen. I

think they must have been favourites Of those who chose them. Some of them were
gate-keepers ; some of them have other connexion with the estbblishments of those

gentiemea; taking them altogether; they aie men of too strong party feelings to be

iwnservators of the peace.”

They are nearly all nominal Protestants and really good Tories.

^ * Have >011 heard the news ?* said one of tliem to a parishioner of Mr. Burke*s.

<No’—^ 1 did ; Lord Greyand the rest of them are driven to tfte devil ; thaCs the newt.^

If the misery of the people could ever be out of place in speaking of

Ireland, we would here omit Mr. Burke's account of his own wretched

parishioners, tlje tenSSnts of the Duke of Buckingham. What we select

i» a tolerably complete picture of the agent and tenantry of an absentee

landlord ; of the ministerial offices of Jthe priest, and the despair and ir-

ritation of the people.

«

in the summef of 1830, before the new potato crop was ready, there

was very great distress among his Grace of Buckingham's ivretehed

tenantry. They applied to their pastor to write to their English land-

lord, imploring temporary relief.

‘‘ They were,” he says, “ living upon weeds and green tabbage ; it wiia a state of
ext^reme distress. Many of them came to my door every morning for food. Some-
times 150. A friend, who keeps house for me, was in di^pair of lelieving them. 1

told her * give them all, the people will not let me want.* To the last atom m tbs

house they should get it.**

Tl[^e witness was here asked, if, in such friglitful extremities, there

ought not to be g tax upon the land to relieve the people?

« I think,’* he lephcd, “ the preprietor of the soil, in the cate ofdearth andfamine^
ougHt not to suffer people to perish. If it were well regulated^ I think there

ought to be permanent relief; there are alwM}s cases of disit(.s& : there ought to

bs a provision fi<r driM lelt destitute.**

Mr. Burke Urote to his Grace, and was answered, tliat directions were
given to the agent to aiF(^rd 'i-elief where it was required. But five or

six weeks elaps6(f, and th^ priest vrgte again. Whate\ er noble dukes
or their agenb3 may think ^of it, hungejr is impatient and clamorous. No
answer came from the Duke : but the agent intimated that no distress ex«

isted requiring relief, and n6ne would be givan. The priest exposttiJabad,

and Retailed instances of the eScisting distitess ; but to no purpose. He
afterwards came ^ver te England with a memorial from the tenantry,

stating their pc \ erty, and the extraordinary demands for old appears,
^

with ahich they were unable to Comply. His Grace of Buckingham
lleeHned seeing the dergyman who had cqpie over from Ireland to speak
In hiaf«ef his miserable tenantry and Ms Irish property i He was refused
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an interview. But the pcKn* teiiexiifi did not blame the Duke for all this

—

they Blamed the agent. Thie witness attended politieal meetings ; he was
• an agHatoTy and gloried in it t he ^liought that his oi^er did not deprive

him of the right of citizenship ; and deeieed it dh hodour to lead the
^people to all good objects. Many of his speeches were reported, and
miareported^ by Captain Gordon in Parliament

;
quoted in Parliam^t

by Captain Gogdon, and misquoted*; but the following "bold letter is

acknowledged to%6 correct. It throws lurid light on the deep-seated
discontents that rankle and oorr^e the heart of Ireland. It was written
soon after the shooting at Castle rollard. ^

« To George Hatchell* Esq., Dubwit Castle.
“ MartirCs Town, August 1531

.

Sir,—

I

have been favoured with two copies of year census of the population : I

suppose the parish priest ot Newton Barry* ret«ived one or tivo more. I would wish
to know what gbliiration the priests of Ireland owe tithei^to you or to the Govern-
ment, that we should asbist your travelling servants, or look over your work. If
you want clerical bailiffs, call on those whom you pay, and who have nothing else to
do. With respect to you, we have neither time nor inclination to give you ^ntuitous
services ; no more than we should be inclined to disgrace ourselves by iTceiving yoiif*

pay. You want the census of my parish. All the information I can afford you is,

that its population was reduced, in the last shooting day, eleven m number; and
that we have laws M^hich forbid mo to characterize the deed as it deserves. The
Government, which is supported at an enormous expense for the purpose, or under
the pretence (which )cm know is the same thing) of preserving each man’s right

inviolable, calls upon me to help to niimher the rest of iny flock^ without attending,

in the smallest degi*ee, to those eleven whom 1 have lost* Dof^ this ghvernment
think I could so soon forget them, or that 1 can ever forget them, or that from my
memory can be effaced the impression whi<h*thcir pallid countenances, distorted by ex-

piring agonies, their stiffening limbs, their bodies smarting with the tepid current that

gushM fioni their hearts, has stamped on my mind. Sii,^end voiir Orange messen-
gers and enumerators to those to uhom they are welcome; but*^et them ndit be an-
noying my little place uath their unwcUouio presence. 1 am too much affected by
the loss of my paribluoner', whom I regarded .aore than I do you, or aiiy one belong-

ing to, or connected with, the Irish government, to turn my attention to this display,”

&c., &C., &c.

Mr. Burke make** a gentlemanly apology to Mr. Ilatchell as an indi-

vicinal, and concludes his historical letter.

This undaunted priest, when a member of the Committee suggested

that his letter had been writfen under feelings, replied^ J
thegame still** But the strongest of his expressions, those wrung &>rth,

like the above, by feelings of pity and indignation, fall.shorb of wha't we
have here ei the meek and merciful rlergyinen of the wealthy, the^ fa-

voured the established Church, galling uponsthe loygl body df Orange

• yeomen to come forward ! and after a showdr ofJi>lood, the atmosphere

would be cleared, and all would be peaceful again.”

Brief and disjointed as are our excerpts fropi this voluminous and im-

portant Report, they clearly aliew the trie naturq an^ the deep-rooted

causes of every disturbance that has eMailed cTrime and misery on Ireland

for sixty years. They are to bp found in th^ Church estdbfishment-^in

the condition of the peasantry, living, as is pretended, under the British

Constitution, but morally, physically, and pulitically as degraded as the

Russian boor. We are indebted to the fages of .the Edinburgh Egoiew

(not 4>f last year) for A^akefield’s description of t!be wretchdd and
Irish. The Russian boor pays his ohrok to hi# lord, and goes

where he will
j or by his personal services, pays for the land which sup-

ports his family—his con^ucreg and, in so far, is " exactly on the lei^el

— - i i . i.p— —
* Then the recent srene of a Police mai»acm
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^ the Insh elave,^" The terns 1 have used/*, continues Wakefield^ (a^
High Tory and.Antit-jaoobin by the way^) may offend some delicate ears;

Imt does it not excite the blush of shame in the cheek of an Irishman^

,

to hear that the internal economy of Ireland^ in respect to agriculture^

is very little different from that of the most despotic government in

Europe/' The poor Irish, notwithstanding their ignorance, are aware

of the situation in which they are placed. They are perfecfly acquaint-

ed wi^h the nature of the hairack system, and the mCiitary government

which is employed to awe thbm into^sulyection." The Irish are now
equally acute in penetrating the objectM:)f Karl Grey's Bill. But if such

be the causes, what are the remedies? Those pointed out in this

Parliamentary Report, and by a host of intelligent witnesses, so late

as August last, are not^ the abolition of tithes, for every one de-

clares this is done already—that tithes are at an end in Ireland;—then,

certainly, not the suspension of the Constitution—not domiciliary visits

—not nwlitary tribunals cohiposed of the brotherhood of Captain Dun-
das, (now Major for his virtues,) who is among the last public sped
mens we have of British military morals and intelligence in Ireland.

It is, however, insulting to compare British officers with the late Cap-
tain, now Major Dundas. There is, w'ithout this argument, enough in the

history of Ireland, and of all countries, against judges in scarlet ;—ever

the fittest, when they are the most unconscious tools of despotism, and
the most strictly honourable in their own nature. So far from recom-

mending Militf^ry Cdurts, it could never have entered into the mind of

any witness before, or member of the Parliamentary Committee, that in

five little months, with no new cause save the hue and cry got up to serve

a party purpose, the Whigs w'ere gravely to propose the introduction of

Military Law, aitd all its accompaniments, into a country whose griev-

ances they were pledged to redress, whose wounds they were to bind up

;

and which, after ages of misery, arising, as they have always said, from
‘ mLsrule, they were to render peaceful and contented.

Let us now inquire on what Mr. Stanley's case rests ? upon what does he
ground a measure, the merit of which, according to its friends, and the

old maxim, the blacker the sinner the brighter the saint," is its extreme
unconstitutional violence. The late outrages, murders, robberies, &c.

&c., udmitting the utmost stretch given them by Ministerial pleading,

and.^ir Robert Peel's oratory to boot, do not so very much exceeiT the

ordinary av^eragd of excesses in Ireland in the dark months, when the

peasantry are unemployed aUd starving. The elections accoifht for some
additional violencD''; the Rigorous laws adverted to, in the seventh num-
ber of this Magasifnei passed at the close of the last session, account for *

‘Other outrages, severe laws ever tending to create t1ie crimes they
punish ; hut the resistance to^the collection of tithe arrears, excited by
the delusive expectations yaised the Government declaration respec-

tixig tithes, hks spread more violence and crime throughout Ireland last

year, than all other temporary causes whatever ; and is, of itself, sufficient

to account for the black catplogue arrayed by Mr. Stanley, when he threw
the parlifhncntary evidence o^er-board, %nd tried to gull the Brftlsh

natibn with anonymous information. Let^is see what his own function-

ary, Mr. Barrington, a man of .admitted intelligence, says, only liwt

summer, in answer to the alarmist^, about the general insecurity^ life

and property in Ireland.

Tin Committee are to uuderstand thstftin your opinion, they (the disturbances)
•^•are simfily 4grariati << Certainly.” « Do you consider that in Ireland property
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is as secure now, as it was softie years ago ?” « I think property is as secure in Ire-

land now [June 1832] as ii ever was

;

and so much am I of that opinion, that, at

this moment, 1 know some Ariends who are sellii^ English estates tfi buy in Irelands

^
The rate of purchase of land has increased, 1 should think, fiom eighteen to twenty-

* two years* pui*chase for the rack-rents* I refused to sell a vejy large estate at twenty-

three years’ purchase.** •

• Of the tranquillity of the country, Mr. Barrington judged from the

state of theprovince of Munster, iq which He officiates.

1 certainly tlfink,” he 8ay«, the state of my district more quiet than I everknew
it, and it has generally been the seat of every disturbance.** •

In this district are the counties of Cl&re, Tipperary, Limerick, Kerry,
Cork, and Waterford, generally reckoned the most turbulent of the
Irish counties ; and some of them lately the seats of predial disturbances.

What then can have occasioned so sudden a revolution ? or are we to

take the Ministerial statements with large abatement ?
*

We have noticed that the Catholic clergy, to«a man, call for a poor
law ; not the extravagant English poor law/ nor any peculiar eimctment,
but a regulated measure which shall be adapted to the pressing exigen-
cies of Ireland, as the only means which <ian effectually put an end to

disturbance. They are the most intelligent class of the Irish nation, in

all that peculiarly affects their own denomination ; that is, six-sevenths

of the people of Ireland ; and, though their opinions were of no value,

let it be remembered that the best informed, and nearly all the other

witnesses, support them. Look to the evidence of Sir Hussey Vivian,

of Hovedon Stapleton, Esq., of Mr. Dillon, of Mr. Cassidy,.of Hugh
Boyd Wray, Esq., of Major George Bryan, and others fo whom we can-
not now advert. Their judgment is unanimous in recommending a poor
law as the best and most effectual means of quj^^tirig the people ; they
S'ly nothing of inilitary law. And what virtually is tlte language of Mr.
Stanley ?— We will try our own despotic plan : it is readier and easier

and every way more suited to our purpose ; our troops arS prepared to

keep you down, arid.we have neither leisure nor inclination to think of the

means of lightening your burdens, or of allaying the pangs of hunger,
which, we are told, make you the desperate and ready agents in all qiis-

chief.” Mr. Stanley's Coercive Bill was indigestible enough singly ; but

coupled with the declaration openly and harshly made in the face of the

recommendation of a Parliamentary Cenimittee, appointed in fact Jby the

Ministers themselves; in the face of British justice and humanity, and
in contempt of the unparalleled sufferings depicted- in tfie foregoing

pages,—if never, never can be tolertited ! v
But has it never occurred to^any one that the \2iiiefeet and Black>-

feet are but the secondary objects of this obnojxiojis BHl, if they are

—T- -
^ ^

' •
-

”^

• While we write, this \igoruus Whig mea^irc,J^riyt^ four-in-hand through the

House of Peers in one week, with little speech and muph cj^eering, is undergoing
wholesome excision. The staunch supportemof the Ministers, in aifd qut ofParliament,

stood prepared to bolt it entire. But I^rd Althorp, and even Mi^ Stanley, caqnot,

in the face of the country, of the peHtioiis pouring in, and the faltering of Members
who are well inclined to stand by them, force over unmodified. One immense
improvement is, that persons chifrged with polimal offences shall n#t be tried by
courts-martial; but as has been aftutely notice^ Someiwille, the dragoon, wa^ tried,

apparently for a breach of military du^, but really scourged ffir sending a letter to a
newspaper. Another alteration, good, so for as it goes, is, t^l^io officer under the

ranfrof a captain, can he on a court-martial. TIhtc are other important modifica-

tions ; and we are mistaken if the Bill (if it does not break doum altogether) will

not cpme forth a mutilated changclliig, loathesome to the eyes of all Tories and Orange-
men, and to its great progenitorj*tlie ifish Seci*etary. ^
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objects at all ? It has occurred to ve^y mauy-i^-it is the gej»eral belief
; ^

it is an opinion gaining ground every day. Had O'Comiell and the

irkli leaders been* conciliatory^ ^yielding men; had the Irish elections

gone favourably for the Whigs ; were the Catholics of Munster, and •

Leinster, and the dissenteas of Ulster, likely to be satisfied with the

moderate scheme ofChurch reform, proposed by Ministers, we should <

have found that the existing laws, and Special Commissions,*would have

been quite sufficient to put down predial disturbances in Ireland. While-

feet the target for practice, hut Aseociatione,—the Political Unions of

Ireland,—are the real aim. c ^

The Whitefeet murders are the bu^eate set up to scare the honest

and well-meaning by arts as insidious as base ; and as easily seen through
ais ever were those by which the Tories raised the howl of No Popehy !"

throughout a deluded country ; while the Associations, the Political

Unions of Ireland, and remotely those of England and Scotland, whose

turn may come next, are thc^ true mark.
*

With tin honest dispassionate inquirer who allows this much, the next

question is, what are the purposes of these terrible Irish Associations? If for

Repeal of the Union, their object may be perfectly lawful, but it is un-
wise,—^perilous to Britain, and to Ireland ruinous. And this much we
grant. But if the object of these Associations be to get rid, wholly rid,

ofthe Sinecure Church, with its multiplied oppressions; to render the very
word tithe obsolete in Ireland ; to procure redress of those grievances, a

few, and but a vei*y few of which we have enumerated ; to obtain, in an
equal administration of justice, to poor and rich, Catholic and Protestant,

the generous spirit instead of the mocking letter of the British Constitu.

tion ; to procure, by a poor law, on an enlightened principle, something
> to counterbalance^absehteeism, and raise the Irish slave*' some degrees

above the Russian boor —if such be the lawful and hallowed object of

these Associations, claiming illustrious descent from the Patriot Volun-
teers of 1782, what English heart shall not wish them good speed ! Put

' them down, then ; but let it be by granting their just demands. Do not,

for a great acknowledged wrong, offer some small remedy, applied in a

qui^e different direction, and then swell into Stanleian fury if the little mi.
nisterial plaster does not at once medicate the deep-seated, festering sore,

or if the wretched patient still writhes and fomplains. Put them down

;

but l^i* the instrument be that engine which the pride ofthe bigot, ,qor

the spite of the zealot, nor the ambition of the High.Priest, nor the

arsenal of the conqueror, no>M;he Inquisition with its torturing rack and
paler victim ever thc^ught ^,of ; that engine which, armed with physical

and moral blessing, comes forth and overlays mankind by services-—the

engine of redrfess.**^

T
* * Spnocb of tb*! eldei' Grattan.
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MUMMYFICATION.

Death ttandi ell glaisy in hit flxeili^ye ;

Hii bonee ere marrowlOM,—hli vein# an drjrr*

JBveeic.

Thb ennti^s and do-nothings ar^iexpr^ssibly fond of bewailing the

monotony and^bedium of the worldVe live in ; and every schoolboy who
has a voice to quote the morbid murmurs -of the Prince of Denmark
i^inst the weariness^ staleness^ fiatne^^ and unprofitableness of human
life^ feels himself privileged to protest^ that every thing has been al-

ready said^ and every thing already done : that he is born too late ; that

from Ptolemy Philadelphus^ the improver of the Clepsydra^ to Borevese,

the perfeoter of chronometers^ the moments pf time have been giieasured

by the same cold watery standard ;— quils se resemblent comme deux
gouttes d*eau y^-^that there is nothing new unde7 the sun, the moon, or

the stars ! .

* »

As if the ordinary progress of civilization di<l not sufficiently diversify

the surface of society ; as if the discoveries of Science and the embel-
lishments of Art did not impart endless graces to the solid sobriety of

our jog-trot existence ! One day telleth another, and one night certi-

fieth anothei' 1 hut they do not tell, and cannot certify in what array the
morrows of this wonder-working existence will dawn upon our admira-
tion : and.no man can swear on Saturday at e*en, that by the interference

of Brewster, Macculloch, Professor Brande, or Mistress Somerville, the

sun of Sunday will not rise in a violet-coloured atmosphere, or kerchiefed

in a comely cloud, by the aid of natural magic duly artificialized. Every
now and then, some wondrous victory gained ov6r the miserly reser\re of

Nature, places weapons in the hands of mankind, with which on every
side they effect new victories, and remodify the aspect of* the habitable

globe. An insight into her mysteries does not alone suffice ; their ap-

plication to vulgar purposes is the achievements chiefly important to the*

vulgar ; and it is plain, that neither Newton's principle of gravitation.
'

nor Harvey’s exposition of the flowing tides of human vitality, is half so

pregnant of change and improvement to the human race, as the liquefac-

tion and impermeability of caout-chouc, the transplantation of teeth and
fo^st-trees, the discharge of batteriel and laundry maids, by th^ intro-

duction of steam into four-and-twenty pounders and. washmg-tub^ and •

the manu^ctory of mattresses stuffed with air to float upon bedsteads •

made of water. All the monopolies of Naluje are^now infringed. • We
can undersell the old lady in all the markets ; can*produce h'uits and
flowers twice as fine as her own ; artificial ston^ more durable than her

best granite : we can make gems, metals, fire, air, eaath, waters, and
tliat fifth and mightiest element—STElM,-^very thing, in short, but

money, which she does not pretend (o maker twice as^heap as it is to be

found in her old established shop. t ,

Thanks to this wondrous amplification of* the resources of mankind,

ike ancient globe is perpetuqfly supplied with entirely new scenery*and
decorations. Railroads project their new line of business across the

kingdom, to waft invoices and bills of exchange Yrona Indus to thcfPole ;

hautacks and barley-mows ^are shot flying, with tl|p Jpromethean ^arts

of Messrs. Jones and Swing; and the proprietor of the most naked
downs that ever shivered ro^nd a modern country seat, may bring Bir-

luim Wood to D^nsinane i^ a dr^y, whenever it suits him to consult the
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Sylvanua of our Northern Agricultural Society,®What would Burleigh or

Bacon say to feats like these ? or, rather, what would they say to the

shrieveless, feokless, heartless, *«i60ullesB, worthless pococuranti^ who
grumble of the monotonies of life, the lack of incident, the penary of

change,—such miraclbs operating around thein.

it was but the other day that twnof the magi of Paris, two necromaiu
eers of nature, two genii of ^the cflPcible, hit upon a notable discovery,

which promises to revolutionize the su'rface of tlie physical 4vorld. Messrs,

CassroRi and Boniface St Aulaire of Paris, have invented a system of mum-
myfication, by which the varioust mouldy of human clay can, (on the eva-

poration of the spirit wherewith they were magnetized into vitality,) be

preserved from dissolution, and endowed with a secondary existence.

The process adopted, is said to bestow upon the body the immortality

hithert00monopolized by the soul; and the most paltry among us, is

henceforward as sure jpf an existence in the eyes of posterity, as the

veriest gnat or gi*ub enshrined in a tomb of amber in the cabinets of the

curious. Time was that when the brains were out the man would die

mais nous avons changes tout cela / There is no longer any hope of get-

ting rid of our friends. Messrs. St. Aulaire undertake, that the preserva-

tion of the defunct shall be so complete and circumstantial, that in the

body of an old w^oman on which they have already conferred immortality,

even a slight scar on the cheek is distinctly visible.*' Not a feature or

a peculiarity will be obliterated. Sibthorpe, Wetherell, Eldon, and all

the other old women in the land, will thus be bequeathed to the twen^

tieth century with all their scars and blushing honours thick upon
them !"

Wliat in the world is to be done with the lumber which this unlucky
discovery entails upon *the world ? Will not the worms arise, and de-

mand indemnification of the living for the loss of the dead ? How is

the green earth to be refreshed ? And how, above all, are we to evade
the claims of sentiment created by the new order of things ? Where are

excuses to be found for forgetfulness of the departed Who will ven-
ture on a second marriage, knowing that the first wife of his bosom has

lost*^othing of living life but her activity of tongue ; or what Ephesian
matron will dare throw off her weeds, while her mummyfied deceased

lord is frowning at her in all the severity of* living life ? There will no
longer^e the slightest pretext for burying the dead. Henceforward we
sh^l *{>6 stuc^ up under glass cases round our drawing-rooms, like Dying
Gladiators in bronzd, or Dianas in inarble : a man will be coi^upelled to

inheHt his ancestors lis we,11 as their acres and their services of plate

;

and our great mansions—our Longleats and Holkhams—will in the

coarse of the ifext ‘century exhibit a gallery of Thynnes ,and Cokes, in-

stead of the chef d'asuvres of Roubilliac or Canova,
We humbly trust, however, tnat so soon as this curious process shall

be surrendered general ^doptior, accommodation will be instantly

provided for the post ohit generation that i^uires warehousing. Nothing
short of a series of Egyptian pyramids will suffice. A species of mort-
main const^itution must be drawn out, aSd^tlng to each, in his degree>> a
niche in the domus ultima that » to redeeun our dust from the dust. It

is hig*hly desirable/ for *the enlightenment of generations to come, that

every mummy sbo?\ld be invested in its characteristic costumex^wd
moulded .into its favourite attitudef* And it is not improbable that a
great national gallery of mummies will be/ounded, in which (as in col-

ibetionw^of natural history) every beaiM; of ys will be put forward after
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the habits of his living existence. Brougham and Sugden will be mum.
myfied in the guise of the lion laying a paw on the mouse ; Buccleuch as

a mammoth moth ; Long Wellesley as a ftyiirg fish. Peel will be repre-

sented in the act of a deprecating bow; Newcastle characterized as

holding in his hand a loaf made of stone f and his Royal Highness of

Kew, as being asked for a fish and rendering a serpent. Names on the
pedestals^ or labels on the glass-cases mflst be rendered superfluous.

Conternporary^m^mmies should be formed into tableaux ; and the Bar
of every separate Court, in every succeeding' age, perpetuated as !ii pro.
cess of a suit ; Kings and Courts mummyfied in characteristic

groups ; and the literary and political worlds in discordant congregation.

For our own parts, we look forward with cheerful confidence to a poetical

corner in the Cheopsian edifice, in the midst of a little group of odd-
looking fishes, reverenced by after ages as thfe defunct contributors to—
Tait's Magazine. • «»

THE VISION OF SIR ROBERT.

“ Unus Pctteeo Juveni non sufficit orbis.

JGstuat infelix angusto limite mundi.*’
Juvenal.

Gon« is the night. But still her sable pall

Hangs heavy o*er the precincts of Whitehall.

Nor moon nor stars diflfuse one genial ray, •

Nor eastern streaks anticipate the day. -

Pale gloW-worm lamps shine dim athwart the gloom
Like boding witchlights by some murderer's tomb.
Gone the last devious reveller from the street

—

Gone the last prowling damsel from her beat.

O'er watchman's eyes forbidden slumbers steal.

All London sleeps—^save Perceval and Peel.

Now Somnus opens wide hiif ivory door,

While through its arch vindictive goblins pour.

How, in wild joy, their elfin spite they wreak—

^

Pinch briefless Praed, and twist gfleat Glo'jiter's beak

—

How, to and fro, their tifty forceps dyaw
The papered ringlets on the brows of La«v—

How, on Vane's ear, all Plunket's thunders swells—

Some other strain—some happiet hour irffty teU.

Duke Smithson elters, |ind Du^e SlaughAar moans.

Old Bags, enswathed in threadbare flannel, groai|s^

Dear, martyred Gattoit in his dreants he sees ;

Weeps his lost woolsack, and his ];fivished fees.

And that bright seasbn, when hj^ mystic wand
Spread Egypt's bon^s and locusts o'er the la^d.

But to our purposed end. « That end must_b^.

Lord of Mule-jcnny-twist, lo speak of thee.

Slow passed the hours. Our sleepless hero tossed

O'er blighted joys, aSd l^pes of office lost

—
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Betpairing hummed a tune—-eesayed td i

Shook his wi^m pillow—turned his feverish dieak—

*

Prayed/ hot and weary; dn his silken bed^

To every poppy power of drowsihead.

Fair is the chambdr. Gems of every dye—
Etruscan jars—perfumes of Araby—
Athenian marbles^ set with studious care

In mock disordeiv—mre coUecied there.
' There^ Guido's angel and Teniers's boor^

Contrast with mellow Rembrandt's chiar obscur—
In lordly Lawrence there> commingled shine

All Titian's tint^ all Michael's master-line.

In studied litter^ quaintly strewed around^

Plays^ bibles^ missi^^ magazines^ are found

—

The* bauble-sw/'rd^ yhich oft had levees graced

—

Elastic girdles for th^ tortured waist

—

Coats^ where sartorial Stultze had laboured long.

To mould the shapeless trunk en beau gar<^on.

Behold that toilet. 0*er its broad expanse

Breathe Indian atars, and esprits from France ;

Convenient scents, by pitying sages sold.

To give new fragrance, and suppress the old ;

Paste for the hands—^pomatums for the hair—
Cosmetic wash, to make the forehead fair.

'Midst g6lden trinkets lurk the combs of lead

—

Vain, vain, their task to tinge the fiery red I

Far banished thence, ignoble Stafford's ware ;

For all is gold, or gilded silver, there.

Hence vulgar calico ! Thou tradesman’s son,

Say dust thou scorn the stuff thy father spun ?

Gold-looped, gold.fringed, thy velvet curtain falls.

Presumptuous Gobelins veils thy princely walls.

For thee rich lamps their tempered light diffuse

On floors that glow with Persia’s hundred hues !

Embossed on gewgaws, and engraved on seals,

^
Blaze out the bought achievements o‘f the Peels :

Three arrowy sheaves, with lackered fillets hound—

>

One volant *wasp ; upon an azure ground,
A gilded lion ramped,^with gaping jaws.

And bore a bflly^rolier in his paws

;

Supporting swans, their kind assistance lent,

Australian swans, which cousin Tom had sent. ^

And curious eyes an empty space could spy.

Where grayer*s art ihe coronet might supply,

Should ^'er some poifipous p&tent grace the list

Of England's Peers jvith—Lord h|ale>jenny-twi8t.

Slow passed the hours. Our sleepless hero tossed

O'ex blighted joys, an^ hopes of ofket lost,

Till Morpheus, nodding Trom his throne of lead.

Sent sleep Aid visions to the aching hea^.

Behold^ ihe Chidrch, with all her idle state,

Falls tottering.piecemeal by ior own dead weight.

Loud hoots the owl from Lincoln's s?nimbling towers,

the daw has built in roofless LAnbethHi bowers.
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The ox is fetteii&ng in Cathedral stalls^

And Pideocsk'a beasts are quartered in St. Pauls.

Boom for the trucks by Herr Tdh Mildert *draim !

Fallen Marsh sings ballads in his rags of lawn

;

Sad Howley begs for alms in piteotfs strain ;

And Philpotts sweeps the crossing of Park Lane.

Cctnnot starve V*—the tattered churchmen cry—
But cay in vain The vision passes by.

And now our statesmen’s dreams retrace the time

M'^hen once he prosed^ iputentious and sublime^

Of those just laws^ great bulwarks of the crown^

Well framed to keep the Popish monster down.

Undo one rivet, or relax one chain

—

Guy Faux returns—King James revives again

The wind has changed 1 And he h^ chgpged his note.

AnJ gets another canting song by jrote.

The mitred Saints eschew their champion now.

Reproachful storms sit black on Eldon's brow.

On Oxford's sous with suppliant knee he waits—
Good peevish Grandam scolds him from her gates—
O, stop your vials of wrath—repress your spite—
Meek men of God !—and spare your recreant Knight

!

Another scene ! Enshrined in dark blue flame.

Cast forth from Hell, a nightmare spectre came

—

The motley jester's morrice-bells, combined •

With the long ermined train that trailed behind,

Wrtpped its foul limbs—half filthy and half fine

—

Half racked with pain—^half frolicksome with wine—
Bedecked with trinkets, and with toys oppressed—
A hundred orders dizened on its breast *

It tried to speak. But envious palsy flung

Her spells upon its fixed and quivering tongue.

O hideous, hideous ! at our Knight it leered

—

Bowed low in mockery ; and in liatred sneered.

That sneer—that smile—in better days had been
Cause to his soul of sorrowing and chagrin;

For that foul thing, by other ghosts disowned,

In England's kingly halls had sat enthroned-^

And when our clumsy, crawling cqurtier lay

Low at its footstool—spurned the wnetch Sv^y.
Its task is done. A hot Sirocco blew

A brimstone blast—and it has vanished too.

Next comes a vision of the mi^htv dead.

In whose just^paths our statesman noped to ^read.

Congenial Harley leagued in closS divan

With Maaham's dame,, to gull the d|ivelling Auife?

Insidious Bute all Machiavel makes plain,

To prove how kings Jiy heavenly irfkndates reign

—

That goodly seed infertile plaohs fell—

;

Alas ! the pupil*played his part too well...

Low wails the wind. A cloifliy twilight fall#

With horrid gloom on yonter fortress walls.

What means that so^ld-^^the surrounding crowd
Of armed meiw^thf coflBi and the shroud ?
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Say, why to heaven those vengeful murmurs rise ?

Down falls the axo—^and gerjured StrafTord dies ! . .

.

On Moloch's altar, all distained with guilt^

—

His two-edged ^word ensanguined to the hilt—
Gre^ Jefferies sits, lie rears his murderous crest—
He tears the wailing infant from the breast

—

Nor manhood's prime/ that Tqry falchion spares—
^or virgin's tears, nor matron’s hoary hairs... ‘

From the sick earth, ^he blood of thousands cries

Aloud for judgment—and^he delion flies

—

In weeds obscene, he flies from public view

—

In vain—for clubs and missiles still pursue.

Ye Tories—^mourn the sanguinary deed ;

And canonize the M&rtyr of your creed !

Thus dreams n^n dreams in quick succession rise

—

T^e sleeper wakes, and, trembling, opes his eyes. .

.

God speed thee. Peel ! Another theme may tell

Thy next night's visions—for we love them well.

God speed thee. Peel ! Another theme may say

How well we love thy doings in the day.

*Tis time to close our laudatory song.

Farewell a while ! We will not leave thee long."

THE,DEATH.BEDS OF KINGS.

The singular multiplication of revolutions which has occurred within

the last two y^ars throughout the kingdoms and dukedoms of Europe,

as if reflecting, on a thousand shattered fragments of the vast mirror of

• politics, the great event of the Three Days, has engendered a new order

«of brings in the civilized/Vorld. Instead of knights^errant, as depicted

by Ariosto or Cervantes, we have now sovereigns-errant, as at present

undepicted ; and it is to be inferred, that prince-errantry, or king-

errantrf', will shortly assume a spfciflc meaning among our philological

^deflnitlons. Now, could there possibly exist such a personage as a de»-

throned or abdicated sovereign, capable of both learning and forgetting

—of ^acquiring wisdom (like other fools, his fellow creatures) <.from ex-

perience, and renouncing all reminiscence of former greatness, we should

conceive him to be the piost*edifying and enlightened companion in the

wprld. In his regal capacity, he must have beheld the surface of society

bright with that unnatural ^los^ necessitated by

<^The ceremony that to^great ouee 'longs ;**

—

whil^, in his lliftnan, he mqst have seen^ the mask stripped off ; must
have tasted those apples of the Dead Sea's shore, all ashes to the

taste," thatch shone so brightly^on their stalks in the day of his exaltation ;

and ha^e tom awi^ thjs sheep'b clothing ftrbni innumerable rapacious

breasts, ‘convicting them that inwardly they were ravening wolves.”

Unfortunately, likitorical experience leaves us no trace of such a
The same weakness er wilfulness which hurled the monarch from his

throne, or nrged him, in a flt of wayfvardness, to fling away his crown

Boepi^te, (exchanging them, probalHy, for other baubles, the cowl
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ftnd rosary,) seals up his eyes as close as oak*' againiit all lessons of

worldly or divine wisdom^ and his eargfagainst the y^ce*of the charmer.

Charles V., digging in big garden at the monastery of St. Justus, or

Christina astonishing the gardes de Versailles by the excellence

of her sportswomanship, were but the same crack-brained egotists who
gave audieace to foreign envoys on the thrones of Spain or Sweden

;

and, among the various potentates made and marred during the last

thirty years, we have never heard of, nor seen one, who seemed inclined

to profit by the harsh schooling|of adversity. It is the impulse of most
human beings, on revieuing their mortal career, to exclaim, like Joanna
Batllie’s hero

—

’Tia done—^is numbered with the thing^s overpast

;

Would—would it were to come I • •

that 1 might prove myself a wiser and a hstteihnian.'" But never yet

was a king, living in dethronement and exile, who did not burn to be
again upon the judgment seat, that he might uphold his former measures
by fiercer tyranny and better organized despotism—that he might, in

short, draw yet closer the iron chain of human bondage. Nay, ‘ though
one rose from the dead,*' we are persuaded that they would scorn to

amend their ignorance.

i In point of fact, an apparition from the grave is constantly before

xhem. History is a mighty conjuror of phantoms ; or rather a daA^
less resurrectionist, ever busy with pick-axe and shovel, revealing^|||pf«

secrets of the prison-house, and betraying the mystd^ies of the worm
and the shipoud. Yet, in spite of every loathsome lesson, they persist in

belie^cing themselves.immortal, and fancying tlyit the monstrous farcejlf^

the bended knee, the mouth honour, and passive obedience of couHief
ship, awaits them beyond the grave. Like the poor Indian, whose
untutored mind'* conceb^es that his favourite dog will attend him in his
hunting grounds in the|8ky, they expire, in the belief that the O king,
live for ever !" with they have so long been saluted, is not a mere,
form of oriental courli^y ; but that, when the trumpet shall soun^, hu.
man majesty will beiebime divinely majestic, and mortal sovereignty
become engirded with) ^n immortal crown.

Let them^ for a moit^t* contemplate the lesson afforded by the dying
bed and funeral ceren|piiies of the three most luxurious princes ofanoderri
times.

Thff king’s body,[1k|ys Bishop»BurnQt^ (after adverting to the death
of Charles II., and t^lwrong jiuspicion of poison^s^ich arose during the
process of embalmin|%|'^ the king’s body was ^decently neglected.
Some parts af his inwJw, and some pieces of the fat, were left in the
water in which they wm washed ; al^ whjeh were so carelessly looked
after, that the water bll|g poured out at a sculler

3|^
hole that went to a

drain, in the mouth of \^ich a gfate lay* these were ven lying on the
grate many days afterwdl^ds.* His funeraL was veiy nt^dn ; no iltoum-
ings were given ; and the expense of it was not equal to what an ordi-
Ifiary nobleman’s funeral gave rise to." ^ •

** The king," says ^t. Shnon, in his*Memoiip, speaking of thotdecease
of Louis XIV., was almost abandoned at the Jbomei# of his death.

Kddame de Maintenon, to ifhom had made so nfhffy sacrifices, Quitted
him for St. Cyr four days before ; and the dying monarch was repeatedly,

heard to inquire for her, aad deplore her absence ; nor wasdixs confessor,*'

Le Tellier^ to be found ^hen* his presence was required hf the kjng.

.

His son, by Madame de Montespan, the Due du Maine, was ^ little
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hy the sufferings of his august parent^ who endured tortures

previous to themortideation ot }iis legs^ that^ in describing to the cour-

tiers a medical consultatioi between Fagon^ the court physician^ and a

rode Provencal quacks durid^ the agony of the king, he burst into such

load and repeated fits df laughter as to be heard by a number of indif-

ferent persons who were passing near the gallery. Madame *de Maiate-

non was almost as tired of her attendance on him, as tl e !i>uke was glad

to get‘rid of him ; and whefi he breathed his last, the people openly re-

turned thhnks'to God ; and thfe courtbers rejoiced in being at length

free from resiraiiit.*'

To the decease Of our late sovereign, respect forbids us to advert.

But the circumstanees are too recent to admit of any person having for-

gotten the mod© in which the intelligence was received by many persons

nearly connected within hime; or the junketings and festiyities which

closely followed his obsequies. A page was added to history by the

chronicles of Windsor Castle during the month of July 1830, which

ought not to bo among tho least instructive of its oracles.

ADDRESS ON SLAVERY, SABBATH PROTECTION, AND
CHURCH REFORM.

BY JAMES DOUGLAS, ESQ. OF CAVEBS.^

These subjects form the matter of a pamphlet written by one of the

few men whose moral influence we should like to see inimitably extend-

fd over the mass of society ; one of those in whom exalted piety and a

pure philosophy a^e made subservient to the cause of all good—to

justice, humanity, and true religion. We agree with the authefr in so

much of what he has advanced, that it is scarce worth while to notice

yrhere we differ from him. His opinions on the effect of Poor Laws,

at least as Poor Laws exist in England, are abstractly and theoretically

just ; and it is almost superfluous to point out that, in our present

vitiaied state of society, it is as impossible to legislate upon the iinmixed

principles of political fn'isdom, as for a skilful physician to compel a

patient;^ whose constitution is worn and debilitated by riot and excess, to

returnaall at once to the simple and wholesome nutriment of his chiM-

hobd. ’ Mr. Douglass’s opinions on Slavery are no secret. He not a
gr€Ldual Emancipationist

;

whjeh, if<at mean any thing, ineans,< in a few

wordb, Delay justic^q'as long as possible
f
that as the Chapter ofAccidents

turns up, we may have another chance of defeating it altogether.” Our
first extract shall be this eloquent Vindication of the of God to

man,”
The West Indies are an example that the laws of Grod are never nctgjleoted with

impunity, and that nolasting presperity can be based upon injustice and human
misery. Whether^we look to the wretched slaves ; the bankrupt planters ; or their

erediti^ the mercliants, who lend out their mondy upon usury, in vain soug^ht to be
wrang out of the tears and blood of wretched mm ; or to that portion of the British

Army, which, to the disgrace of thitf^country, forms the only solid support of a systeih

.<}s impolitic as it is unjust,—we everywhere behold^ the curse of an avenging God
pressing^heavil^pon tl^ abettors of this slavish tyranny, which is without its e^al
hi atnmty either in ancient or modem tim^. The command of God to the parent of
tim hsmsia racc^ to re^lfiiish the earth and spssess it, which has overcome all other

|M[©fmttiTe checks to population, disease^ misery, and vice, is yet fbimd too weak to

ssfjtt the overwhqUning evils of Colonial Slaveryo The iH«gotten trraimre of the

p^ter is gang of slaves, and these slavea afk perching under the iaidi of thofr

Adam Black, Edinburgh ; T^ongman A Co., London.
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ih*vt-«ighted oppretsoni. While the West Indiesm dispeopling of their inhehitants,

theit fertile soil itself is stricken with nn incre^syig bamnnesSyp-^the n^cessaiy eflVct

of slftve cultiyatlon. Britain, in addition to a new load of guilt, Has a new load of

•taxes, in the shape of bounties and preferences, to thsilnhulhanity and d»l}y of em-
ploying slave instead of free labour; and its commeice is resCricted, and its workmen
unemployed, in order that the planters may continue to extort labour by^ cai^-

whip, instead of paying the labourer his justly mer^d wages. If there is a in

existence (excefit the regions of eternal punishment) where all things are contrary to

the mind and law# God, we must certainly find it in the West Indies, where pro-

perty is robbery ; labour, tyrannous exaction ; law, merciless oppression
; govlhiors,

murderers and men-stealers ; and wlu r^nll things are conducted, not according to the

maxims of a wise and holy Being, but according to the devices of the enemy of human
happiness,—^the envier, in his own abys<i of misery, of all prosperity; and nrbo, in the

triumph of evil over good in ihe West Indies, glories that he has still unlimited power
in one comer of the world, though even there, while one well-wisher to^humanity
remains on earth, neither he nor his adherents can kopQ any longer to kftep < bis

goods in peace.* ” ^
The most ititerestinff section of IVfr. Douglas's pamphlet, at the present

moment, is that which treats of Sabbath Protection, one of tile most
delicate and difficult subjects of legislation. No friend of his species can
wish to see the Sabbath ubolishedl Even ns a civil institution, the bles-

sings with which it is fraught are incalculable. It is emphatically The
poor man*8 day,** Instead of wishing to see the day or reiijf curtailed

or abolished, an enlightened philanthropist would, in the progress of
fiOciety, rejoice in the hope thcat the human nice may redeem more tinod

'

from the labour necessary to the mere supply of their physical wants, 4b
*

set apart for the comprehensive exercises of devotion, and the cultivation

of their moral and intellectual powers. There is therefore, we apprehend,
little or no real diiference of opinion on this point. The jealousy of legisla-

tive interference arises solely from the evidently unequal application of any
law for the protection of the Babbath to the' rich and tiie poor ; and from
the certainty that its penalties must fall entirely upon the latter cla^s-

This is a wholesome jealousy ; but if we accept Mr. Douglas's interpreta-

tion of the object of inquiry,—“ that it is not to inquire v^ hether men are
to be merry or not ; but whether or not they are to be worked to death
the question is much narrowed, placed upon a fair footing, and hne
deserving the attention of those who, under a mistaken view, have been
loudest in opposition. To eaable such persons to revise their opinions,

we would recommend the perusal of this pamphlet. They may already
giv8 the author, and those who go along with him, credit for^ood inten-

tions ; but^the extract we subjoin claims the much higher merit of en-
lightened benevolence.

‘‘ But the rest of the seventh day is ift>t only admirably ndaited to the constitution

of the human mind, but is necessarily required by the exigeocies of an advancing
period of society. • In the early ages, men have abundance of holidays. The pastoral
life, during fine weather, is of itself one holiday jthe piore so<*iety advances, and
population is increased, the heavier w ould the original'doom of labour fall upon man,
except some benevolent and positive institution interfered* to Sll^viate the pvanevnl
curse. There is a rapid declivity in human affairs to evil ai^ to^l^ry, wheiCthe
supply of labour begins greatly to exeeed the dtmanddbr it. Tnis is the conditi^ of
old states, and long and thickly inhabited countries, under those institutions which
Chaistianity has introduced or fostvu’ed; the Old World did not labouwto the same
extentund^ the evils of over-population. Slavery was the disease of ancient
over,population of recent agesr We have given freedom to the gauss of maidtim, bit!

have not given to them that which \vould ^ke freedom in all dungs profitable;—
(Jnivemal Education. When the remunei|^tTon of labour begms to faQ, it sinks ra-
pidly. The evil reproduces and multiplies itself,—men receivi^ less wages; and will-
ing to give more time^ are ready to ^ring more labour into a mitket yvh&t is olf^dy
overatodeed. It is a great gain to humanity that they dmnld be fi^idde^^oth by
religion and by the State, to brirf the sevwith portion of their labour also into
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’

ni»r]ut»,atkd ttius iucrdiicie t^e gliU to. 'the utteruiost. It is n mercy to tlie

l^al thi^ cannot n;ork uriintenniptodly during^ the twenty-four haur%'

mann/actnrore) Without the aid of uirce's wand) would be transformed into beast^^tjonT

i^ntden; oi> litill lowei*) into nwre machines) in perpetual motion ; where the incessant

4^ctlvity of the body wodld leavr the mind for ever unexerted) iu a state of ]pi'olou{je4

^ildhood) or in the neighbourhood of idiocy itself. But the body's natural need of
prevents tliis extretpe ]poiut from ever being reached^.though) alas! ia4>ur own

country) M'c see how possible it is to allon^little^o the wants of the buEy; and nothing
toj the xeq^iiirements of the tjaind ; and how a nation) with t|je dilghest maxims of
libei;t^,, and the ioftieat sentiments of pei’sOnal independence, may yet be bringing back
the mak of its <K>ittmunity^ at once hy ifa ne^let t of education, and by the over-care

of its provisionat enactments, to a state, income respects, little superior to slavery

Hsel^
‘ ''

<^.Tlie Sabbath* then, is not only a religious duty, but a civil privUeger<—the greatest

privilege which majoi^ity of our nation possess

n

privilege witiiout which all

other^ipityileges wouM ‘be vuii? ;~.Jbr, at this moment, it is the gt‘eat barrier against

the de|fra^tion 6f the race ; a reserve, in spite of themselves) of the liberty of the com-
mttflity, \^ch, if left uzfbefrlefnled by the Legislature, pressed as thty are by the ap-
proach irf famine, and beset by every foim of misery, they would be too apt to barter

away ; though they would mit obtain for it even the bribe that wrought upon Esau,*—
an additional mess of pottage ; since the more labour that is brought iuto4hc market,
the harder are the conditions on which it will be purchased.

** It is from tlie want of attending to this distinction, that the Sabbath is both a
i^ligious duty and»a civil privilege, that most of the objections against Sabbath pro-

tection procM. As far as it is a religious duty, it must be enforced by the Tulpit,

and not by the Laws. Religion is a voluntary and reasonable service ; men cannot
be compelled by hbmaii enactments to give ’"their hearts unto God, an^d to live to the

great ends of their being ; all that can be done, is to pi*opose right idbtlvcR for this

voluntary 8nrrend,er of their homage to tlie King of kings. When the State inter-

feres in matters of religion, its Intciposition is both au'kward and ineffectual. In
such matters, we iieithei* desire nor require its aid. But the Sfibbatli is a mil privi-

lege, and so W is the pioper object of State protection. It is simply lor the mainti*-

nonce of this privilege that the present petition pra> s.

If the constitution of Britain were to be judged by the condition of the working-
classes who sit under its shadow, and who are Mipposed to enjoy its privileges, the

verdict that would be passed upon it would he any thing but favourable. The opera,

tives of Britain are fast binkiiig into a condition where they cannot cxiul without
misery to themselves, and without danger to those around them. This pioapective

danger, however, may be considered as a public advantage ; it is in vain to represent

the miserable condition of any number of individuals to the naling pou’^evs, their at-

tention is too much taken up with more engrossing subjects, unless it can be shewn
that the calamity of others will at last affect themselves. An immense multitude of

hiimap creatures who have little to tear, as far as this world* is concerned, because

their/condition has nearly reached the lowest ppiut of depression ; and who, unless

the sympathies of tl\eir rulers and their fellow-stihjects are awakened towards tfiem,

liavo little to^iope for, except some great convulsion of society, which shall entirely

revc^'*se the present ord^r of things, is auS^lement of future and increasiiig danger in

the composition of oqr soi-ietyj which might give the most inconsiderate a thoughtful

pause, and the boldest some moments of uneasy meditation."

The concluding 'part of this pamphlet (may we not call it epistle ?) is

dedicated to a question which is at present making fast head in Scotland

-*--*Ci^uncH Refobm. Mr/'xloiiglas notices all our different grades and
shades of Chnydi*Reform^tt3 in intnoduciiig what jhe calls a Petition of

Inquiry.'* The desertion of the wealth^oL Scotland to the fashionables^

the Episcopalian Church ; and the the solitude ** which, from this and
other causes,prevails in many churches, ^r. Douglas notes as a porten*

tous^sign. The remedy appeflirs to him,—giving the people a voice in

the choice of. thek raiiiiBters ; there is siith discordance of opinion

on4his subject, that the petition^ in which he coincided was limited to

inquiry.. Mr. Douglas says, that ^ it would almost surpass belief, that

a Protestant
^
clergyman, sultisisting on tl^e residue of Popish benefices,

could Imitate for a moment to admit that c^itirch property is public pro.

‘^^erty.** Birti,8uch things do come forth every day—not to astoniadi us.
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No. II.

El docto Herrera vin4,

Uamado d« aquel *

Non meuos qa^divino
Atributo de Apdld a Espa'^a miqyo/f

’
"" ^

Lopk de ^OA^JUturet ^Ap^

Having^ in a former paper^ examined Herrera’s minor works,
we now proceed, although with no Httle anxiety^ to^ exhibit somd ouU
line of the noble compositions which, in our deliberifte judgment^^title
him to one of the first placed amongst lyrfcarpoets. We have already,

in jA few words, enumerated the qu^ties, inavirteie of which we assign

to his canciones eroicoe the palm of superiority to alh similar ^roduo-*

tions. It will have been observed, that we do not compare them •with

Pindar^s fiery dithyrambics, or with the masculine and graceful odCs of
Horace. Frop^ each of these great masters, Herrera has, ihdeed, appro.*

priated many beauties ; still his manner widely differs from theirs. He
combines, as we have previously remarked, their vivid transitions, the
pomp and variety of the classical imagery, with that more diffuse me-
lody and fnle of sentiment which the Troubadour Spirit gave, on the
revival of letters, to the Italian canzone. Thus, from the mingled har-

monies of two great modes of poetry, he was the first to compose a
third ; which, for grave and exalted subjects, has been adopted by tnosS

of his successors. With these alone can he be^justly compared ; and
we repeat, that no succeeding poet has equalled him in uome of the rai^st

properties of his art.

For the task of celebrating lofty actions) of hymning grbat victmdes,

or uplifting strains of powerful lamentation over fallen empires, the so-

lemn and ardent tbmper of Herrera's mind, his love for the gorgeous aitd

uncommon, and his ^miliar access to the treasures of antique learn^fig,

rendered him peculiarly welUfitted. But circumstances also contributed
to qualify him for this high pnitiistry, with such combination pnd energy
as rarely meebtn the sptest temperament. Herrera was a Spaniard, To
the^rave and haughtj^ character of his countrymen, nurtured by thejir

long and chivalrous warfare, as champions of Christifuiity and national

independefice, with the Saracens ; SO this«charactqr, which tinges^the
lightest utterances of the CastiUan muse, wSs now«sdded the pride of

undisputed pre-eminence over all the nations , of^ Europe ; a pride

whereof we m*ay conceive the early power, on observing how perti-

naciously, even to the present day, it decay of all

that authorized its former claims. Expressions apd ^lodes of thought,

which, in our times, might appeal inflateSi dr extraimgant, were, ta
a Spaniard of the c^a of Charles V.,^ no more than th^ fiteral trfith.r

It was an era marked by great and exciting events, and abounding in

picturesque details of life an<?character.^ Sbeiety was even tllten passing
lr<un the disturbed reign^of violence to the comparative repose ofdegal
union; and retained a strong cast of its formlr mffteneSs, and 'of the
q^lendld disorders inherited from yfe chivalrous ajitf fbudal times. * I»

' t *We pieler giving him |he title, by whiclv’he if ’best knosfkw
tot., m.—wo.. XIII..

* € ,
^
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Spaiii^ the recent subjugation of the Moors^^and the posture of that

kingdom as the bulwark and right hand of Christendom, tended to give ^

a peculiar and* decided bent to “the national character, at a time when
Europe stood watchirig wdth dismay the rapid advances of the Turkish

power. Thus, to the expaiision of mind, borrowed from the contempla-

tien of colossal events ; to the culture w on from the masters of profane

learning ; to the dignity coflferred by the proud title of Spaniard—an-

other elevating impulse united itself, and raised Herre’’aH;o the vocation

of a Christian poet. To this eminent feature of his calling, the men-
tion whereof we have, designedly postpcuied until now, much of the pecu-

^

liar novelty and splendour of Herrera’s odes is attributable. He felt

that, for the commemoration of struggles with, or triumphs over the In-

fidels, he might seek a fountain of inspiration purer than the Helicon of

(dassicaf song. In his finest strains of rejoicing or lament, he has taken

for Ills guide the sjilei^did poetry of the sacred writings, aqd has repro-

duced their tones of denunciation or triumph with unequalled felicity,

inferior*iii elevation to the sublime originals alone. The sonorous flow

of the Spanish language, and the oriental character pervading its forms

of thought and expression, render it a peculiarly fit vehicle for this

imposing style ; in tlie adojition of which no poet of later times has ap-

proached the majestic solemnity of imr author.

’Jdie question, how shall we best succeed in the attempt to exhibit these

master-pieces of Herrera’s graves camfenfr, has been w eighed, not with-

mit embarassment. After some hesitation, we have decided to present

his second Odonm tlie Victory of Lepanto,* the finest, perhaps, of the

three composed on tliis celebrated occasion, entire. We offer no apo-

logy for the length the translation occupies, l^o dis]>lay in fragments a

work of art, the c.onipfeteiicss of which, as a lehole, forms one of its rare

beauties, would have been unjust to the poet, ami, w^e trust, nndesired

by our readers.

But first, let us endeavour to transport ourselves, for a moment, to

the period at which Herrera sang; for without a full regard to the im-
])ort and circumstances of tlie event ho was to celebrate, we sliall form
no just opinion of his desert, nor even attain to a clear intelligence of

bis meaning.

Tbrpiighout tlie sixteenth ceqtury, the Turkish empire, the name
wheirof was then a sound as terrible as it is now contemned, see ued
marohing ou to iif>iversul conquest, over the crumbling barriers of Catho-
lic Europe. The fall of Moldavia ia 1514, of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt
in 1^17, before Se!^im I., were almost forgotten in the terror caused by
his successor, Suliinan II.; who, from the victorious siege of Belgrade,

t

pressed forwards, unresisted, into the imjierial states, a'lid jiitched his

tents, in 1529,* at the very gjat^s of Vienna. In 1.540, the battle of Mo-
haez, in which Louis lost Ins kingdom and his life, virtually added Hun-
gary to the J^f^omedan cbnquest&'. In the south, their inroads had

• Ftnv M ill require to be reminded, that this gaval victory, w^hich succeeded, 4)ut

did not rop^fir the disastrous war of*Cypnis, %vas w'on by the fleets of Spain, Venice,
and the Pap.il See, orer the Turkish armament, off l 4^panto, on the 8th October,
ir>7l. ‘The Cliristiaff fonies were commanded in chief by Don John of Austria, a
natural son of Chiabs V. They were hiferior in numbers to the enemy, but their
puceef's was decisive. The Turkish adniifiil was taken prisoner, and 5000 Christian
captives freed from the Ottoman ^allies,

t In_l521,
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been equally swift and a}^)alling. From Venice had been wrested the

Morea Rhodes had been torn from the Knights of St, John ;t and at last

Cyprus^ fell, after a bloody contest. On all sides, the ramparts of Christen-

dom were tottering before this terrible foe, whom the Princes of Europe

appeared in little condition to resist. The reHigious disputes consequent

•pon the Reformation, had thrown the torch of discord amongst them.

Under the feeble rule of Ferdinand and Maximilian,
||

the structure of

Imperial dominion ^consolidated by (Carles V. seemed already dissolved.

France, under Francis the II., was harrassed’by the turbulent GiJises,

and bleeding from the persccutionifiirected against the Huguenots. Spain

was, likewise, enfeebled by the servile war, which terminated in the bar-

barous and impolitic expulsion of the Moriscoes ; while the memorable
struggle was just arising in the Netherlands, to run its terrible career

of sixty-eight years* incessant hostilities. Yet* Spain alone, if we*except

Venice, which^already had begun to decline, a^^peaied sufficiently daring

or powerful to shew front to the Mahometi^ns ; and they were fighting

as if for existence.
^

Behold, now, what trouble and faintness of heart comes over the West,
at the mention of the name of Mahomet ! The atmosphere is ominous,

and heavy with menaces of danger ; all eyes are anxiously turned to see

in what direction it shall next appear. At this moment, while the ruins

of Cyprus are yet smoking, a vast armament is launched on the waters
of the Bosphorus. The Christians, in haste and alarm, assemble an op-
posing fleet ; every resource is strained to the utmost ; a son of,the Im-
perial house leads the allied Armada ; still, in numbers the advantage is

greatly on the side of the Infidels. The hope of victory, then, is faint

;

the consequences of defeat will be disastrous ; in fear and trembling,
Europe awaits the shock. Who can say liow much of Jier future desti-

nies may depend on the cast of this single die ? Who can number the
myriad hearts now throbbing in expectation of the event f—Hark ! it

is the ('hristian’s shout of triumph ! The C'ross has prevailed—the bur-
den of Europe is taken away ! Now, let us hear the Spanish poet uplift

his song of exultation :

—

** CantemoB al Senor que on la Uaiiura,*'

Sing to the Lord ! that on the jimple field

Of Ocean smote the Thracian’s hanjjhty band I

Thou God of Battles ! Thou art our right hand,.
Our glory, and our shield

!

*The marshalled forces, the obdurate fnow'n ^
Of the fierce warrior, Phag^oh, hast thou*crusIied^

Above ids chosen men and captains rushed
The^helming waves’ abyss :—and they went down,
Like pebbles, to the deep I

—
^Thy sudden ire

Scorched them, as withei'od reeds dfvoui'ed b} fire

!

The haughty Tyrant, in his p^de upheld
By the vast bulwarks of his armed decks,—
Where our sad brcthren*bowcd their captive necks,

And plied their hands, compelled
To the vile service of Iheir wretched skate—
With violent arms, from many a mountain’s brow,
Uprooted (sedarsaof the stateliest bough, ,
And the fair tree that towers supreme in height,--

• III 1500. t 1^22. $ In 1568.

II
This Emperor was glad to purcflase^an eight years’ truce with the Tfirks^ bv im-

portant concessions.
^

^

C 2 •
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Drinking strange waters :»and in daring gaise

Approaching, pressed our warded boundaries.

Then shook the fceblhi* states, in dumb amaze
At his blaspheming wrath. He reared bis bom,
Lu>rd, agaiinst theg! and with a heait of scorn,

And fierce, audacious gaze,

Waving in air his mail-cl^ arms around,

In pride of powei*he shook his haughty crest : •

While burning fury kindlc& in his breast,
^

•

Against the twin Hesperias, ocean-bound

For that, in holy trust, his rage they dare,

And love and faith in*thee forurmour wear.

Aloud this insolent disdainer said

—

Know not these lands mine indignation*s blaze.

Nor the bright prowess of my fatberis days ?

Or could their eourage aid

The scared Hunffarian, on the battle plain

—

Dalmatia^unmors—Rhodes, her knightly bands ' •

Who succoured these ? or from their iron hands
Redeemed the men of Austria or Almain ? -

Will now their God, thns late, perchance, appear

To shield them from my victory’s red career j*

‘‘ See his loved Rome in humbled terror lie,

To bittei tears her anthems consecrate,

And, with her mourning sons my wmth await,

To yield the strife—and die.

Intestine rancour shakes the strength of Gaul

;

And they who bow the crescent flag beneath,

In Gpain, are breathing threats of hideous death.

Abroad, the warrior nations, one and all,

Intent on self-defence, are busied still—.

Or, come tkey forth, what power can work me ill ®

The mighty cities to my mandates how,
Beneath my yoke in helpless ruin laid,

And fain, to save themselves, my projects aid.

Vain is their valour now,
Their sinking lights in gradual darkness wane ;

To coming death their men of might decline

;

Their fairest virgins in my fetters pine :

—

Fled is their glory to my sceptre’s reign.

From Nile to rich Euphrate, and D^anube cold,

All the high Sun surveys I claim and hold !
”

Thou, Lord ! who wilt not yield Thy glory’s crown
• To him that vaunts, presuming in his might,
Predominant in r^c, and«vain despite,

On thisvroud Roaster frown,
Whosd prosperous guilt would stain Thine altars hoar !

Permit not him Thy servants* hope to slay,

And with their corses glut his beasts of prey,

Or let his hatred rev^ in their gore 1

Whom now he 'taunts—exclaiming, Where abides

This people’s God, that st^U his face he hides?’*

• Qy the bright merits of Thy napie adored

;

By the just vengeance for Thine own, oppressed

;

By the continual eroans of these distressed,

Thine arm outstretcly, 0 Lord,
^

’Gainst him whose hate the name ofm^ denied !

Assert Thy sacred majesty, and thrice,

Ye% T^ith a fourfold bitterness, chastise

Thine enemy, in bis outrafeous pride

;

And let bis insults, to Thy name’s renown.
Become the fatal snare to cast hiA down!
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The strong hlalphemer, Thine inreterate foe,

Upraised his head ; to work us sudden wrong,

His council called : and deep debate, and long, *
*

.

Devised the threatening blow.

Arm we,” they said, “ and o’er the wavy dgep

Pour forth their slaughter in a purple“ake

;

Thus will our might their martial numbers break,

^nd blot the name of Christ, whose law they keep

:

Thm will we part the spoil,*and, as they lie,

Witn dhted eyes, exult to see them die.’’

From Asia, then, and mvstic Eg^pt, hied

The Arab hosts, and Afnc squadrons light ;

To whom from Greece ill-mated troops unite

With mantling necks of prids)

Impetuous power, and numbers like the sands,

All hotly threatening, on their warlike^way.

To scorch our boundaries with fire, and slay

Qur bravest striplings with their steelj^brandfe

;

And seize our infants, and our virgina bright,

To stain the glory of their maiden light.

The breast of Ocean groaned with their display :

The Earth stood mute, and trembled to behold

;

Even of our valiant men, the hearts grew cold

With dubious, still dismay!

Till to the impious Moslem’s yellow swarms,

The Lord our God, designing strange disgrace, ^

Chose Him the youth of Austria’s high-bom race,

With the briglit Spaniards, terrible in arms i—

.

For that He suffered not His Zion’s flower

Should pine, in bondage still, to Babel’s power.

As Lions, roused while mangling of their prey,

With stern resolve, await that impious horde

The host, whose shield of power art Thou, 0 Lord

!

Their courage, and their stay!

Fearless of heart, in faith and ardour strong,

With holy gladness confident, they rose

;

Their squadrons for the fight didst Thou dispose,

And pour unwonted strength their nerves along,

Like bows with iron bound ; Thy armed hand

Waved in their battle’s van the flaming brand I

The mighty saw—jgid shook I in panic fright,

Yielded the strong, and trembled) »ud were slain

;

Thou, God, did’st yield them, like the whirling vane,

Or as the stubble light,

^
Swept by fierce winds, to blind despair and dread,

Till thousands shrank from diie, in fbint amaza

;

Like wdld-fire in the foreits, when a bla^:e h
Streams rushing o’er the mountain’s leafy head,^

The whirlwind of thy wrath amidst them came,

And changed their vaunting confidence to shame ! •

The cruel dragon hast thou scotched 1 the wings

Of terror severed from his shoulders maimed \

Hast lopped the deadly arms, till now untamed

With hollow bellowing^
. .

*
.

Now to his den he creeps ; and hissing, laid

’Midst venomous snakes, conceals his^cmbling head,

His panting entrails swol’n with Hideous dread,

By Thy bold j&lo/i’s valorous feats dismayed •

Who, issuing forth fi*om Spain, at one deep roar,
^

Hath cast him, stunned and^izzy, on the shore r

Lo! the bright hero, with submissive mien,

And humbled eyes, IHs triumph lays aside,

And Thou, alone, 0 Lord 1 wert glorified

!
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For this defeat hath been ^

Thy day of wrath, great Sovereign King of War I

U^oii the stubborn neck and lofty head

;

Upon the gorgeous cedars widely spread

;

Upon tbe^iant hills that soar afar

;

Upon tlic walls, ^id towers, and navies strong

Of Tyre, that grieved thy chosen people long.

Egyfit and Babyldn, affrighted pair,

Shall rue the spear, and conflagration fierce
; ^

^

High as Heaveii’a light the rising smoke shall pi6rce •

In comfortless despair,^

And trouble Icme, their faces strewed with dust.

Thy foes the swift disaster shall lament

!

But thou, O Greece ! accomplice in intent

With Egypt, anh the gloiy of her trust,

—

That ^vear’st a seeming grief, oblivious all

Of God,—^nor watchful to redeem thy fall

Ungrateful^ whlrefore make thy daughters gay
To live, the harlots of an impious race,

That flsin would blight the fruits of their disgi-ace ?

Why hast thou wiped away
Thy teal's, and learned their hateful steps t4> tread.

To share their odious life, their present ill ?

God in thy death his vengeance shall fulfil;

And when His sword of wrath, wdth judgment red,

Falls oiv thy fated neck, %vho, wretched land,

Shall then restrain the fury of 11 is Ixaiul I*'

But thou, exalted Tyre ! the ocean’s star,

That in thy fleets vainglorious liadst delight.

And didst the world’s remotest bounds affright,

—

And, when declaring war,
Couldst, at t breath, encompass earth with fears,-—

How i,.rt thou fallen from thy haughty state!

Who thoiiglit to see thy brow thus desolate?

For God, to turn thine aiTogance to tears,

And cast to <‘artli thy mighty and renowned,
Has thus with countless deaths thy ruin crowned.

Mourn, navies of the deep ! dispci'si’d and fled,

Your vain contempt and expectation fail!—

But who w'ill sorrow o’er thy dismal tale,

Thou, by the crescent led,

Adulterous Asia, sink of hateful crimes ?

Who will deplore thee ? for thy suffering lot.

Who intercede ? God’s wrath is kindled hot

'Against thy rage and pride I From ancient times,

Thy long inveterat* sin, add fickle mood,
Arise, i»*voking*vcngeance on ^hy blood

!

And they w*ho saw thine armies cast away.
And ocean rolling, shipless, where of late

Thy navies jk'exed his^hillows with their weight,

And watch tliy dim decay,

ShaM ^sk, amazed, at havoc past belief,

“‘^iVho hath prevailed, Eartli’s terror thus to smite ?”

*The Lordl whorshowed assurance of his might,

By the true valour of His Christian chief;

And, for the glorjcof His name ou'high,

Gave to his chosen Spain the victory

!

Now, God Almighty, be Thy greatness praised 1

Thak ^ftcr years in toil and suffering spent,

Our many sins, our bitter caastisement,

At length, Thine arm upraised,
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Has ^uttUiid Thim anoieut f<ie*a obdorata pride!

Let Thine elect Thy haly name adore,

And all the wide empyrean circks^o’er

ConfeBS Thy praise, O, God ! our Lig^ht and Guide

!

While they who reared rebellious heads expu;p,

Condemned to flames of unrelenting^ ftrc

!

We have little fear that many o^our readers, after accomjianying us

to the close of thk noble composition, with a due rjjgard to the disadvan-

tages inseparable from the change to a foreign language, will Assent

from the estimate we have formell of Herrera's genius. The inevitable

remoteness of a transliition, in which all peculiar haj)]>iness of idiom,

and the organ-toned melody of the Castilian numbers, must escape, even

from the mo§t skilful interpreter,—this will not have effaced those es-

sential beauties of the poem, which are independent of its original dress

:

itVill not have obscured the grand outline «L>f the conception, nor the

impressive power with which it is moulded# Through all the disadvan-

tages of this distance, w e can still follow the career of the poet, whose

wing never flags for an instant in his majestic flight. But it is no mo-
notonous course ,* the richest variety sustains the vigour of his progress :

changing from the exultation of thanksgiving, to the pomp of sTihlime

description ; now assuming the severe and compressed tone of ij^rrative,

now pouring forth the supplications of reiterated entreaty, now utter-

ing the solemn language of denunciation and prophecy. The mighty
drama is acted before our eyes ; the bold changes of personification and
place, impart to each scene the distinctness of instant action ; the pas-

sions and interests of the vast spectacle are clothed with energy and
life. All, however, (if we may be permitted to deploy the figure,) moves
in an atmosphere of epic solemnity, which invests every creation witli a

certain grave, if not tranquil, character. This i)roperty of llererra's ge-

nius, which no ardour of inspiration, no grasp of the loftiest times, can

supply, peculiarly entitles his compositions to the praise of true sii])Iimity.

Thus his march, althougli rapid, is never hurried ; his accents, with all

their energy, are not violent ; and his apostrophes have none of the,liot

impetuosity wdiicli inferior lyrical poets have often mistaken for gran-

deur. His eye w^as too const^uitly uplifted to catch the passionate motions

which disturb the clearness of a visicgi levelled upon the conimo* liori-

zoi» of earth : and at the height from wdience he sang, the southIs of

wratli and affliction are heard, in tones softened and ])ur*fied by dis-

tance. The elevation w'hich commands ai^ expanded prospect, has^also

the property of effacing its meaner features. • ••

The specimens of Herrera's poems which w'e, been enabled to

afford, will, w8 conceive, liave shewn that he is a poet of vast and gor-
geous imagination, rather than of peculi^rly^yivid sensibiRty. His muse
most willingly conversed with the ricli mythology aiyl stately forms nf
tlie past, or with events, the granffeur of w hich usurps •the dignity of

'i'ime. The natural impulse of*his mind wa^ towards the*h*eroic and^the
remote : in order to contemplate his subject, he throws it to a distance,

afld regards it unincumberetl by trifling Metails. Hence %rises that

breadth of outline in hi^ greater works, wdiich distinguislies themrfibove
all similar productions ; and hence also proceeds liiS deficiency in the
delicacies of sentiment, w hich alon^ places liim so fift*1>elow tlie master
whom he professed to copy throughout his amatory poems. He loves to
clothe his ideas with a prodig^ality of ornament, beneath ij’hieh they are
at times obscured

; and, foy this reason, his w orks cannot be adequately
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reg^ed in fragments^ but ^ould be contefmplSited in tbeir inteaseness

;

when they appear like a stat^y minster^ the profuse tracery of which
only serves to ‘enhance the majesty of its proportions. The mind is thea^

filled with the greatness of his conceptions, and is borne amidst the

robed visions of antiquity/or beholds, in far perspective, the triumphs

and destinies of coming ages. But this exciting careeinHs neither con-*

fused nor abrupt ; for the guide skives with a placid and hssured mien
amidst the shadows ^hich he loved to invoke, and to ^hich he is now
4axiitdd for ever

!

A characteristic of Herrera’s* manner, which, indeed, is more or less

peculiar to the Castilian poets, is his use of di:rc‘ct conversion, in place

of metaphor. The most accidental point of resemblance is sufficient

acoasion to him for replacing the object be describes, by that which his

fancy has suggested. A fulness of imagination, which, in its more lejp^

4imate exercise, wouM cooimand applause, is thus in danger of being

overlooked, or even censured, as the ofiPspring of a perverse ingenuity.

In his minor poems this peculiarity is most conspicuous. For the sake
of the slightest analogy, he seizes upon an image, however dissimilar to

the object he wishes to represent, and employs it in every sense proper

to the original thus represented, indifferent to the discrepancies which
this process of substitution discovers. Nay, he appears to delight in

them, as affording occasion for verbal antithesis and cross-nieanings,

without end. We know how hard it is to arraign a privilege which,

when ex^rciis^d within certain limits, is one of the wings of poetiwil ex-

pression ; and how difficult it is to define the point at wliicli fair poeti-

cal liberty gives place t<» license. It were lamentable, indeed, if the
bard’s imagination we^e to be fettered at the will of prosaic readers, or

dull critics ; stili there are canons which the love of nature and poetry

cannot allow to be infringed. The figures, however startling, which dre

struck out ifi a moment of warmth and eagerness, while the poet’s eye
js darting forth on all sides to discover some vivid representation of a
picture with which his fancy is teeming,—these, however remote, we
^ean allow and tidmire. But our indulgence does not extend to the frigid

efforts of mere ingenuity, taxed for the invention of incoherent and
whimsical similitudes ; and we cannot exempt Herrera from this censure,

which visits, with allowed severity, the concetti of his countryman, Ton-
gora, and the followers of the so-called Eatilo culto.

Our author has>been reproached by his countrymen, with harshness in

the structure of his versification, and an affected use of verbal innova-

tions.^ These are points^'which a foreign critic cannot handle without

presumption. We piust confess, that we find it difficult to believe in the
positive truth of the former of these accusations ; although many of the
Castilian poetd have, undoujbtedly, carried tiie melody of their language
to a more exquisite degree of perfection. As to the charge of introduc-

ing new expressions, lie is defended by some critical authorities, as vigo-

rously as he"ls assailed by others. iVouc nostrum tantas componere Utes,

T-he objection, if proved, appears to us of little importance.

With the largest deduction for all Lis ^Imputed and real faults, Her-
rera jnust retain, undisturbed iy the attacks of time or critical enmity,

the veneration du£) to a high and genuine poet. That he cultivated, with
unremitting devotion, his eminent natural endowments, is apparent frc»n

an examination of his writings, as well as confirmed by the unanimous tes-

timony of his contemporaries :—and if we have cause to regret that the

.pursuit 3f foreign excellence should have too fi*e^uently seduced him
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fromlhe happier exereiel of his powers^ the value of his most excellent

productions is perhaps enhanced hy thdr comparative rarity. It would

he unreasonable to complain that a poet^s remains are not all master,

^pieces. Who^ as Lord Byron pointedly asks^ woui^ have a midnight all

stars?
• Amongst Herrera's greatest works, after the Odes on the Victory of

Lepanto, if hot before them, must ho placed his Cancion for the Ioe^ of

the Portuguese a«ny, and their king Sebastian at Aleazar. This lament^

of surpassing majesty and sadness, we had intended to introduce ^o our
readers. A version may perhaps^he adifiitted in some future number of

this magazine. As a single specimen in which, of all his Odes, the au-
thor has most expressly imitated the sublimity of the Hebrew poetry,

we should have selected it ; had not some of the stanzas, rendered by the
chief of England's female lyrists, already appeared in the pa^es of a
contemporary ; we were therefore induced to»prefer a composition which,
we believe, has not previously been translated. A natural reluctance to

contrast any version we could offer, with the beautiful fragments in

question, (which, nevertheless, we should not feel ourselves justified in^

appropriating,) also contributed to influence our decision.
* But we fear that no example we could produce would persuade those
who will refuse their approbation to our poet, on behalf of what we have
attempted, hoarever inadequately, to exhibit. Their number, we hope,
will not be considerable ; and we confidently trust that many will be
induced, by the foregoing representations, to visit for themselves the
pages of this great writer ; in the assurance that their research will be
rewarded with delight, and that it will add no scanty stream to the foun-

tains of poetry from which they have hitherto ^drawn strength and re-

freshment. To those who seek from literature a meae pastime, or tihat

are empirically termed, practical results, we should not recommend the
search ; it would be alike unproductive to bofli. Our ^oet sings to a
class who entertain a different appreciation of the objects and M orth of
his divine art ;—the purifier—the universal—the eternal

!

There exist, w'e believe, but three editions of Herrera's poems; the
first, published at Seville in 1582, a delicious old quarto ; a second, edited
by Pacfieco in 1619, which ^we have not seen ; and the modern edition,

by Fernandez, which appeared at Madrid in 1786 ; forming the ^th and
6t^ volumes of his Poeaias Castellanos, Some of Herrera's poems are,
also to be found in the Parnaso Espanol

;

but the selection omit^ many
^

4>f his finest productions.

V

THE CORN LAWS.
•

It has just been reported as a special joke,,that oile of tITe’candidatCs for
the representation of a neighbouring Transforthian Cou?>ty, did, on a late
Occasion, when trying his swebt voice uj^on Certain sticklers f5r the ^^pro-
tiection" of agriculture„gravely announce, that although he might»depart
from the present law, he would never consent to the destruction of the Bri-
tish farmer; but was willing,by way^f a liberal comprifWise with the ifianu-
mcturer, to try a permanent duty of 18s. or 198. per quarter -of wheat !

Hopeless as would seem tlie*ignorance and the folly whicJi could suck in
a piece of drivelling and greedy idiotism like this, we yet not ofliy believe
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the occurrence a probable one, but are convii'ced that the great majo-»

rity of those agriculturists why still shudder at the idea of a tamper*
ing with the Corn Laws,” are, to tliis moment, prepared to asseverate, that

without protection tQ some such amount, they would be inevitably ruin-

ed. One argument alone is* fitted to enter the brains of such people, and
it is this : The attempt to exaggerate the degree of required protection**

just exaggerates in the public eye the^evil of that protection, *Whocanbe
ignorant that the oppression of w^hich the starving condition and degrad-

ed character of our people have so long emphatically complained, is just

that M'e are debarred from obtaining comparatively cheap food? Tell

us that the agriculturists require, for the upholding of present prices, a

permanent duty of 18s. or 19s., and what is it but this,—that except for

landlords, and the landlord’s monopoly, we could get our food the cheap

.

er by sd enormous an annual sum ? What is it, when they add, in argu-

ment, even one shillir*g to 4he actual difference of home and continental

prices, but the adding of an additional amount of incitement to th^ pi>p\i-

lation opposed to them ? what but telling us that the Corn Law is more
• detestable by far, than our gloomiest imaginations have depicted it, and
infinitely more effectual in repressing the growth and enfeebling the

first energies of the commonwealth ? If our oj)ponent8 are determined to

throw themselves upon this horn of the dilemma,—nay, if they will sharpen

its point, and temper its substance, that it may be the %tcr for goring

them,—we sliall only say, that we w'ish them all the comfort possible,

after it hjas run them through.

We do not profess to Iiave formed an exact opinion as to the influence

of a perfectly free trade upon prices ; nor do wo think it is yet possible

to arrive at that opiiyon. It is known, however, that from the time

when the present iict came in force, in 18‘2H, until July 1H31, upwards of

four and a half million cpiarters of wheat were imported at an average

duty of only^s. Id., neurly a million quarters of barley at a duty of

4s. 4d., and upwards of a million quarters of oats at a duty of 7s, Cd,

The efficient protection enjoyed by the farmer must, in consequence of the

peculiar nature of that act, have been somcahat greater than these

several sums, but not considerably so. All the documents which have
passed under our eye—and we have seen, we believe, everything worth

seeing-w—concur in assuring us, tl^it J^ir Henry ParneJl’s statement may
,
be taken as the limit of duties necessary to complete jmdection and
we assume from itr, that 10s. is about the amount by which free trade

would permanently lower the*price •f wheat per quarter, 7s. Od., the cor-

responding sum iivvegard of barley, ijiid .5s. in regard of oats. The
agriculturist need qpt .sjip])ose that we willingly underrate this probable

diminution. If he weighs the words of our ])revious paragraph, he wdll

perceive, that fbr every by which these sums may be increased,

we just hold that^we have by so much a better case, and would enter

the more vehainent a reclamation Sgainst tlie injustice perpetrated on
our •population! We have,adopted the «foregoing amounts because we
are convinced of their approximate accuracy, and we hold them perfectly

adequate t« support our energetic appeal. They inform us, that the

people of these islands are taxedl^ on the first article of food, in the enor-

mous sum of L.12,000,000 per annum i*

• a
• The gi;ouiids of tliis calculation will be seen in Sir Henry Parneirs Financial

Reform. Various estimates have been given of yds sum. The most accurate can
only be ai^ approximation.
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In order that the conditions of the inquiry be fully within our grasp,

it is necessary to state still farther at the outset, who are the gainers

by this extraordinary situation of thirig*s. Delusive* opinions have, we
• regret to say, been set afloat also upon this point we regret alike that

the opinions have been put foi’th, and thi!t they are delusive. A well

• known and well informed economist has told us, that the landlord gains

little, while the community suffers to so l&rge an amount ; whereas we
uphold it as dtn^nstrable, that the landlord gains by nearly the whole

sum wrongously extracted from the consumer. It has been held f)ut, in

proof of the trifling advantage ol the landlord, that, as his rental is only

about a fourth or a third of the entire produce, the consumer is taxed

for the whole produce, in order to give a higher value to this fourth or

third
; but it is here wholly overlooked, that the landlord receives, not

only a higher price for the quantity of corn which falls to his»share as

rent, but also a larger quantity of corn t^an he would otherwise do*

The point may be illustrated in one sentence. Suppose that the various

soils. A, B, C, D, and £, represent the different soils of Great*Britain,

arranged according to their- degrees of fertility; and that they seve-

rally return to the outlay of £100, the number of quarters we have here
marked beneath them :—

.

‘ A. B. C. D. E.
100 no * CO 50 40

As the price of corn is indicated by the return afforded by the soil E,
it will, in this case, be 50s. ; and the sum of what each of the superior

soils yields more than E, Mill be rent. This, in our supposed instance,

is 130 quarters, or £825. Nom% if free trade reduced price to 40s., it

would force E out of cultivation, and the total rental of the estate would
then be the sum of the excesses of the prod\Kje of each of the three
soils, A,B, and C, above the produce of D. This is (My 90 quarters; so

that the money rent, counting at 40s. per quarter, will Jiave fallen to

£180, or by £145, The consumers, however, gain more; they gain by
10s. on ever)^ quarter consumed, or £165,—a gain exceeding the landlord's

loss by only £20 ; and this small sum is accounted for, by noticing that *

there is a saving in actual labour in the procuring of the 40 ([uin-ters

formerly raised on the bare soil E, by an amount of I Os. per quarter.''^'

The state of the question, •then, is plain, and its principal merits arc

comprised M’ithiii one simple propositton. The actual law just tl-ansfers

nArly the amount of annual value above indicated, from the consumer's •

po(*hets into the landlord's ; and bj^ whatever sum agriculture is at any *

time protected" in this way, that sum wlll^nearly indicate the amount

so transferred, (1) Our inquiry into the policy of C’orn Law is there-

fore resolvedjnto the inquiry, as to whether it is expedient for the State,

or conducive to the welfare of all parties, or of party, that tlie

landlords should be empowered to augnlenfr -their income by forcibly ex-

tracting a considerable revenue frogi the pockets* of Hie consumer } And
it must also be borne in mind, that this is done by a taje^upon the first

necessary of life, or, as near as possible, "by the institution of a Voll

* • This is all approximation, or rather a qier^ general illustratiou*of the theory

of the case. Ou the repeal of the Com Law, and our knowing alike the quantity

imported more than at jircscnt, as well as the reduction effeoted in price, .we could

tell the exact amount of the direct national gain. Suppose,
jjpj

instance, four mil-

lions of quarters to be then regularly imfiorted, and the reduction of price to be lOs.

per quarter; the national gain w’ould be two millions annually

—

i, r., the com* .

sumer tvould gain that sura ovei^nd above what the landlords w Quld*lose.
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Tax. ‘ To attempt to resolve this important inquiry, in regard of all

daasest and parties, is the object of our present paper.

I. It may be disagreeable ‘‘fo persons, who uphold that there is

no real or apparent ^clashing of interests in this controversy, to have

their favourite sentimental!^ thus unceremoniously disturbed ; but we
must state the truth, notwithstanding of their disapprobation : and in the

present case, as in every other, we will assuredly find it for good, that

the truth should be declared. How easy is it, for j^srance, when we
view tiie matter as it actually is—under the light of a simple transference

of income from the pockets of 6ne pai<ty to those of another—^to see

through, and reply to that often repeated, but ridiculous sophism, that

without the Corn Law we should never pay our National Debt, nor be

able to support our present manufactures ! The admirable logicians who
say so, ttilk of course, as if a large amount of national income were in-

tended to be destroyed, whereas it is our whole object to prevent the

forcible transference of a portion of it from the general community to

the class of landlords. Ask him why the nation will be the poorer by
the prevention of a system of legal pillage, and allow Noodle to tax his

shallow brain for an answer 1 '^V^ill the indirect taxes yield a less re-

venue if all but one class are enabled, by a saving of expenditure on corn,

to consume more of every taxed article, even although that excepted

class be now forced to consume proportionably less? And has the ma-
nufacturer to dread a diminished sale, if every workman,—every corn

consumer in the kingdom,—can, because of the low price of the first ar-

ticle of food, devote a larger revenue to the purchase of the comforts of

life, or of manufactured articles, although the landlord should be shorn

of a part of his power, and his command of luxuries abridged ? The ab-

surdity and dishonf*sty of such reclamations are evident on the veriest

glance at the point in dispute ; but it w ere difficult, adequately to char-

acterize the infatuation of our opponents, in daring to challenge us to

a review of the baleful influences of the system of pri>tection and restric-

tion, either on the prosperity of our industries, or the true power of the

State. What these are, we shall now endeavour partly to make a})parent.

It will at once be manifest that the measure, of whatever species,

which in any one country tends to give corn an artificially high price,

must h^ve effects upon the wealth ^of that country, far more serious, and
of miv^h wider range than can be attributed to a similar measure in 70-

gard of any pther commodity. Tax spirits, or malt liquor, or tea, or

cotton goods, cither by your J5xcise.or your Customs, and all that hap-

pens Is the probable^jlimiiiiitioii of that article's consumptfon by the man
of small income ; hjit a tax on corn is impracticable without altering

and deej)ly injuring the working m<an's entire economical coftdition. The
pdfculiarity in regard of«this ess|ntial article, is just that it is essential.

The working man cannot geT over the influence of tlie tax by consuming
less, and just b|jcausc the taifed suhjtct is a first necessary of existence.

The .only possalde result, therefore, is thq absorption of a much larger
proportion of his scanty income, in the effort to keep life together,'*

and a corropponding diminution of that portion of it which might ba
devote^d to the attainment of flie comforts." There is a terrible

physical, evil whicli* hence immediately accrues* but there is a moral
evil .which is stili more grievous and ten-fold more hazardous to the
State. T^e absorption of the main* part, if not the whole of the la-
bourer's toil in producing Ins scanty suWstence, is an emphatic de-
sciiption*nf poverty. It instantly summons up to our imagination a life
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of liopeless and proiitles| endeavour,—a life of which it would he the

singular feature if it had never seen actual want.^
^
Suppose the poor

man in this state, thrown by any accid’ent out of his toilsome employ-

* ment, and it is clear that his lot must either be ^arvation or beggary.

Sickness is not then a mere misfortune,—it is a direful calamity. Upon
• the oscillations of trade may depend the question of his possible exis*

tence ; and* a very slight disturbance in our commercial ongoings,

may realize Jhim the language of a well known economist

That there is no place for him at nature's banquet—that the

table is full, and he must go a^ay !”—The poor man, indeed, might,

on such a discovery, be so abandoned ” as to commit the indescri-

bable atrocity** of endeavouring to help himself over the shoulder

of some of the banqueters ; and in this case we should perhaps have a

yeomanry field-day for the preservation of the peace. What*are the

English poor laws, but a virtual acknowledgment of the very results we
have described ? If the able-bodied labourer is made up,** what is the

operation but a sort of obligatory helping of him over our left shoulder ?

And let our corn-law-loving • countrymen inform us how they can

by the process ! There is not one fact which more fully establishes the

unspeakable folly of a corn taxation, more strikingly demonstrates that

ours has reduced the operatives already to the lowest and worst state,

than the acknowledged impossibility of doing away, in the meantime,
with that anomalous allowance system; and it happens, by a righteous re-

tribution, that the burden of the poor*s support is fast impoverisjhing that

very class which alone is benefited by the laws decreeing that our peo-

ple shall be poor ! The compensation, indeed, is not complete : nor is it

possible that it can be so. By being compelled Jo pass through the or-

deal of scathing want, the poor man may have lost more than the weblth

of the whole empire can replace for him. Those sentimentjil moralists

do, indeed, dream most wildly, who set forth the imaginfftion, that the

character of the great mass of our population can now be elevated by what
they term moral appliances ;** and it is a blundcr^equally fatal to up- .

hold, that their moral degradation flows from some dire necessity, i»up-

posed to have been descried by Mr. Malthus. It is true, hut equally

stale, that under no circumstances can a population prosper while rest-

ing within the grasp of vice and negligent of all measures of prudence ; m
an4 it were doubtless a mighty victory, if the requisite virtue coidd be •

infused, and foresight established as the guide of every popiftlation*S con-

duct ; but it is yet wild, and utterly hopeless, to ^aim at the aclyove-

ment of tliis victory by the aforesaid sentirAental paeans
; nor can we

conceive a grosser mistake regarding the natpre^of those influences

which, in reality, educate every human being. They talk about in-

spiring the labouring man with a dfsirc^ to ^elevate*himself in the

social scale ; but how useless will be the efforts of the preacher, if

society has debarred all hope, eve% of a possible elevation ; and still

farther, if the doom has been pronouncecj by the mediflm of a fliost

partial law ? If we omit to observe, and skilfully guide the actions of

external circumstances upon the individual, we omit from Aur calcula-

tions one of the prime agents in the formation of character. The didactic

exposition of the virtue of content will avail little amid a nrcle of

squalid infants ; nor will a gilded hopiily re-light comA»tt on the woi-king

man's blackened hearth. If his heart is overborne, who shall promise

for his temperance ? If his diome is roofless, shall w^e dore to address

him about the duties of patriotism ? Fanciful and hollow theorists ! If
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you plant despair, shall you reap hope ? And \^iat will your instruct

tions" accomplish, SQ long: as ycyn^permit the infant to crawl through the

early years of its existence amidst objects framed for the excitement of
disgust—amidst inconceivable privations and pains ? We would press

these thoughts on every inquirer, that he may know how to put down
the sneers and presumptuous dogmatism of these self-styled moralists.

As fellow-labourers, we accept of them with rejoicing ; nor cfan there be
aught^ore gladdening than the sight of a vigorous philanthropy, exerted

any how on behalf of tlie needy multitudes of our race ; but let them la-

bour instantly in their own vocation, Aor ignorantly babble about the

deluding promises of the Economists/* The Economists are pioneers

in thot very work which they pretend to have undertaken. We are

striving to procure them a willing and a fit’* audience. We detest tlie

Corn Law, because we recognise in w ant tlie fertile mother of every dis-

organizing principle, of efery burning feeling which caa scorch the

human J[)Osom. Across the Atlantic, and our eyes discover a mighty

nation, whose workmen are enlightened, and eminently moral ; and it is

one of our most cheering hopes, that by re-establishing the blessings of

a free commerce, we may aid in converting our own squalid masses into

a body as healthful, prosperous, and intelligent as the wide population

of America.
^

It is the first effect, then, of this ingenious scheme for securing the

prosperity of the empire,’* to degrade the working classes just in pro-

portion to the amount of its “ jirotcction ;** and if the Qaarterl}^ Review

will but revise its logic, it may find here a more efliident cause than in

the prevalence of Wliiggerv for that terrible and growing barbarism

which it properly Iiewa/ls. Ilut the pestiferous infiuence of the land-

lonfs’ act is not al^ expended in depressing the more labourers ; and we
are now to examine the equal blessings with wliich it has crowmed our

capitalists. *fhe welfare of the class of capitalists is clearly hound up
with the fates of commercial industry : and these are dependant upon
the existence or non-existence of a power to sell with a living or re-

munerating ]»rofit. AVe do not pretend here to be writing systematically :

nor is there need of system to illustrate the trutli we would expose.

It will be at once understood, that if the cajiitalist cannot get a living

• profit for his outlay, he must gradually encroach upon his capital ; and
• « if he'^has manufactured upon credit, he will illustrate the nature of -the

V existing staSe of things by a bankruptcy. Now, the artificial price in-

duce^ by a tax u]ion,the first iieces^ry of life, tends directly to diminish

his essential pow erof procfucing profitably i and thus realizes the case of

capitalist and labouc*er,*although with high prices and high wages, being

bpth in a state of decline, and hastening, as if wdth rival *strides, to the

. same hopeless ruin. We tldnkiit will be granted, that out of that part

of the labourer*s produce which remains after deducting his own subsist-

ence, the whoKs stock of profits must come ; and it hence will be appa-
rent*, that if j^ou increase the value of Hhe necessary portions of that

subsistence, you infallibly diminish the fund in wliich alone profits can
originate. (^2) There is thus nojb only an impoverishing of the labouriiAg

class,<but a consequent and inevitable impoverishing of the capitalist class;

and the* truth will te established by the recurrence of commercial crises,

andThe ordinaryV^curremie of bankruptcies. The artificial and nominal
. height of wages, because of tlie difficulty of obtaining food, is confessedly

the only cdse dn which high w ages indicifte a declining manufacturing

• ^^fate; blit it is an infallible indication. The number of capitalists >who
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rail but barely live upon tlie diminished profit fund, is as rigidly deter-

mined as the number of labourers who c^rr be fed by bhe ungrateful soil.

That a barrier, almost impassible, has been erected against the increase of

{lie latter, is proved by the slow progress of population, a fact most

J

iregnant with calamitous meaning, as it tells of thousands of infants

iteraliy killed off each year by want and wetchedness ; and that the

former is also* as certainly limited, foHows from the notorious truth, that

no new capitalist* cMn now any way fippear without pushing down anodher,

or in mere consequence of some oyier’s cysappearance. What a state of

things is this ! The evil of which we complain has already gone to the
destruction of all that was comfortable and secure in the condition of these

staple classes of our society. Already is the race of small cajutalists almost
extinct; and if you ask wlicre these men are, of whom you may remember
many in each town and village, forming an industrious, temperate, intelli-

gent, tliougli liumble company, you are referred to the factory of some
Cotton Lord, wlicrc the once independent trader now scowls as ovtrseer,

reckoning the minutes by uhicli his shivering slaves are later than the
morning bell. The factory system ! VThat is it but the certain result of
these disastrous 4’ircumstances,—the monument of a declining nation ?

Your Sadler*s Bills, although you had them,—your combinations for

higher wages,—your now niacbiiierics, and more economic processes, will

indeed avail little against the fatal disease clingingto your vitals.

And the Cott<»n Lords, %\lio liave absorbed the small manufacturer into

their capacious laxlies, do flinuasli on tlio scant-profit fund } Look
on tlie otlicr pavement wliere tliat victim steals slouchiiigly along ! The
victim w^as once a C\»tti)n Lord ! Now in this town, now in the other,

t)ie crash of a large baiikrupUy is beard, terrific *s the tumliling of the
jiatent Biii NswrcK ; and its ruins are scattered abroaiT, and take away
life from multitudes. liow many (’<»tton Lords of the prcsei\t generation

will have plumes nodding ov'er them on gorgeous hearses.?—how many
will he mourned as rich men just departed? Few indeed, we may
depend upon it. If tlicy stave off hankru}>tey for a season, their time
will come, and just I»ecause others are pushing at them,

—

the banquet
T\imK BEiNo 1^1 i.L ! But siipposo tlio grave close over them still ho-

noured, how sliall fare their tiimilies? Is there not an almost certainty

tliat the money left will now be ttqmnidPred, as Corn-Law men call —
(IruiMed off, or trnuafvrred, as we call it ;

—and how often, upon ordiruiry

cliances, are we entitled to calculate on a family's prosperity in the se-

cond generation ? These facts exist, *and ai^» ^otori^s : tliey are mf>re

palpable than the labourers* distre«s ;
as the Gazette *fecords them, and

the troubles of the w orking man are hid by tlie filfh of the Alley. Now,
they follow frotn the first fact of an inadequate jirofit fyncl ; and the*

landlord, ainl the supporters of the laudlbrd^ law^, must be satisfied to

justify their burden. Fearful, indee^ is tliQ responsibility^ upon tliose

who permit the endurance of such a condition of things.
^ Jlonest apd

earnest endeavour spent in an ev^r-bafiled effetrt to sustain the tumbling

fabric of society,—bankruptcies, crises, tears, disorganization, death !

Ar^ these the tiourishment of a nation's prosperity,—the fit sustenance

of a high moral state ? • ,
’

.

*

But it seems this precious legislation was framed piytly in sustenta-

tion of our external power, as well a9 to make us secure of a steadily

prosperous internal condition ;
and assuredly it upholds the former ob-

ject as admirably as the lattef. The means by which it *contr^ves to

establish Britain’s glory are singularly chnrneteristic, and quite consistent •
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infreiyperoetvalblfi^^MAS ^ the ftilfllmeilt of k$
JiplspsAl ii>bject, by l^^ringing ejbout BonlMaing' ifiilirely contriuy

iam&^ being the liming of our ccunmerce^imd prohibiting the inereaiie

dt our population ; operations wholly <nndeniable, and of which we wil.

lihgly accord the credit to our opponents. That our commerce is^ and
Hvor BE, limited^ so long as this detested act remains upon our Statute-

book^ will readily be made apparent* What else is betokened by that

glut <of capitalists^ whose disastrous indications and (rofisequences have
just been noticed, but the existence of some internal cause prohibitory

of the farther increase of production ? The profit fund is clearly over-

taxed by the demands now made upon it ; and the attempt to increase

that demand by the erection of new capitfdists, or new producers, must,

as we liave said, be followed by the disappearance of some who already

exist, through the gate of bankruptcy. There is no denying nor over-,

looking this internal causer of stagnation and decline ; and if we glance

abroad'Upon those countries where nature offers food to all who will come
and take, we shail discover the peculiar skill of our patriotic act. In

blocking up most effectually all foreign outlets. What infatuation was
ever equal to the coolness with which even our capitalists speak of the

Qpm Law i Is a settlement established upon some savage coast, or a

n^vigiible river found flowing through a barbarous land ? and hear how
our newspapers, and magazines, and reviews, rejoice, and speculate, and
cackle about the new outlet to British manufactures. No new outlet, $o

long at the profit fund it so wretchedly scant, can be permanently bene-

ficial to our capitalists’ prosperity ; but if they will turn with us to the

Continent of Europe, we shall provide them with an outlet which would
raise this fund far above the living or remunerating point, and furnish,

at the same time, an all-but-indefinite market. Lo<»k at the rich banks

of the Vistula—^the vast countries watered by tlie Niemen and the

Dwiua—^tbe inexhaustible Ukraine ! The people there are destitute of

innumerable comforts, known to every Briton ; and they cannot gqt

them, just because Britain refuses doggedly to avail herself of the riches

of their soil. They talk of prosperity and power I Would there be no
accession to our prosperity, were new lands to open out nearly as vast

as the Savannahs of America ?—^No accesbipn to our power if we^eld the

natidns of Eastern Europe subject by our commerce, if we disseminated

amongst them our own comforts—^taught to the prostrate serf Ohose

awakenin^feelingl which reside in the idea of property, and thus truly and
eflGkciently set ourselves to bi>eak in pieces these barbarian crowns? Power

!

Is Britain to owe ail her power to the nword? (3) Are the laurels ofpeace

not worthy of being plucked for our country ? Power ! Look at the map of

England, and conceive how week and insignificant we had been, if con-

demned, throughout our histovy, by some home Corn Law, to extract our

whole food fronuthe county of Kent or Cornwall ! What this position

would have been in comparison of our present Britain, is an exact coun>-

Jerpart of what we are, compared witir^Vhat we might be* Open these

ports—destroy restriction, abolish this legalized system of transference,

and no obstacle can remain to the rapid progress of a heUthful popula-

tion) to the indefinite augmentation of capital^ and the indefinite inmreeee

of our prosperity and influence as a civilized nation. We ahoidd then,

in tegafd alike of labour and onpital, be in the precise situation of

America—^inadequate in the supply of both, in respect of our oppertun-

ittes a rising, ^spirited, instead of a languishing mi pallid

people*. Do but put down this work of injustice, this most daring of
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wlioiesale robberies, and ^ lar^e proportion of the surplus pctpulation of
future Europe, will arise and be firmly located within our shores, Oair
political influence, beings commensurate with our poi^er, would increase

Ibr all good ends,—burdened only by the one admirable provision,

that it could never be exercised for evil. Are the transferers yet satis-

^ed ? Do they give up their miserable sophistry ? Will they cease their
impious warfare against God and their country, and join hands along
with us in one effort to act in all tHings as good citizens ? Too much
this, to look for, unless we first persuade them, that they are themsftlves
almost ruined by their own robberies, and that their system of trans-
ference,*' although hitherto unreached by the police of terrestrial empires,
has fallen under a higher ban, and been marked out for signal punish-
ment by the Governor of the moral universe.

II. Turn we then to this other face of the question. Turn we from
the painful view of a body of degraded and descending operatives, bank-
rupt or statidhary capitalists, and a nation absolutely prohibited from
occupying that place which Providence has offered it, the place ^f the
true leader, of the civilizer of Europe ; and let us just calculate soberly
what the drainers or transferers themselves may he supposed to make
by their unblushing felonies. But at the outset we must enter one grand
distinction. The agricultural class consists of Aoricultural Producers
and Landlords

; between whose interests, in respect of this question,
there is the utmost possible separation. To demonstrate a truth so
important, and to trace out how eacli class stands, will be the object of
the remaining portion of our article.

I. There are few achievements at the present hour which we would
deem of more moment to the community, than the enlightening of the
great and valuable class of British Farmers, in r^ard of their real in-

terest in tl^ Corn Laws. This interest we hold to be*in every respect

eommon aiJ& identical with the interest of the rest of the producing Com-
munity ; and if the farmer but understood so, that horrid tyranny, which
it bearing alike him and us to the dust, would «iot endure for one s(di-

tary month ! There are one or two preliminary coiisiderations to which
we entreat his attention, and we shall then use our endeavours to show
him the truth on this vital matter. In the first place, we pray him
to dwell upon tlie picture we have already drawn—to enter uj)on the

minutest inquiry as to the accuracy of Ks logic—to satisfy himself*as to

the iccuracy of its facts by a searching survey of society ; and, with*one

part of the subject thus full and fresh in his mind, we woifld entreat

him to ask at his own bosom, if he shall still^ave his^^iews of it dictated

by prejudice, or if the magnitude* and the mnltitudcP*of those welfares

which hang on its determination ought not to move ‘him to deliberate

thought, and impress him with a feelingvof as weighty and awful respon-.

sibility. as ever rested upon a human hein^ ? J8ut be it especially under-

stood, that we seek not to move him py pity,^ We irant none of his pity,

but only a clear exercise of reason ; and this latter we demand in thb

name of his most sacred social dflties. Assuming then, thal the agricul-

turists are prepared to reason with us,, and inspired by that spirit of

refiet and sympathetic feeling for the disasters of their coiTntrymeii,

which must actuate every reasonable man ; we put it to them in* the

second place, if it is conceivable—if it is possible, that in a land Where

capital is so easily and readily transfeared from one occuf^Stion to anpthter,

one large class of capitalists can be prosperous, whilst another large class

is being dangled over the ahys&*of ruin ? If by any law the rate nfmanu-
voL. in.

—

NO. xni. D •
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fftctiuiiig ii reduced below the Hviog we have ae^d to

be done by the Com Law^-^by what magic is it that the profits of agri.

eultural capital are to be susttoed ? If the one has been attenuated to

Tiothingx by causes not directly affecting the other^ must they not b'*

equalized almost immediatSly by the activity of competition ? If manu-
facturing capital were at any time unfavourably situated^ it would rush

inevitably to agricultural employments ; and thedmpulse wqtdd assuredly

continue until all were at tbe bottom of the same truckle bed. The
agriculturist^ therefore^ ifhe views matters aright^ wifi perceive the utter

Impossibility of his oppressing the manufacturer^ and passing himself

unscathed. And we now ask him^ in the third place, whether he has
passed unscathed, or if our assertion is not emphatically and lament-

ably corroborated by his history during the last sixteen years ? Never,

we drre to say, during the existence of British agriculture in its

modem state, has so mucH capital been lost, so many bankruptcies

forced on, and so mucli misery I The farmer, we are aware, can

veply'with a glib talk about prices, and about the effect of the com.
duty repeal upon prices ; but we remind him that the question is not

uhout prices—the question is about pbobpebitv. There is some fatal

deception connected w'ith this word, prices, which has completely turned

the poor man's brain. Instead of thinking, as other people do, how to

get rich, he only thinks £ow to get high prices and he will insist upon
^'high prices" and fightfor ^^high prices," although it is clear that they not

only starve his neighbours but also himself. What signify small profits,

if he has but high prices ?" What signify a diminishing capital, a sink,

ing country, a family uilemployed and unprovided for,—what matters

oven a coming bankruptcy, if it but comes by means of high prices ?"

The farmer cannot assert that we mistake the effects of his darling law ;

or if he has forgotten them, perhaps his banker will refresh his memory.
And it were folly to allege that these disasters have not followed from
high prices, but because of separate though concomitant causes ;• as we can
thoroughly demonstrate*that they result from their direct and pestiferous

agency. The truth is, that the farmer has hitherto been used by that mas-
ter.drainer, the landlord, to assist him in draining upon a large scale ; but,

O ! vile ingratitude I the landlord has drained the farmer too. The manu.
facturers saw the thing long ago, and wouldliave clapt a stopper upon
the |>rocess ; but the leal farmer sprung up with his yeomanry accoutre-

ments, and he has got well drained himself for his pains. It is a cfirious

view whicfti this gives of our society, alike in regard of its morals and its

intelligence I There has been said to exist an honour among thieves :

but we suspect it -is only if they be•equally skilful ; and if otherwise,

that, as in the present case, the most skilful will contrive to grab"

, all the spoil.
^
It is at any rate clear, that there falls no praise of skill

to the farmer ; as hd fights ttie battle and loses all, knocks other com*
plainants stoutly on.the hpad, an^ straight gets ruined himself. Who
can overlook that the instant a high price endures for the shortest pe-
riod, it all^'g^s into the landlord’s purse, its destination being clenched
by the rise of rent ? Let the farmer only examine the illustration near
the cominencement of this paper, and the actual fact will immedi^ely
become apparent to him. When corn is at ^fty shillings, or when the
«oil is cultivated, the landlord gets one hundred and thirty quarters out
of a total produce of three hundred and thirty, being considerably up.
wards of a third of the whole, upwards of three-eighths. When cor^
again hail faUeik to forty shillings, and the soil has been abandoned, the
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landlord geU ninety quaftera out of two hundred and ninety^ or not one-
third—only about two-aevenths. The difference of the two cases is

fhia ; that at the lower price, th producing classed receive about one-

0 twelfth more of the produce than at the higher price ; and it may be
stated as a general fact, that the lower tiie permanent price, the greater

^ will be the proportion of the total produce which falls to tlie producing
agriculturists* We may have spoken of the farmer's prejudices in this
matter with apparent lightness, but* assuredly they are cause of our deep
grief. Our conndence, however, has never been shaken by temf»oraiy
disappointment ; as we perceive d^hat he acts in ignorance, and ignorance*
endures not for ever. Nor is there one good reason on the farmer's
part, that the remedial measure should be delayed; as in every succeeding
year the personal objections remain exactly as they were. In every
year new leases are entered on, upon the ground of existing prices ; so

that if one man might be freed by delay, another would be bound. We
yet expect the performance of a high duty at the hands of the producing
agriculturist. We expect that the time is near, of his making a st.cnd with
us on behalf of tlie country, .on behalf of his own family, on behalf of
common honesty. Our aid to him will not then be wanting ; and we
may recommend him even now, to hug no longer in a sort of wilfully

Aospoir whafthe knows or suspects to be delusions ; but to direct

his thoughts to the planning of some means by which he and his capital

may be saved from encountering serious difficulties during the period of
transition, Tliis is the practical point ; and assuredly lie does ill to

substitute for it in liis contemplations, the fi*uitless and sacrilej^ious aim
to hold up a S3'8tem which, while it has groiind the trading part of the
community to dust, has also brought the direst evil upon himself!

(4)
2. Modern Cincinnati—all ‘hail I Heroes of Boncaster, Melton, pnd

Crockford’s—come ye now upon the scene and let Ss submit you to a

gentle questioning !—The point we have made out against. the landlords
is this : That they may gain, they make every one else suffer ; they
destroy the prosperity of fhe country, they prohibit our advance. These
consequences of the Corn Law, are not in any way to be denied ; and *

the question now to be discussed is, whether it is consistent with the
ordinances of nature, that privileged wholesale robbers should in reality

£ourish ? •

When the wretched peasantry in the southern counties of Efhgland

wete waging war against the wealth of every other class, in the vain

hope to secure, in this manner, their own permanent prospA-ity, sundry

of them were hanged because of holding to^so eraoiieous a systenri of

social philosophy
; and, to followiup the effect of th^ salutary argument,

various orthodox and impressive tractates and discourses were writ, in

detection of all mistakes in the Swiny theory of morals. There we^e

two points, as we remember, at that tinTe Wngtliily expatiated on ; and

we now take them as the text of wljjat w e l\pve tg say to the landlords ;

—the points being, Fifst, That obstructed, instead Jf augmenting,

the true means of his relief ; ahd, ^ccorid^y,*that what lie* aid wouldT in-

fallibly make him worse than he was before. The absolute truth of these

pfopositions casts a beautiful light upon,the economy of Providence—an

economy not to he controlled by the decrees even of our landkirds !

The peasant Swing destroyed machinery that he might have more work ;

—the proprietor Swing destroys capital^ that he mfy have more fent.

Vain hopes both ! What, we would demand, has been the cause of the

increasing real wealth of our^landlords ? what, the natural cause of the
* D 2
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increase of rents? It is tliis—a cause increaspig in efficiency with the

increasing prosperity of the country, viz :—The application of additional

capital to good soils?, whereby d •greatly increased produce is obtained,

without any addition to price. (5.) Such has been the only healthful

progress of agriculture hitherto, and that progress is effectually stopped

by the Corn Law. Like any other application of capital, this one is

now barren to the producer^—it is only one other situatipn in which

the devoted capitalist may be drained. The amount of capital employed
in fai*niing has notoriously been decreasing for years, and with it the na-

• tural sources of rent are drying up. Wothavoingular documents at hand,

by which, we could illustrate this subject, had we space ; hut we cannot

now omit recording our conviction, that, under a natural and free state,

the amount of healthful rental would, by this timCy have been higher

than the highest amount ever attained by means of tliese felonious laws.

The landlord has spread death all around him ; and the plague steaming

from the putrefaction, has entered the halls of his ow n manor-house.

And nmrk how the avenger works ! Not only has tlie Corn Law ob-

structed the growth of his real and stable wealth, hut, by an instrument

already alluded to, it is tearing aw*ay from him even his ill-gotten gains.

That agent is the Poon Law. <h> to England, if you wouhl see how
effectually it avenges us I The starving peasant feeds at the expense
of the very man who heartlessly encompassed his starvation ; and, in its

turn, we hear tlie landlord’s voice lamenting loudly over the dissolution

of his fortunes. For want of the opportunity of emj)loying capital pro-

fitably irl commerce, his children, like noisy beggars, crowd the official

doors of Downing Street, and he is often forced himself to hide his po-

verty in a foreign land.

Put do we rest our^rgiiment for the abolition of tlio Corn Laws on

the fact, that they have brought loss to the proprietors? Assuredly

not. Although you could shew gains, gentlemen ! you must yet he
HONEST :—you must be honest ! What sort of honesty Corn-Law honesty

is, we leave the foregoing paper to determine ; and we heg to intimate,

in parting, that it is no argument in your favour, although you should

cry out that you will be ruined.’* The answer w^e give to the cry, is

one your servants have often given to the ery of the poor : it is a scien-

tific answ’er contained in a certain voliin>e by INln, MAr/nii\^. It in-

deed astonishes us tluit this rejdy has never until now been laid be-

fore you ;
and we think it a grievous wrong towards you, that the philo-

sophic discoveries of this economist have hitherto been preserved for the

sole use of the uwwa^ed.*’ When the unw ashed’* cry out, they aye

Malthussed without mercy ; but to yoie these high consolations are now,
for the first time, addressed. The fact is, that if you w ill be ruined by
being forbidden to encroach on your neighbour’s property, it is a clear

evidence, as Dr, Chaliners^wih inform you, that you have multiplied

too rapidly.” Ycu must marry later, breed less, and oftencr enjoy the
blessings lielibacy. This is the answer of Mrt Malthus to your cry;
anil seeing the earnestncss*with which you recommend its application to

the rabble,** we hope you will appreciate, in your own persons, the
mighty consolation of being reminded, that it is just by systgjn^ic

ridnings** that nature represses population** within the barriers

which she has set

!

We bid our readers, for a short time, adieu ! Already have we over-

passed tfur usual limits ; but the momentous bearings, and universal

interest of the subject, may be pled as art' excuse.
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NOTES TO AKTICLE ON THE COKN J.AWS.

(1.) Jt may be argued against ns, that as it is only a “ ti*aiisfm*ijce,’' the national

wealth is notJimrt. There is, it will be observed, a small absolute loss ; but the

ulmu'tt immeasi^'able national evil or loss arises from the impoverishment of th«

‘producing elasses otftasioned by thia detestable law. 0

(2.) Arc wc not arguing in contradictions ? If tlie operative receives the corn,

liow can the capitalist la* benefited ? ^ur aii^ver is, that the sum would be divided;

and each class's sliare of the diAision, coupled with tlie certainty of obtaining food

at the sjime, or even a lower price for an indefinite period, would immediately relieve

DOTH of the load now pres^'ing them to the earth. If due attention is paid to the

btateuicut ill our text, it will be seen bow very preposterous, if not fatal, jt ahvajs
must be, to (ousider the iiiteiosts of capitalists and labourers as disparate.

(3.) A remark of Dr. Soulhwood Smith's strikes as so apposite to the train of

thought in our text that we are uiiistraiiied to quote it :

—

*• Our (h'eator has planted happiness deeply in tfie very constitution of onr nature,

from its lowe&t to its highest funetion. It is in our pou'er to increase it, each for

Iiiniself^ and for others to an illimitable extent. Of this blessed privilege wc liave

not availed ourselves. Tlic jirodin tiou of pain^ tin* destruction of life, have been

jirofoundly studied as a aeienee, and uniiersall} practised as an art. The &cieno<‘

and the art of haj)[)ine8H is yet in a state of infancy ; which would be ini'redible were
it not deeply felt, at once, in tlie misery and the brevity of human IHe. But light is

beginning to hi eak in upon mens’ minds. Let each, accoiding to his capacity, re-

eeive and extend it.”

(4.) The only practical difficulty in the way of tlie fanner's assenting to the entire

and immediate repeal, e\f’<*pting his engagements to th* landlord, is thefai't of capital

being sunk by him in cnltiv.itu»ii ol tlie soils nhieh th(‘ rejM*al would eom]»el tube
abandoned. We do not uiiti tlii' note for the piupo c cd sliewing how to get o\er

that difficulty; us it in tlie meantime suffiiis it the Unin^- obs* ives that it is one not

to begot over 01 lessened bv delay ; and we take it for grante^J that it is not a diffi-

nilty wj..(1i be would be ilisjmsed to t ob' against bis permanent piosperity, the

prosjienty of his lamily and ins nmniiy. But we write this note to protest against

the difficulty being made gi eater than it now i>; and to warn the public who
take an interest 111 such question*, th.it there is an immediate and pressing danger
of this being done. It Tithes are loiumuled, without an actomiainj ing modification

of the ('orn Law, what has long acted as a hindranee to tlie cultivation of poor soils

on Tithed estates will lie done awav ; and the very soils whiili must afterwards be

abandoned when the Lorn Law is abolished, w ill just now' be taken up. This opera-

tion will oeeur ovH*r the lull hal^of Gieat Britain; so that, if we do not bew’are, W'e

shall plunge ourselves into most serious difficulties, for the sake of wh.it, ii^such a

cas^ W'<‘ should he tempted to denominate the ideal part ol our (’hurch UelVirm* We
do nut expect a satisliu lory settlement of the Tithe question; and .should I'erhaps be

content, if it did not threaten us with a posiliv'e evil. What is about to happen, may
be made use of, on some future day, to show' how little progross j olitical cconomij' has

yet made in Downing Street. ,
•

(5) It would h.ive exceedingly delighted us to have made this truth our text, and
probably we slia^ji do so at no distant day. How valuable, as citizens, the landlords

might ho under a liee state, witli Iheir interests so closely, bound up with the prospe-

rit) alike ol t apiialis'.s ..n . i.iU^oiers, w e shall tffen lN>})ioud to unfold. Had they been
in this condition now, where should we find oppoiieuts,to tl^e abolition of Entail

laws, Hypothec law's, and tlie whole host of absurdities that retail# tlie progress of
agriculture ?

,
But the good day is cogiing, and then they shall hav# dur right hand.

In the foregoing paper we have been compelled to s^eak i»f tliein only as unprinci-

pled encroachers on other men’s rights

—

as roEs oi’ the state,
•

[Their jiositioii is sucli as p’c* have represented ; hut we are very far ft-oni insinuat-
ing, that tliose landlords wffio enacted the ('orn Laws understood, to any thing like
its full extent, the evil consequence of their enactmi'iit. Of th(*lfiidlovds of tlwpre-
seut day, probably the far greater mimb*r are little aware of the mischief of tlie

same Laws. Many of them, w'e trust, will follow' the noble example of Lord Milton

;

and, forgetting their own interest fti the perpetuanie of the most opprelsivq law in
our statute book, magnanimously second our effuits lor its abolition. Ji. M.]

^

•



PAUPRIO DIIUV.

Paudhrig Dhuv t H-ang him^ be^s the greatest liar in the world

you don't know what to believe from him.”

No matter : this is a good day.for the Gap, and his flies are the beet

in the world for that place ;''so come.along, William,” (said I to William
Moriarty, not the brightest of country squires,) evei! though Truth
were to choke herself with vexation at Paddy^s stories* But really I

don't think that he is guilty of hny
Why, his wife is as great a liar as himself. I tell you, he tells lies

as fast as a horse can trot, and she swears to every one of them.” •

** Oh ! ungallant man, to talk thus of the soul of love and honour. But
en axmnt

!

as N.apdleon used to say in answer to every observation at Wa-^^

terloo.” Far different from William's is my notion of Pad.dy. A mere
fisherman—he is, 1 think, the man of absolutely the most fertile inven-

tion I 8ver met. Hjid he been born in the east, he would have excelled

that first of story-tellers, Siiibad tlie Sailor. Had lie received an edu-

cation he would have gladdened the heart of Colburn and Beiitley, and
lightened the mighty shelves of New Burlington and Marlborough
Streets, llrury Lane might have disjiensed with Moncrief, even though
he requires but twenty -four hours notice for a tragedy or a farce ; and
Covent Garden might then have boasted of a genuine Dark Diamond.
Tell any extraordinary story to Paddy, he looks in your face, and im-

mediately outdoes it hr another. Get the most extravagant fiction you
can, put it on * a white horse then let Paddy get a glimpse of it, and
'tis distanced in a moment. His face is sejuare, liard, and <|uite matter-

of-fm!t : his voice firm and distinct, with a peculiar tone of frankness.

In telling a story lie never changes a muscle, never makes a pause, nor
shows file slightest doubt of your full unhesitating reliance on his ve-

racity. The story proceeds without delaj]^ in one clear rapid current.

There is no admiration of himself, no lurking wonder at his genius :

—

his sole business is to tell you a fact that occ urred to himself, and
which bears out in some degree what you have mentioned. I'hishe does

in the most unpretending manner, without a consciousness that there is

anything unusual in the transaction he relates. One feature of his sto-

ries,will be lost, I fear, in the few short specimens given here of tbpm,
-—the train of minute circumstances that gather round the njirrativc as

it proceeds, and give it an air of great naturalness. He details inci-

dentally such a nuiliber o^ trifling things, but all so appropriate to the

scene, the time, and the persons; and looks all the while in your face

with such an air of trifth and quiet earnestness, that you are led insen-

sibly to the extravagance for which these were intended to jirepare you ;

and it is only when you hSve looked down its extreme absurdity, that

Paddy's real^ character begins tc be perceived. His 6t<n*ies, there-

fore, can scarcely he told with one-tenth of the effect they; have from
^^lis own mouth, Moreovci^ if the reader could .be acquainted with the
place and, the persons, be would yet want the solemn asseverations .of

Paddy’s wife, Moll, to the perfect truth of the story. In more serious

matters her fidelity to Paddyj^as questionable Enough ; but for each and
^very one of his^^tories she pledges herself body and soul. If he has not
been a man of strict veracity, bis life’s salvation is in a perilous way ;

for I never heard him tell a story which JVIoll did not swear was ^ one
^entire ^pd* perfect chrysolite.’
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To return. We called on Paddy ; and while he was tying a few flies,

the conversation turned on the spirited•manner in 3^ich a gentleman

had lately rescued a brother huntsman from the Laune. Oh yes, 1

heard of that. Sir,” said Paddy, with a slight smile, and 'twas very

well done indeed of Mr. De Courcy ; but I'll tell you what happened
tmyself in the north, one time this way that \ was sint by Gusty Crosbie

to Lord O'Nbill's. There was to be a great hunting and carousing at

the Lord’s ; and he sint me there with the horses. You never saw^such
a slghth of ladies and gintleme^ ; and^ maybe there wasn't wine, and
brandy, and ale that would make the mug stick to the table like glue ?

Well, the day of the hunt came,-—^ deer they had,—^and that was the
fine^fleld of huntsmen. I rode the ould yellow horse ;—a raal black
horse is good, so is a grey horse of the right colour ; but trust your life,

Sir, on the yellow. Smooaucgh^ (that wai^the name I gev him,) you
wouldn’t think any thing at all of him in the morning ; but when his

blood warmed, and he had the right'man a-top of him, your horse jihould

tighten his garters to keep near him, I promise you. Besides that, the
leap he had ! On we wint, and such a chase I never saw before or since,

I think ; from one hound's ditch of the county to the other, until there
wasn't a soul to be seen but the three dogs, (our Morgan Rattler—
you heard of him often. Sir ?—^was first,) and the Lord's brother, and
myself. Well, of course. Sir, I let the Lord’s brother be foremost ;

'twouldn't do for the likes of me to take the front of him ; but 5woo-
eucgh, I felt him under me as fresh as a daisy, and 'twas all I copid do to

keep him in. At last, when the deer was just in eighth, and he reeling

and blowing, we cum across a terrible feah,* that you'd know by the

very look of it there was ^ Good Lodging for l^an and Baste’ there.

Pm sure 'twas thirty feet across ; but the Lord's brother run at it. The
black horse was good, but the feah was too much for him ; he jumped
right into the very middle of it, and it began to Swallow 'em both fast.

There was no time to lose. I gave the yellow horse the spurs ; and well

it becum him. He cleared the feah. As I was going over, I stooped
down, and caught the tall of the black horse,—^that was all of him you
could see then,—and tore it up, back-bone and all, up to the head, and
threw out the Lord's brother on the field I”

" Bravo, Paddy !'• I exclafmed. .
•

a» says Moll, 'tis thru,e for the lad, every wond of

it. The whole country round wint to see the place, that you'd^hink 'twas

a patthern.*’
, ^ ^

Seeing by the perplexity in my^friend Williflm's f^e, that he was en-

deavouring to detect some improbability in Paddy’s narrative, 1 changed

the conversation.

Wouldn't it be right, Paddy, (for,»asja fisherman,* there are feifr

more skilful on the lake :) to have a blue hackle ? I'd like to try one.”

Nothing for the gap but brown.* There*s a fellow, folding it be-

tween him and the light,) and they'll rise to it as fast as ydu can thiow
out.”

The blue backle 1 had from you the other day killed me a noble

salmon, very near thirty pounds ; and what is odd, he gave me no play

whatever : after a tumble or two he was gafled. But the strangest thing

is, that Doherty, in helping to get him In with the lanikig-net, caught a
fine trofut.”

\ —•—^ - -

(• Literally « a vein,” a <pi»gmire.) By the Mais^*
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It m^y be readily guessed, that the last circumstance was invented ;

for any thing* like* skill or luek on Doherty’s part (he was a rival) dis-

pleased Paddy exceedingly : but he took no notice of it^ and said, ** Oh f

the large hsh never give play: a lively paiP now is worth twenty of 'em

for that, Bir. But talking of large fish, (continued he, looking at the

fire, and then turning to^me,) 1 was fishing over there at Benson's

Point one day ; the boat was almost wracked to pieces on that blackguard

littlequaythat theMadamhas below,—two or three of her ribs war broken,,

and so I was obliged to fish from the land. Well, just as 1 was thinking

where I'd put her when she wa's meni&d, I feels a mighty heavy pull at

the line, that I knew must be from a great fellow. 1 tried him, but not

a stir could 1 get out of him for any money. Says 1, this must be the

making of me, when he wont rise his head at all out of the Sand ; 'tis

the way with the great sulhioii that they wont give any play at all."

Well, we tried him again] and again, and again ; but 'tw^as no use. 1

thought that niay be 'twas a rock, or a stump of a tree, after all, so I

goes about every way to get the hook free, but nothing would do. At
last he vexed me all out ; I didn't care a fartliing what became of the

rod or tackle ; 1 gave a terrible whip, and tossed something over my
head into the bushes behind. ‘ Yourself and all that came before you
to the divil,' says I, going to see what it was. And sure 1 found that

it was an anvil, and that the hook had stuck in its eye. But that was'nt

the best of it ; there was a fine stag (nine years ould by the horns)

sleeping in the bush, and when I thrun back the anvil, 1 struck him with

it in the middle of the forehead, and killed him as dead as a gurnet."

Who the d 1," interrupted Moriarty, ever saw a rod or gut that

would pitch an anvil put of the lake at Tornies ? Weren't Mr. Lynch
ami I raising an ,'\nvil the other day, for a wager ? There isn't a rod in

the world, unless a rod of iron or steel, that would do it."

Paddy never vindicates a story ; I was unable, from laugliter, to utter

a word ; but Moll, as usual, swore “ it was thrue for the lad. Wasn't
the anvil a block by the hre, until she gave it to her sister's son-in-law,

when he set up the forge at Fahah Cross ? And for the stag, didn't an
Iveraghan give a full-bound of butter for his skin

I saw that Paddy was in great blood this day ; and willing to see how
far he would run if line enough were given him, I requested Moriarty 's

silerce by a look, and showed Paddy a volume containing some exceUent
drawings of fishes.

That one is a shark ; he grows to be sixteen or twenty feet long, and
is exceedingly ferqcious. A man in full armour was once found in the
belly of one. Did you Paddy ever see any thing like that ?

A man in armour ? That's a soger I suppose. Nc^ indeed. Sir, I

never saw any ‘thing quare in, a fish. A man in a shuit (suit) of iron !

I'he only thing 1 ever saw* out of the way was one day I caught a brown
trout, between twent]^ and thirty pdunds, and we found a wran's (wren's)

iie%t and seventeen eggs in his gills. That was all I ever saw in a fish.

I remember, indeed, that 1 caught, below there, opposite Fussa Quay,
a big salrroii with an officer's iH>cked hut on his head ; and trouble

enough he gave before he was fn the boat."

Man alive !" said Moriarty, “how could* he see the fly with the
cocked hat?"
“ Sure^ Bir," says Paddy, “ 'twasn't by the mouth at all I had him ;

if it was, we'd make aisy ;^ork of it : but he wanted to drown the fly with

A Spring salmon.
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]iU tail ;
when 1 Jiuuked him ; and that was the raison he gev all the play.

It must he, Sir, you often caught a troi^t that way, and you know how
hard *tis to llwd him.
• Yeh what is that, Sir?*' said Paddy, pointing to a plate.

“ That is an Indian fish-spear. The wild Indians, it is said, go out

•on their lakes, in a canoe—a cot—^by night. A large bundle of blazing

splinters is placed in the bow ; a man stands near with one of these in

his hand ; aud*ti|e moment a fish is seen, as quick as lightninj^ he
spears it.**

To be sure,—spear-fishing,—fliany a*thousand salmon I killed in the

Laune and Doog'hlasha that way.**

“ Ay, Paddy, but the Indian darts tlie spear out of his hand several

futlioiiis perhaps to the bottom, and nails the salmon to the sand
j
while

ye never let go Uao spear.*’
‘‘ ’Tlirue fojr you, Sir : but our way is surern Maybe we could do it, if

we liked to take a dive for tlie salmon and j^pear on a fi*osty night. At
any rate tlie Injiarih are very active. Well, 1*11 tell you a thing that

happened me one day. Doiiulh Plookh and inysell* were cutting bwoelhaaiu
(flails) in the wood at Tornics. There was a hunt the same day in

the wood. As soon as we cut a barth (a man’s load) of 'cm,—and 1

never seen liner ones, of oak, and holly, and ash,—we war both coming
home; when we fouiiti Jack Parry and his men cutting turf on the bank
that's next tlie wood. Fine high banks they were, and there'sn't better

turf in the country than it. ‘ AYelJ,' says Jack, * sit down and dress

veer hwoelhauub'

:

the divil take me if ye*ll go uiitill ye dine: the mate is

bulled long ago, and the froth is on the potatoes ; the men are going to

rise off the work.* So we stopt and began to open the barth, Donulh,
Sir, was always fond of the bone ; so he sat down neaj: the fire with his

back to the bank, and the other bank opposite us out. I began to dress
and sharpen a fine likely bwoelhaan, that would be good enough, you'd
think, for Uscliur ; when wo hears the noise in the w^ood, and out leaps a
noble stag with horns that length. Sir. The hounds, to be sure, frightened
him : but when he seen us he turns, and runs up along the bank. We
all looked about us : but there was nothing except the bwoelhaan that I

had in my hand. Well, just as he was making by us for the bare life,

1 thrun the bwoelhaan at hint ; it ran through and through bis side, and
into the bank beyont him, that he couldnt stir one stej>. We ran upland
cut nis throat, and 1 never seen a finer stag. There w^as tha^lieighth of

mate, (measuring off about four inches on bis fingers) upon his breast."

That I mightJiit go out of the house l)ut»a corpse,” said Moll,*' if

tilere is a word of lie for liim !" *

“ Do you tl^ik 1 doubt it ? But Paddy, what was the greatest bounce
you ever saw a salmon make ^

^Yby thin, indeed. Sir, I never saw anything out of the way that

way." • • • • ,
“Well, I've seen the salmon Ipap at Leixlip, which is ai 4east twenty

feet high ; and the salmon spring higher still ;* so tliat they arc sometimes
shqt flying,** •

‘ Goudouth, Sure 1*11 tell you what happened myself, the day they
gave the Stag-hunt to the Lord Lieutenant— he that had the Black
with him here." ••

Oh ! the black servant :—Lord Talbot, I suppose."
“ The very same. Sir. Wjll that day—Maybe you were ^out your-

self, and know it as well as I do.^ But I believe you were*nt*in the

country that year,—any how the whole world seen it. Thp hunt was in*
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Turk Lake ; and as soon as it was over^ and the stag was in tke boat^

all the boats were going down Brickeen Bridge^ to dine ^ Xnnisfallen.

Ojeh ! what a sho# tBere wa8*ef and what a power ladies and
gentleman there on the bridge I There war boats too coming up
from Glenna and Innisfallen. Well^ Sir^ justm the Lord Lieutenant

came to the*Bridge> Mr. Herbert desired him hear the echo firsts and
the shot for the stag. ' Paddy^* says he to .me« ^ let’s have<« noble shot.

I trust you willi it before any man.’ So I got the l^ttherraro.*—you
know the place^ of course^ where the best echo on the lake is^—from

the rooks about twenty yards *aboveHhe bridge?”—(To this 1 could

safely assent.) Weil^ I loads it well with powder and a sod of

turf ; makes a good divil

;

and was just going to put the spunk to it«

when I hears tl^e cry, ^ The salmon, the salmon and sure enough there

he was, a huge fellow leaping over the bridge. I suppose he was caught

between the boats coming up and going down, and the^wather being

shallow, he was obliged to jump over the bridge.”

And what did you do Paddy ?’*

1 claps the pattherraro to my shouldher, and kills him as dead as a

herring.”

*^Oh b—- and o exclaimed my friend William, in the agony of

his soul ; but Paddy went on, They weighed him and found Iw was just

tw^cnty seven pounds and a quarter. But what do ye think the Lord
Lieutenant gev me ?—The raggeen put a hand in his pocket, and hands

me a tin^pinny bit !”t

’Tis' thrue for him,” said the never-failing Moll ; shure I have it

in the box there yet ; only the child lost the key yesterday.”

This was enough on one day even for me ; so we started for the Gap,
haying paid Pad^ soibewhat more liberally than his Lordship. As soon

as we got out, 13id you ever,” said William, hear such a liar ? ShooH

a salmon with a Patterrara a foot long? 'Why the priming would blind

him. Besides, how would the horse do without his back.boue ?”

True. Then you do think he told lies?”

It's my opinion,” said he, stopping and looking like a man that had
made up his mind, that you ought not believe half of what he saad

to-day.”

THE WHIG COTERIE OF EDINBURGH.
•

Thz old parties have been broken up with the old system, and new ones

arc forming. Not to speak it profailely, " all old things have passed

away.” The Tory party is an unreal shade, which coT\tinues to look

spitefully and .peevishly upon us, but eludes our grasp. The Whig
party is a mere name bestowed upon all that worthy class of the com-
munity who wish* to have matters amended, without well knowing how
—? •-»

i

* A Patterrara is a small brass cannon, about a foot in length, used for the pur-
poses, and m the way described by Paddy. It is loaded with powder aIone,>^unk»i^
when to produce a greater report, a hall of loose earth and grass is stuffed into it,—

.

and, being placed on the ground, is fired off without fiwther precaution. The place is

well chosen by him. On the right hand, about fifty yards above the bridge, are some
rocks, which formaa^well-known station for firing. The echoes are magnificent. But
the salmon must have leaped to a height of forty or fifty feet.

+ Lord Talbot was unpopular, and had moreover the character of not being very
liberal of his money. This, no doubt, suggestedto Paddy the incident of the txtt.

• pinny bii.”
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to set al»out it. It is supposed to include every man wh6^ disapproving

of our Com iiaws, is of opinion that it would he ine^edient to alter

them ; or who>'’^abhorring slavery, thinks it unjust^ ffe*e the slave ; ox

hIio, averse to wasteful expenditure, rejects every plap of retrenchment
;

or who thinks the law of entail an absurdity which ought to be per.

petuated. This is not a party. A party must have a community of in-*

terests or opinions for the bones arid sinews orits frame. This is merely
a ruddle of timid* s^eep crowding together, and tumbling stupidly over

one another at the impulse of their common fear. Then the word lla..

dical is one which indicates no dais of politicians ; it vaguely compre-
hends every man who goes a step beyond the worthy citizens we have
been describing. It includes Mr. Hume, who would keep faith with the
national creditor ; Mr, Cobbett, who would turn him adrift ; and Mr. Att-
wood, who would pay him with fine words, which butter no parsnip^ and
little paper parallelograms. It includes Mr. Jloebuck, who squares all

his actions to the principles of Benthain ; and Mr. Hunt, who troubles

himself with no principles at all. Mr Hume's patriotic band has received

an accession of numbers, and a still greater accession of talent. The
Edinburgh Whigs, who liave hitherto been little more than the literary

champions of their cause, have emerged into legislative existence. It is

worth while to take a closer view of this first-born of the Scottish

Reform Act.

I'he Kdiulnu gh Whig Coterie has gained a name by the identification

t)f some of its leading members v'ith the Edinburgh Review, and hJis

riveted its influence over the minds of the wealthiest and most influential

Whigs of Scotland, by the high stations wliich they occupy in the legal

profession. The talents and professional habits of this body eminently
qualified them, as both friends and foes have foiTrid, for organizing .a

partisan force. They are united among themselves, anefto the Chancel-
lor ; to whom, in despite of occasional piques and jealousies, they look as

their leader and re])resentative, by early, unbroken, and long-continued
friendship and intimacy. They will stand one for all, and all for one;
will enable Brougham to cock his wig more crousvly in the cabinet than
ever. It is therefore of some importance, that the public should be put
in possession of the character of this new influence which has been added
to Earl Grey's councils. •

,

The literary talents, amiable dispositions, and purely honourable cha-
racters of the leaders of this clique^ are beyond a doubt. It were affec-

tation to dw^ell on llieir claims to the first of these attributes ; and as to

the others, men better fitted to grace the festive circle, and add a chifrm

to Retired intimacy ; men guided Ify purer feelings ancl higher principles

in the relation^of private life, are not to he ftmnd." Our estimate of their

public character must, however, be “ ci^aftily qualified.',' They com-*

menced their political career at a time when the suspicion of a man's be-

ing tainted with liberal principles wits, in Scotland, eifou^i to exclude

him from the more fashionable circles. The Edinburgh llevigw, in its e^-
lier numbers, was, if any thing, a Tory publication. When its young con-
du<

5
j;ors did at last venture to shew the cloven foot, it was wutb^a degree

of timidity, drubbed into them by the re^ieated snubbings they had re-

ceived from the civic an(> collegiate authorities during their career in

the Speculative Society. They avoided the expressioi^^f any decided
opinions, preferring the eclectic or sdbptical tone. Those few doctrines

which they have at last heartily embraced, (chiefly relating to the theory
of commerce,) they long coursed around, and spuffed at, then* s(;|»mper.

ed away, and then came back again, for all the w orld as a dog does be-%
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fore he ventures to pick up the bone ho finds lying among the snow.

They mildly reiponsteated with the Tories on the inexpediency of some
of their wa}\s ; discliHiing, at 'the same timCj with hysterical vehemence,
all connexion nith ihc naughty men who had frightened the said Tories.

They uplifted their mouths, and thanked God, that they were not as

Godwin, ncitlier contaminated with the heresies of Benthain. They were
a raj^ of political academists ; touching with gentle liand*the sore parts

of either party, and elegantly and playfully hinting at if remedy ; but not

particularly sanguine in their expectations that the world would follow

their j>rcscl*iptions, and not niucli caring whether it did or not. They
were like La Belle Hamilton*' at the court of Charles II.,—possessed

of sufficient self-command to keep lier own person pure, but not of nice

enough feelings to be annoyed by the uncloaked debauchery of those

who surrounded her. Tliey held the even tenor of their viay, more gra-

tified by the consciousno .s of their own goodness, than pained by the

naughtiness of the rest of the w orld.

Th*e i>olitical condition of Scotland, previoub to the pasbing of the Re-
form Act, was w'ell calculated to keep them in this state of political

nonage. They were placed in a region wliere tlie voice of the jieopJe

was never hoard in any consultation regarding the business of the state.

Like certain gentlemen in ^lilton's Scotland—Pandemonium we mean

—

they apart sate on a liill retired, and reasoned high," of matters in

which the constitution of their country permitted them to take no ac-

tive share. The nearest approach allowed them to taking a part in the

tug of war, was the delivery of beautiful set speeches at political din

.

iiers, and those solemn meetings, heralds of parliamentary petitions,

where the orators have it, like the hull in the china shop, all their own
way.** They cojtild not exactly be called uin ersed in the real business

of life ; for most of them, as befoi'e hinted, are lawyers ; liut ])olitics

were of their lives a thing apart," a beautiful imagination not linked

wdth sordid realities ; and the only debates tending to jiractical result

in which they mingled, were those of a Court where every step is pre-

scribed by law', not of those more stirring, character-forming assemblies

where the law’s themselves are made. Every thing tended to keep the

leaders, the lights of the party, theoretical, not practical statesmen

;

persons to whom it was free to float at will on a sea of doubts, indulging

in nice distinctions j men untrained to pronijititude in decision, an*J per-

severance in action. Such of them as meddled with local politics, ex-

perienced the truth of the old proverb rcsi>ectiiig the handling of pitch.

This ripeness of judgment, and want of experience, have conjoined

Avith the provincial locality of the ESinhurgh Whigs, to stamp the re-

spectable portion of tliem with a very peculiar character*. Without be-

longing to that class, wliich, booking more deeply into the workings of

society than the busy multitude, elaborate, in quiet cells, the political

and moral creed^’ of 'coming genei^Ations ; their views are eminently un-
practical, ^hey are called upon to take a share in the active manage-
ment of a machine which'"they havo hitherto contemplated only from a

distance. They are conscious of their want of mechanical skill and readi-

ness, and consequently timid. *‘At the same time, they have been too long

the oracles of their little circle, to have failed to acquire, not exactly

a ponfidence in^ -their own judgrifent, hut a comparatively greater dis-

trust in every other person's. Anxious and hesitating when called to

action, they are supercilious and immovable in argument. They will

neitheCcStir themselves, nor allow others to push them on. They disap-

.
prove of thq system upon which the Government of this country has
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hitherto been conducted, and, if you give them time, will take it into

their consideration wliether a better may not be devised ; but if you
hint that there is no time left—that the.wolf is the’ door; and still

mpre, if you venture to hint at what they ought to do, they turn away
with a cold smile of conscious superiority. They are* too ineiTably above
you, even to he moved by your presumption.

This has bc^n their line of conduct ever since the Duke of Welling-
ton’s dismissal. iThey were averse to petitioning at first— Let us wait
and, see what ministers will do.” When forced into a demonstratfon,
they took care that the petition oi Edinlwirgli should be such as might
be amply granted by the narrowest, the most illusory reform— For
any sake, avoid all details : they are rocks upon which we cannot fail

to split.” The struggle grew keener and closer ; it was ev^^^ntly the
death-grapple. A bolder demonstration was called for. With timorous
deprecatory remonstrances, they ac(|uie‘sced in an open air meeting.
Earl Grey resigned. Tlie whole of the rest of the nation boldly pointed
to the last resource ; hut our Edinburgh Whigs shrunk from the slight-

est allusion to the stoppiiig of the supplies, as if the shade of Cattle-
reagh stood frowning before them. It was only after the most urgent
and reiterated prayers, and under the threat <»f a counter-motion, that

they nerved themselves to stand firm by the L.IO qualification. TJiey
were willing to have conceded that essential point as one of the
details.” During the whole of the canvass which preceded the late elec-

tions, they evaded the question# of short parliaments and the ballot.

To the former w e know them to be unfriendly ; respecting the* latter,

they have uniformly said, Let us see whether it be necessary V* Its

necessity has been experimentally established. The most unwarrant-
able acts of bribery and (jppression are proved to have been resorteif to

by the Conservatives ; and Sir John Dailrym})lc mildly^ells them, that

if they persist,” he may hieliue to faA’our the ballot.” Maria Dar-
lington's Very nnuglity man,” addressed to her seemingly faithless

spouse, was not a more disproportionate rebuke. All the time that they
are thus turning a deaf ear to the urgency of the people, they are coax-

ing the Tories to kiss and be friends, Now^ that the struggle is over,

let all harsher feelings he forgotten.” Oh yes ! We have won at the

game of Change seats, the.king’s coming;” let us now join with the

losers to bar the door against the intrusion of too many new guests.*

Soflfe people think there is dishonesty in all this. They are mistaken.

The Scottisli Whigs persist in keeping up every sinecure appointment

;

they refuse to hear of further reforms; they ^strive* to keep on good
terms with the Tories : it is all weakness and ignorance of the world-
no positively dishonest purpose. Raw from their studies, they tremble

to lay a reformfng finger upon the delicate machine intrusted to their ,

care, least it should crumble in their grksp* . Conceited * of their own
superior acquirements ; believing thaj^ all are^in utf^er ignorance except

their old corrupt opponents, themselves and their toad i el?, ^they dog-
gedly refuse to hear of any persbn undertaking what thef tear to aB-

tempt. They are like a physician who would consult all his authorities

by tne bed-side of an apoplectic patient ; /larefully collating every.pas-

sage with the symptoms the dying man, before he attempted to re

lievo him. *.They feel not themselves the grinding of that penury which
redundant taxation, and a clumsy, cumbrous system of e5?cutive goverA-

ment have brought upon the working classes ; and. they believe every

man who speaks from feeling ^ unsafe counsellor. He is excited, and
cannot reflect coolly. It is as though they should address a friend.
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My good fellow^ you must allow that yoii^ who have a goad of red-hot

Ivon sticking in your breech, cannot reason so coolly on the matter as

W« who are free frevn all such appliances and means to boot. It is ab-

surd in you to deafen us with your cries to pull it out before we have
time to come to the conclusion that such is the most ehgible mode of

procedure.'*

This is not dishonesty . but it is every whit as dangerous. You may
force a rogue to act right by pointing to the gibbet ; but pragmatical

council w'alks with closed eyes over the precipice. Again, it engenders

public distrust. Public men must* be judged by their public actions :

few have access, and fewer leisure, to study their ruling motives, and to

learn to pardon them for their good intentions. That people with which
they disdain to form a nearer intimacy, will soon grow disgusted with

them. They will bear the blame of all tlie ill they occasion, which is fair

;

but tliey will also be accused of having willed it, which is hard ,* for they

have kind hearts and high aspirations.

If they persist in their ‘besotted obstinacy, they will form a drag-chain

of imposing strength on the motions of government. Let us see : There
are in the present parliament Jeffrey, Murray, and Macaulay,—tongues

of the trump. Then there is Lord Dalmeny, an ingenuous diffident boy,

who will do as they bid him and Sir John Dalrymple, a good man and
true, though somewhat priggish, whom they will manage by making him
believe that he follows his own inclinations. There are Ferguson of

Raith, (one of themselves,) Admital Fleming, Lord Orinelie, and

Stew’^aft Mackenzie, as lioiiest and well-meaning men as breathe, whose
gentlemanly feeling will guard them against the blandishments of the

Tories, and who will be kept from the approach of the j^eople by the jeal-

pus and plausible ai*i<s of the Coterie, H(»w many more of our Scottish

members are in their toils, cannot precisely say ; but' even this is a

tolerable nucleus of a party in the House of Commons, to stick to the

Lord Chancellor through thick and thin, and “ do his spiriting gently."

With this tail wagging behind him, in its tremulous pride, Lord Brougham
will be more likely to put on his pereniptoi's in the Cabinet. He has

been from youth a man more of brilliant, comprehensive, and restless,

than of solid parts. In the Speculative Society he was one of those whose
boldness was mainly instrumental in calling down the indignation of the

big-wigs ; and again, he was the one who most overlaid tlie character

oi: conformity he was called upon to assume. Such has he been ifirough

life. Hi^ ambition is great, his conceptions noble, his activity sleepless :

but his power waiits coi^tinuity of application. He puts on too much at

one time, and tob little at another. Forming bold ideas, and acting upon
them with a startling rajiidity at one moment, he seeks the next to

tread the perplexed paths of intrigue with the noiselsss footstep of the

courtier. Oiie day he berrds^his enemies with fierce denunciations; and
then/or a w^eek he. is all concil)a,tion, the torrent's smoothness ere it

dash beloyf ' For a week he is the oil spread over the vexed billows of

€he House of Lords, to restore the ^assy surface of that once waveless
aristocratic ocean : and at the end of it, he breaks out into a Herculean

Thif article was written before the occasion when Lord Da]!tneny1laid aside the
character of the*dk*ffident and pliable boy, to assume, (we hope for life,) the character
of manly independence. His vote with the minority, on Mr. Hume’s motion for the
Abolition of Naval and Military Sinecures, has rfven us great hojHis, that Lord Dalmeny
is no confinonplace pertson. His dissenting fr^ his Whig friends in so marked an
histanSe, shews moral courage, at least, and independence of party.
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, frenxy, seksefi poor Sugdexl> as his prototype did Hylas^ and hurls him
far away beyoJ^ human ken ; or rather^ Ify a more cruel metamor.

phosis than any in Ovid^ he^ before onr^eyes^ transnnftes a man into a

hug. Such a creature of momentary and varying impulses^—over-bold

""the one moment, dangerously timid the next—followed, as he is likely

^ to be, by a numerous and talented body of personal adherents, is a ques-

4;ionable coa^iator for a government, which; more than any we have
known, requiresvto temper boldness with caution, which must feel its

way at every footstep, yet dare not loiter for a moment, or withdraw
cme hair's breadth after it has advtnced.^*

Earl Grey will do well to look to the motions of this party, which, by
its bigoted scepticism, and its coquetry with the old aristocratical and
priestly faction, may interfere materially with the stately inarch of his

own straight-forward policy. The nation will do well to look sharply

after men who may not dare to be just to it.^ The party itself will do
well to scrutiifize its own character, and examine the nature of the hold
it has upon the country^ Our objurgation has not been uttered in miger.

Personally, we love and esteem many of its members, however much we
may distrust them in their corporate capacity, We neither seek nor
shun their favour nor their feud.'* Let them remember that they are

new to office ; and not rooted in that genial soil. Let them remember
that the national spirit has been excited by real M’rongs, not abstract

theories ; and that men of action are what we now want. * Let them re-

member, that they have hitherto kept themselves immured within the

Bastile of their own domestic circles, and do not know ther people.

Even with our wealthier citizens, their intercourse has had a tone of dis-

tance and condescension. The ten-pound voters were a race alto-

gether new to them ; and there are myriads behiAd of whom they know
nothing,—men of clear heads and quick feelings. AbSve all, let them
remember how feeble is their real influence. Their ill-omened patron-

age hiainly contributed to lose Mr. Crawfurd his election Glasgow,
and their opposition had almost re-established Mr. Johnstone in the Stir-

ling burghs. They are taken on trial : let them beware lest they be
weighed in the balance and found wanting.

We know that these are unpalatable truths, and we know the love

generally borii towards those who administer such nauseous mixtures.

Nay more, we know that many worthy knd independent men will l>lame

us fWhallooing before the hounds are out of the wood. It is indeed*an
unthankful office to keep men to their duty by hinting our su*spicions of

them. We are likely to be regarded as pragpiatic^ coxcombs at the
I

I— ^ ^
—m...

• Though we cannot subscribe to the above estim.ite pf the character of Lord
Brougham, we conceive it right to let it go forth. The public press never perfoims

a more useful office, than letting those men wh^se characters, from the station in*

affairs which they have achicved,[^are likely to influen#e.the destinies of nations, freely

hear, while it is time, what is thought of tlj^m by the people at yirge, and especially

by kindred minds,^—the men of the future time, who are pressing forwmrd in^tlie same
care# that they have run. It is clear that in many quarters doubts are arising

about the Lord Chancellor which we refuse to entertain, and notice with regret. He
has been thrown somewhat off his balance, and is hurried and dizzied of late ; but
he will ri^ht and settle down. He will look ba<jk upon his past coiu'se ; and,consi-

derately ponder tlie steps by udiich he has advanced, and the nature of that steady,

irresistible current which has oorne him onward. He will not permit himself either

to be drifted back, or whirled with the chaff and straws into thegsddy.~ 11c is nut a

man of petty aims, nor of mean, purblind Ambition. The page of history lies open

betore him. If we shall ever be constrained to doubt his political morale^ ^en then,

wa should fall hack upon his intellftt. A dishonest Statesman was always a knave,

but in the 19th centuiy he must be a fool also.
* E. T.*M.
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tirne^ and abused afterwards for our distrust; althougph, perhaps, it was
our plain speaking alone which prevented what we foresaw from taking

place. Our moair however is soon made. We have already established

a sufficiently good understanding with our readers to entitle us to hav*.

ard the risk of incurring one harsh opinion at their hands, if there is any"^

good object to be gained by it ; and seeing that we are more anxious to .

live jolly members of a peaceful and happy community «than to gaia
credit for prophetic powers, or to ride cock-a-hoop on the broad back of

popular applause, we have ventured to strew our pearls before—a re-

spected public.

A VISION OF THE GRAVE.

It was^ night of shine and shad^ !

The forest grimly frown’d,
While whist and wild the moonhrams play'd
On the old castle mound !

—

No briath the silent alders stirrM*,

Nor insert wing, nor wakeful bird,

Disturbed the stillness round ;

—

Nature seem’d slumbering there,^Dd smiling
At the soft dreams her rest beguiling.

The flocks, a white unbroken mass,
Crouch’d ’neath the hedgerows lay ;

All printlc«s shone the dewy grass,

—

Voiceless tlie woodland way ;

—

It was a fearful thing to tread
' A snot so calm, so lone, so dead,—

Yet clear and bright as day ;

A spot such as the world of spirits

In all its ghastly pride inhe|itH.

I trodc the mead,—Vclamb the lull,

—

I div’d into the dew

;

And, fearless grown, 8too<l calm and still

Beneath the churchyard yew !

The steeple-shadow, long and black,

Like an unhallow’d demon- track,

Its withering shadow threw
O’er the white gravestones !—landmarks,

telling

The precincts of Death's hideous dwelling !

I listen’d !—Was my soul deceiv’d ?

A hoarse and hollow sound.

Like distant >^oices interweav’d.

Was murmuring from the ground !

Anfiv io !—I heard, in 'Aoubt ard dread,

The dead commercing with the dead
In every grave around ! ,

The dead ! with sightless eyeballs waking
< The dead ! their stony silence breaking !

. *

Smne breath’d the words of ages gone,

Some those qf yeiferday

;

A human fresi^ness mark'd the tone
'From lips ofhew-made clay. «.

But grim and ghastly seem’d to rise

Voices of ether centuries,

or breath long past away «

Like spring-tides, chafing ui commotion,
Ofsome far-off, mysterious ocean !

I lieard the child’s soft prattlings flow, ^

The babe’s still feebler cry ;

The coffin*^ mother, breathing low
Her jyigi-lilie lullaby;

The crabbed old philosopher
Mumbled his musty adage there

In dull monotony ;

—

The mouldering miser’s moan recorded

His bootless thrift, and labours sordid !

Some curs'd the wars of feudal strife,

Wherein their b’ood was shed ;

Som? the black bitter tears of life.

That soak the poor man’s bread ;

Some rattling, rais'd a bony hand;
That once dealt terror round the land,

Ere Law her phalanx le<l

To bruise the ser|ienfs head w ith ruin.

—

The power of Might, with Right subduing !

There lay the atheist, stark a?ul cold,

IMaspliem ng in his shroud ;

The scorner, gibbering as of old,

The wanton groaning bnid ;

The wretch, of crimes still unconfest.

There gnashed his teeth and tore a breast

Where gnawing earthworms crowd :

—

Strme vainly call’d upon the living.

Reviling some, and some forgiving !

But soon, in fearful chorus blent.

Came the accusing cry,
“ Ye liv’d a life of vain inter t —
Of selfish apatliy !

—

Ye heap] the injur’d ask redress,

And smiled, while tears of bitterness

Seared many a human eye

^

Wedded to trivial cares and pleasures,''

Ye fed yonr lasts or heap'd your treasures !

”

Ibeeased !—wild—wild the shriek that hurst
’ From an emblazon’d grave,
Wherein, of God and man accurst,

Lay one who, Ixirn to !>.ave

—

With giant arm ’and giant mind—
His native land, the trust resigned ;

And grew an abject slave

To bis own sensual joys— unheeding
Millions in galling fetters bleeding ! ^

Bleat be that cry 1— it broke the spell I

With one strange shuddering moan
These murmurings grew inaudible

Beneath ^ch tablet stone !

Like other dwellings of the dead.
Unearthly stillness round it shed
A calmness dim and lone

Nothing was there but the moonbeam's biight-

« ness—
Nothing was there hut the marble’s whiteneas

!

C. F. G.
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ON THE CHARACTER Of CROMWELL.

• TfiB whidl^ adfatere to old-establicdied iostitutionf:, and tho

BHomer in which tlf<M feelings sometimes indtience^ sometimes yield to

events, are eemtnonly left out of calculation in time of revolution by nli

parties ; a ti^th never more signally esrempfiiied, than by those parties

which swayed stiece|8iveh' the councils of the Long Parliament. That jjpdy

made a noble use of the popular zeal for its privileges, when, on the

strength of those alone, it braveef the Monarch’s personal inroad, and
calmly saw his lewd cortege exhaust their impotent rage at its threshold.

A spirit equally resolute, though less wise or generous, afterwards incited

the same assembly to that ill-treatment of its soldiery which was speedily

retorted on itself by the purge. Its still surviving portion, the ftump,

took up the functions of the whole original b%dy, with a sclf-suHiciency

unsubdued as ever; and, having exasperated every class, and set at

nought the people, leaned with apparently perfect confidence on *their

sole support, the army. At the moment preceding the violent dissolu-

tion of this body, a leader, such as the land had lost in Hampdev, might
have reconciled the various views of its members with t!ie public inte-

rest, and brought its jarring elements to repose. lUit a very different

genius, whose main features we intend to depict, at that time held com-
mand over the destinies of his country.

We regard the popular stories of the self-willed boyhood and dissipated

early youth of Cromw'ell, as absurdly overchargeil, rather than utterly

without foundation. ^Vlmt is left of Mich accounts, aft^r allowance made
for exaggeration, seems consi.sterit enough with character as subse.

quently developed. His mind may Iiave come all the |>iore advantage-
ously in contact with the rude tempei’s on which it had to work, from
that premature acquaintance witli the world by which it had been
hardened and coarsened. Loose intercourse with every class of persons,

while it contributed to sharpen his extraordinary insight into character,

and unequalled power of playing upon its weaknesses, may have engen-
dered unbelief and incapacity for any very high pitch of virtue. Even
the accesses of superstition, consequent so often, and, in CromweH’s case,

so signally, on youthful transgressions, must liave enabled him more
sure^^o seize the sympathies, and strike in with the entliusiasm of his

party; wdiile, by obscuring in his owm mind the plain princijikss of mo-
rality, they left him open to the hour of temptation ;^and, by requir^g
to be exhibited with interludes of mere grimafe, thc^^ completed that

most dangerous of all human characters, in whicli^eiitliusiasm comliines

with imposture.*

At the time when Cromwell’s military faaie blazed out with full sjdeii-
*

dour, (ik the second campaign of the civil w’ar&T,) nothing could be more
urgent than the need nf such a geniu# to retrteve from uttei- shipw’reck

the affairs of the Parliament, Xhe untimely^ death of Hathfdeii, tlTe

incapacity of Waller, the ambiguous and dilatory conduct of Essex,

—

on the otiher hand, the multiplied successes of the Royalists, the^unctiou
of the Queen’s forces, and the capture of {Bristol,—cast a shade of deep
despondence on the populSr cause. The proposition of ^jjLprds for

peace was met with feeble opposition the Commons ; was'^a

moment when the Monarch might, perhaps, have marched to London,
without atking leave of either fussembly. At this moment, a^ost the
only point of strength and confidence was the association of tire rtTstern

von, Ilf.

—

so, XU 1, E
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counties^ of which (’romwell was the life and soul. In conjunction with
Fairfax, he made face to the superior force of Newcastle. The victories

at HoriKiastle aiicl Selby, the successes of Manchester, and the sei^c of

York, formed some set-off against the many reverses which had be«i
caused by tJie misconduct of the generals in the west, and reanimated
the fast-decaying embers of public spirit ; which were soon after blown
into a steadier flame, by the opportune junction of the Scots, and the

evcr-memorable victory of Marston Moor.
,

“

1 he conduct of Cromwell and his party, during the year 164*7, after the

surrender of the King’s pcrsoii by the Scots had consummated the ruin of

his cause, was little understood at the time, and has been much misrepre-

sented since. Contemporaries of a revolution constantly fall into the

grand mistake of ascribing to the personal or secret influence of indivi-

duals' a power uhich it can never exert. And later writers double the

delusion, by misapplying they know of the result of tlie strugarle, to

account for actions Avhich. although they may have helped to produce

that^result, were yet ]>erformed without the most remote foresitrht of it.

The conduct of the only constitutionally-recognized contending j>arties,

at tlie crisis ue are treating of, shows how thorouglily they succeeded in

deceiAing themselves with regard to the true posture of atfairs. The
Parliament, licking reached the highest pinnacle of pouer to wliich a

military triumph could exalt was proceeding withemt ceremnu} , \\ith-

out e^ en payment of ayears, to break and (lisj)ersc the instruments of

that triumph, in full confldence that their acts and resolutions would

receive iiiijdicit obedience from men with arms in their hands,—men
w’h(» were conscious that to them l)elongcd tlic chief merit of victory,

and tlie sole power to guard and to improve itsfruit'-, ’I’he King, a cap-

ti\o in the hands of that soldiery which had subdued him, believed flrmly,

and continually repeated, that “ 7Viei/ coulf/ not do v'ltlnyot him ; that

they would fall to ruin if he did not ,su(ifain themf And neither King
nor Parliament understood, that in time of revolution, masses of men
act in tlie ratio of their moral or their physical force alone, unimpeded
by artificial forms, and names, and regulations. The Ipdepondents saw

deeper into tlic actual state of things; and ( romwell, while resolved ti»

throw away no advantage wliich existing institutions could afford him,

saw’ clearly where the real force lay, and prepared to watch find follow

the course of events. lie treated with the King, till ('liarles’s ar5;o‘-ance

5ind (]u])l\city rendered all farther intercourse impossible. He sat and
\oted in the Parliament, till their designs uj)on his iier^on compelled

him to seek safj;ty in secession. Kach jiaity at length discovered its

mistake. C’harle.s endeavoured to re<leeni liis imprudence towards the

army, first by cliange of lone, and afterwards by flight*. I'he (’onimons

liad recourse, in their extrenity, to the royal name as a rallying point,

and resolved, ’riiat his Majesty’s conces-sions to the propositions of Par-

liament afiVj-ded snfficierii grounu fei^ settling the peace of the kingdom.”
H was tci'/ late. The Monarch was re-captured, and the Parliament w’as

purged by the army. In all this it is diflicult to discover the Machia-
veliau polic}'’ ascribed to (’romwell, and traced to the dim visions his

future exaltation, wdii<*h fire imagined to have urged him onward. Ilis

•^‘"’duct^was simply that of a clear-sighted, cool-hefided juditiciaii, fiwake
to existing <^^i,imstanccs, and guided by them ns they rose. Alienated
by the impracticable temjier of the King, apprehensive of the sinister

selieniej^of the Parliament towards liis ^^rson, he was forced to take re«
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fuge with the army, and finally induced to co-operate with its zeal for

bringing Charles to justice, , ^ ^ ,

It was no vulgar appetite for splendour*which inauq#ja Cromwell s later

.'ittempts to obtain for himself the title and externiils of royalty. He

knew how such insignia impose upon the mass of mankind ; and as liis

object was to gain tlie acclamations of the multitude, his policy was to

captivate their unreflecting homage by the pdmp and retinue of a court.

Thus flattered ii* t^ieir old associations, the people would give vent to

their old feelings of loyalty ; Parliaments would hail tlie royal sanctioi»

restored to their acts, and* the ndfiles of^tlie land would resume their

functionsiin the legiHlature. Strong in the support of recognized i>ower

and rooted prejudice, he might defy the eplicmeral factions which had

no real hold upon the permanent wants and feelings of Englishmen, and

which, though dangerous to a system equally baseless with themselves,

would die away beneath a dynasty combinirig all the stability of old

established forms, wjth all the vigour of new j[)rinciples of government.

There was little to be said against the soundness of these vuews,

excepting that the actual stale of affairs offered no sufficient means for

their accomjdishmerit. So far fiiun smoothing the way for liis ascent to

the throne, the first Parliament summoned by him, after his violent

close of the Rump, brouglit his title int<» question as Protector ! On the

angry dissolution of this body by Cromwell, discontent throughout the

three kingdoms soon made it evident that the^r spirit had been a very

faithful index of the People's, 'I'lie Scots and Irish Jiated the Protector

as their conqueror; and the Englisli Presbyterians, for the most pai’t,

shared the virulence of their northern co-religionists against him
;
and

even Royalists sjioke tlie language, and struck in with tlie designs of

the Republicans, in their eagerness for his downfal. ^t was now th.at

(h’omwell, urged beyond endurjiiioe by the tacit ban of outlawry which

seemed to have gone forth against him, from tlie heart of every sect and

denomination of his enemies, suspended all design,ot constitutional go-

vernment, and introduced an iron regimen of force and terror.

On the general outcry caused by the oppressions of his major-generals,

the Protector made a last desperate effort to estahlisli liis dominion on a

legal foundation ; an attempt in wliich the very first stejis foreboded

certain and inevitable failure. He summoned a new Parliament, •Imt,

feari^^t<i meet a free one, not only employed those very major-generals,*-

wliom he was anxious to get rid of, in coni rolling the eloctvms ;
hut,

alleging that the w'rits being issued by ('liaiicery, an(^ returnable tojt,

could only he judged of by that Court, issued Hii ordqr that none hut

s#ch as could produce a ticket from it, signed by tj^e Clerk of the C om-

monwealth, should he allow ed to take their seats : and enforced the

mandate, by posting a party of soldiersVat ^the doors of tlie House.

IVlien a Parliament, thus pruned of all pretensions to the title of a po-

pular assembly, at lengths agreed, in a Huihhle Pci^ition imd Advice

to the Protectev, that he would take upon himself the title*d£^King, it

was (luite in the course of things that tlie army, which now felt itself the

mowing spring of eveiy transaction, which^ dreaded tlie erectioif of any

regular form of government as a death-blow* to its lawless importance,

and which, moreover was stirred up by its officers, wliosehoges of suty

ceeding to the office of Protector woul^J liave been cruslRWffiytne insti-

tution of hereditary monarcliy ; that the army, like a serviceable demon,

at length should claim its turn U> he master. The claim was irnpistihlc

;

and ('romw'ell, when persuasion^nd delay were exhausted, wws-^^iially
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oomj^lled to refuse tlie proffered dignity^ the object of his cherished

and deliberate wishes.

Men treat the maxima of morality^ as they treat their old friends, in

the successful course of selffsh ambition ;
- but, when neglect and insult

have ended in incurable alienation, the wrong is repented, and the void

felt. The Protector had estranged himself too long from law and order

to rejoin them by a royal i^oad. Every attempt to strengthen the foun-
dation of his government had only served to shake :t to its centre.

Threxits, not obscure, of his destruction by the soldiery, had deterred

him from accepting the crowd j and'^his abortive attempt to form an
Upper House had been received with derision by the Commons-* Thrown
back ©n the support of his janissaries, he had to cope with their growing
discontent, as well as with tlie national abhorrence inspired by their

licentious power. Plots and insurrections were in^Hiplied ; and every
thing announced the last t-jonvulsions of a system, supported by brute

ftupce alone, and o])posod to all that jet survived qf national will and
feeling. J^eath, however, rescued the author of the system from witness-

ing the agonies of his own monstrous creation.

It has lately become fashionable to speak of Cromwell as of a master-
spirit, entitled by his mere superiority to assume tlie ar])itration of po-

litical institutions, and to hold himself exem]>ted from that ordinary

morality which might have sown a few scruples in liis patli to greatness.

It is probable that lie himself had some of these visions, and attributed

perhaps to liis own-^iersonal energies the whole result of those cliances

which consigned* to his ’disposal so many patriotic hopes to disappoint,

so many splendid opportunities to abuse. It is a fatal error of those who
have been raised above the mass by the consent and the assistance of their

fellows, to suppose that their greatness is an inseparable appendage of

themaclcet, irrcsuniable by those whose suffrage bestowed it. Yet an
unbiassed inquirer into the springs of human action, ere lie proceed to

pass sentence on the character of Cromwell, will consider how far the

real moral nature of his acts may have been modified by circumstances

too minute and evanescent to have come uinler the cognisance of history.

History can give us no idea wliat.soever of those hidden dispositions of

the mind and heart, which in the hour of unrestrained faniiliarity alone

could have been opened to the eye of a contemporary observer. And to

such an eye as Croniweirs, .so habituated to fix upon the practicf^JIr im-
portant piunts of character, so skilful to improve the opportunities afford-

ed by the license^ of discourse which he systematically encouraged, how
much must have jbeen visible of the inmost soul of others which never
found occasion to display itself in ac'tion, and of which the only traceeis

its presumable effect upon the conduct and career of that acute specta-

tor! He may have watched/the secret workings of ambition which only

wanted means to be as* criminal as his own. He may have traced to

their dark origin t^ibse elements Af vreakness, and disunion, and discord,

which gi«/% something like a colour to Jliis own asseveration, That he was
forced to take upon him*the office of High Constable to preserve peace
among t^ie several parties in the nation.” Conjectures such as these will

be allowed due weight by those who know best how insecure a bond of
union the most pure and loftyprinciples, bdiween mortal men ; how con-
stantly iost^gfkt of ; how deliberately sacrificed to the paltriest personal
impuUes of passi<»n and of egotism, the cravings of a despicable vanity
or envy

‘
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In our own experience, sohie of us may have met with men who lacked

little of the character faintly sketched in the foregoing pages, except,

perhaps, the element of enthusiasm in religion ; and who probably did not

iSck much for a similar career, but the recurrence of a similar conjunc-

ture ; men whom, like Cromwell, natural qualities, or early education,

have fitted rather for the society of their fallows than for the task of
self-inspectioh or retired study ; men, in whom if there is any tiling more
astonishing than tl»e fervour of zeal which tliey can devote to anja ob-
ject, it is the transferable nature j^f that^ fervour, and the almost equal
facility with which it can be brought to hear on the most important aim,
or on the merest trifle ; men, of whom it is imi»ossihle to trust the per-
fect honesty, as, even in their most disinterested actions, is perceptible
the all-pervading leaven of their own personality

; yet whom it is qgiMilly

difficult to suppose to he deliberately actuated by the contrary disposi-

tion, fVoni tlm apparent, warmth, and candouy? and sincerity, with which
tliey contrive to veil from others, nay, even from themselves, the ijeality

of selfishness and egotism. In private life, such men are very commonly
iinhlameahle ; kind husbands, tender jiarents, and affectionate friends.

As public men, in ordinary times, they may he brave soldiers, active men
of business, ardent men of party, effective and unscrupulous ministers of
jiower. Ilut in time of revolution, opportunity serving, such men have
just the qualities and dispositions requisite for the betrayal of the public

cause,—apostac\, and usurpation.

(HOMWEId..

'J he third of the samp moon, whoso lormcr course
“ Had all but crowned him, on the bclfsame day
** Dqiosed him gentlv Irom Ins throne ol force.’*

B\ron.

One day is in uur country’s calendar

Marked by two famous victories—Dunbar
And Worcester—each by Cromwell’s iron hand
Achieved in civil slaughter, when the laud

Went mouniiiig for her children’s strife. The same ,

I'onspicuous day is trebly known to fame
By the old warrior’s death :—for, on tbe thiref*'

Day of Septemher, udiite the air tvas stirred •

With Signal-storms, his spirit was exhaletk

—

Men have too spleenfully againsV him railed ;
•

Or graced him with too swelling eulogy.

I will not follow their orttlkuity ;—• • • ^
For there Avas mingled much of ill and good .

In Cromwell’s life, if Aghtly understood.
*

He had an even spirit, a composed strain,

Heady Avith every man to force or feign ;

—

In action sure and silent .Yet fvas lie

Less stem by tiature than necessity.

• Heath says, in his “ Chronicle," that a conspiracy Avas formed by the rcpuUicaii CoWnel Rath,

bone and others, for seizing the tower ; nndf hat the third nf September Avas selected by^ astrological

scheme, as a day which portended the dcstrt|^tion of the monarchy.
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Harsh was his manner, and Iris hiw austere

;

Ills garb aiul liviiuf, simple and severe :

McVured not for the splendour of a thioiie,

Wisely contented with its power alone ;

More feai'ed than hated-^Ioved by few, or none.
He was a regicide :—^hut of his crime
Tlie very daring held a port sublime

;

A sad and strange solemnity, whose sorrow
Almost the semblance did ofjustice borrou', ^

And from its stern designer drew a tear— ^

ijcave we to hoavci^ how h|lse, or how sincere.

He was a tyrant :—^but his tyranny

Was covered with a brave simplicity,

Keei>ing at distance envy :—and he made
His England honoured, dreaded, and obeyed.

And so remained she, till a ribald king

Sj»ld her to France foi wine anil wassailing.

He ^vas a men! usuri)er :—yet his stHt(‘

llatlier from others' folly took its date

'rhau his own foresight. Men may tnilj say,

A erown beneath his footstep kenneled lay

'fo woo his special wearing :—even as chance

Threw it before his dwarfish ape m France,

Whose meaner spirit deemed a suhject gli»l)e

Ecss glory than a trained and broidered robe.

But Cromwell felt a nobler triumphing,

To vam[ui»h kings, than be himself a king.

No princely cradle rocked him :—yet, liad biriii

Set him among the throned onC" of the earth :

Their proudest had n«»t held a firmer plaie,

Though «ome have sate, perhaps, with ea^^ier giac e.

He ruled but by the law' :—yet less of right

Tlian pow'cr lie reckoned :—an arch-lj}i)i>ente,

Whose prayer w'as policy. How few w^onld daie

To pray like him, whose policy w'^as prayer

!

The pied and painted courtiers—debauched men,
Whom his rude plainness pleased not—triumphed, W'lieii

Heath overtook his day of victory ;

—

And others deemed such anniversary

Fit consummation of that eaithly glory,

Which sounded at the tomb his complete story.

Our birth-time is too distant, to concur

In. ' lame or praise, wdth foe or flatterer *

Nq’* can I Uiisw’^er with suflicieiit skill,

If Cromwell’s life had more of good or ill :

—

But this of him may, as of all, be said

—

No mail is truly ^appy till he’s dead.

- - n diciijuc beatUs
Ante obitunf nemo suprema<xii<' fuiiera deljet.
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EARL GRB^.

•To describe what a Minister ought to he, is, perha]is, to Jink togetJier a

set of incompatible and unattainable qualities which have never yet existed

in one man ;—to siip])osc a congregation of antagonist faculties, many
of them rare*in themselves, but all still rarer in their combination

;

a galaxy of li^hfc yliich have never yet a])pcared in one visible Hej^is-

jdiere. If, in order to describe the beau ideal of a Minister, we are to

say, that he must be at once wise and adventurous ; cautious and ardent

;

sjieculative and practical ; with tlie power to generalize, } et of minute
knowledge

;
patriotic aJid national, and yet dispassionate and philoso-

]diical ; intimately acwpiainted with the wants and wishes of the ngo-

]de, and yet no slave to poj[)ularity or to tlie popular voice ;—atonce
political econoniist and moralist ; warrior andgdijdomatist

;
patriot and

citizen of the world—if to describe a Ministi^r, w e are to say this,—the

reply we shall obtain will be that of Rasselas, Trince of Abyssinia, to

to his friend Imlac, “ Thou hast now' jiroved it imj)ossible that there

should be a Poet,"’—putting Minister in the place of Bard, And yet

some such description as this, must he wlio will draw' the outline of a

great Minister, at all ri‘‘.ks, delineate ;
nor wlien he comes to ajqdy liis

outline to actual or existing examples will his difficulties be lessened.

He will find many “ great Ministers’^ (so called) wlio, devoid of the

supposed requisite.^ have been made great by the for(‘e of circumstances,

aiding the talents and temperament which they possessed ; and*lic will

find Ministers grral^ who, jmtting external eiriuimstances out of the

question, were endued with most of the quali boat iojis api>arently requisite

for their admirably filling up the character. ^
Earl (rrey is the second son of 5Sir (’harles, subsequently Lord Orey,

the first Peer of that title, to whicli the second son succeeded, tlie ehler

brother having died in infancy. He was born in 17 Gt, and wa^ educated
at Eton, together with ATliitbrcad and others, with wliom he acted

during a great part of the ]>eriod of his long, varied, and ultimately ex-

traordinary career, hb’oin his parents lie inheritcMl talent, strong pas.

sions, courage, and a landed estate, great and sufficient, if not sjilendid

and inexhaustible. His character, suhseipiont events and his own inwiate

reso|^*eH Inn e shajied, ele^'ated, and confirmed.

His early years afforded a signal proof at once of the impetyosity and
strength of his temperament. It is know n that, led f^ray hy the jirivi-

leged seductions to wliich the youth of every titled yian of fortuiie is

exjiosed, he gamed, and lost to an immense amouqt.

He, in short, became the dupe <»f those le;j;itimate sharpers, and corn,

noted and ermined swindlers, who have, ii\ modern times, been the curse*

and disgrace of this country. And here the peiuiliar sjurit of the man
shewed itself: he paid the debt isasRniiaiieiffisly, *18^41* wiyi breathless

haste—but gamed no more. Tl^ hitter draught of corruplii^n, wdiiiiili^

to weaker stamina, would have been an opiate and a poison, w^as to him
a ^*110 corrective ; and, perhaps, to this circumstance, some jfovtion of

Ills youthful hati-ed to flagrant vice and rank corruption, in the garb of

Psage, may he attrihutcef. Whilst yet a very young man^i^ecame a

Member of Parliament for his native jjounty, and his pi'fi^ffliReiit tale«ts

soon shewed themselves. On the arena of the House of Commons, be-

sides his jiolitical opponents, J’itt, Burke, C’iiiiiiing, and WimUiain, he

had—btill more dangerous ai^J^ difficult rivalry—to
•
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with those of Fox, Slioridan^ Tierne^r^ and Whitbread. To speak either

in opposition to^ or in competition with men like these, was a trial than

whieh few can imagined to be harder ; and yet, to a certain extent.

Grey succeeded, and became an eminent debater in Parliament* Le&J

boUow than Burke, less dippant thah Canning, leas abrupt than Fox,

less pompous than Pitt, less gaudy than Sheridan, less downright than
Whitbread, less Quixotic than Windham, he often opposed, with success

talents more solid than specious to intellects which ceitainly dealt less

in the substaiitial tlian the shimng ; no mean praise, looking at the fa»

shion of appreciating oratory ht that" period ; and to say that the real

feeling and sterling English sense of Charles Grey occasionally turned

the scale against the glittering superficies and keenly polished points of

his competitors, is to say no more than the obvious import of expression

conveys. It was at this brilliant period of bis public life, that, in con-

cert with some of the otljpr members of the Society of the Friends of

the People, (a Political Union of that day,) amongst whom are said to

have ^been Tierney, and James L(»sh, the well-known barrister of New-
castle, he drew up the immortal petition, in which he offered to prove,

by evidence at the bar of the House of C’ommons, the manifold corrup-

tions of that Assembly. On the accession of Fox to short-lived power,

he played a subordinate part during the life of that Minister ; and the

long obnubilation of the Whig party, which followed the death of Fox,

is the unhappiest interval of Lord Grey's otherwise not unfortunate

Political life. The Union of his name with that of the shallow’, pompous,
insincere, grasping sinecurist, Grenville, w as altogether ill-omened. No
good could come of it. No good did come of it. They iiad no hold on
public sympathy ; and w hen bafHed by the intrigues or machinations of

a Perceval or a Liverpool, the people were perfectly apathetic. The cir-

cumstances of their opposition to Government were, for some years, if pos-

sible, even more unfortunate and dejjressing than were the consequences

of their coalition. At tlu» period. Lord Grey seemed either to be doomed
to a retirement, which every one felt was neither in accordance with his

cliaracter nor his destiny, or to a publicity which no circumstance that

seemed witliin the sooj>e of possibility could render auspicious. He was
to rusticate in the seclusion of llowick, or to come to Parliament to

o]>pq,se ik Ministry w'ho appeared to be actually standing in the breach,

repulsing the enemy with such arms and devices as chance v in

their way. He was to be nothing, or else to be the wet blanket of u

spirit of policy which the very desperation of events seemed to sanctify ;

tlid cold-blooded *and QiKiker-like protester against a war, wliich, though
begun ill w ickedness and impolicy, its very hopelessness rendered popular
in the eyes of Englisl'imen—the war against Napoleon. The unexpected
result of that .war was more ufifortumite for the popularity of the Whig
]mrty than wras its spiritexl and energetic continuance. It gave the lie

to thpii* prqi)he«lig|; it called tliJJr ^courage into question; it insulted

tl^eir po%v; amf^ualJy broke down, much of that prestige which had
liitherto invested tliem w'^itli the characters of patriots and men of a
'single-m'uded and firm policy.

From this period, liowevevi of its apparent triumph, may plainly be
dated the w^ane of 'J'oryisin ; and all the subsequent acts of Lord Grey
hqve pr<ft*eit-^^ lie saw this with the eyes of a politician, inasmuch as
they have, up to the lime of his accession to power, been replete with
good sense, caution, and propriety*

In tiJe^ar, 1819, Mr. Feel sealed thJ ultimate fate of Toryism by his
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undying Bill j and it is curiotis that, with the exception of the Bank
Diz^ectora, the only men note, in Parliament or out of it, who seem

either to have known or even suspected what its effects would be, were

liords Grey and Radnor, the Messrs. Attwood and* Mr. Cohbett. That
Lord Grey knew nothing of the minntia of the question, he himself con-

fessed ; hut his strong mind seems to have revolted instinctively Brom

the pert and •shallow, though plausible sophistries under the influence

of which that %l^mately blessed*' measure (for it produced Re|^i*m)

was carried ; and, without iictivelv opposing it, he disclaimed and washed
his hands of the business. That^e wasMght here in the midst of migu

take, blindness, overweening confidence, and all the sins that beset the
sciolist, may probably be attributed to his knowing less, and not more,
of the science of Political Economy than those about him. He wj|^ot
to be caught by sophistries for w'hich he had never felt the slighfest af-

fection, nor misled by deceptious generalitiesgior ill-founded deductions,

in none of which he had ever for a moment believed ; nor could his

strong reason avoid seeing, tliat to make a sweeping change in tl?e mo-
netary system of a country the most artificial that the world lias yet
seen, and created under circumstances the most extra-ordinary, was a
matter involving more considerations than were apparent to him who was
rash enough to say that tlie (piestion in itself was so plain as not to

deserve half an hour’s consideration by the House (!).” Lord Grey was,
to be sure, no l*oliticul Economist ; but an assertion like this w^as, on
that very account, calculated to startle him the more. He dissented

;

and escaped that eternity of ridicule to which the shallow partisans of
tliat greatest of all stupidities, practical or theoretical, are irrevocably
doomed ; and which will hold up the name of Ppel as a laughing-^ock
for ages, wlien even the English language shall have cei^^ed to be spoken,
the miserable insect being now effectually enshrined in the amber of his

own Bill.

Sliortly after this period, the paralysis which seemed to have affected

English domestic politics struck the Premier himself. Lord Liverjiool ;

and the brief administration of Canning succeeded. The accession of
this man to power was the signal for the adhesion of every insincere,

talkative, and worthless pseudo-liberal in the kingdom
; and here again.

Lord Grey’s dignified penetration displayed itself. He flatly afid at

oiu^refused to have anything to do with the charlatan ; and a))peatf^lW

have regarded his flippant abilities, and dubious character, j^^ith utter

scorn and contempt. The blow was a deadly on^ The s]>eecl^ in

which the disclaimer was contained, broke Mown ,the irritable rhe-

torician I whw seemed absolutely to die in a of angry disappoint-

ment and mortiiied vanity ; and, like a butterfly broken upon the

wheel,” disappeared from the harlequinaVe in which he ]dayed the leadl

ing part, leaving the reins of Government to a far different hand. The
iron rule of Wellington which succeeled, seeftied tittit^any 1m he the esta-

blishinent for ever of Toryism iatliis country. It was, on^ibe contrary,

the proximate cause of its downfal.

^he passing of the Catholic Emancipation Bill for ever desfroyed the

influence of Peel and Wellington, with the bigots of their party; and per-

haps for the first time in fingland, broke up that union whicl^lways exists

between, and is, in reality, the gre^t strength of fafllf8?!^&ascd upon
corruption, and seeking no ends but their own. In this affair, the Whigs,

with Lord Grey at their head, wisely gave tlie Ministry powerful and
unequivocal support ; and wh^j;, a year after, the distress o<£9hncd by
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the carrying into full effect Peers Bill^ by the final extinction of bank

notes under five pounds^ and the universal and determined demand for

Reform drove thd'Duke of Wellington from power^ they succeeded to

office^ in possession pf a popularity seldom attained by any administraio

tion ; a dangerous popularity for a "IVliig Ministry, entailing, as it did,

upon them, if they meant to preserve it, the necessity of fulfilling to the

uttermost the sanguine and^ardent expectations of the people.

Their first step was a fortunate one. The Reform ^iH was, beyond a

douot, over^^eifthnaied ])y the people, who liad seen too little of reform to

be good judges of the fabric ; Hind this mistake kept the popularity of

Ministers increasing throughout the arduous struggle for its attainment.

The savage and infuriate opposition of the Tory faction contributed also

to confirm tlie delusion. What they so detested,'^ it was argued,
** mu^ be good indeed and no one called the soundness of the syllo-

gism in question. Since tlie <*ountry hah witnessed its results, however,

it has bectmie more cool ; and wbeu admiration of a measure begins to

ebb, the admiration for the authors of the measure retrogrades in a cor-

responding ratio. That this is at present the case nith the Ministry of

Earl Grey, certain ; and the character of their leader renders it too

probable that tlieir high estimation, in the popular eye, will continue to

decline.

The fatal defect in the character of Earl Grey, and in that of many of

his colleagues, is not want of talent, but want of knou'ledijv, lie has

lived long in a se< luded and aristocratic letircment, associating Mith

none who were likely to gi\e him the information most valuable to a

Minister; that is, of the real state of the country which he is called ttpon

to govern. Neither conversant with modern statistics, nor with political

economy, he is unable to search into and discover fur himsidf the actual

nature and urgency (»f tlie causes wliich are now' agitating the body

politic from top to liottoni. It is not improbable that he does not really

see tlie true reasons why his predecessor was so suddenly overturned, and

he himself made Minister. It is certain, that most of his Order'' have

not the remotest conception of these causes ; and if, of the few wh(» have,

there be one among^»t his colleagues, it will be tlie better for his Minis-

try, precisely in the ratio in which that colleague is listened to. That
Mr. JBtanley is not the man, let Earl Grey be sure. To a man, how-

like Earl Grey, who lias not, nor ever had, any real kno^^^dge

of the monetary concerns of the country, nor of tlie state of commerce,
manufactures, na\^atioii, nor even agriculture, a^ connected with tliat

monetary system, it is diKicult t(» shew' that the time h.is now come when
all the resources of these branches (»} industry can no losger contend

against the overwhelming pressure of the jire.-^ent taxes. It is most diffi-

cult to convince a mind unusdll to such details, that, since the Bill of

Peel came into complete *opcration, the weight of tiie debt and other

imposts is rajddl]^ d^ ing one porfion of the nation into a state of ab-

s^ute destitution, and depriving the rast, save those who live upon the

taxes, less rapidly, but not* less surely, of such projierty as they possess.

Lord Grijy cannot but know that the country is in distress and difficult/ ;

hut the (\rfcnf of desperatimi tIV which the country is reduced, it is more
than probable he docs not know ; and, not kiibwing it, cannot conceive
thq^imnietRl?^*f»‘ fires and chaiige:^ requisite to remedy that state. Un-
aware that his situation i^^ iotaVy and altogether without precedent, as an
English Minister, he will, unhappily, on yNcry emergency, look to prece^



demt to guide him ; and, of necessity, derive from the experience of the

past, now inapplicable, nothing but mischief and mistake*

It is suspected by many, that the Premier has a secret wish to return,

if possible, to unrestricted issues of bank-notes ; and would, if not with-

held by others, readily give in to the fatal mistake of attempting either

to return to the inconvertible Paper Currenc]^, or to an issue of converti-

ble ii(»tes of tlli denominations.'^ Nor can he be convinced that the first

would 7iow end fh #n immediate separation between the paper and sp||cie,

in their exchangeable value ; ant^the other, (if it succeeded at all,) in

a crisis, after the lapse of two or three years, like that of 1825-6. To
the theory of money, and to the present alarming situation of the coun-
try ns regards its currency, it is known that the eldest son of the Pre-
mier has paid cfinsiderable attention ; nor have there been wt^j^ng
whispers, that, between tlie father and the son, controversies on this

ticklish subjt^’t are neither rare nor always satisfactory,—the better

knowledge of Lord Howi<*k not always availing against the elo(pience and
cooler head of the Minister.

Upon the whole, the probability is, that Karl Urey, great cas his talents

undoubtedly are, is not equal to the crisis in wliicli he is called upon to

act. I'bere are certain periods in tfie histories of all nations, when ge-

nius of the very highest order is alone of use ; and when a mediocrity of

genius avails no more than the utter negation of it, with whatever virtue

of intention it may be accompanied. That this is true of England at

this momentous time, es^ery symptom conspires to prove
; aiid it is

hardly possible to conceive of the present Ministry, tliat they i>ossess

energy and talent adequate to the exigencies tliat throng and thicken

around them. It seems too certain that Earl Grgy will go down to pos-

terity, as one whose genius and courage were neither ^upial to his goiod

intentions, nor to the perilous era in whicli he lived
; and that he wdll

partake in the apjilication of tliat famous sentence of Tacitus upon Galba,

Omnium consensu cajiax Imperii, nhi imperasset*'

It }i«is been jirophesied by one who^ie opinions on these matters are not

to be despised, that the system will go to pieces, in the hands of the

Whigs.’' There is certainly little, at present, to detract from the pro-

bability of the accomplishment of this somewhat startling prediction.

We shall see. ’Fhat “ tiik system," in whose hands soever it m^fy bo,

mutif ore long, go to ]»ieces," if it be not adroitly taken to pieceff^
now past a doubt. •

• The high idea we entertain of LoriHirej's understanding, will not allow us to be-

lieve, for one moment, that there can be any foundation fof the whisper alluded to by

our Contributor, that his Eordship ‘‘ w'ould rejulily gi^e in to the fatal mistake of

attempting to return to an ineoiivertible I’aper rui y.” Tliat I-.ord Grey may be

favourable to Fiw Trade in Hanking, and to the issue of Convertible Notes by large

and w'ealthy joiiit-stoek Hank', in l.omlon ;Sid tlirouRhout tl^' on the system

which lias been so eminently biHeefe.sruJ in Siotl.iml, wo can Avell beliejy andit^ves

us great pleasure to houi that there h a whisper to tWat elfeet.

E. T. M.
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Then lie Ihj gott, O Itradr

'Tis a iiioet f»rovoking thing/' cried the Countess of Blazon to her
(*ouj»inj the Dean of Killrogliery^ as they sat together at th& desserUtable
the ^ther day, (her Noble Earl nodding cozily in hir itoi-chair by the

hte^de,) that, in spite of all my labours, I cannot train thht boy of

mine into any thing like political di^inction ! He had a tutor to run
afte^ him in his go-cart, was six years at Eton, two at Christ Church.

For the last three centuries, our family ha\ e held a prominent place in

thaJg^slation of the country, and I shall be miserable if De Duncean-
ville does not make a figure !"

A figure of fuii !*' growled the lethargic Karl.

I have done every thing that could be done (ui my part,” continued

the Countess, still addressing her Very Reverend kinsman, to raise

him into notice. After observing how other young men of his caste are

smuggled behind the scenes, and pushed upon the stage of public life, I

have left no stone unturned to bring poor Augustus forward.”

Rolling stones gather no moss/* grumbled the Earl.

1 am well aware that Lord l>e Dunceanville’s education ^\as most
elaborately superintended/’ observed the Dean, finding reply inevitable

;

but though we hold it a maxim, that education makes the man, I

fancy something else is necessary to make the pi/O/tc man.”

Of course,—quackery ; nor have I neglected it. From tlie time he
was fifteen, I always took care to announce in the j)apers, (among
the arrivals in town, or departures to Oxford,) Lord De Dunccanville,

and his tutor, the Rev. Mr. Olius, from Blazon House, Privy Gardens,

to Christ Church, Oxon.”

And that served a double purpose,” said the Dean, reproachfully

;

for the Rev. Mr. Olius, thus honoured by a squeak of the penny-trum-

pet of fame, is now wigged and benched among the Bishops/'

King s Benched, if he had his deserts,” mumbled Somnus.

No sooner had the boy quitted College,” cried Lady Blazon, than I

erot him sent attache to Paris, that he might learn French and dancing; and

“ttr Vienna, that he might study German and waltzing. At both couf^^, I

can venture to assert, that he did honour to the British embassy. With
six saddle-horses ^nd an excellent cook, 'tis hard, indeed, if a young
man does not comiiiand the respect of society.”

I thought,” hesitated the Dean, you were obliged to send for his

Lordship home from Paris, on account of his carrying off an opera

dancer.” *

Carrying off!” muttered the father, No; the poor girl carried

herself off—d'•owned herself, one fi!^e day, in the canal do TOureq,''

' And French thought proper to make a fuss, because she hap-

pened to be their best dancer ! Now, really, that adventure might have

brought him forward,” said the Countess, for you have no notion what

tc scandal there was. It was ma^6 into a melo-drame at one of the theatres

of the

And 5
^r!Sfti‘hothing for Lord De Dunceanville’s reputation.^”

Nothing. It cost me ^s much exertion of our family interest to get

him a ^rkshlp in the Foreign Office, as if his name had never been

heard
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But why wast« the family interest on such an object said the

Dean, pensively. Pe Dunceanville, hen* to an Earldom, and eighty

thousands per annum, appeatiEi to me very much out ofplace as an oper-

ative, on a salary of £75 per annum, paid quarterly."

He will never appear in place, without some such probation."

And what does iny son and heir with a place grambled the

Earl, ,

Nothing widk, Jut a great deal from one. Notice in the Bed Book^
the Foreign Almanacks, the Entr^ at ('ourts, powers of faanking ^er-
weight letters ; besides patronager for alP the old servants pf all his old

friends. Just now, for instance, I want our superannuated page made
porter at Chelsea College

;
yet, you sec, with all your Earldom, and

£80,000 a-year, you cannot get it done ; you have no patronage tc^ivo
away in return.*’

I find my young friend is a Fellow of the Antiquarian, Geological,

Horticultural,* Phrenological, and Zoological Societies," said the Dean,
in a pacifying tone.

* •

Yes. It seems that no name wiU go down in the present age, without a

collar of S.S. tacked to it. A ^i/Afcinatiiig^ youiig nobleman always be-

gins his career as F. A, S. Do Dunceanville often figures in the Tran-
sactions of the Learned Bodies as \'ice-President,"

Pace-President,** growled the father.)

Sends Patagonian Gooseberries to the Horticultural Exhibitions,

and presents Monomotatia Guinea-pigs, or a specimen of the Solitary

Whistle-Bird, to the Zoological Gardens," continued the mothef ; the

Bight Honourable Lord De Dunceanville is hung up on several cages.”

(
‘‘ The Bight Honourable Lord De Dunceanville hung up!** ejacu-

lated the Earl.)
*

I have lately had two or three very sweet little fliings introduced

into the Court Magazine under his name,” sighed Lady Blazon.

1 understand,** observed the Very llevcrend, that two or three

very sweet little tilings pass under his name
; and his Lordship is a con.

tributor, I fancy, to the fashionable Annuals.”

Cela va sans dire ! Almost all the present ministry were his fellow-

writers in * The Midsummer’s M^reath:* and *tis very strange, they have
done nothing for him. Poor fellow !” ^
^^he blockhead indited a Sonnet to a Dog wagging its tail

Shwlow*,” chuckled the old Earl, which the editor magnified into ^ A
Study from Natural History, by the Bight Hon. Lord De Dunceanville.*

**

I beg to observe,** said the Countess, with mdignafion, that my’ison

is well known as an author of Mefhoirs ; of Historical^emoirs, my Lord
Blazon

!”

Of what ?**

Memoirs.**

Of whom r*

Alfred the Great.” ,

Hurlothrumbo the Great ! They were written forty times over before

boy was breeched.*'

So much the better ! He was the lesi likely to fall into error ; and
even, that impartial periodical, the Literary Gazette, asserts De Dun-
ceanville’s book to be one of the most able works of thsuiBtfy-Y^
" Abomin-o5/e, I make no doubt.”

My young friend has man^estly achieved a place in the literature of

the country,** said the Dean, maliciously. " His poitrait is up in

the windows of all the circula^lg libraries.**
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And yet, I do aemute ym, he does not ^et on as he oughts or where

he ought. In Downing ^reet> * they never mention liim, his name is

never heard ;* aifd we all know that Lord C. was a Lord of the Admi-

ralty^ and Lord F. of the Treasury, five years nearer to their nursety

than poor dear De Dunceanville. Could 1 but have calculated when he

made his deM in public life, how things were likely to turn out
!"

« Things / 'Twas only the Tories that turned out,” said Lord Bla-

non. ^
«

might teve made a more judicious choice of principles for him.

'Twae aU^ii^f'^ult. Heaven knows,*poor fellow ! he had none of his
^ tM ^
own 1

•

You amaze me, my dear Lady Blazon,” cried the Deim, ** I fancied

that De Dunceanville was with the Whigs.”

^^SKiid HO he is ; and, pray, what chance has a young man of attract-

ing notice who is always ^with Ministers ? It is your Opposition Men
(no matter whether Wliig or Tory) who monopolize the attention of

sooie^r; v^ranglers who pull protocols to pieces, quire by quire; dispute

the Treasury estimates, cypher by cypher ; oppose every Government
motion; meet tlie Civil List with quotations from Juvenal ; and blow

up the Secretar)"-at-War with V.ittel, Machiavel, or Lord Bolingbroke.

Poor De Dunceanville lias no chance of the kind : Obliged to w^aste hia

eloquence in apoluiric*' and deprecation
;

^ assuring the Honourable
House, that his Hoimurable Friend of the Home Department is not at

present prepared with documents to refute the very learned, very ela-

borate, but very insidious statementb made by the Honourable Gentle-

man recently upon hib legb/
*

Provoking enougli !” said the Dean, in a li} pocritical voice. Pre-

destined to say nothing^hat is Mkely to be listened to ; and knowing
that not even wllat the press says fur him is likely to be read ! Poor

fellow r
" Now, if 1 hiid but made him a Conservative ! Think by what bui>t >

of eloquence he might have immortalized himself! 1 have two capital

Church and State tirades against innovations on Ecclesiastical properly

lying injny desk,”
** Why canT the Bishop, who wrote them, speak them himself.^”

gro^i^Jed the Earl. I suppose his Lordship is waiting to he cross-ex-

gg^ne^ by a Hierarchical Committee.” ^
FlMr the life and s^oul of me, I cannot tell liow to advise yon," said

the Dean/ If your son be not too decjdy pledged to his party, let him
w<^ -his way roulPd hy degrees. He might c\en form a third, or mo-
demtive party in the House.” ’

A inule ! half Whig half Tory,—hot and obstinate ! A monster—
a hybrid I a thing despised of gods and men !” ejaculated the old gen-

tleman
Or, u^hy^potToljpw the canvasCing system, and be a I'ory to Tories,

a WWgtomigs; or a * Moderate Wpig or ^ Philosophical C’onserva-

tTve?'^
1

'

A fi
3
^ng-fish I” muttered the Earl ; now soaring after gnats, ijew

divk^ after grubs,-*-liglit as ifir,—yet leaden as a plummet I”

I am afraid the march of humbug,—-ia J(.bat direction,—has been
cu^ short^'^MiJand of Penny Magazines has been couched for its ca-

taract.”

I recollect the time,” replied the Countess, in a pensive tone, when,

for 0 De Dunceanville's rank, tj have written a hook, even if
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(like the quondam Earl of Pembroke'^) a book of farriery, wats to have
placed hhneelf on a pedestal for life ; and now, if a nobleman were to

discover a planet, it would be no better ^an any otbdr planet

« Except in the Literary Gazette

;

of which it ^Otid be the fixed

star V
^^Only coiniider, Dean, what that poor dear boy gobi thi^ongh in the ser-

vice of tlie country ! Obliged to be in Dowifing Street every ittnndng at

twelve, rain oi%s1yne, (renouncing his natural rest, and his

muffins whole, at the risk of dys^psia !) compelled to r^aln there see-

ing despatches copied,—^firanking letterl,—receiving pkf^clsvof French
perfumery or gloves from the Paris bag, and distributing tliem to the

various ministerial ladies to whom they are addressed,—giving* commis- .

sions to the different couriers, and scribbliiig his pretty verses onj^hy
government stationery ] Actually deprived of half his ride in th8^rk,
two days out of seven, and all for the cliance^ of being one day or other
* a paltry Un3er-Secretary of State.*

**

What self-devotion !** * '*

His health will not stand it much longer. He is constantly obliged

to ask leave of absence and run down to Brighton. De Dunceanville is

dreadfully consumptive.** ' ^ '

(‘^ Of fish, soup, and patties !**.mumbled the Karl.)

I have half a mind he' should turn Hadical !” said the Countess. A *

Radical Lord would be a novelty, and create a sensation 1”

II y avoit une fois an Comte fie Jltraheau,** said the Dean, drily.

And thefi he would be sffre to remain in opposition. No chancb, at

all events, of the Rads burrowiiir their way to the Treasury Bench !*'

A> gogez paa V* as Agues says, cried tl^lkean. Tl»e age pro-

gresses ! Two years ago Great^ Brital^hcongraHated herself on having a
Radical Sovereign. I should''^ever be surprf^l to fin^ small ahange for

one jingling in the National jnirse.*’

71iat might at last enable us to pay twenty shillings in the 'poupd,**

cried the Earl, waking up.

My dear Blazon,** said the Countess, in a silencing voice, so

obliging as, to rcniciuber that we are not talking of politic»-^Oi|ly of

•f»OBJ>LlNd Lr.OlSLAlORS.’*

A SOLDIER’S^RECOLLEC#?)?^.

A GHOST STORY.

** AViliat, and quit my sight I leAhc^ayth hide tbeci

Thy bones arc marrowlcss.” Shakspe^hk.

Tt was shortly after the captm’e of the island of Guadaltitpe

French, in the year 180-, that iny tou^ of duty placed «»e in cpm|aand

of a subaltern's guard of Fiwrt Matilda^ ^here a divisiort of thS prisoners

of war was then confined/ I rbmember the guard rHCun^g of that

morning. Never was there collected a more motle^MgMlJethan that

which, under my command, marchediOh the parade tjjgrflfnaT^The offiter,

an Irishman ; the seijeant, froip the Vork Hblige^ of the same nation ;

half-a-dozen borderers from |jKe 95th ; as mtuxif Oqrmans frnix^the 5th
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Imtialion of the GOth, and several Africans from Xfiy own eorp^j the

—th West India regiment figured ip the " Guard Report***

The day passed over in^he'inteliectual manner usual on
^

duty, namely, in wxdting otit and tearing to pieces the Guard Repmrt^

cleaning over the parapet of the draw-bridge,—yawning over Daados,'—*

and arranging and t^arranging the jiapers in my writing desk. Even-
ing came* The guard waib turned out at gun-fire.** ,I heard the

dinims of the different regiments, encamped (»r hutted at> small distances

rontt*& town, beat tl^e tattoo. My regimental coaf and wings (for I

itm a lii^t were exchanged for vne more comfortable blue surtout.

T!^ ^hite behver, the heavy costume of the day, gave place to a light

and easy foraging cap ; and my net hammock, from the Spanish main,

IKm^ng sufficiently low to allow my toe to reach the ground, that I

ml^K give it the see-saw motion so agreeable to a West Indian.— Who
g0^$ ^ere?** shouts the ^sentinel at the gate.— Rounds.**— What
rounds?**—^^Givxnd round's/*—^^Guard turn out/*—Clash sound the

horse*^ hoofs of the fioM officer on duty, as he retires from his examina-

tion of my post, and all is still again.

4.t nleven o'clock I rouse myself, tie my bandana tight round my
i^Ont, and x isit the i^entincU : nothing more to do till morning. 1 light

my dgar, take a farewell glass of my switsle, (cold rum atid water,

very weak, and \ihich a West Indian only can mix,) and, reclining in

my hammock, compose myself for a nap. In vain ; the annoying buzz

of the m^squittoes, and the close atmosphere of the guard-room, pre-

cluded the possibility of sleep. I arose and opened the jahusie to admit

the aOa breeze, whose sudden and low meaning was just beginning to be

heard. How lovely vpas^ie scene that met my view ! The moon had

only just risen over the^^ke-ci^d that oonstaiitly hangs on the sum-

mit of Mount So{ifriere'n|kich, lighted by her radiance, seemed like a

palm tree of the brightest amber, gradually reddening to a flame colour,

at the point where it emerged from the crater of that ever-smoking fur-

nace. The mountain itself rose dark, and gianUlike, in deep shade; its

outline clearly defined against the cloudless transparent brilliancy of a

iroptpal sky. Here and there a straggling moonbeam found its way to

the bottom of some of the numerous ravines on the mountain's side, and

sparkled with brilliant light reflected in the streams below. In the

at the foot of the hUl, stood the town of Basseterre ; the lo^ flat

roofs'Of its houses, covered with the dew, glittered bright in the moon-
light, which, as nanal in that climate, was so clear as to render even the

gay* colouiing ofiKbo veeandahs and galleries plainly distinguishable ;

while, in the foreground, the ramparts knd glacis of Fort Matilda frowned
in black and edlemn grandeur. The night breeze blew*cool and sweet

:

a thousand lizards chirped diri^ly beneath the window*

;

whileHhe melan-

choly tmM of the sentinhls, as they sung forth, with prolonged and

varying eddepce,*thf customary warning of All's Well," harmonized

sw/«edly witlj^^the monotonous booming of the sea, that broke upon the

shbre below the fortress.
*

Leavinig tWwindow q>en, 1 resumed my place in the hammock ; apd,
‘

whil0 viewing the prospect before me, and inhaliiig the fragrance of my
cigar> sweet and pleasing ideas of country and of home 'rose gradually

within The landscaj^e slowly foded from my view: the

thoughts of kindred 'Of friends, ami of the green banks of the Shannon,

continue to mingle nndeflnedly with lofty pslm trees, smoking moun-
tains, efl^s, swizzle, sbntiiez, grand rounfis, rum, and prisoners of wnr

;
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'—in a word, I was fast asleep ; and so might have continued until morn-
ing, had 1 not been awakened by an i^nusual commotion in the men’s

guard-room, separated from mine by a thin wooden partition only. The
• confusion of tongues at Babel was order and regularity compared with

the uproar I now beards The Irish serjeant’s brogue, as he alternately

swore and blarneyed, rose clear and sonorous over the guttural gruin-

bling of th§ Germans, the rumbling burr o^ the Northumbrians, and the

jabbering, mo«k^>y-liko squeak of my own negroes ; while at intervals 1

thought I could distinguish the Jow meanings of one in pain. To snatch

my sabre from the table, and run into tho adjoining room, was the

thought and work but of a minute ; and if the confusion of noises only

was astounding, the scene that met my eyes, on crossing the threshhold,

was perfectly alarming. A huge wood fire, that incongruous but invari-

able appurtenance of a West Indian guard-room, threw its fitful beams
on the rough and marked features of the v^ole assembled guard, who
were congregated round a black soldier of niy own regiment, nay of my
own company, who lay on tlie hearth, agitated almost convulsively. His
face, as the fire-light gleamed on it, was deadly pale. Yes, my friend,

a black man can look pale ; and nothing can he more horrible than the

colour which at such a time the negro assumes. The blood forsakes fhe

cmmtenance ; the lips become of a dull, yellow' white ; a circle of

bluish tinge surrounds the eyes ; the red veins in w'hich, being swoln and
filled with blood, seem of the hue of fire ; while the ivory whiteness of

the teeth imparts to the wdiole face a character almost demoniacal.

I elbowed my way with difficulty through the circle, for authority

seemed lost : I shouted, stamped, swore, and at last was heard. 'W^hat

is the meaning of all this confusion ?**
^

“ That black spalpeen has run away from his post, ^nd never stopped

to look behind him,” says the serjeant. Where was he stationed ?'*

** In the archw'ay by the prisoners’ quarters.” Turn out the relief

then, and post another sentinel,” iirrumble went the Germans ; the
Northumbrians rumbled out their dissatisfaction ; the negroes squeaked,
but no oner moved, ^ All the Irish blood in my veins rushed to my
head, and I was in ^‘^a tundhering big passion,” as the serjeant 'after-

wards defined it, I again, and again demanded the cau^e of all this up-
roar. No answer.. I at length, by dint of shaking, kicking, roaringj and
thumping, drew an answer from Blackie himself; wlio gasped out, wl^lo
his 'ffiouth opened and shut like a dying dog-fish, ‘^Oh Massa jCoptin !

—

(all the officers are captains wdth the West Indian soldiers,) oh, Massa
Coptiii, me savee—sartin me safe—sure me go da kicke raboo—me die

—me go da Guinea—me see da Jumbee I” I was but a new-comer in

the colonies, and did not understand him. I demanded an explanation
from the serjeant. Sure, and plase yi|p honour^ he says he saw the
‘ White Gentleman^ that is the devil, your hdnour.” The superstitious

scoundrel ! the prisoners have beda endeavouring to ^rrify him,'’

exclaimed I ; ‘Hum out the relief this instant ; take offhis acqiVutremente

;

make a prisoner of him, and follow me to hisTpost.”

This was soon arranged ; the sergeant and three men were selected; the
wordwas given,—“Withball-cartridge, prihie and load and off wemarch-
ed towardsthe massive arcltway, dividing the lower from the upper compart-
ment ofthe fortress, wherethe sentryhad been posted, and laiK-re the French
prisoners were locked up during the Right-time. We reached the spot.

It was at the entrance of a long covered way, or bomb-proof casemate,
grched overhead, that we halte|l on epch side of which was fhe row of

VOIi. III. NO, XIII. F ^
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doors leading to the pri^onersj* <piartors, and over eai h door^ just at the

spring of the arch, was a corresponding row of windows. The wind
blew afresh and codl in our faces as w e looked up the ])assage, whose

,extremity was lost in darkness ; but the moon threw lier beams fron^

biphina hs as we stood, enfiglitening a few paces within the avenue, and

marking* oh tlie walls and ground a distinct, cut shadow,” forming a

perceptible division betw’eeTf the clear, bright moonlight yitliout, and

the ^ick, gloomy darkness within the archway. I triedceach door— all

was fast ; the sound of heavy sleejiersTrom within, sliew^ed, that what-

ever had disturbed Blackee, had not afarmed the prisoners.

1 passed through the archwa5\ A lofty traverse, and its accompany-
ing shallow ditch, divided it from, but did not prevent access to, a bat-

tery beyond. 1 passed round its end, and stood in the open space.

Why^ w\*is alarmed, I know not, fur I had often been tliere l>efi>re ;

but true it is, a f(*eling of^solemn awe crept over me, on finding myself

within the precincts of a bastion, in wliose ramparts were cleposited the

remaihs of siicli officers, wlietlier English or French, as in former times

had died within the fort, Tlio low ridges of earth covering the British

dead, w^ere invisible among tlie rank and luxuriant growth of tropical

vegetation ; but the wooden crosses, at the head of the resting-places of

the Frenchmen, were clearly distiiiguisliablc, although the huge build-

ing from which 1 had just emerged, tlirewr its gloomy shadow' over the

limited space ; solemnizing, but not darkening the spot, where those,

w’ho had once fought fiercely in the battle plain,” now slept side by
side, the* calm, long sleep of death. I threw a hurried and inquiring

glance round its boundary. No living object met my view. Slowly and
pensively I returned to the soldiers I had left beyond the arch; all

llwere continued still, and remained so for upwar<ls of half an hour; at

the end of which time, w'e^ry of inactivity, I placed one of the men on

llie duty w'hich his fellow had abandoned, and proposed returning to

the guard-lioiise with the others.

Scarcely liad I turned my back for this purpose, when a shriek of ter-

ror burst from the newly placed sentinel ; who, after for about a second

presenting his musket dow'ii the archway, flung it violently fruiii him,

and fled precipitately,/as also 'did the scrgejint and liis comrades. My
eyes^follow ed the direction of the levelled musket, and I do not fear

- haing accused of cowardice when I say, I followed tlie exanijde set me,
and also ran away ; for never di<ha more fear-ins])iriiig object meby the

human vision, than that on which my terror-stricken gaze was now'

ri^^ted. 'J'he niTfcni, as* it shone brightly into the avenue, shewed me,
near the summit ‘bf the arch, and almost on a level with my head, float-

ing towards me, a human form, self-sustained in air, the arms of whicli

•were stretched out, as if to enfold me w ithin their grasi». It w^as clad in

a short tunic, of transj>ai;rtit white, which shew'ed mf>re pure in contrast

with the pit^iy darlyiess behind the head was not quite severed from

Hje body, >ut hung upon the breast, attached to tlie neck by a slight

I>ortion of tlie skin on oiie side. 'Hie legs were tossed to and fro in

such" a «nanner as clearly sliew'ed that the bones had been broken in

many places ; and from the «evered neck a stream of crimson blood
gushed over the w'hite raiment even to its feot. Covering my eyes with

my hand^-'^'^Wi^owards the guard-room, and had nearly reached it, when
the sound of distant laughter frefln the vessels moored below the fort

struck bn my ear, as if a ray of sunlight had pierced through the thick-

est dai'kifbss* The consequences of my j^nduct flashed at once upon my
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tniud. I lialted—my breast heaved—my knees trembled—and a profuse

perspiration rushed from every pore.
* * *. » * ^

Mustering every energy that fear had left me, 1 slowly retraced my
st^ps. The feelings of the condemned criminal, as he paces between

his cell and the fatal gi}>bet, would be a state of bliss compared with

wdiat I suffered, as I endeavoured to muster in my mind every motive

that could stithu!|^te me to exertion.

At length 1 stoo(P trembling and breathless on the spot I had quitted.

Slowly I raised my eyes, and shuddering, •closed them in terror, tliough

mfthjl^ met my view within the dreary void before me.

^W^'iieavy-.toned bell of the fort tolled the hour of one. Reassured, I

gazed more earnestly towards the summit of the arch, and beheld, while

the deep note of tlie bell 5'^et sounded in my ear, the same frightful

object emerging, as it were, from the solid masonry of the roof. It

now hovered o\»ct my head in a horizontal position, wdiich, as it floated

nearer and lower, was changed for an upright one; the breast dilated

and swelled, as when one draws a heavy susjuration ; no sound accom-
panied tlie motion. Despair gave me courage. At my feet lay the

loaded musket of the sentinel : I seized, and, cocking it, viewed the ob-

j'cet of my dread m(>ro earnestly. The suspirations were continued, and
I now saw tliat the head was but one unsha2>peri battered mass of red

raw flesh.

Assuming as military a tone as terror would permit,^ shouted, Who
goes there No answer.

Again and again 1 shouted the soldier’s challenge, ^|ough each time
fainter and fainter. I now fancied I could almost touch it. Bringing
the gtin to my shoulder, I took aim,

—
’twas ft foot (»f the musket^

muzzle,—I fired. The loud echo was iepcatBEiThundift'd.foId, rever-

berating hollowly from the arch before me, more sharply from the

grave-yard hcyoiid. Thick smoke filled and m)scured the passage. 1

could not have missed,—my courage was as tlie nerve of despair. Slowly

the breeze dissipated the dense smoke ; and there, fluttering wildly, like

an eagle over its prey, and certainly now^ not more than two feet from
my head, was this thing of fear and dread.” I sprung upwards, and
clasped it in my arms. I felt a slight resi#aiice. Something snapped

* loudly
;
and a cloth, cold, dank, and damp, as the covering of the d<iad,^^

enveloped my head and shoulders ! ! ! ’Tjras no “ unreal shade —1 felt

’tw'as substance. Terror vanished, and I became on the sudilen sltangel^^

valiant. Sounds of human life were around and about ir/e : the prison*

ers were alarmed, and talked loudl}; in their quarters. • Liglits moved
tow'ards me from the guard -house, with the soundst of measured foot-

steps. It w'as the scrjeaiit and the entire guard. Tliey moved 111 lino,

steadily, and with ported arms, ready for tlie* charge; and low at iny

feet lay the object of this warlike prejjfiration. And whjit w^as it ?—

A

shirt of white linen ! w'hich h.ad been pinned by the sleeves tff a drying
line, reaching from a wdndow of the casemate Jio the oppositit one; to*
the collar was pinned a red nightcap and a pair of red porters, (the seem-
ing stream of blood ;) and to the bottom wa^ attached a pair of stock-

ings, (the jointless legs of m^ Gnosr
!)

The line being rather slack, it

had been w^afted backwards and forwards in the breeze that l>lew down
the passage, causing it to advance andt recede ; and as ifftellied wdtli

*

tlie wind, it seemed to dilate and to diminish in form, causing the before

so evident suspiration, and giving.it the appearance of supernatural ani-

mation.
* *

F 2 •
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Nieed 1 say that the Court-Martial passed a lenient sentence on the

poor black delinquent who had quitted his post ? Need I enumerate the

jests and jibes that poor I endured from my brother officers ? And need

I describe how sheepish I looked when, as I was beauing two be//eGaa-

daloupearis round the Place de Mars, one Sunday evening after gar-

rison parade, I heard my.serjeant say, in no dulcet strains, to a com-

rade, as he touched his cap in passing : There ! that's the Irish officer

wko caught the Ghost
!”

r G.

MONOPOLY, OR FREE TRADE, IN BANKING

The subject to which yve would direct the reader's attention through

a few pages, has been forced upon our notice by tlic strange article in

the last Edinburgh Review. That earnest pleading for the prolongation

of the Charter of the Bank of England, does not so much surprise as it

disappoints us ; Jtir, though we well knew the amount of convenience of

such an Institution to the Treasury Minister, we were not prepared to

expect from the individuals now at the helm of affairs—individuals whose
career in oppositj,ii)n was principally distinguished by the acquaintance to

which they pretended with the works of Adam Smith ,—we were not pre-

pared to expei^from the liberal Lord Althorp, a prop(»sal for that ('bar-

ter's fww/0(/(/7 ^renewal. We tjike the article, it will he observed, as at

least a dcnn-official^^one ; and it doubtless contains a pretty accurate ap-

proximation tp the fNCdMlt creed of Government.

The Edinburgh Revi^Bupon Banking, has never indeed been thorough-

ly equal to the suhject.^ro sundry of its former productions, w e descried

that lack of power to take firm grasp of the questiem, which argues a

mind not practically acquainted with details, and content to rest its

opinions on the ground of a few doctrinal ^generalities ; but assuredly,

our remembrance of its many good deeds, on behalf of Economical Science,

would have prevented oi^ imagining thatdt could press f(»rw'ard at so

critical a moment, and for the single purpose of delusion, w ith a piece of ^

.ill-digested dogmatism, of which it is difficult to say whether the pre-

mises pr pretended inferences are the more incorrect and exaggerated.

Anxious, as it is, to mislead, and reckless about the quality of an asser.

\ion, provided it subserve that one purpose, we believe the article will

fail through its very excess of zeaf. The impression immediately arises

on perusing it, that it is an overreach. The downright purpose in the
author's mind is not concet led with sufficient skill ; and the extravagant
eagerness of his endeavours to perform what he esteen»s to be his work,
deprivesiiim'of moral authority, and throws over all his reasonings the
suspicion of sinister design.

A great confusion of ideas pervades the paper, for want, apparently, of
a prc?Viuus and discriminating view of the ground on which it is made to

rqst. The confusion originates in the assumption that the fact of over-

iasue is an ultimate fact, or dependent solely upon the Banker's caprice ;

whereas L 's invariably the consequence of some peculiar commercial
state, upon which, indeed, the system of Banking must always exert
signal influence for good or for evil ; but an influence guided and
determined by other principles th^ the Banker s nffire recklessness
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in regard of over.issue. Because the Reviewer has,>not Cracked this

matter to its root, he has failed in expounding the comparative opera,
tion of fte contrasted systems upon Our commercial welfare ; and his
ovefsight has also allowed him to run into the most lawless argumenta.
tion ; to mix up opposite^ or at least disparate ideas^ under one simple
term, and consequently to commit unwarrantable sliiftings of the pre-
mises^ on the %nost important occasions. The proof of what we" ven-»
ture now to advarioe^ we are obliged to defer to another opportunity

;

and we notice the fault alluded to, t^ly tha^ we may not be held to have
fallen into a similar error, merely because, in the present paper, we
adopt the Reviewer's ipethod, and employ his indefinite language. It is

our purpose to meet him here upon his own ground
; to take the fact

of over-issue just as he takes it ; and to examine whether he is right in

declaring that the Scottish or Free-Trade system, would not, if esta-
blished in England, provide efficient securities against it.

We shall allow him, in the first place, to state his supposed securities
for a sound paper-currency, under the management of the Bank of Ehg-
land.

‘‘ The public 1ms about the best security that can be obtained, for the proper mau-
ag^ement of the Bank of England

—

the plain, and obvious interest of the directors. It
is for the interest of the public, that the value of bank-notes should always he kept on
a level with that of the gold they profess to represent, or, in other words, that the ex-
change slioiild be as ne ir par as possible. Now, this is, at the siime time, the most ad-
vantageous state of tlungs foi the Bank. If she issue too much paper, the exchange
becomes depressed, and the surplus notes are immediately 1‘etiinied upon her for gold

;

while, if she Issues too little, tlie deficiency is supplied by the issue of an additional
quantity of coins, which are now obtained immediately from the Mint, or by the in-
creased issues of the country banks, or both. In the former case, the bank runs the
risk of being drained of bullion ; and in the latter, she is depwved of a portion of pro-
fit she had it in her power to realize. It is obvious, therefore, th?|^ the interests of»

the Bank, and of the public, in the issue of notes, are identified. It is not in the
poAver of the directors, do what they will, to act, in regulating the supply of currency,
so as to secure the advantage of the Bank, without, at the same time, securing that of
the public, and conversely. No doubt, it is quite true, that the directors have not
always clearly perceived their own advantage ; and that their proceedings have in
consequence been, on several occasions, mischievous alike to themselves and the pub-
lic. But, notwithstanding these aberrations, it is abundantly certain, that this iden-
tity of their own wntli the public interest, will he ^ore likely to keep them in the
right path, than any system of regulation. ‘ sentiment dans Vhomme ne
tient son intelligence eveille autant qne Vinieret personnel, Jl donne de Vesprit
aux plv^ simples,'* The experience the Bank has had dining the last twenty years—-,
the system on w-hich her issues are now^ conducted, and the provisions that will doubt-
less be made in any new arrangement for ensuring complete publicity—are Additional
glw^antet^s that her conduct will always be governed by^sound principles; that is,

with a view to what is really for the public interest, because it is Ibr her own.

I'he guarantee here assumed as sufficient, is simply the fact, that it is

the interest of those issuing notes, to keep jthe exchange at par ; and the
questions therefore arise, whether, as the Rewiewer elsewhere asserts,

this interest will not act efficiently upoji a system of Frpe Banks ; and
whether, as he here asserts, it acts unifonnly and efficiently^ upon the
Bank of England Our purpose is, to^ offer, a short answer to thes9
inquiries, with reference to the reasonings of the Reviewer.

^

•

I. We assuredly despair ^f convincing any one, by argument, that the
HBcessity of keeping the exchange at par, or of guarding against depre-
ciation, would appear as clearly to the Free Banks in agg'f^ate, and press
on them as urgently, as it can do, in respect of any National or Monopoly
Bank whatsoever. The fear wj^ich now restrains the establisliment of
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I'hreadneedle Street^ is just the fear of being compelled to pay its xlc^

preciated notes in gold; an^ commonsense must iiiiform us^ that this

would not seem : less formidable to any other responsible in#itutioQ.

The certain and immediate consequence of a fall in the exchanges^

is the grand general law^ which, by a sort of commercial necessity, would
overrule the conduct of such establishments, whether their number were
one or a thousand ; nor i^ it requisite for the effect, to si^ppode, accord-

ing to an idea of the Reviewer, the existence of asqrtvif clumsy concert,

pr'^remeditated agreement. All mc^ eat, but they do not eat because of

agreement. They concert in thus far, because of a common appetite ; and
the Banks would involuntarily concert^ because of a common interest. On
the occurrence of a fall in the exchanges, there would be no necessity for

a Bank Congress, or a Lombard-Street General Assembly ; and just be-

cause each Banker would feel immediately tlie evil of the existing state,

and act his part in correcting it. Whatever irregularities might be sup-

posable at any extraordiiiary time, there cannot be a doubt that the ge-

neral on-goings would be’harmonious ; and if there is any force in that

self-interest, so well described by the Reviewer, it would operate as a

constant and steady power, constantly and steadily endeavouring to

effectuate one particular result. Whether or not the power might be
adequate, we deliberately challenge the Rei^iewer to try by Scotland. He
sneers indeed at the com])arison, and gets off from the troublesome in-

quiry with an imposing coolness ; but we insist on bringing him back to

his task, and. beg to re-assert for him that the illustration does apply.

The currency of Scotland has doubtless been dragged along through all

its irregular variations by the currency of England. London is our Bank-
ers' settling place of last resort ; and manirest causes nifike it their in-

terest that the currencies be similar. Our par of exchange is, in reality,

this state of assimilation ; and the check which prevents our banks from
depreciating in comparison with England, is the necessity of having a
retiring house in London. To cry out, Oh you don't expect gold—you
are never subject to'runs,” is the most wretched of sophisms, and unworthy
of the Review. If the Bank of England had retiring houses on the

Continent, it would be in the exact situation of our Scottish Banks

;

and who will tell us that the present check would then be lessened or re-

moved } The evil arising Worn a fall of exchanges were indeed precise-

ly'^as great as before, and would act upon it precisely as before, and pre-

cisely as it now acts upon the Scottish Banks. The Reviewer must therefore

return Id our evperimentum crucis. The action of self-interest does not

depend upon magnitude of scale,—it depends upon similarity of posi-

tion ; and undoubtedly an exhibition of our Northern irregularities

would go farther in support of the Reviewer's object, than the dogmas of

every private Banker in England, or a whole volume of anxious decla-

mation. When an improyenient is advocated, what multitudes of noodles

cry out that it is all theory, an^ that they want practice

!

Now, we
have practice tere : we^ have the continuous experiment of a century

;

i.nd an experiment which the Reviewer acknowledges as so successful,

that, notwithstanding his maJlifest eagerness, he has not the hardi-

hood to venture to contend with it.

But although the Reviewer might acknowledge the efficacy of this

.check upon the Banks in aggregate, he has yet another argument—^his

favourite shki'ir—telum imhelle ! He descries evil and confusion proceed-

ing frpm within these companies. He thinks they will go wrong by com-
petition.^ It is his fancy, that some on^ Bank would overstep the mark.
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and press into business by low discounts and over-issuing. His expla-

nation of its conduct rests upon the idea* that, by its dividing the evil

occasioned by low exchanges with the other Banks, (the notes of all

being returned indiscriminately,) it might bo able, by its increased trade,

to overbalance the share of evil which falls upon itself. We are told

earnestly of the difficulty of discovering the pffending Bank,—meaning
the difficulty to Jthe public ; but although this were the case, it would
signify little, as th# public here are not their own protectors ; these «aro

the other Banks. Were any singll establishment guilty of so gross an
imprudence, or of conduct so unprincipled^, it could not escape the know-
ledge of the banking world for two days ; as each Banker would learn it

by the proportions of the various notes received by him. But w liat, thinks

the reader, does the Review^er assert would then be the conduct of these

other Banks } He has pictured tliern seized by a sudden fury of com-
petition, and inspired by a heroic ardour, that^ rather than one should

gain, all must perish ! Iluat ca‘him is nothitjg to the lofty resolve which

would enter the minds of these Bankers ? The soul of the Reviewer
manifestly partakes of the supposed- exaltation : it starts off all on lire;**

and our readers will believe, with difficulty, that be imagines these re-

Rpcctahle and responsible companies, so likely to be overpowered by
frenzy, and so able to communicate it to the empire, that Threadnecdle
Street alone preserves us from perhaps an annual renewal of some Mis-
sissippi Scheme ! We liavc all heard of the celebrated Mr. Wodeablokk,
who was carried into the wilds of the Ilartz forest by his unmanageable
w'ooden leg. The Reviewer*s imagination has furnished a good parallel

to the talc. As a piece of fictitious writing, the Review has, doubtless,

great merit; and we would recommend its author^to turn his attention

systematically to the world of romance ; hut as scientific criycism, it remin(k»

us only of a man w ho predicted all terrible things, from the revulsion of a

machine, without deigning to notice the small catch which rendered re-

vulsion impossible. The answer to the Reviewer is just, that there is a

catch ; and it is ipiite an effective one, although lie deigns not to notice

it. The Banks are, in fact, most vigilant and efficacious checks upon each

other ; and they jiossess so great power in this respect, that no single

Bank would dare to act upon principles opposed to the general interest.

They are acted upon in 'common by the rate of exchange ; and thcy^ct
upon^ach other through the medium of iheir weekly exchanges. In con-

sequence of the power thence arising, it is well known here, thg.t even a

Bank of sufficient capital would find it difficult to liold out in hostility

to the rest ; and a Bank of inadequate capital fi^ls its position too acAi-

rately to attempt it. They can thrbw’ discredit upon the offending Bank's

notes, by refusing them ; they can embarrass it by sudden and large de-

mands for gold ; they can demand immedi&ite and rigid settlements ; and

.

an entire refusal of all accordance and accommodation would certainly

and speedily restore it to its discretion. Imtlie case feupj^sed by the

Reviewer, there would probably be a conjunction of tw o sorts of efforts

an effort, in the first place, to restore the ptft* of exchange hy contrac-

tion, and a simultaneous effort to put down the offending Bank.» If the

Reviewer had looked fully at this latter ftperation, lie would have seen

in it, not only a perfect sefrurity against the evil which terrifies him, but

a certain cure for present evils of which he justly complaisis ; those evils,

viz., arising from the ill regulation Country Banks. In Scotland, a

Country Bank is brought under the effective control of the Edinburgh
Banks, by the diffusion of thei# Branches ; and it is only bebause the
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Friviieged Bank ie utterly inadequate to the task or^^gulation^ tha^
anomalous and upprincipled e^ablishments are allowed to exist through
Sngland. If, in the contest above supposed, the Banks could not put
the offender down, it would end in the permanent proportional contrac-
tion of their issues, or their employing part of their former capital in

some other direction. New Banks often spring up in Scotland which the
old ones cannot puti^ down, whatever their jealousy

;
^ut they are too

wisa to risk confusion, or to depreciate the currency. The Reviewer's
argument goes, in reality, to, shewf that under the system of a free

trade, there would be an impulse of capital towards the function of Bank-
ing ; but this will scarcely be accounted an evil by those who remember
the periodical and terrific bankruptcies which have hitherto, at different

intervals, almost overthrown the towering commercial fabric of Great
Britain.

We certainly expected 'something more worthy of refutation in the
Edinburgh Review ; and it .all but grieves us to acknowledge, that the
foregoing is the only resemblance to argument we can extract from its

pages. Side hits there are in abundance ; but we take them as merely
manifesting the animus, along with the weakness of the Reviewer.
There is a deal of expatiation, for instance, on the difficulty of knowing
what Free Banks would be about ; while the Reviewer himself, pro-
poses it as an indispensable condition of the Clmrter's renewal, that every
Bank should henceforth he compelled to publish its accounts periodic

oally I
^
Ho tells us that the Banks would take in a thoughtless public,

and pass upon them bad notes ; forgetful alike that no weak Banks could
exist because of the strong ones, and also how many there now are in

England, to which hisoObjection most minutely applies I And he is even
reduced to asserj, that in case of a panic, the new establishments would
be useless ; as at York or Manchester, their credit would be unknown

!

Follies like these may be swallowed by a partisan, or a man determined
to be convinced. In the mind of an inquirer, they only demonstrate the
hollowness of the cause they are set up to support.

II, We come now to the other part of the subject. The Reviewer
himself is plainly not at ease about his criticisms ; as he tells us some-
where that it will signify nothing, although they are found exaggerated,—^the Bank of England being a good Bank, and deserving from its own
merits to be retained. The same language is held by all the Lqpdon
private ^pnkers ; and we therefore think it incumbent on us to inform
them in a few wo^;;d8, why we, in this northern part of the island, think it

not' a good Bank,^and c6nsequently that it ought not to be retained.

We deny, in the i^rst place, that there is sufficient security for the
Bank^f England always regulating her issues by the par of exchange.
The Reviewer manifestly considers it possible that private interests may
sometlines act, in enabling a party to despise a general law ; and sinister
interests suf^ciedt to mislead the Bank might arise out of her peculiar
connexion with Government. In the paper we criticise, one instance of this
is recorded—lan instance, 'indeed, by do means singular, but apparently
recorded here because it was already notorious. In the latter month of

and the first quarter ofthe fatal 18^5, although the exchanges were
unfavourable, and every symptom manifest which could indicate a depre.
ci^tion of the wjurrency, the Bank jpontinued to issue in its usual manner

;

and doubtless, by this means, added to the intensity ofthe consequent evil.
The fact of its having done so, merely in fulfilment of a contract with
Govcrnmdnt, may be an apology for the ^intellects of the Directors ; but
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it confirms the position we are earnest to establish. And if, instead of
tdking the Reviewer's most partial history, we inquired into the true

conduct of the institution during the whole of the* ensuing dreadful

crisis, there would want nothing more to exhibit the hazard of our exist-

ing arrangements. The following few sentences, from the work of a ta-

lented and discriminating economist will, to tjiose who know it not, throw

the required hght over this momentous and engrossing subject.

« It so happens, thjJt the peculiar situation in which the Bank of England is placed,

having its whole capital locked up byluconve^ible loans to the Government, ex-

poses it to very great inconvenience, if not hazard, in such tiying times as we have
just been endeavouring to describe. Not, indeed, that the most distant fears of danger
to its credit or stability, during a period of panic, can ever enter the mind of any per-

son, protected as it is, and must be, by the Government, so long as it continues so

large a creditor of the State ; but it cannot be considered other than a degrading cir-

cumstance, that a national establishment of such magnitude and importance as the

Bank of Englaqd, should, in times of commercial panic and distress, be reduced, by
the nature of its engagements, to the humiliating condition of standing upon the de-

fensive, and selfishly seeking the means of security t6 its own credit, by contr'ictions

of the circulating medium to such dangerous extent, as to threaten the whole country
with universal bankiuptcy and niiu ; while it ought to possess, within its own resources,

the means of counteracting the pernicious effects of panic, by bringing up its reserved

forces in support of the sinking credit of the country. Unfortunately, however, it hsfb

little or no reserve of capital for such occasions ; and this circumstance creates great

embarrassment to its directors, and induces them to adopt those narrow-minded and
contracted measures which are of the most pcmicious tendency. There cannot be a
doubt that this was the state of things at the beginning of the great panic of 1825 ; and
the directors persisted in their extraordinary course of compression, until they at

length became so appalled at the pass to which the general state of credit throughout
the country had been brought, by such an injudicious course, as to throw themselves

upon the protection and advice of the Privy Council, who, fortunately, took a more
liberal and patriotic view of the duty incumbent on tlie ^ank of England at such a
crisis; and the currency was then gradually restored to its usua^ degree of elasticUy,

,

but just in lime to avert calamity of the most awful and threatening kind. Dur-
ing the time of the panic, the demand for gold was so great, that the Bank had con-
siderable difficulty in preparing specie ; but the difficulty lay not in the want of bul-

lion, but the impossibility of coining it so fast as it was required. The market price

of bullion remained throughout at L.3, 17s. 9^., being 4^d, peroz., or nearly one-half

per cent, below the mint price ; which was a sufficient proof that there was no scarcity

of bullion, but a scarcity of the lurculating medium, or rather circulating credit.”*

We are unwilling to diminish the force of this representation by com-
ment ; nor will there he need for comment, to attract to it the attpiktioii

of ^’ery commercial maij. We repeat, that these two faults are not

singular ones : such have occurred during every stage of our commercial

difficulties, and precisely such would occur again. Let us leave it, then,

with the Reviewer, to talk of the value of thefBank <furing panics !*

2. But we charge the Bank with more than itq individual blunders in

regard of our commercial derangements. We lay to the charge of its

monopoly almost the whole evils of Bank Panics, A commercial derange-

ment is in itself evil enough ; but when accompanied by a Bank Panic,

its evils are increased tenfold ; and i\ is surely the most hgrrid, the roost

insane infatuation, to condemn ourselves to a state in wliich the one y^ill

almost of necessity follow in the wake of the*tother. Wlien derangements

do occur in the on-goings of our productive industry, the Banker stands

as mediator between the lending capitalist and the producer ; and it is

only by his coolness, prifttence, and management, that the wound can be

temperately healed, and heakh restored. But where iigbhe physician, if

he himself is distracted ? i\pd where, then, is the country The year

On Circulatinf^ Credit; 8vo. Tait, Edinburgh.
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1925 wiU answer^ and that languor from which we have not yet re-

covered. There is as much danger of such panics as ever. The cause

remains^ viz.^ the* insufficient Banks ; and the Reviewer required only

to make two admissions^ which he has made^ viz., the insufficiency of

capital now employed in Banking, and the certainty of the flow of it to

that employment, under a system of Free Banks; he required but to

admit this, to flnish his own cause, and to ensure the triumph of ours.

3. ^We object, in the last place, from considerations** of prudence, and
without reference to its good or bad conduct, to the monopoly of any
Bank whose solvency is dependant upon a Government, even though
it be the Government of Great Britain. God forbid, that the crisis re-

ferred to should occur ! and we trust that the kind Providence which

keeps the hearts of Kings, will prevent it from ever occurring ; but wo
cannot legislate here upon hopes. We owe it to the country to legis-

late with reference to poss{pilities. Suppose, then, a politic^il crisis ; and
what is our conditicm ? In one half hour Government would be at an end,

and the people reduced to a state of barter ! This is not a contingency

wjiich our Ministers are entitled to brave ; especially as the means are

in their power to provide a currency based upon real proi>erty,—pro-

pertywhich would remain,—property, the responsibility of which would be

^acknowledged, even during the broils of civil war. Lord Althorp may not

observe how seriou'sly the Government’s stability, during a difficult pas-

sage, could be committed by the present arrangements ; but we cannot

be guilty of the same oversight, in reference to the permanent interests

of the empire.

We shall watch the progress of this momentous question with intense

anxiety ; and it will be curious to notice, if a Parliament calling itself

reformed, shall really presume to legislate concerning it, upon the ground
of an evidence givbn by the monopolists themselves, or by others equally

interested in the long life of the Lady of Threadneedlc Street,—hangers-

on for her favours,—slumberers within her capacious shadow !

SONG THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF ELDON AND PEEL.

Air..~“ The Good Old Days of Adam and Eve-

The days are gone,—tliose days of glory,

—

r When I, and every good old Tory,
Enjoy'd our places and our pensions,

And earn'd them well by good intentions

!

'Twas then we spum’d the people's wishes,

And feasted ox\ the loaves and fishes

;

While* George the Fourth repair’d his palace,

And Judges well supplied<.«rthe gallows.

Oh, dear I heigbol regret I feel,

For the good old days of Eldon and PCid.

When a young nian,—ere final answer he

^ ileceived to bills h^’d fileddn Chancery,

—

Grew old and grey, and ceased to smile there^

Whilst Eldon cried, like crocodile there

;

And when arouseM from doubt and weeping,
He found the barristers all sleeping,

—

Till a new Broom, that Whigs call able,

Was sent to cleanse^the Augean stable ! u
Oh, dear ! &c. &c.

Grftt ^Castlereagh to none would cower,
But well maintain'd the Tories' power

;

And Sidmouth/.too,—the sage and hoary,.—.

At Peterloo gain'd laurels gory ! n
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But Ca§tlereaglv^whoM crush'd rights ample,-*-

Depiored that he'd no more to p^ample

;

And, with the thought grew so besotted,

His sHck he cut, and the carotid !

Oh, dear! &c. &c.

Great Wellington,—^who ’d once been wiser,

—

When mad, M’^as made the King's adviser

;

And Tories never knew disaster,
“ abroad went the Schoolmaster 1'*

Then Hume, with Co^er-eyes, went searching,
And “ intellect'' began a-*^ mafthing
The march of soldiers I respect, Sirs,

But, curse this « march of intellect,” Sirs I

Oh, dear ! fcc* ficc.

When many a tough, timeserving, thorough
Good-going hack possess'd a borough 5

^
And whether for, or 'gainst the throne. Sirs,

Just as he pleased did with his own. Sirs l'^

Then we, from Radical encroachei%.
Preserved our laws, like game from poachers.
Until the nation raised a storm, Sirs,

And crush’d us all by their Reform, Sirs I

Oh, dear I &c. Ac.

When Wetherell—that man I pityl— '

Was deem’d the wittiest of the witty

;

For, in the House, he was the very man
That acted long as clown or merry-man ;

But, whilst on Boroughhridge he stood. Sirs,

Thinking his footing sure and good. Sirs,

And planning schemes the Whigs to leather ail,

The bridge broke down—4iway went Wetherell t

Oh, deAr Ac. &c.

Old Charley went, as the Recorder, •

To keep Bristolian knaves in order;
Yet, though the first of Tory wit-ites,

No friends he found among the Pit-ites! *

When he in Court began to scold ’em,
Tlwy made the town too hot to hold him

;

So, o’er the tiles—a tom-cat turning

—

He ’scaped from Bristol’s buildings burning

!

Oh, dear ! &c. Ac.

Ere Doctor Russell, dark fiends urging.
Of Parliament began the purging.
And plit‘d us with his bitter potions.
Then laugh'd at our um^sy motions ;
Ere sharp retrenchment’s sword cut |ure. Sirs,*

Nor left us healing eyoe-cures. Sirs; *

And William’s self,—ah 1 that *s the deep ill,—

.

Com^pned against us, with his People

!

Oh, dearl Ac., Ac.

No refuge now from destitution.

Is left me by this Revolution 1 • ^
All snug close boroughs are abolish’d,
In spite of Hunt’s orations—polishd !

Where’er I go, the little boys all

Pursue my steps, with vulgar noise all.

Exclaiming—« Ha ! old cove*of Gatton,
You 've go# a bad,—a shocking hat on /”

Oh, dear ! heiglio I regret I feel,

For the good old days of Eldon and Pccl.*^
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MISS MARTINEAU*S^ BERKELEY THE BANKER.*

We hardly know wlifether we more admire or esteem Miss Martiueau/

—whether we more admire her talents^ or love her for those kindly feel-,

ings* which prompt he/ to use them as she does. Possessed in the highest

degree of that discrimination*’ and tact so characteristic of female genius^

of sentiment the most refined, and a wide knowledge f\{ 4nan and life,

she. might, if she chose it, enter the lis^s with our most gifted, and dis*

pute with them the immortal p^lm ! She thinks, it may be, that the

walk she has chosen, is itself the highest ; and truly we are not far from

agreeing with her. Her compatriots speak to the few—she to the many.

A Hemans and a Baillie teach those who are themselves teachers. Miss

Martineau comes at once to the multitude ; enters* the poor man's cot-

tage ; strives to sweeten for him all his views of life, and to transform

him into an intelligent, a faithful, and a cheerful citizen. Long may she

labour h May her Illustrations” never have an end ! If it were in our

power, we would compel every living being in our land to take the lessons

of our excellent instructress !

Berkeley the Banker is only the first part of a tale ; but in itself it is

complete. Its object is to illustrate the state of things during the Bank
depreciation, and to afford a peep of the terrible bankruptcies of 1814.

Pretty incidents of love, and charming portraitures of affection are finely

interwoven with its economical wisdom. Berkeley is an honest, decent

man, who- became partner of the Bank of D
, because Banking

was a good concern Cavendish, a scoundrel and a swindler, who set

up the Haleham Bank, for the single purpose of robbing the people. We
shall give a few extracts, beginning with Berkeley's account of a cur-

rency riot in the Kaleham workhouse.
“ Mr. Berkeley and Mr. Cavendish came in together,—just in time to save Fanny’s

call from appearing inordinately long.
“ ‘ All over ? All safe ? How relieved we are to see you ! * exclaimed the clergyman.
<< ^ Safe, my dear Sir? Yes. What would you have had us be afraid of?* said Mr.

Berkeley, who, however, carried traces of recent agitation in his countenance and
manner.

« < Father 1’ said Melea, < you do not mean to say that nothing more has happened
tlian you meet wdth from the paupers every week.’

< CTiily being nearly tossed in a blanket, my dear, that’s all. And Pye was all but
kicked down stairs. But we have them safe now,—the young ladies and all. ^h !

Melea ; you have a good deal to learn yet about the spirit of your sex, my dear. The
women heat tiie men hollow this morning.
« Mr Cavendish observed, that,the glaziers would be busy for some days ; the women

within the workhouse Jiaving smashed every,.pane of every window within reach,

while the out-door paupers were engaging the attention of magistrates, constables, and
governor. • ^

‘ But what was it all about ?’ asked Fanny.
“ ‘ The paupers have been con^>iaining of two or three things for some weeks pas^

and they demanded the redress of all in a lump to-day ; as if we magistrates could
alter the whole state of things in a day to please them. In the first place, they one
and ^11 asked more pay, because the same allowance buys only two-thirds what it

bought when the scale was fixed. < This they charged upon Cavendish and me. It is

well you wene not there, Cavendish ; you would hardly have got away again.’
u < Why, what would they have 4pne with me ?’ asked Cavendish, with a con-

strained simper, and a pull up of the head, which was meant to be heroic.
" ‘ In addition to the tossing they intended for me, th'fey would have given you a

ducking, depend upsr i
it. Heartily as th^ hate all bankers ; they hate a Haleham

• Illustrations of Political Economy, No. XIV. ;
Berkeley the Banker. By Har-

riot Martineau* Fox, London. ^
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]l)aiiker above all. Indeed, 1 heard some of them wish they had you laid neatly'under

the workhouse .pump.’
‘ Ha ! ha ! very gfood, very pleasant, and reireshing on a warpi day like this,* said

Cavendish, wiping his forehead, while nobody else was aware that the day was parti-

dUlarly warm. ‘ Well, Sir; and what did you do to appease these insolent fellows?’

‘ Appease them I O, 1 soon managed that. A cool man can soon get the better of

half-a-dozen passionate ones, you know.’
“ The girls looked with wonder at one another f for they knew that coolness in

emergencies ii^s^ne of the last qualities their father had to boast of. Fanny was
vexed to see that M*. Longc observed and inter|)rcted the look. She divined^by bis

half-smile, that he did not think her tlgther had been very cool.
‘‘ * I desired them to go about their husiifess,’ continued Mr. Berkeley, ‘ and

when that would not do, I called the constables.’
“ ‘ Called, indeed 1’ whispered Mr. Longe to his cousin. ‘ It would have been

strange if they had not heard him.’
' •

“ ‘ But what were the other complaints, Sir ?’ inquired Fanny, wishing her father

to leave the rest of his peculiar adventure to be told at home.
“ ‘ Every man of them refused to take dollars. They say that no more than five

shillings’ worfh of commodities, even at the presenf prices, is to be had for a dollar,

notwithstanding the government order, that it shall pass at five and sixpence. Uiilcs

therefore, we would reckon the dollar at five shillings, they would not take it.

‘ Silly fellows 1’ exclaimed Cavendish. ‘ If they would step to London, they

would see noti<;e8 in the shop-windows, that dollars are taken at five and ninepence,

and even at six shillings.’

‘ There must be some cheating there, however,’ replied Mr. Berkeley ; ‘for you
and I know that dollars are not now really worth four and sixpence. Those London
shopkeepers must want to sell them for the melting pot ; or they have two prices.’

“ ‘ Then how can you expect these paupers to be satisfied with dollars ?* inquired

Melca.
“ ‘ What can we do, Miss Melea ?’ said Cavendish. ‘ There is scarcely.any change

to be had. You cannot conceive the difficulty of cariying on business just now, for

want of change.’
“ ‘ The dollars have begun to disappear since the Government order came out, like

all the rest of the coin,’ observed Mr. Berkeley but yet they were almost the only
silver coin we had : and when these fellows would not take tBem, for all we could

say, we were obliged to pay them chiefly in copper. While we sent hither and
thither, to the grocer’s and the draper’s

’

“ ‘ And the bank,’ observed Cavendish, consequentially.
“ ‘ Ay, ayl but we sent to the nearest places first, for there was no time to lose.

While, as 1 was saying, the messengers were gone, the paupers got round poor Pye,
and abused him heartily. I began to think of proposing an adjournment to the
court-yard, for I really expected they would kick him down the steps into the street.’

“ ‘ Poor innocent man ! What could they abuse him for ?’ asked Melea.
‘ Only for not having his till full of coin, as it used to be. As if it waciisnot as

great a hardship to liim as to his neighbours, to have no change. He is actually

obliged, he tells me, to throw together his men’s wages so as to make an even sum in

pounds, and pay thcan in a lump, leaving them to settle the odd shilli/igs and pence

among themselves.’ • ^“ ‘ With a bank in the same street 1’ exclaimed FdViny.
^

Cavendish declared that his bank issued change as^fast as it could be procured,

but that it all disappeared immediately, except the halfpence, in which, therefore, they

made as large a proportion of their payments as their customers would receive.

People began to use canvass bags to carry their ^lange in ; and no wonder ; sihee

there were few pockets that would bear fifteen shillings’ worth of halfpence. The
bank daily paid away as much as fifteen shillings^ worth to one person.

.
“ Mr. Berkeley avouched the partners of the D bank to be equally at a loss to

guess where all the coin issuqd by them went to. • Mrs. Cavendish complained of the

difficulty of shopping and marketing without change. Miss F.gg fear$d Mr. l^onge

must be at great trouble in collecting his dues^of tithes ; and the rector took advan-

tage of the hint to represent his requiring them in kind, as proceeding fiom considera-

tion for the convenience of fhe fanners.
“ All agreed that the present state of the money system o^he country was too

strange and inconvenient to last long. Though some people seemed to be grbwing
rich in a very extraordinary way ; and there was therefore a party everywhere to

insist that all was going right, the complaints of landlords, stipendiaries, and paupers

would make themselves be heard {ftid attended to ; and the convenience of all who were
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. could not be longf thwarted, if it was desired to aroid rery
dfoufto^ble oonsequeoces*
" At-So the matter wjif settled in antfcipation, by the party in Mr. Cavendish's draw*

' immediately after which the Berkeleys took their leave, attended by Mr.

* The two banks of course break ; Berkeley's goes down quietly, and
because of , a run occasioned by accident Cavendish's stops when its

. credit seemed highest, and of course when it could do mcst*harm. The
following is the fatal market day at Haleham :

—

** The excitement was indeed dreadful. an earthquake had opened a chasm in
the centre of the town, the consternation of the people could scarcely have been

* greater. It was folly to talk of holding a market, for not one buyer in twenty had
any money but Cavendish's notes ; and unless that one happened to have coin, he
could achieve no purchase. The indignant people spumed bank-paper of every
kind, even Bank of Bngland notes. They trampled it under foot ; they spat upon it

;

and some were foolish enough to tear it in pieces ; thus destroying their only chance
of recovering any of their property. Mr. Pye, and a few other respected townsmen,
went among them, explaining that it would be wise at least to take care of the « pro-
mise to»pay,” whether that promise should he ultimately fulfilled or not ; and that it

would be fiilfilled by the Bank of England and many other hanks, he had not the
smalleSt doubt, miserably as the Haleham bank had failed in its engagements.

The depth of woe \vhich was involved in tins last truth could not be conceived Imt
by those who witnessed the outward signs of it. Tiic bitter weeping of the country
women, who prepared to go home penuyless lo tell their husbands that the savings of
years were swept away ; the sullen gloom of the shop-keepers, leaning with folded
arms against their door-posts, and only too sure of having no customers for some time
to come I the wrath of farmer Martin, who was pushing his way to take. his daughter
Rhoda from out of the house of the swindler who had plundered lier of her legacy and
her wages in return for her faithful service; and the mute despair of Rhoda's lover,
all of whose bright hopes were blasted in an hour;—his place gone, his earnings lost,
and his mistress and himself both impoverished on the eve of their marriage : the des-
peration of the honest labourers of the neighbourhood on finding that the rent they
had*prepared, and the ^ittle provision for the purchast* of winter food and clothing, had
all vanished as in a clap of thunder; the merriment of the parish paupers at being out
of the scrape, and for the time better off than better men ;—all these things were
dreadful to hear and see. Even Mi’s. Pamdoii’s curiosity could not keep her long
abroad in the presence of such misery. She went home heartsick, to wonder and
weep ; while she told the sad talc to lier daughter in a letter of twice the usual length.
Enoch Pye retired behind liis counter, and actually forgot to examine his stock of
bank notes till lie liad paid his tribute of sorrow to the troubles of those who
were less able than himself to hear pecuniary losses, Henry Craig was found wher-
ever he was most wanted. He had little to give hut advice and sympathy ; hut
he had reason to hope that he did some goqd in calming the people's minds, and in
showing them how they might accommodate one another. Under his encouragement,
a limited trape went on in the way of barter, which relieved a few of the most press-
ing wants of those who had entered the market ns purchasers. The butcher and
gardener did get rid of some of^their perishable stock by such an exchange of com-
modities as enabled the^parents of large families to carry home meat and potatoes for
their children’s dinners. Seldom has traffic been conducted so languidly or so pettishly

;

and seldom have trifling bargains been concluded amidst so many tears.”

This is the work of female^ j^eiiius. Cavendish of course runs off.

« Among the many lumdreds wliom lie left behind to curse his name and his trans-
actions, there were some who also cursed the system under which he had hoen able

pei-petrate such extensive misclycf. Some reprobated the entire invention of a
paper currency; in which reprobation they were not, nor ever will be, joined by any
who perceive' witli what economy, ease, and dispatch the commercial transactions
of a country may be carried on by su^h a medium of exchange. Neither would any
degree of reprobation avail to banish such a currency tviriile convenience perpetually
prompts to its adoption. Others ascribed the whole disaster to the use of small notes,
urging that, prior tS 1797> while no note^ of a lower denomination than £5 were
issued, a i*un on a bank was a thing almost unheard of. Others, who esteemed small
notes a convenience not to he llispenscd with, complained of the example, of inconver-
tibility set by \Yie Bank of England ; and insisted tC*int methods of ensuring converti-
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bility must exists and would he aUnsufildeiit for the security of pi’Opej'ty.

objBc^ted to this, that mere convertibility was not enough without limitation

;

because though convertibility ensures the ultiihate balance of ^the currency,^pro-
vides that it shall right itself from time to time,—^t does not prevent inter,

mediate fluctuations which arise from the public not being immediately aware of
the occasional abundance or dearth of money in the market. Notes usually circulate

long before the holders wish for the gold they represent ; so that fraudulent oT care-

less issuers of convcrtihle paper may have grcatlja exceeded safety in their issues

before the public has warning to make its demand for gold ; and thus the security of
convertibility ma^b% rendered merely nominal, unless accompanied by limitation.

Others had a theory, that runs on bank# were themselves the evil, and not merely
the indications of evil ; that all would be right ff these could he obviated ; and that

they might be obviated in the provinces by the country bankers making their notes

payable in London only. These reasoners did not perceive how much the value of
notes, as money, would be depreciated by their being made payable at various and"
inconvenient distances ; so that there would soon be as many different values in notes

of the same denomination as there are different distances between the principal coun-
try towns and London. All agreed that there must he something essentially wrong
in the then present system, under ^rhich a great nnmflfer of towns and villages were
suffering as severely as Haleham.’’

And so on the speculators went. We cannot leave this acute and gifted

lady, without making a visit with' her into the tenderest recesses of the

heart—a sweet retirement where she is equally at home.

^ Is it all settled ?—completely settled ?’ asked Henry Craig of Horace, just

when th(‘ latter was about to mount the coach to London, after a short visit of busi-

ness, a few WTfks after the stoppage of the D bank. < And your sisters both
leave us immediately ?’

‘ Certainly, and immediately. But ask them about it; for they can bear the

subject l)etter than L’
** ‘ I knew their intentions from the beginning; but so soon,—so very soon. I

did not wish to believe it till I heard it from one of yourselves. I am grieved for

you, Horace, almost as much as for Mr. and Mrs. Berkeley.’
< And for yourself,’ thought Horace, who was now fully aware of Mr. Craig’s

interest in one member of his family. ^ Do not think, Henry,’ ne continued, that I

blame my sisters for what they have done. They took this step as a matter of course

—as a necessary ronse<iuence of uiy father’s misfortune; and though I do not think
I could have eucouragecl them to it, I cannot bring myself to say they are wrong.
Yet, if T had known

‘ I thought you always knew. I was fully aware wliat they would do.’ •

‘‘ ‘ If I had thought them in caiiiest
’

“ It was indeed tiaae that Horace’s sisters could hear this subject better than he.

If they had been less grateful for his brotherly pride and affection, they would have
called him weak for regretting that they should, like him, wish and work for inde-

pendence.
(c t w^e leave T.ewis behind, you know,’ said Mclea, smiling at the graye hoy who

was timidly listening to what Mr. Craig \vas saying, the next day, about his cousins
going to live somewhere else. ‘Lewis has made liis ^ncle amf aunt very fond of
him already ; and when he is son, and diUJghters, and nephew t» them at once, they
will have more interest in him still. Lewis’s being here makes us much less uneasy
in leaving home than any thing else could do.’

“ While Melea went on to sliow how wrong it would be to remain a burden upon
their father in his old age and impaired circumstances, Lewis stole out the room to

hide his teai s.”
^

And now,>lelea,’ said Henry Craig, ‘Lewis is out of hearing^of your lesson,

and you know how perfectly 1 agieed with you long ago about what you are doing.

Do not treat me as if I had not been your friend aiuf adviser throughout. Why all

this explanation to me ?’ •

I do not know ; unless it was to carry off too strong a sympathy with Lewis,’

replied Melea, smiling tlirongj the first tears Henry Craig had seen her shed. ‘ But
do not fancy that I shrink. I am fond of children, I love teaching them ; and if

I could hut form some idea of wh'at kind of J^fe it will be in otlie^ffespects.’

“‘You know, Melea,’ Henry continued, after a long pause, ‘ you know how I

would fain have saved you from making trial of this kind of life. Y'ou have under-
stood, I am slire ^

•
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1 hi^ye^ Heniy. I know it alU Say no xncure now/
«

‘ 1 must^ Melea; because, if w-e arc really destifkod to be a support to each other;

if we love so that our lot is to be osie through life, now is the time for ut to yield eaeli

other that support, and to acknowledge that love/

We cannot be more sure than we were before, Henry. We have little that is

nOw to tell each other/
“ ‘ Then you are mine, Melea. You have long known that I was wholly yours.

You must have known——**
a i Vei’y long ; and if you knew what a support—^what a blessing in the midst of

everything—it makes me ashamed to hear any thing of my slitre in the trial.*

Henry was too happy to reply. i
‘ It is only a delay, then,* he sSid at length. ^ We are to nic^et, to part no more

in this world. You are mine. Only say you are now alre.ady mine.’
^ * Your own ; and I trust God will bless our endeavours to do our duty, till it be.*

comes our duty to~~~* But it will be a long, long time first ; and my having un-

dertaken such a charge must prove to you that I am in earnest in saying this. I

would not have said what 1 have done Henry, nor have listened to you, if I had
not hoped that our mutual confidence would make us patient. We shall have much
need of patience.* •

«

*

We shall not fail, I trust* I feel as if I could bear any thing npw ;—absence,

suspense,—whatever it may please Heaven to appoint us. But I feel as if I could do
everything too ; and who knows how soon Oh, Melea, is there really no other

difficulty than our own labours may remedy ? Your father—Mrs. Berkeley
*

«
‘ Ask, them,* said Meled, smiling. ‘ I have not asked them, but I have not much

fear.*

Though Henry and Melea had long been sure that they had no reserves from each

other, they now found that there was a fathomless depth of tlioughts and feelings to

be poured out ; and that it was very well that Fanny was detained in the town,
and that Lewis was long in summoning courage to show his red eyes in the dining-

room. Ijts being Saturday, was reason enough for the young clergyman’s going away
without seeing the rest of the family ; and that Monday was the day fixed for .her

departure, accounted for Melea’s gentle gravity. She intended to open her mind fully

to her mother before she went ; but she must keep it to herself this night.

Every one was gtrueVe with the fervour of spirit with which the curate went
tfirough the servicA of the next day. Melea alone knew what was in his heart, awl
understood the full significance of his energy.

‘Mt was not till Fanny and Melea were gone, and there was dulncss in the small
house to which their parents had removed, and it was sumetiines difficult to cheer Mr.
Berkeley, and wounding to hear the school-children’s questions when the young ladies

would come back again, that Henry Craig could fully realize the idea of the necessity

of patience. He was still too happy when alone, and too much gratified by Mrs.
Berkeley’s confidence in him as in a son, to mourn ovei the events which had taken
place as if they involved no good with their evil. Some of the dreariness of the family
prefpects belonged to his ; hut he had, in addition to their steady and lively hope of
the due recompense of honourable self-denial and exertion,{a cause of secret satisfaction,

which kept his spirit poized above the depressing influences of suspension and lone-

liness. He still believed that, happen what might, he could, without difficulty, be
parent. According to present appearances, there was every probability that this

fbith would be put tp the prdof/*

Farewell, meanwhile, to Berkeley:—we shall rejoice when we meet with
him again !

^ TEIE ‘IRISH VOLUNTEERS.

The .Irish Volunteers owed their origin to accidental circumstances.
During the contest between. Britain and her American Colonies, in

which the latter were assisted by France, Qyitain was so reduced that
she was unable effectually to protect Ireland. Her coasts were insulted,
and her trading vessels taken, bj French and American privateers, and
an invasion was apprehended ; but all the demands for troops were re-
fused by.the British Ministry. In self-defence, therefore, the Irish, oiv.

m
*
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ghnlzed corps of volanfoers^ in different parts of the kingdom. They
appointed their own officers; .purchased ttieir clothing, arms, and ac-

coutrements ; and, with the assistance of persons who had served in the

amiy, were regularly drilled, and quickly acquired a knowledge of the

military art. The respectability of their appearance, and the zeal they

displayed in the service of their country, soo^^ attracted general atten-

tion, and peopte ^f the first consequence became eager to enrol them-
selves in their ranWte. Their, number increased everyday, and by**Wie

end of 1778, amounted to 30,000. AI no foneign enemy appeared, against

whom they might direct their military prowess, they turned their at-

tention to freeing their country from domestic oppression. But though

thus fortnidable in number, and openly avowing their resolution to de-

mand restitution of their country's rights, they professed the utmost

loyalty to the King, and the strongest desire to maintain, unimpaired,

the connection* with Britain. Engaged, as tke attention of Ministry

had been, witli other momentous affairs, the -formation of this formi-

dable body had proceeded almost without attracting their observation

;

and when the attention of Ministrywas at length directed towards them,
opposition was considered hazardous. After an unsuccessful attempt,

therefore, had been made to bring them under the influence of tlie Crowm,
Ministry resolved to treat them with a show of confidence, and 16,000

arms were issued for their use.

The Irish Parliament, encouraged by the spirit thus displayed by the

nation, and pressed by the difficulties arising from the diminished value

of their estates, resolved to obtain relief for their country. An Address
to his Majesty was drawn up, in which it was dechu'ed, That it was
not by temporary expedients, but by a free trade alt)ne, that Ireland was
now to be saved from impending ruin." When this Addutvss was carried*

to the Lord-Lieutenant, the streets of Ihiblin were lined with volunteers,

in their arms and uniforms. In order to insure attention to their Ad-
dress, the supply, which w as usually voted for two years, w^as only voted
for one year ; and though this diminution of the supply was oi)posed by
the Court party, it was carried through the Irish Parliament by a coiu
siderable Majority. This majority was partly,obtained by the coercive
measures resorted to by the Dublin mob, who rose, and, among other
acts of violence, pulled down the house of the Attorney-General, ail&

compeMed many of the Members to support the diminution of the sup-
plies. •

The Ministry, seeing the dangerous position of Jrish affairs, for matte«*s

seemed about to take the same turn they had done in America,—pressed

by the arguments of the opposition, and embarassfid by the diminution

of the supplies,—found themselves obliged to take Irish affairs into con-

sideration ; and, on the 20th of December, 1774), resolutions were passed

permitting the export of Irish woollens, and giving the Irish liberty to

trade with our colonies—branches of commerce from w^hidfi they had
hitherto been excluded. ,

*

These concessions were, at first, received with unbounded joy and ex-

ultation ; but it having afterwards been suggested that a free trade could

be of little value, if held bjt a precarious tenure, and that a new Parlia-

ment might again impose the restrictions, the volunteers determined to

secure the advantages they had gaiffed. Their grea^object was to

obtain^va free constitution ; and having this noble object in view, they

were joined in great numbers. ^They had received the thanks of both

Houses of Parliament for theif exertions in behalf of their country ; and
voii. III.—NO. xm, G •
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l^ing thus recognised by the legislature^ many ifrho had formerly doubt-

ed of the legality of the association^ having their doubts removed, enrolled

themselves in their ranks. To give more effect to their resolutions, they

were formed into battalions ; and the newspapers were filled with their

resolutions, declaring Ireland to be an independent kingdom, entitled by
nature, reason, and compact, to all the privileges of a free constitution

;

that no power in the world, except the King, with the Lords and Com-
mctns of Ireland, had, or ought to have poorer to make laws binding the

Irish ; and that in support ofi these fights and privileges, they were de-

termined to exercise their rights and property. As the concession made
by the British Ministry seemed insufficient, and it therefore became not

improbable that force might be resorted to, to put down the volunteer

corps, it was resolved to place them on the most efficient footing. Rel
views were judged necessary, to teach them to act in large bodies, and to

give them a more comidetc knowledge of the use of arms. Several of

these reviews took place in the summer of 1780. The reviews in 1781

‘exceeded those of the preceding year in the number and efficiency of the

volunteers. More than 5000 men were reviewed at Belfast alone, who
were in possession of 13 pieces of cannon. On a report liaving been circu-

lated of an invasion by the combined fleets of France and Spain, they

shewed their alacrity to serve in the field ; and for their spirited beha-

viour on this occasion, they, a second time, received the thanks of both

Houses of Parliament.

On the 15th of February, 1782, as had been previously arranged, and
notwithstanding every attempt on the part of liovernment to discourage

it, the representatives of 113 volunteer corps met at Dungannon, in Ulster,

resolV^ed and passed ei’even resolutions, of which the folhm’ing are the most
remarkable : let. It having been asserted that volunteers, as such, can-

not with propriety debate or publish their opinions on political subjects,

it was resolved unanimously, that a citizen, by learning the use of arms,

does not abandon any of his civil rights. 2d, That a claim from any

body of men, other than the King, Lords, and Ckunmons of Ireland, to

make laws to bind the people, is illegal, unconstitutional, and a griev-

ance. 3d, That the powers exercised by the Privy Council were uncon-

stitutional, and a grievance. 4th, That the ports of the country are by
right open to all foreign countries not at war with the King, and that

•any burden thereupon, or obstruction thereto, excepting only hy the

Parlianient of Ireland, is a grievance. 5th, That it is the decided and
unalterable resolution of the volunteer corps, to seek a redress of these

grievances. Th»3 resolutions at Dungannon were received throughout

irdland with the utmost applause. The volunteers having appointed com-
mittees of correspondence, communicated their sentiments to each other

with the utmost facility. « An association formed in the name of the nobi.

lity, freeholders, and inabitants of the county of Armagh, declared that

they would*, by all the means in their power, maintain tlie constitutional

Hght of the Kingdom, t9 be governed only by the King and ' Govern-
ment of Ireland ; and that they would, in every instance, uniformly and
strenuously oppose t£e execution of any Statutes, excepting such as deriv.

ed their authority from the Irish ParliamenJ; ; and they pledged them-
selves to support their declaration with their lives and' fortunes. The
declaration was quickly adopted by all the other counties, and similar

^ntiments became universal throughout the Kiftgdom. The change in

the British Ministry, in the spring of^l782, facilitated the ’attainment

of the wishes of the people. The Duke of Portland was sent to Ireland
^as Lord-Lieutenant, and in his message to Parliament he recommended
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them to take into their consideration the discontents and jealousies

which prevailed among* the Irish. On thq^otion of Mr. Grattan, whose

efforts had long* been exerted for the of his country, an address

to*his Majesty was agreed to by Parliament, in which it was stated, that

the subjects of Ireland are a free people ; that the Crown of Ireland is

an Imperial Crown, inseparably annexed to that of Britain, on the con-

nexion with \^ich country the interests and hapxnness of both countries

depend ; but th5 l^ngdom of Ireland is distinct, with a Parliament of its

own—^that there is no body of nten conipetent to make laws to bind

Ireland, except the King, Lords, and Commons thereof ; nor any other

Parliament that hath any other power or authority of any sort whatever

in this country, except the Parliament of Ireland. They assured his

Majesty that they humbly conceived, that in this right the very essence

of their liberties did consist,—a right which they, on the part of all Ire-

land, do claiii^ as their birthright, and which they cannot yield but with

their lives. To this remarkable address a most gracious answer was
given, and steps were immediately taken to' comply with the wishes of

the Irish. The joy which now diffused itself over all the Kingdom was
extreme. Supplies were immediately voted by Parliament to his Ma-
jesty. The Volunteers became, in a peculiar manner, the object of gra-

titude and panegyric. Addresses of thanks flowed in upon Mr. Grattan
from all quarters ; and the Commons addressed his Majesty to give him
£50,000 in recoiiipence of his services, for which they promised to make
provision. This request was complied with. But still the jealousies of

the Irish w ere not completely eradicated. All ground of discontent was,

however, removed wdieii Lord Temple went over to Ireland as Lord
Lieutenant. For, on tlie re]»resentation of his brother and Secretary,

Mr. Grenville, Mr. Townsherid, one of the Secrefaries of State, brought
into the House of (Commons a Bill, which passed into & law, relinquish-

ing, in the most ample and express terms, on the part of the British

Legislature, all claims to interfere with the judgments of the Irish

(vourts, or to make laws to bind Ireland in time to come. In this man-
ner was the contest ended, and the country continued to enjoy peace and
tranquillity till the breaking out of the rebellion, in 1798.

But there are serious impediments in the way of organizing such a
force in Ireland at the present day. By the 47 Geo. III. c. 54, no per-
son ^an retain arms in his possession, until he has made an affidavit of
their number and description, and obtained a licence from the Justices
at their Quarter Sessions, and been duly registered. These licences may
be withdrawn at any time, and the arms must in*ihat event be deliverefl up
under heavy penalties, within forty-eight hours ^ter notification. Any
Justice of the Peace may grant a warrant to search the houses of un-
liceiised persons for arms, and if admittance is refused, the search erji^

may force open the door. Gunpowder, arms, and ordnance cannot be
imported into Ireland without the licence of*the Lord- Liei^cnaiit. Nei-
ther can these articles be manufactured without a licence-; and accoiyits

of their stock and sales must be returned at stated times by the manu-
facturers. By the 60 Geo. III. c. 1, All meetings and. assemblies of
persons, for the purpose of training or tlrillkig themselve% or of being
trained or drilled to the use of arms, or for the purpose of practising
military exercises, movements, or eviplutions, are prohibited as danger-
ous to the peace and security of his Majesty s liege subjects, and of his

Government.
We thus see that, if the v(flunteers are to be revived, it must be on a

very different footing from those of 1782. ,
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Had our worst enemy .been entrusted with the devising* of a systeint of

taxation for us, the utmost effort of his malice could nut have produced

a worse systeiu than tliat for which we are indebted to the natural work-

ing of our matchless Con^itution/* as it existed before tli^ Reform Bill.

Not even Napoleon^ with all his genius for mischief^^ifd hatred of this

coufitry, could have appi*oached thals sublime degree of perniciousness

which our system of taxation* owes to the wisdom and virtue of our

House of Hereditary Legislators, and our House of Boroughmongers.

Of all modes of taxation, the levying a tax on real property, as it is

called, or lands, Houses, &c., is the hiirest and best in every respect. A
property tax falls only on the wealthy ; or at least on those who have

something valuable whicli the rest of the community have i^ot ; it falls on

that class only, in reportfon to their wealth ; it cannot be evaded ; every

man sees exactly the amount which he contributes to the state, and may
compare his contribution wdtli the value of tlie objects on which it is to

be expended by Government. A pro])orty-tax opposes no obstacles to

production or commerce ; and the sum taken from each individual reaches

the public treasury, lessened by only a mere trifle,—tlie expense of tad-

lection. These advantages arc great and obvious. Let us contrast tliis

mode of taxation w ith that wliich our Lords and Boroughmongers, v\ith

the aid of ISatan, have imposed on tlie British people.

In a great Manufacturing and Commercial country like ours, there

should, on no account, be any obstruction to the production, and free ex-

change of commodities. No tax should be laid on the materials of any
manufacture ; no tax on the manufactured article ; no tax on its free

excliange with oifv own countrymen or foreigners ; no tax on the inter-

course between buyer and seller. From the transport or production

of the materials to the manufactured article’s ultimate destination, the

tax-gatherer should not he allowed to impose a single obstruction, or to

levy one farthing, in relation to the article. TJie reverse of tliis rule is

the description of onr blessed system. TJie materials of manufacture are

taxed ; the manufactured article is taxed ;
the trade in it is taxed, by

staQj.p duties of various kinds, as bills of excliange, receipts, bonds, ibc.

;

the correspondence between the dealers is taxed by the Post-Oflice,oln so

far as it is made a source of revenue, or the means of bestowing higher
salaries than the duty could bo done for; and the intimation of the dealers

to their customers is taxed by the advertisement duty. In short, every
obstacle is thrown in ^the way of manufacture and exchange, the tw’o

chief sources of wealth in this Manufacturing and Commercial country.

The trading portion of the community are heavily taxed, annoyed, and
burdened in their operations ; while the landed interest is comparatively
free from taxjition of any kind, except Poor Laws, and totally free from
Custom House and Excise Officers. But, as if this inequality of condi-

"tions was not enough, a most-grievous and oppressive burden is laid on the
trading classes to raise -the rents of the proprietors of land. We have a
Bread Tax !

We acquit tlmse who imposed the taxes from* any desire to annoy, ob.
struct, or limit U\e operations of tl^e manufacturers, or the transactions

of buyers and sellers. The sole object of the immortal Pitt, in imposing
taxes, was to raise the mJeans of carrying on the war” against French
and British*" liberty. Had he proposed ttf the Houses of Lords and Bo-
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roughniungfiis, whose voices were, like Molocli's, “still for war,” to come
down with the means of w^ar, either in cash, or in bonds upon their estates

;

or to furnish their fair proportion along with the trading classes, who
w«re opposed to the war,—all Pitt's eloquence would not have sufficed to

charm the two houses into any such proposition. He took a more know-

ing plan. As to its fairness, or its mischievous tendencies, w’ith these

Pitt never tisoubled his head. It was an old method ; and he only car-

ried it farther\%n had been previously done. To all his proposals of

laying taxes on articles of manuiacture^or consumption, he obtaiiied a

ready assent. The lords and squires could see far enough into a mill-

stone, to discover that Pitt's mode of raising money threw the burden of

ultimate payment on posterity ; and by far the largest share of the inte^

rest of the debts he w^as contracting, on other shoulders than their own.

The consequence is, that the country is in debt to nearly the value of

the whole of.the landed property ; and has, jn the course of an expen-

diture as lavish as the borrowing was reckless, contracted such extra-

vagant habits, that almost twenty millions are annually required to

carry on the business and maintain the dignity of the state.

Of the fifty millions required for the annual public expenditure,

and the interest of the debt, it is evident that only a small part could be

raised by means of a property-tax. The rest must be raised, therefore,

in the old w ay ; chiefly by means of the Excise and CUistoms. But we
maint'iiii that a property tax should be resorted to, in lieu of some of

tliose Excise duties whicli press most heavily on the labouring part of

the (u)mmunity.

Of these duties, <me of the most oppressive and impolitic is the duty on
Soap, 'riiis duty lias all the bad qualities a tax can have. It is an in-

direct tax, and so takes considerably more from the payers than it yields,

to Government. It is a tax which falls with a most startling inequality

on the poor and the rich. It is so high, in jiroportioii to the natural

price of the article, as to have the eflTect of a jiroliibition to a very large

extent. It causes great annoyan<*e to the manufacturers, and throws ob-

stacles in the w ay of improvements in the manufacture. Its collection is

very expensive to the Excise. It causes a great deal of fraud and smug-
gling—to tlic injury of the fair trader, of public morals, and of the

Revenue. »

U'-e shall bestow a few words on each of these evils ; much cannot be
necessary in so jdain a case.

On tlie evils of indirect taxation, we need not dwell, having repeat-

edly explained them in our jircvious numbers.* Indirect taxation, if will

be recollected, increases the price of the article^ not by the amount of

the tax only, but by the amount of the ]n*ofit which the manufacturer,

wholesale dealer, and retailer, successively lay on that part of the sum
which each of them pays which consists of tax j and all indirect taxes are

evaded by absentees. • •

The gross inequality of taxation caused by a duty on an article like ^ap,
which all classes must consume, and in proportions w'idely diflferent from
that of their incomes, which Mr. Fox describedlong since as* an impost
on cleanliness, a tax upon women and children, is sufficiently obvious.

Of the £1,138,000 paid*by the people of England and Scotland, only a
very small part is drawn from ihe^ich. The duty »ay almost he said

*to fall exclusively on the middle and labouring classes ; and most heavily

on the latter. Common Soap, too, it is worthy of notice, pays altogether
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a daty pf about 120 per cent. ; whereas^ the fine kinds of Soap^ nsed only

by the wealthy classes^ pay a ^uty of from ^0 to 75 per cent.

Thei:e needs nothing but the simple fact of the duty, along with the

duties on the materials, being so high as 120 per cent, to shew that the

Excise Laws, in reference to this article, so essential to the health and
comfort of the poor, must, to a very great extent of the natural demand,
amount to a prohibition; The duty on hard Soap (the common kind) is

;£28^per ton, or 3d. per lb. ; the price charged to tiie^gi*(»cer is about

X56 per ton, or 6d. per lb.> ai\d the jlrice charged by the grocer to the

public is generally 6^d., very little profit being taken on this and a few
other leading articles,” as they are called. But the material9 of Soap

are taxed, as well as the manufactured article. Foreign tallow, rosin,

and palm-oil, all pay Customhouse Duties, Were there no duties on the

materials, and were the soapmaker relieved of the vexation, hindrance,

and actual expense, with ^ore tlian double amount of bad. debts, caused

to him by the Excise Regulations, he could afford to make a large

abatement from the price (£2S per ton) which is now required to re-

munerate him. This abatement, and the repeal of the heavy duty of 100

per cent, laid upon the present aggravated natural price of Soap, would
enable the people to purchase this useful article at 2rjd, instead of 6^d.

per lb. How much such a reduction would increase the consumption of

Soap among the labouring classes, we leave it to our readers to estimate.

We fear that an account of the annoyance, hindrance, and expense,

caused by the Excise Laws to the Manufacturers of Soap, could not be made
interesting enough to our readers, to warrant our laying before them the

long details. Suffice it to say, that every Soap Manufactory is blessed

with an exciseman for jts own special use and comfort, besides constant

visitations from erratic functionaries ; that the manufacturer cannot take

a single step in Ins operations without previous formal intimation to the

Excise, a certain number of hours before hand ; that the operation must
go on at the time fixed, or the intimation must go for nothing and the

expiry of another twelve or twenty-four hours, after a new intimation,

be waited for ; that the boilers must be kept under the lock and key of

the guardian angel (exciseman) of the establishment ; that a certain

fixed quantity is expected by the Excise from a certain quantity of ma-
terisls, and duty exacted for the expected quantity, although it should

come out (as it often docs) much short ; that Soap spoiled in the mgimu-

facture is, not allowed to be re-manufactured, but must pay the duties,

let the unlucky Quaker obtain for it what he may,—perhaps not the

amount of the du^y ; that the manufactured article cannot be removed
until it has been inspected, marked, and certified, by the excisemen, after

due intimation made, so many hours before, of the intention of removal.

In short, there are regulations to which the manufacturers are subject,'

that would fill many pagCs of description ; and which, ‘if rigorously

acted up to, wculd ruin the fnanufacturer against whom a eaco*demon of

Excise iftight choose to nourish a spite. It is no inconsiderable hardship

to be subject to the caprice, ill temper, insolence, and tyranny of a set of

uneducated men, intruded with so much power, and too frequently in-

clined to ride on the top of their commission. Of all the varieties of the
insolence of office,” heaven preserve us from the insolence of the officer

of excise !
^ r

The best proof of the obstacles which the Excise presents to improve-^

merflsio th^ manufacture of soap is, that there has been no improvement in



tlie process of manufacture for a long course of years. The processes and
apparatus are essentially the same as they were one hundred years ago,

A duty amounting to cent, per cent, on the cost of the* article^ operates

us rfin irresistible premium on smuggling. A regular and extensive trade

is carried on in the smuggling of Soap^ to the great injury of the honest

manufacturer. Of 190 places where there are^Soap Works, 170 places do
not pay duty for above 25 tons each on an average; and many of these

places do not pa)%for more than one, two, or three tons; some^not
more than half a ton. Most of theVorks \n those places have sprung up
in consequence of an increase of the Soap Duty from 2d. to 3d. per lb.

;

which, along with many similar favours, we owe to that worthy siiiecurist, the

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, now called Bexley, but whose deeds
of renown were perpetrated under the notorious cognomen of Vansittart.

Is it possible to believe tliat a Soapmaker, who has to pay L.4- annually

for a licence, ^another hardship on the manufac/urer) sliould open a work
for half a ton, or a whole ton, or ‘even five tops, per annum ? The thing

is absurd. These small works may fairly be viewed as mere cloaks for

illicit trade. Ireland pays no soap duty. Large quantities of soap are

shipped for that country, and drawback allowed for even more than the

nett amount of the duties previously paid. Much of this Soap, however,

finds its way back to this country in a fraudulent manner. In 1S24, the

export of soap to Ireland was only 50 tons. In 1831, it had risen to

1000 tons. With Belfast, a trade is carried on in smuggled Soilp, to such

an extent, that it comes over in hogsheads as Irish Hams. One quan-

tity, which we happened to detect, reached Edinburgh in large, square,

iron-bound chests, of from 4 to 5 cwt. each, marked Linen. If this

system is allowed to go on,—and without a repqal, or large reduction

of the duty, it cannot be put down,—every honest maiyifacturer will be

ruined, and the trade left entirely to those whose principles permit them
to defraud the Revenue.

The expense caused to the Government by the collection of the Ex.

cise Duty on Soap must be very great. There are about 190 places where

th^ie are Soap Works, but there are probably not less than 250 different

works. Each of these, however small, has its own special Excise AngeL

A work that, produces or pays duty for so little as a ton, or half a ton,

costs Government at least L.lOO for watching ; as we are assured, on the

authority of several extensive Soapmakers. The total expense of the

Revenue Officers, of one sort or other, required for the collection of the

Soap Duty, must be prodigious. .

The distressed state of tlie industrious classes makos it the duty of

Government to repeal such of the Taxes as press with peculiar w eight on

the poor ; and provide for the abolition by a corresponding reduction of

the national expenses ; or, at least, to shift §uch unequal, impolitic, and

oppressive burdens as the Soap Duty, from the necks of the poor, to

shoulders more capable of bearing them. It*will be imposi^ible to retain

the more unjust parts of our system of taxation much longer. If these

in power will take our advice, they will not continue to tax ^oap one

hundred and twenty per cent

;

and call the industrious arti^ns, whom
an iniquitous system has reduced to poverty, and who cannot afford to

pay tliree times the nativral price of Soap, The Great .Unwashed V*
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rOHN-LAW HYMN.

lIT THE AIFTHOR OE CORN-LAW RHYMES.

•

Lord ! to the rose, thy light and air

Impart the glory which they ^hal•e;

To air’s embrace,her sweats she owes,

—

With morn’s warm kiss her beauty glows

:

Give us Freedom ! Give us Freedom ! Free Trade !

Hark ! how it floats the vale along I

’Tis music’s voice 1 ’tis nature’s song !

It charms the woods, the rocks, the skies ;

And, hark I how echo’s soul replies

!

Give us ^Freedom ! &c.

The lone flower hears the sky lark sing,

And trembles, like his raptured wing ;

But pays the song, that cheer’d and bless’d,

With dew«dropa, shed beside his nest.

Give us Freedom ! &c.

The wild bird bears the foodfiil seed

To farthest wilds, u^here birds would feed ;

Lo, food springs up, where hunger died.

And beauty clothes the desiut wide

!

Give us Freedom! &c.
•

ftreams trade with clouds, seas trade with heav'n,

Air trades with light, and is forgiv’n ;

While man would make all claims his own,
But, chain’d by man, laments alone

:

Give us Freedom ! &c.

Where torrid climes intensely glow,

Lo, trade buys gold with polar snow !

Tlien, let Bourdeaux hire Glasgow’s loom,

And in our hearts Gaul’s vintage bloom

!

Give us Freedom ! See,

Thy winds, 0 God, are free to blow.

Thy streams are free to chime and flow.

Thy clouds are free to roam the sky

;

Let man he free, his arts to ply

!

Give us Freedom I &c.

The fiends Mvjuld chain thy winds and sea,

Who famish men, and libel thee :

Lord ! give us hope I oh, banish fear !

“ From every* face wipe every tear I”

GKve us Freedom ! Give us Freedom ! Free Trade !



X MR. HUME, AND I|1S WOUED-J^E BURKERS.

7^ have so much regard for the Whigs as to he sorry for the part

they are still acting towards Mr. Hume. They are doing him no harm

;

but they are injuring themselves to an extent of which they are probably
not aware. is impossible to believe that Lord Grey, whose outward
rank is not of ^ l^gher stamp than his innate nobility, or that such a

master spirit as Lord Brougham, <>r so worthy a man as Lord Althorp,

would direct or encourage the petty attacks, evincing a sort of small malice

below the dignity of mankind, which are made on Mr. Hume from every

quarter where party-whig colours are hoisted. It is the small fry of the

party ; the paltry fellows who will desert the Whigs the instant they

lose possession of power, that pour their vixen spite on the Man of the

People,

Of theP great Whigs, not one has been guilty of an attack on Mr.

Hume, excepting /cpc^/7 RaaseUfif the exception is worth making. But
there is a regular attempt to worry him among the Measans* of the

party, led on by the great mastiff of the Times. The deep baying of the

mastiff is no sooner heard, than every cur imitates the note as well as

his small pipe will permit ; and there follows a whole concert; of harsh

discords and unpleasing sharps.*' Some of the most ill-conditioned of

these whelps, not content with barking, show their rows of small ivorien,

and threaten to bite. Contemptible as tlie animals are, there may be

danger here. The bite of a lady's lap-dog, if little Pug is in a rabid state,

may cause death. And Mr. Hume is not a man whom the people of

Scotland, England, or Ireland, can at present spare.

Seriously, nothing can be more silly than these appeals to the sword,

which we see so often threatened by men who, whatefer their natural

character may be, should remember that they are sent to Parliament to

enact the part of grave senators. It is not unnatural for men to approach

the borders of rudeness, in the warmth of a keen debate. But surely

the authority of the Speaker, resolutely exerted, and the feeling

of the House, should be sufficient protection from such rudeness.

There ought to be a regular understanding that nothing said aloud in

Parliamcnt,*ls to be resented by the aggrieved party out of Parliament.

We think it should also be understood that men of advanced age, men
of hi^h official situation, and, certainly no less, men whom the people

delight to honour, should not be expected to answer aj>peals to a trial

of courage or marksmanship. There should be something like equfdity

in what each party^risks in a du6l, where there is nf> deadly wrong in

the case. What comparison is there in the value of the lives of an

ignorant Irish gentleman bogtrotter, and Daniel O'Connell? What
right has a mere gentleman of the army" tq suppose that his life (va-

lued, perhaps, at five or six shillings a day) is a fair set-off against Mr.

Hume's or even Lord Althorp's? Suppose Captain O'Trigger or Colo-

nel Fireball are gazetted as having gone to their own place," whaf is

the mighty matter? Of the affliction of near connexions, at tl/b loss of,

perhaps, an amiable relative, will not speak slightly ; still less of the

bereavement of widows and children. Consideration for these losses is

common to both the patriots* and the officers' side of t^;^ question. But

apart from these very serious considerations, common to both parties.

• Somethin^etween the tvj^nspit and the lurcher. Vide Jamieson.
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idlat C€«iiparifi<>n is there between the life of a respectable, gentlemanly

oMcer in the army, aii4 Mn Hume’s? If the officer fall, who
lament but his own relations and friends r But Mr. Hume's death wopd
cause a nation to mourn, *

To all invitations to expose his valuable .life, on account of any thiiig

said or done in relation to public business, we trust Mr. Hume will return

an unhesitating negative. "^He may do so without incurring the amallest

suspicion of a want of that very commonplace quality^ ;^ereonal courage,

sufficient in degree to enable a mdn to fight when he thinks he can't
’ help it. Had we as good a reason for wishing to preserve our poor life,

we should answer every challenge with, My good Sir, your reekles8ne«»

of ytnir life, shows the value you put upon it ; and, as to that, you are

the best judge. But I have undertaken a task, great in my own^eyes,

and important in those of my countrymen. From that duty 1 will not be

diverted. If you presep^e your anger so long, come tp me when my
task is accomplished, and I shall then give you the satisfaction you re •

quire, in your turn with several others. Who are also waiting. Till then,

adieu."

In future, we hope it will be considered that Mr. Hume, like Mr.
O'CoNNEiii/, Mr. Charles Grant, and others, is not a fighting man. Any
person who-attempts to bully these men, or others who may reasonably be

supposed not likely to accept a challenge, will expose his own courage

to serious questioning. It will be said that he knows whom to bully.

No man who knows himself to be brave, will ever be solicitous about his

reputation for bravery. He will never imagine that his courage can be
eii^pected, except on such an occasion as his attempting to over-crow a

man of known peaceful dispositions. If one of true courage be ever

betrayed into a sally of ill-temper against such a man, he will shrink into

himself with 6ha%ie at the thought of having given occasion to his being

regarded as a mere empty vapourer, who could insult a clergyman or a
woman.
Notwitstanding all the attacks made upon him so unceasingly since

the Elections commenced, Mr. Hume stands higher in tlie esteem and
affections of his countrymen than ever. If there is a single public

man, in whose integrity the people have the most undoubtiqg confidence,

Joseph Hume is that man. His public virtue has stood severe trial.

He has dared to act towards the Lord Grey's originally almost idolized

Administration, the same honest, and useful part which he acted towards
the detested administrations of the Duke of Wellington and his Tory
prl^decessors. He has not made a single motion, he has not given a single

vote, which is not* in strict accordance Svith his former conduct ; with that

conduct which has made him regarded as the People's best friend. But
,he has presumed to think that a man who will pledge himself to nothing
but to support tbe present Ministry," is not the safest man for the Peo.
pie to chooi^e as their representative ; he has presumed to think that

Sinecures are bad things, although filled up by Whigs instead of
Tories; he has presumed to think that to suspend the liberties of
Ireland," is not the way to pacify that misgoverned country ; he is

known to have the audacity to think that an army as large in time of
peace as was required in time of war, is improper and extravagant ; and
to have had the assurance of openly advocating short Parliaments, the
Ballot, and other measures on wmch Miniaterahave not yet made up thsipjr

minds. * The people, it is shrewdly suiq^cted, have notions upon U^se
subjects very much like Mr. Hume’s ; a;|d therefore Mr. Hume is Ithely
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to be troublesome and dang-erous^ if the Ministry should choose to go
but a little way, and that slbwW, on the road of Refom. " He must be
put down,” is the cry, from Small Jbhnny downwards; through every
trumpery fellow who, like Callum Beg, is ready to discharge his pistol

or his pop-gun, or his paper pellets of, the brain, at any man, howenrer
innocent and worthy, at whom his Chief has taken offence. And this

MoniottS attempt these unscrupulous gillies* like the aforesaid little

Celtic viper, take i4 upon them to do without orders from their master,
if they think it wad please him khen dpne.” A pretty estimate tEey

seem to have formed of their Master's magnanimity ! We hope—^we

believa they are mistaken ; and that the attempt to destroy Mr. Hume's
reputation is as little pleasing to Lords Grey, Brougham, and Althorp,

as the shot which Callum discharged at Waverley was agreeable to the
gallant Vich Ian Vohr. Yet we cannot forget that the honourable
Highlander, on discovering the conduct of his ^servant, gave a very un-
equivocal proof of the light in which he vieved it ; and we should like

to see some similar, though less violent, demonstration on the part of the

Premier and his noble colleagues.

The shots discharged at Mr. Hume, like that at Waverley, have proved
without other effect than the blackening the faces of the skulking scoun-

drels who fired them, with their own powder.* If any man doubts this, let

him call a meeting of the whole inhabitants of any one city, town, or vil-

lage in Scotland or England, and give out the simple word Hume,” and
he will find that name call forth a shout which will make the welkin ring.

There are other names which wont to call forth the enthusiastic plaudits

of assembled multitudes, which now would excite but a faint and feeble

cry of satisfaction, not uniningled with murmurs. TJiere are newspapers
which wont to be regarded as oracles, now publicly burnt by the very

classes who were their most ardent disciples, amidsf mingled groans

and hisses.” These are not trifles. They are important signs of the

times, and will not be disregarded by those who have been intrusted

with the direction of public affairs, if they be not blind and destined to

destruction.

• Among Mr. Hume’s traducers, we are sorry to find the Edinburgh Review.

In the Article Sarrans’ La Fayette, (No. CXII. of the Review, page 495,) after call-

ing Mr. Hume, by insinuation, An absti^ct Republican opinionist the Reviewer

proceeds to remark that, « A conversation in which Mr. Hume is reported to have

told the late American Minister, Mr. Maclean, that in case he returned in two years*

time, lie would probably find us with a Congress and a Presidefit, has been of«late

frequently repeated. By many it was supposed that, “ The wish was father to the

thought.” ^This is, if not a fabrication of the Reviewer, at least a base attempt to give

currency to a report which he thought likely to injure Mr. Hume with a portion of

the British public. The report is entirely without foundation.

We are sorry to have occasion to mention the ^(iinburgh Review^ so often, in

terms the reverse of laudatory. That we do so, arises from no hostile feeling to the

Review or its proprietors, the respectable House of Longman and C<fi, London. To
its literary articles we willingly accord the high pfraise which they deserve: 9ut

the iRevieW is the great political organ of the Whi^ P*^rty> whose woi*8t measures it

advocates in a style so like what we used to meet with, in the Quarterly Review,

when the Tories were in power, that we cannot, in justice to the People, whose cause

we maintain, allow its political articles to pass without the occasional expression of

our dissent and' reprobation.



SOMETHING MUST BE DONE !"

Dkar Tait, •
'

Never, surely, in the history of any country, was there a more curious

passage than this. We are all at sixes and sevens. No man can^ from
any previous knowledge or data, guess the opinions of another. If he
knows them one moment, Ke does not know them the next ; for they are

" Varyinjf as the shade, i

By the lipht quivCriug: aspen made.'*

'f’ou meet a Republican ; and he shakes his head at you, and quotes the

tyrant's plea—the stern necessity for despotic measures in Ireland. He
will not tell you that the proposed law meets the case of emergency,
ft is enough that it is despotic ; and it is therefore advisable. Despotic,

how, is a word of every virtue. The next instant you meet an Inde-
pendent ; a man of no panty, one sworn to no particular oreed, disposed

£o make the best of every ^hing. You prepare yourself for palliation

and middle-course propositions ; but fire comes from his mouth. The
Bill is atrocious ; its authors stamped wdth infamy ; its supi>orters trai-

tors to the nation ; he can make no compromises ; keep no terms. The
thing must be fought tooth and nail ; it allows of no improvement

;

the poison cannot he ext/acted; it must be quashed altogether. He has

said as much in his speech against it. He has denied the case of ne-

cessity ; and he has proved that, if it existed, the measure would not

fasten <m it. You part with him, pressing his hand wdth no common
cordiality, and thanking the gods that there is one honest man in the

council of the nation. The first thing you see, the next morning, is his

name in a majority fo^ some abominable clause of the Bill. The next

time you see him, he volunteers an explanation of his vote, which, he
Says, ^^may seem odd to you." To me such things have long ceased

to seem odd. I have supped full of inconsistencies. I never listen

to explanations. I stand patiently till the voice has ceased, hearing
no syllable of the rigmarole, and thinking of the excellent old uses

of the stars in such cases. Une raison, la plus belle du monde.
On ii'a plus qu'a coiiirnettre tous les crimes imaginable,—troinper,

voler, assassincr ; et dire, pour excuse, qu'on y a etd pousse par sa

destinee." Much better this excuse, than any the murmur of which
has been, in my ears. They signify no more than the babbling of a
brook, which denotes the set of the stream.

Never was there such chopping and changing about. One moment a
mall is in fear of his constituents, and raging against the Bill ; the next
he is in fear of the Coteries, and voting for some atrocious clause. He
hedges, as the gamblers phrase it. Now he gives a vote for the borough
,of Guzzledown, and now for Brookes's. Never was there such a test as

this vile Bill has proved. . It has disengaged all that is false and feeble

in every mail's character,* The action on the sycophandes has been
iipmense. In proportion to the need of Ministers, has been the value of
desertions; and many a mean wretch has taken this opportunity of
going oi^er, renouncing his ]»rofes8ed radicalism, when he knew that his

apostacy would be prized. At the clubs, we see the whole game played.
A ministerialist of mark is seen with a whhle fry of pseudo-radicals

about him. ^ ^

The common talk of the professors of liberality is that of Tfuckler,
in the foilowdng dialogue

Truckhr.—{Taking a jHnch of snuff ^fo steady his features)~We\\,
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this is a sad basiii«se—a most unfortunate thing this state of Ireland.
Something* must be done. •

Holdfast.—You mean to say that you are for the Bill.*

Truckler,—Certainly 1 am, for things cannot remain as they are ; and
it is a measure of grievous necessity.

Holdfast,—The necessity is not proved. My seat on this chair might
be intolerable^' but that it no reason that T should jump out of the
window. AdiniAiiig that we are in the frying-pan, a change for 4;he fire

is not advisable.
» *

#
'

Truckler,—A despotism, if you choose to call it so, (and I don’t mind
names,) is better than anarchy ; and 1 don’t agree with you that these

men are likely to abuse their powers.

Holdfast,—Probably not ; but the question is not whether they will

abuse their powers, but whether the powers will be abused which they
convey to ageqts, whose actions are out of their view and control. If

these powers can now be granted, in the confi^nce that they will not be
abused, wby should they not be granted for ever in the same confidence ?

Your confidence is in Lord Grey,—my mistrust is in ('aptain Northerton.

The Viceroy of Ireland calls the powers into activity, but he does not

wield them.

Truckler,—The w'orst Captain in Ireland is Captain Rock.
Holdfast,—May be so ; but it is not shewm that this is the right way

of handling him, or that it will handle him at all. It is only setting up
one tyranny, with no reasonable prospect of its putting down another.^

Truckler,—I am sick of hearing you talk of tyranny. We all know
that tyranny is an evil.

Holdfast,—^And is that any reason why I should not prove that this

will be a tyranny. We all know that poison is de&dly ; but you will not

object to my proving that there is white lead in your Wine. Because*

a

thing is an admitted evil, may we not argue against calling it into action ?

Truckler,—It is very monotonous.

Holdfast,—We are not discussing a song. If you were having your

throat cut, what should you cry? Nay, tell me.

Truckler,—Nonsense

!

Holdfast,—No ; you would not call, nonsense.”

Truckler,—(Peevishly,) Well, Murder • and what then ?

Holdfast,—Why, what should you think, if a fellow with a nightcap

on h?s head, looked out of a window and coolly said, ^'What a monoto-

nous cry that fellow keeps up, disturbing the neighbourhood ! Murder,

murder, murder ; nothing but murder. Why don't he say something

else ?” You have nothing else tt> say. Every one khows what murder
^ ia,—that it is the foulest crime ; and yet you can only repeat, that it is

about to be committed on your body.

Truckler,—Something must be done. •
,

Holdfast,—Yes ; that is the rondo : to th^it you come round. Some*

thing must be done ; but should it be this thing ?

Truckler,—You see the state of Ireland ^ and desperate cases' reqiure

desperate remedies. • • .

*

Holdfast,—There is much that is shocking, lamentable, intolerable, in

the state of Ireland'; hvA nothing that is new in it ; and there is no^

thing new in the remedy. It is the old unsuccessful treatment of the

old uneonquered disease) to the rigour ; the Sangrado discipline ; now
hot water for the right ward, and bleeding for the left,—^now*bleeding

for the left ward, and hot watjr for the right. •
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fTM^doubt the statement of Ministers ?

MdUlfii:^ritJVheff have presented no statement. Their ease of an
estraenllhexy emergency is not made out.

STntdtfo*^—It is rested on notoriety^ and the evidence of nnmermis
CMOS.

MMfest.—^Notoriety and the evidenee of numerous oases. What scdf.

eonfuti^ terms are these"! Did the notoriety need th^ oases^ or the

oases need the notoriety^ to eke out the proof ? If y^u'rest your state*-

raent that the Thames runs through London of the notoriety^ I may
say^ Agreed ; but if you shew me the kennel under this window^ and
say. There is the river^ 1 tell you that your position is not proved.

Ireland may be in the state alleged ; but we have better proof ag^st
it than for it. Mr. Barrington's evidence is of greater weight than Lord
Althorp’s or Mr. Stanley's string of cases. Nevertheless, 1 believe Ire«

hud to be in a sufficiently bad state to call for instant Remedies ; and
Ibr new remedies,—not the old steel treatment that has been long tried,

and with long failure.

Truckler,—What would you have ?

Holdfast,—Impartial administration of the laws, for one thing.

Truckler,—Hoy/ would you get it ?

Holdfast,—By a Bench and Magistracy of Englishmen.
Truckler,—Ua ! ha ! Do you think the Irish would bear that Bench ?

What an outcry there would be !

' Holdfast,—There can be no louder outcry than that against this Bill

;

and you don't seem to be much moved by outcries, or to trouble yourself

much how the Irish will bear whatever may be proposed for their coer.

cion. 1 can tell you, too, that English Magistrates are popular wherever
they have been appointed.

' Truckler,— It'fc all mighty fine talking ; but something must be done.

Holdfast,—There, again ; Something must be done,** There is your
monotone against mine. Something must be done—Tyranny—Some>
thing must be done—Tyranny i Something must be done presently by
us. We cannot sit over this dinner-table for ever ; but that is no rea..

son that 1 should cut your throat with this dessert knife, though that

energetic measure would for ever settle your postulate that Something
must be done, and leave you nothing to do.

Truckler,—A joke is not an argument.

Holdfast,—My good fellow, the whole of your argument is a *joke.

You assume a certain case ; and you assume that a certain measure
must remedy it, because a remedy is necessary.

Truckler,—Yod know I have always been a good Radical; but it is a

case of great difficulty, I really don't know what to think.

Holdfast,—^You don’t know what to think !—and for that precise

reason it is, that you appr.o<re of the Bill f

Truckler,—(EmphaticaHy

)

—Something must be done

!

'And so it goes on. Th];9 must be done, because Something must be
done. Vhila tout, , I l^ve in no degree exaggerated the niaiserie. It is

what 1 hear every hour in the day. It m^es one blush to think, that

when the very same people held a gabble, no# a whit more reasonable,

in favour of t^e Reform Bill, we valued their opinions as sanctioning

the measure.
^

The process of reasoning, if so it may be called, in the minds of the
authciv of* this equally ati^dkms and 8tuj||id project, is most remarkable.
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They will tell us that the Constitution provides all the heet Instnunento
of government ; and, in a case of difficulty^ they propose to fling away
the best instruments of government, and take to the rudest.- This is as

if a» surgeon, in a perilous operation, were to reject his appropriate in.

struments for a woodman’s tools.

It is pretty well known, [We hope this is onljr rumour.—E. T. M.] that
the author of the most obnoxious measures of coercion is that honest and
consistent persofiage, whose head so whimsically decorates the covef of
yotir Magazine. Lord

^
Brougham/ in thf Cabinet, was the strenuous

advocate of the courts.martial ; and to his head, as full of crotchets as a
flg is full of seeds, we are indebted for that ingenious argument, thet
the greater the infraction of the Constitution, the greater the safety of
it,—the greater the invasion of liberty, the better the security against

abuse :—So that, proceeding according to the same course of argument,
for the comple^test safety of the Constitution, it should be suspended
altogether. You may work the ^question by ttie rule of three. If so

much encroachment gives so much security, what w'ill so much more en-
croachment give ? A little .despotism, quoth Lord Brougham, is a dan-
gerous thing—Drink deep, or taste not.

Looking at what is proposed, with relation to the principles on which
it is proposed, the measure is most awkwaidly and inadequately shaped.

Take the courts-martial for example. Every one at all acquainted with
these tribunals, knows perfectly well, that the opinion of the senior

officer governs the Court. Why then withdraw from their necessary

duty or necessary pleasures, five, six, seven, or eight gentlemen, who
will be guided by the judgment of the one in authority over them ?

Why not simplify the thing, and make the commanding officer sole

judge and jury ? It comes to the same thing, add without losing the

military services of half-a-dozen judicial cyphers. Afte^t this, the thing

allows of another improvement. With respect to people of the unpopu-
larity of the Irish, there is a current saying, 1 would hang them first

and try them afterwards.” Consistently with the genius of the project,

this sentiment might be acted upon as a principle ; and with much ad-

vantage to humanity, as well as in improvement of that summary justice

on which Lord Brougham so much relies ; as he may well do, being an

Equity Judge, and having to do Vith sempiternal proceedings :—Optat

ephippia bos. The commanding officer has the decision in his -power,

without any judicial qualification for the guidance of it. To set him to

the business of a trial, would be like setting a ploughman to a chemi-

cal experiment. The only effect of a trial will be to put the military

judge out of patience and out of temper. Dispense* then, with the

mockery altogether. Let the Captain or Major CoMii:, See, and Sen-

tence. Let him look at the accusation, and pronounce the punishment.^

In many cases, as he, or his brethren of the^^word, will have preferred

the accusation, the convenience of this shost and easy method will be

extraordinarily great. Much irritation of mind will thus be avoided^

When men see one against whom they hav^ a prejudice, endeavouring

to evade conviction, all the bile rises in their breast. The ef-

fort to escape, the idea that escape is possible, makes the party

tr€d>ly odious. The unpi^ctised judge frets and fumes, and ohafes at

the impudence of the prisoner ; and w^en he comes intjp liis hands for

sentence, he lays on without stint or mercy. If a dog (the nearest case

to a parallel) misbehaves, and the master call him to his feet ^ and CiBsar

obediently come, wriggling and^twisting, ventTe d terre, and throw hhn-
^
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will take Him by tke nape of .the neck, and smite with sotne

liiieipiire and nHiioy ; hut If, on the other hand, the dog atten^t to %
^latisement, witii his tail between his legs, the master lays hold of

tim nearest stone, end shies it with all his might at his head; and he

l^ursues him, puffing curses as he runs ; and when he catches him, he

thra^es him^ hts arm dohes, and fills his ears with hjs howls. The
p«el$ihmeiit is, in these cases, as the mathematiciai^ ifould say, as the

ai|uare of the distance of the jpursudti

I woiild^ot cvfier so great an offience to British society as to ask for

Irishmen the treatment of men. 1 know the world too w^l to make any

such j^roposition. But 1 hope 1 am not presuming too much, in intreat-

ing for them a treatment whidi may bear some analogy to the treatment

of dags. And, therefore, I say, if you give the man of war the stick over

them, avoid the irritation of their endeavours to eecape.
,
Let him do at

first, without heat of nund, what he will do at last with heat of mind.

Investigation is not his art, patience is not his forte* Itnpig€r,*acer,

iraeundu*; the trial will be only a trial of his temper. For mercy’s

sake, then, let him punish without a trial. It will be the same thing as

to evidence, and better for equanimity and clemency.

A LOOKER-ON.

POSTSCRIPT.

Tbx numtnnis Petiti<pi8 preaented against the Irish Coercion Bill, and the opposi-

tion of some of their usual sopportera, have compelled Ministers to make Important
modifications on tfie Bill. Ensigns of two years standing are not now to be allowed
to sit in judgment on the liberties of Irishmen, but only Officers not under the rank
ofCaptain, unanimity in their judgment is also required where there are no more than
five members of the Court-martial ; when there are seven, five at leaet must agree

;

and when there are more than seven, then seven must concur in the judgment These
Gourta are not to have any jurisdiction in political offences ; and Ministry have, in

•ome measure, pledged themmlves that tlie Bill shall not be employed to enforce the

payment of Tithes. The clause empowering two Justices to convict, by a summary
trial, persons charged wilh attending illegal nipetings, is withdrawn, and such cases are

left to be dealt with by the ordinary tribunals. The Tones assert, with some degree of
justice^ that these modifications have destroyed the efficacy of the Bill ; and jt is in-

deed difficult to see what is the use of establishing new tribunals in Ireland, which
can neither try capital crimes, if they are to be punished in an adequate manner, nor
poetical offilnces of any sort, nor enforce the collection of Tithes, for surely, for all

other purposes, thq ordinary tribunals of the country are sufficient. Indeed, the
result of the Kilkenny assizes has shewn that there is no difficulty in obtaining in
that so««alled disturb^ district, either the attendance of Jurymen, or convictions.
That attendance, Mr. Stanley tells us, arises from the desire of the Jurors to thwart
'the measure t hut if the Jurora^who belong to the higher classes of society, are so far
ftopa wishing for the protection of the Bilb ^hey would rather expose themselves
to the daiifm>of convicting the WMtefe^ than allow it to pass, can tbure be a
stpsnger proof that the BUI is nncalled for, and that the impoeing of it on Ifriand, is

amm act ofdisporism, whldi the Irish areenUtied, end Indeed bound by mey prin-
Jiiple ofpatrloilsni to by every legal meant?
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p^icTUBEs OF PHivATE LIFE. B\j ISarah Sthknc}/,^

‘ These pictures%re charming, ii|itur(')I stories of the real, living wSld;
and of the kind which we rejoice to see the public beginning to ai>preciate

and relish ; there are here no bandits and buccaneers, remorseful liyi)o-

condriacs, harum-scarum geniuses, and devoted heroines, just not mad."'

In their stead we have the ordinary temptations of foolish ambition,

the struggles of passion ; the delusions and evils of life as they exist, and
must be combated and repressed, or endured and expiated, delineated in

simple, and often beautiful language, and uitii a powerful moral effect.

The first, and longest tale, The Hall and the Cottage,” is a corrective

of misplaced ambition in young women, and of those erring estimates of

life whicli young persons (»T talent and genius arc the most apt to form.

Anna, the heroine, is well depicted ; but her friend Mary is a model of

true heroic virtue. Shall we give the winding up of the long romance
of Anna C’lare, a maiden of humble descent, but possessed of great abili-

ties and self-acquired aocomplisliments, who had strayed from wisdom
and happiness, and would have been lost and w’recked, save for one

guardian iingel, the simple-hearted, single-minded friend of lier youth.

The Lord Cajrisbrooke mentioned, had been the object of Anna’s youthful

idolatry, and of her soaring, urich?»^lised, irrational hopes of distinction.

^ She was looking out, when the solemu sound of a passing-bell fell upon her ear

-—she shuddered and turned within. In the twilight she tonld just perceive that

some one approached. It was Mary, who lame with the tidiSgs that Lord Carris-

brooke was dead. In an instant, Anna was lesiored to her better selfl That sudden

and awful sound, and the unex])(*cted appearaiu'e of her wiio had so often stood beside

her as a guardian angel, bringing a silent r<*pioof where hone was spoken ; the still-

ness of the hour, and the recollections of the past, all mingling together, might have

overpow^ered a spirit more hardened and pen use than Anna’s.

Mary,’ said site, laying her hand upon the arm of her friend, ‘there is one duty

which we ha\e never, since the days of our infancy, pei formed together, except in

public. Let us kneel domi in this quiet chamber, and enter into a fresh covenant

with our Heavenly Father, that we wjU drink of the cup W'hich he has poured out

for.qs, even though it should be gall and bittemess. That W'O will walk in the path

whi^ he has pointed out, though it should pierce 0!ir feet with thorns ; and that we
wall never turn aw^ay, nor be unfaithful to his service, though w^e know that it

requires us to give up all and follow him.’ And, then, from fter eloquent lipf^ and

overflowing heart, she poured forth he^ gratitude and praise to that Being who had

thus far conducted her through the wilderness ; tvlio had borne with her spiritual

idolatries, who had given her a friend as a faithful guide, and whom she now implored

to look down from his habitatioti in the heavens, upon the weakest worm of hjls

creation. ^ .

‘‘Bound by fresh ties of more than earthly union, the two friends had knelt together

;

together they arose ; and the embrace with which tliey separated thaPnight, waswarm
and pure, as in the days of their fiist love. •

“ Her feeble steps lecalled from their slight waitdering, her good r^olutioniEi con-

firmed after their short lapse, Anna Clare went onward in the path of difty ; for she

had learned to mistrust hex self, and consequently to shuu temptation* And having

found how incompatible ^vitl^ true happiness is the gratification of vanity or ambition,

she confined her hopes and wishes, and even her laudable desire to be of use, within

the humble sphere in which her lot was casir •

. * Smith and Elder, London : Pp*. 34&
VOL. III.—-NO. xiii* ^ I •
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, ^ On tile reading of liNrd Carriabrooke'e will, it was discovered that be ka4 b^.

sum of one tbotisand pounds to the artist who painted hU portrait ; hna
w^ this sum, added to the well-eatncd reward of her dally labours, Anna contrived

net o^y* to maintain i respectable and genteel appearance, but often to comfort tho

diabseimd, and supply tiie wants of the needy* »
Gentle reader, fbVgive the urriter of this story, that she has no better fate in atom

for her beroine, even in the season of < the^ first grey hair,* than that of a respected

and respectable old inaid ; no| a fretful, fuming thing, of false ringlets, and false

smiles, but a woman of delicate and tender feeling ; of calm dignUyi and unbounded
bmil|N>leace; who mourned no longer that earth afforded her m ^ject, or rather no
idoi^on which she might lavish the warm Oeelings of an affectionate heart; for she

had learned to pouy fotth into a thWsand channels^ ^ tliat charity, which suffereth

long and is kind.*

Alas ! to tbe rescue of Anna Clare from the shades of vulgar oblivion, there came
no belted knight, no steeUclad warrior; no prince in disguise discovered her to be the

alien daughter of his house ; nor did a superannuated nabob make her the* heiress of

an In^an fortune ; but she continued to dwell in the home of her friend,
* Happy and giving happlncM /

and though highly gifted with'those qualities, which might reasonabiy attract the at-

tention of the^wealthy and the noble, she never ventured beyond her o^vn lowly sphere,

but was content to remain, where she had not only the wish, but the power to bh'ss.**

£li.en Eskdale, the second story, is that of thousands of lovely and
naturally amiable young creatures, living as they of the world live, and
dying as they die ; one of those, in the words of the authoress, who pass

from the cradle to the grave without once inquiring for what purpose

they have been sent to trace their little journey of experience upon this

earth. The Curate's Winow, is an amiable story, tending to shew the

power of piety in assuaging sorrow ; in making the heart of the desolate

to sing and Marriage, as it may be, concludes the vol^^me. A lady

ABore daring than wise, first flirts with a lively good-tempered boy,

ilMl next forms the aiqbitious design of converting' him. ** To save a
BOiul from sin," as she flatters herself she throws" away her own happi-
ness. Her young husband obtains orders ; but first we have the honey-
moon, spent among mountains and moonlight lakes in Cumberland.
Thus early she is permitted to wander forth alone with Milton, and in-

dulge in rapturous speculation, and poetic visions ; the bridegroom ca-

rousing in the Inn with an old college friend. Now, there is a time
for every thing ; yet, as the world goes, and even as it ought to go,

some persons will infer that the wife was more fastidious, than
prudent and indulgent, with her pupil and convert, even at the outset.

From all that was lovely in Nature, and exalted in mind, she is suddenly
transferred to a dining-room that had not been opened for three hours
after dinner ; aryl that on a Sabbath afternoon, after sailing on the
Lalie, and reading Milton," vainly exjiecting to be joined by her truant
husband in one half-hour. But there he sat with his college friend,

who, to make matters worse, was the son of a London silk-mercer,

who bore about with him the certificate of his pedigree stamped upon
bis countenance," in which%ne might even see "his father, the keen
tradesman, glancing over his ledger (a very proper employment, too,

we^ should think ;)
" and his aunts and cousins running from house

hj^use, collecting receipts £of sweet cakes, and home-made wineA,"
wltich there is no great harm either.) The husband "had a ^tiushed and
dhasy look ; not certainly intoxicated,--^he would have hem liorror-struck

at the thought—^but with all that was most gross anddespicable in hie na-
ture laid bare upsn his brow." He declared, like a togue, that he had been
ten times down to the water to look for his wife, winking knowingly to
Ms compiiiion, as if he said. ^Thafithe may to manage a wife.' We
do fear that poor wives are doomed to ewdure even worse than this oc-
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eftlrionally; nM hever move the compassion of their friends, nor fancy
themselves particularly entitled to complain. The lady felt intense

agony*’ at every repetition of this deprecatory falsehood*; and the scene
prc^uced a total revolution in her feelings, and almost dissevered her affec*

tiotts from her unworthy husband. He turns out a buck.parson, who follows

the hounds, and drinks hard ; and she sets herself, with the zeal of a self,

tormentor, to
,
study and to magnify his errbrs and faults, and be as

miserable as poiSkil^e* She is fully aware of the folly of her matrimonial
experiment ; and, at the close of lifd, with a spirit subdued and chastened,
draws the melancholy moral :—

I

stiU lift up my voice from a weary
wounded spirit (and oh, tlmt I could speak more powe

4
;fully

!)
to warn

the trifling, the thoughtlesji, and the rash, from that most lamentable of

all calamities—^most irreparable of all misfortunes,—an ill-assorted

marriage.**

PiozziAifA ; oa, Recollections of the late JVfas. Piozzi. Bi/ a Friend.

Moxon, London, Pp. 234.

This is as pure a literary emanation from the dowager division of Bath
Society as one shall meet with in a summer’s day. liecollections of Mrs.
Piozzi, an octogenarian, are detailed by an admiring and affectionate

friend, with whom she had, for many years, exchanged visits, calls, lively

talk, and little polite notes prettily turned, and retiring from the pre-

sence backwards with a flourish, or, in the minuet de la cour step. We
dare say the book will be read with great interest in certain circles, and

by many out of these, as a sequence to other volumes. It contains not

much that is either new or rare. The following is among the most
piquant bits. It is a womanly revenge taken of that sour sutor, Mr.
Gifford, worthy of Catfierine II. of Russia, who, with a hundred crimes,

had few faults, and was never spiteful.

^ She (Mrs. Piozzi) one evening, asked me abruptly, il I did not remember the scur-

rilous lines in which she had been depicted, by Gifford in his < fiseviad and Mieviad.*

And, not wfl<iting for my answer, for 1 was, indeed, too much embarrassed to give one
quickly, she recited the verses in question, aud added, < IIow do you think Thrales*

gay widow” revenged herself? I contrived to get myself invited to meet him at

supper at a friend's house, (1 think she said in Pall Mall,) soon after the publication

of his poem; sat opposite to him; saw that he was perplexed in the extreme;” and,

smiling, proposed a glass of wine as a libation to our future good fellowship. Gifford

was sufficiently a man of the world to understand me ; and nothing could be more
courtlSous and entertaining than he was while we remained together.'

”

Mrs. Piozzi gave her friend the following account of Burke, whom, we
suspect, she would scarce, of herself, have found out, lii the form here

presented, to"be a great man, unless Dr. Johnson had helped her to the

discovery, and society vouched for it :

—

< << At the time'* said she, I refer to, and when pointed out to strangers in this

streets, as a renowned orator, statesman, and wrilfei^ he usually wore a blue coat,

scarlet waistcoat, brown breeches, and grey worsted stockings ; and a wig of fair,

curly hair, made to look natural. He also commonly used spectacles ; so that it is

not easy to describe his face. But I noticed that he had many wrinkles, and those

more of thought than age. He had a double chirms it is termed ; large nostrils, a
rather long, irregular nose, and a wide, and as it were, a Joose mouth, such as many
public speakers have. His speeches were always worth listening to ; though his atti-

tude was often unbecoming he would keep one hand in his waistcoat pocket, and
the other fiequently in his bosom, and swing his body from side to side, whil6 his feet

waw fixed to one spot. Being an Irishman^ he not only spoke With an Irish accent,

which might be excused, but with an Irish pronunciation, for which there is no excuse

;

bepguse l^gUsh people of good education must needs know how to pronounce their
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own^ha^jfiiag<e ; and wb^n an liishman of discernment and talents speaks diiSBveatl|:i

It stMiil ie l^ause he chooses to ^^so^ which is ridiculous.”

But the most characteristic passage in the volume refers to the lady

hefsetf. That she could^ for fifty years, have retained the opmioj| of

Johnson's servility, expressed in the instance cited, discovers fully as

much the self-love of his dear lady,” as her power of appreciating

the cliaracter of her domesticated old friend.

Johnson was, on the whole, a rigid momlist ; but he coul(k>be*ductile, 1 may say,

servile; and I will give you an instance. We had a large dinner-party at our house;

Johnson sat on one side of me, add Burke on file other; and in the company tliere

was a young female (Mrs. Piozzi named her) to whom I, in my peevishneli, thought

Mr. Tlirale superfluously attentive, to the neglect of me end others ; especially of

myself, then near my cuufiiiement, and dismally low-spirited ; notwithstanding which,

Mr. T. very unceremoniously begged of me to change place with Sophy , who
was threatened witli a sore throat and might be injured by sitting near the door* 1

had scarcely swallowed a spoonful of soup when this occurred, and was so overset by
the coarseness of the proposal, that I burst into tears, said something petulant-—that

perhaps, ere long, the lady might be at the head of Mr. T.’s table, uithout displacing

the mistress of the house, &t. ; and so left the apartment. I retired to the drawing-

room, and for an hour or two contended with my vexation as I best could ; when
Johnson and Burke came up. On seeing them I resolved to give a jobation to both,

but fixed on Johnson ibr my charge, and asked him if he had noticed what passed; what

I had suffered ; and whether, allowing for the state of my nerves, 1 was much to blame ?

*He answered, ^ Why, possibly not; your feelings were outraged.* I said, ^ Yes,

greatly so ; and I cannot help remarking with what blandness and composure you

witnessed the outrage. Had this transaction been told of others, your anger would

have known no bounds ; but, towards a man who gives good dinners, &c., you were

meekness itself I* Johnson coloured, and Burke, I thought, looked foolish ; but I

had not a word of answer from either.” •

Mrs. PiozzPs imemoriulist once ventured to hint to her that Johnson's

extreme aversion to her marriage with the Italian, might have been from

jsome design of^appropriating her to himself. * She was silent—and is

thus understood to have assented to the assumption. It would require

more proof to make its believe that the Dr. ever once thought of taking

the place of his friend Thrale. Either from the spirit of contradiction,

or some better reason, Mrs. Piozzi affirmed, till her last hour^ that her

wilful marriage was in every respect felicitous ; and always spoke in the

highest terms of her second husband.

Edinburgh Cabinet Library, Vol. XI.—Life of Sir Walter Raleigh

:

by P. Tytler, Esq. Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh. Plates. Pp. -^^8.

A soldier, a poet, a courtier, a statesman, a bold and enterprizing adven-

turer ; splendid in his tastes, and heroic in his mind ; brave in the field,

and sage in couimil ; adorned with the captivating graces of romance,

and endowed with a spirit of philosophy far beyond his age ; the knight

of Elizabeth ; the rival of the ambitious and headstrong Essex, and of
‘ the wary Cecil ; with a ch^jracter far from perfect, yet made up of so

many powerful elements,*^where -could the biographer hit upon a fJieme

more rich an'ft inviting than the life of Sir Walter Raleigh, or one in which

-ra^ brilliant and momentousjperiod of English History could be so vividly

reflected. If Mr. Tytler has been happy in his choice of subject, he
has been equally felicitous in seizing the leading points in the life of

Raleigh ; and also those of the contemporary ev/ents, which first form,

jaad then reflect, the character of every great public man. But he has

done more. Sibepping above th^line of a merely accurate compiler, he

lias applied to original sources of information, and has thus ebie^ted
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obscure points of the latter days of Raleigh ; and considerably added to
our stores of historical knowledge, by clearing up the secret movements
of the state intrigue, which cost this great man years of persecution,

frd^ which he was only relieved by an undeserved death. Truly the mo-
tives of state prosecutions are an edifying chapter of history to mftnkind.

The literary and more vital parts of this meritorious volume fall less

within the general objects of this magazine than the opportunity it

affords us of .shtw^ng what sort of animal an Attorney-General was in

the reign of Janies I. This don% the reader may infer the exten> of

melioration in the breed which the pressure of the time” has produced
from the days of Sir Edward Coke, to^those of Scott, (Lord Eldon) Law,
Gibbs, and Scarlett. Though there is still room for amendment, the
improvement is considerable. An unmitigated Coke is an impossible

co-existence with the present English press.—We are not sure that he
could even flourish in Scotland. premise that the charge of treason

for which Rale*igh was tried was false, and vamped up by the intrigues of

Cecil.

Now I come to your charge, jtny masters of the jury. The greatness of treason

is to he considered in two thmg9^y.^eleTminatione Jinis^ et electione mediorum* This
treason excelleth in both ; for that it was to destroy the king and his progeny.
These treasons are said to be crimen Ice&m majestatis ; this goeth farther, and may
be termed crimen extirpandee regia mojestatis et totius progeniei sua, I shall not •

need, my Lords, to speak any thing coiiceniing the king, nor of the bounty and
sweetness of his nature ; whose thoughts are innocent, whose words are full of wis-
dom and learning, and whose works are full of honour. Although it be a true say-

ing, Nunquam nirnis quod nunquam satis. But to whom do you bear malice P To
thecMldivuP

Raleigh,—^To whom speak you this? You tell me news I never heard of.

“ Aiiormy,—Oh, Sir, do I ? I will prove you the notoriousest traitor that ever
came to the bar. After you have takem away the king ytAi would .alter religion ; as

you, Sir Walter Kaleigh, have followed them of the Bye by imitation : for 1 will

charge yon with tlie words.
“ Raleigh,—Your words cannot condemn me; my innocency is my defence.

Prove one of those things wlicrewitli >ou have charged me, and I will confess the

whole indictment, and that I am the liorriblest traitor that ever lived,—that I am wor-
thy to be crucified with a iliousand torments.

“ Attorney.—Nay, I will jwove all. Thou art a monster ! Thou hast an English

face but a Spanish heart. Now jon must ha^e money: Aremherg was no sooner in

i^higland—T charge thee, R:ileigl»—but thou ineitost Cobham to go unto him, and to

deal with him for money to bestow on discontented peisotis to raise rebellion in the

kingdom.
“ tlaleigh,—Let me answer for myself.

“ Attorney,—Thou shalt not.

" Raleigh .—It concemetli my life.

Attorney Oh ! do I touch you ?”

After this Coke enumerated the charges contained in the indictment. ^ 1 do not

hear yet,’ said Raleigh, « that you have spoken one word against me. If my Lord

Cobham be a traitor, wliat is that to me ?’ Coke's answer was so remax'kable that it

passed into a proverb, and* furnished ^hakspeare with one of his amusing satirical

touches in the cluiracter of Sir Toby Belch,^ •

« Attorney,—All that he did was by thy instigation, thou viper ^ for I thon thee

thou traitor

!

« Raleigh.—It becometh not a man of qualitj^ and virtue to call me so
; ^flt I

take comfort in it, it is all you can do.

Attorney,—Have 1 angered you ?

Raleigh,—I am in no case to be angry.”
• * « • « •

‘^A singular interruption now took place. The attorney having failed aTgaiii in the

proof, launched forth into abuse, and was^exhorted by Cecil tff be less impatient

;

* upon wMch^’ says the record, < Mr. Attorney sat down in a chafe, and would
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110 move until the eommissioners urged and entreated him to proceed-’ He
llifj%,.^ter ^uch perniaeioa, arose and laMce oat into still more Violent inveetiv#,-^
hut we shall present the dialogue which eneupd in the words of the trial i-—

** Attwney-—Thou art the most rile and execrable traitor that ever lived. ^« ifaMph.-«You speak indiscreetly, barbarously, and uncivilly.
,

Atmney—I want words sufficient to express thy viperous treasons.

^ J{a2^ph.«-l*think you want words, inde^ fi>r you have ^ken one thing half-

a4oxen times. «
« AUorney.—^Thou art an odious fellow ; thy name is hatefj^l to all the realm

of England fbr thy pride.

»It will go near to prove a Measuring cast between you and me, Mr.
Attorney.

'

iftforaep.—-Well, now will I makwit appear to the world that there never lived

a Tiler viper upon the face of the earth than thou.'*

This letter, the production of the feeble-minded, vacillating, deceased

Cohham, a man who had neither the energy to prove a rebel, nor the

virtue and prudence to remain a quiet subject, was of course one hollow

pretext in this abominab^ political intrigue. When the Attorney-Gen-
eral had concluded reading Lord Cobham’s letter, the contents of which,

before death, he had retracted and regretted, Raleigh produced a letter

written by the same man on the approach of death, pathetically with-

drawing all the charges his weakness had been practised upon to make.
It was read by Cecil. So God have n^ercy on my soul, as I know
treason by you !” is the concluding sentence ; but the jury did not the

less bring in the wished for verdict—Guilty. Attorney.Generals are

certainly greatly improved, but English juries have made yet more rapid

advances.

#
Tub Naturalist's Library, Vol. I. Lizars, & Stirling & Kenney,

Edinburgh. Pp. 147.

At what degreerof beauty and cheapness will our popular embellished

works arrive at last ? We thought they had reached the ultimate point

in some of the late publications ; but no, here is another, the elegance,

and scientific accuracy of which, in conjunction with its cheapness, is to

us astonishing. It is devoted exclusively to Hummino Birds. Upwards
of thirty of those exquisite feathered beauties flutter, like atoms of the

rainbow,” through the volume which describes their habits and characters.

The plates are as delicately and faithfully coloured as in the more ex-

pensive works of natural history. The size of the birds is that of life.

The' book requires only to be seen to be admired and coveted. As the

literary contents must have borne a disproportioned size to the plates,

unhsss other matter had been sought, we have a memoir of Linnasus,

with a portrait of this great conqueror in the kingdom of nature. This

cannot he deemed extraneous matter.

' Wavbblby Aivecdotbs. X!)ochrane ifnd M'Crone, London. Pp. 641.

An omnegalherum book, consisting of Scottish tales, legends, anecdotes,

biographies, antiquities, battles, ghosts, &c., &c., to which the above title

is'^given, because the writings of Sir lYalter Scott, and many things

connected with them, Ao really occupy a considerable space in the book.

We meet with nothing new ; but the selection is light, diversified^ and
amusing, and wears a pleasing cast of gentle* antiquity. A few petty
larcenies mighl^ be detected in these volumes; but we like to s^a i^he

iMme of literature as free as a sunny, open, American orchard, plenty

l^vlhg impunity ; and where plucking here an apple, and there a peach
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to refresH the iray-farer^ merely betokens wealth and nngiiarded abnn.
dance. Better a stray hand gather the balmy spoils^ than leave tliem to
rot ip the solitude.

9

Faust by GU>ethe^ Translated into English Prose,—Moxon^ London^
Pp. 291. •

Draughtsmen otdA painters^ learning their art, like to see the human
figure stripped of Jls integuments, fwithout flesh, colour, or life; tfie

frame-work of a man. They conceive thfe necessary to perfect their
knowledge of many parts of the mystery ; but what ordinary person
likes to stpdy painting in skeletons and anatomical figures ? *A literal

prose translation of a great poem holds much the same relation to the
original, that the ugly skeleton does to the human form, glowing with
the hues of life and beauty*; breathing with passion and affection. It
gives an idea ^f the original, but one thsft is either altogether
grotesque, or grisly and revolting ; it may, however, be useful as a
study upon the principle we have indicated, and so may this transla«

tion, which is prefaced by an unmerciful dissection of the Faust of
Lord Francis Gower. The book, in its way, wull be a curiosity among
scholars. If things were as of old, we might expect to hear of a pro-
secution for blasphemy, from the unveiled literalness of the translation.

The Mopern Cymon. Translated from the Jean of C. Paul De Kooir.

Marston & Co. London': 2 vols., pp. 474.

De Koch is not quite among the French, or rather the good people of
Paris, what John Galt is in Glasgow, Ayrshire, and^the Scottisl^ towns
and villages ; but this illustration, besides being concise, is the best we .

can hit upon. Koch is not the painter of Onr xnllage, buf of Our street,

and of the Branghtons of Paris. The street is a trading one, in the

small way, inhabited by perfumers, tailors, milliners, confectioners, the

grisette, the midwife, the country nurse, the dancing-master;—and the

book, taken altogether, conveys a truer and more lively idea of the, man.
iiers of the middle ranks of Parisian society, than any we have seen for

a long while. We have French vivacity with German fidelity of por-

traiture. The translator has caught the spirit of his original with kin-i

dred feeling. We recommend this amusing work to every one who would

know wiat the French people really are. in their every day costume, and .

by their own fire-sides.
, ^

A Moral and Political Sketch fwE United States, by Achille

Murat.—Effingham Wilson, London. Pp. 402.

The ci-devant Prince Royal of the two Sicilies,^and Citizen of the United

States, who found a shelter in America, and after 'the news of the three

DAYS, and the death of his cousin the young Napolean, posted b#ck to Eu-

rope to look after a very desperate chance for a Crown, expects that his
*

Letters upon America will draw flpon him ^^mufih criticism.'' He i» mis-

taken. Few heed his opinions; none save an anonymbus writer, who has

appended to the volume a clever Note on Negro Slavery, think them worth

controverting. There^is, however, no book without some value. The
letters contain a good deal of miscellaneous information abdUt American

society and institutions. Out of the mouth of this suckling we have

confirmatilSn of one noble trait of the Americafl character.

« The great difference between the Aiqprican and English manners, and which com-
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pletely eh&Tacterizes the two societies in America, is the total absence of that spirit of

soelid servility which in England forms a contrast with the free institutions of which

the people so justly make their boast There is not a respectable man or woman in

England who is not constantly gnawed with tlie desire to appear something than

they are» There is no meanness they will not commit to he invited into a society a

notch higher than their own. The merchants and tradesmen do not converse about

the business, dinner, and bal^of their neighbour; hut they never have done talking

about the dinner of such a Duke, or the rout of such a Marq^s ; pec^le whom they

never come near; and whom they know only by jiamc : e\ei^ o6dy has the genealogy

ofthe peers by heart, and they trouble tl^meelves much more about their alliances

than those of their own friends aitSJ acquaintances. As soon as a stranger is presented,

even to the family of an eminent merchant, the mistress ot the house takes care to tell

him over and over the names of the nobility who have done her the honourof speak-

ing to her ; and fancies, by this means, to give the stranger a very high notion ot her

own social respectability. This paltry servility, which, to me, is in the last degree dis-

gusting, has no existence in the United States. There is not an American who would
not blush to seek an invitation ; and he has too much pride to acknowledge that any
society is superior to his dignity.** «

So John Bull is?, after all, es?teemed essentially a tuft-hunter ; -and not

what foreigners, f»r the Americans at least, call a very proud man.

The Book of Reform. By Wentworth Hoiworthy, Effingham Wilson.

This is an imposing title for a work of 150 pages ; but then this

is only the beginning of the author*s reflections, suggestions, and plans

on the various and important questions which are about to occupy tbo

new Parliament.” In this first part he advocates the Ballot, and quin^

tennial Parliaments ; bis reasons for not returning to the principles and
former practice of the Constitution on the duration of Parliaments being

less satisfactory to us than those ho has advanced for locdl assemblies

;

provi^d he could *put in good biiil that those provincial hoards would
really confine their deliberations to teaching tlie Maldon farmers how to

pack their butter ; w'liich it seems ha® been gravely debated in the Hon-
ourable House ; and settling w'hether J. Higginhottom, (lent, may not he
allowed to bear the name and arms of Higgins, without a solemn act

deliberated and passed by King, Lords, and Commons, To go fully into

this work, would be to re-print much of it. We must he contented with
saying, that the author contends for the Scottish system of Banking, and
•fora thorough Church Reform. He devotes the greater part of his pages
to the last question, and whites like an honest and fervid-minded man,
whose opinions one must respect, even where one differs from hid! ; and is

in doubt whether, he always understands what he wants, though quite

^certain that fie has not thought fully of the means of attaining objects

doubly valuable, were they also practicable.

A ToPooRAPHicAii Dictionary op Great Britain and Ireland,
John Gorton, Editor c/ the General Biographival Dictionary, Chap-
man ai^ Strand. 3 vols. octavo. Pp, 2298, with fifty-four

, maps.

—

This is a work of puxetuHUty, Fifty years since, to have produced such
a book, so comprehensive in design, so complete and careful in the details,

would have required a Dr. Johnson, or gome other great superintendent
of works, labouring for ten years with a staff occupying half the attics

of half the qourts which ramify upon Fle^t Street. By the time the book
was finished, many of the towns and villages would have doubled their
siza^ and others have^ sprung into existence. But here, by th%concentra-



tjon of oi^ect and division of Ubour, out comes a work, perfect so far
aa any nf the kind admits of pet^feetioa, and up to the date of
puldieatUm* In a prefix we have the last populations returns, those of
tfi^, fiom the millton and a half of inhabitants in London to the parish
of Canisbav, comprehending John O’Gfoats, with its population of 2118,
and In an Appendix on an analysis of those Reform Boundary Bills which
ittUflt long remain the modern Domesday Book* In the body of the work,
we have the essftmip of the Statistical Account of Scotland, and of
Statistics of Ireland. On the wholh, wo cpn recpmmend this as a work
cutlous/or its varied information, but invaluable as a book of constant
reference.

PHONouNcmo Dictionary op the English Language. By J. E, IVor-
OESTER. Souter, London.

—

If this Dictionary possess, when completed, Jhe sterling merit which
characterizes the two*page specimen before us, it will go far to super-
sede most others at present in common use. The plan is comprehensive
and well conceived ; it professes to give the correct pronunciation- of
each word according to the present usages of standard society, and at the
same time exhibits the conflicting opinions of previous orthoepists on
that ticklish subject of disputation from Universar' Bailey downwards.
The notations are exceedingly minute and cleverly contrived, and indi-

cate great labour and scrupulous care in their arrangement.

The British Jew ro nis Fellow Countrymen.—Ridgway. London.
Pp. 44.

This is a not very well written letter, published with a very good

purpose ; to obtain justice for those of the author'ji faith ; and td*

teach men tolerance and liberality. We have little doubt that the

emancipated Jew will soon enjoy the same civil rights, and occupy the

same political status with his Christian fellow-subjects, and that he

already does in France, Holland, and America. One wall of partition

has just been broken down ; a gentleman of the faith of the Hebrews
has been called to the bar nor can the time be distant when all invi-

dious and unjust distinctions will be levelled.

^ Hurst’s Dramatic Library.

Another library ! of the cheap popular kind, but limited to the Drama.

It can in no respect compete with Valpy*s beautiful edition of Shake,

peare ; but being yet cheaper, and*also more varied in contente, offers

attractions to young collectors. The first volume, contains the Second

Part of Henry IV., Hamlet, General Burgoyne's Lord of the Manor,

Dr. Bolus, The School for Scandal, Miss Mit^rd’s Rienzi, Modem An-

tiques, &c., dec. And then there are interspersed xsej^rk^ costumes,

and theatrical memoirs ; anecdotes, and agreeable tittlfftattfe about ||»e

plajrs. ^ ^

’

MEDICAL IeVIBW.
*

Tub Mobbid Anatomy or absiB or the most impobtant Pabts or the

Hvman Boby. By Dr Baillie ; «lited by Mr, WnTdrop.

To uM th« neoessity of pathological knowledge upon fhe physician,

would bAbout as solemn a piece of absurdity as to enforce the/rtudy of

Toih ra.—NO, xni. I K
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attention df the sutgeon ; both are> of cotim^ all-tfi.

aU, important^ and heed littlcv demonstration of argument to prove the*

tmiani*

first edition of Dr. BaiUie’s celebrated Treatise on Changes of

Structure was published upwards^ we believe^ of forty years ago; andThas

continued to be regarded as the text^book on morbid anatomy to. this

day . Mr* Wardrop^ apparently satisfied with this fac^ seemfirdohteht to

le|^^e present edition stand on.t^'^dp ground df ini^ifisic value ; thefe

is no editorial preface^ no def>ye^*ate^ remarks^'^o necessaxy reasons foT

its publication^ no assumed "humility m associating his own professidnid

observations with th^ vafualde contributions made to science by Baillte—^he dashes at once into the performance of his self^ssigned! task> and
allows the reader to take him as he finds him.

In addition to the important contributions to Medical Science made
by pr.Baillie, Mr. Wardrophas superadded some valuable Preliminary

Observations on Diseased Structures,” and interspersed in the body of the

work a considerable number of pathological facts which have occulted in

his own very extensive practice.

To the medical practitioner, this edition will prove a most valua*

ble acquisition ; in conducting posUmortem examinations, a reference to

its pages will be attended with great advantage ; while an attentive exa«

mination of the facts detailed, and the symptoms recorded, cannot but
assist him most materially in forming a correct prognosis in living cases

of considerable*obscurity. We thank and compliment Mr Wardrop very
cordially for the service he has done the profession, in presenting it with

so excellent a work.

^ A Treatise on the Eye
; by J. H. Curtis, Esq.

The high anS deserved reputation which Mr. Curtis has attained as an
oculist and aurist, secures for his opinions general attention and respect

This Treatise reached our hands at the very eleventh hour, so that witli

every disposition to give to it the careful examination it demands, we are

compelled to defer to a succeeding number a more elaborate notice tjian

we can give in the present. There is, however, in the title-page, an an

.

nouncement too attractive to allow us to dismiss his book so hastily as
else we might have been induced to do, namely, a new mode of curing
cataract without an operation,” and we subjoin the disclosure in Jils own
words.

It is n6ce|}sar|i thoroughly to examine the eye, and to be satisfied

tfcatthe disease is actually cataract, as it is often a matter of considera-
ble difiliculty to determine whether Ifche cataract is spurious or not* In
all cases of incipientCataracts, I should recommend occasionally a mode-

c rate abstraction of blood from behincl the ears, which should be kept
open some weeju with -the ointment prescribed below [half an ouuioe
of savine ctrat||^ two d/achms of simple ointment] care to be taken that
Allfi blisters are ndt too large. Alteratives and aperients may be given,
and sqdative lotions applied to the eyes,Vith now and then warm iomen-
tations of poppies. • ^

After the chronic inflammation is subdued by these remedies, the ca-
Ufact is to he touched every morning with a solution.of thepatamt mm
ed^ heginniag ^Ith a weak solution, and increasing It gradually. It

dioiil^he applied with a carnal pepjca j and I tq olM^a.that
the diiaaipation of cataract depends much on the way in whitiFit is ap-
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pli«d. Tlie eyelid^ nunt he kept op^iri during its application, and the
<ientre of the cataract alone be touched, otherwise part of the caustic

will adhere to the eyelids, and occasion untieoessary pain, besides defeaU
ing the object in view. Great care should also be taken to use only one
brush for each patient ; much mischief having arisen from practitioners

not being particular in this respect, but using the same brush for all

patients indiscriminately. In the incipient stage of cataract, I am con^
fident, niuch goo44^y be done, and a cure effected ; but when the disease

is hhcohie confirmed, and the patieq| ,is old and feeble, there is little^to

be expected, and the risk of an operation had better always he avoided.

For should inflammation take place after an operation, which in many
instances it does, and cannot he subdued, it is sure to prove fatal.

A Dictionary op Practical Medicine. By James Copland. Part

I. Longman & Co.—Our admiration of this uwrk, as a composition of

practical utility, is lost in the consideration of the Herculean task which.

Dr. CSpland has achieved ; it is one of the most imposing and success-

ful efforts of human industry and research to be found in the annals of

medical literature. The labour, the patience, the unwearied diligence,

which the learned author must have, for years, bestowed upon the col-

lection of the vast mass of materials brought together, for the due
accomplishment of this great undertaking. Is equalled only by the skill

with which they have been made profitably available ; by the capital

arrangement displayed in each article ; and by the discriminating judg-

ment and profound learning exhibited by him in the treatment of every

subject.

Upon one alone, the Brain, there are quoted iiearly three hundred

authorities, German, French, Italian, Latin, and Engl^h, enumeratedr

in all the perspicuity of volume, chapter, and page ; the patience of the

investigation, the sound judgment thus evinced in the separation of the

peck of dross from the grain of pure metal, must have been immense

;

and entitles the compiler to the respect and admiration of every member
of society, whether in or out of the profession.

Dr. Copland has wisely apportioned to each subject the precise degree

of consideration which its comparative importance demands ; he writes

as though he had not a useless line to throw away ; his language is* a

happypelear, and nervous exposition of facts ; there is no show” writing,

no holyday tinsel, no bending the matter to the manner ; every word

tells, and is to the point. He speaks as a man whd^ has made himsjlf

tiioroughly master of a question vieired in all its bearings ; and declares,

in ntbnple, but impressive terms, whatever is worthy to be known of it,

mid no more.

But taking the work as we find it, as th^ production of one una- •

slated hand, or the combined labour of forty, It is bewmid all doubt the

nlost Ttseful and excellent Medical Dictionary ever ^^bliAied in this

country ; superior to any in our own language, and ranking sdbond

nohe in any other. To the Practitio^^er it will, when completed^ be in.

valuable ; indeed no professional library will be complete without it : to

the medical student it wijl be a treasure of inestimable price ; and we
strongly and sincerely recommend it as his best companion and guide,

Containlni^ a body of vast practical infofmation collected Arom an infinity

of scurfs, and compressed into a compass well adapted to facilitate his
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fommh itodiea in pathdofy and therapeutios^ and for afterJifa oeaetant
refimxm.
The present number contains the first part of an Appendix of nearljr

hundred valuable formulae.

In London^ Hull^ and ^Idinbu&oh^ an attempt has been made to keep
public feeling alive to the wrongs and sufferings of ]^]|pnd> by the issue
of^^ou]^ periodicals. The attempt js laudable ; andf though we cannot
think it particularly necessary^ we heartily approve it. We would like
to see small periodicals devoted to thS exposition of the wrongs and suf-

ferings of Ireland^ and of every country where there are wrongs to be
redres8ed> or sufferings to be alleviated. In Britain^ for almost forty

years^ there has been no lack of sympathy with the kingdom of Poland.
The passing generation caught the generous impulse from the lyre or
the lips of Campbell ; and the same tones and accents are still breathing
inspiration to the coming race of Britons. The cause of Poland is al-

most the only one upon which the Nation is unanimous^ and ready to
kindle into enthusiasm^ if any occasion were manifested for the display
of such noble feelings.

The lateness in the mouth at which Mrs. 6ore*s Polish Tales have reached

Edinburgh, prevents us from noticing them at all till we have space to do so in the

nuumer to which our feeling of their high degree of excellence entitles them. This
remains one of the most inviting of our present critical offices. The Poets have been
springing so fast of late, that they have got entirely a-head of us. But The Merrie
Merrie Month of Jlfay’’«is the prescribe season for the Gentle Art*

THE FINE ARTS.

Finj>bn% Gallery op the Graces. Parts II. and III. Tilt, London.

—A vision of angelic spirits ! fair, serene, and gentle as the thoughts bP
the holy on a summer’s eve. Nameless they come upon us, these delicate

creatures ; great in their beauty, lustrous in their purity, and robed all

V in the shadowy charms of mystery. The images of living earth-born

beings, it is said they are \ On what blessed spot of this green world do

they move ? In what amaranthine bowers sojourn they ? Where, where
is their sunny dwelling ? Is it indeed so } Hath clay-clad humanity in

verity communed with them ; the gross eye of man in truth beheld them
m the reality of mortal coil? Happy Mr. Wright, thrice happy Mr.

‘ Boxall, many-times blesi^d Mr. Stone
!
[would that your respective

patronymics we|| something more euphonious.] We dare almost doubt,

for the doufft islbnctified* by the marvel
;
yet measureless credence do

^ye^all dbmmand ; for who having feasted on the delirium of suchmateh-
less manifestations of celestial seventh-heaven brightness, cogld pollute

his pencil by limning* a lie, or his lips by the utterance thereof.

A little more raving, and we shall be caln^
It cannot be that the iced blood Of age has been thawed in qur bosom

at the sight of these beautiful faces: we are old and passionleiBS? the

fairneap ^ woman has ceased to move us : of the emotions kix^ted by
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Iliaid6n«bv6> we have but dim rememhrmce,^to the thrill of earthly
ardour long ago callous. Nay, we doubt if the sang^ferous fluid .which
now creeps so soberly through our veins, were to be pumped again from
the heart with all the velocity of some forty summers since, we should
luxuriate on the'exuberant loveliness of this chaste gallery’* with other
than the same reverential feeling that now pervades us. They seem all so

like what womankind should be, rather than what we ever found it—(and
yet, O ! with whai^ild and reckless vehemence have we not loved in the
days of other years!)—so meek, so feminine, so full of soul, so unsullii^d,

and of such unmingled chasteness ! fair,* divinely fmr, and clothed in

poetry as with a garment,—^that we contemplate them as embodied en-
tities, whom to look upon with the grovelling passions of humanity were
a deed of grievous wrong.

Bear with us yet awhile in this our rhapsody. Look upon that face

([plate seventh[] bending o’er the legend that enchaineth her gentle spirit,

reading • »

As angels read the leaves of fate in heaven ;

Unstain^ themselves, yet weeping for the stain

That dims the ‘Spirits of a darker birth C*

and say if she be not a seraph, and our rhapsody forgiveable,.^

But tame we our extravagance. Mental intoxication is scarcely less

naughty than physical.

It were a matter of precautionary prudence that no true critic should,

in these days, or ever after, be surprised at what art can accomplish.

Hertofore he may have been somewhat justified in the indulgence and
the expression of occasional astonishment ; but the handiwork of genius

has so astound]ngly thriven of late, that what its future progress shall

be, none may determine, and few would hazard a prophecy upon. We
well remember, some score or so of moons since, 1;o have pronounced ^
very sagacious opinion, (as we then thought,) that the dexterity of arti-

ficers on copper had necessarily reached its maximum,—the point be-

yond which further advance was, if not impossible, vastly improbable.

Short-sighted prognosticator I Week after week, thence downwards to

the present, has given subsequent birth to some novel production sur-

passing all others in richness and beauty, as though it were in very

mockery of our predication. We are made wise, however. No more shall

we set a limit to the achievements of the burin, or take the existing

mast^stroke of art as the foretokener of incipient declension. We will

look,—will calmly admire,—give praise—and put our astonishment in

our pockets, lest we be again made to blush by the stinging derision of

a merry world.

The six portraits in the two nufnbefs before us, sufliciently illustrj^e

the intention of the publisher to support the reputation which the first

part acquired. This is creditable to himself, and good news for us, (the

pubUc !) but all we fear is the exhaustible ifbJbure of the source of this

stream of female loveliness, inasmuch as (and we c^ottdi^ise the

fact) homely folks are mortally more rife than beauty ; and, boundlq|8s

as Mr. Tilt may take the charms of women ito be, a period will arrive,

, before he is sensible of its approach, when the lack of material will check

suddenly the brilliant career of his employ6s,

From, the time of that Iselebrated Gudeman who kissed his cow, down

to the^present hour, there has been no a,gcounting for tastqp j consequently

those portraits, which wo would select jis the most fascinating, according
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if(^ 'eur Wtt peculiar, perhaps ert*oueoua^ iMitions, it i« very prt^ble

deemed lny others less enchauting than we consider them. Be
•* it ; we Vhell« nevertheless^ particularize the two or three which rank

«s|^ieUyhlgh in our admiration.
^ And first, plate 6, of part the second,-^he, that pattern of exceMing

vktne, whose bright and upraised eyed* are fixed upon
n ^ the bright and sttiny bands

shine on heaven’ii path-way of the skies i% ^
d ij^gin nun, a mould of earthly beauty, enshrining aAoul yearning for a

more celestial abiding-place j«her loveliness is a text for an hour's de-

lightfi^l sermonising ; but we spare it, supremely beautiful she is

!

i^pw turn to plate 9, part the third,—innocence, unspotted innocence,

* mui^iiig on music— the song of yesten-eve.”

P Unheard before^-and yet |t took

An old ^miliar tone

«

As straager-eyes wear^ oft, a look
Of eyes thjt we have known
In some forgotten time and plate

;

And li^ht, with sudden spell,

Some d^rliietied thought, some shadowy truce,

Whose silent'andlnfysterious grace,

^
The heart remembers welL**

Is she nPt a dainty being?
Iffoir turn to pjate 7, part th© third,—-to her, of whuin we have before

spoken, blooming in that

young sweet seasoh when the hearty as yet.

Is but A student in the lore pf sighs , k

years hare made the spirit wise, or set

Their crowns of anguish ohr the darken'd eyes.**

TJpese are our favourites ; we leave the other three for public conten-

^n. ^

Proi^er thoi^ O gallexy, goodly and most glorious !

Pixdek's Laxbscape ftxrsTRA-
TiOKS or Btbon.—Pabt 12. Appen-
dix to the finf8 Pam» Murray, Tilt.

—

We hare all along thought thsdHbepttbli-

cdtlon of these illustrations forms quite an
epoch ia^the histoiy of the Fine Arts of
this country ; and the e^Kpression of this

opinion must not be taken for the praise

ot aduls|ioi%though it looks reiT lik^ it.

We have only m refer to each number as

it has issued from the press, and ask ifany
pimilar publication, soifull of ex^llence,

s#raHed in beauty, so unriralled in me-
jtt, ever fireriously appeared We are

fdlly borne out in the asserthm, that, as a
pictorial periodical, it staUdsalp^e ; for no
other erer. approached it in those quali-

ties of ri«h|ia8s,*'n8efislne88, and chjsapness

which hafe raised it to such an extent of

l^pularitr. v
it would be too perhaps, to say,

that its circulation is equal to that of the

published works of the noble aM^^or ; but
it is not too much to atfiAo, lhat these il-

IttStraMions will bwin the posseifion of all

those who are the real aisd unaffiwted ad*

mirers of Byron, and who place not his

productions ih their libraries for faBhion*s

sake alone. Indped, the one is a necessary

a^iunct So the o^er, an itinerary without
which half^his beauties would lie hidden.

The contents of this twelfth part are
Cintra, Yanina, the Gulf of Sp«^a^ the
Bay of Naples, and Florence—-by S|!SBfteld

and Harding, after sketches 1^ several

amateur artists ; a view, ^ fitandeld, of
SatilGeorglo Maggiore ; ana a portrait of
^r Walter Scott, after Nekton's original,

in the possession ofMr Murray. Yanina,
with the palace of Ali Pacha, apd the (xulf
of Spezzia, with the castle near Sarzaiai,

are two beauti(^ engravings; hut the
Cintra of Stanfield is exquisite. This
village, distant about fifteen miles from
filthy Lisbon^ is dliscnbed by Soathly as
beingc<more beautiful thansublime—more
gfutqsque than beant^M^; " yet I nqyer
sayt) beheld sceneMu^^calcnl^^ h^lU

f
ie mind with admiration ^il^ght**
very traveller has beep stxilek with its

singular beauty, and e|ph has tried his
hand at a description of it $ hut Bfran
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mm» to itmi ki itHie Caticitoiis Uis«8,

ail |hat €an I19 iiai4 of oxtraordiatt^

chaiacter*^

•* The boftiO ereg«, by tomdifig ooavenl eiiowD*d«

The ^lutreet hoer that dothe the ihagi^ tteep.

TbeioOaiakto akiecemoyoim d,
T0etiOkkea''gIeo, whose aunleM ihrubt muitwec^
The teodttr eiureof the unraiBed ^

m
We are not to glimee at a sweet laoe,
mnnnnrout « Rebecca !’* or some oOiei
immoidalized name^ and turn in a ^wink>
ling to th« mitt^ That were the action of
the eupeiicial and the thooghtieba It !b

la oohtem^dng them with a half^osed
eye^ anda mvod passive to |h^ wondtings

StJ5SSL*ih?.^‘^lHf5!
WMoery. tk«t w» oan see tliw at tlwy

onjlittoJieT^ BrtlHtmeaBiweagaiit,
Mix'd In one a^ty foanS. with earied beiuty eonjure up ^the soea^ ^hose reeer4 OM

"
* motcd us so strongly, and in fife s]^

^tlie drawing of Mt. Stanfield does not tniwiet^ retntoe a tide which d)6eimT^ as

UaptAv the image impi«sSediiii the mind ^^^7 hntfhb-«a^Oiis hom,^tk^ ore*

by this flrid des^pdoi^f-prafse of no pdh|sah « ^
mean amount. * Naw^^neo is Tart the ^urthf«#ith
The Appendix,*• just published, U In Edith BeUefiden, laahd Vem, JuHaJMaW

excellent keepingwith the “niustratioiw.^ 'fiertiig. and ftehe«ea,.idl gocMMhB^ ‘tmd

It is a thick, and handsoo(iej[y printed vo- aOh^ing to the^ taste

lume, emheUuhed»wUh a mW and fin^y
^ *

eingTaved frontispiece, (of Gibraltar,^ by
Tmer, and fignettc title^age, (VHIe-
neuve,) by Stanfield $ a^d eontaina an ao*

count of the subjects of the engiUvingB,

edited by Mr. Brockedon, a mhMfaccchu^
pushed man, and well qtialified i^r the
task.

^

We trembled, on hearing its announce,
ment, lest It thfulfl turn out totbe^a dead
weight upon the iUustratiot!B,~an effoil

of the book-maklng art^Midi might have
been weH let 8lune;‘^t we were most
agreeably ^isa^pointed.^ The plan and
arrangement are well conceived, and most
abfy extfutdS. Those portions of the

poeuis ajlusite to die drawings are first

given ; foUouiid hy,4daborate extracts from
a Hrigly of modem works of celebrity,

and by orfgihal and interesting oOnunents

Of ti^^ b|dk39^e|b| go, most gently andlady-
.

iovir^ nhder,. d»l apj^^ly our iaggeSMon.
Takenhbse pdOtmifii, and| xhnttmg the

eygs of thy mindW idlothel^ external and
extraOeeus objects, deaw largSi^ on thy
wfill.etored memoiT| and il^ou dost nnt^

derive a many4ime8 mnltlplfed gratifica-

tion fiom this plan of study, be assured

,

the fault lieth with thyself and^nut ^th
^

u«I r, '
,

Laitdsoape IniusTltATiONs tff Scott.
Ko.«H. Chapman aufiJialLi^Julia Mi^-
netiagaud itebaccu, arethepotftnSitsgmii

iu this trtimber. Thijj^vilws ate first the

Frith of Cumberland, wUifi TWl thS fresh-

ness ofthe momhig, op it, byCopleygeld-
ing t the f fhir urh^n^of ^feunvicj^’ Hum
the Kenilworth road, a Ijold knd devear

drawing oy COVistahle (whose pieductions
’

^ might come mdre frequently before the

by the editSr, ftiily deltophi«r«»f Se gJo- P"’’*'® eyilUth prott and •atn.fection tot.

ri<>n*%^« that engaged the noble poefs 0 Md itl« Castle,

muse s f(mning in itself l^iisteilcal work ‘ faJr^ mo|iut^»t)f ancientaad ebji

of great literary attraction, indepdndently ™lrous spJbnaomr.'hrWi.h yet i emains jjjh-

of the ains^tlons. As a specUnwi of Injhredbj time,’ fcnaa the porte./cuiffc of

ty^graphical art, it is splendid ; of cheap

in^ntihg, it is uurihiaing.

We Miggestto the Editor the expediency

of ibp^ylng an Index to these appendices.

It WbuldbyHbufid vtry conveniig^nt.

tt%nc Waveivuit I^BTuAiTs. Part 4.

X^pman and Hull.—^Nothing can morl
•orcly fndicate%ie miraty pdiyer of 4he

odlrbafMagfician than Bfr world ofthought

George Barrett. No. l4. is a worthy
companion to it^^(«iecessors.

MEMdIiiALS or Oxford. No. 6.— s

The trest flont of Ma^aJmtCbHdgC, and
*' the same College from the uridgo, at% the

views w^ich a^qwany the present num-
ber of this thtri^in^i^ubliLation ; they ai%t

the mo^ highly finished of all tha^h^e
yet aplfrarefr aud.< bespeak a Tavouramb ^

VACIbV lTAaKn>H»gl tlltlM WVAAU U1 VUWlUUlf m - - - Mr
- -r

that risessn the mindnpUh tlje mere men- mterpretetl^ of the spi|-it ofthe publisher,

tion of the names of thos# his pen-

cil pourtrayed. The events, with which
eac^f charactera^ us^gofeated, come
tgaii as clearly befofu us as though the

reSurdittg narrativraere beneath the eye.

' delight in mdl^g on these

&wfrjk>rt]uim4siiiitmlyidcnt|^^ MAjqjto Cabinet GALx.EET.-p-.We
thug drlifim by a fefrile fbne^ have uoS^|pt.tq^e VII. No., which with

with the circumstanens in which we find us is aU Two of the

•thh ifrir or^naHinyolved,—^her relation engnYixmnrem^mtieit; the first Is by
tb m Sw5yito sprit-sHiring pen has Jacob Bmpsdaifan artist who < combines

1 chrmficlsd. lliis is a hint worth having. Something ofthb delicacy of Italian imari.

the talenf of thruriists, and the judgment

of the edkoi!^ ' To -a worj^ so peculiarly

eddresiid to the nioi#patridad^'^rt ofthe

comm^tjr, / so well conducted and so de-

serving ilf p^^iigcy we are surprisedKat

the plebe|^ P^c attached.
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V <Mjtokwi0i<^tF«tb'oC«he Dutch schotfl

U'liii^W^)y4oi(iediiintf1o^

<l«llnteiitii*igr a 0iiich1iamiet
‘ ii»iir ofwtawHw (sM eon^y^g the
IkuMI deiicfe&ttji and aoiatMtig Imj^vo^one of

Yepese, parity, and seriaie cop^^t ofall
iu "gentle people*!. JSi*

h(s eioak^ f^m a pamtlng bx Eii)>ene,<is

^

powerful in groa|fi»g>^iid eae|iin9uon, and
J^utitnl in 86m«$ of the detaEt { imd the
tan engravjifigisfroia a landscape of Gas-
per Poussin. It lejnesentsa bol^moim-
tain scene, rocky peaks idercing the sky,'

Che BarouV castle pn its projecting rpck,
and the conisent pn its nptineoipiDgnce t

the waters of a hroad atreain spreading
thetnittnslac^thofoinaiBidSylTanwrecks
and rich lierhage, in contrast with the «ur-
roimdingshaggy wildness of tjie landscape.
TooiBuciQK's Views ow I'fiAMis.
Now 1 and^a^Tlieds nnpibets were for.

warded too ISte in the month for receir-

ing that ample notlcp which they weH
deserve.* »

. From a hasty glance at the Eight Views
ooaCalned in them, we thipk most thvoifr.

ably of the work. The drawings, so far

as they go, are accurate portrait! ; tlie

engravings (on steel) by Mestys* Tittgle
and Whikles,(droU Ra!me8,)areveryclever

;

the price almost i^thin pauper compass.
The publishers, jfodi having app^ded

4 letter-press descriptions to the French and
German, as as the English language,
s^Ui to infer a tolerably extended Circula-
tion for the work. It certainly justifies

the expectation : and we hope It may be
reiiUauiiL

• Every pubiicstion relating to the Pine Arts
should be icnt to our agents in Loudon. Messrs.
Slmpkm and Marshall, before tbe 15th of each
month, to ensum the foU and faithful aiteniioti
which it is the object of the Reviewer to b^tow
on all.

MUSIC.

The Lindrx Tree. WriUen and companion
; it will not probably be ol

composed by John Barwett—

T

he gqual celebrity. We recommend this little

general sweetness of Mr. Barnettes compo- catch to our n^psual iriende, however,
sitions has made lus name so popular, uho will not be disphMsed nt our favom-
that Its mere m^riptioii cm a title page ot able notice.

muMC Is a Mire guarantee of something The Ciuldren’s Choice and Pa-
good. The Linden Tieeois one of those rent’s Advice : The wortls from (he
’pretty love songs, qll about stars, guitais Peare Annttai. ; the music airangcd by
tiuth, and tiysting, that win their ready R. Andrews, I.ondon, Novello ^Tbis

\\a> into the heaits of all true fadie^eni, little tiifie consists ojF five very choice sub.
)ouiig, fitsh, and faithful, who have jecto fiom Mo^arf, Rossini, and Winter,
‘‘soul” to cOnt eive, Voice to Jive exjires. arranged in a taxpiliar style for three voices.

Sion, and iiianos to assist it The melodies are to pei fectly uri9eo to

I SAW HER AT tBe Fancy Fair,

—

their characteiv that the youngest \o-
'^HAT Lovu.y GiRt.-^Tnt Red Ro- calists, if at all gifted with mnsicat eftis,

VI n’s Song.—Tiie pcwtiy of these pretty will easily sing them, not only to the de-
little ballads i** by Mj.E. Smith ; the musiC light of doattog mamas and grand.iuainas,
of the last by the Chevalier Neukom, of the but to their own edification and amuse-
two formei by Mr. Barnett. We c an add ment. The words are pretty, and quite
little to the pOlpularity of the fiist ; it is a iniieUigible to a vci yjuvenile capacity. We
gi eat fa\uurite,aiidhab attained a laigCcar- have beldom, indeed, met with a piece of
ciiflitioii." That Lovely Gil 1,’^bvefy pretty, composition having more of the uhle §t
\ ery simple, and very Chaste, though pcs- ^ulce in its whole design^ or better fitted

sessing less character” as a composition to make little boys and girls become eaiiy
(Ulan the first, to which it is intended as a proselytes to tbfi ^arnis of music.

NEW PUBLICATIONS^

Lees* r ccle&ia<.tiral RepOlt|s by f^Hiimore,
2 vols, 8vo. 4J2, lOs

Golden Legends, containing the Bracelet,

Locket, Ac. 3 vols 8v% i^L'Tlsfid
Quarterly Jouinal of F-dubMion. No. 9.

Pegg’s India s British |iumanliy,
8vo, ips frf

Playfair’s Ancient and Modem Atlas, by W.
Pyper, coloured, folio, L8 3s

^

liove’s History of th<^ Wesley Family, l^mo,

S^d’s Outlines of Gec^aphy, 12mek bd.
ls6d^ •

I .7
,

Bvron Portiaits, No. 1, 5s '

Monk’s Life oi Bentley, $d ed. 2 vola^ds
M unco on the Ligature ofArtdries, 4itXfifis

Bloomfield’s Greek Testadlent, 2 vos Rfis
Gesenius’ Hebrew Lexicon, by Gibbs, 0vo, 9s



JVew Publications, 129

WttHcer’s PhUidor on Chess. 7s
Fi(toa’.s Geolojjy of 19mo, 4s

The OiiametfHni for 18.93, 8vo, l^s
(Colburn's Modern Kovelists—Tremnine,

vols l2s
ScudWore's Further Observations on Gout,

,
''&c. Hvo, 68

Marahaira Naval Bio^aphy, vol. 4, part 1,

8vo, li>a

Massingherd on OluWh Aeformf 13mo,
8s eS

Vansominar*s Minstrel, and other Poems, 5s
lvemey*8 Life of Milton, lOs
Twining’s Account of Cholera, 8vo, 6s
Hendersons New South Wales and Van
Diemens Land, 8vo, 7s

(^)bl)ctt‘s Tour in Scotland, l2mo, 2s fid

Valpy’s Clas.si<:al Library, No. 88, 4s 6d
Valpy’s Shaltspeare, voi. 4, 5s
Mrs Kerrnish on (Christianity, l2mo, 7s

The (Jomet, l2mo, 4.s

Sketch Book of Fashion, 3 vols 28s 6d
Ladies’ Own Cookery Book, 8v<>, lOs Od
Kxcerpta Ilisibrica, royal 8vo, 21s
I' lijali^ by the author of Balaam,” I2mo, 4s
Tables of the Weight of Square, Uomid,

and Flat Wrought Iron, by J. 0. York,
I'Jiiio, 5s

M()igraninnist’s Annual, 32nu),‘ 3,s 6d
Maxims tlur the Memory, Is

WordvS of Truth, iks (id

Abliolt's Young Christian, os

On the Domestic and Foreign ihdicy of

Great Britain since the War, by a Britisli

Merchant, 8vo, .As

Present and Last Purlianicnt, with autlicn-

tic state of the Polls, 8vo, .‘is

Biographical Sketch of Joseph Napoleon
Bonaparte, Count do Snrvilliers, 8v<», Js (> 1

Leon.'ir<r«=i Uecord.s of a Voyage to Africa
12rn(), ’

The Juroi's Guide, l2mo, 3s
Iteilections, by .T. Gisborne, 12mo, 6s

The Wizard of tbc Nortli, by the Hon. H.
Liddell, IJvo, Os

Sheppard s ChiiJian Consolations, &c.l2mo,
Os

Bourno.s'’s Chi istianity, 8vo, f?s

Lumley on Aimuilies, &r. 8vo, I Os

Rev. A^Thelwall’s Sermons, I2s

Danby’s Extracts from Y«)ung and tyiccro,

^>ost 8VO, 8s Od
Iloole’s Sermons, Bvo, 8s Gd
Murat’s North Ameru'.a, postOvo, 10s Gd «

Whychcotte of St .tohii’.*', 2 vols. p, 8vo, 18s

Waverley Anecdotes, 2 vols foolscap Bvo,

witli portraits, &c. 1 8s

'riu' Book of Psalms in blank verse, by the

Rev , G Mu.sgrav(‘, Bvo, 12s '

Twenty Illustrations for the Republic of

Letters, myalSvo, lOs

Hirschfeld's Strictures on tlic Past History

of the .Jews, ^e. 28 Od
Dcloraine, a Novel, by W. (lodwin, 8 vtds,

L.L8s 0(1

A Supplement to the London (’jjtalogue of

Booka, Ss Od
Greenland's True Doctrine o( the f atm

Subjunctive, 8s

Hawker’s Moruiug P«n*tioii, l2ino, 4s*

Cobbiii’sfJliiUrs Commentator 2 vols. os, lid.

VOL. in.— NO. xin.

Beaumont’s Law of' Fire and Life lusur-
aricq, 8vo, 7s Od

Siexttis mid Cassip, 2h Od .

M*Kihaon'R Coldstream Guards, 2 V(»ls. 31L
Aikman^s Religious l,.ibei:ty in F.ngkuid,

38 6d '

Genrgiana and her Father, 2s Od
Slades Travels in Turkey, 2 vols 31s Od
Sketch of the United States of America, fO.s

Od .

Edgeworth’s Novels, vol. 10, ^
Lardttcr’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, vol 39, 0 .

Briti.sh Liluluy, yol. 1, ovo, 3s Od
Sherwpod’s Morniere. 18mo, 3s
Cry to Ireland, 12mo, 48
Notre Dame, a Tale of the Ancient llegime

Ferguson’s Tour in Canada, Os
The Field Book, splendidly illustrated

Roscoe’s Novelist’s Lilnary, vol I.S, Os

Beus’s Trade of United Statea of Ammum
Ovo, El, l8

Library of Romance, vol 2,di8
R ‘port on Extinction of Slavery, Ovo, 8s
Knight's V’aseBand Ornaments, 1.2, I Os

Memoirs and Letters of (’.iptain ‘ .Sii AV
Ho^te, Bart 11. N 2 vols Bvo. 24s

Arthur Coningsby, ti vols, 28s lid

Liston’fi Burgeiy, 3 vols, Hvo, 27'' boartls

Dr. Boott's l-ifc and JVIfjdical Ojjiniorjs of Di

,

Armstrong, vol 1, Ovo, 13s
The Emigrant’s Tale, a Poem, Svo, 7s Od
Frank Orbv, n Novel, 3 vols, L 1, 4s

Bakewell’s Piiilosopliieal Conversations,
12mo, r»s Od

Time’s T<*lt»srope, for 18.33,

The Trade of Banking in England, {<c b\'

Michael (4uin, l.'is

•0

Valpy’.s Bhakspearo, vol, 5, .*is

Edgeworth’S N«>vels, vtd. 2, .As

Cabinet Annual Register, 1832 8s
Introduction to Die Stndy of Knghbh I'o

tany. Its

(’oiiiwal I Geological Society’s Tiansaction.

,

vol. 4. Bvo, lOs

Dige.st ot the JCvidence before the reci’r'*

Coininittee of 1832, on the Ba dv of Eti.,-

land, 14s

The Modern Cymon, 2 vols. post Bvo, 12
The Sacred and Historical Book of(\*s](‘i,

3 vols. Bvo, L.2, 2s
Aims and Ends. 3 vols L. I, IK ffd

Micrwood’s Victoire, I2mo, 4s •

Comnicntai ies on the HiNtory and Chartep'd

Franchises of the City of I.ohrb'n J.. I

Outlines of Political J^'.conoiny, ."is

A Manual of the Baiooetage, Svo. lOs Tm

Aldine Poets, vol. 2.*>. Urytlen, vol. .“i, .5^

Uoscop’s N(Tveli.st’s Library, vol. 14, Os

Cardiuorc’* Anglo-Saxon P'^aphrase, roy;d

Svo, L.l, Is

Piozziana, or Anecdotes and Alemoirs

Mrs. Hozzi, 78 #

Sketches of Birds, by Roper, 2s Od

Tales of Travels, by F. IL Miller, 12mo, 5s

The Good Child’s future Book 12mo, 4s Od
'Ihe V. ondroua

,
1'ide of Alroy, 3 vols,

^.1, Is Od ^
Hampden’s Bamptoti Lectures, lS.32. 8vo,

]3s

Mode’s Key to the Apocalypse, Svo, {(»-. (jd

L -



ISO New Pnblicatwjfjf,

Burton*! Lectttr«t upon the Ecclesiastical

History ot* the Second and ThirdXlentn-
ries, 8vo, 12!.-^

Commentary on tlie Revelation of St. Jobtii

8vo, 6t 8d
Finden*s Illuitrations to Byron's Life and
Works, voL 1, 8vo, L.l, 128

The Mother's Nursery Guide, ^8mo, 28

Emmanuel* by the Rev. R. Buddican, 58
Vindici® Biblic®, Ss 6d
lUe Parliamentary PocketCompanion, 18S3,

Evidence on Tithes in Ireland, 8vo, 10s 6d
Salter's Angler’s Guide, 12mo, Ss

Parliamentary Pocket-Book, 1833. 3s 6d

Parry's Coast of Sussex, 6vo, ISa

Amott’s Elements of Physics, 8vo, New
Edition, vol. 1, 21 s

Curtis on the Eye 8vo, 7s 6d
For Ever, &c., 32mo, 38. q
Geology of Scripture, plates, 8vo, 14s

Michaefs Essay on Woman, ds 6d
Carwithen’s History of the Church, 8vo, vol.

3, 10s
Hoosainee C^Andrianople, 32mo, 3s 6d
Select Library, vol. 8, os
Life and Adventures of General Jarvis (by

himself) 12mo, Ss 6d
Skurray's Sermons, vol 2, 6vo, 8s 6d
Bakers Poetic Vigils 12mo 5s 6d
Polish Tales, 3 vols. post 8vo, Sis 6d
Art of Cutting. 2s 6d
Merlet's Tableau Litteraire, 7-8 6d
Merlet’s French Grammar, complete, lOsOd
Graham's Treasury, 12mo, 9s
Gallery of the Society of lilainters in Water

* Colours, No 5, 10s

William's Private L^te of Christ, 12mo, 78
Blair on Slavery, ]2mo, Os

Hawker's Discourses on the Historical

Scriptures of the Old Testament, 8vo, 6s

Messiah's Kingdom, a Poem, by A. Bnl-

mer, 7s 6d
Alford's Poems and Poetical Fragments,

48 6d
Dr. R. Lee on Diseases of Women, 8vo,

7s 6d
I^ewis's Sheriff Court Practice, 8vo, 88 6d
The Last Essays of Elia, 8vo, 9s

Illustrations of the Waverley Novels, vol. 1,

2ts
Wilburn’s reference Testament, 4s 6d

Selections from the Edinburgh Review, 4
vols. 8vo, L.3, 3s

Smith's English Flora, by Hooker, vol 5,

12s
Marcets Season’s, vol. S—Summer, 2s

' Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia, vel 40, 6s

A Million of Facts, by Sir Ricfiard Philips,

10s
^

Pictures of Private Life, fc. 8vo, 7* 6d «
Anderson’s Poetical Aspirutions, 8vo, ds 6d
Record Bororoission ; Proceedings^n Chan-

cery, vol. 3; Eliaabeth*, L.l lOs.

Hansard’s Debate, Sd series, vol. 14, L. 1 10s

Second Coming of the Lord, 12mo, Ss 6d
Six Weeks on the Loire, 8vo, 12s
Kdinborgh Cabinet Library, vol. 1 l-^Life of

Sir Walter Raleigh, 5s

Album Otie, L.3, 3r

Dr. Game's Lives of Eminent MisstonaHes,

vol 2. 6s
Shirley's Works, by Gifforl, 6 vols. 8vo«

L.S, Ss
Barrington’s Historic Anecdotes, 10 Farts,

104 6d each
Major's Gallery of Pictures, No. 7» 28 6d

The Exile of Idria, 12mo
Moore’s Life of Byro^, 8 vols. L.2, Ss

Starke's Traveller'sfljuide, 14s

Wilson's French and English Dictionary,

8to, L.2, 2b
Allen’s Vindication of the Kingdom of Scot-

land. .Ss 6d
Naturalist’s Library, vol 1. 6s

Captain Head’s ICastern and Egyptian

Scenery, Illustrative of s Journey from
India to Europe, large 4to.

Pitcairn's Scottish Crioainal Trials ; Part

X., which concludes^the work, is ex-

pected to be ready for delivery by the .end

of this month. I'his Part consists of a

Supplement, and a Geneml Index; the

former compiled from a great variety of

materials, from authentic sources, illustra-

tive of important events conneced with

the history of the reigns of King James
V. and Mary Queen of Scots, which have
proved of much use In elucidating the

criminal proceedings of those reigns By
the General Index, a facility of reference

is given to every person and event noticed

in the collection.

The Voice of Humanity; published (quar-

terly, price Is. The M(ircli number of this

excellent periodical contains the continua-
tion of an able paper on *' Abbatoirs con-
trasted with Slaughterhouses and Smith-
field Market.” We recommend the Voice
of Humanity to ajl those wlio wish to see
an improvement in the treatment of the
brute creation an(l what humane man
does nut?

Brown’s Philososphy of the Mind. A seveulh

edition of this work lias been called for, and
will be ready by September. This is the
only book on Moral Philosophy and Meta-
physics for which there is now. any consi-
derable and steady demand.

The Natural History of the Oceanic Inha-
bitants of the Arctic R^ons, by Profes-
sor Dewhurst, is preparing for publication ;

and will be put to press as soon as a suf-
e ficient numWof Subscribers are obtain-

ed; also,

The Adieu ! a Farewell Token to a Christian
Friend; Royal 32mo, Colcheter*

In the Press, Lectures on Poetiy and Gk^ne-
* ral Literature. By James Montgomeiy,

1 vol. post 8vo.

The Entomology of Australia, in a aeries of
Monographs. By George R(»bert Gray.
Part I., containing the genus Pha.sma< in

4to, with Eight Plates and Descriptive

Letterpress, price 15s. plain, and Sis.

coloured; will appear June 1.
'

Mary of Burgundy ; or, the Revolt ofGhent.
By the author of “ Richelieu,” “ Henry
Maaterton,” &c. 3 *voli. post 8vo. In

the 'Press. '
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POLITICAL REGISTER;

A
GREAT DRITAIK.

The businesH of Parliament has been
almost entirely confined to Irish affairs

during the month. Tlie bill for placing
Ireland under martial law, for such will
in reality Tie its effect, like all measures
for enabling the executive government to

trample on the liberties of the people,
passed the House *of Lords with indecent
haste, lind almost without a discussion of
its oppressive provisions. That House
has no -sympathy with the peojile,' other-
wise a measure, which invests the \yhig
Ministry with greater poweis of coercion
than any Government, since the Revolu-
tion, lias ever possessed, could not have
passed the House in a single week. It

was introduced on the Ibth, and read a
third time and jiassed on the 22d of Fe-
bruary. In passing through the Coin-
mitteej a clause was, on the suggestion of
the Duke of Wellington, added, piovid-

ing that the sentences of Courts-Martial
should not be carried into effect without
the approval of the Lord-Lieutenant, or

qf the Lords-Jiistii'es in Ireland ; and an-
other, that an otlicer of a certain rank
should preside over Courts-Martial. An
asnendiuent was also agreisl to, piovidiiig

that the accused might have the benefit of
counsel, who should be allowed to put
questions to the witnesses directly, instead

of handing them up to the President, and
putting them after having received his

lanctioii. The operation of the Bill is

}.imited^o the 1st August, 1834. On the

2l6t Febniarv, Earl Grey introduced a

Bill for changing the Venue in ceitain

cases in Ireland, either to Dublin, or to

an adjoining county, on the application oP
the Attorney-General, or of the accused.

This bill proceeded witli the same celerity

as that for putting down disturbances in

Ireland, and was passed on the 28th of

February. On the 7th of March, Lord
Brougham introduced a Bill to effect cer-

tain Reforms in the Law, which had been

recommended by the common law comis-

gioners. Its miain object is the attainment

of cheap and speedy justice. In this short

summary is comprised the ’I'l^iole re:il

business transacted by, the House of Lords

since the meeting of Parliament; so that

it seems resolved to prove that, as a branch

of the legislature, it is all but useless, ex-

cept when popular rights are to be wij^h-

held, qr when the hands of the Govern-
ment are to be strengthened for the coer-
cion of the people.

The House of Commons has also, dur-
ing the month, been almost exclusively
occupied with Irish affairs. The debates
have been protracted to an unusual length,

and were distinguished by much ability

and talent. # On the 19th February, Mr.
Stiinley obtained leave to bring in a Bill

for the amendment of Grand Juries in

Ireland. I'hese Grand Juries have very
extensive powers committed to them, and
gross abust's in their execution have been
discovered. In addition to their criminal
functions, the whole administration of the

civil affairs of the county is intrusted to

them. They fix the salaries of public
officers, regulate prisons and houses of
I'oiTection, levy funds for the su)>port of
hospitiils, and make and repair roads and
bridges. They also detlai'e the amount
of the local taxation of tlic county ; and it

is levied, under ftieir directions, from the

occupiers of the soil. ,*Their deliberations'

are carried on in private, every thing is

done in secrecy, and the whole system is

favourable to cori-uption. On the 18tli

February, Mr. Cobbett took an opportu-

nity of making an elaborate and clear ex-

posure of the partiality and injustice of
the Stamp Laws. He proved that their

effect was to tax the iioor niiost unmerci-
fully, wliile the rich were, in a great mea-
sure, i)ermitted to escape. His speech

made a strong impression on the House,
to whom the fa< ts he stated seemed new,
though they have long since been exposed
in various publications, and especially in

this Magazine. The resolution he pro-

posed, that tlie House would fake the

matter into consideration, was, on the

recommendation of several independent*

members, withdrawn to be brought for-

ward at a future period, •

, Dn the 22d February, a Committee was,

on the motion of Mr. Slaney, appointed

consider The best means of secui^g open

places in the immediate vicinity of popu-

lous towns, as public walks, calculated to

promote the health and comfort of the in-

halntants. The motion^et with general

support ; and we trust the investigation of

the Committee will quickly be attended

with a beneficial result. The bad effects

ofconfinement in large towns oif the health
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of the itihahitants arc well known ; and
the Often spaces in their vicinity ara, by
the encroachments of the higher classes, on
the pretence of beautifying the towns,
yearly becoming more limited in their

number and extent. We hope, therefore,

to see these encroachments choked, and
gardens and pleasure grounds in the neigh-

Imurhood of towns thrown open for the

genfrel use of the inhabitants, and not re-

served for the enjoyment of the richtiloue.

On the same day on which Mr. Slaney
brought forward *the above motion, a dis-

cussion arose as to the publication of the

Divisions of the House ofCommons, which
has hitherto been done in a loose and in-

accurate manner. The Hojiourable IVIem-

bers did not, however, seem mucii inclined

to such a measure, and the motion was
thendore rejected by a giTat majority. A
very important cliange was also made, in

tiie latter part of FeluMuary, on the mode
of traiisacthig the husiness of the House.
t)f late years, the mnuber of petitions pre-

sented has increased in a very great de-

gree; and, from the disonsions which often

talve plac(* mi their pre!«entmeiit, they ha>e
been found to occupy a great deal of time,

and to interrupt public business. On the

motion of Lord Althorp, a s ries of resolu-

tions was agreed to, providing, that on every

day, except Satuiday, the House should
uiet‘t at twelve, and sit tillrthre<‘, for the re-

fi'ption ofpetitions, and for private business;

tliat it should then adjourn till hve, when
the public business sliould he taken up in

due jjpurse ; that Committees shoiild sit

froni ten till five ; that a Committee should
I.e ffjipoihted to classify and report on all

petitions, except such as complain of undue
returns, or relate to private business ; and
iliat the sai^ Committee should have the

power to direct the printing of tlie whole,
or such parts ofthe petitions as they deemed
advisable. These regulations, which have
nc'v been in force for several weeks, have
la II found beneficial ; and they will, in

alkpi ohabilily, he continued.

I^ord Althorp moved the first reading of
the Irish Disturbances Bill on the 27th
February. He detailed ‘at great length
the outrages on life and property, which

' had much increased during tluflast year,

and Avhich, in the province of Leinster
alone, had re:1ched the number of 1513

^
aiscs during the last three months of 1832.
He dwe^t upon the intimidatioiicof magis-
traU^ and witnesses, aitddn some instances
of Jurors also. He stated that a system
oforganf/cd depredation upon the property
of others was cuiried on to an enormous
extent. Immeuscassemblages of.pensutitry

traversed the country by night and day,
scavchirfg for arms, and imiaisiiig illegal

oaths iipoc all they met. He contended
thal; the pi^eseut J^awa were utterly inade-

quate to the suppreasion of these outrages

and endeavoured to satisfy the House, tliat

the provisions of the Bill would have the

desired effect. A debate, which lasted for

five days, ensued ; when, by the union of

the Ministeiial and Conservative parties,

the first reading of the Bill was carried by
a majority of 486 to 89. Another pro-

tracted debate took^lf>ce on the motion
for the second reading; and its progress

in the Committee was so much retarded by
the Opposition, that two evenings were
consumed in getting thi'bugh the first three

clauses. The Bill occasioned very general

dissatisfaction, not only throughout Ire-

land, but also ill England and Scotland

;

and several hundred petitions, many of

them numerously siguejl, were presented

against it, while there were only t^ree or

four in its favour. Notwithstanding,
therefore, the declaration of Ministers, that

they would stand or fall by the Bill, they

made several imjiortant modifications on
it in Committee. Thus it was agreed, that

no officer should he permitted to sit in a

Court-Martial under the rank of Captain,
and also, that where the number on tlie

(''ourt-Martial did not exceed seven per-

sons, no verdict should be valid, unless at

least five out of the seven agrt‘4‘d iqioii it ;

and if the Court-Martial only consisted of
five, that then the whole must be unani-
mous ; and when the number exceedtnl

seven, then seven must agree in the ver-

dict. It was farther concc'ded, in regard

to domiciliary visits, that wliim the party

summoned answered by name, the civil

power sliould not possess the power of c*n-

foreing an entrance. Another alteration

which Ministers ruadt^ is to ex»*mpt from
trial by Conrls-Martial all those charged
with political oftenres, even though com-
mitted in a proclaimeci district. This im-
portant modification has rendered the Bill

M’^orthlfess in the estimation of tj»e Tory
party. The second clause, which empowers
^ny two Justices of the Peace to inflict a
summary ]>unishment on all persons who
«disoheyed their orders to disperse from an
illegal meeting, was so modified as to leave

the persons charged with sutdi offences to

the ordinary tribunals. •
The small size of the House of Com-

mons has often been complained of. It

cannot conveniently accommodate mox^
than one half of the members, and it is

therefore absolutely necessary for the pro-

per management of the business of the

country, that it should be enlarged; a
Committ^ has accordingly, on the mo-
tion of Mr. Hume, been appointed to con-
sider the matter. Mr. K. Bulwer, on the

13th March, brought in two bills relative

to the drama. By the first, a certain

sum is secured to the author of a play
emry time that it is acted ; and by the
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iithcr, th« fslaljl.'tiliuunit atid licencing; of
theatres in and ueai’ the metropolis arc

regulated. It is understood that these

bills meet with the supjtort of Govern-
ments On moving the second reading of
tiie Irisli Church Ilefonn Bill, on the
14th of March, an unexpected obstacle to

its farther j)iT)gTess jirose. Mr. C. W.
Wynn contended the measure was
iiitrodiiciMl in a manner which directly

militated against the standing orders, and
that it ought to have originated in a Com-
mittee of the whole House, for it imposed
a tax, and whenever a j,e< uniai y Imrdeii

of any kind was to be laid on the people,

the orders and practice of the House re-

quire that it should be discussed in a Com-
mittee of the whuj>e. I’nis view was sup-
porteiLby the Conservative i)arty, no doubt,
with the view of retarding the Bill ; and as
it appeared that the deductions fioni the
salaries of the higher clergy for the be-

nelit of tlie' poorer, were of the nature of
a tax, Ministers were forced to postpone
the second reading of the Bill till the 18th,

a Committee being in the meantime ap-
pointed to search for precedents. The
Lord Advocate has brought in a Bill to

regulate the Muuieipul Constitution of
Royal Burghs in Scotland, but the details

have been withheld until tlu* Bill is brought
before a Select (^mlmittee of the House.
Mr. Loch hits aho obtained leave to bring
ui a Bill to enalde Scotch Burghs to esta-

blish a general S\st(‘m of Police.

Having mentioned all (he measures of
importance ndiich have been introduced
into either Hmis<* of Parliam<^nt during
the month, vre shall now notice some in-

cidental matteis. It appeal’s that Minis-
ters are not ]»rei)areii with any Bill for the

introduction of Poor Laws into Ireland;

but as it i.s merely to the application of

the Kiiglish system that Ministers are op-

posed, ^ve hope that relief will be b (Forded

at no distant day to the starving popula-

tion of Ireland. Ministers expect to he

able to bring before Pa rli.ament, in the

course of the present Session, Bills for tlv

Reform of the Chinch ol’ hhigland, and for

the Abolition of Slavery in the West In-

dies, but 1.0 iufonnation tube lelied iip'U

relative to these measures lias yet tran-

spired.

The Reformed Pailiameiit differs much
less from its predecessors than was ex-

pected. The members have, in many in-

stHiices, shewn a great disregard of the

ph^dges they ga*'e while l andidates, and
the vote on Mr. Hume’s moiioii for the

abolition of military sinecures, has led to

I’emoiistrances by the constiluency, and in

som^ itistances, to iiivitaiions to memhers
to resign their seats. The support also

affoi’ded to Ministers on the Irisli Coercive

Bill, has given much dissatisfaction, u ^ich

has, in numerous instances, been evinced
by co'^stituencies intrusting their petitimis
to Parliament for presentment, not to

their own members, but to those whose
Parliamentary conduct shewed that they
were the steady friends of the people. It

is now felt^that, without a shortening ol

the duration of Parliament, the change in

the lepresentatiou will prove in a great

degree nugatory ; and as such a ineiisnre

is supfmrtcd by a great number of the

members themselves, as well as by nearly
the whole body of the people, the most
strenuous exertions ought to be used by
eveiy reformer for its attainment. At
present, the period when the representa-

tives must meet their constituents is too

distant to make much impression on their

conduct ; afed hence we find that the pre-

sent Parliament, instead of representing

the opinions of the people, is little cist*

than a tool in the hands of the Whigs.
It is evident that the measures which

have been brought forward by ministei’s

since the opening of Parliament have de-

prived them of a great part of their popu-
larity. Tills fact was strikingly shewn
hy the result of the election for tlie City
of London, where the Tory Candidate, Mr.
Lyall, was retnnied by a great majority
over tlie Whig Candidate, Alderman Ve.
nablcs. At the election in December, the

lowest on tlie ISst polUil 585 votes more
than Mr. Lyall, but there is no political

€*xcitcment iioa^ in favour of tlie Whigs.
A Curiency Club has been formed in Lou-
don, at the bead of which arc Lord. Wes-
tern and Messrs. Thomas and Matthias

Attwood, fur the purpose of jnuo^i-iug

Parliamentary investigation into the stale

of the currency. 'Pliis club contains near-

ly a hundred Members of^arliameut

;

but Goveiiiment, it is nndwWtood, refuses

its sanction to the wisln‘d-for investigation.

It appears from a statemeut made by l.ord

Brougham in tlie llmise of Lords, that

the niimlier of schools and scholars in

Knglaiid has increased rapidly since 1820.

From inquiries made l^y his Lordship, we
learn that in 1818, there were 1300 un-

endowed schools in 500 ])arishes, educat-

ing 50,000 cliildren ; in 1820 the number
instructed^ ,was 105,000 ; and in 1828, it

had incri^ased to 1,030,000 the number
of scflools being 32,000. ^heie are still,

however, 1600 parishes in England with-

out schcwls. Ill one of our larjfest Jails,

out of 400 piTsoners there are 200 incap-

able of reading, and 50 more can only tell

the. letters. The London Uhiversity is

tar from being in a flourishing state. The
capital receiv^ is L. 156,000, and arrears

.

of instalments to the amount of L.5000
are due. The expenditure of lasf year left

a balance' against the establishment of

L.2409, which will be still further in-
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* €t<Qi|ed lit the end of the pi'vseut Session, where the marriage was celebrated, nor
A' SttVecription of two guineas per annum the name of the husband, has. yet been
has therefere been agreed to be entered mentioned, little credit ‘is attached to the

into by the proprietors, to relieve the pre- nuchess's statement ; and theCarlist cause

sent necessities of the concern. The has, received a blow from which ia '^vill

greatest unanimity'now prevails among not soon recover. The Chambers hare
the Professor^ and the receipts from Stu- had under discussion the propriety of
dents are increasing. It has been resolv- galizing the marriages of Catholic clergy-

ed to erect an hospital.. Ws are sorry men after their .retj^ement from the per-

tomnnounce the retirement of Lord Dur- formance of their holy functions. The
ham from the Cabinet. The reafson as- Ministry have become rather unpopular
signed is domestic distress and bad health ; with the Chambers Soult, in particular,

but there is much ground to believe that has rendered himself peculiarly obnoxious
the real i^ason is his dislike at the recent to them. At the date of the iast accounts,

measures of Ministry, and of the incliiia- the trial of two yoimg men, charged with
tion,^fbr some time displayed by them, to having fired at the King on his w;ay to

coalesce with a portion of the Conserva- open the Chambers, was going on.

tive party. The retirement is a bad sign Holland and Belgium.

—

M. Dedel,

of the intentions of Ministry.^ The people the ambassador from the Dutch King, who
ought tO'be on the alert, and convince the is to succeed M. Van Zuylen has arrived.

Ministry that the Reform Acts were passed It is understood that he does not bring
not in order to keep them in office, but any reasonable proposition from the

fbr the general w'clfare. Hague ; and the British and French Go-
IRSLAND. vernments having declared that they will

Numerous meetings have been held in hold no communication with the King of

almost every part of Ireland to petition Holland until he shews a more concili-

against the Irish Coercion Bill, which atory disposition, the negociatiohs are not

has caused the utmost indignation and likely to make any progress towards a

alarm throughout the coufitry. As far settlement. Accounts fi‘oiu Holland men-
as we have observed, only one petition tion, that great preparations are making at

from Ireland, in its favour, has been pre- Rotterdam and Dort to equip ships of
sented. This is a remarkable circum- war.

stance, and goes far to beije the statements Pobtitual.—Don Pedro is by all ac-

<pgarding the disturbed state of the coun- counts in a perilous situation, and it is far

. try. Indeed, it applars that at the assizes from improbable, that instead of being the

thei^e were not more crimes than usual; conqueror of a kingdom, he may, at this

that ^ witnesses and jurym^i attended moment, be a refugee on board of a Bri-

withdut hesitation ; and that there was tish man-of-war. Don MiguePs army have
nottt4he slightest difficulty in obtaining suffered severely by their long cantonment
convictions. The atrocious measure for Disease has thinned their ranks, and much
placing the country under martial law, discontent has been created by the iiT^i-
has called fayn their retirement men who lar manner in which they receive their

dp not usua^f^ take any part in public af- pay.

fairs. The Earl of Miltowii, a nobleman Spain

—

The Spanish Liberals are form-

who, till lately, supported Earl Grey's ad- ing themselves into a bod}* of Vo^int^i's,

ministration, has enrolled himself in the for the defence of the Queen and her
Volunteers ; and to punish him for this daughter, against the Carlists. The old

act^ the Lord-Lieutenant has dismissed Royalist Volunteers are disbanded, in con-

him from the Commission of the Peace, ^quence of their attachment to Don Ca^r-

A considerable run for gold on the Banks los. Changes are also making in the

of Kilkenny and at Cork has taken place, Captains-General of the provinces,

but they have hitherto continued to pay Greece.
' all demands. « Otho, the new king of Greece, has ar-

COKTINENT. rived'iu his dominions, and has issued

FRANCE.^Vhe rumours regarding the a proclamation to his subjects, in which
^psegnancy of the Duchess de Bern, though he declares his determination to maintain
indignantly denied, both in thi^ country their civil and religious liberties, and to

and France, turn out to *be tivie. The administer justice impartially. He also

Duchess acknowledged the fact in a writ- exhorts them to abazid<m their animosi-
ten communication to the Governor of ties, and promote the internal welfare of
the Citodel of Blaye, on the 22d February, the kingdom.
She added that shsjbad been secretly niar- Turkey.
ried |n Italy ; but as she has been in A treaty of peace has been concluded

,

France ffir upwards of ten months, her between the Pacha of Egypt and the Suly
husband mpst have accompanied her; and tan. The terms of the treaty are not yet

'

as neither *the t^e when, nor the place knpwn, but little doubt is entertained
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tliat Syria has been siirreYjdered to the

form«r» The Pacha had become alarmed

at the great extent of country over which
Ibrahim^ columns had been spread, ahd
at the dafimceless state in which Egypt
had been hity which would have been un-

able to odhr any effectual resistance to

the Hussians, had they engaged in the

quarrel. • ^
UNITE1> STATES.

The dispute between South Carolina
and the general government of the United
States, is likely to be adjusted without
bloodshed. The new Tariff proposed by
the Government had not been agreed to

by Congress ; but Mr. Clay of Kentucky,
tlie leader of the Tariff party, has intro-

duced a bill for the reduction of all im-

post duties above 20 per cent, to 20 per

cent ; many articles at present paying 50

per cent. This bill has been read a first

and sscond time, and has been supported
by the representation for South Carolina,
so that if it passes into a law, the dispute
will, in all probability, be settled. The
Committee of the House of Representa-
tives, appointed to investigate into the
propriety of resorting to force against
South Carolina, has reported that such a
step would not be advisable, on the groAid
that the question from which the dispute
originate^ applied to an entire faction of
the country, and not merely to a single

state ; and that therefore any application

of force would, in all probability, lead to

a conflict between the two great sections

of the country, and might terminate in

the destruction of the Union itself. Gen-
eral Jacksofi has been re-elected President

by a great majority.

STATE OF COMMERCE, MANUFACTURES, AND AGRICULTURE.

March, 1833.

ly the manufacturing districts, much
business still continues to he transacted

;

and although profits are small, and wages
are low, prospects are cheering, compared
with what they have l^een for several years

past. The cotton and woollen trades are

very brisk. The rapid increase of the for-

mer, now the most important branch of
our manufactures, ia remarkable. In 1751)
the raw cotton manufactured in Britain,

amounted only to 5,000,000 lbs. ; in 1820,

to 147,000,000 lbs.; in 1»30, to 250,000,000
lbs. The annual value is not less than 3G
millions sterling ; the wages paid, 22 mil-

lions sterling, and it keeps in employ
1,250,000 persons, or 26 times as many as

were engaged in it 50 years ago. In Man-
chester alone, 87,000 persons are engaged

ill the c^ton trade.

In Rochdale the flannel trade is still

improving, and wages, within these three

months, have advanced 10 per cent. ; but,

aften all, the flannel weavere’ wages arei

only Bs. 6d. per week, nearly 30 per cent,

lower than they were in 1824. The shawl

trade in Edinburgh has been brisk, and a

demand lately made by the weavers for an

increase ofwages was at once complied with

by tfieir masters.

IROX Trade.—^This trade still conti-

nues improving, and an additional advance

of lOs. per ton has been declared at Wolver-

hampton, but still matters are not in the

flourishing state which has 8ome4imes been

represented. The real facts are, that, insome

instances, iron has, within the last few

months, advanced L.1 per ton ; but it was

^vlously so low that manyforges had been

stopped, and, consequently, this defalcation

in the manufacture had rendered the fa-

bric comparatively scarce, and, of course,

tended to enhance the price, which, at pre-

sent, is ruinously low; and, if any attempt
bemade to recommencework with the forges

that have been atopped, the value .will be
again as much depressed. The advance irf

entirely to be attributed to masters having
been driven out of the trade from sheer
necessity, which has given an impetus to

those who have continued, by reducing
the competition. But foreign powers are
still endeavouring to oppress this branch
of British industry. The Neapolitan Go-
vernment has just laid on an additional

import duty of L,1 per ^ upon all

British iron; Prussia is also increasing

her import duties upon fhis commodity, to

further the views of Norway and Sw^en.
The Hanoverian Councillors of William
IV. have imposed a duty of L.2, -Gs. per

ton upon iron imported into Hanover
from this country ; whilst they admit
Norwegian and Swedish iron at L.l per

ton.

Leathcji Trade.

—

The late rise in

the price of leather is still supported ; but
we suspect the cause of the rise may be

attributed to similar circumstances as thole

which hmre occurred in the iron trade.

Agriculture.

—

It was extremely for-

tunate that the weather'eontinued so open
during the winter, and permitted plough-

ing and other out-door operations to he
proceeded with much farther than is usual

;

for the wet weather-which set in about the

middle of February, and which continued
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for “A 'toonih with^little interruption, has

compktt^ly pnt a stop both to plougliingr and
soMtig, except on the driest lauds.’ In

cv>h$e(|iteucet much less Spring Wheat and
Beans have been somi than usual, and un-

less the latter part of Maixh continue fair

and diy, the quantity of Oafea sp^vn in

Scotland will be much under the average.

Winter Wheats are in general looldng

n^eft, though in some districts tney have a

blanched appejirance, from the cofttiuual

r.iius. Young Clovers are also promising

ill their apjiearancc. From the uncertain

state of the Corn Laws, speculation in

grain is com]>Ietely at an end, and the

prices of all kinds are still slowly declin-

ing. Feeding is likely to turn out better

than it has done for some yoaySpaat. The
returns of Potatoes lately sent 'to the Lon-
don market are discouraging, as they have

only brought Us. (id. per boll, of 32 stones

Dutch weight. The demand for good

Horses is steady, but inferior animals

are nearly unaalealde. In Fhigland, the

lambing season has been hitherto pros-

perous, and there has been a considerable

proportion of twins in many flocks. I’he

rise in the piice of Wool has indemnified

those who have kep|.it through the win-

ter. Notwithstand^ the depressed state

of Agi-iculture, farms are letting at high

rents ; but no one can travel through the

agncultural ixuinties of <8<;otland without

•observing, that a ^at cliange has of late

years taken place in the management of

.the soil. Improvements of all kinds are

discantinued. During a ride of 60 miles

through the counties of Edinburgh, Had-

dington and Benvick, we only observed

onp.4|rain making; hedges are generally

lefl uncut, and ditches unclearetl. The
use of lime seems almost entirely •'given

up. Farming, as at present pnu’tised, is

the art of drawing, with the greatest rapi-

dity, the greatest retunis from the soil,

without regard to consequences. In

East Lothian, the native fanners, so much
distinguished for their agricultural skill,

are fast giving place to a class from the

more northern counties, who cultivate the

soil in a manner which cannot fail to de-

teriorate it quickly. But the landlords,

who are in general utterly ignorant of

agrieulture, look to nothing but their reiu-

rolls. I’hey are not ajvare that the me-
liorations of half a century may he un-

done in a veiy few yeara ; and that tlieir

present attempts lo keep up their rent-

rolls may soon prove ruinous to them.

The greatest despmultmcy prevails through-

out the rural population ; and they an*

almost all looking to Canada as the Tiaiul

of Promise. The success whi^i has at-

tended those who (‘migrated some y(»ai*s

ago has induced many to follow them;
and some of the most wealthy and enter-

prising of the East Lothian fa^’mers are

now proprietors o( their own estates on

the other side of the Atlantic. The emi-

gration tins year is likely to be very ex-

tensive. Many of the emigrants are per-

sons of large capitils, and altogether su-

perior to thos(‘ who einigrat4Ml some veal's

ago.

S Mnstone, Printer, 19, $t. .Tamili's Square.
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THE BUDGET.

The Budget is now before us. Thus we have two examples of what
these men can do ; for coercion, the Irish Act ! for relief, the paltry re-

ductions ! How heavy their measures of s(‘ verity ! how light their

measures of relief I With what a rude hand tlicy thrust aside the secu-
rvities fo||)iberty ! with what a tender hand they toj^ch the revenue ! and
how they mince and parcel out their petty reduction oif taxation. The*
reduction of the Soap Duty is the best part of the project ; and Minis-
ters Lave need of soap cheap to wash their own d:rty hands. The re-

duction of the Assessed Taxes will hardly he felt. The chief benefit of it

would be to the larger shops, if the landlords would allow the tenants

to pocket the advantage^ which they will not ; for shops in good situa-

tions will always let at the rate at which they are now held, and whatever
is remitted in taxes will be raised in rent. The resolution no#to reduce

the Newspaper Stamp Duties has amazed even those who had little

faith the good purposes of Ministers. Lord Althorp has been guilty of

the vilest perfidy. He has, for some months past, given out that it was
his intention to reduce, or wholly abolish the duties. He has, by th^se

pretences, procured credit for virUmus dispositions, and sufferance, on

the score of it, for many faults w'hich would otherwise have provoked

sharp censure. He now breaks all his pledges, public and private, and

continues a pernicious impost ; declaring, at the same time, tlfat he re-,

tains his opinion of its perniciousness, but doe? not see that the removal

of a pernicious impost will be any relief to tlfle people ! asserts that

it is hurtful ; but cannot perceive, forsooth, that to abolish a thing hurt-

ful is relieving! What language can we find to do justice to such rare^

foolery ? The prayer of the people is the prayer df Ajax in the night-

fight— Grant that my eyes may see ! let tne not perish in darkness.**

—

Lord Althorp would turn a deaf ear to the entreaty, and hold that to

give the blessing of sight would be nc^ltuccour. It is, hewever, pi*ized,

as a means of enabling people to do the best they can for themselves,

and make the most efficient use of their powers and opportunities. The
reduction of the Advertisement Duty, without the extension of fhe Press,
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by trMuction of the Stamp Duties, will be of small beneilt t(r

public ; and the plan of reduc^on giving an advantage to those who re*

peat their^advertisements, (the auctioneers and tradesmen,) favours the
classes which can best bear the burthen. The Press, remaining as it

speculation being confined to the weekly press, and not encouraged by
much success even in thatcmarket which is the largest,—advertisements

will pour in upon it, at the new rate of taxation, in mw^abuiidance than
can be provided for in the existing limits of the j^reSs

;

the proprietors

will take advantage^f the demand upon their space, and raise their

charges ; and the public u'ill soon pay as much as they pay now for their

advertisements, and the amount of the tax or more will be pocketed by
the newspaper proprietory. Had the Newspaper Stamp-Duty been re-

duced, the competition would have been of new and old newspapers for

advert^ements. As the advertisement duty only is to be reduced, the

number of newspapers wi^l not be increased, and the number of adver-

tisers, increased by the notion that they can advertise cheaply, will be-

raising the prices^ against themselves.

People marvel at these blunders, and observe, that a little care would
have prevented them : but these Ministers are incapable of care. Lord
Althorp, especially, puts aside any thing that gives him trouble and un-
easiness. Men who have been invited to talk matters over with him,

express their amazement at his ignorance and indifference. They find

him uninformed ; and not desiring information,^ the digestion of which
might cause him trouble and perplexity. His only mood of jocularity is

when he *is, or rather should be, engaged in business. Wlien obliged,

for appearance, to sit in his ofiice, he indulges in his ungainly funning.

He makes light of aU difficulties ; and seems to think any det^ion, any.

• plan, good enough for a Government having a subservient majority at

its beck. How long tliat majority will be at its beck, is a short ques-

tion'. The Cabinet is w'eak, within, by dissension ; and its credit, without,

is flying faster than a weaver’s shuttle. The Times has lately turned

its batteries upon the Ministry: this is a sign in Itself. And as the

Times has become hostile, the Chronicle, whigh Abjectly suffers itself

to be cast off and whistled back at convenience, has feebly and fulsomely

.
pleaded the cause of the Ministry ; and in performing this servile task,

it has assailed the Duke of Richmond in that vulgar, sneaking way
which passes under the description of talking at a man.” This is one
indication of disunion. It may be observed. Of what account is the

I)uke of Richmond ? What can it matter whether he gees out or stays

in ? The answer is. That the Whigs make it a matter of some account

when they set their dogs at him. If he be insignificant, why cannot

they break with him, or bear with him quietly ? He is clearly of such

importance that they think it necessary to damage liim in public opinion,

before tliey can fling him from the council-table. But there are other

circumstances pregnant with schism. Brougham was true to his princi-

iples on the subject of the Taxes on Knowledge— among the faithless,

" faithful only he.” Alone die contended for the abolition, to the last.*

Though his opinion \>n this all-important question was overruled, he re-

tained office, which he should not have done : but the difference on a
matter of such magnitude, and which will Ibe frequently discussed and
eontested, must have jarringHk^nsequences ; and it throws Brougham
frotn the Tories, who were playing for him, to the popular side of tlie

Government ; for knowl^^ge is the natural enemy of the Tories, and they

cannot dbalesce with its advocate. This question is the Shibboleth. No
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Toan^ nnleBS be 1»e a blockhead^ wbo proposes the enlightenment of the
people^ can intend the misrule of the people : he may comniit errors of
Judgment^ but he cannot systematically design ill :—^the one object is

iatal to the other, '' Put out the light,” is the exordium of crime

—

l!et there be light,” is the will of all good.

In our first paper, the first article of our first number, we mentioned
the fact, that one portion of the Cabinet and its retainers were perpetu-
ally throwing ^ll^lame and suspicion on the other ; and to this day the
practice continues. There must be disruption. The best opportunity
for it, when Brougham might have stood from amohg them, asserting the
principle of knowledge against ignorance, has been lost ; but the break,
ing up must come, and we believe it to be not far distant. Power will

soon pass to the radicals. We \^ish they may be prepared for it ; but
to that end they must renounce their overweening self-conceits, and
contempt of each other. Combination is the principle of a gove^iment

;

repulsion is the characteristic of the Radicals.* Each locks himself up in

a martello tower, and holds out for his own wisdom against the whole
world. Each Radical is .the only wise man. Any oiHb who exceeds or

falls short of a particle of his creed, is naught. They have no tolera-

tion within their own sect. That they will govern at no very distant

time, is to us certain ; but that they may govern to any good purpose,

it is necessary that they should govern their ow^n dogmatic humours,
and humanize their wisdom for the purpose of association and co-opera-

tion. Let them, (we speak of the leaders—and in the Radical party

there is this peculiarity, that nearly all are leaders^) if they will, sup-

pose themselves too wise for this world ; and then seeing the necessity

of applying to its business, renounce the employment of that super-

human excess of wisdom which stands in the way of their agreement
with any other mortal men. Hypochondriasts have imagfiled themselves all

«orts of unaccommodating things. Every Radical of mark imagines that

his head is so great that it fills the universe ; and will suffer no other

being to come near him. In the House of ('ommons, each is his own
host ; and the superlatively crotchety of them will go with the Tories

occasionally, rather than seem to herd with men of their common
denomination. In the House, each holds his martello tower, (ho

would scorn to stand rank and rank, or to put shoulder *to shouiiler,)

and his single gun, on a swivel carriage, ranges to all points of .the

compfss
!

Qh, that that they w ould cast off their stone doublets, and
link themselves in generous brotherhood for common jHirposes with

common deferences, against the common foe. No party compromilSes

are necessary ;
all principles mdy be safe, all desires free, no object

surrendered, and yet a judicious effective marshalling of them may
be accomplished. Non omnia possumus oninen, is a truth not in the

Radical oracles : hoc age is also a maxim uwr.eceived by them ; or else*

each reads the hoc to be bis favourite object. Corresponding with the

peculiarity that each Radical is leader, is the fact that each Radical's

hobby is to run first in the race of improvement. All these conceits

will be rubbed down in time ; but as the period of Radical ascendency,

seems approaching with unexpected rapidity, (owing to the alacrity of

the Whigs in disgracing themselves,) we have fears lest they should not

be subdued against the juncture when ^they wnuld be m^st provokingly

and mischievously detrimental. Friends, advocates, as we are of the

Radicals, we cannot be friends of their weaknesses ; and we here tell

them, the more prominent Radicals of London^ that self rbfobm is a



abi^alutely a^oeaftaiy to their utility. They will aeon be called to

# great work ; and we wish ti^ey may come to it in a meeker and more
tolerant and modest spirit than they are accustomed to display. He^
says a good observer^ who |b always wise, is not so wise as ho thiiiks

feipiself.

IRELAND PROCLAIMED.

Dublin, 15tu April,

Ihelano is proclaimed, and the nation, with which yours is united,

now loAs and feels as she was wont-^as when a Liverpool gagged her
mouth, and a CastlereagH fettered her limbs. The Procfamation Law is

enforced~it has sped its way to the centre of the country, and its seat

is fixed in KilkSIlny \ it has gone there recommended by the names of

those veteran privy-counsellors, the Tory Postmaster-General Rosse, the

Tory Attorney-General Saurin, the Tory Solicitor-General Doherty, the

Tory Consistorial Judge Radcliife, the Whig-promoted-Tory Black-
burne, and the hired soldier who at present commands the army of

Ireland !*' That for which a Ministry of Whigs has struggled and toiled,

^nd divided with overwhelming majorities,’' is attained. Ireland is

hound hand and foot ; and tongue-tied, she is given over to the Conser-

vatives.

The peasantry are crushed. Those who complained of their merciless

landlords, of being ejected from their little farms, and reduced to utter

starvation, have^bbtained from the administration of Lord Grey, the

patronage of courts-martial. For their Irish farms they are promised
settlements beyond the sea,” and their hunger is to be allayed by the
jail allowance.” Such is the gratitude of Grey, Brougham, Althorp, and
the resjb, to men who encountered the hatred of Tory and Conservative

landlords, to secure the triumph of reform ; while those who led them on,

the members of the Irish Volunteers,” are told, m a proclamation, that
theirs is a society inconsistent with, and dangerous to the public peace.”

In Ireland, the Whigs have had a most calamitous triumph ; for it is

one which inflicts a thousand woes and pains upon those who werb their

assured supporters in time of peril ; and they have given joy to their op-
povients, and powers to be used against themselves, when the day of their

defeat may arrive.

I speak thus of the conduct of the Whig Ministry towards my fellow

subjects ; for 1 know what are the impressions their treatment of Ire-

land has produced amongst all classes in this ill-fated land, I can tell

the Ministry^—^aud I do so^upon sufficient authority—that from the com-
mencement of the Session to the passing of the Disturbance BUI, their

^speeches^ their acts, their entire line of policy elicited but two simple

sentiments,—^the scofn of tlie friends they had deceived, the contempt
of the enemies they had truckled to*-^9corii from Irishmen, who, up to

these times, loved the very name of a Whigi-->-who regarded Lord Grey
*

with the respect and veneration due to a father, and who esteemed Lord
Bt:0UgHam, as one looks with honour and respect upon a gallant warrior

who has fought and con<|uered in a battle for thb rights and freedom of

ma& Sudi is the feeling of Irishmen who gloried in the nM^ of Whig,
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and^ I can assure the Ministry^ of most of us too who abstained fvom the
Repeal agitation* ' As to tlie poorer classes they loath now the name of
Whig^ as much as th^ of Tory ; and both are disliked with a detestation
which could only be produced some centuries since by that which was the
genSral designation of all persecutors^ the Sassenach.”
The result of the Whig Proclamation Layr^ I regret to state^ is a

growing dislike to English domination^ an increasing distrust in the
honest intentiofts an English legislature. Hourly and daily the ^Js-
trust is spreadings and taking deeper roqjt in the hearts of Irishmen

;

and it is said by many^ that they but bide the convenient time^ and the
suitable opportunity to shake off the connexion entirely. Greatly do I
deplore the growth of such opinions ; but I should fail in duty, if I did
not, through your pages, forewarn the Ministry, that their Coercive Bill
has afforded a rich soil for mischief to thrive in. The enemies of Eng-
land, of her prosperity and greatness, have already planted the Upas tree
of separation : *it will, and it must, bring forth*fruit, to taste of which
is death/' if those who have the power do not, at once, lay the axe to
the root, and prostrate th.e noxious sapling for ever. **

The Whig Ministry have done to Ireland and themselves all the mis-
chief that they could : let them now try if they can repair the wrong
they have accomplished, and those their predecessors perpetrated. They
have injured Ireland ; but if they be wise, in time, they can preserve the
integrity of the empire. Let their majorities which ensured the curfew,
and enforced the gag on Irishmen, relieve them from the enormous bur**

then of the Church Establishment—give them the full benefit of
Reform—^free them from Granj> Jury jobs—admit them to the petit

jury box—open the corporations for them, and make the titled robbers

of the oppressed tenantry restore to them in an affsentee tax the means,
of employment and support. Let these things be done,*and done speed.*

ily ; or else But I have already hinted at the consequences.

Will the Ministers act upon these suggestions ? Their.foes proclaim,

their friends regret, that they have unfortunately possessed the power
to do what was wrong. Have they now the means and the inclination

to do what is right ?

• THE WISHING CAP.—No. III.

Undue inequalities in societyy
not an eternal or necessary consequence

inequality of understanding, Genius has had little to do with founding

or maintaining to privileged orders. An answer to the best argument

for the existence of those orders. Reform and privileged breeding how

far compatible. Necessity of Lord Brougham to the Whig Ministry.*

His reputation with posterity, A Wish fpr Ireland, Jleason why

the Ministers have chosen to govern Ireland in a spirit of fear, and

not of love, A question respecting Napoleon. • ^

•

We have already observed, that the moment we put on our Wishing

Cap, we can enjoy whatewer we have a mind to, as far as it depends

upon ourself i but that it does not confer upon us the ^me unlimited

power, in matters that concern others. We have also confessed that,

agreeably to a known principle of human nature, the more we can in-

dulge our wii^es, the more wiidies we are apt to have ; and that when
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tHey t«uch upon these obstacles^ we sometimes get very impatient. For
instance^ we are accustomed to wish that all mankind were happy ; and
ind our^ves perplexing our head about the situation of things in Asia
and Africa. We reconcile the fondness of this desire to our good sense^

by an opinion which grows upon us the more we reflect upon it ; to wit,

that the human species, generally speaking, never will be happy, till all

are agreed upon doing the best for one another—till knowledge enlarges

from man to man, and nation to nation; and there is an^'end to grudges,

and monoplies, and all sorts of prosperous inequality. As to inequalities

of faculty, which, it is assumed, will always exist in their present de*
grees of relation, and therefore prevent equalization in every other
respect, we hold them to be of no weight whatsoever in the question

:

for there is really nothing to shew for it in the actual condition of the
World. Does not the figment vanish at the very interrogation ? Do we
fancy, for one moment, after we have asked the question, *that the
wisest men in France are" at the top of France ? or in Russia, of Russia ?

or in the Austrian dominions, of Austria ? It is a sheer piece of egotism
in the aristocratical and educated classes, to suppose that intellectual

superiority has put them in their present state of privilege. Education
would do just as much for others as it has done for them—a good deal,

if it proceed properly. Genius has not made them lords and squires.

It raises a man here and there ; and in the first foundations of the pre-

sent system of society, it may have laid a few of the stones ; but accident,

and subserviency, and brute force, laid by far the greater number. What
may have been got by genius in the first instance, has certainly not been
kept by it. Acquiescence and lying have been the great selfish conser-

vatives. Great geniuses seldom appear in the world but to give it a lift

iii spite of itself, and die of ill-treatment in the operation. Others
remain in the dass in which they were found ; and are content with

those simple pleasures, the sufficiency of which is an eternal argument
against those who think that a man of superior faculties can never be

easy, without subjecting his fellow-creatures to him in a worldly point

of view. It is his very superidHty that enables him, to be more content.

A political genius, we grant, has a wish to be stirring, especially in times

that need him ; but genius, considered merely in itself, and as a thing

full of resources, wants nothing but itself for its honour and dignity.

Praise it may need, because it is full of sympathy ; and praise it gets

or looks for. To common wants it is superior. Do we think that So-

phocles, or Virgil, or Newton, or Locke, or Raphael, cared for. any thing

in*'the world, provided they could indulge their intellectual impulses, and
obtain admiration ? Did Schiller or Wieland care Does Mr. Words-
worth ? We do not say that individual breeding does not sometimes
make a difference, or that men of genius care nothing for the welfare of

their species ; but we meaii that, as a body, and as far as regards their

salaries, thcj’^ are indifferent to every other superiority over their feUow-
ipen, than such as the consciousness of genius can supply. If all the
world Jiad been in a condition of rational equality, they would not have
been the men to want ten thousand beef-steaks a-day, or parks ten miles

round in the neighbourhood of starving weavers.

Great geniuses have helped to change tlfb world, because the first

movements towards change can ^nly proceed from original thinkers, or

men in advance of their times : but they have not been in the habit of

ruling the world, bechusf political government has been an easy thing,

ei^mally upon the commonplace prinllple, or rather want of principle.
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that has leg^lated it. Look back upon history, and consider .the innu-
llierable series of kings that have governed it ; and then observe how

of their names are regarded with any respect^ or have a right to it.

Oiv^ even those of the adventitious ornaments of rank and title, and
th^ brute honours of war, and take from them the aid of social habit,

and the natural tendencies of custom, and thp love of order, and then
calculate how much merit would remain, even to some of the most cele-

bratedk So little feal talent is required to make a statesman in of%e,
that a conclusion has been drawn from it, to the disadvantage of Uie
common Acuities of mankind ; which it is thought must be very small,

to put up With such small ascendency. And it may be so ; but this does
not make it the less desirable, that the world should be taught better,

and that we should have statesmen superior to its commonplaces, and
able to advance it. If mankind have been silly enough to put up too
long wit'fe the arbitrary systems, and to be content to see them-
selves divided into the few who have too much* and the many who have
too little,—(which is found to be none of the best of dispensations for

either of the parties, nor- such as prevents the rich from lamenting the
common lot of evil, and talking of this ‘^vale of tears,")—there are but
two conclusions to come to witli those who see thoroughly into their

mistake,—first, that it is an ambition, frivolous and vexatious," to be
desirous of perpetuating such half-w'itted domination ; and, second, that

such an insight having been obtained into the mistake, the domination
cannot be maintained much longer, if men of sense choose to put an end
to it. The only difficulty in the w’ay, (and it is a formidable one,

though not to the extent supposed,) is, that such of the men of sense as

are sharers in the too much," have had their understandings so per-

plexed, and their wills so prejudiced in its favour, that with all theii:

wish for the general advancement, they are for taking those very super-

fluities with them which are not only its main impediments, but the very

evils, eye-sores and heart-sorcs, which are the most necessary to be done

away.
We are of opinion, that the Whigs, as% body, mean well to the people,

and that they think they mean the best ; but this is best identified in

their minds with a very strange proposition, to wit, that the good of

the majority, and the far superior good of the few, are the same thing.

It is as if a man, in dividing a loaf among his brethren, were to say,

«it is undeniably just and necessary that you should all have enough ;

but it is equally so that I should have too much." Now the justice of

this dogma will be obvious to none but such as are possessed of the

superfluity. The by-stander willVcver see it. The noble Earl at the

head of the present Government would probably smile with a polite

superiority, if he beard this statement of the case, and say that we mis-

took it. He would tell us that it is not the*V too much" that is necesi

sary, but the elegance and the grace of it, and the balmy efiect which it

,
produces on the manners of those who have less. To say the very bq^t

for this argument, the noble Lord confoundg an accompaniment, pr thing

co-existing, w'ith cause and effect. He might as well tell us that despot-

ism is good for good manners, because there is a great deal of politeness

in Persia and China. Pofite manners are the result of an understood

necessity,»and flourish wherever they pre required. Tl^y also flourish

in the proportion required ;
and the necessity is sometimes more artifi-

ci^ than it should be, and the amenity in proportion to the secret bar-

barism or want of merit—a side^f the question which the Premier, per-
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ha^ has not very zealously looked into. At the tlina whenasrcMi^^^
worn, manners were politer than they are now, because there was a
greater fear of giving offence. The excessive fudileness of what is called
** the old school/* is a remnant of the breeding of those days. Men,kept
their toes from one another* and took off their hats with an ostentation

of lift, and a remoteness of deference, unknown to the courtiers of the
present day, because they carried their resentments a| their sides in

the shape of cold iron ; and ai} offender, in the twinkling of an eye,

might have a remonstrance through him under his fifth rib. Here was
secret barbarism.** The instinct and artifice of want of merit,*^ tends

to maintain a similar shew of considerateness
; for if we are not to be

polite to one another in the absence of virtue, patriotism, and justice,

what are we to be? If we are not to impute merit by our smiles and our
shews of respect, to whom is respect to be shewn ? From whon^is it not
to be withheld ? And what guarantees will Lords A., B., and C. have,

that we do not tueak them by the noses, and call them blackguards?
Oh, but/* hife Ldrdship might say, w^ith another of his smiles, polite,

ness of manners would be good under any circumstances, as a general
rule ; and it is one of the utilities of my ‘ order,* notwithstanding the

exceptions you speak of, and which I heartily give up.** <»ood : but
this is plain sense and philosophy, not aristocracy. It is a perception of

the understanding, not an argument for a lie. Politeness may have
come up with a lie by the side of it, because of the various barbarisms
through which knowledge and right feeling have helped it to grow ; but
it does not follow that it is connected with that lie, or that it might not

get rid of it when the lie is found out. Even the imputation of merit
may be a good thing, as long as it leads the imagination to the side of

grace and benevolence, and in so doing tends to no violation of first

principles, or a merciless forgetfulness of first wants ,* but it ceases to be
good w'hen folly and wickedness stare our better knowledge in the face,

and we are required to impute merit to a parcel of selfish impostors, who
not only impute nothing to us in return, but pick our pockets, and eat

and drink while we labour.

It is possible that the naturally good faculties of the Premier have
forced him to think, now and then, of these perplexities. It is probable

that others of the Ministry have reflected upon them with less unwill-

ingness, and reconciled them, as ingeniously as they could, tp tl^ir

better reason, and their enormous estates. And there is at least one
person in the administration, whom we cannot but consider as a philo-

sopher deeply interesting himself in the advancement of his species,

however he may liave been prevailed upon by immediate circumstances,

or his own prejudices of education, to identify, or to appear to identify,

himself with a declining system.

In Lord Grey*s mind, mhral order, and the privileged order—his order,

as he has emphatically called it, are manifestly pretty much on a par. We
may expect all the advancement from him which is consistent with driv-

ing those two strange yoke-fellows in the same chariot, bqt no farther.

Let one of them be ever so much a jade, he is prepared to die with it

in the last ditch,** rather than drive on with the other.

Lord John Russell is a man of elegant literllture, probably, with all the

graces of mind and private conduct becoming if. All that we know of

him in that way is to his credit, and the general character of his public

conduct highly so. But^he is son of a ducal family enriched by prepos.

terous gifts of abbey lands ; and, though the family is a very lihlral one

.. ,3
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p^Alirps was never so much so as now, whd is to ex-
kto te'ferfectty*' impartial in matters of public justice? The

fkv^om Lord Russell hhnself, who appears so entire a martyr till* wo
look closely into his history,' and the tears of whose widow (his best
glory) have helped to embalm his name with posterity, died perhaps
^uite- as much for the abbey lands as for liberty. Liberty and property
were the cry ii^ his day, especially religious liberty ; and that meant
security from the Popish designs of James II., who had a sharp eye upbn
those same abbey lands, and was for restoring them to tlieir Cathtdic
owners.

Lord Brougham, in accepting a coronet, helped to save the coronets
of these his friends ; and, in so doing, helped to save the coronets of the
Tories. We certainly believe that the fury of the Tories was very un-
gratefullv wasted on their old opponents, who, at that moment, were
the best friends*tliey had in the w'orld, and prevented a frightful concus-
sion with the people ; and we feel almost as certain that the House of
Lords could not have done without Lord Broiigliani on the woolsack.

Who else could have sat there, as lie did, to answer all objections, parry
Jill attacks, expose all absurdities, and make tlie forlorn hopes and flash-

men of Toryism give up their idle siege? Thi-^ is a strong answer for

him to those wlio ask why he accepted a peerage at all ; and why he
was not content with a name which he had rendered su]>erior to titles.

It is true, he disclaims the apology ; he professes to think of the order”

as Lord (Irey does, at least with regard U> its utilit) ; and if, for our

parts, we are hardly suie lie does not ^peak on this p(unt as a lawyer,

or whether he has not a secret regard for that ornament, which is at

present found in titles and emblazonment, and which we are poetical

enough ourselves to wish to see compatible with fre(^', unhereditary
’

systems, (for nature loves ornament—all creation is full of it,) he will

lirobably think the doubt as little unbecoming a good statesman as a

grateful observer. But weak or strong as may be this side of him, he is

unquestionably a man for mankind, and not merely for a party. IJis am-
bition is as superior to common p.irtisaiiship as his genius is. He has

not merely a House of Lords for his audience; he lias a world. His

\iews upon other ages are not confined to the narrow^ track of an en-

nobled family ; he would fain live in a tliousand radi.iting liriC'^, di/Fiising

light' as^ philosopher. Whotlier he think it politic, or necessary, or

good, to become part of a fugitive system, for the pui]>ose of checking

too great a haste in alteration, or in order that lie may partake of

advantages before it goes, thinking it as w ell to do so as not or whe-

ther he accepted a peerage menly out of what ho tliought the necessity

of the moment, and for fear of seeing himself and the House of Commons
left in the lurch togetlier by the I'orics ; whalcvei', in short, may be •

the policy which has allowed him to become whrft he is, he is a thousand

times more a man of talent than he is a lord ; *that is to sa/, as his old

acquaintance Majocchi w'oiild liavc expressed it, a thousand times moref

something than nothing, or, yes than no.** N (‘thing Still hinder his

being regarded one of the great workers for iiostcfity, any more than

worse things have hindered^ greater man, (Lord Bacon.) Ho will be

looked upon as one of the great movers in God*s good work of bringing

about human advancement by human mellns ; and, therefore, to come to

the great wish we meant to express in this our paper, we ask him, in

God's name, and in the name of his ow n sense and sensibility^^ (for he

has assuredly a great deal of the latter, you cannot look in his face, and

voii. III.—NO. XIV. M2*
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not see it", to say nothing of Ijis actions,) why did he not Jaboiir to make
‘ the ministers rule Ireland, in a spirit of love, and nut of fear ?

Fear ! It is no new experiment with poor Ireland ! It is the old sys-

tem ! How long has it not been tried ! How invariably has it not ftiAled!

!

But love! When was anything done out of love for Ireland, out of

sympathy with the Irish hs fellow-men ? One thing has been conceded—
the Oatholic claims ; but that was not out of loving-kwadness. Conces-

sion is not generosity: it is not ^^the love that meets return/' The
Catholic claims were conceded because they had been long claimed, and
because there was fear of a civil war, had the claim been longer resisted.

But when was anything voluntarily done for Ireland ? M'hen was she

governed by any thing but a system of mingled dread and dislike, and
of the injury that causes dislike, and brute f(‘rcc, and exaction, and con-

tempt (rack-renting and absenteeism,) and all the irritable absurdities

of conscious tyranny ? When did the arbitrary elder brother voluntarily

leave off his ill usage, and shew himself grown old enough to he wise

and kind? When was the rod spared, and the dinner shared ? When,
in short, was Ireland treated in any other way than a poor relation,

whom we found ill-educated, and kept so ; helping ourselves to its rights

of property ; and vilifying, striking, and humiliating it at every turn,

because it was ill-used ; because it piqued^our better instinct of propriety,

and exasperated our conscience. A late unfortunate Minister talked

of an ignorant impatience of taxation. He and all his predecessors in

Irish government, acted under an ignorant impatience of their own in-

ability to govern, and their successors are now imitating them. ^Feowe
Ireland food, encouragement, and respect ; and we give her .starvation,

hard words, and blows. She despairs of finding a crumb in her pocket,

and we tie herdiands behind her, that we may search for it, and gi\ c it

to the clergymen ! !

We verily believe that if the Ministers had shewn nothing but kind-

ness to Ireland, Ireland would have been at their feet. See how O’Con-
nell came forward, the instant he heard the diminution of the bishoj)ricks

mentioned, and grasped their hands (as it were) with all rtn Irisliman’s

fervour and credulity. His view's may be talked of as peo])le please, and
they may be rendered perhaps what would be very displeasing ; for our

own part, we profess to know nothing of wlrit passes in his mind, except

from.what he says and looks ;
and coupling his looks and his *speeches

together, we should say, that he is the Irish character in its harder and
most active condition ; that he is the daring pupil and representative of

Irish circumstance ; and that ak it might not be impossible to drive him
into uncompromising rebellion, by taking all hope out of his country,

so nothing is more probable than that he retains enough of Irish imagi-

nation, and the kindlier part of Irish self-love, to become feeble and un-

nerved before generous* treatment. It is the Irish character. Every

nation i§ vain in some way. The Scotsman is vain of his prudence

;

^he Englishman is vain of his supffosed freedom from vanity ; the Irish-

man IS vain of*liis j^enerosity, and will doat on you for appealing to it.

Remember how Gebrge the Fourth was received in Dublin, notwith-

standing his broken promises to the nation.^ He paid the people he had
ill-treated a visit ; and merely on that account, and because of the com-

pliment it Im|)lied to their generosity, they loved him for it, and thought

he was going to be a good boy in his old age. Oh, children of fancy

and impulse, and the^ilesian fables ! Yet it is this people, sojjrusting,

so fhrgiyin^, so willing to be cheated for a thousandth time by a kind
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vord, that the liberal Whigf Ministry, tlie criers out, for thirty or forty

years, against the . systems of Camden* and Castlereagh, are for again

treating with that system ; sweetened by a promise of kindness, if they

wil^ suffer themselves to be flogged patiently ! 'J'liey shew them a bit of

sugar, and say, ^ Now take again the old infernal physic which has never

done you any good ; but do take it, purely because we wish to shew our

vigour, and w^uld have you take it/'

Greatly do we fear, seeing what we see of the weaknesses of human
nature, and knowing w'ell enough that miftisterial nature is not free from
them, that the real reason for the severe measure against Ireland. is no
better than the one here intimated. We do not mean to say, that there

is a consciousness to tliat effect. We have no such ill oj)inion of any
one man in the ministiy, much less of its ornaments. Neither are we
blind to the possibility of there having been some doubt, or division of
council, upon the coercioh measure,—some upeasiness of conscience to

.those wiio have nevertheless thought themselves justified in coming in

the conclusion of the majority. J'he probability is^ that there has been
a private avowal of regret among the ministers at their being com-
pelled to resort to the measure," and that they justify it to one another

by an express determination to be as kind as they are severe. In other

w ords, we really do believe that there is a strong feeling among the better <
j>art of them, and an admission of its perplexity among the rest, to the

effect that a loving, is better than a scourging government ; and that if

Ireland is now to ho treated with a father’s severity,” it is, hereafter,

at all statesman-like (»pportunities,” to be indulged, and won over, by
a “ father’s heart,” And yet not the less do w e entertain a Strong sus-

picion, that this is but self-deception practise^ upon themselves, as

men not ungenerous or unwise
; and that their artificial and aristucra-*

tical condition, as })eers and ministers, and lordly rivals of Toryism,

has suggested to them the real paramount cause of the measure ; to wit,

a fear of the Tories, and a fear of what the Tories would nay, and how
they w'oulcl laugh if theU* successors were not vigorous.” To tear

pow er out of the hands of their rivals is one thing. They could endure

plenty of taunts, and laughter, and incredulity, while they were doing

/haly for they knew that the possession of powder would vindicate its

own dignity, especially in eyes that respect nothing else. But to be

though^ not vigorous,” not statesman-like, in the old w^orhlly sense,

—not superior to sentiment and the bookmen,”—not good peers, and

aristocrats, and high-fellows,—not of the order,” the blood,” t^e

dear, ducal” gan/e^ that was the misgiwing that gave the last casting

vote in favour of strong measures” against poor Ireland.

Ask yo\i why Wharton broke through every rule ?

*T\vas all for fear the knaves should call him fo»l. ,

Ask you why the Whigs, in this instance, have acted like Tories ? It

is because they live with Tories ; because tliey meet them ifi clubs, and

ball-rooms, at dinner-tables, and at court ; because they are themselveiS

of the Tory order because the world of a man’s habits and daily

sphere is more important to him, except with the* very greatest, than

the world of his species ; in short, because many a clever man before

them has done a silly thing for fear of being thought silly by his caste,

and no^ knowing how to look Tom and Oick in the face. •

We can find no better clue to the secret. The lawyer may sophisti-

cate about respect for the laws ; the kind man about the kindness which

he mixes with his severity: but where kindness by itself would m*anifestly
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be BU^eient^ considering the character of the Irish ; nay, where a policy
of that nature would perhaps be even a dangerous policy in men ambi->

tious of smoothing the way to a new mode of arbitrary power, (and we
have at hast as much right to assume this, as theWhigs have to assertithat

a resort to the old measures under the new circumstances can do good,)
something strange and superfluous remains to be accounted for, out of the
pale of the ordinary argument, when we see them resuming the measures
which they have so often denounced as infamous, and not to be thought
of under any possible modification of circumstances. And we can find no
other. We admit that all Ministries have talked in one manner when
out, and have acted in another when in ; and we make allowance for that
commonplace inconsistency. But setting aside the new and peculiar
pretensions of the present Ministry, so remote as they would have us be«
lieve from commonplaces of all sorts, we are of opinion that one of the
grounds of that inconsistency itself is not always the nefi^essity which is

pleaded for it, but no other than this very wcakncKs and corporate vanity ;

the ambition of shewing the riders of the high horse, that their succes*
.sors can ride with as much pride and power as they.

We look, in short, upon the Duke of Wellington and the circles as the
real authors of the Irish Disturbance Bill. It is civil pow^r pi(pied by
the military, the new by the old, and giving it to understand that it can
^^do as strong things,*' and he as bold and contemptuous.
Oh I weak strength ! Oh ! boldness arising out of fear ; and forgetting

that there is a boldness su])erior both to military insensibility and civil

craft ! We say nothing about the church, because M^e verily believe that
neither party care for the church ; neither for what it thinks, nor what
it could do. The c}jj.irc}i is abided by, not for its ow^n sake, but from
.dread of lettirig^nnovation through its buttresses in too large a flood for

the safety of lay-proprietors. Mr. Townsend, one of the Durham pre-
bendaries, in his vigorous pamphlet, has hit that nail on the head ; and
the sound has gone out into every abbey-land in the kingdom. But, if

the Whigs had tmred for the church, the polity of love, and of entirely

kind dealing with Ireland, would still have been the best, for the reasons
already stated on other accounts. The Irish would have been quick,

pei^haps too quick, to concede in return. T/reir time would have now
come for concession, since concession was no longer the point, but gene-
rosity. Love would have brought them to the knees of the miniqjljers, of

the court, almost of the clergy. It would have been a struggle on their

side, how many rights* they could have waived or compounded for;*and
O Connell might, with safety and hqnour, have sunk into a membet of

the administration, as he most likely would.
When, alas, will the wise men of this world learn to be really wise, and

,
have the courage to put in practice the doctrines which they approve !

If the Irish had been ruled with love instead of fear, their history would
not have bebn the mass of blood and corruption which fear has rendered

Ireland would not have been the starved, indignant, and lawless

younger brother of a tyrannical child; If Napoleon, instead of revising

ihe Toryism of dynaHies, and old courts, and the shooting of exasperated

insurgents, unpeb pretence of their being necessary to good order,—
hadfollowed up his victories over corruption with a reign of love, issu,>

ing none hut edicts of kindness und justice, and meeting Ote long, secret,

enraptured wishes of the human race ; who among us that peruses these

words, doubts for one imtgnf, that he would now have been at the top

©1^ T»B WORLD !
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SONGS OF PIERRE JEAN*DE BEHANGER.—— Carmins posnimus
. Donare, et pretium dicere muneri.

Amongst the writers and poets of every country, the greater part
appear but as personification^, more or less complete, of the different
modes of intellect common to the human jspecies. They are citizens* of
one wide commonwealth,—obeying the same general conditions,—speak-
ing, with merely personal distinctions of accent and subject, the same
language, and bearing cognizable traits of the universal family of letters.

But, from time to time, there appear some, whose striking individuality

of feature excepts them from this general relationship ; whose produc-
tions, like the clioice wine of a sun-favouTed plot of vineyard, bear the
peculiar race of their own soil ; who are compact of certain bright and
delicate essences, which are the exclusive gift of their proper sky ; and
who are endowed with certain exquisite and incommunicable graces,
belonging to themselves as individuals, and as natives of a given spot.

These are the rarer jewels of a nation^s treasure-house,—each set apart,

in its appropriate chasiilg, from the mass of less distinguished gold. They
occur but rarely in the most highly-favtmred lands,—some are altogether

destitute of these choice apparitions. France may exult in the posses-

sion of three, at least—Rabelais, La Fontaine, and Beranger.

And what, it will be asked, is this last, to whom so exalted a fellow-

ship is assigned, with names hallowed by the praise of centuries ? A
simple chan^nmaier ; the writer, in short, of some four hundred songs,

married to the commonest music,—mere tavern-measures, and airs de

melle, which you may hear in every workshop, alley, and suburb, chanted

in the barracks, in wine-cellars, and guinguettes, throughout Paris

—

tliroughout P’raiice. Real popular songs:—not elegant National Me-
lodies,'* or Stuigs of the Salon,** printed on satin-paper, and, warbled

by fashionable lips alone ; but hearty, bold, genial strains, written for,

and sung by the people ,* find yet no vulgar strains—the author no vul-

gar poet. Let those who are startled by our styling him the first (with

perhaps the sole exception of lie La Vigne) that modern France has pro-

duced, review what gifts are required for the production of a song which

shall find its way to every hearth and festival througliout a nation.

Thought will not do it ; soft or tender feelings, and w ell-turned periods,

will not make a popular song :—yet it requires tliought, emotion, jind

melefly. There is no imposing miTon the choice of a nation. The corny

positions which it will hear, and repeat, and make its own, must be ener-

getic and faithful utterances of the experience and feelings of all. From

qffeefation or languor they turn with disgust > they can discern no beauty

in mera ingenious fictions ; but they can appreciate, and Jhey demand,

fancy, passion, dramatic effect, rapidity, pathos* 1 hey know not, indeed,

how to express this demand, or to explain why they will be cont^t with

no less ; but they are deaf to all productions wdiich fulfil not the natural

craving of their emotions. Such was, in older times, the early standard

of poetry. All poetry,* Herder finely says, and song in particular/

was, in the bjqginning, tiioroughly popqjar in its tone, ejsy and simple,

born of the accidents, and in the language of the many, and instinct

with a copious and lively spirit of human nature. Song delights in mul-

titudes j in the concert of the many : it requires the ear of the listener ;
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tile eoeevd of voices and feelings/* Herder speaks w^lL The strains

ivkleh delight a people mnst*be vocal and flowing; they must possets

that mysterious something which results from a combination of the fit.

measure with the fitting mood—^the joint offspring of the heai;t and

the ear ; that exquisite yet subtle essence which all feel^ yet none can

define* Without this^ you may have fine verses^ indeed^ but no song*

You are a stranger to tW charm which takes the ear pii^isotier ; sets the

lips in motion^ and lingers in the memory^ as it were some delicate music

warbled by Nature herself. Let it^ therefore^ be no matter of surprise

that we ascribe to one who has fulfilled these conditions the highest sta-

tion that poetry confers.

Bdranger is as yet^ we believe^ little known in England ; the public

notices that have been given us of his writings are either scanty or illi-

beral. An attempt to display .him in fuller proportions, and, as we trust,

ill a morb faithful spirit, .will not, it is to be hoped, prove unwelcome to

our readers. The intention to assume this grateful task dates with us

almost from the commencement of tKe present voik ; its fulfilment may
now be entered upon with the more propriety, inasmuch as we have at

length before us the long-expected volume, in which the poet binds toge-

ther his latest productions, to lay them at the feet of the public, as an
affectionate farewell-offering.

As a prelude to the consideration of his writings, some remarks upon
the origin, character, and influences of ancient song,—that earliest, most
vivid, and pervading revelation of the divine spirit of poesy,—might
appear desirable and appropriate. But to recall, however briefly, the

remoter accents of this voice, froip the shadows of other times ; to pur-
sue imy inquiry into j,ts sweet and excellent tones ; to show how song
has evermore alternately been the interpreter and the guide of ihe feel-

ings of nations ; to display its concealed, but irresistible power over the

current of human sentiment and action ; to do this, even were we com-
petent to perform the task, would require an expansion which we cannot
give to this fascinating subject. Nor is it so german to our author as it

might at first appear. The conditions under which a song-writer of modern
days must speak to the hearts of his countrymen, are no longer the same
which regulated the earlier utterances of national poetry. His influence,

however universal, is exercised through different organs, even while

addressing the san\p feelings ; and the nature of his ministry, in but
subject, approaches more nearly than of old, to that of other forms of
poebry ; a circumstance which must in no wise be forgotten in compar-
ing modern wjth early song. Thus, the pursuit of this delightful topic,

would but remotely guide us to a due ^appreciation of the deserts of
Bdranger.

A few words, however, must be given to some peculiar features of the
mation to whom our author^'had to address himself. In France, the fre-

quency and dominion of the lighter modes of song, and its unquestioned
li^rty, have been remaAable, from the earliest times to the present.^

genius of the country, and of the language, fostered this joyous
aft/' In most nations, it has expired, as an universal image of the

^ This characteristic was as strongly marked in theMBixteenth century as it is now.
^ lies Frim^ls** (says the historian5 Claude de Seyssel, in 1519) " out toujours eu
iSWee «t liberl4de parler t leur voUntd de touts sorte de gens, et mSme de leurs

pi^ioeei non aprds lour mort seulement, mais encore de leur vivant^ et dans leur pr5-
lanea.** This liberty of speech found Its vriiicle in song ; it was for a long time tho

possessed.
^ '
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pfetteral fealirig^ upon thcfir attainment to a certain degree of culture
; in

Prance it has never for an instant disaf»peared or lust its place. The
guy, social character of the people, their quick perception of the ridicu-

lous^ their ready wit, their changeful temperament,—formed a language,
which (poor as it may be in the resources of nobler expression) is beyond
all others, rich and happy in the utterance of merriment, fondness, and
Sarcasm ; and gave birth to infinite varieties of song.
" Le Franf^aiSy n^^aliriy cria le vaudeville.^ There is not more wit

than truth in the well-known mot of Champfort, that France was une
monarchie absolue tempMe par des chansons. In the most despotic times,
(until the last exhibition of Bourbon decrepitude) song went free through-
out the land, from hovel to palace ; and sported alike with the furred
robe of justice, and the rochet of the ecclesiastics. In the days of the
League, it exerted a power superior to the enfeebled laws ; . it reigned' in

full glory duriwg the strange comedy, of the Fronde ; and was heard with
great poignancy and effect amidst the disputes between Orleans and the
Parliament. It was a fourth estate in France, where the expression

Tout finit par des chansons, has become proverbial ; it was by these that

a mercurial people consoled themselves for the oppressions of power, and
found a vent for their feelings, which the wily Mazarin was glad to

respeqt.' He hien, que dit le peuple des nouveaux edits T* Mon^
siegneur, le peuple chante !’* Le peuple cante ?** he replied,’^in his

Italian patois, tl patera !** But the pressure of servitude did not fail

to impair the character of tlieir minstrelsy. A light capricious ridicule

was its boldest weapon of attack ; and its social effusions (such is ever

the case with slaves) were of a ^areless and heartless epicurism.

They repeat, amidst all their grace and cheerjulness, fhe one pitiful

theme, Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die.'' Their pathos,

in its rare occurrence, is of the same flimsy nature ; as hollow as the

Egyptian reveller's skull, and, in like manner, introduced but to stimulate

the zest of the banquet. Such, briefly, was the general character of

French song under the ancien rigime ; and it is observable , in the most

celebrated of Beranger's predecessors, such as Chaulieu, Colld, Panard,

and Desaugiers. But the French Revolution, amidst other great changes,

prepared the nation to require that some more earnest accents should

mingle with the levity of their favourite form of poetry ; when," after

the t^rible uproar of civil disorder, its voice again bpgan to make itself

heard. Beranger truly felt, that to be sung by all classes of a people

born amidst the Revolution of 1790, required something more than

Anacreon's confession of faith—-^ay chansons d boire, the mockery of

jealous husbands, *or brilliant epigrams upon the minor absurdities of an

exclusive class of society.

Little of biographical incident belongs to our author's life. Mes chan -

sons, c*est moi, was his own faithful expressiofi*;—in these the chief inte-

rest of his career must be sought. He was•born of obscure parents in

Paris, in,17B2; and having, it would seem,,,early lost his father, passed

his* childhood under the care of an old tailor, his maternal grandfather.

To these b^i^ble circumstances, in after life, he took an ingenuflus pride

in alluding. His first occupation is said to have been that of gar^on

d'aubergej from wheitce, at eight years of age, he was sent to learn^the.
* t M

* One cirnimstance befell in his childhood which Latin superstition would have

deemed a presage, if not the cause* of his subsequent eminence. He was struck by

lightning. ^
•
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cation^ and oor|:ected his first efforts. iVith this indulfp^ Aimer.p|ift^
he^remained for some time, during whiohj^it may be
some progress in repairing the deficiencies of hi6*early eduimfeiii- tn the
year ITfiO, he returned to Paris. Amidst the turbulent and shlftii^.sc^eil

of which that capital was now the theatre, he appears to haTepassedwOOth
years in a desultory and aimless manner ; but the activity of hls^lnd<
forbids us to suppose that either his industry or his observalion was dor*

mant the while. He appears to have* early resolved to embrace the pro*

fession of an author ; and the years uhich were passed in uncertain add
abortiveattempts in various kindsofcomposition, were not, therefore, wholly
unprofitable. To his early struggles with adversity, he was, no dpubl,

ii^ebted for much of that sympathy with the feelings, and insight into

the character, of the lower «anks of society, \^hich he was one day to turn
into a talisman of power. The early necessity of self-aid would encou-

rage the bold independence of his character, and an acquaintance with

hardship, and with those rigid outlines of the anatomy of passion and
temperament which polished society conceals, were doubtless of use in

giving determination and firmness to his poetical vision. After wearing

on, in poverty and disappointment, until 180^, he at length, as a last ex-

pedient, enclosed some of his poems to Lucien Bonaparte—little hoping,

according to his <iwn account, to dbtain a reply. But this amiable man,
himself a lover of po4try, held out the hand of kindness to the young
author, administ^ed to his immediate wants, and ultimately, we believe,

was the means of procuring him the small appointment in the Bureau
d*Instruction Puhlique, wliich he retained until the restoration. Relieved

from the pressure of want, he now hegi^ to study u ith some definite aim ;

and having thosen song as the province of his ambition, he devoted him-
self, with what success remains to be told, to the assiduous cultivation of

that style of writing. We-say assiduous; for, from his earliest appear^

ance as a*poet,^is productions are chaioictoriAed by that exquisite com.
pletenes^y^d finish which, although producing the effect of fiuencv and
ease, evkide to all hut the most superficial examination, fhe consummate
address, care, and prbp<Atlih with wliich they* are composed. We may
hefe take occasion to remark, that at no period of his career has Beranger

been what is called a ready writer ; Itnahy of his favourite songs have

the result of weeks of labour ; and the ma^ery he has won over the re-

sources of his language ; the inimitable harmony of his versification : the

ftlmost startling happinesses of expression, and a seeming hardihood of

fimpUcity wh^ch distinguish his productions, have been the fruit of un*
r^itting diligqpce. Upon this, some of our readers may be tempted to

exolaiiq^with Marcelle in the comedy, " Que de chases dans un menuet

!

Let such attempt the* translation of one of these simple-seeming lays,

they will discover whether ive have spoken sooth, or no.

/ l^anger's first publications were little morff t)j||Mlappy specimens of

iSift common*style of French song^ but the individual tincture of his mind,

ftft proceeded, soon began to 4||^ur his productions. He had already

oofteeived the ambition qf lendin^ider wings to song ; and the fine vein

ftf peiudvesess which was a constituent part of h^ being, stole through
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^ of Ilia gdoty. The pen which was afterwards to
4ed(e$(^ itrtellhl^^^tt^a wFwt^cilam^ pr©luded»lightly with the Mai d’Yostot,

? (ia adiicli Jpa ambition of. Napoleon is pleasantly toncheil^) or with Le
£49aiKlg^^bnrleaqpe’'|8aidto have relaxed the brow of the stern Emperor
hha^^.) He was but playing with the foil, until his hand should becomo
fa t̂aif with a brighter weapon. «

9ia ^st esaays^ the while, were timid ahd unpretending. To achieve all

he had dared to conceive, required a matured skill, and the vigour qfmm th^ youth. For one of his frank, joyous, and tender disposition,

iocial and amatory themes could not fail to possess an irresistible attrac-

tion ; imdto such are most of his early songs dedicated. Of these, we se-

lect the graceful little bijou, entitled Roger Bontemps, the first of a class

of compositions (which may be called hw cabinet-sketches) in which our
author eminently excels. So varied, so bright and picturesque, are these
imaginary charapterS|» struck out by a few happy touches, yet quick with
the spirit oftruth and vitality, that once presented, they become part ofour
recollections, as known originals, and not as the mere creations of a poet's

will. W’e had thought, ia 'self-defen e, to say something of the difficul-

ties which the English tranhlator of Bcranger has to encounter, and of

the reasons which induced us, after some reflection, to attempt a task,

in which little success could attend labours far better directed than ours.

Our explanation would, however, interfere with the prescribed economy
of space to which it is necessary to conform ; and we must be content to

abandon our versions to the mercy of the reader, confident that our least

severe critics will be those whom a knowledge of the inimitable originals

will enable to appreciate all the stubbornness of such an essay.
$

« To shame the fretfulness

That sullen tools betray.

Amidst a land's d)<^tiei^

* Was bom one Uobm May.
All snarlers to despise,

—

Live free,—and shun display,—

Ah, gay I w’^as t|» device

^
Of comely Robin May.

*< The hat his father owned
On holidays to wear,

With rose andri|vy bound,

To give a buxom aii

;

Coarse jerkin, patched and tom,

Witbk yeaw of service grey^ .

Gay ' was the costpjae won* ^

By comely Robin May.

A pallet in his hut,

A table H its side,

A pack of cards, a flute,

A flask, by chance supplied^

—

A sketch of Rose,—a chest,

But nought within to lay,-*-

Gay ! was the wealth possessed

By comely Robin May*

“ With urchins far and near,

Their childish games lo ply^—

lll^ady part to bear

in stories quaint and sly

To <^n his song-book b’er,

And judge of dancUbi play i—
Ah, gayl was aU the lore

Of comely Robin May.
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« In ^okvof iri&tftge^rnMb .

To iMM-^reased i

To think IdsJtooe nun^ ftir * -

Thau ^fauuei precba and &ifv—
With glad and loving look
To meet tk^ coming day

Ah, igjLj ! wae Wiedoin'e hc^k
To^xim^yJlobin May.

« To say, ‘ I trust, in need,

Thy gof^ess, hoonteous HeatenJ
And be the cheei*fiil creed

That guides iny acts forgiven !

And let my Winter pair

With Spring, till life decay
Ah, gay I was still the prayer

Of comely Robin May.

“ Ye rich, who yearn and fret,

Ye poor, who pine and fear,

And you, whose wheels forget

Their former bright career

And you, who soon may lose

The titles ye display,

Ah, gay ! for pattern choose

The comely Robin May I”

It » with regret that we allude to the tone of more than poetical

license which disfigures many of the songs composed byv3€ranger during

this mriod, and which renders the greater^ part of his portraits unsuit-

able f&r exhibition to general readers. This strong ground of objection

is the more to be lamented, as it compels us to pass over some of the

most lively and characteristic of his productions ; his Lisettes and Mar.
• gots, though, ^e are sorry to ^nfess, anything but correct or exem-
plary, are, nevertheless, so gay, gentle, brilliant, and capricious, that it

is impossible to avoid loving, even while we condemn them. Upon this

head of accusation we shall not presume to apologize for the offences

against pn^riety with which Bdrangifr has not unjustly been charged ;

some alleviation of the censure might, however, he found in a glance at

the^ppral laxity which has ever prevailed lo France on these subjects,

and tdiich the disorders subsequent to the Revolution had pushed to an

extreme latitude, at the period whei^Bdranger began to ^rite. It is

but fair 4o state his own apology for the levity with which, throughout

his entire career, his productions are continually disfigured :—that it

ojitained for his more earnest acceeats, amongst all classes, an attention

which, otherwise, they would not haye received. Of the extent to which

this excuse is valid, we cannot pretend to judge ; in any case, it reflects

little credit either on the poet or the ptiblic. In order to spare our-

,
selves a recurrence to such unwelcome observations, we may here dis-

pose of the other serious charge of impiety, which has been urged

against his attacks on priestcraft and intolerance. We do not think him
equally guiltympon this count. Many of his satires, indeed, employ a
fifeedOm of language which would ofFend English ears

;
yet, allowance

must, in fairness, be^made for national habit ; and it would be unjust to

accuse an individual for the use of a iiberjy*which the custom of his

age has in some degree sanctioned. It was Biranger's misfortune to

he bom, at a time when religion seemed to be utterly annihilated in

Finance, and to live to see her‘#afiie prostituted to the basest cravings

of a wicked despotism.*^ His own remark upon this accusation deserves

to hodird. Allien religion,^’ he says, becomes a political instrument,
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eharACter is siire to bs dkaU^w^d: the most charitable re-

KjordlieitFith intoleraiii^^* and bteHevem^ whose faith is not what they
‘ see hor tl^h^ ot times^ in sdl^defdnce, attack her in tfie sanctuary

todib *\ who am one of these believers^ have never proceeded to such

but have contented myself with ridiculing the trappings of Ca-

tWlicism. Is this impiety ?"

years Bdranger pursued his sportive career; but the time

l^probched* which was to teach his muse a graver and a sadder tone. The
disastora which darkened the close Na|&loon's reigif ; the fall of that

^
migh{)F>hei]^> whom^ with idl his love for freedom^ the poet never ceased

to idolise peiisonally ; -the veiling of France's military glory, to which

his inmost soul had thrilled ; and, above all, the insulting presence of

^raign conquerors in her mourning capital :—^these terrible events, oc*

earring in rapid succession, changed into bitterness and lamentation

the gay ind^fence' of his song. From this time forth, a strain of deep

and indign^ sorrow pervades his compositions ; many of which de-

nounce the invaders of his country, or recall, with fond regret, the pe-

riod of her departed glories. To such emotions the beautiful song.

Plus de PoHtifjiue^ composed in the summer of 1815, gives utterance.

Its mournful playfulness enhances, with exquisite effect, the suppressed

grief which it a&ears to conceal. It is addressed, as are jnnqjMlS/hili^

songs of a sij|^w character, to his mistress.

My ^rl, my joy in wo and weal,

Though worshipped still, you oft complain

'

That musings on my coimtry steal

My thoughts from love’s delicious reign

:

If politics oflhnd your ear,

Though State abuses urge me sore, •

Compose your clouded brow,•my dear, •
I’ll mention them nb more 1

I mind it well—for you were by,—
While rivals sought your ear, perchance,

I traced the splendid pageantry

Of arts, whose triumph brighten’d Prance

;

When, suppliant to her proud career,

Surrounding lands their tribute bore—
Compose your clouded brow, my dear.

I’ll speak of these no more !

**• And 1, whose tr^nours all derid^

Presumed, amidst our amorous plays,

To tell you, love, of wars ; and tried

To sing our haughty soldiers’ praise.

Earth, bowed bene^ the conqueror’s spear,

Beheld her kings* their might adore—
Compose your clouded brow, my dear,

^
I’ll sing of them no more

!

Though all unwearied of your^hain,

1 prayed that France were Fr^om’s home,

Sl^nd scared light fancies from your hrain.

By tales of Athens And of Rome.

> But though with deep distrust I hear

The oaths a modem TitmF * sworer-^

Compoee yopr clouded htow,^ my dear, ^
‘

d’U speak of such no more 1

^ Our l^nee, that queen without a peer,

Enthroned an enviousVorld above,

Was all your Jealous eye>eaiil4 ISear

•To find your rival in my love

:

^ * The imet alludes to the declarations of Louis XVIII. on h#'restoration.
Vfi .
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Alai ! for her, hovr many a tear.

What fond fruitUm tows I pour I

Compose your clouded brow, my dear,

ru mention her no more

!

Yes, my sweet trimdl you counsel well

;

Twere best, forgetting gloiious themes
In noiseless calm, obscure to dwell,

And slumber, lapped in Plea8ure*a dreams.
The banded foemen trimnph here^

—

• Our braye afo quelled-^our pride is o*er U
Nay ! smooth your troubled brou^ my deary

ni speak of them no more !** ^
With the restoration of the Bourbons began our decided

appearance as a satirist. The exchange of the splendours^fr^ empire
for a revival of the feeble pretensions of the old regime; th^^bsurd
insolence of the restored emigrants ; the servile facility with which the
creatures of Napoleon adopted the livery of royalism ; and, above all,

the ili-disguise<l attempts to force the yoke of a bigoted hierarchy upon
the necks of the French people, afforded pregnant matter for the exer-

cise of his invective. Upon these he poured, in rapid succession, his bright

and pungent sarcasms ; which were at once caught up and repeated on
all httads. He was now fully conscious of his powers and confident in

that the Bourbons were irreclai|^bly hostile to
' the wel^e of France, and that the warfare with mM||pnr, (in their

,

sentfe of thife term,) and with religion, (as they abusively^lm|d the in.

tyranny of a priesthood,) was not tif^l^Rntil one
^r^sonhe other should conquer. He threw his muse intef^e arms
of tne people ; his s >rgs were composed for the commonest street airs

;

his language, without losing its grace or propriety, became more pointed^

terse, and vernacular ; his aim was now to give his countrymen a

music which should rally them around the banners of the cause for

which they were to fight. Various and spirit-stirring were its accents

;

now quick in sarcasm, now indignant in denunciation ; at times softened

by allusions to former days, and arousing, with thrilling pathos, memo-
riesjdiich were dear to the hearts of the people. No wonder that the

BoiqjjPks regarded this formidable adversary with dismay : but while

his songs were chiefly circulated in manuscript, they were unable to

fall upon their anonymous antagonist. We have already mentioned the

reasons which will prevent us from exhibiting any of his satires against

thg monkery of the day—which are by far the most powerful and witty

of his attacks ;^the specimen which we subjoin, is directed against a

class of which, to the disgrsice of Frenchmen, the Restoration displayed

numerbus and hateful instances.

^ Sir Jud&8 is a pleasant rogue ;

And you will hear him roundly swear,

He changed not sides to suit the yogu^—

.

One colour was hia constant Wear
We, who hate all knarsB that boirow

—

White t0i4ay, and black to*morrow

—

Let's speak low,

Let's speak low, <>

Judas passed me heie just now.
I

<< Curious—fond the news to gues^
Mark him, censor, free from guile,

WHhng for the public press,

MdiiSiing bold, in liberal style

.
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Yet if we but di'eam of halting:

At the open right of printing

.
Let*Bepeak lour,

Judas pass^ me here just nour«

Careless who may poipt or mock,
Coward, with unblushing face,

See him mount a soldier's frocl^

With a cross* his breast to grace :

IVe, who love to tell the story

Ofour warriors* deeds of glory,

—

Let's speak low,

Judas past me here just now.
<< Last and worst, his sullied tongue

Dares to ape the patriot's tone.

And of France's grief and wrong
Never speaks without a groan

IVe, whose bitter curses fall

• On every traitorous son of Gaul

—

Let's speak low,' Cdis-J

Judas passed me here just now.
^

With a meek and honest air,

Master Judas loudly crie^
‘ Here, alas ! my friends beware
Of the vile police's spies I*

TVe, who chase with scorn and gibe

Ever}" scoundrel of the tribe— /

Let's speak low,

Judas passed me here just now !"

We wOl now return to our author's picture gallery for something of a

gentler character. Here is a rare and pleasant companion—the Aveugle

de Bagnolet, sketched in the brightest colours, ^and absolutely smiling

from the canvass. Yet ^re is a trace here and thgre, as though the

artist (it is lA wnX) h^brushed away a tear two, as he finished Xhen
picture.

Of late I met, at Bagnolet,
^

grey-beard with a constant'bmile";

Blind, from the wars he came away,
And poor, he begs, and sings the while}'

He turns his viol,*|* to repeat,
* 'Tis Pleasure's children I entreat,

Ah ! give a trifle, give, I pray,

—

And all are prompt to give and greet,

—

Ahl give a trifle, give, I pray.

To the blind man of Bagnolet
!'

“ A little damsel guides his way.
And when a jayous crowd be nears,

At revel on the green, he'll say,

‘ Like you, 1 danced in former years

!

Young men, who press, with rapturous air,

The yielded hand of many a ^ir.

Ah ! give a trifle, ^ve, I pray

;

In youth, I did not oft despaif.

Ah I give a trifle, give, I pray,

To the blind man of Bagnolet
!'

“ He says, whene’er a.city da^me •

He meets in haunts of gay resort,-!-

‘ How«ften here, when Fanny cam(^

We made her drahhed spouse our sport 1
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Fond daine% Ivre t&i dim rttr^l
Where sauiMare lidd; fi»r Hymen'i ftet.

Ah! gite « tiifte, ^ye, I pray,
1 love to laugh at hndMuda yet $

Ah I give a trl^e, glve^ I pray.

To theliliiid man of tegnolet V
^ To certain giile^ a lightedme crew.
Whole beauties long engaged hia care^

* Ah ! charming still,' he sayi^ * pursue
Your life ofdove, be glad and &ir

!

Too oft my prayers attempt, in vain,

From heartless prudes an alms to gain—
Ah! give a trifle, give, I pray,

To poti refusal costs such pain

!

Ah
!
give a trifle^ give, I pray.

To the blind man of Bagnolet!*

<< Where revellers in the bower carouse,

He says, < Remember, as ye pour,.

That here the sunniest year allows

No vintage-gleanings to the poor I

Glad souls, whose merry faces shine

O'er beakers filled with aged wine—
Ah ! give a trifle, give, 1 pray,

* The sourest draught's a treat in mine.

Ah
!
give a tri^e, give, I pray,

To the blind man of BagnoletP

Where, drinking deep, a soldier-band,

In chorus shout their amorous lays,

And ring the glass from hand to hand.

To pledge the feats of other days,—
He says, by memoiy stirr'd to tears,

< £n^ what Friendship's charm endears—

c Ah
!
give a trifle, give, I pray,

Like you, / carried arms for years t

• ^ Ah
!
give a trifle, give, I pray,\,,

To the blind man of ^gnbletT'

In fine, we're bound in truth to state.

In quest of alms, 'tis said, he's seen

More rarely at the church's gate.

Than near the tavern on the green

:

With all whom Pleasure’s garlands bind
The beggar and his rote 1 find,—

< Ah
!
give a trifle, give, I pray,

Enjoyment makes the heart so kind

!

Ah ! give a trifle, give, I pray,

To the blind man of Bagnolet
!'

"

We cannot say much for the morale of this dear old indicant ;

his cheerfulness and pleasantry there can but be one opinion. It is in-

teresting to compare this happy creation with our own Edie Ochiltree^

and to trace the distinctions of national character, as respectively dls.

played and coloured by i&e minds that give birth to these kindred

creations.
'

^ But this, however exquisite, is not Bdranger’s highest tone of portrai-

ture. We will follow hipA to the contemplation of a more remote and
sombre object ; the representation of which, but forhis impressive suc-

cess, might well have been deemed beyond i^e capacity of a song. It

is the gloomy and terrible Louis XI. ; and with what thorough mastery

does he not depict the moral of^his tale, in a few diort stanzas ! For
- dramatic and poetic^^ment, we would place this composition by the side

of any thing of tljH|||M that has ever been produced. The scene is a

village gre^ in the n^yiibourhood of Plessis-les-Tours, it opens amidst

the mirth Ima peasant’s holiday
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« W«lcome! i^ort that sweetens labotirl

VHlage maidens, village hoys,

Neighbour hand in hand with neighbour,

Dauce we, singing to the tabor,

And the sackbut’s merry noise I

<< Our aged king, whose name we breathe in dread,

Louis, the tenant of yon dreary pile,

Etesigns, in this fair prime of flowers, *tls said.

To Tiew our sports, and try if he can smile.

Welcome ! sport, &c. •

<< While laughter, love, and song are here abroad,

His jealous fears imprison Louis there;

He dreads his peers, his people—^y, his God

;

But, more than all, the mention of his heir.

Welcome ! sport, &c.

Look there ! a thousand lances gleam afar,

• In the warm sunlight of this gentle spring

And, ’midst the clang of bolts, that grate and jar.

Heard ye the warder’s challenge sharply ring ?

Welcome I sport, &c.

He comes 1 He cornea ! Alas ! this mighty king
With envy well the hovel’s peace may view

;

See ! where he stands, a pale and spectral thing \
And glares askance the serried halberts through !

Welcome! sport, &c.

Beside our cottage hearths, how bright and grand
Were all our visions of a monarch’s air

!

What ! is his sceptre but that trembling hand?
Is that his crown—.a forehead seamed by care ?

Welcome ! sport, &c.

“ In vain we sing; at yonder distant chin^.

Shivering, he starts !
—’twas but the village bell

!

But evermore the sound that notes the time *

Strikes to hi» ear an omen of his knell

!

^ Welcome ! sport, &c.

Alas ! our joys some dark distrust inspire !

He flies, attended by his chosen slave

Beware his hate ; and say, * our gracious Sire

A loving smile to greet his children gave,’

Welcome ! sport. See,”

What aje the details of Comines, or the Cronique Scandaleuse, to

the eii^rgy of this speaking picture ?

No writer, with whom we are acquainted, has surpassed, few have

equalled Bcranger in the blending of gaiety with pathetic sentiment.

An exquisite pensiveness temper| his social mirth ; it adds an in9e>

scribable charm to his patriotic aspirations ; it beautifies, in an especial

manner, the utterances of his love. W^ith what a novel grace has it

here invested an address to his young mistress ! I'he poet anticipates a

time when he shall be no more, and she, the beautiful, the light-heartecT,

his grey-haired survivor, with whose imagined thoughts heicomposes his

own epicedium. We have rarely met with a subject so difficult, or ^o

ffnely handled. He converts to favour and to prettiness” a prospect,

the intrusion of which, in the moment of young passion, is naturally

chilling and importunate
^
and throws his funeral garland, like a spring

offering, at the feet of his beloved.

Yes! age will fade your cheelc, my fair and bright

!

' Old age will come, when 1 shall be no

Methinks that Time, impatient in his flimH^v
Hath twice my vanished summers coiiyppllk*
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publication. For the seeming lenity of the sentence^ B^ranger wae
indebted to the fears of the government, who found It expedient, in the
then temper of the capital, to affect moderation. To him the punish,
ment^as a species of triumph, from the warm expressions of public

feeling which it called forth on his behalf. It had, indeed^^made his

fortune; he certainly lost his small independence, of some £40 per
annum ; but fnem henceforth the entire French nation se chargea de ea

fortune. Visits from the distinguished men of all parties, the choicest

piresents, the utterance, in short, of every Species of generous sympathy,
lightened the period of his durance. Nor was his pen idle. Ere the ink
of the sentence was well dry, the assailant was again on the alert, and,

from the walls of his prison, retaliated upon his oppressors in a quick

succession of brilliant lampoons, which defied the vigilance of the cen-

sor, and passed from hand to hand throughout France. The following

graceful satire^ in which a double purpose is most happily served, was
composed in reply to some friends who had sent him a present of some
choice vintages, the produce of Chambertin and Romance. He calls it

ilfa Guerison.
Fill, that I may feel,

If wine have power to heal ;

—

Yes ! even in prison, all goes right,

—

The medicine has restored my sight

!

At the first cup of Romance,
I felt the potion lull my sense,

And cursed my muse’s stubborn u^ay

Of mocking courtiers’ insolence.

E’en yet a fresh relapse I feared

—

But, O ! that magic dose of wine «
To sell them praise I’m now prepared,

After one cup of Chambertin.
Fill, &c.

“ At the next cup of Romanee,
I blushed, with all my crimes confess'd,

As round my cell, in close array,

I saw the myriads Power has bless’d.

My judge’s stem reproof, I vow,
Has touched me, gi^aceless libertine,

—

I even admire Marcbangy now

—

At the next cup of Chambertin.
Fill, &c.

<< Atillie third cup of Romanee,
The tyrant’s hv^d I see no more,—.

The press is free as light of day

—

The budget all but knaves adore ;

—

And Tolerance, in the public view,

Parades in deacon’s surplice^finc

—

I see the gospel practised too, •

At the third cup of ChambeWin.
FiU, &c.

« At the last cup of Romande,
Mine eye, suffused with happy te^ns,

Looked up to Freedom, crowned and gay

Witff olive, rose, and wheaten earn.

Paternal mildness gul<!^s the laws

;

The future wears no doubtful sign •

The gates unclose—^the bolt undraws,...

At the last cup of Chambertin.
Fiu/Ske.
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O Chambertin t O Romani

!

With yoii,4& one auepicious morn,*.--

The lover^a apelL^Hope’a guiding ray

—

Illusion, gentle sprite, tras born..

To bless inanhind, the bounteous fay,

Delighted, beara her wand divine^
’Tis now a stock of Romance,
And now a shoot of Chambertin !

Fill, &c.”

Exasperatfed, though not embittered, Bdranger continued to redouble
his attacks upon absolutism and priestcraft, cheered on by the sympathy
and applause of his countrymen. His powers had now reached their

full maturity ; and the compositions he produced between his first and
second prosecution, (which latter occurred in 1829,) surpass whatever
else he has Written of graceful, vigorous, or pathetic. The sternness
with which Charles X. attempted to efface the concessions of his feebler

predecessor, and the undisguised countenance ajSbrded by him to the
*Jdsuit party, called for new efforts on the part of the people ; and their

poet was not wanting at his post. The Government was absolutely stung
into a prosecution by a series of songs, more happy and poignant in their

ridicule, than any that Beranger had hitherto composed. The Corona-
tion of Charles the Simple ,*” Les infiniment petits, the most pungent and
felicitous, perhaps, of all his sarcastic efforts ; and another, entitled, Les
Souvenirs du Peuple, wherein the author, in a strain of quite untranslate-

able beauty, depicts the fond recollections of Napoleon, which the French
were to treasure and transmit to their children ;—these were made the

ostensible subjects of the second judicial censure, M’hich, however, was,

in fact, urged by the^ clamorous resentment of the phrti preire. We
j^hall attempt a versiod, feeble indeed, compared with the original, of

hes infiniment petits

Iir magic lore my faith is great

;

But yesterday, a conjuror deep,

To see our country's future state,

In hii charm'd mirror let me peep.

What piteous scene is this I view ?

There Paris and her suburbs stand—
The year is nineteen thirty<4wo,

And there the Bourbons still command !

Are these our sons—this pigmy race P

By heavens ! our offspring are so small,

That hardly, through the powerful gla^
I see them round their hovels crawl

!

'Tis but a shade of Prance'^ ghost,

The France I knew a mighty land ;

A little realm—a tiny coast

!

What then ? The Bourbons still command

!

« What swarms of little shrivelled things,

^ Small, bilious Jesuits—^what a fry !

What crowds of priestly 'minikins,

Who bear their little saints on high !

Blight follows where their blewsinps rest

;

Old Pain's court, beneath their hand
Is gi^wn a little Jesuit’s nest ; ^
What then ? The Bourbons still command

!

All's dwarfish palace, forge, and hearth,

Toil, science^ commerce, arts, and' taste

And bitt|r little times of dearth
The ffilw ramparts yearly waste.
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While^ the l!t>U of Iktle dranfg,

Along tbtt ftontior, wtekly mann^,
A paltry little army comes,—
What then ? The Bourbons still command !

« At length, athwart the wizard*s glass,

To end the dolefhl scene, arose
ik giant heretic, alas

!

Whom half a world could scarce enclose,

tie stoops—^the piteous pigmies foil,-—

In vain their little prayers withstand,

—

And pockets kingdom, king, and all

;

What then ? The Bourbons still command V*

From the Ministers of Charles X., Beranger did not escape quite so

easily as on a former occasion. Hig sentence was imprisonment for nine
months in La^roe, and a fine of 10,000 francs. The fine was, in part,

raised by a general subscription, conducted by the political association,

Aide^toUle Ciel Vaidera ; the deficit was supplied by the poet*s generous
friend, M. Berard, treasurer to the subscription. The last collection of
Beranger’s songs contains those which he composed during and subse-
quent to his imprisonment in La Farce ; one of these, Lee Dix Mille
France^ we place here, no less for its merit, than on account of its al-

lusions to the song translated above :

—

Tek thousand francs—ten thousand ? what a fine t

My nine months prison cost a fearful sum

!

And bread is dear—hard times for alhwho dine

As 1 must dine, at home^ for months to come.

My dear Chief Justice, wont you bate a part?
^ No, not a sous t go fast, with all your breed !

For lil^ls on the race of Henri Quatre,

In the King's name, ten thousand francs decred!.'

So
!
pay I must : but say, to what design

Belongs the gold that I so well could spend ?

To raise you substitutes to man the line ?

—

To pay some honest judge—the people’s friend ?

At once appears a hand both foul and long,

— Ha ! the police a pack of bills unties

!

While outraged morals damn my peccant song,

Set down : < Two thousand francs disburs^ for spies
!'

“ And next, diyiding thus a monarch’s theft,

A hungry tribe my budget storm per force—
Beneath the throne their harps to rest are left,—

What, coronation* Bards ! so soon grown hoarse ?

Sing, tuneful Sirs,—the^golden eggs extract

;

Wealth, titles, orders, rank, alike invade.

Ay, were the blessed-j- phial three times cracked.

Set down : < Two thousand francs to flatterers paid !’

“ What troops of j:giants yonder takfi Jheir stand !

All, old and new, be-ribboned lik^a shew.

Proud to be slaves, and ready, at command,
To sign the cross, salute, or point the toe.

Of every cake three quarters are their prize,

For they are great—ay, infinitely great^^X

They ’ll make a France proportioned to their size 1

— ‘ Three thousand pounds for lacqueys of the state

* The author here alludes to a sarcasm against the royalist pfiets, in his song, Le
eaere de Charles le Simple,

f The Sainte Ampoule^ which, in 93, was broken b the public square at Rheims,

was m^iraculously replaced, entire, for the coronation of Charles X. •

X the preceding song, in explanation of these allusions.
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What mitre% croam, ^pe% a&4 idlkan irests,

And purple hat% and costly plate, 1 see,—
To^vn mansioii% convents, serrants, coaches, crests,-—

Ha I 8t Ignatius sacks the treasury

!

To scourge my light assault, his champion there
Decrees my so^ to ererlaating fires«*

K*en n'^w theyVe plucked my guardian angel *|* barej
Set down t < Throe thousand for the saintly sires

I*^

Let's count,—^ large a sum deserves the painyi*^-

Twice two, and thi^ are seven—4md three makes ten :

—

'Tis just the sum ! alas 1 though La Fontaine
Was exiled, too,—at least Hueyfined not, then

!

Proud Louis would have made the sentence null
That beggars me for one unmeasured song

.

Here, Monsieur Loyalj: sign : < Received in Aill •

Ten thousand Francs May gracious Charles live long !’*

These later songs of Beranger are, in general, of a graver charac-

ter than the others we have noticed they are more deeply tinged with
earnest or pathetic reflection, dwell with severer eye upon political sub-

jects, and evince a more profound sympathy with the sufferings and ac-

cidents of social and humble life. The two following songs are each
characteristic of this riper manner,—^the grave satire of the former is

absolutely irresistible. We are compelled to adopt the French style, in

naming the exile of Syracuse—the English form, Pionysius, being ut-

terly intractable in this measure :

—

DEinrs, THE SCHOOLMASTER.

King Denys, driven to abdicate,

At Corjnth mounts the pedant's chair

;

And, followed by a nation's hate.

With fretful murmurs cheers his beggar^ fare.

He's absolute— least in school

—

Still, at his pleasure laws expire and spring,

—

To tyrannize is still to rule

The longest exile never cured a king.

This scourge, whilome, of Syracuse,

From every pupil's wallet takes

A levy, for his daily use ;

—

Three-fourths of all their honey, nuts, and cakes.
< Obseive,' quoth he, < by right divine,

My claims extend o'er all and every thing,

—

I'ye left you part—give thanks, and dine !' >

ir>The longest exile never cured a King.

A dunce^vpf all his form the worsts

Beneath his clumsy tbemcr^vrote down

:

* Great King, by all the gods be cursed

The knaves that robb^ your Highness of his crown !'

Hal quick, roward the flattering fool,—
* My son,' he whine^. ^ great cares to sceptres cling*—

^ usher—^wield pay cane in school
!’

—The longest exile never cured a King.

^ A miscreant whispers in his ear,

< The boy, 3ir, scribbling there, methinks
Is turninlf some lampoon : I fear

That you're ihe butt ; for look. Sir, how he chinks !’

* A pieacher, after Bbranger’s condemnation, said in the pulpit that tho judicial

punishment was nothing to that which Awaited the p^t in h^t
The An^e Gardien waaone of the songs, on which the pretext of Uie accusation

rostod* charge was g protended offence against public morals, the real oflbncr

was fllie vIdlQile of the Jeaniil.

f The reiser will remember M. Loyal, the oifleer in Moliero's Tartuffe. *

t' ,

’
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Acul straight^ with cenaor'a mood auster#^

The'maflter speeds the culprit's thumbs to wring,
And growls : * III have no writing here !*

—^The longest exile never cured a King.

<< One day, revolving di^ms of fear,

Death, perils, treasons 'gainst his state,

The madman sees his urchins' jeer
A hra<» of strangers passing by the gate

:

« Come in, dear strangers—^help 1* he cries,
‘ To urge my threatened rights yoursniccour bring ;

‘ Strike ! 'tie my children ye chastise !*

—The longest exile never cured a King.

At length, each grandam, mother, siiv,

Of the poor babes thus rudely shent,

Incens'd, with loud complaints and ire,

From Corinth’s walls the veteran tyrant sent.

But still, witli lust of rule increased.

His country and hee laws secure to string,

From pe^nt Denys lums to priest

:

—The longest exile never cured a King.”

The following sketch has a gloomy truth, which reminds us oi the
more elaborate pictures of that great chronicler of humble life—our own
excellent Crabbe.

LE VIEUX VAOi^BOND.

‘‘ Hehe in the ditch my bones I’ll lay

;

Weak, wearied, old, the wotld I leave.
‘ He’s drunk,’ the passing crowd will say : .

’Tis well, for none will need to grieve.

Some turn their scornful heads aivay,

Some fling an alms in hitirying hf
Haste—’tis the village holiday \ •

The aged beggar needs no lielp to die.

Yes I here, alone, of sheer old age
I die ; for hunger slays not all

:

I hoped my misery’s closing page
To fold within some hospital.

But crowded thick is each retreat,

• Such numbers now in misery lie,

—

Alas ! my cradle was the sti^eet i

As he was bom the aged wretch must die.

“In youth, of workmen, o’er and o’er

I’ve asked, ‘ Instract me in your trade.’

< Begone—our business is not more
Than keeps ourselves—go beg I’ they sni<l.

Ye rich, who bade me toil for bread,

Of bones your tables gave me store.

Your straw has often made my bed

In death I lay no curses at your door.

“ Thus poor, I might have ftirned to theft ;

—

No ! Abetter still for alms fb pray ! •

At most I’ve plucked some apple, 'left

To ripen near the public way.

Yet weeks and weeks, in dungeons ^pid

In the Ring’s name, they let me pine
^

They ^ole the only wealth I had,

—

Though poor and old, the sun, at least, was mine.

“ What country has thi poor to claim ? ^
•

What boots to me your com and wine,

Your busy toil, your vaunted Bime,

The Senate where your speakeA shine ?
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Once, when tones, by viMt o'erswept^

Saw atimiigevs battening on your land,

Like any paling ito, I weptl
The aged wretchmm isourUhed by their hand.

^ Mankind ! why trod yon not the worm,
The noaioos thing, beneath your he^ ?

Ah ! had you taught me to perform
Due labour for the common weal

!

Then, sheltered from the advene wind,
The worm and ant had learned to grow,

Ay—^then I might have loved my kind
The a^ beggar dies your bitter foe 1**

And is this a mere Chamonnier^ who lays' bare, with suoli a matter's

hand, the consuming evils of humanity ? But we must draw to a close

;

and how can we more fitly terminate our extracts than by an attempt

to paraphrase the Poet's own touching and noble farewell to the Public ?

J « Op late, my faded garland to reviv^^^^^ V \J

(y ^ In accents soft, or learned, or severe, /• ^Op late, my 1

In accents soft, or learned, or severe,

I thought to sing,—when lo ! I saw arrive

The Fay that nursed my childhood’s earliest year.*
^ Seek shelter for the long, cold eve of life,

For winter’s bi'eath hath silvered o’er thy head,

Long years of toil hare dulled thy voice,’ she said,

—

‘ The voice that dared to brave the tempest’s strife.

My furrowed brow is bare—adieu my lute

!

The north wind groans afar—the bird is mute I

“ ‘ Gone are the days,’ she said, ‘ when, like a lyre,

Thy bounding soul to every mood could thrill,

And thy glad^nature, like a shooting fire,

O’er the dim sky shed meteor^heams at will.

Thy heaven is narrower now, and full of gloom ;

Thy friend’s long laugh was silenced long ago,

How many gone ! and thou art following slow,

—

Thine own Lisette is sleeping in the tomb.’

My furrowed brow is hare-—adieu my lute

!

The north wind groans afar—the bird is mute

!

^ < Yet bless thy lot :-^y thee, a voice of song*

Hath stirred the humblest of a nohle^ce

;

And music, flying, bore thy words along

To ears unused to learning’s rigid grace.

Your Tnllys speak to cultured crowds alone,—
But thou, in open feud with kingly sway,

Hast we4 to give full chorus to thy lay,

The peopl6’%mea8ures to the lyric tone.’

—My furrowed brow is hare,—Adieu, my lute'l

The north wind groans afar—the bird is mute !

<< < Thy shafts, that even dared to pierce a throne,

By a fond natibn gathered as they fell,

Erom far and pear, ifoe hade, in concert thrown,
Back to their aim ten thousand arms impel.

And when that throne its thunders thought to wield,

In three brief days old weapons blew it down
Of all the shots in velvet and in crown,

How many charges sent thy muse a-fleld
!’

—My furrowed brow is hare—Adieiif, my lute !

The north wind groai^ afar—the bird is mute!

* The Poet aUudes tu^ne of his former songs, La bonne F4e,” wherein he de«

scribes how^a good fairy visited him in the cradle under the roof of his old grand-
iii^ the and predicted hia future vocatioh.

*
t # *



Song$ of Beranger, \q*j

* Bright If thy share in those immortal daysy

When booty rainly wooed thine eyes with gold

.

That Past^ adorning all thy years, shall raise

Cositent, to llye and gracefully grow old.

To younger ears the noble tale repeat,

Direct their bark, the hidden rock display,....

If France should boast their deeds, some future day.

Warm thine old winter at their glories* heat
.JMy furrowed brow is bare..-.Adiea, my lute I

The north wind groans afar—the bird is mute

!

« Kind Fairy, at the needy Poet’s door,

Benign, in time you warn him to retire ;

Then.come, new inmate, to my dwelling poor,

Oblivion, of repose the child and sire I

Some aged men, who shall not all forget,

Will say, with moistened eyelids, when I die,

T^is star, one evening, shone awhile on high—
God veiled its lustre longl^afore itiiet j

—My furrowed hro^^ is hare—Adieli, my lute I

The north wind groans afar—the bird is mute !*'

We would not seek communion with one who could turn

farewell strain unmoved. Of rare beauty, in truth, was this star, which
has now retired from our horizon ; and we may long expect, before

another light so warm, and loving, and lustrous, shall appear in the

meridian.

Little need he added to complete the portrait which we hftve now at-

tempted to give of Beranger. Few who have accompanied us in the ex-

amination of his writings, will require to he told that we regard him as

a Poet of a very high order. A brief enumeration ^f the qualities on be-

half of which .we assign to him this great praise, is all that will now be

.

requisite. They are,—a bright and strong imagination f a variety which

never exhausts itself ; an alternate tenderness and force, blended in the

happiest combinations ; a clear intellectual vision, whereby he embraces,

with commanding elFect, the most striking forms and qualities of whatso-

ever he pourtrays ; a wit, warm, brilliant, and genial ; and a Jarge ca-

pacity of soul, which can entertain with equal propriety the slightest

and the most elevated themes. Of the graces of his manner and lan-

guage, no translation, noInscription can afford the most distant concep-

tion ; the melody, the sim^icity, the sly and caressing tone of his songs,

defy all imitation ; and, even in the original, require, for their due ap-

preciation, no superficial knowledge of the language, which he employs

with such consummate felicity and art. He has left behind him no suc-

cessor to his^reputation ; and we do not think it j^ssible that any future

time can produce a competitor, to dethrone him from his place of al-

lowed supremacy over his country's song which his genius has so nobly

embellished and enlarged. • ^

,

B^ranger’s personal character exists in his wri|^ings. Modest, gay, and

affectionate, a lover of independence, nbt averse to self-indulgence, hqjb

alive to all the best emotions of human nature,—such is the poet,«-such

the man. Truly has he said, Je riaiflatU que Vinfortune ; his generous

temper has ever disdained safe or profitable enmities, and attacked in-

justice or folly in the powerful^ alone. When asked to compose a dia-

^
tribe against a distinguished character in disgrace, whqpe actions had

heen,*^iu no slighj; degree, obnoxious to the severest censure ; A la honne

heure, replied the noble-minded bard, quand il sera ministre.

Since the resolution of 1830, the path of emolufnfnt and dist^ction has
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iabi alien to fi^ran^ef ; lie hos constantly refused to enter it. The in-

^]^end^ee of his character was too sensitive to contemplate an alliance

with pny party^ who nu^ht thus enforce a tacit claim on his suffrag^e and
adherence. To a certain ejttent^ this re!nct4nce may have proceeded

from his eictreme aversion to any compelled labour, at an age in which
politiciil ambition must have lost many Of its seductions, especially to

one who&e fame no dignity of station could enhance. With characteristic

modesty, be attributes his backwardness chiefly to this latter cause^

Def mSdiadns oni pretdndre qve jeJhimis de la vertu^ Fi done ! jefaisau
de la paresBo*

At the age of fifty-three, Beranger, as a song-wrrter, at least,has now re-

tired from the public e> e. lie does not, indeed, profess that he will cease

to compose, but he promises to publish no more. Immedtatement apreb

revolution de Jullkt^ he says, ma mode^te miesion Halt termiti^e ; so far,

alone, as concerned Ins political activity. The remaining yearts of his

life he proposes to dedicate to the composition of a sort of Historical

Dictionary, lompiising the events and tharacters with which a long and
busy lif^passed amidst remarkable scenes, has furrushed his memory.
It will be a delightful and iiiestimal le legacy; to the prospect of which
be refers with whimsical pleasantr), antnipating the time when, in vir-

tue of this work, he may be cited bv future historiarts as le grave, le judi^

cieux B^rnnger, Pouiqaot pas ^ But to his som^s lie wilLowe the repu-

tation which must attend liis name so long as the language of poetry and
the love of truth and fieedom are precious to his t luiritry and to mankind.
In retiiing thus carl) and gracefully, while Ins vone is still full of mu-
sic, and his lyre still uiibioken, he has done well. Nothing can add to

his poetical eminence , and his image will hciueloith dwell m the hearts

which he has aroused or softened, iindimimd 1)\ a sliade of decay or fee-

bleness \\’’ith*'love and giatitude we follow Inin to Ins retirement,

wherein may he longenjo\ the retiospect of Ins honourable labours, and
contemplate with placid ejos the assiiiaiiceof his poetical immortality *

V.

FRAGMFNTS FROM iMLTASlASlO

An ' me, how readily wc all ( m de|J^

h vil of otlieis ’ Mi»{i ible fitict /

Of too miuh love we bear ouim hts * Om pride -

l8 CdtteiM by the ba8eiie'>s ol out fellows

;

And thtii woist lo&s is still oui deaiest gwiii.

Every man loves to be companion’d, whib
He walk! in ciiui , ereiy fnan would sec

All otlieis miss the wi>, wluii be w ilks iif^ht

,

And thus we till thunks by wioiig names In im

Feai is disdut,—sii^ ilitv moht modtst;
VV Jiil^ Till me.i’s modi sty, t \i.cpt oui ow n

,
Is seivib, and, dll prudence cow aidl 5 ,

So we keep ^ood fiiends with oursches. Of othi is,

The evil regdul comes qunkly—tin «:ooil slow%
^ / * X-

T)ie fieeboin fountain,

Child of the mouiitdin,

The closei pc nt

In impiisonaient,

Its wdieis wcie,

**The lightei leaps,

And the bnghtcl* keeps

lU pathway in iippci an

So 11h noble soul,

Whom fate to-day

Weighs down—to-inoriow
Witliout (ontiol,

AVill wuig his way
Thioiigh the piths of stoiy,

And win of soriow
Fxc ceding glory

3



BRITISH COMMERCE.
The publication of Mr. McCulloch’s invaluable Dictionary of Conu

merce* affords us an opportunity of taking a brief and general survey
of British Commerce ; on every branch of which the author has cast the
full and steady light of science and, in illustration of which, he has
brought together a far greater number of authenticated, well-assorted,
and justly-weiglffed facts, than is to be found in any previous work.
The unprecedented magnitude of British Commerce, and its connex-

ion with the power and individual happiness of the British people, as
well as with the interests of freedom and civilization throughout the
world, make it a study not only, absolutely indispensable to the states-

man and politician, but most interesting to the philosopher and the
philanthropist. The commerce of Britain is the right arm of its power.
By it our fleets are upheld and manned ,* our armies supported ; our
numerous posseri^^ions in every quarter of the g]c>be held toi^etlier ; our
public revenues furnished, our manufacturers emj>loyed, and our popu-
lation supplied with an endless variety of the necessariOwS, comforts, and
luxuries of life. By its means', England exerts an influence among the
nations of the world, whicli it could never otherwise ha\e attained;
becomes the arbiter of independence or boncjage to distant communities;
bridles the selfishness and tyranny of despots ; fosters tlie in4ubtry of

rising states; and diffuses science, the arts, all civilizing and humanizing
knowledge, and the liglit of a pure religion, over the most distant re-

gions of tlie earth. On the continued ])rosperity of commerce depend
not only the permaneneo of British power and influence, but e\eii the

internal tranquillity and safety of the state, its aliility to sustain its

burdens, and the solidity of its social institutions ^ for, loaded as the

people arc witli an enormous debt, jiny serious decline #n their trade '

w'ould produce financi<il embarrassment, and, in a period of war, miglit

lead to national bankruptcy and public confusion.

The most interesting jioint of \iew in which we can regard the enor-

mous eornmorce of Britain i-., its natural tendency to link together in

the bonds of mutual ad^antage all the nations which participate in it,

and to impart knowledge and liberty to countries now barbarous and

enslaved. Trade, which, ^ the sliort-sighted cupidity and jealousy of

governments, has too often been made the cause or pretext of bloody

contcsls,eis in its own nature calculated to be the pacificator of the

earth. The violent disruption of the ties of commercial intercourse he-

tw'een any two countries/ necessarily inflicts much injury on both. Thq
more, therefore, tliose ties are ni*iltiplied, the stronger will be the

motives to i)eace, and the more formidable the obstacles to entering

upon war. The eiilighteiiing and enfranchising influence of trade is

illustrated by the history of the South American republics, which owe
^

their indepciidenre in a great measure to th^ sjiirit infused into their

])opulation, by commercial intercourse with Grdat Britain.
*

In order that these beneficent influences of commerce may have their*

full play, it is olivious, that all restrictioiUh and prohibitions shou® be

abolished, and nations sliould he allowed to excliange their commodities

wnth perfect freedom. Such is the lesson which reason and experience

alike inculcate. Such is the grand result which is arrived at, by th4

most comprehensive survey, as well as thf* most minute scg|tlny, wi-

* A Dictionary, Practical, Theoretical, and Historical, of Commcij^ and Com-

mercial Navigation; illustrated with Maps. By ,T. R. Mq^.ulloch, Esq. l^vol. 8vo,

VOL, III. NO, XIV. O
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eoixiiq^^»oe. It is*ther^o)re of the bighost importance^ that the

of commerce should he well understood ; as a right understand.
^n|^ of them would certainly allay the absurd jealousies of goveifnments

;

put an end to the sensele^ cry of merchants for protection ; and thus

promote the individual proeperity an^ general harmony of nations.

Copsideisationo like the above give a dignity to the subject of com.
merce^ which thoim who have not considered it in ite ^eat hearings on
ihe well^^being of the human jEamily^ wUl scarcely be disposed to accord

the perception of which must have cheered the mind of the inde.

f^Sgabl6^oOnomi^t> who has 00 successfully laboured for its illustration..

%xtene of British Commerce,—The foreign trade of Britain has readied

ej^t^nt befoh<l ^st of any other country in ancient or modem dofs*

is no sea which is not traversed by British merchantmen—no
nation with which England does not possess channels of dealing. Though
'‘ianch lettered by restrictions^ imposed either in this^ country or

^untiles with which we deal^ our trade is yet so penetrating^ so exten.

nivp> so diversified^ that it may be termed universal. It pushes tlie

piS^ducts of EpgUsh industry into the centre of Asia^ Africa^ and America

;

and fetches the materials on which that industry operates, and the arti*

cles of codvenienoe or luxury with which it is rewarded, from the

extremities of the world, to distrlbdtd them among the manufacturers,

and even among the humblest peasantry of Britain. There is scarcely

^ egtti^e in the islmid, ^n^hich is not furnished with the produce of

China, Jamaica,%iid Malabar ; whilst the manufactures of the British

loom and forge are bartered with the Indian hunter of Labrador, the

roving Tartar, the dusky tribes of Negroland, and the newly discovered

iskud#r of the Souljh Seas. ^Hh thejjrincipal countries pf Europe and
America, our mercantile intercourse is maintained with intense and
ceaseless actimy. The Thames, the^ Mersey, the Clyde, the Severn,

and the lflii]
9,ber,^ai c ever pouring forth, and receiving fleets of mer.

qiiadC v^els, with nearly as much regularity as the carriages throng

ei^e {oads leading to our principal cities. Every tide floats up into our
fiaibour?^ andn. canies ba^ to the open sea, upwards of eight thousand
tdhs Idiipping engaged in foreign trade. Three million tons enter,

an^ as many quit, the points wf the United Kingdom every year, exolu.

siv^ of the coasting trade, the addition of wlikh would swell the tonnage
to upwards of four mitbons. The walue of the goods we import ^nually,
approaches to fifty millibns sterling ; apd we, of course, purchase them
kp an equivalent export of the fruits oi British industry. It is true,

this^ls^ut a vast system of exchange and distribution ; yet it stimulates,

in^b^ mos^j^^sffective'^ way, every kind of industry, and renders every
4iind in Jhpi^higheltfliefflrise productive. It conveys the products which
nature has msFused unequally ovew eariih, from the places where they
are aburfoant to the pthces wh^e they are wanting; it allows each
country, and eacMistijp^, to ntuke Hie utmost ofits peculiar advantages ;

it clotjl^es the^usbindmanVit feeds am^egales the clothier ; it in some
degfee equalize#the coition and enJU^x^ents of men placed in the
most diverse cir(;iulnstan^6 ; it scatters luxury, fragrance, and orna.
m|nt, over the Ifeast fruitful regions ; and transmits the produce of hun^an
iMl^uity and toil to climat^jwhere ||||ureismore vigorous than man*

order tp show at one view (and in Jiess space tliipi even a few defec.
tim btiKtemeiits and remarl(;;» would occfl|>y) the exient of British com. «

n^^e, an|^ the countries with whichut is carried on, we insert the flel.

lolling fil&cial return fdr the year 18«9, \be returns *for 1U30 being
publiim^d^in a defective mapner *
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TBADX or tas XXVaDOM.

Aa Account of the Official Value of British and frish Produce and Manu&cturds $

^ and of Foreign and Colonial Produce and Manufactures^ e3q>orted from Great Bri-
tain in IB^y^^istinguishing the several Countries ; with the Imports into Great
Britain from the same countries, for the same year ; and the aggregate Imports
into and Exports from Ireland Ibr the same year,—(Parliamentary Paper, j
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Tb« shipping by which th% foreign trade was carried an was^ ih the
year 1631, 13,791 British and Irish vessels (cleared outwards) of3,300,731
tons, and bearing 133,004 men; 3,937 foreign vessels, of 896,051. tons,

hearing 47,009 men ; total, 19,718 vessels, 3,196,783 tons, 179,01§ men.
When the coasting trade is added, the number of vessels cleared out-,

wards from Great Britain is 33,104, of 4,391,107 tons, and bearing
350,475 men. And on the .31st December 1831, the mercantile navy
of Great Britain, Ireland, and the Plantations, was 34,343 vessels,

3,581,964 tons, 158,433 men.
*

Rapid EatenHon of British Commerce.—The wonderful rapidity with
which British commerce has grown up to these vast dimensions, is worthy
of observation. At the restoration of Charles II. the quantity of British

and foreign shipping cleared outwards (including the coasting trade)
' was only 143,000 tons in a year ; at the accession of George III.* it had
increased to 647,478 tons ; on the breaking out of the French Revolu*
ticmary war, (1793) to 1,736,563 tons ; in the year 1831, to 4,391,107
tons 1

The amount of imports into Great Britain at the beginning of last

centhry was £5,569,953 ; between 1784 and 1793 the average was
£17,716,753; in the year 1831 it had reached £48,161,661.

It appears from a comparison, both of shipping, of imports, and of
exports, that the foreign trade of Great Britain has increased tenfold,

between the commencement of the eighteenth century and the present

time ; and sixfold between the accesion of George III. and the present

time.

The population of our great commercial and manufacturing towns,

has, of course, augmented with a rapidity corresponding with the ex-
. tension of trad^. The metropolis, whose population was 674,000 in

1700, numbered 1,474,069 in 1831. But the increase is much greater in

the seats of commerce and manufactures in the northern and midland
pdHs. The population of Manchester, which in 1774 was only 41,033,

had in 1831 reached 370,961 ; that of Liverpool, which was only 5,145

in 1700, had swelled to 189,344 in 1831. Glasgow has increased from
43,833 inhabitants in 1780, to 303,436 in 1831. Preston, from 6,000 in

1780, to 33,113 in 1831. Leeds, from 11,500 in 1731, to 71,600 in 1831.

Causes of the Prosperity of British Commerce.—We shall follow a
good example—^that of the Dissertation on the Commerce of Ijlollaad,

published under the direction of the Stadtholder, William IV.,—if, in

atpting the causes of this remarkable exteaeion of British commerce, we
divide them into three classes,— Ifit, Natural and physical causes

;

3d, Moral and political causes ; and, 3d, Adventitious and external

causes.

let. Among the natural and physical causes, the principal are^ the
excellent maritime situatibn of Great Britain, which is central between
the northenrknd aouthean^^states of Europe,—^its numerous barbomrs,^
its safety from foreign invasion, except by a naval force,—the respeet*

able ektent and fertility of its territory,-^its unequalled advantages Ibif

manufactures,—and t9ie natural of its inhabitants.

3d, Among the moral and political causes must be reckoned, as of high
impedance,—the freedom of its government,—^the justice of its laws,—

* the retd declared vtdue of the BiiUsh and Irish produce, and manufactures
eiporte4i,in 1829, was only £35,880,469 : neither the qffieiedy nor the real or declared

wSktecm be cenddered as an ^urate return of the trueValue of the exports ; which,,

hewsver. Ifnearer the latter mluation than the*former.
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the proteiition given to persons and property^--^ continuance of domes,

tic tranquillity, unknown in any other country of Europe,~the tolera.

tion of all religions, (though, until lately, with some circumstances of

in^gmty to Catholic dissenters,)—^the scrupulous observance of faith

on the part of Government with the public creditor,—the character of

probity gained by British merchants,—the public encouragement given

to useful arts*and inventions,—^the pains taken by the Legislature

(often, indeed, misdirected, but generall}^ well-meant, and sometimes

really useful) to promote the interests of trade and manufactures,—the
protection given to our vessels by the most powerful navy in the world,

—the held afforded for the sale of British manufactures in our extensive

colonies, and the acquisition of Hindoostan by the East India Company.

si, Of the adventitious and external causes may be mentioned,—^the

desolating wars and revolutions of Europe, which destroyed the manu-
factures of some countries and the commerce of others,—^the entire

dominion of the seas long possessed by the British navy, which enabled

it to close the ports of every hostile power,—the liberation of Spanish

America, under circumstances which threw a great part of its trade into

the hands of the English,—^and the rapid improvement of the Brazilian

provinces, with the close alliance existing between this country and the

house of Braganza, which led to the extensive trade now carried on with

that part of South America.

TdcLnufactures the basis of British Cotnmerce^-^^-W^ have thus noticed

the causes which have conspired in erecting the magnificent fabric of

British Commerce ; but it is obvious that the basis on which that fabric

rests is manufacturing industry, British Agriculture, though, in its

highly improved and unequalled state, capable of yielding the principal

necessaries of life to the population of these islands, woq^d have afforded*

scarcely any materials for even a respectable branch of foreign trade.

Agriculture itself in England owes a large debt to trade ; to the popu-

lation, the wealth the enterprise, the mechanical ingenuity, and the

scientific skill, which have been produced by manufactures and com-

merce. The articles which we barter for the products of every clime

under heaven are the goods wrought in our factories and workshops.

The commerce of Holland, like that of Venice and Genoa, has always

consisted mainly in the distribution of foreign commodities; that of

Franee^ests principally on agricultural produce, including of course the

fruits of her vineyards, and oidy in a very inferior degree on manufac-

tures ; that of Spain, PortOgal, Italy, Ru^ia, Prussia, Germany, the

United States, South America, Br^ish America, China, and the East, is

based chiefly on the produce of the soil, in vegetable, animal, or mineral

substances, forming articles of food or the raw materials of manufac-

tures. But the commerce of England, in distinction from that of every^

ether country, has its broad and firm foundations in a manufacturii^

ascendency never equalled, nor perhaps likely to be rivall^. The fol-

lowing enumeration of the manufactured artides exported from Great

Britmn, in the year 1831 ,
will show how very large a proportion th^.

bear to the whole of our exports : thsp are stated afccording to^e hflicial

value
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EXPORTS OF BRITISH MANUFACTURES IN 1831.

Apparel, Slops, &c., £308,645
Arms and Ammunition, - 459,579
Books, printed, - - 17^95
Brass and Copper Manufartures, 959,97

1

Cobinet and Upholstery Wares, 41,316
Cordage,

Cotton Manufartures,
I " Yam,

Earthenware,
Glass

Haberdashery and Millinery,
Hardware and Cutlery,
Hats of all sorts,

Iron and Steel, wrought I

and unwrought,
|

Eead and Shot,

Leather, wrought and nn-1
wrought - . j—. '

' Saddlery and Harness, - 60 f)50

Linen Manu&ctures . 3,662 945
Machinery and Mill Work, lt)5,506

38,684

33,032,475

5,674,600
97,409
116,726

- 44,487

967,793
150,555

1,979,415

71 ,7^3

04,619

Mathematical and Optical)

Instruments, - j
Musical Instruments,

Painters’ Colours,

Plate, Plated Ware, JeuieL J
lery, and Watches, - J

Saltpetre, British re^ed,
Silk Manufactures,
Soap and Candles,

Stationeiy,

Sugar, refined,

Tin, unwrought,
and Pewter Waios,

)

and Tin Plates, - )
Umbrellas and Parasols/

Whalebone, - -

Woollen Manufactures,

mm
38,378
101,986

188,246

32/488
469,076
229,618
177,698

1,638,677

79,457

228,115

47,512
4,520

6,187,979

Total Exports of Mauu-)
factored articles, - J

£58,035,599

Thns it appears that out of £60,090,123, the amount of British and
Irish Produce and Manufactures exported from Great Britain in the

year 1831, no less than £58,035,599 was of the produce of manufac-
turing industry. There was in the same year an export of Foreign and
Colonial Produce to the amount of £10,729,942, but this must of course

have been purchased chiefly by manufactured goods.

We have said abovb that Great Britain possesses unequalled physical

advantages for ifianufactures. Besides all the moral and political advan-
tages wMch have been enumerated, an inexhaustible supply of iron,

coal, lime, clay, and stone, furnishes the materials for constrqpting

JDiachinery, utensils, and buildings, and for keeping at work the all-avail-

able steam engine. Numerous streams commanding a fall of water

afford a cheap moving power, which was formerly of the highest import-

ance, and is still a viduable auxiliary to the power of steam. Navigable
rivers and the facility of'coast navigation, aided by the artificial means
of a thousand leagues of canal, and forty-six thousand leagues of road,*

concentrate still further all the elements of manufacturing opet^ations,

already more concentrated than in any other part of the world, transport

the produce of agriculture into the midst of the manufacturing districts,

and at once bring the raw material^^to the doors of the manufacturer,

and convey his finished goods to all the markets of the world. The pos.

session of the raw material of the most ancient, and, until lately, the

largest of our manufactures, the wooUmi, gave a considerable facility for

its establishment. In edition to these natural advantages for manu-
factures, which led to their success, the very perfection they have attain-

ed, th^ practised skill of the workmen, the minute division of labour,

the excellent and eYer-improving machinery employed, and the great
capitals amassed by the manufactil^rs, give to England a clear supe-

riority over every other country. The extraordinary mechanical inven-

tions of Hargraves, Arkwright, Watt, Crompton, Cartwright, and

4itherq, were partly the effect of^ the stimulus and encouragement given

* Bsnm I)epiih on the Commercial Resources of Britainr-^Introdaetioii/ Pp»
jSJO, 21. •
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to ingenuity >y the success of manufacturing industry, and they again
acted as a grand cause of the unparalleled advance in that industry
within the last half century.

The rise of the cotton manufacture is the .most extraordinary 2)heno«
raenon'in the annals of industry. Of this, as of all the other great
manufactures of the country, Mr. McCulloch has given an accurate and
interesting account ; and he has pointed out the important fact that this,

by far the most extensive of our manufactures, is the vigorous plant of
freedom, having been nursed by no protections, and encumbered with no
l^islative help, but allowed to strike deep its roots, and spread forth its

stately branches, without any prop,*^raining, or regulation. The cotton
manufacture was introduced into England early in the seventeenth cen-
tuiy ; but it was not till the middle of the eighteenth that it made any
considerable progress ; and each gigantic stride of its subsequent advance
was distinctly owing to mechanical inventions. It appears from the
Custom-house returns, that the import of cotton wool, at an average of
the five years ending with 1705, amounted to only 1,170,881 lbs. On
the accession of George III., it is estimated by Dr. Percival, of Man-
chester, that the entire value of all the cotton goods made in Great
Britain did not exceed ;£200,000 a-year. In the year 1781, the import of
cotton wool was 5,198,778 lbs. ; and in the year 1830, the quantity deliver-

ed for home consumption had reachedthe enormous amount of 242,000,000
lbs. The exports of cotton goods and cotton yarn, amounted in 1831,
to £17,182,936, real or declared mine. The official value of the exports
for that year was £39,357,075, which shows only the quantity of goods
as compared with former years, (reduced into a money amount, according
to a fixed scale used at the Custom-house ;) the cost of their production,

and of course their actual value, having been very greatly reduced within

the last twenty years.* Th6 total actual value of all 4he cotton goods*

yearly manufactured in Great Britain, is estimated by Mr. M'Culloch,

(supported by the authority of Mr. Huskisson,) at £36,000,000 sterling,

.the capital employed in the manufacture at £56,000,000, and the num-
ber of persons supported by it, including those employed in constructing

the machinery and buildings, and the families of the workmen, at from

1,200,000 to 1,400,000 ! Such being the Titanian progeny of freedom,

who would henceforth adopt the stunting process of monopoly }

The woollen manufacture, which, after being established in Britain

by th€^Romans, was perhaps never extinguished, for which the island

possesses every physical advantage, and which, by the suitableness of

woollens to the climate, and the absence of any other extensive w(vve

fabric, enjoyed for several centuries a natural monopoly, was long the

chief branch of manufacturing industry, and the chief article of export.

^Innumerable laws have been passed for the protection of this trade, but

it may be doubted whether they have producq^d the smallest benefit j an^

the extension of the woollen manufacture has not been comparable to

that of the cotton manufacture. It was estimated toward! the close of

the seventeenth century, by Mr. Gregory King and Dr. Davenai^ that

the value of the woollen articles annually produced in England was

£8,000,000, of which about £2,000;^0 were eiyorted. In 1700, the

exports of woollens amounted to £3,000,000, being one-half of the whole

‘

^

;
^

* See a very satiefactory statement on this subject in the Dictionary ofCommerce,

p* 417, furnished by Mr* Kennedy of Manchester.
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of tfaa kingdoili. T^e manulaetiire lias greatly iiwaaBed mi

ia^proyed smce that time^ but more for home ooneomptioa than foreign

In 1831^ the qffieiai value of woolly exported was
f|id the real or declared value <£5,385,811. It is estimated by Mr.
M^uUoch that this manufacture employe 400,000 persons, and that the
yiJue of the goods annually produced is about <£20,000,000.
The linen manufacture has been long established, and dt 1e carried on

extensively in England, Scotland, and Ireland. It has been fostered by
a preposterous system of bouifties, amounting to a sixth or a seventh of the
entire value of the exports of BritisUinens, and to a tenth of the value
of the exports of Irish linens ! Thesebounties ceased on the 5th January,
1832; In 1825, the last year in which an account was kept of the linen
trade between Ireland and Great Britain, the imports of Irish linen into
6reat Britain amounted to 52,560,000 yards, the declared value of whidh
was d£2,893,018 ,* and there were exported from the United Kingdom to
foreign parts, of British linen 35,993,038 yards, the real or declared value
of which was <£1,309,616 ; and of Irish linen 16,087,146 yards, the real
or^declared value of which was <£918,385; amounting together to52,080,184
yards, worth <£2,228,001. The exports of linen in 1831 amounted to
£3,662,945 official value, and £2,301,803 real or declared value*

The silk manufacture has exiited in England since the 15th century,
and was well established before the legislature hampered it with protect
tions. Benumbed by prohibitions in its favour, and fettered by heavy
duties on the raw material and regulations as to wages, it made slow
progress during the last century. On the opening of the trade by Mr,
Huskisson’s measure in 1826, the invigorating influence of competition
produced a wonderfu][ effect. We do not exaggerate,” says Mr. M^Cul-
.loch, " we only state the plain matter of fact, when we aflirm that the
silk manufacture has made a more rapid progress during the last five
y^s, or since the abolition of the prohibitive system in 1826, than it

did in the preceding century !" The greatest importation of raw and
thrown silk that took place in any one year previously to the repeal of
the prohibitory system, was in 1823, when 2,432,286 lbs. were imported.
But in 1830, the quantity imported was 4,693,517 lbs., which shews that
the consumption had, in this brief space, been nearly doubled* The expor.
tation of silk goods has never been great, as French silks bave had a
decided preference in foreign markets ; but the official value of Jihe ex-
ports of British silks increased from £140,320 in 1823, to £469,076 in
1831, (the real or declared value in the latter year being £578,260;) and
frbm the extraordinary improvement^ in the manufacture, a continued
increase of the exports may be anticipated.

The Manufactures in Metal rank nei^ in importance after the wove
fabrics. The iron manufacture is of great antiquity ; but it has not
l^mg been considerable as,an article of foreign commerce. The adoption,
nearly a century ago, of the important invention of Lord Dudley, for
welting iron ore with pit coal instead of wood fuel, removed an
perabie obstacle to the extension of this manufacture ; whilst at the
time, by sparing our •woods, it a^Hed*the execration pronounced by
Evelyn on the foundries. In 1740, the quantity of pig iron made in
Inland and Wales amounted to about l/,000 tons. In 1827, the
quantity had increased to 690,008 tons I of which 1^0,000 tons were ex-
ported. Seven-tenths, of all the iron made is converted into wrought
iron, formed into bars, bolts, M#I^CuUooh estimates

wnolo value of the uron manufactured yearly at £5,400,000. The
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Hai^ detsiared mkte of^lte exports of ii^n and steely wrought and un.
wrouight^ in 1631^ waa £t>li9>967. The real^ or declared vidue of the
hardwares and cutlery exported in 1831 was £1,620>936 ; of brass and
ooppei; manufactures^ £809^879 ; of tin and pewter wares^ (exclusive Of
unwroi^ht tin,) £930,004. Mr. McCulloch estimates the annua] value
of the iron and hardware manufactures of Great Britain at £17,500,000
a-year, affording direct employment, in the different departments of the
trade, for at least 360,000 persons.

The manufacture of earthenware, in whmh a wonderful improvement
was effected by the taste and inventions of Mr. Wedgwood, is an impor-
tant branch of industry, and affords a considerable article of export.
The whole annual value of the manufacture is estimated at £2,950,000.
In 1831, the real, or declared mlm of the earthenware exported was
£458,965, which is about a fourth below its actual value, though the
official value is so low as £97,409 ; which shews that, at the time when
the scale of official valuation was fixed, English earthenware was of an
extremely coarse and rude quality, and sold at a very low price.

Influence of the Colonies' on British Commerce,—It can scarcely be
doubted that the vast colonial possessions of Great Britain, which have
been almost exclusively supplied with manufactured goods from the
mother country, must have caused an extension of her trade. But
whether this extension has been sufficient to counterbalance the cost of
the Colonies, and the effect of the monopoly given to their produce in

the home market, which compels us to buy most articles of Colonial pro-

duce dearer than they could be bought elsewhere, may be doubted. In
an excellent dissertation on the Colony Trade, in which the Colonial

system is weighed in the balance of justice, well as of enlightened

policy, and is found grievously wanting, Mr. McCulloch gives the follow-*

ing opinion :

—

The expense of the Colonies is a very heavy item in the national

expenditure, .far more so than is generally supposed. Not only are we
subjected, as in the case of timber, to oppressive discriminative duties on
foreign articles, that similar articles from the Colonies may enjoy the

monopolies of our markets, but we have to defray a very large sum on
account of their military and naval expenditure. There are no means
by which to* estimate the precise amount of this expense ; but it is, not-

withstanding, abundantly certain, that Canada and the islands in the

West Indies cost us annually, in military and naval outlays, upwards of

a million and a half in time ofpeace, exclusive of the revenue collected in

tkem^ And if to this heavy expanse were added the vast additional

sums their defence costs during war, the debtor side of a fairly drawn

up Colonial budget would attain to a very formidable magnitude ; and

one which we apprehend could not possibly be balanced.”

. If this opinion is well-founded, it follows \hat Great Britain Would

have been more wealthy without her Coloniewthan with them ; that the

capital and enterprise of her merchants would have been directed to

more profitable objects ; and that her commerce, though perhapsSome-
what less extended and imposing, would have been*more productive.

The Import Branch of British Commerce,—With so great a quantity

of commodities to dispose of, cheap, attractive, and of more indispensable

neoesssity to civilized nations than aify other class of articles except

food, the British meischant ranges the globe to discover what objects he

can purchase with calculated for so wealthy a body of consumers

as the English people. The raw materials of the manufactures which
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our purcliwse^moiie^ for all o|;lier articles^ are of couris^

BMNi^ hoportant in the list of imjiorts. These include-««eotton^ ireol«

i6Skt iax^ hemp^ iron^ timber^ skins^ oils, tallow^ tar^ turpentine^ asheoi,

and dyeing wares. Next in magnitude are those necessaries and com^
forts of. life to which the nation has become habituated^ indiuding

(besides the necessary of com^ which is very irregularly imported) sugar^

tea, coffee# cocoa, molasses, butter, cheese, currants, and^ioe. Articles

of luxury follow in large number, among which may be mentioned—*
tobacco, spices, wines, spirits, fruits, precious metals, ivory, and some
delicate manufactures. Drugs, colours, chemical materials, and numer.
ous articles of small amount, complete the description of imports. In

order to exhibit the relative magnitude of these branches of the import

trade, the following list of the principal articles imported in the year

1831, with their official value, is added

PRINCIPAL ARTICLES OF IMPORT IN 1831.

Ashes, Pearl and Pot, - ^8279,838 I Rice, ... jC 165,449

Bark, Oak, and Cork Tree, - 17^860 Saltpetre, - - 107,864
Brimstone, • - 138,286 Seeds, Flax and Linseed, - 315,798
Butter, • • - 171,644 —

—

—- Rape, - 52,060
Cheese^ ... 192,641 Silk, Raw and Waste, - 1,557,018

Cochineal and Granilla, . 180,747 — Throun, - 707,712
Coffee, - - 2,640,008 ——— Manufactures of India, 159,421

Com, Grain, and Flour, - 4,071,353 .. ,, — Europe, 446,402

*

Cotton, manufactures of India, 318^775 Skins, not being Furs, - 238,103
. I. I . Europe, 31,549 Spelter, . - 191,032

Currants, - - 223,538 Spirits, Brandy, - • 198,581

Dye and Hardwoods, Fustic, 66,389 — Geneva, - 15,180
Logwood, 165,800 Rum, - - 675,599
Mahogany, 113,973 Sugar, - 6,935,985

Rosewood, 28,296 Tallow, - - 1,062,234

Flax and Tow, ' - 1,879,043 Tar, - - 108,180
Furs, - - . 186,302 Tea, - - - 3,164,892
Hemp undressed, - 434,398 Timber, - - 674,747
Hides, raw and tanned, • 792,665 Tobacco and Snuff, - , 305,247
indifp, - - 983^43 Turpentine, common, - 158,539

Iron, in bars, - - 170,162 Wines, ... 752,283
Linens, (Foreign,) - 67,837 Wool, (Cotton,) - 9,516,087
Madder and Mddder Roots, - 542,200 — Sheep’s, - - 920,655
Molasses, - - 218,439 Woollen manufactures, (in-

Dil of Olives, - - 551,092 * eluding Caipets,) ^ 89,172—- Pahn, - - 164,760 Yam, Linen, raw, . - 95,046
Train, Spermacetti, and Other article^ - ^,329,390

Blubber, - - 480,164
Pepper, - - - 104,548 Total Imports in 1831, i048,161,661

Raisins, - - 147,688 ,

One observation must be made in regard to the list of imports,

namely, that it does not include the chief necessaries of life ; with them
„the British islands are sunplied from their own soil. Bread, meat, and
beer, the grand ariicles of ‘ consumption, are almost wholly produced at
home. ThU is undoubtedly matter of congratulation ; for a country is

snor^ secure against such fearful revolutions as have afflicted the Indus,

try of other states, when the main articles of subsistence are raised

within its own territory. The smne remark applies to the elements and
several of the materials of onr manufacture. Not that *the admitted
4lesirablelneS8 of this oomparative independence will justify the Cora
jjjttws, or any«,other monopoly, ito might easily be shewn, both by reason.

by illustrative facts, especially by the history of Dutch com-
ttikftie j but it is an huportant and most gratifying fact, that from her
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irtternd, resources, her (cemparatively) extended territory, and the
inaccessible situation of that territory, the commerce and power of
England must be regarded as far more stable, and less liable to sudden
ruin, than that of Holland, Venice, and the other wealthy commercial
states of ancient and modern times, who have reared their national
greatness upon the foundation of a very contracted spot of earth.

Circumstanced unfavourable to British Commerce,—Having mentioned,
at such considerable length, the causes which have promoted commerce,
it is proper to state, though in the briefest manner, a few repressing cir-

cumstances. The principal are—1st, The weight of taxation ; 2d, Laws
restrictive of the freedom of trade ; and 3d, Errors and miscalculations
in the Fiscal System. Ist, The enormously heavy taxation of this cdun.
try depresses the rate of profit, and gives a bounty to the foreign manu-
facturer in his competition with the British manufacturer. The fate of
Holland, whose commercial decline is in a great measure to be ascribed
to excessive taxation, should he a constant warning to our Government
and Legislature to observe the most rigorous economy, and firmly to

adhere to a pacific policy. 2d’, Restrictive and prohibitory laws are unfor.
tunately the common feature of British commercial legislation. Some
proofs of their mischievous effects have been given above ; many more
are to be found in the pages of Mr. McCulloch's work. The cruel and
absurd penalties so long in force against the engrossing of corn ; the
still more cruel and oppressive restrictions on the importation of that

great necessary of life at the present day ; the forcing of some trades by
bounties, which exceeded the whole profit on the commodity ; the stern

discouragement of other trades ; the partiality sometimes shown to Eng-
land at the expense of Ireland and the Colonies, agid vice versa, to the

Colonies at the expense ofEngland ; the attempts to confine certain trades

within narrow local boundaries ; the regulations fixing wages, and vir-

tually prohibiting improvements in machinery ; the monopolies given to

trading companies ; the protection of the agriculturists at the expense of

the manufacturers, and of the manufacturers at the expense of the agri-

culturists ; and all that complicated and preposterous machinery raised

by Parliament at various times, to guide, to balance, and to help indus-

try, but which very generally misguided, overbalanced, and trammeled

it, which injured the many in supporting the few, and oppressed the conu

sumer, •whilst it favoured the producer ; all this injurious system, which

modern science has exposed in its true light, and which has, in the pre-

eent day, been greatly reformed, has tended seriously to repress the vigour

of British commerce.*^ 3d, By Fi^al errors, and miscalculations, many
branches of trade have been oppressed, equally to the injury of the mer-

chant, the consumer, and the public revenue. The blunder of applying

an arithmetical rule to finance, and expecting that two and two will make
four, was not peculiar to Mr. Vansittart alone,dfiit has been shared by most*

Chancellors of the Exchequer, since the time of Dean Swift, ds well as be-

fore. Duties have been imposed upon articles of consumption so absurdly

heavy that one^fourth of the sum would have raised four times the nffiney.

'Taxation ought to be adapted to its objects, as a load is to animals of

draught or 'burden: a weight which an ox would bear with ease, .would

crush a pony or lamma to the earth. But this principle has been often lost

sight of. One of the best illustrations ofthe advantage of x^udng duties

. ^ For illustratieiui ofCm system, see the articles on Com Laws, and Com Trade,

Colony Trade, Linen, SUk, Tea, Timber, &c. in the DkHenary of Commerce.



]ikft4i»eea ofteniUldaced ; it is iobth'e articleof coffee^ of whi<di>when the duty

#ae ti. 7|d. per ib., the quantity imported was 1,157,014 lbs., yielding n
Revenue of L.152,759 ; but of which, when the duty was reduced to 7d, per

lb., 9,1151,837 lbs. were imported, yielding a revenue of L.e45,S8d* Mr,
Huskisson and Mr. Poulett Thomson have done something to remedy
these blunders ; but much yet remains to be done. A few of the ar-

tides, the consumption of which is now, or has formefiy been, greatly

restricted by heavy duties, ajre—tea, sugar, tobacco, French wines, beer,

silk, foreign wool, coffee, cocoa, soap, Baltic timber, and many kinds of

spices, drugs, and dyeing wares. It is obvious that the mords as well

as the purses of the people are injured by this system; the natural fi*uits

of ^ich are smuggling, illicit manufacture, and fraudulent adulteration.

The means of eMending British Commerce still farther are indicated

in our enumeration of the causes which have retarded its growth. The
removal of those causes would certainly do much to extend trade ; the

Vepeal, immediate or gradual, of all monopolies, whether exercised by
companies, as the East India Company ; or by classes, as the agricultu.

rists ; some classes of manufacturers, the West India planters, and the

Canada and shipping interests,—would enlarge the markets for British

manufactures, reduce the cost of many important articles of consump.
tion, and make trade more safe, stable, and profitable. An alleviation of

the weight of taxation, and an improved adjustment of its pressure on
the several articles, would give increased activity to trade and manufac-
tures.

No country is in a better situation for giving Ml play to the princi-

ples of free trade than England. In adopting that system she would
have to make fewer <sacrifices than most other countries, and those sacri-

fices would be, more speedily compensated. And as she could more
easily act on the free-trade policy, she would also derive more benefit

from, it than other nations. Her commerce, gigantic though it is, has
not yet nearly attained its full growth. It is very far from being equal

to that of Holland in the seventeenth century, considering the size and
population of the two countries, even independent of our superior re-

sources and advantages. No limits can be assigned to its future pro-

gress, if, like that manufacture which forms so large a portion of it, the
trade of England . should be wholly unfettered. The magnitude of the
national debt, and the apparent impossibility of liquidating it, render it

of moment that every cultivation should be given to the national resources,

ip order that the load may be more easily borne. It is only to an exten-

sion of commerce that we can look, for any great augmentation of the
national wealth and power. .Agriculture, though a most important and
essential branch of industry, and still susceptible of improvement, espe-

cially in Ireland, is not, from its very nature, and the limits of our terri-

tory, extensible in any thifig like the same degree as trade ; and an exten-
sion of it, tinder the forcing system of protection, is a source of weakness
aether than of strength.

It^s, therefi»*e, the duty of Ministers, and of the Legislature^a duty
Whidi we trust a reformed Parliament will not neglect—to give all pos-
rible attention to the interests of trade,-—n(|t by ^ding to the number
of regulations and protections, but by repealing those whirii stow exist
aidbst as possible. And, as a I^lar star for thehr guidance in this impor-
tant work, let them take tub iNTsmBST of thb cowsvmsiis. It has ^en
tee the practice e^eavour to please and enrich certain ritosles

ef with scarcely a ringle thou|^t as to the effeiA it had .on
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tMbo4y of the Aftlion* This peon^r.wise^ pound-foolish system is, in
fact, stai the reigning system in the commercial legislation of the world.
The childish simplicity of robbing the whole nation, to put paltry gifts
into the pockets of every particular class which composes the nation,
however amiable in its motive, is too ridiculous, as well as (unintention-
ally, yet inevitably) too unjust, to be persevered in at the present day.
The most „e£Fectual way to benefit the producer, is to enrich the consumer

;

but how can the consumer be enriched when he is plundered on every
side ? *

Many who admit the general principle of free trade have still a lin-

gering notion that, in order to make free trade either just or safe, there
must necessarily be a perfect reciprocity of advantages between the
nations which carry it on. We will freely admit,'* they say, “ thepro-
ductions of any country which will receive ours ; but to admit their pro-
ductions without this reciprocal liberality, would be foolish and unjust

:

it would be, in effect, to give freedom to a community which places
fetters upon us." So long as this erroneous and puerile notion is cher-
ished, there will be no real approach to free trade among the nations of
the world. Mr. McCulloch exposes it in his admirably clear and forci-

ble manner :

—

It is sometimes contended," says he, in the article on ^ Commerce,'
by those who assert, on general grounds, that restrictions are inexpe-

dient ; that it would be unwise on the part of any country to abolish them,
until she had obtained a security that those imposed by her neighbours

would also be abolished. But the reasons that have been alleged in fa-

vour of this statement are not entitled to the least weight. It is our busi-

ness to buy in the cheapest, and sell in the dearest markets, without being,

in any degree, influenced by the conduct of others. If they consent to
,

repeal the restrictions they have laid on commerce, so much the better.

But whatever others may do, the line of policy we ought to follow is clear

and well deflned.
^
To refuse, for example, to buy claret, brandy, &c.,

from the French, because they lay absurd restrictions on the importation

of British hardware, cottons, &c., would not be to retaliate upon them, but

upon ourselves. The fact that we do import French wine and brandy,

shows that we do export to France, or to some other country to which

France is indebted, an equivalent, in some sort, of British produce. The
fear of b^ng glutted with foreign products, unless we secure, before-hand,

a certain outlet for our own, is the most unfounded that can be imagined.

The foreigner who will take nothing of ours, can send us nothing of his.

Though our ports were open to the^merchants of all the countries of the

world, the exports of British produce must always be equal to the imports

of foreign produce ; and none but those who receive our commodities,

either, at first or second hand, could continue to send any thing to us."

No one can Reflect on the magnitude of Britfl^ Commerce, on the ex-
*

traordinary changes it has undergone within a /ew years, and on the na*

tional importance of true principles in commercial legislation, without^

perceiving the value and necessity of such a work as Mr. M^CuUdl^'s.

It is important, both practically and historically. *To the merchant it

will be useful, by instructii^ him, not only in the principles q£ trade, but

in tlm practical management of his own particular branch. To the lawyer

it will be useful, as it contains a carefui digest of the on almost

evmry subject of commerce. And it will be pre-eminentty useful to the

statesman, both as a statistical work, unequdled in the number of its

facts, and as a philosophical application of the prinmples ef political eco^

nomy to the elucidation of those facts ; or, rather, as a comprehensive
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frbai^pleB £M>m{ftcts ; for such a.workdQhws> in orciy |l^;

eaaimluing facts and principles together ; taid it furnishes the xnaterMs

at once for confirming true principles, and disprovingfalso* Such abun-

daut light is poured^pon the effect which taxation has upon trade, that

future Chancellors of the Exohequejr^ acting on wrong fiscal pdnc^lee,

will be wholly inexcusable.

There was no Commercial Dictionary, before this, woathy of the name.

The materials which Mr. McCulloch has brought together wi^ such asto-

nishing industry and skill, hhve been collected from a thousand sources;

but lew of which were at the command of the general reader. He has

drawn his facts and illustrations from all times, all countries, and many
languages. Prodigious reading,—a scrutinizing, patient, and sagacious

examination of ofiieial documents,—an accurate estimate of the value of

different authors,—a firm hold of sound principle5,-r^qual power of com.
prehension and expression,-—^and a cool, impartial^ steady pursuit of truth,

qualify Mr. McCulloch, beyond any other man, for the great work he has

executed. He has raised a monument equally to British commerce, and
to his own fame. We perceive that he has had the assistance of some
eminent merchants and accountants, as well as of ofiBicial persons, in the

parts where practical knowledge was most required ; but his own capa.

ctous and enlightened intellect haspresided over the whole, andthoroughly
pervades the work. We trust he will not be without his reward.

THE TWO^GBEAT NORTHERN UNIVERSITIES.
* f

There may be some persons who are not aware of the existence of the
two establishments, Kat exochen, denominated, the two great Northern
Universities, and we suspect that there are many individuals lamentably
ignorant of the constitution, policy, method of education, manners, cos-

tume, and other highly important subjects connected with them. To
put an end to such egregious ignorance, and to bring before the learned

world many interesting particulars on these weighty subjects, is the aim
of the present essay. We assume the task, with a full consciousness of

the dignity of the subject, and the weighty consideration it retires.
The two great Northern Universities are. King's College and Univer-

sity, Old Aber^deen ; and Marischal College and University, New Aber-
deen. Aberdeen, we believe, is the only town in the world which
possesses' two actual universities within a mile of each other. If ever
city was honoured by literary distinction, this is the one. Containing,
as it does, within its||f as many seminaries of the higher brandies of

learning as the whole o£‘ England, it is not wonderful that its inhabi-

tants shoult! be a little v&in of their di^inction. It is only surprising

^ha^thise amazing honours have not rendered them too proud, and that

they look more with a charitable condescension than with contempt
Upon the less fortuiiate people of England. So much by way of defini-

tion. And, now, before entering on our moi^ complicated constitutional

investigations, let us give some idea of the locality and appearance df
these two great and celebratedSeminaries of learning.

If ever any man should wish to find himself in the last century, td be
Ibr a While in the m\|^^ of the thin^, the people, and the manners^ of
huiidiM jears ago, let him go to the village' of Old AbAdeen. There,
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ta be italkfl timnigb the q^et, etraggling^reets, unroused by the sound
of the rattling ear or the hum of commerce^ he may aee the old ivy-
covered houses, sticking their ffave/ ends into the pathway, with the
little pigeon-hole windows prettily painted green ; crow steps at the
ends, and moss^covered flag stones on' the roofs. There he may see tall,

sturdy, weatherbeaten old men, with broad bonnets, knee breeches, and
huge red velveteen waistcoats reaching almost to the knees ; old women
with high-topped mutches^ sitting on huge stones at their doors; knitting
the stocking; and, perhaps, some stately old lady of eighty winters,
whose high-heeled shoes, as they clatter on the emptypavement, are faintly

re-echoed by the tread of the old footman, who slinks obsequiously be-
hind her. There he may see the grave students wandering about in their

red gowns, and the Professors stalking to their classes in their black.

And, finally, the place is famous for the bright eyes and rosy cheeks of its

young ladies, whose pianos the stranger may hear gently struck, through
the honeysuckle of some open window, as he saunters about in some fine

sultry summer evening, in the Cathedral Church-yard, or the College

Square. New Aberdeen is -altogether a different sort of place. There
are bustle, confusion, distraction. Union Street and Broad Street are

crammed with shops ; and, where there are not shops, there are banking
houses, and lawyer's offices ; and, where there are neither of these, there

are schools ; and, worst of all, where there are not schools, there are

manufactories ; and, sometimes, the whole of these nuisances are con-

glomerated and united into one mass. Then there are no old world

carlins, nor stately ladies of the last century. The men have hurry and

importance in their looks ; and the young ladies march through Union

Street in files, like well-booted grenadiers. The l^ouses are built in re-

gular rows, without prijjecting gables. They have large staring wiiin

dows, and slated roofs. Each house is possessed either of a brass door-

knocker, or a bell-pull, or perhaps of both ; and a flat engraved plate

officiously informs passengers who is the indweller. Nor are the re-

spective Universities themselves less distinguished from euch other by

peculiar outward marks. In the Old Town, a turret or two, and an

ornamented crown, peeping modestly over the trees, announce the seat

of learning; and, on a nearer approach, these form themselves into a

quadrangle, surrounded by miniature gothic buildings, old and new, a

corridor, a tow'er or two, and a solemn gothic chapel ; at one end of which

is the ^ace of worship for the students, and at the other the library,

and a museum, consisting of a coat of mail, and a great many curious-

looking arrows.

The exterior appearance of Marischal College is rather different.

Walking along Broad Street, amid the clatter of carts and the clang of

voices, among the numberless dark alleys pass^ one may attract your

attention, from its being ornamented and •digi^ed by the immediate

presence of a Street lamp, and from the words College Court” being

written over the gateway. By grox>ing a little, and taking .good caiie

how you tread, you may quickly find yourself so far into the, C5urt,”

as to behold a building, which .rpstics,*, who cannot read the dignified

inscription College Court,” generally mistake for the Town Jail, so

mu<^ does it'rpossess of ^hat majestic awe which sobers the student's

mind^o reflection. The building consists of a front and^wo wings ; the

. walls of all which are rain proof, and the roof slated^ Exactly in the

centre is an architectural ornament, whic^ attracts the eye. Two stones

are set upright on the top of the mason work, and between than is set#
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,

to the right one. The centre building contains the great hall^r'Wi^vaD

its pictures ; on the boards of which people are requested te tread

lightly^ lest they may happen to be Ipdg^ the room beneathC TUa
haU is looked on with great respect ; since, notwithstanding its frequefit

hints of the ^failure of its strength, it still contrives t|> braypnut the

tread of the students above, and the terrible explosions produced by the

experiments of the Professor Of Natural l^ilosopliy beneath. Within the

same building is a collection of boidc-shelves, called a library, the idu-

seum, and the 'public school, or student^a %all, inferior to that above,

(which is used for more particular purposes,) in as far as it Is neither

lathed nor plastered, having the bare stone walls at the sides, and the

rafters above ; but superior, in as far as there is no danger of its either

falling down, or being blo\in up, there being nothing between the feet

and the bare earth. The different class-rooms are disposed here and there

in the two wings, and are very conveniently situated, excepting that

set apart for the teaching of mathematics, which, being placed beside

one of the Professors* kitchen, produces some inconvenient collisions

betwixt cookery and literature, very much to the disadvantage of the

latter ; as it cannot be supposed that the accidental inroad of a fCw stray

students on the cook-maid and her duties can produce such a disagree-

able interruption, as tbn' unconscious invasion of the butcher's boy, with

a leg of mutton, or the tumbling in of a fisherwoman, determined to

know whether any one present wants Caller Hadies,** on the Mathe-
matical Professor, when explaining thi intricacies of the forty-seventh

proposition.
^

, Such then are the outward features of two buildings, which, on a

certain day towards the end of October, appear as if rousing them-
selves from a long summer slumbdr, and shew symptoms of returning

animation. Large black looking doors, whiqh have for some months
past stood sullenly closed, creak slowfy upon rusty hinges ; and
broad gaps stand ready to swallow Up tbe throng. Gfopps of

anxious whisperers, with books under thebr gather like (Mfgsi^d of

bees silently in the vicinity, a dark, seriou^dooking figure her^and there

mq|sures his steps towards the edifice, and fi^es are seen within, hur-

riedly fiitting past the windows. This is a ^y of no ordinary interest

;

thw day of competition for hurries, a most admirable set endow-

ments, by whiekdinany ah industrioas youth, whose small n^anS of liveli-

hood would ha^ forbidden the prospect of a liberal educUltioii, not only

receives that ||4ucation itself, but generally a smaU sum along with it,

wMch may allow him to ipdulge fn a little literaty property. Tlwy are

most honourably acou^d ; as they are the fruits of ja compotitloii so fe*- «

*gulated that it would* .0 difficult mattp jbo favemr any particular can.,

didate. The Bursaii are 4;he proprietOio of the respective Bursdriee for

four ypjjl^ holding them, aw^'dll-Garned property, totally ibdepeudeni

bf tfib jE^B'Ussors, and therefo|iq{|j|iot subject to their capioe\ S^or can

Hley complain of any undue ^wircilioi^ness on the pa:^ of l&eee indivi-

duals; with the exception of oneliberaLminded pet80ti^w}i4{||^ fitmd of-meha

inghis Bursars light and snuff the candles, arfd peffcrm e^er iplmol^iye

functions. T^e silent competitors for these profitable bgoneuVe are all

seated by long tables along the hall, like a conviyiai dihnel:<q)|ikty, tmt

employed in a very different manner. A death^liSe^tillnbss

ail ; from the pale student, whdte requisite classical kno4le4gd
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kur^MN^ during tlie intervals assigned him for his

Imltiif:, smiling Jackanape, wliose parents have had Latin
dkn«e4 inte^ t^ik privately at home, and have sent him to college for the
wmthy purpose of gaining a bursary, that he may shew his talents, his

woa|th>%ind his contempt for his poorer competitors, by resigning it. lo-
wards^the aftrernoon, one by one, the motley competitors reluctantly, and
wHli a sort of d^ead, deliver up their exercises to the Town Clerk, and
gii4e quiotly from the hall, where the dignitaries of the University are

at dost left in solitude. Next day a town sergeant bawls forth from an
upon window in the Town-house, the names of the successful candidates ;

and each blushing and satisfied youth has to hang down his head for a
few minutes in the august presence of the bailies, receiving a quantity

of good advice on the method of continuing his classical and philosophical

studies ; which, coming from such high and well-qualified authority, never
fails to have a good eftect on the minds of those who have been so

honijrured.

Now begin the two towns to receive, as it were, all at once, into their

bosoms,- a new and totally distinct set of inhabitants, possessed of pecu-

liarities which distinguish ‘them entirely from other men. Looking down
the vista of a long street, there are distinctly visible several bright red

spots, ormasses, scattered here and there among the other soberly-coloured

l>eople. These spots, on a nearer approach, turn out to be human beings,

men or boys, as the case may he, and each man b{»y has on a great

red cloak. These are of all hues of red, from the deep reddish-brown,

threadbare, tattered, and smeared wdth ink, to the blushing scarlet, whole,

and untainted. The respectability and age of the student U marked by
ftie tattered and discoloured condition of his gow n. He who has just

joined is an object of compassion on account of the neatness and cleanness

of his robe ;
and it becomes his own duty, and that of Ifis wx*lL wishing

c^onipanions, to maltreat it as diMgeiitly as possible from time to time, just

stopping short of total aniiihilation, an event which might produce the

worse alternative of a second new one.

Various as are the hues and consistencies of the gowns, so are the cha-

racteristics of the wearers. Here is the tall, raw-boned, red-haired

fellow of eix feet, who has just rushed down from the hills of Braemar.

lie has not got a bursary ; but his father is a well-doing farmer,

and he wishes to make a shentlvman*^ of his son. The monster has

just givUn up a broad bonnet, and something in the form of a kilt, or

half-way between that and pantaloons, ami has submitted to the re-

straint of a hat and a pair of trousers ; the former of which has occu-

pied a curious position on the front^ part of his head ; while the

' mtter, nevet calculated for such a pair of legs, are drawn tight pp

tb4J calves, about half a yard from his feet, leaving room to exhibit

tbUk grey ribbed stockings, and shoes clenchedlSvith nails and plates

.

of iron, lika tka gateway of a feudal castle.,
’ Add to thi% his gown,

which, hanging from his shoulders, only reaches his knee, ai^,resem-

bles 'spmething betwejp a surtout and a labourer's smock, if ^Jithrfof

these mrtioles of dress can be imagined Jo exist of a bright re'ft coloup-

and wttk hanging ^fieeves."* Foi a considerable period after his arrival

• There is an history connected with the form of these sleeves ; they are,

as now, vf(QTn at Marischal CoUefe, flat or slit, like those of the Gei#va gown
;

for-

merly they hung from Se shoulders in long hags, after the Episcopal fashion. In

their jS^atfares, the learned heroes used to fill these with books, stones, mud, or any

voii! HI,—^jfo.^'xiv.
*

' P • “
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in tnwn, jbhe animal wanders about in a state of oonfused admiration

at tba^^nmdeur of every tbii^r which surrounds him. He stares with a

horror^struok avidity at the mysterious jail door^ with the shackles

hung in fronts to insult evil-doers ; and^ with a feeling of instinctive

terror^ gives place to the consequential step of the red-coated town
sergeant^ whom he supposes complete master of the mysteries of that

dreary abode^ and ready to incarcerate any poor fellow who may offend

his dignity. He stares with a longing curiosity at tlie grand shops

which can only be there for ^he great people^ and which he would feel

it presumption to approach. He is startled by the awfully loud striking

of the town clock; and is afraid it has something to do with liimself.

He goes to look at the sea^ and finds it to be a very different placp to

what he expected. The ships are a new object of wonder. He cannot

conceive what use.the world has for so many. The multitude of people

astonishes him. He thinks they are all staring at him^ and all know that

he has come from Braemar, and that he has not got a bursary. After

tiring himself out with the sight of all kinds of wonderful things ; he
finds his way to his garret in the Gallowgate or the Spittal ; thinks

Aberdeen the greatest city in the world, and far superior to Castleton

of Braemar, though rather more noisy and confused
;
gulps his supper

of sowensy and dreams he has returned to his native hills, and is herding

sheep. A few weeks operate a considerable change on him. His hat is

set on his head like pther people’s. He no longer allows the evil-minded

fry on the streets tdinsult his hat, or tug the yoltys gown with impunity.

He takes terrible strides along the streets, and his great iron-heeled

shoes make way for him wherever he goes ; and, determined to out do

other people in finery, he comes splashing along the pavejnent on a raT^

rainy^ December forenoon, with a pair of shaggy white trousers, made by
' an Aberdeen ttilor.

Another species is the studious, pale-faced individual intended for the

church. His hopes are, in the meantime, bounded by a country school,

or a respectable private tutorship. His nose hangs* disconsolately over

his unshaven chin. His cheeks are ashen-coloured and dirty, and his

hair hangs lankly from beneath a rusty hat which has seen long service.

His gown is adjusted so as to conceal, as much as possible, his threadbare

black coat. He has gained a good bursary by his perseverance ; and he
is resolved that his good fortune shall not slacken the ardour of his

studies. He issues from the college gate, diligently keeping himself

apart from the merry little juntos, delighted at the termination of their

hour of durance. Immediately, on reaching the street, he makes a plunge

at the nearest by-way, and rushes homewards. On slackening a little

in his speed, he pulls forth a dbpy of the Collectanea, and reads as he
walks, determined not to lose time. Five or six little elves, over whom

. he has stumbled and neai^ly broken his head, do not interrupt his studies,

which he continues till he*has fairly upset himself over th^ beams of a

cart, and projected his Collectanea and his hat into the gutter. He then

at his leg, and finds his ^^hin cut and bleeding, and his trousers

torn ; on which he ^bs the mud from his hat and Colleeftanea, and finishes

his journey as much as possible like a man of this world. A thii^d species

consists of a higher and more dignified class. These ai::p the citizens’,

sons^ boys from eleven to fourteen, who, having finished all their pre*
» I)

——, ... ..I ... I

.

f

'

thing they could get hold o^ thus transforming them into ulsefql offensive weapons

;

a piwetiee which required'to be put a stop to by the enactment of a samptnary law
altering the form of the sleeps. ^ 1 ^
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par&itory studies, excepting Englieli reading, writing, and arithmetic, are
sent to college to be perfected in philosophy and Greek. These maiiu
tain a conscious superiority to their less-refined country class-fellows

:

they strut about like aldermen, with a complacent consciousness of the
dignity attached to their red robes, which is only interrupted when they
have to maintain a warfare with the less distinguished urchins in the
streets, to whom the red robes in question furnish admirable marks,
against which they may project dead cats, mud, and other ofifensiVe mis-
siles. •

Such, and of divers other descriptions, too numerous and minute to be
enumerated, are the learned members of the two Great Northern Uni-
versities, congregated to spend five months in each other's company,
devoted, during three or four hours per day, to the study of the highest
branches of human learning. It is generally allowed that, for the first

month or two, they live in a state of peace and tranquillity ; but, at the
end of this period, the proverbial restlessness of human nature makes
its appearance. Feuds are commenced in all quarters. There are feuds
betwixt the two Universities, feuds betwixt class and class, and feuds
betwixt the students and the pelters of dead cats and mud on the streets.

Then they commence a course of secret mischief and devilry. Honest
tradesmen find their houses and shops fumigated with assafoetida ; a
street will be found at break-of-day stripped of its lamps, which are dis-

covered huddled together in some by-corner, smashed or not, as may
have suited the humour of the learned depredatoi^. Some old lady,

while her servant is hospitably treating the bearers of her sedan chair

with a dram, finds herself unceremoniously huddled off to some uncouth
corner of the town, which she never intended to visit. Grocers and
spirit dealers lose their signs ; and some venerable Prf>fessor finds, when
he goes out to his morning walk, that he is transformed ifito a licensed

retail spirit dealer, or a boot and shoemaker, according to the account
given by a large board nailed over his door. Then there are certain by-

ways over which the students exercise arbitrary authority, and which are

totally inaccessible to all peaceable people after nightfall.

After the commencement of these exploits, the students receive all and
sundry the denomination of Doctor

a

class of unfortunate individuals

on whose shoulders are laid the credit of all the evil which happens to

the quick and the dead, in the neighbourhood of the two Great Northern

Universitits. Towards the end of the session, however, an event makes
its annual recurrence, w'hich. In Marischal College at least, swallows up

all minor contentions in one of more engrossing interest. The election

approaches ;
yes, reader, the electioif. We are ready to allow that such

a sound, however familiar, seems strange when applied to a Scottish

College. But no election creates more interest, ferment, heartburning,

and quarrelling, than does the election of the Hector of Marischal Col-

lege, among the waspish set of little individuals w'hich form its consti-

tuency. By the charter, the Rector is eligible by the students. It is<*

Said that formerly the Professors considered it quite unnecessary^Mo

inform them of this their privilege, and the young geptlemen themselves

never dreamed of the possibility of possessing any such power. It was

then the practi^ for the Professors to convoke the students and inform

them that they wished such and Sjj^ch a person to be Rector, and hoped

the young gentlemen would approve of their choice i on whiifii the young
gentlemen, wondering at the unusual condescension of their usually

unbendiing superiors, and highly gratified with the mark of respect paid

. P «
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t]ielxi^i^i)^tim4(6ujBly shouted consent^ and^ on dispersing;, inquired at

the xikmh of the person who had been chosen^ as they had not

>eard distinctly/
^

So went matters smoothly on, until some unlucky wight, born, cer-

tainly, in Addison’s year of confusion, and not having before h» eyes the

fear of the poet’s saying, Where ignorance is bliss, ’tis folly to be wise,”

discovered that the elective franchise was, by the charter, vested in the

studeitts. Then there was a change in the aspect of affairs. The con-

descension of the Professors, so much admired before, met with no
charity. The body politic was convulsed, and treason against the higher

powers filled every mouth. It was impossible to stem the torrent. The
Professors trembled in their chairs. Bent brows and fierce glances had
no effect, hints and threats lost their efficacy, as it was wisely considered

that a whole University could not be easily punished. Nor were the

Bursars, who generally stood in mortal terror lest an insolent glance or

a disrespectful mode of addressing a Professor should lose them their

benefices, more pliable on this occasion than their fellow students ; jiiul,

finally, the student’s took the conclusive and uncompromising step of

choosing, as their first Rector under the reformed constituency, Mr.
Joseph Hume.
E\ er since that eventful period, the approaeh of the election has com-

menced a period of busy interest. Manuscript placards are pasted on

the gates, tolerably well spelled in the general case. Public meetings

and private meetings are held. Committee', are appointed. Even, on

very particular occasions, letters have been known to l>e publislied in

the newspapers. Party sjurit rages higli among the students ; and the

friends of candidates do their best to insult their opponents. Every
particular class of society has its own mctliod of displaying opinion;

and as, accor^ling to Cottu, the proper and natural inetliod by which

Englishmen express public opinion is by a discharge of mud, so the

method by which students of Marischal College express their respective

opinions is, by cutting and maltreating ea<h others gowns. A violent

part}^ man, who has many enemies, may he discovered by the tattered

nature of the fragments of a gown which remain on Ids shoulders, and

sometimes by a few gashes, which, piercing deeper than the perj>etrators

intended, have lacerated his under garments. The method of election

is this: The students being convened in the hall, arc divided into four

nations or districts, according to the locality of the birth of edhh. There
are the Moray men, or those horn north of the Deveron

;
those of Buchan,

born betw^een the Deveron and the Don ; those of Mar, born betwixt the

Don and the Dee ,* and, finally, the Angusiani, or those south of the

Grampians, including all southern Scotsmen, Englislimen, Hindoos,

Hottentots, and Turks, and, as is generally supposed, all foreigners and

,
heathens whatever ; altjiough it might be a nice point in the law of

nations, and one which has escaped the attention of Grotius and Vattel,

-to which nation a man of Spitzhergen or Archangel ought to belong.

IWppears to be the common opinion, that, during the period of the

general meeting, %ii4 while the nations are being separated from each

other, a tacit amnesty is passed in favour of the electors, by which they

are allowed to do whatever they think proper, without being in any
manner called to account ; agd, like provident men, they make full use

of their privileges. Loosened, for a time, from those bonds of awe which

hold them so firmly,at other times, their noise and exultation is extreme.-

Here and there a few reprobate truants, who, with all the inclinations
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of the devil festering in their young bloody Jiave hem 4aily and nightly
curses to their several masters, are determined to rep^ thepiselv^ for
all the insults they have suffered in the form of correction and punish-
ment, at ^he rate of two teeth for a tooth, and two eyes for an eye. The
Professors, meanwhile, stripped of their little brief authority, and seeing
their fantastic tricks transferred to others, stalk quietly through the
room, suppressing their indignation, like smothered volcanoes. The
nations being separated, each chooses a delegate, and the delegates
choose the Rector. This, it must be allowed, is a refinement on the
method by which their obscure ideas on the subject have taught the
States of Ameri(;a to choose their delegates ; as it is to be remarked, that
the utmost pains have been taken to secure an impartial equality of votes
in the case of there being more than one candidate for the Rectorship, it

being not nearly so likely that three nations will vote for one, and the
remaining nation for the other candidate, as that two will vote for one
and two for the otlier. This impartiality is made still more interesting,

by the oversman, in such a case, being the Rector for the previous year,
V ho is himself generally one of the candidates. A paradox may also be
j)roduced in the election of a Rector, very interesting to scholastic phi-
loscqihors. He may be chosen by a sweeping majority, consisting of one-
third, or so, of his constituents. The nation of Mar, or of the Aberdeen
district, generally contains twice as many students as the other three put
together

;
yet, the other three make, of course, a majority. Sinc.e the

students Jbeld the electoral franchise in their own hands. Rectors, on
both sides of politics, have filled the chair. Mr. Joseph Hume has been
frequently chosen on the liberal side. Sir «lcimes M‘Gregor on the Tory.
The former held a Rectorial Court, during the time«of Session, in pre-
sen<'(' of the students, and gave the Professors much troul^e, by making
an investigation into grievances. The latter followed his example in a

more convenient manner, by holding a Court during the recess, in pre-

sence of the Professors and a few students in the neighbourhood ; there-

by ])reventing great annoyance to the learned dignitaries.

"J'he next toj)ic of interest ^^hicli occupies the minds of the students,

is the Public Examination ; in which each class is examined in presence

of all the Professors, and such students of the other classes as choose to

attend. The method of proceeding is this ; The Professor, whose class

is about suflTer examination, lays out, about a week or so beforehand’,

the portion of his subject on which he intends 4o question. The students

being arranged alphabetically, the matter is equally divided among them

;

and the master takes care that each student shall be well versed, by

repeated questioning, in the exact portion of the subject he has to attend

to
;
goq|Lnaturedly anxious that no one shall he asked a question w’hicb

he is ntn previously aware is to he ])ut. After each one has marvellously

well responded to all the difficult points brough*t before him, those pre-

sent express their astonishment and gratificaturti at the excelfent know-

ledge of the subject disj>layed by the students, and the young gentleij^n

are dismissed from tlie thraldom of the ceremony, with much applause.

The last scene of the Academical Drama is the tiraduatton. Borne

years ago, this was perforqj^ed on a very admirable principle. The
questions on wTiich the knowledge of the prospective Masters of Arts

was* to be proved, were publicly dictafbd ; and, a little after, the

answers, it was considered fitting for them to give, were privately dic-

tated. Accidents sometimes indeed occurred, by which the, admirable

order and consistency of this plan were slightly mutilated ; suclf as that
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ojta fiftudent returning the answer of the Moral l^ilosophy questien to

the !^athematical question ; bftt these mistakes were good-naturedljr

passed over^ as arising from the hurry and agitation of the moment^ and
ij* being mere inversions in the order of piemory. When, lio\$ever, the
rumour .of the Royal Visitation reached the ears of the two Great
Northern Universities, it was wisely considered that it would be very
beneficial to the credit of the place, should the comihissioners hear
some candidates being rejected. Accordingly, a week or two before the
period of trial, the minds of thb prospective graduates were smitten by
the news of a terribly difficult examination being prepared for them ; in

consequence of which some who were doubtful whether or not they
should be at the trouble to accept so empty an honour, found that it was
likely to be top full for their grasp, and so declined the attempt* Others
went boldly forward. A sufficient number were rejected, to satisfy the
consciences of the Professors for all the unqualified they had permitted
to pass before ; and, ever since, the graduation has jyeen a matter of

doubt, terror, and difficulty.

The graduation being over, and the students having spent about half

a day in destroying each other’s gowns, each man, after the principles

of Hobbes, attacking the property of his neighbour, the dull routine of

the academical winter may be considered at an end ; and an afterpiece.

Very different from the dry matter in which they have been engaged, is

all tliat remains to be attended to, before the general dispersion. The
Graduation Ball, which has, during the whole session, been nearest the

hearts of those personally interested in it, begins, towards the termina-

tion of the season of labour, to be whispered of in the polite world of

Aberdeen. The rotoms are hired ; store of provisions is laid in ; fiddlers

are gathered together, blind and otherwise ; invitations are issued ; the

dressmakers’ girls look forward with the hope of acquiring an invita-

tion from some teaching cousin ; and the high-bred belles of Union Street

hink they may drop in to see what sort of creatures will be there. The
rooms are lit up on the appointed night ; the fiddlers are prepared

;
gay

figures crowd in. The eccentric looking students are singularly altered

in appearance. Where is our friend from Braemar, whom we charac-

terized a while ago ? An acute eye, acquainted with his huge physiog-

nomy, may contrive to discover him. He is strangely metamorphosed
indeed. His face is burning red like a furnace. His lon^ red hair

which hung down upon hiar eyes, has been mounted in great sturdy curls

over his forehead. A stiff white stock encumbers his throat. His great

horny hands have been forced into white kid gloves, from which he very

naturally dreads they may never be released ; and his feet have exchanged
their monstrous iron-ribbed protectors, for tight little dress 8hq|s, which
he is conscious any undue motion may rend to tatters. Althou^ he has

submitted his unruly heels for a couple of months to the persevering

disciplineW a dancing-master, it is plain that he does not feel himself

c yet audacious enough to figure forth before so numerous an assembly.

Plucking up courage, however, he approaches a Professor's daughter

;

but forgetting, in jthe confusion of the moment, the proper sentence of

appeal, which he vainly thought he hadjcommitted, along with his

Greek roots and his problems, to the stronghold of his memory;, his

wish resolves into the simple’^rd'quest, Wud ye jist tak a daunce wi’

me; Mem ?” The request Is very probably acceded to ; but the rdstic

froni^ the maniflSr in which he has performed his part, that a. little

somethhig to drink is absolutely necessary for clearing his memory.
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Tkere is plenty, of wine> porter^ and wl^isky in the next room ; after

some few retreats to which^ he feels as if he were on his native hills.

He then perceives a number of people rushing^ round the room in a man-
ner which he thinks it would not be difficult to imitate ; and he plunges

into a waltz^ from which he bolts off at' a tangent^ clearing an avenue to

the extremity of the apartment. Resolved that his third attempt shall

not be so unsisccessfulj he chooses to perform his native dance^ and
dashes into a strathspey^ kicking up his heels^ to the admiration and ter.

ror of all the beau monde standing by. 'Hie pale, studious tutor eyes

him with envy. Wine and revel are not for him. He too, however, is

altered in his appearance, his hair is brushed with careful smoothness to

one side, and his old rusty dress is exchanged* for a hard-won suit of

glossy black. But his air of retired diffidence still hangs about him

;

and he has encountered many internal misgivings, before he has brought
his courage to the point of making an inaudible request to a fair pupil

to dance a quadrille. Meantime, the younger gentlemen are flirting

about as gay as' butterflies, and the Matrons and Professoro are absorbed

in Whist. Time flies on,, and things begin to get a little confused or so.

The gentlemen gather themselves into noisy groups, and perform feats

of agility ; leaping over sofas, and balancing chairs. The lights begin

to go out of themselves, or gentlemen have extinguished them by pitch-

ing tarts and sandwiches at them. The fair ones gradually retire, and
as they disappear, the mirth of the unrestrained males gets more boister-

ous, \Phat on earth are they about now ? They have commenced a
ram reel, and the remaining ladies have fled in terror. The mirth and fun

get fast and furious. The dignity of Professors is not much respected ; and
probably some of the sturdiest of the revellers will lay hold of the fat

sacristan, and tumble him round the room like a f<Tot-ball. A few more
windows and lamps than usu«ll are broken during thatf eventful night ;*

a few signs are removed ; a few watchmen are floored ; and a few young
gentlemen are locked up in the watch-house. As soon as the students

have recovered from the blue devils, the Highlanders return to their

hills, to plough, and herd sheep ; the tutor retires to his studies ; and

the young gentlemen are sent to school to learn English Grammar,

Writing, and Arithmetic ; and then peace reigns for seven long months

in the vicinity of the two Great Northern Universities.

POLITICAL ECONOMY FOR FARMERS.
• «

CHAPTER 1.

The Philosophy of Full Cultivation, deduced from an Inquiry into the

Relative Aptitudes ofSoils.

It is our object in the present paper to develop an important economi-

cal truth, which, we believe, is but imperfectly understood, and of ^ur^e

imperfectly acted upon by the majority of our agriculturists ; Sad it

probably will not the less ensure their respect fof our lucubrations, if

we distinctly inform then^ at the outset, that we mean to exhibit how
they might become nearly independent of that mother of all evil—the

Corn Law. We do not indeed prop*sf to elevate the land of this coun-

try, as if by some magical influence, into a natural equality with the

luxurious straths of Poland or Lower Russia, or to drive the unproh bit-
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ed Canadian from Mark Lane| by rendering our Scottish heaths as rich

as the deep mould still slumbering intUrjCt beneath his forests ; but we
WQuld call it emphatically to mind^ that we have an advantage which

neither Canadian, Russian, nor Pole can pretend to, or will be able to

pretend to for yet a few generations. We have in this country an
amount of hoarded wealth, or capital, to be found in no other region of

the world ; and by its proper, and full, and scientific application, we are

persuaded that in agriculture, as in those branches of manufacture where
our superiority is derived chfefly from it, we may approach much more
nearly to independence of the free competition of the most favoured

foreigner.

Our assertion will, in the first instance, probably sound like a paradox

to all ears practical ; and to ears philosophical, it may resemble the an-

nouncement of some such economical scheme of agricultural economy,
as was wont of old to emanate from the adyta of the Anti-Theoretical

School,—but all we ask is attention ; and that we may not run the

hazard of asking too much even of this, let our exposition forthwith pro-

ceed :—It will be granted, we fancy, that, in Great,Britain at present,

there are under cultivation soils of considerable variety, and very differ-

ent fertilities. Soils of different fertilities may be defined—soils which,

to the same outlay, return different quantities of produce ; and it will

aid us in our contemplation of w'hat.may all be deduced from this fact,

if we imagine the existence of a farm composed of equal quantities of

five of these varying soils, represented by the five annexed squares.

The first square inayrepresent the best j

land ; and we shall suppose that, to an
jg

outlayof ill 0, (this including interest of 2^’ loHlS
capital, and all expenses of labour, but Hd, lO 10

no rent,) it is capable of returning IG 4tn5 lO— 7

quarters, as marked within it. The ^

s^ond square again returns, to the

same outlay, only 13 quarters ; the

third, 10 ; the fourth, 7 ; and the fifth 2d,^ 10 10
only 4 : which last <iuantity will not do 3d, 10— 7

more, at the average price of 50s. per 4th, 10— 4

quarter, than pay what we have sup-

posed to be the cost of production.

Now there is a law wdth regard to the

powers of return possessed by soils of 1st, £10 10
the supposed character, wdiich must 2il, 10— 7

here be especially observed. The re- ^

turn of 16 quarters, to the outlay of

£10 on the first soil, is indeed its

cream, but its cream only. Although
ah outlay of £20, on the same patch, Ish £10— 7

would not return 32 quarters, it by no ^

rnean^ follows that £20 may not be
"laid out upon it profitably. The se-

cond £10 may not produce an addi-
tional 16 quarters, but it may produce •

13 quarters, which is still a paying^
turn. In the <^same manner, a third ^10— 4

£10 may be laid out upon the same
grouiad with a return of id quarters

;

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 6.

Total

£50

50 qrs‘

Total.

£40

34 qrs.

Total.

£30

21 qrs.

Total,

£20

1 1 qrs.

£10

4 qrs.
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a fourth with a return of 7 quarters ; and ti fifth with a return of 4,—be-
yond which last it is clear no fresh outlay ought to he attempted ; as, at

the usual price, it could no longer replace itself. Following the same sup-
position, similar profitable outlays may be made in regard of the second-

rate> third-rate, fourth-rate, and fifth-rate soils before mentioned ; and
in order that the circumstances of the farm, when in this state of full

cultivation, ma^' be apprehended at a glance, we have placed on the left

of the annexed squares the several outlays or doses of £10, with their

corresponding returns ; and on the right the totals alike of expense and
return.

Such, we have said, will be the circumstances of the farm when in a
state of full or thorough' cultivation. It is clear, either that the whole
money laid out with these returns upon the superior soils will pay, or
that the farmer is quite wrong in cultivating soil No. 5. In no one of
the supposed cases is a less return obtained than in the last ; and in all

situations it ought, therefore, to he acted upon without doubt or hesita-

tion, and quite as an established axiom, that the best soils should he dosed
with capitaly or cultixmtedy until the last sum of money applied to them is

repaid by no greater return that the worst cultivated soils would produce
to it, were it laid out ns a first dusk upori them. We are so particular
in announcing and explaining this important economical principle, from
our intimate ac(iuaintance with the great vice of practical agriculture.

It is not to be denied, that in some few of the best districts of the
country it is acted upon with admirable and precise accuracy ; but in

genera), (speaking in regard of the multitude of farmers,) soils are cul-

tivated rather in regard of their ex tent than of their quality ; and a fine

piece of land will be left not more than half wrouglit, or half manured,
where corn is invoked, by all Pluto's art, from a sandy bent, or some*
light shallow heath, which has been painfully scratched into fresh sur-

face by the plough.* We have just been residing in the central district

of one of our richest Scottish counties, where we had the pleasure of see-

ing an enterprising and talented manufacturer, who has recently become
agriculturist, operating upon the principles here unfolded, in the most
fearless and effective style ; and he reaps, in consequence, at least four

times the harvest ever reaped on the farm before. The neighbouring

farmers wonder, and feel some jealousy, albeit, at the discredit thus side-

ways thjpwn upon the craft ; and, moved by half spite, they declare that

it will not pay. Were our friend vindictive, he might retort with good
emphasis ; for these practical men are in the yearly habit of laying out

money even for a less return than he does,—the difference between them
being simply this, that they but half exhaust, while he fully exhausts

the profitable capabilities of the good soils. The very idea of the non-

paying of such enterprise is, under present circumstances, an absurdity,^

The rent of a farm is calculated, in every ctfse, in relation to the state

of cultivation in its particular district ; so th^ any individual who sees

into the truth of things, and therefore fully cultivates, not only poq]aet^

his profits as a farming-capitalist, but a great portion jaf rent also. 8up-

• The practical observer cannot travel through a single county, even in Scotland,

far less in England or Ireland, Without being struck with amazement at the extent of
fine soils which are half cultivated, or even wholly neglected, while wretched heaths

are tortured to produce food ; and food is therefore so dear 1 He feet^, as if instinc.

lively, that th^ could not h^ unless “ something were rotten in the state of Den-
mark.” The difference betw^een half and full cultivation, as explained in our paper,

will shew the astonishing amount of the evil. •
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iimtftiicey it were the^^raetiee of tibe locality in wbich ottr fore«

ipeitig; is situated^^to lay out ojoly itlO on each of the

paMies of land above specided^ it is clear that the scientific and rational

i^tivator could aMslrd to pay the average rent out of No. 1 alone. By
acttngr upon the principles above detailed^ he would have made field No. }

as valuable ds an ordinary and routine agriculturist would make the

whole farm ; so that he has Nos. 2, S, 4, and 5 to the bargain ; or> in
other words, he is of these b^th laird and farmer, so long as the lease

lasts. The view now taken cannot be too deeply, or too widely impressed.

That it is accurate there cannot be a doubt ; and of how much importance

a-fi^ and complete understanding and acceptance of it would be to the

sagacious agriculturist, we leave it to himself to discover ; entering,

however, a touching appeal to his candour, as to whether he does not

owe radicalism a good turn, should the truth for the first time have met
his eye in these pages ; and if he ought not to remember the service

when he is complacently pocketing Ms cash

!

The object of our present exposition, however, is not to serve the pur-

pose of the individual, but to establish a great and general truth, and to

follow out its social consequences. That the good soils of this country

are not so well cultivated, proportionally speaking, as the bad ones,

is quite a matter of notoriety. In some few straths in Scotland, where
the rich alluvium almost invites to cultivation, full justice is indeed done
to it ; but in no other district in the United Kingdom, in no district,

even in Scotland, where the good land is merely interspersed with the

indifferent, is more than halfjmiice done to it. Now, we beg to refer

again to our five squares, and to request attention to the effect of this

notoriously imperfect cultivation of the good soils. Say that the first two
• doses of capit^,pnly are laid out upon No. 1, (a supposition not far from
the general truth,) the first two upon No. 2, the first two also upon No,

3, the first one upon No. 4, and the first one upon No. 5, it is clear

that the price charged to the public will be the price of raising the corn

upon No, 5, or, according to our supposition, 50s. per quarter ; whereas

the effective demand on the part of the public, will, in regard of the

whole extent of land we speak of, be 80 quarters, the quantity produced

entire. Now, upon the principles just expounded, this amount of price

ought to furnish 120 quarters; and if only 80 quarters are required,

cultivation might have stopped hetwwt Nos, 3 and 4, and the ^requisite

supply been thus furnished to the people at 26s., or at most at 28s. Our
imaginary statistics are of course not to be twisted into real statistics,

but to be taken as a mere illustration. Facts are before us, however,

which show that, by an ample and proportionate cultivation of the best

soils, prices might, in this manner, be reduced at least 6s. and 7s. per

quarter ; and as the foreigner can in no case undersell us by more than

Os., we think we are not wrong in our estimate of the effect of com-

plete and free ^tivation in this country, cultivation such as British

^capital might give our soils, when we state that it would, of itself, aL
most protect our ^riculturist from competitiob. It was long a favourite

idea of Sir Henry PsArnell’s, that, by means of internal improvement, we
might thus get wholly quit of the knotty problem ofthe Com Law ; and
unquestionably his idea was right. The only error was, in conceiving it

peesthle to brjeg about these in^rpvements by meije persuasive means.*

* Sir Henry alludes to ibis subject in a note to his Financial Reform. We beg

to Vj^rinUit entire,\as his authority is always valuable:—<< When (in 1613) the
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Having thus recogntsed the important objects which are so clearly at.
tainable by a proper and enlightened application of capital to agriculture^
the inquiry immediately etarts up^ what are the perceivable causes or
impediments^ which^ amid keen and restless commercial enterprise^ have
produced and retained this signal and notorious Imperfection in our cul.

ture of the most essential^ the most healthful^ and most naturally pleasant
all arts* A ^ide field here stretches out^ and we shall just alight upon
a few of its more prominent points. Tbfi land^ in the first place^ is un-
der the control of " an order” too little distinguished in general^ except
by haughtiness^ ignorance^ and an extraordinary ambition to become
legislators. The privileged situation of our landowners has made the
most of them ignorant men ; and they who are not so^ have been bribed by
it to become perverse. Our Entail Law exerts the natural influence of
inducing the incumbent to overlook the permanent improvement of his

estate in comparison with its monetary or annual return, and therefore
to act towards it, during his whole life, after the exact fashion of the
vindictive* tenant before quitting a farm. Entail is not universal, but
prevalent circumstances give the general tone ; and we attribute to this

pestiferous regulation, by far the major part o£ the destructive and most
blind policy we are now to unfold.* It has of late been the object of the
landlord, not so much to secure his rent, and to take care that none of
his rent shall pass into the farmer's pocket in the shape of profits, as to

devise and execute means for the draining away into his own ravenous
coders the whole capital possessed and employed by his tenantry. Thou-
sands of beggared and broken families, families who once were happy,

and who, if virtue and prudence, and honourable industry, did in our fa-

voured land ensure worldly advantages, ought te be happy still, are at

the present moment living and sorrowing testimonies of the maleficent

success which has waited upon these endeavours. If the object in view
could be best attained by the granting of no lease, no lease was granted ;

but if a lease could allure welLfeathered capitalists into the net, the

blood-sucker saw his chance, and acted upon it with surpassing skilful-

ness. By the action of hypothec, the* tenant who sits under a lease, is, in

nine cases out of ten, reduced to complete dependence upon the honour
and moral feelings of his landlord. The full operation of this notable
** protection" is not commonly understood. It is generally looked upon

author of this woik was a party in recommending restrictions on the importation of

foreign corn, he was so with the design of ultimately lowering the price of corn.

He stated at that time his ohjects to he, first, to prevent the injury which would arise

from peace suddenly opening the ports to foreign com ; and, secondly, to promote

such an increased application of capital to tillage in Ireland, as would bring out the

powers of that country to supply Great Britain with so large a quantity of com, as

would make the prices as low as if foreign com ^\^re imported. He sees no reason

for believing that his expectations were unreasonalde, for he is convneed that if the

measures of Catholic Emancipation, and of a commutation of tithes had been passed,

when the Corn Bill of JSIS was passed, the increase of tillage in Ireland, ixrcoiflse-

quence of security of property and relief from tithes, would, before this, have reduced

the price of corn to what it would be if the poits were bpen to foreign corn. But,

inpmsequence of so much having of late been written to make the subjects of rents,

prices, and profits better undffrstood, he is now fully convinced that the right policy

in regard to com is a perfectly free trade.”

* There are incidental effects of the Entail Law not here alluded to. We *^hall

allude to one the continuance of tithes. Having virtually disinherited the younger

sous, it creates a moral necessity for paternal care to provide for them ; and what heU

ter or more genteel than a sinecure Church with its handsome appanage,?
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ais ii mdre a]^logy for cheating: tlie commercial trader ; and cheat him it

eertaS^y does, as well as eve^ capitalist to whom the unfortunate far-

mers may be in debt : but its worst induence is^upon the tenant himself.*

It is its first and immediate effect, to remove the amount of the ^and

«

lord^B rent from being determined by competition amongst honest and
' responsible men : it allows of contracts without regular security, and, of

course, upon the most disadvantageous terms possible to th% contractor ;

and, it has thus uniformly acted in keeping rent at a rack..amount, and
making the nominal value of a farm the very liighest sum which it could

bring under the most favourable circumstances. The market being so

thoroughly deranged, no lease can be got on terms making the least

allowance for bad crops, and the other thousand casualties to widch agri-

culture is still subject ; and the tenant, as we have said, is thus thrown
at once upon the mercy of his landlord.t When a had year occurs, the

nominal rent must either be abated, or the landlord will pocket what is

not rent, hut a portion of the farmer's capital. True economy would
doubtless decide without hesitation w^hich is tlie preferable course. The
abatement would best serve the permanent interests even of the proprie-

tor, for it would guard the powers of the cultivator from injury ; but, as

the proprietor seldom or never looks to permanent interests, he pro-

ceeds relentlessly with his murderous exactions. Tlius is capital effec-

tually deterred from flowing towards agriculture ; and thus has the great-

er part of that once employed in it been violently and forcibly torn
away. Will it be believed that the men, who have been the prime agents

in this destructive draining, pretend to stand out before the country as

the only supporters of agriculture, and fill the whole atmosphere with
frantic imprecations against political economy, because, as they say, it

hazards the safety«of farming capital ? Strange asit may seem, the fact

is even so ; and wdiat is stranger still, many an agriculturist to this hour
believes them his friends ! Truth, however, is spreading, and,the im-
posture will soon be unveiled. The people of Great Britain will not
much longer be abused by words ; and it is fast becoming apparent that the

protection” which we mainly need, is protection from injustice at home.
Were capital allowed free ingress into the bosom of the soil, and its

safety, while there, secured ; were the agriculturist efficiently protected
from Almack's, and Crockford's, and Doncaster, and no longer obliged

to pay from his own funds the expenses of iny Lord John's contested

election ; we should indeed, as we have shown, be tolerably independent
of the foreign grower, and our countrymen might yet eat cheap bread,

raised upon their own dear island. When the legal reforms necessary

to permit this are accomplished ; and the farmer can exercise his calling

in that perfect security, and on those free principles whi^ are the neces.

sary substructure of all enterprise, he may indeed care little in the mean.
'' ' " “ - ----- n-

• The extent of territofy, so to speak, over which the landlord contrives to levy

J.Utk36ail, is almost amusing. By the Com Law, he taxesus all in the gross ; by
''his sinecures, colonial appointments, &c., he does the same thing through the n^e-

dium of the Wdget ; by the Entail Law, he defrauds his own creditors ; by hypo|^ec,
he taxes in the first place every trader whom the farmer can take in, for all the $oii
goes to his pocket ; and, in the second place, every farmer, by the rack-rent which he
•fs tilllis enabled to exact 1 Verily, it is^no wonder that the galled jade should have
begun to wince I

•f*
If Mr. Gillon wishes to be d just, a popular legislator, he must revise his no-

tions atioiit hypothec. One oMhese months we shall give him some jnformatiou iipoii

thesubiect. •
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time for external competition ; but it do^s not hence follow that the ports
should be forcibly shut, or that high protecting duties would do no harm.
The farmer must not only be put into a situation in which he can cultivate

well, and do the country justice, but he must also be put into a situa-

tion tc^ensure the country that he will cultivate well. Our friends must
allow us to remark, that there is still a certain character about them as
a body, not {altogether consistent with success in commerce. Practical
improvements of the most obvious benefit, (steam thrashing-mills, for

instance,) are not always adopted by Agriculturists with the alacrity

we witness in the case of an improvement in manufacturing machinery

;

and there is inherent in the class altogether, a sort of stiffness and imniobili.

ty which at present is no slight obstacle to their due consideration of new
and enlightened ideas. We should indeed stand upon the old ways*'

in matters of faith, but it will not do in matters of commercitil enter-
prise. Vigour, watchfulness, alertness, are the grand characteristics of
a well-formed commercial mind ; and whatever may be urged to the
contrary, there is nothing in the mere pursuits of the agriculturist to

make his psychology a necessary exception to the law. Doubtless the

late state of fiirming has been most dispiriting,—and doubtless, also, a
fuller flow of capital to its employments, a rise in the rate of profits, and
the substitution of briskness for uncertainty, and prosperity for threat-

ening ruin, could accoiiiplish much to awaken his slumbering energies ;

but something more may yet be done, and we dare not neglect any aid.

A phenomenon recently occurred in the commercial world, which illus-

trates precisely what we mean. Previous to Mr. Huskisson*s acts, our
silk manufacture was a disgrace to us. Old machinery, antiquated plans,

slovenliness, contented ignorance : these were what an observer saw
w'lien he inquired into its state. When a change was proposed from th<?

prohibitive jxdicy to an ad valorem duty, the manufacturers screamed in

and demanded 100 per cent. Upon the footing on which they

went, viz,—the actual condition of the manufacturer, they were rather

too low than too high, for French silks would have beat them out at

almost any price ; but Mr. Huskisson looked upon the matter differently.

He made up his estimate, not from what the home manufacturer did,

but from what he might and ought to do^ and fixed the duty at 30 per

cent. The consequences of the change are well known. Activity sue*,

ceeded to sloth—energy to ignorance ; and we can now rival the best

FrencTi fabrics. Our moral is, that a similar policy with regard to the

farmer would produce an effect equally salutary upon the whole frame

of his mind. Place him under the effect of an adequate, and ever-im-

pending foreign competition, an3 we shall soon see a stir after improve-

ment. The opportunity is ample throughout the whole kingdom, as,

even in our most skilfully cultivated districts, there still want improve-

ments of vast moment—improvements priiyjlpally in the art of cleaning,

without fallow or unprofitable crops,—all of which are just now beyond

the reach of Pole, Russian, or any poor nation ; and which might, ag^ rgi-

doubtedly would, in a few years, enable our home agriculture to sur-

mount, in the* most triumphant style, any apparently bad effects conse-

quent on that friable reduction of price which would follow from the free

admission of foreign corn.

^If the importai^ subject of whiclwwe treat were tjius ihorougjily

looked at, and examined in all its bearings, how salutary would be the

political endeavours of the agriculturist, and what an amount of terror

would be saved him ! Distrust in the energies and capabilities of a
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eoiutj^ty Hke this^ ti the height of absurdity> and almost a traitorous

eotraedice: With monopolists, however, it is always so,~the mists

whlt^ OQQgregi^te around them are never dissipated until the sun has

ri«^ high. On the conclusion of our paper let the tenanti^ of the

kingdom, in the mean time, ponder well. The foremost practical ^bifer^

elite is, that they must instantly dissolve all connexion with the Conser*

vatives, and deliver themselves from the thraldom of men^who are tMr
worst enemies, as well as ours !

THE SPY SYSTEM; OR, 'TIS THIRTEEN YEARS SINCE.

Iw the month of December, 1820, the Whigs and Reformers of Edin-

burgh, after a long period of gloom and depression to the friends of

freedom, took advantage of the favourable crisis which followed the

trial of Queen Caroline, %vhen the Ministry of Castlereagh and Sidmonth
had become utterly odious and detestable to the nation, to hold a public

meeting, at which, among other resolutions, the following were adopted:

—

. That they (the ministry) have for many years persisted in a course of most im-

provident, and wasteful expense ; and, in times of unexampled distress, have obsti-

nately rgected every proposition for effective retrenrhment and economy.’*

That they have struck an alarming blow at the morals of the people ; and hai e

invaded the private security of every class of subjects, by employing, encouraging, and
protecting an unprecedented number of spies and informers ; who are proved in many
cases to have been themselves the instigators of those disordcis for which others have
been exposed to prosecution and punishment.”

. It is foreign to^our purpose to notice the other resolutions. An Ad-
dress and Petition to his Majesty, praying him to dismiss his Ministers,

were founded upon them ; and were intrusted to the Duke of Bed-
ford, Earl Grey, Lord Holland, and Lord Erskine. Sir James MoncreilF

was president of the meeting at which the resolutions were passed ; and
among the gentlemen who moved or seconded them, were Mr. Jeffrey,

now the Lord Advocate, Sir James Gibson Craig, and all the leading

Whigs and Reformers of the time. It is to the last resolution, passed

only a few months after the execution of Ilardie and Baird, the martyrs
of the affair of Bonnymuir, that we shall have occasion to advert..,

The intrigues and diabolical system of instigation and espionage, to

which these unfortunate men fell victims, might form suitable passages in

the histor^ of the Inquisition, or of France, while governed by Mazarine
or Richelieu. But this same infamous system had prevailed, both in Eng-
land and Scotland, for some years before these deluded individuals be-

came its prey ; and we are greatly indebted to a little work which has
recently appeared in GlasgoV,* which enables us to trace its birth, and
develop its working, till the iniquity was consummated in blood, and
ilk thf, suspension of liberty. The first of the brotherhood of the Castles
and Olivers that figured at this time, in the west of Scotland, was Rich-
mond, a more plausibid and clqver knave than any of them, and, there-
fore, just so much the more dangerous. This mail had been bred a
weaver, and had come into contact with Messrs. Jeffrey and Cockbu«n,
whan indicted ^ stand his trial 40r being engaged ip a combination to

«^Exposure of the Spy System. Glasgow : Muir, Gowans, k Co. 8ro.

.
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raise wages. They advised him not to risk a trial ; and he iled and was
outlawed, hut returned to Polloekshaws in great poverty, and addressed
his former counsel, soliciting pecuniary aid* Mr. Jeffrey was moved by
his condition, and was kind enough to interest himself in behalf of the
man. wrote to Mr. Kirkman Finlay, and Mr. Henry Monteith, to

see wha^'ould best be done to assist Richmond. Mr. Kirkman Finlay
‘ appears at this time to have been chokeful, ready to bur^, with a mighty

State secret,''^intrusted to his prudence and loyalty by Lord Sidmouth.
This was nothing less than an extensive Conspiracy to overthrow the
Government, of which Glasgow and its environs was the principal seat.

Mr. K. Finlay may be very zealous and loyal, and he might also be of
the order of men who naturally feel disappointed if a mighty State
secret,” intrusted to their keeping by a Lord and a Secretary of State,

were found to be all humbug ; and if it were discovered to be a mouse of
which their own mountain was in labour. Of the plot being a very good
plot, he never sterns to have doubted ; and, at his need, the devil sent Rich-
mond, a man, for the purpose on hand, among ten thousand. Their first

meeting, in consequence of Mr. Jeffrey's introduction, was held ostensibly

to arrange the entrance of Richmond into the employment of Mr. Owen at

New Lanark. It led to a most confidential communing. Mr. Finlay was
particularly desirous for proofs of the conspiracy, and Richmond was the
very person to obtain them for him. When rogues fall out, honest men
get their own, saith the proverb. In a few years after this, when the
rogues did fall out, Richmond, in a curious printed account of the whole
affair, asserts that, when solicited by Mr. Finlay to act as a spy, he
wished to consult his benevolent patrons, Messrs. Jeffrey and Cockburn
and he adds—^yet who can believe one word tha| he says, for which there
is not other proof—that to this proposition Mr. •Finlay decidedly ob-

jected, as was to be foreseen ; they were, he allowed, lipth honourable

'

meil,'but not the sort of persons to be intrusted with Lord Sidmouth 's

Important State Secret, confided to Mr, Richmond on a few hours*

acquaintance. These high contracting powers, Finlay and Richmond,
appear to have first met about the 10th of December, 1810. On the 22d
of that month Richmond had so well acquitted himself, by bringing in-

telligenqp, that he states, that his employer, Mr. Finlay, who had made
him vague offers of reward, was now authorized by Government to offer

me a respectable permanent situation, if I would lend my assistance to

suppresnthe conspiracyf The loyalty and patriotism of Mr. Richmond,
prompted by that of Mr. Finlay, could no longer refuse the wished-for

aid ; but to detect a plot, or suppress a conspiracy, it is neces^ry that

^
one should first exist ,* and this, aft article at that time of the first ne-

cessity to the Government, Richmond set himself to hatch with all dili-

gence.* Subsequently a plot was really formed ; but when the wretched

and infamous affair was developed and tj^ced, ^e ingenuity of the whole^

poss^ of Scottish Crown lawyers, sheriffs, and l!he myrmidons i^ever behind

in such cases, failed to obtain a vestige of proof of any oath, bond, or asso.

ciation> existing prior to the middle of December, that is, a few days after*

Richmond's first interview with Mr. Finlay. The ^hole object, as their

rasc^ spy acutely stated, after they dismissed him, was to get up an alarm
^^tol^uash the demand forJleform, then so generally made.” And this

is true, if a worse than Richmond had sa^ it. Besides Finlay, who must
be presumed to have acted gratuitously, and frompure patrMtism, in this

very dirty affair, and whom we are rather inclined to class among those

shallow p^sons whose understandings infallibly miscarry under the
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great State secrflt/' ^hs(ii a designkig man> or oAie^dapal^

ef mixiiigj with his eyes open^ in tho^se treachery^and utter ihihmy of

his creature Riehiniond^ there was a third party, a Mr. Reddie, advocate

and town clerk, in whose house, t6 avOj^d suspicion, no6turi^l matings
were held, at which the spy reported his villanous progress. 'JHitvi Hi^^
mond, a clever fellow, should hav^deceived a man Hke 'Finlay, ^huse coru^

duct invited deception, and Vho was already mystided by the possessibn

pf a great State secret** is not wonderful ; but how came the quick, acute,

professional*man ^0 hi, so misled?—Lawyers are proverbial for suspicion

as well as shrewdness. How came Mr. Reddie to be deceived by hi» own
dedby-duck ? or was credulity a convenient virtue of the Season, und pfcr-

ticiilarly acceptable at head-quarters, where the premium upon a good
plausible plot, something to scare out of their wits all possessora Of

houses, lands, pensions, annuities, and a dsnnething iu the funds, was rising

eve^ frelh mail ?

Ani now mark the steps by wliicb a Sidmouth-spy proceeds j for we
think Sidmouth is as much entitled to the honour of the name, in

NtR future time, as any discoverer or navigator is to have an island or

named after him. There was then living m the Caltori of Glas-

gow, an intelligent weaver, named AVilliam M^Kimniie, known to Rich-

mond as a keen reformer, and one possessed of some induence in his

own neighbourhood. To this man the villain spy talked in glowing

terms of the state of feeling throughout England ;
v here the people, in^

dignant at the Parliament scouting ’their petitions, were arming them-
selves, and organizing to overturn the Government. This information

die affirmed that he had from jirivate hut sure sources. He urged the

propriety of following ttie same course in Glasgow^ and that every man
entertaining hU vietis should take an oath to unite in/orrhiff a complete

reform in the ^presentation. The law of 1833 was, it ajipears, the trea-

son or seditiqgpf thirteen years since.** We should not have wondered
if William M'Kimmie had yielded to these traitorous solicitations ; nor,

all things considered, should we greatly have condemned any thing -save

his imprudence ; but without at that time distrusting the spy, he fortunate-

ly rejected his counsels. The social Burker found more credulous vic-

tims. To M'Kimmie he had boasted of haVlng plenty of'€unds 4o defray

all expenses, and he found creatures, whom he only half -trusted, titled

for his purposes of deluding and betraying better men. We chall, quote

from the narrative of this humble friend of Mr. K. Finlay, add chosen

depositary of a great state secret.** Some of the persons whom he in-

duencedi%pon New YeaFs ni|lit, 1817, and about a fortnight after he
had obtained the confidence of Mes^s. Finlay and RlWdie, mustered a#
meeting of a dozen or more weavers in n public house. The muster spy did

not himself appear. It unfolds some curious recesses bf the human heart to

see how this wretch speaks of 1# own conduct throughout these transac-

tions. Th^e is not a dquht that he conceives himself a very ill-used

man, and one, in moral rectitude, far superior to Lord Sidmouth, Hr.
h&connochie, then Lord Advocate of Scotland, and other high (pnetion-

aries, and most honourable and excellent persons. We leave posterity tfi

strike the balance between tHem. My proceedings,'* he says, required
to he conducted with the utmost caution^ 1 plyed M^Lauchlana (a wea^r
he had corrupted) who had already committed himself «to me. I gave
hi^ small sums of money to relieve his i^essities, (from fun'ds furnished

(pe may conjecture how,) hut regulated so as not to excite suspidion.*^* * Bo
fkr this bad the effect. The ruffian evidently takes pride in his giri^ of {Tfa*&-

tice, while still so young in office. To a man wha attended this meeting,*
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al th«y ciJled it,^Richmftnd had previo\ft.ly fnr*

Hiahed a ti^asoaiablia^oiith^ which tu be adiniHistercd to all present,

Thk isjbairma^it was also siispected 6f being one of his emissaries. Kven
among th<^se deluded victitits thiftre we^lre misgivings and marks of good

^^einan <iaid, before taking the oath, he wislied fii*st to coiisiilt

hiaihini^r ; another wished a week fdr consideration ;
and the person in

wj^ae house tJ^iey nietf refused absolutely to take the oath. But \vhila

these persons retired to consult, thesfhith was agreed to by the rest ; and

•i&e man i|dio had filled the chhir, suspecte*d to BoJ{ichmoii(t*‘<i eiuissary,

imwie^tely set otf with the original document, and also a vopy (d the oath/

JIrt FinluJ^, according to tlie printed statement of his subaltern, Uichnidnd,

e*:|me«jed gr6at anxiety to obtain a copy of the oath in writing,*' and
due was procurerl for him.” ^ This,” aj^ain, says this basio creature, “ uas

the identical document that’maftcf such a noise in the House of ( ’oinin^ns.”

SiMJli is the history of what is callivl, a giii:at state si cinor. On the evi-

dence thus forged by villany, and an oath administered to a ^sct of

d.duded, and probablyhalf-drunk men in a public-house, npcm a New Year's

night, the wished-for alann was raised, and the liberties of the counti^

were suspended. In one part of Iiis narrative, Uichmoud, who, before tike

game was up, became acquainted with many great folks, reports a c*oiu

versation ho held with the late SoIicitor-(ienenJ for Scotland, in which

that Crown functi<niary frankly admitted manyof the errors committed
by fJovernrnent

;
•one of wJu(‘)i wa^, that so far a«* it concerned Sc4»tland,

there was no necessity for the sn^pcnMon bill, in 1H17.” Mr. John Hope
was but young in oHice, we* conclude, when he made this admissum.—The
plot now wcukedto a marvel. Richmond narrates, that,

The Magistrates of Glasgow werr not in the .w’cri"/, fdepending wholly upon
Messrs. Finlay and Iledda*, uhoassiiied them they were in coiTespoiidenre with a,

person* who would apprise them when any serious dnnsjer approi&ied. This assur*

ance, however, was not ulnays sufficient to alky apprehmion. The Lord
Provost (Black) was so much alarmed, that he would not sle»‘p in his owm house
jeveral uig;hts, altlioutfh assured by his friends he was iiifcr.'ect s»ah‘ty. On one occa-

sion I was waited for at eleven o’clock at night; as he would not venture to his bed
until Mr. Finlay actually saw' the pcr.'^on, in consequence of some ruinoiiis he had
heard during the day. These rumours were purposely set ajloat to deceive th*.

Magistralfs. I had scaroefi^ a ^eiid or acc|uaintaiue, vr hose poJitical opinions were
Ktfovtn io be liberal, tl(al was not denounced, .and wln»sc real cliai.tcter I had not to

e^'pl^itv and de/emk Jt was not the least carious part of, this sglemn fuice, that my
^

own proceedings were traced and reported upon, and I v\as frequently treated, on
‘ an eveniii^, with a portrait of my character, that rendei*ed it difficult for to dis-

royer my. identity. Yet upon no belter authority, representations of the state of the

provinces are frequently made, forwarded to the ^fc*cretary of State—^|>ut ii4|jp a green
*

hag/and gravely ^biiiitted to the Committees of Parliament, who legislate upon
th^m, never for a moment doubting the possibility of the inaccuracy of a report made
by the resident Magistracy, unmindful of the axiom applied to philosophers by the inge-

nious author of Laton,’'hiat Magistrates, like traveliere, are oitin better informed as

to what is going on abroad than at home.’*
^
• •

Very good andwoipt this, from Mi% Uichmoud. This mart? from some
relenting of nature, or stirring of remorse, stipulated for Lmpunity,«Jto«

suck inwvidiiHls as ke should point out ; and that no one should be ar-

rested as stccessaiy to the plot till he consented. Bdt Messrs. Finlay and
Red^te had less patience. The conspiracy was now ripe enough for Ixircl

Sfdmouth's purK|>8e, whose peremptory orders Mr. Tinlay pleaded to allay

the wrath of Hth spy at the breach of ccmipact, A treasoi)ahle address,

emmiating from the same foul>eource, had been posted up in Glasgow and

,

* *
.j.

,

• Richmond himself, no doubt.
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J ilm we»e apprehended^ in the wa/best calculated to iroducithe meet
lAim; and on the 18th February, the report of a Secret.Compaittee oil the

S^al plan of insurrection, laid the foundation for a biU to suepend the

beas Corpus, which was notified in the House of Peers'upon^e Slst^

Td corroborate this report, intelligence,arrived on the 26th of the arrests

in Glasgow. The Lord Advocate (Maconochie) had all«,this while been
in constant communication with Finlay and Reddie. It was throughhim
the offer of a respectable situation” had been made to Richmond. It

had?” says this worthy, been agreed in the Secret Committee, that.

The Oath or obligation of the confederacy at Glasgow, should not be made pub.
lie. JSut the Ministry beingpressed in the debate to show more substantial proof
of the disaffection which they asserted existed in the country, the Loid Advocate of

^
Scotland (Maconochie) rose in bis place, and, with the greatest solemnity, read the

documeut (the oath) formerly transcribed, which produced a strong sensation in the

tfouse^ This was a proof positive that could not be resisted, particularly when be
added that there were many of the higher orders of society engaged in the conspu
raoyi and that it consisted of many thousands ! The unbelieving members wei’e

silenced, and were afiaid to show a scepticism which might call forth something
still more horrifying, and on the 28th 'the Bill passed the House without further
inquiry /”

Thiswaseven quicker work than the present I rish hill. Mr. Home Drum-
mond, then a depute- advocate, came to Glasgow to assist in the judicial

examinations ; and according to the account given in the narrative, and
what transpired afterwards on the trial of Andrew Mackinlay, tlie thrice-

indicted man, he tampered with, or actually suborned John Campbell, an
important witness. Richmond states, that finding Campbell inflexibly

honest, the officials of the West besought him to influence the man whom
neither threats of berng brought to trial, nor promkes of revrard, could

make swerve frQm the line of rectitude. Two of tlhi prisoners, Edgar,

a schoolmaster, and Keith, a cotton.spinner, were indictiq^ for high trea.

son; the Crown Lawyers, relying upon the witness CSimpbell, M’hom

iHhey imagined they had at last secured, and hoping, perhaps, that it

might be as easy to gull an Edinburgh Jury with the C^onspiracy”

as both Houses of Parliament. TJie treason specified was that commit-

ted on the New Year's night already mentioned. The Whig Lawyers
mastered in full force to protect these men, and, through them, the

cause of public justice ; and the result was, that the Government en-

gines were upset. The Crown Lawyers, finding witnessess and juries

not quite so subservient as in the days of Braxfield, or while Hemyr
>Dundas was in his pride, abandoned the case against these men, and took

up another to sustain yet more signal edefeat. This was that of Andrew
Mackinlay, three times indicted for the same alleged offence. While this

was in progress, the villany practised in Glasgow transpired ; and when
in June a bill from the Lords was introduced into the Commons for con-

Unuing the suspension o^ the Habeas Corpus, Lord Archibald HamiL
ton openly denounced the fepy system ; and even Mr. Fihlay' expressed his

disappointment, at the first and second indictments not holding, and his

disgust at the same man being three times indicted for the same offence*

When the Bill for continuing the suspension of the Constitution was
passed in the House of Peers, Earl Grey said, that in Glasgow, one seat of
the alleged conspiracy, men were arrested on a charge of swearing unlaw-
ful oaths, which oaths, there c<fuld be no doubt, were administered by
spies and informers. Many will still bear in recollection the breaking
down of the third atten^pt against Mackittlay, and the coup de theatre
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tHi ;H^5h 'Ceurt* «>f Ju«ticiary la Edinburgh. The Crown Lawyers re-*

lied iipbn the suborned wftness Campbell, whom they had kept snugly

locked up in Edinburgh Castle, refusing to allow the prisoner's couneel

to hdve any access to him till he should be brought forward to establish

the hohi Advocate's twice bungled charges. It was too bad of Mr.

tfeffrey, knowing all that he knew, to object to this witness. It was the

cat playing with the mouse. The Court, as was to have been expected,

overruled his objections ; the Lord Advoc|ite and his deputy, no doubt,

exchanged glances of congratulation ; the witness was allowed to app|pr ;

and, oh I for the pencil of Cruickshank, to delineate the looks which fol-

lowed his deliberate reply to one among the first questions put to him :

—

** Haye you received any reward, or promise of reward, for being a

witness and giving evidence in this case ?” " I have."

A very pretty disclosure followed, and the case was at once virtually

abandoned ; the Lord Advocate, in despair of a verdict, declining to

take up the time of the Court. liiehmond, who was in Edinburgh all

this time, lending liis secret aid to the Crown Lawyers, says, when he

called upon them next day, they appeared like chagrin and mortification

personified ; the statement of Campbell utterly astounded them,—came

wpim them like their death-knell. Mr. Home Drummond attributed

tlieir failure to w'ant of management. Had the case depended on the

late Lord Melville, he would not have drawn a trigger till sure to kill."

Wlion we say the conduct of the prisoner's counsel was ^^too bad,” it

should he known that Campbell had contrived to apprize Mackinlay of

the attempts made upon his integiity, by a detailed statement, concealed

in a roll of tobacco, wdiich he managed to send to the prisoner as a pre-

.sent, and that they stood prepared for the catastrophe. We do not

think the statements of a spy of much more value t^an those of the.

greater men who^ employ so vile an instrument to ensnare the unwary,

or beguile the innocent
;
yet the subsequent executions at Derby, of the

Honnymuir victims, and of others as clearly entrappe^, bear Richmond

out in his subsequent affirmations, As I liad frequent opportunities,"

he says, ^

“ Of •unreservedly hearing the sentiments of tlie Crown Lawyers during the pro-

gress of the trial, I will state the impression produced upon my mind, as to the origi-

nal intention of the measures pursued. Had they, in the first instance, succeeded

in establishing the administration of the oath, of which they entertained no doubt,

TWO OR THREK WOULD HAVE BEEN SENTENCED TO CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT, and A NUMBER MORE to TRANSPORTATION ; and had

the circumstances which I have related not intervened,.! HAVE NO HESITATION
IN SAYING, THAT THEIR SENTENCES WOULD HAVE BEEN CARRIED
INTO EXECUTION 1 1

”

Mr. Ffhlay, and the others concerned in this affair, found it much

easier to engage liiehmond to act as a spy than to satisfy his cupi-

dity. '1 hey wished him, above all things,, hut of the. country ; they

wished to ship him off for the Cape of Good Hope, where Okver the spy

is said to be settled ; but he stuck in their skirts like a bur. Hisj^»

pectations had been highly raised ; and it w’^as nut for counters he had sold

himself to the devil, though an attempt was made th pay him in this kind

of coin. This poor weaver began to talk quite contemptuously of a few

hundreds" fiom the men whom he felt in his power.—In the extract we

next give, we know not whether most Ipo admire the promptitude and

address of the detectors of the spy system, or the nice chain of circum.

stances by wdiich it was traced. Richmond had been suspecled in Glas-

gow, from the time of the general arrests ; and his connexion with Finlay
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Ee^die hi^, been ascertained/ thoUg^h only circumstan tial pfoof cmlA
be gtyt of the nature of, il. Having wearied >out the Crown Lawyers In

Richmond left that city for Glasgow to have his claims settled

f his original employers. According to the exposition of his exploits,

« In the course of the eveninp of his arrival, he sallied out, in company i^h a psr*

son of the name of White, a warper in this city, in quest of some bookseller’s -shop,

iu which he could procure a r^cripts^amp, Mr. Reddle having, we suppose, previouriy

told him, that the money u’as tlien ready, if a proper receipt was granted for it. Ac-,

eordingly, they entsi'ed the shop ofiMr. Janies Duncan, IiookselJev, at the head of the

Saltmarket, a highly respectable gentleman, who has retired from business, and now
resioes on his estate of Mosesfield, near Glasgow, and to whom we confidently appeal

in proof of our statement, if necessary—and then, and there, they asked for a TEN
shieling receipt stamp. Mr. Duncan told them that lie had no stamp of that <

description—and away they went. In a moment afterwards, a neighliour of Mr.
Duncan came into his shop, and asked him if he knew the customera who had just

left it. ^ No,’ says Mr. Duncan, ‘ I do not.’ ‘ Well,’ says his neighbour, ‘One
of them is Richmond, the spy.’ Mr. Duncan, thanks to his vigilance and activity,

sprang from his seat ; and, recollecting that he hiul directed the parties to go to the

shop of Messrs. Brash and Reid, Imoksellers in Trongate, where it was likely they

t\x>uld get the article they wanted, instantly proceeded in quest of them, to dog^theni,

or watch them, if possible, to their rende2vou8. He found them at the door of Brash
and Reid. He then ran up as fast as he could to the Chronicle office, almost adjoin-*

ing ; and after telling the circnmstauce which had ^ust occurred, Mr. Robert Mac-
dougaJ, then in the Chronicle office, and latterly in the Scotsman at Edinburgh,

hut recently dead, at once ij^reed to accompany Mr. Duncan in further quest of Mr.
Alexander Richmond. They found him and White just leaving the shop of Brash

and Reid, where the wortliies had made their ^ui chase. But here we must he a little

more particular ; because, on this part of the narrative, wo desire to pledge ihe perfect

truth and veracity of the whole of our statement. We here purposely throw ourselves

open to the strong, the imnmtahlc tests of truth. We scorn to say anything not rest-

ing on that foundation. We, therefore, boldly, but respectfully, invite—nay, we
herohy challenge the partecs themselves more immediately concerned, to come forward

.and deny, if they c^n, any of the minute facts %ve are now going to record against

them.
“ Brash and Reid could not give Richmond a ten-shilling receipt entire ; but they

said they could give him two five-shilling receipt stamps connected together, which,

in the eye of law, serves the purpose required equally %rell, Richmond was satisfied

with this exjdanation. He took the rt.tmps, and paW the money for them. Little

did he think he #a8 watched in the admirable way he was. At that time only vague
suspicions were entertained of his connexion with the local authorities. *^True, the

great bulk of the inhabitants of Glasgow believed him to be a Government fyy. But
still some tangible proof of the fact was awantiiig to bring it home to the conviction

of every unprejudiced person.

“ToJames Duncan ofMosesfield,and Robert Macdougal,late ofthe Glasgoy^ ChronU
cle office, be ascribed all the honour of this noble, or, as some may be apt to term if,

this ignoble discovery ; for Richmond, it will be kept in view, did not publish bis

narrative till 1825, /our years afterwards^ and every body else was silent on the sub-

ject. On the evening of that same 9th of February, 1821, they followed Richmond,
from lane to lane, and from street to street, thinking timt he would at land ip

some low, obscure habitation, worthy of his character. Bitt to their amRement he
halted at the door of Mr. Reddie, described, in later days, as the Lord Chancellor of

Qlasgow, and, lo, Richmond wts immediately admitted to the interior I This was
proof positive-^ *

• • • Strong as Holy Writ.'

But it did not rest here. Mr. Duncan and Mr. Macdougal had watched for nearly
two hoursi directly opposite Mr. Reddie’s door, expecting eveiw moment that Rich-
mond would make his exit, but as ihe did not make his appearance, their patience

began to he exhausted ; and Macdougal fell upon the ex^iedient of going boldly forward
to Mr. Reddic’s door, and put the blunt question to his servant who opened it, ‘ Is Mr.
Richmond here ?* ‘ Mr.Richmond !’«ays the servant, ‘ there is no gentleman of that

name here.’ ‘ Yes,’ says Macdougal, ‘ there is, though ; he came here about two
hours ago, and I am waiting to see him.’ ‘ Very well,* says the sirvant^ ^ sto*p a
little, and I shall inquire.’ -/Away goes the servant to Mr, Reddie’s sanctum samto^
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Mr. H^dio ; he liurrioa dovm staira to the hail-door, sayings, aa he approached Mac*
dougai, '< Mr. llichmond I Mr. Richmond 1 Who is here that wants Mr. Richmchid V
‘ 1 want him very piirticularly,* says Macdougal : < I am one of his friends from
Ediuhu^h.* ‘ O, very well,’ says Mr. Reddie, ‘ I will ^etid him down' to* you in a
minute ;^nd down Richuiond came, mtittering the words on tiie staircase, ‘ Who
can he wanting me herei^* Macdougal managed ttfis ticklish part of the scene with
admirable adi*oitness. * Mr. Richmond,* says he, ‘ I am>6ori7 to disturb you ; bat
a friend of yours is very anxious to see you in the Globe tavern, SaltmarKet (a haunt
of Richmond’s in former days;) his name (contiuhes Macdougiil, with great gravity)
hasatupidly gone out of my hend just now; but if you will be so good, Mr. Rich-
mond, as repeat the name of one or two of your acquaintances, I shall at once be able
to recollect it.* ‘ Is it White P’ says RichiuoniR ‘ No,* says Macdongul, < that is

not iu* ^ Is it Brown ?' says Richmond. < Ay,’ says Macdougal, ‘ that is the
very man.* (Brown, be it kj^own, wiis a noted thief-catqber in Edinburgh, who came
west with Ricliinoiid, probably to share the spoil.) ‘ Tell him,* stiys Ridmiond, ‘ I

will be down in a little.’ ‘ Very well,’ says Macdougal; * good evening to you,
Air. Richmond.*

“ Thus the identity of Richmond,—^the tracing him to the house of All? Reddie,
where, as Richmond explicitly acknowledges, he used to meet with Mr. Kidcmaii
Finlay, &c. ‘ to avoid su,spici<iii,'—the purchasing the ten-shilling receij)t siani]),

—

the direct personal encounter between Mr. Reddie, Mr. Richmond, and Mr. Alacdou-
gal, iu the way we have just described, arc all, to say the least of tliem, factg and
circumstances from which tlie public may well draw their own conclusions.

“We at once readily admit that we have no right w hatever to ask the First Town
Clerk of Glasgow to cxjilaiu why he was closeted lor a couple of hours w'iih a Go-
vernment spy, receiving the wages of iniquity from hi- own hands, on an evening in
the mouth of February, 11121 ; far less have we any riylit to ask that learned gentle-

man to explain tlie precise nature of the biisiuess he transacted with such a character
either on that or any other oecusiuiu We concede these j»oints most w*illingly to the

other side, whose conduci we are now presuming, some say most wickedly presuming,
to investigate, lint iliiJ wo say, in the spirit of perfect meekness, that, so long as
these statements are not denied,—so long as Messis. Finlay%iid Reddie, &c. do not,

or oannot, deny all coiuiexiuii with Alexander Richmond, we sim;|ly claim a right to*

ask the public to attach such credence to our statements as they (the puhiit) may
think proper to bestow.

« • « w «

“ It is almost unnecessai y to state, that in the course of the latter part of that memor-
able evening, the 9th of February, 1821, M 6881

*

8. Richmond and j^ddie came to be

satisfied that the person who had called at Mr. Reddie’s house, btR whom they did

not know by name or designation, was indeed a spy upon them. And mark the cuu-

ning plati that was ivsorted to, for tiie purpose, there can be no doubt, of eluding the

direct evidence tiiey now felt could be brought into play against them. Early next

day, a young geiuieman connected with the City Chambers, and now better known
as Air. A#giis Turner, Deputy Town Clerk, tliough, we protest, we have no ywsiiive

A’idence of his identity on this occasion, ivas understood to have called at the siiop of

Brash and Reid, retiuesting them to take back the receipt stamp purchased by the

gentleman the evening before, as it was not wanted I Till we are told, by a written

declaration under the hand of Mr. Uedflie himself, that no other stamp was used or

{U’oeured—.a thing, our readers will at once perceive that could very easily have been

managed either at the Stamp-pffice, or any of the other booksellers’ shops in town,

who sell stamps,— till we are told that no stamped receipt whatever was granted by
Hichiiiond to * Mr. Reddie, directly or indirectly, w^»shall cling to the belief that

Hiclimotid’s origiual object in purchasing the stamp^was carried int(^ effect. For*^

why w'ould he have puiduised a stamp at all, if not with the view of immediately

using it ^ •

“ Now, our readers will understand, that a ten-shilling receipt stamp is the highest

stamp of that description in existence. It caix^cs One Tltousand Pounds, and all

^bbve. Here, then, we have a key to enable us to discover the sum vviiich Richmond
least received. He never tftls what it actually was. He does not even attempt

to explain the facts we have now brought out, ronnected with the stamp receipt. But
since that stamp receipt was purcliased ?br a sum not less than One Thousand Pounds,
the inference seems quite irresistible, that Richmond hnew he W'as going to get upwards
of a thousand pounds, though he only describes it, four years afterward, as s^few hun^
dtreds. And thus we present the public with a case which, in the most favourable
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But^ in thi»i;aS^ tlie victims—small thanks to the Crown Lawyers of

ndhe time-o-escaped with life^ though not without great suffering. The
Bonnymuir tragedy^ to which «ve now turn^ began alike in villany^ but

it ended in blo^.
The facts ^hich transpired on the arrest 4tnd trial of Thistlewood

and his associates ; the resistance of the motion of Alderman Wood, sup*

ported as it was by Mr. Deionan and Mr. Hume, for inquiry into the con*

duct of'Bdv^ardsthe Spy, and tlie instigator of those infatuated persons ;

the i^efusal of Lord Sidmouth to grant warrants, to receive depositions,,

or allow of investigation in any of those cases ; and many other sus*

picious circumstances connected with the organizations in England,

give but too much colour to tlie assertion, that the Radical Rebellion,**

which began and ended at Bonnymuir, had the same infamous origin ;

and that the vUe spies and hired agents of the Government, hatched
‘ the very plots which they afterwards discovered, and which their prin*

cipals punished with forfeiture of life. We come at once to the history

of the Radical War in the west of Scotland. In the month of March,

1820, a meeting of delegates of certain Reform Societies was held in a
public house in Glasgow, upon the invitation of a man named King, who
was afterwards discovered to be, like Richmond, a spy. This man laid

on •the table pretended communications from associations in England \ and
this done, he mentioned that he must retire for a little, having a private

appointment at nine. This movement was opposed by one of those pre*

sent ; but he actually retired for a short time ; and soon afterwards a
magistrate wit|| a strong party of police entered the room, and made the

whole assembly, of twenty-eight, prisoners—King included, thbugh he
was soon liberated. Some of them had the presence of mind to throw
into the hre part of the papers this man had proposed for the adoption

of the meeting. A few days after the arrest, an address was posted

throughout Glasgow and the neighbouring places, calling upon th^ people,

in strong terms, to assei-t their rights, and purporting to be issued by
Thu Committee of Organization for Forming a Provisional Govern*
KENT. This address, it is asserted, was the production of the spies, and
was posted and circulated by the connivance of the local aiithorities.

It appeared,** says our author, posted up in Paisley, Kilmarnock,
Girvan, Strathaven, Hamilton, Airdrie, Kilsyth, Dumbarton ; in short,

4n a circuit qf twenty or tljirty miles round Glasgow, in the course of the
same Saturday night or Sunday morning, and doubtless many emissaries

were well paid for doing so.** On the Sunday morning, when the trea-

sonable address first appeared on the walls of Glasgow, Andrew Hardie,
afterwards executed at Stirling for High Treason, happened to read it,

along with other persons. WTiile Ihus engd^ed, a Mr. Hardie, a Jus-
tice of the Peace, came up, an^desired Hardie to cease reading, and tq
tear down the treasonable placard. This he not only declined, but if;

was afterwards proved on his trial, that he resided the magistrate in his
atteippt to perform the odice. All the west of Scotland was by this time
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Magistrnt'es of drlasgbw Uni >he 8heri^of^'

pi^cautiono for {be defence ^oiftiie city

apbroacbing it. Day after procliMnati^lolwwed^ ’V^cde^un.
try Jbec^e etrujken with panic^ all4&'coqBequence*or^e arrest{» ami of',

iihlf **treasonable address/* whidhithe author of ^ ThfrE^ploilfb of Ric}]^

mond** oonclusiwely traces home^ through a minute *chaiii^w^vidence; to'

spies and Government emissaries. The sel^nanthd iliovistlmAL Goverk-.
HENt was a phantom^ got up by the spies at»d their di^>e6 lor purposes of^

delusion ; and they themselves forihed the
J‘

Select Connnittee.** These*
persons, it is to be remarked, all escaped with impunity. They sup-

ported the delusion, which it was fhe object of their employers to^reate,

in various ways, but chidly by reporting that alKhe townAn Lancashire

were ripe for revolt, and thorouglily organiiSed for the accomplishment of

the object long so dear to the men of GhisgoiP—Reform. The pon-arrival

of the London Mail on' a particular day, was to be the signal tiiroughout

the west of Scotland. One intelligent weaver, named Wilson, doubted
the authenticity of the alleged information, and wished to examine the

post-marks of the letters, wliioh lie thought overstrained and bombastical

;

but he was upbraided for liis suspicions, by a man named Lees, supposed
to be a native of England, who, with King and others, w'as among the

leading agents in deceiving the people, and spreading tlie alarm through-
out the country, w hich w’as necessary to defeat all attempts to obtain re-*

form. So successful were the promptings of those fiends, that in a few

days, from five to |ight hundred men were induced to assemble during the

night on the hanks of the Canal to drill. It is scarcely possible/* says

our author,
^

^ That such large groups of men, almost wathin the very papcincts of the city^

could escape the observation of the Police ; but w^e again call to mind the memorable
w'ords of nichmoml, ‘ that the policy adopted w^as to allow them to proceed*—in
other words, to commit themiches.
“ The plot now thickens :—We stated that the first parcel of the copies of the

‘ Treasonable Address’ w^as delivered in the house of Craiff, (a sny,) on Saturday
inorning the Ist of April—and it (uniiot be too often kept in >iew* that the second

paicel was delivcied to Lees in Craig’s presence, that night, about tw'ehe o’clock, in

the Globe Tavern.
“ Now^, that second parcel, or, at least, a large quantity of the addresses it con-

tained, was innuediately curried by Lees and Ciuig, to the house of King, their coad-

jutor, iniAnderstoii. A meetiug of Delegates had previously assembled that evening

in a^liouseiii George's Street, at which Turner vms present

;

and about uvclve o’clock

at night it was moved that Turner, along with two others, should go to King’s

house to receive their instructions. The tw^o Delegates w'ho aicompanied I’urner,

and whose names ive may as well give, \i7. :—Andrew Wilson, and William Ro-

bertson, weavers, were impressed w'ith the conviction that all w^as now going on

right to suit their view’s, although there cannot be the smallest doubt that they were

duped and deceived wdth many others most grohsly.

On reaching King’s house at that late hour on^^tw^day night, or rather about

one o’clock on Sunday morning, Robertson declare| that the wdudgws of it wew
lighted as if for an illumination ! He was surprised to sec a great many persons in

the inside, ai ranging pikes and gunpowder, while King and his wife were plflnf

them with whisky, and talking in the most confident strain of the great and glorious

doings that w^cro about to take place. 'The Treasonable "Address w^as piled up in

quantities on a table in King’s house. He himself talked in the most significant

manner of the ipaportant communications he had just had with the Provisional Go-

vernment, who, he said, were all men of rank^nd talent,—^that Kinloch of Kinloch

was returning from France, whither he had fira for denouncing the Manchester mas-
sacre, and that Marshal Macdonald w'as also coming from Fraifce to their assistance,

with a body of troops, and a large quantity of goUl, &c. &c. The like absurd and
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' wem repeated uv otUer. places in and amuiid Olaaifow, sndy atraiifs

^ ^la^i yfith edect *

. waa tha night previous to the uulupky rencontre of Andrew Har^

^lirith his namesake tlie Magistnite, who, our authority insinuates, was

»«abroad thus'early on a Sunday, morning, to recqfinoitre, and wholly
* unprepared for the ha4id.«writir)g on the wall which appalled him to fear*

% fully. But as we hav^ now got into the very heart of the business, we

must adopt the lauguage*t>f the \iriter in unfolding the catastrophe,:

—

Sundy it U unnecessary for us to remind our readers of the miserable expedition
* jT^m Slrathaven. J’he case of James WilsoA demands the sympathy of any man who
tueadi it. We can unfold many o)!* .the scciet springs which 1^ to It—and we shall

probaldii^ do so one of these days in a separaU* pamphlet, tiie proceeds of which shall

he dev(||pd to widow. But since we have touched on that topic, we may as well

atate iwo impormni facts connected with it, which only tend to illustrate the infernal

machinations set on ioc»t only twelve yeais ago, to extiipate even the humblest and
most harmless friends of lieforuv

“ Oil the' Tuesliiy afternoon, (the 4th of April,) two Missions were platmibd by
Turner, Lees, Kmg, and Co., and their associates behind the scenes. One of these

Missions iviis to Jolm B.iird at Condorret. The utlier was to James Wilson at Strath-

nveiu We shall state tlie details of both of them—the Condorret one moiH! at length

than the other. But we must postpone the Condorret one for a few minutes, because,

with it MX* dhall wind up the bloody business at Boiuiymuir, and the capture of Hardie
uud Baird, ^c.

“ It was arranged that Lees should proceed to Strathaven on the Tuesday evening,

to entice down Wilson, in marching array, to Glasgou’, Mdth as many others in that

place as could be got. Wirlson m'hs an old lleformer of 1703, and Ms heart lay in the

cause, which made it fare just so much the worse for him. And here, surety, M^e need
not recall to tlie recollection of our readeia, that this Lees was the identiciil scoundrel
Mdio fii'st enticed the printer’s lads (Fulton and Hutcheson) to ftrow off the Treason*
able Address. But though it M'as agieed on the Tuesilay that he should proceed to

Strathaven on the abovx\ Mission, yet, it m'us aftcrwaids thought that he could pio-
bably be of greater service at home in Glasgovi’^ ; and, accordingly, Lees prevailed on
TUI honest but uusuVijiectiiJg person, of the name of James Shields, now, or lately, we
understand, a M’eaver in Paisley, (a dupe, like the rest,) to go to Strathaven, wdth in-

structions from him, Leis, or the Select Committee, to poor old Wilson. If any one
M'ill glance at the trial of Wilson, they will see that the Mission of Shields to Wil-
son, invented by Lees, M’as bounded upon in evidence against Wilson, and, probably,
had considerable weight with Ids jury. (By the by, w^'e observe, that Mr. James
Hardie was also a witness for the Crown, on the trial of Wilson.) But the fact above
stated goes to show, that this poor old man was enticed from his liouse and his home,
and, finally, lost his life, in consequence of fraudulent representations made to him
tix»m Glasgow. For it is incredible to suppo e that Wilson would have acted, for a
single moment, on the request of Lees, M’hich was ‘ to turn out with all expedition,*

if he had knowm that Lees ws\b the abominable diuracter he ically M^as ; nor will we
do Wilson’s jurymen, w ho ‘ recommended him to mtrey,* the injustice to suppose that

they M'ould have convicted him, if they had know n tliat the foundation of the case

was 80 contaminated. But, as we have said^ otlier observations will be made upon
his trial in due season. Meanwhile, the following singular communication, not alto*

gether irrelevant to Wilson’s case, or to the others, may be laid before our readers,

M'hich we acknowledge to have received from Mr. Alexander Ross, w’ho, in 1820, was
smiH^at Sandford, near Strathaven, aiid'uow at Newartbill, parish of Dalzell, Lanark-
shire. We thunk him sinceiely' for the communication, and so, we hope, will every
lover of tmth ;^nd the more so^ that Mr. Ross did not scruple to make it, even when
it was understood that Wellington was about to grasp the iiou rod of power. < I

hei^by declare, and am ready to make oath, if required, tliat on an evening in* the
montli of March, 1820, 410 gentlemen came riding to my shop at Sandfoi'd, and on
affixing fur me, 1 went out to see them. This would be about seven o’clock. One of
them first asked me if i was throng. 1 saiS 1 was ; ami, after a few other questiont,
ho put this question to me, whether I would agree to make a number^ or a quantity
of pikes for him ? I instantly said F^ould not ; on which he made answer, tfuit /
seould be well paid fur m§ trouble ifI would engage to take the job ; but I still de-
clined. On this, the other gentleman on hoi'seback asked me if I knew this man, u e,
|he fermtk who was asking me to make the pikes? on which I said 1 did not
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X Uum recofpiUied tb« |»enoit%vbo put this^ last, questiou to ma to be Mr. Dugald
M^CitUuin, one of the Procurator Fiscals of the county pf Lanark, at Hamilton. 1
walked with them, by their desire, a* tew yards—^to the top of SamTford Bridge, when
they alighted from their horses, and Mr. M<Callum then tbld me that^his was Mr,
AiToir, (the Sheriff at HabiiltonI 11) who was \^th«him, and wished to em-
ploy me til, make the pikes

;
^nd they begged me not to mention their visit to me, or

the object of it, to any one, and requested me to go with them to Strathaveu, where
they would treat me with a bowl of toddy. But 1 declined to go with them, and
returned to my o\^n shop. 1 afterwards stated these facts to some of my acquaint-
ances, and now again here solemnly repeat them aa true. ^

^ lajh Mayt 1&32- (Signed) ‘Alex. Ross.’
“ There is pretty conduct for you on the part of a Sheriff! How humbling, ho<ir

degrading must it be to his ‘ Lordship,* if he has any* feeling at all, to see himself
thus exposed in the year 1S32? But, does not this very conduct of Sheriff hiton
afford a key to the whole machinery of the pikes^ wliich were then found in such
profusion in this county of Lanark, even in hay-stacks, and ditches, and at the bottom
of canals ? Does it not show how active ‘ the local authorities* really were in getting,

at least, implenienis lor the ‘ insurrection’ made and ready, to put into the hands of
the ‘infatuated Radicals,’ as they were called, ‘free, for nothing, gratis V And
Alton promising that Koss ‘ would be well paidfor his trouble! ! /’ By Jupiter! we
must write immediately to Mr. Hume, to sec whether the Exchequer acco%ts for the
year 1820 can yet be overhaulefl.

“ The only possible excuse which Alton could make for this excursion to Ross is

this, that he wished to ascertain how far the ‘ treasonable’ feeling was extending
itself. But, can any body doubt, that if Ross, tempted by AitoH’s offer, had consented
to make the pikes, and if Aitoii and liis lompanion had escaped that evening in Ihcir

disguise^ that he (Ross) would have been instantly a mark<gl man, and his life, pro-

bably, would have answered for itp The duty of a Sheriffs, or ought to be, sacred.

It is not to entice poisons into the commission of a^crime. It is mther to warn them
of the couseq lienees of so doing. And when we recollect that Aitou was the Judge
before wlioni Wilbon^fter his apprehension, M^as first taken for examination; when
we recollect that Alton and M‘Callum were the persons who prepared the precogni-

tion against Wilson, which led to the whole supel structure •f the proceedings after-

wards adopted against liim by the Ciown Lawjeis; when we recollect that, on the
.

very Iriai before the Special Commission in OlasgoM^, Wilson’s aeclarations, taken
by Aitou, were actually rejected, and prevented from going to the Jury, in conse-

quence of improper C4induct on the part of Alton in reference to those declarations,

—

conduct which the Supreme Judges held was contrary to the rules of law and justice

;

when we iceoHect, we say, these circumstances, and many others which rush into our
memory at this moment, we arc compelled to blush for our country, and to sigh for

the departed.”

We must lay aside all other details t« pursue the fortunes of Andrew
Hardie ; the sing^le episode of Baird and Hardie throwing^ more light on

this nefarious affair, and upon the spy^ system of Castlereagh and Sid-

inouth, tlian voiumes could do. From the moment of his reading the

address,” says our author,

“ On the Sunday morning, and his encountering Mr. James Hardie in the xvay we
formerly stated, he felt, if we can believe the bosom friends to whom he committed
himself, that los fate was sealed. He had no concern wliatever with any of the se-

cret, underhand maciiinntioiis that were going on. He was a Radical, we have said,

—a name which, even in 1820, wc peneive, certain would-be liberal RcformersilM^w

among us, 'treated with contumely and insult. But bfing a Radical, we nevertheJesfc

pronounce Andrew Hardie to be one of the most decisive, upright, and single-hearted

ones, in his station of life, that ever breathed. True, and, alas! for his earthly

reer, he was a deluded one. ^ True, he lost his life, because his heart, which knew no
guile within, rep jsed unbounded confidence without,—iu those who, he believed, were
animated with a portion of that patriotic, yet misdirected feeling, which existed in

bis own breast, and which led him and hia unfortunate companions, to put this only
oonstruction on the Address

*

It bids us 'gainst oppressioo fight

—

Resist the wrong, maintain the right

;

And when our cou diy calls, with might
To grasp the patriot steel.

Little did he or they think that there was any villany in its composition, such as we
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^501^^0^ to liurl thew^igiiominously from the earch, to serve state purposes.

^Jd||iiauy.maii beli^ve^ that ifAudMW Hardh^, for instance, had known the oriffin

pi ^inat Ad^b{^sa-«4>r that it was hatched 4inder tlie hellish citTumstafioes u^e haire

^ted^ without one particle of honour or honesty in its behHlf...4;an any man, We.

say, now for one moment believe that Andrew Hardie, or any sane man, vt>uld have

l^ne forth and periled his life in support of it in the manner they did ? Tao suppo-

sition is utterly monstrous*
^ ^

We are therefore entailed to assume, or rather to state, in point of fact, that on
the 4th and 5th of4^4 1520, A/idiew Hardie, for one, helienedy and we may say
the same thing for s^eral, at least, of his companions, that England was in armts

ap4 that every syllable of the Address was true. AIttend to the insidious nature of

its call~< Come forward, thep, at once, and free your country and your King from
the power of those that have held them too, too long in thraldom*

^ Friends and fellow-countrymen ! The eventful period has nmo arrived whffti

the services of all will be required, for the forwarding of an object so universally

wished, and so .absolutely necessary. Come forward, then, and assist those who
have begun, in the completion of so arduous a task, and support the laudable efforts

which we are about to make to replace to Britons those rights consecrated to them by
Magna Charta and the Bill of HightSy and stveep^from our shores that cerruptwn
which hnsHdegraded us below the dignity of man' ”

We shall take poor Hardie’s own account of the marcli to Bonnymuir

;

but it may first be proper to give a view of the panic-terror which
now prevailed in Qlasgow, and which in truth, magnified by distance,

became yet more dreadful in remote parts of the country
<< Tnimpets were sounding,—troops were pouring in from all quarters, and maiT.h-

ing through the streets in battle array. There was, for instance, the East Lothian
Yeomanry—the Ayrshire Yeomanry—^the Dumbartonshiiv. Yeomanr}'. Then there

was the Glasgow troop of Light Horse—the Armed Association—the Corps of ‘ Gen-
tlemen Sharp.8hootei*s,* independent altogether of the regular troopsy consisting of
Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery, &c., &c. Fifty or sixty rounds of ball cartridges

were doled out, not only to these troops, but to every citizen who had armed him-
selti < for the protection of life and property,* for every citizen inimical to the Pro-

* visional ^veriimeht was to have his thix>at cut, and his property ransacked and pil-

laged by tnese ‘ bloody scoundrels of Radicals,* though it is now evident that many
sins were laid on the back of the Radicals, in these days, which they neither com-
mitted in thought, word, or deed. The very Bridges at one time were barricadoed,

not after the fashion of the three glorious days of Paris, but to please the uusdom of
the local authorities, somd of whom were almost frightened to death, at seeing half

a dozen of men or so, standing and talking together on the streets. Treason must
needs be among them, and they were qrdered off, without much ceremony, perhaps by
a score of dragoons. We recollect of seeing ivith our own eyes, a worthy Bailie,

now in his grave, and ‘ dead men tell no tales,’ coming to the Royal Bank, then oc-

cupied by the sharp-shooters, and taking farewell of his eldest son, lest should
fall in the approaching strife. In short, Glasgow, at that period might almost be

. said to resemble a city preparing for some great military siege. We are sure we do
not, by any means, exaggerate the fact, when we state, that on the 4th and 5th of

April, 1820, there were upwards office thousand troops in Glasgow of one kind and
another, exceeding, in point of numbers, all the regular troops at this moment in

Scotland I ! ! Some beautiful promotions were them made in the army, which es-

caped public animadversion at the time, and which we need not discuss at present.

BuA'bow ridiculous must it ntfw be, to think, after this < fitful fever* is over, that

8000 troops were called into Glasgow, to keep down a mere handful of ‘ deluded
Radicals,’---deluded too, by paid enqissaries or infamous spies. For with all their

c3^rtions, they could only muster 50 or 60 men at last to go to Carron, via Bonny-
iHuir—and it has since been admitted, or at least it canAot be denied, by the local

authorities, or any one else, that this was the greatest demonstration, or the most for-
midable act of overt treason, that was committed in Scotland in virtue of the Trea-
spnable Address 1! ** «*

At a public meeting held in Glasgow, at which the Lord Provost pre-
sided, Mr. Kirkman Finlay, the Employer of Hichmond threeyears before,

“ Remarked, that the present treasonable c<mfoderacy had been in contemplation
for a number of years. This spot was the very centre of the robellion ; and he stated,
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with ihe utmost eoufidmOf that an audiacioiui ai^k was to have keen made on Glas-
gow, on WedoesQair^ %sf a large armed force. On Tuesday, llowmrer^ It was generally

known that the Edo^ihih had not co-operated, and in consegnence of this disappoint-

ment, the fiaii^ on Wednesday was not so gaperal as it would otherwise have been.
If the attadL on Glasgow bad been made with the numbefs that were expected, it

woald hata been defeated, but with considerable difficulty. Almost the whole mass
^the population wpie concerned in tibese desperate designs. The youth betu^een 15
and 20 were almo||t all contaminated with the principles of sedition and infidelity,

and pains had been taken to instil these ruinous principles into the minds of the very
•eldldren. He feared it would be long before the lower ordera would be brought back
to the tranquillity and right feeling which had bem so long the boast of this country.
Mr. Finlay then objected to a Ldhdon paper (the Morning Chronicle) which had im-
puted the tieasonable placard to some adherent of the' Government. No gentleman
would believe this when it was recollected, that the address was posted up in every
town and village within twenty miles of Glasgow. He then proposed the resolu-
tions.**

Besides Hardie, who was induced to turn out in the manner we have
seen, and who, however misled, was animated by feelings of the purest

patriotism and loyalty, we would notice Baird's entanglement in the toils

set for those betrayed men, It was the object of the spies to have a
gathering from all quarters. They expected detachments from different

places, and among others from Strathaven. In this they were disap.

pointed ; but at Condorret their arts \^ere more effectual, and Baird, the

fellow-victim of Hardie, fell at once into the snare, Poor Wilson,” says

the author, we suppose, was expected by them from Strathaven.

“ But let us wheel round and watch for a few minutes the conduct of the cold-

blooded villain King. He was despatched on the mission to John Baird at Condor-
ret. And what was the object of that mission ? By some means or other, the blood-

hounds had found out that John Baird was a Radical, and a most determined Radi-
cal; and they knew that there were other persons at CondoiTet in the same way of
thinking that he W'^as, and wdiom he could lead if he wished.

Pardon us one moment here, for remarking that if (his expedition to Carron had
failed—if no man had sallied forth in its favour—in a word, if no men or set of men,
had been caught in arms, with the avowed intention of going to Carron for such a
purpose, the Governmeiit, and the local authorities in Glasgow, would have been
laughed to scorn, even by their own partisans and friends, numerous as these were at

that period. Hence King, Turner, Lees, and Craig, redoubled their efforts on the

Tuesday ; and King was advised, or felt it necessary to go to Condorret himself to

entrap Baird and his friends there on the Tuesday evening, while Turner, Lees, (Hid

Craig, were left to make the necessary and comsponding movements in Glasgow. We
have it on the authority of Robert Baird, a respectable agent, now in Bell Street,

Glasgow,^he brother of John Baird, and who resided at that period at Condorret,

John, his unfortunate brother, being a lodger with him,—that about eleven o*clock on
Tuesday night, the 4th of April, this person, John King, who at other times assumed

the fictitious name of John Andrews, came to Mr. Baird*s house, inquiring for his

brother John, who at that moment didsnot hoppen to be within. King said he had *

just come purposely from Glasgow, with important information to .John Baird ; on
which Robert Baird’s wife desired him to come in and sit down, as John would make
his appearance in a little. The night was very wet, •and King appeared to be drenched

through. They kindled up a fire for him ;—Mrs. Bgird proceeded to make some
refreshment for him, to make him as comfortable possible, little suspecting that

she was harbouring a villain who, in a few hours, w<>uld place her o\?n brother-in-

law, on whose account she was thus treating him, in imminent peril of his life,^r«

that King would have been the chief instrument in fixing John Baird in a position

from which he could not ultimately escape, but with the fonfeiture of his life. 'In b‘

few minutes John Baird made his appearance, and was introduced, apparently in the

most harmless way in the wdrW, to King, who at once proceeded to state, with an
air of great satisfaction, that he was intrusted with good news to him from Glasgow.

These news were, that a general rising had^uccessfully taken place in England ;

.—that the London mail had not arrived that day in Glasgow;—that authentic in-

teUigence of the fact liad been I’eceived by the Provisional Government for Scotland

in Glasgow, with whom King declared he had come in contact that the Magis-
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i0fii4, ^veriime&t, or had given In their adhesidn to it ;^that the military in Gla$«

g^ itfiie'Bkewiae hEivourable, and only wanted the nod to join the |>eople| if necea-

•afy t—i^&ftt he, King, with his own eye^had seen thousands of Radicals paraded and
exercisfug in t^ Green of Glasgow that day, without intennption ;—^that every thing
was going on as favourable ibr the cause as the Provisional Government tlbuld have
dmit^; hut that they thought it necessary and prudent to send out a ]^rty to

Cgrron to procure a quantity of arms and ammunition, which they understwd were
there lying ready to be delivered over to them, and they had sent him^ King, out to

CendoiTet, to know whether Batrd^ and the other ^ firiends of the cause* in that

quarter, were disposed to co-operate with them ; ii:^which case, Baird and his friends

would have an opportunity ofjoining the party from Glasgow early on the following
morning. And now, says King, in order to satisfy you that all is right, here is a
letter to you from the ^lect Committee, acting with the Provisional Government,
attesting these facts. This letter King aftenvards contrived to intercept, but it was
subscribed, according to the recollection of Robert Baird, by three individuals, vix.

John Cowie, James Muivay, and Pattisoii, neither of whom we have hitherto

been able sufficiently to trace out. There can be no doubt, liowevcr, that the letter

^Vas false and fraudulent, aud known to be so by King himself.**

On these arguments and plausibilities, Baird was induced to promise
his co-operation with the Glasgow party, which were to march upon
Carron. That party we are enabled to follow, from the letters of llardie,

written by him after his condemnation, and with irresistible evidence of

their being true as truth ’s simplicity. This letter is dated from Stirling

' Castle :

—

My deah Friends,

The following is an account of the whole of our proceedings to, and at the

Battle of Boniiymuir, &c. 1 hope you will look over any repetition of sentiuieiit,aud

the ungrammatical maiiucr and style in which it is written, when you consider that
while I was wilting it, was always in fear of being discovered, as it is against orders,

1 would very willingly write another copy, as I could make some impiovemeiits in it,

•both in the subjectoand writing; but 1 am afraid that they will suspect me by getting

so much paper, and for these reasons, I hope you will not look upon it with the eye
of a critic. Let it suffice to say, that it contains nothing but the truth. I could have
dwelt.much longer upon it ; but for the above reasons, 1 made it as short aud compre-
liensive as my weak ideas ^vould permit. You will see by the ending of this, that X

intend a coiitiiiuation of it, as soon as I get paper and an opportunity.
‘‘ 1 am, my dear friends, yours, &c.

0 “ A. Hardie.
“ To Mr. Robert Goodwin, Glasgow,

“ Care of Mr. John Fallon, Hoploch, Stirling.

** On the 4th of Apiil, 1(120, (the night I left Glasgow with two men, wlp;ise names
1 forbear to mention,) we airivcd at Germiston, where we found, ns wua expected, a
number of men in aims, whom I immediately joined; and after some delay, expecting

some more, as we were told, from Anderston, aud other places, (but which did not
. come forward,) we got notice where wo werecto go, luid received a very encouraging
address from a man I did not know. 1 was made to understand the nature of our
affair by the two men ; and, likewise, that the whole city would be in arms in the
course of an hour afterwards, which he who addressed us told us likewise

; and that

the coach would not be in tbe/ollowing morning; and that England was all in arms,
from London downwards, and dVery thing was going on beyond our most sanguine
expectations ; Sand declared thait there were no soldiers to oppose us betwixt that anU
JB^inburgh ; and farther, that the whole country was ready to receive us, and well
armed ; and those that wanted would get arms by. the road, refreshments, and every
thing necessary. I heard*likewise through the course of the day, or early in the even*
ing, that there was going to be a turn-out, but 1 did not get information of the nature
of it before our departure. I asked if there was no jierson going along with us who
had instructions how to proceed, or take the charge of ut^ There was one Kean told

me that there was a person with us<who would give us every satisiaction, and had
every necessary instruction for our proceedings, but that I might take the command
until wo came to Condorret, where we would 1^ joined by a party of fifty or sixty

mm; imd get one there to 4ake the command of the whole ; hut this 1 did not assume
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Yintil we c^me itUhin a mile ef Coiulorret, wheat we halted^ and proposed to form
ourselves in regular order, and 1 was appointed by the meti themselves to do this,

n hich 1 did by forming a front and rear rank, and sized them accordingly, and llke<*

wise numbered them the same as a guards my reason for doing this was beeause we
were all strangers to one another, and did not know our names, that if any thing
were wanlad> we might answer to our numbera After th’s was done, I left the party
and went before them (with Kean) to find out Mr. Baird, and when we found him,
there was one Kin(|j|liad been waiting with him, upon us coming forward. Thid Kinf
belongs to Glasgow, but what he is 1 do not know; but this I know, that he acted a
very unbecoming part with us. King had told Baird that there was a party of two
hundred well-armed men coming out, and that they were all old soldiers. When I

arrived at Condorret with Kean, I did not stop with him and Mr. Baird, but joined
the party, and went to a public-house to get a refreshment, which consisted of one
glass of whisky, and a bit of broad. Now, during the time we (the party) were in
the public-house, one of them told Mr. Baird a quite diflerent story than that which
we were made to believtJ, and apologized for the smallness of our party, by saying,

that the Aiidorston party, &c. had mistaken the road, and had gone by Airdrie ; he
likewise said that there was a party gone to Hamilton to stop the coach there. But
to proceed : after some time was spent in fixing pike-heads, &c., we proceeded on, but
in place of being joined by fifty or sixty men, I think we only got six ; but had a suf-

ficient force come from Glasgow, it Mould have been far otherwise : yet it M^as quite

reasonable for tlie people to decline coming out, when such a small force could only
be brout*ht from Glasgo^v. Yet, in consequence of this great disappointment, wc M'^ere

not at all discouraged, hut proceeded on in the most orderly manner. After we left

Condorret, our first halt M^as at Castleeariy Bridge, where M^e received half a bottle of
porter, and a pennyworth of bread each man, M'hich was paid for, and a receipt ob-
tained for the same. We again proceeded,—but I should have ob«eiwed before this, *

that King left us at Condorret, and M’crit before ih, on the prett‘xt of getting the Came-
lon and Falkirk people ready by the time M’e should be forw ard ; and, in case M^e should
miss them or the party* that M^as to meet us, T, with other four or five stout men,
went by the road, and the main paity went by the Canal bank. The first we met,

after leaving the main party, M^as a gentleman on hor>eback, M'hoin M'^e, in a very
civil manner, asked if he was going to Glasgou’'—he answcreij in the affirmative; we
then told him (as we n^ere made to believe ourselves) that theie was sad M'ork going

on there, and advised him to turn, but he did not turn at that tifte ; however, in a
short time he came past us, and told us he M^ould take our advice. We Tvent

info a house, a little way off the road, and got a fowling-piece, for M'hich w^e

offered a receipt, hut it was not accepted; the gentleman to nhom it belonged ivas

very civil, and did not say much against us taking it away, and asked when he

should get it back. Soon after we came upon the road again M-^e saw a Hussar at a

little distance; uponthis Me drew ourselves up on the road, and called to him to halt,

M’hieh he did immediately ; mm* then agreed that M'e should do lum no harm, and
desired liim to coipe forunird, M^hich he did, and stopped M'hen he came up to us, and
told a very good story that he M'as a friend to our cause, that he M'as a weaver, and
had a wife and five children, &e. I told him it was no matter Mdiat he M^as, wp
should do nim Ho harm; he answered every question m'c put to him very correctly ;

said ho was going to Kilsyth, and that be had fallen behind his detachment. Henderson

then gave him one of the addresses, and some conversation passed, which I do not

remember, and M'e let him pa^s. We pooceeded along the road about a mile and a

half past Bonnybridge, Mhere m^c got a signal from the party on the bank to join

them, for King had come to them and said, thatMT should have to ^o up to the moor
and wait there until we got a reinforcement from Camelon ; the whole of us turned

knd went through an aqueduct bridge, and went up ahput a mile into the moor, and

sat dowz\ on the top of a hill, and rested (1 think) ahout an hour, M’hen the cavaliy

made their appearance ; upon this M’-e started up on oui* feet, and at onA resolved to

meet them. I proposed forming a square M'here we M'ere, but Mr. Baird said it

be much better to go under cover of a dyke, M^hith was not far distant ; we then

immediately ran doum the hill, cheering, and took up our .position. There M^as

a slap in the dyke, M'hich we filled with pikemen. The cavalry took a circu-

lar course thixmgh the moor,# and came under cover of a wood at our light

fiank. As soon as they made their appearance past the end of the wood, firing

commenced immediately. I cannot say whi» commenced firing; I think the

cavalry had fired a shot or tu'^o before they came to the M'ood, with tile intention,

probably, to frighten us, for they afterwards (old us they did not expect we M'ould

face them. However, this is a matter of no importance. They came up nigh to
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J#w«i ams ; bul Uth waa not agr^ to. AfMr firing aoifie shots at ns, they

an attaok at the slap, and got through? hut were repulsed and driyen back.

They, in general, stood a little du^nce fiom the dyke, sn that our pikes were ren-

iisred nnsenriceable. One of the Hussani came close up to the dyke, a little to the

g^ht of where I stood, and one of our party made a stab at him. The Hhssar fired

at him in return, and he fell forward on his face. They made a second attack at

^e slap, and got tkrongh ; bnt were kept at bay in the inside ; and the cdfioC^ again

called out to ns to suriender, and he 'would do us no harm, which most of our men
took for granted, and threw down their arms and ran. (It will hhltere necessary to

ohseTFe, that some of our men never came into action at all, bnt made their way in*

to a wood at some distance.) But those that tried to make their escape after our

surrender, (viz. after the officer had called out the second time, and by this time he
was in the inside, or our tide of the dyke,) were instantly pursued, but were not all

takoB, and some of them wounded in a most shocking manner ; and it was truly

unbecoming the character of a British soldier to 'U'ound, or try to kill, any m^,
when he had it in his power to take him prisioner, and when they had’ no arms to

make any defence. One of the yeomanry was so inhuman, after he had sabred one
of the men sufficient, as he thou^t, to deprive him of life, as to try to trample him
under his horse’s feet; hut here, myfiriends, the horse had more humanity than his mas-
ter, and would not do as he uish^, but jumped over him, in place of trampling npon
his wounded and mangled body ; and after he returned from doing so, he called out
(speaking very broad) that he had left him lying wi’ his head cloven like a pot.

There were several others wounded, but I wili not say any more about them, as I

suppose you have heard all the particulars long before tliis. Mr. Baird defended
himself in a most gallant manner; after discharging his piece, he presented it at

* the officer empty, and told him he would do for him, if he did not stand off. The
officer presented his pistol at him, but it flashed, and did not go off. Mr. B. then
took the butt-end of his piece, and struck a private on the left thigh, whereupon the

sergeant of the Hussars fired at him ; Mr. B. then threw hi^ musket from him, and
seized a pike, and, while the sergeant was in the act of drawing his sword, wounded
him in the right arm and side. Before this, the officer was wounded in the right

hand, and his horse also was M'onnded
; yet notwithstanding, he would not allow

one of his men to do us any harm, and actually kept off, with his own s^vord, some
of the strokes that were aimed against us. One of the Hussars recognised one of
our party, who, he said, had wounded his officer, and would have instantly sabred
him, had not the officer speedily interfered, and told him there was too much done
already. Although my enemy, I do him nothing but justice by saying, that he is a
brave and generous man ; he came up in front of bis men, and I am truly happy
(but surprised) that he was not killed, as I know there were several shots fired at

him. After the wounded men, and those who tried to make their escape, were all

brought together, we were taken off the moor. Mr. B. and I assisted one of thewound-
ed men, until we got a cart, and they were put into it ; one of them was dreadfully
wound^ in the head I think in four places, and shot through his ann. Another
old man, with a frightful looking wound in his face, so much so that hi*' jaw-bone
was seen perfectly distinct ; and the third, with a sabre wound on his^ead ; and two
or more left on the field for dead : hut I was truly happy to hear afterwards that it

was not so, but that they had recovered and got safe off. The officer of the Hussars
asked who was our Captain ctnd if his nam& was Baird^ which made it evident that
some ^fson who knew him had given them information. We were all very fotigned
by being up all night, and having got no victuals but what is before-mentioned,
Ti&, a penny loaf and a drink of porter, we made application to the officer of the
Yeomanry to let us halt and get a drink of water ; but alas ! that small favour
Could not be granted. You mdbt observe that the officer of the Hussars was at this

time absent, getting another horse as his was so wounded that it could carry him no
/lather ; when he came up to us, he granted our request immediately. After we ar-
rived' at Stirling, we were all put into one room, and being uncommonly tired, it was
fot long before the most*of us buried all our cares in a sound sleep, having previous-

tained some bread and water. Mr. Baird and I went to bed together, but he

five
away from us shortly after and put into a dungeon, and had about four or

were* 1
?®* of put upon him. After being in Stirling Castle a day or two. we

troM on being askbd the reason why I was in arms, I told ihm I

I the to recover my rights; they then asked me what rights
f 1 said, A Parliaments, and Election by Ballot. Quettion—-What"wn Ha,! ^ rights? Answer—Because / think Government
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^ht ^ whaUwr the majerity ef the naiitm reguestedf tnd if%i«7 hud paid
atteatian .to .^e people's lawful petitions, the nation would not have heen in
the. state that it at present was, or words to this purpose; hut this last part

of my answer they did not think proper to put down; when I told them so,

they looked at one another, but said nothing. A number of other ctuestions were
put to mOkwhich are not worth notice. Concerning our proceedings on the road,

&c., I was examined time after time, after we were taken to Edinburgh ; and every
thing that hook pl^^ce on the road, was put to me precisely as they had happened,
which at onice let me to understand that • * • * had told all that was transacted

;

he had made no 1^ than fourteen pages of a declamtion before we left Stirling, be-
sides what he gitVe in Edinburgh, which I suppose was much more. I knew well
that he told all he cotdd concerning me, by the questions asked me at my examina-
tions; and I was told by a soldier on sentry in the new jail, that one of us had turned
King's evidence, and well I knew who it was ; but after they had made him their

tool, and got all they wanted out of him, they have, to all appearance, turned him
over with the rest, which was not what he expected; for he told since became to

this Castle, a few days before our trial, that Captain Sibbald was to get him work in
Edinburgh. I allow that wo were very justly examined, as they told us not to ans^ver

any questions but as we choosed ourselves ; but on the other hand, IVaS plied with
unwearied importunity by Captain Sibbald, which was not his duty to do, but he
might as well have saved himself the trouble, for I would not tell him a word,[although
he foretold me my late ; neither ’did I in my declaration but what passed on the road,
because I knew it was all told before they asked me. I will not trouble you with
an account of my imprisonment, but shall close this long letter with a f<*w observa-
tions on my trial and witnesses. The first in order is Mr. Hardie ; it is not at all

necessary that I should give you the sum of his evidence, and 1 do not deny prevent-

ing him from taking down the bill, and asking his authority for doing so ; neither

shall I mention the abusive language he gave to me, nor u^hat I said to him. But as

I have a good and just God to answer, and to whom I must give an account of all my
actions, in a very short time, I hope you will form a more favourable opinion of me
than to think I would tell you any lies. He said that I seized him by the collar and
drove him olf the pavement twice ; but It is very strange that I mind all that passed,

and cannot charge my memory with doing so, and^ yet two either witnesses con'obo-

rated his evidence. I remember perfectly well of telling Mr. Stirling that I knew his

principles, and that he was taking up arms against those from whom he had his

bi*ead, or words 'to that effect. And likewise of Mr. Anderson, that he had said in a
certain house, that the Radicals were going to plunder and divide property, &c,, and
that he was supported by Government, or perhaps his opinions would be the same
as mine. But driving Mr. Hardie off the pavement is entirely out of the question ;

but, according to his own statement, there were about thirty persons there, and I trust

some of them will have in their remembrance all that passed. The next that I shall

mention is Nicol Hugh Baird, of the Kilsyth Yeomanry Cavalry, who actually swore

that he met ten or twelve of us on the road, and that we demanded his arms, and he,

in return, presented his pistol at us, and said that he would give us the contents of it

before he \^ould do so. In the name of common sense, what could tempt this coxcomb
to swear such a notorious lie as this,—to face and frighten ten or twelve well-armed

men ; he is worthy of being classed with Sir William Wallace. I am astonished that,

after such a feat, he did not petition the officer of the Hussars to fight the whole of us

on the moor himself ; but he had done en<mgh for one day. But the truth of the matter

is this, we never saw him on the road at all. He had got notice of our approach, an d

putting more confidence in the swiftness of his horse than his own valour, had either

turned, ovhidhimself until we had passed; and I iinderstand that there arc about twenty

people who could testify that he did not pass until wyvere off the road altogether.^

How different was the evidence of the Hussar fi-om llnis Don Quixote, ^ho told the*

truth, and stated our number to be five or six ; yet he liad more policy than to“offer

to attack us, and very prudently capitulated with us, and told us, after wo ^vere taksMh*

prisoners, that he thought we were a set of d d dangerous looking felloivs ; and
yet this imaginary hero, t. e* the Yeoman, identified me, the prisoner at the bar, as

one of the party I I was more than astonished when I saw him come forwai*d and
assert such falsehoods, and weufoimmediateiy and told one of my counsel that it was
altogether lies. I saw in the newspapers (when 1 was in the steam-hoat going to

Edinburgh) an exaggerated account of the battld^ stating our numbers to have been
about. ICH) ; but if there had been that number, I am of opinion that I should not
be sitting here, this day, a solitary prisoner, under sentence of death.^ But the truth

is^ there were only twenty-four or twenty-six of us, and there were tliroe or fbur who
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imer ctiDMftrwatd at ally so bytthat asfeans our mimbers n^re rsdolbdi fb

tw^tj ; and although those men had come forward, they would have beew of little

semoe, as 1 believe they had no arms, for I remember there were two or three without

arms, and in all probability it.was these that did not come forward. The numbers

of the Hussars and Yeomanry Cavalry were, I think, according to the officer‘*s own
statement, thirty-two

;
yet they found some difficulty in subduing us. •The paper

gave an account of ns meeting a Yeoman on the road, and likewise the Hussar ; which

made me think that the gentleman whom we first met had beei^

*

tartan cover on, and saddle-bags ; and I thought that he might hsyalH armed and

in regimentals, although unseen so us, as his tartan cloak was nUHlnt to conceal

them ; yet I am certain it was not so, for that gentleman was a lUiy, stout man—
but the Kilsyth hero was quite the contrary ; so I shall now leave this son of Mars.

You will observe that 1 promised to give you some observations on my trial, but

this I think unnecessary, as, no doubt, it will be handled by an abler pen than mine;

and as the short time allowed me is drawing near a close, and as I have matter of

much greater importance to take up my attention, I shall now confitie myself to a

few observations. You will be curious, no doubt, to kipw whiit views I now ehter-

toin of -those pri;[|ciples which induced me to take up arms.

^ My Mffiting Countrymen

!

as J am within view of being hurried into the

presence of mg Almighty Judge, I remain under the firm conviction that 7 die a

Martyr in the Cause of Truth and Justice, and in the hope that you will soon suc^

eeedin the Cause which f took up arms to defend; and 1 protest, as a dying man,
that although we were outwitted and betrayed, it was done with a g4>od intention on
my part, and I may safely speak for the whole of those that are liere in the Castle

that they are in the same mind ; I have had several interviews with them, and I was
happy to find them ail firm to the cause. 1 intended t(» speak at some length on tiie

scaffold, but I have changed my opinion on that point, as I am a little quick in the

temper, and more particularly when I enter upon that subject. 1 l«iV(‘ found l>y ex-

perience, when I entered upon politics with some of the clergymen who visited me,
particularly one who introduced the subject of the Freiicli Revolution, atui twed to

point out the fatal effects arising from it, I was completely nettled at this, and was
much the worse of his visit, as it took me some pains to get it erased from my mind r

neither do 1 think it pyper for a person so near eternity to enter upon thc^e matters.

However, I may speak a few words—Farewell! my suffering countrymen: may
God send you a fpeedy deliverance from your oppressors, is tlie earnest prayer of
yours, &c. « Andkew Hakdie.’*

In the month of July, Hanlie and the otlier prisoners were tried at

Stirling, for treason, by a special commission. The first thing established

against him was forcibly preventing his namesake, the Justice of the
Peace, from tearing down the placard which the people were reading,
and which there is strong reason to believe had been ])osted by spies and
emissaries, with the connivance of men in authority. The appearance
of the prisoner in marching order, and at Bofinyinuir, comj^eted the
case against him. Baird was tried next day. Need we say that both
were fopind guilty; or that both became victims of tlie spy system,’ that on
which the Edinburgh meeting, referred to above, charged the Govern-
ment with corrupting the morals of tlie people. Poor Hardie, who caiild
not have dreamed that reading a )ilacard, of udiatever nature, was sedi-
tion, or that preventing those glowing sentiments of liberty from being
torn down by an unknowi;;^individual, was treason, in his dying declara-
tion, addropsed in a letter to his friends, which bears rather hard upon

^
his namesake's testimony. That very active J. P, was soon afterwards,

^it is stated, made Superintendent of Police, and still enjoys a good office^
wliich may afford cofisolation for the animadversions of the deluded vic-
tim who had thfe misfortune accidentally to encounter him on that fatal
Sunday morning.

*

Not the least important and interesting part of this inquiiy and ejrposi-
tiorkrefers to the personal character of these betrayed men. Both of them
were of the most respectable order ofintelligent Scottish artisans. Andrew
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IwMbfMsiglit jenn of oge, unmarri^di, the son of a widow, and
conaeolaid with a wide eircle of virtuous and pious friends and relations.

^ Baird lived with a married brother ; and we have seen how his humble fire-

ftide was invaded^ the peace of his family destroyed, and his life forfeited

by syetematie treaebery, because-—«nd this is the head and front of his

in common with tens of thousands of his countrymen,
wished iMtdiiefrnn in Parliament

; perhaps for retrenchment, universal
ettfErll|:e,^^^^e ballot, objects which may^be found troublesome to many
still, hot wBmT will scarcely be again called T/easonable." Infidelity

and moral depravityy the worst principles, with the most sanguinary and
detestable purposes, have, ever since the world began, been charged
against all political and religious reformers. What a monster was
Luther ! what an incendiary and hypocrite John Kno^ ! How shall we
hope for better fortune to the Kadical or the Church Reformers of the
west of Scotland, whose infidelity and profligacy have been stigmatised^
in speeches, essays, and even in sentimental tales innumerable ! Among
the worst specimens of those depraved characters whose object is blood
and pillage, we might expect to find Baird andJlardie, the meii selected
by the Crown Lawyers for examples of the just severity of offended law

;

nnd refused the royal mercy, no doubt, from the wisest and purest of
motives. The letters of Andrew Plardie, the young radical weaver,
written to his family and frien<|^ during the period of his imprisonment,
and after his sentence, are not the least valuable part^f this detection

of the Spy System, 'fhey are a complete and triumphant answer to all

the vague and artful charges'of scheming divines, Tory politleians, and
raving sentimentalists, who, even in their worst paroxysms, have still

so|ne instinctive feeling of their whereshouts.'*

Hardie's first latter never reached his friends. His second, dated

from J2)dinburgh Castle, the 5e3d April, addressed to hit ^^dear mother,
^sister, and brothers,*' contains this passage.

^ I have a Bible, which I use with atteution ; a ^ood bed and fire, with an allow-,

ance of a shillings a-day to keep me

;

and for tboso favours 1 give the civil authorities

of Edinburgh my sincere thanks. I wrote to you for a little money, which J knew
you could ill spare, but you need not send any, for the allowance i have is quite suf.

ficient. 1 havo plenty of time to reflect upon my past conduct, which 1 hope will be

forgiven me, through the merits of our blessed Saviour, who suffered death that our
sins might be forgiveit us. 1 know that you will be concerned about my unfortunate

situation^ 1 observed in my first letter, but I hope Go^ will strengthen your hearts

to bear mth patience whatever is His holy wiU ; as for nie, 1 am bearing it with great

fortitude. 1 sent my compliments (in my first letter) to Margaret M^Kpgh,* and
Mra. Connell, which 1 hppe you have delivered ; you will be so kind«as do the same
again, and tell Margaret to give my beet lespects to her brother and sister. My dear

friend 1 hope you will not delay 'writing to me^ as soon as this comes to hand. 1

have been in greaik anxiety, day after day, to hear^ftrom you ; 1 expected to have got

a few lines with the bundle you sent i^ie, but, fcb my great disappointment, there was
none. Give my kind compliments to my shopmateu I know they will miss me,

—

I hope they will take care of my poor Urdy which you may allow tg remain with

them, if you please. I hope you have gob a jounfeyman to my welK Give my
kind compliments to all liy acquaintances, and my comrade, Walter.*’

' * ***<.

In a letter to his cousins and relations, written about a ^eek later, he

saya/ after some earnest reHections upon the gfodness M God :—

-

“ I could furnish you with manymore proofs of my belief, which I shall inservc

for some other time^ for I see the limits of my letter will^not eonlafn theBS* j^y

* A young woman to whomT poor Haidie was eligaged at the^time of his arrest,

vot.. III.—NO. kiv, ^ R
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d<3ir‘ I cannot refrain from shedding tears when I think on the kindnm which

yon have shown to mh in my hopeless sltnataon, with your otter td administer to my
wants ; but^ thank Ood, I have jaone.*’

. After sotnd trifling personal details, he gratefully acknowledges the

kindness of the colonel an^ o^icers of the '80th regiment, wjjia had sup-

plied the prisoners with a change 'of linen, and adds, '^Giv^ my oompli-,

meats to my grandfather and^all my relations -and acquaintance. Give

my compliments to Margaret M*Keigh ;''let her know ^at I expect a •

letter from her sliortly. This is my birth-day, my dear mends ; J litOe

expected to pass it as a prishfler in Edinburgh castle, or any where else*

I am tweuty-seven*years of age, this 5tii dajr of May. 1 will take it as

a particular favour if any of my friends would send me some religious

books,” &c. &c. V Dear brothers and sisters,” he continues, I hope you

will be kind to your -and my afflicted mother, aS I know my melaiicholy

k affair will sink deep in her tender heart, which has already been almost

broke by the loss of our dear father.” And he exhorts his relations to a

^soher, honest, industrious life ; serving God with all your lieart and all

Sr strcftigth, and loving your neighbour as you love yours,^. Upon
5e hang all the conmiandineuts and continues, Although 1 have

done nothing in my past life that merited public censure, until thii? me-
limclioly catastrophe, yet 1 have come far short of the love of God.”

Ine other ringleader in the Radical Rebellion,” Bail’d, wrote to his

relatives nearlyJii the same strain of piety “and Armness. Both, like all

the prisoners, wore kejit in strict and solitary confliiement.

The pf%valent feeling in the West, t^mt the condemned men had
been the dupes of villany, and their previous good character, ^made
many gentlemen interest themselves, after their seuteiice, in

curing some mitigation of their punishment. these were Lord
Keith, Admiral Fleming,' and, to his honour be i{ recorded. Dr.
Chalmers. When the Ur. was waited upon with the petition, by the
cousin of Hardie, he was in J)ed, and he stated that he (Dr. Chalmers^
w'as expressly enjoined by the a'fdhorities not to interfere. Yet, he felt

so much for Hardie, believing he the victim of designing n^,
that he was willing to clo «ny thing in his power to serve him and he
got up, signed the jietition for mercy, and appended a nbtc expressive
of hiS knowledge of Hardie's previous good character, and stating, that,

in this case, tlie ends of jhstice’woufdr be gained best by merc;^^ and not
by punishment.” The petition was signed by the Rev. Mr. Marshall, and
by DrsaKwing and Wardla^, and the most respectable of the Dissenting ,

clergy. Monteitii, the Pyovpst pf the city^ Qlasgpw, took, how-
ever, a quite different view Of the case. He told tjiener&ons who waited

uiion hinw'with the petitioq, that Andrew JHardle^stly merited his

fate and when spies were m@ntioped» he ‘‘ ^rifled ^ke a fury.” The
.Home Secretary, Lord Si^imoutb, was quite of flie sadle opinion. That a

Conspiia^” and Radicd Reb|llit)p” sliould f^pire without one victim^
not tabe etidured, - ‘ ^

^
As H«Tdie*s«end drew near, his letters bebaine more tender, pious, and

affecting. It is but* a f^w specimens that give of then^ but these
may probably ifed many peru^ tha whdpT jThis, addre«sed to my
dear mother aUd relations';'\i8 jakrt of the first letter w'hrch followed
his trial and sentence ^

,

< I know too well, that all any feeble efforts will not tend to,ameliorate your grief
for me m this unfortunate 3ituibi»xu Too well, my deaa friends, do I know your
lento nearts, which arc alive to Ivery feeling v->>bnt what can I say ar do ? I may

untijimy eyes are blind with tears, which at prestut' are flowuiig
p nisely, not for my own bufferings, or’ w'hst I am to suffer,^these do give me
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much concern; but when I i^eflect on the discon8^1^te state which, 1 befoi’c obsened,
you must be in, that alone, my dear friends, is all that I am concerned about in this

world. For I expect I hare my peace already made up with God ; and 1 hope you will
look unto Him, who alone is able to give you support unde/ every dispensation of his

Providence. Think upon his great goodness to me,—draw consolation from that alone.
Could you have thought that I was sufficient to withstand such a shock, whic4 at once
burst upon me like an earthquake, and buried all my vain, idle, and earthly thoughts
beneath its "ruins, ssnd left me, like a poor shiptvirecked mariner, on thisd>leak sliore, .

this land of disappointments ? 1 am sure you would have thought it would break my
heart, which, yoti^now, is naturally tender ; but if has not done so ; lam as firm
a rode, and this at once shews yon the goodncss.oCdivine Providence to me.”

To his*aged graiidfatheiv Hardiejs letter is deeply affecting, though
he throughout exhibits the uiibhrinkiiig firmness of conscious innocence.
To a friend he says— ^" I have little newo to give you, as you will have heard all the particulars of my
trial, &C., long before this time, and that more exidicitly than 1 can give it you. I shall
therefore sum up the whole in a very few words : if I havt done wrong, certainly I

ought to suffer ; and if not, my blood will revolve on their own tieads. My trial and
suffei'ings will go through another investigation before a tribunal ten thousand times
moie terrible than that before vvhich 1 lately stood. You would likewise^hear of the
xpauner that my poor frail body is to be mangled, viz., to be Jiaiigcd, beht^uled, and
quartered ; but tliis is not all : tliat will not suffice,—my remains aie tolieleft to the

disposal of his MajesSy. But what matter is all this to me. Although they wouhl
take my boues and grind them into powder, there shall not a paiticle ot them be lost,

but shall be gathered together again. But this is not a veiy pleasant subject, and of
little importance. I sliall theicfore leave it, and give >ou a short account of the state

of my health and miud since I was taken prisoner.”
**

The next extract we bluili give, is* peculiarly interesting, from skhvi'ing

what Hardie, looking death in the face, thought of his o\v u situation, ,

and the caus^ for which he suffered. He cajls it a long and farewell

letter f— *

A^»,I am,” he continues, “ in a sliort time, to fail a victim beiteath the stroke of

tbq tyrant, for seeking those riglits for which our forefathers bled, and for which I

siiall lay down my life without the least reluctance, knowing it is for the cause of

truth and justice. I Uav'e wronged n<i person, I have hurt no person; and although I

have ftirmeriy been of a very easy temper, 1 hJjjjBSs God, vv lio has the hearts of all men
iu his Ijand, that it never entered mine to hurt my fellow-creatures. No person could

have induced me to take up arms lu the same manner to rob and jjlunder ; no, my
dear friends, 1 took them up for the good of my suffering louiilry ; and although we
were outwitted, yet, I protest, as a dying man, that it was with a good intention on

luy part. But, dear friends, it becomes me, as a dying Christian, to look over all

these matters ; which, bless God, I can do with pleasure. If I can’t forgive my ene-

mies, or tiiose that have injured me, how cau I expect iay blessed Saviour to make

iu^rcesslon for me, wdio so freely forgave his. Even when expiring on the zeros'., be

prayed for his enemies ; * Father, forgive them; they know not what they do,’ I

could take the greatest enemy I have into my bosom, even the perjured Baud, wiiu,

in the pfesence of Almighty God, and a large assembly, stained arid imbruCd hish.uidj

in my innocent blood ; even also the unrelenting Hq^die, * • * <.* • *

who voluntarily came to prov^ my ruin. Yes, my friends, my earnest prayer to God

is, that he may forgive them. My dear friends, I agaip hope you will put yourselves

to .as little concern about me as possible. It bccoiM us to subuiit^to the will t»f

God, and to every dispensation of his providence. He as iiiftnitely pure,"^' He can do

nothing wrong. He chasteueth wdiom he loveth. And 1 earnefily hope and proymm

that he will sanctify this dispensation of his providence to me and all

Our ffnftl exhibition of the black generic character of ^he Scottish

Radical shall be given ii^ the letter writt^w hy p^er Hardie the day

before his execution, who, he had foiidjy hojed, might, in a free

country, be the wedded partner of a longTutare life of virtuous industry

and happiness ; nor asm we feelings of any one wlio shall be ahl vj

to read uAtnoved thi» effuaioti ^I^hat tfindpruass which animrvted Ifu

Jieart’s last pulses

:
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« StirUng Caiiailby Siei>tT “J, 1820^

Mr^lBAE AKB'LOViKa Margaret,
** ^ Beiforci this arrir^ at your hand. I will ba mada immortal, and will ba, I

trust, sinijfiiig praised to God and the Lamb, amonfat the spirits of just men made per«

f6Ct^th]:ough the atoning blood of our Lord and ^viour Jesus Christ, whose all<«uffi^

cient merits are more infinitely unboimded than even all the sins ofa sinful world—and
ha 18 able and willing to save to the uttermost all those that are enaMad to come to him

' by faith in his blood. What consolation does this sender to me, who, while writing

this, am within a few short hours of launching into an eternity where I am not afraid

to enter, although a poor, unworthy, miseinhle sinner, and not worthy of thd least of

his notice. Yet I trust lie will put on His unspotted robe of righteousness, and pre-

sent my poor and unworthy soul to his Father, redeemed with his most precious

blood. Think, my dear Margaret, on the goodness of Almighty God to me in the

last and closing period of my life. O think on it, and draw consolation from that

source from whence I obtained it, and from whence consolation and real fortitude can

alone be obtained. Could you have thought*that I was sufficient to withstand such

a shock, which at once burst upon me like an earthquake, and buried all my vain

•^earthly hopes beneath its ruins, and at imee left me a poor shipwrecked mariner on
this bleak shore, and separated from thee, in whom all my hopes were centred ? But,

alas ! how vain are all the ehrthly hopes of us weak-sighted mortals. How soon ai'e

thi(y all buried in oblivioji I My dear Margaret, put yourself to no concern about

me.—O may that good and gracious God who has supported me so i>eculiarly, support

you also in every gracious dispensation of his Providence that^e is pleased to visit

you with. O that he may send his ministering angels and sooth you with the balm
of comfort. O may they approach ^he beauteous mourner, and tell you that your
lover lives—triiim|phs—lives—though condemned, lives to a nobler life. My dear

Margaret, I hope you will not take it as a dishonour that your unfortunate lover died

for hit distressed, wronged, snffering, and insulted country. No, my dear Margaret,
I know yon are possessed of nobler ideas than that ; and well do I know that no per-

son of feeling or humanity will insult you with it.— I have every reason to believe

that it will be the contrary. I shall die firm to the cause in wliich 1 embarked ; and,
although we were outwitted and betrayetl, yet 1 protest, as a d) ing man, it w'as done
with a good inteifcion on my part. But well did you know my sentiments on that

subject, long before I was taken prisoner. No person could have induced me to take
up arms to rob or plunder; no, my dear Margaret, I took them for the restoration of
those rights for \^iich our forefathers bled, and which we have allow'ed shamefully to

be wrested from us. But I trust the innocent blood which will be shed to-morrow, in

place of being a terror, will awaken my countrymen,—my poor, suffering, country-
men, from that letliargy wliich has so overclouded them ! But, my dear ivjhirgaret,

this is not a very pleasing subject to you, so I will leave it, and direct your attention
to matters of more importance—to the one thing needful. Ilccollect, my dear Mar-
garet [Here follow pious injunctions of an earnest character, and then the writer
proceeds.] My dear Margaret, 1 will be under the necessity of laying down my pen,
as this will have to go out immediately. • .

• » » ,
« « • •

« You wil^give my dying love to your father and mother, James and Agnes, Mrs.
Connell, and Jean Buchanan ; and I exhort jon all to a close walk with God, through
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; and when you]^ave fulfilled a coui^eof life agree-
able to his |vord, that we may he united together in the mansions of peace, where there
is no sorrow.—Farewell—a loif]^ fareweH to you find all worldly cares, for I have
done with them. I hope you will call frequently on my distressed and afflicted

mother. At the expense of sdfene tears I destroyed your letters. Again farewell, my
dear Margalbt. May God attend you still, and all your soul with consolation fill, is

i^e sincere playor of your most afiectionate and constant lover while on earth,

^ « Andrew Hardie.*’

There must , be many who have felt the dying £inmett*s allusion to
Sarah Curran, in^ his fdrewell letter to her brother, a thousand times
more pow^ful over the spring of genuine human feeling than all the
beauty and pathos elaborated by the pen of Washington Irving, in re-
lating the story of their ill-starred loves. We are not ashamed to con-

a deeper sympathy vith^^i^he simple annals"’^we have been tracing.
The patriotism of the young Irishtnan was troubled and polluted, by
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of ooMb^. and paltry ambition. The single-minded Scottish Ha*

dical^ the dhpe of traitors^ and of his Own trustful^nd generpus nature/*
stands out on clear and high ground. Even those who least appecAre of
his designs^ must acknowledge that he fell the martyr to a pure and^
high-motived love of liberty, however misdirected.

X#engthened as our extracts have been, we cannot pasS'in utter ^siltnce
the closing soese of the martyred nf/en :— 3

^ ^

<< On the Wednesday before they suffered, amid She circle of his weepings family-..
an aged father of fourscore, three sisters, two brothers, two biothers-iu-law John
^ird iktailed, at great length, and with the utmost simplicity, calmness, and affec-
tion, ills feelings and his hopes, and called upon them to give thanks to God on his
a^unt, a^ instead of returning to mourn for his death in the bosom of their respec-

^ ^

tive home^ to assemble their friends around them, and declare what God the Lord
had done for his soul. He then gave them many useful admonitions^^as his last fare-
well advice. Upon those of his relations who had children, he pressed the necessity
of good example to their oiispring, requesting them all to live so as to be ready to die,
as they knew neither the day nor the hour when the Son of man cometh. While
every one besides was dissoh ed in tears, he himself was firm' and unruffled, and ex2
pressed himself in the softest and most soothing tone and manner. One idea alone
seemed for the moment to overpower him. His aged father, whom he had not seen
till now, since the day he was taken prisoner, was seated near him ; he took out his
snuff-box, which was a handsome horn mounted with silver, and put it into his trem-
bling father’s hayds, saying, “ Let me offer you this

;
you will, perhaps, look at it

when you cannot look at me.” He parted with them with the greatest composure,
in the mutual hopes of meeting, though not here, in a happier state.”

Their last night on earth was spent in prayer and praise, with inter-

vals of conversation with their friends, in which they maintained the
utmost composure and firmness. After a short season of repose, they
recommenced the exerciser of devotion, and after singing a hymn, Baird

Read from the 20th verse of the 15th chapter of Ist CSr. to the end. Then he
engaged in an agony of prayer to Gd3, the buiden of which was, that He would
strengthen their iaith, and stand l^y them at the trying hour. This was, perhaps,

one of the most powerful, comprehensive, and affecting prayers that ever was offered

up. The Rev. Mr. Watson, trom Edinburgh, and the Rev. Mr. Bruce, and Drs.

Wright and Small, had entered the prison during these exercises; but, in this prayer,

they were all in tears. About one o’clock, they requested to be allowed to take fare-

well of the others who were taken prisoners along with them, which was also

readily granted. And here a most interesting scene ensued. Eighteen or twenty youths

grouped around the window of their cell, the upper sash of which was thrown down,

as the under M'^as on a level with the ground.”

Frogi this window, both Hardie and Baird addressed their companions* in the

most nffeetioiuitc and endearing, yet, in the most dignified style. They begged them
to remember, that though they were suffering, that they were not evU^doers ; that the

cause for which they suffered wmiM sooner or later prevail, and that some little, per-

haps, depended upon the propriety of thpir conduct. After these addresses were finished,

they individually embraced each other, and took a most affecting ftircwell ; the boys

Johnson and White were paiticularly affected, and clung to Hardie until they were

ordered away to their cells.” ’
^

'

We cannot inflict upon our readers the painful description of the execu-

tiQp. After the hangman had done feis office, ^id life was extinct, the bru-

tal functions of the headsman were called intcTexercise. The person who
officiated was disguised, and had his face covered with black crape. He
said to be a medical student, or surgeon from Glasgpw, who was employed

to consummate this tragedy. But this passed thirteen years since!—and

a monument was last yeai^erected to the MBlffoRY of Hardie.and Baird,

of which the site is the spot Where, in 40,000 Of the inffiabitants of

Glasgow met to petition for the redres«% of grievanees, and reform in the

These lads were senteni^rto transporta|ioii.
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national representation. Their history is not without its moral and its

iesson. While it unf<4ds the manifbld iniquities, and cruelty of the Tory

policy, it teaches the friends of freedom to seek their sacred objects by

those deliberate and firm, but peaceful, open, and lawful means which

effectually baffle the designs of spies, and of the yet baser creatures, in

whatever rank, Vho would stoop to accomplish their foul ends, by means

more foul. Were the Tories restored in all their supremacy^to-^morrow, it is

scarcely possible that they coul^ again practise upon the people after the old

fashion of Bonnymuir. The discovery of gunpowder plabed an immense

power in the hands of tyrants and evil rulers ; but it is nothing to that

more majestic power, developed in our time, the omnipotent power of

reason and of justice, manifested in

—

PEACEPuii resistance !

T1HE BONNIE BRAES OF SCOTLAND.

nv ROBFBT GILTILLAN.

t) 1 the bonnie braes of Scotland, my ble&sings on them a’

;

May love be found in ilka cot, and joy in ilka ha*

!

Whaure’er a bield, however laigh, by bum or brae appears,

Be there the gladsome smile o* youth, an' dignity of years

!

•

Ot the bonnie braes of Scotland, sae blooming and sae fair,

There's monj- a bame o* kindness an,^ couthie dwalliu there f

And mair o’ warldly happiness than folk wad seem to ken ;

For contentment in the heart maks the canty but and ben.

O ! wha wad grasp at fame, or power, or walth seek to obtain,

Be’ t 'mang the busy scenes o’ life, or on the stormy main ?

When the shepherd on his hill, or the peasant at his plew,

Finds sic a share o’ happiness, wi’ unco sma’ ado.

c
The wind may whistle loud and cauld, and sleety blasts may blaw,
Or, swirlin’ round in whitening wreaths, may drift the wintry snaw

;

But the gloamin* star comes blinl^n* afore he maist does ken,
And his wifle's cheerfii’ smile mak’s a canty but an’ hen I

O ! the bonnie braes of Scotland to my remembrance bring

The lang, lang simmer sunny day, when life was in its spring,

li^en, ’mang the wild flowers Meandering, the happy hours went by
The future wak’ning no’ a f^r, nor yet the i^ast a sigh !

O ! the bonnie braes of Scotland, hame o’ the fair, and free !—
And hame, it is a kindly word, whaure’er that hame may be-^
My weary steps I’d fain retrace back to tWs sunny days,
When youthfu’ hearts toother joy’d ’mang Scotland’s bonnie braes!
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A STAG HUNT AT KILLARNEY.

The day was beautiful^ the mists were rising slowly but gradually up
the sides of the mountains^ and every thing promised ei^'oyment. We
hurried down to Ross^ where several boats were in the bustle of depar-

ture. Cars, packages^ llisskets^ and boatmen^ were intermixed ; and the
latter swore and made noise enough for a^ together. Our party, eight

in number, ladies and gentlemen, were at last safely embarked. Take
care, Ma*am, your cloak is on fire,'' said a boatman to Mrs. L .

Dear ipe,*' exclaimed she, in the utmost consternation, pulling the
skirt of her pelisse out of the water, How's that ?—on fire ?" Oh,
yes. Ma'am; this lake burns clothes." The perplexity which thj^ ex-
planation caused for a moment, and which was pictured in Mrs. L 's

face, excited a laugh at the sally of Killarney wit.

As few of our party liad ever seen a red deer, much less a stag hunt,

they were exceedingly anxious to learn something about tlie nature of
the animal, and the mode* of hunting him. Fortunately, for the gratifi-

cation of their very laudable curiosity, a i::''ntloman acquainted with the
habits of the deer, had been that morning too late at il{)ss to overtake
his friends, and being slightly Known to soin * of us, had accepted a pas-

sage in our boat. The information he gave a.ms somewhat to this effect

:

The stag, when full-grown, is .about the size of a rather small mule,
with a less bulky body, much smaller and more graceful limbs ; and as to

muscular force, there is no comparison between them. The enormous
leap that a stag will make, headlong from one rock to another, and the
steadiness with which he keeps his position after such a spring, proves

the great strength and elasticity of his structure. It is in his neck,

however, that the largest mass of muscle is placed. *This gives that

part it's peculiar and somewhat ungainly appearance, but at the same
time amply compensates for the defect by the quantity of power it con-

centrates in the very place where it is most required for the safety of

the animal. As to the courage of the stag, every one knows it is of

that kind which is never exerted until the last moment of danger ar-

rives. On some occasion^, indeed, he in ly be irritated so as to become
the assailant ; and on on.' of these he is really formidable. An anecdote

or tw'd will set this in a clearer light than any general remark.

About eight years ago, Mr. O’Connell took a very fine stag on Tomies,

and had him conveyed to that white house—that on the gentle slope,

—

with the intention of hunting him on the great day of St. Patrick. Dur-

ing the intermediate time, the sfag was fed on sheaf-oats, ivy and holly

leaves. Confinement seemed to have diminished his appetite very little,

but it brought to light an extremely severe lameness in the right

shoulder. This was afterwards found to ha\5^ been caused by a musket

shot, and the ball was actually taken out of the limb. It is curious that,

during the chase which ended in his capture, no signs of lameness were* ^
visible. Nature, it seems, had, after her own way, cured the wound,

but violent exertion and the subsequent confinement, irritated it anew.

At length Patrick’s day arrived, and with it, from all quarters of the

country, multitudes of every class : of course there was a splendid field.

'

On the right .of the house were drawn ii^ in a mass, carriages, gigs, cars,

and vehicles, of which the names would puzzle Long Acre,—all nearly

filled with ladies. From the extremity^||f this, ran a long triple line of

men, designed to prevent the stag from^urning direct to his old moun-
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tiEuns^ 'and so spoiling all the rfport of the day. The other side of the

country was intentionally left open to him ; but very few had a notion that

any thing more was required to change his course than the single appear,

atoee of a man, or at most a shout, and the waving of a stick. The prepara,

tions being made, the door was thrown open, and some one attempted

to drive out the stag : of which the immediate consequence was, that he

put himself at bay, and seemed plainly deternddhed to hdld his domicile

ifi ef atmis. After various fruitless eiforts to dislodge him, a rope was

at length thrown over his antlers: six strong men, Mr. O'Connell and

Mr. O'Sullivan among them,—seized it, and pulled him out by main

force. As soon as they had got him fairly beyond the threshcdd, those

who knew the animal’s disposition instantly ttfTned tail, and fled, until

a pair of strong gates and a high wall were placed between themselves

and their antagonist. One man only continued to hold the end of the

rope. It was now the rage, the malignity, and strength of the stag were

discovered. I have not the least doubt, tliat if the extreme weakness

of his fore-leg had not disabled him so much that a man by ordinary

running might outstrip him, (for at almost every step the poor brute

fell,) that several lives would have been lost. He reared upright, on his

hind-legs, (and you might see, at the tin^, yellow muscles, of the thick

.

ness of a man’s arm, start up along the whole length of his back,) and
rushed wherevei^ he saw a living being. In one of those attempts he
reached within two yards of the mass of carriages ; the terrors of

ladies, the affright of horses, and the clash of the various vehicles, of

themselves promised a scene ; when he luckily fell, and was thus diverted

by a new object. The man holding the rope, who all this time had re-

mained stupifled on « the field, caught his view: he rushed at him,

Jcnocked him do^n, and made a gash with the antler at him. I saw the

man afterwards. His coat, waistcoat, and shirt were torn ; and the

flesh grazed in a long line up the belly and breast. The wound, he said,

did not heal for several months. But he would have been killed had
not the crowd, encouraged by his danger, attacked the stag. The latter

turned at once upon them,—scattered them in all directions,—ran next
to the formidable triple line of men,—drove them like sheep before him,
—struck a horse,—overturned him ; and being completely master of the
field, directed his course towards the lake. It is unnecessary to follow

him farther. t

There was another stag reared as a pet, by a gentleman iii this neigh.
bOurhood. lie grew to great size and strength, and became the plague
of the stirrounding country. No fence»could save a corn or potato field

from his ravages ; and even when discovered at the first dawn, it was
only by much persuasion he could be induced to quit it. To women he
had a most decided antipathy. The moment he descried one at any dis-

tance he gave chase, and tfte population of an entire farm was required
to save her from his fury.* Another liabit made the gudewives regard

With scarce less abhorrence. lie took a singular pleasure in collect-
« ittg, in his rambles, all the clothes, thread, sheets, blankets, &c. he could

find drying on the fiefils"; and tossing these about with his antlers, he
made, as he thought, a magnificent figure to the country. At length his
mischievousness and ferocity increased to such a degree, (for if he hap-
pened to be brought by any accident into close contact even with those
hi knew best, he at once attacked them with extreme malignity,) that
his master had a heavy weight ia|fiing from his antlers. The rope was so
long as to allow the weight to trail along the ground. This was a con-
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sidetrable check upon his movements, and t>ne time brought him into a
serious scrape.

Upon a beautiful day in springs he crossed the Laune^ with the side^

line, as it was called^ attached to him ; and^ according to his old cus^

tom, began to collect all the clothes that came in his way. Of blankets

he had soon enough for a whole tribe of Indians : the quantity of thread
on his antlers •looked like the tail of a comet: sheets, coats, shirts

rose over one another in a huge pile, whicji was ultimately surmounted
by a picturesque red petticoat, until he looked like Monmouth Street

making the grand tour, or * the remnant of Israel' setting out for the
Holy Land. On he went, tossing his head, looking proudly to all points

of the horizon, and glortilying himself upon the new order of architec-

ture he had raised ; while the wives and children of the parish ga^d^witb
dismay on his progress. On a sudden he stopped short, listened for a
second or two, and then precipitately turned round. At the same time
feeling, no doubt, the emptiness of all earthly honours, he began, in good
reality, to disencumber himself of his iinery. In a few moments a soli-

tary cry of a hound came upon the gale—another and another soon fol-

lowed ; and, immediately after, the whole open-mouthed chase was on
his trail. His fino^ear had caught the sounds before any of the country-

people heard them ; and, thinking it quite a serious matter, he ran for

home with all his speed. Notwithstanding the great weight of the side*

line, he reached the jjearest bank of the river before the dogs overtook

him. In he plunged ; and in plunged, despite the utmost efforts of the

huntsmen to restrain them, the whole pack. They caught him in the

middle of the river ; but he turned round and made desperate battle.

Cots, boats, and men put off to his assistance ;-^not];iing, however, could

save him from losing sundry pounds and half pounds of venison. At the

same time, three or four dogs floating down the stream, and about dou-
ble that* number, moaning and struggling towards the bank, proved how
stoutly he h«ad contended for the monopoly of his own body. At length

he was safely landed. In a few weeks his wounds healed ; and all his

old habits returned, biit with one exception—he never after crossed the

river.

Having arrived at the place fixed for the hunt, we found an immense
number of boats assembled there, and some containing very lovely wo-
men. Of them I am not just at present preparing to give you a for-

midable description, as it might cost Mrs. Jamieson and the world ano-

ther volume ; but a few words upon the locality will be necessary. The
mountains there sweep outward ^ a semicircle ; the horns of which are

formed, on one side, by the Eagle's Nest with all its thunders ; and on the

other, by the southern peak of Glenna, with its less loud, but perhaps

sweeter echoes. In front of the mountains, and separated from them by
several wooded, and (as I can aver) most peqdexing ravines, stands

blunt smooth liill, affording on its summit ,a clear platfofm. Nearer
Still, and divided from the latter by a number of the same cursed watex^
cuts, are two or three little hillocks. Between those and the lake lies

a bog,* of which, perhaps, more hereafter. The faountains themselves

• A frequent question put to those who have been at Kilhimey is, « Gan horses fol-

low a stag hunt ?** For the benefit of all questiBners in such a ludicrous position, we
answer, “ If a horse could gallop up a perpendicular precipice,-**down he might,—or

force his way through an impassable thicket, growing out of a cavernous ridge of

nigged rocks, rugged as any Hyrcanian bear in the world, or skim a moor that would
bog a snipc^** the thing were possible. ' The only steed equal to this is Rob Mont-
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ist niarked by that intermixture of grandeur and beauty^ that blending

of opposite elements^ that union of the terrible and tlu» placid, of preci*

pice and wood, rugged rock, smooth sward, and wild ravine, which form

the real charm of the most romantic scenery in the world. There are

places, of course, infinitely mere sublime. I have myself seen some more

purely beautiful : but for the artful combinatioa of noth in a single view,

there is no place approaches KiJlarney. It produces a distinct peculiar

feeling in the mind.* As to^the county Wicklow, which is so often com-
pared with it, there is the same difference between them that exists be.<

tween Perry and Champagne.
The time for commencing the hunt was now arrived. Accordingly

idl the parties left the boats, and were with d^ightful trouble safely con-

veyed |o some low, round, pretty hills, at a short distance fro^ the lake,

il shot was the sign^ for laying on the hounds. The usual course pur«.

sued on occasions similar to the present is this : Several men are em-
ployed to find a stag and watch him to his lair. This, if undisturbed,

he continues to occupy a long time ; and as he never quits it but at night,

he is almost
^
sure to be found there on the day fixed for the hunt. As

soop as this has arrived, large numbers of them are employed to fill the
well-known passes leading up the mountains, andwhence to distant
wilds^ in which the antlered monarch " might defy the chase. The
great object of the hunt is to drive him into the water, while hu first

burst is invariably for the mountains. The moment the men on the
passes see him approach, they endeavour, by shouts and threats, to turn
him back. In this they are successful, should they happen to descry
him at a considerable distance ; but should he, by any chance, come upon
them suddenly, his blood is up, and if there were fifty men, he'd break
through them. The shouting of the men has, accordingly, a strong in-

terest, as it alwhys announces a view/'
It seemed, after all, that wfe were doomed to disappointment. The

news rapidly circulated that the stag had left his lair the preceding
night without notice j and, as it was deemed unlikely that there could be
a hunt without him, every countenance looked as blank as the bog be-
fore us. Some moved over to where Mr. O'Conn^l'j' stood, in the mid-
dle of his staff; but brought no more cheering intelligence than this,
that they must trust to chance and the dogs for a deer. Even this
weak hope was blighted when a half hour had passed away, and no
stag seemed willing to come forth and die" for the amusembnt of so
man^ anxious persons. But the darkest hour is that before the dawn.
J he gentleman alluded to before, seeing a huge mountaineer named
Grady, and of distinguished skill in d^er-stalking, about to plunge into

Ijomery'g Pegasus, which, after <falloping two or three tiioiisand miles along the « Ap-
plan Way’* tqiJ’andemonium, (which has been Macadamized by Death—.not the Com-
imon-Coiincilman ofLondon, asbide Milton’s Treatise on Infernal Roads, but the other,)

••-*«hink8 nothing of taking a profound cantor into Chaos onleither side, in order to re-- 'Create himself and his rider.
• It is not meant id be asserted that there are not much finer views than thepi^ jiwt described affords to he found in Killamey. The observations on the pe-

J?*®
sceneiy are quite general ; thouglf it may be remarked that those

t^ha^
‘ Ae hack-gi'ound of the scene which Scott is saidto have preferred to any other at Kiflamey.

« I his brother—John O’Connell of Grena—a gentleman

iDiiWlH
understanding and wapn qualities of the inember for©ubUn ; hut enthusiastically devoted to field sports and a country Ufe.
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the woode^ ftsked me to join him. Of* course my consent was not
wanting. The mountaineer had a very strange sort of buckhound
with him—-no other, viz*, than a surly-looking bulUbitch, from which
1 didn't augur much success. Were the object to pin a bull to the
earth, we seemed not badly furnished ; but to rouse a stag the ap.
plianoes seemed odd enough. On 1 went, meditating upon the curious

ways our Milesian friends take to effect their purposes, when I was
roused by the mountaineer’s suddenly exclaiming By there's

something here !” I looked up. The bull-bitch was in great agitation,

snuffing, and shaking her head, as if offended by the rankness of the

odours she drew iny'^and yet unable to quit them. We were in one of
several dense thickets. I tell you," said the mountaineer, he isn't

far away. Have you him, Juno Juno, after taking from the^grass a
few more assurances that she was not deceived, dashed into the thicket

before us. We heard a stifled bark or two—then a loud rush—and out
bounded a kingly stag, puffing and snorting with rage, and tossing his

head to get rid of a large branch, which he had4orn from a holly in his

])assage. Oli, the rage he* was in ! How his eyes flashed fire ! With
what indignation he looked round for a moment to see the intruder*

on his dignity I That question was soon answered. Juno sprung out

almost at his heels, (irady, putting his hand into his ear, .poured from
the bottom of his chest—which, to the best of my judgment, ended
somewhere in Tartarus--*a shout that made the mountains ring again

—

and another, .and another. In two minutes the dogs, with the short,

sharp cry of impatience, rushed out to us from the woods, and hurried

along in full career. They soon found, however, that this was not the

right path. Sweeping instantly round, and catchinff the full scent, they

threw up their heads to the sky, and swept away like a pack oT devils

on the chace. The stag, full of strength and rage, daslied up the ravine

between the hill and the mountains; and emerging from this, ledj*ight

up the side of the latter, intending to plunge into the inaccessible wilds

of the Gap, or even Glenc<are. After the first glorious burst, the melody
of the hounds came to us interruptedly, sometimes with weaker, some-

.

times with fuller effect, according as their course lay tlfrougli the woods,

or along open ground. If they plunged into the bottom of a deep glen

it was entirely lost ; on the other hand, when they emerged into air, it

filled the sky, as if the whole chace had changed its direction, and was

running, open-mouthed, for the hill on which we stood. But as soon as

the kingly ruler of th* woods ascended the mountains, then th^hunt
assumed its peculiar character of intoxicating pleasure ; and in fact the

gestures of many about me were supremely ridiculous. The fineness of-

the day,—the beautiful blue sky that overhung the earth,—the roman-

tic scenery,—the fragraneq of tlie air,—the presence of so many hand-

some women, would alone have made the spirts dance with delight ; btlt

the successive shouting of the men, announcing the approach of the stag>

and multiplied and refined into infinitely greater sweetness by the ecbpgg^
of the mountains, the cheering of the huntsmen, and the multitudinous

cry of the hounds, as it came down upon the wind—all united, hurried

one away in a transport of passion.*^

• •
• ‘‘ D’ye hear the music ?” said Mr. O’Connell to a person near him. ^ The music !

the music !” exclaimed evidently an English gentleman,—^no doubt one who thought
the finest in the world was a peal f!H>m the hells of Bow'—listening eagerly, and shad-

ing his car with his hand, “ />— these dogs ! / can't hear the mtisic''
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For almost a full halfi-hour this state of excitement continued«t»

etag was eoqatantly in view ; thw^shouts and cheering rolled like a aploiM

did conflagration from one extremity of the mountains to the oth^f ; vji^

the hounds never ceased to pour forth their deep and trOuWed streanr

of melody. On the opposite side, the echoes awakeneij. A raging hiiai

swept through the bosom of Mangcrton, Turk, and all the romantiO hi^ilr

around them, It seemed as if the old heroes* of the place were purafl-^*'

ing the game with dogs, whose preternatural speed, and full magniflcenc^

of cry, threw earthly rivals into contempt. Immense distances inter«<

vened between each successive burst. Now hot and fierce, it filled the

woods of Turk, then suddenly ceased, as suddenly^swelled again^upon

the heavens, and ran southward with amazing velocity along the moun*
tain ranges to Kenmare, retaining all its harmony, but growing fainter

as it went, until the last voices seemed to be transparent shells of living

sweetness. Scarcely had it died away in the south, when it rose from
the glens of Mangerton louder than before, and rushed eastward in a
heady current through the vallies of Glenflesk. All thought that this

Was the last, but we were mistaken ; for, in about a minute after, the cry

came so deep, close, and tumultuous, over the nearest of the opposite

mountains, that one could scarce help expecting to behold the gigantic

riders of the chase, with their spectral game and hounds, appear upon its

brow. The echoes prolonged this noble burst for a while, then rolled it

away, until, at length, it died in the distance beyond Glenna.

The shouts soon changed their direction. You’ll see him imme-
diately,” said a gentleman. When ?—where “ On the southern

edge of the hill ; they have driven him back.” He was right. In a* few

minutes the stag appeared on the brow of the hill, and afforded all a full

view of him. We could next see the dogs rise, at first one by one, then
in a body, from the ravine ; and, in a long line of unequal breadth, pur-

sue the traces of the game, until both they and it turned the shoulder

of the hill, and were swallowed up in the opposite ravine, with all the

music that had followed them in their career. For two or three hours

after, the chase seemed to be entirely at an end. The cry of the dogs
came only in solitary openings ; the huntsmen, one after another, were
seen approaching the boats, and the intelligence brought them was,

that the stag was lost ; they believed he had escaped over the moun-
tains,” &c. Several parties, upon this, began to drop down, towards
Glenna, some turned to the upper lake ; and, in a short time, the whole
cavajj^ade had nearly dispersed. On a sudden, kowever, and when the
stanchest sportsmen had given up thq idea of the hunt, a loud hurst
from the hounds near Glennfi announced that they were in full chase.

All hurried along ; boats jostling, dashing, and crashing ; ladies scream-
ing, gentlemen soothing, and boatmen swearing at each other. The im-
patience was increasing every instant, as the cry of the dogs came fuU
and uninteif’upted ; and all were sensible that the hunt would probably
he soon at an end. At length we reached Glenna, and the broken cries

indicated that the hounds were crossing a ravine. Again they thickened

;

men were perceived filing the woods ; and it was evident that, unless
the stag could break through them, and esqgpe up the mountain, he
must take the water. The boats were now assembled opposite a part of
the beach which was free from Vood ; and as the hunt was approaching

• There are many popular leg;eiids at Killamey respecting the hunting adventures
of Fuon, Uifhefiif (Ossian,) and Oscar, on these mountains.
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wdrd was given for thalsoats to fall back^ and leave the lake clear

*^efae. This, %f eourse, signified ^al^he pUke was a favourable one
the stag into the water; ^d, as the decisive moment ap.

V j^ached, the eagerness and expectation K>f all became painful. It was
surprising how long a time elapsed before the stag was visible, for

Aelbhase wgs unremitting ; the voice of the hounds, and the cheering of

Inen, not onl^^filled the woods, but seemed to be within twenty yards of

ns. At last, the men lining the open spaoe already mentioned, suddenly
B^irunk back into the bushes, that too sudden a view of them might not
terrify the stag, and drive him back on the hounds. In a second after, the

no^ ^animal rushed out, his whole body black with s^at and soil ; his

heaving sides and violent panting proclaiming extreme exhaustion. Im-
mediately after, the hounds broke tfirough the wood, the men, with loud

^shouts, waving their hats, and brandishing sticks, formed a dense ring

about him, except on the water side. There was no alternative, never,

theless ; on he plunged his way, for at every step he sunk up to the

belly, with a strength which was truly amazing, springing to meet any
one who approached him, and scattering the crowd wherever he turned.

The dogs were now at his haunolies,—the multitude still harassed

him ; there seemed no other alternative—^lie plunged into the lake, the

dogs and men after him. The boats, which were with difficulty kept until

now under some control, at once rushed in a mass towards the stag ; re-

newing, but with ten times greater fury, the scene that had occurred on

coming down to Glenna. Oars intermingled, boats were consequently

retarded, and instantly a battle royal was on foot, in which sticks, boards,

baskets, and tillers performed their part. Perhaps several boats got

jammed together—on they pushed, sweated and /<fwed, using the row-

locks of other boats as a fulcrum instead of the water^ until the superior

ribs of some one enabled her to disengage herself from the press. The
general way, however, was, that the boatmen quietly stopped up, in order

to have a trial of one another’s strength. The main body of the boats,

however, with deafening cries of exultation and impatience, pressed

towards the stag, who was swimming (followed closely by the whole

pack) in a slanting direction from the shore. Of the men who had

almost unconsciously plunged in after him, some were holding on

by the sides of boats, notwithstanding the loud protests of the owners

;

some ^vere scrambling up the steep shore, their pockets, trousers, and

stockings, full of water ; and their whole persons so swollen and puffed

out as fora moment to bear no slight * resemblance to a hogshead;

until the discharge of the watqr substituted, for their late bloated mag-

nitude, a most lank, shrunken, wo-begone appearance; others, again,

wer^ executing various tumbles in the liquid element ; but, at length,

some women put off in boats to their assistance, and succeeded in bring,

ing them safely to land. The multitude on shore pursued the course of

the stag—plunging up to the gammorals at«every step in iiie deep soil-

upsetting and overturning one another, but nevertheless bellowing^U
the time with rapture. The stag swam well—^the great number ,of boats

also retarded each other, so that he was able*to gain a considerable

space a-head. At length three boats separated themselves from the

rest, and flew along the Lake. It was evident that the contest must be

between these ; accordingly the otherf, as if by common Consent, lay on

their oars to witness the struggle, in which they took no further part

than to call on the rowers by the endearing names of Pascal,'’ * and

villain/*~or tobeseech them, for the honour of the particular clan or dis-
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triot to they belonged^ ndt to allow their rivals to bear away the

victory, The.inen> thus heholdiiy tl#nibelves the common gaze and spec*

tacle of all, and roused by the immediate emulation, made astonishing^

efforts. The speed of the boats increased, and water flew in sparkling

fragments before them, and long beaded furrows of dancing bubbles and

foam arose behind. The oars caught the sunbeams for a moment, iand

instantly plunged into the lake again. A single will seenfed to govern

each crew ; they bent fbrward, rose and sunk on their seats, as it they

were bi^t one individual, while, at each powerful stroke, the good boat

sprung like a race-horse to the whip. No skill was left unemployed-—

even the helmsnfhn, by a forward motion of the body at each successive

impulse, sought to increase the momentum of his vessel. Perfect silence

now succeeded to the previous tumult. The most breathless expecta-

tion held the spectators, and an anxiety (if that could he possible) as

great as that of the rowers themselves. They w'ere now fast nearing

the stag ; the strokes became shorter and more vigorous, the keel al-

most rose out of the water at each bound ; but the three prows were still

abreast, or merely nee^sawlng^ and no one could say which would win

the stag. As the strength, however, of the crews seemed equal, it was
probable that the superior skill of the helmsman would decide the vic-

tory. But the safety of the noble animal, the object of the contest, was
plainly in considerable danger, as the boats (the two outer now slightly

bending their course) bore down direct upon him, ^as to a common centre.

The middle boat soon became sensible #f the advantageous position it

occupied, for its course required no change, and there w^as scarcely a pos-

sibility of its missing the game ; while the truth began to flash on the

other two, that theif course must be (no matter how little) longer than

that of the middl^ boat, and that they might wholly overshoot the stag*

unless they could gain something on their rival. Nor was the situation

of the latter without its counterbalancing diflicultios. The increased

and almost desperate exertions of the two outer boats threatened, by the

convergence of their course, to leave no room for the play of its ojirs,

while the absolute necessity of not injuring the stag (Mr. O’Connell be-

ing quite despotic on that point) seemed to demand slackened cxertious,

when the most vigorous were necessary for success. The helmsman of

this boat was an old, hard-featured man. During the whole race, he
showed no sign of emotion, nor did one anxious look at his rivaLs.betray

a fear, or damp the courage of bis men. He sat quite composed, as if

he had no interest w'haj;ever in the race ; but the .quick, steady glance
with which he measured his distance fropi the stag, and from his anta*

gonists, showed this was but the coolness of self-possession. On he
drove, right upon the stag, until the angry wave, that foamed before his

prow, rushed up the animal’s .side. Mind, Dan’l,” he uttered to the

at the bow, in a stern, quick tone ; the other boats at the same in-

stant were pUiliugheadlong;to cut him off from the prey—he was within
<4j5o feet of the stag—all thought him mad ; and a general exclamation
of rage burst from the multitude at his conduct ;—“ the oars,” said he
to the crew, taking not the least notice of the shout ; and at the word,
an instant turn of the helm, which the boat in her extreme velocity
obeyed like a child, sent him with shipped oars between* the stag’s
muzzle and his right-hand antagonist ; but as he passed, Daniel, who was
standing ready in the bow, jumped upon the animal’s back, and secured
the victory, amidst acclamations that rent the sky, A handkerchief was
then bound over the stag’s eyes ; he was placed (with several men at-
tached to him) in the conquering boat, and conveyed to Mr. O'ConneH,
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Thun ended the stag hunt. It was only*manly that the animal^ which
afforded so much amusement^ was*that night restored to his native
mountains.
There was a public dinner to be given at Innlsfallen ; but as the

hour fixed oh was late, it seemed pleasamter to stay the rage of our
stomachs with a small dejeunS in the intermediate time. Accordingly,
we turned into*a calm, cool, little bay, just beyond the point of Glenna,
and shaded, by an arbutus-covered islandt from the western sun. The
place we chose you'll grant to be beautiful. A broad ledge of rock pro-

jected almost horizontally over the lake. One half was covered with
thin moss ; over the other lialf rushed, in a sheet of Slver, a furious

little stream, called Screachogue, i. e» The Brawler," and fell into the
lake with innumerable tinklings. Our boat lay on deep water, with her
head against the rock, and showed, where her shadow fell, a sparkling .

bottom of fine sand. A red romantic-looking path led up the mountaiijs,

through young oaks, hazels, and woodbines. The spirit of adven-
ture at once seized us. Leaving the boatmen to arrange the dinner,
and seats for it, viz., a large stone, or a well-folded cloak, or a gen-
tleman's coat, perhaps, neatly moulded into a round shape ; we set

off. Indeed, of all places and times> I remember none better fitted

for soft, low, sweet converse with a beautifij woman. The delicious soft-

ness of the evening that melted the heart into its own- voluptuous lan-

guor, the perfume of the air almost oppressive by its richness ; the gen-
tle lapping of the^waves, the llodest solicitation, as it were, of Jove ;

the upward, tangled, beautiful ]mth that compelled her to lean for sup-
port, and the huge mountain that towered above all, and flung his black
and giant shadow ai^ross the waters, irresistibly giiotlied the soul into

^iifideuce, while they, at the same time, impressed the^necessity of pro-
tection. Some, how'ever, soon sat down quite exhausted ; sonn^^j^pped

^
to through tlie trees upon the lake, and 1 will not swear "tnal|^her
objects were not looked at about the same time ; while shoutshigh abtfve

iu the air from mounting spirits proclaimed their ambitious souls. It

may be laid dowif as a maxim, or rather as two axioms, that real love

passages are very short, and that lovers dine. In accordance with these
profound reflections, the whole party was assembled at the dejeune in

ten minutes, and in nearly the same time the dejeune had unaccountably

disappeared. Our boat now steered for the Cascade, and next for the

Brown Island, intending to surprise Innlsfallen by this circuitous route ;

and here the magniflcence of the evening arrested and amazed us.

The lake is situated in an elliptical valley, lying from east to west,

which is enclosed on the south side by a chain of mountains, about tw enty

or thirty miles in length ; and on the north, by successive ranges of hills,

that include every species of cultivation between them and the lake ;

from their own bleak bitterness, (though* studded occasionally with

green fields,) to the handsome villa on the*banks of the^latter. The
mountains, at their western extremity, break into a cluster of low blwc

hills. Just beyond these, the broad and burning orb of the sun was now
resting on the edge of the horizon, and, having wrapped them in a misty

palpable glory, filled the«whole valley with a vast fiood of golden light,

which turned every thing within it, islands, rocks, woods, and houses,

to enchantment. The very windows of Coltsman’s Caatle, which faced

the west, assumed the most gorgeous appearance ; the richest colours

melting successively into one another, and its whole front flickering with

blood,red and purple splendours. On the north side, the country was
one sheet of beauty and gladness ; but eonceive, oh such a range of moun-

r



taiijiB, the effect of this glorimis eveaiiig^tide, ever chAii||[iAg

distance^ and ever magnijScenU-ibathihg Toinies to yellpir radiaede^

kindling every rock on Turk—^mantling the broadnSlopes of Mangertpn

in enellower light, and playing on the distant Paps with a faint and dying

lustre. Of all, however, Innisfallen, which was before usi seemed Uie

most perfect wonder. We gazed on it in astonishment. The whole un-

dulating line of its beautiful shores—every rock, tree^ and object,
^
nay

the very air about it, was ^uched with magic ; and from the ground

up to the top of the trees, it seemed iilled with a flood of molten gold.

1 never beheld a scene at once so grand and beautiful. By degrees it

faded away ; tke light gradually yielding to darkness, and ascending,,

^ntil none but the mountain heads retained a gleam of the preceding

splendour. As soon as it was* fairly past, away with us to Innisfallen
;

and, as at the Brawler,” I had the unutterable misfortune of being

seized by Miss , (a brevet matron, but who had been long entitled

tcT full rank,) as asthmatic as her own lap-dog, (which was now in the

laal stage of high feeding, the vital lamp being reduced in him, by fat, to

the slenderness of a rushlight,) Fortune seemed determined to reward

me by placing me at dinner next Mrs. , and her husband at least

four tables off. Imagine a very pretty Irish, woman, with taste, talents,

^complishments,—add moreover to these a throat of dazzling whiteness,

^shaded by dark gauze,—eyes, to which a slight short-sightedness gave a

softer charm,—a voice wasted in sweet murmurs,—§ind you have the out-

line of the picture. Omit not, howefjpr, to place in the foreground of

this sketch on your fancy, a wild sweet* briary fence,"', such as Moore
sings of ; for a sort of instinct told one that, within the circle of all these

agreeable qualities that Mrs. possessed, sat a haughty spirit, wlwch
it were as well not to rouse to anger or suspicion, \

UP, MEN OF ENGLAND !

[The following animated burst of patriotism and poetry, the>ffusion of one of Bril

tain's host of Schills and Kornersy was contemporary with that dark hour of suspense

which followed the infatuated rote of the House of Peers against the Reform Bill, and
when there were strong surmises that the King had forfeited bis popular character of

a Reformer. This happily was a mistake. The firm attitude taken by t^e people^

peacefully over-mastered the crisis j the poem remains a warning^ which was
meant as a call; and a glowing eridcnce of that noble and free spirit, open to con-

ciliation, but which, unwisely irritated by conlemptuoiis denial ofjustice, still Bides
its time.**l

Ye men of England, will ye see

The morn of freedom passing by,

^Nor strike your blow for liberty }

Will ye—nAr raise your shout on hi^h ?

Will only ye thus idly stand,

WhitoEurope struggles for her right ^

Arise, arise, with heart and hand,
* Up, Men of England, to the 9'iGnf

!

By Heaven ! less noble cheeks are pale.

That England's sons should crouch and kneel,

And fam% sue with^coward wail.

Where meaner hands have grasp'd the steel.
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I your despot 4oi^lingfl*8ay^

for your right,

Y<^ noiidWha^ stirring taunt repay ?

Up* M*iN OP ENGLANDy TO THE FIGHT !

O ! bitter shame, ami bitter \ro,

To bfear so base a scorn so long

!

Yout firmer fathers paus'd wot so.

When Hampdkx brav'd tbo l^uart'ft w rong.

And will ye fling their heritage

Of glory, and of conquer'd right,

Before h faction's bigf>t rage ? *

Up, Men op England, to the fight !

Ve strove with France in days of yore,

—

Qpce more she dares ye to t)ie field ;

Not that your bravest blood sliould pour

Again a Bourbon's throne to shield

:

With her she calls you to advance
On the broad path of truth and riglit.

What answer do ye give to France ?

Up, Men op England, to tub fight !

France shows ye wliat a people can.

Against a tyrant's vassal-horde ;

France sh(>ws ye whai there is in man,
When freedom flashes on his sword

;

She points the way, she cheers ye on.

She bids ye triumph for your right. •

Dare ye not do vhat France has done ?

l^p, Men of Engl\xVd, to the fight !

What fear ye } No barbarian Czar
Can pour his Cossacks on your land :

No Prussian perfidy can mar
The triuinjjh of your brother-hand.

Ye are alone upon the sea's.

Sole judges of your native right,

—

One short, sharp hour your country frees ;

Up, Men op England,^ the fight !

And tliink ye Scotland will not lend.

In such a cause, her warrior tide }

Nor Wales her mountain-steep descend.

To share the peril at your side ?

Nor Ireland sound her harp, and wave
Her pure green banner for youy’ right

—

A sister now, no more a slave ?

Up, Men of England,* to the fight !

By Lib^lity's eternal name.
Once England's proudest glor}^ arm f

Sween from yc^r isle oppression's shame.

And cleanse her of her locust swarm.

An honour'd grave that isle ^all give

To every martyr of her right.

In life ye've died, in deatla^ye live \

Up, Men of England, to the fight !
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POLISH
ftH*-

9V THB AUTHORESS OF ** HUEOARIAN TALl^ ^
,

It is ft current opinion^ tl\pt t^iero are two, if ngt three# Mir$t <i^es

extant at present, informing and delighting the w'orl^ ^witn historical

romances, novels of character and tales and poetical pieces id the pprio«

dical publications. These la^s are even distinguished by differences
""

of name. There is first tl^e lion. Mrs. Gore, author, we believp, of The

TuUeries; next Mrs. Charles Gore, to whom of rig|^t belong Manmrs
of the Day, the Fair of May^Fatr, Sketches of F^Uon.&Cf^,; and

there is a third Mrs. Gore, authoress of the" Htthgdrian, |hd r^w of the

Polish Tales

t

As we do not pretend to penetrate l|(hes^ mysteries,^ it is

of the third lady alone we have to speak ; or if, haply,^the whole thiye

,

form Hut one highly and singularly endowed individual, uniting ^paliil^l^

^ely found in^onnexion, the marvel only waxes the greater, and he-

comes more difficult to unravel. If these works, so opposite in charac-

ter, are the production of the same masteiiy and prolific pen, we receive

the fact as another proof of that versatility in the appliance of native

power which is among the least equivocal of the attributes of genius,—

of the existence in the writer, of that quality which permeates with equal

facility the humours of Falstaff and the madness of Lear ; the sparkling

wit of Beatrice and Rosalind ; the womanly devotedness of Desdemona,

and the uncouthness of Audrey.

Our ideas of the historical novel have been wound t6««o high a pitch

by the recent demonstrations of splendour and power in Ivanhoe and

Kenilworth, Peverll, and Old Mortality, that fictions of this kind have*
come to be ranked among the highest embodyings of creative genius.

The historical nov el is what the epic was ; and partial success in this

line of writing is become equal to triumph in courses of less difficulty.

In her own peculiar walk, Mrs. Gore is without a rival. No li> ing writer

excels her in brilliant off-hand sketches of the characters and costumes

of the fashionable world of Lon^n and its dependencies, from 18!30 to

1833 inclusive. The Polish Tales ar^far more carefully elaborated, and
have cost the talented writer much more thought and research. Theif
effect ought to correspond to tliedegree of pains bestowei]^ but we are

not sure that this is the result, ^ut if her deep or lofty cheSiracters of

romance are not so truly beings of flesh and blood as are her exqui-

site embodyings of modern fashion and folly, they are natures of that

pure and exalted kind which are faf more delightful to our imagina-
tions, and affecting to our sympathies. Their remembrance ^ill sink

into the heart, and live in the memory, when the spoiled, dissipated,

selfish, and frivolous creatures which Mrs. Gore, with rare art, has shewn
in giddy iqaze whirling before us, shall have sunk into the light cloud on
which she has painted th*em. >

For the accomplishment of the present task, ]|J^ich i^ppeam to hlh^e

been a favourite one, Mrs. Gore has evidently ^epared herlblf hy an
extensive course of preliminary study. She has made herself familiar
with the public annals of Poland and Northern Europe, and carefully
examined contemporary memoirs and biographies, which elucidate th%
policy and intrigues of the Courts of St. Petersburgh ond Warsaw, and
^^e^jers^^ebaracter of th|^ weak-principled Stanislas, and of the

* Lofadon t li&iiiideri and Odey. ISSSi
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moftt i»f m9darti tl^eg^tHe Gsarina Catherine II. In
the Poliidi ti]ee» litot^^Goreiippeiirllilie the painter^ full of geniu», and
fond of hie itrt ie ite t^ler eaihibitioiis^ who^ condemned to transfer vul-

gar aik4 ae^ealdxig'l&ees to canvass^ on some happy occasion, is able to

burst 9,Wtif ft&m hie ordinary tasks^ and^ • in a grand" historical piece,

throw his ieij^deoxied heart and soul ihto Hthe creations of his pencil.

The authoress has been so anxious to malce^ her historical picture com-
p1^ in its most minute details, that we c^g^ot^see how the learned Re-
viewers of the Quarterly can possibly escape three months hard study of
the Slavonic and I’olish dialects, in order to detect her lax grammar and
faulty orthography while using these uncouth languages. To make this

critical duty in^raftVe ^as but wicked pams at best, especially as the
plain Engnah reader sphld have forgiven the absence of these curious
specimens of the unknotrn tongues."
" “fhe tales ,are* three in number,—the first. The Confederates op
^liUBiONKi, is the longest and the most highly wrought, though many
readers may prefer The Mill op Mariemont, or The Fortunes
Stanislas. Thlh iast is strictly historical, and embodies the early loves

of the most remarkable femald^jf hjfer age—Catherine the II. of Russia,

and Stanislas Poniatofiski, whom her power afterwards raised to the

throne of Poland. The third tale. The Bee Farm, is a charming little
,

story of merely domestic interest. The first tale is our especial favou-

rite. This last is the history of a thousand popular movements, in which
the guilty intriguer escapes, while the noble patriot becomes the victim

of his own generous daring. The story opens and progresses with great

spirit A youngVolish nobleman, devoted to his native country, catches

the fiame of liberty in making the tour of Europe ; and resolves to

emancipate his serfs before they are fitted by education and moral
training, for the blessing he designs them. Nor does he set about bis

projected reforms in the spirit of a sound mind.
^ In his eagerness to naturalize in his native country all that was best and most

perfect in those of other nations, he had imported from Great Britain a love of free-

dom and fox-hunting; from Paris a French cook and valet-de-chambro; and, un-
luckily for the disorganized establishment of Wodarodko, such w'eie the delegates

despatched as the heralds of his ai rival; precmdl by a company of Hayducks as pio-

neers, and accompanied by an English groom and a Swiss porter 1—^Confusion, worse
confounded, naturally ensued ; more oaths were sworn and more pottery-ware and
moveables cra4ied to pieces in the dismantled Bftlace, within twenty-four hours of their

appearance,fhan had chanced during the precemngfour-and-twenty years. Monsieur
FHcaudeau demanded half a dozen bricklayeis to construct certain ovens and stoves for

his culinary operations ;—Monsieur Bonchainps, the Swiss, insisted that the old ar-

mour in the vestibule of entrance shouldj^c taken down and scoured, to match with
the brilliancy of his new tabard and Jem Tomkins no less peremptorily required

that the wodlfen flooring of the vast stables should be removed and bricks laid down
in its stead. But what were all these whims and fancies, compared with the gigantic

projects of Jasmin, the youthful lord’s prime vizier and valet-de-chambre 1”

We cannot follow Monsieur Jasmin's splendid projects, Free- •

DOM OP Saamatia is thus consummated
_

*

‘^'Bcatcely mm ^is aw^ard squad drilled into military discipline, when the illus-

trioos €Oiin|iany fjif.Wai'sz^ianB arrived on the scene of action* ,
Flve-and-twenty car-

riafSi, and six times as many horses filled the colossal stables of Wodarodko. The
ovens and Monrienr Fricandeau fmoked together,—lem Tomkins and the Ukrainian
horses stamped amain Jasmin quoted Sganarelle and Scapin,—Father Joachim,

dCyriUUi and Pascal : a freak of aristocratic sensibility was honoured as the sternness

of republican virtue ; and such an outcry of Hayducks, Jagers, valeUde-chambres,

and waiting-women, had never before echoed from the vault^ roofte of the palace of
Wodarodko ! Was this a sacriflee—a priesthooj^meet for a festival ostensibly de-

dicated to the thrice hallowed name of Sarmatian independence?

S 3
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M. or Ukely to ctn^nge to tb« oltimato advamtm of Ua ww>nri^oaiMl|tmi>. The
II t*tlnteettes aiid4»<Hmte8seflj hia gfuests, b«vHla<ired Hifii wlui ana jn^red

* tKemtelm fer a wenef whUe a Padding poetaitar, iNte *ia« W
Zr$tkoiWi wao akaady ccHmlng a {lageful of iMxamotan iniatod iBliMwmof hli fw.-

tlOlU
<« Fortunately^ the sun slioae his rhymes and the projects of Monsieur Jasmin

!

At noon, Uie chief inhahitanis ordk; district, including the Grodshi of Lubloyst with
his three maiden daughters, and several landed pioprietors, with their femilles, as-

sembled at Czelenskrs hospitable board t and the Parisian master of the oemnonies
tegfctted only that he had not been sooner aware of the etxquiaito beauty of Pan!
Mineczka Mlchaelokt>ki, the heir&s of the neighbouring fanm of Wrani^o, to ftHtr

to her acceptance a part in his pageant, Under the gnis^ of the presiding genius of

Sakmatia. The labours of Monsieur Fricandeau haring been duly appreciated, the

company adjourned to the extensiye conrt-yard of the castle ; where, on a signal ^om
a Turkish gong, the peasants of the six villages approached froth six different direc-

tlons*-->all in their holiday attire of kossnla, katanka, and spodnica;* and etriying

4iis unite in a hymn of triumph in honour of Poland, Liberty, and the Count
^ The concluding key-note of this discordant chorus having been at length attained

by the last straggler of the party, Ozelenskt-^wfering the national habit, with the

Karabella, or Polish sabre, girt to his side,-^stepped gracefully forward on the plat-

form erected before the grand entrance ;—delivered to the eldersof each village, in sne-

cession, the parchment containing its patent of enfranchisement ; and concluded the

ceremony with a short oration, utteted iu the full sincerity of a warm and generous

heart
Again the villagers raised their dissonant Peeaus. The lady Countesses shed

thoWers.of graceful tears; while the youthful lordlings, and szlachtaf of the district

twisted their mustachios, and pronounced, with noble emphasis, the hallowed watch-
words of ^ WolnoscT^ and ^ Swobod«i V and finally, the Krak<#ian poet did metri-

cal honour to the magnaniuuty of his patrou Czeleuski, and << the natuialization of
the three sister grace8l>-.Li1>(rty,-—Peace,—and Plenty,~.on the lands of Wodarodko !’

Monsieur Jasmi^, with generous forbearance towards his rival, applauded to the echo

;

and again the fair Warszavian Countesses wept amain, while his Excellency bowed
gracefully to his manumitted bondsmen. The w^eather being sultry, many hogsheads
^f sour Mazowszan P wa, and one or two of Lithuanian Hydromel and Hungarian
wine, were quaffed by the multitude ; and, in the course of the day, (thanks to the flat-

teries of the poet, the Jesuit, the valet-de-chambre, and the fine ladies, his guests,)

Czelenski imbibed an opinion that his act of self-spoliation was a source of prodigious
popularity to himself, and hilarity toftis neighbours; as well ns of ledemption to the
miserable beings he had thus tacitly dismissed from his protection."

The revolutionizing Count and his hurricane sweep back to Warsaw ;

and under the auspices of the Jesuit, Father Joachim, the d^conterited
serf’s confederate, from many causes of grievance, but no distinct object.

The priest intrigues for the aggrandizement of his order, and the exalt.

atioB of his church ; the peasantry,combine from various motives—the
desire of revenge for personal wrongs and acts of crtiel opp^ssiou, or of

emancipation from feudal bondages. One noble spirit alone, the )roung

JuUusz Felinski, in joining the confederates, owns no motive, savjS en*

. thusiasm for liberty, and generous devotion to Poland. It is around the
Felinski *Tamily, that of a worthy and kind father, with two sons, and
their neighbour Michaelokski, the parent of one fair dau^ht^r ai^ no
more,” that the domestic interest of the tale ^volv^fA^' Tie brotiej^s

are powerfully contrasted—Konstanty, the elder, is aWtish, hearllese,

handsome, military coxcomb, attached to thg Prince Czartoryski,dn whose
•erviee, first as page, and then as officer, he acijuires, with oonrt-bfeOd.

the morals of courts ;--4he younger Juliusz is the high-souled heA

Dresses of the Ptswantr;^ t Miner Kobility. t Ubertg.



of^ «nd aft <lie imagination deUghts^o
pMitt# tiOC amM$ iJplaoier« By tho usual crossjaceldmits of romance^
the l»oautlf^ and Mineesdea has given her unsolicited^ unprized*

heart# tile hrUHiadly
and accomplished courtier.so4dfer^ while sljj^ is the

seoaet idol of the fOiHIg Juliusz^ and is promised hy her father to a third

levan There are other entanglements to which we cannot allude ; but
the most powerjfcil interest arises from this source, and from the love of

«

freedom^ combined with the thirst for veig^hance cherished by the father
and sons of a stony*hearted peasant household# the daugliter of which
Konstanty had seduced and abandoned.

Riding homeward from the banquet before described, his heart filled

with gloomy forebodings for his country, and solicitude for his sons, the
old Felinski reaches the head-quarters of the incipient insurrection.

At Lubionki, evep^ window was closely shuttered up : at Luhionki, every door
was closely bamd, as if for the security of the uigfht. But that a portion of its inha-

» bitants were still engagfed in the celebration of the event of the day, Felinski had soon
sufficient evidence. Having reached at the furthest extremity of the village a hut, re-
ceding a few hundred yards from the margin of the lake, and sheltered by the last

firinge of forest trees, a singular but harmonious sound arose, as from the ground ad-
joining the cottage ;—a clioral hymn, swelled by a considerable number of masculine
voices, and coached in the following stanzas

HYMN or THE CONFFDERATE8.

By each life-pulse warmly be 'ting,

—

By each hand, iu hand we h Id,

—

By each glance our glances met >ing,

Brothers hail !—The hour hntb tolfd !

—

Umte ! - Be free ’

“ By yon forest branches waving,

—

By yon dread and starbright spheres,

—

By ><m waves our pastures laving,

—

Biothers kneel Jehovah hears.

Adokz !->Be free

'

** By our swords inglorious rusting,—
By our land of o^th and birth,i.—

By our faith, to heaven Intrusting

Life, love, honour,—all on earth,

—

Arise !—^ free

!

FelinAi trembled as he listened !—^Spontaneously, irresistibly, he felt the hot blood

rush from his heart through every vein, through every throbbing artery. It was not

alone that, in spite of himself, the terms of this mysterious invocation roused all the

dormant energies of the patriot Poland^^r in his heart ; but, that, amid the nmltitude

of voiCesi, he could clearly discern one more mellifluous than the rest,—one most fa-

miliar to his ear,—one which enkindled all the emotions of a father in his heart 1

<< Striking spurs into the flanks of his horse, he darted from the spot, as though some

demon of the forest were at his heels.**

The father remonstrates with his beloved son, who at leng];h exclaims#

** * Heaven be thanked that you esteem me wortli the holiest palm of martyr-

dom-«-the Siftff blockof the suffering patriot! Yet forgive me!* he cried, sud-

denly InrfrrilpIBiiiliininnf ,
and as he Ml at the feet of Felinski, hiding his fiioe in his

kii«e%^or ^iMlKved the tears falling fast from the eyes of his doting parent.

^ Fiwgive me if, in a moment enthusiasm, I forget that my life, whidi was your

is ypurs to dispose of. Command it. Sir count upon my obedience

me to abandon the friends to whom I am ^und by an oath as pure and power-

ful as ever was framed by mortal lips,—and even /hers—even to anguiidi andahame#
—.laly upon my submission ! But do it not rashly I Ere you sentence me to the

disgrace of a retracted wordj—a broken vow,—see that your own principles be con-

sistent# year own creed toed ; that you are contented with the state of poison-wrought
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MttmHng •nevflbi ili^t you ^ tKt nk^r^

Catholics; oi^of ths coufi»dmtsi|^9fii«d togeth^? ^ 4a|l^lag
Ipsi^I^ Calnuick desfioUsin. JUook upon tM htoeding stuu^* uf yomt muttiiitsd

hstamrymen t Listen, dear father 1 listen to the sidrit^tirrlng wrlth*

iBf in tile bondage of the oppressors 1 And if that voice wake not your sold to^ cry

aloud with mine for justice or vengeance, then will I come and lay down my sword
at your feet, and submit myself to the stripes of the tyrant Listen, fother ;f-^nd as

your ear shall hear, absolve or condemn your son I’ s
** < Retire to rest, Juliusz,’ sai^^is fother, gazing with fondness and pity—nay, al-

most with awo-^upon the beautifol pei'son of the young enthusiast, who had risen

from his knees and now stood before him, ennobled by all the radiancy of genius.

The good«man had not courage to repress the ardour that seemed so bom of Heaven.

For conscience-sake, he determined^to give his full,clear, and unbiased consideration to

the subject, ere he definitively inte^icted the return of his son to the confederation of

Lubio^i.
" * My blessings upon thee, Juliusz,’ said he, as the young man prepared to lay

his head on his pillow. * God inspire my determination ; and prosper and sanctify

thy career!'
”

After a masterly sketch of the political condition of Poland, and the

causes of the prevailing discontents, we find this striking picture of the

degraded peasantry. Its truth is unfortunately not limited to Poland.

There is a country much nearer home, which, while our hearts cleave in

sympathy to Sarmatia, we entirely overlook, and to which Mrs. Gore's

sketch has painful similitude. In English maps, that country is named
Ireland.

“ Such was the state of things which, lombiniiig with the fearful disorders of the

state, produced, amid the rcccHSis of the forests of Poland, minor confederations, such

as that of Lubionki .some, united by the holy band of religious fraternization

some by the iron ligatures of political discontent and detestation of the encroach-

ments of Russia ;—some by the electric chain of a love of Liberty ;—and still more,
by the machinations of the .lesuits, to whose hands were delegated almost all the in.

stitutious connected with popular instruction.
‘‘ Xawery’s cottage, the head quarters of the frondeiirs of the district of Lubloyst,

has been already described as situated at the extremity of the village of Lubionki, in

depth of the forest
; presenting an insignificant exterior, cunningly moulded to the

purpose of the confederates. The little yard connecting the wooden hovel with the

rough paling, (over which tlie tall forcst-fem peeped as if scorning so paltry an in-

road of civilization on its sylvan dominion,) contained a species of shed, seemingly
piled with fagot wood, u hich concealed a large cellar, excavated after the fashion of
Tatar dwellings, and capable of assembling some forty or fifty individuals, not too

choice in their means of accommodation. Two rough benches of pine-logs traversed

the little senate-house; and the daylight, admitted only through a large grating in-

serted in the external wall of tlie shed, produced, upon the persons of Ws inmates,
those striking results of light and shade, which the experience of Rembrandt in his

father's mill pointed out as so admirably effective in giving force and character to ob-
jects and countenances in themselves trivial ^nd unattractive.

The Mazowbzan confederates, accustomed to assemble in tha^rude retreat, were,
however, nnchargeable with the sin of trivialitp of aspect :—whatever else was want-
ing in their external presentment, the picturesque was there in all its vigour of wild-
ness. Hewers of wood and drawers of water, Xawery's associates boasted all the
.marked individuality which dhararterizes those in habitual contact with the woods,
^ir-nptraxnmClled by social epnventions, and accustomed to look on nature face to

face.

There was old Ignacy the Weglarz, or charcoal-burner, a serf of the re-

cently enftiinchlsed vil^jges ; tmt, fnim the necessities of his voog|lipS4ixi^ from
the jurisdiction of the Ekonom -for fifty years had he been a IMiiler in the Fusz-
CKB ; and himself and his two goodly sons seemed to^bave taken for their model some
gnarled trunk supported by stout and verdant saplings. There was Adamy ^rfo-
rester, and his young brother thgie were c8ttla4roveri and swlne^nls,.«-barker8
and kermes-gatherers,—each wearing his patched or tattered kosznla after a different

• The Russians were frequently known to cut off the hands of their Polish pri-
soners.
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laihi^n $ wsm ydth uhiAnitk crowns* after the" national fashion -some with the
sha|^ nn^rUmed Blamle mane^ m$ apt to generate that filthy scourge the Plik,« or
Polish enhsnglem^t ^e or two, after the guise of the Lithuanian peasants, wore
Ib^ois oir unmanned skin with the fur turned inwards ;—one or two affected the Polish
Conft<!teratka, or cap of losenge form : hut the costume of the majority was of that
nondes^ipt kind which results from necessity—a corering of tattered canrass, pur-
porting t0 shut out, as best it might, all casualities or inclemencies of weather.

The comj^enauces visible in that little synod partook, however, of a higher order
of endowment ftheir rags were the gift of their task-masters,—^the souls irradiating
their potverful physiognomies, the gift of God !VStemness of purpose, patience to
endure, and courage to surmount, shone there with the lustre that is of immortality

;

and if, in a few instances, degraded by canning or brutalized by ferocity, even that
ferocity was of human evocation :—like their own forest-cattle, a lavish Application
of the goad had stimulated them into vicious iu^.

But the chief characteristic,—the characteristic that warred not with the grave
intensity of their looks, although it caused the bright effulgence to glance, and pass
away in transient and ungovemed corruscation,—consisted in a total want of enlight-
enment. All that could be learned from superficial fiature, they knew. The sha-
dowy forest, the bine sky, the gladsome river, had whispered to them that they too
had aii-inheritance in the land, and that it vv^as not by the will of Providence they
were scourged into adhesion to this or that 'allotment of the glebe;—that the Creator,—^\vho has written on the tables of his law a sympathy of brotherhood throughout
the human race, and vouchsafed, in the plenitude of his mercy, redemption unto all

mankind,—had not ordained the foot of the oppressor to bow down their necks into

the dust, nor their children to be born to the bitter bread of bondage.—They knew
all this, for they felt it -the sermons written on their forest trees, and the books of
their running brooks, had inculcated the lesson. But the tutorage of wordly lore was
wanting. Nature had inspired them with a desire to break their chains; but no in-
sight into the recoiled experience of nations instructed them that premature attempts
serve only as a i>lea for doubling the strength and weight of the fetters; or even that
inequality of strength necessitates the adoption of defensive armour, galling and
oppressive to the wearer. Not one of them could read,—not one of them could
write ;—and they were consequently devoid of means of inter-communication with
coinmunities professing their own opinions in the adjoining provinces; and thus

throtvii into the power of designing factionaries and placed ui^er the influence of
the Zakon Jesuitow.—Leagued into political confederation by a common love,

a couimon hate—they worshipped the venetable name of Branicki, who was under-
stood to advocate the abolition of villannge throughout the kingdom ; and abboiired

that of Czartoryski, as one in alliance with their supreme tyrants, the detested Rus-
sians. But they weiT leagued by even more than this ;—even by that mighty tie of

a common and superstitious creed, inspiring a general hatred of all Dissidents ;y whe-
ther tlie Lutherans of Saxony, or the Iconoclasts of the Greek schism. The Jesuits

of Wilna and Grodno had already done much to strengthen the connecting links of

the Catholic church throughout the provinces of Poland ;—and while, sanctioned by
the prec^ts and example of Soltyk, the patriotic Bishop of Cracow, the hierarchy of
the kinguom upraised the authority of the Crosier and of ecclesiastical anathemas
against the advance of the Russians,*—the uneducated people found in the instigations

of their priests, (who being of plebeian birth had much to gain from the subversion

of the Republic, a# unfailing source q|! stimulation in their plots against the state.)

It was probably this absence of erudition and blind reliance upon still blinder

guides, which invested the accession of young Juliusz Felinski to their party with so

much undue importance. They wore incapable of appreciating the circumstance that,

while they had everything to gain by a new order of things, he could not but be a

loser,—and that his zeal originated solely in philanthropy and ardour in the ca^
of Uherty.” ,

•

When insurrection is about to break forth, Konstanty arrives at

his father4!lH|pi Warsaw on furlough, pressed bj' the necessities occa-

sioned by without one sentiment of affection, deter-

mined to marry the heiifess of the wealthy Michaelokski. While he is

—-— i
?

• Plica Poloriica, derived from the Slavonic, Plik, a knot or bundle.

f Protestants of all sects, as well as members of the Patriarchal Church, are in-

cluded under this historical designation. ^



liim.uSimr, hh fiitfaereaa4 brother^ altrmad fiir.hk lafetyi «ad

wv^ fy}r bis wbicb is memc^i by the ^^eolEd^buiMr axvd bis wild

liro«d^ hi revenge for the di^oftour of Doska> the dau^ter bud sieter

whom he had betrayed^ seek an interview with these pasdonate men in

the forest. This scene is given with great eloquence and effect*

« Take pity on me, good Ignacy,’ cried the heart-wonnded father, trembling fbr

his worthless son ;
^ break not my heart with the knowledge that those whom I lore,

and must lore to the end, are undmerring of my affection. Speax not his offence

!

Miere me,—^tmst me,—.all shalrbe between ns as though I possessed strongest

evidence of hts worthlessness ; and tell me at once> what must be the atonement to

bring peace ? How can 1 benefit,—how compensate thy wrongs, or satisfy thy resent-

ment ?*

* Compensate 9^ ejaculated the «old charcoaUburner, in a voice resembling the

growl of a Lithuanian bear.
« ‘ Nay the word was ill-chosen,’ cried Felinski, < nor do I venture to use it In the

way thy testincss implies ; I would have said conciliate—pacify*"*
«* ‘ Thou wouldgt have said, if thou saidst truly, iwy thy forbearance—brifts thy ven-

geance,

—

bargain with thine ignominy. Is it not so, Pan Felinski ? Is not thy sleep

broken these summer nights by dread, lest,in the silence of midnight, thou shouldst hear

the death-scream of thy dainty soldierling, and rush forth to find him struggling in

the gripe of the Wcglara Ignacy, or his brave sons ?*

« At this inteiTogation, Julius^, whose eyes w'ere fixed upon the recumbent Brazm,
observed him lay his hand, as if burning for the moment of retribution, on the

szahelka stuck into bin hunting belt.

* Call it as thou wilt. Name only the means or measure of accommodation, and
all shall be done,’ replied Felinski ; and to appreciate the full extent of his forbearance

and the mighty influeiue of fatherly affection in his bosom, be it remembered that the

ruffian he addressed had been hitherto in his e) cs as a slave of the rod,—a son of Cain,

—aix outcast,—a chlop of Mazowsze.
<< ‘ Thou speake&t smooth and fair,* cried the old man, sinking down on a stool near

the bed-frame of his M'retehed wife, and leaning his weathei-beaten brow against Us
tranverae log. * Even so spoke those of thy race who wrought this ruin I But there

is an end to all things, even unto guile and oj)pieshi<>n. God is a-weary of the prayers

•of his suffciing creffure^ and the day of reckoning is at hand. The trampled worm
turns again, for llen>en liuth put strength into ita laiise. Ve,—}e, the oppressors,—

the scoorgers,—tlie suiitera with the sword,—ye who make laws that grind the very

bones of the children of the land; ye, who live in pampered sloth, that the life-sickened

boor may drag on his weary days, with scaice brrad or sleep to brace his muscles

for hi||ta8k,—ye, who by force of gold and numbers, suck out our strength like vam-
pires and trample on the exhausted caicass ; ye, who mangle our sons with your
Batogs, who bring our daughters to shame, and dishonour the grey hairs of their

mothers—(like her ponder \\ho i'^ heart-broken before thee)—ye, ye will be the first

to periah. < / will rejiay !* saith the Lord oui God ; and though His vengeance sleep

for a time, the quiver of Mnitli will one day be unloosed.’ ^
^ Thou art resolved then to meet my propitiation with menaces and impreca-

tions .*'* said Felinski. ‘ Is it not also written that < mischief shall hunt the violent

man F ’

<( ‘XtiSj—and it .<iA«r//hant him !’ suddenly ejaculated Erazm, again rising from hit

rest. * *nie war-whoop is already on the air I From Lithuania to the GoryKrapak,—^from the Baltic to the Turkish fiontier,—the cry of the oppressed has gone forth !

They are gathering by thousands and tens of thousands ;—strong in their o^vn cause,

—strong in the protecting merrv of the poor man’s God,—strong in habits of long-
suffering and frugality. 1 tell ihee, Felinski of Lublowlcz, the freemen of Xawefy’s
cave are as a dtattered handful,*compared with the multitude of those who wear the
good sign, and are sworn to the good cause !*

<< < The worse for Poland aud for them!* ejaculated Felinski, ^Is
it not enough that foreign enemies cabal to euebain and humSPKwiM unhappy
country, but that the very children of her vitals have watched for the hour of trilm-
lation, to plunge the szahelka into her suffering botonfp*

^ Had^she proved a tender and a nursing mother alike to all her children^’ growled
Ignacy, ‘ no foreign enemy would harii prevailed against her, no foreign ally obtaibaed
preponderance in^her councils. Animated by that one proud gathering-word of
* Pox.SKaf—the i^ple,—they who dig her soil and water it with the eweat of their
brows and the tqgil of theirwretchedness,—theyMeven they—wmil^have jollied bpftd
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in haoil^ and donoed n ^rentier of irmi around ^er i^rovincee. True it is^ no natural

liuttreM^ .no pr^ d>rt«$tiM, atreugth^ her outposts ; but show me the beer-

lOuddl^ lirand^burgharr^o^w the thick-skulled Schwab, Calmuck, Moslem, or

Slowak,^who would have perilled his life against the protecting lances pointed at

them by the high-souled sons of Satmatia,—the countrymen of John Sobieski T
^ < And they will yet create a living barrier such as thou describest I* cried P'elinski

with enthusiasm. ^ It cannot be that they would behold the fair fields of Mozowze
trampled by the hoofs of invasion ?*

« « They wouW,—they will 1* cried Erazm, ferociously and exuUingly. •

< What matters to the slave the name or naMoi^t of those who rivet his chains ?'

persisted Ignacy. ^ It were even less bitter to know that the foot planted on our
necks is that of an alien, than that the oppressor is the son of our mother.*

‘ Leave justice to our hands I* cried young Erazm, his breast heaving with ex-
citement < When our bonds are ouce loosened^—^when we have compelled the Die-
tines,—the Diet,—the King himself, to coufinu our freedom and endow us with a
political existence as citizens of the Republic, see if we bring not her enemies captive

to her feet. Leave justice, yea, leave justice to our hands ! First, the equalization of
our right8,-«.firBt release from our oppressoi’s,—and then defiance to the Tzarina, and
downfal to the dogs of Neva.’ ^

< Amenl* responded Juliusz, u'ho with kindling eyes and clasped hands had been
listening to their declamations ; scarcely able to subdue himself to the reverential for-

bearance demanded by his father’s presence.
“ ‘ But for «t<, in the day of retribution,’ said Ignacy, recalled by the sound of the

young man’s voice to his individual injuries : ‘ for me and mine, there lies a separate

path. Lo ! we have a stain to wash away that demands a neai’er reckoning; and
sweet will be the freedom whose earliest hopes are baptized in the blood of Konstanty
Felinski

!’

^ < The blood of Konstanty Felinski I’ echoed Erazm.
“ ‘ Never,—never,—^never^—never V exclaimed a voice from beneath the casement

that thrilled the hearts of all present ; and Juliusz, who had been on the point of de-

manding retraction of the threat, rushing to the window, perceived soimfthing re-

sembling a female figure scudding with the pace of a hunted hare through the tall

fern.
^“ < By the Agony of Christ, ’tis Doska!’ cried the old charcoal-burner, his hard

embroM'ncd face glowing li\id with rage, and his sturdy frame trembling with emo-
tion.

‘ Tis Doska!’ echoed his son, no less, though diflVrently, moved; for his couxtte-

iiatice and figure acquired an ex|»res.^ion of stern and fixed implacability. ‘ And this

time, were her transit ns the flight of the flit-mouse, she should not escape me !’ Tak-
ing from the pin on which it w’as slung, the loaded rifle he had deposited thereon his

return from the chase, the Wcglarz strode across the cabin floor ; when a new sur-

prise awaited the perturbed Felinski ! Slowly rising, as if raised by miraculous in-

terposition, the death-pale paralj tic woman suddenly lifted her arm; and throwing
,

aside the covering of furs, seemed to oppose a maternal interdiction to the measures

of her vindictive son. In the effort to speak, her withered face became fearfully dis-

torted, ffer glazed eyes dilated, and the wasted limb she had laboured to extend fell

powerless to her side.

But even tliisj)reteriiatural appeal was ineffectual to arrest the movements of the

chafed tiger abott¥to spring upon hi^ prey. Before Ignacy could breathe a syllable,

before Juliusz could intercept his passage, Erazm had burst open the wdeket, bounded

forth into the forest, and after the suspense of tw'o dreadful minutes, during which

the old man and Juliusz simultaneously rushed out in pursuit of the desperado, the

sharp report of a gun was follow cd by a shrill scream that rang in the ears of Felinski

Ukc the voice of death !” • •

While this scene is passing, Konstanty *is comfortably seated with ^
Michaelokg^and his daughter.

^ Micha^SHk earnestly interrogated his guest for ne^s of the camp, the court,

Uie city ; tw favoured him in return with an ironical sketch of the festivities of Wo-
daiodko. To listen to the hearty laughter of the one, and note the finical air, of

complacency of the other, no one w^ould have di'eamed that the beautifhl^irl who sat

with them at the board,—her brow so cold, h*cr cheek ao pale, her voice so tremulous,

to Michanlokski a beloved daughter, to Konstanty an intinded wife. In the

ardour of their exclamations against the intrigues of the houae^of Saxony, and the

vatiUa^ons of iSialystok} the saddened aspect of Mineezka overlooked ; and it
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hfr ^asidmaid SfcatzkA, wlu^ stoo4 1^liia4 h^r j^

^vk/m Iwy ^tiaspcteen wishet were exeeuted^ or her muta aorrow coiupa^i<liiated«

was aoareely indeed ao blind asmt to see how altered washer connteaaoee,
nn4how depressed her air; but hea ttribnted all to the mortification of her threatened

marHage with Kepomncen ; aggravated by the power of compatHson between her be-

sotted loTisr and hiinael^--4;he gay Uhlan,-~.the fopling of Pnlawy^—the wonder of

,
the Miastecako of Lubloyst.

Meanwhile, Mineczl^'s emotions were of no common order.
—

'^hat he should be
tiiere 1—-fitting opposite to her iathar, pledging him freely in the wtue cop, challeng-

ing herself by an occasional enshsmge of courtesies;—Konstanty,—^her souPs idol,

her youth^'s playmate,—Konstanty the beloved 1 The features so vividly traced i4»on
«her imagination were before her, yet she dared.not raise her eyes to gaze upon them ;—the voice she so loved to remember, the expressions to simulate doling his absence,

were flowing in her ears, yet she dar^ not give up her heart to the sound. He was,

there -would be there again and again, and often.—But she should be away !—She
to escape a hateful marriage had already resolved to submit to immurement in the mi-
serable cloister of Lubloyst !—There would henceforth be sin in abandoning herself

to'the joy of Konstanty's presence:—she was about to forswear, in the presence of an
Omniscient Being, all sublunary attachments,—all human predilections 1

" Yet sometimes, as the young soldier's gay laugh rang in her ears, and his tales of

court fopperies or political mischances called forth the applause of her father, Mi-
neezka could not help wishing, as she raised her hand to dash away unobser\Td the

importunate tears, that the sentiments and opinions of the gay Konstanty somewhat
more resembled those of the noble and generaus .luliusz. But the thought was mo-
mentary; The heart has no lasting condemnation for its idols.—It was HE with all

his fhults,—and that U'as enough 1

"

Konstanty and liis host quarrel, and Mineezka is dismissed to her
chamber ; but on his departure, the young soldier contrives to exchange
a few hasty sentences with her over the garden gate.

‘ Mina I
* whispered young Felinski, leaning from his horse on pretext of a part-

ing salutation, ‘ 1 have asked your hand of your father, dearest !—^and been most
uncourteously refused. Z. ask you of yourself are you equally relentless?*

«
‘ Alas ! my fatljjer’s will is absolute,* faltered Mineezka, scarcely daring to trust

her eai'% and a deep flush overspreading her pale face.

Teach him to think so of your own, fairest and dearest Mineezka. Resist !

—

Be firm, be brave ; and trust to time and Konstanty to bring the old gentleman to

reason.*
“ ‘ And do you then truly love me ?’—exclaimed the trembling girl, clasping her

hands together, and raising her eyes to those of the handsome but heartless young
soldier, who ill-deserved the fine, free, generous expansion of womanly tenderness in-

voluntarily gleaming through her tears.

‘ With heart, and soul, and honour !** cried he, well experienced in the art of
protestation. < But we are observed—Farewell !—I will find means for oar meeting*
Till then, courage, fortitude, and faith ! Have I your pledge, my own Min^^'zka Y*

< You have, you have I’ she exclaimed, starting at the approaching footsteps of
her father, and extending towards Felinski a hand which he pressed to his lips.

* For ever /* whispered he, as he bent over it. ‘ My bride and wife !* **

(V

What follows we think exceedingly beautiful

‘ ^ *rhe prospects of happiness so suddenly vouchsafed to the gentle Mineezka had
been more evanescent than is the wont of even those meteoric gleams, the hopes and
dreams of love. «

< Thou sh^t hear from me ; I will devise means for our meeting,* had been the
farewell words of Konstanty. Yet she had not heard from him, had not seen him,
since the eventful hour of his first and last, and only appeal to her tei^djp|ne8S. A fbw
days still divided her from the fatal sentence which was to deprive ever of the

hreath of Heaven, or*the free exercise of her faculties. She knei^hat her father
had twice taken counsel with the reverend mother of t{[e Carmelite coaveht ; but the
iftults of these communications did not transpire*

Yet alihoug^ the dreaded epochjwas so near at hand, Mineezka was no Umger
the-desponding girl on whom Konstanty*s eyes had fallen on visiting Wranioeko. She
waa still pale—still attenuated—still devoid to her sable weeds. * Bata gleam of joy
i^l^%s it were ii^^the very d^tbs of her bright, loving eyes; the reanimated blood
a^eWs^i^rltaging anew in ’'the blue veins that tinged her tianspafentoomplexloii ; her
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two km; pedant brolds ofkair were kriHSaot dtid ae'if reflecting rextowcd eon-
flkine ; mUd a nnUe Wret^ on her delicate lip, ae diong^h expreesite of^raptnre, past,

present, or to come. Love^happy love—kad flinned her with hie wandeiing wing ; and
dl^h aa were her temporal proiq>ects, the heavenly gales of its dispensation would not
pass away. Human tenderness is rarely measured by the merits it its object ; nor do
young hearts^ captivated and enthralled by external fascinations, balance, with clear

and unprejudiced eyes, the character and qualities of the attractive one. A maiden,
emerging as it wpre ftom childhood, invests the being on whom she lavishes t|ie ten.
derness of her unsullied heart with all the charms and all the excellencies pictured by
her imagination : and having formed a noble aiul striking ideal of some future part-
mar to whom her existence will be dedicated, the individual, to whom caprice or acci-

dent enchains her flmey, is involuntarily elevated by her gJbwing tenderness to the
standard previously established.

Such was the passion of Michaelokskrs d^t^ter ! She loved Konstanty unre-
servedly as she had loved him in her childhood^ and knew no cause to withdraw the
lidi gift of her affections. She knew him not as a seducer, a betrayer, a dicer, a
braggai^ a heartless, soulless worldling; he was still the idol of her memory, of her
presentiments.

^ That evening^ that pfuecious evening, when she had heard for the first time the
avowal of hk pr^rence of his attachment ; what new life has dawned upon her I

Every object around assumed a new character ; the earth seemed more buoyant under
her tread, the air fresher on her brow,—the flowers, (the happy floweis among which
she was standing when his lips had fastened on her hand) more bright, more beauti-
ful I Having retired to her chamber, she threw herself on her knees—not in pre-
sumptuous thanks to the Almighty that she was loved with an earthly love ; but in a
dream of silent and devout joy,—of gratitude for surpassing happiness,—without re-

ference to its object or its prospects. But unable to seclude herself from the beauty
of the summer sky, Mineezka soon went forth again, and breathed a w^ord of kindness
to the boor-maidens as she passed : she wanted every one to be as happy as herself.

Her alms were more lavish in the cottages than they had ever been before ; and more
than one Chlopka of Wraniezko fimeied there were tears in the eyes of the gentle Pa-
nienka, as she imprinted a kiss that evening upon the foreheads of their young chil-

dren, and accorded sonw concession or preferment to the nibthers. Even her father,

displeased and perturbed as he was,— insensibly touched blithe tenderness of her
voice, and the humility of her caresses when they met at supper. To all his reproofs

she replied with meekest obedience ; to all his taunts, with softest resignation. The
beatitude of her inward heart beamed upon her face; and she sat by his side as an
angel guest at the household board of the Patiiarch 1

“ That night, sleep visited not those beaming eyes, nor calmed those soft emotions;
and the early dawn found her pacing her chamber, repeating in broken murmurs to
herself the protestations and promises of Konstanty. She was < to hear from him
How soon?—It was almost day ! He would shortly despatch some trusty messenger
to her relief;—perhaps return, niieri her father was likely to be engaged in his duties

of the farm ;—luiy, perhaps he was already at hand* She looked forth from her lat-

tice, instigated by this wild and sudden hope f—No ! he was not there I nothing was
stirring. She saw only the same trees,—the same pastures,—the same distant forest

on which she hadjbeen accustomed to gaze from her infancy ; but when had they ever

seemed so instinct with elements of ]|cauty and happiness P

“ The day passed slowly,—but not painfully ;—for throughout that first day there

was hope in every moment* Each sound that greeted her ear appeared precursive of

his coming ; and restless as she was, every spot she quitted seemed on the point of

being glorified by his presence. She wander^ into the corn-fields,—stood on the l^w
of the hill. No one approached ;—^neither Konitanty, nor Konstanty’s messenger

came to relieve her anxieties.' But had he not bidden her be of goofl cheery—had he
not exhorted her to courage?—She wow/rf be brave,—she wtmfj be cheerful and, -

tad as it find the shades of night gathering round without having again be-

held him,—h^who was now solely and exclusively her*own,—she chid^ back the

etarting tears, and again smiled upon her father. >

“ Alas 1 even the next morning,—^the next noon—the next night,—hraught no Kon-
stanty ; and now, her over-excited feelings began to sink, and her strength to fail.

She had not slept—she had not eaten, since tlfe moment of her paramount joy; iind

was unprepared to fall at once from that glonous and giddy elevation into the depths

of despidr !—Had he deceived her,—^made mockery of her ?—Might he not he afl in-

eti^ment In tW hands of her father,—the agent of old Fulatski—the aveng^;l|!»r thq
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sllfliM ^fuakUm f Her pri4e swelled febellioiisly at the suf^estioa {^t eimld
not he !«^Was he not Konstanty^he beloved—>the all-excelling

!

Another day !—and still no tidings.**

Very different from the causes surmised by the lovely maiden^ were
the real occupations of Konstanty. Of her affections^ we have seen the
purity^ the enthusiasm^ and the tenderness ; we have now to look upon
the love of woman, that lovely and fearful thing/' in a«darker shape ;

in the mad, clinging, headlong/ and infatuated passion of Doska.
In returning through the forest, Konstanty comes up to a certain Jew

who had occasionally supplied him with money.

‘ How now, friend Szmuhl !* cped he, reining up. ‘ Art robbed, man,—or—^murdered,—or sprighted with forest fiends, and the Niemezyk ? Thy laml^kin
cap stands on end for consternation !*

In a few incoherent words, the Jew explained himself sufficiently to induce the

young soldier to turn back in liis company ; and on reaching the spot where he had
left the miirder’C'd body, Konstanty Pelinski, leaping like a madman from his horse,

threw himself on his knees beside it, seizedthe lifeless hands in his own, and pressed
his lips to the death-dewed temples, uttering a thousand exclamations of horror, rage,

and menace.
** ‘ Tis Doska !* cried he, < They have murdered her *—Help, Zyd, help ;—there is

warmth in her yet. Help !—a liandkerchief to stanch the blood !’ **

I*

The Jewels induced, by promise of reward, to give shelter to the
wounded and insensible girl

;
who, it should be noticed, after her seduc-

tion, had been induced by her perfidious lover to leave the province, and
lead a vagabond and degraded life witli a band of Bohemian jugglers.

“ * How is it with thcp now ?’ inquired the Jewess in a far more gentle tone, as

she noted their departing foot*?teps, addressing herself to one who occupied the bed of
da'is gracing her inner chamber ; a commodiously and even richly furnished retreat.

‘ Is thy pain less, or thy thiist ; and throb thy pulses someuhat less wildly?’ And
she passed her swarthff hand over the clay-cold and ashen-pale cheek of the suffering

Doska, who was now subdued from the caustic motkery of her ordinary form of speech.
‘ I could have thought—nay sworn,’ faltereilthe miserable girl, ‘ that I heard his

voice in the sharpest of my anguish ; and that ’twas ?iis hand which held my own in

my agony.’
‘‘ * Whose, sweetheart ?*

‘‘ ‘ His, Salomea ! Well knowest thou that for me there breathes but one man on
this"eapth.’

<< ‘ Still but one ?*

“ < Still, and for evei !—My brain is very sick, Salomea !—strange figures flit

thither ami hither lefoie my eyes. But surely, surely ’twas no dream ?-~He Aas
been with me ?*

“ ^ Cicho, ticho,—richo !—Let me hear no prating with the patient, woman !*—

-

muttered a gruff voice from the outer chamber. ‘ How shall my drugs work,
while thou chafest the nerves and su ellest the crterics with thy prabbling !—Cover
the light closely,—and breathe no further woid.’

* Z/uf one !’ murmered the almost d>iiig girl, as the Zydowka leant over her
to bathe h(U' temples with a cooling ablution, ere she fulfilled the rough commands
of her husband. ‘ And prythee let me call thee Matka, gotni Salomea, while I lie

und(pr thy roof,—for the very iiaiiie of mother hath a sweet sound to a dying ear.*
‘‘ ‘ Dying ?—iNay !* interrupted Salomea.
" * One word then,.«^r the anodyne will scarcely work its spell. Was it,—

it indeed he who tended me so heedfully ?* ^
‘ It was,—hush, not % syllable,—sleep and be at peace.*

** '
' ^

The Jew couple, who are dfeep in the secreti^ of the Confederacy, are

seated by their fireside, whispering their guilty secrets, while the
wounded girl raves in the slumber of delirium

^ * Safe as the seven sleepers, though scarce so slumbrous/ said he, tapping his

forelra^^idgttificantly. < The maiden’s brain is wandering ;—and as maidens’

JpainlUII apt to wander, she dreameth of her lover muttering words of thdr
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Jlrst encounter in the Puszcxa) end their last encounter in the Puezcza ; and that *tis

meet her death should chance where chanced her shame.* ”

Though Konstanty could not abandon his wounded victim, bleeding in

the forest, her deaths as a probable obstacle to his mercenary marriage,

or, at all events, her removal from the countiy, for whiph he bargained
with the Jew, were now the objects nearest his cold and selhsh heart.

He stealthily^isits the dwelling of the Jew, whom he finds absent, and
upbraids Salomea for her husband’s bream of contract.

«
< That scheme did / force him to abandon,’ said the old woman, in a positive tone.

* This girl hath an interest in mine eyes. I did not dream that a mother’s heart-
thrill would ever waken anew in my bosom, as it hath done since Dorosca’s presence
here seems to summon up m} Jngniusia from fhe grave. If, when she rises from her
bed of pain, the girl so wills it and consents to renounce her wandering ways, verily
she shall abide with me, and be unto me as a daughter

* That may not be !’—exclaimed Konstanty. ‘ By especial contract with Szmuhl,
he engaged to conduct the girl to Litliuania. To Lithuania she must go; and here,*

he continued, taking tYora his vest a purse of ducats, (obtained from his father on
pretext of an engagement to disburse to a brother officer,)— ‘ here is my share towards
the discharge of the covenant.’-

“ ‘Ay!’—tried Salomea, with a look of inefiable disdain, ‘ the one universal answer
of Christian lips to the appeal of a child of Israel !—“ Take money, Jew I hold thy
peace ; do my bidding !—What boots the searing of thy collKience, the forfeiture of
thy soul?—Take money, .Tew!—Stab, rob, conspire, seduce, kidnap, destroy!—hut
rebel not agjiinst the Christian fiend tliat buys with gold thy administration to his

evil passions
“ ‘ Peace, foil1-mo iithed w oinan !*—(Tied Konstanty, tossing the purse upon the table,

and in his fury foigetting his previous precautions. ‘ I am ab*)ut to quit Lublowicz.
As I have appointtd, so let it be done, and quickly; or by the mantle of St. Sergius,

when next 1 visit Lubloyst^
’

“ He was interrupted by a piercing shriek from the inner chamber. His voice,

elevated by the iiificction of rage, hud reached the ears of t#ie sufferer. ‘ Konstanty !—

.

Konstanty!—Konstanty!’—she tried, in an accent whose pitqpusncss serveffonly to

deepen the sneer with which the Zydowca stood regarding the perplexed Felinski.
“ ‘ Violence may ro-open the wound, and protract her recovery !’ said she. ‘ For

thine own selfish sake, speak a word of solace to the girl,’

“ ‘ No good can tome of such an interview,’ he replied. ‘ Tell her, Salomea, I am
already departed.’ And he was, indeeil, about to make for the door of the street cham-
ber, when three heavy knocks on the door-frame announced some new visitors.

“ ‘ Away !’ cried Salomea, using nearly the same adjurations she had addressed lo

Konstanty. ‘ Szmuhl tlie Jew is sick of a heavy sickness, and may not be disturbed

at this hour of the ei i niiig.’

“ ‘ Open in the name of the Grotlski of Lnbloyst !’ cried a voice only too well re-

cogni7«d by Salomea as that of the predco or high constable of the Ratusz.
“ ‘ Tysiac Diablow!—the fellow must not find me here;’ tried young Felinski

;

and, following the instigations of his cowardly pride, he hastily retreated towards the

inner chamber, locking it as he closid the door; indifferent to the misfortune of find-

ing himself in the affectionate DoitTska’s presence, by comparison wnth that of being

discovered in the lair of Szmuhl the Usurer, by a district officer, the boon companion
of his father.

“ ‘ My Konstanty I’ fanltercd the faint voice of Doska, as the noble figure of the

young Uhlan was displayed by the flickering ligjit of the iron night-lamp. ‘ Is it

thou indeed ?—at last,—yet ever wcltomej’ •
“ ‘ Hush I Doska, hush !’ he murmuicd, hendiij|: over her pillow and imprinting a

cold kiss on her feveied forehead. ‘ Strangers listen in the a4loiniiig chamber. I will*

apeak wi®i thee anon.’ And seating himself on the cushion where Salomea had been
knetding to minister to the p itient, he reclined his luod upon her pillow. Enciitling

it in her faint arms with the tenderness besiOived by a mother on her babe, Doska
mingled silent tears with the kisses she impressed nimn the rich mven curls of her
lover ; nay, even upon the very hem of his gjirment. She dared not invade the brows
so often bent upon her in scorn,—so often in hatred. It was enough that he was
there ; that he was beside her ; that it was his bi eath which rose and fell under her
hand; Konstanty, the beloved, the betrayer, the forsaker; hut still the h^feJjdV Her
anguish was over! She felt no further pain from her wound, no further w||||iity,^
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furtlier helplMsiiesB; her heart hcmt ao^qaiqk, breath caw lo gaiiMiiglyi her team
IhU ao that ehe heard not aught passing la the outer chamber. Konstaaty was In

heraarme; and she felt capable of again sufiering Ibr him, slaving for him, fighting tor

hli% fi>r him ; yea, capable and willing as ever. Oh ! woman, woman ! must
aneii, fiiom age to age, be the folly and fortune of thy destinies

In his concealment, the young soldier overhears from the Jesuit the

whole secrets and plan of the insurrection, the place, the hour of meeting,

the pass.word of the night. His resolution to profit by this disoorery,

for his own advancement, is taken in an instant. He resolves to be

present at the midnight meeting of the confederates in the forest, and
then to gallop to Warsaw with intelligence so welcome to his patron

Prince Czartoryski. And thus he takes his heartless leave :

—

‘ Doska ! I have no moment to lose !—There is treason toward,—there is mi»*

chief in the forest,—and I must follow yonder fleece-ciadden wolf till I reach the

quarry on which he is about to batten. Fear nothing, Doska !—I will secure the

outlets of this accursed sewer of iniquity ; and, till SaLomea's return, thou art safe,

my girl, as the fledgeling in its nest—

*

< Over which a hawk is hovering •—Reach me a cup of water, Konstanty : my
soul is faint within me i'—faltered the unfortunate damsel, overcome by the excite-

ment she had recently undergone. < And tarry with me, dearest, yet a moment, that 1

may gain strength for further trials ; fur darkness, solitude, abandonment !*

c Impossible r* cri«4. Konstanty, neglecting one request and spurning the other.

* There hangs ih mighty destiny on the hour with which I may not trifle !—Farewell,

sweet !—Thou shalt hear from me at morn. Farewell ! be of good cheer.’

Passing over many intermediate events, scenes of cunning diplomacy

in Warsaw ; of heart-rending agony in the households of F’elinski and
Michaelokski ; of intrigue and treachery among the Jesuits, who or-

ganized the insurrection, we come to the revolt on the point of

bursting out ;—the people, led by Juliusz, ready to take arms, and his

brother, Konstanty, aMvancing from Warsaw with the troops which
were to subdue tlfb reiiellion, while the insurgents are still in complete

ignorance that their plans had been discovered. Here various and con-

flicting scenes are managed%ith much felicity, and a thoroughunder-
standing of the springs which regulate the complicated machinery of a

popular movement.

Never had the eyes of the inhabitants of the district of Lubloyst fixed themselves

so eagerly on the departing day-light, or so languished for the darkness of the night,

as on that which was to display the signals of insurgency. The evening came. The
sun, as if jealous of their ha)>pines8, sent forth a lurid gleam of deep red light ; and
the dwellers of the valley, hidden to look towards the high ridge of the foresi*for the
beacon-light announced by Joachim, gazed and gazed towards that western horizon,

doubting, wondering, and debating, whether the glimmering redness were produced
by the expiring day, or by the promised signab

‘ Behold r cried Ignacy to his sons, lookings earnestly from the eminence pointed
out by Juliusz to his father as the central vista of the forest, ^ Behold it increases I—
It is not sunset! it is no reflection of the evening ; for evening wanes with a slow and
steady expiration, and yonder light flickers and wavers.’

< 1 see a vapour as of beacon qmoke overhanging the spot !’ cried Matiasz, raising

his confederatk^cap from his brows, with a sentiment of adoration such as a Mede
or Persian might have testified to^vards the luminary of the heavens.

< 1 see a tongue o^|^me curling upward to the skies !’—exclaimed Eram^ bending
his knee to earth, and stretching forwaid his head through the dusky twUigItt. < Houiu
RA !—VivAT !—the day aftd the hour are come !’ And, without rising from hl9 ki&e^
he turned suddenly to the old father beside him, and pn^d his lips again and again
in silent gratulation to the toil-hardened hand of the Weglarz.

Up and onwards l’ cried Matiasz. < Lose not a minute. No longer skulkers
in the forest clearing, hut in arms for ^ur native country we muster this night at
Ostronimptszch.’

And thence march to the miasteezko !* cried Erazm.

-
hand will the ministers of the Almighty lead you on,* said Ignacy
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gnr^ys m if to ^m4»demt6 'tlie eicdtomeiit ofhis t|i^o Vash beys. < But of this oh ! mr
son% be minded; that If agmn yofing Juliusz Felinski take station among the Coiu
ledetates of Lubionki, ye shall behold in him the friend of his country, and not the
brother of Konstsnty/
^ < And yet the name of Felinski—' ^

« < Is sanctified when borne by a true patriot !’ intoiTuptcd the Weglara in a tone-

of^aternal authority ;
< Nay, were even his base-minded brother enrolled in the cause

of the Holy Cross, there should be a day for duty, and an after day for^revenge. It

is not meet that tBe cause of God and his Eaints, of Liberty and the Kepublic, be in-

terrupted and polluted by lewd quarrels or animosities. To parley u ith the noble
brawlers of Petrikow, the hirelings of Muscovy, is the business of the Confederates of
Lubionki : to wreak retribution on the betrayer, the business of the Weglante of the
Puszcza. We march, boys, even to the gates of the Diet There will be leisure here-
after, to seek in the wantonness of his wassailage, this minion of the court, and wash
out in his blood remembrance of our humiliations.'

< To Ostronimptszch !' cried Erazm, examining liis pistols, and thrusting them
into the leathern girdle of his koszula. ^ Let us conquer ere we decide on the order

of victory.*

And ere they reached the cabin, the enkindlement of the Puscza-beacon was cor-

roborated by many an answering fire on the surrounding heights.
^ Mazowsze is in arms !' cried the old man waving his arm. * God be her guide

and ours^the day of deliverance is at hand !' "

Our extracts have already been drawn out to such great length, that

we dare not enter upon the rapid and stirring scenesfipf the insurrection

;

the timidity and utter confusiuii of some of the bewildered civic digni.

taries ; the courage and presence of mind displayed by others
; or the

grief and despair of the noble Juliusz, on finding the patriot bands
which he led on to the freedom of Poland, mixed up with an infuriate

rabble, whose object was indiscriminate destruction and pillage. He re-

ceives his death-wound frem an unknown hand, in a fray in the market-
place ; and his brother Konstanty perishes by the blowing up of a powder
magazine, fired by the frantic Doirka, acting under the mad idea that, by
destroying the troojjs she hears trampling over her subterraneous prision,

she shall punish the assassins of her Ibver. In this unconsciously re-

tributive act, she, of course, immolates hCTself. From these scenes of
horror, devastation, and blood, we turn to the desolate halls of Felinski,

overhung with a funeral pall. The two fathers, moved by anxiety for

Konstanty, who seemed to have# disappeared so mysteriously in the
forest, while he had, in reality, travelled in wild haste to Warsaw, to

give intelligence of the insurrection ; and, affected hj'’ the agony of

Minec'i^a, who imagined her truant lover murdered, hud been in seai’ch

of him, and were returning together, utterly unconscious of the events

which had occurred during their absence, and delighted wdth accidental

tidings of Konstanty *s safety ||nd promotion, and the liigh favour in

which he stood with the Prince, his patron, with whom he had hastily

undertaken some secret expedition, when they are met by the Jew, and
hear the dreadful news of the revolt and suppression of the sedition.

Felinski trembles for his son. •

“ Every mile of their remainiug journey was a wqrk of toil and anl^iety to the tw’o

fathers. Their way-worn beasts were scarcely equal to so spe<j^ a resumption of their

travel ; and although at Wielicz they obtained fresh horses, me confirmation i^ere

received of the news from Warsaw, accompanied by rumours of a serious struggle the

preceding night betw^een the military and the people, did but fearfully increase their

distjuietudes. *

<< ‘ 1 wdll cut short across the pastures to Lublowdcz, without entering the town,*

said Felinski in a low voice to his friend, as Hiey approached within a quarter of a
league of Lubloyst.

« ‘ And / will take the Puszcza road to Wraniezko,’ replied Michaelokski ; ‘ paus-

ing a moment at your gate to learn that all is well’
,
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reliipsed into«ileiioe^ and althauirh ^hea aaeli occattonally nttmd a
f«mr w<ufdt to tke other, itwM in encouragement and mutual aesurance thitt they and
tl^ra dhuld be in no way coneemed ui the event, yet Michaeiokski waa not aur^sed
when they reached a sandy portion of the road that muffled the stepping of their horses,

to hear d^p sobs bursting from 4be breast of bis companion,
« * My heart sinks within me !* faltered the old man, as they approached the fann

•0 near as to discern through the twilight its dim plantations, its white walls, its

homely stacks and bgrns, all tranquil in their usual nistie seclnsion. ^ It needs to

love hkd. build our hopes uinm a chi^, as tenderly as I upon my Jiiltusz, to appreciate
the terrors now fluttering in my bosom.’

Alas !—^The first objects that struck him on enteHiig the precincts of the farm,
were military accoutrements hanging in all directions on the palings. The stable was
filled with troop horses ; and, as the two farmers dismounted, they wererotighly shoul-
dered by the hussars in possession of,the place !

'*
^

‘

« Felinski laid his hand heavily on that of his companion, silently pointing to the
ground as they entered the kitchen where the soldiers w^ere carousing. Although
ashes were profusely scalteivd on the floor^ a track of blood was distinctly risitile

towards the hall ; and the old man doubted not, as he staggered towards the door,

that the blood beneath his feet was the prei ious life-blood of his child ! And lo J

while his soul sunk heavy within him, and a murmur as of struggling cniotions and
contending horrors perplexed his ears,—the dragoons carousing round his dishonoured
board were passing libald jests, and roaring Bac'chanalian songs of triumph !

“ But FeJinksi as >et apprehended not half his misfortunes. The hall he now
threw open was illutynated Avith many tapei*s. But amid the unnatural brilliaiu y
of the scene, there AvSia stillness as of death; and, though that narrow space con-
tained all that was dear to him on earth; although his sons—yea I both his sonsAvere
there—there breath Avas not on the air, nor their shadoAv on the wall

!

Close beside the door stood the aged Katar/yuka, Avith the handmaidens of the

farm ranged in silent array by her side ; the fixed torpor of grief, pourtrayed in lu*r

face, being far more eloquent than Avords to the aJ)p^*hen^ions of the lieart-stricken

father. At some distance, Szat'/ka and Blazck of Wranic/ko Avere kneeling before a'

temporary Calvary, aftixed against the aa'hII; and at the upper extremity of thecham-W stood a bed, (draggec^ thither for some inexplicable purpose,) beside Avindi sat the

daughter of Micha'elokski, pale, cold, and rigid as a marble effigy, on Avbom their

sudden entrance prcfiluced neither change nor moveuu*nt. At her feet avhs the favourite

wolf-dog* of young Pulafski ; but ii^tead of starting up, aftei the u out of his nature,

to resist the approncli of strange j(jpotsteps, the poor brute lay extended there, immove-
able, as though aAA’arc that the busim*SB of his li'e was over *

“ The old man saw^ the seulencc of his destiny inscribed, as by the finger of God,
before his eyes ; nor did bis pulse quicken, or liis breatli slun ten, as AA’itii a graA'e and
resolute step he traversed the chamber and stood beside the bed. There indeed lay
Juliusz,—cold, deatii-stretchod, death -pale ;~but lovely, as in a sleep AAdiose dreams
are soothing. Like all vvlio perish by gun-shot Ai'ounds, there Avas languor in his

countenance; like all Avho perish young, there Avas the promise of Heaven upon his

broAV. The rich auburn hair Avas not yet matted to his fine forehead by tlm dews of
death ; and those avIio loved him might gaze upon his beauty, and fancy that the
breath of life Avas suspended, not exiinguished, on liis lips.

But what was the mysterious thing, cuAvrapt in a bloody sheet, that lay beside

him—over which the cold hand of Mineezka 'i.vas extended in involuntary guardian-
ship P—

Alas I it needed not to inquire. But one thing had she loved ; but one earthly

form had she cherished Avith the passion of Httachment originating such grief as the
grief depicted in hv i- face ; and a ru/ht of possession Avas marked in the pertinacity

Avith which she laid Iver hand iif)on tiiut fearful object, as though to protect it from
farther injury^from the rude sojdiers whose merriment echoed in her ears. It Avas,

it could be none otlnjj|ihan the idol of her youth, the husband her heart had chosen,

the eldest-born of thebereaved Felinski I

The mangled remaiiis of Konstanty, exlricatt'd from the mins of the ZydoAvka's
dwelling, (bloAvii to atoms by a siuideii and mysterious explosion during the emtrages
of the preceeding night,) Avere indeed gathered there in^re}>arHtion for their last abid-

• The reader cannot feel the beauty of this incident, as we have not mentioeted the
young Pulafski ; w ho, if the most interesting, is among the moijt original of the
characters.
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ing place ; and when Felinekl yainly attempted 4o raise the linen from the defeatured
eorpse, he found that gentle hands had forestalled the attempt ; that Mineczka’a faith-

ful tenderness had exerted itself to sew the fatal winding-sheet round the mangled
body ofher lover I

‘ Disturb it not—disturb it not !* faltered the agonized, girl, starting as with a
sense of pain on beholding another touch than her own profane the dead. ‘ ’Tis all

that an avenging God hath left me T
^ My sons—my brave sons !* cried Feliuskl with a broken voice, fixing his eyes

upon the bed, while Michaelokski enfolding his jieart-broken daughter in his* arms,
vainly attempted to sooth her anguish. ‘ One only question, one, one only, and I

have done I They fell in opposing factious ; my young soldier, my patriot boy. Fought
they hand to hand—died they with the guilt of fratricide upon their souls?*

.
<< < Juliusz fell nobly and like a hero, defending, sword in hand, the liberties of h^s

country,* murmured the object of hii faithful tenjlemess, pointing to the t>roken hilt

of tlie Karabella that lay beside him. < A mysterious and less honoured fate awaited
his brother. But, by the blessing of Heaven, no encounter chanced between them in
the struggle.*
“ ‘ Enough I* said the old man ;

^ enougl^ enough !’ and, kneeling down on his

knees beside the couch, while Michaelokski pressed his widowed daughter to his bo-

som and wept aloud ; he bowed his aged head on the clay-cold feet of Juliusz, and
prayed that his spirit might be with Gob ! The ruin of his house was indeed com-
])lete I But has hair was grey, and his eyes dim ; there was not much longer to abide

its desolation !*'

The Jesuit makes liis peace, and even gains prefewnent; and Count
Czelenski lives to sorrow over the desolation caused by his rash genero-

sity, in bestowing a boon, which circumstances convert into a curse. We
have already hinted that these tales, and particularly the Confederacy
of Lubionki,'" is fraught with higher influences, and nobler and more
enduring lessons than are compatible with the narrow range of this

author’s spirited d^ineations of fashionable life. She has also conducted

these stories on the lofty principle of the nobler virtues, seeking no sup-

port from external circumstances—looking for no earthly reward. Novel
readers of the common cast have been spoiled by concessions to their

shallow sympathies ; and the influences of the grander and more severe

Actions which adorn our literature have thence been dimiiiisbed or mar-
red. Sir Walter Scott threw off this earth-load. Cuddie Headrigg
obtains a snug mailin, and Reuben Butler a* good kirk ; but it is on
Heaven alone that the Jewess and the Shetland maiden rely for the

reward of their virtues, and the solace of their purifying sorrows. Here,

in like manner, the noble Juliusz, the creature of Keroic virtue and high

impulse, disappointed in his dearest earthly hopes, shares the fate of

his selfi^ and ignoble brother, though a common death is all that is

alike between them. One brother lies in the dust which shall for ever

hide him, while imagination follows the patriot-hero to the empyrean.

The gentle, tender, and noble-minded Mineezka, shares the same sen-

timent of passionate, misplaced love, with the still womanly, though lost

and degraded forest-girl, and is doomed* to the deeper sorrow of sur-

viving the object of her enthusiastic affection ^ but here the resemblance

stops. The power of Destiny can go no farther, •
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TAlt’S COMMONPLACE-BOOK.

*

NOTES ON THE ECONOMICAL DOINGS AND SAYI^^GS OF THE
MONTH.

. The month has seen some odd doings in the economical way, and.

heard not ,a little wisdom of such sort, ^hat a plain man might easily

have forgotten the existence of a Reformed Parliament. Not long ago
we listened to various harangues about the blessings of the Bill, and eke
gave utterance to a few such oursdves.—Tell us, O Whigs ! when it will

suit your conveniences, that the norms ordo sccclorurn begin ?

We shall make a few remarks on sundry topics, on which we have
neither leisure to write articles, nor, in the meantime, rooni to print

them.

THE FACTORY BILL.

We would now touch shortly upon a most painful subject—we mean
the Factory Bill. Mr. Wilson Patten has carried his motion for a C’om-
mission of Inquiry into the real state of^the factories ; wherefore, or
with what practical reference to the bill, we ai’e entirely at a loss to con«
jecture. The mill-owners, we understand, complain 8f having been mis-
represented, and deny stoutly that the atro<*ities wdth which they are
charged in the lleiiort, have now, or at any time, had existence within the
last twenty years. We almost believe them ; but will these gentlemen be
kind enough to inform us what influence a proof of this ought to have upon
the Factory Bill? Is not all we ask for granted ? Is it not enough that
children are daily w'orked for more hours than strength or lioaJtli can
endure, that their little energies are wasted—mortgaged in a murderous
Jewry, eaten up by the most horrid usury ? We pass, if it shall please them,
altogether from these stories of bad treatment, and take our stand upon
what is vow'ed. We rest upon that broad princiqde that children—infants
we may call some of them—are not the less entitled to the protection of
the State, because they cannot claim it ; and we care not from what the
misrule, arises—whether from the brutality or avarice of parents, or the
recklessness of Factory Masters,—it suffices that it exists. No commis-
sion in the world can put a face upon this matter, which already it does
not wear;—the monstrous evil is confessed, and a case thoroughly made
out for the interposition of the shield of the law.

*

We are not blind to tha errors of tjje Factory Bill. It is, in its re-
medial provisions, foundfed upon no accurate or foreseeing principle

; and
bears in almost eyery line, the indelible stamp of the school from w hich it

issued. That bill sliould have been confined to the judicious prevention
of tlie evils just stated ;—an honest and skilful man would Jiave been
all awake lest other ends might, by hazard, bp created. I'he thing to be
done, had been accomplished by an enactment, that none under twelve
be em{>loyed in any way in factories, and none under sixteen longer than
six hours a-day

; a provision which would have necessitated the employ-
ment qf young people between twelve and sixteen by relays. The hours
of work, if fixed at all, might have be6n taken at the present average
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timBy and the restriction applied to thcf machinery

,

and made absolute.

Thus had the more respectable manufacturers been protected against the

competition of the sharks ; thus had the present efficiency and produc-

tiveness of capital been preserved entire ; mid thus had the amount bf

wages arising from it been very little, if at all, diminished. We are

looking here, not to the personal and definite interests of the capitalist,

but to those of the labourer, as intimately and indissolubly hound up
with his. ^People may talk as they choose of the hard-heartedness of
Political Economy ; but we suspect the philanthropists will make but
sorry work of their emendations, by running right in the teeth of prin-

ciples upon which the social well-being is constantly dependent. If we
would amend, we must not get into cloudland : we must remember that

we wdlk upon a rugged earth. Nothing can be finer, or more amiable,

than a few tears, Of a morning, over the sorrow of a Factory Report ; but

we should infinitely prefer the manifestation of a small quantity of

f/ea/ beneficence. Honeyed words are cheap ; we want deedsy—something
tangible. AFe are seeking bread, and clothing, and comfort ; and so long
as these are refused wc know what account to take of their ostentatious,
“ crocodile" tears !

Mr, Patten’s Commission will, in all probability, be as useless as it is

uncalled for. A formal visitation of this sort is not well calculated to

secure much credit ft)r its Report. The present case is one more of our
many ever-recurring illustrations of the extreme difficulty of obtaining

accux’ate statistical data, for the solution of any one important problem
connected with our social condition. A few more sessions of Parlia-

ment cannot pass, until the necessity of adopting some extensive ar-

rangements becomes absolute. We are not sparing in useless and im-
moral expenditure j—it were a poor economy to j)fay the niggard when
the first interests of the country are so manifestly and intimately con-

cerned.

THE CUKRENCy QUESIION.

If it be true that Mr, T. Attwood, when he made his motion for a com-
mittee on the distresses of the labouring population, had his eye fixed

on one grievance—a master grievance in Ids imagination, and to the

unfolding of that, if he had got his committee, would all, or almost all,

his labours have been directed ; it is impossible to refrain from remark-

ing how much better then, and how vastly more becoming a practical

and honest statesmen, to have come boldly out with his grievance, and
manfully moved a committee to investigate the evils arising from Sir

Robert Peel’s act in restoration of the metallic standard I We desire

nothing more than a full sifting of tliis question ; for it would either con-

vince us, or direct the minds of those who think differently to some more
practical and better-grounded means of allevimting the national distress.

A degree of discussion, however, may go op'%ithout the®aid of Par-

'liament,—and in this case, perhaps, in an equally satisfactory way. An
important step has just been made on our part, and we demand for it

the immediate and specific attention of all who either advocate depre-

ciation or equitable adjusjment. Mr. Mushet’s well-known tables have

been corrected and completed, at the expense of immense labour,’ by
Mr, Childs of Bungay, and the results jmblished in the last number of

the Weetmiaster Review. The entire tables, however, should imme.
Miately be republished in a cheap form, and placed within the reach of

every man who can read, and who unddirstands the first few rules of
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aritiimetic. They establish in \he most unequivocal manner, that the

fundholders, as a body, were not gainers, but, in reality, losers by the

joint, efiects of the restriction act and Peel*S Bill ; and it is plain that no

sfep farther can be advanced until these results are invalidated. Now
the question is one of simple calculation ; and if we are in^rror, the

error may be shewn. There- is here no web of sophistry to cut through

or unrol, but only a few operations of multiplication and division to

test, and either pass or reject. Mr, Attwood may deny Musliet*s table

of the extent and progress of the depreciation ; but if so, he is bound

to satisfy us immediately, by bringing forward a table of his own. We
have had enough of declamation ; we want the arithmetic of the affair.

In all disputes of this sort, let* it ever be steadfastly remembered, that

the disgrace never is in changing one’s opinion, but very often In re-

fusing to change it. A man’s opinion must, if he is honest, be modified

by his growing knowledge ; it is only his obstinacy, or his conceit, that

can stand alwi||rs still. And how long shall the interests of Great Bri-

tain, and the harmony of the society ©f reformers, be laid prostrate be-

fore such a Moloch ?

A PROPERTY TAX.

The question of the Property Tax has been ably mooted in Parlia-

ment. Mr. Robinson deserves the greatest credit, and he will get it, if

he does not lose sight of wdiat he has undertaken. As a pacifier to Lord
Aithorp’s qualms, we beg to tell him, that the proposed commutation is

no longer a matter of mere expediency, but of imminent necessity. In

regard of the public burden-s, the people want nothing but a just and
fair distribution, according to each man’s strength ; and until this is

conceded, and n\ade manifest, his Lordship need expect neither rest Tjor

health. In the name, therefore, of his cherislied ease, of the comfort of

his round-steriied yeoman-like frame, we conjure him to think better of

affairs ! If matters go on after their present style, his Lordship must
die of old age before he is fifty ; and we are, indeed, told that the cares

of deep thought are already furrowing his brow !

The refusal of a committee on this important subject was eminently
worthy of the good old times. There are sundry points connected with

the theory of direct taxation not yet well understood ; and is there a bet-

ter method of attaining the requisite knowledge, than by taking, counsel

of the most eminent, practical, and scientific men in the kingdom ? Is

it not strange in a financier to complain of ignorance, and in the same
breath to decline information ? My Lord, my Lord, the plea of indo-

lence has a thousand shapes ! Indolence is many.mouthed !

THE IRISH CHURCH BILE.

‘When mqp are timid«||^r^ dishonest, and at the same time frightened
*

for the punishment due to cowardice or dishonesty, what manoeuvre:^

and doublings will they not attempt ? Mark the illustration afforded by
Lord Aithorp’s Irish .Church Bill

!

Lord Althorp, in framing this Bill, knew that he. could not venture to

sustidn the integrity of that church’s huge property ; and also that he
dare not boldly and openly infr^ge upon it, for sheer terror of Stanley ;

and observe how the excellent Chancellor has comported himself I If a
reduction was to be made at all, the natural sources of that reduction/
were the Vestry Cess and Tithes. The latter in every point of view is a
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tax—upon rewfc as some say—upon the dbnsumer as we say ;* but at all

events it is a tax, a revenue, collected by authority of Parliament
; and,

therefore, it might have been partly remitted, applied to other purposes,

or in any way modified according to Parliament's best wisdom, without
in the leitfl; degree bringing property.rights into dispute, or mooting
any revolutionary” princij)le whatsoever. Thus at least spoke common
sense,—but what provides iord Althorp ? Instead of doing what com-
mon sense told him to do, he makes a direct attack upon the Church
landed property ; and not only so, but he does it in the apparently
downright intention of constituting a precedent for future attacks upon
all landed property. Only notice* his logic—notice to what he solicits

the sanction of Parliament ! He tells that he means to improve the
condition of Church lands by allowing th^ to be feued ; or, in other
words, he is to increase their rental by a legislative enactment, and forth-

with to seize the addition thus created. This is no attack upon pro-

perty,—Oh, no ! The Church had no right to the increase^rental I Will
his Lordship plainly inform us, what right any landlord ^all henceforth
dare pretend to whatever increase of rental may at any time be caused

• by social changes, say, the pi ogress of po2>ulation, or by legislative pro-

cedure, say, an alteration of the Entail Laws.^ Behold a new mode of
saving property. Verily a Daniel is in judgment

!

We shall see how his Lordship settles this matter with his opponents.

Be it farther remarked, that he had no difficulty in discovering a mode
of imposing a '^Just” graduated property tax upon the partons,

EAST INDIA company's CHARTEB.

The East India Company's Charter will be shorn of many of its pri-

vileges. We do not mean at present to travel through Mr. Grant's

paper of Hints ; because the difference betwixt a talked-ofmeasure, and a

measure actually brought forward, is in these days generally so great

that we should in all probability lose the labour of our criticism. It

may be assumed, however, as a settled point, that the China trade will

be thrown open, in spite of Sir G. Staunton's forebodings ; and, as a con-

sequence of this step, we shall be saved nearly two millions annually in

the prime cost of the article of tea. Something of the statistics of this

question will be seen by the following table. The first column contains

the average prices at Hamburgh, and the second the London value of

the sanfe kinds, independent of all duty.

Teas. Hamburgh,
Test Price, per lb.

London,
Cost Price, per Ib.

s, dU 5. (h

Bohea, cheapest.... 0 Ik 1 6
Congou, do 1 0 2 1

Souchong, best 1 8 ^ 2 8
Hyson 8 1 ,"50
Gunpowder 6 0

Pekoe 5 11 5 6

I s

The selling price at I^ndon, or the pricS to the consumer is doutilb

the sums in the latter column ; so that with regard to the cheapest tea^

• Let the IVestminster not «craw sae crouse;** one of these days we shall have

something more to say to Iritrti. We take this opportunity of thanking our corres-

pondent Britannicus.
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Of tliOia coosiumed by the l(fwev orders/' wbat with mooopoly^ what
with duty^ there has hitherto been a tax paid of upwards of SOO'^per

cmi> / / If the same ad valorem duty is now paid asbefore« the cheapest

Bcdiea which now sells at about Ss. 7d. per pounds will be got* at Is. Sd.^

and the good Congou and Souchong, which retail at aboutli|||)S; 2d. and
4s. «d, will be had for 2s. and Ss. 3d. The relief to the poorer classes

will thus be very great ; and it must be remarked that tea is now a uni-

versal and almost necessary arlticle of consumpt. The lowering of the
price of such an article is in reality augmenting wages, and increasing,

in so far, the whole comforts of the labourer. The diminution of price

will lead to a greatly increased consumption, so that we should hope
Lord Althorp's returns will uUt be diminished, or otherwise affected to

his Lordship’s embarrassment^
It does uet ^pear wliether government proposes to permit the Com-

pany to engage in any commerce whatsoever. It would be its clear wis-

dom to inhibi|||^ ; as its interference in the markets of Hindostan hae
always been injurious to tlie interests of the free trade. The Com-
pany will any day make a purchase for the sake of effecting a remit-

tance, and afterwards sell the article in tlie London market at a great ^

loss, without grumbling, or fancying it does wrong ! We leaVU the Bri-

tish merchant to discover what free trade there is here ; and many a
one, we doubt not, could^ show us sufficiently emphatic proofs of the
grievance. The monopolists in fact have always traded for the benefit

of their servants. Commerce has been strictly with them an illustration

of the Sic VOS non vobis, cy.

Government is to become proprietor of the territory ; and, although it

does not distinctly appear, we infer from the knonn dispositions of Par-
liament, and in fact from the whole recent conduct of Lord William
Bentinck, that c(51onizatiori will follow. This is one great practical answer
to ** India's CriePto British Humanity /’* we will present India with
a company ol* free settlers, and they will soon give the death-blow to

every kind and order of tyranny. We sliall return to this subject next
mUnth.

MR. Kennedy's entail bills. #

Mr. Kennedy has introduced three Entail Bills, by which the heavier

grievances of Entail will begin to be lightened in some twenty-one
yearly ! These BilM hardly interest us ; the thing itself will scarce

last so long. M’’hen the Corn Law are abolislicd, the landlords will be

the most clamorous for ^he abolition of all restriction. One abuse is

shouldered upon another, and they all t&mble wlien the lowermost falls,

^’lancial Reform ! Reforms yet undreamt of depend upon it, and will

it, as certainly as the sun shines when the intervening cloud

• When
for the pun^^ •

, ,
—

and doublini^jAg^P|jpil>NEss.
2
^P^ulency is a state much and most

Lord Althorpfg^ed. considered as degrading, despicable, and in
Lord Althorfiioiijj^ by thfrefined of habit, and sore deprecated by all of

sustain the int^This is asperi^ve and ridiculous, to say the very least of
dare not boldb^

and observe how
reduction was to bjy puhlibhed incs Peggs, late misBionary

were the Vestry Ces.^^^ * Simpkirt^issifMarshallT^tfMf^ as triking view
^ uses in the PeniIlSll!5^



Beauty of depends iitogether upon taate ; bat if
* sociky arbitrarily erects a standard which coany of its members will not

recognise, the alleged ^beauty"' may net be the less a deformity ; the

taste not the less knpnre. Persons of spare^ lathy, thin, thread.paper

forms are dPtiOrally {albeit absurdly) considered to be of genteer' build

;

but the ueualty of this opinion^ must not be taken as a demdnatration of

its soundness tHerefore, For myself, I hate the poor in desh : a lemi man
is to me highly objectionable ; a slender woman, offensive* I am per-
suaded that the prevailiilg notions of elegance in human structures ni'o

essentially erroneous. Ropincss of figure bespeaks starveling ; and, foras-

much as famine is proverbially the incenfiye to all mhnner of desperate
criminalities, what on earth can be more naturally reuugnaiat to fed and
fopd^gj^leeting' c^aifires 'than,inymateri^substan^'^expressing star-

vation on tfie very mce of it. fHarvation is under the inffueritfe of laws
neither human nor divine ; and theft, peculation, and knavery, are act^
consecrated by bodily want. Moral jirlndplc abideth not wfllphhe hungry;^
knowing this, the meagre must needs be universally distrusted, and w orthy
of all despisal.

.

*

If the ancients were faulty*in their conceit of beauty, it is surely no
reason why every body should become the disciples of their error. Their
models may be SStt very fine, according to the^yonceptions of tliose who
are weak enough to be led in opinion ; bub that is no sufEcient ground
why others, who* dare think for themselves^ should conlequently be idota-

trous. «

Now there are three spectacles in nadture, which, by ^common consent,

are allowed to be grand. A «>van, a ship in full sail, and—all lord-loving

incipient matrons. It Is palpaple that these images derive thCHr beauty
from quantity^ The ship, wliether w^e regard tli^ rotigid hull or the
breeze-iilled canvass, either separately or together, is |piutiful, not so

much by reason of its mobility as of its capacity ; the grace and majesty
of the fleecy gently-gliding swan are clearly referable to the same eause
—capacity ; the *

* * * * ’-te *

to capacity ! ®y capacity alone, then, are the glorious triumviri made
worthy of adoration. They are unequivocally admired of ^|1, and yet

are the three an existing positive undeniable refutation of the erroneous

fancies, and the absurd doctrwies propounded by the ^ean of mind, and
accepted by spindle-w itted doodles, as models of beauty."

There is something insufferably miserable in the contemplation of

a human splinter, morally (as wejl as physically) considered ; for we
associa1|^ with^<dt all t)»at i^ cold, unhappy, withering, melancholy,

and hdhHVMd. Thead^ notliiji^ for the eye to repose upon, nipthing

for the mind to gather goodly inferences from ; they are un]j51easai<y

objects for sight or for thought, and I avoid them. Give me fad^

therefore ; fat, as Indicating physical happiness ; fat, as symRolJcal

unsophisticated honour ; fat, as identical with the perfection of KedMR
and soundness ofpHnciple ; fat, as the infallible exponent of good humobr,
which willeth evil to no man. A fat man is a being *of great vqjue ; a
plump woman (plump

—

feni^ of fat, mase»') is a subject* of idolizk-

tion. Their minds are^sure to be easy, happy, undefiled, and prope?;
their maixners open, frank, generous, and frdfe. They are alwaysqpleased,

pleasing, hilarious, and laughter-loving. They cannot smile hwts
are too warm for such an icicle as a smile ; they must laugh spite of

themselves, mouth, cheeks, eyes, and all ; every fibre, asJLeIgh Htnt says,



m
Then "W&r 'gtef&ng l y*n •r«M#iiia^'OoitdUl

|t%^7ttiurdrbll«f 9^^a4r«eli^ £%fttfy£t«««m^1i!i«!;>H(M»dif^

flngen

<>^&d;let;9-^^*pit>lFered:;^ th»‘Mpjr6^an ^ ii«firt>Arftrmtli »iid siniie-

biU 'Ifesauss oourt^f* Cttstbnt^a^'^ tilled (iig tl||lbur lMK»ks

ikht handB^im^ Me touclied ia^'tokeil of^oquiintaiioe. No thin

ev^r a^truo friodd,

novericnew a fat man to be a rascAl 5 tmt I hlBtVo discovei^Odj^by »oi»e

that many lean people are great rogud^. '1 ner^er knewkihit
person to be sly, cunning, insidious, fawning, liypocxitioa^ or (leceptlro ;

would that 1 could say as much for th6^;ol6agr0 1

Give me Jfob4^^|Uity, subs*tanc(^ f^; jand ke^ me^loof from th

^ ExoHAiitSns ai*e a H^ctipWbn orpiri0|Wty, in

the ac<|^utremeiit and di«^tribution of which, it wbnld seem, there exist

Ipme peculiii#1iotions. Tliose aOts •which, in the disp(»sal of other neces-

sities of Ufo among people, would ‘^tand a fair ci^nce of being termed
theft and pilferage, are, hy conventional codwent, considered v^ial and
excusable, from the commohiiess of custom. No person considers him-
self guilty of a crinfie in bolting with a strange umbrellaW ihe hurry of
the moment ; because it is ne^er ijrileiitionally taken, orfly ^found,***—no
more ! It is considered but a s}»ice of good-luck to the finder, when he
discovers the mi^itake ; and ilie loss to the original owner but one of

those common accidont^*” in life to which all men are occasionally

subject.
^

The exchange of a had umbrella for a better, where opportunity

occurs, a a tbi ng^ of course throughout society ;
every body does it.

When the errtp* is detected, a good liiimoured •' beg pardon,"— don't

name it," are sufiicient to set matters <[uite straight.

These things are convenient.

The vicissitudes of apparel are confined mainly to Hats, of which ex-

change" is the principal—accidental excdiange, (»f course ;—n(» person

would confess to the mistake as being intentional. But men are more
on the alert, and more htraight<Jaced in their habits of thinking u}>on

the suhjeett of hats than of umbrellas. If a good hat chance to find com-
munity witii a multitude of indifferent beavers—in tbe hall of a public

tavern, for instance,—it falls, by prescriptive right, to tbe share of the

first man who takes his dejHirture ; this e\ery one knows, ami none but

the improvident* would venture to pro\’ide himself with but the sorriest

bit of felt he can find .at home. v

.

The question of shape and size is caredv involved iiHthe^mytake of

cxcliatge.

"3%i>vXntages Di PLiciTY.-»-I loTIjf'questioffed the *^pediency
m rearing, children in the reverence of truth. Every parent, who has

had an opportunity of ^mixing wi^th civilized society, must be sensible

that falsehood and deceit have universally superseded these more Gotliic

habits of mind, truth, candour, and sincerity. I am peVsuaided, that if

Dupliqity were commonly taught as a separate science, much and general

advantage would result. A Regius Professorship of Duplicity at our
tf'niversities would be a national blessing ; the King would immortalize
his reign by such an endownient.

IVtAcAziNB Writing.—None but the affluent should ever aspire to the

honours which pertain to Magazine Writing. If the world knew the
hours oi mental torture which those experience who follow' the craft of

^
'

5?
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jietlodtis sutlMurihip^ U MovUd lift up its hyes in very pity and a»tom»V
’

meat ! t>».TOrl4/ in Hs oopsummate innocence^ hnagines the Hfe of a

aorihe Uf heu#ci^xiat#noe of downright blisa-^th^ never-dying et^yment
of ftnna# oetelKityi^immartai' glory, and so forth -r-that he is only not

positively ^vine, l^canee he eats^ drinks/ and takes physio like the

vidgar of tne earth I God help him ! The tnpn who writes for bread is

an object of deep compassion ; for he is an unhappy^ a lost creature

!

Hk misery is net only extreme, it is, unceasing. The troubles which fall

to the oommotpJpt of mortals are^ bad enough, it is true, but they are

tolerable, beeadSe deling ; thet^ome, remain a wliile, and then depart

;

but, with him, they are terrible in extent, and endless in duration

!

The brain of an article-monger is on the everlasting rack of thought

;

he is eternally thinking on what he shall think, so that the thouglit may
bring him coin* Like the poor tempest-beaten wrecker, he is ever ou
the look-out for a God-send ; the crafty spider wea\ es not with greater

industry, w'atches not for prey with nxpre undivided intensity thmi lie.

llis eye is restless ; he gazes ou the earth, the •^ky, the waters, and all

that therein is, in tlit» mighty hope of finding inaferial. IJis Skull is his

workshop, his wareroom,' his house of business : his main oconj»a^Jon is

tlie collecting of merchandize to vend, and murh i^ brouglit, and much
rejected, as jbUhI}' unsaleable, llis senses are on a voyage of discovery.;

asleep or awake he is haunted by the shadowy spectre of an AiiTicLn.

He skims through books, ransack libraries, rummages the universal

world, goads people to talk, and quibbles tliat he may catch a hint. A
new idea is to him a peaid of great price ;* he grasps at it desperately,

hugs it to his heart, looks at it with fond emotion, turns it about, and
about, and about, and fashnuis it in the most winning bedizeument of

labour for the delight of unknown millions, and th^ approbation of Mr.
Kditor. •

Poor H. is a notahl# instance of this. The world thinks him lo be

one of nature's happiest conceits ; a droll <»f the first water ; that exist-

ence is to him a perpetuity of sunshine, moving upon the earth’s fair

surface with a couiilenance all laughter and hilarity, a mind all mirth,

fun, and frolic, and a form all fat. llis friends know him, alas ! con.

trariwise, as another man,—an exquisite bore ; a nuisance ; a calamity ;

a thing to be avoided, From night till morn, from morn till dewy
eve," he is undisguisedly on the stretch after verbal perversions; his

trade is»di$tortion. He is continually on drill ; all day long he is prac-

Using with whomsoever it Is his good luck and their misfortune to

meet ; and for one good thought he turns up, he will launch fifty of the

vilest, A^pide§^; preliminary stupidilie.s it ever fell to the lot of mortal

to listen tor

It is not to others, however, that his society is worse than a pestilence,

that is their affair ; let them avaunt if tliey can ; it is to himself that he,

poor devil ! is more especially insufferable. * To him, being the very

essence of disaster. His mind is the hell-scourge of his life ; he cannot

fly it ; it cleaves to him as does a doe-skin glove to a damp hand on a

sultry day. It is in vain that he tries to think, to reason, to compare,

to judge, as other men do, to see as other men see ; every thing to him
is twisted, contorted, and •mis-shapen. He looks on all things thrpugh

refracting media. He speaks on all matters strangely and diverselo-

quently. Thus, in the midst of living, common-sense beings, he is alone

and aloof, wretched, blue-devilled, and hypocondriacised, in a world

which it is the irresistible business of his life to pervert and make crooked,

VOL. III. NO, XIV. U
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Hk face^ too^ is a disc of gloom; grim^ lank, dismal, dry, and anxious;

his unfatigued eye wanders rapidly, from point > to point, beneath .his

knotted .hit>w and forehead of parboiled parchment ; his^lips are thin,

puckered, and blue.; and the general expression of his mental index

about as .melancholy ' a bit of humanity as one might well encounter*

And such is he whom the world, in its simplicity, deemeth a marxeilous

proper man. Alas ! if the world knew the labour-.pangs he snifers in his

parturieiicy of good things,** it would never again lau|^^ them,, were

it only for sheer compassion’s sake. ^ 1
And such is a crack Magaziner.

Patriotism and Taxation,

—

** ItTiatl’l exoaims^e lofty and high-

minded aristocrat, with flushed *faSe and indignation burning in his eye,

what I deny to our Patriots and Heroes the miserable pittance which

a grateful nation has aw^arded to thenS for wisdom advanced, and valour

done ! Shall those who have perilled their lives,^nd exhausted their

talents, for the best interests of their country, be doomed to experience

its ingratitude ?
' Shall the righteous allowance to them and their sucw

cessors be Stopped or curtailed at the instigation of some wretched, false,

parsimonious political economist, or of

—

prohpudor !—a House of Truck-
lers to the worst passions of an unthinking and unthankful mob } For-
bid it heaven! forbid it virtue I forbid it every principle of honour!”
Bow-wow, magniloquolibus, bow-wow-wow ! How pompous and impos-

ing are high-sounding words^ how stimulating a fine burst of oratory, in

defence of morals ; how spicy a judicious dash of declamation ! Oratory,

however, was never intended for plain-thinking, fact-finding, persons

;

and declamation is beginning to decline in the market.
The money-gratitude of the country is a subject that is engaging very

general attention ju^t now, particularly amongst that numerous class

which comes uivier the denomination of tax-payers, a single-minded

body, unskilled in verbiage, and of rhetoric wl^Uy ignorant
;
persons

who are prone to regard facts unstripped of the tinsel of eloquence, and
to jump at conclusions promptly, without the intervention of speechifi-

cation.

How do they view the question ? Some great master-mind, or wliat is

nearly the same, some lucky dog, identifies himself with an achievement
that reflects immortal honour and glory on the most honourable and
glorious people on the face of the globe—the English, of course ;—well.

Parliament becomes in a ferment, and meets, smoking hot, ui^der the

influence of gratitude ; the Minister waxes eloquent on the blackness of

that crime to which no man will confess; friends touch toes delightedly

;

the House is convulsed with loud, lusty, long-continued cheers ; the

hero looks modest, mutters something of his own unworthiness, duty,

honour, and humbug ; ahd pockets a princely price for the glorious deed
which his poor skill (under Providence !) accomplished.

Taxes (as most people have the advantage of knowing now^-a-day)

have been kid on as thickly as can be well borne,—screwed up, in fact,

beyond the paying point. A great portion of these forms the gratitude-

fund, out of tvwkh heroes, statesmen, and patriots (themselves or their

posterity, throughout all the infinite variety of sons, mothers, rtephews,

'fiends, and familiars) are paid. <

Now, there are two facts easy to understand. He who has served

his country” is a patriot, and as such must be paid. The taxes are
collected, 80 that such payment may be made good.

But there is another question which arises out of these simple facts ;
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and it is a terrible stiimbling-block to all homely-thinking folks* What
is the precise definition of patriotism^ as associated with taxes and

money payments^ (gratitude,) present and in perpetuity?

Amid the whole host of patriots in this country,—and, judging from

the immense sums annually paid, there must be a tremendous number,

—

there does not appear to be one who is in the slightest degree moved
by, or indicates the smallest compassion for the misery which is now
universally prevalent in the nation they*have so magnanimously risked

their lives, their limbs, their time, their talents, to serve in days gone
by ; there is not one of them who does not calmly behold the beggary

to which the country is reduced, ai^ the distress—the general and
appalling distress, all arising from excessive taxation which now exists,

who is not ready to see " his country** at Old Harry, before he will

yield up one penny, per annum^to lighten the load which bears so

heavily upon her. A plain thinker is puzzled at all this. He is either

so dull that he cannot, or so dogged that he will not, view this question

with aristocratical eyes ; and the fearful thing is, that, by and by, he
will, in his stupidity, no longer permit what the homeliness of his philo-

sophy cannot sanction ; that he will discuss with his betters the relative

Vfilues of patriotism and gratitude, (pecuniarily considered,) in connex-

ion with the art sublime of illimitable taxation, with a view to mete his

thankfulness according to a more restricted measure*

\rhat wonders will not be wrought thrgugh the homely mindedness

of plain people within the next ten years !

Thk Dundee Elkction.—The electors of Dundee have set a noble

example, which we hope to see followed by other Scottish towns, as op-

portunity offers. Upon the demise of their lamented friend and repre-

sentative, Mr. Kinloch of Kinlocli, they have worthily supplied his place

by the election of Sir Henry Paniell ; whose ability, experience of public

business, profound knowledge of finance, liberal principles, and tried

consistency, render his services in Parliament of inestimable value to the

nation. Few of our modern statesmen can boast of Sir Plenry's steady

adherence to his principles, at whatever cost. The resolution not to

abandon those principles in office which he had maintained out of it, lost

Sir Henry his place in the Whig Cabinet ; and his refusal to pledge

himself, contrary to his convictions, to \ ote for a Repeal of the Union, lost

him his seat for Queen’s County, at the last general election. Sir Henry’s

services have been of the most useful description ; but they are only an

earnest of what may be expected from him. Whenever the Govern-

ment really means to pursue a strictly popular course, and grant effec-

tual relief to an over-taxed country, we expect to see Sir Henry again

called to office, and occupying the important place of Chancellor of the

Exchequer ; for which, we believe, he is better qualified than any other

man in Britain. •
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SCOTTISH BURGH REFORM BILL.
»

The straw is being moved

»

The rat nests are in process '^of being

uncovered, and the rats about to be sent scampering. Those sinks of

corruption—the Burgh Corporations—are about to become purified ; and

the little, nasty, stinking, and devouring cre'atnres which infested them
are to be speedily dislodged. In the year of Grace, 1833, the inhabitants

of the Scottish towns, large and small, from the great cities of Edinburgh
and Glasgow, to the iftlle towns of Culross and Dornoch, are, for the

first time, these many centuries, to have some influence in the manage-
ment of their own civic affairs. ^
One of the first acts of Ministers in the Reformed Parliament lias been

to bring in a Bill for the destruction of the close system. We thank them
heartily for their Bill. It demolishd^ the old system

; and that is no

small matter of congratulation among the friends of popular riglils. But
the new system which this Bill introduces is far, in our ojiinion, from
being so good as it might be.

In considering wliat the Reform of thoBiirgli S) ^tciu should be, tlie fir-^t

question which occurs is, (\in the full measiwe of reformation be attain,

ed ? In the case of the Reform of the representation, the fpiestion was

avowedly, not what was best, hut \^hat was attainable. A perfect reform

could not have been carried without ro\oluti<m ; and loss tluui tlje minis-

terial measure would not have engaged the support of the ]>eople. Rut

in Burgh Reform there was no need of adopting the ^ame midfile eourse

that w'as wisely purMied in the ca^e of Parliamentary Refonu. A House
of sane Lords would ne^er think of opposing the united wi^li of tlie

Ministers, the House of ( ommons, and the ])eo]>le, on any plan of Burgh
Reform. The King*s consent might he calculated oji ; and the Tory
party in the Hohse of C’ommoiis, altlumgh ‘it sliould he joined liy the

most conservative of the Whigs, nothing to the iiumiier of the Minis,

terialists, liberal Whig^, and UadicaK, who w'ould «:upport a complete

measure of Reform, if proposed by Ministers.

What tlien is the best sort of Burgh Reform } That wlneh will e»i-

croach least on the liberties of the towii'iiHi) ; that wli’ h will i iM thv m

the completest control over those they may appoint to manage their

affairs. IIow’ w'ould the inhahitaiils of a city do, if left to their ow n dis-

cretion, after the demolition of the old system, and without an act of

Parliament establishing a iumv one t They would assemble, aiuY elect a

certain numher of their fellow-citizens to manage the city's aflairs, for a

certain time ; when another public meeting would he held, to recene an
account of their managers’ stewardship, ami to appoint successors to

such of the maniigers as might not In* re-elected. A very siinjde matter,

truly. All that is really w anted by an act of Parliament, is to give the

authority of law to tlie proceedings of these Managers, to enforce the
payment of^assessments they lay on, and to enable them, as a body re-

cognised in law, to sue of be sued. That is all. And why slioulcl not
this plain me^j^ure be adopted } There is no good reason why it should
net': Wid one ; and w'ith those wlio have liithcrto mfide our
law^s, a bad reason is of more cogency tlian a guod. Sacli a Uefoim in

the Burghs would be consistent with entire fr^edom,—a bles.sing that it

is not meant by the aristocracy ^of Britain that this country should enjoy.

It would work too w^ell, and could not fail to suggest a similar mode of
conducting the affairs of the nation. It would he a step lo thorough
Parliamentary Reform,
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Let UJ5 see in what the provisions of* this Bill differ from the proper
measure which we have given above.

Instead of all the inhabitants, or rather all the householders, having
a vote at the election of those who are to rule over them, and levy assess-

ments on their property, the qualification of a voter for those who are
“ 111 some bit bnigh to represent

A bailie's name,”

is to be the same as that for an M.P. * Here the had reason appears
without disguise. For surely it cannot be said hy the most insolent

Tory or plausible Whig that ever wagged unprincipled tongue, that a
man in one of oUr country towns who occupies a L.9, or L.5,—ay, or a
L.2 house, is not a competent enough judge whether Symon Brodie the
grocer, or Matthew Briggs tlie hosier, is the fitter man to be one of the
Bailies of Badenough, for a single year of probation. But there is absur-

dity in this clause, as well as a sneaking avoidance of good. It v/ill

disqualify all hut a small knot of the wealthier citizens. It will create
a little pestilent aristocracy in all hut the very large burghs. In some
of the smaller burghs it w'ill not leave many more qualified voters than
there are places to fill. Tli^ monstrous proposition to make a L.IO qua-
lification necessary for a \ote at a burgh election, shew's how much the
authors of the Bill dread a diminution of the qualification for a vote in

the election of members of the House of (.’oinmons.

The (‘lection is to be by open poll. ^Ve will not say, make it by bal-

lot
; but we say, leave it to the choice of the inliabitants of each burgh,

to vote by ojuui poll or by ballot, as they please. Let the qualified

voters meet, and decide by a majority whether their approaching election

should he by ballot or otiicrwise. And there must be no talk of the

,* mob'* or the raldde” being those chiefly for the ballot. No man who
keeps a house ov(u* his head by hon^^t exertion, is tod)e despised as a
mob-mau. The half-crown of burgh cess which he has to pay, is as much
to him as the half-guinea paid by liis wealthy neighbour ; and he is

equally witli his neighbour interested to see that none but a discreet and
Ijonesi man be appointed to administer justice and levy assessments. It

is the poorer clashes wdio mo^t need tlie protection of the ballot. We
are mistaken, however, if most of the wealthy citizens would not, like

tlie nobility and gentry in tlieir clu!»s, prefer concealing their vote, and
avoiding offence to either candidate for civic honours.

Another ])ro\ is^ioii to wliich w'e (d)ject, is that by wdiicli one-third part

of the Councillors are to go out annually. 'Fins is a a ery common regu-

lation ill sucli ca-^es
;
and in the constitution of jmldic companies, such

as insurance o/fua’s, vv<‘. It is <*iie that never is found to work well for

the partners, though often for the Maiiairer, tlie board of Directors them-

selves, or tlie leading men in the (amipaiiy. It is the close system as

nearly as is consistent with any ajipearance of freedom. By means of it,

w^e have known tlie Manager of an insurance Mlice appointed on the same

principles as (diancellors of the Exchequer <ive ;
and, as might be ex-

pected, conducting the business of the (’ompaiiy with all a C’hancellor of

the Exchequer's usual skill and suci^ess,—inaiatair^ himself in place not-

withstanding repeated attempts to dislodge him, and the evidence of

falling stocks that a chafige in the Tiianagenient was necessary. W^hen
a Provost or Manager gets one set of (Councillors or Directors to be

favourable to his viev\s, it is easy managing tlie whole body afterw^ards.

Only the third part goes out
;

and tlie stanch friends of the Provost,

or Manager, are re-elected by the influence of the Directors and their
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dkief. That probably reduces the one^third which retires^ to one«-Bixth

;

and the joint influence of the Manager and Directors scarcely ever fails

to secure the election of men whom the Manager can depend upon as

easy men, (dangerous animals in office^) or friends. If the former^ a
few dinners, and plenteous draughts of claret, soon transform the easy

man into a steady, if not an active friend. It is no objection to what
we propose, to say that it is expedient to retain a number of men expe-

rienced in the business of the t'ompany or corporation. Let the electors

judge of that expediency. We do not say, change the whole of the

Magistrates, or Directors, annually ; but only, let the electors judge how
many, and which individuals shall be changed.

But what have w’e next }—The Councillors to elect the Magistrates !

Why, my good Lord Advocate, ci-devant Editor of the Edinburgh Re.,

view, and £x eo officio champion of liberal opinions for the time being,
** what, in the namai»>of slyness and sla^'ery, do you mean by this ? Where
do you find the precedent for this, even in the Parliamentary Reform
Act, incomplete as it is.^ We were told that that Act was but the point

of the reforming wedge, and that e\erys ubseqiient measure was to

drive the wedge farther into the tenacious tfunk of Toryism. But here

is a pulling out of the wedge,—a step backwards,—and a relapsing to-

wards the perfection of the close system, in the very moment you pre-

tend to be abandoning it for ever ! W'e need not tell a person of your
Lordship's acuteness, that the very worst system, having the appearance

of election, would be the inlcrpcjsition of several steps in the elective

process between the peojde and those ultimately elected. No, no, my
Lord, this will not do at all. It's a sly touch, hut no go. With your
leave, the inhabitants of the Scottish Burghs will choose their Magis-
trates themselves, iastead of choosing those who are to choose them.
The thing is so viwkward in its liature, that there is no expressing it

without awkwardness ; an argument which will, perhaps, go as far with
your Lordship as any that can he brought ag<»inst this sleekit clause.

These are the principal objections which we have to the Scottish Burgh
Reform Bill. There are many pro\isions in it of smaller moment that

it would also be well to amend ; such as the Provost and Treasurer
being elected for three years

;
accidental vacancies in the Council being

to be filled up by the Council itself till the next election, when, of

course, it would be represented as an affront to turn the person so

elected out ; the taking of fees at lodging claims, inspecting the record
of voters, or lodging objections ; the making it necessary that an appli-

cant for admission to the roll should have been for twelve months a
freeman, or have resided six months in the Burgh,—clauses only neces-

sary to prevent fraudulent advantage being taken of the very limited

number of qualified persons under the L.IO restriction. But we forbear.

The Bill must be amended ; and, if the good of the Burgesses is to be
the object studied, there will be no difficulty in devising w^hat the amend-
ments oughf to be. If any other object is aimed at, the Lord Advocate
may be assured that his Bill will be a very temporary measure. He will

have to mend it before two years, if he be in life and in office so long.

There is one provision of a restrictive kind, which, friends of liberty,

as we are, we would recommend to the Lord'Advocate to add,—That
the Magistrates shall have no power to contract debt on account of the
Burghs, to a greater extent than the Burgesses, at a public meeting,

agree to pay o£P by three equal instalments, to he levied during the pre

.

sent, and two succeeding years, in addition to the ordinary assessments

2
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or tpovenuoft of the place, ivhich are not to be burdened by any deed of

the MagiAtratee or the Burgesses* What foolish squandering of the re-

souioes of after.times would not such a regulation have prevented in the

times gone by

!

AVHKiS AND TORIES*

WhaV is the difference between the Whigs and the Tories } It is not

solely that one is in, the other out. There is a farther difference, and it

is well that it should be understood.* And now that the Whigs are

sunken in public estimation, it is right that they should have the benefit

of any distinction which can fairly be drawn in their favour. „

In power, it appears, that the Whigs are capablo^iof more good and if

more evil than the Tories. It were easy to recite measures of improve,

ment proposed, or accomplished by the Whigs, which the Tories would
not have undertaken. On the other hand, the Irish Coercion Bill, though
it exactly accorded with tjie policy of the Tories, exceeded their daring;

and the AVhigs have, without disguise, outraged public opinion, by de-

fending jobs and villanies which the Tories would not have ventured to

vindicate in the same impudent manner, but would have sheltered them-
selves from attack under false pretences. The credit w^hich the Whigs
gain by liberal professions, promises, and some good deeds, they cari*y to

account for the perpetration of evil. They do good that evil may come
of it. The popularity obtained by a public benefit is made a means for

a public wrong. I'he gratitude for a service is worked into endurance
of an injury. The Tories don't touch upon either of these extremes.

There is perhaps more mischief in their hearts, buti>there is also more
fear. They let I dare not wait upon I wmuld they have the dog's

eye and the stag's Iieart : they are, in a word, unpopular, and restrained

by the consciousness of that truth ; the strong law of public opinion, or

the apprehension of it, is ever on them.

Let us now compare the opposition of those two parties. The ^VTiigs,

out of office, were clamorous patriots,—unrelenting enemies of abuses

and oppressions ; perfect dragons of economy, not to be moved to tolera-

tion of unnecessary expense, except for royal personages, w^hose favour

they vere always anxious to fund against occasion. In opposition/ the

Whigs after all deductions, worked for the people's cause. In opposi-

tion, the Tories have worked against it. The Tories have hoisted no
false colours ; they have steadily fought under the black fii^ ;

they have pretended to no patriotism, to no concern for the liberties

and rights of the people. On the contrary, when the Whigs have
proposed an invasion of the Constitution, they have publicly assisted

in the villainy, and concurred in all extravagances. A poor attempt

to play the other game was made by Mr. Dawson,, who pretended

a zeal for economy, and attacked jobs and sinecures ; but it was scouted

by his party. Indeed, the Tories have acted as if they had a reversicifciry

interest in the abuses of Government, and were averse to damage this

property. They have feught the enemy with a private's tenderness for

the ship which they desire to make their own ; and their guns are aimed
at the persons, and the rigging, not atfthe hull, which they hope will yet

bear their fortunes. The opposition of the Tories is thus an opposition

to the people and to Government, when it proposes any measure for the
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goo4 of tfio peopit ; but in enterjprizes of mischief they aid and abet the
Minieters. Tl|e alternative ^>f a Whig or Tory Government will not
long exist ; but if we had no other prospect^ the question which must
arise upon it would be a difficult one^ Whether it would be better to have
a Tory Government, capable neither of so much good^ nor of so much
evil as the Whigs in office, and resisted by a Whig opposition, profess-

ing all liberal and patriotic principles, and with unceasing activity

assailing abuses and acts of oppression ; or a Whig Govemmejoj^vibrat-
ing between good and ill, and obstructed in measures of public benefit

by the Tory opposition, and ass^ited by them in measures of*mischief ?

This would be a nice question ; but after the ruin which the Whigs are

bringing on themselves by their desertion of the people, it is hardly

possible that they can resume the part in opposition which they formerly

wgpeted with such plausibility. 'After their measures of tyranny, tbeir

fl^kvagances, the^ defences of jobs, and acts of injustice and oppres-

sion, it is scarcely conceivable that they can muster the impudence to

reprove similar proceedings on the part of the Tories. Indeed the
’W^igs have declared the error of many of tlieir impeachments of the
Tories, and asserted that the experience of ofiice has shew'n practices to

be necessary and proper, which they had in oj^position denounced as fla-

gitious. The things for which Mr. Thomson, Sir James Graham, and Lord
Althorp attacked Goulbum, llerries, and that fry, are now the things

which they justify ; but without any acknowledgment of the wrong which,

according to theirown reprefrentations, they must have done their former
antagonists.

The Whigs and the Tories have each a Iloube of rarliament. The
Whigb have the Commons ; the Tories the Lords. A Mliig Ministry

has the difficulty of managing the Lords ; a Tory Ministry would have
the difficulty of ipanaging the Commons. A Tory Ministry could no
more be Tory in its practices, than a liberal Ministry can be liberal. In

either case, a compromise is certain. A Tory Ministry must be Whig,
in as great a degree as the Whig Ministry is Tory. Thus it would
have the support of a portion of the Commons* House, composed of the

trimmers, the timid, the moderate, the indifferent, together with the

camp followers of every and any Government ; and might thus muster a
majority. The country would not long bear this mongrel thing, with its

petty reforms and concessions ; but Parliament would brave it, till the

voice of the people scared it from its complaisance. A Tory Ministry

woiild> of course, be able to carry small improvements through the
which, small as they might be, would be too large for the feeble

influence of the Whigs in that House.
^

The Lords would favour the

GOcyernment of their party, and, against tlie grain, for the purpose of

propitiating the people, permit them to carry measures w hich they would
refuse to the Whigs. The Whifts, if they chose, might subdue the

Lords, but this would in no .way suit the Whig game,* for if.^by a re-

action, or the menace of it^ the Lords were reduced lo acquiescence,

there would be no pretext for denying and paring down measures of

imurovement demanded by the country. The course would be free ;

nothing would stand ill the w-ay of the corieition of abuses; and there
would, consequently, be nothing in office wortfc the possession of the

Whigs, The opportunity they now have of pleading, or pretending the
opposition of the Lords to all eflectire measures, and great objects of

public benefit, is much valued by Ihe Whigs ; and by no act of theirs

will they forego this convenient scape-goat.
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OEEAT BEITAIK—THE PARLIAMENT.
The Bill for the Suppression of Dis-

turbances in Ireland,—the disgrace of the
Ministry and of the Parliament,—has at
length become the law of the land. Bad,
however, as it still is, it received import-
ant modifications in the House of Com-
mons ; and Ministers were compelled, by
the force fif public opinion, to give up
many of the more despotic clauses of the
Bill. The great consideration in the
House of Lords was, how to increase its

arbitrary and tyrannical nature ; how to
place the Ministry above the* laws; and
how to trample most effectually* on the
liberties of the Irish people. Although
the lower House seem^ disposed to agiee
to almost every clause in the Bill, Minis-
ters themtelvrs yielded ; and, while we
give them credit for their conduct, we fear
that little can be said for the House which,
on tlus occasion, forgot that it is its first

duty to protect the liberty of the subject
Of the more important modifications, we
i^y menticm the exclusion from the opera-
tion of the Bill of all offences, even of an
insurrectionary character, such as resist-

ance to the payment of rent and tithes,

when such acts are not accompanied wdth
threats or violence The police and sol-

diery are not to be allo^ved to seize all

they find out at night indiscriminately,
but such only as are from liome under
suspicious circumstances. The Courts-
martia), instead of being secret tribunals,

are to be open ; and the council for the
accused m^y take notes, and cross-examine
witnesses, as in ordinary courts of law.
The Courts-innitial may compel the at-

tendance of witnesses for the defence ; and
MO officer wlm h.as been engaged in rtgi-

mental duty in the district, can be a uieni-

her of the Court. The Viceroy cannot dis-

perse legal meetings, called by the Loid-
Lieutenant of counties, or resident JNIa-

gistrates in proclaimed districts; but all

pei'sons not residing in' the district are
prohibited from attending such meetings.

Mr. O'Connell and Mr. ShieJ, throughout
the discussion, distinguished themselves
by their talent and perseverance, and did
all that could be effected agaiiiSt the over-

whelming Ministerial majorities. On
Moving the tenth (orCourt-martial) clause,

fillisters were very unexpectedly opposed
" Mr. Aberciomby, onei>f the mcmbei's
t Edinburgh, w^ho stMid, that he would

oppose that clause by every means in his

power, because he could find neither so

much, intimidation, nor such systemalic
efforts to carry it into execution, as to

satisfy his mind, that they w^ere justified

in pronouncing the ordinary tribunals of
the country inefiicient. He maintainect
that the occurrences at the assizes iij .

land shewed that thtfe was no need of 4

sorting to Cuurts-manial ; and concluded
by expressing his deep and overwhelming
convict! OTi, that there could not be a more
dangerous and mistaken policy than to

make use of military men in cases w^here
the political feelings of the people were
concerned. This speech of a grave and
sedate latvyer, a steady stippoi*ter of Go-
vernment, and not likely to be carriedaway
by his feelings, was much cheered, and
made a great impression on the House. It

was received with much satisfaction at

Edinburgh by the liberal reformers ; and
convinced many who had hitherto enter-

tained difierent sentiments, of the impo-
licy of the courso pursued by Ministers.

In the event of a new^lection, it will as-

suredly not be forgotten by the people of

Edinburgh. Mr. Stanley could not con-

ceal his alarm at the effect likely to be

produced *by Mr. Abercromby’s speech,

and endeavoured to ausrver it in a long
address, which was greatly deficient in the

energy and boldness for which Mr. Stan-

ley’s speeches arc dislinguislied. On the

division, the minority against Ministers

was the largest wliieii had appeared during
the discussion, the numbers being 270 and
130, giving a majority to Ministers of
140 for the clause. After a tedious dis-

cussion the Bill went througii the Conl-

mittre ; and it was read n third time anil,

passed on the 29lh of March, by a majoritj^*

of 345 to 00. The amendments of the

Commons, though making very material

uiudifieatitms, and rendering, in the opu
nion of many of the Tory jnirty, the Bill

worthless, jvere agreed to by the Hquse of

Lords without a division; a circumstance

which ina} be noted as marking the con-

sciousness tiieir Isoidships entertain of the

declension of their power.

On the 21st of March, Mr. Attwood
moved, that a Select Committee be ap-

poioffed to inquire into tbe distressed state

of the country. He asseiled, in a speech
of great length, filled with uutperous de-

tails of tiie state of the labouring poor,
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th*it the ^istreM was greater than at an3r

period. He stated, that in the

l^hjrt l^mdon two^^thirds of the dilp*

plug were mortgaged ; that the pooi^s rates

were double what they were fifteen years

ago ; and that it was a certain fact, that

100.000 persons were out of employment
in the metropolis alone ; and that the

most efficient labourer could not earn more
than eight shilliiigs a-week, which sum
was insufficient fiir his support Mr. Gil-

loti, and several other Members, corrobo-

rate Mr. Attwood’s statement, as to the

existence of great distress. The real, and
Sfiarcely concealed object of the motion

to piomote the mover’s favourite

atteme of tampering with the currency.
" The motion was oppsised by Lord Altborp,

on this ground, and because the gratiting

of it would lead to much peiplexity and
uncertainty among the monied and com-
mercial interests ; and it was ivjected by
a majority of 192 to 15(1

In moving the Navy Estimates, Sir

James Graham stated that the reduction

this year, as compared with the preceding,

was L.229,509, and he sl»owed from offi-

cial returns that the assertions relative

to the deficiency of n<aval stores were un-

founded. The amount expendvsd in stores

during the three years ending with 1829,

was less than that expended in the three

years, ending in 1833, by L.147,790; and
the amount of victualliTig stores and pr<»-

visions purchased iu 1831, and 1832, ex-

ceeded the amount consumed hy L.38,537'

The half-pay had been reduced during the

last two years byL.41,G43. I'he number
ofsailors and marines were to be the same
as last year; 18,090 seamen, and 9,000

marines. The number of our ships in

\*JJ8 was 440, being 92 more than at

present. In 1793 we had 488 ; but as

the size of the veswls had incrcaseil, the

number of men necessary to he employed

was greater, France had 31 sail of the

line and 37 frigates; Russia 38 sail of

line and 23 frigates ; America 8 sail

dVthe line and 10 frigates. In the course

^ the debate, Mr. Hume, in urging the

ibecessity of retrenchment, remarked that

the average of wheat paid in taxes during

t}ie three yean ending in 1815, 'Vas

15.853.000 quarters, and the pverage of
the three ye^rs from 1823 to 1825, was
L.] 7)^4,000; so that although the taxes

had been reduced from 69,000,000 to 52
millions in the intermediate period, still

there was an actual incrl'ase in the taxa-
tion of ten per cent. He complained of
the increase in the number of marines
which had only been 4,000 on the average
of the six years from 1817 to 1823. With
regard to the army, he considered 55,000

^
men sufficient, instead of 89,419, as asked
by Mitiisten. The whole number of men,

compi^lfng the three descriptions of our
forces, exceeded 120^000 ; and to this force

were to be Added the military stall, the vo-

lunteers, and the yeomanry, wlioamounted
to nearly 80,000. Sir E. Codrington said

he believed the^ dock-yards to be in a
more efficient state than at any ffirmer po*

riod. He complaiueiF of the manner in

which pensions were granted'. Mr. Cro-
ker had a retired allowance of L. 1,508 a-

year; and Miss Rosamond Croker had a
pension of L.300 ; while the sister of three

distinguished officers, all of whom had
died in the service of their country, had
with difficulty obtained a pension of L.50,
although she had the children of one of

her brothers, and an aged fathpr tp sup-

port.

In moving the army estimates, Sir John
Hobhouse stated that for many yeai*s pre-

viously to his taking office, reductions had
been going on in his department to the
extent qn the average of L.278,000 per

annum. He had, however, reduced the
expenditure below that of last year, by
L.206,712. The forces this year, at home
and ahraad, exclusive of India, were
78,503, and they were thus distributed

;

ill (»rcat Britain, 21,783 ; Ireland,

23,135; abi-oad, 33,585. Mr. Hume
moved that the army should be reduced
from 89,419 to 81,184, the establishment
maintained hy the Duke of Wellington
in 1830; for notwithstanding the reduc-

tion in the expenditure, the expense ex-

ceetied, hy L.58,000, the cost at any time
under the Wellington administration.

Mr. G. Robinson, on thc26‘th of March,
moved fbr a committee to revise our ex-

isting taxation, with a view to repeal

thoJH* taxes which pressed most heavily on
industry, and to substitute a property tax

in lieu thereof. He proposed to repeal tbe
taxes on bricks, tiles, glass, hops, malt, pa-
per, soap, starch, and stone bottles, cotton,

wool, newspapers, and udverfisi'ments,

and one half of thedutits on sugar and
tea. Mr. Warburton, in seconding the

motion, remarked that if the tax was in-

tended to be permanent, income, as well

as property should be taxed ; and that if a
property tax were to l?e imposed, it ought
to be so high as to enable all indirect

taxes to he swept off, whereby a great

saving in the collection of the revenue
would be effected. Colonel Torrens sup-
ported the motion. He denied that a
property tax would render the indirect
taxes less productive by diminishing the
revenue of proprietors of fixed property.
For the fax paid by such proprietor^/
would still exist as revenue in the handsf
of the persons to whom the treasury paid
it. A property tax, he contended, would
increase profits and wages, by freeing pro-
ductive and activa capital from the bit^
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dens, under which it at present labonred ; unexpectedly succeeded hj a imparity of

and would, therefore, instead of driving two, in a House of ODeiittiidredand forty-

capital out of the country, draw capital six Members, in ^Mining a commission

into it. Mr. D. W. Haivey maintained for the puij^of collecting evidence rela-

ihat it W'as impossible a property tax tivc to the treatment and condition of

could oiuse capital to be withdrawn, ibr chilton employed in factories. In sup-

the land could not be carried away; and port of hie motion he stated, that the wiu
although the fundholders might sell their nesses formerly examined, had been select-

funded pfe|>erty, the purchasers would re^ cd for the purpose by those who were re-

dLord AUhorp said he would give solved ^ impose restrictioiis on the manu-
the matter his most serious consideration, facturers, and that the latter had not had
hut would oppose the motion. He could an opportunity to i*ebttt that evidence,

not see on what principle a graduated Lord Ashley, in opposing the motion
property tax could rest. If they laid a stated, that there was sufficient evidence

greater tax on a man of L.20,000 than on already before Parliament, and that he
a man of L.10,000 a-year, it was, in tmth, had the testimony of no fewer than ninety

saying that the former had too much pro- medical men in favour of his Bill. M.i?p

;>erty. In tlie division there appe«ared Spring Rice, in the absence of Lord aI*

155 for the motion, and 221 against it. thorp said, he was in favour of inquiry.

On the 28th of March, the I^ord Chan- as the consequence of legislating on im|llr-

cellor brought in his bill for the establish- feet information might be to throw chil-

ment of IocaI courls. It was read a third dren out of work. The important subject

time without a division. Its object is, the of Poor Laws for Ireland was incidentally

establishing, as it w'ere, experimenthily, in discussed, on ]A)rd Althorp bringing up
certain districts and counties, and ultimate- some documents from the Poor-Law Com-
ly ill all the counties and districts, local mission. Mr. O’Connell said, that after

Judicatories for the pui-poseof facilitating reading these documents, he must oppose
adminisimtiou of Justice. A Barrister the introduction of Poor Laws into Ire-

of not less than ten years' standing is to land. The general feeling of the House,
preside ns Judge in these courts, and the however, was in favour of their introduc-

jurisdictiou is to be limited to debts or tion. Sir Robert Peel recommended the

damages not exceeding £20 ; but the appointment of a commission to investi-

paities may agree to submit to it ques- gate the state of the Irish Poor,

tioiis involving sums of any amount. The On the questiog of military dogging,

gre4it proportion of actions sued were for there was a strong minority against Mi-
dehts under £20. Ot 011,000 atHdavits nisiers in the division on a motion made
for debt, made in the year 1 820, in the three by Mr. Hume, that it should not be law-

Courts of Common Law, in Westmin- ful to tlog within the United Kingdom
ster Hall, not less than 80,000, or about except for open mutiny, tliieving, and
one-third, were for sums under £20, and being drunk on guard. The motion u^as

84,000 for sums under £50. In thetoimtry strenuously opposed by Lord Palmeixton,

the proportion was still greater. Either and by Lord Althorp and Mr. R. Grant,

party is to have it in his power to compel and was lost by a majority of one hundred

the other to swear to the facts of the case, and fifty-one to one hundred and forty*

Tlie Bill is also to invest the Judges with In consequence of this vote it is undcr-

a species of arbitiary power— tlie power s'ood that the practise of militai-y' flogging

of recoucihunent. Tliis practice has hovn will be much modified,

attended with the most beneficial results The Budget was not brought forward

on the Continent. It was first adopted in until the 19th of Apiil. In making hia

Denmark in 1795, and the following y#ar Financial Sta,tement, Lord Althorp said,

the* lawsuits were reduced to one-third, that the present Administration had abo-

The local Judges arc also to exercise the lished 1,887 places, and salaries to the

functions which pertain to Masters in amount of £*231,406, from which de4uct-

Chancery, and the offic4» of Bankruptcy ing £38,000 for retired allowances, the

Judges in the new Bankruptcy Courts, actual present saving ^vas £192,000. Dur-

His Lordship also introduced a BUI to ing the l^t two ycais, 506 persons had

alter the Appellate Junsdictiou of tlie been brought from the retired list of the

Privy CounciL Revenue Department and placed in active

The Resolutions on the Temporalities service, by w'hiah a saving of £28,000

of the Irish Church were keenly debated had been effected in the rotired allow-

ou the Ist and 2d of April. Sir Robert antes. The income for the year ending

Peel succeeded in extorting from Lord Al- 5th April 1833, was £46,853,000, the

thorp a sort of promise that the present expenditure £45,366,000 ; leaving an ex-

incumbents should be exempted from pay- cess of income of £1,487,000 which would

ment of the Tax to be substituted for the more than cover the deficiency in the

Vestry Cess. Mr. Wilson Patten very ceding year amounting to £1,200,641. ^



income,for tYie'.^ii9iiH|g yeur
eet%)ated tft ^46|494}130< |t(|| ex*

pendiiuie including iE'dOjSO^uQiQ* for, the

eoneolldated fund nt dC44^^»1^9,'leaViiig
auestihiatod surplus of The
following 'Duties he propoeod to t^ke
offt— ’ ^

Tiles, .jesr.ooo
Marine Insurances, l<'0,000

Advertisements, * 75.000
Assessed Taxes, 2H,()00
Haw Cotton, 300 000
bORp, 593.000

Total XI .319,000

The duty on Tiles Wiis to be entirely

taken off. The alteration of the tax on
Advertisements, it was calculated, would
diminish the amount by one-balf. Instead

of 3a (kl. for each insertion, 2s. were to !»e

chsuged for the fiinit. Is. (>d. for the second,

la for every subsequent insei-tion.

The Marine Insurance dutvwlii(h had fal-

len from L.462,00(), in 1«13, to L.22<>,0(M>,

in 1832, would be reduced us follows

:

where- the premium diies not exceed 158.,

the duty to be reduced from 2s. (>d. to la
3A per cent. ; where not exceeding 30a,
from 5a to 2a 6d. In the Assessed Taxes
he propose<l to take off the duties on win-

dows in all shops employed as such, or

as warchousea The house-duty, where-

cver shops were attached to the houses,

would i)C reduced as follows : in houses

containing fifteen windows, of which fiv^

belong to the shop, one-third of the

house-duty would be reduced. This would
amount to a riHluclion in the house and
window duties of L. 100,000. The duty
on taxe<l carts, 1«3U,0<M) was also to be

taken off, and also the duty on shopmen,

warehousemen, hawkers, stewaids, book-

keepers, and clerks. 'Fins would make
the whole reduction on the Assessed Taxes
L.244,000. The tax on r.iw cotton was, in

1831, tliiee.eigbthh of a penny per pound;
lie had increast*d it to five-eighths of a

penny. He proposed a fixed duty of five-

sixteenths of a penny per pound. The
whole duty was at present 1 4.(i28,(K)0,

and he estimated the reductum at

L.388,000. The Soap Tax produt ed an-

nually L.l,18n,008. Tlie duty was to be

retluceii one-half; but he did not calculate

the loss to the revenue would be nioie than

one-half oi the reduction, as ihe,^L. 108,880
now f>aid in draw-hacks w<mld be saied.

The tvvopHiny Stamp Receipt duty is also

to be alxilish^.

Taking, therefore, the reductions as
atiovc, - - " -

And adding the estimated return on
Soap, - . - 1:1)3,000

The proliebie losaJto the Revenue
was, - - l,.l.f)6,000

Surplus for year ending 1834 1,57:^,000

Xsiimated surplus after^above re-
ductions, . . . L.516,OOo

The proposed reductions were generally

approved of by the Hou e. Mr. Hume
said he thought tliat no great loss would
accrue to the revenue by a reduction of
lOs. per quarter in malt, as the consump-
XiOT^ ,wou1d be 11101

*6086(1, and that the n*-

ductioii (Ml nd vorri<<ement8 would have been
better h.^d alt paid a duty of Is. Gd. for

each insertion. He considered the best

means of relieving the distresses of the

country u'as by tlie commutation of taxes

for a pro)»eity tax.

In movMig for leave to bring in a Bill

tor the general Commutation of Tithes,

l^ord Althorp stated that the amount of
church property had been grossly exagger-
ated. The net iucome of all the bishops

was L. 158,527 * the incomes of ail the

Deans and Cliapters 1..238,358, and the

income** of the parochial clergy he esti-

mated at 1. 3,258,800. The whole num-
her of benefices in Krigland was 11,400.

Returns had been made i iom 8,888, and
the infoiiie \i us L.2,788,778. The whole
i*c%'eniie8 of the rliuich did not, therefore,

exceed L.3,580,000, uhich, if equally

divided, would gi'ie to each elergyman
L.285 H-year. If to that were added the

incomes of the prebends and the deans and
chaptei*ss the average iueome of each iler-

gyman would be about I..300. The prin-

ciple of the comuiutatiou vias to (oiivert

the t thes into a perpetual lorn-rent, whe-
ther the tithes were payable to clergymen,

OI to iay-iiupropnatois. Valuators wen^
to be appointed, who ucre to valiu* the

tithes, not on the ground, hut by ascertain-

inguhatliad been paid during the last

seven yeais. The Quaiter Sess'unis are to

asceituiii the aveiii^'e price of the diffet-

ent knuN of grain during those yi*ars. The
valuation being made, tiie tithe rec eiver

is to li.iie his option ot being paid in mo-
ney, or a corn-rent duiing a fixed peijod.

A clergyman may fix this jiayment duiing
the period of his im umbciu y, and a lay-

impropii.ttor for any period not less than
seven jeara. The plan was approvcMl of
by Mr. Rai ing, Colonel Torrens and others,

and opposed lij Dr. Lushington.

Mr. Robert (^rant's resolution to ‘re-

move all civil disabiUties uffc'ctiug the

.lews, 11 ith like exceptioiis, as in the case
of Homan (bitholics, was carried without
n division. The only memhcTs who o)>-

posed it vv'cie Sir R. Inglis and W. Hal-
comb. I’wo lather important rc^solutions,

brought foruarcl by ]Mr. Hume, were
agreed to on tlie 1 8th April without oppo-
sition. The first was, that in all future

vacancies tof sinecure offices in the civil

and Colonial service of the couutiy, no
new appointiiients should be made ; and
the second^ that no person hliould rc'ceivo

an appointment to any situation to whic:h

emolument vv'as attached, tfie duties of'
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which were to be performed- by deputy. Il'elaud; It ^d .liot aeem toJbe consider..

It is gratifying: to find the House of Com^ edpru^ii^ . to Infrtiist to Mr. Stanley
mons at length recognizing a principle so working of IbtlL Lord Goderich has
important as that contained in the abore therefore' accepted *the Privy Se&l, vacant
resolutions by (he resignation of Lord X>urham

;

The severity of the English criminal Mr. Stanley succeeds Lord Goderich as
law is, in many instances, so great that it ‘ Colonial Secretary ; Sir John Hobhouse
is found impossible to put it in execution as’ appointed Irish Secretary ; and Mr.
Mr. Lennard has therefore brought in a Edward* 1^1Hce has been prevailed on,
bill to repeal that part of the present law once more, to join the Ministry, by ac-

which rrndera stealing in a dwelling-house ceptiiig the office of Secretary at War.
to any value whatever, a capital otFence. The ciiange ts advantageous, were it for

During the last four years, th<* jd'oportion no other reason than by removing Mr.
of acquittals in England and Wales for Stanley from Ireland. How he will act

crapital offences, was nearly 29, and for in the Colonial office, remains to be seen ;

non-capital cases, only obout 19 in the but the West Indians seem to require
100. Under the old law, stealing in a fully as much coercion as the Irish. Sir

dwelling-house to the ninourit of 40s. was John Hobhouse cannot possibly be a
capital; and juries were in tlie habit of worse Secretary than his predecessor ; and
finding offemders guilty of stealing to the although he is not so efficient a debater,

extent of 39s. only, to protec-t them from he has the advantage of possessing more
a capital sentence. Sir R. Peel raised the discretion and longer experience. The
sum to £5; but since the alteration 3.> return of Mr. Ellice to the Ministry is a
verdicts have been given against prisoners good symptom ; and we hoj»ft that Mini-
for stealing to tlie amount of 99s. when it sters null now open their ej^es to their

was clear that the amount actually stolen Bituation. and endeavour r.itber to scciiie

was much greater. Sir Eavdioy Wilmot the siij»j»ort'of the p<*ople, ihan of a sink-

lias introduced a bill to mitigate the ing faction. Eor liis ready compliance
punishment for offences committed hy with Eail Grey's wishes, Lord Goderich
juvenile tliieves. He proim^e." to punish lias bee,n created an Karl, under the title

petty larceny summarily without a jury, of Karl of Uipoii. Sir John Hobhouse
not as a felony, but as a misdemeanour, and Mr. Stanley wtM*c re-elected hy their

when cummitteil by children. No inea- respective constitaencies without o]>po»i-

Rurc of any imjiovtance, exnqit the Irish tiou; and Mr, Elli»e again secured his

Coercion Bill, has ]>{iascd the House of seat lor ('ovenlry vvitj^ little tiouhle.

Lords since the meeting of Pai lianieiit, though opjiosed by Mr. Thomas, a Tory,

and the proceedings iii the ii]*per House and by Mr. Cohhet’s second son. Captain
have been more than usually ilull and Berkeley, however, who had resigned his

nninteresting. Hence our notice of (heir seat for Gloucester, on being appointed a
Lordships’ proceedings has been iiccessa- land of the Admiralty in lieu of C'aptain

rily brief. Barrington, was not so furliiriate ; having

KNGi.AXD. been beaten at the election by Mr. Hope,

The decline of the popularity of Minis- the unsuccessful candidate for Marylc-

ters is shown hy the fact, that most of the bone.

elections which ha’ve taken place since the Much attention has been lately directed

sitting of l^irliamont, have been decided to the question of the East India charter,

against the ministerial candidates. At On the 17th December last, a Paper of

the Maiylebone election, the influence of Hints” was sent by Mr. Chatles Grant to

the treasury was used in the most undis- the Directors, containing the terms on

guised manner for Mr. Murray; yet Ife which Governmeut was willing to renew

was beaten, not only by Sir Samuel Whal- the charter. The principal are thew' ;

—

ley, a radical, the successful candidate, The China monopoly to cease, — the

but also by Mr. Hope, a Tory. The ntim- Company to retain its political functions,

hers at the close of the poll were—Sir S. —the Company assets, territorial and

Whalley2869; Mr. Hope ‘iOflo; Mr. Mur- coiumeiciar, to be assigned to^the Crown,

ray 791. At the last election, the Attor- on behalf of the territorial (iovernment

ney-GeneraPs return was almost entirely of India,—an annuity of L.630,000 to be

owing to his connection with Ministers, granted to the Company, to be charged

and he was supported by more than 3,000 on the territorial 1*cvenue of India, to be

members. Much apathy existed in the redeemable, in the option of Parliament,

burgh. Of 8,001 registered vofers, only after a certain period, on payment of L. 100

5,887 were polled, M'hile 0,780 voted in for every L,5, 58. of annuity. Tlie reve-

December. nue iff India to be chargeable, with all

A partial change in the Ministry has the expenses incurred, on account of that

taken place. Although Ministers succeed- country, either at home or abroad. Tho
ed in carrying the Coercive Bill against patronage, civil and military, to remain
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the. Directors. Evoiy British 8ui>*

jeet tin, have the right ,
of going to, and

settling at either of the Preddeiicles with-

out ItceasfC; hut the right of going to,

trading with, or settling in the' interior,

to be subject to such rbgnlatiims ns the

local Gi^rnment may iitake. The Di-
rectors direct to several of these coudi-
ttons, particularly to the loss of the China
Trade, by the proft^of which, alone, they

have been enabled- ft)r rtiniiy yeH*** to

the dividends on their stpck, and make
up the deficit in the teiTitorial feveniies.

By thd revenue acconuts which have
keen made up to the 5th April, it appears

that there has been a deertmse on the quar-

ter, as compared %vitU the correspdnSing

quarter of last year, of L.92,420. There
is an increase, however, on the whole year
of L.239,3A9. The principal increase

U oh the Customs, L.432,047 ; Excise,

L.21,088; and Taxes, L. 18,4 13. Thede-
crease is confined to the Stamps, E. 1 88,790,
and Post-office, 14.79,806.

The price of stocks on the 19th of April

was as follows :—consols for account,

874^* India stock has been gradually
rising, and is now 224. Bank stoc k has

risen suddenly from 192 to 198. Money
is plentiful. Exchequer bills are 4,950
prem.

SCOTLAND.
The affairs of the city of Edinburgh

have, for mhny years,^* lM*en so extrava-

gantly conducted nnder tiie close burgh
system, that they have become greatly

embarrassed. The revenue, which is the

largest of any of the Scotch burghs, in the

year ending Ist October, 1832, amounted
to L.48,063, anil there were arrears and
balaucM thm outstanding to the amount
of L.29,18^. The payments for the same
period were L.dl,507f but the,^‘xcess of
expenditure may he considered as stock.

The debts are put down by the city ac-

countant at L.296,546, being nn increase

of L.4,195 within the year. Seveml of
the debts are,ihowever, kept out of view ;

. and their real amount is believed to ap-

proach half a million. In these circum-
stances a Parliamentary Commission has

been applied for, for the management of
the affairs of the city.

IRELAND.
. The Lord-J!-.ieatenati|i has not allowed

the Irish Coercion Act to become a dead
letter. It had no sooner arrived in Dub-
lin than the county of Kilkenny, as well

AS the city, was proclaimed, although it

has been admitt^ that the city has all

aftoiig been perfectly tranquil The Vo-
lunteers and Trades’ Union of Dublin
Imving met after the passing of thi Act,

immediately prohibited from again
Hfisetnblliig. The outrages against life

attd propc'rty, as far as we can judge from

the Irish papers, as iisiiai A tpw

drunken vagrants havp. been hPVf«ben^||^

for being found in the streets of Kilkeutiy

after sunset. They bav^ pf cou|?^,^en

liberated, with an adcdonltiott to> obey

more punctually the new co<h^ of despo-

tism. . ,

* » THE CONTINENT*
Beniot and Borgei'on, wlio were tried

for shooting at the King of Prance, liave

Imhsii acquitted, as well as the persons who
landed witji the Duchess de Berri

,

from

the Carlo Alberto last spring, and Ecilam*

tin and Chevalier, the chiefs of theKt.

Simoniatis. Gencnil Sebastiani hasjoined

the French Ministry ; but does not take

an active part, on account of his health.

M. Lionne, the n*8pon8ible edifor of the

Paris paper, The Tributify has been con-

victeil of libelling the (’hamher of Depu-

ties, by calling it “ prostituted.” He was
tried before the Chamber itself, which, in

this instance, performed ut once the in-

coiiijriious duties of accuser, judge, and

jury. Tlie majority for the conviction

was 258 to 50 ; and the highest puni^h-

ment the law allows,—three years' impri-

sonment, and a fine of 1(),000 francs, about

I 4 .40O,—was awarded by a majority of 204

to 193. There is something vindictive in

such proceedings, which prove that con-

stitutional liberty is yet unknown in

France. The French have yet to reap

the fruits of the Bevolution of 1830.

A severe struggle has taken place be-

tween the (Jarlist and liberal parties in

Spain for the ascendency. The Queen’s

party has, however, obtained the victory

;

but in the vacillating state of politics in

that country it is difficult t«» say bow long

the triumph may last. Meantime, Don
Carlos ami his family have quitted Spain,

and the ('ortes have been summon^ to

swear allegiance to the King's daughter,

as his succt^ssor to the throne, and to con-

firm the abolition of the Salic Law. Gieat
events for Spain may arise out of the con-

vocation of the Cortes, who may not be

disposed to break up without doing more
business than the King intends.

The struggle in Portugal seems as far

as ever from a termination. On the 4lh
of March a skirmish took place, In which
Don Pedro’s forces had the advantage,
with a loss to the Miguelites of 1,5(K) men.
There has been a serious quarrel between
Don Pedro and Admiral Sartotiua, arising

from the latter not being fiimtsbed with
money to pay his men. Don Pedro sent

Sir John^Doyle to arrest him, and Cap-
tain Crosby to take the command of the
squadron. Sartoriua immediately arrested
both, but soon after liberated them. Don
Pedtu has again begun to recruit in Lon-
don, and Don Miguel has obtained a small
loan in the city. No progress has been
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wade m the wttlement of the D^tdi ^ties-

tion. On the cdnlraiy, the kmg df llol.

land'^ia making extenaire wilttary pre-

paratiens.

Thedlieoptente in Germany are on the
indnnue* The decrees of the diet at

Frankfort have been resisted by the Re-
presentatiye Chambers of Baden, Bayaria,

Cassel, and Wljrtemberg, and an attempt
18 nonr making to suspend the meetings
of these bodies for five y« ars, and to au-
thonae the petty sovereigns to rule and tax
their subjects at pleasure. It this scheme
succeeds, there i\ ill, of course, be an end
to every restige of liberty. Gicat mdig-
nation, of course, prevails, in Geritiony,at

this attempt. On the 3d April, a not todk

place at Prankfoit, m whuh about twenty
per<;ons were kilM and wounded. The
insurgents were principally students, and
they succeeded at first m their att ick on the

Guard House : but a body of 500 tioops

having come up, the insurgents weie dis-

persed. The territory of Frankfort has

smte been siiriounded by troops.

The rumours which have been of late

so confidently asserted of a treaty of peace

having been concluded betMe(n the Sultan

and Ibiahim Paiho> tuin out to be un-
founded. The 'V iceiov of Egipt has le-

jected the proposals tot pacifuation made
bv Great Biitain and biiiiue, and his

sent otders to Ibrahim to niatih on ( on-

stantmople. The Egyptian army nnder

Ibrahim's command amounts to 82,000

men, and the Tuiks ha\e no means of

resisting it. The Russian fleet still le-

mains in the Bosphorus ; and tin Ru&sians

have a considerable body in tin luigb-

bourhood, with nhuh they mil defend

ConstantinopU . The don nfall of tl e ''ul-

tan seems inevitable ; and the only doubt

18
, whether his dominions will fall into

the hands of Egypt oi Russia. The con-

duct of both the British and Fieiuli Go-

vernments in this inattei is most blame-

able. It h^s long been foieseen that a

crisis was approaching in Turkey; yet

there is neithei a French noi Biitish na^al
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or military force of any power hi the
Mediterranean; and hence, th^ibpieseuta-
tions of fintam and France aie equally
disregaided by the Vicevny nf Egypt and
the Emperor of Bui^

TK« COtOKIES.
The accounts fiom Jamaica and Trmi-

dqd represent these colonies to le in a
most di^rganized state. The attempts of
Lord Mulgrave to put down the Colonial
Unions m Jamaica have excited the ut-
most dihcoiitent^ and he has found u nt-
cessaiy to- dismiss several of the Com-
manding ofiiceia of the militiaii^fimenK
In the T ast Indies, sei lous disturbances
have been occasioned Tiy some indiscreet
p<uaon»emulating leligious tracts amdfig
the native tioops, wuth the view of con-
veitmg them to Christianity. These dis-
tmbauus weie not put down without
great difficulty. The traits wt te collitted
togethei and burnt on the pftiade-giound,
m presence of the tioops, lu oidei to con-
vince the soldurs that the attempt to
roterfeie with thtii relhcious opitnous waf.
not couiitcuanied by Govmuiiint.

ITNn Fl) ST \T1‘ s.

It gnesus luuih pUmsme to learn that
the South Catohna Comeiition for orga-
iii/iug 11 mstaiue to the Taiift h is repealed
Its uulhfiiation ditiee-s, ami u^igned its

fuiiitions. The Union, oi Goveniment
paity, in the Statj hi\e also foiinally

po^tpoiMHi the leih^enibliiig ot their Con-
ti ntion This iinnatuAl dispute has at
length, thirefoie, been sitisfaitoiily ad-
justed. This lesult has been obtained bt

the carrying of the Tan if Bill, piojostd
by Ml Clay, and appiotid of by Mr.
Calhoun, the leadii of the South Carolin i

jiarty in the House of Represeutativefs on
the 26th February, by a majority of 118
to 85 IHie Coilition ot the Southun
and Wefi<^ern States was found ineeistible-

Suuth Carolina has obtained the nnm
point she aimed at, foi the Bill must be
legarded as the .vbandonment of the pio-
tectne system.

STATE OF COMMERCF, MANUFACTURFS AND AGRICULTURF.

It is gratifying to observe the diffusion

of sound Goinmeicial piinciples among
nations which have hitherto maintained

the doctrine that nothing ought to be im-

ported which could possibly be manufac-

tured at home. The French an4 Amen-
cana have been for many years the great

supporters of the protective system : but it

has leceived Ita death-blow in Ameiica
liy the decision of Congress on the Tariff

Question; and, thanks to the efforts of

1)1. Bowling, the eyes of the^Fifnch are

beginning td open to the evils of the sy s-

tern. The attempts wdiich oui Govern.,

ment are makifig (o extend our lommer-
(lal lelations with France, are cordially

seconded by the more enlightened portion
of the Fmich merchants and nianutiic-

turer^ The absurd attepipts of the French
Government to encourage the production
of beet-root sugar, and the manufactuies
earthenware and haidwan^ have been at-



UmM wttli^ iiiiiiofii to At a «f It«|i Mirs*
' fMMa» nt ^uantitf of wine exponad terfAt Blfiiiii)|haii^ on tHa Utb Aprii> an
fkiaal .Bouwleaok^ wbicb, praflont to *iSiq ituMie In the^prifra^ of 16t. per ^on, was

: amountod to lOO^OOQ %toed ta»'J&ince last spHng, Iron has
'^IMikdlsnHMiad to 50,000. ^ men ;25 cant, and lead 20 par cant.

can exce^ the absnrditf of I4tUe chauge has taken place in the pHce
of the ragniptlona now axtsUng in^ Of tin or. copper; hnt they were never

this honadiy for the purpose of giving our sofmoch depressed as the other metals n c
. colonies a monopoly of the home tr^dc. have ment(ioned* The ahUe of trade at

^ appears that the price ofcrown dealtiu Sheffield has bem seldom more depressed

Memei h^ing ilDs. lOd. per load of 50 than at present; hut an expectation is

cubic feat, and the cost of the same auan- entertained that Franca is inclined to ad*
tity of crown timber In'thabnlK^llSs. 2d., mit cutlery aiid plated vrara on moderate
uWe pay |||| Pmsstans 12s. 8d. for convert- tertne.

ing or nSnUfseturiug a load of timber in- l^e pMtpoiiement of the settlement of
*to ^-inhhtdaal or plmiks, ^yhen a pair of the quesiiou of the Com l4aW6 is attended

, English sau'yers would do the \v(^ for with tlie most pcrmicious consequences to

48. 6d. For Brack timber, the Prussians the agriciiltiiiist Ail sparuiation in
charge Ids. Id. per load, tbeir price for grain has long aince ceased. The prices
deals of similar quality being 27s. 4d. ; so of all khuis of grain, except wheat, con-
thatdiheir charge for sawing this desrnp-

,
tinne to decline.. Wheat is nearly sta-.

thsn of timber into plauhs is a trifle less, ‘Uonai*\. The malting season being nearly
hnt 9till titmice as much as Eughsh sa*t»~ o^ci% the demand for barley is veiyliniitcHi.

yers charge^ At Quebec, the )>i it e ot yi 1- The agg legate a\erage price ot barley,
low pine timber u! ITia. pir enbic load^ for the sj\ weeks ending 14th KehrUarv,
anti the j'rite of a load of jellow deals was 27*'. 8d., uiul f<»r the siv wteks cn<i-

336. 4(1., having the Canadwin^ Ids. 4d. foi ing i2th April it is 21iN. 7d. Except iit

doing what Knglidiinen (barge 4s. fid. foj. I.iveipooi, tin re is eeiy little grain in the
IV reason why CjfnaUi.ina charge more hands of (ont uimhantN; hut the staik
than Fnts^iiuis is, that (lie extra doty on jaiUs are more than t.sually full for tl,e

timber here gi^(^s a bounty on rawing in season.

'Canada of lOfi per <ent. whilst the The went hei has along the u bole eju.!

I^msatans Imvc only 40 pei cent. The coast of S<otluiul, and over giwrt part of
BaXiw pine timber, :^ ( ^ ei y one know s, Kngla iid, lM‘eii cold and w et ; and iimt h Ic«.s

is of a greatly Minerior (pialily to Aiiie- liian the aierage (juaniity oi spring wheat
ricaii; yet aip w* (oii.pelled to use it, and beans has he<Mi sown. On the wei.t
to encouiage the Settlei's in Canada, ah roast, on the other hoiui, the wcgthcc has
though that country w'Ul not, in alf pro- been diy, and sowing has been ac(*^nil
bability, continue long to be a part of the piished under favourable cirt'Uiniitaii-
Bntish dominions. The diffexeiu e of duty ces. The price of fat sheep has rather
betw^cen Canadian and Baltic timber is so fallen, but other stork has continued
great, that vf^ls have actually sailed this steady. The lents of glass parks have
sprihg from Gn'ht Britain to the Baltic fklleii ftom 10 to 30 under last
to transport Baltic timber to Cjftiada, and year's nmis throughout the south.eostem
having Uttided the^r cargo and again ship- pai t of Scotland. Mih h attention has of
ped it, to cuter it, on their return to Bvi- late l>e«‘ii paid to the raising and iiitro-
tain, astldnadia^tinibei. Neither does ducing into cultivation new %ptc\e» and
Canada derive tbWneftt it is imagined by varieties of agricultural plants. Among
the protection hifP^t to her. A great the nif»st valuable is a new species of oats

>rop<ntioti of the Bmbcr entered as Cana- rqised a few yearn ago from a itingle
dian, is in realitji the produce of the United stem by Mr. P. Shirefi; Mungo^ Wells
States, carried from thence to Canada, and East Lothian, an uiteUigcut agricultu-
then shipped to this coutftry. The same rist, to which he has given the ^me of
thing is true of the w'hea| and dour im- the Hopetoun oAt. It liias more straw
ported from Candda at a tow rate of duty, than either the Angus dr the potatoe oat
The accodnts from the manofarturiiig and is veiyyuoductive and yield! much

districts are less favourable than at the- meal. It has lieen tried all over Scotland
date of our former report. T|ie hand-loom during the last two crops, and the reports
weavers are everywhew fn an extreme of ita quality are uniiermly fSVourable.
state of siiffering. It appeara ffOm evi- The culture of crimami clover
dence taken on oath at Kilsyth, A small Incamatmn j whhih is extensively and
town not far from Qlas-gow, that afterthe beocllcially cultivated in France and Italy
necestory deductions for rent, &c. a<hand- has been siicCessfully iried in this country •

loom weaver raunot Mim <«l>ove 2s. lOd. and there is gn^it reitson to }>dievc that the
a-week, a sum quite inadequate for the Italian vat4ety of the rve grass is much
sii|)port of a iiuin. The }»rii e of iron con- sniwrior to that at present i uitivated.
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EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.

POPULAR INDIFFERENCE AND POPULAR FRENZY. ^

Ip ever the people of England revolt^ it will be for twopenee«half«,.

penny# With what criminal apathy they saw the passing of the IriA'

Coercion Bill, and they are almost in rebellion against the Assosai®
Taxes ! It is lamentablfe to observe the popular indifference ^r careless^

ness as to questions, involving the principlea of good ‘government,

while such heat and violence are expended upon any particular conse-

quence of bad government. This phenomenon is indicative of the very

lowest intelligence. It is as if we were to set about correcting the error

of a watch by pushing the hands backwards and forwards, instead ofpro-

curing a better regulation of the works. The scholar of Hierocles ex-

amined the top of his leaky wine cask, and could find no crack ; yet the

liquor escaped, and the cate seemed to him inexplicably and hopeless.

When recommended to examine the bottom, he flew into a violept passion,

saying, Fool I don't you see that the wiqe disappears oftt from the bot-

tom of the cask, but from the top John Bull rages the lealtage

of hjis pocket : but he never will qxtend his inquiries to itl primary causes;

Hli'’ fixes upon the particular point of loss ; and abuses speculator, a

dreamer, a visionary, any one who advises him to concern himself about

a remote cause. He demands the cure of symptoms of a disease, and is

careless of tl»e' cause. To talk to him of ,t1xo orfliuic mi«chief, is to te#
him a dull unmeaning tale. Palliatives he honours with the name of

praeticdl/ At this momeht, lyhen all London is in frenzy at uneqvial.

iaxatlin, amotion for the institution of Uie Ballot,t>«or Annual Pai^aJ
mehts, would not have any of public sup|>ort or attention; nay,

would be resented as te as an interference with vgipre impor-

tant objects
;
yet what can be itmre to the purpose, f&r the redress of

injustice; in any anid every'shapfe, than realising the representatidh, and
strengthening the responsiBiJity ? The pulJlic, hoa^fever, "will not go to

the root of the evil. It is mere ready to .resort to anarchy for deliver,

ance ftoin a particular grievanc^^ than to apply Hself to the completion
VOL. Ill*-—NO. XV. X
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of a system of government which may identify law with the common
interest^ and harmonize it with the common feeling. Resistance of taxa-

tion is renouncement of government, and an expedient only pardoihble

in the last necessity, for intolerable grievances, from whichJthere is no

prospect of relief by any constitutional means in the, power of the peo-

ple,; and in the case of %uch atrocious alternative as submission to obsti-

nate wrong or law^ the latter should be regarded and acted

, upo;i as a step n^essarily leading to revolution. The authority of a

government is not to be put off and on, like an old shoe, by the people.

Jf it be ad bad as to jvarrant deposition one hour; it must be too bad for

" r^in\po||tion the next. Whenever a ease for resistance seems to he

...mado out, a case for organic change must he made out* and in this

cbti^ory the ch^ge ^lould be effected without the resistance, if possible.

But the mass of our people have no thought in their heads of any
' organic change., I'liey would set aside the authorteof the Government

,

hiLa particidar instance ;
compel it to abandon an offensive law ; and be

Mptent to leave its material structure and foundations unaltered, if the

<<^mple of anarchy would allow of such a condition. They moderately

limit their views to a state of things 4n w bitJh they may say, This we
will obey, and this we'vi’ill not obey they are content to have a go-

vernment over ||hicK every man may set the authority of his own plea-

sure- To strengthen the government by reformatiem, by bottoming it

4)n^ound principles, would be incompatible with this course of thifigK>

A legitima^ action of popular feeling on the legislature, would exclude

the 4|pportunity arid the pretence for the illegitimate. The imperfection

^ thc^repriiseptatlve. system affords the 'scope f^r anarchial resolutions.

The mass oV the people prefer the veto on the worst laws, to the trust in

men who may originate the best laws. "We believe that if they could

analyze ^theif minds, they would ^find the defiance of government
‘^much nearer* to their wishes than the improvement of governnaent.

This is a pernicious ^consequence of an insufficient change, handled as

the Whigs hlive handled this change.
,
Disappointment is bad enough

;

but the Whigs, not satisfied with the disappointment which was sure to

attend the working of the new House, thought it necessary to superadd

provocation. This is not enough,” murmured the people ; You shall

have'M more,” answered the Ministers. ** IX bears no promised fruit,”
“ was the cryj It is all in all,” was the retort. And in truth'the people

hal^e ced's^ to look for further constitutional improvement, and in place

they show proueness to expedients to which we give the best name
when we call them revolutiQna|ry ; for they may do worse than carry us

from one form^uf government to another. The habit of them wotild be in.

compatible with aiQ^ government whatever ; an anarchy out of which order

would not come dntil after the most frightful experience of the mischiefs of

lawlessness that has e#r yet been read in blood and desolation. The
obvious poldcy of the Ministry was to have encouraged the people to

on constitutional improvements ; to have led them to think when
%hnigs worked 111 that they would work better with better arranJpients
of the machinery. ' They have done the opposite of this. They have
disgraced |he very, name and banished the /bought of constitutional

reform from the pppular mind ; and in place of such remedy, besistanob
is now the familiar aqd ready CT^edient looked to in all cases of urgency
fed exHtement. Tl^e question to which we are coming is not Of govern-
ment but ef obedience, and it^concurs with a growing, itruggle between
property hpd rapine in v/fHous guises. Trimming between two prin-
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ciples— out and damn#hg up—giving head and .giving check

—

presenting the key and clapping the shoulder to the door—conceding the

means and refusing the end—exciting and baulking expectation—mak-
ing the people sensible of their power, and felling th^m they shall be

powerless for the objects sought by them—putting a barren sceptre in

their hands^ and insolently asserting the full satisfaction of their claims
;

by such a cooTse^ Ministers hare brought us into ’il'^ate of thills out of

which no man ef ff»rfiJsight sees his way. The popular mind, more dis-

turbed and distempered than ever, no longer seeks remedies through

the improvement of the government. This is a frightful sigrt—it threateps

the eversion of society. There is no hope but in hastening on measures

of constitutional improvement which majwproduce a Parliament putting

forth claims to the conddence and affecticfhs of the people. We must
advance : it was the attempt to halt, to command, thus far and no
farther," to the rolling tide, which has done the mjsehief ; and prompt
but prudent forward movements can alone retrieve the er^br. Do riglil^

boldly and all good will come of it.

'MID wiQiinro-
.T7iP.^Nij: i¥.-

‘

ITearino tliat a mi^ain-omiUbus had comme}tced running on the New
Road at London, we felt a wisli to >ee it; and have accordingly dpne ib. it

is a very g<K»d-looking machine, for a carriage withfi furnace to it j basno
smoke, and is said to be so very safe that you cannot^be blo>^ up ia«it

if you w(»uld. It will, fherefore, not do for those who «g:c in excessiyl^

want of sensation, and the inne ladic'n who patronized it the first daiy,

will probably not go by it figain. The furnace is so cut o^from the rest

of the body, that you see nothing of it when inside. In fact, though
the division is well managed, so as not to appear unBightly, tlie body 4s

as much cut into two as that of a wasp or other insert ; and, like some
of that tribe of creatures, it would continue running if the head were
cut olF. There are now, therefore, /owr created things, of wliich this sin-

gular uroperty of running w ithout a head may be predicated ; viz. in-

sects, ducks, opera dancers, and steam omnibuses. Opera dancers, ^w e

believe, have not been mentioned before ; and we do not mean to affirm

it of every person so called. There is Taglioni, who has a mind ; and
Heberle, who has a soul; and we could add the names of some others
whose faculties are not confined to their low cr extremities. But we ap-

peal to every one wdio has seen opera dancers in general, and witness^
their extraordinary dispassionateness of face ’during the liveliest moments
of those extremities, whether it is not manifest that the upper part of
their Jodies might be utterly laid aside without detriment Jn the nio|^>]|,

bndlUb legs go on dancing as much as ever. It; is a clear case to us,

We are convinced that if some knight-errant of old, such as used to sliver

people in two like parsnips, could appear on our opera stage during a
dance of figurantes, and make all their heads vanish from tlii^ bodies,
the legs and their appurtenances wouli continue dai^cing, pirpmetting,
and presenting their toes to the side boxes just as if nothing had hap-
pened.
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This digression (if such it be) must Ik) excused us^ because we have

just been to the opera^ and were reading some entomology the same
day ; so that we were forcibly struck with the resemblance, as far as the

lower extremities are concerned. As to the rest, it will not hold good :

fur the insect, it seems, gets on as much with his head portion as his leg ;

which is what will never be said of these very cruricular gentry.

The new omnibuay4||Ains along the road as smooth as ivory. It is a
pleasure to see the go. They spin lus if you ctmhl hear them buzz.

Its rate is about ten miles an hour, but it could go fifteen or twenty ;

and the cuachmaa can stop it within a cpiarter of a yard. The other

omnibus people tear their hair at all this, and utter d—ns infinite, and
ew'ear it will never do. The other day, one of them, under the inspirn-

' tion of a despairing pot extra, ran liis horses quite across its path, and
was summoned before the magistrate ; in whose presence he had the mor-
tification of hearing all the merits of the stranger detailed and acknow-

ledged, nemine roritradicente, and of having to pay, as a matter of

favour, thirty shillings. This^has doubled its popularity. J^eople wait

^ multitudes at the corners of the pi incipal roads, to see it go by ; and

the rival coachmen are reduced to the melanvlioly necessity of shaking

their heads with an air of candour, and assuring you, upon their

honour,’’ that it brokejdown yesterday, and will never <lc»: upon which

a great shout is heard, corner spinning^ ^ng U^vopidi

aa^ avenue of admirers
!

What will omnibuses and n^j^nnirrd ye*wa hence ^

A few years ago, in one orpine ‘great tow 11*5, tliere was

an unfortunate gentleman, himself a man of science and a projector, who
lauglied to scorn the notion of carriages going by steam at the rate cd* ten

miles an hour. As to fifteen and twenty, he tlumght it a niclanchfdy in-

etahce of ^the length to which human absurdity could go; and the wor^t

ofit was, that he put all this into print, where it remains, staring him in

lie face, and eternally to he quoted, while carriages arc running past

him at tlie rafe of twenty, and even thirty miles an hour. This is awk.

, ward; and it is said that the gentleman complains of its reaction up( a

him, and thinks he is badly used ; for which, if lie is a good- nat tired man,

we are sorry. But jioor liuman hope was never yet in such good ctmdi-

tion as to render it the kindest thing in the world to add a new* scorn to

its endeavours ; and the gentleman, if he had a little more of the imagi-

nation which he laughed at, might have exjiected a good measure of re-

taliation Uhfortunately, those who prophesy disappointment are apt to

do it outjjbf gru(^e at success
:

^nd the ill-natured (we do not say it

in ever^case, for men may confrhlt themselves out of mere incontinence

of speech, or a JoviaMhoughtlessness, or even a resentment of the failure

of their own kind hopes) arc apt to pronounce loudest and scornfullest.

We have lived long enoagh to hear several of these prophecies, and to

see all of thecn fail, or be in the course of failure. We have heard pro-

phecies against steam- engihes, prophecies against reform, prophecies

against the comihutation Ox tithes, prophecies against the abidition^ the

"slave trade ; wdth others against matters but just touched upon, but

which will as surely come in for their share of vicissitude as the rest.

You may gather them from Tail*a Magazine

^

and from the New Monthly
Magazine^ and the Monthly Rejphitory. There are people who would

have sw’hrn, and doubtless have sworn, in their prodigious range of the

kaowing,<^' that a time would never arrive when one magazine would

apeak well*of anothevj^r even allude to it. Eece signum. We love sue-
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€es$ ft»r ourselves, but we love success for the world also ; being- of opin-

ion w'ith that sing^ular ancient philosopher, who. said that the greater

included the less,'* and who lived to see his notion pretty generally

adopted.

There is a frfVourite saying, 'that such and such a thing never was,

and never will be," which, we suspect, has received a check of iate from
our gigantic friend steam. Indeed, we lizard the absurdity of * it acknow-
ledged the other day in an omnibuif. It has often been thought a phrase
of just rebuke to the daring, and yet surely never was a more daring as-

sertion ventiired upon by mortal mouth.
How do we know what never was ? We, who stand upon a miserable

little dot of time, no bigger than a pin’s "point in the vastness of space,

with eternity behind and before us ! Th^ily on the coach wheel, wlio

thought he kicked up the dust, was a modest philosopher, compared with

the man who utters this saying. By the united help of hist(»ry and tra-

dition, we know something, or think we kiuiw something, o{ the state of

mankind for about.four thousand years. The ('hinese say they know it

for many incu*e thousands.. • Give tJiem a hundred thousand, and what
-would it anumnt to in the btundless wastes of time ? And what do we
know' of what never lensy even in our ow-n eras of‘4iist<n*y and tradition.^

What do we know of the times of tlie mammoth and the northern ele-

jdmnt } Ariiat (»f the nations wdio have left proofs of their ‘existence in

America anteri^y to the lately supposed al>origines? ^Vllat of Stone^,

henge, of C.’yclopean walls, of Jrisli towers.^ Wliat even of the means
of offence called the Greek Fire ?" Of glass foi;nierly malleable } or

of the old cliurcli-windo'w’ painting, the art of which is now lost, at least

in its perfection.

And never ivi/l he !!** This assertion is even let^fe excusable than the

other; for a man on divers accounts may, w'ith far lefs folly, take for

granted what has be(?n told him of human affairs for the last four thou,
sand years, tlian go directly counter to wdiat he must have learned at the

same time ; namely, that the most unlool^d-for discoveries have repeat-

edly taken place. And if so often, why are they to stop.^ The porter at

tJie palace door, in the play of Kiny Henry the Eighth^ says, in answer
to somebody who is remonstrating against the admission of such a crowd
at Elizabeth's christening, that it would be as impossible to sweej) them
aw^ay, even with cannon,

^ As to make tliem sleep *

On May-day morning, which will never he.

We liave just had a May-day morning as fine as any in the old poets

;

ydt w'here are the crowds wduun It took out of bed ? The honest porter,

from his youth uj), had seen all London get up on May-day to go into

the fields and gather May-blossom ; and the t»o ideas in his head had
become inseparable. London on May-day w as a city going out of town,

and kissing the milk-maids. At present the inilk-maids arc^ld women,
who howl with as much indifference on May-day as in *Tune, and no-

body l^ars them but the servant. Till the other day, many a citizen,

doubtless, was of opinion, and held it as firmly as file belief in his ex- *

istence, that London would never be any thing hut a huge collection of

houses, where people -get money, and then went of an evening into the
suburbs, drawn by a stage-coach and horses. He now admits tliat a
stage-coach does not of necessity imply horses ; but it is no easy thing
to give his imagination a further lift, and make him think it possible

that by-and-by theVe may he no stage-coach w'ith hotses ; and his nerer-
wilLhes are almost as imperative as ever on all other points.
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Let us see, by way of a little amusement, what these gentlemen, who
are so intimate with tlie year forty-live thousand four hundred and
eighty, have prophesied as impossible for the last five hundred years,

and what their children have seen come to pass.

About this time five hundred years ^ago. Anno Domini 134-0, gun-
powder and guns were invented. Now the following (setting aside the
mode of language, which ds not essential to our purpose) is the way in

which oni of these gentlemen, a few months previous to that event,

would have expressed himself in reference to some other impossibility.

Somebody would be speaking of alterations in the mode of warfare, upon
which our contemptuous anti-vicissitudinarian would thus break out

A change like that! Why you might as well say that people by -and-

by will fight with fire and sn^ke, and that there will be arrows as round
as plum-pnddings, and made of lead, as thick as your skull !” {A laugh

among the Honourable (leiitlemen of that time.)

In nine months after tliis speech gunpowder is invented, and the art

comes up by which round leaden arrows are shot out of cannon, darting
fire as they come, and filling the air with smoke.
Anno Domini 1 140.—The great-grandson, (r other representative of

the above gentleman, exclaims, on some fresh subject of innovation,

amidst the honours of the laugh,*'— A change like that

!

Wliy, you
might as well say that by-and-by there will be books without being
copied out, and that we shall have a hundred of those impossible books
in the course of a day."

Next year the art,of printing is invented, which was thought at first

a thing magical and devilish, and by which w e can now’ ba\e a thousand

copies of a book in a day.

Anno Domini —The great-greut-great-trreat-grandson, or now
representative aK aforesaid, is treating some otlier novelty with tlie usual

ha]>py contempt of his race :— A cliange like that! \\'hy, you might as

well say that peojde will all be permitted to read the Bible, and that

nunneries, and even Abbots be put down ! ! (^Shouts of laughterj in

which the Reverend Abbots present were observed to join.)

The same year the Bible is printed and read openly, and upwards of

six hundred religious liousos suppressed.

Anno Domini “ A change like that !" quoth the rejiresenta-

tive, Mliy, you miglit as well say that Knglisluuen will leave <»ff tak-

ing a ^eak and a cold tankard for tlieir breakfa.4,—(o langh^-^-or that

they will go to the otlier end of the world, to pluck it off a gooseberry

bush." (Great laughter,)

The same year tea is brought into England, not indeed off a goose-

berry bush, but off a bush of no greater impoitarice, and (in common
parlance) at the other end of the world.

But this is a trifle. What must have been tlie feelings of the repre-

sentative, v rather of his ancestor, <»f course a much wiser man than

liimself, and therefore more peremptory, who, after bringing storms of

laughter upon the head of the poor fellow who spoke of some changes in

navigation, and exclaiming, Why, you might as well tell me that

ships will go blindfold three thousand miles over the water to the place

they want to arrive at"—should he have seen the invjBntion of the compaas!

What would he have though^, even if he could have seen no greater

invention than balloons, gas-light, or the twopenny pout ? Or if he could

have been shewn' in spirit," English gentlemen become sovereigns in

Asia and America, or the French throwing off their ragged elbows, their

2
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corvhs, and Grand Monarque, and choosing no longer to be the

butts of the English for submitting to him ?—upon which the English

do all they can to thrust him down their throats.

These prophecies of what never was to take place are so manifestly

absurd, when we come to set down the instances of their failure, that

we recoil from the necessity of having them detailed, and think it must

be a commonplace understanding indeed, to venture upon similar judg-

ments. And yet this is done every day,?and by persons, too, who ought

to know better ; forgetting that an anticipation which is absurd to them,

may not be a bit more absurd than the above were held to be by their

ancestors ; and that tlie only ground which the latter had to go upon in

their contempt, was the mere fact of the wonders not having taken

place, which, if they inquire into it, is simply the ground they go upon

themselves ; for the reasons they give against it are fit the best but so

many proofs tliat they are not the men to bring it about—that they

have not light or logic eiitmgh. Their light is not bound to the

otlier men’s. The gentleman at Birmingham or Liverpool who laughed

,at the notion of a steam carriage going ten or fifteen miles an hour,

only shewed that he was not the man to make it go : that is all. But
Joes that limit the faculty of others ? Every advancer of his times,

great or small, has had hard work of it^ God knows, from doiibters, and
opposers, and scorners, and persons who will prove his arguments impos-
sihle, the \'ery moment they are about to triumph. This has just been
the case with reform. The Tories, in particular, w ere thought as stable

US anything existing. Men as soon expected the mountaiiiN in Eng-
land to become the valleys, as that the Tories should be laid low : and
what Tory thought of (’harles the Tenth’s being <*hucked in that man-
ner out of his throne into a Scottish arm-chair, ev^ though he had been

chucked before ? We have been just reading one of yie amusing books
of Cai>t. Basil Hall, in which he intinjates his opinion that the French
and English are natural enemies, and ever tvill he. The ever-w'ill-be”

prophecy is but the counterpart of its rash friend the “ never-will-be,’'

and comes to tlie same point. The French and English, according to

Gapt. Hull, ever will be enemies:—they never, by any grow'th*of coni-

monsense, or the sacrifice of the less to the greater, or the arrival of

rational years of discretion, will bec<»me aware of the policy of living

peaceably with their next door neighbours, and interchanging their

goods. ^ Tliey w ill alw^ays be fighting, more or less, and captains of ves-

sels will always be getting good prize-money. Human nature is always

to be playing at soldiers. There is no such thing as advancement in ex-

perieime and wisdom. The French and English massacre one another

when they take cities, just as they used to do ; and the massacres of St.

Bartholomew and Smitlificld are not gone by !
—“ Oh, yes, they are ; but

still the English and French will remain enemies.” Why so } Why, if

neighbouris get rid of one, or two, or three grounds of offence—may they

not get rid of six,—of all }—Capt. Hall, w^ho^is a very enterfaining, intel-

ligent, and we believe, generously-disposed man by nature,—spoilt for a

wider policy by the narrow limits of his quarter-deck,—used* to be of

opinion (if our memory is not mistaken) that th*e impressment of sea-

men for the naval service was an evil not to be got rid of. This opin-

ion is now changed ; and ho has shewn us that many intelligent officers

confidently look for its abolition. Yet,, the time cannot be far back,

when, if you had expressed such an opinion to an officer in the navy, he
would have exclaimed— A change like that f Why you might as well
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tell tl&at some day or othei^ seamen will have tea end coffee for

hreakfaift> fight the world upon slops !” Which they have now
done for some time, and fought it as well as ever.

Dear fellow.creatures^ whose eyes are weak, but whose faculties

mighty,—who see two yards before you into the blankness of futurity,

but who have a call upon great endeavours and a right to hopes infinite,

—will you be good enough, once for all, to take a lesson from your
amazement at seeing coaches run without a horse, and leave off this idle

habit of saying what never will be !

"

THE WEB.FOOTED INTEREST.

“ Go««y, Ooccy, Qand«rro->whitherre wHIe v<nr wanderre f'
' Auncibnt Riitmme*.

*< Jnmqm noetni feiram.'*
• Ovid’s Ace of I bon.

Little did the inspired bard of the sixteenth century, whose beautiful
and pathetic ejaculation we have prefixed to this article, foresee the dire

fulfilment which its implied prediction would receive in the nineteenth.

Little did he anticipate the downfall of that high and palmy stfite which
had for centuries so proverbially distinguished the British Goose, tliat an
Englishman, coul^ scarce set foot on Foreign land, without being re-

minded, in a tone at once of envy and admiratioi], that his country's
geese were all swans/'

Still less would he have believed, had it been foretold to liim, that the
very name of an ancient and honourable race could ever be so vilified and
degraded* as to become a by-word and term of reproach, and that the
meanest caitiff sjiould hold himself aggrieved in being designated a
goose/’

The circumstance which gave rise to the poet's exclamation was, as
our readers are doubtless well aw’are, the sudden and severe rlistress

which the web-footed interest of that day experienced from the substitu-
tion of fire-arms for the ancient bow and cloth-yard shaft," a change
by which the grey goose quill," till thgn an article of prime import-
ance, became a mere drug,” known but to a few old monkish chroni-

clers, and utterly neglected by the nation at large. Happily, we may say
providentially, the rapid extension of literature, * which took place soon
afterwards, effected a reaction in favour of the quill.grow’er8,*of which,
with a sagacity which has ever been their leading characteristic, tl^ey im-
mediately availed themselves ; and, adapting their circumstances to the

• There is reason to believe that the eticonraf^ement afforded to men of letters, by
several successive monarch s, was attributable to the rexuprse (now, alas, unknown !)

which they felt at the effects upon the condition of their quill-growingp subjects, of the

change in the mode of warfare which they had sanctioned ; and it is recorded of
Henry the Eighth in particular, that he Wrote a considerable work with his owu hand,
doubtless fiom the same praiseworthy motive.
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altered times^ the victors of Cressy tnight he seen betaking thein-

selves to the arts of peace, scarce smiling at the innovating folly ivhich

'

had rendered the wrong end of the quill an object of value. .

From that period to the present little has been heard of the British

geese, who have gone on from age to age, and from Michaelmas to

Michaelmas, toiling cheerfully in their vocation : but now, alas, their voice,

which, like that of the swan, breaks forth in their extremity, again sounds

in our ears. The axe of innovation, which, one by one, is hewing down
all the established institutions of the country, after lopping off the super,

fiuous branches of their prosperity, is again laid to the veiy root of their

existence.

The Quill trade, which has long been .unjustifiably harassed, and in-

terfered with by the inroads of foreign growers, whose produce is

poured forth by every northern port, with the *samc pestilent activity

which inundated the land of yore with their hordes of barbarous inva--

ders,—The quill trade, which is without exception the oldest branch of

British industry, has received its death-blow,—that blow has been dealt

by a domestic hand,—and the instruments of devilish enginery'' by
which it has been perpetrated, is the invention of METALLIC pens I—
The effects, we shall give in the words of the sufferers themselves, tran-

scribed from a petition about to be presented by the lion, member for

Worcester.

To the Ilonotirabfe, the Commons of the United Kingdoms of Great
Britain and Ireland, in Parliament assembled, The humble Pe-
tition of the undersigned Ganders, Geese, and Goslings,

Sheweth,

** That your petitioners have, from time immemorialf held an honourable

rank in the community, and have carried on an extensive trade in the

production and sale of quills and pens^ to their great profit and ad-

vantage.
“ That your petitioners have already suffered severely by the admission

of foreign quills from Hamburg, and other northern ports,—which

measure has had the lamentable effect of driving an immense quan-

tity of their tail feathers out of cultivation ; and that -it is only fr<>m

the superior energy and intelligence that characterizes the British

goose, above all other geese, that they have been at all able to retain

a footiwg in the home market.

That, bad as was their case before, from unequal competition with the

untaxed foreigner, it has been rendered incomparably worse by the

recent introduction of metallio pens, which are manufactured and sold

at a price ruinous to the interests of your petitioners.

'' That your petitioners have for centuries laid eggs, hatched, and cackled,

in the full confidence that their vested rights would be held sacred ;

and that, -consequently, they have an undoubted claim to compensation

for any injuries they have, or may sustain Uy their infringement.

That your petitioners, in common with every patriotic and enlightened

• To prevent all cavil, wc state the case thus :—The victory of Cressy was unde-
niably owing to the superiority of the English archers. The archer could have done
nothing without his bow. His how would have been useless without the arrow. The
arrow would not have flown without the fcatlitr

—

ergo, without the geese the battle

would not have been gained— the geese gained the battle. Q. E. D.
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goeae^ viewed with eatisfection the application of iron to all isuch le^i-

timale objects as cables, columns, cairt»wheels, eanaUboats, dec. See.

;

but they hope.that yotir Honourable House will see that, in entering into

competition with them, they are placed at a most unfair disadvantage :

from which they beg leave, humbly to urge the following reasons,

why protection should be afforded them.

J. That from the extreme cheapness and durability of the metallic

pens, they hnd it quite impossible to compete with them.
II. That your petitioners, from the quantity of grain they consume,

are great benefactors to the landed interest.

III. That the manufacturing interest is equally indebted to them for

the lucrative trade which is carried on at Sheffield and elsewhere, in

the making of penknives.

IV. That even your petitioners* refuse feathers are of great use in

stuffing beds, cushions, and the like ; a purpose for which the slag*'

or iron refuse would form an indifferent substitute : and, although it

is universally known that the idea of personal ease or advantage
never for an instant weighs in the decision of your Honourable House,
or any of its members, yet that some consideration is due to the com-
forts of your numerous constituents.

V. That the interests of yoqr petitioners having been thus shewn to

be identified with the comfort and prosperity of the nation at large,

it is obvious policy to advance them by every legislative encourage-

ment.
VI. That even admitting that the community would be benefited by

the new manufacture, still, as your petitioners must be fed, it is better

to encourage their trade, so as to enable them to support themselves,

than to keep them in idleness.

VII. ** That the introduction of these pens must eventually have disas.

trous effects even on the iron trade itself, since the profits obtained by

them can never compensate for the annihilation of the penknife ma-
nufacture which must ensue, and that the agriculturists will lose, be-

sides^ the outlet for their produce affordetl by your petitioners.

VIII. That the Consumer will, therefore, he the only person benefited :

whereax, it is the fundamental principle of all sound legislation thut the

Producer s interests shall alone he recognised.

IX. “ That your petitioners are always at hand, and their produce made
ready with very slight preparation ; whereas the metallic pei^iS cannot

he produced witliout much time and labour, and are, therefore, not

available on any sudden emergency'.

X. That y'oiir petitioners* powers of -breeding may l>e fully depended

upon ; which cannot be said of the supply of an article dug from the

bowels of the earth ; and, consequently, tliat should their race become
extinct from the want of due encouragement, the first scarcity of iron

would cause a total extinction of literature.

XI. That your petitioners have been the greatest and mo.st constant

friends to literature in all ages ; and that it is only through their means
that the works of Bacon, Shakspearo, Milton and other eminent writers,

were ever produced ; and that they are tlicrefore entitled to the grati-

tude of the community for the large share they have had in the merit

of those works.
Xli That your petitioners h^'e ever been loyal and orthodox as a class

and have uniformly supported the established order of things, under
all circumstances, and in spits of all arguments ; and that they have
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besides th*e additional claim to protection which the dependents on
the soil must be allowed to possess over the exercisers of a manufac-

ture which may at any moment be transplanted from this to a rival,

country.

That your petitioners are aware that much more mif^ht be said in

their favour ; but, being satisfie<i that they have already placed their

case in its true light, they are willing to leave it in the hands of your

Honoui'able House, in the confident hope that it will be taken into

favourable consideration, and that an act will be forthwith passed to

restrain the manufacture of pens from any kind of metal for the

future.
^

•

That, as regards the adinissioii of foreign quills, your petitioners being

friendly to tlie principles of free trade in the abstract, by no means
wish for a prohibition, but merely for a protecting duty in favour

of the home grower of five or six hundred per rent, ad valorem,
** That, to remove all doubt that might exist as fo their capability of

adequately supplying the demand independently of extraneous sources,

your j)etitioners are willing to guarantee the production of three

times file present supply, provided only that remunerating prices he
afforded them, by cultivating their back and breast feathers to the size

requisite for tlie }>eri manufacture.

That by such protecting measures your Honourable House wdll give

the necessary stability to the ancient system of pens, under which the
country lias advaiictnl to its present unrivalled station in arms, arts,

and agriculture
; and that the utmost satisfaction will be afforded

th(»reby, as w'ell to your petitioners, as to their numerous and respect-

able connexions in all classes of the community, •

And your petitioners will ever pray.*’

This, then, is another blessed fruit of the new-fangled doctrines of the

present day ! Another great branch of our national industry is sacri-

ficed without mercy at the accursed shrine of innovation ! The Moloch
of Free Trade demands fresli victims ; and the GeesiB of Great Britain, the

most influential, perhaps, as they certainly are trie most ancient and
numerous class in the community, are abandoned without mercy to the

fate of the Farmer and Sliipowner ! Thus is the life-blood of the country

drained*; and for what ? Tliat the consumer, truly, may obtain what he
may be pleased to consider a better article at a cheaper rate I The con-

sumer, forsooth ! ! ! the very man who, as being directly interested, is

least capable of forming an enibiasscd judgment. Yet this is the vile

sophistry which supersedes the venerable experience of accumulated

ages ! these are the arguments employed by the advocates of a system
which is fast plunging the country into beggary and ruin !

Little need our jietitioners expect from a Legislature where such

language is held ! Vain will be their hopes ! Unheeded by a House
occupied with freaks of transatlantic benevolence, will be the petition of

millions of their foliow-countrygeese—or if heedqd, it will he but to be

dissected by the sophistical scalpel of some pseudo patriot, who will prove,

amid the cheers of a callous audience, that, inasmuch as the whole
quantity of writing done is better and morC cheaply performed by the
new than the old system, the commuiAty is proportlonUtely benefited ;

and the geese, as a component part thereof, must receive their due jhare

of advantage ; and that, as to tlieir surplus population, it will readily
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find employment in other branches of industry, as Singing-birds, or in

the manufacture of swan’s-dowOi*’

m Let us dwell for a moment on the case of any one of the many thou,

eand families thus doomed to starvation. Let us picture to ourselves

the father, a venerable gander, plucked to the last stump for his coun-

try's good, his meek eye resting sorrowfully on his offspring, while not

a murmur escapes the beak from which the cup of contentment is tliiis

suddenly dashed ; the aged mother endeavouring, in vain to conceal

under her wing an agony too plainly visible in the convulsive throbbing

of her crop: the son, a hopeful gosling, the down still on his cheek,

driven by desperation to seek a precarious subsistence on the higliways
;

the daughter, just budding into goosehood, dragging out a polluted

existence * * * * faugh ! we sicken

at the picture—^now turn we to its authors.

Who, it will he asked, are the wretches that have wTought this soul-

harrowing distress ? what are they who are tlius gamhling with the des-

perate fortunes of a dnce happy and prosperous country ?

We answer unhesitatingly

Cj^e IDoIUftal drcouomti^ti^,

Those whelps of famine and spoliation—who smilingly argue that the

starvation of a few millions is of no consequence, j)rovided the total

quantity of food is increased ; and who will dgiihtless be at hand when
this petition is presented, to assert wtli brazen front tliat NO distress

exists ;
and to demonstrate, from huge piles of figures, tliat more frogs

and tadpoles having been consumed in this tlian any former year, the

cackling community has been indisputably better fed, overhuiking ; or,

wdth the know'n candour of the sect, ecuicealing the fact, that notliing

but the extremity of distress would induce a (loose of riglil feelings to

touch either frog or tadpole.

These are the men who are striving to quench the fast-declining rays

of Britain's sun.
« Oh, their offence is rank, and smells to heaven

But let them not imapne that the smooth stream of political profligacy,

down w'hich they are recklessly gliding, will remain for ever unruffled.

No ; the hour of retribution is at hand ; the British (ioose, like his pro-

totype of Rome, has sounded a tocsin which will rally every true Briton

to the defence of the capitol. ^

Deep and protracted were the sufferings which tliey have borne in

silence ; but there is a point beyond which endurance goeth not

—

the iron entered into their soul," and ‘the calm has given place to the

whirlwind. The fens of Lincolnshire have sent forth a voice which is

echoed by the marshes of Essex ; a voice which we pray heaven may he

listened to ere it be too late ; ere tlie cackle of discontent shall be

changed for the deep hiss of determination ; ere an hundred thousand

heads shall fee lowered, but .not in submission ; and the Geese of Great

Britain, from the Solway to the Severn, from the Tw'eed to the Thames,

shall find out the secrpt of their numerical strength ; and despairing of

redress from a Government ever too ready to sacrifice the standard in-

terests of the country, Udiall rise as one Goosd, and snatch from their

oppressors the rights they iiave been unjustly deprived of.
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THE LEGEND OF ST. HUBERT.

Dark was that troublous season^ when the sway
Of heathenhood was mighty in the land^

And did to Thor idolatrously pray

;

While, of the pious few who :|;aised the hand
To Jesu, some were cast to beasts of prey

Some fell by arrow-flight, and some by brand.

And others, in the purifying flame.

Expired, appealing loud unto His name.

In Arden forest then a chieftain dwelled.

Whose sires from eldest time had heathen been.

Rich was his broad domain in tower and field,

River and pasturage, and thicket green ;

And much in knightly bearing he excelled,

In valorous courtesy and noble mien ;

Marvel it was, andjpity much, to see

Such noble knight enthralled in paynimr)^

I’his chieftain was a hunter keen and bold.

And tlieii the hunter's was a gallant toil

;

For through the thicket deep and open wold
The wild-bull strode,—a tierce and perilous spoil !

Then did the bear assail the midnight fold,

And w'ith the moon uprose the wolf's harsh coil ;

And many a monstrous brute, forgotten loaig.

Then dwelled the forest fastnesses among. #

One Autumn morn this Baron took his spear,

And sallied forth.—Right pleasant to the view

Are these autumnal w'oods ; not coldly sear.

But, jewelled 'neath the morning's plenteous dew.

The mellow leaf doth royal livery wear ;

—

Bright amher, crimson rich, and orient blue.

Make of its falling time a time of pride.

The hunter Ituiked, and loved his prospect wide.

Two stalw^art hounds before him questing bayed.

Till all the welkin echoed to their tongue.

O ! never w'as a blitheis music made
To hunter's ear than this deep-throated song !

A nimble-footed hind, now sore dismayed,

With slow and sure pursuit they tracked along

;

Near to tlie ground their nostrils broad they bend,^

And nearer still tlieir tiajtping ears descend.

Now toiling to the hill-top's nigged brow
The hunter cheers their constant spirit *011

;

Now downward ty the deep ravine heloT^ij^

They leap o'er stunted hush, and i^ivered stone

:

A rapid stream across the crail^oth now

—

They plunge—and now the opposing bdnk is w^on.

Nor long at fault by thwarting stream are they.

lut find, and track again their dappled x^rey.
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A pa^esk tlieir speed.

Aid tjie uSi* malm aS'esedt :—pdinfuUy
. And fftoumfallf shlfe goes ;. uponW tread

Nearer dnd jaearer comes the crovrding cry.

And now the huntpr, rising on his steed.

Observes her facing step and straining eye

Now baying loud and deep, the foremost hound

Is at her haunches with a single bound.

t

For refuge toward the woody fringe she hies,

VHiose distant border rounds this circling heath J

The tear fast tricklfng from her piteous eyefe,
^

Drooping her pace and faltering her breath ;

IVhile «*er the lessening ground her enemiei^

('lose gathering, thunder on with voice of death.

For the last plunge each desperate ne^^eKhe strai|is»

And, yet unharmed, the sheltering thicket gains.

tritli slacker foot, along its tangled u ay,

T]je hounds pursue, and much in her distress

Availeth her the briars’ short delu) ;

For now, arousing from her weariness,

She heads them on to ^^here a sudden bay

Of open greensn ard spreads its fair recess ;

And lo ! from tooth of hound and hunter’s spear

She finds a inar\elIous prtutector there.
»

A stag or]|)eerless form and noble height,

CalVhly majestic, meets their onward path.

The hounds submissly crouch before that sight,

Changing to sudden awe their natural wrath

;

They shrink not from his antlers’ spreading might
Their forest breed had little feared the scath^e,

For used were they to grapple wuth the boar.

The stubborn wolf, and many a savage more.

But, on the centre of his branched brow
The sacred symbol of A Cross he wears

—

Golden it is not—gold ne'er glittered so

—

Liker the sun's meridian glance appears
The radiance of that bright Ihiraculous glow.
Mocking all earthly splendour. Proudly rears

The stag his stately brow, while his dark eye
Upon the hunter gazes placidly.

Then he from his astonished courser kneels.

Bending his brow in awful reverence
Before th^ symbol ; and forthwith he feels

His hea^awaked from its long paynim trance ;

Nor rises Mr*tyj gracious Heaven reveals
The fdlth tciites benighted ignorance ,*

And, ere Us wondrous visitant hath gone.
An erring soul from death to life is won.
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And left he ftonf'that hlessfd' time fdr^^erV ^
»

-

The i»teed> tfie bowertr, the re^el^ and the light ;

fiis castle walls again received him never^'

F^r he became Christian Anchorite :
—

Passion and thought from earth did he' dissever ;

And monkis]^ cowl enwrapt the martial knight.

Si> may each hunter leave the crdel chase.

And, like St. Hubert, win eternal grace !

,
TRAVELS IN THE TYROL.

BY HENRY D. INQLIS.

There is one leading object fi>r which we open books of travels. It is

to learn something of the labouring classes ; tliose who form the aggregate
and groundwork of society in the different European and Transatlantic

communities, and who are presumed to be less favourably situated than
the British people, in laws, civil and religious institutions, and commer-
cial advantages. It was for this object we lately followed Mr. Stuart

across the Atlantic, and for this we have no^^ been led by Mr. Inglis

into the valleys of the Tyrol. An intelligent guide, and thoroughly good,
humoured, lively companion ne have once more found him. Of' all mo-
dern travellei:|i, he is the one we are the most disposed to envy. His pe-
regrinations are full of the best relishes of life. They dte joyous esca^

pudea from its toils and cares ; hilarious school-boy holidays, each a month
long, and from morn to even sunshine. Even his favourite mode of pro-

gression is delightful, faring forth in the free and hardy spirit of pe-
destrianisni, and throwing the reins to an imagination which nutur^y
inclines to the more romantic tracks ; to breasting the hill, o!* plugging
into the valley, following the by-ways of adventure, into scenes whicli

have rarely been visited by the ordinary tourist, and among people still

wearing the fresh impress of jirimitive society. What a treasure of de-

lightful rucollectiouB might not one lay up in a series of such fambles

!

It is but a small portion of his good things that the pedestrian traveller,

limited to chapters and pages, is able to impart to his readers, how ge-

nerous so ever he may be, when every league is marked by some charm-
ing though incommunicable adventure, and every sunrise and sunset,

upon a new scene, contributes a fresli picture to the rich gallery of me-
mory We must, however, be grateful for such glimpses as we can ob-

tain at second-hand, without personal inconvenience, and thaukfuUy ac-

knowledge that there is a prodigious difference between exploring the val-

leys of the Tyrol, through the agreeable medium of Mr. Inglis*s attractive

pages, and knowing nothing whatever of that fine region, and of the noble
andfiee-hearted people of which it is the home. ^ return to our more
immediate purpose, we find*Mr. Inglis drawing hisWst direct comparison
between the peasantry of England and those offthe Continent, in travel-
ling through Champagne. It is in raus^ respects % the advantage of
England. The countrywomen are handsomer in England, and bear fewer
traces of field-labour. There is less furniture in the French than the
English cottages, and the villages have a less cheerful air, the doors being
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liliixt and the wemen and children at work in the delde. Of the ccndl-
^

^ttoh of the agrlculturiets of Alsaace and Lorrain we have this, ac«
^couilt'i*-*

« Thcpformen are ill proprietors^^nd all the proprietors farmers. Such proper-
ties run from four acres up to 200 : when they escoeed this t^uantity, the proprietor

then usually farms out a part of his land: about one-fifth part of the produce foes to

Government in the shape of taxes. The best land wiU return five per cent, when let,,

and the rodt is paid in produce,—a half or two-thirds, or One-third, accordluf to the

quality of the soiL Horses fit for farm service, cost from £B to £10.

A

farm seT-

vaut receives £10, or £12 a-year; a day labourer is paid Is. dd. per day, exceptinf
in the time of hay, or vintage, when he receives Is. fid. and as much wine as he chooses

to drink; female servants including cooks, receive from £4 to £6; fhe keep^ef a
horse costs about £12 per annum, hnd there is no tax of any kind, either tipon horses

or servants.

^ Upon inquiring how much land might suffice for the support of a man aiul hi|

family, 1 found that, upon six acres, a man might live comfortaddyj! eating flesh meat
twice a-weck. No proprietor having less than 150 acres, ever lets it out of his own
hand,—^nor, with property to this extent, does he consider himself above holding the
plough,—^which is invari^ly a wheel plough, drawn by two horses.

’

“ Besides grain, there are two important articles of produce in Alsasce and Lor-
rain,—tobacco and madder ; these are both extrejnely profitable to the cultivator

;

the former pays to Government £4 upon every ewt”
What follows gives a less favourable idea of the agriculture of Alsasce ;

and it will, we believe, be found to hold universally, that where the do-
mestic animals are in very bad condition, the comforts of their owners
are low in the social scale.

The cattle are of the moat miserable description ; there is no pasture land ; and the
cows receive a scanty and unwholesome nourishment, from the rank frass and weeds
that grouf in the ditches by jthe way-sida; every tew hundred yards along the road,
women mfify be seen employed in cutting, and carrying a^vay this coarse herbage. N^or
are the horses throughbut this part of France better provided for,—they are generally
very wretdied creatures,—small, lank, and ill-fed-**

From Strasburg, Mr. Inglis made an excursion into the Vosges
Mountains, which we agree with him in thinking the most interesting re-
gion of h ranee ; if beauty of scenery and the charm of simple and pri-
meval nganners are valued. It was,” he says, on the second day after
leaviijg Sttasburg,

« And when I had penetrated into the heart of the mountains, that on a delicious
evening, I looked down upon a village called, I tluuk llanues, one straggling street,
appended over the biawling stream that watered the little valley, and overtopped by
the ruins of two, no doubt, rival castles. I inquired for an Auberge : but there are
no inns in the Vosges, for there arc no travellers ; and uncertain how the night wag
to be^nt, my pace had gradually waxed slower, till it came to a dead halt,—when
an old, respectable-looking man, coming from the vine-covered porch of s house op-^it^ asked me if I was a stranger ;—and learning my difficulty, he offered me the
hospitalities of his house.

^

It was a patriarchal establishment ; and there might be seen all the domestic
virtues,—reverence for age,—indulgence for youth,—motherly love,—sisterly and
brotherly affection. I was received, as strangers were received of old, beford'the in-
habitants of cities had carried their refinements,—perhaps their corruptions, into the
lands of simplicity and hospitaUty. How equally flowed the sti-eam oflife, in this
seclusion I what a picture of peace and serenity ’—And yet, to one whose scenes of.lifc
are shifted every day, and who is accustomed to men and cities, it is rather a painful,
at all events, a regrctM sensation that is awakened by the contemplation oflife

would seem, almost without enjoyment.
froMedover wi(5h eighty winters, and Mi .pOBM,

^ du^Ulhc evening at the door, upon two seats formed of plai^e me twigs, watchin|^8llenl)y that labour of their progeny. Their son, a healfhy

two hoys, of about ten and twelve yeai-s old, carried pitchei-s of water fyom a neigh-
<la''gbter.m-law was within the house, prcparfng

^ she best could, a little pet of three or four years old, that satupon a stool, eating chemes. But the gem, the chief figure in the group, w^s the
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fraiid-Aauglitef, whof stood upon the threshold with her -anus crossed, having
returned from a visit to the nelghbouriiig cottage of a mangled sister.

In skirting a portion of the territory of Wui temherg, on hU route to

Bavaria, Mr. Inglis thus runicesthe appearance of the people:— «

« I was much pleased with the apparently comfortable condition of tbe Wurtein-
burgers; the market and country people were well dressed, and to all appearaiue,

well fed; and there was an air of contentment an4 good humour in almost every
countenance, that was strongly contrasted in my memory, with the haggard and tlrink-

ing countenances of the manufacturing population of both France and England.
« The cottages by the wayside were very numerous,—and in their materials and

construction, were all respectable: I noticed that., all the houses, small and great,

were tiled,—and numerous red.tiled cottages certainly produce an ngreeable and
warm effect when thickly scattered over a country,a.-and aiv connected in our luiiid**

with comfort an^ respectability.

This, if we remember aright, was also the opinion of Rousseau ; who
denounces the cold gloomy slate ; but the fact in this country is, we sus-

pect, just the reverse—with the dark material, we associate ideas of
warmth, wealth and endurance. Mr. Inglis was delighted with the roads
in Bavaria ; and rather unceremoniously pulls out one of the proudest
plumes of the British wing, It is quite a mistake to suppose that good
roads are to be found only in England and he boasts of the roads of
Bavaria, Switzerland, the Tyrol, the Netherlands, Sweden, and even
Spain. He must at least give us up the best paid Surveyors-Gonoral.
We pass Mr. Inglis’a profound disquisition on ^Hhe matrimonial cham-
ber,” as a standard of the morals of countries, and demur to his un-
favourable suspicions of the Swiss. He is agreeably surprised with
Augsburg, and charmed witli Munich, and the holiday dresses of the wo-
men, who sparkle in brocaded satin and silver, and gilt-waisted gowns.
There is one cj|pital, though homely objection to this ^>icturesque finery

which appears to have escaped the traveller. It is too expensive to.be

renewed ; «and worse still, it won't wash. Of the prison discipline of

Munich, of which so much has been said, wc have some interesting, and
really important details ; which, were we a people less wise in our own
conceit, might afford us a lesson where one is much wanted.

I ivas greatly pleased by a visit to the prison of Munich, The principle of this

elcellently regulated establishment is, that eVery one in it gains his own bread.

Every prisoner is obliged to W'ork at his ovvn trade, so that there is no kind of haudi.
craft that is not going on wdthin the prison walls. It is like a general manufactory
—i^rpenters. blacksmiths, saddlers, tailors, shoemakers, dyers,—all are seen plying
their trades r but no one is forced to work beyond what is necessary for his suste-

nance; whatever he gains by his labour more than suffices to maintain him, is kept
until the term of hia imprisonment expires ; an4 is then given to him,—deducting a
quota for the expenses of the establishment. There is a separate workshop, allotted

to each trade; the prisoners work in company, and .ire permitted to converse upon
allowed topics—^overseers being of course present. Shortly before I visited the prison,

a man'Whose (erm of punishment had expired, received no less than 800 florins

(about Sterling) upon leaving the prison. Criminals who are admitted at so

early an age as not to have yet learned a trade, arc permitted to make choice of one,

which is taught to them. Women (who ai*e rigorously separated from th^ male pri<.

soners) follow their trades also ; we see embroidery, stocking.w^eaving, straw-hat

making and plaiting, and all the other kinds of labour in w^hich women are engaged ;

women who have lien servants before, are servants still,—cooks are cooks,.—.house-

maids ^housemaids. In fact, the interior service of the prison is performed by the

criminali,—-and all their wants are supplied by themBelves,4|g their neighbours. 1

tasted the soup and meat in the kitchen, and the bread ip the bakehouse, and found
both excellent.

. • .

The proceeds of the sale of articles made in the prison,(iA the surplus remain-
ing Sifter tbe expenses of the establishment have been pai(b and the prisoners main-
tained,) to he kept for the benefit of the prisoners themselves, generally amounts to-

nearly 60,000 florins,—.tipwards of L.6,000 per annum—a sum which, piuperly ap-
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plledy ai8 it doubtlasa is^ cannot fail to produce most important results upon tlie futut^

lifes of the prisoners for whose benefit it is intended.

Lsaw some prisoners confined for life, for crimes which, in England, would have

sent them to the gallows : these are tasked to a certain quantity of work ; and main-

tain themselves, and benefit the state at the same time. No one has been eisecuted at

Munich since the year 1821. By a singularly humane enactment, prisoners for life

are allowed some indulgences that are denied to those whose punishment is for a limit-

ed term. It is thought, for example, a fair and proper aggravation of punishment,

that»the use of tobacco should be prohibited to those who may hope, by good conduct

mid iudustiy, to be restored after a time, to the world, with tlie means of subsistence,

and even of rational enjoyment ; hut this is considered an unnecessary cruelty towards

a man whose punishment tei’miiiates only with his life.

The utmost cleanliness and simplicity pervades every department of this excel-

lent establishment ; a proper disepline, and just restraint, are united to those ar-

rangements that ensure the health and improvement of the prisoners ; and tlie build-

ing itself, is one of the most complete that 1 have ever seen set apart for the correc-

tion of criminals. There is one singular part of the establishment—a phalanx of

very large and fierce dogs, which, during the night, are turned loose into the open

Space that surrounds the prison, and ai'e a sufficient security against escape. When
1 visited the prison, them n ere six hundred and sixty-six persons confined, one hun-

dred and forty of whom were women.

On the Bavarian system of secondary punishments, Mr. Inglis makes
those judicious remarks which will naturally occur to every thinking

man not in bondage to the wisdom of our ancestors, and things as they

are. There is another institution in Munich worthy of notice, and not

less important to the state ; one which may be said to diminish, before-

hand, the numbers of the denizens of the prison. It is a kind of liouse of

refuge for the infirm poor, and for persons who cannot obtain emi)loyment,

though able to work.
The first class are received, without any other recommendation than helplessness

and indigence, and are clothetl, lodged, and fed. The second class ai*e furnished

with employment suitable to their capacity. There, as in the prison, every trade is

carried on; andtn consideration of their labour, the poor are provided for, so long as

they choose to remain upon the establishment. The number belonging to the second

class while I was in Munich, amounted to 1,487* The Institution is supported, partly

by royal donation, and partly by private benevolence.
" There is, besides these, a general hospital, which is capable of containing between

700 and 800 patients, though the population of Munich is only 50,000. From thisi

institution useful hints might be obtained. The patients are divided into three

classes ; those who are received gratuitously,—which of course includes by far the
greater number ; those who pay an annual subscription of four florins (nearly lls.)

for the privilege of the hospital at all times when required,—.and those strangers, or
persons in a superior rank of life, who wish to be no inconvenience or burden to
friends, and who, by paying thirty kreutzer per day, are received into<'the common
ward,—or, by paying about Ss. sterling per day, are accommodated with a private
chamber, and attendant, nourishmei^ m^ical advice and remedies,—and with all,

in short, that the most skilful physicians may consider necessary towards the cure of
a disease. A noble garden is attached to it, whose fine walks, pleasant shades,
flowers, and freshness, are well suited to assist in the re-establishment of liealth.**

Among the schools of Munich is a Sunday school, which above sixteen
hundred pupils were attending.

« Attached to the institution, there is a useful library,—a physical and chemical
apparatus,—^models of machen^ &c. This school is frequented chiefly by the sons of
Artisans, to whom all the instruction are communicated gratuitously, and it is

not on Sundays only, but on fSte days also.*'

The condition oi the people appears to be tolerably easy.
^ Generally, throughout the country, the people^ though for the most part labourers,

and not proprietors, do noti^esent an appearance of much poverty. The price of la-
bour is indeed low, seldom exceeding half a florin per day, Is. 2d. ; and, more frequent-
ly, falling considerably below this sum; but provisions arc generally cheap, espe-
cially country produce : and habits are simple. However indicative of natural- pro-
sperity, high wages may he, the condition of the lower orders is not greatly influenced
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by this prosperity,-»for a high price of labour Is' but the consequence of a high scale
of prices in other things, and of excesslTe taxation. If meat were but 2d. or 24d.
per lb., br^d Id. per lb. and other articles in proportion, an English labourer would
not find himself impoverished by a Bavarian rate of wages. I know, that such a
state of things could not exist in a gitiat commercial country ; but in travelling among
the continental nations, one is often forced to admit the truth, that the comfort of
the lower orders, and national greatness are not synonymous.*'

In taking a farewell gaze, in a clear day, from the tower of Notre
Dame, in Munich, over the wide plain of l^avaria, Mr. Inglis discerns
the Bavarian Alps, and accidentally learns that the Tyrol lies beyond
them. This, fortunately for his readers, is enough to direct the ram-
bling impulse to a quite new quarter ; and our traveller is off for the
Tyrol.

in a delightful morning, walking among the Bavarian Alps,
He ^ passed several cottages and hamlets,~.some of them the habitations of wood-

men,—and most of them having a little cultivated ground cleared from the wood,
producing vegetables, flax, and oats. If I had, he says, passed such cottages in Swit-
zerland, half a Score of children would have run out to beg charity

—

reptiblioan
children, with republican fathers sitting at the door ; but here, in Monarchical Bava-
ria, not one of the children who were playing about the cottages, made any claim.*'

This, we presume, may be.the reason that beggars are more plentiful

in Ireland than in any civilized country in the world ; while scarce one
is to be seen in the llnited States of America. Mr. Inglis's way-side
chat generally out-does his philosophy. On his first day's journey from
Munich, hi® fellow-traveller was a gentleman belonging to the Custom-
house at Mittewald, who had been at Munich, to see the world, and add
to his collection of pictures. It is in sketches of this kind that Mr.
Inglis excels.

" The employe's house was the best in Mittewald ; for in a frontier town, however
insignificant the town, the inspector of the customs is a maih of consideration ; and
he himself seemed to he one of the most contented of men. His w^ife—a remarka-
bly agreeable and pretty young woman—^his children, blue eyed and rosy—his gun
and his fishing rod, always at command—and his little gallery of pictures, a never

foiling resource, made a paradise for him, in the midst of the Alps. He told me his

salary was fire hundred florins, (something less than £60,) and that perquisites might
be £20 more. His expenses were extremely small. His house was his own

;
game

and fish cost him nothing but powder and shot ; his garden produced such vegetables

as will gvow in that elevated spot ; he fed poultry of many kinds ; his own cow gave

him milk and butter ; and therefore the greater part of his income was saved : he

had only twenty florins to pay, as his proportion of the rent of a pasture for his cow;
and he had nothing to buy but bread, wine, and foreign commodities, which con-

sisted onlji of coffee, sugar, tobacco, and clothing. ‘ 1 save one-half of my income,*

said he, < 1 go either to Iiispruck, Munich, or Salzburg every year, to buy a picture,

for which I allow one-half of my savings. I have held this office fourteen years, and

I have now twenty-six pictures in my little gallery.’ This picture gallery occupied

one of the upper rooms in the house ; and the owner had put himself to the expense

of obtaining a light from the roof. ‘ Pan and Mercury,* the picture he had just pur-

chased at Munich, had already got a place, and every thing was in excellent order,

possibly the expectation of my visit might have assisted in this.”

There is not one pauper in Mittewald, nor one rich man. Happy so-

ciety ! In this mountainous frontier town there is a small njanufactory

of guitars, which are sold at Munich. Tliis has given a musical turn to

Mittewald, and the traveller may hear the guitar tinkling here and there,

and dream romance.

Mr. Inglis more than coi^firms every thing that has been said of the

impatience with which the Tyrolese submit to the yoke of Austria, espe-

cially those who inhabit what he names |he German Tyrol. He enter,

tains no hope of any revolt being immediately successful. The country

is an extended garrison. There is a strict police ; the press is jealously

Y 2
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watched ; aad^ to say all in ohe word, a Tyrolean cannot now, for gold,

iprehase even a copy of the life of the patriot Hofer ! the hero of Aus-

tHa. In a conversation with a respectable old peasant, Mr. Inglis ven-

tured to inquire if he had ever carried a ride.

^ We wei^ walking op a steep mountain path : he stopped,—^faccd round,—leaned
upon his rod,—and in almost a whisper said, * Sir, you are an Englishman ; I say

to you what 1 Vould not say to every one: 1 carried a rifle, and used it, too; but in

a bad cause* Hofer was a hero ;< Speckbacker, whom I follow^ed was a hero ; Hasp-

iager was a hero ; but they were all three fools. Our balls were all spent in defence of

Austria : and let me tell you, this arm can cany a rifle yet,—hut not for Austria.*

‘But,* said I, ‘ if not under the government of Austria, under what government

would the Tyrol place itself?*

** ‘ Under the government of Tyroleans,’ said he ;
‘ Switzerland is free^—and re-

spected ; and your government has recognized its republic : have we shown less ardour

in defence of our privileges than the Swiss ? but no matter; our turn is at hand.*
**

An anecdote related of the system of espionage employed by Mctter-

nich in the Tyrol, forms an exact counterpart to the exploits of Rich-

mond the Spy, recorded in the last number of this Magazine. The secret

emissary of Austria came to the small town of Prunecken, a few months
before Mr, Inglis visited it ; and, the better to elude suspicion, settled as

a merchant. He appeared a jovial, goodmatured fellow, who gave easy
' bargains, and obtained many customers, of whom he invited seven to a

feast on the anniversary of the death of Hofer. The dinner was good, the

wine capital. “ The memory of Hofer” was proposed by the patriotic

host; and his guests began to speak their sentiments freely. ‘‘ Inde-

pendence to the Tyrol” was the next toast. Mr. Inglis's informer, who
had been one of the party, began to entertain suspicions of Kalb, the

Richmond of the Tyrol. VTarned by him, four of the company refused

to pledge to the roar of “ Down with the Austrians, Independence to the

Tyrol !” Under firetence of a journey to Trent, the Spy went off in

a few days, anJ never returned ; and 4he three unfortunate men who had
remained with him at table, and who, on his suggestion, w'ere willing to

unite in a bond to deliver their country from foreign oppression, w^ere ar-

rested and sent to Inspruck, and were still in' ])rison, “ no doubt, on the

testimony of Kalb I”— This,” continues our traveller, “ is a pretty

“ Illustration of Mettcrnich’s policy. The inn-keeper told me, that these men did

not differ in sentiments from the rest of their town8.4iien ; but they were all three

persons of some consideration, and with the exception of himself, the wealthiest in

the town. Ever since the French Revolution of 1830, espionage has been carried to a
dreadful extent in the Tyrol, and consequences have resulted from it, oMSt fatal to
individual liberty.”

At this time, the summer of 1831, the inn-keeper, one of the most
respectable persons in this town, had scarcely heard of the Three Days of

France, and knew nothing of the Belgian Revolution. No Austrian

newspapers were received at the time of this event ; but an account of

the failure of Mina's gallant attempt was industriously circulated on se-

parate sheets of paper.

This parallel between .the policy of the Austrian Government, and
that of the Tory rulers of England, has too long withdrawn us from the

principal object of this notice,—^the condition of the cultivators of the
soil, and of the agricultural labourers in the Tyrol, We are struck, in

the following description, with the observatidns upon the culture of In-
dian corn, which has scarcely yet gbtained a fair trial in Britain :

—

‘^The peasant of the UpperTyrol seldom possesses more than supplies the wants of his
family ; a cow, a pig or tw'O, are the whole of his live stock ; and all the land which
He possesses beyond what suffices for the support of these, produces Indian com, and
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a few vegetables, and sometimes a little flax; these crops being no more than sufficient

for the support of his family. Tl^ Tyrolean peasant, therefore, though in one sense

independent, treading, and labouring his own soil, and eating the produce of his own
industry, is yet poor; and lives worse than a day-labourer in many other countries.

His family* is nourished almost solely upon Indian com, and milk; and it must be

admitted, that with small properties like those in the valley of the Inn, no other pro-

duce could be half so serviceable. This plant ' is indeed the staff of life her^ and is

prizedsl>y the inhabitants as it deserves. Thlee times a-day, soup made of Indian corn

and milk, is served at the table of the Tyrolean peasant ; and this, with bread, some-

times entirely of Indian corn, but most comuioi^y with one-third, or one-fourth part

of wheat, forms his whole diet. I have frequently, in the course of a walk, while re-

‘

siding at Inspruck, entered the houses of tlie peasantiy, and tasted both the soup and
the bread. To those who arc fond of a milk diet, the soup would not be found disagree-

able ; and the bread appeared to me good, precise!^ in proportion to the quantity of

M'heat that was mixed with the Indian com. It is never used half-and-half in the

Tyrol. This would be too expensive; for very little wheat is grown in the valley of

the Inn—none in the upper part of it, and that which is brought to the inspmek
market, must be received either from Trent, and the Italian frontier, or from Bavaria.

“ However tastes may differ as to the palatablencss of an Iiidian-corn diet, the

flue athletic peasantry of the Tyrol, sufociently attest its wholesome and nutritious

qualities. Indeed, I have generally seen a robust peasantry, in those countries in

which Indian corn forms a large portion of their subsistences The people of Lan-
guedoc and Beam, are stronger than .those of central and northern France, and the

Biscayans, who eat more Indian com tlian any other kind of bread, arc greatly superior

in strengtli to the ('astilians. In the Tyrol, Indian corn is used in other ways than

as an article of diet : the surplus, if any there be, finds a ready market for horses'

food ; and the husks and sheaths are used in stuffing mattresses ; and also as a sub-

stitute for fire-wood. As mucli flax is gtnicrally grown by the Tyrolean peasant, as

suffices for tlie wants of his family ; and for employment during the winter.

“ The cultivation of Indian corn has made some noise in Mhgland ; and has excited

some iiiterest, owing to the idea, that its cultivation would ameliorate the condition

of the lon er classes ; and there have been in fact, two parties in this matter ; one

asserting its great advantages, and its adaptation to the climate^f England ; and the

other denying both. I am no agriculturist, and am able only to 8ta#e facts. As for

the advantages of the cultivation of Indian com, 1 can only say, that throughout the

valley of the Inn, it is considered the most useful and the surest produce ; and that

the peasantry who live upon it, aie the finest peasantry in Europe ; and with respect

to its fitness for the climate of England, I would only observe, that the climate of the

Upper Tyrol is most uncertain ; its centre is two thousand feet above the level of the

sea; and its winters are extreiindy severe ; and although from its more southern

latitude than England, the heats of summer are great, the summer is late, as some

proof of which, I may state, that near the end of June, I was under the necessity of

having a stove lighted iti the hotel at Inspruck. I do not know how these facts bear

upon the probable success of Indian wvii in England; but il Indian com be sup-

posed to req^re a milder climate than that of England, 1 think the success of Indian

com in the Upper 'J'yrol, ]»roves this to be an error. The same fruits that come

to perfection in the southein parts of England, will not ripen in the valley of the Inn.

“ Although the properties of the peasantry of the Upper 'I'yrol be in general limit-

ed, this is of course not universal ; sonfe are in such circumstances as to be called

opulent among their neighbours ; though in richer countries, such opulence would be

considered but an iudifl'erent coinpeteiicy. A peasant whose possessions are worth

fifteen thousand florins (£,1750) is rich; and one possessing the half of this sum, is

in easy circumstances. Such peasants and their families, do not, of course, live upon

Indian corn, though this forms, in all families, one important article of ^ict. The

lower order of peasants never eat meat exiepting on feast-days,—and bacon only on

great feasts.

“ In all countries—even in those wlicre the gnat bulk are proprietors, there are of

necessity some liewers of wood, and drawers of water. In tlfis p.irt of the Tyrol,

these are miserably off. The usi^al wages of labour do not exceed, for a man, four-

pence half-penny per day,— with inaiiiteiiance; and a woman seldom receives more

than one penny hall-penny, or two-pence. This is a wretched state of things; but

fortunately, the class of day labourers is small. necessaries of life are not, indeed,

ilcar. Meat usually sells at 4d. or 44d. per lb. of 21 oz. which is not more than 2|d.

tor U; 07. ; butter costs 9d. for 21 oz., or (;4<l. per lb.*; bread of ludian com is ex-

tremely clieap. Fruit, vegetables, and wine, are all dear ; for the valley of the Inn

produces none of the latter, and little of the two formcj-,—most of v\ hich arc brought
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teom Botam) but those oce ertieles with which the pojor may diifpexise.
"
Fidi^ and

amt khnds of game^ are plentiful and cheap* ^
The wages ofa man s^ant in the Tyrol (and this applies to the country generally)

are about JL*5. The wages of a female serrant, about

Mr, Inglis has an idea, and we believe it a correct one, that in writing

travels, the art is to set down little as well as great things,—^for

example, ^at women wear short petticoats, or men tight small clolhes/*

His own settings-down are an exemplification of this philosophical prin*

jciple. The longitude and latitude of the petticoats are duly entered in

his log ; and even from a rainy day, when a less happily-attempered

traveller might be tempted to rave against the elements; and curse his

stars, he extracts such scattered lights on petticoat statistics as the

following ;

—

^ I have ali'eady spoken of the dress of the woman ; hut here, in the lower lunthal,

it becomes more and more preposterous. In the Tyrol, vanity does not appear to be

exercised on the same object as elsewhere. A handsome leg^—o** *^t least, a pretty

ancle, is generally looked upon as not the least contemptible of female chai’ms ; but

in the Tyrol it is otherwise ; stockings—thick woollen stockings, are three times the

length of the leg : and are therefore allowed to gather themselves in enormous folds,

and plaits, that render the ankle as thick as a moderate waist in Paris or elsewhere.

It may he, indeed, that they look upon a charm as more a charm, the more it is con-

cealed. There is a limit, however, to this principle. I ought to mention, that the

older the women are, they have the greater number of petticoats. The hostess and
her daughter permitted me to satisfy my curiosity as to the number and quality of

theirs. The mother, who ivas about fifty years of age had nine ; the eldest daughter,

who looked almost thirty, but tvho assured me she was not yet Uveiity-three, wore
six,-~and the younger,^p-a girl of eighteen or nineteen, was contented with one less.

All of these were of a woollen stutf, thicker in its texture than moderately thick flaii-

nel. The younger of the damsels was also prevailed upon to draw her stocking tight

;

but she w'as shocked ;it the display ; and immediately reinstated the leg in its Tyro-
lean privileges. I do assure my fair readers, however, that had the leg so esconced in

woollen, been fitted with an elastic silk stocking, it might have excited the envy of

some of theiu.^

Nor does our traveller fail to enjoy and coiniueuioratc the good things

of this life, tlie manna in the wilderness that drops in his way. lie par-

takes of the fresh fish, the game, and chamois tongue, with remarkable
gusto, and at the same time, is more than contented over a mess of In-

dian-corn pottage and milk. This is enjoying life. It is a canon of his,

deduced from considerable experience, that an inn kept by mine hos-

tess is more comfortable than one kept by mine host. A weary traveller's

comforts are ever an object of deeper concern to the femald^ president.

The book is, by the way, full of excellent scattered maxims for travellers.

In descending from Brenner to Brixen, in the valley of the Eisarh,

Mr. Inglis has the following delightful adventure. We must not omit
to say, that his feeling of natural beauty, and frequent descriptions of

Alpine and rocky scenery, hill and glade, stream and torrent, are as

full of relish as are his records of the larders of the Tyrol, From a
striking i^mparison of the several mountain passes which he had visited

in different parts of Europe, he reverts to the scene before him :

—

The storm which I had foreseen, was now close at hand ; hut I was walking be-
neath m perfect a shade of overarching trees, that although it rained heavily, 1 was
sheltered from its effects. Soon, however, it came down in such torrents, that finding
myself near a gate which appeared to lead to a resf^ctahle peasant's house, I thought
it wisest to take refuge, and lifted the latch accordingly, and passed in. It was, as I
supposed, the house of a peasant, who in tlie Tyrol might he called in comfortable cir-
cumstances ; a proprietor of the middle kind,—not rich, hut with enough for the wants
and comforts of a family. A son who lived at Trent, and who was upon a visit to
his father, of coum spoke Italian and a little French,—more convenient ^uiedi

a

of communication, than the dialect of German spoken in the Upper Tyrol. I was
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tery kindly welcomed by the master of the house, and hospitably entertained ; tor al-

though it was then but little after eleven o*clock, dinner was ^moet ready ; and al-

beit my usual dinner hour was yetfkr ofl^ I could not refdse to accept the hoepitalities

of the host, and to seat inyself at table with his family.
^1 had every reason to be pleased that a storm had driven me among this Tyrol fai-

mily ; for it afforded me an opportunity which 1 might not otherwise have enjoyed, of

seeing the menage and inspecting the establishment of a respectable peasant. The party

that sat down to dinner, consisted of the peasant and his wife, hale strong people^

ahou£ fifty years of age,—the son who had came froto Trent, a younger son, just grow-
ing into manhood,^twin daughters about sixteen years old,^and myself ; and the

dinner which had been prepared without any regard to me, consisted of soup of In-

dian corn and milk, of which I have already spoken as a Tyrolean diet ; a piece of

boiled bacon about five lb. weight ; a salad ; bread,~two-thir^ Indian com, and one-

tliird wheat ; butter ; and wine of Botzen, which,^however, might possibly have been
produced on my account. This was certainly an ample, and wholesome dinner for

six persons.

The rain subsiding soon after dinner, 1 hinted to the master, that I should much
like to see his establishment out of doors, telling him frankly, that we in England
knew but little respecting bis country,—excepting that it was a romantic land, and
contained a brave and noble-minded peasantiy,—and that I wished to have it in my
power to tell my countrymen something about the Tyrol. My compliment was re-

ceived with a disclaiming shake of the head ; and my desire was immediately grati-

fied. The peasant and his family^—all excepting his wife,—accompanied me while

we walked over his little fields, and conversed as we went along.
“ The whole of the land owned by this peasant, appeared to me, as nearly as I could

judge by pacing it, as well as by the e^'e, to consist ofabout four acres. One-third of

the whole, as the proprietor infonned me, was devoted to the culture of Indian com;
of the remaining two acres and two-thirds, about half an acre tras in wheat, and
another half acre in barley ; a quarter of an acre in flax ; about an acre, and little

more in grass and wood; and about a quarter of an acre in garden, which contained

cabbage, potatoes, salad, and a few cherry trees. The Indian corn was all required

'in the establishment,—about one-half for the family, and the other for winter provi-

sion for the cow ; the sheaths, &c., w'ere used as they are used in other parts of the

Tyrol. Of the wheat, there w'as a considerable surplus ; aiW tliis, and the barley,

were taken to the Brixeii market, where they produced more thafi sufficient to pur-

chase coffee, sugar, wine, such implements as w^ere wanted from time to time, and
such clothing for the family as Xvas needed ; and formed a small money stock besides,

which, after being applied to all the purchases beyond w^hat the establishment itself

produced, had amounted then to a considerable purse ; but the owner did not tell me
the amount ; nor would it have been civil to have been inoie inquisitive. The flax

was spun, and w'ove, and fashioned in the family. Tlie grass was all needed, for sum-
mer pasture for the cow ; the wood supplied firing,—and the vegetables were looked

upon rather as a dainty than an article of common use. The master anfl his son,

with a little assistance from his daughters, managed and tilled the ground, which
seemed a good lightish soil; and was remarkably clean, and in excellent order; and all

the Uutief whicli fall to the care of a small farmer’s wife in England, were here under
the cognizance of the peasant’s wife and daiightei’S. No cheese was made,—because

the soup consumed all the milk, excepting a little that was saved for butter. Besides

the cow, there were two pigs, and a litter of young ones ; and a number of hens. The
dinner I had seen, w’as the regular dinner of the house; excepting about two days in the

fortnight, when some fresh meat is bought in Brixen market with the money, or a

part of it—obtained by the sale of eggs and fowls.

“ From all this, it will appear, that there is little difference in the menage here, and
in the family of a small English farmer, excepting in the growth and use of Indian

com ; and in the absence of wlmt is called stock ; for the Tyrolean smsill proprietors

work entirely by spade husbandry ; and hare no occsision for tlie outlay of an Eng.
lish farm. Supposing, as is sometimes supposed, that an English farmer has a clear

surplus, after rent, taxes, labour, and seed are paid for, of one-third of the produce, it

would follow, that an English farmer occupying twelve acres, could live as well as

the Tyrolean proprietor of four acres ; for 1 would state against the little out-

lay for stock and implements iie€cssai7 to labour twelve acres, the taxes and other

expenses which, the Tyrolean said, amounted to one-sixth part nearly of his produce.

But an English occupier of twelve acres, canuflt live so well as the Tyrolean peasant

with four acres ; and I do not see any way of accounting for this, unless by ascribing

it to the culture of Indian corn, which enters so largely into the system of husbandry

pursued by the Tyrolean, It is eaten three times a.-day by all the members of the
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in shape of eeup) with ihilk 9 and i» the bread of the fmdly besides s and

Ipfith a sottcieiicy of bsoou »ud vegetable^ sad fresh meat two or three days In the

Ibitnight, the Tyndeen peasant family may be said to live eomfortably. CoiSm is

considered a luxury, and is only used occasionally.

.
" It is quite oeitain that the same quantity of* land,-»one acre and onedhirdr—

which, in the establishment I speak of, was devoted to the cultuw of Indian com,

,(oue«half of which quantity only, t. e., two-thirds of an Bcre> was used in the family,)

^ould, if dedicated either to wheat or to any other grain, have been totally ii^fii<»

cient to support a family of six persons, especially without the constant addition of

cheese, which both nighi etid morning forms an article of subsistence in an English

farm house. Two-thirds of an acre of wheat will produce fourteen hushels, at the

most; this may produce, sixteen of dour; one bushel of flour will, with the usual

additions, support a family of six persons two weeks ; and therefore the produce of

two^thirds of an ticre, pt^ucing altogether sixteen bushels, would suffice fbr only

thirty-two weeks, leaving one-thim part of the year unprovided for. The Tyrolean
p;}asant told me, that he had never known his crop of Indian corn fail, though it had
yaried of course, but that his wheat had several times been unprc^uctive, some-
times owing to insects, sometimes without being able to assign any cause. Severe

rains had also beaten it doum and much injured it. It is fair that I should add, as

a slight qualification of what I said when speaking of the Indian com, and the

cluiuue of the valley of the Itin, that the peasant attributed (with what justice 1

cannot tell) the unfailing crops of Indian corn, partly to thqwarm winds, which, for

a time during the spring, always blow from the south. It must be observed, hoW"
ever, that he made this remark when speaking of the deep snows that lay long in the

valley, and partly with reference to the effi‘ct of the wind in melting them. J

pmitted to say, when speaking of the interior menage, that during the winter, the

table of the Tyrolean peasant is varied by a plentiful supply of hai'es,—and game of'

various kinds, which are obtained for the trmtble of hiuitiiig them.
After liaviiig satisfied myself, and obtained all the information I was able, tve

leturned to the house ; which was sufiicieiitly commodious, and provided, apparently,
with every common article of household use ; and as it had again la^guu to rain, 1

was ouiigcd a little longer to avail myself of its hospitalities. Notwithstanding that

the master complained of the. taxes, and particularly of the price of salt, so much of
which was wanted for'liis bacon, he was a happy peasant ; and l»is family, a cheerful
jicasaiit family, kt w'as a fine looking family too ; the master, although, as he told

me, turned fifty-four, scarcely seemed forty ; the son from Trent, young man
being clothed in the modern fashion, did not look sufficiently national ; but the other
son—with his tight breeches, showing his well-turned and strongly knit limb, and
liis short jacket—w'as a noble specimen of a young Tyiolean peasant. As for the
twiiudaughters, they were fair, good-looking girls, with short, and not too many pet-

ticoats, and dressed witli gieat propriety and neatness. As early hours seemed to be
jicpt here as at Brenner; they told me they breakfasted a little after six; and supped
at the sflpnie hour at niglit. 1 hu>e already said, that dinner w^as served about half-

j>ast eleven.

“ The rain had eutiiely ceased for some time ; and desirous of miching Brixen, I

took leave of my kind entertainer; but not w-ithout a cup of coffee, and' cordial of
anise-spirit being presented to me; and shaking hands all round, which is a Tyro-
lean as w'ell as an English fashion, I pioceedcd on my w'ay down the margin of the

impetuous Eisach.'’

Agriculturists on the lar^^e scale will see much to condemn in this

inanagemejit, and political economists nothing;’ to admire,; yet lookin;^

round at the results of consolidating: a dozen small possessions into one
huge domain for the modern bull-frog fanner,'* and contrasting his

fine establtehment with this moder»t Tyrolean household, the unchanging
abiding place of peace, plenty, industry, and content, one must admit
other elements of calculation than the su})erfluous fatness of beeves, and
the rigid straightness* of furrow's ; or, in one word, the rapid accumula-
tion of agricultural wealth, wlien reckoning iff human happiness* Tlie
had coiiscqueiu’cs of vast (juantitics of land held by proprietors to the actual
cultivators, ludd in tlie Tynd ac in the rest of the world. In this re-
spect the German and Italian Tyrol exhibit a painful contrast. ‘‘ The
inoment,” says Mr. I^lgli^, “ we leave
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Bateen^ aud travel towards Trent, a uea^ order of things is perceivable. The
same noble looking peasantry are no longer to be seen ; poverty begins to show itself;

and the air of comfort about their dwellings and independence about their inmates,
are no longer visible. All the land in the southern Tyrol belongs to the gi*eat pro.

prietqirs ; and the peasantry whom we see have no longer an interest in the soil wliich

they cultivate.

The system pursued iu the cultivation of the land in the southern Tyrol is re.

markable ; the praprietor of the land makes a contract with a peasant to cultivate it

This pea8aut*is, in fact^ a middle-man, and employs labourers. Tfi% nature of the

contract is, that the proprietor pays the peasant a certain sum of money, which has
no regard whatever to the goodness or badness of the crop ; and the peasant delivers

up the whole produce of the land to the proprietor. The «um of money which the

peasant receives for the engagement to cultivate the land, is of course understood to

be sufficient to pay for the labour employed upon it, and to leave a surplus to the

peasant, sufficient for his subsistence. This system has its advantages and disadvan.
tages ; but the latter far outweigh the former. In one respect, indeed, it seems to

have justice along with it; for the proprietor gets neither more nor less than his land

is worth ; he gets the produce of his laud whatever it may be, to make the most o f

it; and the peasant, who is, in fact, the farmer, is secure against the failure of
crops, or the variableness of the maikets; with these he has nothing to do; he
leccives the same sum, whether the crop be good or bad, or whether the market be
Jiigh or low. .

“ But notwlthstanoing this, tlie system does not work well : it is evident, that the

proprietor must eventually suffer, by the cultivator having no interest iu the produce

;

it lb the same thing to him, whether the land be well or ill laboured ; and it is,

therefore, unreasonable to iinagine that lull justice will be done to it : if the proprie-

tor, tlierclure, gets what his land produces, he probably gets considerably less than,

under a difterent system, it might be made to produce.
“ With respect to tlie contractor, he, although proceeding upon a certainty, has a

certainty of little. The sum allowed him for the cultivation is generally extremely
small, so that, after all expenses are paid, his gain atfoiHls nothing beyond a bare sub-

sistence. This is sufficiently proved by the maimer in which these men live; which is

in no respect better than the small proprietor of the valley of the Inn, who eats meat
only upon festival days. There are no doubt some exceptithis ; and if the proprietor

do allow a bufficient sum for the cultivation of his land, the ]:J^abant has the same
advantage that any man has who performs a piece of work by contract.

“ As for the effeef of the system upon the. labourer ; it is obviously bad. The sole

object of the contractor being to labour the land as cheaply as possible, wages are

miserably low. The usual price of labour in the Italian Tyrol docs not exceed two
florins per week, {4s. (Id.) and nourishment; which accounts sufficiently for the dif-

ference ill the appearance and habitutioiis of the lower classes there, and in the val-

leys of the Upper Tyrol, where, indeed, the poor are so limited iu number as scarcely

to form a class. *

“It seems to the traveller, at first sight, a strange inversion of what might be ex-

pected, that iu the fertile vales, and finest plains in Europe, he should see so much
povertyf and that, on the contrary, when he journeys among mountain regions,

where excessive labour forces from the soil an unwilling crop, he perceives every ap-

pearance of comfort and ease of condition. The condition of the i»eople in the nmst
fertile plains of Italy, Germany, Prance, or England, will bear no comparison, with
that of the inhabitants of the Grfbon valleys, <»r of the valleys of the Ober-land
Beruois, or of the Upper Tyrol. But the difficulty is at once explained tvhen we
learn, that the former are labourers for hire, and that the latter labour their own soil.”

From the time lie left Botzen .the traveller met beggars ; and every

village contained a large proportion of w'hat seemed paupers-r-“ labourers

probably at 4s. 8d. a->*eck.” This, by the* way, would be a very high

average for Ireland, where the system of agriculture is, in many respects,

similar to that of this unblest pt«rt of the "J^yrol. •

We have not attempted to follow the route of the traveller, hut have

;jig-zagged, not after his steps, but following his principle in exploring

the country. After visiting the Lower Tyrol, he returned by Botzen to

Meran, from whence he made severaf interesting excursions ; one of

them to the valley of tlie Passcycr, in which is the dwelling of Hofer.

>Ve cannot resist this extract :

—
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** From Merao^ the road aaoeuda the right bank of the stream, Jeaviog the castle of

the Tyrol on the left hand^ At first, the valley is narrow, but gradually widens,

though never losing the character ofan upland valley. Cottages and hamlets are seat*

tored, hut thinly scattered, here and there ; little rivulets tumble Into the Passeyer,

leaping from the adjoining steeps; and many gentle and beautiful acenes open apiwtg
the slopes and dells that form the valley. Four houra* walk, with many rests by the

river side, and upon the stones that lay in its bed, brought me xvithin sight of the

house of Andrew Hofer. The brawling Passeyer, full of large stones, runs past the

house at the fob! of a little stowie wall raised to protect it against toi^nts ; a few
trees grow round the house, and, ou eith^ side, are seen mountains* their lower ac<*>

clivities enclosed, and bea^ng a little com; and a small church, with a green spire,

stands upon a neighbouring knoll. The house itself is no way remarkable ; like

most other houses in this part of the Tyrol, the entry to it is by a wooden stair out*

side, which leads to a little balcony. Several targets, perforated in many places near
the centre^ were fixed to the wall, evi^nces of Hofer^s prowess in marksmanship. In
the house, which is, and ever has been an inn, 1 resolved to spend the night.

I had finished a rural meal on the balcony, when four peasants of the neighbour-
hood walked in, to refresh themselves with a little wine, and possibly to see the

stranger. They were fine looking, and intelUgeut men ; and spoke without' much re-

serve about the ^tate of the Tyrol, and the patnot who had omied a home in that

valley. One of them, a man about fifty yeare old, had known Hofer well, and had
attended his obsequies ; and when he said that the Austrian authorities, professing a
reverence for him, had attended the procession, he spot with violence on the ground,

to express contempt of the hypocrisy : he represented Hofer as a sturdy broad-shoul-

dered man ; with a high and capacious brow; eyes a little sunken : and an honest

expression of countenance : he wore mustacliios, and a heard,—why the latter, I was
not able to learn. We shared amongst us several bottles of tolerable wine ; and drank
to the memory of Hofer, and to better times.
“ It was dusk when the party broke up ; and I accompanied one of the number to

his house, about a mile farther up the valley ; here we repeated our toast ; and in the

old fashion, he accompanied me half-way back. ‘ We can never be otherwise than
we are,’ said he, ‘ unless France stretches her hand to ns.* It was a quiet and calm
scene as 1 strolled leisurely back to the house of Hofer : there was only the noise of

the stream, which guided*^6 safely to my quarters.”

We cannot take leave of Mr. Inglis without once more expressing our

thanks for the pleasure his Tyrolean ramble has afforded us. He has

presented the reading public with one of the most attractive books of

the season ; and introduced those who cultivate tastes similar to his own,

to scenes and persons that will long haunt their imaginations, and live in

their memory. In opening the latch of the peas^int's door, and making
us acquainted with the dwellers in the hills and glens, he has added to

the stores of knowledge in its most humanizing form.

LONDON SIGHTS.

Thovob steam and horse-flesh have of late years wrought wonders in

lessening thg distance between Babylonian London and the Provinces,

and bringing into intercommunicating proximity raw, ravenous, riotous,

darling, country cousins, with their better-groomed and more highly
favoured metropolitan kinsfolk,—though shoals of ruddy-faced unso-
phisticated creatures of all ages and either sex are hourly being poured
forth from long stages, short stages, and vehictes, stironge of figure and
various of name, who, with eyes of twenty visions' power, and mouths
cavernously open, incredible of Wallow, gloat upon the great wen, and
the m^vels that therein lie,—there are,** nevertheless, many thousands,
(and it is a painful reflection to the humane,) very many thousands.
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wlio have never yet beheld the 6ne^ or conceived the brain-bewildering

wonders of the other. Some dim, shadowy, coiijfused notion, may i\ow ^

and then dit through their muddy sensoriums, from the imperfect nar-

ration of a prodigy pithily despatched in the columns of a town news-
paper ; but as to the formation of an understandable image of the sub-
ject-matter thereof, their minds are as innocent as sacking doves» This
is indeed lamentable ; and well may previnpial 'captives inveigh in the

bitterness of their galled spirit against the dog-in-the-manger selfishness

of a million and half of fortune^favoured bou1% when not one among
their number can be found generous enough to declare in minute, clear,

intelligible particularity, some of the miraculous things with which they
yearn to be made acquainted. Who,*for instance, has not heard of

(without having seen) the Industrious Fleas,^(was there ever an indo-

lent one ?)—the Linwood tapestries—^the Tower armoury—the Theatres—^the Exhibitions—the myriad Sights, in short, which, their name being

Legion, baffle enumeration ; and yet what of either is known to our
country exiles? What has been said or sung didactically thereanent
for their edification ? Nothing, positively nothing ! If ignorance be
bliss, (and, abstractedly considered, we are far from saying ^at it is

not,) then surely thrice blessed must they be in very sooth.

Yet it would be unjust to let the far-away afflicted cultivate the belief

that their London friends are reckless of their happiness either. The
indifference is only apparent, not real—a way of theirs simply 1 They
are up to their eyes in business and if they witness any of the

thousand-and-one wonders which live, and move, and have their being
within the metropolitan dominions, with a view to edulcorate the gloomy
hours of those who are pining away in distant regions, it is done with a

most thrifty economy of time. They are ready abd willing, nay, anxious

to impart all they have seen or learned for the gratffication of others

;

but the intelligence must be confined within the strictest rules of con-

ciseness : not one useless line must be allowed in the narration—all that
is necesMary, with relation to the fact,—no more 1

The London press is up to its neck in this kind of business.'* It is

a part of its duty to proclaim all it knows ; but as with wit, so is it with

the press—brevity is its very soul. In its hurry-skurry movements it

is’conjpelled to take for granted that much will be supposed of course,

and ipuch, therefore, is accordingly left for inference. If it tells you
that ** Messrs. Something and Somebody's Steam Omnibus made a sue-

cessful trial of its powers yesterday from Brompton to Piccadilly, and

appeared to answer the expectation of the Proprietors," enough has been

said ; not one word of ineatibii is made of the thousand crowds which

lined the road, the bustle, the shouts, the din, the dust, the thronged

houses, the myriad pleased and anxious faces gazing upon the novel

centre of attraction ; the cries of the pie-men, the groans of the injured

of limb, the chase of the pick-pockets, the fury of the pelice, and their

sconce-cracking indiscriminating trunchdbns, all severally helping to

make up the enlivening scene. If it announces the sailing-match on the

Thames that *'came off" on Monday when tlie Saucy Sally Yacht won
the Cup" by two boats' length, it never hints at the splendid spectacle

of thronged briSges, crowded wharfs, the river peopled with fiinnies,

wherries, and craft of all degree," gliding, and sliooting, and cul*Vetting

about the stream, from the Red-house, Battersea, to Temple Stairs ; the

fire of the guns, the streaming pennons, the punt-loB& of tailors, and tim-

ber-yarders full of fun, fight, and frolic; the music, the millings, the upset-
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tals^thcf'duckiug^, and th« drowaings incident totheoccasion. If it describe
Uie^ei^catioa of some murderous vagabond who kicked his spirit of at

Newgate this morning at eighty it is silent on the numerous attendance
of professional friends to witness the appalling events the oranges
devoured^ the rotten apples and other*missiles sent dying from group to

grqup^ the ladies^ well-dressed females^'* at the Vindows^ the thousand-
voiced murmuring of the depse mass below, the joke, the horse-laugh,

the love-making, the sheriffs, the show, the winks of the ^‘knowing
ones” as they draw the wipes” beneath the gallows, and the cheers

-which resound if the rascal shows pluck,” dings his shoes among th

multitude, and dies like a true cove.” If a dre takes place and some
half-dozen houses go by the wall/ nothing farther is said than that hap-
pily no lives were lost, and that the damage is estimated at so much ;

not a word about the awful magnificence of the sheeted dames, the lurid

streets, the crackling timbers, the huge masses of smoke rolling into the

sky, the shrieks of the women, the roar of the firemen, the rattle of the

engines, the galloping of the horses, the bets offered and taken of their

names, and the number of minutes and seconds before they will be in

play,” before that stack of chimneys or this ‘wall shall tumble, or the

next house shall take ;” the flooded streets, the horrible thump-thump
of the engine-pumps, the furniture flung from the house-tops, the hiss

of fire and water as they mingle, the crash of falling roofs, the momen-
tary darkness, and the blaze again. All these several matters are left

fur supposition as of course, and no useless verbiage is spilled in detail-

ing such commonplace adjuncts.

We know that if a chimney take fire or a donkey casts his shoe in

the country, there is a commotion which spreads from the smithy to

the rectory in no time. The Editor of the weekly paper in the next
county town, writes a leader on the subject for his ensuing )>ublieation,

and the event in all its pomp of circumstance, becomes food for minute
discussion for several days afterwards. Now, in London, (and it may
well seem strange to strangers,) events of similar, nay, of even greater

importance are occurring in every street, in every hour, all day and
night long ; and the difficulty is in selecting the most astonishing of all

the astonishing circumstances which are thus constantly happening. But
there is a difficulty beyond this, for the paragraph-mongers in the. daily

prints, are compelled not only to be of nice discrimination in^ their

choice, but to be choice in the manner of their chronicling : they must
condense their jeriform volumes of intelligence into the closely-packed

fluid drop of sheer notice.” Out of an infinity of astounding particu-

lars, they are obliged by stern necessity t# confine themselves to the

bare fact in all its nudity, not out of any illiberal laconicism, but from
sheer indispensable necessity. The London people have a most affec-

tionate regard for their provincial friends : hut their love allow's of no
extraneous display, no redundancy of words foreign to the insulated

fact ; they will do all that lies in their powxr to serve their absent

brethren consistently with breviloquence, hut really if they crave for

discursive particularities, they must come and see for themselves.

A man may be a very proper host, and yet a man business for all

that. -He may load his table with all the delicious viandc which the

four quarters of the world can furnish, but still have no spare time to

lavish in the courtesy of idle talk. He will plant you in a region of

goodly suhstantials, for the appeasement of an appetite all but insati-

able, but you must eat for yourself and expect no waste words from him
3
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in urging their daintiness. So is it wilh^the habitants uf^ Cockaigne^ ih

their extremity of love for those who dv^ell in the remote parts of the
land* Generous and noble-minded to a faulty they prepare in due season

a splendid repast to‘which all may come and feed to very repletion if

they list. See what spring-time effects ?—that period when the pre-

sence of country-folk is more than ordinarily rife in the city of the
world/ Have not the very wonders of Jhe heavens and the earth, and
the waters under the earth, been ransacked ffom far and near, as it

were, for their especial behoof ? Are not giants, leviathans^ mum-
mies, mermaidens, copper-mines, catacombs, fossil remains span-and-a-
half high, dwarfs, wax-work, cork-ivork, paper-work, glass-work, all,

in short, that nature has distorted, or# art can fashion in the shape of

sights,” laid bare for the amazement of those denizens of the wilder-

ness, who in the spring-time are prone to sojourn in this seventh-heaven
ofthe earth, for some brief never-to-be-forgotten fortnight of existence?

Are there not Colosseums, Dioramas, Panoramas, Physioramas, Cosmo-
ramas, and amas in variety astounding, in attraction irresistible, and in

number numberless. Did not Sir Christopher Wren erect that stupendous
curiosity-shop, St. Paul's, with its whispering gallery, ball and cross, for the

main admiration and inspection of spring visiters (for no citizen tliat we
ever heard know's any thing beyond its exterior)? Did not the great fire

(festroy one-third of London a century and half ago, simply that the
monument might be raised for the wonderment of the country -curious ?

Were not Waterloo, Southwark, and the new London Bridges thrown
across the Thames for the self same object ? Does not that awful func-

tionary, the Lord Mayor, ride in his state coach of gilt and gingerbread
for the sole similar purpose? Are not the courts of Aldermen and
Common Council, at this very moment, about to knock down whole fo-

rests of houses, and lay waste multitudes of streets, 4anes, alleys, and
rents ; and for a trifling cost of some hundreds of thousands of pounds,

knock up a magnificent entrance into their most ancient and honourable

city, and all for the solitary object of dazzling and dumbfounderiiig those

who periodically come like shadows so depart ?

Surely, then, no reasonable condemnation can be established against

("ockneys on the score of illiberality "or uncharitableness towards the in-

habitants of regions remote. The complaint is referable rather to that

ever-restlcss. Insatiate, indomitable spirit of inquisitivenes, which may be
considered as one of the prime attributes of man, whether he dwells in

the city or the desert. Eternally on the pry, he is never contented until

he sees the strings that move the puppets ; and, though bitter experience

must have often assured him that dissected pleasures can charm no more,

yet is peace no loiSger his, until he analyzes and unravels their inmost

structure. How beautiful it is, to gaze upon the deep blue ocean, and
watch the onward progress of the distant sail gently and placidly gliding

through the waters like a thing of life but how any thing but beauti-

ful it is to be upon its deck amidst tar and pordage, and other unpoetic

images, with a soul unaltuned to nautical nastiness, and a stomach unused

to a dance on the rocky wave f” How pleasant jt is to sit before the

curtain” of old Drury or the Garden, and rivet one's eyes upon the stage,

the scenery, the a^ibors, their gorgeous apparel, and the glittering dis-

play of the crowded magnihcence and spectacle brought within the held

of our astonished vision ; but how aify thing but fascinating are the

scenes behind the scenes ! the tinsel and Dutch gilt, tile oil and brick-

dust cheeks, the rude bustle, the perilous discourtesies of candle-snuffers,

scene-shifters, and oth€?r important artisans ; heroines of maidenly purity.
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winking at double entendre / emperors discussing pots of Barclay's double

X tmd chivalrous knights tossing a ha’penny for a supper of beef-steaks

and onion sauce ! Magic illusion, merging into mockery the most de-

grading and pitiable, and philosophic man sunk into the buffoon ! Thus,

alike is it, whether l^sed on nature or on art, human happiness was never

meant for microscopic examination ; pleasure may not be crucible-ised.

This is mournful, and ^rue as it is mournful
;
yet, wise or witless, we all

to a man engage ourselves upon these inquisitorial researches, and so far

the folty is sanctified by its universality. The truth is, whatever in life

ranges under the mystification of secrecy, is the object of busy inquiry ;

concealment goads our curiosity, and reckless of cost or consequence, we
are irresistibly impelled to exjilore the mystery of all hidden things,

whether mighty or minute. •

This passionate thirst after information upon matters not within the

immediate sphere of our present knowledge, happens to be attended by
an equally passionate impatience at all existing impediments ; and accor.

dingly most of us are wont to wax over-much irascible, and to thunder
forth our spleen, at every supposable obstacle to the gratification of our

craving. It is not, therefore, very difficult <.o account for the ungentle

inutterings against the metropolitan public by their country brethren,

for ill-naturedly withholding the required tea-table tittle-tattle intelli-

gence upon those sources of enjoyment called the Sights of London,"
which the comparatively few possess to the exclusion of the many.
And we have been led into these profound and erudite reflections, by

an intention which has suddenly moved us to indulge that portion of our

multitudinous readers, whose ignorance is consequent upon their remote-

ness from the great emporium of the world," with an occasional gossip

(just as caprice may prick us) on some of these subjects ; such as the Ex-
hibitions, the Theatres, the Houses of Parliament, the Lions of the hour
generally ; what they are like, how they are managed, the manner of

their doings ; and to hold, in short, a regular, garrulous, babbling chit-

chat all about them." We see no earthly reason, if this species of in-

formation he covetable, why, we being willing, they nothing loth, it

should be withheld : and it shall not.

So, as we have just done whiling away our morning hours there, let us

begin with the Exhibition of the Society of Painters in Water Colours.
Continued tn page 370.

SCOTTISH LAIRDS—EMIGRATION.

In our Magazine for May, last year, we endeavoured to describe the
distressed state of our Scottish Lairds, and their tenantry. Since that

time a whole year has elapsed, a year full of hope and expectation ; but
the prospects of the tenantry are gloomier than ever. All the expecta-
tions formed of the Reformed Parliament have been disappointed, and
it is found to differ in nothing from its Boroughmonger predecessors but
in the name. All hope from that quarter of an alleviation of their bur-
dens has been given up by the tenantry ; while the changes hoped for

in the Corn Laws, and which, it is seen, must ere lon^ take place, at once
paralyze their efforts, and depreciate the price of agricultural produce,
by putting a stop to all speculation in grain. It is now admitted that
in Scotland, at least, last crop did not exceed an average, yet during
the whole winter the corn markets have been^ exceedingly dull, and
prices have fallen almost continually since harvest. The fiar prices of
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wheat are al>eut ten per cent, lower than last year^ and the price of
other grain has also been propo^ionally low^ so. -that the tenantry, in-

stead of finding themselves able to pay off tlie debts which a great pro-

portion of them had incurjred^ |re^ yearly becoming more* deeply indebted

to their landlords. The latter, in like manner, find their embarrass-
ments daily augmenting, 'rtieir rent rolls, no doubt, continue undi-

minished in amount ; but the rents actually received bear a smaller and
smaller proportion to those stipulated to be paid by their tenants. An
effectual remedy for the landholders, in such circumstances, would bo to

contract their annual expenditure, and to revert to the frugal habits of

their fathers ; but during the war a taste* for 8%>w and extravagance was
acquired by every class of the community ; and nothing is more difficult

to accomplish, tlian materially to reduce our expenditure, while continu-

ing to reside among the ordinary circle of our acquaintance. The
smaller proprietors, almost without exception, are greatly in debt, and
they find it impossible to extricate themselves from tlieir difficulties by
selling their estates ; for the lowering aspect of the political horizon, the

uncertainty of the effect which a change in the>'Corn Laws may produce
on the value of land, and the impoverished state of the tenantry, render
land nearly unsaleable.

The Scotch proprietors have hitherto suffered less than their tenantry.

At the end of the war, agricultural capital was abundant in Scotland ; but
under the double operation of high rents and low prices, it has almost
entirely disappeared, and nothing more can now be expected by the

landlords than what the soil yields. As agricultural capital diminishes,

the soil deteriorates. Expensive improvements have long since ceased

to be made. In the best counties, there is not more than one-third of

the lime consumed that there was during the wal*, and a slovenly and
scourging system of agriculture has been adopted in th? place of the high

farming for which those counties were formerly distinguished. Even,
therefore, where rents continue to be regularly paid, the proprietor is

rapidly becoming poorer, for, in many instances, the tenant is enabled

to pay these rents only by deteriorating the soil, and thereby diminish-

ing the value of his farm.

Nor is this the whole extent of the evil. The success which has at-

tended the farmers who have of late years emigrated to America, and
the striking contrast which their flourishing circumstances present to the

actual %tate and future prospects of those who have remained at home,

have turned the attention of almost the whole Scotch tenantry to emi-

gration. The accounts from all the Scotch ports state tliat the emi-

grants this year are of a class hiuch superior to that which has preceded

them. Many of them are possessed of considerable, and a few of large

capitals. Several enterprising farmers are at present in Canada, ex-

amining the couliiry thoroughly, before taking the decisive step of set-

tling there ; and ff they report favourably, on their return ii\the autumn,

we may expect next spring to see emigration to an unprecedented ex-

tent, of the wealthier classes of the tenantry. In some counties the

landlords have already taken the alarm at the threatened desertion of

their tenantry ; but, in most instances, they have not the means of put-

ting a stop to the Ovil by giving a large abatement of rent ; for even with

the present rents, little is left for their own maintenanoe, after discharg.

ing the interest of their debts and fam&y provisions. In shoirt> unless a

favourable change takes place speedily, the ruin of nearly |he whole of

the smaller Scotch landed-proprietors is inevitable.
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nivdcATlbN OF THE KAStH TO MOnXINU.

' M>in tby tucure ocean^d,
’

OliJ beautiful sister, Dayi
*U)>lift thy’*gem-tiara’d head.

And, in thy vrttai robes arrayed, *#.

Bid ^u^light's glooliti g^ive way

!

Wakr, dearist sister! the d»tk<brow*d ui|;:ht

Deliiyeth too lungf Iict dr«)ws)Bi flight.

Maat gloi^us art thou, sister Day,
U)>oii thy ch*viot throne,

Whil%sittiiig supreme in royal sway.
Thou boldest thy high effulgent way,

In majesty alone;

Till into thy cloud pavilionM home
In the burning west thy tootsteps come.

When last thy parting look I caught,

Whiib turtlM to smile good*night,

With all a lover's fondness frang];^t,

There seem’d not in the universe aught
So precious in thy sight,

As thy own dear Earth, while to her breast,

She folded her slumbering babes to rest.

f hear th| sparkling midnight spheres

Rehearse the choral hymd,
Which yet, ere earth was stain'd wi^Ji teats,

Burst on the joy-entranced ears

Of holy seraphim

;

While the lofty blue ompyitsfiri rang,

As the morning stars together sang.
t

Oh, many ^ joyous mountain rill,

And many a rustling stream,

43alm lake and glassy fountain still,

Tall grove and Aiient mist-clad hill,

Dong for tny coming beam

!

tJpronsc thee, then, fairest sister dear !

For all are pining thy voice to hear.

With trembling and impatient wing,

My birds on every spray
Await, thy welcome forth to skig

With many a melting lay ;

Then wherefore, beautiful, linger so long ?

Earth sighs to greef thee with shout and song.

Thy flowd§* her lone bath kept,

With love’s untiring care ;

Tlio’ round her pinkfiTand violets slept,
*

She wakefully hath watch’d and wept,

Unto the dewjf air ; ,

And like p dcsola^ bride^he waits.

For the opening of her lever’s gates.

Oh ! then, arise, fair sistet dear I

Awake, beloved Day I

For many a silent trembling tear.

Falls on my breast like diamond ^
In grief for thy delay,

lirem the rosy bowers of the orient skies,

Then up, sweetest Aster, arise, arise I

s The S mflower.
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Tl-TI 'and SOAAJP.TI ;;

.

OR

TJIE DISADVANTAGES OF FRATERNAL AFFINITY

;

As pjeemplifed in the complaint ttf a Siamese Twin.

••
. . I - We grew together ,

lAke to a double cherry, •eeming parted.
But yet an union in partition.*'

Stl^KSPBAttE.

The Miseries of Human Life'' I have read, with little sympathy for

the manifold ^i^rievancos so pompously enumerated in it-^ rnoelv-patlietic

pa^es. It is, at rrto^t, but a chequered history of petty x>rivatiuna, and
inconsiderable annoyances

; many of them merely ideal, and the greater
portion more ca]>able of exciting our risibility than our pity. But to

whatever decree of commiseration I may have been moved, by the pe-

rusal of that celebrated voik, the sev'eral suffering's so ostent{^tiously

recounted h}'^ its author, sink into utter insijrnilicance, when compared
with the multitudinous vexations to which 1 have myself been subject,

without intonnissioii, fioin the melancholy moment that ushered me
into existence, to the in^'t.ait I ha\e diosen for the narration of those
j>ainfiil e.rciimstaucos which combine to render it so ojipressive.

J am one of the Anfortunate twui who h.ive arrived at an unenviable

notorietjs under the desi^rn^tion of The Sianfese Twins;"' and with
iny birtli commenced that series of afHietions which forms the unhappy
topic of this heait-w rune: lameittation.

Pla^ddii the scale against tiic incon\ enieiices 1 endure ince‘*santly,

the-h^^y^orrow s tint pre'^s,^like Burkinij: iucubif upon my harassed

spirits,-vlmii yarn’s Pili» run’s burden, and the little oli^man who clung:

so pert ir^^u^u sly to the slioulders of S^nbad the sailor, were but as

feather-weight eiicumhrances. Htnc illce lachrymoi ! l^t it is wain to

weep, since tears cannot dissoK e our inauspicious partnerships

The wmrld, in g'eneral, lias lonf^ been under an egrej^iously erroneous

impression, in referenwe our actual condition ; sujiposing^ a sincere,,

pure friendship, and a fer\ent,‘ disinterested fellow*ship, to subsist be-

tween us;—and one fjentleman, in particular, who professes iin equal

partiality for us both, deceived by appearances of coiig:eniality of disjwK-

sition, aiJd cominunit\’|^^f tastes, ideas, and opinions, presented us each,

a few days since, w ith a copy of a poem he had w ritten in commenda-
tion of what he was pleased to term The interesting: state of concord

in which we lived." These are the Aerses; anti, iffiction be the test of

jmetry, the composition is all-perfect ;

—

ODK

,
TO ‘‘ THE SIAMESE TOUT IIS.**

** Fsiicei ter et amphus quos irrupta teilet copula
’*

O ever match’d, ye{ matchless twain,

—

Sons ot Siam !—my muse would fain •

Bepraiq^ your comely looks and statiuT

.

She well mlly say, “ An, sure a pan
Was never seen,”—at show or fair,

—

« So justly form’d to mee^ by nature

Without offence, she may pi’csunie

You’re of the Mlifics of Hume,
And grace tftj Radical communion:

VOL. III.—N(». XI. z
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Nor with falie Whigi or Tories mix*^

But fimlj stick with AttufoodHs

Tw9 coBStaht me^hers of << The Uhhn.^
<< Th^ if a mystic thread of-iife^

*

That binds you iast as man and wife,

In most inexplicable tether : ^

Nay> more unifed is your state,

For man and wife oft senaro/e.

And still we find you hold together,

while friendship’s like a hollow kernel,

Tif prore the strength of He fraternal,

Nature hath shown this striking parity :

Yet thus, but ong to make of tteo.

However it may seem to youy

Appears to me a singularity !

Though, haply, you are not so stupid

As to be influenced by Cujnd,
Yet still I cannot cease to think, boys,

Vour constancy (which well might try men J
Proves each of you to bo a Hymen^

Especially since both are /inAr-hoys !

Some brothers shew, with faces scratch’d.

But you’re insep'rably attach\l

;

And though uo marriage bells may jingle

For you,—in bondage doom’d to dwell,—
Yet still no tantalizing belle

Can justly say, that you are single.

By single blessedness^ e’er cursed
You cannot be—fate do the w^orst—
Then never be your lot divided

:

The^ peace you keep, although no wives,

And, as you’re “ lovely in your lives,”
* You should not be in “ death divided,**

This certainly is an agreeable picture of identity of inteFesA and in-

clinatlbns—a pleasing representation of connatural feelings and affec-

tions, of nrutual harmony of mind, and reciprocally-reflected happiness :

—but, alas! it is only a picture,—a more adumbrant outliiu*, filled up by

fancy, and coloured by exaggeration,—and possesses, so far as regards

the Sjubject that suggested it, but few features, indeed, exhibiting a re-

semblance. For although, from tlie j>eculiarity of our physical conforma-

tiV4i, it may be said, in the Language of our poetical panegj^rist, that we
are inseparably attached, yet, if the difference of our mental constitution,

the discordancy of our principles, and the disagreement of our opinions

and sentiments, be considered, it must he at once acknowledged that we
are wide as the poles asunder !

Like the anomalous union between England and Hibernia, my compul-
sory connexion with my yoke^fellow, as long as I can remember, has been

productive of nothing but a contrariety of interests,^ repulsive exacerba-

tion of temper, explosive ebullitions of anger, and^w endj^ss succession

of acrimonious disputations. Thus, by our uncomfortable"*1adEunation, we
are each about as pleasantly situated as a persecuted cur with a canister

or a kettle appended* to his catastrophe. But thereby hangs a tale,**

the recital of which I must defer until a future opportunity.

Our first contention was occasioned by the desire of each to establish

the miperiority of eldership ; but after many ineffectual bickerings, and
rep>eated references to all our relatives, our controversy settled ultimately

• It may be supposed that the author here allm^ to the fable of ** The Bundle of
Sticks,” as exemplifying tbe strength fmd eMcacy^o/ union.
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into aft admitted equol^ of pfetensioh on the score of seniority*~^the

aeveralimpartial authoWties to whom we hadcommitj^d the adjudication of

the matter^ being unanimously of opinion^ that it was a tie between us !

The extreme diiwmiiarity of our tastes was unequivocally manifested^

throughout the entire periods of our infancy and boyhood, in the rejec«

tion or adoption of those several pastimes and amusemeqts which usually

employ the minds of youth, in its rapid passage through the brighter por-

tions of life*® weary pilgrimage. But on our arrival in England, the per-

verse spirit of opposition with which we are respectively possessed, was
still more signally exhibited. We had no sooner landed at Dover, than 1

took a place beside the driver of one of ^hose numerous vehicles which
ply between that town and the metropolis ; but to destroy at once the
pleasure 1 had anticipated from the journey, my discordant half booked
himself for an inside situation ; and, knowing my dislike to ride with my
back towards the horses, constrained mo to occupy a position which never
fails to stir up within me an intestine revolution.

It bei ng our intention to reside in this country for an indefinite period,

we found it necessary to acqpire some knowledge of the language ; and
commencing our A B C, &c. together, when he had made himself master
of the letter (), he employed it on every occasion to interrupt and irri-

tate me. This I have reason to believe he did in imitation of certain

parties in the House of ('ommons, who use it continually to drown the
sentiments of those that have the courage to raise their voices against

corruption, and for the interest of the empire. Oh ! Oh !** is their

constant exclamation
;
and this little monosyllable—multiplied by itera-

tion—comprises the contents of almost every parenthesis that occurs in

the rept)rted proceedings of Britain's ill-mannered* representatives. I

cannot indeed deny, that he hfis made a rapid progress in the English

tongue have justly to complain, that his acquirement has been the

cause of many vjords between us.

We had not been long in London before we embraced very different

tenets, both religious and political. I became a convert to Catholicism,

and he an enthusiastic proselyte to the doctrines of the Irvingites 1 One
of the coiifee<iuences of this state of things is, that when, on tlie Sabbath

day, I go out uith the deterininatioii of shaping my course for the Roman
Catholic Chapel in Moorfields, 1 am forced, nolens volens^ to Irving's

Tabernacle in Newman Street, to be edified by the manifestation of the

Spirit, and instructed hy the unintelligible jargon of the ‘‘ unknown
tongues," in which, by the way, my brother boasts of being a proficient.

A few days ago, this circumstanoe led to an occurrence, the recollection

of wdiicli is still to me the source of considerable discomfort. We bad
been together (of course !) in the City, when he dragged me, literally,

into the far-famed fishmarket of Billing'-gate, where, eager to display

the power of inspiration, he harangued the piscatory ladies of that cele-

brated seat of eloquence. They soon coiiviuqed him, however, that in

the gift of tongues they were siipereminent ; and from words, proceed-

ing to stronger arguments, 1—though innocent of jeven the intention of

contending with them—received a dab in the dexter eye, and a plaice

in the sinister ; and, turtiing to expostulate, was answered by a cod*s

head and shoulders, wdiich were hurled against mine with an impetus so

powerful, that 1 and my constant companion were laid upon the earth as

flat flounders, and put completely ho}^ de combat, amidst the exulting

shouts of the triumphant Aniaxons.

Being one day in the neighbourhood of Moorfields, I proposed to my
usually uiitractable comrade, to pay a visit to the Chapel, and was

• ' Z 2
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agret?«l'ly mirprtsed by bis iniw^diate acquiesi^Bco : But I have subse-

quently ascertained that his inducement was to \lew the exquisite paint-

ings It o<»ntmns,—his curiosity havijig been raised by a florid description

of thorn he had listened to a short time before. We entered while service
* was bt'ing performed and, aiixieus to join in the de\otional act of the

congregation, I begged of bfm to kneel down with me,^—as I could not

well indulge in my genuflections without his participating in the cere-

mony,—but. Oh ye powers! how was 1 shocked and tcvx*ilied, wdien

rudely, audibly, and angrily, be cried out, that he wcuild see me damned
firbt ! In order to avoid a farther }>r<»fanation, 1 hurried out of the

templp, without ^‘benefit of ijlergy/' but iu»t without re^dving in my
mind to see him in 7\hrfo)'u~s^ (1 don*t mean the prie^-t

!)
before I again

coii'^ented to make one of hi^. party at the “ fea^t (»f toriiriies.”

^^"^th respect to politics, my brother hcamji-Ti (for that is his name)
ts a member of the Coiiseri ative C lub ; and 1 have been admitted among
the Kadicals of The(d)akrs Uoad ! During the M'eilingt(>n admini'-tra-

tion he was a decided Tory ; hut since the Whins, acceding to power,

have )>rove<l their detcrniinati<.n to Ihinr predecessors in the

destruction td’ jiopular freedom, ami in maint: inini; the reitrn of tyranny,

lie lias adopted the principles of tlm rem<»r'e!e*^'' Stanley, and avowed him-
fcir, “unto the death,” the iiievorahle enemy of tlie peojde. 1, on tfie otlier

1 t.nd, hlusli to acknowledgi* that 1 have been a W big,— deceived by their

I'atiiotic speeches and protestations while in opposition; hut since they

line thrown away the ma^k, and exhibited tlieinsehes in their native

hnleousness, not having the fear of the tread-mill before them, for indr-

rrut exposure^ 1 leave them to office and execration, and am, what I am

]
vi^uaded every ho4 »est man must he, an un/linching Kadiciil.

'i'iie great, the truly great D’Tonnell, the master spirit of his country,

tlie intellectual sun, in whose effulgeiu'e tlio inire-honi pi etensions'of the

JatuKif Stanley, turn pale, and e\j)ire in their putrescence—has

wrought conviction in my niind on ever} ijuesiion he so ehxjuently adv^o-

c de-* ; and on one in jiarticular, he found no difficulty whatever in bring-

ing me over at (mce to his opinion, ^— luuuelv', a^ to the necessity of a

of the Vnhm ! This, indeed, is a subject tlmt alfects me person-

ally.

In reference to C’hurch Ileform, I am decidedly for the abolition of

pluralities ; since no individual of the community has ever e\«iienenced

more serious incoiivenienee from donhh // 1 — Of tlie immediate enian-

cijuition of the unhappy Negroes, I am also a strenuous sujiporter ; and
w’ere I a mernher of the House of I’o emons, I shouhl, on all occasions,

be found most anxious to divide in favour <»r tljc measure. “WTu’e I in

the House, I would likewise bring in a bill for tlie instant removal of

the restriction under which 1 am myself a sufferer,— institute an inquiry

*with respect to all handed artielen,—move for the abrogation of the sta-

tute of linntntiony—anJ vote for every motion tending to secure the

liberty of the suhj^'ct.

There is no aftair tliat engenders hetw^eon us (my brother and myself)

so deadly an animosity as that of politics ; and it is only a few evenings

since 1 took up a favourite ifcriodical—an adniirfible number of Tait—
and was engaged in a very agreeable Il'te-d-U'te with the charming Miss

Martineqp—delighted with hor amusing and idstructivo observations,

when the incorrigible Scamp-'Fi, snatching up a Jilnekwood, read aloud,

w'ith provoking emphasis, a most pestilent tirade against Iladicalism ;

and not sutislied with this unmannerly exhilution of his jxdty malice,
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threw my valued Kfttnhnryh** i-ntu the fire*; but, in rjjturn, I speedily

sent Old Ebony** after it, au<l both were instantly in a blaze ! IndetMl

the contents of the^o i^pited like m much ^unj>owdery—the

articles in each being- in the liifThest degree conibe^tibJe/ Methinks I

already hear the rewpeclive proprietors exclaiming angrily against the

profanation ; and swearing, by, the heads of Brougham and Buchanan,
that it was a burning shame !

*

As soon as this unseemly ebullition of excitement had abated, we sate

down ; and, there being jiens and ink upon the table, I fell into a train

of thinking, indin*ed hy my recent readings in “ The Beople's Magazine
and wishing to try niy hand at a composition in English verse, the fol-

owiruT is tlie jirodiict of iny labours :— *

THK FAId. OK THE BOllOJGIfS.
V

Am—“ A frog he would a wooing go.**

TiiK Whirls they would reforming go,-—

.

lleigho !” said Croker,—
W!»other the Tories would let them or no.

Who muater’d th«^r gang, to avert the dread blo^v,

From nomination gammon and knavery,

—

“ Heigho !” said Croker.

Fiift Wftherrll }i«istily dounM his o’dhat,

—

Heigho !’* said Croker,—
And Scailett they met in the shape ot a rat.

And Sugden ,—cum muUis,—but that is their lat

—

111 hocus pocus, gammon and knavery,

—

“ Ileigho 1” said Croker.

S.r St.irlett, odd rat it ! and how do you do 'r
**

—

“ Heigho r said Choker,— *

** V\c ,i toinli of the rholera,—pray how are yoi/?”
“ 'I is so with fwr,—don’t you think 1 look biue,

With my tiominaiion gammon and knavery ?”

“ Heigho 1” said Croker.

On they went Cfl St. Stephen’s old hall,—
“ n<‘igho !” said Croker,

—

There w’^as, on that day, of the Coniiuons a call,

To tix if the Boroughs stiould ilourisli or fall,

With their nomination gammon and bribery,

—

AjHeigho 1” said Croker. ^

* S.r RdMt, Sir Robert, and are you come in ?

—

Heigho!” '‘aid Croker,

—

Y<*s, yes, my dear Croke, and I'm going to spin

A speeth against tim^, that a respite sliall wun
Foi our iiomination gammon and knavery”

—

Heigho !” said Ct'okor.

“ (jood Speiiker,” ‘pioth Sihby,* pray give us a song”

—

“ Ileigho 1” said Croker,

—

Rut Manners cried Order !”;—for Si^by was wrong ;

'He bow'ed,—and then Peree\ai preach’d very long
*

About mast leat ion, gammon and spinach,

—

“ Heigho!” said Croker.

• I have been indcfatigatlle in my* inquiries, and found that there was no Mr. Sibby

ill the last Parliament: the only name 1 could .iisiover which bears any affinity tcv

it, is that of a Colonel Sibthorpe. Tlie inrident .jlluded to, I have also ascertained,

occurred upon aiiotlior occasion ; and to an fudividual of a very different stamp. The
following is the fact :

—

The late celebrated Mr. Peter Finnerty, a very I'liiinent reporter, had been in the

House of Commons on a certain evening, when the discussion of an important ques-
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Juat th€n at the dooim there was heard a loud din,—
« Heigrho !** said Croker,—

The Grey Whig grimalkin^ came tumbling in,

—

And fix'd were the rat§y as if caught in a gin,

With their nomination gammon and kuaveryr**
« ifeighoP said Ci^ker.

Uprose Johnny RusEifll, elated afid warm,—

>

<< Heigho said Croker,—
And steer'd on, in safety, his bark through the stoiw^
StirrM up by the demons opposed to re&nu.
Of nomination gammon and bribery,—

Height I’’ «aid Croker.

Proud Stanley floor'd*Dawson, at once, with a frowu,-
“ Heigho I" said Croker,—

O'Connell gave Wetherell a crack on the cTowii;*!f1^

Then up stood Macauley, and knock'd Croker down,
Who went roUrpolly^ gammon and knavery,—

“ My eye !” said Croker.

Next Schedule A open'd its mammoth-like jaws,

—

Heigho r* said Croker^—
And swallow'd Old Sarum at once aitd St. Mawes !

While many more boroughs expired in its clause^

With their nui^iation gammon and bribery,—
^ All Baid Croker.

The Ultras, perceiving an end to their pranks,
“ Heigho !” said Croker,—

Arim in succession, hut shake on their shanks

;

Com Castle is crush'd, and they've feara for tlieir Bat
And nomination, gammon and bnbei*y,—

“ It’s no Joke /” said Croker.

The systeln’s o'erthrown,—though supporteii with ara
» ^ Where's Bays said Ouker,—

The great co(ion~spinner is pus^d from the wheely
And sentence is pass'd, withouiAope of a Peel !

On nomination gammon and .

^ All's lost !” says Crok^v ^
Ami thus, the Kid fate of the boroughs we see,—

^ Heigho |k says Croker^—
The Torys to madness are slung B. !

The faction is fallen, and Britain is free

From nomination gamnum and knavery
Good night 1" says Croker.

^ V.

tiou connected with the political interests of the countiy had been appoinUHl to take

place. The Speaker, and a considerable number of the members, had been seated

for some time in death-like silence—the awful precursor of the stormy dei>ate wiiicU

was soon afterwards to ensue ; when, by ivay of prelude to the proceedings, and to

scare away the 6lue devils which seemed to approach him from a green hag upon the

table, Finnerty (in the rich fulness of his native brogue,—for he was an Irishman)

suddenly dissolved the solemnity which bad so long enchained the tongues of ** the

collective,” by abruptly exclaiming—“ Mr. Speaker, I'll trouble you for a songl”

The exclamation was guc^reeded ny a brief pause of astonishment ; but so flagrant a
breach of privilege was not to be passed over ; and the sergeant-at-arins was de-

spatched to take the offender into custody. When the man of autliority made his ap-

pearance in the gallery, the imperturbable Peter, with inimitable mock gravity, and
exquisite pantomimic grace, pointed to an individual a few seats before him. This
pei'son was arrayed in the garb of “ The Society of Friends," and looked the perso-

nification of tacitui’iiity and decorum^ in the defence of his freedom, however, the
spirit moved him to unwonted eloquence. But remonstrance was in vain. Pot>r

Obadiah, or Mr. Peaccy (I do not exactly recollect his name,) was conrdgned to du-
rance vile ; and the eccentric son of Erin exiiltetl in the impunity with which his

unpamUeled explosion of waggery had been attendedl—Txro.
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I had scarcely finished^ when the provoking Scamp-Ti,—.who had ob-
served the theme€ had been employed on,—and occupied himself the
while, in penning an eulogium on Qne of the Tories, whom he knew
1 held in detestation,—recited *aloud the ensuing stanzas, of which 1

have subsequently obtained a copy
" •

THE MARQUIS.

Gekius dwells with Londcnderry,—
Arguing with ILondonderry $

Use wit immense, for eommotuense
Has no effect on Londonderry

!

His heart is brave, his brain is clear,-*

His fame oblivion cannot bury ;

A man unmatchM^a peerless peer,

Is nature's darling, Londonderry.

A mighty pillar of the stat^

A prop that well sustains the Cleri-

cals,—who must have bow’d to fate

Ere now, but for Lord Londonderry.
His spirit proud no force can quell,

. Till Styx be pass'd, in Charon's ferry

;

And thence should he descend to h—
i,

Beware, old Nick, of Londonderry!

Before policemen were array’d,

Strange feats were done by Tom and deiTy

;

But queerer pranks have oft been play'd, *

In later days, by Londonderry.
He spoke for Lusitania's Lord,

Well primed with poit,—perhaps with sherry;
And since, 'tis said, a rich reward
From Miguel came to Londoudeny.

Though lately rid of many a jiaTie,

He’s solemn still, and seldom merry;
No weatlicrcock,—although a Vatie,

Is sometimes call'd Lord Londonderry.
Demosthenes made speeches fine,

And Caesar, Cicero, and Perl-

Cles,—but did they ever shine

In eloquence, like Londonderry?

He fears no shaft of ridicule,

Though shot by Brougham, or Dan of Kerry ;

And, save when roused, he's calm and cool

;

Sweet, even-temper’d Londonderry !

In danger's face he’ll swear and curse,

Enough to frighten Mister Tevry-
Alt-*M*, as once he scared the nurse,

Who trembles still at Londonderiy.
^

I know not if his natal day
In April be or February

But this I know, no common clay

Could make a I^ord likw TLondonderry t

The Whigs, methinks, ar# all too dull

To guide the Constitution’s wherry

;

They want the aid of such a sciUl

As naturo gave to Londonderry.
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Newcastle, Chandog, Wiuchelsea,

And Dawson, Goulburu, Peel, and Heriic|p

May dub their wit,—but ’twiH not be

A match for grallant Loni^onderry^il^

To mobs be hath high spirit shewn:
Bad was their treatment ofhim—.very 1

For some tlirew sludge, and one a stone

Against the pate Londonderry.

Genius dwells with Londonderry,—
Arguing with Londonderry 5 ^

Use wit immense, for comtnoiisense

Has no effect on Londonderiy !

Thus—whatever object 1 may select for my anuiwement, or whatever

undertaking 1 embark in—I am sure to be opposed and thwarted by the

remorseless Scamp-Ti.
During the period recenUly occupied in the formation of a crew for the

expedition to the North Pole, in search of Captain Ross and his brave

companions, he declared his determination to make one of the adventur-

ous party ; merely because I had, some time before, expressed a desire to

spend a season in the south of France for the'’ benefit of my health. From
this resolution, however, I succeeded with difficulty in dissuading him

;

but now that Ireland is robbed of the last vestige of her liberties by bis

darling Whigs, he insists on an immediate visit to tliat long-oppressed

and terrifically-misgovenu d country. Should I be unable to prevent

him from fulfilling his intention, I have reason to anticipate the most

disastrous consequences. By law—or rather by that act of Parliament

which abrogates every ti.iiig which bears oven the semblance (f rational

law, in the sister islj^d—it is declared, that any persons attending any

ineetingwdiatsoe\er, disapproved of by the Lord-Lieutenant, maybe forced

befaipl court-martial, and, without the concurrence of jiidae or jury, (for

there is neither,) transported, at the discretion of the muftis (f t!ie mus-
taches, and the Solons of the sword and sash. Now% as the intrepid pa-

triot O’Connell has proved incontrovertihly, that two may be considered

as constituting a meetUig, and as we are two, and incapable of ftf/mruting,

even at the command of a n^^igistrate—which, by the way, is no longer

necessary—we may be taken before the gentry of tlie drum-head, (the

only head that is requisite on these occasions—thanks to the Satrap

Stanley, and his guerre d outranee .'”)— and after undergoing th^ mock-
ery of ^ trial by this Turkish tribunal, we may find ourselves to-day in

Cork or Dublin, and to-rnoriow, as Cobbett says, in Botany Buy !

** Could great men thunder, *

As Jove himself does, Jove w’ould ne’er be quiet

;

For every pelting, petty officer,

Would use his heaven for thunder;
Nothing but thunder Merciful Heaven !

Thou rather, with thy sharp and Milplniroiis
* Split’st the iiuwedgeable and gnarled oak

Than the soft myrtle ! O, hut man, proud man !

Dress’d in a little brief authority,
*

(Most ignorant of what he’s most assur’d,

His glassy essence,) like an angry ape.

Plays such fantastic tricks before high' Heaven
As make the angels weep.”

But I leave the Right Honourable, The Ram of Derby,'’ and his

Whiggish colleagues, to the patriotic achievement of trampling down
the fences of the Constitution, and reaping, with the 6i7/«hook of their

relentless despotism, blood-sprinkled laurels from the ravaged plains of
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Hibernia. Theirs is the guilt or the glory of liberticide ; and long may
they enjoy the solace of their own rejections ! The clear exposure of
their nefarious mttives and designs by the mightiest of Erin s champions,
and the welUearned CMtigatton they have experienced at the hands of
the witty and powerful editor of the Emmmer, have justly consigned
them to the eternal scorn and indignation of an outraged empire. But
a truce for the present to the politicaL sources of my uneasiness, and
^now to resume the history of my domestic sorrows.

j’Among the innumerable grievances for which I seek a species of
deviation in the solace of complaint, there is one which is every day
Isrved up to me as regularly as my dinner, I have the misfortune to
be influenced by an antipathy to certain articles of food, with all of
which, one day or another, rny good-natured brother provides himself,
for liis own consumption, and for the purpose of disgusting me with
even the dishes for which I have a predilection. Cheese, in piirticular,

he is aware that 1 cannot abide the sight of ; and to polony puddings I

have an invincible aversion ;—the conseciueiice isj that he revels, like a
Welchman, on the former—Stilton, Cheshire, and double Gloucester

;

and surfeits himself with sausages, savalays, and polonies, for no other

reason than because he knows it makes me miserjible ! Then, again,

aware that I am a mender of The Temperance Society,*' he drinks
ardent spirits to intoxiStion, and avails himself of every opportunity

of adulterating my simple beverage, water, by impregnating it with

brandy, rum, gifi, and whisky; and laughs, with demoniac exultation,

when I unconsciously swallow a portion of the infernal distillation !

But this is not the extent of my endurance, from the effects of his in-

corrigible addiction to drunkenness. Flushed with the Tuscan grape,”

or more frequently with meaner liipiors, he sallies ^‘orth into the crowded
streets of the metropolis, reeling ripe for sport,*'-^engages a row
with the police or with the })opulace,—forcing me vith him inWevery
danger, and in which, altlurngli entirely unoffending, I am generallythe

greater sufferer. His adventures, indeed, are commonly terminated by
our incarceration in one of the station-houses, where 1 am com]>elled, in

my sober senses, to keepliim company, and sit till morning in some close

solitary cell, like Patience on a monument, smiling at (irief-” Some-

times he provokes a private quarrel with a gentleman,—exchanges his

card, (Heaven save the mark !) and damns me for a spiritless poltroon,

becaute I will not accompany him to Hyde Park or Battersea, and stand

up with him to he shut at, for the gratification of his most exquisite

sense of lionoiir ! Nay, so wilful and desperate are his Vt'igciries of this^

description, that I am in hourly apprehension of his perpetrating a deed

which may subject us to a- capital conviction at the Old Bailey ; and I

shudder at tlmj^ohahility of being taken up vitli him, uinl hanged in a

mistake !

He is ulwaj’^Jil'sn^ig to be wherever infectious maladies are raging,

in the hope, as he says, of taking the disorders, and thereby having it in

hii» power the more effeclftally to pfaynr me ; and he has left no means

untried of catching the cholera morbus, .since a qertain physician assured

him that it is contcagious !

Not long since, he ef^sayed twice, w ithin a fortnight, to throw himself

from the balustrade of AVaterloo Biidge into the Thames ; and from no

other motive in the world than to refider mo uncomfortable by the im-

mersion ! It is true, I drink mitar A my meals, in conformity with my
principles, both moral and political, to preserve my health, and to dis-
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oounleiiance^ as far as 1 am able^ tbe consumption of exciseable articles,

fjlpm Wliich a revenue is extort^ by the Whig rulers of Great Britain

to keep up a standing army, and to keep down the people. But though
I thus indulge occasionally in copious draughts Adam*s unadulterated

Madeira, yet, with respect to river or sea-bathing, especially in my
clothes, no rabid outlaw of ^e canine community was ever affected with

a more absolute hydrophobia. ' Fortunately, in both the instances to

which I have ,alluded, my caution was awakened in just sufficient time

to prevent the malignant Scamp-Ti from having his flin^ among tM^
fishes. But* when I asked him the cause of so rash, so mad a proceeding,

he answered Carelessly, that he had divers reasons ; but would not then
indulge my cifriosity by adduciifg any one of them in particular.

1 wUl here relate a circumstance, in which, I believe, originated my
unconquerable disrelish of aquatic gambols -A few years past, the amia-

ble 9camp-Ti and myself had ayreed—-mtraH/e dictu /-—to enjoy together

the murderous amusement of fly-fishing. Our tackle was provided, and
we had reached the banks of a pleasant river, remarkable fqir the super-

abundance of its finny population. We had not been long, however, en-

gaged in the pursuit of a very culpable pastimd, when Scamp-Tl exclaimed

that he could find no sport except in the more rational and successful

mode adopted by the otter tribe—namely, by ||pnging in propria persona
into the stream. He had scarcely uttered the sentiment, when he was
in the water ; wading not unfrequently above the middle, and conse-

quently constraining me to accompany him through all the changes of

his plashy expedition. He caught nothing, whilst I caught—a severe

cold—which almost killed me, but completely cured me, for the future,

of my unprofitable desire for angling.

I am a lover of soft music,—of flutes and lutes, &c.—^but cordially

detest sUcb boisterous instruments as hautboys, diums, and trumpets.

Conscious of my feelings in this regard, of the exquisite delicacy of my
nervous temperament,—^lie daily drives me to distraction by his incessant

attempts Cease, rude Boreas," and Blow, gentle gjiles," on the pa-

tent Kent bugle.

In pursuance of his system of perpetual persecution, he lately proposed

to a manager of a provincial theatre to make his dehut as an actor, in

tShakspeare's Two Gentkaien of Verona," or as one of the Antipho-
luses, or Dromios, in The Comedy of Errors but the gentleman of

the sock and buskin representing the necessity of his being able to ap-

pear upon the stage solus in many of the scenes, he was compelled reluc-

tantly to relinquish the design of distinguishing himself as a histrionic

hero. Thus, had not his intention been defeated, he would have forced

me, hon gre, mal gri, aa the French have it, and in contempt of the ex.

treme modesty for which I am so eminently distinguiphed—^to fret"

(literally) my hour upon the stage even as the d<^j^c Ceesar com-
pelled the reluctant knight, Laberius.

I have bepn from my birth of a weakly constitution, and always expe-

rience a disagreeable sensation in ascending, even to a very moderate
height ; nay, £ can scaraely look through a.window of three-storcy eleva-

tion, without being seized by a giddiness which obliges me to turn Imme-
diately, for relief, from the objects that invariably produce, throughout

my nervous system, an excitation peculiarly unpleasant. Knowing this

to be the case, my ever kind and^^considerate associate entered, a short

time past, into a private negotiation with Green, the celebrated aeron-

aut, and stipulated to accompany him in one of his aspiring voyages.
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Tha^ascent wm advertised to take place from the White Conduit Gar.
dens^.to which I was cunningly allured by a specious'inisrepre£(entationy

being solicited to attend there merely as one of the numerous spectators

of the sublime and interesting spectacle. However^ at the moment the

cords of the balloon were about to be cut, my incorrigible plague,—who
had previously contrived to get as close to it as possible,—made a sud-
den spring into the car, from which, luckily, after a most strenuous strug.

gle, 1 succeeded in draggii^him out again ; and, whilst we both fell spraw.
lingly to our mother earth amidst the laughter of assembled thousands,

the buoyant air-ship mounted majestically into the atmosphere, as though
in actual mockery of our ludicrous descent. ^

I have always been

^A friend to do^, for they are honest creatures,

And ne’er betray thdr masteis; ne’er &wn on
Any that they lore not.”

But to the feline race I have an unaccountable dislike. This is a cir-

cumstance which the ingeniously malicious Scamp-Ti could scarcely fail

to turn to my discomfort. ‘ A favourite puppy of mine, of the King
Charles' breed, he accordingly decapitated a few days ago with a carving

knife, (atrocious caitiff!) and has since attempted to supply his place in

our domicile, by an ugly black grimalkin, which he has taken into his

especial favour. On this sable mouser be has endeavoured to confer

the franchise of our bed-chamber. But hitherto 1 have effectually resisted

the premeditated invasion of my nocturnal tranquillity ; though not

without receiving innumerable marks of animosity at the hands and paws
of patron, and of protege : the latter especially, on several occasions, has

attacked me, tooth and nail, and evinced, in every comffict, a ferocious

avidity in coming to tho scratch !

But of the long catalogue of evils, originating in the unliappy state

of persomil bondage, to which I have been doomed from infancy, there

is none perhaps more irksome than that which I am about to mention.

Like tho heroine of every novel that ever issued, or ever will issue, from

the Minerva Press, Leadenhall Street, I retire nightly to bed, but not

to rest for just as my senses are visited by that quiescent state of

composure which is the precursor of tired nature's sweet restorer,

balmy \leep,” 1 feel myself suddenly forced, as it m ere, by an irresisti-

ble power, into the middle of our apartment, the remotest recesses of

which I am compelled to perambulate by my companion, who apparently

enjoys most heartily the erratic dplights of his somnambulism. Some-

times he opens the window of our dormitory, intent upon taking an a»>-

ing on the house-tops, and the indulgence of hiS irrepressible penchant

for contemplating the starry heavens.

Vigorous have been my efforts—having the fear of a broken neck before

c^PWy eyes—to counteract his meditated excursions to the'* congress of

luB ts ; whose cauterwauling music appears to impart an additional stimu-

succe^k) his tile-ward determination. When, after an arduous* contest, I

space iiW in regaining my recumbent situation, I am left but for a brief

nuAdeed in the enjoVment of my hard-eaincd triumph. Natufe'a

abruptly r^' no sooner lays her gentle fingers on my eyelids, than I

monious klcpsed by the awful groaning of my yoke-mate, or the uncere-

makes of hidke of the unbroke, or mMed, nightmare, that regularly

her nocturnal h(d)by. Sleep then is out of the queliUoa ;
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H*ej^lik«fihe world, itfit reMy visit pays
^ Wher« fortune smiles ; the wretched he forsakes

;

Swift on his downy pinions flies from wo,

And lights on lids unsullied with a tear/*

Invariably next morning I find myself all bruised and black from the

unhallowed hoofs of the neighing incnbifs ; and often have 1 threatened

to have up my biped tormentor, who thus tortures me almost to madness
with his liidetms nightmare, before the great magisterial knightMuyor

of London, Sir Peter Laurie. But from such a procedure 1 have hitherto

been dissuaded, by the consciousness that, in ftie( event of Scamp.Ti
being orderdl to be locked up in the Poultry Compter, in default of bail,

1 must necessarily myself-participate m the ])unishment.

My thoughts, in consequence of this cidfsideratiqn, hqve been turned

to Doctor Lu^hingtdn and Doctors* Commons. But 1 mightily fear they

canno^ take cognizance of tiiis peculiar case ; since ours is not a eon.

jugal but a fraternal union. And though I am most anxious to cut the

acquaintance of my persecutor, I am doubtless doomed to pine on in my
misery, without even the hope of g divorce, ?5 mensa et thoro ; or the

desirable advantage of a separate nmintenance.

Another source of-—;j—But hark ! ne snores Somnus! how lie snores!

his head resting upon the table, from the effects of the inordinat^

draughts of brandy with w'liich he washed down, after dinner, an unaW
ciistomed quantity of his accursed Cheshire I Another source of jicrpe-

tual lie speaks ! and threatens in his sleep the utter demolition of

all my manuscript*-, the moment he can lay his hands ujxm them. I

must therefore conclude for the present, and defer until a future ojqior-

tunity, a more ample and minute detail of the unparalleled vexations,

and intolerable Vinnoyances, of vhich, ftlas ! tlirough life, 1 am destined

to remain the unenviable victim.

TI-Ti, or Siam.

THE PRCDENTIAL (7IK( K—MARKIACE OR CELIBACY.
*

TO.lHi: FDITOIl Ot JAI1*6» EDINRl IK.II MAOAZINK.

Sir,—Since Malthas first anali’^zect this mo-st important subject, and
sbpwed its intimate connexion with the want and poverty which has so

extensively afillcted our race, it would appear that we have not yet ar-
rived at any conclusion wliich can be conMdered as completely definite ^

on the doctrine of population and its.consequences. About twonty-fiiV(i,

years ago I published my opinions on the same, in the old Monthly M im.
ggzine, and I aqi now about to repeat them with additions and/ youi
provemexflEs,** hoping that you will faAmurme with the assistance

widely-circulated ipiscellany for this purpose. *

he rendered
• This name, translated from the S^imese tongue into English, rai’f which subsists
TI§-TIR ;** an irrefragable proof, so far, of the intimate analog

between the languages of Britain and of Siam *
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llie grand panacea 1t>f all writem^ fplp t!^e*cure of the evils arising frem

too ripid an increase of population^ iis abstinence from mdrrioj^* or the

prudential check,” as it' has been called ; and before Iproceed^o shew

the utter fajlacy of all expectations of the success of such a remedy, and

that, if adopted, it would cause abundantly more misery than it professes

to cure, it will be necessary for me, in the present age of prudery and

refinement, to preface the subject by stating that 1 am most anxious not

to give offence to the most tetidious delicacy ; and perliaps the fear of

doing it has led many to avoid, or toilbK lightly on a principle which is

by f tr the most important in the smence of political economy. If a lady

cm write^ on the subjeA, it must surely be coiisideivJ nollm^but sqiiei

inishness for ladies to refuse to read wliatfour sex may say on the sam<‘.

As the happiness or misery of the whole humifti fticc, in tliis w irld, dc-

jkeuds on a right understanding orit, the treinendoii^ i n]»ortance of sinh

a subject mu'*t plead my excuse f«>r any expressions herein made use of.

I v\ill at onci readily admit what I .Jway^ hj4\c da'ue, th, t mafilviml

hive a t cud to iniTLMso fist *r than the food /or txtcir support”?//

/nuitvff The ]»r<jpG-i ion is nut iini\crsally true without the lat-

t n* part of it, and il w ill jiutVppIy to tlic United Suites of America, (.’««-

n nla, &c.

To counteract tliis tendeii ‘v, we arc tan ^ht by t^le^c writers to depend
tjie in/lucnce of universal eductftion, under the expectation that it

^nll produce prii h*ntia]” cebhacy. Than that it is impossible for all the

iiihatdtaiits of these isLn ds ?ccw to etijif in them, if the passion of love

he generally indulc'ed, no «mom in IhiclfJ can be more evident. Now
witli respect to the jioverty and misery to be found in the world, I ac-

knowledge that a general political and moral education will remove
them, but not in the manner thus supposed. In proceedipg to the proof,

I must anticijiato that indefinite period in the world's ag*e, wdien such an

education will teacli all, that, in order to preserve the number of the peo-

ple w itliiu the probable •^ujiply of food, only a portion of them can marry
^w here the land is limited, as in these islands. Hence will arise a fertile

source of more furious dissensions than the world ever yet saw I Who
are to be selected from among the population to keep the hive suffi-

ciently full, and yet not to overflow ? I can see no mode of equitably

deciding the question hut by lot ; and is it possible to suppose that ev'en

this will,satisfy the losers, and render them at once content to stake the

passion of love on the tlirow of a die ? To say (as all these economists

do) that every man’s comparative circumstances will indicate the period

for marriage, is only to provukt; inquiry into the original right of pro-

perty, of testamentary bequests, and of every law, custom, or usage

which can give one man tlie slightest atlvantage in the acquisition of

property over anotlier. ISucli an inquiry would never be satisfactorily

adjusted until food is obtained as readily as water.

1 know that it will be leplied by the modern achool of ahstirH^ncr, We
not w'ish to prevent any one from marr) ing : wc only recoinmeud him

to w'ait until his children w ill nut be more numerous than is si^cient to

kftep up the race concurrently with the fm)d.*\ In* these islands this can

be aecoinplished if neitlieir sex marry before the ages of forty ’to forty-

fiVe
;

provided alw^ays” that one-third of the females are not destroyed’

in child-birth by such late marriages ! .So then, to prevent ike bcforcl

7'he by'stcin mu^t he veiy dUIeront ftoiii tluit at present in use.
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* •

dk^t0s> tiiis Is Ui# fdtsraative : all^ |»lac$sd on an irqual*

lb0ting%tth r^liqfpeoito the ikOiriod d marriage ; and one.of the stroiigffst,

.
pitreit, and most delighffbl passions in the human breast is consequently

to be annihilated^ whhdi mast be the case if postponed to a iwHod when
^ it can no longer be felt f and the general extension of education^ be it

remembered^ not only does not allow of, but is supposed completely to

prevent, any illicit gratification. How far it is Hkely to do that, we may
at present form some judgment, by observing the multitude of unfortu*

nate females who are now to be diet with throughout every part of this

country* The .greater portion of this jdtiahle class of beings are not sup-

ported by the uneducated ; and their mfluence on celibacy has bben either

intentionally or ignorantly ke^ in the back«ground, or altogether omit-

ted, by the writers whose opinions I combat.

Further,—for every male who postpones the period of marriage a
' female is left nearly unemployed and often unprotected ; for it is notori-

ous, Uiat even at present^ a very large proportion of our females cannot

virtuously earn their own subsistence, and they thus become both the

efifect and the cause of celibacy. What then is to become of the increased

number which will be thus exposed ib the cdmbined action of want of em-
ployment and a powerful passion? And though we allow that, in con-

sequence of the check thus given to the progress of population*, females

may be substituted in many of the situations now occupied by the other

sex, and by children, still such situations will be in vast disproportion to

the numbers offering for them.

And now that the effects of this education of self-denial are supposed

in full operation, the two sexes, wherever they meet—whether in facto-

ries, or in farms—at holidays, or in the hay fields—in the mazy dance,

or in the many sources of joint amusement, let them not dare to

exchange a look' of love, let thorn subdue all symptoms of that passion.

The blood must suspend its velocity through the veins : the touch must

be witliout feeling, the ear without hearing, and the eye shielded by the

curtain of coldness and diet nice. And in their solitary hours, no resource

must be obtained from the literature which even alludes to the universal

passion. All our best and finest writers must be banished these islands.

Bums, Byron, Moore, and a hundred others, must be transported to New
South Wales, or America, where love and marriage may reign suj>reine,

spreading blessings around, instead ofthe curses which are in so m^ny cases

their attendants here. The heathen deities must disappear from print

and painting, Cupid and Hymen be sunk in the waters of oblivion, music

abandoned, statuary destroyed, and in general the fine arts annihilated.

All this must form part of that education" whicli is to conquer the

passion of love, or the whole country must be converted into monasteries

and nunneries.

Again, These seminaries of celibacy, when established, will of course

make the ^greatest progress in large places, and where labour is

worst paid. We will tlidrefore trace the ]»rugre8s of them in Man-

chester. ^ The two sexes, then, have agreed not to increase the com-

petitors lor enaiploymhnt^l^ut to wait for some of the present operatives

, d^ng off, and thus enabling the remainder to require an advance of wages.

What is the consequence ? A demand commences for work-people.

Will they not rush in from all quarters where celibacy has been less

practised, and where the wages hre still low ? But the same abstinence

is being practised throughout England, and the sterility of the human

field is increasing e^^ery day; this supply cannot continue long, it may be
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spiled. We will then 4ry what will be the effect of the exteneion of the

circle there all Ireland next offerini^ iteelf ae a competitor for

ployment, and it will require a considerable period of time to establish

these schools there. But^ say the depopulators^ that time will arrive^

and the manufacturers be deprived of this resource. Very well^ there is

still a population contiguous to the British isles^ ready to pour into

them on the least offering of employment; and a German broonugirl

would beat any man^ woman^ or child^ in England^ in the competition of

endurance. m,

It thus appears^ that no great difference in the rate of wages can exist

in neighbouring countries ; and tha^ if the prudential check*' operated

here in its fullest possible extent^ it would* but little affect the amount
of the population^ as the^ deficiency in procreation would he supplied by
excess in immigration or importation ; and no law against the latter is

jusf or even practicable.

I now Ijear tlie desponding exclamation— Then there is no remedy
for want or misery in this country !” Indeed there is, and one suffi-

ciently obvious to many. It is quite clear, that in the United States,

Canada, New South Wales, &«., in the race of population against food,

the latter invariably keeps a-head ; here the contrary is the case, and it

must continue to be so whilst we depend on cultivation alone, as the

prolificness of our waste lands canttot possibly keep pace with the fecun-

dity of the consumers. We have, however, two effectual resources,

cither to bring food to the people, or convey the people to the food ;

and, for the foljpwing and preceding reasons, both plans must and will

be adopted. Under a free system of exchange of our manufactures /or

corn, an immense quantity of the latter might be imported : but where
is it to come from ? The people unemployed here are wanted on the

rich and uncultivated lands of other countries to grow it for us ; and
there they must be conveyed in such numbers as will furnish a supply

more than adequate to the demand at home. This removal may be made
a source of great profit to the individuals themselves, and to the mother
country, by bringing the abundant capital here to bear on tlie soil of

the colonies. Tlie conveyance of all those who may be voluntarily dis-

posed to emigrate, and every other expense attending their location, may
be repaid by them with a high interest. The human limbs and sinews

remaining unemployed in this country are themselves a species of capital

now lying inert, and they only require to be put in motion by a loan

consisting of food, clotliing, tools, and seed, to yield a much higher per

centage than any capital can now obtain here. We possess in excess

the two natural materials of abundance—a rich soil in the colonies, and

a starving population at home, both yielding nothing ; connect the two

together, form this union, and poverty insUMrtly disappears. However
great, therefore, may be the excess of population here, ^whether by pro-

creation or immigration, such excess forms the materials for v^ealth, and

may be converted into riches to themselves and their employers.

Deep and anxious thought does not fumisli me with.any means other

than those of emigration, which can prevent ^nt^ poverty, and their

attendant .miseries ; and nq possible growth, orWen importation of foodi,

can keep pace with the increase of population, when education shall have

rendered all females virtuous. .

The laws of nature, in this case, aqjin all others, are found, when
examined, to be in harmony with man’s best interests, and tliey, there-

fore, command such emigration, or rfither expansion, of the human race

;
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and if it t^eranot the interest of the capitalists^ It ^ duty of th|^

Ooierntnent of tliis country to assist and accompany it .with as fhw

privations as possible—iiideed, they'may be nearly all avoided by a judi-

cipns system. I hope, therofoto^ $till to“bee the time wheii our national

fleet will be employed in thus increasing* human happiness,
^
instead of

.the old trade of inflicting misery : And how doefe this emigration diflfer

from that which is, and ahvaj’a lias been, taking placed^rom the old States

^ of AmericjSi to th^ new, exA'ept in the interposition of.the sea ?

Whend walk the streets of LdMdun aiuhother large places by night, I

am honcor-struck at the deplorable increase and destitute condition of
* man's best comforter, Wely woitfSii.** That the fairest* part of tlie

creation should thus ho Vedaced to a debasement far below the most

alyoet of Natnre'h works, proves such a state of society demonincal, and
it must ultimately be visited by^lie vengeance of ins-ulted fhoralit'y. 1

.have hcatd these unfortunate females dfi^nominated, hy thoughtless and

unfeeling men, necessary evils.” ^When will our rate Ic^rn tjiat, whut^

ei'er is evil can never be necessary, and what is necessary cannot be evil ?

Heeing that jioverty and misery are prevented ‘wherever educated man
*has room, or makes room, to expand, 1 carfnot but look around the woild

itnd ask, wdiy we suffer thftn to exist here? W’^hen the earth is cvcmi

partially peopled, it will be time enough to adopt the /*prevcnti^e

checkin if necessary ; hiit before tliat^pcriod arrives, we shall ha\ e dis-

covered the means of accomplishing the same without the assistance of

the school of abstinence, and'dn strict accordance witli perfect virtue.

jfcThe political relations of society nnut, therefore, ere long, he so ar-

SSi\ged, as to permit the educated yoang to many without fear of the

consequences, and at an age, too, when they will possess a moral c(M’-

tainty of seeing their children also edneated .before they leave them alone

in thi^ world ; which cannot he expcctetl by persons marrying late in life.

It is a filiel on tlie Detty to sjiw>pose that he has implanted passions

which are not to be gratified. Thet? is not one possessed by mankind

w'hicli they are lit^t jierinitted to use, but IW'bidden to abuse,

1 thilfk I liSVe now sufficiently prfl^ed that, of the two modes of pre-

venting too great 'a condensation of population in a state—celibacy or

emigration—if the former (to the n0C4$s8ary extent) be not imjiossible,

it would at least produce*sucb evils iiS*«aunot bear any comparison with

the imaginary ones attendant oii.4i||e latter.
^

As far, tl^refore, as the pbpulati^n question is^ concerned, tlie only

cure for want, vice, and migery, Is e,iifpansion^; and man will never aci

complish it until he makes a high road Of the ocean^ and spreads his

race gradually over earth's beautiful surface. J. H.

Bn!«T(»., 4tli April, 1833. . .

p.S.—Since y^is paper w«iis^‘written, 1 hayc «een the **
ftev. W, F.

Lloyd's tvpo Lectures on the Checkil to Population, delivered hefore the

rniverMty of Oxford." If amemBerof that Uiii^ei^sity ew ventures

to rend your Magazine, this f.S.^miay probahiy ^oet tliOt gentleman’s

eye, and I trupt>iie theTavOu# of nreakfng a laf>ae wJtl/^e.

My gauntlet is*^algo thliin dow'n to JuniUs Reflivivus,^ (ow 1 J^elieve he

fs a correspondent of yours ;) and I hkve no’ doubt that itMvHJ fre 'taken

up by him, if at all, with



AN IRREGUUAtl ODK TO MCjt KETCH.

Oh Jack,
My braitt !e on tli« yack,.

My fancy on the stretch

* (Which may my nef^k he never)
In seeing rhymes'to show the \^orld you're cJever,

Immortal Ketch.

Of many a wretch, •

Whom law can’t spare,

You end the care.

When most intense

;

And, by suspending^, rid him of suspensei.

You are despair*

s

last hope^^
And many a mortal to his rest you swing

“*• Upon a string;

Perhaps, m$re properly, a rof^.

^
Yet can the porter bear life’s heaviest lot,^

With much more case than he can bear your kriot f

Which firmly, as the nuptial noose, endures^
That tie ’twixt man and wife,

Doth end with life,

—

And life itself with yours.

When a pdor wight within your line hath gotten,

An4 dreads your hempf he's ill consoled by Colton
Nor can ho relish much tliat Ord^una^ry^

When, in a cord in air, ba
Is doomed to dangle, miserable sinner,

Perhaps without a dinner,—.

Save only your last hearty choke :

,

«

You 8mil&.L.but that’s no joke !

Your gallows^pade to see a lord dance^-^
Fot you’re aristocratic,

—

Woifld give you joy ecstatic;

Since with your taste in a cord dance ^

<» '

Of singing, too, I know you have the knack,—.
“ The twisting of the rope,” when doleful very,
“ Good morrow ttr xour mghtcap,” when you’re merry,

Or, * Hefr down derry
The bars are all fhmiliar to you^ Jack.

In Bayley’s songs, wherein he cannot fail, he

Is still less energetic

Than pathetic^

We find daily : «

And atnne thei>e fire who say more pathos shines

In his, than in your tropic tines

At the OM BaUey.

?Tia tr^ his " Soldier’s tear,” and « Isabel,”

And.'Oliiers I eould mention, have a spell

To^epveod soft pfktfoV sympathetic faces

:

B«t dib I thou^ sentimeotad allf
' They’ve not the ^ dying fall*^

Vour y)ork that graces.

« Axv<
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If the IHmed Newgate Calendar be true,

The g^lorious heroes who have died by you ^
Were 5^aersr^nd now stand in fame’s proud niches

;

I do not wish old Wetberell in your fang,

But, oh, ’twottld glad me much to see you hang^
His breeches /•

Nay, since the Tories vU are in disgrace,

And are a stanch and stubborn racii'.

Determined adverse faW to weather, «

] ask you whetlier

It would not be most kind to them and theirs,

To volunteer to rid them of their cares,~«

As they’re resolved to—hang together 9

T1i€^, like that fight in which they’ve lost their glory^

May the last kick of each be

—

Nete^ate-4ory !

f
Jack Ketih ! }ou are a Jack

That winds up others, and are ne'er wound up,

Save only when you take a little sup i

And well we know your drop yiui cannot lack.

You aiv a Jack-fish, also, fund of slayijig,

And still destroy your while they are jtraghtg r

Yet it is somewhat strange, though ^ery true.

With line }oii an* not caught,

As might be thought,

But, ah, how many souls are caught by you !

Though fond of goes of gm, and stays of brandy, {’

Yet none can justly call you, Jack, a dandy

:

But many, udio arc piuiie t(» law less scrapes,

Your deeds exalted vex,

Because they fear their necks^

—

And BO tU*y cull you, Jack, a Jack-o'-napes !

\ Since Eighteen hundred thirty-two

Is gone, and quite as brief

All yeard must be, ’twere well that you

Turn'd over a nexo leaf.

May folk lelinquish gin and baccy^

And from ill ways turn back ;

Lest they he led, by drops of Jacky,

To your last drop, O, Jack !

Jack Ketch, you are a Jack-ass, if offence

You take at this. But no; you’ve too much sensi*,

And see at once 1 am not a diminibh(*r

Of the just glory of the law’s great finisher

:

And so farewell, tespecled friend.

My ode is nearly at an end,^

Just like the hapless folk

Whom you’re intent to choke
At the old shop-^

So yop—as you sen^e many—I must drop

;

And here—1 stop.

« The loose ways so long exhibited by this incorrigible garment, can find no adequate coirective
but—a gallows.

*

f To those not conversant in^vbhraseology t>f waiters, it may be necessary to state, that a stay
means double the quantity of Wnll is termed by them a go. eShould this explanation be deemed
unsatisfactory, the reader is respectfiilly referr^ for jfUrtber infomatidh to tht bar of the London*
or of any other tavern.



RECOLLECTIONS OF MY AUNT MARION.

ROUPMANIA.

Of all mankind^ male and female^ nat even ^cepting that ** angelic

young creature/' the parish miuistef, I was the pet especial of Aunt
Marion ; nay, it was generally allowed that, on some occasions, I took
precedence of the whole feline tribe of Toms and Tabbies that basked in

the beams of the parlour hre, and the sunshine of her favour. As I hap.
pened to be a sort of mischief-making iponkey out of doors, the village

gossips had some difficulty in reconciling this predilection of Mis^ Marion
with her acknowledged reputation for piety, good sense, and discretion.

Poor simple souls ! they never reflected that I was almost entirely a
bantling of her own breeding ; and, moreover, was so much the junior of
all her numerous nephew^s, that it could seehi no reproach to a young
woman of any age (my aunt was then stationary at twenty-five) to be
the mother's sister of so v^y tender a child. As little was it understood
that my kind-hearted guardian saw, or fancied she saw, an occasional cast

of expression in my youthful countenance, fondly reminding her of " a
certain valued friend,"—perhaps a school-acquaintance or so, who had
gone abroad many years before I was born, vowing faithfully at his de-

parture to remember a great many things, but who, poor affectionate

fellow ! had no doubt died of hope deferred, or the h4i^me fever, having,

as she pathetically said, never been heard of since that fatal morning
when he wrung the sea-salt drops from his ,white 'kerchief o'er the

vessel's side, and waved a melancholy adieu to all ke held dear /" Such,

however, were the considerations that went to justify my good aunt's

affection towards me ; and I put it to every woman of matured sense and
sensibility, w hether any one of them is not of itself sufficient ground and
warranty of a rational favouritism ? Assured that the point will be con-

ceded nem,fem. con,,— 1 wait for no reply but in farther vindication

of my respected relative, take leave to pile what logicians call an dforti-

ori on the presumed concession. Be it known, then, that in addition to

these strong, hut somewhat adventitious claims to the lady's regard, I

had also the merit of making myself exceedingly useful and convenient.

My aufft, though no modern blue, was nevertheless of a literary bent,

—

that is to say, a wholesale devourer of Missionary Magazines and polemi-

cal divinity ; and my services, in gratifying this penchant, are such as

ought to be duly appreciated. ^A oertain sort of weakness in her visual

organs (how occasioned I never heard her say) prevented her from read-

ing, without submitting her noseto the unseemly j>rocess of being squeezed

into those hideous, grandmother-looking things, called spectacles to the

imminent hazard of being caught in the act, and all its consequent calum-

nies. Now, it was my good fortun6»(for with all my waggery and wicked-

ness, I was a dexterous reader) to be able to compensate this defect,

and thereby to preserve intact the worthy young body's reputation ; and

thus I most naturally came to Vm facile princ^ of all other rivals, biped

or quadruped, and to convince her how’^ utterly unfounded were the thou-

sand and one evil reports which malicious neighbours were daily bringing

against me. J
With regard to my aunt's studies, f have already indicated the class

of compositions to wdiich she was mainly devoted ; and without stopping

to catalogue her library, it must be obvious to every body that she could
2 A 3
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' lack ao Sweet and precious** material for conversation at any tea-party

or route that might be held in the neighbourhood ; and more especially

wlien the clergyman chanced to look in at the cottage^an occurrence

tkat seldom took place above four or five times a-week. But there was
a peculiarity in her taste j and scrupulous as we feel^ in these journaliem*

devouring days^ of revealing the fact^ fact it is^ and of verity^ that she

was^ in the strict and bond fide sense of the term—a ** constant reader*'

of.
** That folio of four pages, happy work I

Which not e*eu critics criticise ; that holds

Inquisitive attention, while we read.

Fast bound in chastns of silence, which the fair,

^
* Tho’ eloquent themselves, yet fear to break.”

Yes, this '^map of busy life" was devoutly conned, and the poet's pic-

ture of still life weekly realized at our parlour table ; but fear not, sen-

sitive reader, that we are going to introduce to you a female politician !

No, no. Miss Marion Mellow's conscience was in too good keeping to

alarm you on that score. How could she meddle with those given to

change," when the minister told her, that the squire told him, that

state matters were utterly beyond the comprehension of females and
tradesmen and especiallywhen thereverend gentleman added, on his own
authority, that he conceived the ’^ext forbidding women to prophesy in

the church, might also be intended to prohibit interference with the state,

the two being united in sweet and intimate conjugal fellowship. But,

sooth to say, my amnt needed not these monitors to bid her eschew', if

not politics, at least the perverse policy of those noxious intriguers 'dept

petticoat politicians. Her course of reading had made her well acquainted

with John Knox's vaVious Blastes against the Monstrous Regimente
of Women and albeit his arguments were ratlier uncomplimentary to

the sex, she humbly acquiesced in much that he urged
; and I have often

heard her declare, with a heroism somewhat astounding to her ghostly

father, that, were she Queen of Great Britain, the most blameless Arch-
bishop in Christendom should never dare to poison, througli her agency,

the ears that ought ever to he open to the cry of popular oppression.

It was not on account of their politics, then, that my aunt loved and
longed for the journals : neither did she care about their poetry, seeing

she had always the “ Gospel Sonnets" within arm's reach. She hailed

them not as the heralds of foreign fashion, or domestic drawiiig-room

display ; the chroniclers of unknown-tongue exhibitions or antiscorbutic-

drop efficiency ; no, nor even as the hebdomadal record of murders, mar-
riages, births, and dreadful accidents ; ahd it was a base and injurious

libel, not unworthy the attention of a dread Londonderry/ censor, that

whispered she was interested in the reports of those departments of the
fine arts whose creations are—

•

‘ Teeth for the toothless, ringlets for the bald,”

The truth is, that poor Miss Mellow, ever since the loss of her early

friend, having been ai^icted with that'^peculiar nervous aiFection called

Bouphaxia, found no bett# means of soothing the severity of its attacks,

when the auctioneer wae not actually abroad, than by poring over the
advertising columns of her newspaper, and yielding up the reins of
imagination to the full force andi effect of those talismanic intimations--^

Sale of Household Furniture," or Unredeemed Pledges !” To her the
exhibition of these charmed words, and the catalogues of useful" and
ornamental parapherjmlia they prefaced, constituted the sole interest



And utility of a newspaper ; and certes Sir Robert Spinning-jenny himself
conld not object to man or woman either entertaining so rational and
innocent an opinion. But haply some of our young-lady readers may
be disposed to marvel at this peculiarity of taste^ and even to question

the veracity of our narrative so far. Before indulging such sceptical

temper^ however, let them first make tl^emselves thoroughly conversant
with Dr, Brown’s Theory of Simple Suggestion—let them reflect how a
single word, written or uttered, will sometimes recall a host of glorious

images from the fairyland of memory—how the simple monosyllables,

John,” James,” or jaunt,” for instance, may conjure up a world of

honied words and heathery braes, blue*Jakes—balmy sighs, and solemn
leagues and covenants, settled and sealed in bonnie birken bowers,—but,

above all, let our sweet demurors wait till they get fairly initiated into

the ecstatic mysteries, revealed only to such as habitually frequent all

“ Sales by Auction”—(growing crops excepted)—for ten miles round ; and
then will they confess, there was neither folly in my good aunt's adver-
tisement studies, nor fallacy in her nephew's reminiscences—that there

is magic in the very name^of a silver-clasped china bowl, or an antique

oaken cabinet, with its inexplorable arcana, when destined to the ham-
mer and the highest bidder. It was in accordance with these mental
phenomena that my respected relation's fancy took fire and wing both,

whenever it came in contact with the seemingly uninflammatory and
mundane materials of an auctioneering paragraph.. The whole scene of

joy to be, was immediately before her mind's eye. The hitherto inac-

cessible penetralia of the devoted mansion—bed-rooms, boudoirs, ward-
robes, closets, and presses, were anon patent and revealed. Here were
primitive mountains of blankets and bed-linen, suranounted by secondary

strata innumerable, of damask tow'elling and table cloWis, all as pure as

the snowy coverlet of the Alpine ranges : and there were ivory beds,

and bed-posts, * which some General Liverless had brought from the

Indies, with hangers of many-hued embroidery, probably the handy-
work of his maiden sister, or tlie Queen of Sheba herself ; and all ‘‘ Go-
ing ! going !” for mere song ; with lots of Indian gods and goddesses,

compelled to abdicate the mantlepiece at little more than two-pence a

Divinity ! Such is a faint glimpse of the ravishing visiters which passed

in panoramic vividness before Miss Mellow's inward sense when the in-

timated sale w as that of some deceased patrician ; but she w'as no de-

spiser of the short and simple annals of the poor and I once heard

her confess, that a notice of a humble old bachelor's roup, which had

been stuck up at the church door, caused her lose the benefit of an ex-

cellent forenoon's disequrse on the text All is vanity and vexation of

spirit”—for she was convinced his garret contained a world of stotith^'ie

that his mother had left him. It is also alleged—^but this I do not

vouch for—that on another occasion, while she was eugage^d in serious

conversation with the minister, all on a siyiden the village drummer's

rub-a-dub and stentorian bawl was heard. The reverend gentleman

had just said something very impressive and profound, and with silent

plea^ire he soon observed Miss Mellow sunk in a deep reverie, and no

doubt attempting, as he*opined, to get at the pith and marrow of his re-

mark
;
when4o .his unutterable astonishment she started, exclaiming at

the top of her lungs, Sixpence more l^ixpence more !” her fancy having

forthwith realized the scene and the * Sale gomg on**

But withoxit dwelling on the sweet anticipations of the thoroughgoing

Aoup maniac, who, in imagination, is obviously all compact mth Lover,
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Lunatic, and Poet/* let us come to the actual scenes which, by fre<|uent

recurrence and repetition, go to generate this fine frenzy/' A roup

we believe to be one of the wisest human institutions, if indeed human
wit could rise so high as to devise it. We cannot help thinking some
utilitarian Pythoness may claim the honour of the suggestion. Dr. Adam
Smith ascribes the subdivision of labour to an inherent propensity to

truck and barter ; but we know of no mere instinct that could prompt to

so simple and direct a way to wealth, especially for the buyer. At all

events, it is a mode of sale directly opposed to the spirit of monopoly,

and admitting the fullest scope to competition. Of course, this last con-

sideration had no effect in inducing our aunt*s regular attendance on
these exhibitions, in all possible, and some almost impossible cases ; but

the attractions they presented were sufficiently strong, independently of

all such reflections. In short, there are few of her sex, who, having once

come within its sphere, could be expected to resist the captivating

charm. Only think what monstrous bargains are sometimes to be had,

of articles, too, quite out of the ordinary way of traffic ! 1 am convinced

my aunt's attic museum embraced hundreds^ of useful and ornamental

pieces of furniture and apparel, so very rare that nuiny of her acquain-

tances scarcely could divine the purposes for which they had been made;
and W’hich no individual, with her slender means, could^cver have col-

lected otherwise, even though they had frequented Leipzig fair for a dozen
of years running. It would be absurd to attempt a description of this

o nnigathcring. Nothing less graphic than the pencil of some of the best

Flemish masters could do the subject any thing approaching to justice.

We leave it, therefore, sacred to the fancy of such as can boast a con-

genial sympathy with the owner; assuring them of ample room
and verge enoug^i" to indulge their divine faculty. But it were a
gross and calumnious misrepresentation of my worthy relative, and
all kindred spirits, to allege that they attended these* marts for the
sake of profit alone,—to gratify the mere amor ficelvratus hahen^
di** True, a good bargain, no matter of what, is a very agreeable
sort of'a thing; but tbe manner in wdiich it may be come at, and the
pleativres attendant on tlie comjuest, must not be overlooked. These
are confessedly rich, rife, and rational, at a roup, and among its roup-
going population. For instance, you are (m tbe sj»ot jierhaps an hour
before business commences. Yon range unchecked through ever) secret

nook and cranny. You touch, handle, and scrutinize every tiling at

will. There you are at once, like a hee in a butter-cup, among the dis^

jecta memhra of a dressing-table drawen, puffs, patches, and pow'ders ;

stumps of well-worn tooth-brushes, tortoise-shell combs, and half-dis-

cussed bottles of incomparable Macassar. Perhaps there are a few frag,

ments of letters among the hair-papers, and from these a person of ordi-

nary slircwdness can easily catch a cue to the nature of the correspond-
ence ; and, if not on the spur of the moment, what harm, pray, in drop-
ping things of that kind into one's reticule, in order to take them home,
and decypher them at ,leisure You lock and unlock, and feel yourself,
for the time being, sole proprietor,—the monarch of alF you survey,

—

and, in fact, there is no saying how much ofVhat you see may soon
become your own. You are now in the attics, and anon in the kitchen,
the cellar, or the scullery, withf^ all the intervening world before you
where to choose. But wjherever 'you turn, what delightful insight into
human character opens on the reflecting mind ! Just as surely as a
schoolboy knows, by the bird's nest he has discovered, the name and na-

2
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ture of the little architect^ is the true roup.goer able to determine^
forthwith, the temper, habits, and habitudes of the lately-occupant fa-

mily, from the parent pair down to the six-year-old urchin, whose
hobby-horse is stationed riderless in the lobby ; or the servants, whose
characteristic memorial is, the mass of broken bottles and crockery,

piled up in the darkest corner of the cellar. And, truly, it is here you
feel that the most pleasurable, as well* as the most proper study of

mankind, is man 1" But now you have completed your survey
;
you

have ascertained whether the tea and dinner sets are complete, and pro-

perly matched
;
you have tried tlie tone of the organ and piano-forte

;

satisfied yourself as to the quality of the downs in three or four of the

best beds ; looked into every mirror, add selected that which gives back
the truest, and most agreeable image ; ascertained the number of yards

in each of the Brussels car])ets ; and taken due note of the couches,

window-curtains, pictures, fire-screens, footstools, napery, and kitchen

utensils, most likely to go cheap. In all this, who does not see how much
healthful excitement and recreation, bodily and mental ? for the sight and
the touch have no sooner proved the quality of an article, than internal

arrangements and calculatibns are g<)ing on to determine the how and the

how much, whereby you are to baffle all competition. But the hour is at

length come, and the man of the mallet ascends the rostrum, though not

before you have had a few minuses' civil conversation with him ; at least I

always observedmy aunt inquire for his health and that of his family, drop-

ping at same time a few liints in his ear, to the effect that he must not hang
long to. day, otherwise she could not wait, &c., &c. And now the order of

the day being read, ** all are attentive to the godlike man,'* while lot first,

a iniscellaneous mass of odd forks, skewers, brushes, and blacking bot-

tles, in a once-japanned knife-tray, lies under the uplifted mall. He
knows the importance of a good hegiiiniiig, and immediately casts his

eyes towards you. Come, Miss So and So ; a first bode from you bodes

luck," is the primal specimen of his wit—an ingredient, by the by, not to

be forgotten in tlie enumeration of roup-going pleasures. You don't

care much for the arti<'les, perJjaps, but out of complaisance you oblige

])im at a clieap rate. lie returns the favour by knocking them off in-

stanter, amid the screams and murmurs of a dozen intending competi-

tors, all of wliom declare the word was just on their tongue's end ; and
amoiig^wliorri you are jdeased to observe two or tliree envious opponents

who, on a former occasion, had probably made you pay something more
than enough for a rarity. You have vanquished them this time, how-
ever ; and that's so much satisfaction ; though your pennyworth should

not, on examination, turn out to be very great. But only suppose that

from among the omnibus rebus of the medley, you should pick out

queedam alia of value, which, unobserved, had found their way into

the tray—happily a very silver-looking tea, egg, or salt spoon—then

wheat,a triumph ! The opposition" is quite exasperated your good

fortune, and immediately perpetrate the organization of a conservative

olub" for the purpose of monopolizing all future good bargains. But
even out of such schemes my prudent aunt, I believe, often drew fresh

matter of gratulation ; fer the clubbing monopolists generally quarrelled

about dividing the first half-dozen of lots they secured, while she duly

improved the period of their (aside) hostilities. The sale goes on—and

once, twice, thrice, you have realized yoftr fi)ndcst anticipations ; that is to

say, have not been outbid by the most adventurous of your own sex, and

have found the gentlemen present so very gallant as to give up the
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fitnijggle loo^ before the falling hammer had put you in poaseeaion of
each euceessive piiae ; and;, in fine, at the shut/of eve/’ when the sale

adjoams, it tumeout that, in addition to your intended purchases, a vast

|ll;^llb6r of precious commodities have fallen, unlocked for, in your
hai^/' which, as good luck would have it, you only offered for, with a
view to hasten on the business and save time. With Miss Mellow these

went to furnish supernumerary beatitudes to the nightly visions that

succeed such a delightful day^s occupation, and to cheer on the fortu^

nate and frugal dame to fresh conquests awaiting her on the morrow
morning at " ten o'clock precisely."

It is an ungracious task to add that there are not wanting human
beings so sensriess and" maliciods as to attempt to allay the pure and
harmless pleasures we have faintly pourtrayed. I have heard my revered

aunt asked a hundred times, in a scornful sort of way, what was the me
of some of her most valuable purchases, and how she could spend a whole
summer’s da)»^ at such a vulgar assembiy as a roup ? Others have talked

sentimontaliy of the sorrow they would feel on seeing the unthinking
crowd stalk rudely and at large through the privacies of departed worth,
or the desolated haunts of social and dom^tic endearment. But she
well knew that such was only the language of youth, inexperience, or
envy

; and it made little impression on her mind, so far as 1 could oV
serve, and certainly none on her habits. Yet I have ray suspi^ns that

she sometimes experienced a momentary fit of depression, prooe^ly an-
ticipating the fatal day when the auctioneer should be summoned to
do for her what he had done for thousands /* and then taking me up
stairs with her to. the sacred depository of all her trophies, shewould
gaze on them, as if increase of appetite had grown by what it fed on,”

and bid me translate, in my best style, the patlietic interrogatories of

Meliboeus

« En!
impiiis hacc tarn culta Dovalia miles habebit ?

Barbaras lias segetes
^

which I took care to do freely, rendering miles” the malleUman, and
so on, to, suit the case of my auditor.' But these clouds passed over, and
nothing ever made the docile Miss Mellow so much inclined to listen to

the homilies of her advisers, for a time, as the incident with which 1

close this rambling but truthful reminiscence. One day when th€t>hoiiso-

hold effects of a family hi the neighbourhood were being disposed of

abe had been unavoidably detained at home for an hour or two after the
sale had commenced, and just as she arrived at the spot, the master of the

ceremonies was bawling flalf-a-crown—once—twice f Half-a*crown !”

She sprung forward and peered a-tiptoe over the shoulders of the crow^
to ascertain what* the article might be; but b^ing Zaccheus-like in sta«

ture, and aware that, if she would be the owner, no time was to be lost

in inquiries^ she breathlessly cried out threepence more and, quarry

primum, had handed along *to her, amid the joy and good wishes of the
company, a very Imndsome baby’s cradle ! This was rather a faux pas
for the time being, and indeed was a pretty long-lived theme of scorn
among the village fair ; but 1 could not but think, after the storm o^
raillery had. oyerbknvn, that my aunt was just as well pleased to see
the pretty little toy in the garr^. as many other articles of more imme-
diate use.

'
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PAUPERISM—K)0R.LAW COMMISSION.

** To provide ibr ui in 6ur neceulttei to not in tbe power of Oovemment^ It would be a vain prciu

sumption in statesmen to think they can do it. The people maintain them, and not they the peo.
jde. It is not only so of the state and Statesmen, but of all the classes and descriptions [of the rich.

They are the penslonen of the poor, and are maintained by their superfluity. Tb^ are under
an absolute, hereditary, and Indeft^ible dependence on those who labour, and are miscalled the ppor,

** Nothing can be so base and wicked as the political canting language, ** The Labouring root,**
Let compassion be shewn in action—thp more the better—according to eecry man’s ability j but let

theie be no lamentation of their condition. It is no relief to their miserable circumstances; it is

only an insult to tbeir miserable understandings.'’
Burkb—TIongArs and Details on Scarcity,

It might well seem strange, could any. degree ^of party perverseness

seem so, that the very men who claim to be sole interpreters of the
wisdom of Burke, are those on whom are most utterly lost the lessons

bestowed in the short treatise, an extract from which stands at the head
of our present observations. Our readers need not be informed, that

the “ Thoughts and Details on Scarcity/' were originally presented to

Mr. Pitt, in 1795, at the moment when that heaven-born statesman was
meditating new enactments for completion of the venerable pile of Bri-

tish pauperism—for improverhent of temporary distress into permanent
demoralization.

Under such a system of law and local administration as that which,

more espojcially for thirty-live or forty years past, has been partly

knowingly, partly unknowingly, levelled against the virtue and well-

being of the labouring class in Eugland ; that class, had it even possessed

a degree of intelligence and prudence, such as it were all but romantic to

expect from any order of men, would vainly (as a whole) have striven to

elevate its condition. And whence the inutility its best efforts?

Hear it, men of homilies on the impromdence of the pmr ! Hear how
vainly the most provident conduct on their part would have contended

with the inevitable effects on tbeir condition produced by the improvU
dence of the rich.

Suppose that in 1795, and those succeeding years, when the rise in the

prices of agricultural produce was accompanied with a rise in the wages
of labour more than proportionate to the heightened cost of the neces-

saries of life, and' the landlords had already taken alarm lest the in.

, creased wages of labour should be permanent ;—suppose, however wild

the supposition, that the labouring class had been capable of combining

in one collective body, and a majority of them acting as if inspired with

a single volition :—suppose this class, in the southern and eastern coun.

ties where the plague began, had possessed sufficient sagacity to derive

hope for themselves from the source of apprehension to their superiors,

—to perceive the possibility of emerging from a state of vassalage,—of

so limiting their own numbers, and so raising the conventional standard

of necessaries erected by opinion amongst them, that their wa^es should

be permanently maintained above their former level.
*

Suppose they had resolved in grand combination for this purpose

'ieily, That the scale of esteem and repute establisjied within their own
body should be graduated according to tlie degrees of sobriety, skill, and
industry.

*

That moi^al and prudential restraint on intercourse, whether

illicit or (so styled) licit, between the sexes, should be enforced by every

sanction within the power of their own body.

That migration, whether to other parishes or abroad, should be

encouraged by the whole body, when members of it became redundant.
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:Eiiter the Great Unpaid, Mark their proceedings J

^
They set up their blessed Allowance System, lereUing, at a

single blow, the natural distinction of wages between the least and the
most industrious labourer.

2dlp, They substitute an artificial, for the natural distinction above
mentioned,—^adjust the rate of'whges to the size of the labourer's fa-

mily,—and thus forcibly supersede the sole effectual check on the worst
of imprudences, by a direct and flagrant premium upon that very im-
prudence.

Sdly, By operation of the law of settlement, they impede the flow of

labour from over-supplied to under-supplied districts.

Now, how could the class of labourers, even supposing a majority of

them endowed with any humanly-conceivable measure of wisdom and
virtue, have contended against the inevitable effects of such a system

—

effects partly intended, partly unforeseen by its authors ?—a system so

fatally calculated to lower the whole character and condition of the hu
bouring population, by enrouraging the worst habits of the worst part of

that population—by throwing on the industrious, if rate-jmyers, the

support of the idle ; or whether rate-payei*fe or no, at all events depress.,

ing their wages, through the stimulus given to over-populatioti,—^in other

words, to over-supj)ly of labour, and, tbrough the encroachments made
to pamper sloth, on the capital wliich should nourish industry# Here is

improvidence autliorized, nay enforced, by act of Barliainent, adminis-

tered by courts of justice, prevalent in^ Petty SesMons. Here is tlie fm-

procidenee of the rich ! And iiii:y rail at the improvidence of the poor !

That the foregoing remarks are no exaggeration of the tendencies of

the present system^ of Poor Laws, will appear to the heart's content of

all whose mind| are open to evidence, from a very few brief extracts from
the useful publication before us.*’'^ In the systematic table of contents

prefixed to the volume, which might almost be termed the Catuhyiu:

RahonnS of our ruin, w'e find under the general head of Laboi'IIBRS the

following notices :

—

Lahourern reduce themselves to pauperism, as %Dork

is reservedfor those who will immediately come on the parish,**

The first reference under this head is to the evidence contained in

Mr, Power's Report from Canibridgesliire. The following is a sample of
its tenor :

—

One very pemicioiis effect is tliat arising from tlie interested prefcrence^shown by
the employer to men W'itli families, whereby the yoiiiij^ men aie thrown upon parish
work—so ruinous to all hahits of industry ; and every motive hii^^fifested for an early
and improvident man iage. When the farmer employs the youn^ single man, it i$

seldom or never hy the g^reat, as it is termed, Rut at daily wages, little above those of
parish employment, which as easier work, and often no work at all, he prefers. A
still worse preference, though e^jually natural, is that which distinguishes between the

destitute person, and the person possessed of tlio present means of support, postponing,
of course, the claims of the latter; wliereby the disposition to* save earnings is not
only discoumged but actively tbw'arted, and the gifts of fortune become a sure indiicc'-

ment to idleness and ruin. More than one case w'as mentioned to me of persons wiio,

having been detected in the possession of property, the result of fbrmer economy, vvere

refused, not relief, but even employment, until they had rendered themselVes worthy
of their hire, by wasting iu idleness their previous accumulations.’*

Mr. William Hickson, senior, (of Hickson *and Son's wholesale shoe-
warehouse, Smithfield,) states:— As a manufacturer at Northampton,
as a tradesman employing woi^men in London, and as the owner of

* Extracts from the information received by bis Majesty’s CommissioAem^ a| to
the administration and operation of Poor Laws. London, lfl39>



some. land at Stansford in Kent^ I have had various opportunities of ob-
serving th«"opcration of the Poor Laws
^ The case of a man who has worked for me, will show the effect of the parish sys-

tem in preventing frugal habits. This is a hard-working, industrious man, named
William Williams. He is marri<^, and had saved some money, to the amount of
about seventy pounds, and had two cows ; Mb had also a sow and ten pigs. He had
got a cottage well furnished ; he was the member of a Benefit Club, at Meopham,
from which he received Os. a-week when he was ill. He was beginning to learn to
read and write, and sent his children to the Sunday SchooL He had a legacy ofabout
L.4C, but he got. his other money together by saving from his fair wages as a wg-
goner« Some circumstances occuired which obliged me to part with him. The con-
sequence of this labouringjman having l)cen frugal and saved money, and got the cows,
was, that no one would employ him, although h>g superior character as a workman
was well known in the parish. He told me at the time that I was obliged to part
with him,-~< Whilst I have these things I shall get no work. 1 must part with them.
I must he reduced to a stale of beggary before any one will employ me.* I was com-
pelled to part with him at Michaelmas—he has not yet got work, and he has no
chance of getting any until he has become a pauper ; for, until then, the paupers will
he preferred to him. He cannot get work in his own parish, and he will not he al-

lowed to get any in other parishes. Another instance of the same kind occurred,
amongst my workmen. Thomas Hardy, the brother-in-law of the same man, was an
excellent workman, discharged iinAer similar circumstances; he has a very industrious
wife. They liave got two cows, a well-furnished cottage, and a pig, and thwls. Now
he catmot got work because lie has propeity. Tlic pauper M’ill be preferred to him ;

and he can only qualify himself for it by becoming a pauper* If he attempts to get

work elsewhere, he is told that they do not want to fix him on the parish. Both
these aiHs fine young men, and as excellent labourers as 1 could wish to have. The
latter labouring man mentioned another instance of a labouring man in another parish
(Henstcad) who had once had more property than he, hut was obliged to consume it

iUl, and is now working on the roads.

Such an instance as that of William 'Williams is enough to demoralize a whole
district. I say myself, that the labouring man wiio saves wh^rc such an abominable
system prt'vails, is foolish in doing so. What must be the natund effect of such a
case on the luind of a labouring man ? Will he not say to himself, why should I

save ? Why should I diminish my present scanty enjoyments, or lay by anything on
the chance of my continuing with my present master, when he may die, or the means
of emplonnent fail him, when my store Mill be scattered to u aste, and I shall again
be made a pauper like William Williams, before I can be alloM cd to Mmrk for my
living ? This system, so far relates to the circulation of labour, I am firmly per-

suaded, can only be put an end to by utterly abolishing the law of settlement, and
establishing a uniform national rate, so as to allow a man to be relieved at the place

where he is in want, instead of his being pinned to the soil.”

To the same purpose are the replies of the Rev. R. R. Bailey, chap-

lain of the ToM’er, to the queries put l»y Mr. ChadM^ck, whose evidence

from London and Berkshire, abounds in details so valualde, that no
reader udll tliiiik more than its rightful due, the large space in the vo-

lume which it occupies :

—

I am certain,” says the above-named reverend gentleman, that the poor labourers

of those parishes Muth which I have been connected in the country are fully au’^are

that it is not their interest to advance their condition by the acquisition of property.

J once congratulated my bailiff on the prospect of his inheriting, by jiis Mufe^ a
little real properly ; he replied, ‘ It M'ould be of no use to me, Sir; for I should he

less able to get employment, and could obtain no relief until it was all spent.* When
the gentlemen and clergy in the neighbourhood of Henly contemplated the establish-

ment of a savings-bank in their neighbourhood, I thought it*my duty to address the

young men on the subject, after morning service, and urged upon them the propriety

of saving for their protection against the contingencies of sickness and old age. They
listened to me veiy attentively. One or two persons asked me whether I htuiestly

thought it would not be for the benefit of the mrish more than themselves if they

saved ? I was startled by the inquiry, but, oirconsideration, I found that I really

could not state that it umuld be for their benefit to save. The decided coitvictioii of
the whole body of the labourers M'ae, that any saving would be for the benefit of the

parish and the farmers, and not for the benefit of the individuals saving.**
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ii imf%h»r proof required of this destructive vice of the ^reseoi S}n»~

tern ? It will be found in Mr. Coweirs Report from CambrHigeBhire

" Mr. Nash, of Royston, is proprietor and oecnpier of a farm containing 150 acres,

•Utiate a mile and a half from his residence, and in about equal proportions in the

parishes of Barhway and Heed, in the country of Hertford. It is v^at is usually

called an outfield farm, being at the esftreinity of these parishes, and nearly equidis-

tant from Roystoii, Therfield, Reed, Barhway, and Barley. Mr. Nash employed six

men (to whom he gires throughout the year, 128. a-week), two boys, and six horses.

In 1829, Mr. Clarke, the orei'seer of Reed (a respectable man, who occupies half the

pasish, and has generally managed all its public concerns), told Mr. Nash he could no
longer collect the money for poor rates, without resorting to coercive measures, which
he .would not do; and that the unemployed poor must be apportioned among the oc-

cupiers of land, in proportion to tWcir respective quantities; and that he (Mr. Nash)
must take two more men. All Mr. Nash’s labourers had been some years in his ser-

vice, and were steady, industrious men, and he regretted the necessity of parting with
any of them. The two men displaced were those who came last into his service (and
for that reason only.) One was a parishioner of Royston, an excellent workman at

any kind of work. He lived near Mr. Nash’s house (a great convenience,) and his

wile superintended a small school Mrs. Nash had established for the benefit of her

poor neighbours. The other was John Watford, a parishioner of Barley, a steady,

industrious, trustworthy, single man, whOf by longhand rigid econotny^ had saved aboui
L.100. Of the two men sent in their stead, one -was a married man, with a family,

sickly and not much inclined to work ; the other a single man, addicted to drinking.

On being dismissed, Watford applied in vain to the farmers of Barley for employ-
ment. It was well known that he had saved motley^ and could not come upon the

parish, although any of them trotild willingly have taken him had it been otherwise,

Watford has a brother also, who, like himself, has saved money ; and though he h.as

a family, and has been laid aside from work for six yeara, has rereived no assistance

from the parish, After living a few months witliout btnng able to get any work, he
bought a cart and two horses, and has ever since obtained a })iecaiiou8 subsistence, by
carrying corn to London for one of the Cambridge merchants; but just now the cur-

i*ent of corn is northward, and he has nothing to do, and at any time he would gladly
have exchanged his employment for that of day labour^ if he amid hare obtained
work. No reflection is intended on the overseers of Barley ; they only do what all

others are expected to do; though the young men point at Watford, and eall him a
fool, for not spending his money at a public-house, as they do, adding, that then he
would get work.”

Again :

—

“ An individual who had risen fiom poverty, and accumulated considerable per-

sonal property, bequeathed legacies to a number of labourers, his lelations. Circum-
stances delayed for several months the collecting in the testator’s estate. The overseer’s

deputy of one parish, in which some of the legatees were labourei*s, urged to the agent
of the executors the payment, on the ground that it would benejit the pe.rishiomrs,

as when the legacies were paid they would not find employment for Use legatees, be-

cause they would hav>e property of their otvn,"

The legatees afterwaixls applied for money on account of their legacies. It was
then stated that some of them, who lived in a different parish, had been refused em-
ployment, because they were entitled to property,^*

Yet, under all these dreadful disadvantages inflicted by that charity

which rejoiceth in Acts of Parliament, how far the imputed character of

improvidence is from belonging to the labouring class universally, and
how safely the- opposite*virtue might be reckoned upon, if those who
most loudly deplore its absence would simply forbear to impede its

grow'th, will best be*perceived by tlie following extract, (from Mr. Chad.,
wick’s Berkshire evidence,) which we really^must regard us a most re-

markable and precious document :

—

“ A magistrate, who takes great interest in the welfare of the poor, and another gen-
tlemai^ both of whom are tnistees Sf the savings hank at Reading, in aiiswTr to my
inqtiiriesas to the description of labourers who were depositors iu that bank, expressed
tbelr conviction that no agricultural labourers, or at least, not more than one or
two, were to be ibund amongst them, as it was concluded that their wages would not
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•lUifale ihm lay fay anything* Having ascettained that a number of the labourers
in Coohham jMirish were depositors in the savings bank at Maidenhead, I was not
satisded with this information, and requested the secretary of the Reading savings
bank to examine the books of the institutioni- and inform me whether there were no
agricultnral labourers connected with it» His return was, that he found amongst the
depositors^

98 agricultural laboui’ers, having deposits to the sttlonut of L.3,7d39 ITs* 2d.

averaging to each depositor upwards of ]*.38.
**

« I made a similar request of the secretary of the savings bank at Newbury, where
I learned that, out of 593 depositom, the great majority of whom were of the labour-
ing classes, there were^

138 agricultural labourers, whose total deposits amounted to £5,872
3 thatchers . . . 209
2 shepherds - - . - 7d
4 woodmen . ... 368

^ It appears also from an official return, that there are at present 647 depositors in
the savings bank at Abingdon, ^ out of which (the secretary states) about 100 are agri-

cultural labourers, but we have never distinguished that labourer from any other.’
' “ I may further illustrate this by reference to an account of the depositors in Exe-
ter savings bank, on the 20th of November, 1829, with which 1 have been favoured
by Mr. J. Tidd Pratt. This bank seiTes for the greater pioportion of the county,
and the number of the depositors excludes the supposition that what they do is not
evidence of the capabilities of each class.

The following is the account :

—

808 small farmers, the total amount of whose deposits is

2,072 agricultural labourers and husbandmen
47B tradesmen and small shopkeepers

2,376 artificers, mechanics, and handicraftsmen
140 labourers in the employ of tradesmen and artificers

452 females engaged in trade or business

492 apprentices - - , -

202 carriers, drivers, guards, messengers, and porters

396 schoolmasters ancl mistresses, clerks, shopwomen, and
shopmen, teacheis and governesses

888 male servants ....
3,497 female servants - - - .

536 seafaring pei'sons - - - -

43 soldiers .....
133 lower officers of the revenue and pensioners

93 officers on half-pay, clergymen, dissenting ministers,

and professional men, &c. - - -

212 females of small metans, unconnected with business,

or not particularly described
*8,047 children of all classes ...
20,865 individuals entitled to ...

258 friendly societies - - - . .

115 charitable institutions and societies

L.41,621

70,688
26,643

8 1

3 10
2 8

94,668 13 8
4,601 10 1

14,282 19 8
3,351 1 8
8,873

[ 1

0 11

18,970 1 3
45,550
102,882

2 7
2 7

24,447 18 1

1,014 6 7
8,942 7 11

6,459 1 5

12,215
127,064

0 10
8 5

612,273 18 0
41,.351 11 3
14,902 17 7

L.6C8,628 6 1

“ In 1828, the total number of depositors in Berkshire w^as 7j007. There were also

70 Friendly Societies. 1 have not been able to obtain the subsequent accounts from
any other places in the county than those 1 have mentioned. Mr. Pratt has examine
ed forme the official returns made in the year 1827 finin 273 savings banks in Eng-
land and Wales, from accounts made up to November 1826. The total number of
depositors in thesebanks was 288,788. Amongst them were 9y082 small farmers, and
29,020 agricultural labourers. *1* Notwithstanding the reduction of interest on depo^

* A large proportion of the deposits in the ^ames of children are known to be made
to evadrthe limitation of the amount of deposite^

The witnesses who have been instrumental in the new and improved systems of
management in the several parishes in which 1 have found the pfogress of pauperism
has beiBn checked by more strict administration, express their conviction that, if the
exemptions firom the consequences of improvidence were abolished or diminished—that
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bUmIq tavlngt Irnults, 1 am infornvbd (bat tha nsmbor of daf^orites firom ibe

claaaM biu^ on the irhole, iuereased, and is at the present time increasing, from ererf
fuurt of the Idngdoiii, Ireland included.

l%ie mention of Ireland leads us for a moment to regard, in coi^unc.

tion, the common sources of pauperism in that country and this. These
are touched upon with Ulmirable justness, in the following extract from

a letter of Mr. Little of Stailhope, a populous and extensive parish in

the lead-mining district of Durham
1 a83ume it as certain that no man will work hard without the hope of thmnby

bettering bis circumstances, and also that without such hope there is no hold upon the

labouring classes. I may in proof refer to the apparently anomalous circumstance, that

the Irish labourer, without Poor Li^ws, and the labourer of the south of England, under

a lax administration of them, seem to be nearly in the same moral condition, which I

ascribe to the want of the all-moving stimulus ofhope. They are so situated diat neither

can look to improre their condition by any exertion or good conduct of their own, and
becoming reckless and degraded in feeling, they give a loose to their appetites and
passions without thinking of consequences. Hence indolence, habits of dissipation,^

improvident marriage, turbulence and crime—^yvery thing in short uiiicb leads to

misery and pauperism.**

This is somewhat more to the point thap the language of Mr. Poulett

Scrope, who talks aa if the difference which, thank God I—not Mr.
Poulett Scrope, nor his fellow magistrates of Wiltshire—still exists be-

tween the situation of the labourer in Ireland and Knglaud, were attri-

butable solely to the presence or the absence of a system of compulsory
relief. Wliereas, it appears that where that relief is administered most
unsparuigly, the condition of the labourer approximates most nearly to

that of the Irish peasant, who has no claim to relief at all.

Oh, but, says Mr. Poulett Scrope, the evil effects of the English Poor
Laws result from its illegal i)erver8ion, not from its working. And, by
illegal perveftjion,” he principally intends the Allowance System,

Undoubtedly, as a device for keeping wages up to the price of bread,

the allowance system bears on its face a character of consummate absur.

dity. On the other hand, as a cunning piece of machinery for keeping
wages down to the rate of bare and absolute necessaries, it deserves no
other name than that of cold-blooded and atrocious crime. Again, as a

contrivance for shifting in part the expense of employing labour from
those who profit by its employment to those who do not, Mr. Poulett

Scrope cannot charge it with any weight of obloquy to which we shall

not be willing to add our mite of aggravation. It may, nevertheless, be
true that this same system of allowance will, in some cases, sprout forth

as a necessary offshoot from the present right to parochial relief.*

To shew this, let i£ only be remembered what sort of Herculean task
it is that the present system takes on itself. It undertakes that every
one of those antiquated, irregular, and awkward enclosures, called pa-
riehes, shall be saddled with the maintenance of every man, woman, and

is, if the bounties on improvidence were removed—savings banks and such provident
and admirable institutions would increase innumber and importance. Amongst others,
the Rev. Mr. Whately, of Cookham, expresses a strong opinion that this would be the
result, and speaks coiiMently from experience, of tlje effect of a more strict adminis-
tration within his parish, where many of those able-bodied per.^n8 who have been
accustomed to receive parochial aid,became frugal, and depositors in savingbanks when
they were thrown upon their own resources. Whilst the number of the oeposites from
the adjacent parishes and in the neighbouring savings banks greatly diminished in
consequence of the reduction qf the interest on deposites, the numl^r of depositors
from Cookham increased. 1 have similar evidence from parts of the metropolis.

• We do not mean to prejudge the question concerning the expediency of levying
a rate for the poor on lai^ger districts, or on the nation.
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eluld^ who happens. to,have gained a legal settlement within its limits

:

and this^ without the least ifegard to its size in proportion to population,

to the ability of its rate-payers, or to the pressure of any crushing emer.

agency. Ljet the fund for employment of labour in a parish cease to be
adequate,—this might occur through repeal of the Corn Laws in more
than one agricultural district,—this has qccurred through existence of

< those laws in many a manufacturing tow nship,—immediately the incomes

of the rate-payers [whether employers of labour or no] must be taxed to

supply the dehcit, and maintain those who (the Law has said) shall live

upon the labour of others, whenever their own happens to fail them
within the narrow bqunds of their parish, ^iid shall not only be dispensed

but discouraged from seeking in any otlier parish fresh sources of em-
ployment, which miay be running waste for want of hands.* The ques-

tion for the rate-payers, under this law-begotten necessity of maintain-

ing a labouring population, whose labour has ceased to maintain itself,

will often resolve itself into a choice between ruin infant or ultimate ;

and the only means of avoiding the former alternative (by embracing the

latter) may be by aid of this game system of allowance. Even the choice

supposes a parish wherl^ ruin is only as yet in progress—w'here the law
which says no man shall starve, has not as yet diffused starvation jover

the whole ho^y of parishioners—where the final goal of abandonment of

property, and cessati<»n of tillage, has not as yet been happily arrived

at—a result outstripping, in many places, the w armest aspirations of the
wise admirers of compulsory charity, and its consequences,f
One example is worth a dozen arguments. The township of Winla-

ton, near Newcastle, (See Mr. Wilson’s Report from Durham,) affords

a striking instance of the intolerable burthens often thrown on narrole

localities by casualties impossible to foresee or to providft against. The
failure of the iron-works of CVowley, Millington, & Co., in 1815, raised

the rates in that township at once to sixteen shillings in the pound on the

rack-rent, while the adjacent tq^nship remained at 2s. or 3s. It also,

in a manner, compelled the adoption of the*Allowance System, which Win-
laton township has never since been able to throw off.”

The process was concisely as follow’s :—On the failure of the above-

mentioned establishment, involving the loss of a benefit-fund to w^hich the

men subscribed, and which w'as intrusted to the care of their employers.

• The Rev. R.’ R. Bailey, who has had extensive opportunities of ohser>’ing^ the oper«
afiou of the Poor Law's in the rural districts, states,— Very frequent instances have
occurred to me of one parish being full oflabourers, and suffering greatly from^ant of
employment, whilst in another adjacent parish, there is a demand for labour. I have
no doubt that if the labourers were fre^ from their present trammels, there would
be such a circulation of labour as would relieve the agricultural districts.” p."271*

•f*
The folbiw’-ing is extracted from a communication m.ldi&'lty the Rev. H. P. Jeston,

Rector of Cholesbury, Bucks, to the Poor-Law Commissioners ;— *

“ I am informed, by the very oldest ofmy parisUioiiers, that, sixty years ago, there
was but one person who received jjarish relief; but it should seem that the parish, for
many years past, has been an overburdened one ; though Wilkin the last year the bur-
dens have been much increased by the land going out of cultivation, and the whdle
population of the parish being thrown upon the rates. In fact, for some ^ears, 1 un-
derstand the land was let only by means of the proprietors consenting to b^ome guar-
antee to the tenant against more than a certain amount ofp^ochial burdens, all above
that amount to be considered in lieu of rent.

,
At the present moment some of the

proprietors, in answer to c.ommunications from me upbn parish affairs, have confessed
an intention to abandon altogether tlidr property in the parish, rather than give them,
selves further tix>able about it, from their actually haying lost money by it—the rates
having more than swallowed up the rents.”



haildk were all at onei HHhm aft th(t parish,

^|i|a pilM^sIkal proUam #ow1^ f<^8olyil^" Iby tite

^oasequencfh to ihemaeli^s ni%bt tsB short m complete riiiin,

Thiseould only be done^by; finding work** for the new ap]»icants/and *

enabling at least to contribute, inpart/ io their own mainthnance.

The course adopted was to apportion them but amontst the neighboi^r*

1% farmers, id' such a pittance of wages as the latter could be induced to

|}ive forthe services of mechanics wholly unused to farm labour. The
meit^s Vages were then made up, by the parish to th#rate considered re-

quisite for subsistence, £vep thus, the rates rose ie 168. on the

rent, and a practide thus comipenced on the mere natural imfhilse Of self-

preservation, has remained an obstinate incubus on *the township, up to

the present hour.

^uch of our observations as have seemed to import disparag^hpent to

an active fellow-labourer In the same held, Mr. Poulett Scrope, hhve prO^.

eeede<|||kt>m no o|i|^er source than a natural antagonism to Ihe l^ist which

that respectable gentleman’s mental muscles always contract, .when he

rushes into collision with those whom he brands as tJ^orhU pxid eeono^

mi€tSf and amongst whom we presume he inclulles Mr. Seni^, and one

or t^o other gentlemen, to whom the public is jmmarily indebted for an
inquiry which has eitcited more practical knowledge {te^ih the volume
now beforp us) than had been gathered from all previous researches put

together. We disclaim, however, any wish to depreciate Mr. Poulett

Scrope's own services in the treatment of this subject ; and may probably

revert to them, in considering the remedies proposed for existing evils,

at future opportunity.

FRAGMENTS FROSf METASTA8IO.

As a fainting flower

Is reviy^ by a shower,

Whos^ soft drops fall o’er it,

And gently lestore it,

Eli ever It dies

;

So the heart of Medoro
Recovers its lightness,

And banishes sorrow
Because of the brightness

Of thy young eyes.

If the wave, as it wanders from shore to shore,

If the breeze, as it trembles from blossom to blossom,

Be fickle ; far more «

» Is the heart in thy bbsom.

W^lifthe lily, languid flower,

.Crush’d by heavy plough-share lies,

iSeemeth bhd nor leaf have #ower
Ever more from earth to rise

;

fot let Heav*n bathe anew
twe prostrate flowerVith morning dew,
liO ! the bent stalk up again

Riseth gradual ftom the plain

;

^
hrA the splendour, snowy-white,
Steepdth all her petals bright.



ON THE IkfeViEW' PP ^188 MARTINEAU’S ILLUSTRATIONS
OP Political economy in ishe last -edinburoii
REVIEMT.

Thisre maay pasgages of truCh anr^^^bauty in the article on Miss

Martineau's lllustrationB of Political ^condmy in <|he last Edinhnrgli

Review : hut it is painful add^ that there is, ^roiijghout the whole ar-

ticle, a false and a,|»oor j^one of scepticism whi(){P9aiarB much of its truth

and beauty. So ll^has always been witlf the Edinljmch Review. If the

Quaateriy has confessedly been the bigort reviewTNRways standing up
for established principles an^ practices, Ifowever false and mischievous

;

. the Edinburgh has been no less surely the sceptic's Review, alwa^
sneering at man’s liighes^ hope, with just so musih management as might
flatter a sect, whilst it advanced the interests of a party. It is this de.

feet of tl^ highest principle which will account for a change
to be mofe* rppre conspicuous in the two Reviews. The jjrqfession*

of the Quarterly wHl gradually ’be sharpened and embittered into sneers,

as it becomes the inswumenf of a low party, and begins to be ashamed
of representing a suffering sect. Already the sneers of the l^dinburgh

Review havp been dulcified and mollified into pr^iessions, in becoming
the organ of the high party, in order to connect itself mo^’e strongly

with wllat liopcs to be the dominant sect. But in this tvfinsition-state

of litterateurs, it will be seen that whilst the p >ot laureat, if not prevented
by habit and cliaracter, mayl'egain a position of mind quite as natural

to his fkculties, and nearly as suitable to his att inments, as that he has
so long assumed ; the Lord Chancellor, urged on by situation and circup-
stances, will find his power of supporting errors unnatural, and ineffec-

tive, and painful, compared with his pouer of shaking them. The Quar-
terly Editor will, we venture to predict, when he is once convinced that

his vocation is in that direction, have no difficulty in becoming a most
finished and powerful sceptic ; to the confusion, if not to the amazement
of his quondam friends of the High Church. But Edinburgh Reviewers^

though they have for some time past seen plainly that their present cue

is profession, are not able to quit that sceptic tone whiclf, thoughTalse
in itself, is the true tone of the Review. Let the Quarterly officials be
long o«4, and we shall sec its editor matching the Encyclopedists in keen
sarcasm, supported by no little learning. Let the Edinburgh be long

ifi, and we shall see its Reviewers sinking to a level with my Grandmo-
^ ther’s Review, the British,” in weakness of asseverated dogmatisms, though
perhaps they may be more speciously expressed in formulas of ecience.

In a word, days of power will dawn on the Quarterly in proporjion as

its e.r officio writers feel their places to bo irrecoverably gone 5 and a

twilight of weakness will creep over the Edtrrhurgh, af its placeriien

politicians waste their strength in clinging to the «^ors thejf are pledg-

ing themselves to support. Tlie above reifedtions are not Mattering to.*^

the principles of the Whig and Tory Reviews. That is not lour fault

;

though it long has been, and we fbar will continue for some little

longer, to be not our misfortune only, but indeed a great national*^alh-

mity^ the calamity of having a school "of bigotry in the one Review, and

a school of scepticism in the other. ^
What critical acumen or what rhetorical** pov^er can compensate a naA

tion for the diffusion of suchM. sceptic principles/ oa Tether such sceptic

unprfncipledness, as is half concealed, half rs^ealelft in the following
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Bta/im muf Mitg Jlfitr«i»mit.’
" * • »

,
dwtuiii* ^{li wbicli’' the intoleriiace.of scej^tloism is veiled ta dhe

moderatioi^—4hat jtist9 miH^u sys&m arhi^ ends, in

tNdiig uajust *to man, as it begins by being falfe te Ged,

> ^ tf Mias Martinsau can be mistakim Hapectine the facts of Political

Ibar that she is much more likely to be in error i^ut those fac^s hpmilti natune,
and In society, which appshr to be the i^undwork of her political eigiectatieha
iTfaere may be fiicts with which we are unaosuainted, whicji justify the sumoSltioii

that some day or other society will not require cspital punishmenta^-««-JSdiii&tir|fA ^

Meview, p. 87.
'

* **

«. The^remainder of the passage affords an exainple #f 4lfat witty blend* «

lug of truth and falsehood, tlytt confusion of a pernicious principle with
an acknowledged fict, in whi^h so much of the sophistical art and so*

phistical mischief of the Edinburgh RevieVr has always consisted. But
ipe beg to reccAl the attention of our readers to this Whig dictum, insin*

’

iiBted under a Whig ddbbt^— There may be facts with whichVe are

iinacqi^nted, which justify the supposition that some day or other $0.

ciiSty Wm not require capital punishment.’" This statement of Sceptic

Principle may he what is called^ wittily expressed ; but we Insist that its

filain meaning is an insult to the Divine power, or to the Divine good-
ness—namely, by ascribing to God's eternal system defects whose date
will bo contemporary with that wickedness and foDy of man, from which
a sufficient means of^scape is supplied, if it be honestly, and, therefore,

effectively employed by those who have the power, be they ^priests,

princes, or people. We know no commoner impiety tlian that o|‘

charging on the system of Divine Providence those imperfections in

human institutions for which God has supplied a remedy, if man, or

rather if those in authority. Will but employ it. Will the scej)tic tell

ut that he is unacquainted with any facts in human nature and in so-

ciety, which justify the supposition, that if the priest would labour in

trutli and sincerity to give the people, from infancy to old age, sound
food for the mind ; and if the prince would labour honestly and resolute-

ly to ensure the people, from the monarch to the peasant, sufficient food

for the body ; that the solitary prison of America, so fearful to the cri-

minal, might not be gradually substituted for that dog-like hanging
which, whether we look to the few opportunities, or numerous tempta-
tions of the^c&lprit, is unjust,—or whether we look to the Chief^Justice
who dooms, or the chief agent who executes the sentence, is shocking }

In that style of language which the Edinburgh Review affects, and which
B keen advocate once employed, we might say, the very worst use to

which a man can be put, is to hang him.” But there is a higher prin- ^

ciple than ulility outraged by this misuse ; that diviner principle which,
by facts with wUi^ we are acquainted, justifies the supposition to our
reason that some day or other society will not require capital punish-

ment. To charge the dqg-like hanging of our fellow men in perpetuum
on the Divin# system, and not on the temporary folly and wickedness of
those who are in awthority,^ith whatever sneers at High jChurch, and
with whatever pro/essions of Low Cliurch it may be coupled, is the
scepticism of principle which chills the hopes of piety, and loosens
^kis bonds of religion. If the common report had been warranted that
tie Lord Chancellor was editing Palcy'e Natufal Theology,—under whichW the Divine attributes. Power, Wisdom, or Goodness, would he have
slated this disbelief, namely, of any such law-reform being possible, as
wmy, at eome day or other, bring about the repeal of capital punishments ?

It is to be lamented that such unsound^^rineiples, too often professed
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tn i^iUft to ^ndioato a wtong pir^ctiee^ eliouM come to l>e

^ reidera m warranti'ti^ that practice ; and thU9 from sceptic

prittoij^tea ifirliich were t^njust Godward, or in one word impious^lti sceptic

pm|iee hs derived which is unjust manward^ or^ in one word^ irreligious.

he is^a fdir instance of this Sceptig Practice of the £din-
bu^h^Rdview,:—

Wlittiethe ^at object in search of which, under existing ^rcumstauces, our men
of boslticss and philosopdein ought to be looking round them anxiously ih all direo
tions^is the means of creating a new demand ; and whilst quite as much of passion

as fliiir reason is turned out against the Com Laws ; the least that we can do is to use

our utmost heed in the measures of relaxation which the legislature may be called

upon to adopt, that Wo do not tamper with and i^jure^tlie old actual demand, with^
out securing ^ greater corresponding benefit in return. * With all who ean see more
sides of a case than one, and wlio take the future into their calculations, the MlMit
change in the proportion which our agncultunst and manufacturing population bear
to each other, is no subject of unmix^ congratulation. It may be doubted whether
the supposed restraint upon this tendency, arising out of the Com Laws

—

^in spite of
which, nevertheless, (and within these lew years,) the pHIportion of labourers in hue*
bandry to artisans 1^ been absolutely levers^—is more tlian pmdent legislation

m^ht haVb interposed, with the single view of moderating the transition.’*—

ReoieWi p. 29.
*

Moderating the transition ! dbubtleas a very statesmanlijse phrase,

a word of eifceediiig good command." Yet does this diplomatic phrase*,

ology somewhat remind us of the medical and legal good set terms”
wdiicli would explain to the patients in law or physic, why a “prudent
legislator” will continue to keep them in hand long after nature, spite

of that “restraint upon this tendency,” has, by “ recent changes,” indu
cated pretty plainly that the patient^ constitution is “ absolutely

reversed.” We acknowledge ourselves sceptical about that ^^single-

ness of view” which the Reviewer vouches. But we ure not sceptical,

though the Reviewer is, about the piety or justice of this great prtnei*.

pie, viz., that the hungry in this country should be allowed to clothe

the naked in another country, in order that the naked in that other

country may feed' the hungry in this country. If, indeed, there are no
facts justifying the supposition that tliere is a higher authority than
that which is clothed “ in purple and hne linen,” it may be both pious

and just to continue that “ prudent legislation,” which would keep one
' nation hungry and another nation cold, in order that the prudent legis-

lator may kee|) up the principle of faring sumptuously every day. Again
we ask, if the Lord Chancellor l^aei{*edited Paley's Natural Theology,

under which attribute of the Deity, Power, Wisdom, or Goodness, would
‘ he have placed that “ prudent legislation” which denies breod to the

hungry, and clothing to the naked ?

This practical scepticism is, we repeat, the real parent of that theore-

tical scepticism on which it is more commonly affiliated, it is defft-

tiveness in human institutions which finds it convenient to suppose a

defect in the divine system. And then this supposed defect in the divine

system is quoted whenever it is found convenient as warranting that

defect!venesb in human institutions which first suggested it. This in«

justice manward, or, in one word, irreligion, gives rise to injustice

Godward, or, in on^ wosd,. impiety ; and then, so complicated is tlie

generation of falsehood, this injustice Godward, or impiety, adduces its

suppositions as warranting the realities of injustice manward, or, irreli-

gion. The gradual development of some perfections in the possibilities

of God's system is first denied by the sceptic, and then the perpetual

continuance of some manifest imperfection is pronounced necessary to
» 2 B«



3# " The EjMtihutffh Revm$et and Miss Martineea*

* humn ifBtein^ In order that a idiew.of principle and facts may appear t%
weiMint the juft interests the^^many being sacrificed to tht ed}dsh^

« Mepests the few. But even {hose who excuse a sceptic practice by
^ a eeeptie principle, must acknowledge -the existence of some imperfec*

tions natarally remediable manward^ and which, therefore, are not i&nc<i

tioned by a divine necedsity Godwards. Yet, even in this plain* case,

a Sceptical Delay is, it appears; to be interposed by prvdent le^sla»

tern'* between the acknowledged disease and the known remedy.
^

^ When Miss Martineau has leisure to think over and revise her stories, it is to

be hoped that she will shrink from exercising her dispensing power quite soprofiiselr

as St present. The obligations into which we enter as members of society, aroincOm-

patible willi the bull she issues in h|r eleventh number (p. 102) releasing the con-

science of n^nkind from all ^obedience to a law, which the hulk <jtf the people,

akhough they have not repealed it, arc yet Imagined to disapprove. Kohody can be

trusted with such discretion. The public opinion, and public will, have their oxm
proper organs. It is a far more legitimate method in the case of an absurd law, or

what we think so, to bring its absurdity to the test, and consequently to shame, by
insisting upon its being enibived. A (ornmon .informer is a much belter citixen

than a Ipipil in this relaxed and arbitral \ <^< 1100). For instance, in tlie days of our
Vansittart currency, precisely in the sani * degiee that we think Ia>rd King to have
been right, we hold the sellci's and melters dow^ 6f guineas to have been wrong.*^

Edinburgh Review, p. 29.

Let us ask. this milieu advocate of thefeitina /en/e,fair-and-sDftly

system, who proposes to hurry no man’s cattle, even when they are com-
mitting trespass with their mouths, and breaking the peace wiUi their

heels ; let us ask this Whig reviewer whether, either in his late character

of reformer, or in his present character of conformer, he can assert that

Lord King’s right arguments would have brought about truth and jus-

tice, if they had not been enforced” by tHe melters down of guineas

with their wrong practice ? W

e

beg leave to add, that we are not setting

ourselves up as patrons of the latter school of reformers ; but we do as-

sert that, so long as a Juste milieu party holds the legitimate* mode of

getting rid of an absurd** law, namely, to cause it to be enforced, is

also the best mode,—so long as this is the mode the said juste milieu

party will adopt, namely, to cling to a pernicious law till it is forced be-
yond the test of manifest absurdity into tlie test of general execration ;

so long as this “ prudent legislation” is persevered in, an actual dispens-

ing power, as it will he assumed by illegitimate manufacturers of paper
money, and illegal dealers in foreign articles, so it will in thf,*end be
beneficial, namely, by forcing forward those prudent legislators who will

not allow the dispensing power which writers on science claim for their

sound principles. Again ue ask, when the Lord Chancellor shall edit

his edition of Paley’s Natural Theolgy, under which attribute of the
Deity—Power, Wisdom, or Goodness—will he class that delay of justice

t# Irish Catholic Parishes, that delay of truth to English Piotestant
Parishes, bnd that delay of bread and work to a manufacturing people,
those delays of truth and justice which prudent politicians” of all de-
scriptions seem determined to enforce to the very last moment ? This
" prudent legislation,” “ this bringing absurdity to the test by insisting
upon its being enforced,” this longing, lingering hope, this bitter disap-
pointiiient, this sad despair, under what head of justice manward, or of
piety ^Godward," will the Lord Chancellor place it in his edition of Paley’s
Natural Theology which the world was taught to expect, but which ap-
pears to be deferred or abandoned by a prudent legislator ?

The, Edinburgh Reviewer seems to forget that a writer about pWnct-
ples, and a defender of expedients, have very different duties to perform.

* # '



A« a atater of principieB it was MiBt Jlartineau's duty^ Godward aiid

to assert the perfeetioti of^e Divine system^ and to point out
the defeete in human systemir.^ And rduUy^ so long as she is allow^ to

write upon principles^ she .cannot aVoid exercising that ** dispensing
power,** which arises from truth requiring her to say of wrong pidnciplea.

They are had for such and such reasons, and therefore ought to be got
rid of in this or that case. Whenever, iMeed, Miss Martineau takes
qffice as a party>writer it will become her duty according* to her bond,
however alien the service may be to hermature, and however opposed it

may be to truth, -to exercise the enlorcing power" of a prudent legis-

lator," and either to prop up human errors or to pull down the divine

perfection^, as a sceptic practice or a scenic theory may require.

The people have also a duty and a prudence to enforce. is their

duty to require the olgects of reform to be carried into effect. It is their

prudence to require this to be done before the new system settles down
into the old practice. Whenever the Lord Chancellor publishes his'

edition of Paley's Natural Theology, he willperhaps find room to inform
us what ** moderating the transition," what prudent legislation” will'

be just sufiicient to prepare ul for those blessings of truth and justice Which'

must be enforced either by priest, prince, or people, (we place the series'

in the order in which they have so often been tried, and, alas, have so

often been found to fail in their duty,) before the Power, the Wisdom, and
the Goodness of God can be made as manifest as we esteem ourselves

^'justified," namely, ^^by facts witii which we are acquainted," in ex^r

pecting that, some day or other/’ Uow'ever prevented by Toryism or

delayed by Whiggery, the Power, Wi'.dom, and Goodness of God will^>e|

manifested in fact and principle. Prt>ofb crowd upon us on e\'ery side,^

that the people must urge forward ** prudent legislatorb they wall

do their duty effectually to that truth and justice which, in manifesting

the Power, Wicdoin, and Goodness of God, will get rid of scepticism as

well as bigotry in man.

BOOTS.

Let no man, as he values his peace of mind, lodge in the Gasthaus

zum Goldnen Engel in Prague. Now, as this same hostelry is the resqrt'

of all land-kutschers from Dresden or Vienna, it is obvious that We
must premise some description of the means whereby this den of horrbral

is to be avoided ; otherwise the first place the unfortunate traveller is

likely to set his foot is in the court-yard of the Golden Angel. If yqii

come from Dresden, or in general from the north, you eister by the

Porzizer Thor, and pass along a street of mean houses, called Schillii^s

Gasse, I suppose because it is necessary to secure the civility, or the

sergeant of gens d'arnies at the gate, by presenting with a shilling,

equivalent in Austrian currenc3\ On emerging* from this lan^i jfod

enter the Joseph’s Platz ; and here is the point of danger. On no aHcboAt

permit the driver to turn to the right, nor be seduced by a wish'tq e^
amine more closely that ancient gothic tower under which he will striiggle

to pass
;
for if you do, you are undone ; a few steps further dowA tnd

KLonigshof Gasse land you inevitably in the Golden Angel. In like-'inah/

ner, if you come from the south, you enter by the Koss Thor, pass doWn



fiom Market^ turn to the right tdoi^ tii6

PlalB^ an4 pate down the fatal entry, nnleaa

enough to apund a halt at eome of the inns

» ^ifi^hlg l^/dme\{he chitfitahle hy aU readers who may have Idle ifi^

4wtUm,*ifr whoVey Jfcnknowingly be fated hereafter to visit the dty of

an^htmdred monasteries, J fv^od to state ^the reasons of my dislike to

^thg.Qolden Angel.* *jr])ere is^much to commend about the establishment;

it were wrong to conceal that ; but Boots has the most sinister aspect in

' the world. ^ He was not disagreeably dirty ; no blacking soiled bis lingers

or begrimed Ids nether integuments. The blackness was certainly eon«

centrated in his heart ; and a certain Indian tint of skin and datness of

nose. joine<l to a peculiar and indescribable expression of countenance,

rendered him the fit object of any reasonable man’s utter detestation.

1 would frin have avoided this spectre, but he contrived a thousand

excuses to enter my chambeK I trembled under his glance, and, biiit for

the safety of my reputation as a man of courage, would certainly have
hid my face in the corner, as he disclosed his fearful teeth. There were
boot^to clean, shoes to clean, clotlies to brush, passports to take away.

Certificates to bring hack, dinners to announce, orders to receive, ai^
inquiries to make, innumerable ; to say nothing of accidental entries,

with affected haste, and, Did you call. Sir?" so tliat in fact he con-
trived to liave his eyes upon me for the greater part of tlie time I was in

the house. When I sat down to note in my journal the observatii>n8 of
the day, 1 almost trembled to look round, lest I should discover him
peeping over my shoulder. He was certainly a spy. His parting salu-

tation was always this question: Nothing else?" and so often did I

hear it, and so strongly were the disagreeable associations connected with
it impressed upoh my mind, that to this hour 1 shudder as I write the
words.

* * *

I returned at ten at night from the caffee-haus in the Moldati Strasse—
my mouth watering mightily for a ]>ipe. I filled my long Berliner, un-
dressed, went to bed, and deliberately commenced the operation of puff-

ing myself to sleep. I soon recollected that I had omitted to order the
servant to call me early in the morning ; so I had no other resource than
to ring the bell and run the risk of seeing the object of my dislikew The
sound of the distant campanule had scarcely liad lllme to travel f?om the
courtyard up to the lobby window, and from the window along the cor-
ridor to the door of my room, and from the key-hole thereof to the tym-
panum of my ear, when the door opened, and the enemy w&a in my
presence. I thought the room was lighted by his very eyes. Having
received my commands, he retired, but not without his usual Nothinir
else ?"

For the ^aee of one hour 1 lay in astonished stupidity. I resorted to
my pipe, hoping that, as t^e fumes rose to my brain, they would over-
turn the balance of the organ of concentrativeness, whose amazing
development in my upper storey was now fated to become the source of
unutterable torment to me. I could think of nothing but this fearful
man and his eternal Nothing else ?" I sighed for sleep, but nothing^
eUe filled my mind, and effectually k^t me awake. The echoes of my
puffings in the chamber changed their natural tone, and* fell distinctly
on my oar as reiterations of the hateful Notliing else ?" Through
the clouds of smoke which the dim light of a distant street lamp rendec-«
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ed haxdy visible^ I could descry the gleomii^
my tormentor^ who over and anon glared wildly m
hie baleful question. The very wreathing embfciB fottm\ti
written words^ and nothing was there but«t1ie*direfdl«5^'^MMbti!^ oW^'
1 felt as if annihilation would have been a blessing* "

^
^

At length the room filled with smoke^ and was %eafiy dark^ but my^
tormentor was now multiplied d thousand* foltL . A pair of glaring ^byes;

and a mouth wearing the same hellish smile^ stared at me from every
^

point ; the sparkling of the eyes dispelling the darkness^ while smoke^
veiled all surrounding objects in total obsourity.

An inconceivable horror seized me^ and I stj^rted up^ yipe in hand^
darted through the room, and made ibr*dhe corridor. I heard the foe
behind me, laughing and chattering with his teeth, while the shower of
nothing elses'* fell on my ear with wonderful rapidity and fearful dis*

tinctness. 1 had no resource hut to run for it, as 1 heard him following

hard behind me. 1 met nobody on the stairs ; the street gate was Open

;

so, shirt on back and pipe in hand, 1 took to the street and ran as fast

as my legs could carry me. I still heai d the pattering of my pursuer's

feet, and did not miss a syllable of his discourse ; need I say what it

consisted of ? On 1 sped, in hopes of running him ou^ as he had a
slight halt ; wonderfully fast he ran for a lame man, and I winded and
winded, up street and down lane, yet lie never seemed to lose an inch

of ground. The match appeared a pretty equal one, for the sounds were
al\«ays about the same distance behind me. At last I observed, what
my haste had prevented me from discovering before, that a bright light

shone from behind me, as if from a torch in the hand of my pursuer.

It had a fearfully unearthly cast, and threw a strong shadow^ on the

ground before me, 1 ventured to turn my head for a moment, and
beheld my pursuer at the distance of a few yards behind me. From his

burning eyes shone the glance which lighted my way, his hellish smile

was contorted into a malignant grin, and his liair seemed to consist of a

cluster of^wreathing adders. Nor was this all. Instead of our pursuer,

I saw a whole file of figures, exactly similar in form and aspect, but dif-

fering in this, that they increased in magnitude as they receded from

me, till the furthest overtopped the highest houses. As I turned to

look, they leaped from the ground, and shouted with one accord,

Inch-he, Sonst nicht

Liglifs shone from the windows of the Church of the TemplM's, the

organ pealed, and the monks were singing their midnight hymn, as f

sped down the street of the Jesuits. C’ould 1 but rush into the church,

1 thought I would be safe ; but the door w as 'closed, and the chance of

finding it unlocked was too small to induce me to run the risk of falling

into the hands of my pursuers, by stopping to ascertain. The lights

gleamed more strongly than ever, the tumult of voices thickqped behind

me, and there was no resource but to run on. ^

The river was before me. A sudden though!^ flashed through my mind,

and I took the way to the bridge, reflecting that

« A riiuiin’ stream they daunia crosl.”

I darted under the lofty gateway, passed the first arch, the second, the

third ; saw the lamps burning before the altar of the Virgin on the

fourth ; still tie light threw a long shadow before me, and the multi-

tude shouted in unison, Nothing else ?” The bridge was passed, yet

the enemy was still behind me, and escape seemed hopeless. The shouts
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MM hwdMkMd iMder, and the light* gleamed

0» I winded ei<wig ^tke narrow that surrounded the ocniop-nerg*

Away—my speed seemed aoc^lwated to a miu^culous degree^ but it was

In vain. My pursuer seeqied to take a delight in the ohase^ and to

* rdax or hasten his speed aecording as itune was relaxed or accelerated.

His laugh was almoift unceasing ; interrupted, indeed, only by tbe yell

of ^'Nothing else?*' that pierced my vital^. I turned and winded in

nvery direction, in hopes of meeting a hm)^ being, whese presence, I

4 was certain, must break the spell. The was sunk in the most pro*

found repose. Not a light twinkled from a window, the churches were

dark, even the gast-hai^ser were closed. Not a soul showed his face on

the whole of the Kleinseite. d wished every mother's son of them his

bellyful of perdition. Oh for a single man, a kind*hearted soul, to re-

lieve me I even a soldier or police officer to apprehend me for being

abroad at untimely hours." Even a dog would have made me less

alonet Not a living soul was in the streets. The very sentinels at the

gates of the palaces had retreated into the corners of their boxes, to en-

joy a transient snooze till the hour of relieving guard. Every soul of

them must have been drunk that night. •

On I sped, Iftjd found myself ascending the hill towards the imperial

palace. There, at least, I thought the sentinels must be watchful.

Vain thought ! Unchallenged I passed the station of the giants, and
crossed the spacious court. Still my pursuer was at my heels—my legs

tottered under me, and my powers were failing fast. In the inner court

stood the lofty Dom-Kirche, its outline rendered fearfully distinct by
the radiance which gleamed from behind me. The door of the cathedral

was always open, and I struggled to keep my feet in order to reach it,

and take sanctuary w'ithin the wails. I vowed six brace of w'ax can-
dles to St. John,* and fourteen to St. Peter, but found my‘?elf not a whit
the stronger for my pious resolutions. I entered a gateway—the lofty

arch rung with the luugliter of my followers. 1 found myself undone.
I had entered a long passage. 1 could stand no longer ; escape was
impossible ; and I sunk to the ground at the iii)per end, powerless and
despairing. 1 turned rny eyes on my ruthless foe. lie stood at a short
distance from me, his malignant eyes gloating on his prey, while his fear-
ful laugh echoed like thunder ahrng the vaulted roof. Suddenly he as-
sumed the form of a demon—‘^Nothing else.^^" he shouted, and raising

himself^to the utmost height of his gigantic form, brandished a 'flaming

i^ear to transfix me. As it descended, I shrieked and fainted.

The rays of the morning sun were streaming in through the window,
as I opened my eyes in my chamber in the Golden Angel. 1 could
scarcely believe myself alive, and a feverish heat showed that my rest
had been far from tranquil. A gentle tap w’as heard at the door, which
opened, ainj the face of the subject of my vision appeared. I instinc-
tively drew my head under |;he bed-clothes. Half past seven,*" he said,

and here are your boots. Nothing else ?" Myanswer was argroan. Is
Mein Herr ill ?" said the man, with a treacherously kind air, as if the

monster had forgotten his conduct of the preceding night. “ No : give
"TBue a glass of water." The glass w^as brought and emptied, when I be-
gan to feel somewhat revived. As he left the room his old habit
returned,—« Nothing else ?" I could not answ'er, but feM back speech-
less on my pillow. When I raised iny bead he was gone. I packed up
^lat morning, and never slf^pt again at the Golden Angel.



IRISH CSVMCH BlLL-^CHtWCH PROPERTY,

i9te'tMied pi^ tM*eanN||ii|^ Jws been at length

read a siiednd atid after natrbwly escapii^gwIelMr i^pwreck iipon a
new point ofform. We do not intend to enter upon anycalculation as to the

amount of bleiNlllig it is likely to bbitow ^upon Ireland ; but it is impos-
sible to resist taking notice^ f^the sake of amusement^ of the laughable
wrigglings of its sacredness-of-churcb-property-advocates^ when attacked
upon the Spoliation^* clause. Our readers wilt remember that the
clause ip question permits of the tenants of Church lands taking out
leases in perpetuity instead of for twent^one years^ asunder the act in

force just now ; and as the said tenants will naturally offer a higher rent
in consideration of the adlvantage^ this surplus is to be seized and dealt

wl^ as Parliament ^all see fit. In reference to the act of takings,be it

noticed, we are the farthest possible from objecting, and simply because
we should be very glad to see what is now " consecrated” to uselessness,

or something worse, made available for better purposes any how ; but
there t> a source of abundadt humour in the pretences on which those

who are taking it think fit to do so. Sir Robert Peel gave a sensible

view of the subject, as follows

»

The great principle involved in this hill w^as that w'hich directed the property of
the church from ecclesiastical purposes, and claimed it for the civil purposes of the
state. He never was more disappointed than he was by the arguments which the
Right Hon. Gentleman (Mr. Stanley) used to reconcile this proceeding wdth the piin--

ciplcs of justice and the rights of property. The Right Hon. Gentleman said, < If you
improve the property of the church, the advantages ensuing from that improvement
belong, not to the church, but to the state.* He (Sir U. P.) contended that it belonged
to the church.—(Cheers.) He was desirous to take the earliest m»portunity of pro-
testing against such doctrine. The principle was full of danger,^lot to church pro-
perty alone, but to all property. —(Cheers.) Some most able men maintained, and
among others, he believed, the Hight Hou. Gentleman himself, (Mr. Stanley) that in

this respect there w^as no differeuce whatever between church and other property.
Though opinions might vary on other matters, they ought never to vary on the rights

of property. If the Right Hon, Gentleman had since changed his opinion, he bad no
right to complain. It was childish to say that men were never to cliange their opin-

ions, if they saw just and reasonable grounds for the cliangc. This consequence,

however, would necessarily follow, from the principle ; that t^ey might deal wdth pri-

vate property in the same way.—s(Cheer8.) He w'as not disposed to push the security

of church property farther than Lord Plunkett. lie said, church property and private

property must yield to the exigencies of the state, but church propeity was as sacred

as any other. The Right Hon. Gentleman, /Mr. Stanley) Mr. Canning, and, hqt|^'
li^ed, the present Lord Chancellor, maintained the same principle. If such were the

case, if church property stood on the same basis as any other, could the Legislature step

in and avail itself of the improvement in church property for the benefit of the state?

The bishop himself for the time being, or the tenant, might have no right to the bene-

fits of the improvement ; but what was to be said of that great corporate body^ the

Church 9 Was that to be deprived for ever of the benefits ? The Right Honoura-
ble Gentleman said, the Bishops acquired this property by Act of Parliament, and the

same power might take it atray. He denied it. The indefinite right of the church

to this property existed previously; it w^as onfy confiinned by an Act of Parliament.

Was there any reserved right in this Act of Parliament for resuming the right f

There was not. Perhaps the Right Honourable Gentleman svas not aware that there

was a tract written on this subject by Dean Swift. In this tract he said that, In. Po-
pish times, the Popish bishops made long leases to their own relations ; the Protestant

bishops in many instances followed the example ; and that the legislature, therefore,

found it necessary to step in for the purpose of protecting tlie rights of the church

against the consequences of these long leases. It was evident, from the preamble, that

the object of this Act of Parliament was to protect the rights of the church.as rejr

garded its property, without detriment, spoil, or laches ; and they now stepped in after

two hundred years to repeal this very Act, by saying that the inheritance belonged



3J6 IrUh-Chttr^t'Bi^^Clmrch Prtgfortjf.
• •

to t]iem> Mid not to the cHitfch ^Cheera.) The pmperty miipht he modified

and Improved by the acts of the,le|{alatur^S but he c^nleadi^ the benefits of the

improvement belonged to the fihiimh. Act upon dy|i||||||||||iM||||Ohcj^ndation$

of projterty were snapped—^Hear, heat:J

» perty, tithes and land. . 'Tithei

legislature by this We tHH take that Mm you which ta aecnce*^

The Dthy in which any benefit that might arise from improvement should be applied

u'ould be to replace' the oess^ to provide proper and convenient pla^ for divine wor<*

ship and other ecclesiastical purposea**
**

The hits here are exceedingly good ; and it is manifest that^ so long

as the ** great corporate body—the Church/' is held to have any inde*

pendent rights at all, the Right Hon. Baronet's argument is impregnable.

Honest Lord Althorp, as is usual with him, made the mattermuch worse

:

^ He saw no su^ danger. The Right Honourable Gentleman stated the argument
dliSerently from his Right Honourable friend, (Mr. Stanley,) for be said it was not an
improvement of property now in the church, hut of new property. The church now
had a right to grant only a twenty^one years* lease (Abut this bill gave the righir to

* grant a lease in perpetuity, and thus gave a new value to the property.**

Is it possible the worthy grazier cannot see the dilemma in which he
and his associates are here involved. The whole affair turns upon the

question, as to whether or not the Church," as a corporate body, has
personal or independent rights to its property ? If she has, as they vow
she has the latter, no rule or principle can be applied to her estates which

is not applicable to the estate of any private landowner. If the House of
Commons, therefore, chooses to uphold this principle, and at the same
time*to legislate on Mr. Stanley's logic, it does neither more nor less

than introduce, or rather decree, a most important modification of the

rights of the possessor of every kind of real property. It will imme*
diately become part of our law, that on the improvement of the income
of such property by legislative enactment, the new income is applicable

to state purposes as new property, over wJiich the possessor of the old

has no manner of claim ; a principle^ certainly, to which we are not now
tabling objections, but for which we hardly expected the enthusiastic

and spontaneous assent of the present House of Commons. We ask,

again, if Mr. Stanley will volunteer to act upon it when we come to the

i^lition of entails }

While referring to this subject, we would strongly recommend to our
readers a little pamphlet lately reprinted from The Jurist—entitled*^

Church and Corporation Property resumable by the State/' The
moral law of the ease is there laid down, with the hand of*

a

master ; and those fallacies which still preserve hold of several sedito.

and respectable minds, absolutely broken upon the wheel. Wc shall at

a future time take advantage of the positions established by this excel. ^

lent writer ; and as the subject is every day becoming of additional

importance, we trust that our public writers, in general, will avail them,
selves of his idd. The time is manifestly at hand, in which it will be
of the utmost moment to ^e future well.being of the Empire, that the

j)ubltc mind have settled principles upon this and all other intricate

points connected with the National Economy. Power is about being
struck from the hands of a feeble and peremptory Aristocracy,* We
pray Heaven, that they into whose possession it will afterwards fall,

mgy use it witli foresight and discreet forbearance !
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^aiTiIffQS;t)F JiJMtUf KEDlVlVUS.

ims PmoDmiiiQ man's oompai^io^/

m Mieve,
his first appearance in the wcrld of letters as a wmer in the TsUer^
about two ye^e Rgo ; since, which time.he has published^ in ^entity
alone, almo^ A nnich as has been written in the sametime hy ^ny editor

of any ^ily newspaper ; and even his hastiest productions^ so abound in

ideaB> are so replete with varioun^ information, and expatiate over db

wide a range of subjects, in all of which he seems equally at home, that

he has been suspected of being not one n/iter, but a literary partnership,

or coterie,—a spciety of friends agreeing to use a common signature. But
the perfect unity of spirit and tone which pervades these writings, the

the individuality of the writer preserves and
^pajnS mm in ^Clfcat isebes from his pen, and the identity of the style, ,

^Imth in Its merits and in its defects, are, to our judgment ; conclusive

indications XhxLt. Junius Redivivus is the (somewhat inappropriate) pseu-

don3mie of^ a writer who is^ one and indivisible. The wonder, that a

single mind, and one which, by its own confession, has not numbered
many years, should he capable of producing, with such rapidity, wo^s,
mostly indeed of a fugitive kind, yet of so varied a cast, and requiring

attainments so multifarious and diversified,—quite accounts for the doubt
whether the unity of authorship be other than* fictitious.

To a large class of readers Junius Redivivus is probably best known
by the letters which have appeared from time to time under his signa-

ture in The Examiner newspaper. These, however, though far from

being without merit, are, in our opinion, his least valuable productions.

He seems to have selected tliat journal as an organ chibfly for personal

attacks on public characters ; and it is not there that we consider his

strength to lie. In the bitterness and unsparingness of his invective, he

resembles his namesake, buf^not prototype, the elder Junius ; here, how-
ever, th^ resemblance ceases. His vituperation is as inferior to that of

Junius’s Letters,” in potency, as it is superior to those mere party pro-

ductions in sincerity and purity qf purpose. Personalities, to be effec-

tive, must be condensed ; and our author s style is diffuse. Personali.

^tles require the most minute nicety in the adaptation of the words to the

slighted shade of the thought ; and our author never takes time to

weigh his words. Personalities never tell with so much fqrce as w||tn

they are indirect, containing j^ore by implication than they proclaim by
assertion ; and our author alfrays blurts out, in the plainest and straight-

. est terms, the whole of what^ie has to say. Personalities are pungent

nearly in proportion to the studied polish and elegance of the style in

which they are conveyed ; and our author is hasty and careless in the

minutiiB of composition. . He frequently, also, exhibits a ten^Jency (ex-

cusable enough iq any one who is writing of iqodern English statesmen)

to put the very worst
.

possible interpretation upon any fault, whether of

act or omission, and therefore to carry his censure to a pitch of severity

often greater than the facts, in the estimation of any one who is disposed

to put a more charitable construction upon them, appear to justify.

This greatly impairs the efficiency of his personal attacks ; for readers

* The Producing Man’s Companion ; an Essay on the Present State of Society,

Moral, Political, and Physical, in England. By Junius Redivivus. Addressed to

the productive classes of the community. Second edition, with additions. 1633^

Effingham Wilson.
^



||||||[||Ma^ M «fttii«tihiM4i'lth mrjfun iMi9-i8 bmrAi^
lMPI|pt f^hmimoaity thim le'ems warfaiAted tiv Jlie^protiiidt

ttm Ho afie^h<> Is conversant with the writings of Junius

eon «Make natut^ or the source of this' seeming hitiinjess of

rit* It spriiigafrom no personal ill-will towards the ind{vid«ait or ^0
daaaaa attad^ ^it is the offspring neither of an intolerant intellect

,

im a maHgnant temper^ but of an iatense andimpatient synmathy with

all who are oppressed or in bondage. It is the remark of ojain^ the wisest

of women^ that they who love Itrdently, hate bitterly ; hu^ if they live^

long enough^ outgrow their hate ;—and so will Junius Bedivivus.

always will^ he always ought to condemn all he uo\iM^denu^2^^mj^jl^

^a somewhat calmer tdne^ and a mitigated spirit. ^J^SmgJSSmC
With ttlis exception^ we know not of a sicfele feilo to

with. * In the work before us^ and in his alm<£t innumerable ccpitribuU

tions (the^best of which we should much like i o see colhSlcted into a vo-

lume) to the^Mechanics* Magazine,* the Tatiei, the True Sun, the New
Monthly Magazine, Mr. Fox's excellent Monthly Repository, and we
knenr not how many other works, he has atl euipted various kinds of

composition, from the tale, poem, or descripti sketch, to the philoso-

phical essay. He has travelled over innumcra »le topics, from the hum-
blest questions of practical mechanics, throug i the whole range of the

applications of physical knowledge to the arts >f life, up to some of the

highest practical pr^lems of moral and socij 1 science ; and if ve may
he permitted (as every writer must, in fact, w lether he a\ow it or not)

to erect our own judgment into the standvd of comparison, he has
scarcely touched upon a single subject on wmch he has not rendered
important service to the cause of truth. I

Professing to be a self-educated man, oul author ha*» the merit, so

much oftener found in the self-taught thaiilin the regularly educated,
viz. that his opinions are, in the only valualue sense of the word, origi-

nal—that is, are his ow'ii, and not adopteJ from others: while great
natural powers, and a wide and varied inter^uibe with mankind, turned
to the best account by a most inquisitive ani searching disposition, have
supplied the place of a more extensne hoolJ-kuow ledge, and have saved
him front the narrowness and self-conceil which are the codnterba-

laillltllg failings ofthe self-instructed. Our »thor appear&» to us to possesir,

in a degree rare among minds of any class,Ibhe faculty of going straigift

into the very pith and marrow of a suhjertland fixing at once upon the
great and governing elements of a questionB la a fewr sentences or pages,

he will dispose, cleai ly and decisively, of tcfiic.^ on which many, who pass
for deep thinkers, are not even able to uiiferstand th^ truth when it is

pointed ouV and explained to them. Wert'he a profounder metaphysi-
cian, or more conversant c with, and more accustomed to analyze the
thoughts of those who .have examined m subjects before Jtiim> or who
look at them from different points of vfew, he would, it is true, be a
9ore skilful controversialist ;—he would dig Vloser to the foundations

* One of his most valuable papers in the IVttchanics* Magazine—a statement of a
plan for the better training of the working Classes, by the partial introduction (he
ppfposes of domestic economy only) of Mr. Owen’s co-operative principle, is, we are
b^py to see, reprinted part of the additional matter inserted^in the present edition
of the work Vhleh has given occasion to thiJarticle.
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no^ Wh^ws ^^ut*|iA.1^lRttaiiit]ie»t 4i£«|^iiv« and pmetimA >

tra^h;) «aeh additintiat a€|mirei|iei||6a Acmld^dv little n^re far’{iifii

liaallad strength to do fhl hiihaelf'without that a^tanee.
Tho ^oirk h<^ore uo i»j»t dptettoatic, but doSultcOy ; it has no

color Scarcely even nrbdginning, middle^r end ; butaeeina td ecau

aiit hf the if^iBulta of yearelof thought, allowed to accumulates and pour*

ed^^nt nbogcrthey in a conmsed atream. The present is the«econd edi*^

tion ; th^ drs£ was publidh^ about a year ago, under the loose and inac^

eurate The RightsTof 'MoraSty/' The renunciation of this an<f

similar incon;etDt«> expressioTK, not only in the title-page, but through-

dttt the work^is. one pf the nupierous Miprovements, we are happy to

pbfdlTe,.1n the "new edition! which is also enriched with seventy add!-

^ tipftal pages,* und^>the namo of a supplement.

"As our object induce pur readers to resort to'* the work itself for

ihe stores of intelllctual aliment which it contains, we shall not attempt
any abstract of its contents, but shall rather select such passages ai may
serve for a samjAe of the autlwr’s speculations, and of the general cha-

racter of his mind. • 1

Our author is a radical in tae best sense of the term, that is, he is an
enemy to all institutions and all usages which deliver over any portion of

the species, unprotected, to toe tender mercies of any other portion

;

whether the sacrifice be of bla ;ks to whites, of Catholics to Protestants,

of the community at large to 1 )rds and boroughmongers, of the middle
and working classes to the hi^ her, of the working classes to the middle,

or fa surer test of genuine hi| h.minded radicalism than all the rest) of

women to men. Irresponsible fower, by whomsoever held, or over whom-
soever exercised, our author al hors. He abhors it as injcn«ely as if he
thought with the more ndrro\ -minded and exclusive of the lovers of

liberty, that nothing is necesi ary hut knocking off the fetters of the

serf, to* make him fit for the proper exercise of freedom. From this

mistake, however, no Tory is iiore perfectly exempt than Junius Redi-
vivus ; and what might othcrv ise he the inflammatory tendency of his

veliement invectives against thpse whom he calls, wdth a slight taint of

exaggeration, the tyrannical taskmasters** of the people, receives a sa-

lutary correction from the for< e with which, in his appeals to the most

numerous and most oppiessed class, he insists upon the brutalized and
degrade?! state of their own minds. Wretched as is the operation of

had social institutions upon th 'merely physical and worldly interestt of

mankind, in our author’s eyes,, bheir most lamentable and most detestable

property, is their depraving influence upon the human character.

He regards oligarchies of aR sorts jwitt aversion, less for the wealth

which they misappropriate, )r the actual tyranny which they perpe-

trate, than becauig it is at or ce their interest and their instinct to sub-

due tlie spirit of the people, and keep them in intellectual »and#nora]

darkness. The cultivation o the minds of wthe people is the source to

which he looks exclusively fo r any serifeible improvement in theit well-

being. But he is convinced t lat any thing deserving the name of uni-

versal cultivation will never I e had* until our social institutions are puri-

fied from the infection of jobl ery and lying, which poisons all that wotfid

otherwise be good in them ; r at until'^tney are so re-modelled, Jhat every

vestige of irresponsible power shall disappear, and high mental faculties

assiduously devoted to the disinterested pursuit of the public good, shall

be the only passport to a share in the governmen| of the nation : and.
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tiiMlr«foW» vw wrilM ibr the aingiee tlwitoelveH

,* Arm JWI Vfg9 mm W&, eo Sitb# aeriitiony,
^ is^txoHiittg iijKm wltidi our i^ulkoir insists more earnestly and

4pNreL frequently tha^ tlije^ %hAt govetmn^t is a worii af nptty asM dif*

tlieaulqeotidir a fecuHar acienoe^vequkiiig l<mfg akti4y and a|i-

ySHifrton, imddeotuai eultare. This is dtie of the marks by arhieh our

aRitlmr*s %tan^ mt^t strikinglr distinguished fnm the^ ri^i-

cs^sm of a^madgar demagogue^ wlio may jmei^y he known ^‘'by his ap-»

leais to ^lain understanding'' aSdi imimonaense/* and attempts to

grenade the ignorant that ignoranOe is eo disqualification for judging of

politics^ and knowledge no advantage*
|
Bei^ convinoed that few per-

sons are capable of being gooS legislators^ and that these few are more

likely to be found among those who fare compelled tb be industriousi

than among those who are at liberty fto be idle, mgr author contends

strongly for reducing the number of tbk House of tj^^BSmons, and allow-

ing ovaries to the members. /

*fhe tnimber of persons at present before |the public, and pos^sing tlie requisite

qualifications for, legislators, is fevt^, and itns only by degrees that they can expect

to find them. The qualifications which fit al man^or a legishitor are precisely those

which will prevent him from thrusting hiuwelf befort^ the public, to squabble with
brawling demagogues and designing knaves./ Men. fitted tor legislators are few and
valuable ; they must be sought ere they can be found. Until a sufiitient uumber
shall appeat, the people must continue stiiAly to cross-examine all claimants ; more
especially until a sufficient salary shall be attached to the office, to support the in-

cumbent, while he is giving his services to pose who employ him. So long as a man
shall be expected to transact a painlul dutw gratis, so lung will lie, if not honest, con-
trive the means of remunerating himself/in an indweet manner, to « far greater

amount than he would receive if directly naid. One of the houestest men nppt^ 1*0-

cord—Andrew Marvell-received public £iy as a member of Pailiament until the

day of his death* The absurdity of not laying legislators, of not suppoitiug them
while engaged in ^he public service, is nq^istrou^. The highest possible talent }|i

required, together tvith the severest study to make them fit for the office. They are
the most important class iii the cominun for on them the vvelfaiv of the commu-
nity, to a great extent, depends. Judges are paid, and they are mostly the mere exe-

cutom of wliat the intellect of legislators prepared lor them in the shape of laws.
Magistrates are paid ; lawyers ate paid,- -mln'eU as all those engaged in q>ery branch
of executive justice, yet the highest of al^

,
the law-makers, are in many cases left to

want Can it enter into the imaginatk i of any one that the science of law-making
is indigenous to peculiar breeds of meiil ifi they conceive that the possession of
property” is sufficient to confer mo al dnd political knowledge in its higliest

grade? Do they imagine that the nios! wealthy men aie likely to pursue the busi-

ness of legislation as an amusing study! Ifno^ would thepwish to exJude a man
of j||igh intellect, merely because he ha] pens to be poor and iqdustrious ; for the ex-
'ictuslon of all such men Is the iiievitabU consequence of the present absurd arrange-
ment? The proper payment of memb< 's should be amongst the first things for the
community at large to insist upou^s i gieat sc^curity for the honesty of their repre-
sentatives. It should, in fact, fcMi ( ne of the pledges required firom candidates.

The Scot, when about to hire liimsell as a seivant, was ai^qd what wages he re-

quired. Understanding well his own pecuniary interests, he would not state any
sum, which would Have fixed the amou d, but replied in a genial manner, * Til just
pick thei*vee things aboot the hoose ; lae I cTirena muckle for the iiennie fee.* The
* wee things,* of course, he contiived to nake availalile to thive times the amount he
would liave received in hard cash ; affij just so has been the case with the unpaid
members of Parliament.” ^

^ Our author's sense of the unspeakable value of intellect and know-
ledge, eviuees itse^ in bis proposition that men of letters, and inventors
in seienc^ and art, should be pepsioned at the expense of the state

;

patent rights and copyrights being ab^ished, as injurious monopolies,
and not an effectual nor a skilful mode of rewaiting the labour and merit
of the writer or the inventor. We are the more desirous to attract notice

Ilk t



to this Venture in mm mifhor's iqpiiBmii tmi of hn.

j^oting to persons of stzoltig (lenmcrmeiS^km, a

attainments^ and of all inteli^oal inmemihenee.

<( Thm are two oUumwi of petwnBy who proWbly contribute more to the "genelral

wflhiteof the community than any others. Ihnnode to literary authors^ and me*
ehaukal and other tnvetaors. It is clearm /most ^desirable that the comfortaide

mahiteiiaiice of these persons should be proyi<U f»ry in a mdOe whklmnigbt afford

the heat pomible security against their falli ig into want, and which, at the same
rime, might leave them the fullest leisure or prosecuting their valuable labours,

without being under the necessity of occupy ag their time with painful exertions in

the pursuit of money, to yield them m suhdf tpce ; or of petty details, which more
ordinary men would perhaps plod through^t >! greater advantage. The power of In-

vention is, unfortunately fbr the possessors, though perhaps under pfSsent arrange-

ments, advantageously for the public at largt rarely accompanied by prudence ; but
when it is, the condition of the inventor is iiiproved at the cost of the public. He
who invents one thing by a process of induct on, as is the case with the higher class

of inventors, could, and probably would invc n^ more ; but if he be a prudent man, so

soon as he has secured one valuable scheme, he sets to work to perfect it, and theif

.

becomes a manufacturer, realizing in that an infinitely larger pccuniaiy recom-
pense, thad he could possibly attain were he id content himself with following the

bent of his genius. It is understood, tiiat tl e finable results of t&e powers of the

late Dr. Wollaston were miicli crffhiped in tms way. It w'as alio the case with Mr*
Heathcotc, the inventor of the bobbiiiQt n:|acl|iiie, which has been of such immense
service to trade, lliid a trustworthy and iti^onsible government existed, means
would long since have been devised to reward inventive talent, in such a mode as

would insure the development of the largest Ipossible amount But until such a
government shall exist, the present imperfi^t xhode must continue ; which, aftei' all,

is, in Hs actual operation, more of a boon to|spc|tulativc capitalists, tliana recompense
to the efforts of geniut. \

lEveii in the case of really valuable inv4nt|on8, useful to the whole community,
how raiely do the inventors permanently benel 1 by tbcm ! The speculator the dealer,

Js constantly on tlie watih, to appropriate tic |i, and realizes a large fortune, while
the inventor is usual^ lett to starve, till he hi ^ struck out some frash plan, whereby
to procure another tMill siipjily of means, uj »w then ran the patent-right be said to

ent'ouBoge invention ? Thus it is with the mi entive writers of books. With years
of labour and study, they arcomphsh new disc iveries in the regions of thought. The
co])yright is secured to them : but what aval s it ? The booksellei's see a chance of
profit, and the market is deluged wdth com ilations; using the same matter and
ideas, rourhed in varied language. The autfi r angrily complains : but he might as

well talk to the winds. The fiu’t is, that patent-right of the inventor, and the

vopy-rigiit of the author are injudicious uio4( d of remunerating public services, and
do not accomplish the desired object. In at 3ore healthy state of the public mind,
better means w'ill be resorted to. At present hey are a necessary evil.

It hasjieen shewn, that the profilers by w ventions are not usually the inventoi’s

themselves, but mercantile speculators. . W<^ild it not, then, be better to make the

pecuniary reward hereafter an inaliiftiable an: lual pension, paid by the public, the ^

amount of which might be i-egulated by the ii tportance of the invention ; the number
of people by whom it was u^ed, and the natio lal saving or advantage accruing there-

from ? The pension should also terminate jivith the life of the inventor. Such a
method would clearly be to the advantage of the whole body of inventors ; for they

would thus be saved from the miseries of ^ai|t which many of them undergo. Should

any inventors object to such a mode of remuneration, and, vain of their own abilities,

think that they ought still to be allowed Id dictate to the public, by paeans of a
monopoly, it w-ould be well to remind them, that there is no obligation on them to

make known, any more than there is on thd public to* use their inventions. It4|4i

matter of mutual bargain. The skill of the workman who executes is as ikeed.fi|}

the perfection of the invention as is the genlkis of the discov^der who devises it; and
neither of them would be one whit benefited, |vere it not for the public, who pni«||ase

and use it. Let not the inventor, then, arr^ ste too much to himself, because UMMa
happen to be few who pursue his vocation >ut let him remember the fishle of the

belly and the members ! Many varieties o talent M requisite to accomplish the

'

peribetion of a machine.
Authors, also, who have written works < mtaining new matter beneficial to the

community, are entitled to a recompense fros ithe public^ Hi much as other inventors,

perhaps more so, because their discoveries arumore valuable, aB the happiness of man
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pcriod.qt^ fitojtlitsenl on laonl dUeorerf tlisn it fai m jlinloal.
|f9,aamA0 the ptafessioa a teaeW of morality, to a mere matter of trade aim Ijiav-

wiNvIaCi^^ to the community; Philosophers^can rarely gain a liyir^h^r their

r tl^e public will not buy enough of copies to leave a profit otl their pikhlkatlini.

trade, a man must manufacture an article which will ensure a sale* The
litei^C'pr^er books which administer to their passions and amusement The philo<«

•eiplier would not write the first, even if he could ; and it is rarely that hei p^Mosses
the faculty of writing the latter. Therefore, there can be few un*it)ng phil^phorSy
capable of teaching a nation, under the present system ; and, unfortunately, men bom
to wealth, seldom get the necessary mental training 19 form philosophers. The only
good public act of George IV.—^perhaps the only good one public or private-^was the
establishment of a literaiy' fund of one tl^oiisf^d^^ pounds per annum, to be divided
among ten literary men of reputation in decayed circn^astancm. It will be a lasting

reproach to the Whig Governmpnt|cthat \hoy deprived these men of their living, in

their rage for economy, and at the same time kept up the numberless extravagant
pensions of hai lots, panders, and sycophants.”

It is one af our author’s Icjidinjj doctrines, that '^the whole raw ma-
terial of the whole globe is the property of the whole liuman race, as
tenants in common ;** that private property in land will one day cease
to exist, a reason ible C(»mpensation being made to bond fide possessors;
and that the land will then be administered (as it is in India, and other
countries of the East) for the benefit of the community generally ; that,

in the meantime, every human being who is born into the world, has a
moral ri|jht to live in the world, and, consequently, has a right to his
share of those things, as raw materials, without which he cannot live.”

This, without further explanation is someu hat vague, and susceptible of
being practically misapplied

; hut from any such danger it is secure, if view-
ed in conjunction with our author’s other opinions. What is mednt is this,

that as nobody is to blame f<»r being born, nol)ody ou^ht to be allowed
to starve while there is food in the world to feed him, when others who
preceded him ^ave engrossed, liy mere occupancy, t^se lands and I’aw
materials, \^hich are no more of their making than Whis ; to which he
has as fair a claim as they had Original ly ; and of which, if not previ-
ously monopolized, his fractional share might Jiave been sufficient to
enable him to live.

|
This doctrine, the developmeiAs of wliich, though highly interesting

we have not space to quote, mi||ht earily hawe mi'sled a less expanded
mind than our author’s into thi vagaries of Spenceanism or Owenism,
Holding, as he does, that the original appropriation of the raw material
of the globe was wrongful, and the result of force or fraud, he might
easily have been led, like so many welj-meaning persons before him,
into the notion that it is proper to redress this wrong l>y some of the
innumerable modes, direct or indirect, of taking from those who have, to
give to those who have not. From all such errors he has been kept
clear, by a strong conviction of the tendency of population to tread upon
the verge of subsistence ; and, consequently, to render all additions to
the fund for the maiqi,tcnance of the labourers ineffectual for the improve-
ment of^heir condition, except in so far as accompanied by increased
h^i^its of prudence. Our author has placed this subject in a light which
may he new to some of our readers ; and we cannot refrain from quoting
him at some length.

TTie notion which ii commonly entertained, that because a man has a large an.
anal income, he therefore consumes mdte than his neighbour, is absurd* For exam*
pie : A man has an estate producing him in rent a thousand pounds per sitmim. He^nnot have this rent till the farmers aid labourers who cultivate the land have been

,
sufficient^ $9 keep them, at any iwte^ in a state of working health.

It they were kept lower mn this, they either could not work, or they W'ould pertih,
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into fiot. 1 tnay l^eiiilbre osnimetW€R«^ am fed >tul dating.* ifht
*

ventrand theeafiire^ oretlia aoirpliu or prott of the estate* 'f'ber rentg^io ihe
s^olre^ Ihe tltto to the ^rsefh, and we will suppSse thl^m one thoasand^goimds ^er.
iiliniiai each. .What Vui^ose do they turn it to ? The squire has a honer^ Whi^t
Ire maintahked five of his own fhmily, and three servants ; and he musi ino^Sover j^y
h1s^rio|»oitUm towards the poor rates. The jfbor he thus maintains yield Mtn no ser-

vice vfitotever ; and his servants are not exclusively hia One makes his bed, but she
also makes her own : another cooks the dinner, 1>ut it is for her own,benefit as well
as his t another wasl^ps his clothes, but she washes her own also. The real persoital
service which* tails to his individual share will be a very small proportion of the whole
labour which is perfomed in the household ; and his personal consumption of food
and clothing will he the same, becdise all must be provided for out of the income.
He may, if he chooses, have expensive food^and clothes, but it must be only out of the
surplus, after all the household are provided ; aidi he cannot eat Wo dinner^ or wear
two coats, at a time. Ifone coat per annum is the amount of actual wear, and he has
fifty made annually, he oan only consume the fiftieth part of each ; they will then go
to the community to be worn out. And aU the time hemust have hisoihare of labour,
in purchasing provisions, and giving directions for the joint benefit, of the household.
He must see that the house is repaired, and that the garden produces its crop : and,
in short, perform all the business of an overlooker. In fact, he is only a distributor,

and were his income doubled, trebled, quadrupled, he would still be only a distribu-

tor. Were he to keep six servants, or fifty, he would not consume one jot more. He
could cat but one dinner, and sle^p in but one bed, and wear bur the same quantity of
clothing, unless indeed he were wantonly to destroy it, which no man does, any more
than he burns his house doAvn. And his personal labour would be increased, be-

cause he would become a distributor to fifty instead of three. Ifhe turned the mat-
ter over to a steward, then the stCAA’ard would become the distributor insi^ad, and the

squire would be merely the rocciver of what he needed for his own personiil accommo-
dation. The power would pass into the hands of the steward. The parson does all

this the same as the squire.
‘‘ The parson, the stockholder, the merchant, the manufacturer, the aristocrat, the

placeman, the pensioner, the soldier, the judge, all, up to the king, are in the same
precise condition.—they are only distributors. Whatever may be the amount of their

income, be it hundjD||8 or millions, still they can only individually consume their

luainteuance, whi^Pbfters little in quantity, whether for king or peasant. The
surplus must be distributed, and the reason is plain. There is a certain amount of

food and necessaries annually produced, and a certain quantity imported. They are

jointly, rather under than over the demand, and therefore they are sure not to be was^r
ed. By the process called trade, the whole of the provisions aiv divided amongst tmi|||y

whole of the population. The most energetic amongst the people are sure to b6 the|r

distributors, just as the foreman of a manufactory is usually the cleverest man in it. ^

It is true that the custom of hereditary succession has placed many dolts in the office"

of distributois, but they are only apparently so—they are mere tools in the hands of

ministers, stewards, &c., who hold the real power. The first class of distributors, of

course, l^lp themselves firat, and plentifully, to the choicest of food, just as the fore-

man gets the largest w'ages. Thus game and rich wines, &c., b^iiig comparatively

scarce articles, fall to their shai'e. Coarser migats fall to the share of the next class of

distributors, and so on downwards, till the poor operatives have nothing left but salt

provisions and vegetable su^bstances, as is the esse with weavers. Below them again,

there are a portion of people dwelling, as it were, on the outskirts of society, who do

not upon an average, more than two-thirds of the food necessary to keep them in

health, and a part of these die off from time to time, when a temporpry fiarcity oc-

curs* These arc principally compose^ of persons who are, from of skill, unfit

to work, but are too proud, or possest too little energy, to scramble for t^eir share of

parochial assistance. They are like, 'the little boys at school, who are pushed away
firom the fire by the great ones, because it is not^sufficlently warm to heat all rgplfi*

In the parish workhouses, and receiving weekly assistgnee from the parishes, are ooga-

prised a large number of operatives of robust habiti, mafty willing to work, and
many lazy, but none of whom would suffer the distributors to go on quietly, if,their

wants were not tolerably well attended to. From this iheling of self-prc^wvation,

the distributors have established poor-laws, i. c. the wealthier di8tri||ial|i^

must be borne in mind, that the poor weaver, who receive his weekly stipend, m a

distributor, when he feeds his wife and children with the provisknu his earnings

purchased* * ^

, Thus, it is clear, that the immediate cause of thelislsefy*which the people en-

dure is the feet, that their numbers are beyond the proportion of the supply of

VOL, in. NO. XV. ^ ^
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Att^nedss&riies. Were the food and neressaries in greater proportion ihain the niim-,

her of fhe people, there would be no misery arising from that Bourcc, A large num-
ber of the people who are well fed would possibly.remain in perfect health, were they
td cede one-fourth of their food, to be divided amongst the ill-fed ; but this would, ii^

a abort time, be productive of still more extensive misery. They have possibly a claim
to an equal share all round, because^ although food is produced by labofur, and not

one in ten actually gives any labour to that object, still we may suppose that all would
be equally willing to labour, and tbeland, as before stated, is the joint property of all.

In^bcir half^fed state, the surplus population are incapable of procreation ; or, if they

have children, they are weakly and die off. But were their food increased to a suffi-

cient quantity, by an equal division, they would breed very rapidly, and the conse-

quence would be,* that unless the supply of food and necessaries could be artificially

increased, the whole population would stwn be reduced to a half allowance. And if

the supply of food were again artificially increased to full allowance, they would again

breed beyond it. The struggle might thus go on, if science and industry were suc-

cessful, till every square yard of land held a human being, and then, in case of a fa-

mine, having nothing to fall back upon, they would eat one another.”

Our author, therefore, relies for the improvement of the physical con-

dition of the people upon that increase of prudence and self-control, as to

the multiplication of tlicir numbers, which he believes to be the natural

result of even such increase of intellii^enre as is now actually takings place.

We must hero close our extracts. We mii»lit have found numerous
passag'cs superior, as mere pieces of writing;', to those we have quoted.

The energ-y, and strong- feeling with which Junius Iledivivus almost

always writes, occasionally rise into something: deserving: the name of

eloquence. But we preferred to give specimens of his argumentative

powers. We have quoted enough to coiit iuce, we trust, almost all our

readers, that few among the writers for the day are eitlier so bold and
independent in thought, or so manly and pure in j>urpose, as Junius

Redivivus ; and we shall rejoice if Mich praise as ours can do any thing

to spread the rfli|)utation, or (what vve are sure he reo^ds much more,)
to extend the usefulness of his wiltings. ^

THE NEGRO EMANCIPATION BILL.

Every attempt at a liberal measure by the Whig Ministers seems
destined to prove a failure. Their Reform Bill was their first and only

vigorous act in favour of liberty. Ever since, a steady j)ropensity to

retrograde has been manifested. The semblance of progress ^^as been
found necessarj^.; and some real progress has been made ;—but with what
evident reluctance ! How plainly Ministers are reformers in spite of

themselves. How differently is the cure of State illsbe«'iten into them !

Was ever the reluctance with which good measures are adopted, and the

desire of retaining as much of the old leaven as possible more manifest
than in Hieir Scottish Entail, and Scottish Burgh Refonn Bills ! And
now* we have a Negro Emancipation Bill, which displays the qualities of

Whig Lej^islation in full perfection. For the pretended rights of the

slave-owners the most tender regard is shewn ; for the unequivocally ex-

pressed sentiments of the British people, a shew of respect ; for the
rights of the slave, for the pockets of the people, for the principles of
justice, no regard whatever. By this Emancipation Bill, slavery is to he
maintained for twelve years ; and fifteen millions are to be added to the
l^tional Debt, to compensate the slave-owners for the ultimate loss of
mmie PROPERTY,- in their fellow-creatures I The thing is an insult to the
^Uerstanding, tq the feelings, and to the sense of justice of the nation,
x^ther comment upon such a worthless project would be superfluous.
It ii baffled, and that is enough,
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•31 SOLDIER’S RECOLLECTIONS,

No. 11.

THE DUEIiUST.

** Why! Are you sosureof yourhaii4» captain, at all times ?

Hudaefi/.—Tut, never miss thrust, upon my reputation.**

' The very butcher ofa silk button.**

Bbn. Jobnsox.

SiiAUij'i'Aan.

The day had been more than usually warm, and the evening breeze

yielded in consequence a far more refreshing and invigorating sensation

than customary, as 1 paced up and down the gallery, in front of the

commandant’s quarters at Harhadoes, (General St , he of the Royal
Artillery,) on whose staff 1 then was. He is now no more. A kinder
heart never beat beneath a,^iniform

;
a braver spirit never animated a

soldier’s frame
; a truer friend, a,more liberal patron, a more generous

benefactor never existed. But why should I pause to praise him ? I

loved—I revered him, when fortune smiled on the prospects of the
young and enthusiastic soldier ; but far more hallowed, far mere endear-

ing are the recollections that now spriiig witliin my breast. His memory
is as a spot of fresh fountains and green lierhs on the dry and barren
desert of misfortune in which 1 have long been a wanderer.

The house consisted of a large wooden building, of a single storey,

elevated to the height of about ten feet from the ground on strong pil-

lars ; a covered gallery, to which you ascended by a brorfcl flight of steps,

ran along its front ; and a j)air of foldiru; doors opened to a spacious

room, which answered the purpose of both hr.M and drawing-room. This
hall was, for the sake of coolness, lighted by no fewer than ten windows ;

six looking on the gallery, and two at each end of the house ; wjbjle

doors corresponding witli the entrance led to the interior apartin^mtSf^*

The view from the gallery, though not possessing a great deal of ymat
is termed the picturesque, had, neverilieles.s, of variety in its

character ; and if a difference from Euroj)ean landscape could entitle it

to the jfppellation of romantic, it might lay full claim to tliat title.

In the immediate vicinity of the house was a small gardefi, gay with the

many-coloured il(»wers of the ITest Indies, with a well-kept gravel walk,

or rather drive round a circular grass plat ; sundry dome.«ticateil Guinea

fowls were moving about this space ; while numhers of the inharmo-

nious blackbirds peculiar to the tropics were ebattering in the stately

<;ocoa and the graceful cabbage trees which overhung the hou^. A,

railing separated the garden from tlie garrison parade grdupd, a plain

of about a mile in circumference, gradually sinking towards (hirlisle

bay, and which^ from having been frequently trodden by many feet, hal:

become of a dirty, dingy, reddish green ; its surfiw^e was, however, newr

Enlivened by numerous groups of soldiers at drill, whose white fatigue

dresses were thrown out in strong relief by the dark-coloured back-

ground of the herbage. On each rise of this plain were vaiious oddly-

contrasted buildings, erected at different periods as barracks for

troops. Hero was the dark, prison-like block-house, built during

time of Cromwell, with its heavy cupola and ball ; thef^ the equatlg

3 S C «
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iucoxivenient stone barrack, of a later date, with its uGieleBS fire-places,

and glazed window's after the English fashion ; there the moil^cently

erected lantern-looking building of w'ood, surrounded w'ith fouSlor five

stoi*eys of galleries, painted of a dull, heavy, brick colour, enough to^nve

one the yellow fever to look at ; and, as if at once to relieve thff^e
and the imagination, there were the neat, low, single-storeyed, new-built,

wooden barracks of Crab-Town, each officer having his separate hut, of

varying size according to his rank, many of them surrounded with patches

of garden ground ; the occupation and amusement of their tenants'

leisure hours, and whence, borne on the evening breeze, were now
w'afted a thousand delightful odours. Close to the water's edge

stood the Fort of St. Ann's, fnim whose flag-staff the British standard

floated gaily and gracefully abroad. Numerous men-of-w'ar and mer-

chant ships rode at anchor in the bay, which now shone like a brazen

mirror with the setting sun, that tlirew its full radiance on the pic-

turescjue buildings of Bridge-Town, whose glazed windows glistened

like diamonds in the smiheams, and whose white houses stood out

boldly, as it were embossed upon the dark hack-ground of cocoa groves

and sugar plantatioTi*^ hehiml ; tlie numeruns wind-mills, belonging to

w'hich, were iu)u moving gaily round to the hree/e.

It is now time to turn tt» the inmates of the liall, which, on this even-

ing, was decked out with palm-hranchc'^, lamps, gilded trophies, and other

decorations, and prepared for a hall which the Ceneral proposed giving

in honour of some recent \ictory. The opposite doors w'ere open, and

shewed an inner apartment laid out as a supper-room ; and at the one

end tlie hall was a teiikporary oichestra for the artillery band, the

best in garrison ; their instruments w ere already in tlieir places ;
two or

three neat-looking drummer h(»y.s w|;re busied in arranging the music-

hooks ; and, mdVinted <»ii a table in the outer room, wras a black hoy in

livery, pouring sangaree out of an extremely narrow'-necked stone jug,

into another on the floor, wliich he did without spilling a drop—a dex-

terity only acquired by })ractice. In another part of the room were the

officers of the (ieiieiars staff, and their ladies in full dress;—there w'as

the martinet Bngade-Major, powdered, starclied, and stiffened ;
—^there

the more foppish Aid de-camp
; and the matter-of-fact, business-like

commissary, w]ioy|||iough in regimentals, had tlie air of a shopkeeper.

But there w'cre two in that group that require a more particular de-

scri])tion, and whom a les^s experienced eye than mine might, kt once,

have distinguislfcd as new-comers to the West Indies, from the ruddi-

ness and clearness of their complexions, the briskness and alacrity of

their motions, and the restless and varying glances they cast round them
on objects that must liave appeared strange to European eyes ; and
whose appjcarance formed a strong contrast to the sallow, colourless fea-

turqjs, the dull, apathetic movements, and the “ lack-lustre eyes" of the

Iieat-seasoned residents.

Lieutenant Baldwin (as, I shall call him) of the th regiment and
his wife, had landed hut that morning from a transport newly arrived

from England ; and the General, with his usual kindness, had offered

them the use of his house until they could be comfortably settled in theit

quarter^. Baldwin having brought out with him some introductory let-

ters to the General, who, perhaps, was not •the less polite in his at-

i^tions because Mrs. B. possessed more than an ordinary share of per-
alllftl attractions

; for I have often observed the old gentleman's stately

IH^itpxess, of\ the old school, used always to soften itself into a peculiar
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suavity of manner when he addressed a pretty woman ; and, on the con-
trary, a double frost-work of formality used, as it were, unconsciously

to spread itself around him when he approached the old and ordinary

part of the sex ; and he used jocularly to say that a woman could have
but one sin in his eyes, and that was ugliness.

Mrs. Baldwin,—or, as her husband called her in his moments of en-
dearment, the bonnie Jessie,’*—was fairSr than the generality of Scottish

women ; and her dark blue eyes and raven hair gave additional lustre

to the brilliancy of her complexion. She was of the middle size ; and
although her figure was grace itself, yet, in approaching to fulness, it en-

hanced her charms by being contrasted with the tall, thin forms of the

Barbadian beauties.” Mr. B. himseff, was a good-natured, well-in-

formed Scot, with nothing peculiar to distinguish him ; unless, indeed,
we except an uncommon and apparent fondness for his wife, Shewing it-

self in every word and motion. If anything new struck his eye, it was
'^Jessie, my wumman, [luke ye there !” or My bonnie Jessie, saw ye e’er

the like !” In short, Jessie—Jessie was the burden of every sentence;
nay, even when, at the dessert, I played off the old trick of handing him a

plate of red pepper-fruit fdf cherriefty and while his month was burning,

and his eyes watering from the joint effect of the pepper and the brandy,
to which lie had been sliJy recommended as its cure, he exclaimed, in

broader Scotch than usual, Puh—^puh ! Jessie, my hoimi^’^’^imman,

see ye iioo ! its as red as fire, and as bet as the de’il—eh, Jessie ! puh

—

puh !”

At length most of the guests had arrived ; the music struck up, and
the dancing commenced with the popular West Indian country dance of

Man o’ war Buckra,” to which the black attendants, as they hurried

backwards and forwards in their u^iial avocations, migl^t be heard hum-
ming the words of the negro song, beginning

—

Man o’ war buc kia, man o’ war buckra,

Ncbber, iicbber do foi’ me

;

Sojer buckra, eojer buekra
He de lad for me

with more loudness and familiarity than would liave been permitted in

Euro]»ean servants. Indeed, I have invariably observed, that more free-

dom of manner is allowed to the domestic staves Ml the West Indies,

than the free-horu servants of Europe
;
perha])s from the same reii-

son that we allow liberties to a favourite spaniel : because, being a crea-

ture infinitely below us in tJie scale of being, wc think he can never ap-

})r()ach our sphere of action, nor can we lower ourselves to his. And
such, I am convinced, is the light in which the West Indians generally

regard their slaves ; and this very kindness, when, in (dd age, the domes-

tic scivants are degraded into the charai’ter of preedial renders

the cruelties, the privations, and the sufferings of those wretched beings

doubly intolerable, from the force of contrast with their ft^rner habits,

of ease and indulgence.

During one of the dances, the General beckoned his son Edward
S n and myself into the gallery, and safd, I have called you

aside, boys, to put you on your guard against one per<?on, whom, although

compelled by courtesy y) number among loy guests, I think much fitter

to be the inmate of a jail and the companion of felons; see, he is now
dancing with Mrs. B n.” I looked : it was a captain of the navy,

in the becoming uniform of his profession. He seeme^^^eut five-and-

thirty years of age, below the middle size ; and, althoughiSmd shoulder
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ed^'was yet handsomely formed. His features wore a careleae expressioll

of jollity and recklessness^ which a casu^ observer might ascribe to the

good-natured bluntness of the sailor; but a nearer examiner would dis-

cover a sort of hardness in his visage^ a kind of cruel carelessness in his

eye, and a' scornfiil projection of the under lip, which plainly said.

This man has no heart and it was true—for he was d professed

duellist.

That man,'* said the General, waxing warm as he ^oke, deserves

,
to be cast out from society as a monster too hideous even for punish-

ment, -too de^ioable even to be made an exampid of. He is a murderer
from ii|Clination—a homicide for amusement. When he is in harbour, he
makes it his business to frequent such public places as his rank gives

him admittance to, for the express purpose of quarrelling with, and chal-

lenging sutih individuals as the universal knowledge of hie character

allows to appiroach him ; and sure as a meeting takes place, so sure is

Captain I-< s of the Elmira either to kill or wound his adversary,

—

for long practice has given him such dexterity with the pistol, that he
can 4iumbcr with successive halls tlie buttons on a sailor's jacket, or

shoot down a jdiial bottle suspended frorn* the yard arm of his own
frigate.** Yet is he kind and humane to the men under his command;
his shi|^company love even liis very faults ;

and his reckless gallantry

in actioJ^Steuppurted by the efforts of a daring crew, have got him the

name of the ‘ Fighting C-aptuin,* as much as the abominable predilec-

tion I have described."

I need scarce say that after this warning, both Edward S——n and
myself kept clear of the Fighting Captain" as carefully as he would
steer his frigate from the dangers of rock and ([uicksand. But although
we were fortunate enough to escape Icollision with him, others were not

equally so, for poor Baldwin seeing him take some liberty w ith his bonnie
J^essie, naturally resented it.

The brutual temper of L s, inflamed w ith w ine, w^as insuft’erable,

and a blow was the residt.

As this rencontre occurred after supper, and duty had required my
absence, I was not a w’itness of the transaction ; but on iny return, I

was made acquainted with the whole.

During that brief interval, not only had the quarrel taken j)lace, hut a

formal challenge liad been given and accepted.

But let me hurry over the disastrous events of the few succeeding

hours : they are too painful to bear repetition, even at this distant period

of time. Suffice it to say, that before eight o'clock that morning, in the

midst of the dust-soiled ornaments of the ball-room, whose gaudy de-

corations seemed to mock the sorrows of those t^ithin its precincts, and
surrounded by the unremoved fragments of the midnight banquet, lay

the cold remains of poor Baldwin, while the shrieks and groans of his

distracted li^ife now filled the ears, instead of the gay sounds of laughter,

and the cxhilaratltig strains'of music w hich so recently had echoed through
its walls. , ,

PART II.

“ But get thee baci; my toul i« too much charg’d
With blood of already.

*

* Macdvjf.'^’l hate no words,
hty voice is in my sword }<r*thou blocdici villain.
Titan terms can give tlicc!) cut!” SnaKarEAM.

Three y<i||||plelapsed
; during which time the General's second son hav-

ing^taik^’lhy post, 1 rejoined my regiment ; with w'hich I was quartered
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in many of the windward islands; but we were at lengtli ordered to head
quarters^ and I had the pleasure of finding the good General happy in

the enjoyments of a green old age. In Barhadoes^ we were joined by a

young ensign^ whom 1 shall name IVPlvor^ who had purchased into our

corps. He was a native of Scotland^ and although Scots are generally

reserved in their manners^ yet there was a gloominess about M^Ivor, a

sternness of character, and a sadness of demeanour unusual and unnatural

at his time of life (for he was not above nineteen.) His figure was tall

and elegantly formed, and his features bore a character strictly in unison
with his manners. He had the Roman cast of countenance strongly

marked; an eye of tlie deepest fiJue,' with hair that clustered jnjjpt black

curls round his lofty and intellectual forehead ; while his vvhqlc face, even
in moments of excitation or e;corcise, retaintd invariably the same pale,

marble-like complexion. ^

It was one morning about twilight, and shortly before gun-fire, tliat,

having dismissed the picquet, with which, as subaltern of the night, 1

had been visiting the outposts, I was returning to my’liuartcrs in Crab-
Town, when an incident occurred that has for ever stamped in my bS-

som a detestation of the chi^racter of a duellist
;
and I can now bless my

God, who has thought fit to remove me fnmi a soldier’s profession,

which, chivalrous «aufl honourable as it is usually thought, is but a licenced

system of murder; and in misery an<l de])riv{ition, in sorro#l|||ffin wo,

I have almost learned to think that no excu-.e, not even sgR-defence,

can free that man from blood-guiltiness who dares'deliberately to quench
that gifted spark whicli Omnijiotcnce has once ordained to burn/' and

which no mortal power can ever re-illuinine.

It was one of those raw cliill morning'^, not unusual in Barbadoes at

tlie approacli of the rainy season. A thick, dense fog partially obscured

the landscape round, but which the newly-ris^ sun aitTl the aw'ukening

sea breeze had in part di-^sipated on the higher grounds, obscurely reveal-

ing fragments of the scenery in distorted and nrtsiiihtly portions. Here
the fog hovered round and Jiid the base of some building, wliile the sum-

mit was clearly discernible,—there the summit was hid in clouds, w’hile

the base only was >i->ible ; there smiie portion of the distant Tulls showed

like a green island in an ocean of mist ;
Ihrou^li another vi^-tii of clouds

you might behold the solitary sentmel wrapped in his wateh-eloak, and

occasionally shrowded and revealed, as ho moved briskly backwards and

foruarHs, on hi>. post ; and, in the direction of the sea, the standard at

St. Ann’s was observable, floating like some bird of ill omen, lazily and

lieavily dapping about the clouds that obscured its supporting f!ai>-stafl.

f advanced towards my quarters : the fog became tliicker dnd thicker,

so that it required a person well A^rsed in tin* local geography of t’rab-

Towu to be able to '^fiiid his w'ay. 1 was not one of tbcno experienced

pilots, and in consequence, 1 soon fouiuf lu} self beuiblend among the

labyrinth of the bamboo lints, serving ns sutlling liou^cs, kitciiens^ stables,

&c. to the officers* quarters; a loilg, irregylar range of which divided

Crab-Town from the low .sands 1‘ctwecn tin* A rt lunl the harnicks, and

whioK was used as a burying-grquiul for the gavrison : the number of

laml crabs that burrow ed among the gr«n e^, gi \ ing to the adjoining build-

ings its distinguishing name of (^rah-’rown.

Finding myself more ftnd more at a lo^s, I struck into the burying

ground ; by crossing which, I knew 1 must arrive at tlie beaten road be

tween the garrison and the fort.
^ '

1 was w inding my way carefully among the graves, cautiously avoiding
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the ppcikly peats- and etdidr thorny shrubs that grew scantily ii| thf
*

sahd^ between the ridges which marked the resting-places of the ddad^
wb^ the sound of two shots^ hred in quick succession^ struck upon,my
ear. They were evidently discharged close at hand ; and 1 stood in n<^,

enviable situation^ for 1 had clearly distinguished the shrill noise that-

^a bullet made in passing ^close to my liead; and as I had heard too

many of sucli singing birds whistle.by .me when on actual service not

* id be well acquainted With the soundj^ I ^quted with all my strength,

in order that the persons who dischai^ed the shots should cea^efiring,

consciously, and in my haste, using the technical word*, of command. But
Jthe eGh^oe\ of Wiy words had not yet died away, wl^n they were answered,

^
by a repetition of the same soi^nds iC^nt now nti^bullet npw whistled past

for they hadijeached their destination. ^At that iastant tliejnoruing gun
from the |brt was firedj and answered by the admiml'e flag-ship in the
bay, followed by tlie brisk and irregular discharge of small arms from
the marines on the gangways of the several men-of-war. The effect of
tieavy artillery dll’ mists and vapours Is well known. The thick, smoke^ '

like clouds that hung over the s|mds slowly rblled aside for a moment in

heavy folds, like the withdrawing of W cu^’tain, and again closed, darken-
ing and concealing l((ie surrounding object^ b\it bripf as the interval

was, it hiid permitted me to discover a group ctf fl^^es, which might serve
as a WItMpfor a painter, couldHhe artist^ fouisvl hardened enough to

gaze uniiMved on a scene.
’

Npt twentyi^^ards fr
3
(?(!n on the' grCqilpdy lay two pfRcers, one in the

unilbrm of my own regiment, the iSther in the undress of a naval cap-
tain ; the surgeons and the 'seppudof each were stooping over their

friends, and a black servan^ stood at a trifling distance, in evident
alhrm ; w|iile the smoke from tlidr pistols still Jiovered over the spot,
in dark circles,^ struggling to rise through the overhanging canopy of
mist. ,.I hastened tjT the spot : one wasldy brother officer, M^Ivor ; the
other was the fitting t;aptain #f the dClmira

;
ho^h mortally wounded.

The surgeons ^ter a few ^moments* consultation, declared the
impracticability removing either of them from the gi'ound, as a few
momj^nts Wbu^ mPsb probably t^npinate their existence ; indeed, from
the paleness agony impressed on the features of JL—^— s, and
from tl^ di^^iOai flood W'liich wide^stained tlie white sai^ beneath him,

^ was evidept that the vitdl spark was about to be extinguished.
>Jpt so^I^^bppr; his wound was in ’'the chest, and tfie bleeding was

^ mostly internab He hjid risen npon ope el)»ow; a small stream of blood
flof^d from between his cleaicheu teeth ; buf^as his dark eye was fixed
rternly up'Sn his prostrate antagonist, his whole face was iUduained with

k an expression of exultatiofl ahd deli§dtt, fearfully in cjpntrast with his
. evident and Increasing weakniss and the briltiani 4iue of pleasure
lit up those features, at other times pale and d’eath4ike.
The departing;^ sailor, in faltesing and broken accents, gasped ojit a

request to be brought pearer to M^vor, that he might gtipep his hand
and die»forgiving hiefl ^

A 8trii%e expresSqa of eUntempt played on the bleoidti^me^ lips 6f
the latter, as he heard this demand, andTbelrii^d the-sl&^llens assisting
his adversary to appaoach him* * With paid dtid diffienlty the dying mhn ^

reached out his trembling hand, and, the Uecents of forgiveness hung
upon his lips ; when the ypupg^ighlander rahdog himself to a sitting
postur^ fiercely giUsped the esaendudt hand, aisd^ While a gush ef blood
accompanied «vei:y wor4j, ^claimed, in access never td be eradicated
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ftom my meinory, L-—--—-s, yom are new 4yin6 grave of

iny bro^r-in-law^ poor Baldwin ; he whom you tnurdered rets in the

soil beneath yoti ; but my sister, Jegiie M^Ivor, she rests with her for-

bears/ among the green hills of that native land I never shall behold.

You wronged a daughter of M'lvor—a son of M'lvor hat avenged her
i^^tongs/* He dung the hand from him with contemptuous violence, and,

falling backwards in the effort, ceased to exist ; bis face retaining, evep

in death, the "same expressioA of stern delight.^ s writhei in

redoubled agony, as if the grave ou whioh he lay ^had 1ieen a bed of

molten fire—his features became convulsed—^the glare pf hit ^ye bore

fearful resOml^lance to the once insulting glance of the^|)rof€ssed and
successful duellist^ ^.Suddenly he startedr to his feet— assumed ^the ^
posture of a jirepaVed combatant—and, w|th his arm extended, as iFin

the act of discharging a pistol^ he fell prostrate over the now lenseless

body of his youthful antagonbd^«' ^ j-

HOW TO AVE]^ revolution

The whole aspect of the times is threatening. lYd see the former
champions of Reform now its steady opponents, and supported by the

determined foes of popular rights. \Ve see the^whole of the immehse ^

masses of the labouring population disgusted ai^d enraged by the pro-

ceedings of the Government ; and ventin^Mheir angry feelings in the

most unequivocal .^manner. Even themldme classes, though not easi^

roused to take an active part in political n^vements, ^re in uiptfon.

Some are denouncing the spirit that actuates the Goi^!eripnent,’*mi fiercely'

as the labouring classes ; while the more4imid and submissive, wlio^ave

always followed the Whig leaders with undoubting^ cUmfidence, are ha^^,

coming uneasy and restive, now that they see their leaders behind tijirm,

instead of at their head as usual. Like cattle, on the way to Smithjll^KI^

:

they begin to have a presentiment of the shambles ; and burning
their head^^, utter msiny a complaining low, and cast many a'^^ok

rueful questioning behind them, to see if i| can be their old herds wh(V‘

with lifted rung, and qdes pf ho ! ho ! are driving them along so inau-

spicious^looking a road. ^

The state of the country grows every day more critical.* By the epft-

fessfon of all parties, there is nothing but the Whig admihietratioif

between us and revolution ; an administration admitted by The Times

to be Qonstaatly on the brink of ruin.” We are not among those w hose <

wits are scared at the word Revolution. We do not regard revolution

as the greatest evil which a nation can suffer : revolution is t^e violent

cure for evils greater than itself. Thai conditipn of people which

produces reV^olution, nmst sur^y be more to be depreciated, than the con-

vulsion which accompanies the throwing off of insupportable evil^. Still

revolution, although the relief from evils, is itself, even in its mildest

form^ an;evil of fearful magnitude. It is not, however, in any case, a

necessary evil. ^ Ip every instance where revolution Jhas happened, it

might hare been avoided* There are always ^wo'parties to revolution :

a people roused by a sense of wrong on the one side ; and a despot, or

an oppressive aristocracy, on the other. By the blind and perverse ob-
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8tinacy,of ^tiid aristocracy or the despot^ alone^ can the people ever be

driven to revolt. Timely yielding of even less than justice would
^ways prevent revolution. It therefore becomes the aristocracy of this

oountry, to consider well the situation in which the country is placed^

while it is yet time to averts we will not say the horrors^ but the mise-

ries of revolution; We address this advice to the aristocracy alone ; for

it is they only who can avert i;he evil which threatens the nation. It is

in vain to caution the people against revolution. They seek only their

rights^ and will not be denied. The Tories know this, and have, ever

since the introduction of the Reform Bill, predicted revolution. The
W|Lig8 cannot dispute that the people's demands are just, tb^y seem, how-
e^r, as m'Uch inclined to^ delay, as the Tories to deny justice—wit}i a la-

meiftable blindness to the proj^able consequences. But it is not because,

in thisContest, the people are in the right, and the aristocracy in the

wrong, that we teU the. aristocracy that it is they who must^ yield ; nor.

is it because the^^people ire immeasurably the stronger party. It is be-

cause the sufferings of the people are so great that they cannot choose

but revolt, unless their distress be alleviated. They want food ; and as

sure as men will not starve in patience in the midst of plenty, so surely

wilkthe people free themselves of the tyrannical yoke of the aristocracy

by revolution, if that yoke be hot gj^pdily relaxed. We do not mean to

indulge in vague d^claniiition ; but shall make plain our meaning, at the

risk of falling into the opposite error of explaining whajf scarcely re-

quires explanalion. The person^ whom we w’ish to convince labour hard

to deceive themselves, as well as those they have 'art interest in deceiv-

ing ; and their success in t^hrt of self-deception is not small. When
men are educate<l in the If^pef of certain dcK'trines, and have a strong

interest. in th^r belief, it is well known how easily, how' almost univer-

sally, they iJnhibe q sort4f spurious faith in those doctrines, although

perhaps such aa they wou^ have shrunk from witli aldiorreiice under

other circumstances. How smhll is the hope of converting the priest of

a false religion ! Can anything be more obvious than tlie iriju.stice, the

violence to natural right, the absolute atrocity of one man telling an-

oth^j looking him in the face all the while, These arms, these limbs,

these ©yes, that body is nofr yours but ffiine ; you are my .s/u rc ? And
yet what slaveholder ever sees what appears to all others so obvious ?

Our aristocracy have m^ich of the same blindnes.'i. Had we notliiiig to

urge but the injustice of their resistance to the poj.ular dcniaiids, w’c

shbuld, %ithout thinking them worse than other men would be in their

^places, absolutely despair 6f making any impression on their resolves.

It is tlieir %ense of dangei' to which we appeal ; not their sense of

justice.

The two elements of danger to the country, at present, arc n sense of

political wrongs,* and financial distress. Of these, the latter clement is

the more to be dreaded. Evep despotic sway, if unaccompanied by fiscal

oppression, may be kmg . borne. For proof, look to the monarchies of

the continent. But large masses of meifj suffering from extreme want,

are always dangerous. When such masses of meiihave an acute feeling

of political wrongs, along with their distressed circumstances, the danger
is greatly aggravated ; and when they can distinctly trace their suffer-

ings to their wrongs, as effect and causp; great is titc irritation against

their oppressors, and doubly imminent the* danger of violence and insur-

rection.

, At this moment, the country is, beyond doubt, in this last and most
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dangerous predicament. Much distresf^ prevails ; and that distress is

universally ascribed to political wrongs ; to profligate expenditure, une-
qual taxation, and oppressive restrictions on trade. Starving men have
their eyes turned on the Corn Laws, as the palpable cause of their misery.

The aristocracy, Whigs no less than Tories, have, with an evident con-

sciousness of the indefensibility of the system to which they cling, endea-
voured to keep the people in darkness : but in vain. Notwithstanding
the heavy taxes on political knowledge, and the pains that have been
taken to substitute Penny Magazines for Newspapers, the people know
well to what parties in the state they owe the condition of suffering in

which they And themselves. They know also what laws work ill for

them, and well for the aristocracy. Th? intelligence of the artisans is

too little known. Ask any operative in any of the large towns, what are

his politics, and he will tell you he is a radical reformer. Ask him whe-
ther he is for or against the Ballot, and he will not declare against it,

like almost all the aristocracy, or hesitate, in his declaration like many
of the middle classes ; but tell you, at once, that the ballot must be had.

You will find him equally ready with his answers as to short Parliaments,

the Corn Laws, &c., and yot! will find that he does not repeat by rote a

string of doctrines which he has caught from some mob orator, but that

he can, in every instance, give a reason for the political faith which he
holds. In one resjiect, the efforts to keep the people in darkness have,

it is to be feared, been but too successful. The people know their op-

pressors, and they know the bad la%vs by means of which they are op-

pressed ; but, by the want of clicap political publications circulating

among them periodically, they are left to guess darkly at their means of

emancipation. They are kept in partial iterance of their own irresis-

tible strength wlien acting in union, in a ])eaceable though determined
manner

;
and without the means of mutually communicating their senti-

ments to each other tlirouglioiit the whole country, so as to act together

in any constitutional mode of obtaining justice. Thus, the people are

kept in a gloomy state, nourishing a strong feeling of hatred against the

aristocracy and the law^s under which they live, instead of being actively

and cheerfully engaged in canvassing the impolicy of the oj)pressive

parts of our laws, and combinrng to storm the Houses of Parliament with

petitions for relief. In this state of ignorance of their moral force, the

people gre led to look alone to their brute force, as the means of ob-

taining justice ; and to be actuated by malignant and revengeful feelings,

instead of a quiet determination to obtain their rights, founded on per-

fect intelligence of what these rights are, the proper means of obtaining

them, and the certainty of their efforts being crow^ned with success.

Before the Reformed Parliament met, so many symptoms had appeared

of an intention to go on upon the old system—doing only what was easy or

•agreeable to the aristocracy, rather than what was just,—and relying on

well.trained ministerial majorities, rather than on honest and independ-

ent support,—that confidence in either the Parliament or the Ministry

had disappeared : but hope was not extinguished ; and their proceedings

were waited for with anxious expectation—with mihgled hopes and fears.

The fears have been confirmed, and the hopes disappointed. It has

plainly appeared that not to the Whig Ministry and the Reformed Par-

liament are the people to look for any abatement of extravagant expen-

diture, any adjustment of the burden of taxation upon fair principles, or

any farther constitutional refonns required to afford protection against

the Tory party’s once more coming into powder.
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What relief from a taxation greater than the country can bear have

the Minietry and the Parliament given us? what adjustment of tax-*

ation to the parties who should bear it ? Have they reduced our enor-

mous military and naval establishments ? No. The army is maintained

still at the old war complement^ although foreign foe there is none^ and

scarcely a possibility of a war occurring in which it would be either ne-

cessary or expedient to use tlfe army,—our wooden walls being our best

and cheapest mode both of defence and aggression. So that, were the

Whigs to go out, (and they do' not seem to be sure of a week’s tenure of

office,) were the King to be so ill-advised as to call the Tories to power,

and the Tories so fool-hardy as to take office, the old and determined

enemies of the people would fihd things just as they left them ; with the

addition of Ireland ch.-iined down under the Coercion Bill, and that

glorious precedent for coercing any part of England or Scotland which

is likely to be troublesome. Short as the rule of the Whig Ministry and

the Reformed Parliament hjs been, it has been long enough to afford

many useful precedents to the Tories, were they again in a situation to

make use of them* Let us trace these precedents for one moment
Suppose, thbn, the Whigs out, and the Toftes in. A dissolution of Par-

liament takes place of course ; an^ here the people are met at once by
the two rival factions united, and experience the full effects of the re-

striction of the elective franchise to X‘10, of Lord (liandos’s clause, giving

the francliise to i;50 agricultural tenants-at-will, and of the want of

that grand protection of dependent shopkeepers and tenants—the bal-

lot. The influence of the whole aristocracy of each neighbourhood

would be brought to bear upon the XIO voters, to the effect, probably,

of returning a great many Conservatives—Whig and Tory being alike

sunk under th^tt appellation. Well, Parliament is met. A strong King’s

speech is read, full of resolutions to maintain our matchless constitu-

tion, the rights of property, &c., with denunciations of incendiary de-

magogues, who are determined to drive the people to anarchy and
spoliation ; and concluding with an expression of confidence, that powers
will be given to enforce obedience to the laws, and prevent the assembling

of tumultuary mobs, for seditious purposes, by which the constitution

may be endangered. A Tory Speaker is elected of course ; there is

Whig precedent for that. Birmingham is proclaimed, and attempted to

be coerced ; there is Whig precedent for that too. Motions ^re made
by the Reformers for the abolition of pensions, for the reduction of the

army, for the ballot, for short Parliaments ; all which are negatived,

with appeals to the acts of the Whigs when in powder. As for reforms

of the Irish Church and of the Scottish Entail Law, to take effect one

generation after date, there would be Whig authority for granting

these ; but nobody would ask for such a mockery of reform. Repeal of

the taxes on knowledge would be sought, but sought in vain. Wliat thfl

Whigs durst not give, from the conviction that it would lead directly to
‘

revolution, although by refusing they had falsified their promises of

many a year, it would be in vain to expect from the Tories ; who could

tell us, moreover, thaft things were in a much more dangerous state than
when the Whigs refused freedom of political discussion by the press.

It is not uncommon to hear timid or ignorant men, blame the Radi-
cals for not allowing the Whigs more time to accomplish the beneficial

measures which it is supposed they have in view. Such silly remarks
are not worth an answer. To say nothing of what they might have ,done
in the last Parliament, the Whigs, since the present Parliament met, have
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had time to do all the mischierous things we have enumerated^ as rare
precedents for the Tories, should accident ever restore them to power.

But it is unnecessary to argue the question, whether the Ministry and
the Reformed Parliament have or have not given cause for disappoint-*

ment. The fact is certain that the people have been bitterly disap-

pointed ; and that both the Parliament and the Ministry have achieved

an extent of unpoj)ularity, which, considexang the%fiort trial they have
had, is almost wonderful, and only to be explained by the keenness with
which their every^ movement has been scanned. A few more such proceed-

ings as those already adopted, and all hope of relief from Parliament will

be at an end, and a total disregard of its enactments will ensue. Already,

there are ominous symptoms of contempt ^or the law. Dangerous ideas

are becoming familiar to men’s minds. The refusal of the Irish to pay
tithes, and of the citizens of Edinburgh to pay the Annuity, (or assess-

ment for the stipends of the clergy, a tax oppressive in amount, and
unequally laid on,) are followed up by the open declaration of the citizens

of London, that they Avill pay no more As^ssed Taxes ; a resolution in

which they will be followed by every to%vn in the kingdom. It is be-

coming generally understooi that the only effectual way of obtaining

relief from an oppressive tax, is a refusal to pay it. Then, the whole
Irish nation is filled w'ith indignation hgainst the Ministry and the Houses
of Parliament ; and ready to throw^ off the yoke of coercion, and along
with it the whole Irish Church,—perhaps the connexion with this coun-
try,—on the first opportunity which a scene of confusion in England
may afford. The men of Birmingham have recommenced their tremen-
dous system of agitation ; denounced the Reformed Parliament as not

representing the national feelings, and called upon the King to dismiss

the Reforming Ministry, as having completely forfeited the confidence of

the country. "Who can contemplate all this, and not adiilit that we are

on the brink of revolution }

Were this political effervescence accidental, or were it unaccompanied

by that general and alarming degree of distress in which the industrious

classes are plunged, there might be hope of its violence subsiding. But
the discontents have been growing with a steady growth to tlieir present

pitch ;
and there seems not the slightest prospect of the distress of the

country being alleviated. Is there no hope, then, of an escape from re-

volution ? There are two ways in which that disastrous event may be
avoided,®one of w'hich we trust will speedily be adopted. We are aware

that many of our countrymen will think these w’ays of escape not only

beset with difficulties, but leading, themselves, to great evils. We deny
the evils ; and maintain that the difficulties will vanish before a coura-

geous attempt, resolutely persevered in. But granting both the appre?^

hended evils and difficulties, we ask any sober-minded man to glance at

the terrible evils of the mildest sort of revolution in this country, where

a stoppage of credit, for one week, would set at large millions without

better resource than helping themselves to /ood wherever it could be

seized ; and when the consequences of revolution liave been pursued for

a few moments, let them be compared w ith the evils of what we are now
to recommend, and there will be little hesitation in giving either of our

schemes a preference to revolution.

The first of these is no less than a total change of the Ministerial

policy. Ministers have tried to please the Tories and the People, They
have totally deserted principle, and constantly aimed at what they con-

sidered the expedient, the practicable in present circumstances ; that is.
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what ii practicable with the consent of the Tories^ and of the House
of Lords. That course has signally failed. The people have been

disgusted^ and the Tories have smiled with contempt. Let Minis-

ters retrace their steps. Let them abandon their Whig Toryism, and

act in accordance with the sentiments of the people. Let the pensions

be cut off, let the army be reduced, the Ballot and short Parliaments

be adopted, taxation he lessei^cd and fairly adjusted. In short, let the

reign of principle commence, and all the old paltry manoeuvres be dis-

carded. The difficulties are as nothing, if they be resolutely encoun-

tered. Several of the Cabinet will not concur in such a course. Let

them make w^ay for better men. Have we not Hume, O’Connell, Roe-

buck, Parnell, &c., &c., in Piyliament, besides many able and every way
excellent men out of it, to choose from ? The majority of the House of

Commons being landholders w'ould resist the abolition of the Corn
Laws and the proper adjustment of taxation. We think they would not

be so unwise ; seeing that the Corn Laws are doomed, and just prin-

ciples already ascendant : but if they sliould be such fools as to oppose

their feeble strength to a resolute Ministry and People, let Parliament
“ be dissolved, and it would be easy to obtain a majority of thorough

Reformers in the new House of Commons,*l)y which every popular mea-
sure would be speedily passed. Prebably the House of Lords would then

oppose the democratic mecasures relating to the constitution of thC

House of Commons. If so, let the Commons declare by a vote that all

measures affecting the constitution or regulation of their own House
should not require the assent of the other two branches of the Legisla-

ture. And this is no more than reason. Should the Lords reject mea-
sures of retrenchment, reduction, and equalization of taxes, &c., let the

House of Commons stop the supplies, and all opposition from the Lords
would speed ilyi be at an end. From the King, no opj>osition need be

apprehended ; nor could he discharge a Ministry strong in the affections

and support of the people.

Our second plan for the avoidance of revolution is addressed to the

people as our first is to Ministers. The evil complained of is, that the

Ministry and the House of Commons do not represent the wishes of the

nation. As to the Ministers, all that the people can do, if they so please,

(a course we by no means recommend, however,) is to assemble and
petition the King to dismiss them, and choose men more adapted to the

spirit of the times. Birmingliam has already set an example of tfiis. But
as touching the IIouso of Commons, the people are entitled to do more
than petition. They are entitled to have it remodelled, so as entirely to

represent the wishes of its constituents. If precedents were wanted for

what is so obviously founded in right, the Reform Act is an incontro-

/i^rtible one. In common parlance, indeed, we hear of owing that Act
to Lord Grey, of its being a boon, ^tc. ; Imt what man of senseis deceived

by such fudge? Mr. Hume or any member of the Commons might have
brought hi that bill ; and that either he or Lord Grey was entitled to

propose a change in the ciVnstitution of tlic Peojde’s House, or the House
itself to make it, could proceed only from its being understood that the
constitution of the lltmsc was not unchangeable, and that the People of
Britain and Ireland had a right to have it changed. If this principle

be not admitted, the Reform Bill (carried, as it was, by force through
the House of Lords) was an open violation of the constitution ; as the
Tories declared it to be. The meddling, by the aristocracy, in any way,
with the People’s branch of the Legislature, is against all principle. It
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is equally clear that the House itself has no more title to alter its own
constitution than a set of trustees have to alter the nature or extent of
their trust. Who have the right, then, to remodel the House of the
People's Representatives, and make it worthy of its name ? The people
themselves,—and they alone.

If then the people are satisfied by the trial which they have had, that

the present House of Commons does not .represent their feelings, and
that this arises from no accident, but from an inherent defect in the Re-
form Act, let them call for a new Reform Bill. This is much better
than refusing to pay taxes. An obnoxious impost may be got rid of by such a
refusal, and a beneficial measure may be carried. But it will neqpr do to

proceed in this manner. Resistance to taxation, whether it be active or

passive, is in reality rebellion ; and«re we to have a rebellion every time
an ill-constructed House of Representatives, or a house of hereditary le-

gislators, cliooses to oppose a popular measure ? What sort of popular
g(»vernment call you this ? The thing is monstrous, and not to be thought
of. Far be it from us to recommend any rash proceeding. A frequent
tinkering at the constitution of our representative assembly, would be
absurd and mis<‘hevious, although not so bad as the frequent occurrence
of a refusal to pay taxes. We recommend to the people to consider well

the nature of tlie Reform Act and its effects ; but the instant they
Wre fully convinced that the Reform Act is not calculated to ensure
a set of reprosenta lives of the popular will, let them call for a cliange.

What the cliange should be, is a simple matter to divine : the extension

of the suffrage, rth(»rt Parliaments, and vote by ballot. These measures,
in conjunction, would ensure a constant correspondence of feeling between
the representative and his constituents,—the grand object required,

Witli a Ilouso of CUmimons constructed on this principle, it would be

unnecessary for the people to trouble themselves as to^who should be

Ministers. With such a House to control their proceedings, no Ministry

could do much wrong, although they might not do all that was right.

Indeed, tlie Ministers would become, in reality, the mere servants of the

Ch’own, and would soon cease to arrogate to themselves the name or

authority of The Government,
We liave used the vague expressions, an extension of the suffrage, and

short Parliaments ; but have no wish to avoid stating our opinion as to

the questions liow far tlie suffrage should be extended, and by how much
Parliaril^nts should he shortened^ altliough this paper has extended to a

length which forbids our supporting our views by a lengthened discussion.

A horror is very generally entertained of universal suffrage and an-

nual Parliaments, for which we have been able to find no better ground

than that tlie cry for them, proceeded from men on whom the arist^

cracy, both Wliigs and Tories, found it necessary to pour vials of wra<|fc

and obloquy, in their love for things as they are,” and dread of effi-

cient reform. VVe have studied our countrymen of the labouring classes,

especially those of the large towns, who seem to be the class most dread-

ed ; and we see no cause to fear their deliberately, and in open assembly,

doing or calling for any thing but what is fair and honest. And with

regard to their knowledge in political matters, we repeat that we regard

it as superior to that of the generality of the middle classes. For our-

selves, we w^ould have iu> objection to extend the suffrage, until it should

be stopped, not by some arbitrary line, but by some tangible principle.

It might go to every man who boils a pot, dhnt is every householder ; or

every man wlio is liable to military service, or to taxation of any sort

;
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<Mr to UttivemI Bitftrage of all aa&e mea of complete agfe* But^ provided

ao large number are made diecontented and disaffected by exclusion, vo
iStink It matters little where the suffrage stops, below £5

;

and as a strong

prejudice exists against universal suffrage, perhaps it would be best to

begin at £$, and go each year £1 lower, until a stop should be made at

household suffrage, for five years ; by the expiration of which time the

prejudice would have vanished^ and we might rest on the sure foundation

of universal suffrage.

Annual Parliaments are not looked upon with the same terror as uni.

versal suffrage ; and are chiefly objected to, on account of its being sup-

posed tiht they would occasion the same turmoil every year that Sep-

tennial elections do at so much larger intervals. This is not a natural

supposition, and, in^fact, has been faised by the Tories and Whigs, to

keep a seat in the House worth playing for ; as it would still be,

although Parliaments were made quinquennial, quadriennial, or even

triennial. The more natural supposition is the true one ; that, were
seats only to be held for one year, there would be no great trouble or

expense, not much of either bribery or intimidation, employed to obtain

a possession so soon to terminate, unless so honestly used as to secure

re-election. It is the long duration of Parliaments, and the freedom
from control for the whole period, which cause the fracas of our pre-

sent elections. So valuable is the frequent opportunity of calling to

account, pledging, or changing a representative that we greatly prefer

annual to triennial Parliaments. We are not sure that the best way of

all, would not be to make Parliaments triennial or biennial; with a

power to the constituents at any time to meet, and, by a certain majo-
rity, compel their offending representative to resign.

Surely there is no terror, except to evil doers, in such* measures. And
who would not^refer them, if the alternative is Revolution ? The fear-

ful concomitants of revolution, we shall not endeavour to paint. We
are confident that no large scheme of injustice, no spoliation, no de-

struction of property need be apprehended from the people, while seeking
reform of the most radical description, or after having obtained it. But
we have no confidence in the good conduct of the starving masses that

a revolution would congregate in every populous neighbourhood. Revo-
lution is by every means to be avoided. It may happen of a sudden, if

no means to prevent it be adopted. At this time such is our dangerous
plight, that we have just two slender barriers between revolution and
us—the chance of the Whig Ministry retaining their places, and the

chance, if they should go out, that the Tories would be tolerated in

oflice. No : there is another chance yet. We call upon Lord Brougham

t step forward, in the event of the Whigs going out, and see that the

itish Nation take no detriment.

^ Arise, arise, Lord Hardyknute,
And redd your King frae harm.”

Gather around you—not, ft few of the better sort of Lords—but the pa.
triots of the land ; men honest in principle, quick to see, ready of under-
standing, and Arm oA^rpose. Form a really popular, a Radical Admi-
nistration, and rely on\he People, making every crooked thing straight
before you.

With one other proposition of importance in times like these, we shaR
conclude. As wehave recommended the reduction of the army, let there be
aiQ^onal guard. We do ndt think it necessary to have a regularly or-
gim^d and drilled army of citizens, under that denomination, asin France.
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It is net with us as with our neighbours across the channel. Most of us

must work incessantly to escape the Workhouse or the Gazette^ and have

no time for the parade of soldiering. Suffice it that arms are put into the

hands of every householder, in the considerable towns, whosegrent exceeds u

certain sum, (say h,d,) and who is able to use them. Make it imperative

on these men, to provide themselves with arms, and permit all whose

rents are below L.d to purchase arms if they choose, and enrol them-,

selves in t^p corps. This would be a security for both liberty and the

protection of property, in the worst event.

THE STATUES, A DRAMA OF PETER WILKINS. .

This poem is as good as manuscript ; not because it has never been

read, but for the simple reason that only a select portion of it has yet

been published. That appeared in the JExaminer, Our new speci-

mens, however inadequate they may be to give an idea of the poetical

merits of this Drama,] may convey a tdierable notion of 'its purpose.

The poet, Peter Wilkins, (we presume he may be a descendant of

our old imaginative friend, the Cornish mai^) dblebrates the installa-

tion of the statue of George IV., among the other statues of the British

Kings in the Royal Exchange of London. On this occasion the spirits of

the whole line of monarchs, for one night, animate their effigies. A chap-

ter of Kings, a royal convention is held. The time is midnight ;
the

scene, the interior of the Exchange ; tlie persons, the departed monarchs
of England. The Drama opens with the prologizing of a stately and
solemn Chorus. The stranger King is observed. *

“ With what a portly majesty,
^ And regal air of courtesy,

Presence fair and front of pride,

Stands by his father's side

;

Moveless, for the spirit warm
Hath not yet possess'd liis form.
Yet, me ssemeth, that full cheek
^^nd that large out-peering eye,

And those liuglets softly curl'd

Over the voluptuous brow,
Like his locks who lost the world
For lust of woman, do bespeak
A passion^ted history
Of lordly lust arid luxury.
Ha ! his limbs are moving now ^

The imbregthed sense of life

With the marble is at strife

;

And he opens his pale eyes.

With a shudder of surprise

And alarm, upon the faces

Thronging round him. The embraces
Of his Sire he perceives not

;

He ponders, he believes not
Of our presence or bis own ;

He is yet but very stone.

Lo ! hoiv he strives to speak ;

But his lips are idlysiirr'd

With a quivering soundless motion.

Like the ripple of the ocean

When no winds are heard.

roL. in,

—
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** The throne of iBngland, in tbeee latter dayc,
Is not what it hath been. Far-dreaded still

Among the nations of the earth it stands^

The B^e high pinnacle of power and glory,

The upturn'd eyes ofmen beheld in the olden days

:

Abroad, the King's name is a tower of strength

;

Bnt-^'tis the nation's kingdom, not the King's

:

At home, the Tdry children hare found out
There is a real man within tlie box,

Who moves the puppet's limbs, and makes him speak.

The Nobles and the Commons of the realm.

Dividing power, fight each for the other's share,

And, with p^etual strife, embroil the land

;

Meantime the Monarch, once dread Lord of all,

Like the pale maiden in the tale, stands by,

Arbiter both and guerdon of the fight.

Doom'd to adorn the pomp of whoso wins.

Soothly, if 1 must sp^l^he last poor act

Of royal will was my unhappy fiitther's

Denying to a portion of the Irish

Something, I ^rce know what, touching their freedom
Under my sway they threatened swift rebelliou i

To me the question seemed of slight import.
Yet ill respect of my dead father's wish,
And their impatience of the royal purpose,

J would haveidi'eely poured my idle troops

Into the heart of that unquiet land,
And chok'd the rebels' cry with their own blood,

But, for the temper of men's minds at home,
Plainly, I dared not. Majesties, I have said,

I dared not. So much for the fear men bore me.

But of their love, assuredly, I may say

I was possessed of my people's love;

The more, perhaps, for that they fear’d me 1e>>s,

And I may boast of some pains to deserve it.

A prouder pomp, or of a mightier cost,

Not one of the great monarchs whom I see

Sped to the steps of his ancestral throne

;

And, so much as 1 might, I Ijlved right kifigly ;

Was heard of much, but rarely seen abroad,

Saving upon some stately grand occasion^:

Then might I witness of my peqpte's love :

—

Men took their hats off as I passed along,

And no one shot at me, although my guard,

The only escort I took, were ever few.

I built me palaces which they admired, ^

And paid for ;— is certain that they loved jue.

Herein, your Majesties will pardon me,
I may declare, with no unseemly boast,

1 left the crown as honour'd as 1 found it.

Stat. Edward 1.

The manner of thy speech doth seem to me
Most strange and mosf'Hinmeaning : what is that

Thou pratest of these Parliaments ? What is

A House of Commons ?
• Stat. George IV.

'Tis a Council, Sire,

Elected from the body of the realm a,

Whose businjess is to advise the King, how much
The expense of his own government may be

;

How much the royal bounty shall bestow
Upon its friends and favourites ; how much
May satisfy its own most princely cravings

;

So much as these express, so much, no more,
The grumbling people from their labour yield

To each fulfilment of the Royal uses.
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Stat. Edwaed I.

Sueli council, then, muet eway both King and people.

StAT. Geo&gc IV.
It would be so ; hut that another Coundl
More noble, if less mighty, of the Lords,
Claims half the helm, and these two wills combin'd
Rule, as your Majesty* says, both King and people.

Stat. Edwaed 1.

How can two several wills rule in one State ?

Stat. Geoege IV.
The word that solves that riddle^ Sire, is Gold !”

After recounting the marvellous powers of gold in Parliament, he eon-
tinues prophetically :— a

“ Should ever it arrive that the searched veins
Will yield no more supply, or some chance blast

Should dislocate that enginery, by which.
Wheel within wheel, machine upon machine,
These spoilers of the earth drag out their plunder

;

Then, like two famish'd wolves, that long have held

In friendly course upon the track o' the deer,

At length, wkh baffled noses letting slip

The common game, suddenly their wild eyes

Glare on each other with desii’e of food ;

Even so these collar-coupled hounds of state

Which call themselves United Parliament,
Shall turn their hunger on each other's flesh,

And struggle with a mortal hate, 'till one
Have fixed his death-fangs in the other's tViroat.

Stat. Edward I.

Then will the King o'ercome the conqueror ?

Stat. George IV.
Not if it be the lower estate, great Sire

;

That dog will then thereafter hunt alone

;

* Not for himself, as hei-etofore; but lay

His prey down at his master's feet, and tear,

With delicate chap, and lowe complying growl

So much as shall be cast to him for food.

Stat. Edward I.

That master being the King ?

Stat. George IV.
No, Sire, the people.

Stat. James II.

Do ye admire, great Princes ? are ye fill’d

With anger and amazement? oh ! forbear;

These be the German dogmas, noble Kings,

Rare flowers, sweet fruits from Hanover and Brunswick,

Growth of those goodly trees, Luther and Calvin.

Believe not any true drop of the blood

Of Stuart, Tudor, or Plantagenet,

Had ever swell’d the pulses of a tongue

So dead to shame, so foully recreant^

We cannot follow the eloquent assertion of the indefeasible and divine

right by James, nor yet his denunciation* of his usurping High.Dutch

son-in-law ; who retaliates, upbraiding James.with his Scottish descent

and canning ; and finishing by prognosticating the downfall of the tri-

partite Government by King, Lords, and Commons ; which, with its

checks, appears to the Dutchman a chimera that must soon dissolve. This

statue gives a true account of that system of policy pursu^ from his

own time, and just about breaking down when the last arrived took his

departure for the ghostly or statuary conclave.
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' V « Th6se iU«a«8ortitif elem«iti| whose stHle,

On mj Scoes^oo, kept the reaim ajar,

By what new bcmdage ofunheard cement
To hold aud bind in steadfastness desir'd

Seem'd fitter puzzle for the Theban sphinx
Than any unmiraculous mortal brain.

To fix the popular mind on. foreign war,
And BO) by carrymg.all hate abroad,
To bring dear peace and civil concord home,
At any price seem'd hopefuL To provide
Opinion, ever bold and dangerous athlete.

Some circumscrib'd arena, to disport

And breathe his limbs in harmless energy,

Was well devis'd by nursing petty feuds.

And splitting the gr^t bnlk of the national mind
Into two segments, held in equal poize

By the royal finger, and, with golden bait

Of power, alternately allur'd and led.

With a fhctitiouB ze^, to entertain

Small differences of unessential scope.

But, chief embarrassment, to bring about
Some reconcilement of the hostile claim
Of those new-comers to the sovereignty.
The Parliaments, with the King's prerogative,
Might only be by drawing larger store

And making fair partition of that spoil

The ruling sort take ever from the rul'd.

Thenceforth to three, which erstwhile was to one :

And no wrong here, nor tyrannous device ;

For Che more complex rule a people loves,

The more supply it must not gmdge to yield

For saturation of the luling will."

The speech of William is followed by a kind of soliloquy from the First
Charles, which m highly characteristic and beautiful. He refers to his
own execution.

•

“ 1 can remember me that hideous morn
When by the headsman on the plank I stood
With nfhny dismal noj^s in mine ears,

And look'd down on ^million murderous eyes
That hurn’d to see my blood ; the voice of one
Who lov'd me spoke in comfort ;

‘ Sir, the last stage,
Stormy and troublesome be it, is very short,
And carrieth a long rnty ;—^from earth to heaven ;

Where you will find, with joy, the prize you seek

—

A crown of glory !' Bowing on my knees,
I said, ‘ I go from a corruptible crown
To an incorruptible, where no pain is,

And no disturbance.' As I spoke, mine eyes
Fill'd full with visions of all glorious tilings

;

Methought I was in bliss with God, his saints

All round about the throne of glory, singing
Hosannahs, under blaze of crystal lamps
Ineffable ; when suddenly the axe
Came down with girding edge upon my spine,

Making all blade and gloomy; and my spirit,

Driven forth from muscle, fibre, nerve, and brain,
A fearful«nd a disappointing change
Knew presently. I sat within the hall
Of iron thrones, and still the loud uproar,
Whose rising din smote on my dying ear,
Far echoed through that black and hollow dome,
Distinct, articulate ; if any wept
Or pitied me, those voices came not down,
But scoff, and taunt, and jest, and sneer profane,
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All iigrn* of hatred and of hittemass,
^

Won only access, and through onward fiow

Of time rela^ not on my troubled ear.

If the hope which cbeeia this gloom be not in Tain,

Such penance shall but bide till judgment day ;

Then good shall part from evil, and God gather

His own unto his bosom, where no more
The wicked tongue shall smite, and righteous souls

Win of their weary pains eternal rest.”

Tlio Chorus Uiua addresses Charles II, :

—

Chorus.
Thou that down beneath ns, thou

That standing mute with moun\ful brow,
r the centre of this kingly throng,
Joining not gur choral song

—

Changed spirit of him who lent

The mortal hours to merriment.
Drowning life's unnoted measure,
In a very whirl of pleasure

—

What oVrcoming glooms of sadness

Dispossess thine eyes of gladness ?

Where is gone thy merry madness ?

Utterance give these marble dreams ;

Welcome with thy lips of stone,

Speak to one, whose spirit seems
The sister of thine own^

Stat. Charles II.

Among the many A'biccs of despair.

That, ever througli the pores of earth distilling,

Reach the dark hall of spirits enthron'd and crown'd,

Came one most piteous and complaining tone,

As of a woman weeping ; and it said,

‘ Alas 1 the love of princes ; w^ho doth know
* How deadly sweet, how fair, yet terrible
‘ It is to the beloved ? Light it seems
‘ From heaven ; but wo unto the tender flower
* Whereon doth fall that withering of hell's blight I

* On me, in my youth’s innoc€»qi^, there fell

* Such radiance, I might dream It was the blaze
* Of seraph visitation : and if ever
‘ Pure thought, and trust in passion's tender tie,
* And generous heart of youthful waini aflection,

‘ Link'd unto beauty more than mortal fair,

‘ Made dream of heaven in woman’s breast, ’twas mine.
‘ But, oh ’ the dreary setting of that sun,
* The dismal night which follow’d such a day

!

* Not one through gradual twilight siifking slow
' Into the placid beam of noon or star,

* Or passing into utter gloom obscure

;

* But suddenly, in place of the sweet shine
* Around me, w^as suffus’d a lurid gleam
< Of hate and scorn flashing from demon eyes.

* Ah me ! unhappy woman, what 1 am
< And have been I For youth, virtue, hope and fame,

< Surrcndei’d unto him, from him I tkkc
< Unhonour’d age, need, exile, shame, despair.

‘ And no hope of these miseries, but death, •

‘ Uiisolac’d death, unmark’d, unmoum’d of friends !*

Such were the sounds, #iat still from time to time

Mingled with bitter sobs and burning tears,

And sometimes with sad music, through the gloom
Of that wide mansion, smote upon my spirit ;

I could not Jose it in the general howl
Of miserable >oice8 from alnive;

87$
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But aiterwai'd there came another voice;
^

>

Which sank into my spirit with ^ore pain ;

A lotMnd bitter lauienC, through many year#

Of undeserved suffering endured
,

By an espoused princess^ it came down
Mingled with execrations loud and deep

Uttered bymyriad voic^ crying out

On George, who, for the plhmftering of his heart's base Inst^

Cast foul dishonour on his lawful bride

;

On him the selfish, reckless, pitiless man.
The tyrant and destroyer of liis Queen*
Those words have wakened in my brooding heart

Ages of keen unsufferable thought,

—

Art thou that man, and dost t)^ou share these tomients ?

Stat. GsfbROE IV.

Ye speak to me in sorrow, as I see

By your sad eyes and writhing visa^s

;

Therefore will I not answer bitterly,

Nor taunt you with those high ^amples ye left

To thte inheritors of your kingly titles.

But 1 am weary of these communings.”

» t V

»m the fhj^elpi oTmil ^ing in hMW
The j*ia*iii» afaigUretf Mod tk6 crios

Of childnsn fath€ri<»% ip clung tf m;
I know not if by any hpard,

. Stat. Edwamj IV.

I also heard those sounds.

His late MajeSty retires sullenly to his iron seat, resolved to hold no
more of this unpleasant parley, and after another beautiful address of

the Chorus, the statue of Pitt rises in the unoccupied niche, and is com-
pelled by a mysterioufhhut irresist^e power to address, in prophet-tonea,

the royal stony assen^ly.

—

^ Hear, oh, ye kings ! tltilB saith the King Of kings,

Hear, oh, ye kings ! consider and be wise.

And bundle your proud hearlp unto the dust.

Ye did exalt yourselves on earth too much

;

Now, therefore, be ye prostrate in humility.
Th* unnatural exaltation ye did own,
Being in life, and to your sons bequeath,
Barth's new condition will no longer yield.

Partly by your misdeeds, partly by change
Of human opinion, ye have lost all he#
Upon men's minds : the old reverence and aw^
Which waited cm your name and state, are goner

Hear, oh, ye English kings f consider, be wise ;

Abate your wrath against the land of Fipnee.

Out of her bosom hath sprung up a tre# *

Shall spread its bitches to the ends od lir^h.

Under whose shade all nations of the woild
Shall surely *be gathered together in good time.

The hidden roots, even novtr, strike wide and deep ;

Italy foels the piercing of those ibres

;

And, in the tremors of her first emotion, * '

The Christian Fagod’s throne shakes underneath hlnir

PrieBt.ridden Spain grows ripe for blood, more blood.
In Portugal the fratricidal knifo
Bodes either yletor short-lived tyranny.
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HtiMia, Imt kit d^ritd tetiii,

Still towing tit ^ttdal toil with giotns and tears,

S|Hte of bki 8tvor<k and hit rebeliiont eruth^d,

Reposes upon earthqudket. I^rmany,
With tpaaqf of held-in breath, heaves to and fro

The bosom-burden of her thrice ten thrones.

Heaii^K>h, ye kings I consider and be wise.

Britain, th^ mighty rsakn ye whiloih ruled,

Is bedded on a fieiy lava-flood ^
That threatens to ovetbnti^t the incumbent earth,

Mingling her high and low in one destruction.

Behold the charnels of her kings are full

;

The worms thahkave devoured them, cry^< Enough !**

Yea^ where 1 stand, the very stones^eny
More space to honour her illustrious dead.

Saying, « But one more King, and we are fill’d.**

Hear, oh, ye kings ! consider and be wise,

And humble your proud hearts unto the dust.

Ye did exalt yourselves on earth tpo much ;

Now, therefore, be ye prostrate in humility;
So ye may better meet the coming mom.
And your Great Judge, with spirits abased and lowly.'*

• h

The pageant dissolves wkh some rather undignified attempts at ex-

postulation aimed by George 111. at Mr. Pitt, not without reason, it

must be allowed, on the part of the poor deluded ^host. Pitt shakes his

head mournfully, and hides his face in his toga.

Thus we close our extracts from this singular and powerful drama.
To those who construe it aright, it requires no commentary. To such as

cannot understand its purpose of u1;tering truths too mighty and solemn
to be subjected to the laws and language of satire, it is needless to say

anything more about it.

That the article might not extend to undue length, we hafk been under
the necessity of generally omitting the Chorus ; thqugh on the Chorus
the main claims of the composition rests as a poem. Thp dramatic

part shews, as the reader need not be told, force, trul^ and pl!>int ; but

it is in the Chorus that the author has gti|j|| rein to his imagination and
taken a Dante.like plunge into,

“ The deep and lordly dome,
Million fathom under giound,
Where the old world*s imperial ones,

Keep their adamantine thrones.**

The opening fliorus of Statues is peculiariy animated. From that

which ushers in George IV.'s history of his own reign, we extract a short

passage. The first six lines are necessary to explain it :

—

Yea, even herein, change, which mfut be,

A wary Prince will well foresee,

And say unto his lieges, < Go
Toj, now ; take this and thisl* Yet so

4s that bounty shall appear

To come of grace, and not through fear.

Look hoHjir^ horsetiiqa doth bestride

The fiery nature underneath him,
Now swayeth him from side to side,

Making his strong neck ben^ with pride,

Now in swift course does hotly breathe him ;

So lending; the^abandoned rein,

He seems to urg^e moi’e thhn impede

The fury of that whirlwind speed

He would, if he but dare, restrain :

See how the creature bounds beneath him

!
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How prou^ty^do^ lte^«)iainp tile bit.

How joya to fe4l ble>burthen alt

Secure on tlult exalted'throne I

Witk what a lively trentblbg over all

His lofty Jimbe aM fhime majeatlcal,

He feels the flattering palm
That makes him calm.

And droppeth his high-pricked ear

Unto the aVigry tone,

And adl ifi%im seems love which is not fear !

So doth the nobler nature
Cruide the inferior creature ;

So'God the hearts df kings doth sway,

So moniarchs should rule men.
Newly parted stranger, say.

How hast thou sped in thy reign ?

Hast thou the old awe-striking name
Left, as unto thee it came,

A mystery of might and love,

Like the Majesty above,

A wond'fous and unsearchable thing,

Which still the virtuous bosom doth revere.

And men who love not, look upon u'^ith fear

And trembling ? Answer, King/'

EXHIBITION OF THE SOCIETY OF PAINTERS
IN WATER COLOURS.

This is unquestionably one of the most delightful exhibitions in the

metropolis. As a depository of all that is excellent in that, branch of art

which they l^ve made so peculiarly their own, it abounds with the most
pleasing collection of paintings that can fascinate the eye, and admi-
nister to the cravings of pure and polished taste, while, as an elegant

lounge, it^has not the shadow of a rival, for we are sure of rubbing

shoulders u ith the» best society in the kingdom.

Our admiration of the prO^^tietions of this purely English School, is

always accompanied with regret at the destructible nature of the mate-
rials employed. With oil and canvass, genius is sure of something more
than fleeting fame. With them a man has some chance of painting for

eternity ; but, in water-colour drawing, the days of an artist's glory must
needs be numbered. Nothing has yet been contrived, by whidn water-

colour pictures may resist the withering attacks of time, and a feeling of

sadness comes over the mind whilst, as we contemplate their varied excel-

lence, they seem to speak these melancholy words—We are all to perish

in premature decay. Each pigment may be compounded according to the

strictest rules of chemical science, and the paper may have been manu-
factured according to the soundest principles' of human art—yet how
slightly is the combination calculated to resist theaspoliations of tear

and wear, and air—^that element of vitality and corruption ! It might

be supposed that all the energies of the Society were therefore directed

to the accomplishment of some splendid device by which the ruinous en-

croachments of age might be repelled ; that he who could invent some
means by wluch their handiwork might be secured to after ages in per.

petuity, would be received as a benefactor beyond all price, whom to name
were to honour vehemently. Not a bit of it. The independent rogues

seem to care no more for posterity, or for their own posthumous glory,

than a porpoise cares for a side-pocket. It was but the other day that

3
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a certain clever fellow sought brotherhood ivkh them> and would have*

gained it, but for one circumstance. . Thetihibitious varlet was prone to-

dabble in varni8h,*und just because he aspired to push his pictures some
score years or two further forwards into immortality, the Unlucky dog
was black-balled with merciless unanimity..

^ut as the members appear determined to be- headstrong, we must
even be content to let them have their owif way, and let them do what

,

they like with their own.” The least return we*can make them for the

delight which their wayward fancies distribute to the myriad} is to let

them pursue their own eccentric courses unhindered, pby our admission*’

fee, and wish them God-speed. If it be their ruthless will to build their

glory upon elements so fragile, why even* so tlien let it be: and when
after generations shall marvel at what manner of men the Copley Fiel3-

ings, the Prouts, the Stephanoffs, the Austins of bygone days might have *

been—let them marvel !—why need the present sorrow for their loss ?

The present is one of the most successful ‘‘ Annuals” the Society has

yet published. There are many very excellent^^ictures there, and very

few bad ones ; which is saying a good deal in these meretricious times.

Copley Fielding shines out imhts pre-eminence of course ; he has got a

View from Fairlight Downs,” that in execution and composition is

glorious. Dewint, Austin, Prout, and Miss L. Sharpe, have among theni

many very clever pictures,—to the Ghost Story” of the latter of whom
we would invite attention, were it not demanded by its own excellence.

The exhibition of this year is very attractive, and, judging from the an-

nounced sales,” n(»t a little profitable to many of the exhibitors.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY. ^

Now in a certain long street calle.l the Strand stands a certain large

building dRled Somerset House, whence so called, and wherefore erected,

history will declare. This building, being an exceedingly capacious

building, is for the most part appropriated to sundry offices for the ma-
nagement of some multitudinous matters under Government, connected

with taxation and other delightful pursuits ; some portion is allotted to

certain learned societies ; and (all that immediately concerns us now;)

one entire moiety of the front portion is assigned to that august body, the

Royal .^ademv. Here it is that the members are wont to cofigregate

to conduct its corporate affairs, to lecture to rising genius, to instruct

unfledged academicians, to exhibit the works of their own handicraft,

(and sell them if any body will buy,) and, occasionally, to indulge iir

the more fleshly recreation of eating, drinking, and making merry.

For forty and six weeks of the year, or thereabouts, are they employed

in the culture afld diffusion of all that is glorious in art, and worthy of

being jenown in the mysteries of picture-painting ; the remaining half-

dozen, commencing with the first in May, being devoted to the phi-

lanthropic purpose of improving the national taste, and titilating the*

public eye. With a view to the efficient consummation of this object,^

preparatory notice is given, by advertisement, to all aspirants to fame,

that their productions are to be forwarded by a given day, §{id submitted

to the solemn decision of the council,—if approved, to be exhibited,—if

not, rejected. That work accomplished, and judgment pronounced, the

hanging commii)tee (some three of the academicians appointed to select

and direct what and whereabouts the various picture^ are to be hung)-



pr^oMd to ogceroise thoilr
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fvnfetiui&i^ and if 007 person iasinu.

^tCNi^lbit tliey firiM; c«fefi|lly di8{k)Beo£ t]\eir own, and the works of their

liesQciated brethren and f^iende iif the best places, selecting for immedi-
1^ contiguity such others, by. colour, by frame, or by defect, may bring

them into the greatest relief, and ensure oonspicuity ; and afterwards

4iBtribute the remainder above, belew, in corners, where thoy can, aogi-

dentally consigning to ^obscurity those which might prove formidable as

rivals, that person must be a libeller,—-that insinuation scandalously base.

, There are altogether seven rooms'employed for exhibil^on, yet but one
dony way«iit for such a purpose, that i>eing capacious, and admitting the

light to fall as it should do from above. Into this the canvass of all the
elite goes, as most naturally it ought ; considerable grumbling follows the

labours of the hanging committee of course, for which they being expect-
ant and prepared, care little. All being duly suspended in their respec-

tive places, a favoured few receive the welcome hint that they may now
come, pallet in hand, and retouch their several works as they hang,

heighten effects, modulat^ tints, re-arrange the ''warms” and the "cools,”

aober down little bits of raw;” in short, to dowhat a painter knows so well

is wanting to accommodate his picture to situation. This closes prelimina-

ries ; the rooms are duifted and cleaned, and Doff your cap, O Jupiter,

^corted by president, keeper, librarian, and the whole array of R. A.'s ;

enter royalty and rank, to have the virgin peep. Hither and thither they
wander, smirking, complimenting, congratulating, and eulogizing, till a

right sumptuous dinner, previously provided, is announced, to wlricb they
sit and do needful honour—drinking healths and costly wines, making fine

speeches, grinning the civil, and stammering something about " progress
of art—English school—excellent president—princely auspices—success,

and all that.” On the following Monday, the public have license to

tread in the very footsteps of Dukes, Chancellors, Archbishops, noble
Lords, and Right Honourable gentlemen ; an honour of which tiiey avail

themselves with especial avidity. Carriages, commoners, pedesil^ans, ple-

beians, patricians, men-fulk, and women-folk, in all varieties, accordingly

assemble in crowding shoals, on that happy day, to see " The Exhibition.”

The visiter enters the great gateway at Somerset House, between rows
of massive pillars, and lots of flunkies lounging with most afistocratic

ea^e on seats considerately placed for their comfort. A guard of honour,
composed of a couple of soldiers, with fierce looks and fire-locks, mounted,
ready to death any body who misconducts himself, patrc^ before

the doprs. One of these doors opens into a square-paved hall, in which are

placed high baized counters, or paytables, where money is received, and re-

turns made. A splendid blue card with gilt letters is placed into your hands

upon the payment of a shilling, (moderate enough,) which card is receiv-

ed by a check-taker, placed at a distance of six inches from the money-
man, whereupon the barrier may be legally passed. Thfee feet further

forward sits a redoubtable octogenarian, whose solitary occupation con-

sists in the dispensation qf " catalogues,” for which shilling the second

is disbursed ; and, equipped with this necessary apparatus, the visiter

finds himself privileged to enjoy himself to the top of his inclination. .

Previous to mounting into the regions above he is arrested by an ob-

ject which commands an attentive gaze. Beside, and at the foot of the

staircase, sta^s, in all hismajestic s^kiness, the Farnese Hercules, cabin-

ed^ cribbed, confined in one-^lf of a rascaUy wire-work cage, and looking
for aU tbe worjld as though he were ashamed of his situation, and well.he

may. It is ever ajpitiable reflection with the lovers of the Grand that
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Bt. Paurif ibhould be hemniea in to itg very iiibg by a beet of Lilliputian

tenements^ which an«wet no purpose^ but very effectually to obstruct the

view of that noble pile ; but St. Paul's^ as all reflecting’ persons are aware

cannot clevetrly be moved to a more convenient site^ so that we must put

up with the Shame resignedly. Not so^ however^ is it with Hercules in

Somerset House : there he stands^ has stood for years past^ and in all

probability wil Istand for years to come^ in a miserable dark den^ scarce

higher than himself^ so narrow and restricted^ that the magnihcenpe of

his figure^ its glorious amplitude^ the fulness of its beauty^ its symmetry
and just proportions^ are as totally obscured as if the council had some
sharp reason for concealing it. One might imagine that a fitter position

might be found for him somewhere in alh London; but no doubt we are

wrong.
On an elevation of three steps is found an umbrella-and^stick shop,

not foi; the actual vending of these necessary articles of personal adorn-

ment, but for the reception and safe deposit of such parasols and crystal-

headed bamboos as may be witlessly taken thitjier. It is a well authenti-

cated fact that an English public have a strange propensity to poke at

pictures if they happen to have at hand any thing to poke withal, and,

for such a purpose, than an umbrella or a stick, nothing can be more
capital. This singular fact was shrewdly enough observed by the coun-
cil aforetime, and a prohibitory interdiction to the transit of all poke-
able instruments from below upwards was accordingly ruled. For all

that, however, poking is not wholly averted
; elbows and fingers cannot

be left behind ; and if there happen to be a glazed picture^ present the
sun in summer does not shine more certainly than that the glass thereof

will suffer a solution of continuity before the end of the first three hours
of opening the Exhibition. ^
The sight-seer now commences his tread-mill journey up a dull, dark,

dingy, ill-shaped, well-shaped " stair, jostling with, and, in turns,

jostled by those who, like himself, are ascending under the agitation of

bliss in prospect, and who, unlike himself, have had their appetites ap-

peased till their very eyes ache above. A little labour brings him oppo-

site a room bearing the imposing title of ^‘Antique Academy/’ and to

enter thdi’ein becomes the immediate business of his soul ; here first is

heard the hum and the shoe-shuffling,—^lierefelt the squeeze, the elbowing,

the toe-ti'cading, the spirit-rending, the bonnet-bending, and the strain-

ing. iCet no man of woman born, or woman, whencesoever sprung, ever

80 little irascibly inclined, penetrate the mysteries of the Exhibition

if he or she do not go under the influence of a solemn oath to keep
their temper,'" they are undone. But^—the visiter, after some ingenious

and insinuating movements on the triple principle of the wedge, the

lever, and the screw, gains admission, and the first sensation whereof he

is conscious is being jammed against frame>edges and pictures, the can-

vas8,:the paper, or the glazing of which, he can but breathe a silent prayer,

may, for the artist's sake, he sufficiently tough to resist the pressure of

his person in one or other of its parts. He looks ('tis where alone he

can look) upwards, and above the height of surroimding heads, he sees,

glaring in all the lustre of light and copal, what be pictures possibly.

The antique academy is nothing better than a moderate-|ipe room, hav-

ing three windows placed on that side of it which faces the light, and

through which the light, of course and as usual, comes. Such paintings,

therefore, as are opposite the windows, have a decent chance of bekig

seen ; such as are at the sides, are viewed under the^usual effect of vasu
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canva^ looked at angularly ; an3 others are so arranged as fo defy

tiie Inspection of the keenest-eyed. The council^ with considerable adroiU

ness^have projected a couple ofthree-sided screens fromthosetwoportions
of’ the walls which interspace the windows^ so as to form three distinct

recesses ; the advantage gained is> that an infinity of miniatures may be

suspended, and conveniently seen.from the proximity of the light. It is

clear that that side of the screen which is between^ and parallel to the

twd windows, must necessarily be in outer darkness, and it is ; and this

side is actually made to subserve the purposes of the Exhibition. Pic-

tures which nobody can see are hung where nobody ever look,—the in-

terstitial light always proving to be a sufficient stimulus to the eye,

without its wanderings being fbrced into gloom and obscurity fur attrac-

tion. We notice tliis as one of those clever devices which sometimes

result from the congregation of geniuses.

After having been mobbed through and about the Antique Academy”
for some half-hour or more, he may suddenly find himself upon the

entrance of a doorless chamber called the Council Room, round which

are ranged marbles, models, and plaster-casts, in some profusion. Two
or three bewildered spirits may be seen ci^iw’ling about, each uncertain

whether his presence there comes within the strict rules of propriety, and

justifying the doubt only by the comparative elysium which iree

epaco and cool air are imparting. The differen(‘e between the two

rooms is striking, this being thronged to suffocation, that chillingly

deserted, as if there existed some magic line between the twt»

which none might pass. Such line does exist. Laocoon and the fight-

ing gladiator, are very magnificient models, and as studies, superb

;

but ladies are not all artists or students, and in these days when
society is e^entially artificial and refined, the nude excellence of

'Phidean chiseling is hardly meet for the contemplation of a female

«ye. Next to positive outrage, nothing more surely Mounds a woman's

feelings than the consciousness of being in public proximity to that

which is ofiPensive.

Another apartment called the Library adjoins and opens into the

Antique Academy and in this was wont to be deposited architectural

models, drawings, designs, and casts; this year, however, the former,

much to the discomfiture of those fair creatures, who delight in cork-

carving, and papyro-what-is-it, have been removed to the council room,

and there they may not vend their steps. Gentlemen of the council,

this must not be in future years.

Ere be can make” the Crreat Room,” another tedious flight of steps

must be ascended ; and by passing through the Ante-room, the dullest of

all the number, or the School of Painting, which, for ourselves, we
never loved, the sanctum sanctorum may be opened to him. Seats are

•commodiously placed in the centre, which are always full ; happy he

who can repose his awearied limbs on one. This is a scene of bustle and

confusion
; the people seem greedy of shoulder-rubbing, and are not

•abashed at a squeeze/

There being no biftrier to keep the vi.-^iters at a respectable distance

from the exhibited piWiires, every person goes to them as closely as he
can of cour^

; so that it is not a little amusing lo see in what manner
-the works are viewed, front of one, for instance, of very extensive

surface, which may reqmre a dozen feet of distance to enable its contents

io come within the field of vision, fifty heads may be clotted together,^

#tery nose within $ few inches of the canvass, so that, all light being oh*



^tfucted, th« opinions af the beholders must be tolerably sound. Courtesy
or oommonsense must not be looked for too closely : if while intently
occupied in the perusal of a picture^ a party of two or

.
three should

quietly make a path between it and the gazet, and there stopy let him put
his incense in his pocket, and walk away ; it is an act tolerated by long
custom, and indignation must pass into thin air.

Pinched in feet, buffeted in person, and eyes smarting under the in-

duenoe of .co^owriny, he at length prepares for descent; and, jaded in mind
and body, stares at the sparkling eyes of those who, all excitement, have
just entered, (unhappy beings, they little dream of what they have to en-
counter,) to be, as he has been, pinched, buffeted, jostled, annoyed, ha-
rassed, and disappointed,—to see, as he Ipis seen, the Exhibition.

LITERARY REGISTER.

The WonxiiiES of Yorkshire and Lancashire. By Hartley Coleridge.

Simpkin and Marshall, London. Bingley, Leeds.

Interest in the descendants of a man of genius is an almost involiin*

tary emotion. If the discovery of the grand-daughter of Milton, a poor
and ignorant woman who knew little or nothing of her illustrious pro-

genitor, could affect the great men of her time, and make them anxious

to serve her, and to know all about her that could be known, it is not

wonderful that the name of Coleridge on a title-page, and borne by an im-

mediate descendant of the poet, the inheritor of a portibiT of his genius,

should interest the public noM^ It was with a feeling of this kind that

we opened these volumes. We have found them to surpass ordinary

biographical compilations, as far as their author does those common
book-mcakers who, to order, execi^ the every-day business of the Trade.
Among the worthies of Yorkshire and Lancashire, the precedence is

justly awarded to Andrew Marvell, to whom due and cordial homage is

rendered. The mind of Mr. Coleridge, from early habit, and that pe-

culiar course of reading and hearing by which faith cometh, is at least

poeticTiily embued with Toryism ; but it is the Toryism of another age,

when the multitude worshipped the gorgeous symbol, and forgot the

thing signified ; and not the modern Toryism of Mammon and jobbery.

Though the authoi has sometimes been tempted into a romantic flight,

the impulse which bears him from earth is merely the natural buoyancy

of a generous mind. His poetry does not disparage his good sinse, nor

affect his discrimination. The lilfiarmth of his colouring, is used to en-

kindle his portraits, and give life and energy to resemblance. Though
we cannat subscribe to all Mr. Coleridge's opinions, we heartily approve

of his work. In the length which he has already proceeded witli his

phalanx of Worthies, he has fully succeeded in his purpose of shewing

that much virtue, much usefulness, much piety, has appeared in.almost

every sect and partj*^" and in his endeavour “ to mollify and neutralize

all differences, to dispose men to understand one anothl^ ; and if they

cannot preserve the unity of faith, at Ipast tWestore the bond of peace/'

Mr. .Cc’lnridge writes in the spirit best fitted to accomplish this noble

purpose, while composing the best modern biographical work with which
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,«i» MW wHiaaiata^. We eanteatly iaiust the public will net be alow in ep^-

' f#(Wbrfing ita merits and superioritp. 'The book ia degantly printed,

aindF ie altogether a work to gain and hold a dutingniahed place in the

naeAd national literature.
‘

*

Livm OP THB Ekolish Fevalb Worthms. By Mrs. John Sanhpord.

Vol. I. lA>ngman Si Co. London.

In a spirited^ and really elegantly written introductory diapter^ the

Wr authoress candidly avows that the documents she has consulted in

the compilation of these Lives'* have been but few^ and are already be*,

fore the public^ so that^ to quote her own language, she has brought to

light nothing that Is new, and can lay claim to little that is original.**

The term compilation/* thus very modestly employed, is applicable, how-
ever, only to the main incidents which prior biographies have recorded ;

the narrative appears to be all her own, and is very skilfully managed
indeed.

Lady Jane Grey, and Mrs. Hutchinson, (the daughter of Sir Allan Aps-
ley,) are those whom she has selected for her drst volume ; the life of Lady
Rachael Russell is announced for the secondT—persOns, it will be seen, not

only historically celebrated, but conspicuous for their piety and Christian

virtues. From the excellent design in thus bringing together a gallery

of Female Worthies,** the manifest utility of such a publication, and the

able manner in which the authoress has executed her task, we readily,

because we can sincerely, recommend it as a work which, continued as

begun, every mother may profitably place in the hands of her daughter.

Perhaps,’* says Mrs. Sandford, the most important end of biog^rapby is to excite

a generous emulation of those whose virtues and exploits it commemorates ; and it is

much to be desired that women should receive such an impulse. It would teaeh them
what they can,^ well as what they ought to do; it would elevate their desires and
make them feel that their duties are not confined to the mere arsangeraeiit* of their

household, and the adjustment of their furniture and dress ; hut that they should pro-

pose to theniselves an end, than which wc can conceive nothing nobler, namely, the

application of their influence towards the improvement, by all suitable means, of all

ivith whom they are connected.”

She who can take so just a view of%ie duties of woman, may, we think,

be safely trusted in her selection of such models as are best calculated

to illustrate it.

MicHEXi's Essay on Woman. Effingham Wilson, London.*

Woman is one of the regular clap-trap subjects of the minor poets,

like the bravery and generosity of British seamen, the domestic comfort
and independence of John BulPs fireside, the purity of British matrons,

and the superlative excellence and freedom of British institutions. These
last theanes, recommended by national vanity, never fail to obtain a cer-

tain degree of attention, if properly introduced ; and there are few men
and boys who cannot repeat ** My Mother !** and Ledyard's eulogiuL

on women,—though they may disobey the mother, cross the sister, scold

the laundress, and all but kick the she-cook, nevertheless. To expose
the delicate female attendant to the fury of all weathers, while the gen*
Ueman lolls in the cushioned chariot, excites wonder nowhere save in

France, Germany, and Italy, where the attentioif paid in England to
the sex, as a sex, is not at all duly appreciated. Woman, however—and
she is a dear, bewitching, and endless theme—is the subject of Mr.
Michel*s poem ; and he has spared no poetic pains give it finish, pre-
cision, and neatness and to set his apples of gold in -pictures Of
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«ilver.'' Talesi iUiMitjr»tiye sk'atelies^ and recsords of .womtm,^ .are

oopionsly introduced and, from the creation of the General Motlic^/*

in the bowers oiTParadise^ till the dual apostrophe to Mim's chief bless,

ing/' attended by the twin nymphs Reddement and Taste^ thefe is

much dne sentiment^ and many delicate touches of pathos^ conveyed in

smooth and melliduous verse in this poem. We wish that our narrow space

admitted of specimens of it ; for we have marked out several that are

pleasing^ and many t}fVt are exquisitely dnished ; but we must limit our-

selvaa to this picture of a sleeping infant :

—

Lo 1 slumber'a balm on yonder infant lies,

Stills its soft voice, and seals its clear blue eyes

;

That brow, in faimeM, rivals mountain snow

;

Beside its cheeks how dim the Viiby*s glow.
• Lovely as doves' soft plumes, or violet-stains,

Are those white arms, and azure wandering veins.

Its breath, from parted lip of coral hue,

Steals soft as twilight air, and fragrant too.

^
The infant wakes; it sees its mother nigh,

And gleams of fondness sparkle in its eye ;

Now, in wild frolic, danc^ upon her knee,
It spreads its ai^ns, asj' winged with ecstacy,

Shakes, like briglit lily-wreaths, its auburn curls,

And shows, in rosy mouth, the growing pearla
Bright diamond ! risen from being's teeming mine ;

Fair star, just formed in virtue's heaven to shine

;

Flower full of innocence, and joyous bloom,
Gathering, each hour, more beauty and perfume.
Alas ! that Time should dim thy fairy ray,

That guileless moments pass so soon away I
"

A few miscellaneous poems, at the end of the volume, give a favour,

able impression of the authorns talents, or, at any rate, of their cultiva.

tion. The poet of ** Woidan” is, however, more distinguished by redne-
ment than power.

^

Library of Romance.—Waltham and The Stolen Child.

Smith,dSlder, & Co. London.
Two more volumes of this series have been produced ; Waltham, and

The Stolen Child, by John Galt. Of tjie first of these works, which

is anonymous, the best thing we can say is, that it is tolerably well

filled with incident, though of a very commonplace and bald kind. In
Mr. Galt’s story, which, if not in his best manner, is yet quite charac.

teristia of the "writer, there maybe some diminution of interest from the

reader being let into the secret at the beginning of the book. But this

is supplied by the fluctuations of hope and suspense in the mind of the

foundling hero, while he pursues the filaments of the clew, which un-

ravels the mystery of his birth. To be, however, so often on the tiue

scent, and so frequently thrown out, rather irritates and teases the ^

reader at last. Nor is the 8tory,.in any respect, lifted out of the regions

of the Minerva Press, save by the writer’s sagacious appreciation of

character, and skill in narrating the homely incidents of real life. A
Scottish housekeeper, Mrs. Servit, shrewd but kindly, is one of the por-

traits, which as truly mark the pencil of the author of Annals of the

Parish^ as the Chelsea Pensioners does that of l^ilkie. Some of the

Sketches of London vice, ahd its concomitant wretchedness, are given

with considerable power.

. . The Bondman. Smith, Elder, & Co. London.

In this volume Mr. Ritchie has taken an immense leap beyond his

old mark, if he has not cleared more ground than any of his asso-

« F
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Tliit tiile l^ves us renewed hope of th^e success of the LimuBir
m Fhidi^ for mtaiy exeellent reasons, has had.our best wishes.

subject of the Bonduan is the rebellion of the Commons^ as. the

people were then called^ under Wat Tyler and John Ball. We never

oouM properly understand what has made the Laureate in mature years

*a8hamed of the doings of the hero of his more enthusiastic and ungene-

rous days.. Mr. Leitch EitcMe has buckled to Wat Tyler in a truer

epirit. The romance is intended to illustrate the*ipondition of the people

at a period when the feudal system was still unmitigated in oppression^

though* signs of decay were becoming visible. The main instrument in

preparing the abused people for revolt is a priest of high intellect and
powerful character^ who sprung himself from the vassalage, instead of

following the ambitious career open to^a churchman, is, by his manly un^
derstanding, and love of truth, and by his warmest sympathies, identic

fed with the people. He is a noble and powerfully-drawn charaicter.

But the tale is full of admirable character ; and in its progress highly

animated and interesting. It is history dramatized, and inspired by the
spirit of a true philosophy ,* and it is withal a thoroughly Radical Tale

in the best sense of the term. If it ,gh'es a faithful representation of tfie

causes of popular tumults in the reign of Richard, it affords a warning
lesson now. The same causes must ever be folhtwed by the same results,

though their manifestations may he slightly modified in different ages.

SKEfCH OR Review of the Military Service in India. By a Madras
Officer. Robertson, Glasgow.

This pamphlet will be chiefly of interest to persons connected with

India, and with the military service of that country. It details, in a

moderate anc^entlemanly tone, the writer's epperiences of the absurdi-

ties and hardships of the existing system, and points out many judicious

improvements. The rage for minute regulation, and the irritating inter-

ference of over-legislation, seem at one time to have smitten the Indian
head-quarters even more grievously than (lie IIorse-Guards, Qne of the
least of these annoyances was compelling an unfortunate European, in

the torrid zone, to remain in his tjuarters, under the heavy penalty of

not stirring abroad save with a bear-skin hat, Hessian boots, double-

breasted woollen jacket, girt by sash and shoulder-belt, sustaining a
regulation sword upon ^^lis martial thigh.” This is but one speci-

men. The officers were and are required to make affidavits and decla-

rations upon honour, to affairs of a sixpence-halfpenny, which the writer

justly regards as an unnecessary tampering with the solemn prohibi-

tions of the third commandment. Upon the principle of some parish

authorities, where the paupers have been made first to wheel gravel out of

the pits, and then to wheel it back, for useful exercise of their industrious

energies, the Indian officers were compelled to chronicle small beer,” in

lengthy written docutnents, which, to officers capable of something better,

and men of talent, naturally became an irksome, irritating task
; while

men of inferior merits grew fond of this clerkly mode of exhibition, and
-acquired a passion for scribbling reports.

Sketches of Grb^ce and Turkey. Ridgway, Piccadilly.

People were beginning to get heartily tired of Greece and Turkey,
and we forgave them. Hasty narratives, crude opinions, and dogmatic
asse^on had been poured forth for a dozen years, till the public were
fiick^ibd saturated. Onj^ became almost afraid to open another hook



Jb^isier: ^
** Greece and late took refuge in Algiers/' of a Three Months

of the Mountains/' as a change promising relief. These Sketi^ei will
help to overcome this nausea^ and restore a healthful tone, and that
capacity of enjoyment to which they largely administer. They are beau-
tifully written, from a mind well stored with romantic and poetical
images, and without making one much wiser or better, they form charming
pictures in words, of natural scenery and*political surfaces. The author
pronounces the doom of the Turkish Empire, which is now apparently
in rapid execution ; and in his concluding section, on its Condition and
Future Prospects, gives much important information from his reading as
well as personal observation.

The Testimony op Nature ani> Revelation to the Being, Perfec-
tions, AND Government of God. By the Rev. H. Fergus. Oliver
and Boyd, Edinburgh. . *

Thebe are truths of which we cannot have too many evidences. The
subject of Mr, Fergus's volume is the most momentous of these*. The
Jlroofs and illustrations he^ has brought forward are of a popular and
attractive description ; tliey are arranged in lucid order, and clothed in

language at once simple, perspicuous, and lively. Without aiming at
originality, the’ author better attains his purpose, as an instructive writer
for the many, by the judicious use of familiar authorities, and of the
arguments and illustrations of his predecessors, Paley, King, and many
eminent writers. He has also availed himself of the latest discoveries

in physical science, drawing attention to the marks of Design, Wisdom,
and Beneficence in the visible creation. This book may be read with

great improvement and advantage by those who, without much leisure

to study numerous volunJes, desire, as rational beings, jyp know some-
thing of the physical and moral conditions and relations of man during

his pilgrimiige upon tliis globe, of the phenomena by which he is sur-

rounded, and the evidences on wliicli he rests his hope of immortality,

both as "exhibited in the Book of Niiture and of Revelation.

An Argument a priori for the Being and Attributes op God. By
William Gillespie. Waugh and Innes, Edinburgh.

An a priori Argument for tlie Being of God I A deep subject, with

which*we dare not meddle ! The days were when we too dreamed over

Spinoza, ami lies Cartes, and Leibnitz, and our own Clarke; but, alas,

for the whips and scars of time

—

“ The ojipressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely

to more practical matters must our pen now be devoted. Suffice it, if

we bow down in reverent humbleness before the idea of that Great

Spirit, whose existence we cannet explain because it is inexplicabM^^nd

^Vihose nature we cannot fatliom because it is unfathomable ; suffice it if

we expend our brief unit of terrestrial being in endeavouring to remind

men that they are brethren, and that the unjust shall perish in their

injustice, seeing that God is no respecter of persons ! We do not
^

criticise what we have no 'lime to study, and Mr. Gillespie w'ill there-

fore excuse our dismissing his work, with the statement that his

'demonstration appears succinct, his style perspicuous, and that the

typography of the little work is eminently tasteful. We shall just add

that our prepossessions at*6 all in favour of the author's |^wer, as our

«F9



ej/te lifts bauglit Mis definition^ tliat a necessarily existing being,,is one
whose being is a »ine qua non of e^ery o^et thing. This is distinct and
fnwfonnd^ and shows lis that Mr. GiUespie can go to the root of the ques-

tion.

HiSTimY OF Moral,Science. By Robert Blakry.

»
^

James Duncan^ London.

Blakry*8 History of Moral Science, is literally and truly what it pro-

fesses, a candid history of the systems of |norals as expounded and upheld
by our great writers. We have here the ancient systems of Hobbes,
Cudworth, Cumberland, Locke, King, Wollaston, Clarke, Shaftesbury,

Mandeville, Bolingbroke and Pope, Soame Jeiiyns, Hutcheson, lluther-

ford, Hume, Huntley and Priestley, Kaimes, Butler, JF'erguson, Price,

Smith, Paley, Gisborne, Bentham, Godwin, Stewart, Cogan, Brown,
Dewar, and several foreign writers, analysed and briefly and intelligibly

exposed. We recommend the book to the general reader who does not

care for wandering through the quartos of other historians, and mig^t
be repelled by the refined analysis of Mackkitosh. We are by no means
at one with Mr. Blakey's opinions, but no matter ; his volumes will be
useful and a very good record of facts. And we do like his dedication.

It is infinitely better than if he had inscribed his book, to the Right
Honourable the Earl of See. See. He has modestly dedicated it to a modest
friend.

A Brief Account of the Constitution of the Established Church of
Scotland, and of the Questions Concerning Patronage. By the

late ReveftffTid Sir Henry Moncreiff V^ellwood. B^th a short

Preface by Lord Moncreiff.

Or the body of this pamphlet, we have merely to say that it is excel-

lent and discriminating, distinguished by that plainness, sincerity and
solidity of mind which characterized its venerable author ; but of the

preface ! My Lord Moncreiff, where have you been slumbering.^ You
might have written it had you just awaked from a snooze as sound and
enduring as thq||t of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus.
His Lordship is manifestly of opinion that nothing more is requisite

than a modification of what is termed the callj or, in other words, that

the abuse of oligarchical patronage should still subsist within our Scot-

tish Christian community, softened only by a veto virtually in the hands
of the Presbytery. That the call will be modified by the approaching

General Assembly we cannot doubt ; which when we reflect on its pro-

ceedings last year, is another indication that things march”

—

but as a

re/qjm, it will be miserable, it will be spurned at ! How difficult it is

for some people to discern the signs of the times !” And it is passing

strange, after all that has come and gone, that reasonable and conscien-

tious men should yet be found who would rather be ignorant of the
most manifest trurii,i that if the Church of Scotland would be safe, it

must in that, and in good faith, be cenvertj^d into a people's church.
If this is not done, and that without farther delay, the game of the
Voluntaries will be most skilfully played ;''’and the roots of the Auld
Kirk” will inevitably be refused longer harbour in the soil and heath 6f
itsnactive valleys. Carpe diem, most reverend qpuncillors ! If you would
avert the catastrophe, Carpe diem ! ' •
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Thb Life ani> Travels of the Apostle Paul.
Smithy & Co. London.

The author of this book is perfectly right in stating his persuasion

that> at this distant period^ no one will expect to .find much novdty in

the subject he has chosen. Why then has he chosen it } His purpose is^

at leasts not ambitious. If he can but illustrate tlie conduct or motives

of the Apostle^ or the slightest incident* of tis life^ the writer will be
contented. We shall not rashly affirm as much for all his readers.

There is^ however^ much to interest in this narrative of the Life and
Travels of the great Apostle of the Gentiles." The ladies may per-

haps take some interest in the following particulars of the personal ap-

pearance of St. Paul. k

<< He was of slender make, and very short in stature. Chrysostom states that he
was only three cubits high ; and Cave, assuming the common idea of a cubit being
eighteen of our inches, without faither inquiry, at once asserts that he was little more
than /oar feet in height. But a Jewish cubit, by which, undoubtedly, Chrysostom
would measure the Apostle’s height, was equivalent to very nearly twenty-two inches,

English measure, hy which means we fin^ his height to have been about five feet live

inches, which does not derogate from his own description of himself, while it rescues

him from the ridiculous imputation qf having been a perfect dwarf. His head was
small ; his nose long, but rather gracefully shaped ; his eyebrows thick and low, yet
not diminishing a certain sweetness of expression in his eyes. His complexion fair

;

the general cast of his countenance grave, but in his gait a most unseemly stoop. He
was, moreover, of an infirm and delicate constitution; and, if not at the commence-
ment of his ministry, at least at an after period, had a considerable hesitation in his

speech, so tha^ as he himself candidly allowed, his < bodily presence was weak, and
his speech contemptible.’

”

jtft

Letters on Commercial Policy. By R. Torrens, Esq., M.P.
Longman and Co., London.

These letters were addressed to the Editor of The Be^n Chronicle,

when the author canvassed Bolton during the late generalelection : and
most sincerely do we wish, that every would-be M.P, could have shown
as many sound reasons for choice falling upon him. We have received

both pleasure and instruction from the previous writings of Colonel

Torrens, and in these letters, although we totally disagree with one im-

portant propositifp—there is evinced much of his wonted acuteness. In
regard of the reciprocity crotchet, we will scold the Hon. Colonel by-

and-by ; and in the meantime part from him with the nfier of & gentle

hint. When these letters are republished let No. VII. be re-written or

utterly expunged. There is a spirit in it wholly unbecoming, and as

uncalled for as unjustifiable. Talk of that description, infallibly demeans
the person who employs it,—at least if her is not already pretty inde-

pendent of descent.

A New British Atlas. By Sidney Hall.
Chapman and Hall, London.

This, we doubt not, will be a popular work, as well from its cheapness

as from its usefulness. The maps, which are very accurate and well

engraved, have already made their bow to the public in Mr. Gorton's

Topographical Dictionary, and were fortunate enough to convert—no
bad test of intrinsic value—reviewers into economists. They embody
the alterations effected by the Reform Bill, and are accompanied by just

BO much descriptive letter-press as will render the Atlas an excellent

work of reference ; the observations are brief, but all to the point, and
contain as much information as referring folks desire to o^ain readily^

without wading through a forest of paragraphs to find it;
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PINE ARTS.

Cavtain Hbab’s Eastern and Eoyptian Sobnery and Ruins.
*

In this splendid book^ bi&uty and ornament are made subservient to

tiiiiity. The patriotic object of the writer is to prove with what ease a

# steam^communication with India by a voyage of two months’ duration^

. may be opened up* Late events in Turkey must give a new impulse to

this national project, for the furtherance of which Captain Head has

furnished many important facts and details; these we are prevented

from noticing at» present with fulness which a matter that so near-

ly affects the interests of the empire demands^ and defer till another

months The object is too important to be neglected^ or lightly dismissed.

As a work of art merely, this volume has first-rate claims to attention.

The views selected are of the most striking and magnificent description

;

and were we Rosycrucians, we might believe in some secret sympathy
between the ruins of stately edifices of stone, and the mode of repre-

senting them adopted by Captain Head. >ft>thing can be more beauti-

fully soft, free, distinct, and full of the spirit of antiquity and oriental-

ism than these masterly sketches They are also among the most splen-

did specimens we have seen of lithographic engraving executed^ in this

country.

Views in the Pyrhuees. No. 2.

This is among the flhest of the works of art which embellish this fa-

voured periodL Though it cannot vie with some of its rivals in cheapness,

it eq^^als the ^st of them in the beauty and spirit of the designs, and
the excellence of Finden's engraving. The first picture, a bird's-eye

view of the Valley of Grip, is a fine subject, well handled ; but the second,

the Pic da Midi, is a scene perfectly unique in its singular sublimity.

Bareges, Luz, and its Church, are the subjects of the other three pictures.

4.. The descriptions are well- written, and beautifully prin^; and the work,

altogether, one to feel proud of.

•

Views op Tift Lakes in the North of England. Tilt, London ;

Brown, Penrith ; Cockburn, Carlisle.*

This is a work to be put into immediate requisition, and packed into

travelling portfolios, and the bottoms of imperials, though it will be
quite as useful to travellers who

^ Run the great circle, and arc still at home.”

^
This firs£ part gives us Ulswater, and two views of the Derwent water.

The notes, the historical and descriptive illustrations, viz. are as good
as the text, though that is written in the best, hand of Nutter, Glover,

and HofBand. ^

. Portraits bp the Principal Female Characters in the Waverley
Novels. Part 5. Chapman and Hall, London.

In no one of Scott's novels, perhaps, does the mind feel a greater
interest in tracing the development of female character than in that
i^ioh reoords the eventful history of Minna and Brenda

;
for no two of

hh heroine! ere its sympathies more vividly awakened, and none with
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whoie facial identityuwe should -be more pleased to be familiar. Here,
then, they ere—^Brendk^ by the hand of Mr. Leslie^ and Minna, fresh

from thd conception of Mr. Etty—(and, certainly, two creatures

more personally unlike never yet sprang from a common origin.) The*

one, indeed, a fairy-like, laughing, gentle creature ; the other, a dark^
eyed, dark.baired, dark-sQuled, gipy.,fsvoured woman, wi^ a more
than woman's form, seated in a roc^y teceSi, pensively watching the
flickerhig bar of moonlight thrown across the gloomy waste of waters
below : of the true brigand stamp, a regular bandit's bride. Yet is Minna
a fine studyj nevertheless ; but the shadows aio«so fearfully black, there,

is not a tint of difference between her raven Jocks and the ebon wash
plastered over"her neck and shoulders, b|ack as night itself. The effect

generally, indeed, is marred by the ^olent\transition of light and
darkness. We terribly feav that Judith will be the ruin of Mr. £tty,
PucBBB MayfXiOwer IS a charming picture of youthful, bashful, innocent,

beauty. PHy Miss Sharpe has garbed her in so charity-girl a suit.

But Maroaret Ramsav^Is our favourite; we think Mr. Boxall has been
as happy in his conception as Mr. Robinson in his engraving of tltb

portrait.

Waverley Portraits. «Part 6. ^ ^
^

Mr. Wright's beautiful conceit of Lady Augusta (Castle Dangerous)
would have- upborne this number had all the other portraits been dead.
weights. Pfensivi^, without melancholy ; charming, without affectation ;

the face and figure of this prettp creature invite a lingering contem.
plation." But Lady Augusta is in brilliant cciin^||my. There are Mr^
Parris's Green Manti-e (Redgauntlet) with her arched brow and archer

eye, and Chalon's Alice Lee (Woodstock)'^ the beauti|bl and high,

born," clad as it were in study and devotion—^both meet subjects far at-

tentive survey. What, however, shall we say of Mr. Howard's White
Lady (Monastery?) She is (j^uotatioliized as being

« Beautiful exceedingly.”

Now we have the vanity to imagine that, whether from long and atten-

tive study, or from an exquisitely nice intuitive perception, it matters

not, it were difficult for beauty to remain in any shape or shade unde-

tected by our penetration, be it in face, in feature, <1^ in form but

we ar^constrained to confess that thebeauty of the White Lady is a baffier.

In our poor discernment, she seems a personage about as ill-favoured, me-

lancholy, and badly built as one might have the misfortune to scrutinize ;

we may be wrong, no doubt we are, and we hope the world may think

so ; but-nF®”olber gaze on Lady Augusta. Darling creature I

Landscape Illustrations op Scott. Parts 15, 16, 17, anH 18.

Chapman and Hall, London. / ^
,

There are two pretty views in No. 15, by Copley Fielding, (^er
sketches by the Marchioness of Stafford,) of the Hill of and Strom-

nese—Pirate ; and, in No. 16, one, tl\e prettiest* of all, Sb. Cu^bert'eM^

Old Church—Fortunes of Nigel, The other illustrations, Kenuwortlp^

Castle, Kjlrkwall, St. Magnus Cathedral, and Whitehall,, are each of

them good ; but either nature or art has failed to invest the scenes with

the same quantum of the picturesque which the former possesses. The
portraits given in the present two Numbers ar^Minna, PhoBbe^Mayfiower,
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mtp^mAjr pictures,

liritt dwUtv^t^ ^|i« iW&lAe Q[ie6« Aourish in Ka,

C04miril4^ ipui^v wattilos ylr^iif ^pressed. Theresa » Vl^v

m it/wp8^ }n4ki^ ^7 %y<ih we
af«<te<di Rdberl^ priv^ <k4vawing of the Tower efJLenften^a

pronjt^eCHie tijfy ^ Tout^Ia France ; we can hordiy repre^ a
ifi^lafiy'ont'thi occiialon,-^the latter gentleman'has for onc^ tried

]^hai^ at ei hit of distance'' and failed—WhM waa^it painted ?

tjkmmcjjtpti liittsTRATiSKS OF LoRD Bymon. Part, 14,

Mr. Tur]»sr*s vignette of Parnassus^ and the CastaliftA i^H%, is<-4Mha

can paint nothing that is not—exquitite ; the other^ ** the Field of
Waitirloo,** is not so^ pleasing ; but that is Nature's fault apFparently,

nA Tto^ndr's. The |M)rtrait of Percy B. Shelley disappoints ns ; th^ is

jBL wildness in the eye and the Byronized shir^ collar^ and a certain look
of abiti^ctiqh^ which indeed are not very common, but'^we she nothing of

Chat Intellect^ that richnesseofjspirit^ that fulness of soul, Which made his

name famous. Stanfield presents us with a fearful picture of the l>un-

gepn of Chillon, the effect much heightened by the introduction of two
captives ; and witV a»^ animated and bustling view of the Rialto, a scene
not absolutely sickening from repetition, because coilling from him.

Hoppnef^s well-known painting of Pe#krch's house, very sweetly en-

graved, and a drawin|||s%y Purser of l>iodati, the residency of Byron,
full of sun ai^ summer sickness, form the whole of Part 14, with which
Ihe subsdHbeiiPwill have some difficulty in finding fault.

MUSIC.

Tub Red HovesII Song. The words by Edmund Smith, Esq. The Mu-

^ sic by the (chevalier Sigismund Neukomm. London : Goulding ^ Co.

Tbif is a proper wmg—bold, joyous, and characteristic. The poetry is full of the

thoughts that breathe, and the words that bum. The reckless daring qf the Rover
48 vented forth with singular force and animation :

—

The skies may frown, or, be they fair,

We little look, and less we care

;

And gaily sail our track to keep,

Upon the proud and peerless deep.

The land we loathe, the sea ;we love,

IPor joys it hath, all jojs above. ?

With such a theme before him, Neukomm has aroused the best energies of hii ge-

mitts. The mu8#is truly excellent. Sqnplicity marks the invention and conduct ef
Am melc^; hut the strain is heartfelt and Inspiriting, and the accompaninmi bounds
ailng in a spirit coofoiiial to the sentiments.

king Tiaiis ! The words by Edmund Smith, Esq. cCmposed by
^hn jiarnett. London : George &: Manhy.

Here is a»work of nerve and masculine vigour ; but it must bcmd {he knee to
^ ICkig Oeafih*** King Time'^^Wipires to beli^ to the clam which NeUkomm Itas ^
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‘

' TjOiff Bi^ooANBJrat's Smu, The bji: Bdiiitiiid l^nlOf, B«4|. Compoaed
hy John Barnett. London .% ^attby. ‘

,

. are glad te see Mr. Bari^t adWhturiiif beyond the'heatm track of Troubadours
aikd fbemiaders. The Buccaneer's is

9^^
fine'*"aiiinly songf» with" eaceli'^ wQrd% and

wdl adapted ttmaic.
‘

^
« 4 1

Me«t me Vsath the Linden TacMi. A' S^ng/^writtep land.eoitiprDaed by
^olin Bpmett* London :' Goulding St, Uo.<» • "

* i
*

itere we hare Mr. BamAt both as poet and musickatK and his appearance hi both
characters is reputable. The words are pi^ttil|' strung ^together, and convey, if not
original, at Ipast pleasing thoughts, whicH feB softly jopon tbi ear, as we listen to

the melody that bears them along.

Tmat LoneitV Girl. The poetry by Edmund Smith, Esq| Compcieed*^

by J. A. Barnett. Londdn i^^Goulding & Co.

This Ballad is not much to our taste. The air is commonplace,
in ecstatics about a heavpnly creature,'^ the Chloe, we suppose, of soxneBilir LaBta-
dayofVaiixhalb

,

^

TdlkBE Proobbssive Rondinos ' for the Piano-Forte. Componed and

'

arranged by J. T. Surenne. Edinburgh ; Robertson.
^

^
These am clever and agreeable pieces. The themes are selected ftom popnlar com.

posers, and are wrou|^t up with considerable taste, and knowledge of effects
.

^
*

THE DRAMA.^
•WH

Covent.Garden has closed its doors against the drama—for ever or for how long
none can say. Laporte^lias philosophically ratted, and left it and his Majesty's ser-

vants to perish together if they liket he betaking himself wholly to the King's

Theatre, they—partly to the Olympic, partly to the Poor-house. Laporte has been
terribly abused about the matter ; but thje Frenchman deserves no blarop. Why should

he lose his money for the sake of the English public ? There is not one individual

in all the public that would fling him a shilling in his need, without being secure of

his shilling's worth in return. What call upon him haVe the public to continue per|^

formances by which he lost large sums nightly ? None whatever s^^nd he would have

been a /ool or a madman to do so. Divers dunderheads are pelting away at him
fiercely enough for seeking to palm upon the public foreign mummery for native

talent," and talk large nonsense of similar value. Yet what is it after all but an af-

fair of private trading? The lessors of Covent-Garden Theatre accepted I.aporte as

their tenant—and, so they had their rental, it mattered little to them whether he

were a Frenchman or a Caffre, or whether he got his bread by selling summer cab-

bages or pulling puppets. Laporte naturally flies to the cheapest mstrkat; and if he

finds that the public will not buy his wares, he, like a prudent trader, snu|8 up shop,

and looks out for a better neighbourhood and a better business elsewhere.

At Dniry-Lane,'•German operas and French ballets reign exclusively trid'fliphanf;

and “ the authorities” seem to care no more for the English drama than their neigh-

bours. ,
Where then are we to look for the Drama ? Alas, the day ! it has fallen

•clMb comatose. The majors have spumed it, the minors may not peril it# production,

thepfivates And si^all favour with the Lord High Chambbrlain, and—the drama is

darted. Shall we repine, shall we lament, shall we predict, shall we hope?-Ahflwhere-

fore ? Why repine at a loss for which a papricioug public careth not one bodle ?

Why lament a bereavement for which a flckie*public feeleth not one pang ? Whypw^
diet events for the nature of which a callous public hath a perfect indifierendi ? Why
hope a change for which a foolish, false-hearted, reckless, novelty-hunting, forelgner-fod-

<«Hng,*ihew-lovlng, taste-perverted public seeketh by no manner of means? Alaa,

jMHw Drama, nothing now is left us but the minors, dlid what can^they ? Burlet«a%

VOX^. III. NO. XV. ** * ^ 1*
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wMrtpeiy YtudevUkt, into-ludei^ exCratag^la; nontenzai, and « |»tocet|^ tat

Wliiidi mm llie aixthort can iflTa no definable name, may flicker a wkile Ih tkeir

mKtiay»pcandle brigjbtneis, and then be muffed not ; but the Drama—.the poor dear, en«

Maced t>vama—4he rc^lar, the legfitlmate, the true, the English—is left for the

resuscitating care of a coming generation. «

Sheridan Knowles, the only liYing dramatic writer anybody knows of in this

country who does writt/ptodmeed his Wife** to reclaim the people from the meretri-

dousness of their ways ; and a beautifhl creatuia she was 1 Those who saw her, saw

her worth, for she was a choice production ; but even she was deserted. The public

would none df her, and then neglected her. jThe portals of Covent«Gardep weia conse-

quently closed, and she sought actuary in the Olympic. Thither, also, went the

oompaiiy,** Covent-Garden company1 And who are they?—the Diddears, and Irwins,

Md, Mears, Odd Matthews, and a troop o| nobodies that%obody ever knew. There

are^llen Tree^ and Knowles, and W^rde, and two or three more, who are identified

with Cdvent-Garden certainly, and may cllflm companionship with certain illustrious

nam^ ; hut when we behold an array of personages glorying in the name of Pain,

^ llenrii, Honry, 3nd so forth, of whom tlie world is in deepest igporance^ the inquiry

naturally ariAs of what is the Covent-Garden company** at present composed ? Lis-

ton, Powp^And divera others of the exalted are offt of the question, forthey occasionally

<mme fonmrd to do the charitable, and that is the extent of their association ; but—
caiU|St Khip smiling at the Covent-Garden company,** and their attempt to fan

intoactmty the English Drama. The fact is, the play-going folks have outlived their

liking fof it, it isW longer the fashion, and novelty is the order of the day—noMty
Ipt any price; for money, even in these alleged days of pauperism, is of small consmra-
tiou.

While nine-tenths ofour English performers are starving or starved, foreigners are

11ouri|iiing« Paganini, who ought to be yelled off the stage
pf

an English theatre,

and whom no Englishman should 1iii>ten to, is again amongst us ; and, such is the su-

pioeness and folly of the English people, will again filch a few thousands frain their

pockets, no doubt. Report says that Pasta and Mdlibran are severalty to receive two
thousand guineas for their season** here. We all know what Taglioni and Schroedei*

Devrient will “ fetch” iff Usoiiey; and thus are thousands of mortal English guineas

showered down upon foreigners, and about to be withdrawn from English circulation,

Without one frqq^ion deducted for the purchase of a travelling passport fur the re-

maiigj|fr—(MyLoi'dAlthorp,why doyounothave an eye to this species of exciirsionary

property?)—-and our own poor devils of artists going to the dogs, pennylcss and un-

pitied. t
Bunn has been successful in his tender for the sovereignty of Dniry-Lane, and^ if

rumour is to he credited, of Covent-Garden. In the name of all that is staggering,

what is he going to do ? The people of an oppressed nation can hardly await W'ith

more feveiish anxiety the appointment ofa n^w king or an amended constitution, than

do play-going folks in their anticipations of the doings of a new lessee under ordinary

clr^mstances ; but this is a fact so especial and so inconceivable, that w onderment
^Wximes mute, anAprognostication madness. Let us wait patiently.

The Covent-Garden Company are going on swimmingly at the Olympic ; and we do
hope that the patronage they have hitherto experienced will he extended and continu-

ed. The Wife” is a crutch of no mean support to them. It is very creditable to

the foelings ofsome of the Stars that they have proffered and are giving their gratui-

tous assistance. That barren-hearted Baron, the Italian fiddler, should he made ac-

quainted with the circumstance, were it only to excite his measureless astonishment.

Laporte, at the King*8 Tbedtre, is rapidly retrieving his losses at Covent-Garden.

He has got fin excellent corps, at the head of whom is Pasta, the incomparable ; she

is carryinfi all before her. At the Haymarket, the productions of Buckstone, and the

.nqtingilf Mr. Yates, Mr. Humhy, Mrs. Glover, Dowton, Elton, and the author have
prqyed highly attractive. Mr. Arnold provides at the Adelphi such a palatable bill of

fare, as secures him the nightly attendance ofplenty of vhilers
; he and our old friend

Matthews,*^who is once more " at home” fo-every body, and every body is accepting
the invite of dourse,) alternating throughout the week. Miss Kelly has dosed her
first Msoii at the Strand, and we are pleased indeed to hear it haUg^roved a most suc-
cessful one. With the enterprise to attempt so hazardous an undertaking, she

^hiought, what few women but herself eotild hi lag, the talent by wliieii alone it could
'^e accainplUhed. At Astley's the indecencies ofthe clown preclude the presence of
women ; and at Sadler's Wells the house is nightly filled from the cleverness of the
mices the excellent acting of the performers. ** The Wife” has been product
iiiere in a style we oOuld potdtave supposed a minor capable of doing.
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POLITICAL REGISTER.

GREAT BRITAIN.

THE PARLIAMENT.

House ok Commons.—The proceed-

ings in Parliament, during the month,
have been of more than usual importance.

The questions of the Currency, Vote by
Ballot, the Com Laws, the llqyuse .and

Window Duties, and West India Slat'ery,

have been all under discussion
;
and some

of them have been disposed of, if not fin-

ally, at least for the present session. On
the 22d April, Mr. Matthias Attw’ood

brought forward his long-expected mo-
tion for the appointment of a select

committee to inquire into the distresses

of tlie country, and how fur they were
the results of the operation of the

monetary system, and to consider the

effect produced by that system on the

Agricultural, Manufacturing, and Com-
mercial interests of the country.” The
object of Mr. Attwood was to effect an al-

teration in the currency, but he did not

state in what mode or to what extent he

would make the alteration. He asserted

that all classes of the community were in

a state of unprecedented distress, and that

this general suffering was to be attributed

to Peel’s Bill of 1819, which rcstored.cash

payments ; and the subsequent contraction

of the currency by the withdrawal of one

pound notes in England in 1826, Lord

Althorp oi)posed the motion, as leading ^
a course of robbery and confiscation. He
mnintaimd that, though we might increase

the amount of currency in this country,

we could not increase it in other countries

;

and that the consequence would he, that

our gold currency would pass from this

country abroad, and then there w'ould he a

run on the bank, which \vould end either

in a stoppage or another restriction act.'

He also stated, that if the motion were car-

ried, every one wmuld instantly demand

payment in goldjVhich would cause a run

upon the banks, which no establishment

could withstand. In order to put ^he

question of the currency at rest, and to as-

certain whether the Home was prepared

io supi>ort the present standard of value,

his Lordship mov^ as an amendment that

any alteration of the monetary system of

the country, which w'ould have the effect

of lowering the standard of value, would

be highly inexpedient. Mr. Orote second-

ed the motion. He denied that the

tress was general and severe. Heldiewed

that there had been fewer bankruptcies

annually, since the passing of Peel’s

than formerly, that the poor’s rate had not

increased in proportion to the population,

and that the amount ofBank of England

paper in circulation had been augmented

of late years. After a debate, which lasted

three days, and during which Mr. Poulett

Thomson, and Sir Robert Peel, distin*

guished themscjyes, Mr. Attwood’s motion

was rejected by 331 to 139, and Lord

Althorp’s amendment was aftenvards car-

ried by 304 to 49. ^
A long debate took place on th#26th

April, on the Vote by Ballot. Theques-^

tion was moved in a forcible speech ^by*

Mr. Grotc, which completely exhausted

the subject. Lord Althorp found him-

self in one of the dilemmas, in which his

opposition to measures, as Minister, which

he advocated when in opposition, has so

often placed him. He had voted for Mr.

O’Connell’s motion for the Ballot, and

had repeatedly expressed himself in favour

of it; but he now asserted that great

practical evils must exist before he could

adopt so great a change in the Constitu-

tion, in order to remedy them ; and as he

did not conceive such evils existed to any

considerable extent, under the reformed

representation, he opposed the motion.

Sir Robert Peel uTiit over all the,^old ob-

jections to the Ballot, which have so of-

ten been refuted, and maintained that

last year it was understood that no fur-

ther changes should be made bn our Par-

liamentary repi^sentatjon, until the new
system had a fair trial. Considering that

it was the first time thiii great Constitu-

tional Question had been brought before

the Reformed* Parliament, the minority

was as large as coiild reasonably be |pr-

pccted, the^ division against the mottcft

being 211 to 106.
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On titrMItli April, MhUfunTirfM vritli *
vny anei^pacled deftttt i|iity.

The Hous^ was about to go Com*
mittee of Supply^ when the Marquis of
Chandos moved a resolution to the effect,

that the interests of the agrtculturists

should be duly considered in any reduc-

tion of the taxation. On the divi^on,

there appeavfd a majority for Ministers,

whoopposed the resolution, of28,—90 vot-

ing fbr it, and 118 against it. Sir Wil-
liam Ingilby then moved that the duty on
malt^ be reduced from 208. 8d. to lOs. a
quarter. This motion was strenuously
resisted by Lord Althorp, and Lord John
Russell, yet it was carried by a majority

of 162 to 15S^, leaving Ministers in a mi-
nority of 10. In consequence of tliis vote,

a very general expectation was entertained

that Ministers would resign ; and it is un-

1 dentood that? Earl Grey tendered his re-

signation to the King, who refused to ac-

cept of it. The very unusual device was
"^however fallen uponof bringing the ques-

tion again under the consideration of the

House ; and, on the 30th April, Lord Al-
thorp moved, as an amendment to Sir

John Key's motion for the repeal of the

House and Window duties, that the defi-

ciency of the revenue, which would be
occasioned by the reduction of the Malt
duty, and the repeal of the House and
Window duties, could only be supplied

by a tax on pfl^wrty and’income, which
woul^t present be inexpedient. None
of the members ofthe House, except Mr.
^Hume, appealed to have thought of dis-

puting the assumption, that a property
and income tax must necessarily be re-

sorted to, in the circumstance contemplat-
ed. But Mr. Hume satisfactorily shewed
that there was no such necessity for a pro-
perty and income tax. The |iou8e seemed
however desirous to extricate the Minis-
try in any way from the embarrassment
in which the vote had placedthem ; and at
the sacrifice of its o^vn consistency and cha-
racter for independence, the amendment
was carried by a majority of 355, to 157*
In this manner was iilpt vote on Sir W.
Ingilby’s motion virtually rescinded ; but
the course adopted, has shewn distinctly

that the great majority of the members of
the preset Parliament, are the mere fol-

lowers of the Ministry, ready at their

beck to vote as they are desired, and pos-
sessing as little real independence as the
meml^rs of the boroughlaonger Parlia-
ments.

The great increase of our mficmfactur-
iug industry, has necessarily occasioned an
jiaimenaa addition to our qaanufacturing
pq^latioQ, Which has increased in a much
gsma* mtio, than the general population
of the country. It is therefpi^ of great

imp^ance to itti|dant ittdustrioui and

etonomical habita, in this large body of

the people. With this view, Mr. 8lai^
obtained leave on the 25th April, to bring

in a bill to enable manufacturers and me-
chanics to ensure themselves against tem-

porary want of employment, by giving

them facilities for creating a sale joint-

fund. The benefit of such funds, is dis-

tinctly shewn in the case of the tailors,

who obtain relieffrom them, when out of
employment ; and the consequence is, that

there is scarcely an instance of the tailors

applying for parochial assistance.'

A great change has taken place in the
public mind of late years, regarding the

necessity of Poor Laws for li^eland. . It is

now generally admitted to be a measure,
not only imperatively called for, to pre-

serve the poorer classes of the Irish from
starvation ; but also to prevent the work-
ing classes in this country, being reduced

to a similar state of degradation with the

Irish labourers. The immigration of
Irish into Britain was calculated, many
years ago, by Dupin, to amount to a mil-

lion since the commencement of the cen-

tury ; and since the date of his calculation

it is not improbable that another million

has an-ived. The rate of wages of the

Scotch and English labourer has been

sensibly affected, by so numerous a body
of competitors. Much expense is incur-

red in many parishes in the west of Eng-
land, by the re-conveyance of Irish pau-
pers back to their own country, which in

numerous instances is a useless task, as

they retnni without delay to Britain; atld,

indeed, in some parts of Ireland, commit-
tees have been organized for ridding the

country of paupers, by sending them to

England and Scotland* The time there-

fore appears to have arrived for the ex-

tension of a modified system of Poor Laws
to Ireland ; and it might have ^een ex-

pected that Ministers would have been
prepared to bring forward such a measure.
On Mr. Richard, however, bringing the

ihattpr bdfore Parliament, it appeared
that Ministers had not made up their

minds on the subject; and accordingly, for

the purpose of evading the question—for

it could hardly be with any other object—
an amendment moved by l^rd Althorp
for the appointment of a committee to

inquire into the condition of the p^rer
classes in Ireland, and into the various
institutions existing fOr <their i*elief, was
agreed to without a division.

Of late years the great inequalityof the

piossureofthe taxesonthe higherand lower
ordeiThas often been shewn. This ine-

qiAty is nowhere more apparent than

in the case of the stamp d^ies ; for 4he

ate of assessm^t, with very few except
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tioiw, indeed, becomes heavier and heavier

ae the value of the property conveyed,

money paid or lent, diminishes This

was completely established by a long

B^es of resolutions, which were moved
by Mr. Cobbett, on the 3d May. These

resolutions were founded exclusively on

the stamp acts themselves, and .were

therefore undeniable. Mr. Spring Rice,

however, attempted to shew that they

were erroneous, by a number of calcula-

tions which wei*e more creditable to his

ingenuity than his candour; and the

House being^ery willing to be convinced
that a suiilcient proportion of the taxa-

tion was thrown upon their shoulders, re-

jected the resolutions, by a majority of
250 to 26. •The discussion cannot fail,

however, to produce some beneficial

fects. A consolidated stamp act is now
preparing, and as Mr. Spring Rice admit-
ted that the Stamp Laws required amend-
ihent, we can hardly doubt that tife gross

injustice which now pervades them will

be in some degree removed. Colonel

Tori’ens, on the 2d May, moved the repeal

of the taxes which lower the profits of
capital and the wages of labour, and he
explained at great length the operation of

these taxes, and of a property tax. The
question seemed, however, to excite very

little interest in the House, and was ne-

gatived without a division.

Mr. Hume continues to distinguish

himself as the watchful guardian of the

public purse. But we regret to obseiTe

that his efforts are attended with as little

effect in this, as in preceding Parliaments.

Unless a large reduction can be made in

the expenditure ofour army, it is in vain to

expect any efiectual relief from our bur-

dens. Yet all Mr. Hume's attempts to

cut down this expenditure have been de-

feated Jur great Ministerial majorities

;

and a Kger army is now kept on f6ot

than durTng the time of the Wellington
admiiiistratioiu A committee has, how-
ever, been appointed, on the motion of
Lord Ebrington, to inquire into jobbing
in the army, from whicii we hope that

beneficial results may be expected.

It has been remarked, that Lord Al-

thorp's Budgets are always experimental,

and the present is not an exception from
the remark. The graduated scale of the

advertisement duty was almost unani-

mously reprobated ; and tl^e is now to

be a fixed duty one sljptig and six-

pence on each advertisement. Changes on
the House and Window duties, different

from those at first contemplated, have

been announced by his Lprdship, but it

were a useless task to enter into an
planatlon of them till they are agreed to

by the House. The duty on agricultural

insurances is to be gifen up. This is,

of oours^<a%im ^the agiicuUural inter-

est, at the.e^eme of the general body of
the community.
The Irish Ciiur^ Reform Bill—if it

deserves the name—is making its way
slowly thiough°the House. The opposi-

tion it meetli with is much feebler than
could have been expected. Its opponents
have neither arguments nor lumbers to

muster against it, and it was read a second
time on Monday, the 6th May, by a ma-
jority of 317 to 76* On the 10th May,
the Dutch question was brought before
Parli^paent by Alderman Thompson. It

was contended by him, and those who
supported his views, that the injurf^sus-
tained by Britain by the embargo, was
much greater than that sustained by Hol-

lim^l ; but they entirely failed in establish-

ing this averment. Indeed, many of the
arguments and statements brought for-

ward were contradictoiy, and nothing
could exceed the hardihoi>d of assertion

displayed by the opponents of Ministers.

But as we believe not a single new argu-
ment to i>rove the expediency or inexpe-
diency of the measure was brought for-

ward, it is unnecessary for us to enter
into the subject.

A committee was, on the motion ofLord
Althorp, appointed on the 7th May, to in-

quire into the management of the Woods
and Forests, and the Revenues deiived
from them. For what ji;pod reason it

would difficult to explain, the DujChies

of Cornwall and Lancaster are not in-

eluded in the inquiry. If the si^ommitte^

docs its duty, which we cannot doubt, we
may expect an extraordinary exposure of
mismanagement. As long as the Woods
and Forests are managed by Government,
we do not expect that the returns from
them will ever be equal to what they ought
to be ; for the Numerous officers employed
in the management will always exhaust a
great proportion of the Revenue. Com-
mittees to inquire into the agricultural

and commercial distresses, have also been

appointed, which have already commenced
their labours.

Nothing has disappointed the people

more in the proceedings of the present

Parliament, than the lenity which has

been shewn tounmerited sinecures and pen-
sions We hope, however, that it will be

at length seen that the public are as dep

serving of commiseration, as those who
plunder them without mercy, l^rd
Home never performed any public services

to entitle him to receive any part of tiie

public Revenue; but then heisclosdycon-
nected with the Buccleuch family, and
has therefore held a sinectltte office of
L.276, 10s., since the year 1702. His
son also, who was one of the Under Se-

cretaries of Sttfte, during the Wellington
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«Air »f«»r or, holdi
ibrol&CAaf ChftittlierlaiA «f'Ettiick Fo«
r«tt^' Air which he receiTet L.96A a-year^

the^nts to he collected being The
ealat^ originally was 1^«5(K) Scotch, or
L#8^ i2c*, sterling. The office was given

by George IV., 'for the term ot‘ Lord Dun-
glass's life; but as it is part of the heredi-.

tary Revenue of the Cixiwn, it could not
be granted beyond the lifetime of the so-

vei'eigu who made the grant. A commis-
sion to the law officers of the Crown has

been granted to inquire into the legality

of the grant, and there is strong ijeason

for supposing that it will be set asiae.

It^ a remarkable circumstance that

although a public register for titles to

estates,' and encumbrances affecting them,

has been established in Scotland, and^
. some parts of England for some centuries

and that great benefit has been found to

attend it, no general register for England
has ever been established. During the

last Parliament a committee of the House
was appointed to inquire into the matter,

and their report contains much curious

information. Great difference of opinion

exists as to the benefit of a general regis-

ter in England ; and the bill which has

been brought in by Mr. W. Brougham,
to establish such a register, is likely to

meet with great opposition, but we believe

if it pass into law, onr southern neigb-

boura will sooi^be convinced of the great

value and importance of a genejal regis-

*ter, in giving security to titles to land.

As a prtmf the progress ofa more liberal

spirit on the part of Parliament, we may
notice that Mr. Pease, a Quaker, was al-

lowed to serve on an election committee

without being sworn, but merely on giving

his solemn affirmation ; and Lord Mor-
peth unanimously obtained leave, on the 8th
May, to bring in a bill to allow Quakers
and Moravians, to make an affirmation

in all cases where an oath is at present

required.

During the whole session numerous
petitions for the abolition of slavery have

been presented to b(U|j||tiouses of Parlia-

ment. Immediate alRIttion is demanded,
except in a few cases where the plaiitePs

scheme of gradual emancipation, by which
it is hoped to put off the evil day, has

been adopted. On the 14th May, Mr.
Stanley brought forward the Government
plan of Emancipation, which is contained

in following resolutvins .

1. That it is the opinion of this Com-
mittee that immediate and effectual mea-
sures he taken for the entire abolition of
ahiTery throughout the ccdonles, under
such provhions for reguhititig the condi-
tion of the negroes as may combine their

weifkrc with the interests of |;he proprie-

tors. •

2^ That it is expedient that all chil-

dren. bom after the passing of any Act^

who shall be under the age of six years at

the time of passing any Act of Parliament
for this purpose, 1^ declared free—But^t,
nevertheless, to such temporary restric-

tions as may be deemed necessary for their

support and maintenance.
* That all persons now slaves be en-

titled to be registered as apprenticed la-

bourers, and to acquire thereby all the
rights and privileges of iVeemen, subject

to the restriction of labouring under con-
ditions and for a time to be (jxed by Par-
liament, for theiK present owners.

4. That to provide against the risk of
loss which proprietors in his Majesty’s

colonial possessions might siytain by the
abolition of slaveiy, his Majesty beonabled
to advance, by way of loan, to bO raised

from time to time, a sum notvjsxcecd-

iiig ill the whole, L. 1 5,BOO,008, be re-

paid iis such manner, and at such rate of
interest, as shall be prescribed by Parlia-

ment.
<< 5. That his Majesty be enabled to de-

fray any such expense as he may incur in

establishing an efficient stipendiary ma-
gistracy in the colonies, and in aiding the
local legislatuies in providing for the reli-

gious and moral education of the negro
population to be emancipated.”
The n])prenticeship it is proposed should

last 12 years, and the apprentice is to be
entitled to all the lights of u Ireeman. He
is to w’ork 10 hours a-day, 74 for his mas-
ter, and 24 for himself, for which last he
is to be entitled to wages. It is for this

one-fourth of his time that the fifteen mil-
lions, which will in all pitibability turn

out to be a gift to the planters, are to be ad-
vanced. The master is to be deprived of
the right of flogging his slave. With re-

gard to children under six years age, it

is proposed that they should be Aintain-
ed by their parents, or if not,<«,hat they
should become apprentices to the masters
of their parents, the males till 24, and the

females till 20, in consideration of food,

clothing, and education. It is foriber un-
derstood that the Colonies are to have the

monopoly of the sugar market during the

tw'elve years w'hile the scheme is in opera-
tion. It is remarkable that the resolu-

tions were strongly opposed by Lord How-
ick, the son of.the Premier ; but they were
agreed to without a division, upon the ex^
press uudenMimiug, that the House wa#
not pledged w the detalth of the messuff

.

The farther discussion of the question wan
postponed to the 30th May, hut it is |e*
nerally understood that nothing faytjber

. be drnie upon it during the sesidon,

that fluflicient time may be allow^ed the

due consideration of this important ques-

tion. ^ 1



Sit Aadrow Afiittw*i Bill fiir the better

obeemtice of the SaUbaUi hoe been a fbr*

tile eiabject for eqiiibs and caricatures*

The puritanical spirit which distinguishes

it, has rendered it obnoxious to ail classes

of Englishmen, and it would be impossi-

ble to carry its provisions into effect. The
motion for the second reading of the Bill

was negatired by a majority of^79 to 73.
Althongh the Bill has been lost for the
present session, there is little doubt it will

be again brought forward. On the 17th
May, Mr. Cobbett made a motion for an
address to his Majesty to strike Sir Robeit
Peel’s name out of the list of Privy Coun-
cillors, for his conduct in bringing in the

Bill for restoring cash payments in 1819,
and for his support of the measure for the
withdrawal of one pound notes, unaccom-
panied by any measure for the equitable
adjustment of contracts. Sir Robert de-
fended himself with much address ; and
when Mr. Cobbett attempted to reply, bd
was met with such a storm of yells,

gi’oans, and coughing, that he was ctnn-

pelled to desist. Tiie motion was lost by
298 to 4 ; and subacqnently on the motion
of Lord Althorp, it was resolved that the

motion should not be entered on the
minutes, that no trace of it might remain
on record. Sir J. Whalley’s motion for

the repeal of the House and Window
duties, was fixed for the 8th May, but
Ministers evaded the question by pre-

venting a House being formed. Sir

Samuel has, however, again given notice

of his motion for the 2ist May; and to

prevent its meeting with a like fate, he is

to move a call of the House for tliat day.

On the I7th May, Mr. Whitmore brought
forward his motion for an alteration of

the corn laws. He proposed that the gra-

duated scale of duties should be abandon-
ed, and expressed an opinion that the duty
on wheat should be fixed at 10s. ; rye, Os. ';

barley, and oats, 3s. 4d. Lord Al-

thorp opposed the motion, on the ground
that the time of the House was completely

occupied by matters of great importance.

He at the same time stated, that he was
not an advocate for the present system of

Com Laws, and that he did not believe the

landed interest benefited so much by them
as was generally imagined. On .a divi-

sion, there appeared for the motion, 106

;

against, 305 ; majority for Ministers, 199.

Lord Althorp has obtained leave to briqg

in a bill for the commutation of tithes in

England and Wal^s, but the nature of the

meqpure has not been explained.

HOUSE OF LORBS.
Tm House of Lords is giving evident

>syiii|»tcsiis of sinking into old age. Since

the OBsnmenoement of the session scarcely

a sibigle dlscussioti of interest has taken

place in it, and the Sittings do not in ge-
neral occupy above an hour or two. So
little business has been done, that for

whole'weeks we find nothing worthy of
being noted. On the 30th April, Earl
Fitzwilliam laid certain resolutions rela-

tive to the OomT-aws on the table. These
resolutions consist of statements of the

price of corn at different times, at home,
in places exporting com, and in places

importing com ; of the quantify of foreign

corn imported into, and consumed in,

Great Britain; ofthe revenue derived from
corn iipported ; and of various other mat-
ters connected with the com trade ; and
conclude that it is expedient to revise the

Com Laws. The debate on these resolu-

tions took place on the 14th May, when
Earl Fitzwilliam introduced the subject, in

a masterly speech, going over the history

of the laws since 1815, and pointing out
their injurious consequences, not only to

tlie general body of the community, but to

the agriculturists themselves. The Earl
of Ripon, (late Lord Goderich,) oppdsed
the resolutions in a flimsy speech, which
did not at all answer the arguments and
statements of Earl Fitzwilliam ; but the

Peers require very little in the way of
argument, to convince them of the benefit

to them of the com monopoly : and after

a remark or two from some of the other

Peers, the Resolutions were, negatived
without a division. It ha^ong been a
matter of complaint with ^otch medical
practitioners that a diploma from a Scotch
university does not enable them to prac-

tise in England. It appears, however,*

from what was stated by Lord Melbourne,
in answer to a question from the Duke of ^

Hamilton, that medical men, having an
English diploma, are not entitled to prac-

tise in Scotland ; and even that a Glasgow .

diploma does not authorizA^thc holdei* to

practise in Edinburgh, ana vice versa. It

does not, therefore, appear that the Scotch

medical men are likely to obtain any re-

lief. When Government comes to act on
the report of the commission appointed to

visit the Scotch uxu^rsities, the matter
will, in all probaWity, be considered.

The London and Birmingham Railway
Bill, which was thrown out last session,

after a great expense had been incurred,

has at length passed both Houses of Par-

liament, and received the royal assent* It

cannot fail to produce a beneficial effect

upon the internal »commumcation8 oiHie
country.

EKOLAXB.
The popularity of Ministers continues

rapidly to decline, and they 'are, at pre-
sent, hardly held in higher Utetimation
thanthe Ministry to which they succeeded.
Thie fact is strongly shown by the diffi-

culty they have experienced in ‘obtaining
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When Sir John Key^
ioft the vepeal of the House end

Wlodoer duties was brought ibrwerdy^SIr

Mtu Chm Hohhouse /ound hinhiblf so

•whwBfdif situated, from his pyomisei to

hk eoustitoents to support the repeal of
these taxes, and his connexion with Go*
wnment, that he resigned, not only his

eeat» but his office of Irish Secretary.

This was no doubt done with the view of
extricating himself from the dilemma, in

which he ibund himself, and in the ex-

pectation that he would be rc-elected for

Westminster, and re-appointcd to the Se-

cretaryship. Notwithstanding all his ef-

ibrts, backed by the influence of Govern-
ment, however, ^ir John lost his election.

Colonel Evans, the radical candidate, being
returned by 1,996 votes, while Sir John
Hobhouse had'1,830, and Mr. Escott, the

Tory candidate, only 710. The issue of
this election has deterred others from ac-

cepting the Irish Secretaryship ; for Mi-
nisters have become so unpopular, that the

re-election of a member becomes very
doubtful after connecting himself with
them. Ministers have also been defeated

in the election of a representative for the

Inverness Burghs, vacant by the death of
Colonel Baillie of Lees ; the Tory candi-

date, Major Gumming Bruce, having de-

ff^ated Mr. Stewart of Belladmm, by a

majority of 67 votes.

A wanton outrage was committed in

London, on^e 13th of May, by the new
police. For some days previously, pla-

cards were extensively posted in the me-
tropolis, calling a meeting to take the

preliminary measures for forming a Na-
tional Convention. An unsigned procla-

mation was, in consequence, issued from
the office ofHomeSecretary, declaring that

the meeting would be illegal, and warning
all persons attending it. Notwith-
standing this^i'oclamation, several hun-
dred persons assembled at an early hour,
and by two o'clock three or four thousand
persons had met, on an open space, behind
Coldbatb-delds Prison* Large bodies of
the New Police were collected in the

neighbourhood, anu a detachment of the
Life Guards was kept in readiness to move
at a moment's notice. Lord Melboui*ne,
with a number of magistrates, was also

in the vicinity. The chair having been
taken by a penon of the name of M< he
was proceeding to address the meeting,
M%n, without reading the Riot Act, the
proclamation, or even ordering the meet,
ing to disperse, an indiscriminate attack
was commenced by a body of 400 police-

'

men, who knocked down with their trun-
cheons epetT person who came in their
way, neither sparing age nor sex. In the
•citffie which ensued, Robert Cully, a po-
Iiceman,was mortally wounded with a

dag|er, by a man who was caffyis||: a

HAg, and three otherpolicemeik or cooistii-

bles were also ttabb^ mote «r less se-

verely. From 'the evidence taken bafbre

the Coroner's inquest, H k clearly estab-

lished that the police behaved in the most
brutal manner. Much blame is Attach-

able to tke authorities for having allowed

the meeting to asseipble ( for nothing is

clearer than that, with the great force at

their disposal, the vacant space oi ground
might have been occupied at an early

hour, and the peace preserved, without

having recourse to the violent measures

which were adopted. We are glad to ob-

serve that the Coroner's inquest seems de-

termined to investigate the whole circum-

stances attending this wantoti outrage,

which has only been expended iu later

times by the Manchester Mm^cre. A full

inquiry has been promised by Ministers.

An extraordinary exposure of the arts

to wlvch our aristocracy sometimes resort,

for the purpose of raising money, has been

brought to light in the trial of Lord Teyn-
ham, and a man named Doulan, a tailor

by trade, before the Court of King's Bench.

These parties have been convicted of being

guilty of a conspiracy to defraud the pro-

secutor, Didimus Langford, of the sum of

L.1,400, under the promise of obtaining a

situation for him under Government It

was proved by the evidence of the Duke of

Wellington, who was Premier at the date

of the transaction in question, that appli-

cations had been made to him by Lord
Teynham on the part of Langford, which
proved unsuccessful. The defence set up
by l^ord Teynham was, that the prosecu-

tor had lent the money to Lord Teynham
on his bond ; that it was no part of the

bargain that a place was to be procured for

him; but that Lord Teynham, as a friend,

merely was to try to get him a situation.

His Lordship has intimated his intention of

moving for a new trial.

Meetings in the metropolis for the pur-

pose of endeavouring to procure the i^epoal

of the House and Window duties continue

to be held, and there appears' little doubt

that a passive resistance against theirpay-
ment has beiin completely organiz^.
This example hds been followed by many
of the principal towns in England ; and,

ere long, Minist^ra must lay their account
with repealing this tax,which is ojpnoxious,

not only on account of its prossure, but
also on account of the unfairness with
which it is collected. Mr. Spring Rice, no
doubt, has attempted to shew that this in-

equality has been greatly exaggerated ; but
bis calculations, like those regarding the

Stamp duties, are more distin^isbed by
ingenuity than candour. We have no^
however, room to expose the foltacies of

hii statements.
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Ke»n the actor dlfiil at Richmond on the

morning of the 0th* of May, He has died
of,old agf^ at fhity^v^ hie constitution

haring been' com^Uftely worn out by the
ctmtinual excitement, me'^taland bodily, in

Avitich he lived. He wac the grdhtest ac-

tor who has appeai*edon JieJ£ng^iah stage

since the days of Gam< k, and leaves no
eiiiial behind him. The characteis of
Othello, of Shylock, and if Sir Giles Over-
reach, will henceforth be lost to the stage.

Stocks.—The foliowi ig are the prices

of British stocks, on the 17th of May
Consols for aaountSSJ.—Bank stock, 195.

—India stock, 230.—Exchequer Bills, 51.

IRELXltB.
The ministerial prints inform us that

tranquillity has been nearly restored to

Ireland by the operation of the Coercion
Act. We cannot say that in perusing the
Irish papers we can perceive any symji-.

toms of returning tranquillity; on the
contrary, robberies and murders appear
to prevail as much as ever. A great

number of arrests of persons considered

suspicious, has taken place in tlie coun-
ties of Wexford and Carlow. The trade

of Kilkenny is suffering severely by the

operation of tlie Curfew Law, as the

country people are afraid to bring their

provisions into the town, in case they
should not be sold off in time to enable

them to reach their homes by sunset. The
Grand Jury of Dubiiti has found a true

bill against the propiietor of the Filoty

for pubiishiug the first of Mr. O’Conueirs
Letters to the people of Ireland. In con-

sequence of this prosecution, Mr. OToii-

nell now publishes his Letters in the True
Surly whence they are copied into the

I risk papers. A very vindictive proceed-

ing has been taken against Mr. WaLh,
a schoolmaster in Dublin, who seconded-

the noiuinayon of Mr. O'Connell, as one
of the Representatives of that city, and to

wdiose exertions Mr. O'Coniieirs success

is in a great degree to be attributed He
has btMjii tried and convicted for seditious

words spoken at a meeting of the Trades'

Union some months ago. He has been

discharged on bail, to appear and receive

judgment when required As was anti-

cipated* the Coercion Act has been used for

the eollectJlpn of tithes. If'he police who^
have made this use of it, have been repri-*

manded by the magistrates of Kilkenny,

for a reprimand is considered a sufficient

punishment for this perversion of the law.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
The Duchess de Berri was safely de-

livered of a daughter on the 10th May.
vox.. .ni.-i»Ka XV.

was not found for the qhild until
the la^ moment. He is formally declar-
ed to. be Count Hector Lucchesi Palli,

Prince of' Campo Franco, Gentleman
of the Chamber of the King of the two
Sicilies,^omiciliated at Palermo. He is

Neapolitan Envoy at the Hague, fi^
which place he has not been absent for the
last twelvemonths at least. For the du-
ties he has undertaken he has received

1^.40,000. The real father is believed to
be Monsieur Guibours, the confidential

adviser *of the Duchess, who has almost
cgnstantly accompanied her. The child's

namp is Anne Marie Rosalie. The Duchess’

is to be immediately libei'bted. This event

bus thrown the Carlists into consterna-

tion, and they boldly deny the pregnancy,

delivery, and marriage.

Considerable reinforcements have been
sent to Oporto both from P'rance and
England, but nothing decisive has yet

taken place. The accounts represent the
^

prospects of Don Pedro as flattering. The
quarrel between Don Pedro and Sartorius

has been accommodated, the sailors hav-
ing received part of their arrears. Spain
continues in a state of tianquillity, and
the Queen's party has at present the as-

cendency.—The accounts from Turkey,
ai-e contradictory, some representing that

peace has been concluded in coj^ideiation

of a large surrender of terAtory by the

Sultan t6 the Egyjitians ; while others

state, that hostilities are on the point of
being renewed, in consequence of the re-

fusal of the former to cede the province

of Caraiuanin. It appears certain that a
very large Russian force is in the immediate
vicinity of Constantinople, so that there

is little chance of its being taken posses-

sion of by Ibrahim, whatever may be the

issue of the negotiation between him and
the Sultan. King Leopold finding his

Chambers unruly, has dissolved them.

His infidelity to his Queen has given much
offence to the royal family of France, he

having renewed an objectionable con-

nexion, which was discontinued at the

time of his marriage.

EAST INDIES.

Much embarrassment has arisen to

many families connected with Indm by
the failure of the houses ofMackintosh and

Co. at Calcutta. ItJ| debts are estimaUR

at L.2,500,000. The high rate of interest ^

paid by bankers in India, induced many
persons in this country to deposit large

sums in their hands. The annual loss of
income to residents in Cheltenham and
the neighbourhood amounts to L.70,090.

2H
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STATE OF COMMEKCF, MAKOFACTtTRES, AND AGBICULTUBE.

It ifireslis much p1^asn^e toie«rn that Iron TbadkJ—

T

his trade iii hardly
" the mission of Di*. BowrinuN to extf^nd so brisk as it was six weeks agoii but the

the commercial relations between Great late rise in the pricf of iron is supported.
* Britain and KraTtee, proceeds favonrahly. The price of bar iron, delivered at Car-

The mei'chants of Boiirdeaux and Nantes dlif, is from^L 5, 15s. to L.5, 17s. 6(1. with

have received Dr. Bowrin^ with the nt- six mouths credit, arftf pigf-iron may be

most cordiality ; ood (he impolicy of her qnote<i at from L..3, 15s. to L.l.

existing^ commercial restrictions, is now Aomciri.TTTRF..—^The great chan fre on
, Admitted by a frept proportion of flie the weather, in the beginning of May,
trading community of France has completely altered the appearance of

Our manufactures are not so hp<k as the countrv, and has in some degree com-
they were some' rt>onth8 ago. This is pensated for the backwardness pf the

particularly ohs^'rvnble in woollen < loths months of March and April. The heat

and is attrihnted partly to a decline in Irta been much greater than it nsiially is,

the home demand and p'lrtlv to the nn- po earh^ in the season. In Edinburgh
settled state of Portnirah nhich remind the^hermometer has frequently reached

trade with that country precariou'^ and 75 in the shade. Iii London the heat

^ to the change in the Americnn Tariff as has been still greater, and the thermome-

to low woollers ;
of late, howeve?*, sales ter, in (he shade, was at 76 on the after-

of cloth have been brishcr l><»tb in the noon of the 15th May. In some districts

milled and unmilled state. In the West fne spiiiig grain was sown when the soil

Hiding of Yorkshire, a considerable Avas too wet for its reception, and conse-

change in the course of trade has taken qnently the crop is likely to prove defi-

- place of late years. Much O ' re business cient, unless we have a favourable sum-

is now done by the mannfec* u’ or at home, mei*. The turnip crop having been more
and mivb less in the large n innfactories. than* usually abundant, and the plants

The latfl^ are chiefly en ’doyed in fine ^?*ving been prevented from running to

work and in preparing tlic varn for the seed by the coldness of the spring, an
countrv manufacturers j and this mode of abundant "Siipply of fodder was thus oh-

fondurting the trade is ^'nnid more bene- tainrd, and the grass lands promise to

ficial for all parties. The flannel market afford a luxuriant crop. In consequence

has also suffered a considerable depression, of this abundant supplj;of food, the mar-
nlthough the demand both for British ami hefs for lean rattle have been brisk.

Foreign aa’oo^s is brisk, and the prices are while some depression has taken place in

maintained. The export of British wool, the price of fVtt cattle, Owingto the no-

and woollen spun yarns, has tended much ticc of Earl Fitzwjlliani’s, and Mr. Whit-
' to keep up the price of British wool, and more's motions for a revisal of the Corn

it is uT*derstood that the supply in the Laivs, all speculation in grain has for

country is onlv moderate. some time ceased ; and now (hat these

Th#* demand for cotton goods and A'arns motions haAT been thnmm out, the fine-

has also diminished of late, and the ad- ness of the u'ea^her Avill continue to check

vance obtained in the he;'inning of the epeculation. I’he price of grain of all

A’ear has not been sustained. Th" vr<hir- kin»^8, is coushlerahly lower at present,

tion proposed to be made on the r.ri than at the same period last year
;
and

cotton wool. w.'»s not looked forinth'*n»anu- the disivosses of the agricn.ltuHsts are ra-

factunng districts, and little benefit is ex- pidly augmeptjing. It has lately been as-

pected to be deriA'ed from it. It aviU certained tlml.^tbe mixing of fOal ai-hes

merely operate as an encniiragcment to Avith bone tit|jiiure, increases tnati Hally

the importation of AmeHcan cotton a’iooI* the value of fttiat article; fortHthough the

instead of East Indian. The importation usual quantity is tAAx» imperial quarters

of the latter has h(4*n steadily incr<*asing per acre, one quarter av ill be flmitid to pro-

since the imposition of the additiomil duce excellent err pg of turnips, if mixed
duty, American cotton is imported to a with one or (aa»o quarters of coni nshes.

—

ronsiderahie extent in American vessels, The lambing season has been favourrible,

while the East India cotton is imported and little loss has been sustained. The
entirely in BHtish A'ossels ; and should the nc<»unts from all parts of the island,
loAvertng of the duty diminish the quantity state the blossom on the fruit treeg to be

of East Indian cotton wool imported, The most abundant, and there is every pros-
'

alteration will, to a cettaif)i extent, prove* pect of an excellent fruit season,

injurious to British shipping.



.mBvtait’s ANSwBn*‘ito '»
'-'J'

Repfinki^fi^iiif 'Bdiinhyiitg^ Ohs^ver of Xith'Mtw, *

** You «han*t ;io^ v^tluln Vg^CoiHo to R dgrigo.

You find ypur evU deeds mi^ kncij»r^L,'|iBd%ij^ to^prevent the word from helieviniy stetements

which you know to he true* by ptJfblUhinff a letter in the newapapere, denyin!;; their truth ; mrid attri-

bitting them to me. although you know they are all to be found in the book reytcA-ed in Tuit’s Maga*
zine. But you shah not escape so.'

I proceed to notice the contents of your latter.

You say. ** R U juif ^our purpnae io^Hein})t U cwretl my numrcHtf errors and mistaken.'' No
man is secure from mistakes. "^Did Iknow any in the article. “ "nid Spy System/’ I would not bed.,

tate to correct them But excepting a passage which may be construed into an insinuation of cor-

rupt mtitiven against Mr. Reddie, which I h ive already di<|p1aimed. I know oFnooe. The article abounds

in minute circumstantial sijptements, relating to niatters of gi oat importance ’’lo you, lirerally copied

from, and nstde upon the authority of a book published week after week in your own city of Glasgow,
which, as it has Wen ’before the ijjublic several months, you must he pre^ume^ !•(> have seen. Tlie

author of the book appeals to living witnesses, and challenges contradiction; and 1 find no attempul

made by you to disprove his statements, nor even a public denial of their iruth.

Of 'he '* numerous "'errors and mistakes’* you ascribe to me, you, with characteristic simplicity,

mention one.
^

*

It seems that. I have ** wanton’y and ignorantly more *th m in^'.inn.itefl rliarges against a noble Lord
which are both false and calumnious.” The noble Lord is—Lord suhnoutli. to whom I imagined
the glory of introducing the Spy System chiefly belonged ; and the ijyanton. ignorant, false, anckHCU-

jumnmus change” is. that Lord Sidmonth intrusted to yon a State Secret, and that you cQmmunicatedfi\^

with Uif'hmond, your villain Spy, in order to follow np the noble Lord's wish<*s ; whereas the fact, a$
you declare it, is tha' you communicated with Richmond of your own accord, and Sfht “ informatiolt”

to the noble Lord, instead of receiving it from him ! Here is a defenc* of l.ord Sidmouth, indeed,

from the infamy of originating the Glasgow branch of the Spy System ; but the iiifanty remains. You
only relieve Lord >idinouth ot part of a load to take it upo.i yourself. You, i|^8i>ems, ,clai o ihe whole
palerni^ of the Spy System in the WeSi of Scotland ; you will not share it. either with Lord Sidmouth
or the Lord Advocate. I give you joy of the distiuelion !

Are you not, however, doing yourself 8»)rae injustice, by ihis, your cliivulric defence of thejmmortal
chief of tlie Spy Sy.*tem Your ally Richmond givcsa di/fcreiit account of the matter. I quollPFrom th*
Iwok reviewed “ Richmond thu.s desciibes the first political confcMence ho held with Mr. Finlay

[tliat interview which, ufw i the recommendation of \Ir. .leftVey, lie sought « ith you, to obtain gome hon-
est means of gaining a livelihood not to become a traitor to bis friends, and a disgrace to hm patrons.

Liclummd .says—the man says, who came to you with a cLar cnnseicnce, and left you. yielding to a
strong temptation, presentt-d at a adtical nimnoat to a i»e.>(iy man :] “ After some general remarfa} on
the prevalence of <»piuions in favour o*' refoi in, he ( .Vf r. Finlay) in a vet y imposing and empb itic man-
ner,” [worthy of llogberry, no doubt ]

” asked me to an.swer him, upon my hona||r, if 1 was not
aware of the exi-stence of an c.\'tcnsive and widely spread conspiracy, for the avowed purpose of over-
turning the OovernnuMit, I .solemnly asMirwl h?m I was not; nor did I brtlievj^nything of the kind
existed in Siotland; and, at all events, if it did, it was unconnected with the proceedings of the re-

form party, everything they intended being ojwnly and publicly avowed. He then assured me that

Government had tiie most positive and undoubted informri ion of the existenc.e of su'*h a conspiraey.”
So It was to inliirmation which, fiorn your ‘‘duty as a magistrate,” and love for “ the peace of your
country,’’ you imd sent yourself, tliat yn\ aUud.'d, according to your .statement ; or. Imd you first com-
muuicaled the .sCbret as a smiplc plot, and r»*cv'ived it hack maguifi.Ml into a Slate Secret ? By this

and other passages wiiich I liave no room to (|u«te, it would appear that tlio St te Secret had been
known If Goveraineut> and cornmunuMle I to you bofuiv lliehmancl discovered or rather ci oated the

conspiracy of which you sent inf«)rniaiion t(» Loid Sidmou h
;

unles.s, indeed, by the G»»vcrnm‘'nt we
are to understand it*. (Glasgow jigenl Mr. Kiikni.in Finl.iy. But whether \ cm wi'ro Sidmouth's tool

or dupe, or he yours or that you duped e.icli other and vourselve.s. too, in tl/'s mrocioiis a''’'air^is of

little consMuence to the woild. Let it be as you say. 1 cannot, however, spare yon the ro«r ot thn

passage 1 ifave been quoting. Richmond tclhi that vou remarked to him “ that leiyiiigon hi.s good
sense and geueral kiio.vledge of the population, you made the communication (your own wordj to him ;

it beitig in his power to render a most important service to' society, and a »inty incurabchi on him to

use his influence, and make every exertion to supprt^sj. the con.sjv racy- Ricbtiiond observed that ha
was still sceptical a*! to its existence; tliat he was equvilly couvincetl wiili you of the absunlir^ and
utter Inqielessness of doing any ^ood by such ine,ans ; that he cons'diT 'd nothing could bett rSteerve the

purpose of the Ministry, and tho.se oppised to every •!pecies of n'f rm, than such an attempt as it

would ee a pretext for throwing discredit on its advocates, and quashing the demand then so

gftlerft%i»hde.”
By cbtamunicating’lmH^chmond, your spy, employing him on ihe part of Government, and send-

ing **'ti^)rma.ion” to LoMKihrmouth. you sa.y you were only making a aiselosure of facts which, as a
xnaglfitf|yte» bound by yoiP oath, and by your duty, y»m considered it proper to make in the hope of

prasfirvuig that peace ijjji the country* wh.ch it is the first duty of every Government to maintain. •

Thwaottods well : but bow stand the fact# Whnt say you to these questions? Did you not

eontfntttiiMte to Richraon.d the exi*(tence of a conspiracy, which wife afterwards proved not to exist till

some, time afterwards; till, in fact, it was excited by Richmond, under ihe.employinent of Govem-
maAt^ Did you not employ Richmond as a Spy to disaiver that imaginary conspiracy, in the existence

of which he tuld you he did not believe ? 1*1 it not true that the man who sought you for a very inno-

cent purjpole, was solicited by you to become your spy ; that you refused to permit him to obtain the

advuM or Messrs. Jelfrey and (Jockburn in this difficult situation though those gentleman might surely

have been presumed to be ns much actuated by love of “the peace and prosperity of ihe country”

ssyoitrsetf, and quite as capable of discriminating truth from humbug? Was it not proved that in-

i^p&nt men'Were e.vcited by R'chmoad. \our spy. while in constant communicauoki ,wi h you. as his

immediate employer en account ot Government, 1 1 that conspiracy wh’ich it was so ttSeful to^the Go-
vernmeut to procure?

Are these tacts or not r Are tliey not all found in the book' reviewed in Tait*a Magazine ; a book

published in your own City of Glasgow several months ago, and stilt uneontradteted or disproved ^



40^ iir. Tmfi lPinh}f*ryLettttr to hiik,^

And tSw i» yo^’ way 4if )irt^inttg ^ thit wl|,ch it w^the first obliiration of
eveiy 4Sic^i^«n( to

^ ‘ ^ »
’

A itukn ta sanit to voiyAy aitiood lo pr^nre^mpioynicayt ; and refuVm|ir to i«it hire reveal your pur-
pose to that fi^foii4»"tnp^H tibat Aiyndowptt'^filt. Janrey»«yoo ei^ptToy htbi as a Srv, to fiixil a plot bich
von abaurdtv toppoae to exist j^nd, he tempted by the prwmisi^of “ a respertable permanent «<itnation.

If he would i^d hia assistancew jim^reet the dmspiracy excites a copspiiv'y as he cannot find one
^ady Made; and in''the sequel lor Bnnnythtiir lsi>^l^ the sequc4'io ftichmond's bungled plot innocent

* hvM are saorificed by the ^reet instrumentality of this villanous system We read ot those who
IfoHtifdhemf^iicieni, paamM pppe^oi, Whai is called jwace in yotrr vocabulary, is enforced obedience
to tyranny in mVne. '

,

You tell me that you disdain to make any remark on my obssevatiofis on you.” Your friends

must ackno«rledge tfiatj^u will be much Mter employed in clearing yourself from the imputations
ttN>nght iifxm you, not by Taits t^agazine. but by the strong array of facts, and tisin of suspicioiis

c«rouinsutiicp8 detailed in th^ bonk ‘viewed, and cognisant to tens or thousands, A few plain words
of explanation,—some a|:^oaoh to oaki. g a clean breast vrill serve you better with the public, than
those lofty expressions ofcooreinp which I lv»Id ut their due value.

'* Ttt the transactions you have attempted to describe, and in every public action of my life, I have
bq||| ^ided solely adenre to rJcF*'i'Hvr pfacf, and ai'v anc » the PKOSPBkirv or THr coitn-

This from t^'^go-between of Sidmouth and Richmoiul ! the originator of the Spy and Incen-
e ‘Biary Sy^em in the West of Scotland ! the tragical not aiar but make plot, without whose meddling^
dhd stu) id ufiiciqimMWs^ llichmond would never have been employed to discover, nor sedtu'ed mi con
cr>rtia conspiracys whicii, it was no lauit of yours, nas bungled, and biokc down, instead of ending in

blood !

P Your charge««of falsehood, calumnies, disregard of truth and candour, and vcnomcais slanders, me
talse. and you know thedn to be false. I shall teli y<m a stur^ which is too simple and straight forward,
mayhap for you to bol eve it. I have no plot, no conspir.rcy luf important State Secret for you ; .so you
mnat even take a little plain truth, however uncongenial to jour mind.
The aqjlcle was w'ritlen hv aconiributor to whom 1 sent the (Glasgow publication, “ The Kx|Kisiirc

of the '‘py .System,* for review. Than that reviewer there is not a moio candid jierson in tlie world.

He bad never even heard Mr Reddie’a name and had but i\ very slight acquaintance with the historical

name of Ifr. Kirkman Finlay* The review was written w'ifhout anv knowledge oi the local politics

of Gta.sgow and was confined entirelv to an analjMs of the book ; wit h such leinarks as its disclosures

suggest^ to a mind calculated to feel acutely both compassion for thi' victims of the Spy Svstein.

and indignation against those hy vvho'<e iiistriiinentdlitj their lives, were saenficed, and a system of
misrule attempted to be peqietuated ill the country, llaving the most peifect confidence in the re-

viewer. I sent hw article to press w ithout hav ing read one word of it Put the instant iny attention W'ns

called to the passages at the bottoin < f pace HUf and top ofpage 200 of the Magazine w Inch contain some
•evere imputations <jf ivfhiivcii to Mr Ueddie, f at once in tin most public rnannci i eti at ted and disclaimed

sneb imputations * .histice to Mr Reddie required this. J knew bw high respe<‘tabil)ty. and that

he could not be inflneiiced by the corrupt motives which the expressions of the Magazine were under-
stood to impute to liim. To you no injustice was done. The facts aic not given on the Magazine's own

Ihauthority, that of the book review'cd Ami as to motives you are mentioned in the article as one
** who must be presumed to have acted gratuitously in this v'cry diity aHaii, and wiiom » e are rather

inclined to cl as among those shallow' pi>rsons wdiose understandings lufailihly niiscarify iiiidei itie bur-
den of a ‘ great state M'cret,' than a de«i iiiiig man, or one capalde ol mixing, w itii Uis eyes open in

the base treacheiy and utter infamy of his cteaftiic RkIiiiioiuI That tliis is your true chataeter, I in

charity believe ; though m.ny, considei mg that you sought Pichuioud and not he you may believe

ibis a stretch of charily. No thanks ro von that vou weie the du})e of your own spy incendiary and
traitdii; Richmond ; and not lie vour tool in wu kedness. Tills wub but the order of nature ; the stronger
mind took its own place He liecame the hoiilof the Sjjy ^yst(In in the West; vouo iy the heavy, himl et-

ing, uncon.scious biute part ; lie the Boracliio you the D(»gl>errv ot the juece got up by yhmr genius,

and bungled by the same f acquit jou of tlie supp« siiion of bemg vvoi se tlian a consuinmite ass with
only the teiideneies to mischief which an ass in aiithoiity always has. Honest intentions 1 will not

deny you. It is likely enough lli.it joii raiv he hat Napoleon calls one of those honest blix’kheads,

who witl; the best intentions in the woild coikiii in all softs of mischief But you were onginally a
prime agent in the Spy Systwn by which iuiMuent men were finally tempted lietrayed. and murdered,
under coloui of law that reform ring t he defe.itcd and Toryism reign par amount. In conclusion, I

have to say, that if (he « riter in Tint s Magazine has been led to impute to Loid .^idmouth and the Go-
vernment of the time more than their due share of these attempts to btnkefin alarming blow at the
morals of the])eopie and to invade the private security of every dust of by employing, en-
couraging, and protecting spies and intormers.” the blame is wholly youtM 'I'hese charges are all

,made upon the faith of the reported communications ymi made to your* conirenient friend, Richmond,
which have now been for some years in print. And « hatevor others may think of the veracitv of that
person you surely must have entin^ confiderice in the bwftour aod integrity of the man to wliom yon
lutru<Kt«o matters involving your high minded uliject love of country and the lives of hundreda of
your f««ow subjects. WILLIAM TAIT.

You have forced me to sav much that I wo ild lather have left unsaid. I wo Id willingly have spared
yon this. Had you pointea at any inaccuracy in the Magazine, 1 should have readily correcied it.

Edinburgh, 78, Princes’ Street, l.Sth May, 1833. W. T.

• Thef^noWing tetter wav addressed to Mr. Riddle:—^* I am autlioriscd by the author of an article in the
Ategasiigilbr May, entitlM * 1 be Spy System, or ’I'ls 'Ihirtecu ktara hince/ to state, that he regrets having
Mioe of cXMJUsions in that article, whicli may be held to insinuate, Uiat the conduct of Mr. Keddie, Lf^
AJIMsar to the iitypf Glasgow, during the disturbancev m the \Vest of Stotland, In the years from 18Id to
llOt« WM mfittciteed by interestea and corrupt motivett, and the author of the article furtlier authorizes me to

ihflJte did not inean to impute any such motives to Mr. lieddte, and he is latisfied Mr, Reddlo is inca-

^ pfbmpg ittfiuenced by any such motives,

***.**filffi^***S^^
to express my regret, that I Inadvertently allowed the exprmion con-

f!mTllTpr"
”***^‘ ' ••wiM.fira.-
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THE CRISIS.

SiNCK the passing of the R'‘form Bill, IMinisters have been at t}^|^

feet of the Tories,—and now tli; y are spurned. Their posture of weak-

ness and ])iisillanimity has had its deserts. To propitiate the Tories

was the whole end of tlieir policy. The satisfaction of the People was

as nothing ooinpured with that obj ‘ct. Popularity was d^»med well

lost, while any softening, any appeasement of Tory rancour, was sup-

posed to be gained. Upon this homage the Tories recovered conii-

dence and insolence ; while Ministers not only lost ground in public

esteem, but made enemies of a large portion of tlie People. Lord John

Russell has frankly avowed, that insufficient measures have been framed

with a view to the toleration of the House of Tories. Quite clear it

has long been that tlie Ministry has hoped to propitiate Tory opposi-

tion, bj” adopting Tory p<»licy. They have had the amazing folly to

believe that the Tories would he opiitent to see them in place, provided

they administered the affairs of the country in the spirit of Toryism.

The Tories, however, not unreasonably, argued, that, if the Gavernment

was to be conducted according to their view's, it should he conducted^

by their party. They could not see wdiat right the Whigs had to be

in^ W'hile they i^opted the counsels, or deferred to the judgment,

of those whom twey had thrown o«^ Indeed, it is certain, that if

tlie Wliigs had found reason in office for changing their opinions

on many subjects wdiieh had been the grounds .of the severest and

most effective attacks on tlie Tories wdien in power, honesty required

that they should humble themselves to the Tories, admit the injustice

they had long done tliem, and the erroneous ground upon which they

had disgraced and displaced them. Doubtless it must have been

exasperating to the Tories to see the WTiigs falling into the very
"" VOL. in.

—
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practices for which, they had been ousted from their places. The

Tories, perceiving the popular discontent wliidi followed, and natiu

rally disposed to infer a consciousness of extreme weakness, from the

abject bearing of the Ministry towards themselves, were encouraged

to try their strength ; and accordingly their leaders in the Lords picked

a quarrel, and struck a blow, Mdiicli denoted the commencement of

hostilities* The House of Tories censured the course pursued by Mi-

nisters towards the Portuguese belligerents. The House of M’liigs

forthwith passed a vote of approbation. The two Houses were thus in

collision ; but truth requires tiie admission, that the act of collision was

the act of the Commons. When the Lords opposed the Reform which

had originated in the Commons, the Lords had to answer for llic com-

mencement of the contest ; but in the late instance the cases were re-

versed. This is not a fact of much importance, except as accuracy of

statement is always important Under circumstances, the vote of the

tlommons was a consequence of the votb of the Lords, who placed

themselves in such an attitude as to compel tlie other House
ilself in opposition to them, or to desert the IVIinistry.

From the passing of the Reform Bill up to the hour of that vote, the

name of the People had seldom been mentioned by Ministers or their

creatures, except to point the moral of patience, and a confiding spirit

in the superior authorities ; or to level censures against agitation, and

meddling ^itli the concerns of the State. The People w ere tartly re-

minded that they had representatives who shouhl take out of their

hands all active concern in ])iil)lic afiairs ; but, from the instant that

there appeared a majoiity against Ministers in the Lords, the Peoj»le

grew into sudden imj)ortance with the organs of the Government ,* mid
loud and vclitmeiit were the appeals to their judgmtiit^ and tlie thu.ils

of their vengeance. The talk was no longer that tlie People had their

organ in representation
; the IVojde were invoked for the purpose of

terrorism in the might of their masses. The People, whose strongest

opinions, and loudest demands, would, a week before, have been treated

as destitute of reason and authority, were now called upon to exercise

a supreme judgment. They, whose remonstrances witli the Commons
would have been rebuked as intrusive, and dismissed as unworthy of
attention, and degrading to the dignity of Parliament, were conjured to

testify their displeasure and resentment at the procelfding of the Peers;
and broadly was it intimated, that their interferefJee would not end
with an expression of censure ; and that from the correction of one in'.

stitution, it would a§cend to a new disposal of another.

Nothing was ever more ludicrous than the sudden exaltation of the
People into importance in the Ministerial prints, which, for montlfs
l^st, had never mentioned them but with slight, or to hid them impli-
citly trust the guidance of public affairs to the wisdom of Parliament.
The appeal was not answered. The People were not to be so whistled on
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and whistled off at pleasure. For the opposition of the Lords to the
Ministry which had preferred truckling to them to satisfying the People,

the People cared not a rush. The Ministry had thought the support
of the People nothing in comparison with the propitiation of the Lords

;

the Ministry had refused to rely on the strength of the People ; and why
was the despised and neglected power to be lent to them when the svs-

tem of truckling to the enemy, so odious to the public feeling, and
so injurious to the public interests, had failed, as such despicable policy

always ought to fail ? The People havp not stirred to the rescue of the

Ministry. Tiiey have acknowledged no obligation to redeem errors com-
mitted at their expense. They know what to think of the character

of the House of Lords ; but, with an enemy on one side, and a deserter
,,

on the other, they will leave the combatants to settle their quarrel ik

they can, and hold themselves in reserve to cope with the conqueror,

and the use he may make his victory.

Things have been brought to such a pass, that, for the House of Lords

there seems to be no redemption. If they submit, hav’^ing so decidedly

manifested their dispositions, they sink into the insignilicance of a sub-

servient body. If they be overborne by a creation, the majority is by
royal appointment, and the House but an extension of the power of the

Crown. In any case, the foundation of the institution lias been brought

under examination ; and it is seen to rest on custom only. For a here-

ditary legislature no reasonable arguments can be furni^ed—a hert'-

ditary college of surgeons were as wise—and its safety consisted in

avoiding offence, and not provoking scrutiny into its title to autjiority,

Power without qualification for the use, or responsibility for the abuse,

is the indefeisible possession of the Peers of Parliament. . This is the

unique vice of the constitution. Everywhere else we see authority ac-

companied with some responsibility. The Lords alone have an exemp-

tion from accountability : they are at least as liable to error as the rest

of mankind \ but they are in no quarter responsible for error, and this

immunity makes them more liable to error than the rest of mankind, or

all observation on human nature fails in application to their singular

case. Theirs is the only irrevocable,—and as irrevocable, irrespon-

sible power in the state. The king is responsible through his JMinis-

ters. The responsibility, it may be said, is only nominal, but nominal

as it is, it reminds those that lie under it of their fallibility. Ministers,

Members of the Commons* House, Judges, by impeachment, are re-

movable, but incompetent or ill-disposed Peers are firmly fixed in au-

thority for life, and there is no deliverance of the community from their .

mischievously employed powers, except by a creation giving the crown

the ascendency in the Hoi^ by the introduction of its nominees, and

destroying the independent character, whether good or bad, of one of the

Houses of Parliament. A remedy so injurious to the institution will

seldo^ be applied for the relief of the public from the insolence of irre-

1 s
^ ^
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The tier^rntf^ry'authorities have a nWural sympathy;

is averse from confessing &ults ih old uistitutions» and repair^

ing them with new materials ; the example of patching once commenced,

«lhes^ is apprehension of the extent to which it may be carried. Of these

^ooasiderations^ adverse to the employment ofthe prero^tive of creation,

ate well aware, and tliey presume accordingly, and in the

l^orst event, happen what may. they remain Peers,though out-numbered,

^he privileges the individual Peer has abtiNed remain to him, and the

pKlwhr of his faction is subdued precisely in tMb same proportion that

the^stitution dain<iged in independence, and the respect belonging

to the independence^ of a judicial and legislative body. There seems

here to be a vice in the coiistilution which is utterl)?^ incurable- Jf we
get rid of the wilfulness and stilish domination ofan irresponsible power,

^we have jn place of it tire subsei viency of the nominees of the Crown ;

•and no security that that subserviency, objecti^inable as it is, may not
^ change for the worse dispositions, generated by the sense of irrevocable

and irresponsible power. The newJ)lood, infused to correct the corrup-

tion of the old, is in all tliese cases too likely to contract the vices of the

former stock.

^
Suicerum cst nisi ^d•^ quodcimque infuntlis acescit.

Power without qualification as in any case objectionable ; to leave

the qualification to chance were a monstrous folly ; but in the instance

of the Lords it is worse than trusting to the chance that the qualifica-

tiol|, may exj^t where the auliiority devolves. Hie chances are many,
that where power is hereditary and irresponsible, qualification will not

co-exist. The very idea of irresponsibility seems to dispense with any
necessity ik: qualification. A man who is accountable in no quarter

^
for the uses he may make of his power, has no external inducjcmeiits

to tiain himself for the just exercise of it. vTf his condition be one of

easeemd luxury, if he he surrounded by flatt'erbrs’ and sycophants, who
te&iiim he is all-acconiplished, while the natural dispositions plead for

the luxury at his coimiiuncl rather than study and the discipline of the
understanding, and the world requires of him no other claim to its

homage and respect than his title, can we wonder, in this position, if

he be unfurnished with all the properties of a legislator, except the
power ? An unqualified member of Pailiament may be chosen ; but he
has strong ind^jeements to make the best use of his capacities, and not
to disgrace himself in the opinion of those who have chosen him,
and to whom he is responsible for th^ discharge of his trust, and
upon whom he depends fur his re-election, such motives act

upon the Peer. Whetlier qualified or unqualified, whether fool or sage,

whether just or wilfully tyrannic, his powei remains unalienable, un-
removable. In all conditions there is such hardiness in human virtue,

that some will be found to rise superior to evil seductions, and to flour*

ish on the rock, or in the rankest corruptions; but though the presence
of these is to be reckoned on, not so their preponderance. It is not
more certain that some such honours to humanity will be^found, than

"" that they will be found in a small minority. For the ^hdle body of the
House of Peers, standing as it in a haughty unsoei^ iUlitlllation,

--^-accountable in no quarter for the use of its noiver,*--‘>tf|nfJNI<yairiedi by
any real check,—and not reminded of fiillil^ty byiaMV
•—It must, according to "the nature of things,
interests, with an audacity and contemptiy^us^disregntd to^ha
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of tbe m^ion^ which can'b^ hazarded in m other bmncfa of .the State*

Ilow are thei^ propensities^ the naturaT fruit ofthe con8tituti5|q of the
hereditary Legislature, to be corrected ? We know not ; for though
temporarily subdued, they will be reproduced, if the same cau^s be left

free to operate ; and if not, the House, losing, its independence, be-
comes a mockery, a false pretenci, and nothing ete,—answering , no ’

purpose, but that of a deceit.
* ’

The Lords would have the compositidti of* their body unaltered. If
so, the objections to law-making without qu|ilificatioif; in right of birth,

attach. If, on the other hand, a majority be raised by creation, t]$en «

the appointment of legislators by the ‘Cnown beoemes little lesS^ues-
tionable ; and in effect the House wiH be ruled by the nominees of
Ministers.

Seeing the indifference of the People, flie Tories are ^ware of an ad-
vantage which they don’t think it prudent to press home. The Lords *

believe they coii)d turn out the Ministry ; but they appjeehend that a
Ministry of their party would be inextricably embarrassed by the pend-
ing measures left on their bands. Whether this apprehension be
grounded or not, it actuate their conduct, and will induce appearances
of forbearance which may be mistaken for proofs of an altered policy.

They bide their time. Meanwhile, the Whigs play their game by cry-
ing Wbl// It was rumoured' that the Local Court Bill would b© thrown
out ; the Lords seemed moderate, thereforejT in refraining from doing
what they thought wowld not serve their cause. To throw out the
Irish Church Bill, may also be premdture, the West India measure
being unsettled. As for the bill itself, no one, out of the High-Church
party, cares a jot for its fate'; but, as a sign of the resolution of the
Peers <o oppose any breaking of the ground for Church Perform, its re-

jection wouJd rouse the indignation of England, and the fiercest resent-.^

ment of Ireland. The Church is the rock on which the Tories must
^lit; and in the tirst d^onstratiori of protection to its abuses, the
I^rds will be cast awayT;

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF AN M. P.

June 13.—The Treasury Bench by no means in its glory. To the

stranger under tlie gallery, all may appear right and fair ; but to one

•who has now watclieik/them nightly for months, thelre seems something

ominous in their bearing. Their habitual sneers, their everlasting su-

perciliousness are there indeed ; but in diminished effect. They would

appear at ease ; they affect a carelessness of hearing ; but all these

efforts w’ill not do. ^They are plainly extremely discomposed ; it is not

the present debate ; for as far as the House is concerned, they are as

strong as ever. Were they to propose that war should be declateil

against Ireland in form, and the country treated hs if it were the abode

of a band of sav^es, the Honourable House would at once give them a

magnificent majority. Must learn what is the cause of this downcast

bearing—rumours afioat—^just what might have been expected, and

what the Whigs deser^. We are, it is said, to be sent to the right

about;—the ministers to go out ; Peel and the Tories to come in; and

all this because the Lords will not pass the Church Temporalities Bill.
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I Counted noses ; and find that they m ant between
/"W^maice them really paramount in the Lords, 3U1 this is

k>ng gallery^ vhere^ ever and anon^ an inferior person.

Ary maybe seen in lad and ominous converse with some
tfae»*Ministerial benches.

^e44^J^^-^5Rftc of this morning has its cue. The rumours of
l^ii^ not altogether without foundation. The tactics of the lead-

ing jousn^ irbt b^d‘in one sense;, though not over honest. The rumours
t^^it the Tories \ire to come in^ and to act in a popular sense ; and

^

this evidently the game they intend to play^ as may be seen from the
Siundori^^ Sucfh is also plainly PeeFs game in the House at this mo.
ment. The Times

j

arting for the Whigs, however, furiously declares,

that the Tories arc coming into pow or, and that they breathe nothing
but blood and slaughter. The people are to be frightened ; and the

round-mouthed'*T2n/c« is beginning in the riglit way.
The Treasury Bemdi thin and sad. Lord Althorp's round face, actu.

ally looking grave ; Stanley more ghastly than ever ; Ifed poor Mr. P,
Thompson more sulky than is at all becoming. The rumours stronger

than ever. Whether the King refiibos to n^ke Peers, or whether the
Ministers refuse to ask him, not kiioan. How will all this end?
One thing is certain, the "VVliigs have brought this on themselves.

From the beginning of the session t4> the present moment, they have
been endeavouring to conciliate the Tories, and south their opposition.

They have done this, in spite of every warning, and in direct defiance of

the People's wislies. Tlity have neglected the popular intei*csts; they
have given a helping hand to despotism ;

they have imitated to the very
life the conduct of their Tory predecessors ; the> ha\c insulted every
one of the |»i^ular advocates; they luive shewn tlieniselves extravagant

beyond even pre^ious extmvHgatice ; careful of churchmen's interests ;

solicitous of the welfare of all monopolies : and wliat has been their re-

ward ? They ha\e lost tlie support of the People. They are no longer
the popular Ministry they were at the commencement of the session;

they are distrusted, nay, hated by the moss J and they are laughed at

and rejected by the very party before whom they have bowed down in

submission The Tories, in the plenitude of their contempt and hatred,

did not wait till the measures of the Ministry should be submitted to

them. They have iinticijiated every thing ; and came boldly forward
with a distinct vote of censure, about a matter, indeed, respectingVhich
the People care little. They have shewn, as usual, much craft in their

}>roceedings. Had their first opjmsition been on a measure to which the
People w'ere attached, popular indignation mightJbave suddenly arisen.

But by thus commencing their operations in a matter about which the
^niblic cared little, they have accustomed them to the idea of opposition

to the Ministry without coupling that opposition with any ideas of dis-

like to themselves, the Tories. At the commencement of the ses-

sion, the Ministers came with two bills to the House of Commons

;

one of coercion, one of concession. The bills w^ere to pass pari
passu. The coercion bill, howev'er, had the longest legs, and it far out-
stripped its fellow of concession. The despotism has been long the
law of the land ; the concession, the work of mercy, lingers yet in the
Commons. But the Ministers, in order to pass the work of despotism,
declared that their existence as a Ministry d^ended on passing both
measures. If one or the other were rejected, they threatened to leave
the government of the country ; and to consign us thereby to Toryism,
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or to the still more dreadful curgeof Radicalism. Now
trial. The concession hill^ it is ascertained^ will not

Ministry are in honour bound to retire. Will they do so? I
We shall see many a manoeuvre tried bcf<»re that ocurs* ^ JSefoJ^ef long*,

my Lord Ebrington will have s<»ine motion of confidence toshtofut.to us
and the country will again be rmised, and put into con[ibusti0ti'*^md f6|'

what? To preserve the AVliig Ministers’ll! their places.* Whdttthntl^
effected, then when the people meet to talk about tjiCir oWn concerns,

the police will be employed to break theii heads. ^

Again, there is conce.^sion to the Tory party. The Irish Churchmen *

are to be paid by the poor peojile of Engird. I would to tlie Lord
those Irish blockheads wlio have been sent into this 'goodly House, were
safely lodged in their own liomes ! If a doom of silence c«uld’*bc pnssed

on all of them, O’Connell excepted, some hope^ni^it he’* entertained fdr

Ireland.

A precious piece of reasoning on the part of flie Ministers ! All the

pe>ent disturbances jiriso from the compelling an unwilling people to

say an impost called titlie. To prevent such e\il in future, no tithe

shall bo levied ; and insleatUof making tlie louaiits pay arrears due, we
the Government, will pay the money, to the tuae (d’ L.600,000, and
get it hack hy imposing a land tax on such lands as arc in arrear.

That is to say, the landlords shall pay what tlieir tenants ought
to liave paid; and then, althougli all the evils arise from levying

an obnoxious iinjMi'vt from the Pe(»ple, tlie landlords shall have the

power of getting the arrears fiom the tenants i>y prooes of law,^

Do the Ministers believe that the People will like the impost hotter

when levied hy the landlord than when levied by tlie parson? Is

it not precisely tlie same thing wliether paid to tlie one other ?

There is indeed a cryine injustice done to the landlords, hy way of addi*

lion ; but there is no reliet to the tenant. Instead of one process, there

are now to be three ; and all expensive. First, in order to pay the par-

son, the money is to he levied from the Pe(^ple. That is an exjiensive

jiroccss. Next, in onler to get it hack, the landlord- argto he compelled
to jiay it. The levying of this tax will again be an expensiv^e process. And
thirdly, the landlord is to get it, how he can, from the tenant ; and this

will not only prove an expensive process, but also the cause of the same
strife and hlotaUhed that arose from levying tlie tithi*. Ah, for what is

all tliffe complication ? To pay tlio jiarsons, and please the Tories ;

and the result and return will be, that the Tories will oust the Whigs in

a few days. As usual, in sj)ite of common sense, and common decency,

a glorious majority for Ministers. Nevertheless, though the herd still

goes blindly with them, every now and then, a very significant defection

takes place. The member for Derbyshire broke out this evening, and
openly declared against the Irish Church; to the evident horror of the

new secretary for Ireland, who thought fit to call what was in fact a very

sensible speech, the wildest declaration he had ever heard in tliat house.

By-the-by, speaking of the Haid secretary, must not forget the &erne be-

tween him and O’Connell in the early part of the evening. Pretty nearly

a theatric embrace between the gentlemen ; the first fruits of this har-

mony being a going over of the O'Connell band, in favour of spoliating

the English People and Irish landlords.

June 15.—Well done T//c Times ! They are improving, that worthy
baud yclept the editors of the leading journal, in the art of giving iin-*

founded descriptions of their opponent's intentions. Here we have a fire-
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* ^lillii tato }>owor^ and inGoutinenUy he deteinuoea to Hde don^n

Sniflbk peoplOi War^ not of norda> says the important wm,

(y^ ^ ^ the world knew these insolent ^gentry as well

«|l|r| 1i£ho^ ^eiiw l^w they would bcou| such Mentors !) not a war of

hnt'ef^hnllets and hayopets is immediately to be declared against

lau KWrai i^aas*^ ^Dragoons are to he quartered upon all refractory sub-

|#»tst"agd avery maa is to he out down who ventures to hint at improve*
This lij^rrar-exciting stuff will not succeed. We do not fear the

J^rles^ Mt'^^llrliugii neither do a e care one farthing about the Whigs.
Thp Toftes are asM^fedly bhd governors : so are the Whigs : and if they
W*ill not kptween them'^do mord for us than, under the superintendance

qf tlie HefomSad Paiiijianient, they have done, m e must take the matter

^ entirely out of,their lianf<^ and not put ourselves into a flight against the
Tories^ and for the Whigs, but get up a good sound steady detestation of
them both. The geniral cry is that ‘^they do come.’" A dissolution is confi*

dently talked of, and a sort of Tory reign of Terror generally predicted

by the Whigs. This is all stuff. The Tories generally are wise in iheir

generation : they hjU bend to the spirit of*the limes, jilst so far as is

needed for their own prebervation. They will y leld in name, and e\ en some*
what ip substance, to the present desire for refoim ; and thus retain the
reality of dominion. The.jil^ild spirit which IVir Time& desciibes, they
neier intend ; so that as far as the question between tbe keeping
tbe Ministers pursuing their present course, and permitting the pseudo-
liberal Tory Ministry to come in, it is not .i very intercbting qucbtion.

But what really is interebtuig is to know to u hat extent the people will go
ill puuicd^ng both parties. I sincerely hope that they will never again
be excited^ entbusiabin in favour of the ^Vlilg ^Iinistry. That foolery

has been once played ; and assuredly once ib quite enough for so humili*

atiiig an exhibition. But 1 am sometimes asked, as 1 sit in listless

indolence, or ilUrepressed impatience, in what courtesy terms Honour*
able House, whether 1 wrould not prefer Whig to Tory ruler ? To this

tny answer is, l^rhaps I may ; but I am by no means certain. But what
I am certain of is, that the difference between the two would never again
lead me to any attempt to excite the People to something very like rebel*

lion, to maintain the Whigs in place. If the People are again to be excited

to so dangerous a point, it ought to be, not for promises, but actpal re*

suits. They must not be told. Rouse yourselves into action ; oppose all

your much-dreaded masters ; resist them in the strength of their despo*
tisro,*—merely to gain power for men who promise well. No ; the exhor*
tation mubt be of a different order. Arouse yosrselves, and take the
power you need ; remodel the institutions of the country, when you are

so possessed of power ; and then trust the administration of the govern*
ment to such individuals as you may deem worthy. But be careful,

above all things, to make institutions, which will, as little as possible,

be dependent for their good effects, on the individuals who may put them
in motion. In Honourable House one may preach this doctrine without
ho^e of meeting mucli sympathy. *Tis a truth that men seem to have
^discovered, that the said House has no response within it to the voice of
l^ie many without. They would laugh at any such proposition,^ and hoot
4own any one suggesting it, were he an angel of light.

This bmng Saturday, and consequently an idle day, and a dissolution
"alto^not being altogether imposbible, I may pass the time in writing down
ittiy opinions of Honourable House, and the session which they say is

mming to a elos^
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pli^%llo c^uld nlglitif see all that pasisea within our wallB> I fear
the bow «o life towards our respected selves wpuld be wofully
dimiii^ed« But the useful pre||^ that immaeulate iitsirameiit of rule or
ibisrttie> puts a fair ^loss over everything that occurs^ and preserves an
appearance of decorum and common sense^ to which, I regret to say, the
reaHty can lay no claim, I have often «^en strangers, admitted for the
fiiist time within our sacred precincts, utterly astounded by the bear-
garden presented to them. Inspired with awe at the great names, and
the long speeches printed in the close columns of the doming News-
papers, they had come down to the actual theatre of all tltis glory, with
hearts beating with excitement, and a spdeies of reverentidf respect

marked in their whole demeanour. Their first gaze is invariably one of
mute astonishment. «

The Speaker's fiat with difficulty obtained, the bass word, " Permission,"
given, they are directed by the peremptory official to take a seat under
the gallery. At length quietly seated, their attentionr is riveted to the
scene befoi'e them : and assuredly such a scene has seldom been known
in any other civilized land. A small, ill-conditioned room, with a high
backed chair and green ta1>le on the floor, with benches rising on each
side, is the House of Commons. The Speaker, with his full-blown wig
and flowing gown, occupies the chair, three clerks in wigs sit at his feet

;

and around and about, overhead in the galleries, on the floor, lying at

full length on the benches, talking, laughing, hootkig, coughing, sleeping,

are to be seen the members ; the elite of this great nation in the character

of legislators ; and one unfortunate wight is, amidst this strange and
uncouth' assembly, endeavouring, in the slang phrase, to obtain the at-

tention of the House—in other w'ords, is making a speech. ^|^y, amidst
such an uproar, does he continue, is the first question of evrfy stranger.^

He is talking, not to the House but the newspapers,—to the country. The
din and turmoil around him is the ordinary condition of our House.
Were he to wait till they were attentive, he would he dumb for ever.

As this is my first appearance in Honoiirable House, I often ask

old members, whether the reformed Parliament is worse “br better in point*

of behaviour than its predecessors. From all I can gather it is evidently

worse ; and the reason assigned is satisfactory. It is not, as the Conser-

vatives w'ould assert, that the more enlarged constituency, has made
the rapresentatives more vulgar': for, on my knowledge, l ean assert

that the most ru^e and boisterous portion of the House are the young
fry of TOBY nominees. I could name one or two Lords of that set,

who can and do emulate the gods of Drury. But in former Houses
there were two distinct and organized parties : these parties bad well-

Icnown leaders, upon whom devolved the business of advocating and op-

posing the measures before the House. Every body knew this ; and no

one interfered with the part assigned to a given individual. The debate

then went on quietly ; and the House generally listened with something

like attention and patience. But now there is no organization. Every-

body is at sea : no guides, no rulers, no leaders are^ acknowledged. Every

one sets up for himself, speaks for himself, thinks, and acts for himself.

The consequence is, that fifty speakers will rise at once, all impatient to

be heard ; while two or threei hundred are around them^ impatient to be

away, to parties, to the opera, fire. So, confusion, rio^ of " ques-

tion, question," bar, bar,” which is uniformly pronounced ba, ba, with

emphasis,—groans, and bi*aying^ are the order of the day. One member
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faculty of hooting like in awl, to the greet dietiirheocie of
tkegtavit^^ the assembly» and evident annoyance of the %eaker.

ipude and boisterous conduct precludes the possibility of dcUbonu
I 'have heard persons state^ aid state it boastiiigly^ that the

mlnWity in an English deliberative assembly could state their opinions

without let or hindrance. Whatever may have been the ease In the

unreformed House of Commons^ assuredly this is not the case in the

Beformed House, Nothing is permitted to be discussed': the opinion

of the majority may be reiterated till attention tire> and all coipmon
patience be worn out^ but wo unto the unlucky wight who should at-

tempt to argue in the popular sense. One or two broad assertions of

opposition will be permitted but the moment any argument is at-

tempted-—any endeavour made to illustrate and prove^ then come yells,

and all the many means of silencing an opponent practised in Ho-
nourable House. 1 may make one exception to this. Mr. Grote was^ as

if by.miracle^ allowed to argue the ballot ; but had his powerful^ his

close and cogenZ reasonings been dothed in language less carefully

polished and elegantly selecteds he would not have been listened to

The exquisite turn of the sentences caught gnd tickled the ears of the
Ministerial benches ; besidess that body was peculiarly desirous of pay-
ing court to a very powerful individuals powerful by his positions and
by his knowledge and talent. They, therefore, set the fashion of silence,

and Mr. Grote really accomplished his purpose of making an argumenta-
tive speech. But there arc many men who have actually been scared into

silence. Of these 1 remark Mr. Clay—a man of instructed taste ; a
thinkings studious, accomplished, right-minded, and peculiarly^urteodd
gentl^an ; often, with all these qualities, have I seen him shr&k from
the ordedl^ the House, and, after a vain attempt to bear up against the
storm, be content to be silent. Poor Mr. Buckingham, too, has been
silenced. Whether this be a loss or not I do not pretend to say ; but
that it is an injustice, I am bold enough to assort. If, on the other

hand, a silly nobleman, like poor Lord Ebringtou, who cannot put two
sentences together without difficulty to himself and pmn to all who hear
him,—if he get up and talk nonsense by the hour in favour of the notions

popular in the House, he is listened to with patience. By this mode of
proceeding, the language used, and thought manifested in our Honour,
able House, are below mediocrity. In truth, with the exception of the
occasion of Mr. Grote’s speech on the ballot, I have never heard fti that
assembly one generous sentiment, or one logical and rea}ly effective

argument. All has been passion, ignorance, and prejudice. Bold-faced-
ness, however, usually gets a hearing.

But with all these defects, rude and ignorant though they (the House
of Commons) be, are they not, it may be asked, really at heart desirous

of working out the public good, really solicitous of making good laws,

and attaining efiPective and cheap government ? Do they not wish to
discover the real causes of the people’s distress ? Do they not sympathize
in their sufferings ? And are they not anxious to provide an efficient

remedy. My answer*to all these questions is, that I have watched the
^House from the first moment of its sittings to the present time. I have
attended every night, have carefully listened to every speaker^ and; in
eober sadness, I must say, that the Hpuse is very little solicitous res-

pecting the popular feeUngs ; that the members, as a body, have no
sympathy with the people ; and were it not that they believe that iho
people have a somewhat greater control than fonnerly over the elections^

1
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a dcnirse exaetly similar to that of the

boroaiA.^^ # Ikeretofhjre.

Bttfwvr oomeii l4 that this is the result of a popular represeuta^u t

Thera a iiaillioy at the bottom of thw question, A popular

presenti^ioix the Hpuse of Commons is not. The members of the larger

totrps arei to a eertaln degree^ the representatives of the feelings of the

people of those towhs ; but the whole county representation is completely

aristocratic ; and^ until the body of the county members be excluded
from the Housej we shall never have a popular assembly. What man
in his senses can believe that the People are*repre8ented by such precious

persons as Sir Charles Bum^ Sir Edward KnatchbuU^ Lord Chandos^
Lord Norrys, Sir Thomas Freemantle^ and»a whole host of such persons !

Again^ in the town representation, the power of choosing is not in the

hands of the great body of the people, as may easily be proved by com-
paring the population of any of those towns with the number of voters.

The voters are chiefly the rich tradesmen, gentry, and ipiall tradesmen
under the power of the gentry. Without the ballot there can be no
free voting for the last class. Moreover, the public were very peculiarly

situated as regarded the candidates during the last election. They
were guided in their choice chiefly by the fact of the candidate having
opposed or supported the Reform Bill; and as, unfortunately, many
were the supporters of that measure merely because they thought such
advocacy politic, many who were in their hearts opposed to liberal mea-
sures, the People were deceived by the insufficient test they applied, and
He consequently have seen the representatives of great towns voting di-

rectly in the teethf of the popular opinion.

The boroughs, besides are, many of them, still nomination boroughs.

Who will say that Caine, for example, is not still complet^ in the
hands of Lord Lansdowne ? But this is enough for one Saturday.

June 17.—Ministers in a fright somewhat greater than usual. Went
to the House of Lords, and found one-half of them (the Ministers) an
the throne, in anxious expectation of the result of the debate ; Brougham
in a long speech proposed the second reading of his Local Courts bill,

and the rumour was that the Tories, for the purpose of exhibiting tbeir

strength, had determined to throw it out. As the evening advanced,

however, the rumour turned the other way. It was evident that some-
thing remarkable was expected, from the remarkable coUeotion of

women.* When any mischief is brewing, they are always on the qui rive,

1 never could believe, however, that the Tories intended any sucji pro-

ceeding. They are skilful tacticians, and must have seen the folly of

unnecessarily opposing the popular desire for cheap justice. As I ex-

pected, so it happened, the lorfts left Lord Lyndhurst in the lurch, and
would not divide. This event evidently pleases the ministers ; and they

foolishly begin *to believe that their opponents are about to take fright.

It appears to me, that they are being lulled into a dangerous security,

A curious discussion took place in the Commons on the subject of

pledges. No wonder they are sore on this subject. So many have biro-

ken their promises, that they are all alive to find fiome ftne-drawn dis-

tinction by which they may coyer over with a pushing gloss, sompthing

that appears very like dishonorable shuifling. Thank God, cries one,

I am not pledged, I come here an independent member. In^i^Hdent ! in-

independent of what, give me leave to ask ? It means, all tUs fine flourish,

that a man is free to do•anything—^that he is not bound to adhere to an
expressed principle ; but having kept his own counsel, he may depart as
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b* |leMM item the opinion he really holds, and y«|%-tUH!ttedinf t« his

iatereA, Elad he been o^led upon at the'lisMi, he %tisid have
Mm Ayj but ssMihllB.4||||#iie did not say Af, he udSMipv, hwause it

Us €0iiv6nienc6p si^l^o. I think this dishonert^ Y^u eiand heA^re
entunituency^ you express an opinion^ say^ for exa^le> for or against

t^e assessed taxes—what is tl^e dilTerence between this opinioii and a^?p.
mise. You say; in expressing this opinion^ that having maturely eomd«
dered the subject, having carefully examined its good and evil; you are
dearly of opinion that the tax ought to be abolished. The People hav«
ing determined to elect no man who was not of this opinion; yoU; as a
reason for them to elect you; state this opinion. They; therefore;

do elect you. And the first '^vote you give on the subject h In di-

rect opposition to your solemnly-recorded opinion. You say you are
free to do thiS; because you have given no pledge. But did you give nO
pledge } Is there no implied promise ? Did you not know that the Peo-
ple would not ha^^e elected you, had you stated the opposite opinion ?

Did they not act upon the implied understanding that you would act
upon your solemnly-declared opinion ? Assuredly they did. And yet you
assert that without warning you may vote •in opposition to every thing
you stated. One man says, I am a Whig, another, I am a Tory, a third,

1 am a Radical. ^Vhat is meant by these statements, but that each se-

veral person will act as persons of each several party act. What, for

example, would be said of a Tory, elected by the University of Oxford,
in the express declaration of his Tory adherence to the Church Esta-
blishment, voting for the dismissal of the Bishops froin the Lords

; for

the abolition of tithes ; or for tlie ovei throw of the Church Establish-

ment ? %Tjput it to any person,—I put it to that gjave body itself, viz,,

the University: Would they not insider themselves deceived on such a

proceeding ? Every body must allow that they would feel and say so.

I^w, where is the differencebetween this and the case ofthe assessed taxes,

ophliy o her exp'csbed opinion—the expression of which is made a nne
qua non duxllig the election ? An honest man does not change his opi.

nion without some reason for it. A person pretending to be a legislator

giving an opinion, is supposed to give it with a knowledge of the various

matters by which the question at issue is affected. It is not then any

light matter, any tiivial incident which can influence his opinion after-

wards. If, however, the question is greatly changed by some ^ew and

unlooked for circumstance, he is then fairly at liberty to change his opi-

nion, * But he must be able to state this circumstance—^he must be able

to shew that it deserves the importance he wishes to attach to it, and

prove how it justifies the change in his opinion. If he cannot do this,

one of two things ie certain:—either he is shuffling and dishonest ; or he

has given an opinion in a hasty manner, wholly unfitting^^he solemn oc-

casion on which it was uttered, thereby shewing himself, unworthy of the

office to which he has been chosen.

Some members, however, have burst through all bonds.
^

the Diarf^ Member divergee into the deeoriptienofpledgee^

Imtraied by theflagrant case of Dr. Luehington^ who eo richly deeervee ail Jka hae

goty that we regret being compelled to defer He doom* It will, however,flnd him

out before he etflk have another opportunity^ of presenting himself to the eong^itUm

meg of the T^r Hamlets.]
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^ o* S00uhr Argument of Tories, about Human Happiness
' and Miserp.

Wn hfiflfa heard of a singular argument lately adduced by the Tory
FhHoaofherSi in order to shew that reform is of no use. They say^ that

let IHadiul^d apparently alter their condition as they will^ the amount of
happiiless and misery in the world is thd same in all ages ; that Prori-.

dence' evidently designs it to remain so; and that> consequently^ all men
upon an average, are equally happy and miserable, and one person's lot,

deeply considered, no better than another's. We do not know indeed,

whether this latter consequence has been stated by thw arguers ; but It

must be assumed as a necessary deduction, otherwise the first one would
be of no importance ; since, although the average amount of happiness
and misery might be the in- all ages, the individual shares might be
unequal. Some even might bear the whole amount of the misery, and
others have all the happiness ; or, at any rate, some might have the far

greater portion of the happiness, and others of the misery ; nine might
walk on, tottering under their burdens, and the tenth have no burden at

all, and be carried on their shoulders besides. And such is supposed to be
the actual condition of society in general. Such is supposed to be the
miserable conditfon of the persons whose benefit this argument is put
forth, and such the fiourishing condition of these modest Tory^ges who
preach the endurance from the tops^ff the others' backs.

When Tories resort to philosophy, it is always to recommend some
endurance on the part of others. Touch their own toes and they are all

for fire and fury, or for genteelly shedding a little blood or so," d la

Claverhouae, and* having no pity. Fiat Toryismus, ruat cwlum, TRey
would blow Christianity itself to the Devil, if it did not mean the Bishops.

We have an intimation how cavalierly they could treat the Divine Being
in the Introduction to Faust, which is all fine and pitilosophical, being
written by a Minister of State, but would be sheer blasphemy, and could

have no possible good aim, had it come from the pen ^ a Radical. It

might %e advisable even to be cautious how any Radical eye ventured

to discern a good through the evil of that introduction, a piety through
the impiety. Such strong perceptions are a privilege for those whose mode
of turning them to account, demands to be tfbated with still greate!^ re-

spect, and to be considered every thing that is Christian while it vio-

lates every Christian principle,--*

^ K Proving their doctrine orthodox
By apostolic blows and knocks.

It was a Christian minister of this sort, who, leaving a dispute with

another as toHhe right of readhig a funeral ser;>^ice, came rushing in,

when his rival was commend^with the words I am the resurrection

and the life and exclaimed^ sn^^tching the grayer-book jgijt of his hand.

Ton the resurrection and the m-. a pretty piece ofiidHpIce, i'faith !

I am the resurrectloijl^lgid theliifo."

It is possible that th#av6riKge of happiness and misery is the

same in all ages, and in all oonditi^ of society ; but as there is no
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it is ma ammptioji «o»* irfjf

JpMW of i^TthBr Itk IffiRliM in

W^fmn^K: of the equei miffmm of meh at an wlud# iMIon
o^eli^ nothing in the eyes of activity and want, dl#m the of

Improving one's condition* If we, for one, thought pam etate of matt-

Idnd unalterable, we should i>e heartily for making the best of it se it

is ; nay, and we are fbr making tbe best of it at sdl events ; in theory,

by Supposing the best necessity for all that has ever happened in the
world ; and in practice, both by making the best of what good we pos.

sees, and endeavouring to bring about all the good we can conceive,

Wb grant, furthermore, thaV there is a great deal more good in the

world than the world turns to account. One of our greatest hopes of

Its improvement is connected with that belief ; and we are of opinion

also, that muoh of what is considered in a light fit for lamentation, is

not at all so ; that the blessings we bestow on less civilized foreign

nations are not seldom nuisances, only to be reconciled to a sound phil-

anthropy, hy the hope of their leading to something better for us all ; and
finally, we believe that a great deal of tlA real happiness of mankind
arises from the mind’s being in a state of activity or movement, apart

i&om any thing specifically happy or miserable, motion being in the

nature of all things, and good for its own sake. But a wonderful deal

of care remains which the human being struggles to get rid off, and
which puts the struggle to a pain beyond that which is good and whole-

some ; and to suppose that mankind can or ought to be content with the

misery of this struggling, out of a notion that they Vould not be the

hf^pieri^^hout it, and that they are all equally happy, struggling or

not strug^ng, is to suppose, thalUndeavour itsei^ is not a part of man’s

nature, or that you could persuade a Tory, when his horse has thrown

him in a ditch, that he might as well live in the ditch all day, as get up
and^ to dinner.

‘^he remark, that the amount of happiness and misery has ever been
the same, is not new ; though there is something new enough in the

fancy that it can be brought forward at the present moment to stop the

progress of the world. It is just as if > ou wereriio tell a hungry man,
that hunger and a satisfied appetite are equally pleasant. The poor

want bread. They are getting knowledge, and knowledge teaches how
to get power : and they will have both bread and power. WheA a little

bettesasbare of both these advantages is in their possession, it will be

time enough to recommend to their consideration the average quantity

of human happiness and iffisery.

The tragedy runs instinctively into farce, or the chief actors in it

themselves could not bear it. It is out of this perplexity between the

habitual selfishness, and the natural humanity of the very Tories, that

they exhibit, to those who know them thoroughly, so ludicrous, yet so

appalling a combination of an endeavour to be in earnest, with jovial

escapes of candour, and a fri^j^ful effort to represent their wipetched

transitory system ofviolence and injfUifeioe, as a beautiful and perma*
nent manifestation edP God's providencs^jf It it for a similar reaison, and
partly to attempt a cbeat^<^l^n their otm^nsciences, that they talk so

much abcMMlgnation ; of making ||i best of things ; and of the eer-

taihty tha^^will dispose of eveipiHiig as It hB«t pleases him ;

—

mohiiing# that he so disposes it in HkB initamce #f their ascendency, and
tJiat irhatever enotmi^es they may commit to sostelm it, success will

Mlihlish ^eir justice. Yet the resiguaUon, observe, is never on their
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own m trttet ii^Ood bb long «ia they can have tfecpurse

to hr&^y and C^l^ption, an^ ^ They are fur

doing w^t they J^e ^^irith their own wt; hy no means for letting

yo^er the ^I^M'IBrhty himself, do a bit of it,—supposing resignation to

he few Him. One aristocratic phiios<mher turns round from a table

inOAOpoljized by a few, and overflowing with " every luxury in season,”

and face to tell the starving fellow.creature who made it, that
full.” Another asks them what is the use of making a

iMjaal* «|9^ the amount of happiness and misery has been th^e same in all

ageSjr 4004 therefore to have no dinner is as gopd as turtle.

about Providence and moral order are soon disposed
be admitted, that if Providence, or the making provision

. of the world,—-and moral order, or the smooth and happy
of the system,—consist in three men's sitting down to table and

stuffing themselves, while three thousand are looking^pn and complain,
ing,—and if it be the will of Heaven, for its inscrutable purposes, (and
in this part pf our sentence we desire to express ourselves very gravely
and reli^ouiuy,) that a system apparently so unaccountable should con.
tinue, it will continue, do or say what we may against it. The Tories
need not write in its favour, any more than the Radicals need oppose it.

But if there is something in the nature of man which induces him, on re-
flection, as well as in his first impulses, not to regard this view of the
designs of Providence as the just one, but more or less to labour
prove it another, and if, in the course of these labours, governments are

altered, kings are overthrown, political ascendencies swept away, and
the arguments of those who maintain it are otherwise perplexed, then
the chance is, that Providence inte|||s some further workiny *1^ its pro^
vidence to be manifested in due season. And if it be replied, that all

this uneasy endeavour and occasional change is only a part of the action

necessary to human kind, (which the far greater part of the rich, oh-
8 erve, do not share in,) the rejoinder is that it is impossible to prove
it ; that the ascendency of unjust power, long as it has existed in one
sense, has been but of inconceivably short duration in the amount of

time ; and that the same excuse which gives any sort of power all the
power it really possesses, to wit, the sympathy and acquiescence of man-
kind, would render the very biist and justest power the very greatest

and iilost durable, because it would unite in its favour all which reason

and prosperity could do for it, as well as the force of habit.

As to the assumption that all men, somehow or other, have an equal

portion of happiness and misery, there is an easy and visible proof to

the contrary, which stares every one in the face. It is in the facesr of

the poor. Go to .any assembly of the rich, and you may see, it is irue,

marks of many cares and many follies; and evidences to make you
'wonder how so insipid and trifling a generation are allowed to have pri.

vileges of superfluity injurious to millions who are certainly not thein

inferiors ; but you will see, neverthelojlk a great amount of comfort and
health, and this, too, in spite bad IRirs and dther abuses of luxury.

They are not so happy as might be supposed. They want, mplojment
enough^ ideas, and good faith in one 8not]|pk They are ^^liged to think

ill of mankind in order to reconaile the secret sense injustice of

their position ; intrigue of all sorts will not allow think too

well of their own class, and they go through life gaping, lounging,

tattling, drinking, and being satiated, and asking themselves at the close

of youth what it is worth ?” This is true, and shews that the riot are
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ixk » wrtmg as well as the poor. M'hatsoever shall th0
eesliitito of all classes more equals wHl do good to nil. But look

fMrtieHir faces^ and jrott i^^^hee that they are tiot a twentieth part so

mhi^y as the poor. They are not afflicted with the wow avUs of life,

mteh as make the cheeks and the eyes hollow, even in the prime of a

man’s days, and torment his heart for what shall happen to his family.

They are in easy physical condition ; they are at least negatively happy
compared with the others ; they are not beset with the taskmaster and
the tax-gatherer ; they may indulge the natural affections ; they know
not the misdly of wanting food and clothing ; they do not dream of the

work-house and the hospital, nor wake to see such dreams realized ; in

idiort, again we say, look at them, and look also at their children ; }oo]c

at their sons and daughters, with their handsome smooth faces, and {tA
world of elegant comfort in which they are bred up ; and then compere
UtoreXew with these many. Go through a manufacturing town; see the

masters and their clerks looking as comfortalkle as in most other places,

notwithstanding what is said of bad air and unwholesome occupations,

(the worst air is the breath of sorrow ;) and Jthen look at the operatives,

the workmen, and see what their faces tell you : se^, in contrast with
the few people at the head of an establishment, the many who do the

hard work for it, and who make it rich : behold their sunken and dis-

coloured cheeks, their eyes staring with wretched and wondering
tlipughts ; and observe, in the faces of their children, the premature,

worldly trouble, and (what would be worse, if it were not an effort of

nature at relief) the premature worldly Vices, the cunning, the bad
•pinion, the sensuality, the hard and impudent instinct of despair and
self-defeflNi, Wo have seen girls ^ twelve years of age at Notting-
ham, with the looks of half-starvJI abandoned women of forty. The
purse-proud aristocrat turns away from them in disgust, and sits down
to a dinner of repletion collected out of their labours.*

When the poor have faces as healthy and careless as the rich, then,

and not till then, let the argument about the average amount of happi-

ness be brought forward ; or let the rich give up their good dinners

and good looks, and say they are as happy in misery as they were in

happiness. These fine gratuitous abstractions, very amusing to gentle-

men who crack their walniMk >after a good dinner, and push the bottle,

only serve to irritate those who are hungering and thirsting, and curs-

ing the tax-gatherers. And this position of the two parties is never to

be lost sight of. If the aristocratical, and those who are well off, are
*

not always pushing the bottle, while they are lecturing the poor, they

ar^ more or less under the influence of a state of blood and body pro-

duced 6y it, or at least>y good living. FarlUimoit legislates under it.

Magistrates commit under it. Bishops preach under it. Generals and
Field^marshats' are for being vigorous’* under it. Our government is

bottle-and .beef government, with bowels closed against compassion by the

fat pf the land. Its least refreshment,"—its common every-day lunch,—
woulf^ be a feast to a labouring^llui, as he would chalk up the days
for, til! it arrived. Its dinners would bewilder him to look at ; and yet,

so small is its imaginatio|y|p wonderfully unsympathetic and in bad
taste its public^ habits, that^ is ostentatious of its feast dnys and its

luxurious tahlesi; It is always dining out, and in public ; and shewing
the indignaiit penny-reader of the newspapers how it revels In every
luxury of the season." Royalty is always fining thus ; and thus dineth

mayordity :—thus dine the jpdges, and the ministers, and the generals.



^ t}i« MuiH $mmdu§ clnhn^ and the parish officers ; aad by the side of
tha ddumna lahidi record the diA^9 are recorded the people who starve

upea the three^idUtwopen^ a week^ who die at the doorways of parish

officers^ or who^ as* the only means of avoiding deaths steal with the
avowed pnrpose of getting into prison^ and go to it rejoicings that they
are is have a hftieth part pf the bit of hi*^ad which the gourmand has
steeped into his turtle—contrasts disgraceful to an age pretending to

be civilized; and yet so commons that the mention of them is received
with canting bursts of angry hypocrisys and pretences that they cannot
be helped I

Little
,
is a sixl|^ar answer thought decent or humanes when angry Re-

volution GomeSs and starved madmen thdist their bloody hands into the
teeth of madmen stuffed full, jday Gods and those who help his good
works avert from mankind the necessity of any more such frightful les.

sons. And averteds weljelieve, it will be ; not because rich men” have
grown wisers or their money-changers know much more of the right

path tSban they ; but because the poor are daily increasing in the calm
power of knowledges whichs while it brings patience to endure hu-
manelys brings authority tc^demand invincibly.

The best answer to a bad argument is a Birmingham meeting.

Letters from the Hon. Horace Walpole to Sir Horace Mann,
British Envoy at Florence.—From the year 1741 to 1760. Bentleys

London.

Who could have hoped for such aitroke of good fortune as this in the
,

summer of 1833 1 Horace Walpole once more resuscitated to amuse
and enlivens to while away heavy hourSs and beguile ennui with gay
prattle and graceful trifling. Tl^ world has now settled its estimate of

the Lord of Strawberry Hill with tolerable fairness. He is not reckoned

quite so great a genius as he was deemed some half-century agOs when
the little girls of England sewed his shew bit of Guelphic Gothic in their

samplers; nor yet so filigree and japan a personages as he was set.down
by his first critics. He wass whatever else^ 4he antipodes of his father

;

and a wonderfully harmlesss and 'marvellously clever person td have been

the son of Sir Robert Walpole, and bred near and within the heavy and
poisoned atmosphere of the Court of George II. He was, unquestionably,

the prince of the polite gossips of his generation ; and, happily, for the en-

tertainment of posterity, one of the few British male persons borfiwith an

irresistible propensity to write letters. Whatever a man doeSnrom an

inherent necessity of his nature, from the impulse of his genius, he will

generally do well ; or, at least, accomplish with freedom and facility,

which are always graceful and attractive, though the art itself were one

so seeming simple as opening an oyster. Walpole's letters are, accord-

inglysMilways .easy and graceful, and, fillKiims extremely natural produc-

tions. The constitutional necessity of telling, once s-day, or oftener,

whiM^ver he had said, done, heard, or fii|||ieds his hon mote, and his

pleasantries, left him no leisure to be premeditative, stiff, and studied.

He was immeasurably vain after his own peculiar fashiohy,though shrewd

and sensible ; and this vanity, which could not expend it^lf in conversa-

tion, found a vent, a valve, in letter-'writing. He did not so mnoh require

a correspondent as a recipient. Slender sympathy sufficed in his friends

;
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iir^ peHte Imd Iriendiy^ he never lost a tint's
lll^hltt eelt^ees«ivas too reeson^e end wdiUbred to

iMlIild disturb themedvos much about him. ' Friendihips tmd oumhMbi
he hud none ; but he wee true^ and eometimes warm in his kiu^ hmrllp&j

cud us unreasonalde in his pettishnesses. Grammont^ M^ame dcLSe#*^*

^dgnd^ Lady Mery Wortley^ and Chesterfidld had^ before^ hie advents:
made letter*writing the held in which the still unpublishing aris^pme^y;

emre to contend icr literary superiority, animated by the romi^tiuf

'

assurance that, by the industry of their friends and admirers, the mcau^
script epistolary effusions might obtain greater publicity than**

vehimes sent abroad in types, with the deferred coneplation

tually finding prolonged and wider existence, or^ epistolary

Itself, when modesty should give way.^o friendly importunity, or the
testamentary bequest, in the fulness of time, find its way to the l»in-

tots and Dodsleys of future years. With Grammont, Chesterfield,

and de Sevignd for models, Horace Walpole early enjoyed tfie |fiend*

ship or acquaintanceship of Gray the poet, the advantages of 'ihht is^

etill called the best education, an envitible, or, at least, a conspicuous

position in society, and sprightly natural parts. Nature had also bestpwed
ujQi^n him some share of heart and conscience (which he thought it vulgar

to pbfBess) to balance an immense portion of vanity and animal vivacity,

but ffot enough to exalt, expand, and refine his moral character,—a scanty

endowment of moral qualities for a noble-minded man, but quite enough,
for a wit, a man of fashion and. of fastidiously fine taste, uniting the

elegancies and refinements of the travelled courtier with the accom-
plishments of the scholar and the powers of original genius,—a something
Ivhich wa? to be thoroughly English, yet above every British thing;
uViique, but not singular ; sparkling, and yet profound ; witty, but wise

witbal. That he was a man of wit and conventional good taste, as tliese

qualities were understood, not by the boorish semi-German Court of the
first Hanoverian Princes in Britain, but by the refined and elegant who
condescended to laugh at these circlls, is undeniable. Within lus own
small .range, his acuteness possessed the readiness and certainty of^in-

stinct ; but he sadly mistook when he imagined himself a liberal philo-

sopher. His genius was small, and cold :—by force of imitation he
wrote the Mysterious Mother.*’

' Walpole's Letters are less valuable for the disclosures they giake of
his personal character and acquirements, than for the bird’s-eye view
they give of. that half-discovered world of fashion and politics into, which
all love to pry. His private Memoirs of the Court, and of the English
ariftto^toy, are, in many respects, important revelations. He does not

" pandit* but he gossips out the truth of his coi|temporafies. Their
ikierals, their manners, their poverty of intellect axid coldness of heart*

the sophisticated system of their social life, their

Meanness that soars* and pride which licks the dust,

ere graphicidly and faithfully transferre'^ to his piebald or illuminated

pages, with only a feeble consdiiisness of the paltriness ornsordid kasszretis

he desciibed, and withno intention whateverto betraythe Order,firomspife
to certain individuals —men andwomen espedally, w^had
aucceeded the Walpole d3^EBty in favour, popularity, and politick |%im.
Thus, though the Letters of Walpole have been chiefly v^ued forgrace
of planner, gay anecdote* pleasantry, or conversational smaitfieas and
poUte sarcasm, we attribute to these lively records more solid tnexitSr*

4^eir indirect tendenoyds worth far more than their obvious purpose.



writer had grained it to his fullest content. Of the pre«

coHecfllioei ^e may say^ that it shews more heart and less pre*

than some of those that have already been published. The
XvOmrC Are often hasty^ even to the delightful length of becoming

, harum*^dctrum9 sparicling with sallies of wit, and glowing with escapes—^though that not much. There are, however, several pas>

.hages, Come particularly about a widow's son whom he had sent to his

Medd as a servant, that shew considerate benevolence, as well as what
.is‘)es|^ rare in his condition, amiability of disposition, which induce us
to heliere that Walpole was far from ill-natured, when not yielding to

the'TCady temptation of making a hit, or barbing a poignant sentence.

Pedple who must be witty, must be very witty indeed to be ^always just.

. But it is time that we come to the Letters. They commence with a

memorable historical eppch.

The state of public affairs, when this correspondence commences, is

striki% from resemblance to the present position of the Government.
That it was a Ministry nominally Whig which retired, while Tories, or a
mixed race, succeeded Sir Robert Walpole, makes, as our readers are-

aware, the slightest possible essential difference ; one ofname merely. Let
them assume 1741, as 1833, and the Duke," Sir Robert M'^silpole, and all

the rest is easily made out. Against him were united the Opposition,

or Patriots," as they were named, led by Pultney ; and the Tories, or

Jacobites, who had never, till now that it was necessary to make a
strohg pull in order to pitch out Sir Robert, acted any more cordially

with the Patriots" than their legitimate descendents, tlie Conser-

vatives, would do with the Radicals now% Immense efforts w^ere made
at the general election of 1741 by all tli6 three parties. i3«t, afteif

a series of defeats in both Houses, wiiere ministerial majorities were
dwindling to 6, 4, and 3 or 2, Sir Robert was, early in 1742, forced to

resign, and went up to the House of Peers an Earl, with a pension of

L.4,000, and the honours of an Eprl's daughter bestowed on liis natural

daughter. The backstair scenes, the attachment of the King to his old

Minister, the meannesses, the duplicity, the perfidy, the pitiful intrigues

of the period, exactly refieot, or rather foreshadow the scenes now
acting before us. The stage, the moving-strings, the dirty machinery,

are still the same ; the puppets have merely changed names, and modern-
ked their dresses. Though Carteret was ostensibly premier, the king

was still secretly advised by his old friend Sir Robert, now Earl Orford ;

and when Pelham drove gut Lord Carteret, Sir Robert being now ga-

thered to bis fathers, the latter nobleman became royal adviser. And
then c^e.the Rebellion of 1745, and a succession of rickety, <dintemp-

tible governments gliding on and away like Banquo's lineage. This pe-

riod of history afforded full scope for the pen of the epistolary Horace

Walpole, and its rapidly-shifting lights and shadows are, in general, fe-

licitously touched. This was also the era of the complete naturalization

of the Italian Opera in England ; of the avatar of many celebrated Court

hehttties ; and a ffourisbing season for old china, filigree, enam^, and

^^icture auctions, duels, scandals, dowager absurdities, and contested eleor

-tiomjl^r Westminster. Walpole is alike great in all. Mr. Pultney then

motw for all papers, drc., &c., between George 11. and the Queen of

Hungary, and their ministers, just as.the Earl of Aberdeen does now
for correspondence with the Belgian Government and Don Pedro. There
is an savestigatioh into the Westmiifster election, which was lost by the

Court l>arty by a single vote, that might have occurred last
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Xli«i 4ay (TutM^ay) we went on tine merite of the caun^ and at ten at ni|ii||t^<^

"

y%Mf and ioat it Theyhad 220 ; we 216, eo the election waa declarediroid. You see

a fortunate number to them* We had forty-one more members in town, who
would not) or could not come down* The time is a touchstone for wavering con-

eoieneea All the arts, money, promises, threats, all the arts of the former year, 41,

are applied ; and self-interest, in the shape of Scotch members—.nay, and of English

onea operates to the aid of their party^ and to the def^t of oura**
• « « ^

By a majority of six, they voted that the soldiers, who had been sent for after

the poll was closed to save Lord Suiidon^s * life, had come in a military and illegal

manner, and influenced the election. In short, they determined, as Mr. Murray had
dictated to them, that no civil magistrate, on any pretence whatsoever, though he

may uot be able to suppress even a riot by the assistance of the militia and constables,

may call in the aid of the army. Is*not this doing the work of the Jacobites? have

they any other view than to render the riot act useless P and then they may rise for

the Pretender whenever they please.”

For Jacobites, read Radicalsy and for Pretender, Spoliation and Revo^
lution, and the coincidence is complete.

" We sat till half an hour after four in the morning ; the longest day that ever

was knoAvn. I say nothing of myself, for I could but just speak when 1 came away,
Wt Sir Robert was as well as ever, and spoke with as much spirit as ever, at four

•’clock ; this way, they will not kill him ; I will not answer for any other. As he

came out, Whitehead, the author of Manners, and agent, with one Carey, a surgeon,

for the Opposition, said, * D—n him, how well he looks !* Immediately after their

success, Lord Gage went forth, and begged there might be no mobbing ; but last night

we had bonfires all over the town.”

Here is a stroke of truth which may tell still*

*<Well, now I come to yesterday: we met, not expecting much business. Five of

our members were gone to the York election, and the three Lord Beauclercs to their

soother’s ^K^oral at Windsor, for that old beauty St. Albans is dead at last. On this

'’fljey depended for getting the majority, and towards three o’clock, when we thought
of breaking up, poured in their most violent questions ; one was a motion for leave

to bring in the place bill, to limit the number of placemen in the House. This was
not opposed, because, out of decency, it iV generally suffered to pass the Commons,
and is thrown out by the Lords ,* only Colonel Cholinontlclcy desired to know if they

designed to limit the number of those that hdVe promises of places, as well as of those

that have places now. I must tell you that we arc a very Conclave ; they buy votes

with reversions of places on the change of the Ministiy.”

The Opposition triumphed so far, that when Pultney moved the ap-
pointment of a committee ^of inquiry, it was lost by only three votes.

It was a desperate brush on both sides.

<< It was a most shocking sight to see the sick and dead brought in on both sides

!

Men on crutches, and Sir William Gordon from his bed, with a blister on his head,
and fiamiel hanging out from under his udg. 1 could scarce pity him for his ingra-

titude. The day before the Westminster petition, Sir Charles Wager gave his son a
ship, anifthe next day the father came down and voted against him. The son has
since been cast away, but they concealed it from the father that he might not absent
himself. However, as we have our good-natured men, too, on our side, one of his own
countrymen went and told him of it in the house. The old man,, who looked like

Lazarus at his resuscitation, bore it with great resolution, and said, he knew why he
was told of it, but, when he thought his country in danger, he would not go away.
As he is so near death, that it is indifferent to him whether he died two thousand
years ago or to^-morrow,, it is unlucky for him not to have lived when such insensi-
bility would have been a Roman virtue. «

There are no arts, no menaces which the Opposition do not practise. Tb«f,have
threatened one gentleman to have a reversion cut off from his son, unless will
vote with them. To Totness there came a letter to the Mayor foom the Priti^ei and
dgned by two of his Lords, to reeomiQgnd a candidate in opposition to the Solicitor-

* Lord Sundon and Sir Charles Wager had been the Court candidates for West-
mlneter.
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’‘.iWwfwJ The neyor sent the letter to Sir Robert. They haTe turned the Scotch to

the account. There is a young Oswald who had engaged to Sir R., but haa.voted

against us. Sir R. sent a friend to reproach him ; the moment the gentleman who
had engaged for him came into the room, Oswald said, ^ you had like to have led

fM into a fine error i did you not tell me that Sir R, would have the majorityT ’**

Mr. Walpole gives this pathetic scene

I'he Prince will be reconciled, and the Whig patriots will come in. There were
a few bonfires last night, but they are very unfashionable, for never was fallen Mi-
nister so followed* When he kissed the King’s hand to take bis first leave, the King
fell on his neck, wept and kissed him, and begged to see him frequently. He will
continue in town, and assist the Ministry in the Lords. Mr. Pelham has declared
that he will accept nothing that was Sir Robert’s ; and this moment the Duke of
Richmond has been here from Court to tell Sir R- that he had resigned the mastership
of the horse, having received it from him, unasked, and that he would not keep it

beyond his Ministry.**

His resignation turned out a mistake. The Duke was not quite so
magnanimous either in friendship or political gratitude. In the midst
of all this," says Walpole, we are diverting ourselves as cordially as
if Righteousness and Peace had just been kissing each other. Balls, ope-
ras, and masquerades i" -

As we are probably on the verge of anotbier hroadJbottomed adminis-
tration, it ib amusing and instructive to read of the first. The Opposi-
tion had been accustomed to meet at the Fountain Tavern. On the re-

signation of Walpole, dissensions broke out much more violently among
them than before the battle was gained, and while they were united by a
common object. Lord Carteret and the Earl of Wincbelsea refused to

attend those preliminary sittings, saying, they never dined at a tavern.

There was .regular squabbling among the Ministers, just as there is still.

The Tories then were no more virulent against the di8Co;(sifited Ml<¥

nister, thajn are the candid and generous Whigs against the disgrac^Si

Tories at present. They nobly and magnanimously wished to conciliate,
** The Tories declare against any further prosecution—if Tories [Whigs]
there are ; for now one hears of nothing but the Broad Bottom ; it is

the reigning cant-word, and means taking all parties indifferently into

the Ministry," It, or its equivalent, will soon be the reigning cant-

word" again. Its sweeping meanings will comprehend Mr. Peel, and not

reject the Earl of Melville, or any practical statesman. What follows

the announcement of the Broad Bottom is delightfully characteristic of

the wiiter ; but first for the credit of Mr. Oswald's country, let us make
this entry :— Yesterday there was a meeting of all the Scotch of our

side, who, to a man, determined to defend Sir Robert." This was some-

thing, whether morally right or wrong we shall not scrupulously in-

quire, for Scotch members to venture for a dismissed Minister, though

•he was still. a favourite at Court. The King and the Prince of Wales
came to terms of decency on the overthrow of the Walpole administra-

tion. The Prince appeared at the Royal levee. The King graciously

said, " How does the Princess do ?" and the Prince silently kissed his

father's hand.

At tiig’ht the Royal Family were all at the Duchess of* Norfolk’s, and the streets

were, illuminated and bonfired.

^;iinust tell you how fine the masquerade of last night was. There were five

busKed persons, In the greatest variety of handsome and rich dresses 1 ever saw, and

* This is the same Oswald, whose memoirs were lately bltingly noticed in the

Westminster Review, His own speech is the bitterest satire that ever was directed

againA this Scotchman or his country.
^



jeweli of iMdoo-^nd London liaa ionio4 Them were doneniof oi^ylkMwai^
of SeolB, of whioh 1 will only name to you the eldest Min ffindwell \ The Feinceol

fltf Wete WM one» covered with dianmdsy hut did not take off her mask e none of
the Royalties did» hut everybody else* l4kdy Conway was a charming Mfxy Stuart $

Lord and Lady Buston man and woman hussars. Bat the two finest and man
charming masks were their Graces of Richmond^ like Hairy the Eighth and Jane
Seymour ; excessively rich, and both so handsome 1 Here is a nephew of the King of
Bi^marh, who was in amour, and his Govefmor, a most admirable Quixote. There
were quantities of pretty Vandykes, and all kinds of old pictures walked out of their

^Iramea It was an aesemUage of all ages and nations, and would have looked like

the day ofjudgment, if tradition did not persuade us that we are all to meet naked»
and if something else did not teU us, that we shall not meet then with quite so much
indifiereuce, nor thinking quite so much of the beeominff. My dress was an Aureng*
zehe ; hut of all extraragant figures,^ commend me to our friend the Countess 1 She
and my Lord trudged in, like pilgriins, with vast staffs in their hands,—and she was
so heated, that you would hare thought her pilgrimage had been, like Pantagmera
Toyage, to the Oracle of the Bottle.^

This is the Countess of Pomfret, one of the frequent aims of the lights

though venomous shafts of Walpole’s wit. How many actions does the

fiollowing short sentence explain !— I am just going to the Ridotto ;

one hates those places, comes away out of humour, and yet one goes

again
!”

If there were no Manchester massacres in those days, there were other

things wonderfully like events that occasionally occur still. The inci-

dent below is a lesson ; and it shews besides, that Horace Walpole had
considerable fragments of heart, when they got clear of the rubbisli by
which they were overlaid.

^ There has lately been the most shocking scene ofmurder imaginable ; a parcel of
drunken constables took it into their heads to put the laws in execution against die^

rutdicrly pesspns, and so took up every woman they met, till they had collected five or
llis«ud«twenty, all of whom they thrust into St. Martin's round-house, where they
kept them all night, with doors and windows closed. The poor creatures, who could
not stir or breathe, screamed as long as they had any breath left, begging at least

lor water : one poor wretch said she was worth eighteen pence, and would gladly give

it for a draught of water, but in vain I So well did tliey keep them there, that in

the morning four were found stifled to death ; two died soon after, and a dozen more
are in a shocking way. In short, it is horrid to think what the poor creatures suf-

fered ; several of them were beggars, who, from having no lodging, were necessarily

finmd in the street, and others honest labouring women. One of the dead was a poor
washerwoman, big with child, who was returning home late from washing. One of
the constables is taken, and others absconded; but 1 question if any of them will suf-

fer death ; though the greatest cnminals in this town are the officers of justice, there

is no tyranny they do not exercise, no villany of which they do not partake.' These
same men, the same night, broke into a bagnio in Covent-Garden, and took up Jack
Spencer, Mr. Stewart, and Lord George Graham, and would have thrust them into

the round-house with the poor women, if they had not been worth more than eighteen^
pence /”

The Italics are not ours. It would not be difficult to find modern
parallels to this case, even in an age when the Lord Chancellor edifies

thfi fishermen of Milton by grave assurances, that in England the law
knows no distinction of poor and rich ; and that if it clap them up in

prison, neither did it spare the Honourable Mr. Wellesley Long Pole. It,

however, wrestled long with hk naughtiness, and only yielded on strong

enforcement. Sir Robert Walpole, though a man of lavish expense, wae
no more negligent than are modern Ministers in providing for **

household ; and his youngest son found the more leisure to write chiim*
ing letters, and collect mck^nacherie^ that he was early provided with
three lucrative patent places. Though prudent himself, how our letter-

filter enjoys a joke, against his frugal grandsire, chuckling over his own
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*re£iii«ineiit Mr. Walpole had sent some gifts to au Italian

princess, who was profuse of thanks.

<< 0o you know, after such a tepUinony under the hand of a Prinoesg, that I am
determined,^ after the laudable example of the House of Medici, to take the title of

iforaoe the Magnificent t lam only afraid it would be a dangerous example for

my posterity, who may ridn themselTCs in emulating the magnificence of their auces-

.tor. It happens comicaHy, for the other day, in removing fiom Downing Street,

Sir Robert found an old account-book of his father, wherein he set down all his ex-

penses. In three months and ten days that he was in London one winter, as Member
of Parliament, he spent—^^vhat do you thuik?—sixty-four 'pounds, seven shillings and
flvepence ! There are many articles for Nottingham ale, eighteen-pences for dinners,

five shillings to Bob, (now Karl of Oi*lbrd,) and one memorandum of six shiJlings,

given in exchange to Mr. Wilkins for his wig ; and yet this old^man, my grandfather,

had two thousand pounds a-year, Norfolk Sterling. He little thought that what
maintained him for a whole sessions would scarce serve one of his younger grand-
sons to buy japan and fans for Princesses at Florence !**

In a very delicate aflPair, Mr, Walpole clears up a doubtful point, and
gives bis correspondent sage advice.

1 come now to speak to you of the affair of the Duke of Newcastle ; but, l||||^8o*>

iutely, on considering it much myself, and on talking of it with your brother. We
both are against your attempUng any such thing. In the first place, 1 never heard a
suspicion of the Duke's taking presents, and should think he would rather be affront-

ed. In the next place, my dear child, though you are fbnd of that coffee-pot, it would
be thought nothing among such wardrobes as he has, of the finest wrought plate : why,
he has a set of gold plates that would make a figure on any side-board in the Ar^
bian Tales ; and as to Benvenuto Cellini, if the Duke could take it for his, people In

England understand all work too well to be deceived. Lastly, as there has been no
talk of alterations in the Foreign Ministers ; and, as all changes seem at an end, why
should you be apprehensive ? As to Stone,* if anything was done, to be sure it should
be to him ; though 1 really can't advise even that."

Great advances have beea, made in the art and science of tHjiation since

Mr. Walpole said,

—

The ministry are much distressed on the ways and means for raising the money
for this year. There is to be a lottery, but that will not supply a quarter of what
they want. They have talked of a new duty on tea, to be paid l>y every housekeeper
fi»r*ail the persons in their families ; but it willscarca be proposed. Tea is so uni-
versal, that it would make a greater clamour than a duty on wine. Nothing is de-
termined : the new folks do not shine at expedients. Sir Robert's health is now
drunk at all the clubs in the city ; there they are for having him made a duke, and#
placed again at the head of the Treasury ; but I believe nothing rould prevail on him
to return thither. He says he will keep the twelfth of February (the day he resign-

ed) with his family as long as he .lives. They*talk of Sandys being raised to the
peerage, by way of getting rid of him : he is so dull, they can scarce drag him on.”

True it is that there is nothing new under the sun. I'he peers of
George II. are precisely the peers of William IV. Thus does Mr. Wal-
pole expatiate in commemorating the important uses» of this mighty
check and balance of the constitution :

—

I forgot to tell you that %e place bill has met with the same fatefrom the Lords
as the pension bill and the triennial act

;

so that, after alL their clamour and chang-
ing of measures, they have not been able to get one of their popular bills passed, though
the newspapers, for these three months, have swarmed with instructions for these
purposesfrom the constituents of all parts of Great Britain^ to tfteir representatives^^

Thfiir Lordships knew better than to give way to ignorant public cla.

anour* The House,” he says, " met last Thursday, and voted the
«ipiny without a division. Sliippen alone, unchanged, opposed it.” Of
thie single member Sir Robert Walpole said he was the only man whose
price he did not know. He was a Jacobite. Ministers were, as we find,

niOit es tender of their predecessors then as they are now. We do— — -y—
• Andrew Stone, Secretary to the Duke of Newcastle.



not easily undorotand vrliat is meant by Mr. Pultiiey> who bad
poaed^tbe inquiry^ sayings be would not engage in the proeeeution if be
found any^proofs against the £arl^ (Orford.) But bis handsome pro-
testation against the reeumption of grante te kie (Sir Robert Walpole's)
family^ can only be exceeded by tbe delicacy and generosity of bis Ma-
jesty's present Ministers to such poor an^ deserving public servants as
John Lord Bldon^ John Lord Lyndhurst^ Edward Lord EUenborougb^
and tbe stUl plain Mr. Croker. *

Horace Walpole is^ however^ scarcely so great in such details as in

sketches^ slightly caricature^i of his noble female acquaintance. In bis
time> half the English duchesses appear to have run mad from sheer
pride ; QueOnsberry^ Marlborough^^—and here is her Grace of Bucking-
ham

m

The Duchess of Buckingham, who is more mad with pride than any mercer’s
wife in Bedlam, came the other night to the opera, en Princeaaej liter^y in robes,

red vfdvet and ermine. 1 must tell you a story dt her :—Last week she sent for Cori,

ttaJlompter to the opera, to pay him for her opera ticket. He was not at home^
wwWent in an hour afterwards. She said, < Did he treat her like a tradeswoman ?
She would teach him rei^ect to women ofher birth ; sa^d he was in league with Mr.
Sheffield, [natural son of the late Duke of Bucks, with whom she was at law,] to
abuse her, and bade him come the next morning at nine.’ He came, and she made
him wait till eight at night, only sending him an omelet and a bottle of wine, and
said, * As it was Friday, and he a Catholic, she supposed he did not eat meat.* At
last she receixed him in all the form <Mf a princess giving audience to an ambassador.
‘ Now,* ^he said, ‘ she had punished him.* **

Two years later we bear again of this grande dame,
« Princess Buckingham* is dead, or dying. She has scut for Mr. Anstis, and

settled the ceremonial of her burial. On Saturday she was so ill that she feared
dying before %11 the pomp was come home. She wiid, ‘ Why won*t they send the
canopy for me to see ? let them send it though all the tas<els are not finished.* But
yesterday was the greatest stroke of all ! She made her ladies vow to her, that if she
should lie senseless, they would not ||it down in the room before she was dead. She
lias a great mind to he buried by her fatib^ Paris. Mrs. Selwyn says, * She need
not he carried out of England|ji||d yet be buried by her father.’ You know that
lai^j Dorchester always told her that old Graham was her father.**

Mr Walpole tells with some resentment the following anecdote of the
draining of the royal brood of Leicester House :

—

“ The Prince% children were in the circle : Lady Augusta heard somebody call

Sir Robert Rich by his name. Sli#^concluded there was but one Sir Robert in the

^ world ; and taking him fur Lord Orford, the child went staring up to him, an^said,
‘ Pray, where is your blue string ? and pray, what is become of your fat belly P Did
one ever hear of a more royal education, than to have rung this mob*cant in the

child’s ears, till it had made this impression on her!”

It is so rare to meet with any trace of enlarged humanity in this

correspondence, that ^ne prizes the slightest ynanation. On a rumour
of the war with France, to which our rebellion of 1745 formed a diver.,

sion and an episode, he writes

“ Politically, I don’t think it so bad, for the very name of war, though in effect

foot before^ must make our governors take more precautions ; and the French declaX"*

ing It will range the people jpore on our side than on the Jacobite; besides, the lat*

^ter will have their communication with France cut off But, my dear child, what
lives, what misfortunes must, and may follow all this ! As a man, 1 feel my huma»

more touched than my spirit. 1 feel myself more an universal man, than an
Englishman ! We have already lost seven millions of money and thirty thousabd
men in the Spanish war—-and all the fruit of all this blood and treasure is tbe glory

of having Admiral Vernon's head on alehouse signs ! for my part I would not pi|JN

* Catherine^ Duchess of Buckingham, natural daughter of King James II* bp tbe

Countess of Dorchester.
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diAiv flttoflier 0ttluf of Mftrlb<»<ra^ at tho expense ofone lilft. Hoar 1 ^onM
lioifleedl, wei^ a hero, when 1 looked on mj own laureUed head on a medal^vaie
rererse of whieh would he wido^ and orphana*’

Upon occasion we*find Mr. Walpole energetically deprecating
the Slave InlNiae I He had certainly been reading Montesquieu's Spirit

of Laws about the 8am% time, which was^then h new and admired work;
but it was not every Mr, WalpoFe that could claim the merit of profiting

^

by Montesquieu's disquisitions and revelations of truth. ‘This passage
comes in finely among the usual frivolities of the man of wit and fashion,

sarcasm and pleasantry, whose position, warped and obscured, without
W'holly obliterating his feelings and understahSing,

<< We have been Bitting this fortnight on the* African company t we, the British
Senate, that temple of iiberty, and bulwark of Protestant Christianity, have this

^yr^night been pondering methods to make moie effectual that horrid traffic of selling
appeared to us, that six-and-forty thousand of these wretches are

every year>«to our plantations alone !•—it chills one's blood. 1 would not have to
lay that I voted in it, for the coutinent*of America ! The d^truction of the miser-
able inhabitants by the Spaniards, was but a momentary misfortune, that lloi||U|#’

from the discovery of the New World, compared to this lasting havoc whiehiw
'

* brought upon Africa. We reproach Spain, and yet do not even pretend the nonsense
^«a£^utchering these poor creatures for the good of their souls.** y _

txentlemen highwaymen, of the Macheath breed, were in the zenith of
popularity about eighty years since. The famous Maclean, had had a ren-
contre with Mr. Walpole, who shewed courage in the attack, and, what
was more unusual, humane consideration afterwards for the wretched man.
The boldness and frequency of highway robberies at this time is a
remarkable trait of mannersi». The French ambassadress hearing the
cry of a voleur I in a fashionable assembly, preparedf for the appearance of

the thief, who turned out to be only a thief in the candle. Xadies of
quality hid their ornaments ^nller the cushions of the chairs in wjiich

they were returning from parties, Walpole'^ account of his assailant, the
noted Maclean, is amusing. »

have b^n in town for a day or two, and bihvd no conversation but about
McLean, a fashionable highwayman, who is just taken, and who robbed me ambdg
others ; as Lord Eglintou, Sir Thomas Robinson of Vienna, Mrs. Talbot, &€. He
took an odd booty from the Scotch Earl : a blunderbuss, which lies very formidably
upon the justice's table. He was take!! by selling a laced waistcoat to a pawnbroker,
who happened to carry it to the very man who had just sold the lace, ^is history is

very particular, fbr he confesses everything, and is so little of a hero, that he cries and
begs ; tnd I believe if Lord Eglintou had been in any luck, might have been robbed
of his onna blunderbuss. His father was an Irish Dean ; his bro^^ier is a Calvinist

minister in great esteem at the Hague. He himself was a grocer, but losing a wife

that he loved extremely about two years ago, and by whom he has one little girl, he
quitted his business with L.200 in his pocket, which he soon spent, and then took to

the road with only one companion, Plunket, a journeyman apothecary, my other

friend, whom he has impeached hut who is not taken. M^ean had a " lodging in

St. James*s Street, over against White*8, and another at Chelsea; Plunket one in

Jermyn Street ; and their fa'ces are as known about Su James's as any gentleman's

who lives in that quarter, and who perhaps goes upon the road too. M‘Lebn had a
quarrel at Putney bowling-green^two months ago with an officer, whom he challenged

for disputing his rank ; but the captain declined, till McLean should produce a certi-

ficate of his nobility, which he has just received. If he Hhd escaped a month longer,

he might*have heard of Mr. Chute's genealogic expertness, and come hither to the

College of Arms for a certificate. There was a wardro])e of clothes, three-and-twenty

pnnes^ and the celebrated blunderbuss found at his lodgings, besides a famous kept

mistfess. As I conclude he will suffer, and wish him no ill,* I don't care to have his

idea, md. am almost single in not having been see him. Lord Mountford, at the

head of kilf White's, went the first day > his aunt was crying over him : as soon as

they tore withdrawn, ehe„eeifi to knowing they were of White's, <My dear,

what did the Lords, say 0*^00 P have you ever been concerned with any of them
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WiAliMit fttoif»bleP wbat a &TOiiraM6 idea people most haire of Wyit6*«U-«o4,
wimt if White's should not deserve a much better ! But the chief pelimages who
have heei|k to comfort and weepkover this hilien hero are Lady Candine Fetexsham
and Miss Ashe i I call them Polly and Lucy» and asked them if he dlj||fi||Qt sing

«' Thus Xstmd like the Turk wiUfbto doxies axeundr

The Miss Gunnings, afterwards Duchess of Hamilton afio^rgyll, and
Lady Coventry, still live among memories of the^splendid beauties ofthe

last age.
*<The two Miss Gasmings,'’ says Walpole, a late ^travagant dinner at

White’s, are twenty times more tlw subject of conversation than the two brothers,

and Loxd Graimlle. These are two Irish girls^ of no fortune, who are declared the

handsomest women alive. 1 think their being two, so handsome, and both so^insaM.

Ihct figures, is their chief excellence, for singly I have seen much handsomer iiralcien

than either: however, they canft walk in the park, or go to Vauxhall, but such

follow them, that they are generally dtiven away. The dinner was a folly of seVm
young men, who bespoke it to the utmost extent of expense : 6n% article was a tal^

made of duke-cherries from a hot-house; and another, that they tasted but one glksd^

out of each bottle of champagne. The bill 9f fare is got into piint,^and with good
posple has produced the" appi*ehension of another earthquake. Your friend St. Leger

at the head oi these luxurious heroes—^he is the hero of all fashion. I never

saw more dashing vivacity and absurdity, with some flashes of parts. He had a
cause the other day for ducking a sharper, and %v8b |hing to swear : the Judge said

to him, ‘ I see, Sir, you are very ready to take an oath.* ‘ Yes, my Lord,’ replif|^<

St. Leger, < my fatW was a judge.* ” ^
The Gunnings, who make a figure^ in Walpole's contemporary cor-

respondence, are not yet dismissed here. « Of the marriage of the

Duchess he gives an account, which, though ludievous, is correct. The
lady who made so great a catch, also, knew how expedient it was to

strike while the iron was hot :— ^ ^

^ The event that has %iade most noise since my last, is the extempore wedding ^
the youngth of the two Gunnings, who have mad# so vehement a noise. Lord Coven^
try, a grave young Lord, of the remains of the patriot breed, has long dangled after

the eldest, virtuously with i-egard. to her virtue, net very honourably with regard to

his own credit About six week^go Duke Hamilton, the very reverse of the Earl,

hot, debauched, extravagant, and equally damaged in his fortune and person, fell in

love with the youngest at thg masquerade and determined to marry her in the spring.

About a fortnight since at an immense assembly at my Lord Chesterfield’^ made to

shew the house, which is really most magnificent, Duke Hamilton made fvMcnt love

at one end of the room, while he was playing at pharaoh at the other end ; is,

he saw neither the bank nor his oum cards, which were of three hundred nmds
each : he soois^lost a thousand. I own 1 was so little a professor in love, tUmt I

thought all this parade looked ilf for the poor girl ; and could not conceive, if he was
so much engaged with his misti'ess as to disregard such sums, why he played* at alU
However, two nights afterwards, being left alone with her while her mother ami sis.?

ter were at Bedford-house, he found himself so impatient, that he sent for a parson.

The doctor refused to perroiTn the ceremony without licence or ring : the Duke swore
he would send for the Archbishop—4it last they were married with a ring of the bed.

curtain, at half an hour after twelve at night, at Mayfair chapel. The Scotch are

enraged ; the women mad that so much beauty has had its effect; and what is most
silly, my Lord Coventry declares that now he will marry the other.” • •

<< The world is still mad about the Gunnings: the Duchess of Hamilton was pre.

sented oh Friday : the crowd was so great that even the noble mob in the drawing,
room dfUnbered upon chaii s and tables to look at her. Them are mobs at their doors
to see them get into their chaiie ; and people go early to J^pHices at th^ theatres

irben it is known they iflll be there* Dr. Sacheverel nefiHnnade more noise thini

Hiese tiyo beauties.'* « * • •

< The Gunnings are gone tp their several castles, and hears no mors oftm,
ikSGcept that such crojvds flocked to sat the Duchess HamUtillpass, that seven hundr^
fMkopIs sat up all night iu and abonjian inn in Yorkshire tit aee her get into heppost*

««*t morning.” .

letters,—and it fo tror great ifttractiei^are wove efHm ntiq-

jgm yem of life. From the lovdy Gtlhninge, to the moel atro-



«Un|f ffaninala ^ tlwir ttge, muiM that, vith still remain «
aaiiwHj reproach s-*

Are two Wftttchad woni«n that jiiit now are at mueh talked of^ a Miss Jef.

feries and a Miss Blandy; the one condemned for murdering her uncle, the other her fiu

then Both their stories have horrid circumstances, the drsf having been debauched
by her uncle; the other had so tender a parent, that his whole concern while he was
expiring, and knew her for his murderess, was Ip save her life. It is shocking to

think what a shambles this country is grown ! Seventeen were executed tliis moming,
after having murdered the turnkey on Friday night, and almost forced open Newgate.
One isforced to travel, even at noon, as if one was going to battle.**

No parts of Walpole’s letters are more interesting to a reflecting mind
than those which depict the private and domestic character of his father^

thS great minister, alike rgbust in constitution and in mind, yet forced to

submit to the common lot. In the days of his hard-working prosperity,

we find him iron-nerved, and heart-whole, snoring before the servant

could draw his curtains,”—in the leisure of retirement, and under the
disgrace of dismission, he is not able to sleep above an hour at a time ;

nervous and ,weak-spirited in his household, but striving to wear a brave
face to the world. He talked the other day of shutting himself up in

the farthest wing at Houglit^in.”
.
This was the paternal mansion which

'

the rapacious and profuse minister, had decorated with such princely

magnificence, and where he had, at vast expense, formed that splendid

collection of pictures, afterwards sold to the Empress of Russia. Dear,
my Lord,” replied his son to his father’s melancholy declaration

; you
will be at a distance from the family there ?” He replied, “ So much
the better.” Some centuries earlier a monastery and hair-shirt would
have been his resource,—It would be quite easy to fill a few magazines from
the ** capital stories,” good hits,^ and bon mots of the fashionable world,

collected in these volumes, which register all the fugitive wit afld anec-

dote, pasquinade and epigram of twenty years. The Walpoliana would
assuredly not be the most meagre or flat of the Anas, Shall we dip

and dredge for a specimen ?—take this pithy, explanatory note by M^al-

pole himself, one of the many he affixed to his letters when, after the

death of his friend. Sir Horace Mann, they were returned to him*
" Samuel Sandys, a republican, raised on the fall of Sir Robert Walpole
to be Chancellor of the Exchequer ; then degraded to a Peer and Cof-

ferer, and soon afterwards laid aside.”—This is better

^

Lady Sundon is dead, and Lady M—- disappdinted : she, who is full as politic

as my Bord Hcrvey, had made herselfan absolute servant to Lady Sundon, but I don’t

hear that she has left her even her old clothes. Lord Sundon is in great grief : I am
surprised, for she has had fits of madness, ever since her ambition met such a check,

by the death of the Queen. She liad great power with her, though the Queen pre-

tended to despise her; hut had iinlitckily told her, or fallen into her power, by some
secret. I was saying to Lady Pomfret, ‘ To be sure she is dead very ricW* she replied,

with some warmth, < She never took money.* When I came iiomc, 1 mentioned this

to Sir R. ^ No,* said he, ^ but she took jewels; Lord I*omfret*8 place of Master ofthe

Horse to the Queen, was bought of her for a pair of diamond ear-rings, of fourteen

bundled pounds value. One.day that she wore them at a visit at old Marlbro*s, as

soon as she was gone, the Duchess said to Lady Mary W'ortley, * How can that wo-
man have the impudence to go about in that bribe V*—

^ Madam,* said Lady Mary,
* how would you have people know where wine is to be«|old, unless there is

hung out ?*

1 have mentioned Lord Perceval’s speeches ; he has a set who have a rostrum

at his house, and harangue there. A gentleman who came thither one evening was
refused, but-insisting that he was. engaged to come, ^dh, Sir,* said the porter, ^ what,

are you one of those who play at Members of Parliament ?* **

Of I^iltftey, Lord Bath, an exquisite tl^immer, Walpole writes, My
Lady Townsend, said an admirable thing the other day : lie was com-



ptMioing of * in his side. Oh/* said 8he> ** that can't he
; you haire

- Pnltney wSs also a notorious miser. Of him we have this other good
6tdry> proving the jitility of pertinacity in* dunning ;

—

I have a good story to tell you of Lord Bath, whose name you hare not heard
very lately ; have you ? He owed a tradesman eight hundred pounds, and would
never pay him : the man determined to persecute him till he did ; and one morning
fhllow^ him to Lord Winchelsea's and sent up word that he wanted to apeak with
him* Lord Bath came down, and said, < Fellow, what do you want with ^e ?*—
* My money,’ said the man, as loud as ever he could bawl, before all the servauts. He
hade him come the next morning—and then would not see him. The next Sunday
the man followed him to church, and got into the next pew : he leaned over, and
said, « My money

;
give me my money !* My Lord went to the end of the pew ; ^he

man too ;
‘ Give me my money.* Tiie sermon was oif Avarice, and the text, < Cursed

are they that heap up riches I* The man groaned out < O Lord !’ and pointed to my
liOrd Bath—in short he persisted so much, and drew the eyes of all the congregation,

that my Lord Bath went out, and paid him directly. I assure you this is fact”

On a daughter of Lady Pomfret’s, a proud capricious beauty, to whom
and her mother Walpole shews petty spite, chiefly to display his success

in sarcasm, we imagine, he hap the following epigram.—The lady married

Lord Carteret, the minister, who was a wid«>wer far advanced iif life.

<< Her beauty like the Scripture feast,

To which the invited never came,

Deprived of its intended guest,

Was given to the old and lame.”

Of a quack medicine, much in vogue at the time for the stone, which
wonderful remedy was prescribed for his father, Walpole says, I made
the doctor angry with me for arguing on this medicine^ which I never

could comprehend. It is of so great violence as to split a stone when it

arrives ^t it, and yet is to do no damage to all the tender intestines

through which it must first pass ; I told him I thought it was like an
admiral going on a secret expedition of war, with instructions which are

not to be opened till he arrives in a certain latitude.**

The collection of letters, as we said, abounds in parallels. Here is

One :
** Lord Tankerville goes Governor to Jamaica ; a cruel tocthod of

recruiting a prodigal nobleman's broken fortune, by sending him to pil-

lage a province !" one which still holds, however, though not just at

present in the particular instance of Jamaica. It must be a delightful

thing to give oneself up society where one's sudden death has such

chances of regret and commiseration as the following :— Lord Conway's
sister. Miss Jenny, is dead suddenly, with eating lemonade at the last

subscription assembly. It is not quite unlucky for her. She had out*,

lived t}ie Prince's love and her Own face, and nothing remained but her
love and her person, which was exceedingly bad."

‘‘ Poor Jenny Conway

!

She drank lemonade
At a masquerade.
So now she’s dead and gone away.”

Of the old high aristocracy we have this family picture :— They [the

iiforthumberlands theiaf £arls] are building at Northumberland House, at

,Sioii, at Hanstead, at Alnwick and Warkworth Castles I They live by
etiquette of the old peerage, have Swiss porters, and the Countess has her
pipers ; in short, they 'will soon have no estate." This magnificent pair

had the good taste to pay court to the King, by making an entertainment
for bis mistress the Countess of Yarmouth, in which, among otlm dainty

devices and delicate hennages, a cha99e was represented in the dess^, iak-
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iag place in Hanever^ the King and hb mistress (all in sugar) following

it in a chariot and six ! We give Walpole leave to execrate the vulgarity

of this exhibition. The poorlady of the feast was more disconcerted than

gratified by this apotheosis of her concubinage^ and the gross flattery of

the modern representatives of the Percy line.

The shrewd worldly sagacity of Walpole appears in many of his anec.

dotes^ as this of a painter :— Liotard is a Genevois^ but from having
lived at Constantinople^ he wears a Turkish habit and a beard down to

his girdle ) this, and his extraordinary prices, which he has raised even
beyond what he asked at Paris, will probably get him as much money as

he. covets, for he is avaricious beyond expression." Walpole longed for

too many pretty things to be fond of payihg such prices himself. He is,

indeed, as covetous of a bargain as an old lady, a regular auction-

hunter. He chaffers and chuckles, and feels the enamel or picture im-
mensely enhanced by every abatement of price.

Though Mr. Walpole cared nothing for his re][ptions, he had an aris-

tocratic pride and interest in his house. His nephew, its representative,

was, accordingly, a constant source of concern and vexation ; the spectre

of the departed glories of l*uincd, pictureless Houghton haunted him
everywhere.' He negotiated a marriage with an heiress for the young
man, which would have brightened all the fading splendours, but the
youth was obstinate. His uncle shews much subtilty in drawing the

character of this young man. It is a Bniyere. He was more fortunate

with his nieces, the daughters of his second brother. An affected philo-

sophic contempt of kings, with abject worship of old family dignity and
ancestral name derived, though illegitimately, from them, is not peculiar

to Walpole. The first British Princes of the House of Hanover, (and
they were not amiable) are the objects of his perpetual sneers, though his

father’s patrons ; nor is the Pretender’s family spared, but mark this

boast of left-handed alliance.

I hurry tell you, lest you should go and consult the map of Middlesex, to see

whether I have any dispute about boundaries with the neighbouring Prince oftsle-
worth, or am likely to have fitted out a secret expedition upon Hounslow Heath—in

short, I have married, that is, am marrying, my niece Maria, my brother’s second

daughter, to Lord Waldegrave. What say you ? A month ago I was told he liked

her—does he ? I jumbled them together, and he has already proposed. For charac-
ter and credit, he is the first match in F.ngland—foisih^uty, 1 think she is. She has
not a fa^t in he^ face and person, and'the detail is charming. A warm complexion
tending to brown, fine eyes, brown hair, fine teeth, and infinite wit and riVacity.

Two things are odd in this match : he seems to have been doomed to a*Maria Wal-
pole—if his father had lived, he had married my sister : and this is the second ofmy
brother’s daughters that has married into the house of Stuart. Mi. Keppel comes
from Charles, Lord Waldegrave from James II, My brother has luckily bel&n tract-

able, J®ft the whole management to me. My family don’t lose any rank or ad-

vantage, \yhen they let me dispose of them—4i Knight of the Garter for my niece

;

L.160,000 for my Lord Orford, if he would have taken her ; these are not trifling

establishments.”

Mark again how the philosopher Q^Strawherry Hill speaks of plebeian

assumption. Lord Temple, it seems, had set his heart upon that proud-

est of proud England’s chivalric distinctions, »thb Garter. To the

Garter nobody can have slenderer pretensions ; his family is scarce older

than his Earldom, which is of the youngest. His person is ridiculously

awkward ; and if chivalry were in vogue, he has given proofs of having

no passion for tJH and tournament.” Thus Walpole taunts our diplomatic

lord’s ancestor, the first Earl of Temple, in almost the same breath

that he speaks df private men like Sandys being degraded into the peer-
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^
^o {Murt of tbeso ^Jiiin^Od^WUl ie 4read with more interest thaii the

fdnl^n of fhe trial* and exeehtl^ of the'*3ootch Rebel Chords. It is more
my and unaffected thai).«tiie other accounts we have seen from the same
Ifi^phie pen. - ,

•

, ^ am this moment com from the condusion of the greatest and most melancholy
asm I ever yet saw

! you will easily guess it was the trials of the rebel Lords. As
It was the most interesting sight, it was solemn and fine : a coronation Is a puppet*
•bow, and all thej^lendour of it, idle; but this sight at once feasted one's eyes and
engaged all end’s jmions* It began last Monday; three parts of Westminster.Hall
were enclosed wilb galleries, and hung with scarlet ; and the whole ceremony was

. conducted with the most awful solemnity and decency, except in the one point of
leaving the

,
prisoners at the bar, amidst the idle curiosity of some crowd, and even

with the witnesses who had sworn dgainst them, while the l^ords adjourned to their
own House to consult No part of the Royal Family was there, which was a proper
r^rd to the unhappy men who were become their victims. One himdred and thirty,
nine Lords were present, and made a noble sight on the benches, frequent and full.
The Chancellor* was Lord High Steward ; but though a most comely personage, with
a fine voice, his behaviour was mean, curiously seaiching for occasion to bow to the
Miiili(er<f that is no Peer, and consequently applying to the other Ministers, in a
mamMf, for their orders ; and not even ready at the ceremonial. To the prisoneie
ho was peevish ; and instead of keeping up to the Immane dignity of the law of Eng-
lififd, whose character it is to point out favour to the criminal, he crossed them, and
ihuost scolded at any oflPer they made towards defenpe. I had armed myself with all
file resolution I could, ^vith the thought of their crimes and of the danger past, and
Was assisted by the sight of the Marquis of Lothian, m weepers for his son who fell

at Culloden—hiit the first appearance of the prisoners shocked me ! their behaviour
melted me! l.ord Kilmaniock and Lord Cromartic are both passinl forty, but look

^

youn^r. Lord Kilmarnock is tall and slender, witli an extieme fine person: his
behaviour a most just mixture between dignity and submission ; if in anything to be
reprehended, a little affected, and his hair too exactly dressed for a man in his situa.
tUm : hq^ when I say this, it is not to find fault with him, but to sliow how little

fault there was to be fouud. Lord Cromartie is an indifferent figure, appeared much
dejected, and rather sullen ; he dropped a few tears the first day, and swponed as
soon as he got hack to his cell. For Lord Balmermo, he is the most natural brave

» old fellow I ever saw : thp highest intrepidity, even to indifference. At the bar he
behaved like a soldier and a man ; in the intervals of form, with care^ssuess and hti-
moAr. He pressed extremely to have his wife, his pretty Peggy,J witJi him in the
Tower. Lady Cromartic only secs her husband through the grate, not choosing to
be shut up with him, as she thinks she can serve him better by her intercession with-
out : she is big with child and very handsome ; so are their daughters. When they
were to be brought from the Tower in separate coaches, there was some dispute iu
which the axe must go—old Bqlmeriuo cried, “ Come, come, put it with me.” At
the bar, he plays with his fingers upon the axe, while he talks to the gentlsman-
gaoler; and one day somebody coming up to listen, he took the blade and be^d it iSe
a fan between their faces. During the trial a little boy was near him, but not tall
enough to see ; he made room for the child and placed him nearlfimself.
^ When the trial began, the two Earls pleaded guilty ; Balmeriuo not guilty, saying

he wnld prove his not being at the taking of the Castle of Carlisle, as was laid in the
indictment. Then the King’s counsel opened,and Sergeant Skinner pronounced the most
absurd speech imaginable ; and mentioned the Duke of Perth, who, said he, I see by
ihe papers, is death Then some witnesses were examined, whom afterwards the old
hero shook cordially by the hand. The Lords withdrew to their Houses and returning,
demanded of the judges whether, one point not being proved, though all the rest were,
tli^ indictment was false ? to which they unanimously answered ifi the negative.
Then the Iiord High Steward asked the peers severally, whether Lord Balmerino was
guilty ! All said, yuilty npqp honour, and then adjourned, the prisoner havifig begged
pardon for giving them so much trouble. While the Lords were withdrawn, the Soli-
citor-General, Murray, (brother of the Pretender’s minister,) officiously and insolently
went up to Lord Balmerino, and asked him, how he could give the lairds so much
trouble, when his solicitor had informed him that his plea could be of no use to him ?

^ Sir PhUip Yorke, Lord*Hardwicke. Henry Pelhgiq.

$ Margaret, l^tady Balmgrino, daughter of Captain Chalmers.



asked the bystanders who t)irs persew was ^ .
And being: told^ be saMl, << Oh,

Mr. Murray ! I am extremely glad to see I kave beeh with seveinl of your
relations; the good lady, your motbeh, wasof*gfteat ^se to us at Perth.^ Are not
yoit ebarmed with this speech P how just it was 1 As Ae went away, he said^ «They
call me Jacobite; I am no more a Jacobite than any that tried me ; but if thfi^reat
Mogul had set up his standard, 1 should have followed it, for I could not dthrvT.**

The worst of his case is, that after the battle of Dumblain, having a company 1%%#
Duke of Argyte’s regiment, he deserted with it to the rebels, and has since ne^
pardoned. Lord Kilmarnock is a Presbyterian, with four earldoms in him, but so
poor since Lord Wilmington’s stopping a pension that my father l^ad given him,
that he often wanted a dinner. Lord Cromartie was Receiver of the Rents of
the King’s second son in Scotland, which, it wa^ understood, he should not account
for ; and by that means had six hundred a-year from the Government ; Lord Eli-
bank, a very prating, impertinent Jacobite, wa^ bound for him in nine thousand
pounds, for which the Duke is determined to sue him. *

When the Peers were going to vote. Lord Foley withdrew, as too well a wisher

;

Lord Moray, as nephew of Lord Dalmerino ; and Lord Stair, as I believe, ui^le to
his great grandfather. Lord Windsor, \ery affectedly, said, “I am sorry I must say
gtUltff, upon my honofirJ** Lord Stamford would not answer to the name of Henry

^

having been christened Harry—what a great way of tliinking on such an occasionl
I was diverted, too, with old Norsa, the father of my brother’s concubine, an old
Jew that kept a tavern; my brother, as auditor of the Exchequer, has a gallery

along one whole side of the Court ; I said, « I really feel for the prisoners I” old Is-

sachar replied, “ Feel for them ! pray, if they had succeeded, what would have become
of a//w4 ?”

“Great intercession is mad0 for the two Earls: Duke Hamilton, who has never
been at Court, designs to kiss the King’s hand, and ask Lord Kilmarnock’s life. The
King is much inclined to some mercy ; but the Duke (Cumberland, ] who has not so

much of a Caesar after a victory, as in gaining it, is fbr the utmost severity. It was
lately proposed in the city to present him with the freedom of some company; one of
the aldermen said aloud, “ Then let it he of the Butchers /”

“ Lord Cromarty is reprieved; tlie Prince asked his life, and his wife made griftt

intercession, though when lie was taken, he was actually found in bed with Lady Suth-

erland. Duke Hamilton’s intercession for T^ord Kilmarnock has rather hurried him
to the block ; he and I.ord Balmerino are to die next Mokday. Lord Kilmarnock,
with the greatest nobleness of soul, desired to have Lord CTOinartic preferivd to hjgi-

self for pardon, if there could be but one saved ; and Lord Balmerino laments,

himself and Lord Lovat were not taken at the same time.—‘ For then,’ says he, ‘we
might have been sacrificed, and those other two brave men escaped.* Indeed, LoAl
Croinartic does not much deserve the epithet, for he wept whenever his execution was
mentioned. Balmerino is jolly with bis pretty Peggy. There is a remarkable story

Of him at the battle of Dumblain, where the Duke •f^rg>le, his Colonel, answered
foi* TiHm^ on his being suspected. He behaved well ; but as soon as we had gained

the victoi^, went off with his troop to the Pretender, protesting that he had never

feared death but that day, as he had been fighting against his conscience.

“ iust before they came out of the Tower, Lord Balmerino drank a bumper to

King James’s health. As the clock struck ten, they came forth on foot. Lord Kil-

marnock, all in black, his hair unpowdered, in a bag, supported by Forster, the great

Presbyterian and by Mr. Home, a young clergyman, his friend. Lord Balmerino

followed allf^e, in a blue coat, turned up with red, his rebellious regimentals, a flan-

nel waistcoat, and his shroud beneath ; their hearses following. They were conducted

to a house near the scaffold ; the room forwards had benches for spectators ; in the

second Lord Kilmdmock was put, and in the third backwards Lord Balmerino ; all

three chambers, hung with black. Here they parted ! Balmerino embraced the

other, and said, ‘'My Lord, I wish I could suffer for both I’ He had scarce left him
befi>re he desired again to see him, and then asked him,^ My Lord Kilmarnock, do

you know anything of the resolution taken in our army, the day before the battle of

CuUoden, to put the English prisoners to death ?’ He replied, ‘ My Lord, I was
not present; but since I came hither, I have had all the reason in the world to be-

lieve that there was such order taken ; and I hear the Duke lias the pOcket-book

with the Older.’ Balmerino answered, ‘ It was a lie raised to eitcuse their barbarity

to u8.’_Tidce notice, that the Duke’s charging this on Lord Kilmarnock (certainly

oh misinformationj^ decided this unhappy man’s fate ! the most nqw pretended, is,
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to Loird I^Umamook'f turn to hava the word for the

JlbSteii&tMiieneraVwlth the, patent for which he was immediately drawn
tehellton, kfter having been staggered by his wife,' her mother, his own

fdMty, and the defoat of Cbpe Ut tefoainOd an hour and a half in the house, and

OM team. At last he came to the scaffold, certainly much terr^ed, but with a

reselutloii that prevented his behaving in the least meanly or unlike a gentleman.

Ilf: t^k no notice of the crowd, only to desire that the baize might be lifted up from
tlie^rails, that the mob might see the spectacle. He stood and prayed some time with

Foifter, who wept over him, exhorted ^nd encouraged him. He delivered a long

speech to the Sheriff, and with a noble manliness stuck to the recantation he had
tnadie at his trial ; declaring he wished that aU who embarked in the same^'cause

might meet the same fate. He then took off hit bag, coat, and waistcoat, with great

* tfo^posure, and after some trouble put on a napkin.caiv and then several times tried

the block, thfe executioner, who w^s in white with a white apron, out of tenderness

concealing the axe behind himself. At last the Earl knelt down, with a visible un-
willingness to depart, and after five minutes dropped his handkerchief, the signal,

and his head was cut off at once, only banging by a bit of skin, and waft received in

a scailet cloth by four of the undertimeer's men kneeling, who wrapped it up and
put it into the coffin with the body ; orders having been given not to e:i||^e the heads,

as used to be the custom.
^ The scaffold was immediately new-strewed with saw-dust, the block new-cover-

ed, the executioner new dressed, aiid« new axe brought Then camfe old Balmerino,
treading with the^air of a general. As s<h>o as hefnounted the scaffold, he read the

inscription on his coffin, as he did again afterwards ; he then Burve3'ed the spectators,

who were in amazing numbers, even upon masts of ships in the river ; and pulling

out his spectacles read a treasonable speech, which he delivered to the Sheriff, and
said the young Pretender was so sweet a Prince, that iiesh and blood could not
resin following him ; and lying down to try the block, he said, * if 1 had a thousand
lives, 1 would lay them all down here in the same cause.* He said, if he had not
taken the sacrament the day before, he would have kn>jcked down Williamson, the

lieutenant of the Tower, for his ill usage of him. He took the axe and felt it, and
asked the headsman, how many blows he had given Lord Kilmarnock ; and gave

||im thrif. guineas. Two clergymen, who attended him, coming up, he said, * No,
gUptlemen, I believe you have already done me all the service you can.* Then he
went to the comer of the scaffold, and called very loud fur the Warder, to give him
his periwig, which he took off, and put on a night-cap of Scotch plaid, and then
pull^ off his coat and waistcoat and lay down ; but being told he was on the wrong
si^e, vaulted inund, and immediately gave the sign by tossing up his arm as if he
'tMihe giving the signal for battle. He received three bloM'^s, but the first certainly
took frway all sensation. He was not a quarter of an hour on the scaffold ; Lord
Kilmarnock above half a one. Balmerino certainly died with the intrepidity of a
hero, hut with the insensibility of one too.”

W« have already been too liberal of quotations from these graceful

Letters, and must resist'^fie temptation of going farther. The motive
shall plead our excuse. It is purely benevolent. So precious a bit ckn,

alas ! but rarely drop into the lap of the modern hooi-noticer ; and we
good-naturedly wished to impart that early relish of its quality, which
might at once gratify and whet thd appetite. Perhaps we have gone too

far. Shall we, borrowing an illusti;^tion akin to the subject, confess that,

in affairs'* merdly ornamental, in the rufflings and frillings with which
simple and manly modern taste could dispense altogether, we do prefer
to the common, cheap, voluminous products of Urling's machinery, a

fragment, a shred, .were it but**a tatter of the genuine old Mechlin ; of

no greater worth, in the eye of cold philosophy,” yet boasting a deli-

cacy and intricacy of pattern, a costliness and elaboration of workman-
ship and finish which have a fixed falue, though the exquisite fabric

were not Itself allied to gentle antiquity, and associated to the idea of
those splendid beauties whose fair fingers twisted and twined it into
Court frills and iappets ; who encouraged and refined the art, and trea-

eur^ Its products next to their diamonds and unperishing ornaments.
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Trade ; the State and Froepeete of BnglUh Commerce' in the East; the

New Adminidratim of Greece, its Revenue and Natidnal Possessions*

By D, Urqi7HArt> Esq, London : Saundors dc Otley^ IbSS*
* «

Wb have been favoured with an early copy of this work, and think we
cannot better discharge our duty than by hastening to bring its con^

tents before the public. The subject, indeed, at the present moment, is

one of pressing importance. Turkey and its resources:' the Ottoman
Empire, on one side of the Bosphorous, laid prostrate before the rebel-

lious march of a fetidatory vassal ; on the bther, humbled beneath " such
protection as vultures giVe to iambs." Late events and the present

state of the East, shew that great changes, long ago predicted, long and
anxiously anticipated, are fearfully near consummation. It is, therefore,

at this time, more than ever, important to form a « correct estimate of

the administration which has thus far held together a system so extended,

and of so dissimilar parts. This inquiry is no longer one Of curiosity

;

it is necessary for the removal of difficulties that may arise, and for the

direction of the moral and political influence which, for our evil or our
good, without our will and beyond our control, we exercise over that

Empire. The commotions and the changes in Turkey give us new
facts. They shew the elements of her constitution in operation, exflbse

the principles of her administration, and aiford us the grounds and the
leisure, before greater changes occur, to examine how far these prin-

ciples are capable of being strengthened and enforced under new and
different forms : what the danger, what the hopes that attend th#

change. Our opinions, as to the policy to be pursued in any interferen^h

in the affairs of the East, are only to be formed on our knowledge of

what is practicable and what desirable. Our author puts the case in

forcible language.

"The lingering adhesion ol the partS'Of Turkey to e^h other is far more suipris*

ing and less easily accounted for, than the dismemberment of that empire. RcbeUioii,

has been successful, habits of resistance have been formed, the hands of government
have been weakened, its authority insulted, and it may be truly saM, at this moment,
the political or^nization is ])alsied : authority, unaei^ whatever name it is excised,
whether of the Sultan or Mehemet Ali, is only a form ; and this vast body lies with
life in ea«h articulation, without corresponding sympathies, without a ruling iffind,

or the powers of common action. But even still more alarming than its internal

state are its foreign relatlthis. Its political weakness and administrative corruption

would render it a miserable antagonist in the field of diplomacy with the most insig*

nificant Euibpean state ;
yet its position implicates its interests with those of all the

great states of Europe, or at least of four out of dve. One has for its chief end, to
^

create anarchy in Turkey ; another that order and tranquillity should be maintained,

but under the most despotic form of government ;^e third endeavours in vain to

conciliate a general system of support with a particular scheme of dismemberment

;

and the fburth, which alone has a direct and philanthropic interest in preserving its

integrity and reforming its abuses, unifortunat^y, by the very absence of a speciflo

agd Interested object, is either unprepaifed, or interferes when too late.*’

Caa tbe throne of the Sultan witfistand, then, the* open outrage of the

Egyptian, and the crafty friendship of tlie Russian ? If so, by What

means ? HalS the country^he elemen^p of regeneration within herself, or

can ehe derive them from abroad ; and is it practicable and expedient

to call them inte activity, even at this, the eleventh h<Mhr of her threat- «

ened dissolution ? If not, what will be the consequences, not to Tuj^ey
alond, hut to Europe.^ Similar inquiries must have suggested wm-
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J ,
^ Ifprkejf ^nd Um. Resources^,

‘ * *
'

,l^ves ^0 inftn who has ivatched the "recent progte&ts of Easierti

Imy degree of interest^' and understood the immediate and
fdture Influenoo these mt^t exercifSS on other states, and on £higland in

^peciaL * '

The rOhnne hefot^ us may be taken advantageously for our guide and
- adviser^ in forming'^eur opinions on the above subjects. But let it not be
euppos^ that it is a hook opportunely .set forth by writer ahd publisher

at a moment of popular excitement. The manner in which the subject

is treated contradicts st^ch a suspicion, even had we not means of know,
ing that the author has travelled and resided for several years among
thh different races of the Turkish empire, and studied their political

feelings, conduct, and institutions, under circumstances peculiarly fa.

vourable for obtaining and unfolding a 'thorough knowledge of them. If

it h* asked, what new matter can he found in so exhausted a subject as

Turkey ?—the contents of the volume will best answersithe ^estion.
Hitherto, for the ntiist part, a vague curiosity has glanced a careless eye
over the changes of scenes in the East, as if to enjoy the effect, not to

investigate ^he cause. . Travellers have traversed the country, and, in

recording the incidents of their wanderings, have interspersed passing

observations on the public and domestic economy of the government and
people ; but no one has penetrated so deeply into certain districts of

the country, sojourned so long, and lived so intimately with the natives,

as^^iir author ;
—^much less has any one devoted his attention so exclu.

sively to its political organization. Eton and Thornton alone treat of

Turkey as a whole. Since their time, writers seem to have proposed
to themselves merely the amusement of their readers. They have dra-

matized the subject, drawing the Turks as Calibans or Otbellos. Their
..lours abound with details of personal adventures and si*.eTiic effects,

which, cloying curi(»sity without administering substantial food, have
led the public to he indifferent to the working parts of the extraordi-

nary political maclkine of Turkish administration, from' its minute ac-

^hawtance with a Mussulman’s household affairs, his dress, and inode
of life. As, in selecting the scene of personal observations, the author
'pursued a path almost untrodden by preceding travellers, so, in the
choice of matter for practical investigation, he has elucidated a subject
her^ftofore little noticed,

^

will be seen in the sequel that Mr. Urquhart is not less original in

his views of Turkish finance and administration, than he was forward in

the tract to seize these views. The author’s own words on this sub-
ject are

*‘The hig^hcr portions of the administration of Turkey have been minutely de-
* scrihedf and its errors and vices have been a thousand times repeatdi. That portion
of it w'bich the pi'esent volume intended to describe has hitherto been unfortuxtatcly
neglected, and consists of the popular and elementary parts, through the interveutiem
of which the revenue is collected ; whence two principles of vast practical importance
have sprung :

perfect freedom of ln4u»try and commerce, by the placing of taxation
directly on property ; and a rural municipal^rganization, which, called into exist-
ence and maintained in activity for finant|||al purposes, has been the mca|is of dis-

pensing justice, of mitigating oppression, and of replacing patriotism by local affec-

tions and common sympathies.’* ^

Yet, however favourably place|| for observation, and ffhutteyer the
capacity of the observer, the development of the system pf civil aiSIminis-

tration in Eut'9|>ean Turkey must he u task alike arduous and intri-

dulieu The investigation of this subject requires a mind A^ee from pre-
ja«&e of country, i|,nfettered by the political d<^mas of particular
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full of piiilanthropy, and^weli acquainted with the history of

micient and modern poFitical iisstitutions. Its discussion i^ most into*

rusting, but not more iiiterestingf than difUcult. It requires a steady

head to encounter, and a just eye to discriminate and comprehend.

'fhe volume contains twelve chapters add an appendix.' The first

four treat ofthe municipal institutions of Turkey ; the fifth of its finan-

cial system \ the sixth of its provincial administration ; the next four of

its commercial restmrces ; the eleventh of the relations of Turkey with

Russia, Austria, and France ; the last of the policy and prospects of the

new administration of Greece. The appendix contains several valua^e
statistical tables; and a comparison of thejnode of raising the revenue in

Turkey, Rome, England, &c. It is impossible for us, on this occasion,

to embrace all these topics In one article, and each of them might, % its

importance, claim precedence. \re shall, therefore, now confine our
review to the first subject discussed by the author, and which forms tlie

groundwork of the others, namely, the municipalities.

First, Municipal institutions. The conduct and rules qf a people,

who have been our guides and teachers in experimental philosophy, in

logical induction, and in almost every branch of science, must certainly

be M'orthy of our study for instruction on the question of public eco-

nomy. The internal polity and administration of a government which,

out of the most unpromising materials, drew unparalleled means of

conquest and of power, spreading its dominion over half the globe, adapt-

ing itself to all climes, and combining, without commingling, all creeds

and races of men, are surely deserving our most serious attention.

The light which has lately been thrown on every question connected
with the past history and present state, and the moral and intelfectuaf

capacity, of the people of the East, cannot allow to continue much longer

that vulgar prejudice which ascribes to religious zeal, or the agency of

purely religious institutions alone, the triumphs and the permanency of

Islainism. In the struggles between the cross and the crescent, when all

Europe poured forth her sons upon Anatolia, thq religion of Christ put
on all the warlike character to which the success of Islamism has been
ascribed. The steels of the north and the west surpassed in weight, if

not, in temper, the blades of Damascus. The tide of Osmanli conquest

w^as rolled back from the Bosphorpus to the limits of Arabia. Chris-

tian kingdoms were erected. Gothic dynasties established in the centre

of the former conquests of Turks and Saracens. Mussulman enthusiasm
might then be deemed exhausted by defeat ; ardour of conquest re-

pressed by disaster ; and the zeal of ^roselytism overpowered by the

triumph qf a jufstile creed. From what series of causes, then, did Chris,

tian princes fM to consolidate their dominion in the East, and so rea]>

the fruits of their labour ? Wherefore couli they not, by virtue of civil

institutions, retain that conquest, which they had won by religious zeal

and* superior military prow'ess ? The difference in tlie mode of civil

government pursued by Europeans ^nd Asiatics offers the solution. The
causes oTthe^^isastrous events of the religious wars may, we think, be
found in certain points oT contrast between the administration, political

matims, an4 practice of Europe, and those of the East. These points

of contrast are chiefiy the introduction of feudalism and all its concomi-

tant evils by thej^orman and Gallic princes, together with the commer-
cial despotist of the trading republics, the carriers of the qrusades

;

nnd the ascetic severity of a political church government. Against thqs^
are to be placed a government, despotic in form, but never exercising
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.its^d^otkm in the local administration of the countiy; oppressive in

tti^'hordens, yet leaving commerce hnd industry free ; intolerant in its

creeds but without a political church or inquisitorial police. Undoubtedly
success of Turkish chiefs Jn war, and their authority in peace^ are,

in some measure^ to be ascribed to the doctrines of their faith ; but it

does not at all follow that the faith of Mahomet would consecrate the

authority of his successors in the eyes Of tributary nations^ who^ though
conquered/ refused the creed of the victors. The establishment, remark-
able prosperity, and permanency of Islamism in countries where the MttS«

sulman creed does not predominate, can only be attributed to its politi-

qaf character. Tiiis political character it exhibits in the explicit rules

and authority contained in thS Koran, for the establishment of munici-

pal iimtitutions. These institutions are so inseparable from the Mussul-

^ man nnancial system, that they may be considered a portion of it. They
may be distinctly traced wherever the Mussulman sway has extended,

and appear the only, and the satisfactory solution of the phenomena it

presents. Our author coincides in this opinion ;

—

has too long been a habit in Europe,** hctsays, regard Mahometanism
purely as a religion, without considering that a political was involyed with the reli-

gious question, and that the religious sanction was often not unprofitably applied to

public ends.*’ (P. 2^3.)

The author defines simply and correctly the term municipal :

—

“ The administration which the inhabitants of each village, burgh, or section of

the country establish for the management of their local affairs, as distinguished from,

and independent of, the political government.** (P. 1 7*)

Municipal organization is. nothing more than the natural relations

betwedh man and man, when fictitious distinctions and prejudices are

removed, and when men set about doing that which is needful for their

mutual support and preservation in the easiest and most efficient way.

The system is incompatible with appointments proceeding from a central

government ; and essentially implicated with reciprocal control, and
equal contributions. The consequences of these are prevention of the

interference of the central government in affairs of burgh administra-

tion, and of resistance of the parts of the state to the general execu-

tive, (as was lately seen in (America ;) while the contribution falling on
property, production and ^exchange, industry and commerce are left

entirely free. Such was the admirably simple and efficient fomn of ad-

ministration that spread the supremacy of the Caliphs, from the pillars

of Hercules almost to the frontiers of China : such, precisely such, were
the principles of administration,4n its early purity, of the world whose
capital was Rome.

In Che present volume we have given us a most instrumve sketch of

the constitution and operation of these institutions throughout the Greek
and Sclavonic races inhabiting European Turkey. Their beneficial in-

fluence is thus appreciated by the author

*

^ All the causes of a nation’s destruction are in active operation in Turkey. Year
after year, for two centuries, have devastation and scenes of hloodshdl and desolation

succeeded to each other ; and year after year has heen^'anticipated the approaching
extinction of European commerce, and the immediate exhaustion'^ of every source of
tvealth; yet Turkey still exists, nay, furnishes food for fresh destruclioif ; her com-
merce with Europe continues to move and is hourly increasing. Whenee are to be
deduced effects so little analogous with the apparent causes P Ist,,. From the absence
ofmany of the evils that accompany the conditional despotism of E|^ropean govern.
melstB. 2dly, Prom the existence of a municipal organization.” (P.12.)
Again he says, << The jt^levation of the Greeks to political importance in the Turk-
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iih empire $^ fiidlitieB ibr re«»i>g:iini«ttion which the country pOBsessee ; the moral
character and indnetry of the population ; the preservation of their distinctive fea-

tures and creeds ; and the preservation of the Turkish empire itself, seem to me to

he all of them effects of the local municipal institutions. This opinion has been
very deliberately and cautiously adopted, it u^as not preconceived, or taken up even

with a knowledge of the existence of similar institutions throughout the greater por-

tion of the east ; it was the result of observation* in detail, under varying circum-
stances and at different periods.** (P. 14.)

Not less useful was the employment of them in the hands of the

eastern conquerors as an instrument of subjection.

The rayas,** it is stated by the author, “ owe these institutions to the Turkish
dominion. Under the weak and despicable eastern empire, the mass of the people
was reduced to the lowest state of moral and political depravity. A corrupt aris-

tocracy, a tyrannical and innumerable clergy, the oppression of perverted law, the
exactions of a despicable government, and still more, its monopolies, its fiscality, its

armies of tax and custom collectors, left the degraded people neither rights nor insti-

tutions, neither chance of amelioration, nor hope of redress. It is therefore not to

be wondered at, if they fled from the tax-gathei*er to the barbarians ; or if, at a later

period, they were glad to exchange both the precarious sway of these conflicting

tribes, and even the more fell dominion of their own weak empire, for the powerful
protection of the Ottoman dominihn, whose rule must have been, indeed, a happy
change for the Greeks, when it was sought by the persecuted of Europe, and became
the refuge of the Jews of Spain, and of the Protestants of Hungai7.” (P. 19.)

The structure of this system is as simple as its powers are efficient.

Municipal functionaries are of two classes : elders, elected by the freest

suffrage of the people from themselves, and who are the administrators

in the imposition and collection of the revenue ;—priests, holding their

office independent of favour, and who are the arbitrators in matters of

dispute or difficulty : these, though not elected by the people aye still

subject to their control, and unworthiness can be at once punished by
disgrace.

<< The priest,’* says our author, “ differs in scarcely any respect fi'om the other
members of the community ; the authority of the office depends greatly on the merit
of the man. He receives but a small fee for certain religious ceremonies, and for

marriages, burials, and baptisms. He cultivates his ground with his own hands, or

follows some other industrious occupation. He is, or may be, a married man, and is

bound to no interest of caste or system opposed to the interest of the community.”
(P. 32.)

Our own experience, acquired during threatyears residence in various

parts o£ Greece, and Turkey in Europe and Asia, fully confirms the

opinion of Mr. Urquhart, where he says, The elders are faithful stew,

ardg, and intelligent administrators. They stand between poverty and
want, between weakness and oppression, and are beloved as common
fathers.'* (P. 33.) No traveller in the east but must have been fre-

quently behoAen to these excellent persons for acts of kindness beyond
price, and have had occasion to esteem tieir honesty and intelligence, not

less than their hospitality. Had those travellers who have succeeded but

too well in disseminating false impressions of Greek conduct and char-

acter—for evil is more easily recorded and believed tlian good—pos-

sessed the courage to penetrate beyond the seaports of the country, to

obtain a fair sample of the people whom they pretend to describe ; or

the capacity to understand the civil government of rpral districts, and

perceive the manifest benefits of its operation ; or the candour to state

the extent and correctness of moral and'^'political sentiments prevailing

among them,—they would, nine cases out of ten, have given very dif-

ferent statements to the public, because they must have witnessed in

every village a community living as one family ; an elder and a priest
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pmldixig over a peaceful and industrious people^ and preserving order
and iniioceiice^ without prison or police^ penal code or punishments*

The extreme simplicity of tliis system of municipal institutions offers

no detail for comment. With great truth our author states^

<< That little would the passing stranger, seeing this unpretending ceremony hur.

ried over in the church after service, or under the village tree, think it possible to

ascribe to the occult hut all-perrading influence of these elecUons, and the social coo-

dition and moral character which depend upon them, consequences so vast and im-
portant The elders, thus elected, hold their offices for a year ; but the same absence
of formality observable in the ebxtion, is also to bo found in their term |of office

The same indiriduA may remain in office for years, or even for life, without re-elec-

tion ; but if they lose public confidence, no returning day of election is waited for ;

they are immediately ejected, and aucceasoi’s appointed ; and this very facility of re-

suming the trust has the effect of prolonging the term of office.*' (P. 24.)

Into the hands of these functionaries a'e confided the civil and politi-

cal interests of the community. . Their duties are, consequently, at all

times important, frequently difficult and perilous. The principal, as de-

tailed by this acute observer, are these>—the apportioning the tax

imposed upon the whole community to each individual according to his

property. They assess and collect the polPtax, house tax, and land tax,

which, in their mode of collection and repartition, vary in almost every

village, but which always depend on a scale of property. They manage
the municipal funds, for the defraying of all expenses connected with

local administration.

Such is the simple structure of the municipal machine existing through-

out Turkey in £urope. What a contrast it presents to the cumbrous
workings of our burgh corporations. The effects of this moral and social

combination of interests, opinions, and affections among every member of

a community, and over a vast country, are a new experience ; or, at least,

if heretofore observed, unrecorded. We must refer to the volume itself

for the details of the operation of the instituti<m. The facts esta-

blished by the research and sagacity of our autlior strike us as being of

the highest importance to political economy. They prove, by practical

effects, to the benevolent, that simplicity of laws can do more than the

ablest specific projects for the amelioration of the humble classes.

And we ask the intelligent reader, after having carefully studied the

workings of this system among the raya population (jf Turkey, to

say, whether the thousand societies that have been formed, ^and the

millions expended in other countries, to effect the like desirable results,

by complicated means, are not as efforts in raising banks of sand against

jthe overflowings of a torrent, which, perhaps, less labour Intelligently
- -employed might have cut off at its source ? Personal observations,

confirmed, as they most emphatically are, by the facts stated in this vo-

lume, lead to this opinion. We hesitate not to affirm that tlie social

order, ffivil quiet, and commercial prosperity of a large portion of Eu-
ropean Turkey, previous to the events of the last few years, are mainly to

he ascribed to its municipal institutions,—to the internal responsibility

to which oommunities were subject, and the common control that each

member exercised oVer another. This moral influence and authority, in-

deed, seems to be a condition of the union of men, when they have suf-

fleient means of living in society, but before they have lost their individ-

ual independence. Unquestioitohly the enjoyments arising from this

condition compensated, in a great degree, among those subjects ofTurkey
whom we called slaves, for the absence of the many comforts and intel-

l^tual blessii^s whic^ a greater advance in civilisation has placed within
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the reach of ourlselvee ; as the eame social enjoymenta and moral worth

compensate the raya of Turkey for the absence of all we deem great,

profitable, and virtuous, in a public administration. This sentiment is

well expressed, and corroborated by our author.

« These commumties,** he says, ^ were linked together by the strongest ties of inter**

est^ opinion, and mutual responsibility. Each man was a guarantee for his neigh-

bour's obligations, a security for his person, and consequently a censor on his condi-

tion and morals. Man did not lose his individuality ; for the character of the indi-

vidual tended to the mass, while the prosperity of the whole, under the direct system

of taxation, benefited each individuaL They rejoiced in eat^ other's prosperity,

bewailed each other's misfortunes ; they reproved the idle, lest he should be a charge

to the rest ; they watched the fugitive, lest his debts should be thromi on the com-
munity ; they repressed the robber, not to sufibr ih. his stead ; and were happy when
the submissive were not putiished for the rebellious, and when the living had not to

pay for the dead.” (P, 29J
Th^se who dread systems and associations may thus see realized, in

the state of Turkey, all the proposed benefits of municipal institutions

as an instrument of directstaxation—^for this was at once the cause and
end of their establishment—without any of the anticipated evils that
have brought discredit on thb proposers of this means of collecting re«

venue. While, on the other hand, those who fear, in such i.ssociations,

the loss of the individuality of man, will likewise see that the despotism
of opinion becomes merely a name, where each person contributes equally

to its authority. The general expression is but the agent of his own
reason and even conscience, unseen, unfelt, unknown, save to restrain

bad passions when excited, to support virtue when persecuted. Law, as an
expression of opinion, when applied to political and municipal affairs, be-
comes altogether useless, when that opinion, by reason of uniformit}^ in po-
litical education, and consequent similarity in sentiments, has not become
doubtful or discrepant. Hence the order and apparent unanimity that

marked the elections, and other public business of municipal offices in

Turkey ; not surpassed by any thing of the like sort described by Mr.
Stuart as belonging peculiarly to America. Mr. Urquhart has taken
great pains and pleasure in shewing the moral good effects of this sys-

tem ; his details, we are persmided, will prove no less acceptable to the

philanthropist than politician.

The above reference to Mr. Stuart’s excelj^nt work brings to our re-

collection circumstance in Greek commercial elections different from
those o? America. We refer to the fact that, in Greece, power is very

uniformly intrusted to the wealthiest. Mr. Urquhart makes particular

mention of this, and gives a very satisfactory explanation of what might
be urged as an objection to the system. Here, indeed, it is not an essential

principle, but the natural consequence, ofthe system. Wealth as wealth

has no influence whatever on the elections ; but the wealthiest are chosen

because this condition is always the result of intelligence and iiidustry.

By virtue of the moral control exercised by one man over another, and
by the whole over each,—with unlimited freedom of industry, the ab-

sence of all laws that give undue influence to riches, or tend to accumu-
late and preserve capital in certain families and classes, and, joined to

these, uncontrolled suffrage,—the best' known and most respected

character is always the object of their choice. The worth and intelli-

gence of these village patriarchs, not le^s than their benevolei\oe, have
oftentimes called forth the expression of our admiration.

The preceding descriptions refer to the system of local administra-

tion in rural districts. The same institutions do not present the like

favourable conduct in cities.
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•ifect^ fritnatef aw looked upon as worse than the Turkish i^emor^ and the

system itself serres only to add Greek ingenuity to Turkish despotiem*”. (P. 44.)

This contrast between the character and effects of nominally the same

institutions in towns and villages mortified the author^ while its explan*

etion escaped, for a time, his penetration. Municipal organisation

he was disposed to think inapplicable to large communities, until he as*

oertained that in cities, customs, duties, taxes on merchandize and shops,

raised hy government agentsy were substituted in the place of the di-

rect tribute raised in the country hy native agency. This single fact

speaks volumes. May our legislature and local corporations learn a
useful lesson from its consideration.

We must content ourselves with this imperfect sketch, referring to

the volume before us for the full development of the form and constitu-

tion of Turkish municipalities, and proceed to make a few extracts and

observations on the advantages that have resulted to rulers and subjects

in European Turkey from their operation. u

^ The elevation of the Greeks to political import%nce in the Turkish empire ; the

fiicilitiefl for reorganization which the country possesses ; the moral character and in*

dustry of the population ; the preservation of their distinctive features and creeds,

and the preservation of the Turkish empire itself, seem to me to be, all of them,

effects of the local municipal institutions.** (P. 14.)

The author explains how their importance have not been heretofore

observed and appreciated properly, by shewing that the ideas and avo-

cations oT the Europeans who inhabit the Levant, unfit them for like

inquiries, and that travellers, for the most part, receive their impressions

and information from this class of persons.

But it is not only among the Franks or Europeans visiting the East, that we
find contempt for these institutions, or ignorance of their existence. Greeks
themselves, even under the direct influence of their most beneficial operation, have
hitherto h^ no just conception of their effect on themselves, or of their value or im-
portance, compared with the economy of more civilized administrations. The peasant
clings to them, hy the pressure of his necessities, for the mitigation of impending
penalties, or of immediate wrongs ; hut they are associated in his mind with the

tyranny of the Turkish government. Little does lie dream that equality of burthens,
freedom of opinion, an equal voice in commercial matters, the election with the pay-
ment of the village schoolmaster, the right of rejecting the parochial priest; all

which he looks upon as portions of his existence and his wrongs, would, amongst
civilized nations, be called by such terms as privileges and rights ; and that fhey are
benefits which no nation in Europe possesses, and towards which they are groping
only in the dark.” (P. 72.)

In confirmation of this great benefit, the author, in another place,

observes

The establishment of the Turkish dominion swept away all privileges, all mono-
polies ; but it swept away, too, all disabilities. If it destroyed pre-eminence of caste,

it destroyed invidious exclusions. It reformed the corrupt andwvergrown hierarchy,

abolished oppressive influences, and reduced the nation to a state of perfect equality,

by depriving it of all rights and distinctions ; so that, in industry alone, this hitherto

effeminate people were reduced to seek meiit and distinction, as well as the means of
existence; and industry, though oppressed hy anarchy in Turkey, has never been
repressed by law.” (P. 20.)

One, and not the least interesting result that Mr. Urquhart traces
from this system, is the inffuence it exercised in preserving the national
idiaracter and creed of the Greek people. Not more erroneous explana-
tions of this curious circumstance have we heard given in Greece than
in this country. Our author’s account of this fact is not less eloquent
than satisfactory.
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<< ti is not in Tnvit^y nUme that Gnsdcs am ^ be fdtind : emigfratiDnB ofthem have
taken place at irarioiis periods to other countries, both in considerable numbers and
small bodies. They are to be found in Tartary, in the steppes of the Kouban, in the
Crimea, in Transylvania, in Hungary, in Sai^inia and Corsica, Apulia and Sicily.

The period of their separation from the parent stock has seldom been so remote as its

sulijugation by the Turks. Yet, almost unirersally in these settlements, the Greek
character has lost its distinguishing features ; above all, its activity and intelligence*

Their language has become often unintelligible ; they have generally renounced the
tenets of the Greek church, and they seem, morally and intellectually, • far below the
level of the rayas of Turkey. Yet these settlements are in civilized countries, whose
governments relieve the ignorant peasant from all responsibility, from all trouble or
care in the collection of his taxes, and the administration of public atfairs* It is the
tax-gatherer and police officer that have effaced the type of nationality, is the ab-
sence of the humanizing and instructive experience of the institutions 1 have been
describing, that has exposed them to the corruption of their grammar and their creed.

Have these colonists suffered more for that creed which they have abandoned, than the
rayas of Turkey for that which they have preserved ? Is the hatred of a Greek less

for the faith of Rome than for that of Mecca? Ai*e the worldly advantages of pro-
selytism greater in Italy than in Turkey? In Italy the advantage is negative:
escape from the persecution of the pi*evailing bigotry. In Turkey it is translation

from the class of oppressed to that of oppression,—it is elevation from the state of serf

to that of noble. Without these allurements the Greeks of Italy have become Catho-
lics ; and with them all the Greeks of Turkey remain Christians. Even the criminal
at the stake will scorn to purchase, not life alone, but life and favour, by a change of
creed. It is not, then, the influence of the priesthood, or even of religion, that pro.
duces this firm adherence to their faith : it is respect for the opinion of the little com-
munity, over wliich the strong affectioiis of each individual are spread. It is not de-
votion to a heartless religion of ceremonies and witchcraft that inspires, and has
inspired, a whole nation for centuries, with a martyr's endurance of persecution, and
a stoic's contempt for worldly allurements ; it is the moral authority—it is the sup-
port of fellowship and friendship that results from the close pressure of man and man
under a common affliction, and the strong linking of interests, and opinions, and
affections, under the municipal bond ; so that the good opinion of the fraternity in
which each has been brought up is to every man more thau faith or law.’* (P. 37<)

We shall take this opportunity of vindicating the Greek peasantry
from a part, at least, of that censure for a time so fashionably heaped
upon the nation, by the statement of two simple facts. We have dwelt,

with safety of person and property, at Hydra, during the heat of the

revolution, in Greek houses, the doors of which had no means of being

secured, by day and night, except by a common latch. There was no
police nor prison on the island. We have travelled from Corinth to

Patras, after the expulsion of the Egyptian#, unguarded, unarmed, wan.-

dering®through unfrequented paths, among the natives, and sharing their

cottages at night, without suffering from insult or theft. Would that a
Greek could walk from Cork to Kilkenny and give a similar report.

We gladly bear our testimony to the following character of the people

described.

Under the eastern empire, neglected literature had taken refuge in the libraries

of Constantinople, and the cloisters ofAthos; now, every village of ancient and modem
Greece has its schools. Instead of the good qualities of the people being lost by the

oppression they have suffered ; oppression has purified and renewed the national char-

acter. 1 speak, of course, of the character of the mass of the nation, not of the cen-

sals and courtiers of Smyrna, the dragomans of Constantinople, the primates of com-
mercial towns, or, in general, of those whose industry was rendered chicane, by their

coming in individual contact with Turks or Europeans." (P. 22.)

The quick perception and correct knowledge of the Greek peasantry

on matters of knowledge, apparently beyond the comprehension of their

station, must have struck every unprejudiced person, whose knowledge of

their language enabled him to form an opinion. Their intelligence is

far above their condition. Instances and anecdotes in proof of this are
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to be fouii4 in every travellor’s note book. Our author relates two which

bear
.
remarkably upon our own times and country. May they prove a

lesson

!

When Ca|M) d!Ietrla*8 violation of the principles of the constitution had raised a
loud and universal cry tor the maintenance of the constitution, and afterwards for a
National Assembly, these words were not mere shibboleths of faction or terms borrow-
ed from Europe. Two answers were given to the president, which prove the feeling

and intelligence of the people on these points. The president asked an illltei^te Oreek
why be bi^ signed a petition for the maintenance of the constitution, and what he
meant by the words ? The peasant answered, with ready indignation, ‘ The covenant
which teaches us our duty to you, and you, your duty to us !’ Not long before the

termination of his unhappy career, the president went into Maitia, where disaffec-

tion was strongest, to attempt to que^l it. 'At a meeting w'ith some of the chiefs, he
protested that he was willing to adhere to the acts of the congress of Argos, but they

persisted in demanding the convocation of a national congress. He petulantly asked
what use thei'e could be in a national congress, if he adhered to the decrees of the last?

One of the chiefs replied, ^ When Moses, having received the law from God, broke that

law, he had to appear before God again, and to receive anew the laws he had broken.

You, who are neither our conqueror nor our hereditary chief, possess your power by
the constitution you received from the people: you have broken that constitution ;»you

must come to the people again to have it restored to jou.’

We repeat, may our people and our rulers cherish the lesson conveyed
HI this admonition.

Our hmits do not permit us to enlarge further on this interesting sec-

tion of the work. He who feels an interest in the welfare of mankind,
and wishes to form an estimate of the relative advantage of various hu-
man institutions as means to this end, will find in this portion of Mr.
Urquhart's subject ample materials for instruction ;—while no less de-

light and instruction will be afforded to the reader whose object is in-

formation on mutters of universal interest. To both we recommend the

volume with confidence.

We shall conclude our notice of municipal institutions, by quoting one
or two extracts in proof of their applicability as an instrument for the

future regeneration of Turkey.
“ In 1831,” says the author, “ after visiting Albania and the greater portion of Euro,

pean Turkey, during the struggle between the Porte and tlie Albanians, I I'eturned

to England with very little hope of seeing the country tranquillized, or the Turkish
rule prolonged. But, a few months afterwards, returning to that country, I visited

almost every portion of it, and was perfectly amazed at the incredible change that

had taken place. It was then ffiat 1 set myself seriously to inquire how the mis-
fortunes of Turkey might be remedied; how the Sultan could attach to himself the

Greek and Raya population, the proots of w^hich attachment met me at every turn.

It was then that I clearly saw the value of the elementai-y municipal institutions, and
the facilities for political organization which they afforded.” (P. 1.)

This was a brilliant epoch in the history of Turkey ; may it not prove
the dicker of an expiring light

!

The plan of the Grand Vizier of that period, Reschid Pacha, to re-

organize tl^e disturbed provinces, was simply this,—1st, To substitute for

all exactions, legal and illegal, a property tax, to be assessed by their

own municipal authorities, on land, houses, shops, and yokes of oxen."

The author adds

—

I am no| prepared to*S!iy to what extent this arrangement w^ould improve the

revenue, or relieve the people through Roumelia, but 1 am not, I think, beyond the

mark when I say, that with one season of tranquillity the revenues might be quad-
rupled, and yet the people remain the most lightly taxed of Europe.”

2d, To sweep away the horde of those functionaries who lived by plun-
der, and profited by misrule.

^ t most entreat,” he says, the most particular attention to this all-important con^
sideration, which is the key both to the present state and future prospects of Turkey
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tbaH in sweeping away tHese functionaries, you burst asunder no ties, you destroy no
institutions, you injure no interests, you leave no blank to be filled up. There is

centralization of power in Turkey, but not of administration. The community ad-

ministers itself.’* (P. 7*)

The work itselfmust be consulted, for “the details of this projected re-

form, of which it is said,

« This plan for the reorganization of the administration, so admirably simple, so

practicable, so advantageous to the government and the people, (of Roumelia,) is now
placed beyond all danger as to its ultimate success, by the overthrow, in the provinces,

of the bodies interested in the contiaoance of misrule. It may be more or less re-

tarded by the intrigues of the Porte itself, or by the failure of the organization of the
new troops on which it depends.’' (P. 9.)

As a farther example and incitement fbr the adoption of this form of
government, and of its practical applicability, the author details at length

the history of the prosperity of Ambelakia, a village of Thessaly. We
can only extract one passage from this highly interesting statement.

After describing its opulence, the author says,

••tlad an old commercial emporium, had a conveniently situated seaport, or a
provincial chief town, possessing^ capital, connexions, and influence, extended thus ra-
pidly its commerce and prosperity, it ‘would have been cited, and justly so, as a proof
of the good ndministratio*! which ruled it. What then shall we say of the adminis-
tration that has thus elevated an uukno^vn, a weak and insignificant hamlet, that has
not a single field in its vicinity, that had no local industry, that had no commercial
connexion, no advantage of position, was in the vicinity of no manufacturing move-
ment, was on the track ofno transit commerce, was not situated either on a navigable
river, or on the sea, had no harbour even in its vicinity, and was accessible by no
road save a goat’s path among precipices Y With all these local disadvantages, it pos-

sessed no local advantage whatever over the thousand other villages of Thessaly

;

neither did its industry receive its impulse from new discoveries, secrets of chemistry,
or combination of mechanical powers. It supplied industrious Geimany, ifot by the
perfection of its jennies, but by the industry of its spindle and distaff. It taught
Montpelier the art of dyeing, not from Experimental Chairs, but because dyeing was
with it a domestic and culinary operation, subject to daily operation in every kitchen

;

and, by the simplicity and honesty, not the science of its system, it reads a lesson to

commercial asisociations, and holds up an example, unparalleled in the commercial
history of Europe, of a joint-stock-and-labonr company, economically and successfully

administered, in which the inten-sts of industry and capital were long equally repre-

sented. Yet, the system of administration \iith which all this is connected, is com-
mon to the thousand hamlets of Thessaly that have not emerged from their insignifi-

cance. But Ambelakia tvas left alone for twenty years. In this short sentence lies

the secret of its prospeiity, and the promise'^f tht^egeneration both of Turkey and
Greece.” (P. 53.)

When will those legislating for commerce learn wisdom from the maxim
and moral here emphatically recorded ^

The future prospects of Turkey, under the proper use of municipali-

ties, are thus represented :—
In Turkey we see provinces escaped from servitude, .coalescing, combining, go-

verning themselves.* Turkey found her European subjects in the most degraded oimdV
tion ; they have gained under her wing the pow'cr of unlocking her talons’ grasp. Give

Turkey herself but moderate time and a fair field, and I see nothing in her political

constitution to make us despair of a great, and a happy, and, I may add, a q^ieiedy

change i but without some exertion from without, she cannot have the requisite time^

and far less honourable lists.” (P. 293.) .

*

We have thus given a short, and, we fear, because of our limits^ an

imperfect outline of the municipal system of Turkey ; of the benefits it

has conferred on its raya population, in spite of the errors and crimes of

* “ Servia, released from Turkish oppression, is quietly organizing itself, unheeded*

in its happy obscurity.”
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tlw eoatra! goi^rnmeiit^—ft»d of tt« practical applioabilitf to the future

reffmeration of the country^ The work on which we have been engaged

mulft be examined for a thorough understanding of the numerous bear,

ings and workings of the system* We shall only add our conviction to

the author’s testimony^ that^ humble as the system is^ it forms the sole

bond of union between the governed and governors^ where the impassable

barrier of religion prevents it from developing itself in higher political

combinations. In the words of the author

" We have traced these institutions In the character of the people ; we have shewn
how they have preserved the raya population amongr whom they prevailed^ and per-

petuated uniformity of creed, doctrines, and opinions ; of language, disposilion, and
character ; while they have kept tlbem' distinct from all other races that live under

the same general government ; and, while other races, less oppressed but less

strongly knit together, have been swallowed up by Tslamism, we have seen how the

activity they called forth furnished resources to the Turkish empire, and how the

submission they inculcated and produced, allowed that supremacy so long to exist

:

we have then followed them in the powerful impulse they gave to communities under
different circumstances ; engaged in commerce, manufactures, and agriculture, relieved

from all other jurisdiction than their own: we have seen an unknown villa|i of

Pelion conducting vast commercial speculations on t^e Elbe, the Danube, the Rhine

;

the barren rocks of Magnesia furnishing the fertile but enslaved plains of Thessaly

with fruits and vegetables in their season : we have seen remote and unfrequented

rocks, sprinkled over the Egean and Ionian seas, rising to the possession of a marine
and a commercial prosperity, next to miraculous ; and all, independent of any poll*

tical institution whatever, and under no other influence save that of the municipal

system, which is common to the rest of the fertile land and heavenly climate, whose
neglected spots have displayed examples of unparalleled prosperity. What would
that country then become if left to itself? If the disregarded seeds fallen among
stones and briers have produced sixty and a hundred fold, what harvest might be
expected from the deep soil, if allowed to bring forth the seed slumbering in its breast ?’*

(P. 77.) ^
<*

The reviewer is more anxious at this moment to bring the present

subject before the public, and has therefore treated it at some length,

because he believes that having improved the higher and central por-

tion of our administration, we cannot long leave in the state in which
it aow is, its elements and basis—local administration. England’s Repre-
sentative Chamber is now a half-reformed portion of the state, but her
Burgh Constitution is not yet remodelled. Even the Parliament that

effected the greater change, has halted in its progress towards the lesser.

How opposite the case in tfie East. There the foundation is go^d, the
superstructure bad. The central government is weak, profligate, hateful

;

but the original principles are admirable, and the elementary municipal
institutions hai^^ich inherent excellence, that they preserve the na-
^n in spite ofjke badness of the central government, the common

f wemy if the empire. Corruption and oppression conceal from the dis-

a observer and passing traveller many points of excellence in the

. ‘T|w discredit of the government attaches to all its parts, per-

vei^hg citi^sity even from being directed to the examination of insti.

tu^jns thill alone have hitherto preserved to the empire even its present

j, bknk!, Yea|. after year has brought predictions of its fall ; all the dis-

orders, all^he evils that lead or ever have led to a nation’s annihilation,
" active operation in Turkey,—yet Turfiey still exists ; nay, the re-

petition of destruction proves the faculty of reproduction. A province left

to itself—Servia, for instance—r^idly rises to prosperity ; and why ?

.because taxation does not press on industry. There are no privileges^

because thdre are no privileged classes ; no fictitious in1;erests, beesniie

there Is no tyranny of law in municipal affairs. A local administration.
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by the whole pe<^le^ distributes equally the burdens to be sup.

ported ; unites them in compact bodies to bear up under the tyranny of

their masters ; and reduces that tyranny to exactions on each individual

according to his means* In a word^ the municipal institution has re-

lieved the raya subject from spies, police, tax-gatherers, custom-house

officers, and the other innumerable means of oppression employed by
governments less frankly despotic than Turkey.

In a future number we shall resume the examination of the other

topics discussed by Mr. Urquhart ; and we again candidly recommend the

work to the careful perusal of our readers.

JUNIUS llEDIVIVUS ON THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TO THE EDITOR OP TAIt's MAGAZINE.

Sir,—It is not the least gratifying sign of the times,” that Auld
Refficie,” so long the indisputed stronghold of the insolent dominating
few, has at last awakened from her slumbers ; and, like a giant refreshed

with wine, has put forth her energies in behalf of the oppressed many,
with a might which may not be resisted. TJie periodical you conduct
has, like the Examiner amongst newspapers, set an example of plain

speaking, to the exclusion of all conventional cant, which cannot but be
productive of immense good, by operating beneficially upon the public

morality. When persons and things are called by their right names, po-
litical dishonesty bids fair to be(K»me as disreputable as private dishonesty.

He who robs the public, will be regarded as a false thief,” just as much
as he who robs his neighbour ; and the assertor of a falsehood will be
branded as dishonourable, w^hether that falsehood be for the interest of
his party, or for his own private gain. We are on the verge of a new
era, during which a beneficial change will be wrought on mankind, whose
amount of good no man living can calculate.

In one of your former numbers you say, We are free I” Wquld
that it wer^so ; but, alas ! the shout of victory is even yet premature.

A victory has been gained, for joy whereof we have shouted loudly, and
deemed that it was conclusive ; but though the struggle is no longer of

the same character, there is still a struggldj which must be warily main-
tainecf. The dream of brute force has vsinished, like a baseless shadow, ^

this Irish bill notwithstanding ;—the giant put forth his strength, and
the green withes were burst ; but now comes the contest of chicanery.*^

The gate of freedom is open before us, but there are m^|ny pitfalls in t^e

pathway to it. To drop the metaphor. Though men are entitledio voSs * ..

for the legislators who are to rule over them, the freedom of those

the privilege of voting according to conscience, is still denied. ^yo^eiSiRre

still liable to be made puppets in the hands of their taskmiii^ters ; . aiid -
'

80 long as this state of things shall endure, it is a mockery to .tSU
"

thay are free. The fight which commenced in the reign of John mtilf

still be pursued ; and the seat of legislation must continue to be abattlie-.
*

ground, until the absolute control of the people over their rulers bp dk- '

.

finitely fixed, legally as well as morally. Until that be finally determined,

until the good principle shall triumph over the evil one, until the rulers* ,

shall be made responsible for their acts, by a legal and peaceable process,

there can be no hope for public quietude, no rational expectition thaf^
wise laws shall bp enacted, that mischievous laws shall be abolished.

,
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The general character of the elections, for what has been called the
first Reformed Parliament,***has serred to mark the disposition of

the Ministry, as being desirous of retaining influence, and as being
not too scrupulous as to the means used in the pursuit of that de.
sire. They have talked loudly enough against influence, but it was
only the influence which was opposed to them ; and the transactions

at Bath have served to impress upon the inhabitants of at least one city,

the necessity there is, not to place too much confidence in the professions

of men, who hold, or aim at holding, lucrative places. Strong endeavours
have been made on the part of the Ministry, and their adherents, to

throw discredit on the increasing custom of demanding pledg#!!^ ; and
much dishonest casuistry was uSed, for the purpose of blinking the real

<luestion at issue. That many persons, who were ignorant of the causes

of the evils they laboured under, should entertain especial confidence in

the efficacy of abolishing certain taxes, was natural enough ; and that

each should be anxious to remove the tax which he found to press hard-
est upon himself, was also perfectly natural ; but this was not the object

of the main body. The fact was, that whether from design or from
intention, the change or reform of the constitution brought about by
the Reform Bill, was not efficient enough ; and the people v. ere as much
enlltied to demand pledges to effect a further and efficient change, as

they were Wdemand the original pledge, without which the Reform Bill

would not have been carried. To talk, as some of the Ministers have
done, of the Reform Bill being a final measure, is either absurd or dis-

honest. The professed object of the bill is to make the people the legal

source of all power ; and the denial of the details necessary for securing

that power, is a species of legal cpiihble which cannot he permitted.

The Ministers and their creatures alleged that the object of demanding
pledges was to make the people the real legislators, and the members
mei'ely attorneys. This is a false allegation. The people do not want
to interfere in legislation,—they merely wish to hold a control over their

legislators; they wish to take hail for their good behaviour, by electing

thM ''for short periods, and they wish to be uncontrolled by influence

while electing them. This is a constitutional change ; which species of

change must ever emanate from the people out of the House, and not
from the representatives in House. The ballot is absolutely neces-
sary to the freedom of election ; and triennial, or—still better—annual
Parliaments, are a security for the good behaviour of the legislator

4iwhen elected. Whatever person in the Government may object to these

salutary changes, may fairly be suspected of a wish to hold irresponsible

pwer, and shoul4» be watched like a man bent on mischief. It is to be
Hkred thut the pledges on the subject of the ballot and short Parlia-

itient^ have not been sufficiently insisted upon at the elections. It is

not the lesti certain that those two desirable objects will ultimately be
attained; but they must probably be attained through a fresh public

exeiteihent, and with a considerable quantity of delay, which might
have been avoided. Until all motives for public excitement shall have
bebn put an end to,—^until the people at large shall be absolutely free

to ciheose their legislators according to their own judgment, unswayed
by any power but opinion, there will be no chance for wise deliberation

on the part of those who are eledted. The House of Commons must
continue the arena for party struggles, and not for delib^ating wisdom^
In which tbe object sought would be the constantly progressing happi-

ness of iho human race. But whatever be the length, or the violence of
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the contest^ the absolute responsibility of the rulers to the ruled must
be obtained ; and to obtain which^ no sacrifice can be too great. The
ballot and short Parliaments are the most immediate steps to this. If

they are not obtained from the present Parliament^ the people have
themselves alone to blame^ for not taking better security at the polling

booths.

Of the men composing the present Parliament—I speak not of the

hereditary/' whose house has yet to be set Tn order, but of the men
elected to the Lower House, which now bids fair to be the Upper—there

are very few known to the public who possess the qualities requisite in

legislators. A scant dozen will probably comprise all those who possess

that combination of moral and intellectual qualities which men should

possess who aspire to change the face of a nation from evil to good.

There are amongst them—and the heart of the patriot leaps in his breast

at the thought—^there are amongst them men who would die at the stake

rather than abandon the cause they have taken in hand ; men ut-

terly unswayed by any of the baser motives too commonly found amongst
those who seek public stations ; men with moral qualities equal to those

of Hampden and Marvell, And with intellects far exceeding. But these

men are few. That they are not more numerous, has principally arisen

from the want of a puldic standard of high and -ennobling virtue. «#Ut
the example will be set ; and even as the crystal of salt thrown into

the seething salt-pan, sets the type for other crystals to form by, so

will new aspirants for better things than have for ages been the object

of public ambition crowd around, and imitate the moral models on whom
men's eyes will be Axed. Man is an imitative animal, and takes to good
more readily than to evil, when the gain is equal. The advticates of

brute force, who call themselves Conservatives," have now become a
very small minority in the House ; but the Waiters on Providence, who’
adhere to the present Ministry simply because they are the ruling power,

are many in number. Those who really mean the welfare of the nation,

without regard to self, are comparatively few; and th(»se capable of com-
])rehending its real welfare, still fewer. The men who combine sMM'al

and intellectual pow er in the greatest perfection, are never very numerous,
and they are just the people who are the most likely to keep away from
election struggles, as elections have hitherto been conducted. Such men
never make a parade of their qualihcations, and they are above the hires

of paltry ambition. Tliey must be diligently sought before they can be

found ; but when found they are invaluable. In numerous cases, bodies,

of electors have taken men with whom they were not satisfied simply

because they could find no better ; and, consequently, the class of trading

politicians is very numerous amongst the mob of whom the House of

Commons is composed. I say mob ; because no body which is composed
of six hundred and fifty members can be a deliberative assembly, unless

a portion of them stop away, or are silent ; and, in such case, they might
as well riot be elected. There is little probability that the present Par-

liament can be of long endurance. The honest men in it will bring for-

ward motions for the Ballot, Triennial or Annuaf Parliaments, and the

abolition of theTaxes on Knowledge. They will be tests for the honesty'of

Ministers, and if they break not down under them, then must come the

clash with that body whose hereditary absurdities preclude all <^ance of

rationality. In the meantime, the electors generally should cast about for

the honestest add wisest men they know, amongst the few whose pecuniary

circumstances allow them to be selected under the present system, and
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^
they should return them^ pledgAl to the requisite constitutional dianges*
It were better to elect the commonesUminded individual above Sn idiots

who would pledge himself to secure the legal control of the people over
their representatives, than it would be to elect the most intelligent man
of the age, who, either directly or indirectly, advocated the cause of
irresponsible power. Every peaceable measure should be resorted to, to
bring about that desirable conclusion, which is the only security against

the possibility of popular 'excitement. It has been said, but most falsely,

that there is a disposition in the people to elect demagogues. The as-

sertion has been utterly disproved by the late elections, and it is found
that there is still too much leaning in favour of the aristocracy of pro-

perty/' i

The notions still prevalent amongst the people at large, with regard
to property and respectability," seem to indicate a very imperfect

knowledge of the qualities required in a legislator. It is even held, by
some electors, that they do a man a favour by>,appointing him to a situa-

tion which, if he be a moral man,^ must entail upon him an immense
amount of hard labour. Some others elect their member simply because
they have elected him for many yeatfi in siiccession. And we have in-

stances, wliercTa member devoid of all utility has, by long practice, per-

sunuled himself that his seat was almost a legitimate right ; and, when
his constitobnts talked of changing him, he upbraided them with their in-

gratitude. One man is cliosen because he is excellent at a calculating ma-
chine ; another, because he is the richest man in the county ; another,
because he possesses many ships, and will therefore protect the shipping

interest, which means that he will do his best to destroy some other
trade ;«pnother is a great landholder, and is selected to protect the

landed interest. These people are in ftict attorneys, they are not legis-
* lators ; neither have they, for the most part, the comprehensive minds,
which can grasp all those subjects upon which the happiness of mankind
depends. I would ask electors who reason in such a manner in the
choice of legislators, why they do not employ carpenters to make their

chillies, and tailors to build their houses ? They would probably reply,

that they were unfitted by want of training. And is legislation, then^^

the thing of all others which requires no training ; is it a matter of
mere instinct, or of common acquirement, like reading and writing? Is

that, upon which the welfare of the whole nation so mainly depends, the

only thing which requires no study ? Or is there any thing peculiar in

the science oFshooting and fox-hunting, and similar modes of expending
money ? or in traffic and manufacturing, and in similar modes of gaining
money ? Is there anything peculiar in these things, which is analogous
to the science of law-making, that the one is convertible into the other

by the simple process of election ? The science of legislation is the most
important of all, both as to the intellect and moral qualities required
for it, and also with regard to the good or evil effects it may produce
upon an immense number of human beings ; for there is not a creature

^
so elevated, or so obscure, but must be more or less affected by it. For
the acquisition of the* most ordinary physical arts, we deem seven years*

instruction necessary. For the profession of a judge, nay, of a common
practisi^ attorney, we require a long course of study at a heavy ex-
pense

;
^et these people are prinotpally required to act upon laws ready

made to their hands ; yet, strange to say, those who make the laws are
not required to study at all. A country booby is held eligible tP 'muke

a law;'%ut a deeply learned scholar is required to put it in force, save
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in t^ie cftse of the .magistracy, who are, fbr the most part, permitted to

be as ignorant as their masters, the law^makers. It is needful that the

electors should reflect on these things, and if they reflect, they cannot

but see the absurdity of' the present system j and resolve to reform it.

It seems a strange anomaly, that the legislators of a nation should be
composed the least intelligent amongst those who possess influence ;

but the matter is easy of solution. People who inherit large properties,

owing to our vile system of education, seldom acquii*e a liking for hard
study* Those who are not born to property, and feel the workings of
superior intellect, do study hard, with the int^tion of turning their

talents to account as a means of livelihood. Were they to study legis*

lation, the ultimate result of their studies, under the present system^i

would be, that tliej^ would be allowed to starve in quiet ; for they could

not even become Jegislators to serve gratuitously, unless they were pre-

pare<i to commit something very like swindling and perjury, in order to

represent themselves the lawful possessors of property not really their

own. Thus, the talents whltli, as legislators, w ould not procure them a
liveliliood, at least an honcat livelihood, are turned to the practice of
law, in which much of their* object is to ^‘^make the worse appear the

better reason and, as lawyers, they frequently acquire large fortunes,

and rise to the rank of judges, ‘and the enjoyment of great salaries.

There is, in the very outset, a discouragement to any man of talent with-

out property applying himself to tlic study of legislation, when he sees

llie cheerless result ; when he sees, that if he be honest, starving will

probably be hi« rew ard. I grant that there are people, possesised of such

high moral qualities, Uiat no powder could turn them from the sUaight-
forward career, but these are rare ; and it is not fitting that the n^-tion

sliould lose efficient servants, by their being exposed to unjustifiable

temptation. It is a remarkable thing, that, while every executor of the
law^s, who has no greater labour than reading them after they are made,
wliile the judge and magistrate, who are inferior functionaries, are w ell

paid—1 speak only of the stipendiary magistrates, who, though far from
efficient, are still the best ; white the inferior functionaries are paid, the

superior, the law-maker himself, is expected to w^ork gratis. And what
has been the consequence ? Not merely, after all, that bad laws have
been cheaply made, but that the law-makers have taken variuJis modes of

paying themselves indirectly, to a far greatdb amount than they would
have obtained, if their services had keen honestly paid for in a stipu-

lated salary; and every kind of mischievous law has been enacted in

direct opposition to th^ interest of the people. It is time that this

should cease it is not a seemly thing that a great nation should depend

upon gratuitous law-makers. The labpurer is w’ortliy of his hire, in

whatever capacity he be employed ; and he ought not to he driven to

acts of dishonesty, by being deprived of the means of support. With
what face can a body of electors^complain of a member leaving neglected

his duty, when the fact is, that he has undertaken to do them a favour }

In matters of business, that which is unpaid for is rarely worth liaving
; ^

and such has clearly been the case, for the most part, with the unpaid

legislators. Some of the honestest and wisest men lately elected ^re

practising barristers, whose pecuniary means are not sufficient fo:^ their

support. They would gladly devote their whole time to theji>u8ifless of
^

legislation, but they must earn their living by attending to tlieir p^vate

business ; because, unlike the legislators of the United States, they are

not paid^br their public services. There a strong objection to men
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budness b^ootniogrMemben of Parliament ; b^aiise^ m order

to tboir own business throughout the day, they put olF the huidnefta o£
the^'iiatioii till nighty and it is then likely to be badly done^ and without

due deliberation.

The absurdity of a property qnolification^.either for a member^or an
elector^ cannot be too* much dwelt upon.’ Poverty can be no more^a
proof of a man's* dishonesty, than riches would be of hi<* honesty*. It id

not the wealthiest people who are the most proof against bribery ; and
indoj^endence does not depend db much upon a man s possessions as upon

' his wants. One man may have a surplus with an hundred pounds per

annum, while another runs in debt with a hundred thousand. Andrew
Marvell, with waroe the me^ns of living, was unimpeachably honest.

Tfleseion of tlie house of Wellesley, with almost tlfe wealth of. a fairy

tale^ has nevertheless plunged into enormous debjs sirliich he has no
^means of paying.* So far from a man's ridiels being a security for his in-

tegrity, they are frequently only a proof that lie loves money ; and the

poverty of a stddious man, whose talents might be turned to the accu-
* mulation of*^'eaTth, is a proof «that he values wisdom vuiore than riches ;

add, therefore, that his kitegrity is most probably incorruptible, by any
of the ordinary teUnptations which may assail him. yet the riches of

the former are, held to make him eligible for a member, w hilo tlie po-

verty, 45bused by the moral and intellectual pursuits of the latter, is

held to be af^roof that he is ready to be put up for sale. In speaking

of poverty, I am not supposing the actual want of food and shelter ; for

it would be. a proof of improvidence, and consequent want of judgment,

were i^man of high talent to suffer himself to full into such a condition,

Sjucl^ a man would" be unfitted for a legislator,- because the highest qua-

lity required in a legislator isM^ound judgment, without which, e^'cn un-
impeachable morality will not avail him. But a man of high powers,

who might suffer himself to fall into such a condition, could scarcely be

called a moral man ; for be would be guilty of a dereliction of duty to-

wards his fellow s, who, by neglecting his own personal welfare, might

disable himself from performing his duties in society. Neither am I

advocating the cause of poor nien*of talent, who may be poor, and ever

will bo poor, beciiause they suffer their artificial wants to outrun their

means. I merely wish to show the absurdity of the rules, by which 4t

is customary to judge of tlfe eligibility of members, and” to impress upon
electors, that it would be a wise tiding, whenever they meet witih a man
wUb possesses the rare qualifications of a legislator, to provide for bis

wants by a sufficient salary, and thus secure his wliole time, instead of

forcing him to devote tlie larger portion of it to the earning of his daily

subsistence, at inferior labour. A wise body of electors, seeking tbeir

own true interests, would even take a pledge from their member, re-

quiring him to vote for the payment of salaries to the legislative body
on the part of the Ration

;
^and, until k law to that 4iffect took place,

they would pay him from their own individual means. It is held to be

a highly^eputable thing, a duty, in short, on the part of independent
^ electors, to return tiieir member free of all expense on.his own part. In
Westminster, they even paid the shilling for the member’s oath on tak-

ing his seat. The objec^f doing this, was the conviction, that, as the

•member wSigi elected to do the elector’s work, the electors were in duty
biUlnd to bear the expense. Some proposed to go farther, and pay a
iNilary in addition ; but they were over-ruled, because it was held^that

it would be^an affront to (^er a stipend to a rich man likdM^JPrancss
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Bufd^t. TJke obj^i^ts were wj*oiig^ decidedly wrciig. Had the repre^

sentatlv'e beeik paid kn anniial salary;, he would have been held to a bar*

gain; for-no honesfman Would takelhe money of another^ without in-

te^nding to fulAU^ to the best of his ability, the conditions upon which it

was p^d. When the Society for the DilFusion of Usefpl Knowledge,'!

now better known under the name*of the Useless,” was first, planned,

. Ifenry Broughiwn proposed, that all the writings should be furnished

gratuitously by the members of the Society. This proposition was -over-

rttled, because' it was remarked, that whoever furnished a. manuscript
gratis would furnish it at his own pleasure;,,^or after his own fashion, or not

at all, and>tas a matter of business, there could be Ho reliance on him.
Upon. the pOcunmr^ honesty of ^Francis IJurdett there has never beef#

any imputation th/owri. His habits are too prudent, and his wealth' too

enormous, to render gain, by di^i'oputable actions, an^object to him,
though many of his club associates have been far from scrupulous in the**

mat'ter. The imptitations on him are, that he has been a selfish sybarite ;

a man too busy fViar the business of legislation, even bad he possessed
powers for the most ordinary portion of it ; and, in additio# to j^his, he
has of late taken up the trade of a courtier and si parasite. When cen-
sured for' these thingfe by his constituents, he affected to take Jiigh

ground, and committed much absurd talk, charging them With ungrati-

tude. Where was the ingratitude? Was? he' placed in the House to-

legislate, or was it merely a compliment to place the M.P. after his

name, as a befitting* honour for a man of rank, just as some portly cor-

porations bestow the fireedogi of their city in a gold box, as some of the

llepublics of Southern America bestow military titles on civic function-

aries, or as Walter Scott's French King made the Virgin Mary the
Colonel of a regiment ? Ingratitude ! The electors earned the taunt by
suffering a man to serve them, or affect to serve them, gratuitously.

Had he been paid an annual stipend, he must have fulfilled his bargain

like an honest man, or in failure of the necessary energy, he musfbave
retired.

“ But,” exclaim the objectors, " if Members of Parliament aro paid,

every vagabond in want of a livelihood will seek the office for the sake

of the salary.” To this class of honest objectors I.would say, Look
#l>und the House of Commons as at present constituted, and see if it is

deficient in vagabonds, even without the indtfbement of the salary. Look
round #ven amongst those who call themselves Reforming Members.”
Are there none amongst them, whose private characters debar them ffom

the association of estinjable people ? Are there amongst them no offi- .

cers in the army, who gain a base living by swindling ? Are there no

Honourable Members” whose only rent-roll is the gambling-house or

the turf? Are there none, whose only claim to consideration is, being the

proprietor of a handsdme wife ? Are there amongst them no time-serving

lawyers, no ruined spendthrifts, who get into Parliainei^ for the purpose

of keeping out of prison ? In short, may there not be found amongst the

Members of the House of Commons, representatives of every class of

pubHc and private v|pe, named either in the moral or legal codes, by ^
which the people are governed ? What worse system than this can be

generated by giving stipends to Members ? it becomes not the Bnglish

nation to depeiid upon eleemosynary law-makers. Let there be a sufficient

remuneration given for the support the best men, and the best men #111,

after a time, come forwards. Even if tricks be played, and charlatans con-

trive id* get elected, what inn it Import, wj^en Annual Parliaments shall

2 M 2
*
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exist? The yetf woM thing, that caxi' happen Ipr e cjiariatan or mere
demagogue is^ with some few exeeptione, to ^et iil^ r«]:Iiament. He is

thus placed on a pedestal^ where the wliele world, may gaze on him in

his naked deformity. His head of brass^ dhd ifeet of clay,” a4*e ex-

pend to the piercing rays of truth, and he covered with the ignominy

he merits. Objections have been made to Annual Parliaments by hiany

very well-meaning persons, as tending to create confusiop,, and being also

calculated to prevent men of Ingh talent from attending to the business

of legislation, on account of the uncertain tenure. To tlie first objection,

jhe reply is, that an election by means of the ballot, carried on simul-

taneously at the different paii^hes, would cause no confusii^n whatever.

Jo the second 'objection 1 reply, by asking a question. Does not a man
hire his servants by the month i' Does he not engage his steward and his

agent for short peiiodb ? Can he not cliange his tradesmen every day, if he

choosey ? And is it not commonly the case, that the same serv.nnts the

same stewards, and the same tradesmen, are employed for many conse-

cutive years, and. sometimes during a whole life ? If this be the case

amongst cljupscs who are numerous, i*, it likely that legislators—eflicicnt

legislators, who arc by no means a numeroiys body-—is it likely that they

would be constantly changed from caprice, mertdy for the sake of change?

The converse of this has liitlierto been found to be the case. Electors

have been far from sufliciently exacting with their representatives, and
ha\c, on the contrary, whether from laziness or good nature, suffered a

mischievous dereliction of duty to exist. It is not tlie efficient and
valuable legislators who would liave any thing to fear from tlie system

of Annual Parliaments ; there would always ho more seats than Members
of that class ; but the charlatan clearly sees in it the extinction of his

preteiftiious and his liojics, and ho tliercforc w ill endeavour to set on {.s

large a quantity of ban on spectators’* as he can to cry it down, and
bring it into disrepute, if possible. Hut in vain; conic it must ; and when
it shjill have become a matter of ordinary bu^iuesh, people will be sur-

prised that it was ever a matter of doubt, as tliey did by tlie Catholic

Relief Bill. They will find, that a ^eaily balance of their political

accounts will be no more troublesimie than the balance of their piivato

accounts ; and short reckonings w ill make long friends.

The Reform Bill, wdiicli has given so much individual dissatisfactioa

amidst general satisfaction^, is a most imperfect document as a national

standard for the exercise of the elective franchise
; but, considering the

interested opposition on all sides, the want of intellect—legislative

intellect—amongst the framers of it, and the absence of sufficient poli-

tical information among the great mass of the people, to enable them to

unite together upon definite leading details, as they did upon the great

principle in question ;—considering all these things, we are not surprised

at its imperfection. The principle of qualification which it lays down
for electors is a bad one. Property is a miserably uncertain text. The
only valid motive© which can be alleged why any individual should be
excluded from the suffrage for legislators, why universal suffrage should

^ not exist, is the ignq^ance existing amongst the great mass of the people,

which prevents them from exercising a sound judgihent in tlieir choice.

Reason would, therefore, point at some standard of suffrage, which
might give the people a motive for escaping from the slough of igno-
raxioe. A Bishop administers the rite of confirmation only to such
children as can give fitting answers^to certain questions which h^ may
propound ; and if he be a conscientious Bishop, he administers a repri-
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mand, &nd whatj^e/'^iher punisliinenf he may deem necessary to the
clergyman of a pafish irj^o has 'been failing in the heedful instruction

to the children under h}^ care, jin order to fit them for the rite. Why,
then, should not there exist*a mode of political confirmation, to which all

might be eligible alike, after they might have attained the knowledge
necessary for geing through the ordeal of examination ? A certificate of

that kind from the proper examining officer might be the only qualifica-

tion for voting. It would be the evidence of a certain amount of
education, and a certain capacity for judging. The property” qualifi.

cation is, at best, only an evidence of a certain quantity of prudence in

matters relating to physical comfort. Tjie mental qualification would
be a much better evidence of a man’s capacity as a useful member of the
community ; and if his mind were so cultivated as to enable him to go
through a "fitting examination, it would be scarcely possible that he
should commit any serious offence against those general rules upon the
observance of which the welfare of a community depends. For example,
such a man would never dream that the way to make bread^heap could
possibly be the destruction o^ corn-stacks. If a standard of mental skill

were thus set up as the condition of a man’s being entitled to suffrage,

the improvement of the people would become imperative upon themselves,
and they W(Ouhi make extreme efforts to escape from the condition' of
serfs to that of freemen. At present, there is no disgrace attaching to

a man who has no vote, because it does not depend upon himself to ob-
tain one

; but when the possession of a vote became an evidence of the
mental capacity of a man, and, x'ice versa, it would be held as disgraceful

to be without a vote as it is now to be unable to read and write. A work-
ing man would become the flouting-stock of his fellows, who rnighf^ from
indolence, consent to remain in the condition of a helot, and, in spite of

himself, would be compelled to escaj)e from it. I do not expect the

Goveriiineiit, as at present constituted, to be enlightened, enough to

resort to such a mode of improving the condition of the people. They
are probably t(jo selfish, and, assuredly, too timid ; but 1 do most ear-

nestly recommend to sui^h of my fellow-countrymen as feel an interest

in the welfare of their fellows, to join tliemsclves together in unions, for

the purpose of acquiring useful j»olitical knowledge. Let them make
themselves familiar with the knowledge ’whic#i may render them capable

of chooaiing the best legislators, and let them institute examiners amongst
themselves, who may grant certificates of capacity. They may be as-

sured, that no (iovernment can withstand tlie just demands of a nume-
rous and united body, joined together by such a bond as mutual know-

ledge. By such a method, in a very few years, the suffrage might be all

but universal, without the slightest tendency to any of those evils whose

shadows have so long served as bugbears to frighten the spirits of the

imbecile.

As we get farther forwards, it will be discovered, that a scant three

hundred will be an amply sufficient number to form the great council of

the nation ; and the supernumeraries being weeded*out, it will cease to

be a mob, and become a deliberative body. The people will then gra-

dually become sensible that long speeches are not legislation. When re-

sponsibility shall exist, the real business of many
cases, be left to a single individual conversant the subject, with more

advantage than to a committee. Eal^h man might work upon that which

he best understood ; and one great cause of the mischievous laws which

have been enacted, even wilhout sinister interest, is the fact of the gross
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ignorance of those who were set to work upon them, like a tinker eon-
$t|itdting a watch. At the next election, as at the last, the great diih-

cul^ with the electors will be to find out the fitting men. In this diffi-

culty, their best course is to mark those members who, by their moral
and intellectual worth, are raised above the rest, and to take persons of
their recommendation. The associates of good and wise men are likely
to be good and wise men also. «

When we look round at the rapid progress which the public intellect has
made of late, it seems little less than marvellous. Not many are the years
which have elapsed since the period of the Manchester massacre, and the
atrocities of Castlereagh, whicji were scarcely considered as crimes by a
great portion of the community. And, now ! even the members of the
€k>vernment call it an unfortunate occurrence”— an untoward event."
But these delicate terms will not avail. No humane mind #111 wish for
revenge ; but that horrible transaction, amongst others, must be inquired
into, and the perpetrators, if they be living, be held up to shame. It is

a blot upon^the escutcheon of England, which must be wipeil out by the
degradation of the actors and abettors. So long as the approval of a
wanton massacre shall disgrace the statute book, it will be a proof that
the ruling power of England is not vested in the hands of just men. In
the firm and cheering belief that the progress of human ha))piiiess will
now advance with a compound progression,

I remain. Sir, very truly yours,

Junius IIeoivivus.

June 12, 1833.

MELODIES OF THE PROVERBS.

T.

When the 6un>lifrhts h<^id their orisons along the waters bright,
And the Spirit of God’s glory breathes throughout all lilb and light
When ocean, moon, and stars, sing vespers to Creation’s birth,
O I then, my child, seek Wisdom through the green vales of this earth !

II.

0 1 seek her as the dusky Indian searches for his gold,

Than chastened gems her beauty is more precious to behold ;

All you desire her loveliness, her joy, comes not beside,
O, happy is the man, my child, that seeks her as a bride I

III.

She is the tree of life to hearts that fling their tendrils there,
In her right hand she treasureth the Patriarch’s silver hair

;

Her left hath ri^es, honours, fadeless laurels, and increase,
Her ways arc ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace

!

A IV.
The wonders of cresMi worlds, with her impression sealed j

The laws of God, the universe her Majesty revealed.
My soft, from out her holy pathways w^ander not,-.the breath
Unto «your nostrils she will be—the bright star at your death.

M. 5. M.
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— « But I did sigh, and said all tills

Was but a siiade of perfect bliss

;

And in my thoughts I did approve.
Nought so sweet as is true love.
l.ove 'twixt lovers passeth these
When mouth kisseth and heart 'grees.

OuLCNB. Ttie Lady Fitxwater's Iftghtingalem

There was, assuredly, a truth, no less than a grace and a solemnity
in the old belief in celestial and planetary influences; and this convic-

tion is perfectly compatible, with the assurance, that with us they have
ceased to prevail. We, who are bound on every side by pressing reali-

ties, may well be unconscious of those slight and airy touches, which
left a sensible impression on the spirits of men, whose daily guidance
lay in rro beaten track ; and whom a state full of doubt and expectation,

of keen excitement, of sudden change, of wonder and of passion, made
keenly alive to indications, to which our perceptions are ck)sed. Thus,
the Indian, whose senses a»e rendered alert by a perpetual anxiety, will

discover in the bending of a weed, or the curl of a withered leaf, sure

traces of what he seeks or shuns ; where the duller organs of the civilized

wanderer can detect no mark to awaken his apprehensions. Yet even
in this material life of to-day, who but the foolish or the heartless is

not occasionally conscious of some breathings from the worlds unseen?"
In sorrow, in the presence of solitary nature, in seasons of deferred ex-

pectation, or during the foretaste of some great happiness, when the spi-

rit is lifted for a while above its common boundaries, who has not been
moved by some prevailing wdjisper or suggestion, of which the m))%terious

origin is felt rather than seen ; an impulse over which w ill has no con-

trol, and for which language has no name? And are not aH deep pas.

sions, love and hatred more especially, attended by certain inexplicable

sympathies, whereby the objects of our devotion or abhorrence are made
present to us when no outward sense could whisper of their where-

abouts?" Whence proceeds that wonderful alliance betw een the spirit of

man and the changes of nature ; so that, (wlien no grosser object inter-

feres,) like two chords tuned to the same pitch, they vibrate together

in involuntary J^rmonies ? What endows he seasons with that peculiar

magic* in whicii we feel the whole history of being, as in a microcosm,

not obscurely enclosed ; so that the winter-tide shall cast a shade of re-

flective soberness upon the gayest sensations, and not the most time-

worn spirit, but shall receive some colouring of fondness and hope from

the sweet heaven of spring ? To us the seasons, ay, the several hours

of day and night, have each its owm peculiar influence ;
perhaps we are

too much given to courting such fanciful impressions, yet it is not un-

pleasing to obey the gentle violence which thus rules the current of our

thoughts, although at times, indeed, it plays with our firmest resolves,

as if they were foam-bubbles. Now, in this fragrant spring-tide, we are

in nowise free agents, the spell of its presence has taken possession of

all our faculties ; and whereas we had industriously designed to indite

something of a sober and instructive character, our pen refuses its oflice,

and will write of nothing hut love,

—

it dt

fMtVW vjxu*

Beautiful Love ! love of the beautiful ! are ye not one ? and whence
arises that cold heresy, which now condemns all mention of a theme.
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which wi^er Eld deemed no unworthy object for the contemplation of

divine philosophy^ as the frivolous occupation of idle minds? The gra*

cious spirit which breathes some emanation of its heavenly essence into

the hearts of all men ; the golden link which binds the jarring materials

of existence together; the awakener of all the finer attributes of human
thought and feeling ; the conqueror that subdues^ the comforter tliat

soothes all created beings ; the one guardian angel which lingered with
man beyond the closed gates of paradise ; such is love> of whom it is for-,

bidden the wise to speak ! If this be wisdom, we are content to take our
portion with folly.

We know that not a few will frown or sneer at this confession of faith ;

that many, for whom the subject of these pages has not lost its charm,
will publicly affect a contempt for our prolusions, while they visit them
in secret. The spirit of the day is not on our side ; and were it not for

our hope in the strong yet gentle influence of woman, in whose truer

hdbrt, the pleadings of whatever is pure and lovely, will not easily be
silenced, we should look forward without much surprise to the time
when love, with its ministers, imingination a|jd poetry, shall be declared
an imposition, and banished by the practical good sense of society. As
it is, to our fair readers we chiefly offer these present fancies ; in tlie

assurance that, whatever may be the severity of male criticism, they, at

least, will require no apology from a writer who celebrates that power
to which they owe beauty and dominion.
Nor shall w'e adventure to treat of all the riches <d‘ this boundless

theme. Parental love is too solemn nrattor for spring tlump^hts; conjugal

love is still and sacred, and deserves the liomage of a graver mood ; this

gay sea«on, redolent of youth, smiling, and yet uncertain, claims kindred
with our early love-dreams ; and the mingk*d ho])es and tremours of woo-
ing are imaged in its sunshine and its clouds.

A preference of the society of woman,—not of the rarer divinities of
the sex alone, but of such gentle, undistinguished beings as are seen,
Mike meadow'-flowers, on every hand,—to all other company, however
attractive or brilliant, is the surest indication of unspoiled and manly
feeling. It is a peculiar excellence of feminine influence, that it invests

with ineffable graces all things, how^ever trifling, that come within the
sphere of its attraction. Tibe secret of this pervading^ magic is Love.
All courtesies of social intercourse, and all that soften^!iiite rugg/f^dness

of life, are but forms, more or less remote, of the devotion which the
• ruder sex pays to the presence of woman. The whole outline of society,

rightly traced, bears this gracious character ; the mould of which is only
less strongly marked, as becomes the general expression of that spirit

which animates the distinct groups over which it is spread. lie who
approaches the presence of women, although unenslaved by any particu-
lar beauty, does for the moment, in some sense become the lover of all

whose eyes rain influence" upon him. He is quickened by the far-oflF

glances of that light which falls with concentrated brightness upon him
who is engaged to the worship of one beloved object. His assiduity, his

excitement are created by this sweet impulse ; he is softened and arous-
ed, although unconscious of the cause ; and he returns with involuntary
eagerness to seek a renewal of that enjoyment which woman's aspect
alone cai^bestow. Thus, in the presence of beauty, all men are in some
degree lovers ; and, in most generous natures, this is the first prelude to a
more exclusive and earnest attachment. And it is in this atmosphere of
love (if we may so ^escribe it) which perpetually surrounds female
society, that its surpassing charm resides.

"4
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But this vague charm isL no sooner felt^ than it is felt to be too faint

and transitory to satisfy that craving of the hearty which demands some
peculiar pbject^ dearer than all others^ wherein to bestow the fulness of

its devotion. And in this eager mood^ chance or propinquity generally

directs a choice^ which is urged by the doux hemin d*aimer, rather than
by that entire harmony of soul with soul^ which certain of the elder

thinkers defined as the secret mystery of love. In our days^ at leasts

tills rare accordance is seldom found ; and there is matter for much spe*

culation^ half sad and half amusing, to the computer of possibilities, in

the prospect of these sports of accident, in its interference with happier

events that might ham been, A river, a mile of earth, the strangeness

of a distant acquaintance, may sever two'natures apparently created for

each other ; while each is drawn into Unassorted ties, by what seems the
mere caprice of accident, to meet, perhaps, and discover the error of
their choice when it is irrevocable. It is well for the lover that he is

blind to such a prospect in the moments of his enamoured pursuit ; tfie

bare idea is enough to make the will fearful and irresolute ; such, in-

deed, is the condition impressed on all that we do, but the thought of
its interference is peculiarly unwelcome in this relation.

It is the rarest privilege of early love to be unconscious of such fears.

Tlie only obstacles which it apprehends are those which impede the
course of its success ; and the anxieties which they produce are. Heaven
knows ! sufficient occupation for the wooer ; the consequences of his

choice he must be content to leave to the powers which rule over love-

destinies ; he is past taking note of them. VV^ith women, whose part it

is to receive, without returning the first embassies of affection, one
might suppose, that some thoughtfulness would accompany thoir first

reception of amorous suit ; but the law of passive silence to which theyi

are subject is, in this respect, rendered ineffectual by the quick sensibili-

ties of their nature, which thrills at tlie first accents of a tenderness,

while it shrinks from replying. It is delightful to mark the conflict be-

tween bashfulncss and pride in a young beauty, when she first perceives"

herself the object of a positive attachment. Her being seems quivering

with a timid joy, too exquisite to be wholly repressed
;
yet she starts at

its involuntary utterances, as at something strange or .blameable. She
is confused by the softness of a new feeliqg which the whisper of love

has ai^keneff likhin her bosom ; and she strives to hide, even from her-

self, the sweet control which guides every thought and motion, by a

multitude of graceful devices, and pretty affectations of pettishness and
caprice. Of another temper is the bearing of her lover. His passion,

in her presence, at least, covets no disguises : he would fain use some
expression stronger than outw ard deportment can convey, of the unut-

terable tenderness of bis affection. He would love to bestow all kinds

of fantastic devotions upon his gentle idol ; he is filled with a high ex-

ultation which enhances whatever of excellent and manly belongs to his

character. It is, indeed, in these hard and prosaic times, to this sweet

passion, w hether in the moment of its presence or in the memories which

it leaves, that we ow'e all the fervent and spiritual emotions which still

exist amongst us. And, as the old philosopher finely taught, that the

votaries who drew nigh to the shrine of the gods were raised to^ some-

thing of a divine capacity which prepared them to receive the' response

of their oracles ; even so does the sanctity of love elevate, for a time,

the being of all who are possessed by its influences. Its magic is no

fable ; the dullest spirit, when kindled by its light, becomes invested
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mam ray of l^ightnoas oo^ hamimm
of his aveet frensy^ aihoit untuned to the outwurd utterances of

'«ong, every lover is in some degree a poet.

And Is not this the only generous explanation of those seemingly un..

aeoountable tendernesses which graceful and delicate women are often
seen to cast upon creatures^ who^ in all other relations^ are gross^ slug.,

gishj or unamiable ? To his mistress, the clownish Cymon becomes a
new being ; the alchymy of love has transformed his base alloy into the
pure ore ; and, by the bounty of his lady’s regards, he is clothed with
golden exhalations, like the dawn,” which veil the ungraceful features

of his character. This, we are glad to be x>orsuaded, is the true solution

of an enigma which often paiitfully perplexes tliose who would fain re.,

gard woman as a pure and superior being and it will sufficiently ac-
count for the, success of many a suit which bystanders marvel to behold,

without having recourse to mortifying couclusious derogatory to the
character of the sex, or calling in the trite saws concerning destiny

whereby it is customary to excuse such seeming disproportions.

To ichange the tone of our remarks, which are becoming graver than
beiits the theme, we would gladly have said something of the glimpses
which have reached us of the love-doings of antiquity ; we should have
liked to display to our fair readers the birth of their sex’s true suprem-
acy amidst the northern forests, and to have watched its growth in the
cradle of chivalry ; something we fain had said of the generous and fan-

tastic extravagance of Spanish wooing—and of the bravery, splendour,

and cold foppery which distinguished lovers in the successive eras of
French courtly annals :—above all, we should have delighted to linger

awhile «,midst the golden visions of England’s Arcadia, as they rose in

l^the days when poetry and love, and high generous feeling, illuminated

the age of our Spensers and Sydneys ;—bqt this would require a volume,
and a page is all we can bestow : we must, perforce, confine ourselves to

some passing speculations on the art amatory, as it is practised in our
own time and country.

The formalities which now encompass life on every side afford little

scope, indeed, for varieties in the origin or progress of la belle passion.

Your lover is shorn of many aids and opportunities which were extended
to him of former days. Tli^ regulations of intercourse, distorted from
their original intention—the promotion, namely, of a gi4ceful condiality

—now form a system of reciprocal suspicion and defiance. All open pro-
fession of suit, except in certain monotonous forms, is forbidden, or de-

rided. The little tendernesses, which formerly were admitted between
the sexes, are all restricted ; the allowed freedoms of festival or holiday

seasons have ded with their observance ,* and many amiable customs,

which were the spring and nourishment of love,—such, for instance, as

that sweet practice of saluting with the lips,—are now past away. In

most other respects, the time is unfavourable to the circumstance and
dominion” of the passion. Our damosels know nothing of adventures,

save by tradition ; the security of their lives deprives the wooer of any
occasion for the display of a devout hardihood in emergencies of trouble

or peril. We make no exception on behalf of unfrequent occurrences,

such as or shipwreck. Combustions rarely occur but in populous

towns ; iSbd the fraction of danger which they produce seldom affects

the yc^hg and interesting. The deaf and the bed-ridden alone, have
to fear from them ; maidens. Heaven bless them ! slumber so

lightly 4^at the slightest alarm is sufficient ; the fairy creatures*aFe up
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and tbe nacaisity for rescue is at hand. 4^d« in sea disas*.

tex% alas ! the deep too frequently triumphs over both the lover and
the h^qved }

—>80 that little furtherance proceeds from either of these
casualties. All facilities for amorous intercourse are, moreover, wo.
fall)r curtailed. If we except such suspicious rencontres as watering.

plaOes and tables d*h6te afford^ what rem^n but the accidental and unsa.
tisfactory interviews of travelling acquaintance^ of all encounters the least

inviting ; for when does lady or youth appear to less advantage than when
muihed up en costume de voyage, weary, dusty, and dishevelled, with toss,

ing in a carriage? The useful inventions of Catholic countries, mass.going
processions and carnival-tides, with all their excitements and appli-

ances, are unknown to us. Our climate* is too ungenial for serenading

;

or, were it not so, little prosperity would the suitor derive from hfs

melodies, which would be answered, in most cases, not by whispers
from a casement, but by the yell of a mastiif, or the explosion of a
blunderbuss. The English lover of our day is, indeed, in no respect
favourably circumstanced. From the moment of his first introduction,
even to the utterance of lys last breathless question, he takes no step,

he speaks no word, which is not scrutinized by a universe of Argus-
6}^. He is incessantly watched by papas, mammas, maiden aunts, and
all the volunteer spies of society. Like a silkworm in the study of an
entomologist, he spins his web in the most provoking publicity. The
captivating mystery,—the sweet privacies of unsuspected wooing,—the
intimate communion which warms and sanctifies passion, he can rarrty
hope to experience. His siege is changed to an open combat, en champ
rase, in which the stratagems of the gentle art are of little avail ; and
although the lady is now professedly allowed to have a voice in the
matter, it is, in essentials, as plain and prosaic, as were those ancient
betrothings in certain privileged classes; or as the oriental man-iage-
engagements in the present day, wherein the parti is summarily disposed

of by parenttil authority or purchase, and the loving couple meet, per-
haps, for the first time, in the presence of the Cadi. This is undoubtedly
very decorous and prophylactic ; but it robs the sweetest season of life

of all its natural and exquisite charm. It tends to make men cold or

insolent in their address to women, to know that the conditions of suc-

cess depend less on their will than on thq^ of others ; and, worse than
this, it teaches the fair sex a lesson of insincerity, and a watchfulness,

proceeding from suspicion rather than modesty, which are, of all un-
lovely habits, the most defacing and repulsive that can be allied to

youth and beauty.

Yet, thanks to bountiful Nature, there are still found many, especially

in the sweeter sex, whose dispositions these restraints may hide, but

cannot spoil. Beneath the ice of modern society there beat thousands

of ardent and gentle bosoms, instinct with the power of deep and gener-

ous afiection, if they be but worthily moved. How, in those times of

bondage, may such bte most hopefully approached, is a question worthy

of discourse. Partly from the formalities to which we have referred,—

partly from a dread of incurring the sneers of the multitude, who are

ever ready to scoff at emotions they cannot feel,—partly also, from na-

tural temperament, our fair countrywomen, even those who are aufond
the most cordial and gracious, are in all cases rather difil^lt of ap-

proach. This adds to the hardship of an adventurous CoslebS, ’'who de-

termines, with love and manliness to aid, to woo a mistress for himself,

instead of courting the aids of parental scrutiny and approbf^Uon. Let
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Of all the expediedts which we have estamined^ (excluding, of course,

clandestine interviews, aitd all other peasant irregularities T^hich the

.
serious hold in abomination,)*there ‘occur to us but, two, which are

available in ordinary cases. A familiaV intercourse in a family circle is

delightful enough, if the lady*s f'elations are agreeable people ; but woo.
ihg, under such circumstances, is out of the question except by general

connivance. No better way than this to prove the girl's character ; but
should you win her affections, it is rather by the stealth of friendship

and habit, than by love.making, as we interpret the term. Tlie same
ohjbction applies to all intercourse in small conijuiiiies, in travelling par-

ties, in opera-boxes, (save now and then,) in ^country and village life

wherever, in short, from the continual inspection of others, the declara-

tion of love must be published as soon as coricei\ ed, or its approach must
be made by a gradual course of mutual regards, which are sure to be

perceived by every bystander, ere the parties themselves have discovered

tiieir meaning. In two conjunctures alone (amidst the common occur-

rences of society) have we found any fair opportunity for the genuine

act of wooing.

The first is in crowded assemblies. For the stiller intercourse of love

they afiard no fitting scene, the mind is too much heated and distracted

for its enjoyment ,* the time which you can steal is also too sJiort. 'Fliere,

%the sudden and violent captivations chiefly.prevail. During the space of

one quadrille, (alas! this used to be tifo, but times are daily becoming
harder,) and for the moments which may be simtched beft)re and after

so as to secure one repetition, at least, intlie course of the evening ;

—

or, better still, if the lady can be won to hiUont, (as it is called,) and

you are favoured with her ear : here is a tite d tdle as entire and un-

disturbed as can be desired for the passionate artillery of Love to play

in. The excitement of the sjjene, the sense of security from particular

remark, contribute, unless the cavalier be dull and the dame cc^d, to

remove habitual reserve, and give animation to the encounter. Under
such auspices it is quick, ardent, and sparkling ; no hesitation must lame
the lover's tongue: if he Hoiild pre\ail, he must cast himself with

warmth and determination at the beauty’s feet. The venture is perilous

enough to enhance its interest ; if he be not acceptable he is importunate

;

triumph or humiliation are his only alternatives. But no one should

make the venture who has not some skill in interpreting the language

of looks ; or who, in the presence of woman, can entertain a single

emotion of self-love or conceit. The drooping of a silken eye-lash, the

lightest quiver of the eye, an almost imperceptible curve of the lip, are

tokens which he must,*on the first approach, be able to note and under-

stand :—and the reproof of any ignorance in this sweet science will be

prompt and mortifying. But for him who, being thus instructed, and
deriving some confidence from the reception of his first advances, throws
hitpself upon the favour of his enslaver with boldness and delicacy, and *

fears not to offer the frank homage of his admiration, with that utter

Ibi^^tfulness of self v^ioh all but saints or coxcombs must feel in the
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« hurry of delicious moments moy
be oi!>c|^ed 11:^0 01^ mik Half an ho^r shall Snaot t!^'

!ijrhde}i|Wioi‘K^<jj^ passion, mi f^veri*gikHp8es' of, all th^’ brightness lin

in^K a happi^ er(^iure*s biespm* Ychi laay be strangers to her story or

her name i yat shall you have gained more insight the softer folds

of her heart, than years of common inteirviews can teech. And never

more presume to wMaper in lady's ear, if you h^ve not hkd the art to

win some sign of fav'our ©r hope, < before she accepts your reluctant arm
to lead her to her chaperon or her carriage. Three such meetings termi-

nate a love history, eithejj^hf acceptapee or estrangement for ever. This

is, indeed, a head'^trong and passionate course of wooing—it runs through

the torrid zone ; it is too rapt and breathless for happiness ; and, above

all, it can never occur, with clear sinoinuty on both sides, oftener than
once in a life. Sudden affections are not easily repeated, although in,

such alone, the older authorities were wont to recognise the true pre-

sence of Love. Thus Marlow, in his exquisite lay of Hero, proclaims

—

“ When both deliberate, the love is slight

;

Who ever loved, that loved not at first sight ?”

A Spanish master of the science*’^ allows that it may not always hare
been thus, but professes the doctrine with an explanation. Love, he
says, of old struck with the arrow, and the point was not always so keen
as to penetrate at the first cast. But the god, since powder was in-

vented, wars with pistols and other kinds of ordnance, wdiich pierce at

once to the heart. It is perilous to dissent fromliuch eminent authori-

ties, whom we follow so far as to believe that love, in its most ab-

sorbing power, is ever preceded by that immediate sympathy which at

once attracts its chosen objects, and which is tlie sure forerunner of the

destiny to come
;
yet are we unwilling to deny the title to tho^ stiller

attachments, nurtured by the gracious accidents of neighbourhood and
opportunity, and expanded in the light of familiar acquaintance.

To these, the second species of opj)ortunity to which w’e allude, affords

shelter and encouraf^emeut. We find it in large hospitable country man-
sions, wliich, during the fairest season of the year, assemble a varied cir-

cle of guests, connected by no particular tie, and free to pursue each his

own inclijiations unrestrained, save by the laws of courtesy and refine-

ment. Of all modern forms in English life, this, alone, to our judg-

ment fulfils the true object of social Intercourse,—the reciprocation, name-
ly, of iicordial and elegant enjoyment. In such a scene, a moderate
watchfulness and discretion are sufficient to '*qn'ocure you frequent occa-

sions for delicious and unsuspected interviews with the object of your

affection ; wdiom you may woo to your hearts content, if she will listen,

and win, if your star be friendly, without a thought of annoyance from

unhallowed eyes. During such sweet intercourse, the passionate suitor

has chiefly to dread that eagerness which can hardly be restrained from

hurrying to the final declaration ; and which, if not prejudicial to his

success, would at all events break the charm of moments for which after-

life affords no compensation. There is nothing, even in the ecstasy of

confirmed and rewarded passion, to compare with thiif timid happiness of

conscious yet unuttered love, in its first dawn and fragrance. Its beauty

is soft and spiritual ; its growth is fostered by all the influences which

draw earnest and pure feelings from the secret places of the heart. The
progress of such a passion is fond, truthful, and trusting ; and around it

* Calderoii. See Lanus de Fortuna y Amor. ’
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;
|m |il^> by ttt* ''^’{^Umi of love" In MorningjtttidblM,

Ip'fte MmpaiBoWiUi]) of fisroltflto autbora^ in tvilij^t wbioposUi^
^ solemn Remiss; iii the enjoyment of mud^ in the infinite

attentions^ ^alf ^^orttve half amorous^ which are #ithin the lover’s

* eommaifd ;:he ii^ worthy such happiness may^ently unfold^ leaf by

lehf^ thh roee«rflowier'e!fi»]^iS‘ihdy’shea^ awaken an^reply to all her finer

gifts and aqcj^itisitlaASy and succeed in mingling the'^iirit of his devotion

nuth all the sweetest eii^tions df her nafUre. ^xnidnt the accordance of

^min^ wltlimfnd# and ^he hartndny of feelings are uttered only in

moxfients of en^re and trustful compiunion^ the iulver voice of love steals

feflh with tones so pure and soft, as to sooth, instead of alarming the

nudjAen’e sensitive dar. And if^9u be suck a lover as that fair creature
w deservea, one to whom her mincl can addness itself, and find compan.
ionship and guidance in all its true and intimate thonghts ; one on
whom slfe may repose with that mingled feeling of sovereign and
pupil, so dear to women ; he sure that, with opportunites like these,

th^t^tlp^ath of her virgin hearty is yours.* Your being is quickened by

ilii|gic of her presence into, fuller lifql all that you have trea-

sured up from thought, or learniii’{g, or memory, is moulded into fairer

^•^hrms* and poured out before her
;
^and every moment passed at her

side restores some feeling which ruder scenes ha\ e deface^ strengthens

the current of earnest and unselfish emotions, and renders you more wof-

thy of the pressure or her fragrant lips. Yet, had you met herjsi a

crowd, or in common life, you might, indeed, have praised her»beauty i

(for everywhere she is lovely ;) but all her most exquisite attributes

ifbuld probably have remained a secret to you, and she m^bt neverhave
learned how surely you could admire and appreciate them. You would

have met and parted as strangers.*^ For the best understanding of w'o-

^ man’s heartjsgd intpllect^there are no occasions like this w^hich we have
decribedf Ixls only too exquisite : the return to every-day intercourse

and occupation becomes intolerable filter it. For us, whom one glance

from the eye of a beauty will make restless for months, the enjoyment
is too absorbing ; no one, whose hearts-ease requires that he should

escape ipenslaved, should venture upon such a scene.

Before we^concluib these rambling observations, some notice may be
^ven to a poinf of no srnalU importance in the minor details of wooing.

We wisll^o record our protest against the^ practice of carrying-on ari

amout^by letter. It is mean, frigid, and mifechievdus : wherever a letter

can.4(p)fiter, there can a lover penetrate, unless he be a cloWn or a coward.

ThW^ractice leads to mistakes, deceptions, and disappointments of every

kind ; and nothing Can prevent the flow of an attachment whi<Sh rmiis

through such a channel from becoming turbid, shallow, and lin^ring.

Billets ddfiio! are serviceable, as preludes to personal ii/terviews, ana may
laudably be used iw the way of mementoes and devices to fill up little

interstices of absence, but only as subordinates in a suit w^hich ought to

be preferred by the lip, and not by the pen. We hold, that tho^ lover

^
who cannot anywiso attain to speech of his mistress had better choose
another ; and that h%who, being admitted to her presence, cannot plead

his cause with living words, deserves no woman under forty. For mute
adorers we have no sympathy: they are anomalies for whose use 'the

ihystery of witting wafi neiwi* meant to be employed. There is some-
#ing infinitehr contemptible in the idea of a starveling, from whom the
near lespect oAiis enslaver kes failed to draw forth a single vocal note of
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a4miratioa^ t&iing in his easf chair> plo^^tingpsr^aphs^.and meditatin||r ^

hoar he may her with cull^*!|»hfases at^ distai&ce^ Xa
pertodaKif s6paration, the lever who has won in pet^ii^his sweet privj-^

le^; the betr<jthed, whose hope is secure, may.|praee^lly write w^i^t

circumstances j^revent him from' speaking;, hut to choose s^oh a col^
halting thing a^ a l^ter for the chief suj^pott' of'.a love-suit, is folly

and an offence which ought to be specially re&trap^ei, were -i^ot J;he acci-

dents, discoveries, Hdiculo,^ and ^rtjflLentemlres^ wjbich ensue, Sufficient

punishment for those jyho trust -fn such" an hiileippFeter. Hie iuiraer<ju,f

instances of this mod# of Wooing, from fhe Heroides down to St4*i*eu3t,

do not countervail our objection,—there was, never a rsd/ passieju.td

which epistles have been more than aux:iliaries ; and, we are* persuefd^d

that no true woman's heart j(we npeak not of persuasions of

was ever won by such addri^sses alone. They, ave^oniy j^tUlftprs^

and pedants, and elderly gentlemcp <fesiring an e^^tablishmcnt ; to the
Humiliation of whose voWs we trust that none of our beautiful readers
will ever be exposed.

* a i

It is good to eschew^ confidences in lovefe|Wj|Blj|^^ imngJ^i^
;

and we cannot but think^them iudelicat^ savoring of the^een
affections wliicli sjiring up amongst ’young persons in their te#ns. The
man who talks of his tenderness to aUy save its chosen object, appeals

to us as onjy one degree^ less criminal than he^^Who boasts of actordecf*

favours. To girls, who are naturally nmre talkative and confidupg,

relaxation of this censure musli be allowed only in fave^Wtof a
siste^^Or a companion equally dear and familiarj nor even to such, iu
the early dawn of her affection. To a girl of true vj^rgin feeling, the

first discovery that she loves is not admitted, even in secret, without

bashfulness and a certain alarm ; and she wIk> is ready to to

others, may be very elegant and attractive, but she is not one to touch

whose hand we would undertake a pilgrima|^e. In a such open-
ness is unpardonable, no less than foolish ; it robs his Jreaslfre of hnlf

its worth, to expose it to common eyes. He is a poor scholar in the

rudiments who -does not know—

.

^ How sw cet is Love to them that can dissemble

la thoughts and looks, till they have reaped gains.”

If he choose a female as his confidante,Jie most probably offends her,

^ and thereby ensures her etimity, which can disturb the course^f his love

in a"thousand ways* to say nothing of its immediate publicati^^ If a

man, besides the indelicacy of 'Hie procedure, he :|rnns the risk ci pro-

voking rivalry, or ridicule, or counsel, or, what is worse than thole, tlie

^lliiaifly attempts at assistance, which good-natured people, who under,

stand nothing of the fjistidious nfbety of the plssion, inflict upon the

lov&stricken. Jn seme circumstances, such confidences boWime neces-

sary ; but these are only cases of thwarted, or unequal attachanent, of

which they are not the smallest miseries! They whq^ unproyokedly dis-

ekfltge their amorous emotions upon intimates, are nuisances to society,

traitors to the secrecy of love, andrerchijects of JtlJeir own frequent dis-

epngfiture. j. ^
,

But the moon is up, and tells us how long we have ’been dwelling upon
itis inexhaustible subject. It is time to conclude ; and ^we shall do so,

by presentiijg to our fair readlittrfi acquaint and»,pleasan|i^morsel of ll^ye-

lo^ from |he pages of an old#panish master, wherein, under the device
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of this jfontle science is Iearae4l7

' i^ge loiTS worshipping the fame

^ Of^high p(ise> with fair and worthy pride ;

iji|i he loves, vflio loyes the earthly frame
^ nof hSiOwtt to love the Bopl beside. ^

•tn<6‘‘loy#inu8t be—/me only dapie «

*l|^SWei^ommaiid the Willing heartymust guide;
^,E«)r«ie*g| was bondman t|;pe to musteis twaii^
^ Nor pfiU the heart a double love/ronjtaiti. «

is t|ioroug]aLo\e; nor life# aloilie,

contclit in pleasant hours 4.0 gain,'
*•

Byt fbfdi on grief, and* gives an eiiual t^iur * *

To «tuick d^ight, and sorrow's mdsmg'^ain.
'^nd S^i'et must it hh .all faroar^hewTiji

t « Or acts designed, m silence to rsOMh-^ 1

I'his is tine love, its |#rfect law fhmUed, ^
^

JSage, Sfh^le, (Serious, and fh Secret shilled.”

ClIhLl).

eacpouii4e4.

A UROOK went dancing on its way,
hank to valle} leaping

^

* And by its suntty haargin lay,

A lovely ittfant sleeping.

The fturmii* of the punmg stream
Broke not the spell which houpd him,

^ Like music breathing, in his dieam.
A lullaby aioujiid him.

It is a lovely sight to tiew,

Withih this -world of sorrow,

spot which still detains the hUo

i
That earth from hCa-ieii may boirow

^
An^ such was this—a scene so lair

’•Ai rayed in snmmer biightnesb,

And one pure being resting there.

One soul of radiant ^fliiteness !

*
Wliat happy dreams, fair child, are given
To cast their sunshine o’er thee ?

Whitt chord unites thy soul to Heaven,
Where visits glide before thee ?*

For wandering smiles of cloudless mirth
O’er thy%lad features beaming,

Say, not a thought—a forn^ of earth

ddloys thine hour ofdil^eamiiig ! '«

Mayhap, afar omunseen tvdngs,
~ Thy sinless spirit soaring,

Now*tiears the hurst flbm golden strij^s

Where angels are adorinf^.

And, with the pure heliacal throng,

Around their Maker praising.

Thy joyous hcatt may join the song

Teil thousand tongues are raising I

lovely b^e I— time's cold touch
Shglll make mese visions ^dther

;

IToutlf—and the dreams which charm so much,
iShall fade and fly together.

Then, sleep ! while sleep isjpure and mild,

Ere eavthly ti4#g:row stiroiger,''

Whexi tiiou shalt be no mor^ child,

^ And flream of Heaven no linger.
T. D. T. .
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IThb deprecfii|to " crotchet” is length ho|^e, finally

fiisliedt Unless % some untoward chance #e he cast amljdk the
^ tumults and crimes of a reckless and vengeful revdlutioi^ we may defend
upon it, we shall never hear of Mr.’*Attwood's remedies iftord. Jiad, in^

‘

deed the party has persevered well ! The advocation' of the eictraordlu

nary panacea originate^ with unfortunate land-Gm^lators during the^

War, who encountered estwites under a lo^ of borroOTd n^nej^i^on the in-*

fatuated supposition that land could not be bought too doisr^^das
that accideni^ high value waV not likely^ by any chance, to he restored,

they have never ceased^ unMI^naw, to clgjpiour for the permission of Par-
liament to pay, in some way, their debts by composition. TJiat a schema
so well calculated to relieve their distresses should have been hit upon by
the said speculators is indeed nothing wonderful ; the only strange pazW
of the comedy is, tbat^hey should have succeided in persuading any por-
tion of the unconcerned public, that the nationfi safety was involved in

the success of their proposal.

In every proposition, and in every ^irab of every proposition, brought
forward by the depreciators, there is manifest that clisreg^ird of incoiive*

nlent facts, and that exaggeration of real occurrences, which usually oA
ginate in minds agitated by hopeless distress

; anfi however ofteirthl^
assertions have been proved false, and their deductions upset, they ac-

cordingly, again and again, return to them in a spirit o7 obstinate and
unfiinchlng iteration. If you ask a depreciator, for instance, what was
the amount by wliich the value of paper remained below the \«lue of
gold during the whole existence of the Restriction Act, ht6f will, to a cer-

tainty, announce ns the permanent or*at least ffeneral amount, the very

utmost difference which obtained between the said valpes for any—even,

the briefest period ; and if he is not all the more modest, he will

step a good way beyond. If the man but thought dispassionately of the

nature of the question he is agitating—a question, viz., about the tak-

ing money, on pretence of retribution, from his neighbour's pocket, and
putting ft into his own—his principles of honesty would cause him shun
exaggeration as he would shun theft, and, by all means to keep within^

^

fathei^thftn go outwards of tiie mark : but the fact is, he does not, nor

ever did thiiiJc

;

he is driven on by the consciousness of his own disHlllHsed,

and perhaps hopeless state, and* disc, it may be, by a lurking, ar^not
pleasant suspicion, that he is not aiming ilt a very justifiable metlw oi

relieving it. If he had in reality entered upon hia<task in the spirit of

an equitable” Adjuster, his princf{»al concern would have manifestly

been for the preservation of the landmarks of equity ; but his specula-

tions are, on the contrary, strongly odorous of the feelings of sundry

Adjusters with rather unpolite names, wh(^, so that they can obtain th^

desired adjustment, are seldom troubled with many scruples about*the

equity. But the absurd and unprincipled exaggerations are not confined

within these comparatively modest bounds. Fiw depreciators will consent

to Mand by the j’ecorded price of gold in paper, as the measure of the ^

unSef-value of the bank notes ; but—^if there is the smallest sense oir «ig-

.fi|%ltnce in tjieir clamoroifs mfiHstatemeftts—are bold enough to
^

upon dur computing it by the high price of certain articles during^jcertaiii'

'

short|»eriods,—ignorant, apparently, or wilfully fbrgetfulof the fact, that

von. in.—NO. XVI. ^
S N
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thetimethey allude ta^wa9 pkie of deraug'ed markets^ on account of changes

^
ah Ih^le ecmiieeted with theiteatrictionAct as with the phases of the moon

;

"ij^orant^thatatonej^riodwe were driven nearly out of all markets for silk

•x^t another^ out of aU markets for cotton,—that at a third, the Baltic

was as useless to us as a frozen sea,—^that the outlets for our Colonial stook

ifere almost periodically deranged,—^that, down to the harvest of 1813,

we had had, foi^ twenty years, a series of deficient seasons, alternating

wi^th seasons of but ^ordinary fertility with a fatal and most unuaual

regularity,—^that during the worst of these seasons the expenses of im«

portation had, in consequence of our state of war, amounted to the

enormous sum of 50s. per quarter ; and, Jastly, altogether forgetful of

^the effect speculation during a rising, or prospectively rising market,

in enhancing the price under aiiy currmcy^ and thereby preparing for a

disastrous recoil. How many, ^ beg to fiSk, of the talkers who have

of late been so much given to indulge upon the connexion of high prices

and paper depreciation, have even looked ints Mr. Tooke's elaborate

history of the vacillations of that eventful period ? How many are ac.

quaiUted with a tithe of thU circumstances then operating upon our fiuc.

tuating markets, and hwe thus qualified tl^mselves for entering upon
the inquiry in the sedate and watchful spirit of men aware that it in-

volves the mighty question of their country’s honesty? If more had
done so, an answer still less equivocal had been given to the clamor-

remnant of disappointed speculators,—^this particular year of our
Lord had assuredly furnished fewer followers for Mr. Attwood; and,

just by the amount of that abridgment of the Member for Whitehaven's
miitBy had we counted more eyes open to our true grievances, and more
minds intent upon achieving their redress. ( iSVc Note end of Article,)

There is one otlier misrepresentation generally hazarded by the de-
preciators, which has often filled us with amaze. To hear them dilate

concerning bygone times, it would seem almost that the period of high
prices was a sort of commercial milleiiiiium. It would appear to exist in

their imagination as a period in which the nation accumulated incon-

ceivable masses of happiness, as well as wasted vast amounts of its re-

sourCesj—a period in which, the faster we spent, the richer and lustier

we grew ; and it is seemingly because of his belief in its marvellous
power of flourishing hy means of evacuation, or of the signal support it

^afforded to the Sangrado system of therapeutics, that Mr. Attwood some-
where conjures us to return to it, if we would avoid the death of the
polity system under which we live ! Now, for all things pertaining to

the psychological genus of dreams, and more especially if the dream be
a sofi of Lay-of-the-Last-Minstrel one, we have the hugest respect ; and
it is not without pain that we observe the necessity of disturbing this
Whitehaven vision. It is really fif^ however, that our countrymen call

to min4 what the period alluded to was ; for they are not now political

babes, and must therefore no longer talk as such. So far from, the
period of the Bank Restriction act being one ofi commercial prosperity, it

is hazarding little to allege that, try it by what test you may, there
would be a difficulty ofdiscove^ng another equally brief period, so full of
commercial disaster. Somlithing may be indicated by the following idK.qrt

list of bankruptcies

Average Annual number of Bankrupts,
t* For seven years, ending 1809, - - - 11873

For seven yeara^ ending 1816, ^ - - - 3231
For seven years, endingJ82S, - - - 1351
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For 1623 itself, the number was only 1070 ; while*for 1810, it was 2314

;

for 1811, 2500 j for 1812, 2228; for 1815, 228^4
; for 1816, 2731. More

emphatically still—^in 1810, commissions weVe issued against 26 bankers; in

1812, against 17 ; in 1814, against 29 ; in I8I4, against 26 ; and in

1816, against 37. Facts like these do somewhat to awaken us from the

dream ; and if we farther clear up our reminiscences of that period, still

more expressive evidence will be obtained. Down to the harvest of 1813,

or rather, perhaps, to the harvest of 1818, when a final blow was struck

at the extravagant elevation of corn, by t^ie revolution of a new epochs
. in the mysterious cycle of the weather, it is allowed that, with only a few
slight and temporary depressions, a great and general excitemi^t prevail-

ed amongst agriculturists. It is easy to^ conceive how strongly an un-
wonted and almost prevalent high price would aifect the classes engaged
in the work of cultivation ; and the memory of most of us will suffice to

bring up the lively picture of farmers changing altogether their habits and
style of living ; sedate tradesmen seduced to become clodhoppers, in hope
of fortunes; the rapid circulation ofland as an article of merchandize ; the

determination of every one who could beg or borrow, to make money by
buying estates; the extraordinary number of paper purchases; and, finally,

the immediate or drawn-out ruin alike of tenant^ and debtor landlords,

who leased and purchased in the vain hope that high prices could endure
for ever. The revulsion here, we say, came late ; why it did so will be
inexplicable so long as the changes of weather are mysterious

; but, be-

cause of the lateness of its arrival, all who were eng^ed in these land

transactions have at once a long period of factitious prosperity to look

back to with lingering eye, and as much shew of reason, as a partial -

correspondence of time can give them, for reposing the burden of their

misfortunes upon the back of Peers Bill. Agriculture, however, was not

then, more than now, the only, or even the staple employment of the ca-

pital of Great Britain
; and although our depredators naturally enough

pass by or misrepresent the commercial history of the period, we shall

not ajff’ect similar forgetfulness. And how, under existing circumstances,

could commerce be prosperous ? Ts the exorbitant price of the neces-

saries of life an element of a flourishing commercial state } Answer for

us, ye reminiscences of meal-mobs ! The truth is, that this evil alone—for

except to rent-drawers, (including farmers drawing rent in virtue of their

ojd and unexhausted leases,^such high pric8 is an evil of the most seri-*

ous kifld to all—this evil alone, we say, had produced a period of ||nalle-

viated and permanent commercial depression. But its influence was

vastly aggravated by another circumstance, which, strangely enough,

tended to mislead the unthinking into a belief of commercial prosperity.

Let the reader dwell for a moment upon the state of our external rela-

tions in those days, and tell us first, whether in such a state wp could

have commercial prosperity ? It might be alleged without hazarding ex-

aggeration, that no merchant at the beginning of a year could calculate

whence he would draw his supplies, or where find his markets, at the year'a

end. On one shifting in the political sky, Italy became shut against him;

then It was Spain—then all Europe, excepting Sweden ; then America

blackiBned her aspect, and Brazil invited exports;—then, again, the tables

tum6^,^Brazil was discovered to be a cheat, but Spain was cleared, and'

Russia opened by the sacrifice of Moscow. What merchant could expect

prosperity here } What depreciator would choose risk his capital amid

changes so unparalleled, so confounding? And yet these were the very al-

ternations, which disguised the physiognomy of what was truly a period of
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Ut^lt0t(iat0dl d^i^sioH^tfre^tematiomvirhich produced that fickleness or'

tittild^ty of ptice^ by^Mcli'the Attwoods of the present generation have
1l»^en able to gain credekce with the unthinking, for those nostrums of

atat^quackery on which v^e have already wasted so much most precious

time* ^^aliihan, at all acquainted with the progress* of the commercial

worlds will be for' a moment in doubt regarding the only possible character

of such a period ? It conM be nothing other than it was—a hunger and a

burst. The uncertainty which constantlyoverhung it, rendered it of neces-

sity a round of speculation and disappointment ; and we find, in looking

back to minuter histories, that in no other period, amongst civilized times,

were so mdi% alternating seasons ofbriskness and utter stagnation huddled

together within so short a span. ^When briskness existed, it partook of the

nature of intoxication ; and the consequent depression verged sometimes
on what Mr, Attwood might denominate a commercial death. Each
period rained its generation ; and on the next cyclical revolution, a new
race was summoned to pass through its alternation of hope and despair.

Some, indeed, survived all shocks ; others, by selling out in time, realized

capital, as well as the successful land speculators; but if all who were then
unfortunate had combined now to aid Mr. Aft'vood in the claim for ad-

justment,” he would assuredly not have had occasion to sigh out his disap-

pointed anathemas and gloomy vaticinations. The remembrance of most of

these changes may have passed from the minds of the multitude ; for it is

a principle of our nature, and one which has much to do with the delusions

we combat, that past pleasures are increfised by the effect of distance, while

with misfortunes it is the contrary ; but no merchant of standing can have
‘ forgotten the period of 1810-11. Then, indeed, tliore was taken a seri-

ous discount .upon the commercial flush of the few previous years ; the

question became in nuvst seats of manufacture, not who have fallen, but
who stand ? and the recoil of the violent sliock disturbed the continent,

walled against us as it w'as, and reached even to the shores of America.

We have thought it right to offer these few corrective observations,

by way of gentle admonition to many, who, in Jack of adequate kiurn*-

ledge of the details of so complicated a subject, have allowed themselves

to fall a prey to the depreciators ; and we shall now venture a few thouglits

OB the benefits which the scheme in question is said to hold out to our
country.

Depreciation of the curreiicy—what is it^ and whom will it affect ?

Two questions easily answered, and which everybody may understand.

A depreciation of the currency simply means the lessening of the value

of that in which we keep our accounts ; it is the making what is now
L.lOO exchangeable for nothing more than could now be bought for L.80,

or L.T0, or L.50. Whenever one person gives another 10s. or 15s., and
inducea him to take it fur a debt of 20s., for the reason that he ean
give no more ,—that is, in his case, a practical depreciation of the cur-

rency. The persons to he affected by our scheme, therefore, are nowise

in concealment. A large portion of men may be arranged under the

ranks of Debtors and Creditors ; and it is clear that if the value of that iir

which accounts are ktfpt were lessened, every debtor would—like tJie

man who offers a composition—just pay less than he promised to pay ;

—

and every creditor would receive less than he covenanted for ;—a change
nfarvellobsly pleasant to the debtors doubtless ; and, in about the same
proportion, uncomfortable to the creditors. Now, the first thing which
stnkea US here is, that the so called remedy for national disasters

is as broad as it is b>fig, in respect of adding to the national wealth.
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^seeing that what h to he presented ta the deb^ is token from the

creditor ; and, likewise,, that to certain millions, who are neither debtors

nor creditors, the affair is of remarkably little personal interest. True,

we are all debtors in one point of view, viz.,an regard ^of the National

Debt ; and the said depreciation would also diminish that debt by as

much as we chose, and the whole national burdens along with it. This

relief were undeniable ; but why, we beg to know> the ejiumsy method
jof effectuating it ? Why not a plain, practical, and emphatic Act of Par-
liament, declaring the Debt to be henceforth only two-thirds, or one-

half, or one-third its inconvenient amount—or, better still, nothing at

all ? If the reduction of that debt by statute law is the poiist at which
the depreciators aim, let them advance it in this manly form ; and we re-

joice to believe that there is, and ever wAl be, sufficiency of sound heart

in the country, sufficiency of enlightened respect for the public faith, to

provide for it the only answer fitting to be given to so flagitious a pro-
posal.^ But the fact is, this is not the main aim of the depreciators.

It is the mere tub to the whale; and if it had not been expected to

operate effectively as a tub, they would have come at their end far

more directly. Be it ag^ain* noticed, that the outcry originated in the

• 111 every point of view, the Idea of equitably reducing^ the funds, because of
the war-period depreciation, is so untenable and absuid, that even the utmost stretch

of charity will uot allow us to imagine its advocates deceived.

In the first place, it must never he forgotten, that even allowing the existence of
some ground for the claim, it is a claim which could not possibly he put in execution;

The individuals who now hold funded property, are, in nineteen cases in twenty, not
th^ individuals who were afiected by the depreciation, hut persons who paid full

value for what they enjoy. If by our stupidity we let the gainers off, shall we there-

fore plunder those who did not gain ? or what other proposal is it which these^patriots

have dared to bring forward ? TJiero is a peculiarity in the situation of the fund-
holders, and we allow the harpies who would attack th(‘m tlie full benefit of it. The
peculiarity is, that the tenure by which they hold tlieir property, w'ould, in a time
of confusion, apjiear less sacred in the popular eye tlian the tenure of other property ;

and then fore more open to the attacks of cowards. We knoAv not what is about
to befall us; we kiio^v not what changes we are destined to pass through ; but we assured-

ly know, that if the sacredtiess of this tenure he violated in one jot, a stain wdll be fixed

upon our country at w’hich every man will l)lu8h \vhen reason has retunied, and that

few will then be envious of a kiiidivdship with those wdio recommended or abetted

the enormity. None above the vilest and most brutal of dastards would dare trample
upon tlie w>'eak. •

In second place, however,—supposing the fundliolders had retained their

Xilaces all along, and possessed, as a chartered company, the propriety of these funds
from before the w^ar; it is demonstrable that they have not gained at the expense of us,

but that we have gained at the expense of them. What was lost by the depreciation of

the money borrowed before the restriction act, more than counterbalances what was
gained by the money borrowed during the depreciation, in conseiiuence of the re-

sumption act,—a timth, made as plain as figures can demonstrate any thing, by Mr.
Mushet and Mr. Childs. Will the Birmingham leaders not attend to this fact ? We
challenge them—^w'e defy them to answer it ; and if they preserve silence, assuredly

judgment wdll go against them by default.

These two considerations, arc sufficient to demolish all pretence of equitably ad-

justing” the funds ; and if they are to be violatiid, notwithstanding, let it, at least, bo

upon grounds we can comprehend. We just add, that no feasible pretence for violating

them can be deduced fi*om the assertion that we are unable lo pay,—^until, at least,

we have somewhat reduced our estimates, sold a few of our palaces, and abolished

every monopoly and sinecure iniquity within our tlvree seas. It w'ould give us great

delight to find a few of our infiuential journals, talking a little less equivocally upon
this important subject. Times like the present are not suitable for ambiguous spe-

culation. The existing journals should remember that they are now in exercise of a
great trust. They are under the heavier a responsibility, just in so far as they are

still shielded from the correction consequent onMl competition.
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ugH^ulMral distre^. Now, tlioae distressed agriculturists^ who date from
the high-price perkd^ are jpipeeulators with mortgaged estate^ and in-

dividuals whose estates are burdened by the disproportionate annuities

laid upon them by thb previous possessors. The depreciation would
manifestly bring considerable ease to this distress^ as also to sundry fox-

hunters who have fallen into the misfortune of borrowing overmuch
and we would impress it very earnestly upon our good friends at Bir-

mingham and elsewhere^ that had it not been for its power to produce

such* relief, neither they nor we would have so much as heard of it. Sir

James Graham let out the secret very openly in his Corn and Currency
and our view is supported by the whole history ofthe question’s agitation.f

It is in order to adjust the concerns of the Squirearchy that we have been

called upon to countenance this novelty ; and, so that we consent, they

kindly propose to aid us in adjusting our own at the expense of the

fundholder, and to allow every private debtor to adjust himself simi-

larly with his creditor ! No matter for the spoliation sweep of the no-

table scheme ! No matter for the extent of the injury it proposes to

perpetrate ! The end justifies the means : all is sanctified by its service

to the squirearchy ! One or two questions •we would ask the Reformers
who have permitted themselves to be so miserably deluded. Is it the

fund-spoliation which catches you ? Then why not, as we have said,

argue it apart, and bring in a Bill for this distinct end ? If you are

determined on confiscating the funds, must you gratuitously join to that

act a separate confiscation of the property of every private creditor in

the kingdom ; or can there also be a delusion afloat as to the favourable

infinence of this latter confiscation upon the general prosperity ? You will

make^ne man richer than he now is, and another poorer,—the entire

achievement ! And what can hence ensue in regard of the masses of our

countrymen, in regard of our trade, our manufactures, or the productiveness

of our agriculture ? The rate of profits will not be touched ; the general

consumption cannot thus be increased ; the powers of production will re-

main precisely as they are ; and where the source of benefit, or how is the

new principle of motion, the new life, to be infused ? Over and over have
the depredators been challenged to answer these questions, and never

have they done so but by the poorest declamation. IVJr. Attwood’s
recent harangue wisely dwelt in detail upon the case of the National

Debt ; but this, we have Shewn, is a distinct question, susceptible of

separate and easy treatment. Never, there or elsewhere, has Mr. Att-

wood produced one tangible idea in explanation of his nostrum’s influ-

ence on the general welfare ; and we recommend the thousands of oper-

* The assertion of equity for this, the main part of the adjustment, is so farcical

that we cannot preyail on ourselves to remark on it seriously.

As before, even although the landlord could show wrongs to a large proportion of

his debts, he cannot now recover them of the persons who filched them ; and, there-

fore, he cannot equitably recover them at all.

But for how much of his debts could he shew this wrong ? Wrongs indeed t The
true creditor is the foxhound, the gaming table, and the election dinner ! Let these

tormgsd gentlemen ga home and rusticate, or to the continent and reci’uit We
have some chance of putting things peaceably to rights in their absence

!

t If any sentimental, self-styled generous person shall choose to doubt our re-

presentation, and to vote it uncharitable, we beg to refer him to that organ of the

squirearchy, the Quarterly.” The concluding article in the number for April 1822
contains a few precious mwoeaux* It is hut justice to state, however, that the

Quiirterly has now somewhat modified its tone. Spoliation, it appear^ has got so

unpopular, that even the organ of church and squire must speak of it minciugly*

Many signs of the times are good t
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atives, whose attentioa has been distracted^ partly by the novelty^ partly
by the large words of his proposals^ to exercise themselves* in the answers
to two.simple queries :

—

FirH, How could they be benefited although re.

ceiving double wages, if every commodity had doubled its price ? and.
Secondly

f

How are they assured that they would receive double wages,
even after every commodity had doubled its price ? If they think well,

and separate carefully amongst circumstances, they will, perchance, des-
cry a kitch in this latter inquiry well worthy of their meditations. How *

long are men to be beguiled by talk ? How long will it seem to our Re-
formers more necessary to speak, than to speak truth ? How long will

the people's interests be paltered with, and the people disposed, ever
and anon, to resign themselves to thq guidance of some noisy goose,
whose only qualities for leadership are the loudness and interminable-
ness of his cackle ?

One or two thoughts upon the subject of the national distress. The
distress of a commercial nation, in a situation such as ours, must be
connected with circumstances affecting the productiveness of capital

employed in production. This grand truth ought to be ever present in

reformers' minds ; and it ^circumscribes the whole inquiries which now
engross us. If mechanical or manufacturing skill remain constant, the
productiveness of capital may be diminished by one or both of two inci-

dents First, the burden of a large taxation, and, secondly, the high
price of the necessaries of life, owing to the exhaustion of the natural
resources of the soil, and the prohibition of a corn trade. Now, be it

permanently kept in view, with regard to our taxation ; that th^re is yet
ample verge and room for honest reform. Without touching the fund-
holder, we may very greatly relieve ourselves, by retrenching on the one
hand, and by properly and equitably distributing our burdens on the

other. The depreciators may contemn this as a sluggish and very un-
genteel procedure, just as a Jonathan Wild would laugh at the vulgar

industry of the tradesman, but we utterly disavow common objects, and
repudiate all compact with the man who, in the great work of National

Regeneration, will decline to occupy himself even with this commonplace
and laborious endeavour. If we turn again to the other question, that

of the high price of food, what a field is open ! The Member for White-
haven will indeed not aid us here, for it l)y no means suits the object of

his depreciation ; but we earnestly demafld for it the attention of our

unitdd countrymen. Oh, ye firemen of Birmingham, if ye but knew
how ye have been gulled, how worthless are all your panting and toiling

!

Over not ten score men in broad Scotland do your present crotchets

exercise a perceptible influence ; but there are thousands in Scotland

ready, either to give the word, or to catch it from your lips, if you will

but join with us in a sensible and manly djeclaration against the hideous

iniquity of the Corn Laws ! The fact is, that by seizing hold of those

advantages which Providence has placed within our reach, we might

take such a spring at present as would almost cause us forget that we
have a debt, and never mention it for a long century to come ! And
who are opposed to this mighty regeneration ? A»few men—^few in com-

parison, drones in the hive—determined, some time ago, and still per-

severe in their impiety, to feed at the expense of the working bees ; and

what has resulted ? What but the necessary result^ the half starvation

of the whole The drones themselves are waxing thin upon it, and

crying out for hunger ; so that, if we press them well, little chance but

they must soon give way ! That the landlords are growing wearied, and
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Ibekig out hy their own tyranny/ there are many indications. They

ihon^t -to secure a spacious dooisun to breed upon ; but they see new,

suspect at least, that thereby they have checked the pioneers; and

each manor house contains fatal evidence of the truth, that their own
numbers are pressing upon the means of subsistence/* They, too, there-

fore, are interested in this true expansion ; not a nominal expansion, or

a juggle like Mr. Attwood’s, but a bond fide command of the riches of

external territories. All classes require it ; and if we can but make up

our imnds to demand it in a bold and energetic tone, assuredly the

empire muII be saved I

^ NOTES.

1. On the Amount ofDepreciation*

• You never hear an adjuster talk of the depreciation during^ the restriction act

being less thaik 33 per cent. ; and often it mounts up, in his imagination, to 60 ! llhe

following table will put this matter to rights ; and the two columns containing^ the

paper and bullion price of wheat, will also give occasion to a few pertinent reflections.

TABLE shewing the amount of Paper Depvtciatiou during the war,
and the price of Wheat from 1793 to 1823.

r

Yfisa.
Bullion Price

of L.100 currency.
Currency, or Market

Priceoflqr. of Wheat
Bullion Price of
1 qr. of Wheet.

r. d. s. d
1703 Par 48 11 48 11

|794 Do. 51 61 8
. 1795 Do, 74 2 74 2

1796 Do. 77 1 77 1.
1797 Do. 63 1 63 1

1798 Do. 3 50 3
1799 Do. 87 6 87 6

^ 1800 Do. > 113 7 113 7
£ r. d.

1801 91 12 4 3 108 0
1802 92 14 2 87 5 63 0
1803 97 6 10 68 6 55 0
1804 Do. 60 1 58 0
1805 Do. 87 10 85 0
1800 Do. 79 0 77 0
1807 Do. t' 73 3 71 0
1808 Do. 79 0 77 0
1809 Do. 96 7 93 0
1810 86 10 6 108 2 92 0
1811 92 3 2 94 6 87 0
1812 79 5 3 126 6 101 0
1813 77 2 0 108 9 84 0
1814 74 17 6 73 11 56 0
1815 83 5 9 . 64 4 54 0
1816 Do. 75 10 63 0
1817 97 6 10

. 94 9 92 0
1818 Do. 84 1 82 0
1819 95 11 73 0 70 0
1820 97 8 0 66 7 64 0
1821 Far 64 5 54 5
1822 Do. 43 3 43 3
1823 Do. 61 6 51 6

Note particularly the following facts .

L The first money column shows the full extent of the depreciation of paper. It
never reached 26 per cent., and exceeded 20 during only three or four years. ^The aver,
age is shout 8 per cent. The Adjusten have sometimes objected to this table : but
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,tbej are very careful jiot to produce another. Confessedly, the depreciation which did

exist was most hanefiil, and the cause of much positiye spoliation. But there is no
use in man^iifying injustice. The smallest portion of it is hateful enough ; and it

certainly shews no hatred of it, to exHggerate the past as the gi^ound of fresh perpe-

trations. •

% The second money column records the current price of wheat during a longer

period. From 1801, part of the high price is confessedly due to the low value of the

paper ; hut how little connexion do these figures establish between that low value and
the ductuatious of price I There existed, therefpre, some far more poweiful derang.

lug cause.

S. The third and^ last money column, shows all these prices reduced to gold

prices ; so that it points out the ductuatious which^took place independently of the

depreciation, viz., the natural ductuations. These were owing wholly to the seasons

and obstructed importation. The elevation, it will be observed, down to 1814, i$

sufficiently great to have given rise to much %)eculation, aud the subsequent fall

quite adequate to account for the ensuing loss. The depreciation did indeed aggra-

vate all, but it was not the principal cause. The disappointed speculators in cotton

or silk might have cried out for adjustment with as good face as the agriculturists

;

and so perhaps they would, but they were ruined outright and set adtift, whereas
the wailings of many dnger-burpt estate-purchasers have not ceased until ^he present

hour. The difference arose from the possibility of obtaining permanent loans upon
estates.

Attention to the facts contained in *the foregoing table will enable us to reduce
much of this ridiculous and unfounded clamour to its true dimeusions.

II. On the effect of the Resumption Act,

It appears from the foregoing table that, in 1810, when Mr. Peel’s Bill passed, the

depreciation of paper yeas only £4, 9s. per cent. ; that, in the year 1829, it fell to

£2, 128. per cent., and the next year sank toO,—or that then paper rose to par. Now
it u'ould seem manifest, that the only effect which the passing of that act, or, in other
words, that substitution of gold for paper, could have had upon genefal prices, is mea-
surable by the small amount of depreciation ajipeuring in our table ; and, certainly,

if it liad any other edict, that effect has not, up to this moment, been demon^rated or
explained. It is Mr. Cayley, we think, wlio asserts that although tiie subsequent fall

of prices has never been proved to be connected witli Peel’s Bill as with its cause, it

must, nevertheless, be referred to it on account of concomitance : an odd principle, and
not liitherto accepted in l(»gic. Concomitance is notliiiig, but a reason for our inquir-

ing, whetliei or not tlie concomitant circumstance is a cause. Attempts have often
been made to get over tlic n])parcnt diihciilty, by imagining a rise in the value of gold
of 29 or 25 per cent, on account of our new demand for it as circulating medium
but they are marked by tim exaggeration usual tp the dogmatists we combat. Taking
into account tlie whole mass of precious metals in Kurope, it is not possible that the

ten or twelve millions exj)orted in consequence of our Restriction Act could have
lowered their value in the general inaiket mqre than 1 per Cent., even had other cir^

cumstances remained the same ; and, supposing^iinother 1 per cent, of rise to have
taken place on our lesumptioii of- metallic currency, the sum of 2 pet cent, was the

very utmost requiring to be added to the foregoing amount in order to adjust it

into a correct measure of the depreciation. But other circumstances did not remain
the same. Instead of having its value on the continent lowered by the supply from^
Great Britain, gold was very scarce there, and hence veiy high during the whole
period of the war. Nor is tlie reason a mystery. A vast quantity of it was
absorbed in the military chests of the leading powers ; and a still greater quantity
disappeared, in consequence of that practice of private hoarding necessarily connected
with a state of w^ar. These disturbing causes ceased on the restoration of tranquil-

lity : the precious metals re-appeared, and their value returned to par. If gentlemeti

who are so apt to theorize with vast confidence on this intricate subject, would but
take the trouble to look into its details w'ith something of the spirit in which they
would inquire into a dark point connected witli tlieir owq affairs, we should, doubt-
less, much sooner attain the knowledge w^e are in quest of. It would be painful

to think that the passion for a little transient notoriety, or the offering up of a whiff
of incense to personal obstinacy or conceit, could occupy, in any good reformer’s mind,
the place of that only noble, that only laudable ambition—the desire to dispever truth
from union with falsehood and half-knowledge, and* thereby to advance the perma-
nent interests of our owm minds, as well as those of all mankind. Referring again
to the effects of Peel’s Bill, be it noticed, that if mystery Is still thought to rest over
them, the cloud will never be blown away by thoughtless or random assertion.
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THfi PROSPllCTS OF BRITAIK.
BY YHB AUTHOR OF POUANB/*

As on somo li»t and cumbrous summer noon,
When In |be distance heavy clouds are hung
Betwbct the idlait earth and silent heaven,

—

When the sole spint that is called abroad,

The Thunder, glideth onwards in his car,

Awake but voiceless, like some Indian beast

Crouching and trembling forwards in its den,

—

Nature is still ; and, in that deep suspense
’Twixt expectation and the thrill of fbar,

Hushes her mighty heart; the winds, her breath.

Pent in her bosom, and how fixed her eye !

So is it with the natitins : When a calm
« Of such unspeakable and nerveless dread
Locks up their pulse ; when in the eyes of men
We read not stormy passion, nor the flush

Of indignation, wrath, or hope, or wo

;

When not one voice is raised to tell its wrongs.
To pray for justice, or to urge revenge ;

^

Watch, for the storm is working ! If it bursts,

Wo to the iron desjiots of the world P

Wo to the evil counsellors who fling

Pernicious poison in the nation's cup !

Wo to the haughty minions I to the proud
Who set their heavy feet on firemen's necks.
And, save themselves, deem every man a slave

!

Yet sometimes will the conflict pass away.
Sometimes the gentle wind, with flattering breath,
Will woo the thunder homewards unrevealeii :

So hath it been with Britain 1 Dark portents.
Of most oracular aud shrouded depth,

Flitted like moving shadows o'er her face

;

Men looked, and thought, and wisted not, but looked
Forward with doubt, as did the ancient seer
por Salem's ruin. In the shifting scroll

Of their own hearts they tried to I'ead their doom,
But found no answer ; then they turned to gaze
Upon their neighbour's face, as if to see

The index of all hearts ; but there was writ
No words, but doubt and dread inscrutable

!

Look on them now : that doubt lias passed away ;

And hope,' the parent ofaU happiness,
Sits lightly on thetr breasts

; yet not with shouts.
With laughter, or with idle revelry
They hail the image of all freedom, Truth.
Something is done, but more remains behind.
Ere thou, my countiy, shalt be freed and cleansed
From stains of perverse ages ! Cankerous rust
Hath gathered on thy helm and on thy shield !

And e'en thy sword is glued into the sheath.
Theretbre, thy children wait, and wait with hope,
Even as men who keep the midnight watch.
After some day of victory and death,
^hen still upon the outskirts of the plain
The foe lies hovering. Let us watch and pray,
Silent but^ot asleep : the hurricane

« Gives to the idle gazer small presage
Or warning of its advent ; he who reads.
Morning and night, in Heaven^s mysterious book.
Wherein the birth of coming wrath is told,
Knoweth its bolir, and flee^ unto the plain.

may be learned from Bemblance-.-lifef from that
^Which Uves not save in fismey ; »the thin shades,
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Wrouglil by a maitar^hand, have attilbutei

Of power, which bear this virtue in their face,*-^

That, though life changes, they can never change.
These are the true memorials of the past,

Which speak but to the eye ; therein we read
Mote truly what the poet's tale has told:

Then take two pictures of the self-same spot
At different seasons—when the hand of Time
Had placed a gap between the first and last

One.was a landscape, in a northern clime $

It was the end of autumn, and the clouds
Hung cold and moistly underneath the sun,
Clipping him^of his radiance ; a dull light

Spread o'er the surface of the sullen ground.
And a dark nii«»t seemed oozing '|rom its poivs
Amidst the unhealthy herbage. Trees there were
Half naked of their leaves; the biting blast

Had done its work, and yet methought it seemed
As if some blight had marred their beauty-mote.
All old and ruined Temple stood beside—.
Some shafts were broken, and their capitals,

Of rich Corinthian sculpture, with the grass

Mingled their mtmic folihge ; within
The shade was dense

; yet through the watery gloom
One might discern a huge and shapeless shrine,

A heavy altar, on whose base was writ
“ CORRUPTION !”—Some there were M'ho knelt to pray
Not as a good man prays unto his God,
ifut as borne wretch, who by unholy league

Hath bargained with a fiend, prefers his wish,
Half-shuddering, to the master whom he serves !

One object only was there in the scene

Umuarred with desolation.—Near a grove

Ojt leafless pines, a hundred winters old,

Laced and consumed by parasitic growth
There stood a palace : stately was its biiild.

Pillar on pillar, in long colonnade,

Boro on their heads the bold and simple arch

;

Turrets ot Gothic mould were reared above ;

And marble steps, of white and slippery breadth.

Rose to the sculptured gates; Around there stood

A <Towd of houseless beggai s, lean and pale

;

Famine with them had done the work of years,

Had chased the blood from out the livid chdek,

And in their scanty veins had mixftl disease !

There stood the mother with her child,
**

Weeping for food : that child perchance more dear

To her, with all her wretchedness and wo,

Than is the infant cradled up in wealth

To its patrician mother f—there the sire

Beside his dying babes—and there the son

Gazing upon the parent by his side,

In utter misei y \ The poorest food

Spurned by the menials in that lordly hall

Were here a blessing. Yet the gates were closed !

Closed like their master’s heart ; perchance the ear

Of God may be as closed to him and his !

There was no other object. Far behind «

The dark and sullen ocean stretched awdy.

The second wms the contrast of the first.

* A mom in spring time, when the balmy winds

Lift the light clouds across an azure sky.

Giving fair promise of a calmer day.

The sun was breaking from a melting veil,

And pouring chastened splendouron the scene
; ^

jibia
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The light-i|^ii huds wet« bursting on the tim
To maseee of young foliage ; OTery seed^

After its winter's sleep, was putting forth

Its germ above the ground ; the early flowersy

Croats, and primrose, and anemone
Weie carpeting the mead; and through the glade

Of the more distant forest leapM the deer

In gamesome gambol. Joy beamed everywhere ;

.Joy such as Spring, the morning of the year,

< Alone can give, ere Summer's looks ditfnse

A warmer influence and more tempered love.

Beliind, upon the gently>ruffied sea,

Ships, whitely winged, were passiugjo .ind fro,

Bearing the produce of a thousand wores
Into the distant harbor. In the front

There was a temple still, hut not the same.

Massive and large it was, and in the midst,

Upou a tall and stately altar, stood

A marblb statue. Beautiful its brow,
And beautiful its limbs ; erect it losc

In all the grandeur of unshackled might \

III one hand was a torch, and in the other

An open scioll, wheraiii it seemed to lead

A new redemption to pejoicing man.
Due word was writ beneath—one word—no more.

—

“ FREEDOM I” and thousands crowded round its feet,

To gaze upon the image of that power
Which was their only mistress and their queen

!

But wheic was that high palace P Wheie the gate
*

Shut to the poor#nd opened to the rich,

As if a different hld^od had swelled their veins,

And mankind were not brothers ? They were gone

—

But in their stead a comely heap was raised

Of happy liomes ; the clematis and \ ine

Clusterad around cadi lattice, where at times

A mirthful face was seen. No pomp was there

;

No grandeur sprung from littleness of soul

Pollut'd that fair landscape ; there at once
The poet’s day-dream of the (Golden Age,
Fire War, and war’s twin-sister, Miseiy,
Defaced the beauteous earth, u as realized^

TlK*rc happiness might dwell, fur love was tlwre,

And love’s no stranger where contentment is.

Oppression had gone by, and with it fear

;

No door was shut against the wanderer's prayer,

For dove-eyed pity had resumed her reign

;

Each day had its own task, each task was sweet ;

Labour no longer mourned its pilfered fruits.

Nor spent its toil for others I

Such the8C^neg-~.

Such Britain was, and such shall Britain be !

Which is the better ? Tell me, ye faint hearts,

Who dote On ancient rules because your sires

Have thriven beneath their thraldom, whidi is best

Of these two scenes—the latter or the first ?

Perchance you love the first, because your lot

cast in the high places ; you can see

Famine, anj tears, and wretchedness around,
Nor give the poorest boon you have to give,-.-

Pity ! because your withers are uuwnyig I

Then pity not I for, as the rebel waves ^

Bowed not to Canute's scepti^, so the flood

Springing from Britain’s heart is all tm strong
To he withstood by barriers such as ylfcrs

:

Nor force nor fraud can stem it—T^cn beware
Lest that vast cuxxent sweep you not *
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ON PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

Voltaire was just, in commenting upon the singular degree to which
societies of men become the bond-slaves of mere words. They persist^iii

fashioning their opinions and conduct according to the precept of a
dogma, or the definition of an adage, either of which has long since lost

all fitness to the objects of its application. Such catch -words and noms
de guerre resemble the camp-fires cunningly left burning by a retreating
army ; which make a shew of, a great hojst, whereas the men-at-arms,
horses, and baggage have betaken themselves elsewhere. They pecu-
liarly flourish in literature ; in which, as it deals with men through
their imagination and reflections thus indirectly influencing their con-
duct, heresies and mistakes are not necessarily detected, as in more
practical matters, by the test of immediate exj)eriment. Thus, one entire

generation continued, in defiance of much weariness, to read the folio

romances of Calprencde and his compeers, because such had Keen reputed
delectable and courtly by the previous agA For a hundred years, from
a similar cause, have the French, in spite of their natural feelings and
necessities, been adoring the models of their datim ifime ; and have
only in the proerit day discovered, that what tliey swallowed f«n* bread
w'as, after nil, but a stone. The pretension of a religious tilfie, in many
amusing instances, has won for a work long and unipiestioned currency
amongst the devout, until some orthodox iiniuirer disco\ei*ed, to the
consternation of the faithful, that it was biistliiig with damnaide Jiere-

sies. And in Flngland, at the present day, our M’orlv>» of imagination, in

spite of the achievements of Syott and Ediroworth, with many respec-

table persons yet labour under a censure, adlieiirig to the awful term
Novel,** which was uttered with less injiu^tice during the period when

Monk Lewis and the Minerva press were in full blow and acii^ity,

Most peculiarly, however, is the error, produced by attaching in-

flexible meanings to such changealde matters, to be remarked in the

contradictory position of our Periodical Litcraluic. It is still cu&tomary
to speak of Journals and Magazines as of things trivial, unimportant
and ephemeraL This is the more curious, iiilismuch as the immense cir-

culation* of these literary teachers proves, either that in practice they

are otherwise regarded, or that (which Heaven forefend I) two-thirds

of English readers have grown utterly frivolous and distracted. But
the advance of Periodicals upon theHerritory of other schocds has been

comparatively recent ; their predecessors were abundantly insignificant

;

accordingly, while natural feeling eagerly devours tlieir words, o]d"hahit

stands by and sneers, even while the bonne bouvhe is between the "lij)?.

The effect of this inconsistency, both upon tlio'^e who w'rite and those

who read, is, like every false thing, purely mischievous ; and, since the

authority and diffusion ef Periodical works are destined, unless we
mistake the signs of the times, to wax yet stronger and wider, and to

exercise a most significant influence over the intellectual prospects of'

the next century, we shall not deem the time misapplied in conveying

to our readers "some long-digested thoughts upon the subject*

The origin of ourliteftary 4<&w»ocrBcy is, as we have remarked, recent.

It is not half a century since the public had nothing more fresh or sub-

stantial in this line than the doting " Gentleman s,** or still more vapid
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H^iid caloturlm Monthly.** Even then^ demand for something bet-

tdr was beginning to be felt ; b«t such newly.awakened desires were

long forced to be contented with a snpply provided according to the ex-

pectations of our eastier time. While learning was confined to a few,

and the pursuit iglid encouragement of letters to a small or privileged

dass, the members of which were compact and full of leisure, and chiefly

dwellm in the capital; much of the current intellectual coin was orally

supplied by the wits and orators, each in his respective circle. A ^great

contribution was also made to the sustenance of educated society by the

Drama in the days when it was still patrcmized and honoured: The
studious sate apart, digesting or producing solid and laborious tomes.

Great works were ruminated i^pon, and diligently executed ; while the

praise of a small but understanding circle, the favour of a noble Mwce.
nas, and a hope of posthumous reputation, were incentive and reward.

In the meantime, the lighter spirits were shooting about on all sides,

like fire-dies; their productiuiis u'ere seldom immediately published;,

but easily became known to the literary world, while the separation

betw'een it and the world of action was still comparatively distinct,

'i'hus, as to published books, although many*a graceful and right-merry

performance came from the press, grave productions constituted the

chief part. The lighter functhms of letters were performetl within the

threshold of a republic, which those who desired to enjoy their delights

must enter. The admission, indeed, was not for the many, nor did they

appear to desire it. This was, on the whole, a beautiful system : a kind
of priesthood in letters—at least for its privileged members ;—and most
certainly favourable to a high, if not the highest, development of talent.

Yet iU must have required small foresight to )>erceive that, so soon as

the minds of the people were awakened, it must be broken into frag-

ments, like a toy in the hands of a grant*

Towards the middle of the eighteenth century, cultivation rapidly

extended its limits. Numerous readers appeared amidst classes which
a growing prosperity began to exempt from the necessity of perpetual
toil; and many, to whom a default of early preparation closed the
deeper sources of literature, did nevertheless demand some kind of
mental pghulum which they could relish and <ligest. In proportion,

moreover, as the former constitution of things rapidly fell asunder, was
an increasing want perceiv^ of some medium of communication which
might still unite the followers of literary or scientific pursuits.^ From
the conflicting demands of these* dissimilar classes, to which should be
added those of idle society, the first magazines appear to havfe in a great
measure taken their rise. Of their geileral character we shall only re-

mark, that it was such as might be expected to flow from so turbid a
source. The strangeet jumble that ever human absurdity created is spread
over these collections. Learned essays and riddles, politics and epitaphs,

dialogues between shepherds and shepherdesses, patterns of new gowns,
and questions in algebra, form a total of the most wearishme and unsa-
tisfying description. They, nevertheless, did their allotted duty of
preparing the publid to demand and enjoy something better : the ad-
vance of judgment and fastidiousness was begun, and thus, in any event,
a marked change was at hand. But a sudden, accelerating impulse wa^
given by that political earthquake^ tlje first Vibration of n^lcb cast free
America, the second uprooted monarchy and Catholicism in France,—^and

of which the throes are still quivering throughout Europe. The prodi-
gious magnitude o^veujs, their rapid succession, and startling sudden-
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nes8> aroused tlie most reeluse from converse with th^ past^ to eager
sympathy with the present. A tendency towards the * immediate and
practical was awakened in the maturest minds^ and ineffaceably im«
pressed upon the dispositions of a new generation cradled amidst revo-

lutions. A disposition boldly speculative and questioning was at the

same time nurtured or implanted ; and from the combination of these
ingredients arose the new and singular davour of our literature. At the
same time, the dormant intellect of classes hitherto obscure, was elec-

trified through the chain of political events ; .and began to demand, in

all things, a prominence they had never previously claimed. Thus were
the minds of men shaken and aroused ; and it is needless to remark that

the cravings thus awakened were not long^ confined to the objects which
first excited them.

Accordingly, the commencement of the present century witnessed a
surprising change in the texture of literary productions. It touches not
our present purpose to describe the army of strong intellects which,
arising at this period, at once efiaced ‘ the footsteps of their nearest

predecessors, or struck out new paths in invention. It is to the
rapid development of our pdtiodical w^ritings that w’e must address our
attention. The several steps of their advance took the direction,of
the original impulse. From new^spapers, wlierein literature waited oh
politics, to reviews, in wdiich politics and the belles lettres were
blended; and, lastly, to those periodicals in which the latter more
exclusively prevailed ; we discover, at every step, the growing freshness

and popularity of their character. I'lie national mind w^as on the alert,

and the substitution of public patronage to the fosterage of rank finally

established. The numbers of readers grew and waxed great ;—^the 'dsing

activity of the tim etat, combined wdlii the spread of inqfUiry and edu-
cation amidst the lower classes, accompanied, if not outstripped^ the
excitement pervading the higher orders of society.

The character of the new men of letters was also mateHally changed.
Dependent for their success upon the suffrage of large classes, and ob-

servant of the rapidity wherewith one topic of interest strangled

its predecessor, they betook themselves strenuously to the immediate
requisitions of the time, or obeyed its influence in th» mode of fashion-

ing their subjects. Rapid production, cner^ of style, strong and hrjef

description; and keen research into the worlnngs of passion and thought,

distinguish their writings. These, reflecting the features of the period,

exercised a re-active power in forw'arding their further development.

The students and teaahers of an elder sohool ; the laborious and retired

man, who took little heed of pasiiDg events, amidst luts reveries over

the past ; the patient and placid listener—^these had disappeared :—or

If one or two lingered In obscure corners, their ^eeeh was unheard, and

the eager crowd paid no attention to their *<appeals. While, generally,

information was diffused, the number of deeply book-learned men was

materially diminished ; and the several subjects wherewith the modem
author must be acquainted, almO^ inevitably distracted his attention

from a full or exclusure study. Furthermore, the necessity of prompt*

titude to secure a hearing, forbade«any long deliberation on a subject,

or curious polish in its dress. Under^such circumstances, few faultless

wprka, and little of-escemplary style^ was to be expected.

* This position may seem at yhriance with the prevalence of system-builders at

this period; but a little reflection will reconcile the difficulty, and of the truth of

the observation, the present aspect of England affords ample ip^f.

2
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ri^iUy traced the general outline of intelleetital hUtorjr

^
ffhm the bogiiming of our new era, let us now exHmine our present con*

* ^tlon, and inquire what are our expectations for the future ?

Irhe 0rgt thing that strikes ‘us is the insatiable avidity of readers;

tlieir numbers, iij[so, are as the sands no man can count them. Their

^demands are incessant, and not a little capricious. A desire to know all

tilings, attended by a reluctance to labour much for the attainment of

that knowledge ; a thirst for excitement, and the moat agile versatility

,of taste ; are the fir«^t marked features. Besides* these, we discover a

lova of the practical, (we had nearly. Heaven help us! said sordid,) in

principle and performance ; a distrusl^of authority, a nervous alarm-ism

iKgainst prejudices, and the jomplaceiit persuasion repeated in every
* possible form to the old strain:

^
Si) p,iy kfJkilitMs

iijnd, truly, were there tiling in life of importance beyond the pur-,

chase^of pgreeahle emotions, the attainment of provisions and comfort,

and the destructipn^of whatever opposes and renders insecure these ac-

quisitions ; we are, at last, fehtitled to claim some such praise. But
whether these, valqable as they be, aftf^r all, the only things need-
ful, is p question which ^lay reasonably be asked.

And, next, of our wTiters'* and their works. The strong men, the first-

born of out time, have done their sev oral tasks, and retired ; some into

silence, many irtto the grave. These have been succeeded by others in-

numei’able, unlike their predecessor^, who preserved each his indepen-

,dettce and authority, while tinctured with the spirit of the age. They
arpln a very great measure assiduous labourers for the monied reward
of their (filigence alone ; and thus become dexterous follow ers of the

multitude, without too.scrupulou'sly examining what is the character of

its doftiatids. It is, therefore, not surprising, that the intellectual per-

formances of .the day should appdar trivial and fragmentary, deficient

in dignified sfferigth and high-raised endeavour ; that tlieieios ^hastily

grasped should bex^arelessly treated ; and that the nobler tones of ima-
gination ^ould be i|ilet^ aiuidl^t such a tumult and competition. Above
all, this reference every thilig to ’its probable vsndibility, has en-

couraged a spirit of affectation and untruthfulness, which, together with
th^ doctrines of a pure selfishness, ar% now the bane of our literature.

Its general tone is that of utter mediocrity. The eagerness of our
writers obscures«the enost talented production with the faults of a^breath-

less haste, while the fields of poetry and romance are inundated by a
very deluge imbecility, the effusion# of myriad idlers, coxcombs, or
half-cultivated persons, who, in other <*<riines, would never have dreamed
of wielding a pen. Two chief besetting sins govern the preed of author-
ship at present. The fltst assumes, that the value of God's notilest gift

to man js only to be measured by the fitness of ks products as an ex-

change for money^ when brought to market. Hence^precipitation, dis-

honest ffatteping of popular paisions^ and that ink&rn poverty of concep-

tion which is the punishment of an i||tkorthy pursuit* of literature. And
the second teaches ^authorship having thus been astablished solely m a
trade) that it is the emiest of aU possible trades, requiring 410 prepara-
tion, no exclusive dedication of t^e ihlnd, no peculiar gifts, nothings in
short, but confidence, ihiensy, a boo^lLer to and^newspapers tp
puff! Thus mill|^ons of paltry ephehi^s^ and die; and wo mttcii

have they defiled the oldr&lit^ary costuilie, that^t is not to be wondered
at if some ef our j^pst Intellects, scared from tlte idea of separate publi-
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oationr^ liave fled for shelter and respeclablc company to the lover of
periodical journals.

The vast immigration into the readirjig world of men eager for know,
ledge^ yet unable to putsue it exclusively; the ambition^ moreover^
which would embrace something of "all learnings and cannot^ therefore^

pause to subdue each subject of itself^ have required the utterance of
science and philosophy in the form of compendia and abstracts. The
ftre which formerly reposed in folios and prolix treatises^ is now com-
pressed; as far as may be^ into current volumes^ or runs through the
world on loose sheets. A corpus omnis histories^ and a twin-brothe!^ in
the scientific department; are rendered companionable in twenty duode.
cinio tomes eacli. EthicS; and the intelle,ctual sciences are studied over
our coffee through the medhim of psychological novels ; and magazines
and reviews present; in a thirty-page article; the quintessence of years
of study. Thus, ai in a laboratory, is the progress of transmutation
going on around us. Many of its effects arc invaluable ,* but all that it

produces is not gold.

In the midst of so much hurry and research—few being willing to
labour, and all disposed to learn—tlie influence committed to that branch
of literature, from which thousands derive their chief instruction and
spiritual nutriment, is necessarily immense. And that this is not more
generally recognised, strongly proves that supremacy of words w'hich was
noticed at the beginning of these remarks. Periodicals are still by many
treated as the ct^ertera and adjectives of literature, because such was their
early position; and the name once given, remains unaltered. Tliis is a
strange and injurious folly. A few words will suffice to show' how impor-
tant it is that the holders of so much influence should he encouraged by
the stimulus of a suitable reputation, to fulfd their task in a right spirit.

The present, though unprecedentedly a reading, is yet anything rather

than a studious age ; the culture once souglit in cloisters and lihrarjes

is now by thousands drawn from these periodical w'ritings : accordingly,

some of the best talent of the day is busied in i>rei)aring them ; and
thus making popular the result of their learning or genius. ^ To a vast

number of inquiries, many questions, affecting th/e wisdom and spiritual

furtherance of mankind, must he resolved by these organs, or remain un-
answered. Furthermore, it is to their care that the charge of watching

over the public taste, at a time when su«li guardiaiishij) is peculiarly

needed, is mainly committed. They are, in fact, the commentators and
expositors of whatever occurs in the departments of «*iction or thought

;

is it then a light or trifling charge tliat thev have to fulfil ?

The uprising of this rornTH estatc is undoulitcdly due to the increas-

ing demands of the* new tribes who, in the pref^ent ago, are strongly in-

vading and conquering the regions of mental culture. Nor is it strange,

that the* vivid and compact form which instruction, in deference to their

necessities, assumes, should also captivate those who enjoy the means of

more deliberate reading. Toil is rarely loved for its dwii sake ; and a

certain modicum, easily «jvon, will ever be preferred by the many, to the

object of a more laborious attafnment. This tendency, nevertheless,

must find its extreme limit ; and ^ separation must ultimately take place

between several classes of readcjps, according to their means and neces-

sities. At presdht there Is no perceptible distinction ; all a'fipear to

join in the chase of commodious, vaided and portable, if nq^ superficial,

instruction and intellectual enjoyment.

We regard this as '‘an inevitable consequence of the moral occurr^ences
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^dP wg time. We ^utt 4^ J%ll^ iiill^eb*«urrou]%d6 us/ We
m%l»t^ in46ed; pray thati if it jfe)J4kTi)4f(^ itself with excellent

«sid beautiful objects alotie; but k^weuld^iil be^me us, as periodical

Writers, to repine at ^he oonditions^W udi^oK bur influence is attached.

One thing, moreover, is certain %he Impulea is given —into the old

ehannels of culture and discipline, the b^l^ the onWard current of mind
wffl assuredly flow no more ;—it therefore remains to give such a direct

tion to^its present course as shall lead to whaVis worthy, and pure, ana

faithful. ^*Hew far this great •hje<^ ^all be attained in the present fever,

ish^nd provisional state of ouf literature, will, we conceive, mainly depend

upon the greater or less degree of sincere endeavour on the part of our

periodical essayists.

According to this view, tlie tesponsibility attaching to our profession

is most important. We consider its duties as no light or perfunctory

undertaking : we insist upon the necessity of performing them in an

earnest, nay, almost religious, spirit of truthfulness ; and we consider

any deviation from singlenes<» and dignity of purpose,^ any indication of

a venal or temporizing spirit, as mischievous and criminal. Witli all this,

Heaven forefend that we should be mistaken as recommending dulness

or severity ; they* are neither expedient nor needful ; ridenteni dicere

fjoerum guis vetat ?—there iu more wisdom in a smile, than in a whole

winter of frowns; and he is but half an adept whom divine philosophy

hath made a cynic or a murraurer. But we would exact, as an indispen-

sahle condition, that clear honesty, and the spirit of re^ ei ence for all

good things, should preside over every utterance in these pages, whether

grave or sportive. «

We had designed, as a conclusion to this aiticle, to subjoin a few de.

tailed^remarks upon the track to be followed by those true-hearted

writers, who really desire, in the present agony of our literature, to sus-

tain the good cause, and to anticipate, as far as may be done, the pros-

pects of the coming time. The theme, however, will demand more
development than our present limits allow ; we shall, therefore, defer

our observations''upon this interesting subject until a future period.

Histobv op Europe during the French Revoeution. Embramng the

Period from the Assembly of the Notables, in *17S9, to the Establish-

ment of the Directory, in 1795. By Archibald Alison, F.ll.S.E., Ad-
vocaje, * William Blackwood, Edinburgh ; and T. Cadell, Strand,
London. 1833. «<

The great French Revolution is a subject on which it is hardly pos-
sible to write too much. The herald of that new social order, before
which the cumbrIOfus forms of the ancient worfd are gradually tumbling
and jdis&ppoaring beneath the waters-—and, therefore, by its very n ature^

pregnant with instruction to all future tjme,—its phenomena were yet so
multiplied, so complex and unprecedented, that we doubt if mankind
will be able to take in their moral, unfiil again awakened to intelligence
by theia partial or entire repetition. There was thus»not merely room,
but vast n^d for a new analysis of the events of these fearful years

;

and we should have especially rejoiced at the publication of this work,
hi^ it been as remarkable fbr sagJcity as it is dktinguisbed by talent,—
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has yet passed over csibntaitied as much to cofrect

as much to instruct^ aa |t jsssur^dljr ^Qntains to foster and inflame the
prejudices of a class ^he^ we are heginnihg 4;o suspect^ are fated never
to acquire political pr sacihl lidsdom ; but^ to be set np like our ovrn

Stuarts as beaoopd to after Ages, i^unted into foreign lands in punish-
ment of their mallgaaot passions, and Anally exterminatecT from the
earth I

* *

Over the progresa and dei^elopmout of this mighty event, Mr. Alison
has cast upon the whole a discriniinatfiag glance ; and his narrative is alt

eloquent one, and often endowed wUh picturesque interest.* The char-
acter of the Revolution, even to its excesses, may be deduced from the
mission to whicli France was uncxpecteftly called. Whatever the an-
cient qualities of feudalism, and its merits in signalizing and illustrating

humanity, during times in which it appears to have constituted the high-
est and purest ambition of its peerless chevaliers, to commit murder on
behalf of any ambiguously-reputed damsel whom it pleased them to up-
hold as Sana reproche,-^\t was manifest, on the assembling of the States

General, that its entire fabric was doomed ; because, in the estimation
of the French nation, there no longer seemed glory, virtue, or devotion
in submitting to be oppressed. Neckar, indeed, was shallow enough tq,

term that epoch a mere financial crisis ; and the small critics of the pre-

sent day talk as if evil might have been prevented by the gracious agree-

ment of the Church and the Noblesse to share with the rabble'' in bear-

ing the burdens of the State ,* but the fact is, that the proposal to make
the privileged orders conform in thus far to the principles of common
justice, was, in their eyes, equivalent to a threatening of destruction to

all for which their privileges were of moment,—it was a deraoiratic”

and ‘^anarchical" proposal,-—it went to “undermine the foundations of

social order," to deprive France of all that made* it valuable and esli-

mable as a country to fight for, or to live in ; and, therefore, they stood

out in utter and uncompromising hostility to reform, and took up a posi-

tion upon the perilous principle, that they would either pay no taxes—or

perish. This was the commencement of the conflict^ and after for a

while agitating the interior of the country where it arose, it spread over

all Europe, and its memorials arc now found in many lands, ' from the

lines of the Lusitanian mountains, to the* Red Sea and the plains of

Moscow, The conflict was inevitable, and necessarily tremendous. All

corrupt purposes, all false and immoral associations within the bosom of

France,—all despotisms and aristocracies without, perceived that the

time had come for what they called their Thermopylte ; and in truth

they fought it bravely, although with a success which should be sadly

ominous of the final issue of their cause. France, meanwhile, made un-

paralleled efforts ; and who, with a head to comprehend the position of

the country, and a sdul Jo bear witness to the heroism of an enemy, can

withhold adifliration from the spectacle of a people defying and combating

single-handed all the despotisms and hateful principles »on the surface of

the globe, and bearing themselves undaunted, amid'circumstances by ten

degrees .more dismal than those which overtook Rome on the disastrous

day of CannsB. They tell us of excesses ; they suspend before us with mi-

serable malignity the minutest delineation of the Revolution's horrors;

they gloat over the prison massacres, with minds as murderous and in-

human as those ofthe most fiendish wretches who perpetrated these enor-

mities ; but ifi making up their historic catalogues, the de/endera are
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forgotten^ while the visage of every murderer is illustrated ; and there is

Seldom mention of the virtue of a Carnot, whilst of a St.^ Just, a Marat,
or a Robespierre, we hear no end. Excesses ! How without excesses

could such a revolution have been achieved ? Nature, faithful in common
to the law decreeing that a great parturition is accompanied by pain,

made no exception in a case which tended to the regeneration of the

modern world. The change of social configuration induced temporary
^derangement,—and to the working-classes it was thus necessarily pro-

ductive of extreme, though transient distress ; and what wonder sliould

it be, if temporary depression was charged for the moment upon the

tardiness of the legislature, or if reactions took place against those

very rights of property and that independence of industry which it was
the main object of the Revolution to assert ! The man who lo(»ks with a
charitable and intelligent eye over circumstances, will find nothing in-

explicable, hut much to be palliated in the tumultuous progress of these

years ; and our most intelligent and considerate liistorians havd accord-

ingly solicited for the actors iri them our indulgent judgment—taking it

as the ground of their appeal that it were verily a bold deed, t(» predi-

cate concerning the firmness and integrity #»f the best of us, amid the

confounding whirlwind of revolutions.

Let us recall a few of the more remarkable occurrences of these ex-

traordinary times* When the States General were assembled, and tlie

Tiers Etnt enabled, by the firm conduct of Neckar, to assume in that

assembly something of the authority due to them, the attention of France
was directed solely to practical reforms ; and slie was compelled to rush

unprepared, upon what turned out the hazardous experiment of large

organi^ changes, only by the utter obstinacy and judicial blindness of

the castes who had hitherto trod upon her neck. None of us can have
forgotten the cause of the first break between the Court and the Assem-
bly, and how wantonly they entered upon a quarrel who had neither

power nor spirit to sustain it. The pencil of the artist has preserved for

after ages, the very lineaments of the enthusiastic oath of the I’ennisC’ourt

;

and the crash otthe Bastile will yet have its echo in the fall of many
thrones. The little dandified smile-hunters who vied for distinction in

the arts of court grimace, saw indeed hut a small way into the events

they wejre inviting, when they hurried upon that fearful collision. "I'hey were
indeedhazarding a conflict in^sdiich lordly qualifications at the dice-table, or

agreeableness in anti-chambers and bed-chambers, would, if they Had un-
derstood it, have given few hopes of superiority ; and It is a singular fact,

and one pregnant with meaning, that never during the diversified progress

and various iates of tlie after-revolution—not even by the restoration

which foreign arms succeeded in imposing upon Fr^ance, were the classes

with whom the confusions originated ever thought of being raised out
of the dust in which they were trampled by an indignant i»eo])le. De-
fiance sounds woq,d^fully brave, but a i»rudent man will count the cost

;

and here was the entire ^fabric of an old feudalism levelled to the
ground, just because reason knocked in vain at its portals. Good has
doubtless accrued t(f France, even from that grievous blunder—good,
far out-balancing the vast mass

^

of /juffering it doomed her to under-
go ; and we have so much confidence in the final extrication of happiness
from amongst whatever confusion and disorders it may, by wicked men,
be for the moment involved withal, that should any other mition be ever
urged upon similar extremities, we are assured that the result must also
be a triumph, and a permanent enfeebling of the powers of dkturbance
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and evil, Mr. Alison thus recapitulates the doings of the Constituent

Assembly.

Such is the hislsry of the Constituent Assembly of France—an Assembly which,

amidst much good, has produced more evil than any which has ever existed in tlie

world. Called to the highest destinies, intrusted with the noblest duties, it was
looked to as commencing a new era in in<^ern civilization ; as regenerating an empire
gi’ey mth feudal corruption, but teeming with popular energy. How it accom-
plished the task is now ascertained by experience. Time, the great vindicator of
li^uth, has unfolded its errors, and illustrated its virtues.

The great evils which afflicted Frauen V^^ere removed by its exertions. Liberty

of religious worship, but imperfectly provided for in 17d7j was secured in its fullest

extent ; torture, and the punishment of the wheel, abolished ; trial by jury, publi-

(jity of criminal pw)ceedings, the examination of witnesses before the accused, counsel

for his defence, fixed by law ; the ancient parliAments, the fastnesses of prejudice and
)>.arti«ility, suppressed, and one unifotin system of criminal jurisprudence established

;

/eitres de cachet anuiliilatcd ; exemption from taxation on the part of the nobles and
the clergy extinguished ; an equal system of taxation established through the whole
kingdom ; the most oppressive imposts, those on salt and tobacco, the taille, and the

tithes, supitrcssed ; the privileges of th^nobility, the feudal burdens, abolished.

France owes to the Constitm'iit Assembly the doubtful experiment bf National
Guards ; the opening of the ari^y to courage and ability from every class of society

;

ami the division of landed pwpertj’ among the pool*,—the gre(|fest benefit when not
brought about by injustice or -the spoliation of others, which can b® conferred upon a
nation. Tlie beneficial elfect of these changes was speedily demonstrated by the con-
sequences of the errors into 'udiich her government subsequently fell. They enabled
the nation to bear, ami to juosper under, aceumuluted evils, any one of which would
have extinguished the national strength under the monarchy—national bankruptcy,
depreciated assignats, civil divisions, the tteign of Terror, foreign iiivasioii, the con-

scription of Najioleoii, subjugation by Europe.
“ The errors #f tlie Constituent Assembly have pvoduced consequences equally im-

portant, some still more lasting. By destroying, in a few months, the constitution

of a thousand years, they set afloat all the ideas of men, and spread the fevei^of inno-

vation universally throughout tlie empire;—by confiscating the pioperty of the

chtireh, they gave a fatal precedent of injustice, too clostdy followed in future years ;

exasperated a largo and inilueatial class, and dissolved public manners, by leaving

the seeds of war between the clergy and the iicople ;—by establishing the right of

universal suffrage, and conferring the nomination of all offices of trust upon the na-

tion, they habituated the people to the exercise t»f powers inconsistent with the mo-
narchical form of government which they iheniselves had established, and which the

new possessors weie incapable of exercising with advantage. They diminished the

inftiieiice of the crown to such a degree as to render it incapable of controlling the

people ; and left the Kingdom a prey to factions, arising out of the basty changes

which they had introduced. Finally, by excludinpthemselves from the next Assembly,

they diqirived France of all the benefit of their cxperieiu;c, and permitted their suc-

ces80i*s to commence the same circle of error and innovation, to the danger of which
they had been too late awakened.”

Some of the above criticisms are acute ami true—others erroneous in

principle, hut tolerably accurate in so far as regards temporary effects.

What Mr. Alison sa^s respecting; the break with the Church, was ^‘ully

shewn to he w'ell-founded on the opening of the next or Legislative As-

sembly, It has often been alleged that no union can take place between

Church and State without corruption accruing to the Church ; but the

converse proposition is e<pially true, that no such connexion can exist,

without the Church doing its best to retard ajjd bewilder the State,

While the monopoly is to be fattened, %vho so good subjects as monopolists?

but when we talk of modification, there is an end of lealty. In every

reforming age, we are sure, under such circumstances, to meet with

crowds of the prolific family of the Philpottses ; and when we say that,

we deem wo have reached a climax. Mr, Alison will tell us more minutely

of the disinterestedness of these holy demagogues, and how well they

succeeded in driving away repose from their country—a lesson not at
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present inapt, but which will surprise nobody who comprehends the true

philosophy of our own Coercion Bill* *

** The first serious contest of the new Assembly was with iht emi|^nt8 and the

clergy. By one flagrant act of injustice, the Constituent Assembly had left the seeds

of eternal discord between the Revolutionary party and the Church* The sufferers,

naturally, were indefatigable in their endeavours to rouse the people to support their

cause. The bishops and priests exerted all their influence to stimulate the country

population ; and they succeeded, especially in the western provinces, in producing a
most poweifiil sensation. Circular letters were despatched to the curds of the parisnei^

iind instructions generally transmitted tctlilis people. The constitutional clergy were
there represented as irregular and unholy; their perfomance of the sacminents Im*

puma and nugatoiy ; marriage by them as nothing but concubinage ; Divine ven-

geance as likely to follow an attendance on their service. Roused by these represen-

tations, the rural population in the districts of Calvados, Gevandan, and La Vendde,
' broke into open disturbances.'*

The Legislative Assembly thus found itself, on its first meeting, sur-

rounded by new difficulties' most patent treasons. Instead of being

permitted . to*aim at the consolidfKion and correction of the labours

of its predecessor, it was urged irresistibly upon prolonged conflicts.

Distracted by the dangers thickening at home, and openly menaced by
hostile preparations on its frontier, the consideration was again forced

upon it, as to the means of achieving its own security, and providing Ibr

the independence of France. A great question immediately arose. The
eyes of Frenchmen turned upon the throne. It was not to be doubted

that the imbecile King, led by his artful spouse, formed the moral rally-

ing point of the disaffected ; and grave suspicions spread abroad con-

cerning the existence of secret correspondences wholly inconsistent

with th£ permanence of the benefits of the Revolution. It is impossible

to avoid sympathy for the hard fate of Louis ; but no man will allege

that the continuance of his liberty would have been other than sure de-

struction to the new order of things. Mr. Alison, and the bit-by-bit

people, object, doubtless, and deluge us with talk abou tthe^possibility of

a compositidn. The idea is a pure vision. Even Mirabeau's scheme, far

more Bouille's, must have turned out an abortion. The cowardly and ig-

norant Noblesse had fled to the frontier, with the gasconade of regaining

their privileges by force ; and they would not have submitted, even had
the FreiM;^ people been pliable. Assuredly, when that sword was drawn,
its scabbard was cast away ! ^rom the death of the King, however, we
may justly date the commencemeot of horrors. The agitation, already

productive of deep distress, now put an entire stop to credit, commerce,
and industry ; and the operatives, urged by want, were easily reconciled

to violence and spoliation. Starvation is no great enlightener of the

reason or purifier of the heart ; and the masses of squalid misery which
accumulated so fearfully in Paris, were quite fit instruments for the

purposes of the most abandoned caitiffs. The eloquent and ill-fated

Gironde—a party not more renowned for its misfortunes, than illustrious

for the virtue which sustained them with more than Roman cqnstancy

—fell easily under the denunciations of a Mai'at ; and that Reign of
^ Terror commenced which will assuredly be an object of fear and
astoundment so long as history endures. Patriotism passed rapidly into

cowardice. Instead of aiming at the salvation of France, it became the
leading aim of public men to prolong immunity for their individual

crimes ; but although the demoniac policy bore on in triumph for a time,

the good principles of the Nation regained ascendency, and consigned
its Robespierres to their^4oom.
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Miiteria-ls are in these volumes for a large dish of horrors ;—we think

pur readei-s will feel obliged by our sparing them. It will be more accep.
table and instructive to dwell for a moment on a few of those brilliant

deeds^ and to contemplate those heroic natures which the eatalted suffer-

ing of the period summoned into being ; and there were many of them
truly so great, and so distinguished, that even the Reign of Terror is

unable to conceal their splendour. First, we shall introduce the tale of

the Gironde—a party whom Mr. Alison w^ illustrates, although con-
strained to underrate their policy who have often been the butt of

the anathemas of blustering and truculent ruffians, with whom all legi-

timacy is truth, and nothing truth beyond the pale of legitimacy,—
ruffians, compelled by their own base ^nd cowardly instincts, to con-
demn misfortune as a crime, and measure demerit by the weakness or

the failure of its subject. Failure! do we say.'^ The Gironde has not
failed. The failure lyas for the moment—the triumph is safe in the bo-

som of the future. ^ ^

The Girondists were the philosophers of the Revolution. Their iflefis Were grand
and generous, draw'n from th* heroes of Greece and Rome, or the more enlarged
philanthropy of modern times; their principles those which gave its early popularity,

and its immense celebrity, to the Revolution. But they judged of others by them,
selves : their ruinous error eouiiistcd in supposing that the multitude could be regulated

by the motives which influenced their owni conduct. An abstract sense of justice, a
passion for general eqindity, a repugnance for violent gove.mnients, distinguished their

eounsels; but yet from their measures has sprung the most oppressive tyranny of
imidern times. Potveiful in raising the tempest, they were feeble and irresolute In

allaying it ; invincible in suffering, heroic in death, tliey were destitute of the energy
and practical experience requisite to aveit disaster. The democrats supported them,
ns long as they urged forward the Revolution, and became their bitterest enemy, ns

soon ns they strov(3 to allay its fury. They %vere constantly misled, by expecting

that intelligence w^as to I»c found among tlie lowTr orders, that reason and justice

w'ould prevail with the multitude; and as constantly disappointed by experiencing the

invariable ascendent of passion or interest among tlieir popular supporters : the

n.«ual error of' elevated and generous minds, and which so fiequently unfits them for

actual .‘idrninistration of affairs. Their tenets would have led them to support the

eoiistitutioiial throne, but they w^re nimble to stem the torrent of dcmocratical fury,

and compelled, to avert still greater disasters, to concur in many cruel measures,

alike contrary to their wishes and their principles. The leaders of this party were

Vergniaiid, Brissot, and Roland ; men of powerful eloquence, genei ous philanthropy,

and Roman firmness ; wdio kncAV how' to die, but not to live ; who perishqj^, because

they w'anted the audacity and wickedness requisit^for success in a Revolution.

‘‘ TKe Girondists had no point of assemblage, like the well-disciplined forces of

their adversaries ; but their leaders frequently met at the parties of Madame Roland,

where all the elegance which the Revolution had left, and all the talent which it had

developed, were u’ont to assemble. This remarkable woman, by the concurring tes-

timony of all her contemporaries, exercised a powerful influence over the fortunes of

^le Revolution. The fire of her genius, the wannth of her feelings, the eloquence of

nor language, enabled her to maintain an undisputed ascendency even over the

greatest men in France. She lived to lament the crimes perpetrated in the name of

liberty, and died a victim to her conjugal fidelity: evincing, in her. last moments, a

degree of inti’epidity rarely paralleled even in the annals of female heroism, and w'hich,

had it been general in her party, might have stifled the Reign of TeiTor in its birth,

« Vergniaud wms the most eloquent speaker of his party, l)ut he had not the vigour

or resolution requisite for the leader of a paj’ty in troubled times. Fassion, in gene-

ral, had little influence over his mind ; he was humane, gentle, and benevolent

;

difficult to rouse to exertion, and still more to be convinced of the wickedness, either

of his adversaries, or a large part of his supporters. But when gieat occasions arose,

and the latent energy of his mind was roused, he poured forth his generous thoughts

ill streams of eloquence, which never have been equalled in the French Assembly. It

was not like that of Miraheau, broken and emphatic, adapted to the changing tem-

per of the audience he address(d; but uniformly elegant, sonoious, and flowing,

swelling at times into the highest strains of impassioned oratory. That such a man
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dbmtlil liaw been unable to i:iile the Conyention, only luoves how unlit a body, electcil

as wem, is to rule the destiniee of a great nation.

^Iliiadet was more animated than Vergniand: he seized with more readiness tiie

changes of the moment, and preserved his presence of mind more completely during

the stormy discussions of the Assembly. Gensonne, with inferior talents for speak-

ing, was, nevertheless, looked up to as a leader of his party from his firmness and re-

solution of diaracter. Barbaroux, a native of the South of Finnce, brought to the

strife of faction the ardent temperament of his simny climate ; resolute, sagacious, and

daringt he early divined the bloi^y designs of the jacobins, but was unable to prevail

on his associates to adopt the desperate ii|j||gure8 which he soon foresaw would he nc-

cessary to give them anything like an efiRity in the strife.**

« « • "
• * •

Their trial and condemnation took place in October, before the Kevolutionary Tri-

bunaL The Convention passed a decree authorizing their trial ; the indictment

against them was general,^but its spct/ific charges affected only five or six of the, ac-

cused. They insisted upon the right of separate defence ; the .Jacobins, the Commit-

tee of Public Safety, and the Convention, held this demand decisive evidence of a new
conspiracy. To obviate its supposed danger, and guard against the eflect of the well-f

known eloquence of the accused, which had alreajiiy strongly moved “the audience, the

Revolutionary Tribunal, after the trial h(|[|^ pixiweded some days, obtained from the

Convention a decree, authorizing them to convict and pass sentence, as soon as they

were convinced of the guilt of the accused, whether tf ey had been heard in their de*

fence or not,

“ The grounds of the accu8ati<»n were of the most c*ontemx)tible kind ^ Chaumetto

recounted all the struggles of the Municipality with the Cote Droii, wUliout adding a

single fact that could inculpate the accused ; tlie wretch, ficbert, recoiinl(‘d the parti-

culars of his arrest by the Commission of Twidve ; ami alleged that Uoliui*^ had en-

deavoured to corrupt the public writers, by offering to buy up his obscene journal, the

Pere Duchesne. Destouriielle deponed, that the accused Ivad exerted themselves to

crush the Municipality, declared against the mas>acres in the i>risons, find laboured to

institute a depai tiuentul guard, ('hahot was the most virulent of the ^j'ilneases against

them; he ascribed to them^'a Mai hlaveliau policy throughout all the Uevolution ; en-

deavoiiriffg ti^ coineri everything to their own profit, and even permiiting the massa-

cres of September, in order to cut otf some of tlieir enemies among the victims.

The prosecution lasted nine days. At the eml of that time, tiie jury declared

themselves convincetl; the eloquence of Vergniand, the vehemeute of Brissot, had

pleaded in vain. The Court then read to the accnsed.tlie decree of the tionvention,

empowering them to terndmUe the proceedings as soon as the jury hail declared their

minds made up i they satv upon this that their fate ^vas determined, as they were to

he condemned, without being heard in their defence. They all rose, and, by loud ex-

pressions of indignation, drowuied the voice of the President, w’ho j’ead their sentence.

Valaze stabbed himself witli a poniarti, and pejished in presence of the C’ourt, who
immediately ordered that his dead body should be borne on a car to the place of execu-

tion, and beheaded with tlie other i>?i»isoneiTi. La Source exclaimed : ‘ I die at a time

when the people have lost their reanon : You wdll die as soon as they recover it.*

The other prisoners embraced eacli other, and exclaimed, ‘ V^ive la Republique.*

The audience, though chiefly composed of the assassins of September 2d, w'orc melted

to tears.

^‘The anxiety of his friends had provided Vergniand with a- certain and s]^cdy

poison ; He refused to make use of it, in order that he might accompany his friends

io the scafifold. The eloquence of Vergiiiaud wdiich poured forth the night before hiP
execution, on the expiring liberty of France, enti’anccd even the melancholy inmates

of the prison. The illustrious prisoners were conducted, on the Blst October, to the

place of execution. They marched togethei with a firm step, singing the Revolution-

ary song, which they applied by a slight change to their own situation

^ « Aliens entans de la patrie,
^ JiC jour de glorje est arrive

Centre nous de tyrannie

• Le coutean eanglant est leve.*'

*<When they arrived at the place of execution they mutually embraced, exclaiming,
< Vive la Republique !* Sillery ascended first ; he bowed with a grave air to the people,

and received w’-ith unshrinking firmness the fatal stroke. They all died with the re-

solution of Romans, protesting, with their last breath, their attachment to freedom and
the Reimbric. .

A young man, named Gircy Dufoed, was^breught to the bar of the Revolutionary

Tribunal. The president asked if he had been a friend of Brissot ? ‘ I had that hap-

2
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What is youy opinion of him P’—* That he lived like Aristides, and died
like Sidney !' was the intrepid answer. He was forthwith sent to the scaffold, where
he peiished with the firmness of his departed friend. ^

Rahaud St. Etienne, one of the most enlightened and yirtuous of the proscribed de-

puties, had escaped soon after the 2d June, from Paris. Tired of wandering through
the provinces, he returned to the capital, and lived concealed in the house of one of
those faitliful friends, of whom the Revolution produced so many examples. His
wile, infiuenced by the most tender attachment, incessantly watched over his safety,

lu the street, one day, she met one of the Jacobins, 'Vf^'ho assured her of his interest in
her husband, and professed his desire to give him an hsylum in his own houses Ra-
baud being inibrinod of the circumstance, and desirous of saving his generous host from
farther danger, informed the Jacobin of his place of retreat, and assigned an hour of
the night for him to come and remove him from it. The perfidious wretch came ac-

companied by gens-d’annes, who dragged thei« victim, with his friendly host and
hostess, to the Revolutionary Tribunal, whened they were sent to the scaffold. In
despair at having been the instrument, however innocent, of such treacheiw, Jiigyvife,^

the flower of youth and beauty, put herself to death,

jpl Madame Roland was the next victim. This heroic'womainiat! been early invol-

ved in the pro.'Cription of the Girondists, ofwhom her splendid talents had almost ren-

dered her the head. Confined in the prison of the Abbaye, she employed the tedious

months of captivity in composing the 'Memoirs, which so well illustrate her eventful

life. With a firm hand she tra^^cd, in that gloomy abode, the joyous as well as the

melancholy periods of her existence ; the l>rilliaiit dreams and ardent patriotism

of her youth i the stormy and eventful scenes of her maturer years, the horrors and
anguish of her latest days. While suflering under the fanaticism of the people, when
about to die under the violence of tlie mob, she never abiindoncd the principles of her

youth, or regretted her martyrdom in the cause ol freedom. If tlie thoughts of her

daughter and her husband sometimes melted her to tears, she regained her firmness on
every important occasion. Her Memoirs evince unbroken serenity of mind, though
she was frequently interrupted in their composition by the cries of those whom the

executioners were dragging from the adjoining cells to the scaffold.

“On the day of her trial she was dressed with scrupulous care in white. Her fine

black hair fell in profuse curls to her waist ; but llie disi)l.'iy of its beauty \^hs owing
to her jailers, who had deprived her of all means of dressing it. She chose that dress

as emhlematic of the purity of her mind. Her advocate, M. Chaveau Lagarde, visited

her to receive her last instructions ; drawing a ring from her finger, she said,—< To-
morrow I shall be no more? ; I know well the fate which awaits me ; your kind assist-

ance could be of no avail; it would endanger you without saving me. Dp not, there-

fore, I pray you, come to the Trihunal, but accept this as the last testimony of my
regard.’ Her defence, composed by herself the night before the trial, is one of the

most eloquent and touching monuments of the Revolution. Her answers to the inter-

rogatories of the judges, the dignity of her manner, the beauty of her figure, melted

oven the Revolutionary audience with pity. Finding they could implicate her iii no

other way, the President asked her if slic was a^iuainted with the place of her hus-

baiid’s^ retivat ? She replied, that ‘ Whether she knew it or not she would not reveal

it, and that there W'as no law by wdiich she was obliged, in a court of justice, to violate

the strongest feelings of natuie.' Upon this she wi'as immediately condemned. Wheti

the reading of her sentence ^vns concluded, she rose and said, ‘You judge me w’orthy

to share the fate of the great men whom you have assassinated. 1 shall endeavour to

imitate their firmness on the scaffold.’ She regained her prison with an elastic step

and beaming eye. Her whole soul appeared absorbed in the heroic feelings with

which she was animated.

She was conveyed to the scaffold in the same car with a man whose firmness was
uot equal to her own. While passing along the streets, her whole anxiety appeared

to be to support his courage. She did this with so much simplicity and effect, that she

frequently brought a smile on the lips which were about to perish ! At the place of

execution she bowed before the gigantic statue Liberty, ^ind pronounced the memo-
rable w^ords, * Oh, Liberty ! how many crimesm committed in your name !* When
they arrived at the foot of the scaffold, she hadahe generosity to renounce, in favour

of her companion, the privilege of being first executed. ‘ Ascend first,’ said she, * let

me at least spare you the pain of seeing my blood flow% Turning to the executionci,

she asked if he would consent to that arrangement ; he replied, < That his orders were,

that she should die the first.’—‘ You cannot,* said she, with a smile, ‘ 1 am sure, re-

fuse ^a woman her last request ?’ Undismayed by the spectacle which immediately en-

sued, she calmly bent her head under the guillotine, and perished with the serenity

she had evinced ever since her imprisonment.
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Madame Eolatid had pi*edicted that her husband would not long: surriTe bon

Her propheey was speedily fulfiiledL A few days afterwaids, he was found dead on
the read between Paris and Rouen ; he had stabW himself in that situation, that he
might not, by the situation in which his body was found, betray the generous friends

who< had sheltered him in his misfortunes In his pocket was contained a letter, in

tlieae terms < Whoever ybu are, oh I passenger, who discover my body, respect the

remains of the unfortunate. They are tliose of a man who consecrated his whole life

to^be useful to his country ; who died as he had lived, virtuous and unsullied. May my
,
lellow.citizens embrace more huinAne sentiments; not fear, but indignation, made me
quit my retreat when I heard of^ the murder of my wife. 1 loathed a world stained

with so many crimes.*
‘‘ The other chiefs of the party, dispersed in the provinces of France, underwent in-

numerable dangers, and made escapes more wonderful even than those winA romance
has figured. Louvet owed his salvaUou to the fidelity of female attacliment. Bar*
baroux, Buzot, Petion, and Valade, w(*re concealed at Su Emciion, in a cavern, by.

a

sister of Guadet. A few only escaped the anxious search of the Jacobins ; their Me-
moli^evince a curious prbof of the indignation of enthusiastic but virtuous minds at

the triumph of guilty ambition.
•

j

<< Thus perished the party of the Gironde, culpable for its rashness, but estimable

for its intentions, illustrious in its talents, glorious in its fall. It embraced all tlic

men who were philanthropists from feeling, or republicans from principle ; the brave,

, the humane, the benevolont. Adorned by the most splendid talents, supported by the

most powerful eloquence, actuated by the most generous intentions, it perished the

victim of a basfe and despicable faction ; of men sprung iVom the dregs of the populace,

and impelled by coarse and vulgar ambition. Sncli ever has, and ever will be the re-

sult of revolutionary convulsions of society, when not steadily opposed in the outset

l)y a firm union of the higher classes of the community ; in the collision of opposite

factions, the virtuous and the moderate will always he oveicome by the reckless and
the daring. Prudence clogs their enterprise ; virtue checks their ambition ; hnmaiiity
paralyzes tfeii* exertions. They fall, because they recoil from tlie violence which can
alone command success in revolutions.

The principles of this celebrated- party disqualified them from taking an energetic

or successful part in public atfairs. *Thcir aversion to violence, their horror at blood,

rendered them totally unfit to struggle with their sanguinary antagonists. They
deemed it better to suffer than to commit violence ; to die in the attempt to preserve

freedom, rather than live by the atrocities which would subvert it. Their principles

were those, so finely expressed by Louis XVIIL, when urged to assassinate Napoleon,
^ In our family we arc murdered, but*we never commit murder.* ’*

How noble an apparition is that simple and lieroic lady !—Beside

Burkes tawdry Marie Antoinette, how infinitely majestic ! The one has

so little to recommend her, beyond the fortitude at the command of

every suffering woman, that the advocate is reduced to move our tears

by a display of tinsel ; whil^ in the character of the wife of Roland,
' there is that which is above all sympathy of grief,—a greatness^'inde-

pendent of injury, and therefore far beyond the reach of tears. She
was a signal living proof of the reality of an imqportal and unencumbered
existence. It was clear that the Girondists could not be fortunate in

these melancholy times, and we will not regret their fate,—they had
nothing to do but abide by principle, and perish for it gloriously.—The
horizon thus satisfactorily cleared, and Danton—who subsequently

thought fit to manifest a few misgivings concerning the method of paci-

fication by the guillotine—also disposed of, Robespierre reigned alone,

and revelled in slaughtgiLjantiLiiis awn-^day came/pH^e add a great

picture—so' sliilpief anS so subMi^e! It is the death m Bailly, the illus-

trious President of the Constituent Assembly,
** Bailly, Mayor of Paris, and President of the Assembly, on occasion of the celebra-

ted Jeu de Paume, was arrcsttnl and brought before the Revolutionary Tribunal. His
profound and eloquent scientific researches, his great services in the cause of liberty,

his enlightened philanthropy, pleaded in vain before that sanguinary court. The re-

collection of the Champs de Mara, of the red flag, and the courageous stand which he
made with La Fayette against the Biry of the multitude, w'^as present to the minds of
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his prowcutors. The witnesses adduced spoke against him with an unusual degree of
asperity. He was condemned to die ; and, in his case, as he had foreseen, a refinement

of cruelty was exerted. The Champs de Mars was selected as the place of his execu.

tion ; an immense crowd of vindictive Jacobins, among whom were a large propor-

tion of wofiien, and pei’sons whom he had saved from &mine during his mayoralty,
assembled to witness his death ; on foot, in the most dreadful weather, the unhappy
victim was led behind the guillotine during a tedious passage of two hdurs, from the
Champs de Mars, to which he was first brought, to the place finally fixed on for his exe-

cution opposite Chaillot. During this passage he frequently fell ; he was assailed with
hisses and^pelted with mud ; and the first Presideiit of the Assembly received several in-

human blows from the populace. At the Champs de Mars, the red flag, emblematic
of the martial law which he had authorized, was burnt over his head, and Bailly tfas

led again <m foot, amidst a drenching fall of snow and sleet, to the banks of the river,

where he was executed. < You tremble, Bailllr,’ saicL one pf s^tators. * Mv
Mwid,’ safd the old man, ‘ it is only from cold.^ ** ^

following is curious in a philosophical poin^^ of view. Murder^
^ke other things, falls in value because of abundant supply ; and death
is little cared for when it becomes no rarity. This little notice of the

prisons filled us with a deeper sympathy for bewildered Paris, than Mr.
Alison’s most elaborate decjaination :

—

^
‘‘ Meanwhile the prisons of Paiis exhibited the most extraordinary spectacle.

Filled at oncg with ordinary malefactors, and all that yet remained of dignity,

beauty, or \irtue in the Republic, tljey presented the most unpareUeled assemblage
that modern Europe had yet seen of unblushing guilt and unbending virtue, of digni-

fied manners and revolutionary vulgarity, of splendid talent and frightful atrocity.

Ill some, where the rich wete allowed to provide for their own comforts, a singulai*

degree of affluent e, and even elegante for some time prevailed ; in others, the most
noble captives were ^veeping on a couch of straw, w'ith no other covering than a few
filthy rags. The French character, imbued be)ond any other in Europe with elasti-

city, and capability to endnife misfortunes, in many ii^tahces rose superior all the

horiprs with which the jails were surrounded. From the multitude and lustre of
their fellow-sufferers, every one felt his own calamities sensibly softened. By degrees

the ordinary interests of life began to exert their influence even on the verge of the

tomb, poetry enchanted the crowded cells by touching strains, eloquence exerted its

fascinating ascendent, beauty renewed its silken chains. The female captives of rank
became attentive to thenr dress, intimac ies and attachments w^rc formed, and, amidst
all the agitation and agony consequent on their protracted sufferings, the excitements

of a liappicr existence w ere felt even to the foot of the scaffold. By degrees, as the

prosecutions became more frequent, and numbers were daily led out to executilm, the

sense of common danger united them in thg bonds of the strongest affection ; they re-

joked and wept together ; and the constant ihhmi^ of their number produced a sym-
pathy among tlie survivors, which outlived every other feeling of existence.

While tlicse events were in progress, the arm of female enthusiasm arrested the

course of one of the tyrants. Charlotte Coida>, a native of Rouen, at the age of five-

and-twenty, was animated by a heroism and devotion above her sex. Gifted with a
beautiful fbrm, and a serene temper, she deemed the occupations and ordinary ambi-
tion ofwoman beneath her serious i*i*gard ; possessed of more than masculine courage,

she had lost nothing of female delicacy. One only passion, the love of liberty, con-

centrated ^he ardent aspirations of her mind. Her enthusiasm w^'as awakened to the

highest degree by the arrival of the proscribe^ Girondists at Rouen ; all the romantic,

visions of her y^iuth seemed blighted by the filoody usurpations of the ruling faction

at Paris. Marat, the instigator of all the atrocities, she imagined to be their leader.

If ho could be removed, no obstacle appeared to remain to the reign of Justice and
Equality, to the commencement of the happiness of France. In the heroic spirit of

female devotion, she resolved to sacrifice her life to attain tlfis inestimable object.

Having taken her resolution, she regained all her wonted cheerfulness of man-
ner, which the public calamities had much impaired. Deceived by the appearance of

joy which she exhibited, her relations allowed her to set off on some trifling commis-
sions to Pai'is. In the public conveyance she was chiefly distinguished by the amiable
playfulness of her demeanour, uiunteinipted even by the savage conversation of sonic

Jacobins Tvho were present. The first day of her arrival at Palis employed in

executing her commissions ; on the second, she purchased a knifb at the Palais Royal,

to plunge into the bosom of the tyrant. On the third day, she' with difficulty ob-

tained an entrance to Marat She found him in the bath, where he eagerly inquired
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ftHiQr (lh% deputies at Caeu. Being told their names, < Thhy ^all sooti meet
with the punishment they deserve,* said Marat. < Yours is at hand!* exclaimed she,

and stabbed him to the heart. He* uttered a loud shriek add expired. Charlotte

OcNrday remained ^^^otionless in the apartment, and was seized and conducted to

prison.
^

"

On the day of her trial interrupted the prosecutors, who were beginning to

prove ^e death of the deceased".—* These formalities are unnecessary—I killed Ma*
ratr«J‘ What tempted you to commit themaurder?*—‘ His own crimes,*—‘ What do
you mean by his crimes —< The misfortunes which he has indicted on France since

^the Revolution, and which he was preparing to increase.*—

*

Who are your asso-

ciates?*—‘1 have none; I alone conceived the idea.*—

'

What did you propose to your-
self by putting Marat to deatli ^ To stop the anarchy of France* I have slain one
man to save an hundred thousand ; a wretch, to preserve the innocent ; a savage
monster, to give repose to tny countiAr, i was a Republican before tlie Revolution,
and 1 have never failed in energy.*—

*

What do you understand by energy ?* asked
the president. < The sentiment which animates those, who, disdaining the consider-

ation of their ^vn safety, sacrifice themselves for the sake of their country.* Upon
hearing her sentence, she gave a joyful exclamation, and with a radiant countenance,
handed to the piesident two letters, one addressed to Barbaroux, tbe other to her
father. In the latter, bhe said, ‘ Pardon me, my dear father, for having dispo^ed of

my life without your permission. I liavc avenged many victims, prevente<l others.

The people u’ill one day a<knowledge the service I Rave rendered my country. For
your sake 1 wished to remain ineognila^ but it was impossiiile ; I only trust you wi|l

not be injured by what t have done. Farewell, my beloved father ; forget me, (H*

rather rejoice at my fate ; it has s])rung from a noble cause. Kinbrace iiiy sister for

me, whom I love ^vith all my heart, as well as all my rclatii^n^. Never forget tbe

words of Corneille

—

* Th(‘ tnme makes the shame, and not the scaffold.'

"

“ When led out to execution, she gazed with inidisiurbed '»er(‘nity on the prepaia-
tions for her death. Her apiiearaiice was that of a h>\ civ female, bearing with meek-
ness and inward satisfaction, a tiiuniphalfote, of which ^e was the object. The im-
mense multitude seemed to her enfiatuhiscd by the sacrifice* she had made. When
the axe had terminated her life, the executioner. Hei/e<l hei* head, beautiful even
death, and gave it several buffets; the indignant spectators shuddered at his atrocityf'^M

We have yet a good deal to say, and, tlicrcforo, must close oure^"
tra&ts. The foregoing will show that Mr, Alison has powers (;f descrip-

tion of no moan oiaier ; and, in truth, his hook in this respect possesses

an enchaining interest. Let us just add the death of llobespierre, and
desire it to he compared with that^f his weakest victims:

—

The conspiiiitorb finding then^selvcs abandoned, gave themselves up to despair;

tbe National Guard lushed rapidly up the stair, and entered the room whero llobc-

spiem and tbe leaders of the revolt were assembled. Robespierre was sitting with
bis elbow on his knees, and hU head resting on bis hand ; Meda discharged his pis-

tol, whi»h broke bis under jaw, and be fell under the table. St. Just implon»d Le
Bas to put an end to his life. < Poward, follow my example,* said he, and blew out
bis bniins. Uoutbon was seized undei ^ table, feel»ly attempting to strike with a
knife, which he wanted the courage to plunge in his heart; Coffiiihal, and the

younger Rolu'spierre, thmv themselves from the windows, and were seized in the in-

*ner com*t of the building. Heiiviot bfl^ been thrown down the stah* by Cofiinhal,

but though bfliised and mutilated, he contrived to crawl into the ent&iice of a sewer,

from whence he was dragged out by the troops of the Convention.

ilobewieiTe and Couthon being supposed to be dead, were dragged by the heels to

tlie Quai Pelletier, wheit* it was proposed to throw tlicm into the river; but it being

ditc4)vered, when day returned, that ’ they still breathed, they were stretched on a
board, and cairied to the Assembly. The members having refused to admit them,
they weie conveyed to Ithe Committee of General Safety, where Robespierre lay for

some howra strc'tched on a table, with his broken jaw still bleeding, and suffering

alike under bodily pain, and the execrations of those an>und him. FroiA tbenoe^ he
was sent to the (voucievgerie, ^vhere l|e was confined in the same cell which had been
occupied by Danton, Hebert, qpd Chaiimette. At length he was brought, with all

Ills associales, to the HevoJlutloJiary Tribunal, and as soon as the identity, of their

persons was g^tablished, they were condemned*
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At four in the morning, on the 29th July, all Paris whs in motion to withess
the death of the tyrant. ^ He M^as placed on the chariot, between Henriot and Couthoi^
whose .remains were as mutilated as his oum ; the crowd, which for long had ceast^d

to attend the executions, lAiifested the utmost joy at their fate. 1'he blood from
his jaw burst through the bandage, and overflowed his dress ; bis face was ghastly
pal^ He shut his eyes, but could not close his edrs against the imprecations of the
multitude. A woman breaking from the crowd, exclaimed-*-* Murderers of all my
kindred, your agony Alls me with joy ; descend to hell, covered with the cnrscs of
every mother in France 1’ Twenty of his comrades were executed before him ; when
he ascended the scaffold, the executioner tore the bandage from his face ; the lower
jnw fell upon his breast, and he uttered a yell, which filled every heart with horror.

For some minutes the frightful figure was held up to the multitude
; he was then

placed under the axe, and the last sounds which reached his ears were the exulting
shouts, which wore proldnged for some minutes after his death.

Along with Uobespierre were executed, Henrioj^ Couthon^^^St. Just, Dumas, Coffin-

hal, Simon, and all the leadcra of the revolt. St; .Just alone disi>layed the firmness,

whicli had so often been witnessed among the victims whom they had sent to the
scaffold. Couthou wept with terror; the otlu^rs died utterh^ blasphemies, u^hich
wei*o Urowuod in the cheers of the people. They shed tears mr joy, they embraced
each other in transport, they crowded ruiiud the scaffold to behold the hloody i«emaill8

of the tyrants. ‘ Yes, Robespierre, there is a (Jod !’ said a poor man as he approach-
ed the lifeless body of one so lately theoCject of dread ; his fall was felt by all pie*
sent as an immediate manifestatioii of the Divinity.”

Thus terminated the Ilei^ii of Terror, and with it the bloody period

of the llevolittion. W e have j^one over a few of its most striking^ facts

in our aiithor*s lang'uage, for the purpose of shewing^, in the most empha.
tic and impartial manner, the good qualities of his work. But the task

of criticism still remains to be iierformed ; and we proceed with equal

impartiality, to iioiiii out to Mr. Alison the defects of his hook as a

philosophical history, and to guard the public against those false and
very shallow views he has seen cause to entertain. The practfee so

freely indulged in by vjdSous historians, of distrilmting praise and
blame upon other than moral principles, or, in other words, of recon-

structing the liistory of the period of which they write, aciKirding to

the newest and most improved notions, often reminds us of the good
nature of King Alphoiiso, who is said to have volunteered a remodel-

ling of the actual system of the heavens. "Ni^e do not mean, that history

dc faotOy charts out the course whi(;h might have been pursued by wiser

beings, far less the course to be deaped by knmaculate beings ; hut in

general it assuredly shews sonicthiug of tli# only course attainable be-

cause of the conflicting interests and passions of the time; and the spe-

culators who attempt afterwards to fashion it, not unusually abstract

themselves from every practical consideration, and cobble up their novel,.r

tics upon the hypotliesis that men might Lave acted contrary to every

moral possibility. The difficulties of bringing out a criticism of tide

sort to any good purpose arc plainly enormous ; and we think it will re-

quire not much trouble to convince a gentleman, who has manifestly

been privileged with a considerable apportionment of candour, that he

has overlooked several elements of egregious weight, in framing the

theory he has just given to the world. That theory we shall state in

Mr. Alison’s own words :-4* .

** Timely concession, it is fre(liiently said, is tlie only way to prevent a revolu^on.

The observation is just in one sense, but unjust in another ; and it is by attending to

tbe distinction between the two great olyects of popular ambitio% that the means
can alone be attained of allaying public discontent, without unhinging the frame of

society.
^ There Is, in the firat place, the love of freedom, that is, of immunity from per-

sonal restriction,* oppression, or injury. This principle is perfectly innocent, and
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eiditft producing: the happiest effects. Evci^ concssslan ni^Ich is cal*

ciliated to increase this species of liberty, is comparatively safe in all ages and in all

jplaces,
* * «Bttt there is another principle, sti’ong at all times^ut especially to he dreaded

in moments of eiccitement. This is the principle of democratic ambition ; the desire

of exercising tiie powers of sovereignty 5 of sharing in the government of the state.

„ This is the dangerous principle 5 tlie desire not of exercising industry without moles-

tation, but of exerting power without controL
“ The* first principle will only produce disturbances when real evils arc felt ; and
with the removal of actual grievance, tranquillity may be anticipated. The second

frequently produces convulsions, independent of any real cause of complaint ; or, if

it has been excited by such, it continues after they have been removed. The first

never spreads by mere contagion ; the second is frequently most virulent when the

disease has been contracted in this manner.'*

Admitting, for the progresa of argument, the reality of this supposed

dangerousness of the dtoocratic extension of power,—we would put it

to Mr. Alison whether he seriously deems the recommended concession of

all^ersonal rights, to he other than an idle fltuirish, so long as the Aris-

^tocrajy is possessed of. irresponsible power ? If he will glance once more
' over his own volumes, proofs will start up from every page, that the re-

commendation is a sermon to the deaf adder,; and the history of the whole

, worl^ will add foree to the lesson. Look at the very commencement of this

stupendous movement. The concession recommended, might have been

given altogether previous to the convocation of the States<ieneral, and,*^
*

we hesitate not to say, it would for the time have superseded the neees-

'

sity of iiheiv convocation; but who proposed it —^ho even dreamt of it?

It was in fact the stubborn determination to uphold to the last hazard every

fragment of privilege which sent the wretched EmigrtV to the fthine, and
caused the first unsheatliing of that sword which, for so many subsequent

yesirs, glared as the red lightning over J^irope. Talk to an Aristo-

crat of resigning his privilege to oppress Snicr men, and to feed upon
their substance^ and he will turn away from you, admiring yoiir stu-

pidity, or vowing your destruction. The canker of pride has efiten into

l^s licart, and destroyed all humanity and all reason ; and it is thus forced

upon the convictions of the buffeted people, that relief is attainable only

by increase of their own power,—and the pul)lic safety, by the destruc-

tion of the aristocracy. StKjj^^^has been the course of events from the

beginning of time ; such* durin^ithe French Revolution ; such in Ibur

own era ; and such, in aR probability, will it continue until privilege is

swept away and forgotten from the earth. Mr. Alison's theory is just

that which not only the French tried, and so signally disproved ; but

^hich the mass of every European nation has striven most eagerly to

effectuate, without one having yet been able to boast of success. Tlie

degire after personal, ratlier than political liberty, is the verj’ genius of

the movement of the Western World.* It is the principle which ^olds
our modern nationi in , so direct contradistinction to the Roman and
Grecian dbmmoQwealths ; for, with these illustrious people, to be subject

to political inequality was a galling disgrace, whilst they easily re-

sigil^d Ahe liberties even of their own homes. The Idiosyncracy of the

Teutonic rdee, or more probably the accdmuilition of tho e:t|ierience of

eighteen hundred years, has instructed us more accurately in the nature
of that liberty which is they root of dignity, and the first element of
moral progrqits ; *^nd now that direct attempts have failed to attain it,

we are rejoicing that we b^ve got upon a new track, and are in the act

of accomplishing changes which will bring our oppressors ta the dust.

If Mr, Alison will revert to the debates on the Reform Bill, he will find
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^

ments marshalled to oppose the measure he laments. iThe aristocracy
did not ^o iirto. the speculative view of the philosophical evils of demo>
cracy ; but they looked to its practical evils in respect of their pensions^
in respect of the probable disturbance of our churches as their sj>awnip^r

beds—^in respect of its influence on that standing infamy in finance^ the

»

tax On breads in behoof of their rentals. Take away this fear^ and they
would have cared nothing for the, bugbear democracy. They did not
hate the Bill,, because they dreaded robbery by the people; but they hated
the Bill because it would prevent their robbing the people,* And it* re-

mains to be witnessed^ whether Providence has not in store for us some
new and yet more stupendous illustration of the fatal truth we assert.

It has shortly to be proved^ whether for jthe sa^iE^ of some one
miserable opportunities of mean pilfering,* the hairdened obstinacyjK one
party, aided by the cai)rice And wantonnesss o#®^^hers, will no^«‘|imngo
us into a condition from which there will be no escape but tlirough^^tne

horrors of social war ; thus to prove, a second time^ to the astounded
world, and leave a record to posterity, how lightly the pf)ssesso^,of,

power, or as we should charitably denominate them, fbc victim^ of pri-

vilege, esteem the happind^s of a greatj^eople^ au4 tho, stability of "h

mfehty empire ! * **

^$Lut we totally difeillow the main point in mr, Alison's theory. 'SVo al-

together resist his notion that an increase of democratic influence is harm-
ful ;—inasmuch as we can prove its necessity to the moral advancement
of nations. Far above the pushing forward of mere economic improve-
ment, it is the characteristic function of civilization to exalt man's i*e-

spect for himself, to purify our moral notiohs, to establish the qualities

of mind as the single legitimate causes of respect, and sources of honour.
We arcipuggish, hut we advance ; and our inward life already "presses

upon thefSkeli that surrounds us. This is a course in which the Aristo-

crat will lag*be!iind of necessity, for he is born to moral blindness; and
as he lives in it, so he and his whole race will die in it. If the world
be not again involved in the night of* barbarism, factitious lioiiQurs will

perish, were it for no crime but their attendant insolence. The abstract

absurdity of a houseful of hereditary legislators, is a thing w’hich must
tell upon men's minds in time ; but wc^doubt if human nature will per-

mit its dissolution without monienflfery disorder. Our iliffereoce with Mr.
Alison, then, is this ;—'There is, in the i#trticture of modern societies, a

source of gross injustice, and immoral insolence; he shews no practi-

cable method of getting quit of the former, nor does hp recognize the

existence of thp latter. Well would it* be, if all could go on ^ore
smoothly ; if bit-by-bit reform could approximate Government to the

4^eople's wishes, or keep pace with their power ; hut we are assu;reji that

at NO hasEard can these abuses remain, or the cobweb be secured to the

spider. Grief it may be to the lovers of tmcielit things ; built all must
change I We pro^l^e the existence of a free world in the skie^ by ap-

pealing to big^aspirations within our breasts ; and we demon
<|
the moral

of- the argument for ^lie point to which we atj^.p#esQpt tend,;;;—inasmuch
14*even our existing feelings and far more what they may be raised to,

are wholly irreconcileable with existing social arrangeibei|||||fe' It is ma-
nifest from this word of distinct and steadfast prophecy, %at we are

approaching an era of more unfettered action and. sterner morality,

Sacred antiquity shall soon be scanned without the blatiehiz^of the in-

quirer ; we shall walk through its long galleries uadaslnlied,~pull down
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«fiU»t^cdxie idols fromats niches, and up pum deities of leiiKJown

!

is the mysti# veil d'fawii across these once awful

^ j^phsr6t domuft intns, H atria lon^a patasGunt, * ^

Appai^ent Piiaipi, et rcterum penetralia regum,
Amiatoaque viSont stanieB in Umlne primo«**

What^ then, do we make of the French Itevolution, ppd how Interpret

iff r We make this of it :—It was the beginning of iped^^^i^^nowa ctrder ol*

things-^the destruction of an old world and the fbundlng of a now;«^

The grand benefit already resulting to France :i» seen in the present'
'^haracter'of hhr ^people. The plague-hearing Aristocnfacy is destyoyed,

' and never more will its poison infest that country. Whether new
order might have been ushered otheru Ise in«—whether the consolidated

dUMAjlion and abuse of ages iitigbt have been overthrown in peace, and
- ed^SK^d like a venerated old iian, are 'tiuestions we do not answer, for

mthom not the resources of Providence. Neither know we to

what precise ultim^ite configuration these Western Governments aro
tending; butue are satisfied with the practical fact, tltlflt it must be 0
configuration capablq^ of eliciting and comprehending a Teller develo^^f

ment of the ^energies of the human spirit, and tlierbby joining earili

more closOly with that superior kingdom, u hither many great ijj^nd good
have’" already goue,---the p|pec4irsors of all \iho shall t)o worthy.

, TO A TEAR.
On ' thou that, tremulous and ile.ir,

When on the cheek thou dost appear,

(’anst sooth despair, and give the hcait leliel ;

Of life how man> a >aiied feeling,

IViight dnbKm« drop ’ ait thou leveAliug ?

Alternately the tjpe of |oy and gtiet.

Thou Wirt by sm ftist intiodiKWl to man,
When, woman’s cnrltisity oiitiaii

o 1, and oui rate liviii Kden hurl’d .

Great Ah \andei wept thee^ when no state

Remain’d for his led aim to subju^te,
And his di cad sceptre waved triumphant o’ei the woild ’

’Mid wasteful way, and carnage dread,

Wlien by a pUf/in^ here shed,

Thou add’st a tC his crown of fame :

But, oh ! how d^derent the tear,

jdSIPhat speaks the tiemhliug cuwaid’s fnai

At. once his badge of iiifimy and shame.
» When lovere part, peihaps toi over,

Thou maik’st the moment when they sever ;

And w^hen fond qihghtcd bosomskineet,
Thou can’st then passion pute^expiess
More truly than tan woids confess,

—

“ For then tljpu’it fiom the and scoiu’st deceit.

When dew-eyed pity gives thee birth,
^

There’s uot’n spaiklmg gem of ei^rth

Can purer lustagl^boirow ;

And all loji'cjhjc&s w e see,

'When tl^n'art sht^i by* sympathy*
Upon the breast+oi sorrow.

^ l^Tbeiik foi^a sistei’s fault thou flowest,

How onght on beauty’s face thou j§howc<^t
' Which then seems lovlier than in smiles : ^

IteL tbou^oan’st speak dissimulation’s^art,

Auo, glUfiering on’the cheek, belie tfiG heart,
Now ^gracing JBldon's jaws, and now—a crocodile'sI
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High Court ot’ J^rsnciARV in Scotland ; Selected from the Recdrdst

of that Courty andfrom Original Manu^cripta Preserved in the Gene^

fal Register ffousCt Edinburgh, 4 Vols. quarto. By Robert Pitcairn,

"“^rriter to his Majesty's Sigpnet, F.S.A, Scot, and Hon. F.S.A, Perthj

&:c, William Tait, Ediabt^li.

Few of our Scottish readers require to be told that this important
work has been in course of publication for some years, having appeared
at intervals in Parts. It is now completed, in four substantial quartr^

volumes. We think that the happy termination of a great literary

labour is as apt an occasion fdr congratulation as the finishing of a bridgo
or the opening of a railroad they are all national works. In this belief

we take leave to congratulate Mr. Pitcairn on the happy completion
of yrhat few literary merl of these degenerate days would have had tlie

courage to undertake; and fewer still the patience, perseverance, anti

magnanimity to bring to a successful conclusion, in the face of stupen*
dous difficulties, and with the drawbacik of foreseeing that this was of the

natj^e of tiiose labours which must prove their own reward. Let ns be

thfii^ful to Providence w'hich has created hoys who will sacrifice every
pleasure and advantage to go to sea for us ; men who will lavish theil*

fortunes in perfecting mechanical discoveries of which the public must
reap all the profit ; and writers wlio give up a lifetime of leisure and
thought to works which enrich the general stores of knowledge, but can
never repay their authors. Mr. Pitcairn is, we fear, among the last of

the literary legal race who will disinterestedly spend years in knock-
ing about the dust and digging among the rubbish of the mirres of anti-*

quity, to collect the precious materials requisite to the erection of a motui-

meiit which many will admire, though few will find it expedient to con-

tribute to the ej^pense of erection. This, however, is all as it should he I

or if there occur occasional individual hardship, the general good niore

than compensates it. So, trusting that Mr, Pitcairn may not be very

much a pecuniary loser by the public gain, we proceed to profit by hift

toils.

His laborious and comprehensive work, is valuable in mr^iy ways.

To the lawyer, hut especially to the Scotch practitioner, it h profe^saioniaUy

useful.* It will, minister largely to those pursuits g|4%|>eculatioiis in

which the historical antiquary delights; while to the statesmatijitl^ y:hi-

l(»9opher, and th^ moralist, who dive deeply, or look far ahrofid tfffoifgK

the realms of human thought and action, these true pictures of

ners, habits of mind, and conduct, of a rude and turbulent socr^’' iti ac*

state of change and progression, furnish the most valuable infiwimitiojju

The materials of authentic history, in rude periods -ef society, are gene-

rally difficult to come by ; and if we are to find "them anywhere un-t^

mixed, it must be in the records of Courts of Law. The poets, at all^

periods, colour and exaggerate, flatter or satirize ; early chroni^jlers^

and travellers distort facts from party bias, or neglect impprtaciit traits

and details from slothfulness or ignorance ; but the reoq|j||| of

of Law, imperfect as they may^be/ reflect with fidelity^nt'^mpofary^
manners ; and legal declarations and examinations, and the evidence

evolved on trials, generally give a truer, because a closervl^of the state,

^

of a rude society than any other description of testimony, ^he value <*f

Bfich documents not be estimated by contemporary Tlicse

von. III.-^NO^ XVI. ' P
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exhibit^ fosr example^ the state of crime in Scotland ; but.the elder records

are ijbe history^ that peflod not being reached when the good and the bad,'

or the feckless and the circumspect^ are forced into separation^ and form
distinct classes. A nobleman tried for murder or treason^ in our times^

would be an unjust representative of his order, as these are not its mo-
dern vices ; but one convicted of a raid and a murder in the times witli

which Mr. Pitcairn deals, would be a tolerably fair specimen of his

turbulent brotherhood, when such crimes were generally prevalent, and
wore the grace of fashion, and were perpetrated in the impunity of

general suffrage. But it is time we gave some account of Mr. Pitcairn’s

Work,
The Criminal Trials in Scotland form three splendid quarto volumes,

in fact, as was mentioned, four ,**as the first volume from its size is neces-

sarily bound up in two. They embrace the most important epochs of Scot-

tish history, the reigns of James IV., V., Queen Mary, and Janies VI,,

the period which witnessed the final and fiercest struggles between the

various factions of the nobility and the monarchy, and of the Reforma-
tion and union of the crowns. This memorable period in Scottislu annals

extends from ItHS to The work, Mr.*Pitcnirn mention sj.was sug-

gested by Sir Walter Scott, who, among the many projects oP^Iji«*teem-

ing brain, contemplated the publication of a 9<*leetioii of the moreifemark-
able of our ancient criminal trials. Tlu* ta^k devolved to Mi? Pitcairn,

who has zealously, and even with enthusiasm, followed the dburse indi-

cated by liis illustrious adviser. And it is fortiniatel;r ho, Tlfc more pro-

fitable, brilliant, and congenial literary engageincids of Sif Jft' alter Scott

w^ould have made it impo»sible for him to bestow the day^, and nighty,

and mi)pths, and years, of patient, unw^earied, unrewarded toil and re^

search which Mr. Pitcairn has dedicated lo this labour; nor could .he

have patiently combated the many fatiguing or repulsive obstacles

%vhich Mr. Pitcairn has met and conquered by indomitable j)erseverance,

and rendered subservient to liis original and fixed pu»|>ose^of giving a

body of authentic information. Tlie most ob\ ions and the greatest merit

of his fiiUAhed work is, w'c acknowledge, that wbicli i' by

most cursory reader,—namely that the book is curious and interesting,

as it elucidates the rude state of manners and arts, only between two
and three centuries back, in a country that now justly claims to be

among the most civilized in t'lie w'orld. But it possesses other iiitrin-

‘sic merits which must not be overlooked ; for accuracy and Hcruj)ulous

fidelity, though humble virtues in a modern aiitlior or editor, ai*e be-

coming rare, and will accordingly s(»on again bear higli price. We need

not expatiate upon the wild and disjointed state of civil society in

Scotland, at the time when James IV. came to the thr(>ne, and shewed
an inclination to commence those regular regal inroads upon

The good old rule, the simple plan,

which were so energetically carried forward by his sullen and vindic-

ative successor. The very names of the common offences of those days
are now a mystery, tlfough none are tried in wiiich some name of note
in Scottish genealogy does not appear either among the criminals, or as

theii; patrons and sureties. Slaughter, murder, o])pres8ion, common thef$,

^^avishing or abduction, we might still understand,—and violently deforc-
ing king’s n^ttsengevs is still heard of in Ireland and the Highlands

;
but

will tlU English reader make of stouthrief, intercommuning with
rebels,^ brigandice, bringing in the thieves of Leven, umbsetting the hie-
gaitt^ hereschijp, invasion, hameancken, taking blackmail, besetting the
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Abbott of Melroae, or elaughtering him of Culross, selling sheep to
Englishmen, girnalling of victual, and taking captive with, at one time,
Protestant heresy, a few years afterwards harbouring Jesuits, or hear«
ing mass, the merits of the subjects of James IV. becoming the crimes
of those of James VI. Treason was the leading crime tried in the first

years ofJames IV. ; and that for state-party purposes. Though other of-

fences common to the age flourished in full vigour, the oflenders either re-

mained undisturbed, came in the king’s will and got off with a fine, or, as
was the more common way, found protection from their feudal superiors,

and the heads of their families ,* or jirobably w ere tried in their local juris-

dictions. The crimes of burning, ]>luiidering, and murder, which the clients

were incited to commit by their patron for Ips advantage, or in consequence
of his/cud, or revengeful hereditary quarrel, were pardoned or overlooked
by his influence wuth the mightier chief for whom he performed similar

services upon a larger scale. There were, however, offences that were not
so easily forgiven,—those committed by men w ho had no pow^erful patron,
or such crimes as affected the exclusive interests of the higher orders and
the church. The sons of the^mailer lairds made a younger brother’s pro-
fession of stealing cattle, horses, and sheep ; and' if tlie theft was not
atoned by ])rjvate rej)risal, their fathers and their brothers became their

sureties to siitisf)- parties :—and tliere was no more about it.

In the 7th year of the reign of tlie Poi.rth James, the laird of Quithope
seems to have been surety for half the thieves of Ettrick Forest, aided
by the regular mercenary banditti, known as the thieves of Le.vyB,

xvho seem to h<ave been like Swiss soldiers ready to act for any side w'here

there was pay and booty. No doubt the Laird of Quithope had his owm ven-
ture and share of tlie Michaelmas-moon” produce. He w^as a Turfibull

;

and reprisal w'ith slaughter was made on him by the Scotts ; John of

Deloraine bringing in the thieves of Liddisdale, Kskdale, and Ewisdale
to his assistance. Scott of Quitchester, Scott of Hovvpaslot, and Scott of

lUiccleuclise^m to have been the general sureties for the freebooters of the

clan Scott. For one set of cattle, horse, and sheep-stealers, Andrew Ker
of Fernihirst w'as the general voucher, w itli Mark Ker of Dolphinstoiine.

These robberies w'cre often attended with murder of the people who gal-

lantly defended tlieir cattle ; but this made a])parently little difference in

the gradations (f crime. Where bhiod was «very day want«jnly shed, in

brawls .ind onslaughts, life was viewed as of small value ; at least vassal

life. A hand of robbers, ]»rotected by the Kers were named Oliver.

After plundering right and left fur some years, they failed of borrow is

at last, and received the reward of their crimes.

At a Justice-Airo in Jedworth, in the 15th of James IV., we find

noticed nearly forty cases of cattle and horse stealing in the ancient

wholesale way, with the common accompaniments of burning, slaugh-

ter, plundering churches, licreschip of mansions, bringing in English

thieves, and the Armstrangis, violent occupatitm of lands, ^c. &e.,—

a

catalogue tliat w’ould do honour to a Kilkenny assize, in the most

violent times of the Whitefeet. It was very nrt’C that any one was

hung for offences of tins nature, or for tlie murders attending thenn

The hanging of Johnny Armstrong by James V., was therefore as appal-

ling, from the rarity of the punishment, as from the brave and gallant

Lord John being one of the gentle-blooded yamong the numerous

minions of the moon.” The law had its points of honour then, as

it still has. A revengeful murderer easily escaped ; but a thief, who
used the garb of a social mummer or guisard to conceal his dc-^igns,

2 P 2
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and thus committed a breach of faith and hospitality^ put hhnself with^
out the pale. We are also led to think that somewhat more severity

was displayed to his Majesty’s northern subjects^ than to the gallant

borderers. The criminal law might be rapacious, but it was not yet san*

guinary. Among other punctis of the dittay** to be inquirit” at the

Justice-Aires^ in the latter years of James IV., were, gif tliair be ony
eulzours (cozeners), night-walkers or sornars, any witchcraft or sorcery,

goldsmiths who made false mextioune, ony who made convocations or

gatherings of our sovereign lordis lieges,"—public meetings never being

relished by crowned heads,— ony strikers of false money, ony salmon-

fishers in forbidden time, or peelers of green wood, or stalkers of deer

in their lord’s parkes, or catchers of hares in snow, or breakers of orch-

ards or dove-cots, or if there be** ony false measures or weights." These
are but a sample. The roll of-t»fFences was fast swelling, and legislation

had already laid its meddling fingers upon trade. Specific prices w'ere

set upon every article of traffic ; and it was a crime to sell hutea or

shone, or for herharis to sell leather, save at the prices specified. Tlie

quantity of barley that maltmen were to use fur their ale was specified

;

and it was then, as it still is, a misdemeanour to take certain goods to

any sea-ports save those licensed by royal authority. At Wigtoun, ia

1513, we find the shei'ifF, Patrick Agnew', tried for oppression and liere-

schip, in making his neighbours build him dykes (fences) with their own
peats, and, for successive years, extorting the labouring of his land, be-

sides plundering them yearly of a swine. The Laird of Lochinver be-

came the sheriff’s surety ; and he himself became that of a gentleman of

his name, probably a relation, guilty of similar t)pprcssion of the neigh-

bouring small proprietors of Ardwell and Lepalt. The marvel is, how
the Sheriff was accused at all ; but he had been guilty of state crimes,

and had openly opposed the law, in that unpardonable offence—making
convocations of the liege«, with jakkies and splentis."

Of the tri.ils which took place during the minority of James V., no
record is pieserved. I’he first years were marked by the increase of

crimes which had thriven under the lenient disci]>Iine of the law, as it

was administered in the previous reign. They were now to receive a
decided check. In May 1530, Cockburn, Laird of Ilenderland, and
Adam Scott of Tushielaw', c/dled the King of the Border Thiet^es, were
beheaded,—the first for bringing in English banditti to plumper tlie

lands of Glenquhome—the latter for drawing blackmail, even while he
lay in piison in Edinburgh Castle. Tlie vigour with which the young
King proceeded against tlie Border thieves is justly attributed to mixed
motives. He struck at the higher nobility through the sides of tlieir

dependents and followers among the barons and lairds ; and in osten-

sibly forwarding the interests of public justice, never forgot the dearer

gratification of his private revenge.

As a specimen of the sort of entertainment with which Mr. Pitcairn's

volumes are replete, we shall here insert the last adventure of Johnnie
Armstrong, the Lair4 of Kilnockie—a name dear to traditionary fame
far beyond Scotland.

“ ‘ To this effect he gave cliairge te all Earles, Lordis, Barrones, fricholderis and
gentlemen to compier at Edinburgh with ane motiethis victuall, to pas wdth the King
to daunton the Thieves of Tevidaill and Annerdaill, with all vther pairtis of the
realmc. Also, the King desired all gentlemen that had doggis that wer gud to bring
thame with thame to hunt in the saidis boimdis ; quhilk the most pairt of the Nohl-
men of the Hilandis did, sik as the Earles of Huntlie, Argyle, and Atholl, W'ho
brought thair d^ir-houndis with thame, and huuted with his Majestie. Thir Tjordia

3
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with maity other I^ordis and Gentlemen, to the number of tuelf thousand men, as*
semblet.at Edinburgb, and thairfra went with theKingis grace to Meggatland, in the
quhilkis bouudU war slaine, at that tyme, aughteine scoir of deir*

« ‘ Eftir this hunting the King hanged Johne Armstrang, Laird of Kilnokie, quhilk
manie Scottis meiine heavilic lamented, for he w&3 aiie doubtitman, and a Is guid ane
Chiftune as e?ir was vpoun the Borderis, aither of Scotland or of England. And
albeit ho was ane Ions leivand man, and sustained the number of :xxiiij n eill horsed
able gentlemen with him, yitt he nevir molested no Scottis man. Bot it is said, fi*om

the Scottis Border to New Castle of Ingland, thair was not ane of qnhatsaever estate

bot payed to this .Johne Armstrong ane tribute, to be frie of his cumber, he Avas so

doubtit in Ingland. So, wdicn he entred in before the King, he cam verrie rcverentlic

with his forsaid number, verrie richlie apparrellcd, trusting that in respect he had
cum to IheKingis grace willinglie and voluntarlie, not being taiie nor apprehendit be
the King, he sould obtaine the mair favour. But w^hen the King saw him and his

men so gorgeous in thair apparrell, and so many*braw men vndcr ane tirrantis com-
mandement, throwaidlie he turned about his face, and bad tak that tiiTant out of
his sight, saying, * Quhat w'antis yon knave that a king should have But Avhen
Johne Armsiranffe perceaved that the King kindled in ane furie againes him, and had
no hope of his lyK, notwithstanding of many great and fair offeris quhilk he offered

to the King; that is, that he should sustene diim self with fourtic gentlemen, ever
readic to awaitt vpoun his Majestie’s service, and nevir to tak a permie of Scotland,

nor Scottis man ; secondlie, that thair was not ane subject in Ingland, Duik, Earle,

Lord, or Barrouii, bot within ani certane day he should bring ony of thame to his

Majestic, either quick or dead i He, seing no hope of the Kingis fa\oiir towardis
him, said verrie proudlie, ‘I am bot ane fooll to seik grace at anegruceles face! Bot
had I knawn, Sir, that yea AvoUld have tak in my lyff this day, I sould have lived

vpoun the Borderis in disphyte of King Haric and yow haith !— for I k. ow King
Harie Arould douu*wcigh my best hors with gold to knaw that 1 war condemned to

die this day T So he Avas led to the scafibld, and he and all hiB men hanged. This
being done, the King returned to Edinburgh the xxiiij day of Julij, and remained
mcikle of that winter in Edinburgh.

“ The place where this execution took place is still pointed out to strangeiB, being
at Carlenrig Chapelt about ten miles above HaAvicIc, on the high road to Lar^holm.
<S*tr Waiter Scott adds, the country people believe, that to manifest the injustice of

tliis execution, the trees Avithered aAvay I Armstrong and his foUoAvers Avere buried

in a deserted churchyard, where their graves are still shcAA'ii.”

The mere enumeration of a feAv of the leading cases tried during this

reign throws a strong light upon the state of Scottish society. The par-

ties were either all of the class of lairds, or of the lesser barons, or High-

land chiefs, Wc find Sir Patrick Ilepburne denounced rebel/* for not

appearing at an assize to answer for felony and oppression done to the

Laird of Congcltoun. Holland Lindsay and Alan Lockert of Lee, con-

victed of art and part in the cruel sluiightei*^f Ralph Weir, and beheaded.

Death *was still an unusual measure of severity. When it was inflicted,

beheading was the mode of punishment for gentlemen. The lower orders

were hanged, and females Avere either drowned, or worict (strangled) and

then burnt at ane stake.” A priest implicated in the murder of

Ralph Weir, was replegiated by the Archbishop of Glasgow, to underly

the law'. In many instances cited, and no doubt it held in every one, ec-

clesiastics were rescued from the ordinary modes of criminal law, by their

spiritual superiors, and given up to the jurisdiction of the spiritual courts.

Even yet clergymen have scarcely subdued their jealousy of the common
tribunals in their peculiar cases. Churchmen Avero often implicated, “ art

and part” in the murders which were constantly odlcurring. In the mur-

der of Cunninghame, laird of Craiganis, and his servant, several persons

of rank were implicated. Lord Sempill, and his son and heir apparent were

the principal parties; and Sir John Sempill, vicar of Erskin, was accused

of art and part, and given up to his Church Courts, Priests then, and

till the Reformation, bore the title. Sir. Very common cases were those

of deadly feudy as that betAveen the Lord Forbes and the Earl of Huntlie.
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In tboee ^ ^ases all the gentry dependent upon both the noble lioaMe

^ere regularly involved
;
and thus the feud spread, became penMmI, and

was transmitted from one generation to another, gathering piore deadly

rancour. Thus the murder of Craiganis gave new impulse to the feud be-

tween the SempiUs and the Cunninghams, and several obscure persons

were beheaded for the crime while the principals got off in the usual

manner. But the feud was soon resumed between the leading persons ;

and we find the master of Glencairn, his brothers, kinsman; and allies,

giving surety to answer at tJie next Justice-Aire for umbsetting the hie-

gitt, with intent to murder Lord Sempill, between his castle of Sempill

and his place of Lovell ,* and both the Sempills and the Cunninghams
bound over to keep the peace ^urider large penalties, in consequence of

another affray a few days afterwards. Stouthrieff of the clan Gregor is

first noticed in this reign, who in 1533 were put to the horn, and de-

nounced rebels, for taking a prey from their lowland neighbour, the Earl

of Menteith.

Sir Patrick Hepburnc of Waughtone, knight, appears to have been a

stirring man in his own neighbourhood. At one time we find liirn, and liis

brothers, aided by three pidests, waylaying* irauchope of Niddry-Mar-
shall, and shortly after charged with invasion and hamesucken.

The number of slaughters and murders among tlie nohilitj^ and gentry

during a few years of tliis reign, gives a sure indication of tlie disorderly

state of society. In a very short sj)ace of time, we find enumerated, tho

slaughter of the Earl of Cassilisby Campbell of Louden, of Lord Fleming,

in which Scot of Branxhohn was implicated, and tlie wounding (d’ the

Countess of Crawfurd. Among the laird.', slain at the same period, either

in feuds, or in consequence of them, are Kennedy, Laird of Lochland,

Weir of Stonehyres, by the Rector of Colbintoune, CuniiiiijAham of Aiich-

inhervy, by the Karl of Kglintoune, and hi» jiartisans; the Laird of (’ess-

furde, tlie J.aird of Castlecary, the Laird of Duffas, the Laird of iMel-

drum, the young Laird of (’onliaithe, the Laird of Comestone, the Laird

of Scottistonii, the Laird of IFesthall, and many others. Thus, in one
affray, we find three persons, bearing the title lairds or landed proprietors,

killed by Campbell of Aucliinhowye and his partisans. State crimes were
very frequently prosecuted in this reign, the vindictive hatred whicli the
King bore the house (»f Douglas never slumheriiig. Intercommuning with

rebels was a constant offeneb ; but to be a partisan of, or to assist the Earl
ofAngus or his uncle, was beyond all forgiveness. Among otlier instances.

Lady Traquair w^as compelled to give ample surety “ to observe and keep
good rules and in speciall sail noebt write nor send any writings to the Dou-
glasses, our Sovereign lord’s rebels,now being in England, or intercommuno
with them in any manner of way, and sail enter her person in ward, in

whatsoever place it shall please the King’s grace,** &c. &c. This is a mer-
ciful case. That of Janet Lady Glammis remains the foulest blot of this

reign, and one of the most disgraceful instances of a tyrant’s revenge,
pursued under colour of justice, that stains the annals of Scottish history,

In the judicial murder of the Master of Forbes, whose real offence was
having married the glister of the Earl of Angus, the King was perhaps the
tool of the bhirl Huntlie, the feudal rival of Forbes ; but the prosecution
of Lady Glammis was his own relentless and diabolical deed. This sin-

gular prosecution discovered an inveteracy of purpose, and vindictive-
ness of disposition, almost unparalleled even among those who are early
oorrupted by courts, and by the possession of irresponsible power over
^he lives and happiness of their fellow creatures.- The account which
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Mr< Pitcairn has given of this dark transaction does equal lionour to the
acuteness of his intellect^ and the humanity of his heart. At the risk of

making a long quotation, though it is an exceedingly interesting one, we
adopt his narration of this remarkable case.

^ One of the most reraarkaUc passages in the history of the reign of King James V.,

is tlie detail of tlie proceedings so rancorously adopted and put in execution against

Jean or Jouet Douglas, Lady Glanimis. The editor considers it as due to the me-
mory of a iiohlc, and, as he conscientiously believes, a mucli injured lady, wh(ise
character has met with an undue measure of severity from historians, to enter rather

more fully than usual into a statement of the facts of her case. It is probable that
this injustice has arisen frtuii the circumstance of its having been usual for succeed-

ing writers to take for granted all statements made in the earlier chroniclers and his-

torians, without farther exaininatiou ; and thus, until Mr. Pinkerton and Mr. Tyt-
ler adopted a veiy dilfei eut course, errois the ftiost glaring were perpetuated, and
handed down from one author to another.

*

Jonet Lady Glanimis was the sreond daughter of George Master of Angus, (el-

dest son of ‘ the givat ICarl,’ best known by the name of ‘ Uell-lhe-Cal^ by Eliza-
beth, second daughter of .hdin /iV.st Lord Drummond. The reader may be reminded,
that the %iidaunted old l^irl of having ivinonstrated against the rashness
and imprudence of King James IV. accepting the challenge of the Karl of Surrey to

fight, received what lie deemed an uiipardonahle affront from his sovereign, wlio

taunted him for Iiis counsel, iiiiA proudly told him, if he was afraid, he was at li-

berty to go liome. Iletii’ing in disgust from the field of battle himself, and, ns is re-

lated, with tears of indignation, he generously left all his followers with his two
eldest sons, who both fell at Floildeii Field, with two hundred gontlemeii of their

name. Bell-tlie-Cat, In okeii-hearted, thereupon withdrew from the world, and died

tlie following year, 1514, at the Priory of Whithorn, in Galloway.
“ 'riie unfortunati* lady udio was tiie victim in the following trial, married John

^A'th Lord Glaininis, who died Dec. 12, 1527) leaving issue by her, John seventh
Lord Glain.uis, then a yoxith, who was long involved in the consetjnences of his mo-
ther’s misfortunes, and Elizabeth, niarrieil to Uo&s of Cn|agie. She aiipears soon af-

terwards to Inne married Archibald Campbell, who is styled by historians ‘lof Kep-
iieith.* This gentlcniau a]»pears to the editor to have been Arcliibald Campbell of

Skippinche (Skipnisli,) wlio was tiu* second son of Archibald second Eail of Argyle.

lie obtained a < hartcr of the lands and Kcejicrship of the Castle of Skipynche or

Skipnisli, Aug. IJ, 1511, from King Juniea IV^ The editor does not recollect to

have met with the title of Keijmech in any of the public rccors, and thinks it ex-

tremely probable that Campbell of Skijniish was the secotid husband of Lady Glam-
mis. At all events, it is very unlikely that a high-bora Lady of so distinguished a

family as that of Douglas, would stoop to a matrimonial alliance with a small

Highland Laii’il, nin onnected with any noble family. It is projicr, however, to state,

that the Editor has no iiroof to adduce in siiiiport of this surmise. Being possessed

of a masculine mind, and a large measure of that^ijndaunted courage, which so long

characterized the Douglasses, slie generously, but imprudently, braved the King’s

Proclainations, which strictly forbid all persons, of whatever degree, from ‘ inter-

communing’ with, or giving food, raiment, or shelter to the Earl of Angus, and other

traitors and rebels, under pain of death.
* • * • * •

“ So early as Dec. 1, 15211, she was summoned to answer before Parliament, along

with Patrick Hume of Jilacatcr, Hugh Kennedy of Girvanemanys, and Patrick

ChartcriSy for art and part, counsel, assistance, &c., afforded to the Karl^ of Angus,

in convocaliiig the lieges for eight days immediately preceding Jun. 1, for invasion of

the King’s person. I’liis summons of treason was continued to Jaii. 18, 1528-20,

ivhcn the matter, so far as I.ady Glanimis was concerned, seems to have been dropped,

for on the next diet, Jan. 22, her name no longer appears. In a few years afterwards,

on Jul. 1, 1531, we find that Gawyne Hamiltoune got a ^ft from the Crown of the

escheat of all the goodsj^heiitable and moveable, which had pertained to Jonet Lady

Glammis, and had been forfeited on account of her ‘ Intcrcommunyng with our soue-

rane lordis llebbellis, or for ony vthir ciymes,’ &c. On Nov. 28 of that year, HaU
dane of Kelour and several others were fined for not passing upon her assize ; and on

Jan. 31, 1531-2, John Drummond of Iniierpeffery became surety for her entry at the

next Justice-aire of Forfar, for art and part in taking the life of her husband, John

siatlh Lord Glammis, < per inlo,vicatmieiny which prohahly was meant to signify the

employing of drugs, charms, or enchanted potiqiis. This shitting of the ground, in
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ta^Xim to the charge of .ciime alleged sgaifij^t htr, bwms to Iiuvc|»ieivedcd irorn the

ixip^ted refusal of the baions to come forwaiil as usbe&sors or jui^rs ou her trial, ami
fmtsi the fear ou the part of the public prosecutor that the case uould break dowu
for want of legal and satisfacloty proof of her being guilty of any ti'cusou. Such
suspicious circumstances naturally lead us to infer that her real ciime was the fadi-

tieal offence of her being a true»hearte^ Douglas, and as such a contumacious de-

jpiser of the Royal tyranny, which would attempt to force her to ticuy buccuur to her

oppi’essed brothers and uncle, aud other < Rebels/ As Lord (ilammis died Dec. 12,

1527, it *8 highly improbable that all legal proceedings would be allovvwl by the ad-

vi8ei*s of the Crown to be totally suspended for nearly four years ugauist one who
w as, at any rate, obnoxious to the King. There were iicTtr awanting enough of

officious spies about the Scottish couit to ferret out the truth of even the shridow of

biispicion of crime against those who were unhappy enough to lie under its ban ; and
bad tliere been any just ground of accusation, Lady Glammi/s catecr would have at

once been cut short.” * • • » • »

“ Perhaps the fabulous story in regard to a charge of Witchciiaft having been

broxigbt against Lady Glanimis, may ha%*c originated in the preceding attempt to

fusteu upon her the pretended guilt of taking away her first hnsband’s lile by charmed
drinks or drugs. This, however, took place many years before her execution. A
more plausible reason for repotting that she dealt in Magic or Witchcraft tnay have

been the barbarous manner of her death; for, she having died at the stake, it is not

unlikely that the popular report, fifty years, or even a century afteiwards, would lu

that she was < Burnt for a witch.’ In all cases of Treason and Murder, as uell as

those of Witchcraft, Sorcery, &c., females of rank were invariably burnt at the stake,

until a comparatively recent date, when decapitation was bomethms gi anted, in par*

tlcular instances. In crimes of an inferior description, such r.s Tiiet't, &c., females,

iuM often infirm old men, were drowned* From not altemiing to this circmnstauce,

and as Witchcraft was uniformly punished by burning at the stake down to the

commencement of the eighteenth century, it was uatuial for the more modern his-

torians, who were well aware of the manner of her death, to repeat whut they had
met with in the pages of earlier chioniclers, &c.

“ There is one circuin8ta|Ke which striker the Editor as affoj ding a very extraordi-

naiy fejyure in these proceftings. The truly amiable Magdalene Qiun'u of Scotland,

who had only arrived from Frame ou May ID, died ou July 7? 1^»'17 » which plunged

tlic King and the nation into the deepest soriow. Never did a Queen-consurt com-
mence her reign under happier auspiccNs, and with so entiic a love of all her subjects.

James V. had to all appearance abandoned liinisdf to grief for her loss, aud bud
retired from the pleasures of the com f and fiom all his usual spt>rt8 and emplo) nieiits,

when suddenly, ‘ in the very crisis of dom^tic and national aftlittion,' these rigorous

proceedings were adopted and perpetratedy^wilh feelings of private revenge aud bailed

altogether abhorent to human nature.”

Mr. Pitcairn takes this interesting account of this unfortunate and
liigh-minded lady, from tli^e history of Scotland, by David Scott, Inner

All tlie papers piustrative of this case, which Mr. Pitcairn has collected

are exceedingly ourious and interesting. The speech of Lady Janet at

the bar is a noble efifusion of the natural eloquence of higli-minded

innocence. It is, to our thinking, remarkable for the graces of style ;

and even at the present day may be regarded as a model of pure and
vigorous language.

‘ “ Lady Jane Dowylass her Defence at the Bar,
^ * Those that hate my brother are enrag’d* because he is not in their power, that

he might fall a sacrifice to their malice ; and theymow discharge their spite upon me,
because of my near relation to him ; and to gratify theii revenge with my blood, they
accuse me of crimes wh^h, weie they true, deserved the severest death. But,
since it is the only prerogative of God to punish men or women for the faults of othera,
whicli belongs to no judge on earth, who are obliged to pumsh every one according
to their personal crimes, you ought not to punish in me the actions of my brother,
how blameable soever. Above all, you ought to consider if those things I am accus’d
of have the lea«t appearance of truth ; for wliat gives the greatest evidence either of
the giiilt or iiinocence of an impeach’d pei-son is their former life. What fault could
smy hitherto lay to my charjo ? Did any ever reproach me with any thing tliat is

^andalops ? Rxamine into my former couverEation ; for vice hath its degtiiocs a«
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well as rirtuo, nor tioue can attain to a perfection in eithcry except by long practice ;

and if you can find nothing roprovable in my conduct, how can ye believe tliat i am
arriv’d all of a sudden to contrive tiiia murder, which is the very height and perfec-

tion of impiety ? I protest 1 would not deliberately injure the most despicable wretch
alive. Could I then make the murder of my Sovereign, whom 1 always reverenc’d,

and who never did me wrong, the first essay of my wickedness ? None arc capable
of such damnable and unnatural actions, except such as are in desperate circum-
stances, or such as are hiu'ricd into plots by reward or revenge. My birth, and con-
dition of life, puts me beyond the suspicion of the first of this kind ; and for the
latter, since I was never injur’d by the King, how can 1 be suspected to thirst for

revenge ?

“ ‘ I am here accus’d for pur])osiiig to kill the King; and to make my pretended
crime appear more frightful, it is given out that the way was to be by poison. With
what strange impudence can any accuse me of such wickedness who never saw any
poison, nor know I any thing about the ]»reparafioii of it ? Let them tell where I

bought it, or who procur’d it for me ! Or thod^li I had it, liow could I use it, since

I never come near the King’s person, iiis table, nor palace It is well known, tliat,

since my last marriage with this unfortunate gentleman, 1 have liv’d in the country,
at a great distance from tlie Court. What opportunity could I ha\e to poison the
King ?

‘‘ ‘ You may see by those circumstancos, which give great light in such matters,

that I am entirely innocent of those crimes I am cluirg’d with. It is of the office of
you .Judges to protect iiijui d infiocence : But if the malice and power of my ene-
mies be such, that, whether guilty or innocent, I must needs be condemn’d, 1 ishall die

clieerfully, having the testimony of a good conscience; and assure yoursehes, you
shall find it more easy to take aivay my life than to blast my reputation, or to fix any
real blot upon my memory.

‘ This my last desire of you, that I may be the sole object of your severity, and
that those other innocent persons may not share in my misfortunes. Seeing my
chief crime is that I am descended of the family of Dowglass, there is no reusun that

they should be involv’d in my ruin ; for my liusliiiid, son, and cousin, are neither of

them of that name or family. 1 riiall end my life with ifore cumfoit if you absolve

them ; for the more of us that suffer by your unjust senteftc the greater uill be your
guilt, and the more terrible your coiuhmnation, when >ou slialJ be tried at the gicat

day by the Almighty God, who is the impartial judge of all fh sln’

‘‘This Speech was deliver’d with such coinage^ and free fioin fear, that the judges

were extremely astonish’d at her heroick behaviour ; and when they had consider’d

wh it she had said in her own defence, they delay’d the sentence, and sent tw’o of

their number to the King, to represent to3im, that though the witnesses had prov’d

the articles of impeachment, and that accwNling to the laws of tlie laud, upon the

evidence she deserv’d deatli ; yet, upon a serious consideration of the hole circum-

stances of the matter, they could not peiccive the least probability of her guilt : They
were afraid lest the ligour of the law in this case should prove the height of injustice,

therefore they wish’d rather that equity and mercy should take place, it being more
safe to iibsulve a criminal than to condemn au innocent person.”

These representations were fruitless : The judges w^e forced to con-

demn tl>e victim. Scott continues :

—

“On the day appointed for her execution, she suffer’d on the Castle Hill of Edin-

burgh ; where she appear’d with so much beauty and little concern, that all the spec-

tators were so deeply afflicted for her, that they burst out with tears and loud lamen-

tations for her untimely end, and were so confident of her innocence, that they

design’d to rescue her : But the King’s Officers and Guards being present, hinder’d

llieir attempting any thing that way.
« Thus died this most noble Lady, whose death was lamented by all that knew

or beheld her, except the inhuman barbarian who brought her to this lamentable

end,” '

The first trials f# heresy, and for using heretical books, occur towards

tlie close of this reign. Though the records of trials for heresy are

stated by Mr. Pitcairn to be sednty and defective, he has, from them,

end from the Register of the Privy Seal, collected many interesting no-

tices of this nature. He has also diawn largely upon manuscripts pre-

served ill the Advocates' Library, for these first dawnings of the Refor-
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matiuti. The King, who shewed no greater mercy to heretics than to

Douglasses, came himself from Linlithgow to attend an auto da fe u|K»n

the Castle Hill of Edinburgh, which appears to have been the first. Two
Dominican friars, named Keller and Beveridge, were burnt, with Sir

Duncan Simson, a priest of Stirling, Thomas Forett, a canon of St.

Colms, in the Forth, and vicar of DoUar, and Robert Forrester, a gentle,

man of Stirling* An extract is given from a letter preserved in the British

Museum, written by the Duke of Richmond, then at Berwick, in which

he tells Lord Cromwell, the Minister of Henry VIII., of the bigotry of

the King of Scotland. Dayly commeth unto me some gentlemen
and clerks, wliich do flee out of Scotland for reading the Scriptures in

English, saying, that if they were taken they should be put in execu-

tion.” This letter is dated alJput three weeks after the grand sacrifice

at which the King had presided. I give them gentle words, and to some
money,” says the Governor, There is now in this town, and hath been

a good season—slie that was wife to tlie Captaiii of Dunbar, [Dame
Katherine Hamilton] and dare not return for liolding our ways, she

says.” From a M.S. of Calderwood we have a Narrative of the pro-

ceedings against David Straiton and Norniati Gourley. The account of

the sufferers mentioned above, and especially of the Vicar of Dollar, is

deeply interesting. To the trials of this reign, ]\Ir. Pitcairn has given a

copious appendix, full of rare and curious matter. It is indeed an ab-

breviated history of the country, presented in its crimes, and in the respites

and remissions of offences, and the daily dishursements of the Royal

Household ; and throws a broad light upon the manners and habitudes of

the age.

Abiding from Raidsg when summoned by the King's proclamation to

join the army, was a common offence botli in this and in tlie commence-
ment of the succeeding reigns. In the 1st of Mary Queen of Scots, we
find numerous instances of persons taken to account for abiding from
the Raid of Glasgow, the Raid of Gladis-muir, the Raid of Goldingliame,

the Raid of Aiicruni, Ancrum-moss and Ooldiiighame, the Raid of Dum-
fries, &c. &c. The Lairds, during the minority of Mary, continued to

murder each other with the same vivacity as in the days of her father

and grandfather. We find in a few months Stirling of Kier, Sinclair

of Achinfrauch, and the Rector of Kilbride, all slaughtered by per-

sons considered gentlemen. Acrime characteristic of the age was drawing
knives in a fenced court,” to answer for which, fifteen citiifens of

Edinburgh find surety. Margaret Hume, prioress of North Berwick, is

about the same time made over to the church to underly the law for way-
laying and invasion of 01ij)]iant of Kelly, and his slaughter ; and a cliarge

of hamesucken and o])pression done to the Prioress by the Laird of Kel-
ly, is alleged on the other side, with slaughter of servants, &c. &c.
Frays and alaughters among the lower orders are seldom noticed. Fire-

raising is sometimes mentioned ; and this appears to have been a fre-

quent mode of revenge shewn by the poor to the rich, the perpetrators

being sometimes females. We also hear of houghing cattle ; but wild and
disorderly as were the ‘public morals, instances of crime committed with-
in the sanctuary of the domestic hearth are extrerffely jare. One case
of parricide, and another of the murder of a wife> are all that appear on
the record fiir many years. Such cases might, however, be tried before
the Barons' courts. Selling French wines at prices higher than those
fixed by the Queen’s Ihroclamation was a new crime, and also selling

victual and flesh in England.” Forging, falsifying, and erasing title-
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4eed8 find nnportacfet ypam, now that the Schoolmaster had got abroad^
began to be it«t lieaTd of, or first detected. The punishment was strik-

iag 0S the offending hand. The punisliments are sometimes whimsical
and capricious in uncommon cases^ but sanguinary punishment belongs to a

snore refined and cowardly age. For stealing the Queen's own sheep
from her park, a man was only banished Scotland. A strange ceremonial
was used, upon one occasion, for hamesucken, and the wounding of
Douglas of Kilspindy, provost of Edinburgh. The dome of the criminal

Nicholas Rliynd, tailor, is quite picturesque. It is a modified punishment
we are told. He was to apj)ear at the market-cross betwixt eleven and
twelve, all the council, with the provost and bailies, being then present

;

then with bare-head, hare-feet in liis lynning claiths [his shirt, we pre-
sume] he is in the maist reverend and*hummybel manner to fall down
ui>on his knees and ask forgiveness of God, the Queen's Grace, and the
provost, bailies, and council, and community of the hurgh, for his offence,

and confess and declare his rej)entance. He is uIno to forfeit his freedom
as a hiirgess, and to be benished the burgh. This is a merciful sentence.

Three centuries later, Nicolas llhynd had assuredly been hung under Lord
Ellenborougli's act. •

From punishment of heretics by James V. we come, in the twentieth
and sul)sequent years of Queen Mary, and during the minority of James
VI., to the puiii'ihment of rioters to restore ro])ery, and of persons for

iiitcrcommuning with Jesuits, heiiring mass, and baj)tising and marrying
after the lhqns.li fishion. It was under the sway of her wise son that

the crime of witcliciaft attained supremacy in Scotland ;
though in-

stances occur (luring the previous reign. I'he lirst case recorded is that

of IJessie Ilosvvell of Dunfermline, who was baniJicd. ‘Mt is," says

Mr. Pitcairn, almost tlie only instance of so mild a sentence^having
been pronounced." Such sentences soon become diabolical enough ; and
it is humiliating to find, that tliis cowardly and a!>ject suj>erstition, which
at tliis tiirie overran Europe, spread in Scotland with the spread of Pro-
testantism and the knowledge of religious truth. To these witch trials,

whicli arc given in this work with a fulness which may instruct the

plnlos(q)hcr and the student of history, and which must delight the

antiquary, vve shall afterwards advert. The trials which arose from the

murder of llizzio, hut especially the cases and documents connected with

the murder of Darnley, are given here With a fulness which clears up

those mysterious transactions as far as they can now' he elucidated. To
the Gowrie conspiracy—that much controverted and obscure point of Scot-

tish history—Mr. Pitcairn has devoted time, pains, research, and space in

his work, which only a Scottish lawyer can tolerate, and a Scottish his-

torical antiquary appreciate. The world will, we think, henceforth be

inclined to cry “ Hold, enough" of the Gow rie conspiracy. The bold-

ness of those among tlie#Edinburgh clergy who, undaunted followers of

Knox, held the Court at deffance, and denied the truth of the alleged

conspiracy ; and the sycojdiancy and time-serving s}>irit of others of the

clergy is the most remarkalde new feature in this intricate piece of

state-craft. The pulpit, in the service of the T/’ourt everywhere, re-

sounded with denunciations of the conspirators. Mr. Patrick Galloway,

one of the ministers of the Royal household, made out so good a case

at tho Cross of Edinburgh, where he preached before the King, the

Court, and the people, that ho was appointed to perform the same part

publicly in Glasgow, wdiithcr his Majesty w'eiit to strengthen his cause.

No Attorney.General could be a better pleader, or more abusive and
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personal than this reverend pulpit-orator. His text was aptly chosen
from the thirtieth Psalm, and the deliverances of David. The preacher
was aware that the public entertained great doubts of this con^spiracy,

which the banishment of the Edinburgh ministers, who stood by Gowrie
and the Kirk, might silence, but did not remove. They had heard
poisoned untruths," and were now called upon to take heed that they

might eschew false information. We must give a short specimen of the
fulsome servility and style of vituperation and artifice of courtly church-
men in the first year of the seventeenth century

Thairfoir, to cleir the treuth, I will ehaw yow the storie trewlie. His Majestic,

be persuasioun of the Master ofGaurie, was led fra his pastyme to Sanrt Jhonestoun,
(tak tent that ye may eschew fals iiiformatioim I) Qiihen he cotnis thair, and eiiteris

ia my Lordis liidging, efter anc caulil deiiner, and ane far caulder welcome, his Ma-
jestic is tane be the hand be tlie Master of Gaurie, and led wp aiio stair, thre or lour
ilurris all lokit on his bak, nather friend nor seruanf with him ; and tliair is sitting

a man, preparit to joyne with tlie wther, to the tressonabill iniirthering of his Ma-
jeslie 1 Qiihen he is set betuixt these twa, the Master of Gaurie, a vyll tratour ! na
soiier cumis the King in, but to testihe that all reuercncjiof a Christian to his Gol,
and of a subject to his prince, was strampit wilder fute, he puttis on his hat, drawis
his dager, and sayis * I sail now he aveugit on the for my fathcris slanchtcr.* But
the Lord stayit the dager, that he ducht not stryk with it. Quheii the ire of this

tratour was sumthing mitigat, Ik^ the Kingis modest language, he go:s out, leidng
the wther man to keip him ; appeirandlie, to get furder resolution of his brother.

Agauc he cumis in, as a wod lyouu, and entcris wpon his Majestic, with his gartanis

to bind him. Nobill men, and citizens of St. Jhonestoun, Imrd his Majestie cry
‘ Tressoun ! I am murdreifit V as the voy(« of ane half dcid luaii. Let v>le knavis
say athort the cuntric quhat they will, this is the treuth ! I ken weill thair is niony
surmises of thepepill castiii in withal to breid ane evill consait of the Kiiigis Majes-
tie, in the hairtis of the pepill. I will tell pairt of ihame. This is ane ; ‘ How tan
it be sik a nohill man as the Erie of Gaurie, sa weill brocht up, culd haif fosterit sik

a frcs80i*n ?’ This wald appeir to carie sumthing with it ; hut, in very deid, lies iia

piobabilitic. If the Eric had bidden still in Scotland, and keipit that education

qiihilk he gat wnder that worthie man, Mr. Robert Rollok, he myeht perchance not
half attemptit sik ane tressoun. But quheii he geid to Padua, thair he studieit Ni-
gromaiicie: his awin pedagog, Mr. William Rin, testifies that he had these characters

ay iipone him, quhilk heluitit sa, that gif he had forgot to put thame in his breikis,

lie wald rin up and down lyk a mad man ; and he had thame wpon him qohen he
was slain : And as thai tcstifie that saw it, he culd not bleid sa lung as tliai war
wpon him. He that this wysc castisof all reuerence to his God, quhat reuereiice can
he haif to ane eirthlie king? Ane wther questioun, I ken, uilhe muifit. Sum will

say, ‘ Sail we trew that he culd haif devysit, his allaiic, sik a tressoun?’ ‘ Culd he
liaif eiiteiprysit sik a v\"ork withoql a bak?* I dout not^^bot he had ane bak 1 The
l^ord discouer it ! And 1 am assurit he sail at last discoucr it ! And, as 1 lu^jf said

be^br to your Majestie, I say yet, and ye try it not out, yc sail yit sum day mak us

all ane sorrowfull morning; if yc rype not wp the foutaine thairof, it is a manifest

tempting of God ! And 1 exhort your Majestie and Couusall to do it, as thai will aii-

sner to God, befoir qiihom thai salbe couiitit tratouris, one day, if thai keip up the

leist chopeof it, quhilk^they can try out.”

The massacre of the Colquhouns on the Field of the Lenox," as it

U often named, and the raid of Glenfruine, gave rise to many criminal

trials, and also furnished pretexts for the cruel proscription of the Clan

Gregor. In this work there is a complete exposition of the cold-blooded

policy and perfidy of the Earl of Argyle towards this devoted race.

The state of moral feejing must have been at a low ebb in high places,

when this nobleman, the King’s Lieutenant, and long the Justice Ge-
neral of Scotland, could merit such a notice as is here extracted by Mr.
Tiicairn, from the MS., Diary of Robert Birrell, preserved in the Advo-
cates' Library.

‘‘The 2 of October (1G03,) Allcster M‘Gregour of Glaiustre tane be the Laird of
Arkynles, bot escapit againe; bot efter, taken be the Earle of Argyill the 4 of
Jsnuar ; .*md bioclit to Edinhurghe the 0 of Januar 1604, with mac of 18 his friencis,
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M^Gregouns, He wes convoyit to Bervick be the Gaird, eonforme to the E«rli«
pi*omcse; for he promesit to put him out of Scottis gmnd. Swa he keipit a?ie Hit'-

land-manis promes; in respect he sent the Gaird to convoy him out of Scottis gnnid :

Bot thai wer not directit to pairt with him, hot to fetche him bak aganc ! The la
of Janiiar, at evine, he come aganc to Edinburghe ; and vpone the 20 day, he wes
hangit at the Croce, and ij (eleven) of beg freindis and name, upone ane gallons ;

Himselff, being chieff, he wes hangit his awin hicht aboue the lest of his friendis/'

The declaration of Margregor, presented on his trial, in evidence to

the Justice Depute, is a remarkable document, and one which deeply im-
plicates the character of Argyll. Its striking conclusion may still be a

lesson to State Secretaries for Ireland.

The trial find execution- of the Lady Warriston, for the murder of

her husband, Kincaid of Warriston, mfde a great sensation in Edin-
burgh, the scene of tliis tragedy lying so near the town, and the parties

being persons of rank. The murderess, a young and beautiful woman,
who had bribed a man-servant and her nurse to aid in her atrocious

crime, was tried without loss of time. In respect of her birth she was,

at an unusual liour, decapitated by the Maiden, instead of undergoing
the ordinary punishment of/enuiles—drowning, or strangling, and burn-
ing. She was of the family of Livingstone of Dunipace, and related to

many great Scotch houses. Tliis is the first case that we remember, in

which atrocious criminals wereTanonized on the scaffold, and triumphant
conversions made at tlie foot of the gallows.

Mattlafion, dimienthermenl, and particularly slitting of noses, a]>poar to

he modes of crime in vogue towards the latter part of this reign. Sorceiy,

witclicraft, poisoning, and incantation, are, however, the crimes which offer

the compiler the most singular details. In this \^)lume Mr. Pitcairn in-

serts the remarkable case of the Mures of Auchindrane, which In/b been

dramatized by Sir Walter Scott, by the name of the Ayrshire Tragedy.

The remarkable circumstances, and minute chain of evidence by v^Iiich

the consecutive murders committed by the Mures uere brought home to

them, must have made a strong impression at the time, when even yet,

after the lapse of centuries, the train of small events by which the singu-

larly complicated and involved crimes were traced, confirm the national sii-

persition that murder will not hide. If ever this maybe affirmed, it is in the

case of the Aucluiulranes. An old narration of their case, whicli Mr. Pit-

cairn has preserved, contains some choice morsels of the grossest flattery

of Royalty we have ever had the felicity to peruse. It was in this reign

that the Gipsies first came under the long arm of the law. The whole tribe,

which hud become frightfully numerous, had been banished the kingdom

by several Acts of Parliament, and they were now bung for disobedience of

this severe rule. The Egyptians thenceforth fared little better than the

unhappy clan Gregor, the notorious Johnnie Fals,” and that unhappy

sort of people it was become a crime to harbour and reset.” The trials of

Lord Maxwell, and those originating in the rebellion of the Earl of

Orkney, afford great scope to Mr. Pitcairn's researches, who has ferreted

out, with unwearied industry, every fact which throws the remotest

light upon such obscure points of history. The trial of Ogliby, a Jesuit,

tortured into confession and then hanged, gave his Majesty an opportu-

nity of displaying liis polemic talents and theological learning, by pro-

pounding a string of ensnaring questions to which the man was so little

of what a Jesuit is imagined, as to make the honest and direct answers

which expedited his fate. A novel species of crime was now first heard

of in Scotland, which James, having originally borrowed the idea
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IkoMK Jliiiglwidr ulteTwariW planted in that kingdom. Tliis was uttering

^ treasonable blasphemies and damnable speeches against the king.**

The first victim of this newfangled offence was John Fleming of Cock,
burnspath^ m ho had rashly said, Fiend nor the King were shot to dead
on the morn !** and, when asked wliat moved him to such blasphemous
speeches against the king/* he replied scornfully, Were it not for the

King and his law he had not wanted his lands ; and, therefore, ho cared

nought for the king, hanging would he the worst of it.’* Jly tlie uttering

of the which ‘^damnable and blasphemous speeches against his Majesty,’*

he had committed the most 'heinous and unpardonable treason. The
assize, all in one voyce,” found tliis man guilty of treason, and he was

.
sentenced to be •hanged at the cross of Edinburgli, and to have his

moveables escheated to the cro'wn. Another liorrible case, of a some-
what similar irituic, “ leaves,** in tlie words of our author, an indelible

stain on the memory of James VI., as a despotic and cruel tyrant.** It

was but one of a scries of sanguinary and barbarously vindictive acts.**

The character of this most despicable of the Stuart princes h.as only been
saved by the contempt and ridicule of posterity from merited loathing

and execration. It has already,** says Mr. Pitcairn, been frequently

shewn in the course of this W4>rk, that whenever there occurred the

slightest attack on liis personal dignity, or any speech, lampoon, t>r other

writing, at all infringing on his kingly prerogative, his Majesty was re-

lentless in the severity of the punishment, whiedi he never failed to cause

bo inflicted on the luckless offender.** Mr. Pitcairn refers to many cases

of this kind in his (h)llectiori of Criminal Trials, and tlien comes to that

of Mr. Thomas Ross, of which lie has taken an account from a MS. of Sir

James tRalfour, in the Advocates* Library:

—

The leader has here the painful satisfaction of finding, that the conduct of King^

James and his Councillors w'us still more iiicxcusabh* than at first had l>t*e,n conjec-

tured. It is now clearly proved, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that tlie Pasquill,

or Thesis in (picstion, had not been prinlcd or industriously dUsemhialrd by its

unhappy author; hut that it had merely been affixed on the dour of the Collejfe,

—

that, d£ facto, no person had read it, excepting the Vice-Chancellor of Oxibrd, to

whom it had been broug^ht by a student,—that this student, instantly on tlie Thesis

haying been hung up, had only peru'scd a few lines of the paper, and brought it,

without delay, to Ins superior,—and that, after the examination, conressioii, and im-
prisonment of Ross, the Vice-Chancellor liad transmitted the Thesis to Court,

requesting instructions how’ the po<j»r man should be disposed of.

« That Ross was insane, as well as in the most abject i»overty, there can »ow be

no doubt. Altogether, indeed, his case is one of the mo»t ])itiable on record.”

The Pasquill is a piece of sheer nonsense and bravado ; hut we must
give a few sentences of his Majesty*s directions to the Privy (.'ouncil

thereanent.
« Wee likewise sende yow the person of the man, to be censured by yow, willing

yow firste to examine him, and thereafter aduese of the forme of punishment whiclie

yee sail thinke fitte to be inflicted vpon him. For, although by tlie Lawes of this

our kingdome, it he not permitted for to vse extraurdinarie piinishcmentes, yat hath

it euer bene lawfulle for the Kinges there, to deueseand iiifiicte piinishmentes, accord-

ing to the qualitie and nature of the offence, which in this particulare can be no
lesse than Treason [1] For if no man make question but that tlie writing of an
inuectiue againste the Kin^ and his progenie is Treason, in the highest degree, and in

oCir opinion it is a grevous faulto, and wee could more easilie forgiue the writeiiig

againste our selfe, then againste the wholle Nation froine udience u e are sprunge.
And if it wer a matter capitall in Germanic for Starcoiiis (being a German, a mere
stranger to Scotland, and one who, perchance, liad bene hardlic vsed by some parti-

culare person there) to haue written againste that wholle Kingdome, how much more
muste^ it he capitall to this'^ellow, wlio, being Scottes borne, hath so villainouslie,

filthllie, yea, and falslie, defamed his owne countrie, by writing in such dorte againste
his countriemen, the specialler of our scruantes, and persuaded a course to be taken
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against thorn, which poosihlie coiitd not be performed, without manifest danger and
manifest violence againete owr iielffe, atid bo much the more is his offence greenous,

as that, by the space of two monctlies before, he continuallic vaunted that he would

do such a fcate. It is therefor our pleasour, that yee aduise vpon his punishment,

and hailing resolved, that yee aduerti?c vs with all expedition. So fare yee well.”

This miserable man, who was of a p^ood family, and had been minister

of Cargill, had his right hand stricken off, and was tlien bclieadcd,

quartered, and had his body stuck upon the jiorts of the town.

Not contented with exercising this tyranny at home, a Vole^ who had

been ill-treated in Scotland, and who vented Jiis spleen in some foolish

rhymes, became the object of the vengeance of his patriotic and sapient

Majesty, who, pinched as he always w'as for money, yet spent XhOO—an

immense sum then—to procure the arresf and execution of the daring

insulter of our ancient kingdom and its Sfovereign lord. The king at-

tempted to indemnify liimself for tlie jiecuniary outlay by extorting tlie

price of the innocent man’s blood from tlie royal burghs of Scotland, hut

in this he was foiled.” A letter from Lord Binning to the king, rijspcct-

ing Ross, is another precious morsel of fulsome obseijuiousnes^;. But we

must close Mr. Pitcairn’s vol^imos for the present. Ilaving given a very

imperfect account of their jmrpose and contents, we are strongly temjited

to return ti» tliem. The work is too exjiensive and voluminous to he

generally dilfuscd, yet to readers, and especially to Scottish readers,

it offers many attractions, and a mine of rich and in*ecious materials,

which we are well disposed to work a little deeper for their benefit and

amusement.

TllK RETURNED WANDERER’S SONG.

Here, liUo two rills that long have boon far parted,

Again wo moot, at life’s blest ovoiiing hour ;

Thou, as tlion over wast, gay and warm-hearted.

Thou hast not felt, like me, earth’s darkening power.

0 many a night ha’^o I droam’t o’er this meeting

How oft hath F'ancy, with a pensiw? sigh,

Lov’d to call up thy warm and heartfelt greeting.

The silent welcome of thy soft*blue eye !

1 was projiar’d to find full many a furroiv,

Grav’d on thy brow by time, and thought, and care;

Yet here I see no mark of carth-boni sorrow,

Save gentler traces—such as all must bear.

Dear one, ivho long and tenderly hast lov’d me,

Unto my heart I must again thee press

;

To sudden floods of joy this hour hath movM me,

And I in tears must vent my happiness

!

M.
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TAirS COMMONPLACE-BOOK,

At a late inquest the coroner refused to allow refresliment to a cllssen-

tient jury^ upon the ground ^hat they would agree when they were a

little more hungry ! That^ starvation sharpens the intellect is a truth

attested by a prpverb ; but that it should specifically affect the con-

science is something of a novelty. It is reasonable to infer^ that after

an attentive examination of witnesses, the existing difference cannot

arise on a question of fact, but rather of judgment or construction.

Now, if hunger have this peculiar property of imparting to conscience a

power which lies dormant in* repletion, it is a subject for grave reflec-

tion, when, and in what condition of body, respectable householders

should be allowed to exercise the onerous duties of jurors. Should it

be indeed proved that any such positive relation subsists between the

physical condition of the stomach, and the moral state of the mental

functions, physiologists will liave enough to engage their investigating

talents upon for the next half century.

Court Costumb.—In a recent London IGrazette notice was thereby

given, that every gentleman, not being a naval or military officer,

attending her Majesty’s Drawing-Room, State Balls, &c., is expected to

appear in shoes and stockings,** Are we to infer from this, that any
persons have heretofore unwarrantedly attended on such occasions, witli

legs denuded of the common accompaniments of silk and calf-skin, or

that, in future, milifary and naval officers alone are privileged to be such
nasty beasts?

Tup Police.—The London police are in terrible maumise odeur with

the cockneys; the ^^discretionary powers" with which that potent body
are invested having somehow or another been now and then abused, mis-

interpreted, mistaken, or misemployed, much to their displeasure and
annoyance. It has been said, with more asperity than truth, perhaps,

that the ^^new police" is composed, one half of Irishmen, the other of

discharged soldiers ; and certainly such a descri})tion of persons is not

the fittest in the world for such an office ; an office for the effective dis-

charge of which, the members should be well disciplined in, and consti-

^
tutionally prone to, habits of sobriety, patienfce, long-suffering, gentle-

ness, temper, mercy, meekness, and brotherly forbearance !—important
qualifications, and worthy of aU exercise.

Soldiers are trained to the rigid execution of their orders, v® «11

know, and if Mr, Inspector Jack-in-office issues his mandate ..that skulls

are to be cracked, i^is the duty, as it is unquestionably the inclination

of Private F. 135, to do his mission to the letter, of course. If he obeys

his orders,” that is all he cares about. It is notorious, that the

lower orders” of Irish (the term is used inoffensively) are, to a man,
** anybody’s customer in a row

a

row is to them a God-send, by day
or by night ; it sygts their very souls on fire ; their blood gallops through
their veins, and, impelled by some unseen spirit, they rush onwards to

the fray as to a field where glory waijis them. Our Irish friends must
not take umbrage at what we say ; Pat in a row is no longer a respon-
sible being

; he is beside himself, frantic,—and he cannot help it, it is in

him, it was born with him ;—talk to him of discretion at such a saUon as

that !—madness.
^

Gravely and seriously,. then, put it to those in authority over us,

whether these two constituents of the new police should not be per-
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* ^Bse% udio cm periwwt ifii iiMnee ihto'a pr^of or^^mption that the^

^peo|>le of Scotland are attaeiied to patrcaiage. Mr.^Fergusson may do
worse than apply himshlf to this matter dtirh^ a quiet half-hour ; and
we would recommend him not to propose the queition^ Vhich he^ as an
individual^ thinks best, or would: desire to prevail ;—but what is now^
practicable—what will be acceptable, and what will again excite for our
Church^he waning intqraat and lost enthusiasm of her people?

HYMN TO THE DAYLIGHT*

Come from the crystal cHambera of thy rest,

O Light I the lifr of slecp-forsakcn eyes

!

The Earth has worn a sorrow, since the west
Tracked thy last footstep in the purple skies

^

The air is sick' with darkness, and the breast

Of the old deep slow heaves with hollow sighs.

Cast on this world of gloom, and grief, and fear.

Thy torch of sparkling beams ; Fair Light, appear

!

Come ! for the earth shows ghastly; clammy dews
Load the chill forest ; dark the meadows liet

Music is mute ; all lovely scents and hues
Are dead or hidden :—through the rack on high

The arrant Moon her lonely path pursues,

Hymned by the wailing winds, that pant and sigh.

Like parted spirits o’er the corpse of earth

Bring glory forth : O give the Moniing birth

!

There be worn watchers thirsting for that sight,

Perplexed with sudden fears, and wan with awe <

Old griefs have risen, and moaned the livelong night i

And graves have yielded bloodless shapes, to draw
The shivering wretch’s curtain :—vague alright

Hath sate in p^iuted halls and huts of straw,

And bound the strangling sleepeA in a chain

Of frenzied dreams. O give them breath again!

And there have been stem visitants, that haste

In the thick darkness to the watcher’s ear, ^

Telling unwelcome histories of the past

;

And, raising from tlie gloom, with words severe,

Guilt, weakness, error suffered or embraced,

Have bid forgotten wrong and shame appear

;

Till conscience shrank, and started at the view

Of gathered ill, yet owned the picture true.

Coxae! thex*e are soft^ yet^o*provoking, sprites,

Bom of light Bmcy in Uie teeming braii^

That chase the soul with shew of fond deIightl^

And baseless hopes, and prizes none may gain ;

Most mockiug*^liss! that wakened sense requites

With blank legrets, and disappointment vain

!

Coniel ere ti||!bi^^ht poBsessions^w
Aji^xiuidxiess stxj^p^'ihe eyes that find them air

!

9
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ilie TiiUni-angiiithy drawn Ihnn phantom tliaiiit%

That strikes the passhre seiiM witlf fkncled
And darkens slumber with distressful dreams

Offlien^ i^wn &lse» of bitter wrongs that chill

IHie spiiit*s trust ; with childish giief^ that streams
In tears most passionate firom sleeping eyes.

And adds a shade to waking miseries.

Come, and win back to earth the ragranV^ought $

Haste 1 for its might grows fearful whenlobe ;

J^ree from the slumbering clay wherein it wrought^
It seeks to pierce the Tell of mystery thrown

Betwixt the seen and hidden ; and, distraught

With soiutds half-lfeard, and sights obscurely shewn.
Eager and dissied wilh its strange delight.

Throbs o*er the gulf where Life and E^th unite.

And Night hath memories. From the broken chain
Of warm affection worn in youth’s hiir spring,

From loves the tomb hath severed yet not slain ;

From hopes that once were happii^ess, they bring
A strain of sad bereavement ; while a train

Of plaintive spectres to the mourner cling,

Most dear, yet oh I most thrilling ; and Ills breath
Faints at the silent earnestness of Death I

Life may not bear such pangs of sick regret—
Alas ! most vain ! the task of labouring still

Through Day’s incessant toil, and wear, and fret.

They make too heavy. Wake the languid will

To hope and struggle; hid the heart forget

A void it must not feel, and cannot fill

;

Chase the fond gloom those dear subduing shades
Cast o’er the soul that craves all strengthening aids.

IShine through the half-lit chamber, where the hours
Creep with slow misery past the sick man’s bed ;

Allay the restless burning that devours
The fevered frame when fickle sleep hath fled ;

Let thy sweet mate, the morning-breath of flowers.

Cool the hot pul^s of his yireary head.
O ! he hath tossed and yearned in long, long strife ;

Shed o*er his couck thy smile, O joy of life

!

Symbol of freedom, open truth and right.

Shoot thy keen arrows through this gloom below.
Where, in the«g|iclter of accomplice night.

The prowlia^caitiff strikes his coward blow,
And pale-eyed firaitors’ whispering bands unit^
And rapine prowls, and lawless passions glow

;

Shine out,—abash the guilt that shrinks from day.

And scare its slaves, like vulture^ from their prey I

Hark ! what glad music bursts from Nature’s tongue.
To bail the openingof thy eerapb-eye

!

The mountain peaks in glory fiMrth bare sprung*.

The sntt^kisB^ waters spaaltle to the sky ;

The air i» guide with fragrance ; Earth has flung

Her funeral robe aside : sick phantoms fly

;

Vain dreams and sadness^ mystery and dude
Are fled : ’Tie day ! The wakened worm If gM 1

% .
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CORN LAWS. •

«THE FRUCTlFVlNG^HOWER FALLACY*”

BY THE AVTHOB OP OORN.LAW RHYMES.*'

When tbe contioratfey of these realms determined to wage war on
republican France, the pilot who gathered the storm which we are trying

to weather, substituted, for certain millions of pieces of yellow metal
worth twenty*one shillings each, bits of inked paper called bank notes.

Strange as it may seem, those bits of paj^r, though only exchangeable

for similar bits of paper, were not only received and paid as money^ but
multitudes of persons who were not then supposed to be either silly or

insane, voluntarily, cheerfuUy, and* without any suspicion, exchanged
their metallic money for paper. Nor for a considerable time did much ap.

parent evikresult from this incredible substitution. On the contrary,

the nation, like Balaam’s as^ grew fat, and kicking the few miserl^ble

doubters who happened to have brains as well as ears, brayed continu.

ally a joyful song, in praise of the transmuter of metals into what seemed
to be quadrupled rents, trebled profits, and doubled wage's. The poor
labourers, indeed, though they too shouted Billy Pitt for ever !” and
** Damn the frog-eating French V* felt that all was not right with them.

But John Bull, the tallow chandler, who had expended foiir hundred
golden pounds in building a house, and, to his great*surprise, fpund that

he could readily let it for what seemed to be forty pounds a year,—
gladly consented to expend three hundred pounds in glorious wars ; he
thereforemortaged hishouse, graduallypaid themoneyto the tax-gatherers,

and believed, on his death.bed, that although he had bartered three

hundred pounds for glory, he was nevertheless full one hundred pounds
richer than in the vaunted days of golden Peace. Old Tony Lumpkin,

Esquire, also, (and his wife, though she was said to be a clever rascal,)

finding his rents quadrupled, doubted not that sixpences were, at least,

shillings, and swore he would transport to Botany Bay every man, wo-

man, and child, who thought otherwise. And this state of things lasted

till the good Squire, as he was called, died ^11 of days and wisdom. But
it happened soon afterwards, that is to say, when Napoleon Buonaparte

became emperor of Elba, that young Tony Lumpkin went to Paris, where,

to ‘his inexpressible astonishment, he was informed, and found, to his

cost, that Bank of England notes, purportin|jf-\4o be worth one pound

each, would only exchange for thirteen shillif^. He knew, indeed, be-

fore he left home, that guineas frequently sola for twenty-eight shillings

a-piece, but that was owing, his good old father told him, to jacobinism

and French principles, and not to any depreciation in the value of the

paper money ; his mother, however, began to think differently, and sorely

plagued the old gentleman, a little before he died, to insist on payment

of his rents in specie. Now young Tony was always supposed to be the son

of his mother : he was certainly as clever as British blockheads in general

;

and his eyes being now fully opened, he, as is usual with shrewd fools, re-

solved forthwith to tiim rogue. But will it be believed that the burst-

ing of the paper bubble was tbe commencement of a delusion still more

inconceivable ? Such, however, was the fact ; for young Tony wrote

home to his uncle and cousins, advising them to vote in Parliament for

a law to prevent the importation of foreign com ;
<< Then," added he,
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" jmss a law £ov^ the immediata resumption of cash payments^ and we shall

secure our paper*rents in gold^ and be at the rascally Jacobins after all!”

And it was so. Both those laws were made. But in a country where

conjurors and fortune-tellers can no longer get a living, how happens it

that legislative necromancy still contrives to make its jargon oracular ?

That simple people should iJiink metallic money quite as good as paper,

, is not surprising ; but where, out of Noodledom, could sane persons be

convinced that it is better to receive two pecks of corn than four pecks

for a crown piece Yet firm in this faith was young John Bull, the taL
• low chandler, although he had lately discovered that, some how or other,

he was not possessed of one.fifth of the five hundred pounds, which his

father, by will, said he had bequeathed to him only a few months before.

He c6uld not by any means pa^ the interest of the three hundred pounds
which his father had borrowed on mortgage, in the days of his valour ;

and yet he contrived to persuade thq mortgagee, that when young Tony
charged half-a-crown for fifteen-penny worth of meal, the difference re-

turned to the payer in a fructifying-shower !” But unluckiljafor Tony's

peace, young John's next-door nci^bour, copimonly called the revered

and ruptured Hogden”—an old offender, who had been sent to jail

for sedition—was a l>orn scholar. He told John, that if the emperor of

Morocco bought his caqdles, the emperor w^ould pay him for them

;

whereas, if the fifteen-pences which he was continually giving to Tony,
came back in fructifying showers, (which he doubted,) still they were
only his own fifteen-pences which came back I And on siicli terms,” he
added, ** 1 really think, Mr. Bull, you ought to have plenty of customers.”

John scratched his head, hutched up his breeches, and looked more like

a Johji Bull than ever, but could not fathom the mystery. Ledger the

account,” said Hogden, and if you cannot then see that you are cheated

out of half your earnings, starve V* John awoke at once from his be-

wilderment, for a new light had broken in upon him. Ledger the

account 1 I will do so,” muttered he to himself, wondering that he had
never thought of that before. He then sat down at his desk, and found
that the fructifying-shower account” stood as follows:

—

Tony Lumpkin, £sq., in account Vith John Bull, Chandler,

1833, Dr.

June 13, To cash for Dstone of Flour, 0 2 6

14,— Candles which cost me 0 1
*

2|

£0 3 8|

1833. ^ Cr.

June IS, By 1 stone of Hour, worth 0 1 3—— 14, — Cash (my owh) for Candles, . 0 1 3— Balance, lost in the purchase of 1 stone of

Flour, 0 1 2|

£0 3 8^

To balance brought down, lost on fructifying-

shower account, in the purchase of 1 stone
of Four, 0 1

Headers of Tail

!

is not this conclusion somewhat serious for a joke ?

Alas, two^^thirds of the jest are yet to come !
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LITERARY REGISTER.

The Puritan’s Grave. Saunders and Otley, London.
' There can be no longer a doubt that novel-writing is in a state of

healthful transition. The symptoms of reform, and total change of the

system, are strengthening every day. Nor are these improvements, hi

the smallest degree, imitations of Sir Walter Scott, or the author of

Pelham,^* or the Fashionable Novels. The Puritan's Grave, which we
have perused with the deeif, heartfelt satisfaction, which is probably the

highest tribute an author can levy—^if it be not, more properly, a volun-

tary gift—is among the most pleasing of the recent marks of thii‘health-

ful change in the public taste, or in those who guide it. There are few
incidents in the' work ; but those with which we meet are simple and
natural, and develop the few amiable characters in an easy and pleasing

manner. The quaint and homely, but often forcible language of the

Puritan's age, which is adopted in the narrative, contributes to the charm
thrown around the story. The Puritan, the Nonconformist divine, who
takes up his cross and abandons all, to preserve an unspotted conscience,

is a character of delightful simplicity, and apostolic zeal and purity. His
daughter we should call an angelic being, were the word not so hackneyed
and profaned. Anne Faithful, if less, is also more than an angel of ro-

mance. She is ‘Wordsworth's Portrait drawn at-full length.

A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food

;

For transient sorrows, simple wiles,

Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears, and smiles.

And now, I see with eye segene,

The very pulse of the machine

:

A being breathing thoughtful breath ;

A tiaveller betwixt life and death.

The reason firm, the temperate^will,

Endurance, foresight, strengt|[wd skill.

A perfect woman, nobly plaijipol,

To warn, to comfort, a^c^nraapd

;

And yet, a spirit, still imd Wight,
With something of an angel light.

Such is the portrait which is amplified and placed in a hundred new
lights in the Puritan's Grave, Many just and beautiful thoughts, spring-

ing from deeper roots than are usually found to, flourish in the soil of

fiction, are scattered throughout these volumes.

The Pabi^on's Daughter. 3 vols. Bentley, London.

Deny it who may, the Reform Bill, or something like it, is working.

Hqre is proof of it in three volumes. Mr. Theodore Hook, their

auUior, has fairly turned his back upon the silver^fork school of fiction.
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over to that of commonaense. No one^ it is probable^ iaoglied more

' lieartiiyj» in his sleeve, than this clever writer at tlie manifold foppezlea

and 'impertinences, which he formerly propagated and adopted^ to give

aest, and gain acceptance to his delineations of society* It was a eomplU
znent, or sacrifice to the imagined public taste, at the expense of his own
understanding. He now perceives that such insolent puerilities have lost

their relish ,* that they would not longer be tolerated even in a new e£tion
of High Life Below Stairs. From this revolution the Pardon*s Daughter
is the most rationally motived and conducted of any of Mr. Hook's
novels. The characters are real, and reasonable beings. If the humour
and eccentricity are for this capse less exuberant, so are the extrava^

gances and burlesque : comedy takes place of broad farce. The se-

rious scenes, those especially in which the struggles of the dawn-
ing passion of Harvey and Squire Harbottle’s wife are developed, are

touched with delicacy, and with skill, in the deeper tones of feeling, for

which we had not previously given the author credit. The Squire ^him-
self is a man of mark. We note and remember him from the very ex-
cess qf his hateful qualities, for his hoisterousness and self-sufficiency ;

and, loa^iing, yet yield to the animal energies of his character. There is

line sagacity in touching and shaking this hard, coarse spirit with re-

morse. Harhottle is altogether a true conception ; and for Mr. Hook
tjnere is magnanimity in making the man of unbounded wealth, and irn-

iqeasurahle vulgar pride in its display, not one of the new-sprung dung-
hill mushroom breed. Dr, Macgopus is one of this author’s curious felici-

ties, though the Dr.'s humour does run to seed at last. The humour of

phrase may hear repetition on the stage, where^ eye, voice, expression

point and vary it ; but in a book it goes not quite so far. Macgopus
becomes monotonous, and all but tiresome at last ; but is redeemed by
that quality which covers a multitude of sins—goodness of heart. To
cay that the storied interest of the book is exhausted long Jiiefore it ends,

is a positive compliment, implying that the tale does possess great inte-

rest up to the death of Harbottle.

Andrew tub Savoyard. From the French of C. Pawl de Kock.
9 vols. Mac^ton and Co., Loudon.

We are not so thoroughly English Clay but tliat we can prefer al any
tune the translation of a good French or German novel to a native of

-dull mediocrity. Tiie humour, and truthfulness, and sprightly tone of

the Modern Cymon of PaulUe Kock, lately captivated our regard. An-
drew TUB Savoyard cunfirmr the favourable impression, its opening
jicenes are most M'inning, They are laid among the mountains and
mountaineers of Savoy ; among the virtuous poor. They glow with the

bloom, and sparkle with the fresh dews of a lovely and pure nature. The
ecerie, transferred to Paris, gives the author scope for liis peculiar genius

delineating French characters of common life. His females are de-

ticat^y discriminated, His heroine is charming, and the denouement lifted

far above the vulgarity of ordinary prosperous endings, in a manner
gquite to our ta^e. It would berash to limit the ahsqj^dities, and selfish-

tteas, and contefiiptibiUty of a French Count of the old regime ; but Count
Champagne does appear a caricature to English readers. To com*,

jpensate this, Hpsslgnol, anotlier comic character, U original and exquisite, >

flis vanity, his sensuality, his impudent roguery, make up a. finished ^

Ijpecimieil^ ; for ho is neither blackguard, vil^
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ptin nor ruffiaki. Even his name is picturesquely descriptire—Rossignol t

His humours afford a fund of entertainment. There cannot be a doubt
that this character is almost a literal transcript from the great book of
human life^ a late Parisian edition.

ThB fiMIORANT’s TaI.E, ASti OTHER POEMS. By JaMES BiRD. 8VO, Pp.
192. Baldwin and Cradock,

Mb. Bpit) is no new aspirant for poetical honours. He comes forth

in the consciousness of former appearances, welcomed and encouraged.
The Emigrant’s Tale is told by the brink of Niagara. It is of an Eng-
lish village and parish in the happier olden times, and next during the
late disastrous change of manners, morals, and values. It gives the
customary group, of village characters. The schoolmaster who, demons
strates his ignorance by a vigorous application of birch,—the bland rec-

tor who comes once a-year to gather liis tithes,—a curate, who might
make a third to Goldsmith’s preacher, and Chaucer’s priest,—and a noble
old Knight, Lord of the Manor,

* “a bough
Of the Old English Oak.’*

These sketches, interwoven w'ith a domestic tale, threatening traged
but ending well, give Mr. Bird scope for his powers of description

which are natural, agreeable, and cultivated. Among the miscellaneoul*

poems, are some upon the most remarkable objects and monuments of Lon*
don; the Thames, the Tower, Westminster, the Altar of St. George’s
Church, &c. &c. These themes are w^ell-chosen, and inspiring, and place
Mr. Bird’s poetical talents in a very favourable light. Other pieces of
less pretension and of equal merit, we should have been proud, weie ex-
tracts permitted in our narrow domafh, to have transplanted to these

pages. We have, however, read, admired, and w'ill long remember TAe
Village^ Verses written on the lid of a coffin,

^
The Farmer's Family,

The Village Pine-tree, and Lucy Jones, When Mr, Bulwer moves a Par-
liamentary return of the living poets of England, we shall be sure to find

included the name of James Bird.

Authentic Letters from Canada. 1 Vol. Curry, Dublin.

Tuis^is a genuine book. The Letters which, without any personal

object, form vastly agreeable and entertaining reading, are full of inter-

est to those who are thinking of changing their country. They are

written during the last and the present year, by members of two fami-

lies who emigrated from Ireland to Canada^ The names of the emi-

grants are Magrath and Radcliff. The heads of both households are

clergymen ; and. their descendants are educated, intelligent, and sensible

persons, whose advice, with the details of theii: experience, will be found

most useful to emigrants of a corresponding rank.

Evans’s Emigrant’s Directory, and Guide to obthin Land, and effect

• a Settlement in the Canadas. 1 Vol. Curry, Dublin.

This Is a book of» tables, details, and practical information. It is

written by a gentleman who Ih ed for eighteen years in British America

;

*'and was for some years a Government agent for land in Lower Canada.

We regret to say that he, last year, fell a victim to the cholera. We
yecommend his book to all who would survey Canada, the Lower as

weUas the Upper Province, before taking the decisive step, which can-
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mAy retraced. What we want now^ is a hook containing as Call

toimnation regardii^ the Western territory^ and unsettled parts of t|^

United Btates, It is of far more importance that our countrymen^ who
are forced to omigrate^ should settle where they can do so with mpst
advantage, than that i^ey should fix upon Canada, for no better refson
than that it is still a British colony, and a bulwark of our empire,

,Thb Paeisb, a Tale. By Harriet BfaKiiiieau, Fox, London.

It is no slight test of merit that a body so composed, and commanding
for its publications so extensiv^a circulation as that which the Sockity
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge’* has secured, siuMnid he solicitous
to place Miss Martineau upon their list of operatives ; dhd it is Something
not a little striking to find, that a committee of gentlemen, among whom
are such personages as Lord Brougham, Lord Althorp, (leading n^em^
ber^ of an emsting Government !

)

Sir Henry Parnell, and Sir Thomas
Denham, thus identifying themselves with, and virtually recognising the
axioms which, as a political economist. Miss* Martineau endeavours to

establish. It must be plain to those who have not studied so abstruse a
science, (for we suppose it must at length be thus considered,) that,

attacking, as she has done, many of the current opinions of our own
lime, oA the subject of social government, Miss Martineau, unless pos.
sessed of some extraordinary powers of foresight or discernment, would
have long ago been either jeered, abused, or reasoned into silence, had
there been grounds or ability to do so. It might be imagined, that in
these danger.fraiight times, any individual—sex out of question—who
dared Ibo weigh the wisdom of existing laws, or to touch upon that tick-
lish subject, the right divine of rich to oppress or mismanage the
poor, would have been so sharply assailed, so bitterly vituperated, or so
loaded with contempt, that long ere thife she or he would have been glad
to skulk into obscurity again. Smith, Malthus, McCulloch—and she has
differed from all—have each his disciples and supporters ; but none
of either have shewn the power or the capability to subvert her doc-,

trines. She appears to tread the ground alone and triumphantly.
The unlearned in such mysterious matters have, therefore, sound rea-

sons for deducing this inference : that Miss Martineau's propositions
are something more than the idle prattle of a literary lady, and pepple
"wre accordingly prepared to receive them with something very like de.^

ferential respect, and without much question.

The Dumber just published, " The Parish,” appears to be the first of
a series illustrative of poor laws and pauper government. Without going
into the subject matter of her argument (which may by-and-by elicit a
sterner inquiry thanisan well be entered upon in this department of the
M^kga^ine,) we content o^elves with saying that she has managed the
j^uestion with her wontedWibility. In this, as in most of her political

writings, the interest of the tale overpowers, yet without impairing the
argumentative part ;-we cannot stop to. quibble upon, or question, dis^
cussable points—we concede them willingly in our desire to arrive* at
the denouement. It is only then that the " moral,” forces itself quietly,
but surely, on our reflection, and while plepsed at lier intelligence on so
’*Bober, dry, and complicated a subject, as political economy. We are
sutprised at the adddr^s with which the learned authoress has imparted
to it so much of extrinsic interest and dramatic effect.
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AMAsriTAii UwstBw Am JSNOLtftH Lbxicon ; ineludin§r the Bihlicel OhttL^

dee^ abridged, with the latest improvements, from the Works of Prof.

W. Gesenius, and designed particularly for the use of Students. By
J. W. Gibb, Prof, of Sac. Lit. in Yale College, U. S. London : J. R,
Priestley, 1833.

TYb are not acquainted with any Hebrew Lexicon of triple the size and
price, which contains so much pertinent and accurate matter as this

manual* The reputation of Professor Gesenius as a Hebraist, is a
European one. He stands, by common consent, at the head of German
cultivators of the sacred languages; and, although we have the happiness
of possessing several excellent scholars in*our own country, it woidd be
too proud boast to allege that we could name one Englishman to match
him. The larger dictionary of this celebrated critic has, for some time,

been presented to our students by Lee, and all who can afford it will of
course purchase that work ; but to others,—to beginners, and to those
who study with no farther aim than to acquire the rudiments of Hebrew,
we cordially recommend thg manual. The unrivalled Lehrgehdude der
Hehrdhchen Sprache, of the same author, has also, although somewhat
modified, been placed within the reach of Englishmed by the indefatiga-

ble Moses Stuart of Andover, and made accessible to those who read
French, in a few respects still more completely, by Cellerier of Geneva.
We mention it as a worthy companion to the Dictionary; nor, indeed, can
any person who has access to both, be ever at fault in regard of the anoma-
lies of this singular and fragmental tongue, in so far at least as the acute
spirit of modern philology has hitherto been able to master them. We
have been most negligent in borrowing so little from the Germans iti this

way. Let us hope, iipon the ground of certain tolerably distinct symp-
toms, that the wall of separation will soon be broken down in various

4>laces.

It is impossible to dismiss this little work, without noticing that it is

another contribution in aid of sacred criticism, by an American divine.

Few observers can have overlooked the persevering efforts of the

modest Americans, in a most abstruse, generally repulsive, and very
thorny department of knowledge ; and we believe it has occurred also

to many, that the diligence and success w4h which these quiet persons

have ^ready pursued a subject so little likely to bring them re-

wards in this world's lucre, is, especially when taken in connexion with

the comparative inefficiency of our fattened endowments, no great sup-

port of the fashionable opinion that, in order to make a literary man
work well, it is necessary to gorge him with fricandeau and sucking

pig. The truth is, that from the nature of the American Church, indi-

viduals can never be attracted to it by the mere prospect of obtaining a

living. The moving principles which determine citizens of the States to

become clergymen, are, either a relish for Mtred literature on its own
account, or a passion to instruct mankind in the truths of religion ;'and

this is sufficiently general to have become the fasJ^wn, or, in other words,

to lave stamped the character of the class,—insomuch that, in most

parts of the Union, for a clergyman to be seen at a theatre, to be a fre-

quenter of balls, or even to be busy with politics, would by no means
add to his respectability in the eyes Of his flock. Every card-playing,

fox-hunting, aristocracy-courting parson of our land, has, on the con-

trary, discovered a mode of killing time, without requiring to seek

amusement amongst the crabbed pot-hooks of Syriac or Hebrews
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A IhoTtovABt OF Dibt# 8y S. S. FoEftvfit^ Sutf6oai* Cren^r* Itoadon.

^ Teie iii one of the many iieeftti compilations of the present day, com-
hiAiog historical and medical, with eulinary infennation. It oontains
notbixig either novel or rare, but a good deal that will be found useful,
and not a little withal that might be spared, if utility were the sole'ob-
ject. The author has not been in the least superstitious 4n acknowledge
ing the sources of his knowledge, or how much he. is indebted to the
learned precursors of both sexes ; but this is of less importance to his
readers than the diligence and research employed in collecting valuable
information for their benefit. Of some things, our author has a very
bad opinion, as snuff-taking ; in other cases, as punch-bibbing, he has not
4)uite made up hisjmind ; and indeed his method 'of laying various medi-
cal authorities before his readers, instead of dogpmatizing, is to be com-
mended. We can safely recommend this as an excellent family book, on
which an Intelligent man has bestowed great pains.

This Arcukk's Guide. By an Old Toxopholite. Hurst.

This is a very neat and interesting little book ; and will be acceptable
to those who practicethe " noble art of archery !** The most ancient of all

weapons of war, and, in the early periods of our own history, the sole
instrument by which the fate of nations was often decided, the Bow,
has now descended into comparative degradation, and is used only as a
mere instrument of amusement. Yet, fallen as it thus is from "high
estate," it is not wholly dishoftoured, forasmuch as it administers to the
amusement of " angel woman,” and is wielded by her fair hands.

The. author has rapidly sketched the history of the Bow, and recorded
some of the feats by which divers great archers of old, particularly
Domitian and Commodus, signalized themselves, and, in latter days, the
achievements of the " merrie men of England,”—facts which wofully
mar the posthumous glory of William Tell, and make Mr. Macready
look foolish in imparting an air of solemn importance to the very insig-
nificant affair of piercing an apple. Listen to the Toxopholite, and be
astonished.

"We h»v« the authority of Suetouius and Herodiaa for agserting of the former,
(Oan Domitian) that he would oft^place boys in the circus, at some distance from
him, and as they held out their hands and separated their fingers, he would shoot an
arrow through either space, without injury to the hand of him who acted target

!

The foats attributed by the same authors to Commodus are also numerous* It is

said that his hand was unerring, both with the javelin and the bow, and that the
most experienced Parthian archers yielded to bis skill.^Ee would kill all kinds of
animals in the amphitheatre, by way of exercise ; and, to prove the steadiness of his
arm, stags, lions, panthers, and all other kinds of beast^ fell without number by his
han^ the first arrow invariably proving mortal ; and tuch was his adroitness, that
he would strike an animal in any particular point he wished with the gvettest
accuffcy. A panther was sometimes let loose in the circus, where a criminal was
placed^ and just as the anlmaiiwas going to seise the culprit, the Emperor wduld
dtreot an arrow so opportunely, that the man would escape unhurt. A hnodrod
lions have been introduced at the same time upon the arena, and a*ith as many shafits

he would lay them lifoleAs He caused arrows to he made with heads curved ip fi

simi^cironlar figure, and with these he would cut off the neck of the ostrich numlng
at full speed. In such cases, when the Emperor amputated the head of one ofthS
animals, the stroke severed the part ^so instantaneously that the body of the bird
sonSltimes proceeded several puces, as though still living T ,

Ample and particular instructions, diagrams and drawings are given
edification of incipient bowyers, whether of the fair sex or of the

Idui ; and to both we recommend the " Archer^s Guide.”
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CuMicAb RipaiiTi or the SoRaiCAL Practioi or the Oi^aigow
• iHriHiiABY* By Jdbn Madarkne^ M.B^ Pp. S14.

** It connot be dlinied/* says Dr. Macfarlane^ ^Hhat the public at

lar^^ by whom our hospitals are so munificently supported^ and espe*

dally the medical worlds are entitled to look to the physicians and sur-

geons of such establishments for the results of their experience, whether
ortunate for adverse, in the shape of a periodical publication.*^ This
suggestion is valuable, and especially applicable to the hospitals of Lon^
don : its practical adoption would be attended with great advantages.

The importance of clinical lectures has of late years become so manifest,

that every teacher is now compelled to announce them, as a necessary

part of medical education ; and clinical reports are to the practitioner

what clinical lectures are to the student.^ It is not the detaUs of an ex-

traordinary case, a novel practice, or a brilliant cure, t^t will much
assist in perfecting medicine as a science ; the results, as well fortunate

as fatal, of common cases, variously treated, are to the fulll^as important

for such an end as the narrative
,
of the rarest or most successful ; and

if hospitals generally were obliged to furnish ^annual reports of this

general description, carefully and faithfully stated, a mass of invaluable

materials would, as th# Doctor justly observes, be soon accumulated
which would far exceed in value and importance all the isolated papers

and cases with which the journals of the day abound.

The present volume of reports contains upwards of a hundred and
fifty cases, ranging within the chief complaints and accidents obnoxious

to surgical aid ; prefixed to each division of which are some practical

observations by the author. The cases are very ably drawn up ; most
of them are interesting, and many of considerable value from t|ie ac-

companying refiections. It would not be very*sagacious to make, from

such a number, an individual selection, as a sample of the whole ; we
will extract, however, a few observations on the treatment of Burns^
which, to a certain extent, is novel, and not in* very common employ-

ment: theorising, we should think the practice must be very preca-

rious.
“ When, by a bum or scald, the cuticle is extensively vesicated, and the surround-

ing integuments inflamed, the immediate application of finely-carded cotton will be

found not only to sooth the local pain and irritation ; but also to form a cover-

ing to the injured parts, under which cicatri;i^ation will advance more rapidly

than by any other application with which I am acquainted. The vesications

having oeen punctured, and the seram discharged, the burnt parts are to be imme-
» diately covered with several successive layers of fine fleece cotton, which must bo

retained in close contact wi^ the injured surface, by the application of bandages.

In this way a smooth, 8oft,*nd equable covering is formed ; the discharged fluid is

absorbed, and, by not unnecessarily disturbing the tender and irritable parts, cicatris-

ation is encouraged, and suppuration often prevented* The cotton, unless moistened

with the discharge, should not be removed until it has become detached, which

always happens so soon as the cicatrization is completed. We then find that the

layer of cotton, in immediate contact with the burnt parts, separates in the form of

a smooth dense crust, similar to a scab or eschar, leaving the vesicated surflico

healthy and cicatrized. By adopting this plan of treatment, pain and irritation aM

,

avoided and the formation of tedious and troublesome ulcerations is prevented, as

well as those thickened cicatrices, which are so frequently productive of deformity

and ineonvenience.^

The Port Admiral, a Tale of the Wav. By the Author of

Cochrane and M'Crone, London*

Aix that we can say, at this time is, that the Port Admiral is own
lorother to Cavendish ; one of the cleverest, and most i^pular of Our
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mrp&ga in Iteir ewiiM«#tMr Oim k Mdb intemt in the hook
dt Wrh^hinr aki Iw ceinMMM^hiee dberaoter. The history of the mutiny
iidllkeenHti wiieh led to it^ are sketched with considerable power and
Uibet| and the episode' of the impressed seamen’s wife is full of true pa^
Midi.

Makual for Mothprsw By Mrs. Tbollofe^ with Twenty Plates.

Treuttel and Co.

Mrs. Trollope has discovered that Bitsiand is aevide and fiiur alSeM
for satire, as America, and kaa aceofrdmgly written her Manuai:^ for

wiigh, title, to be readily intelligible, should have been, the
^ mimaifor Sfothers with Marriageable Daughters* Whether the one-

soore cuts w^e aforethought intended to illustrate the four.score pages

of slip-slop ^rse, or if, vice versa

^

the poetry is meant to expound the

pictures we cannot positively determine. They come in neck and neck,

or if there be any perc^tible difference, picture has it by superior jockey-

ship* Some of the plates are clever, and tAe work is altogether a plea-

sant turn-oter trifle, not ill-adapted to drawingroom tables. The story

may be told in a sentence. The widowed, clever, managing^ Lady Hook,
** having in six years from the demise of her husband, married off as many
daughters, finds leisure to devote her services to her widowed sister,

Mrs. Philtre, who owns three rustic marriageable maidens. The six

Miss Hooks had respectively married, Eliza, a baron, caught by her

extempore rhymes and epigrams ; Amelia a middle-aged General into

whoso embrace she waltzed, and remained a fixture. Louisa gained a
piping Marquis to whose wretched music she composed and sung hon-

^nse versed. Emma’s forte was sighing and making eyes, and with

such innocent artillery, she, one propitious, sultry evening, levelled the

gentle Sir Stephen Gray. Mary being plain was forced to up put with

a rich booby and sot, at which her mother in respect of her ugliness was
* too reasonable to murmur ; and Jane tbe sole remaining charmer, capti-

vated our patriotic countryman Lord Benlockland by being caught in

the aiCt of making rhymes to the land of the mountain and t]^e flood,”

while pert and less well-trained misses quizzed the high cheek bones

and broad accent of the Thade. With such experience, and, what is bet-

ter, success equal to Wellington’s, Lady Hook is entitled to give* advice

and to have her own way. The Miss Philtres though aukward are docile ;
•

most willing to do anything^ f9r the cause, in F||||eon, or even in rhyme,
which is their aunt’s grand dependence. She puts them through the

Matbironial Manual wkh great dextei'ity, and encourages her dear

sister with hopes of the dear girls. Mrs. Trollope, th&ugh we allow she

is a great authority, must surely be mistaken in the influence of song

and sonnet-making, of there would In three months be few involuntary

spinsters in England,

Sunday in London. ^Illustrated in Fourteen Cuts* By George Cruiek- •

shanks. Effingham Wilson,

The cuts are illustrated by a few words from a friend bitter and
pungent words. Sunday in London opens with the Higher Orders^
abou$ two o’clock on Sabbath morning, quitting the opera for their lit- *

tl^ iuppers, and the Ĵ Us* Somewhat earlier, but Sunday, the Midjpz<e

jpj^XRS leave the roar and revelry of the theatres for the Finish” and



other placjee of^heir resort ; while the X^owbr Okobbs are still jovidBy
surrounding: a pay table^ replenished with pipes, gin, beer pots, &c. &c,,

—

wives and ehUdren in the back ground ; the foreman presiding; and
for his freely dispensed liquor, transferring on Sunday morning a good
share of their week’s earnings to his own pocket. This is the subject of
the first plate. By the fourth hour of the Sunday mornings all the
Three Orders are gone to bed. Of the lowest order, or those who have
no beds to go to, no account is made. There is no^Sunday for them^
Plate II. exhibits the London Sunday market ; the women haggling with
butchers, and basket-men vending eatables ; and plate III., miHtary
marching to Divine Service, attended by a roaring squad; and to the *

tune of Go to the Devil and shake yourselves.” Cor§M VHUrkinge of
the spirit is Gin Temple thrown open and ^ts detneiidnemysteries revealed.

The Sunday kitchen of the rich, " the servants within tbj^ gates” cooking
and carousing, forms a good cut, which is followed by a better of a burly
beadle, putting an old apple-.weiinan and two juvenile loBypop-monge^s
to rout ; the higher orders being much addicted to partridges and turbot

on Sundays, and nol at all to bruised apples and lollypops.— Thou
shalt do no manner of work, thou nor thy cattle^* is a text illtts-

trated by carriage-horses,panting and sweating at the doOr of a fashion,

able church, where they have deposited their load of ai^stocratic

piety ;—and another plate, Miserable Sinners !** shews a set of over-
^

fed, high dressed men and women, tricked out in all the gauds of fashion

and luxury, lolling and ogling in a carpeted and cushioned pew, confessl

ing themselves Miserahfe Sinners!** This sketch is as clever as9the

satire is just. The Sunday Mtisical Soiree follows the pewful of fashion^

able Miserable Sinners, It is all Cruickshanks’s, abounding in character

and humour. Besides the graphic and satiric talent shewn, thdre is

excellent sense and sound morality in this light work,

POSTSCRIPT.

We have before us a shoal of books of all sizes and description, vari-

ous in merit as in matter ; some (one or two) are of considerable excel-

lence ; some (two or three) are pretty good ,* some (several) tolerably in-

different ; and some (the greatest number) sad, shocking affairs. We can,

at present, (for reasons more interesting ourselves than the reader,)

do no more than make the mere’ hasty mention of names, pronounce our

judgment in a few select cases, and defer, if need be, to a future occa-

sion, the elaboration of ^ose points upon wbich said judgment has been

founded.

First and foremost in importance come the Historical Memoirs op

the House op Russell, by our Inost worthy friend Wipfen, who, to the

qualifications of poet and translator (what reader knoweth not his Tasso

and Aonian Hours ?) has, under some strange freak, isecently superadded

those of Biographer. What upon earth should induce immortal poets to

turn their powers to this species of brain labour, "^e (being no poet}

cannot determine ; but we take allowance to think it very strange that

Southey, Campbell, Moore, and now Wiffen—all poets, and laurelled ones

to boot—should take to this employment and forsake the more etherial.

There must be some cogent reason^ we know. Wilkie paints portraits

now !—Is painter and poet moved by the same cauSe ?
^ ’

Mr. Wiffen has been exhausting maity mouths in the compilation of

these memoirs, ransacking musty records, and plunging ‘into obscure
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ht which he handles the technicalities
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jhairapice and iijis dIpahiMty. If his Grace of Bj^dford, the present head

iluss^ be ]ialf as satisfied with these mexnoirs as we
have delighted in their perusal,, Mr. Wi§^ will not have to regret

h$B ii^ertakiog.

eome other tnemorials; not ofa nolde house, but (what in our es-

tlipatien is fiirmo^e etalted) of a noMenmn. ifefrt. CnARAcTan.
parses of Goethe, translated from the German of Falk V6n Muller, and
others. The volumes abound in passages and anecdotes illustrative of

hid life, ^ach of which wem a text for an hour's sermon by the reviewer.

Mrs. Austin has executed her task with great ability, and great disore-

tion in the selection of ifnaieriel

;

she deserves and will receive the thanks

of all who are i^desirous to mark the current and the power of a great

mind, fot removing the barrier whieh ignorance of the German tongue

would, but for her labours, have interposed.

Here we have volumes of versification not a few—of Poems,” so

chilled by their fond authors, but of doggrel rather, saith the unkind cri-

tic There are, happily, two or three exceptions, and amongst these are

a fasciculus of sonnets by one Edward Moxon, of whom report speaketh

mdulgently, and of whose works, as a sonneteer, we may speak favourably

without tempering justice with too much mercy. There is a very pretty

one (No. 18) beginning with, Ah ! what is life ?” which we should like

to quote, but may not. They are gjl wortii the binding, and from its ele-

gance that IS saying not a little..

Mr, Robert Folkestone Williams has published a volume of ** RsnrifEs

and Rhapsodies,” with which we are, so far as we have proceeded,mVCh
pleased ; it consists of poems, songs, and souneth, several of whldh, We
believe, h^ve appeared in a montlily contemjiorary, not very likely to

countenance trash. Many of his songs have been set to Barni^t's masic,

and one or two has figured away in the Nodes” of Blackwood, T9ie

present (his first) volume contains a good deal of poetry, of t:he very

highest order.

Barbadoes, and other Poems,” by Mr. Chapman, comprises a modest,

unpretending volume enough. There aresomc^Vrypretty lines and turns

of thought in it, which bespeak a vivid imagination and correct judg-

b ]nen% amjl nothing have we noticed which can offend good taste.
** The Young Enthusiasc, a Simple Story,” is the production of a young

person of humble hivth, and under the pressure of poverty, which its sale

is intended to alleviate ; and we trust the praiseworthy objiK of the pub.*

Usher, in his endeagour to effect a sale, will be accomplished. Under th^

circumstances of his, ease, the little book claims a precedence which miglit

else be yielded to others of greater importance ; ffiid we recommend it

to those who have the ability, as weU as the disposition^ to stretch forth

a helping hand to a^yoang person, under the sorrov^ul cloud of in*

dlgence. * -
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—

The SesBion is now rapidly draw-
ing (o a close, but little real businemn has
yet been tiEnsacted. Many hupoitaiit

measures have been introduced, of which
%ve may instance West India Slavery, the

Bank Charter, the Hast India Charter,

the Irish Church Reform Bill ; but it is

doubtful liow many of the Bills broug'ht

in on these questions will become law, so

slow are the proceedings of the House, and
so pi’ecarious the situation of the MiiusCry.

Attempts have been made to blame the

opponents of Ministers for the slowness

of the proceedings in Parliament, but it

is ratlw to be attributed to the ci ude and
indigested state in u'hich tlte ministerial

measures have been introduced, requiring

numerous amendments and alterations to

put them in a practicable shape. The
repeal of the House and Window Duties

seems a measure the iuhabitauts ot the

metropolis are determined to carry. It

was again brought forward by Sir Samuel
Whalley, on the 21st of May, but lost by
a majority of 273 to 124. On the same
day a inotion'of Mr. Harvey for a return

of all persons having pensions heretolore

paid out of the^Civil List, specifying the

sum received by each individual, the period

of the grant, tiie public grounds, or other

consideratiou, ns far as practicable, on ac-

count of which the pension had been

granted,’* was agreed to witliout a divi-

sion. In the course of his speech Mr.
Harvey gave some striking examples of

the maimer in which the aiiirtocracy plun-

der th2 people. The free revenue of the

country, after deducting the interest and ex-

pense of managing the national debt,

hardly exceeds sixteen millions ;
yet no less

than nine millions are paid in pensions, in

one way or another, by superannuations,

compensations, and the like ; and 22,912

persons receive L.2,78RjOUO annually. Of
&303 persons on the English, Scotch, and

Irish Civil Lists, 1022 aro females, 200
of whom are persons of title and distiiic-

tton, and 124 ladies of family. The ser-

vftnls of the late King, 98 in number,

receive in pensions L.14,446„ annually.

Several bills for the improvement of the

law of England have been introduced in-

to Parliament during the session, and these

YOE HI. XVI.

for regulaftlng^FnesaEd EccoVeHes, Inheri-
tance, Limitations of Actions, Dower and
CoiiVtesy, have been passed by the House
of Commons. The 1>ill for the removal
of Disahilitk^s from the Jews, though
keenly opposed by Sir IL Inglis and tlw
other bigots in the House, was read a
second timq by a majority of 189 to 02,
and subsequently passed.

The tei'ins on which the Government
has agieed to^renewthe Bunk Charter arc
as follows

“ 1. That the Charter of the Bank be
renewed for 21 yenrs, subject to this con-
sideration—that if at the end of 10 years
the then existing Government should so
think fit, fliey ipay give twelve months*
notice to the Bank that it is their inten-
tion the Charter should expire at the end
of the eleventh year.

^‘2. No banking company consisting

of more than six partners shai issue noteif

payable on demand in the imqropolis, or
within sixty five miles thereof. Banking
companies consisting of a givater number
of parties than six, carrying on business

at a greater distance than sixty-five miles

from London, shall have the right to draw
bills on London, without restriction as
to their amount, and to issue notes pay-
able in London.

“3. The Bank of England notes shall

be a legal tender for debts above the

amount of L.5, and the notes of tlie Bank •

shall •not be payable in gold, except at

the Bank of England, or at its various

branch banks.
“ 4. Bills not having more than three

months to run betbre they become* due

sliall not be subject to the usury laws.

^5, An Account similar to that laid

before the Bank Committee shall be trans-

mitted to the Chancellor of the Exche-

quer every week, stating the amount of

bullion in tlie Bank and the amount of

notes in circulation ; such account to be

cooeidered confidential between the Go-
vernment ancLthe Bank. These several

weekly accounts to be consolidated at the

end of the quarter, a%averagc to be struck,

and published in the succeeding quarter

in the Gazette*

A Bill shall be introduced into

Parliament to regulate country bau'v;$,

the provisions of which shall be such as

to encouragt! joint stock hanking com-
2 R
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ia flt« cottniry to isine tlie notes of

the Bank of England*'*

ThO allowance to tlie Bank for conduct*

ingr the public business is to be reduced by
the aum of LOi2(i,<)00, and the Bank is

to receive from the Government L.25 per

cent, of the debt of L.14,600,000 now due.

The terms were generally approved of in

the House, and they have also met with

the approbation of the Court of Directors

' and Proprietors of Bank stock. The
country bankers have expressed some dis-

approbation of the plan, hut the proba-

bility is that it will be adopted without

any material modifications, thougli^ con-

siderable opposition ill Parliament*may
be expected. The general opinion is that

the Bank has made a good bargain with

Government. The resolutions regarding

slavery in the West Indies, which we gave

in our Register for June, have been agn^ed

to. The most mateii.il alteration on them
was proposed by Mr. Stanley, that instead

of a loan to the planters of fifteen millions,

they should have an absolute gift of

twenty. This alteration has not given

satistaction thmughout the country, for

it is generally supposed that the compen-
sation allowed is by much too great.

Another alteration is that the slave is to

be allowed to dispose of the fourth of his

time as h# thinks proper, and is not to

be compelled to pay any portion of his

wages to his master or any one else ; but
if he choose to save his wages he may pur-

chase his freedom before the expiry of the

twelve years’ appiviitict?8hip. The West
India body has lieen propitiated by the

gift of the twenty millions, and there

will not likely be much difficulty in carry-

ing the measure through Parliament, par-

ticularly as the emancipationists have
expressed their intention of giving it their

support
In consequence of the vote of th6 House

of Lords on the 3d June, on the Portu-
guese Question, by which Ministers were
left in a miiioiity of 12, Colonel Davies
moved, on the 6th ult., “ That an humble
address be presented to his Majesty, re-

gretting the continuance of hostilities in

Portugal, and expressive of the giateful

acknowledgments of that House for the

conduct pursued by his Marjesty’s Minis-
ters with respect to the affairs of that

country.” After an animated debate,

the motion was carried by a majority of
nearly four to one; 361 'Voting for the
motion, and 98 against it. ‘'"To this ad-
dress the Ring iVlained the following
gracious answer, “ I have rcceiveii with
great satisfaction the expression of your
concurrence in the policy Which I have
pursued with reference to the affairs pf
Portugal, and you may be assured that I
shall use all my influence to put an end

Register*

to the differences now existing in that nil-

happy country.”

On the 13th ofJune, Mr. Charles Grant,

in a speech which occupied upwards of

three hours in the delivery, brought for-

ward the resolutions proposed by Govern-

ment for the renewal of the East India*

Charter. They are expressed in the fol-

lowing terms 1. That it is expedient

that all his Majesty’s subjects should be

at liberty repair to the ports of the em-
pire of China, and to trade in teaTv and in

all other productions of the said empire,

subject to such regulations as Parliament

shall enact for the pi’otection of the com-
mercial and political interests of this

country. 2. That it is expedient that, in

case the b'ast India Company shall trans-

fer to the Crown, on behalf of the Indian

territoi y, all assets and claims of every

description, heldnging to the said Com-
pany, the Crown, on behalf of the Indian

territorj^, shall take on itself all the obli-

gations of tlio said Company, of whatever
description ; and tlie said Company shall

receive from the revenues of the said ter-

ritory, such a Sinn, and paid in such a
manner, and under such regulations, as

Parliament shall enact. 3. That it is ex-

pedient that Government of the Bri-
tish possessions in India be intrusted to

the said Company, under such conditions

and regulations as Parliament shall enact
for the purjiose of extending the commerce
of this country, and of securing the good
government, and promoting the moral and
religious improvement of the people of In-
dia.” The Company are to retain the

government of India for a fixed firm of
twenty years ; an additional Presidency is

to be established in the north-western dis-

tricts, now included in the jiirisdiciion of
the Bengal Presidency ; and a body of
Coinmissioiiers are to be sent to Canton to

watch over and protect British interests

in the place of tlie Company’s factory.

All distinction between Phii'Opeans and
tbe natives is to be removed, and both
subjected to the same laws. Instead of
discouraging the settlement of natives of
Britain in India, according to the narrow
policy hitherto adopted, such settlement
is to be promoted. The guarantee fund
Is to be increased from £1,200,000 to

£2,000,000. The proprietors may claim
to be paid off at the rate of £100 foi*

ereiy £6, 5s. annuity, whenever the poli-

tical government is taken out of their

hands. The East India Company Imvn
agreed to the tenus proposed, and the
House of Commons passed the resolutions
without a^division. The bill hasulready
been ordered to be brought in, and itWill
likely b^^ Carried through before the end of
the session, unless a change of Ministry
should take place. 3
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Oa the 13th June, after the order of
the day had been read for the Houife to
rfysiolve itself into a Ootnmittce on the
Titlie A.ct for Ireland, Mr. Lambert com-
plained of the Coercion Bill having been
used in ma%y places for the purpose of
collecting tithes, in direct violation of the

pledge given by Lord Althorp during the
discussion on the bill. Mr. Lambert gave
many instances of this application of the
bill, and moved an amend ny^nt to the
motion, that the Speaker dt^ leave the
Chair, feo the effect that the pledges given by
Ministers had not been fulfilled, and that
the employment of the military and police,

in serving civil process and the collection of
tithes, is highly unconstitutional. Minis-
ters admitted the truth of ^r. I^ambert’s
statement, but entreated the House not to

adopt the amendment tvhich amounted to a
strong censure on the Government. On the
division, there appeared a majority for Mi-
nisters of 152,—-45 voting for the amend-
ment, and 197 for the motio^. The
House hWiug gone into committee. Lord
Althorp explained his plan for the extinc-

tion of Irish tithes. By an act of Parlia-
ment, passed in the last session, for the
composition of tithes in Ireland, from and
after November, 1333, teuarfls jof land
were not to be liable for paylKeut of tithes

;

but as he considered it desirable that te-

nants should be relieved from payment of
tithes from the present time, he proposed
that a sum oftnoney should be voted for

the clergy, on receiving which they were
to give a receipt in full for the arrears of
tithes in 1831, 1832, and 1833; and that the

money should be repaid by a laud tax, im-
posed i))oii land upon which tithes had not

been paid during these three year^t. At a
subsequent sitting, a resolution to the above
effect was moved, and carried by a majority

of 270 to 40. The resolu lion was gene-

rally supported by ^the Irish members.
Mr. O^Counell stated that he took it to be

a virtual extiuctiou of tithes in Ireland,

and suggested that lay impropriators should

come under its operation,—a suggestion

which Lord Althorp undertook to take

into consideration*

Leave was obtained by Sir John C imp-

bell, on 13th June, to bring in a bill to

amend the law between debtor and credi-

tor in England. The main object is to

give the creditor a remedy against the pro-

perty rather than the person of the debtor.

The first provision of the bill is to allow

immediate execution to proceed upon bills

and bonds when due, unless security for

th«ir payment be given to the judge. It

is farther proposed that the debtor shall

be brought before a commissiome^ and, if

he does not honestly give up his property,

he will then be sent to prison. Creditors

an also to have facilities given them to

• Msc

attach copyhdld and freehold estnt'es, mbtxey
in the funds a^d secui^ities. Debtors are
to be empowered to nuthe sieessio bonorum,
and then four-fffjihs of the creditors may
discharge him fi'om 'his debts .by granting

him a certificate. Imprisonment for debt,

except in cases of fraud, is to be abolished;

and it is proposed that in all cases where
a creditor swears before a m igistrate that

his debtor is about to set off for a foreign

country, the latter may he taken and im-
prisoned. Several of these provisions are

obviously taken from the Liw of Scot-

land, in which their efficacy has been
proved by long experience ; but we have
some*doubt of the propriety of abolishing

impnsonment to the extent contemplated.

No offence is of more difficult detection

than fraudulent bankruptcy, and the deb-

tor may be possessed of large funds which
he withholds from his creditors, and which
the latter have not the means of discover-

ing.

At the morning si'^'ing, on the 13th
June, a lengthened d.; rite arose on the

presenting of a petitior» from the Inquest

on the body of Cully tli.* policeman, who
was killed at the meeting at Coldbath-ficlds.

Mr. Roebuck strongl^jp^yepro^^ated the con-

duct of Government in the means they had
taken to disperse the meeting, and in the

preceedings they had adopted to quash the

verdict. Mr. OXfonnell contended it was
only on a technicality that the venyet had
been quai»hed, and that the Coroner had
purposely drawn up the inquisition infor-

iHally. Mr. Godson took the same view,

and maintained that the Coroner might
have drawn up a good inquisition ; and
that if he had averred that a number of

persons were collected together, that the

police male anunprovoked attack on them,

that Cully was one of these police, and
that the blow was given by a pei*son so

attacked, the inquisition could not have
been set aside. The debate, after occupy-

ing the whole forenoon sitting, was re-

sumed next-day, when Mr. Cobbett men-
tioned several ifistiinces of the uncalled-for

interference of the police, to whom he very

properly gave the name “ gendarmerie^”

for there can be little doubt that the

Wliigs, as well as the Tories, are desirous

of introducing into every part of the king-

dom, a system of military police and
espionage, such as exists in France.

THE HOUSE or LOBDS.

The defeat of the Ministry in the

House of Loi’ds, is a circumstance that

might have been anticipated from the

commem^ement of the session, for it is

notorious that their opponents greatly

preponderate in that House. At the

time the defeat took place, however, it was
unexpected, and it could hardly have been

supposed that the Tories would have
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to Ary their strength with their opponents.

Oil, the dd June, however, the JDuke of
Wellington moved au address^ praying the

King to take measures foi^ preserving the

strict neutrality of his sutijeots in the

contest now going on in Portugal, and
the motion was carried by a majority of

80 to 88 The subsequent overwhelm-
ing 'ministerial majority in the Commons,
on the same question, shewed how much
the two Houses of Paiiiumcut vairied in

their opinion of the cabiuet, and the

laconic and cool answ'ei* of his Majesty to

the address of their Lordships must have
been exceedingly humiliating. 1 have
j^lready taken all such measures as appear
to me necessary for maintaining the neu-
trality which 1 had determined to observe

in the question now carrying on in Portu-

gal.'* The other busine&s of the Upper
House, during the month, is easily narrat-

/Cd, The Real Property Debts Bill was
read a second time on the 30th May. Its

object is a satire on the law of England.
It is to make ival pioperty liable for the

debts of the deceased debtor ; for at pre-

sent, a man may incur w'hat debts he
pleases, and if he purchase real property

with tins money, his heirs may keep it

ithont paying the debts, and thus laugh
at tlie Cl editors. The Game Laws are,

notwitluitanding all the cobbling they have
undergone, still not satisfactory to their

Lordshfps. The Duke of Wellington
has had a senaut killed, and therefore

gives lip all int^eiition of preserving gam*
ill future. The London gun-makers have
aho found a great deficiency of employ-
ment since the new bill became law ; but
tve suspect the cause is rather to be look-
jRd for ill the distressed state of the coun-
try, and the diminished rent rolls of the
landholders, than to the Game Act. The
Limitation of Actions Bill, by which a
party holding real property, without
4 hallenge for tw'enty years, is to acquire
an unchallengeable title, is making its

way through the House. A bill to amend
the Labour Rate Bill of last session has
been read a second time, though opposed
by the Bishop of London, rvlio contends
that the measui*e, though intended for the
relief of the clergy, wdll prove their ruin.

We beg, now that the givater part of
the first session of the Refoimed Parlia-

incnt lias passed, our rcadei's will glance
over the summary we have given of the
labours of the House of Imi'ds, and con-
iilder whether it is necessary longer to
maintain aii institution W'hich is useless
for all good purposes, and potent only in
thw'aitiiig measures intend^ for the pub-
lic welfare. The House of Commons and
ike House of Peers arc undeniably in

ifililJdiaon; tiotivithstanding tyery attempt

on the pait of Ministry, ti* they Bi-

form us, to praveut this issue* One or

other must yieltb; for the GovemmenS
cannot go on under the present system s

When it is impossible to procure the

election of a House of Comnions, subser-

vient to the Lords, the result is obviems*

SItGl.AHX>.
I

Veedict on Cuely.—

A

fter a long

and arduous investigation, the Coroner*s

inquest on dike body of Cully the police-

man, who was kill^ during the assault of
the police on the people at the meeting at

Coldbnth-fields, returned the following

verdict :—

^

We find a verdict ofjuetifiable

homicide, on these grounds,—^that no liot

act was read, nor any proclamation advis-

ing the people ,to disperse ; tliat the po-

lice did not take the proper precautions to

prevent the meeting from assembling, and
that the conduct of the police was fero-

cious, brutal, and unprovoked by the

people; and we, moreover, express an
anxious hopt^ that the Government will, in

future, take Iwtter precautions to prevent

the occurrence of such disgraceftil trans-

actions in the metropolis.** The Coroner,

who appears to have been a mere tool of
the Government, w^as most anxious to save

Ministetpfrom the severe censure conveyed
by the verdict,^nd wished to strike out the

w hole words, after justifiable homicide;**

but the inquest spiiitedly resisted this in-

sidiouK attempt ; and after a long alterca-

tion the Coroner w^as compelled to yield.

The Cabinet, however, felt the reproach so

severely, that an application was made to

the King's Bench, on the part of the Cro^vn,

to quash the veidict ; and that Court, on
the authority of precedents more honour-
ed in the breach than in the observance,

did as they were desired. The opinion of

every liberal-minded man, is, that the vei-

dict is the only one which the Jury, wdth
the evidence adduced ^to them, could have
pronounced, and that opinion is notchanged
by the ex parte proceeding resorted to by
Government. In the metropolis, more es-

pecially, the verdict W'’a8 hailed with rap-

ture ; and, as we have noticed under the

proper head, the measures adopted for set-

ting it aside were loudly reprobated in

Parliament by some of its most able and
influential Members.
English Law.—Mr. William John

Bankes, the Member of Dorsetshii'e, was
held to bail at the Queen Square office, on
the 7th of June, himself in L.6,000 and
two sureties in L.3,000 each, to take his

trial for an offcutce not to he named. The
other party, a private in the Coldstream
Guards, has been committed for triaL To
shew, w^Oipresume, the equality of all in

the eye or English la tv, the Menrler was
aixnmmodated with a seat on the bench
during the examination: the soldier Waa,
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bu4’« On the appUoitien of. ]M[r. Bankes,^
the CouH of King'd Bench removed the
indictmeut by ceWiorart from tlii Sessions

into that G^rt. A correspondent of a
liOndOtt paper states, that the effect of this

proceeding is to discharge the bail taken
by the magistrates,to ensure the atteudatice

of witnesses and of tlie parties accused at

tiie trial, and that the whole amount of
bail required by the King's Beach is only
L.20* It ia impossible that tills sute-
ment can be correct. No civilized nation
could tolerate the existence of such bare-
faced means of defeating the ends of jus-

tic . i

House ajid Window Duties.—Nu-
merous meetings have been held during
the month in the metropolis, and also in
some of the larger towns, to vote resolu-

tions for the lepeal of tlie House and
Window Duties. Whatever may be the
embarrassments of Govertiment, or who-
ever may he in power, the eaily fepeal or
modification of these taxes is inevitable.

Ths; Funds.—The desponding tone of
the leading ministerial journals, and the
anticipation of a feat of the Ministry,
have caused a depression in the stock
market. On the Idth of June, consols

for the account were 119jf India stock,

247 ; Hnd Bank stock, 204.

('huhcu Rates.—

T

hroughout Fhig-

land the resistance to Church rates is ra-

pidly increasing. Sales of distrained

goods have, in some places, been at-

tempted, but purchasers could not be
found.

Political Unions—A great meeting
of the Political Unions of Birmingham,
and the neighbouring districts, was held
on New Hall Hill on the I9th of May.
Upwards of 150,000 persons were present.

Mr. G, F. Muntz was in the chair, and after

the meeting had been adUiesscd by Mr.
T. Attwood, Mr. O'Connell, and others,

a petition to the King, praying him to

dismiss his Mini8tei*8, and another peti-

tion to the House of Commons, praying
for the repeal of taxes upon industry,

and for a graduated propeity tax, were
agreed to. The greatest unanimity
and quiet prevailed during the proceed-

ings, and the meeting peaceably dispersed.

A public meeting of the Northern Politi-

cal Union was also held at Newcastle, on
the 27th May, at which a petition to the
King to dismiss his imbecile Ministers'’

was agreed to.

SCOTLAND.
The Genekal Assembly of the

Church of Scotland met on the tyth of

May. l-iord Belhaven was Lord High
Commissiouer, and Dr. Stirling of Craigie,

Moderator. The proceedings possess cou-

sideraUe intexesL On the motion of

549

Principal Haldano, i| was resolved, by •
large majority, to fletition Parliament
anew^ against the ^vernment phsn oi
education tor Ireland. The question of
calls led to a lengthened discussion. Dr.
Chalmers made a motion to the effect,

that the majority of tlie male heads of

families, residing in' the parish, who are

members of the congregation, and have
been in communion with the church

for two years may reject the presentee,

without assigning any reason ; but the

amendment of Dr. Cook, that the objec-

tions of the majority of the male commu-
nicants should be given in to the presby-

tery, {tnd if found to be unfounded should

be rejected, was carried by a majority of

149 to 137. This motion was carried by
the votes of the elders, eighty-seven clergy-

men having voted for Dr. Chalmers' mo-
tion, and only seventy-two for Dr. Cook's.

Another question which excited consider-

able interest was that of patronage. Mr.
Clark of Inverness, moved that the Gene-
ral Assembly should empower the com-
mission to apply to the King and Parlia-

ment for redress of the grievances of
pattoiiage; but an amendment, moved 'by

Mr. Bu(‘han of Kelloe, that after what
has taken place on the" subject of calls, it

is inexpedient and unnecessary to adopt
any farther proceedings in regard to pa-

tronage, was carried by a majority of
134 to 33.

INVEHNESS Klection.—By the death

of Colonel Baillie of Leys, a vacancy oc-

cuired in the representation of the Inver-

ness district of Burghs. Major Gumming
Bruce was elected by a majority of 67
over his opponent Mr. Stewart ; the num-
bers being 357 and 290.

Improvements of Kdinbubgh.

—

The New Bridge over the Wqter of Leith,

at the Dean, one of the most magnificent

in the kingdom, has been for some time

computed, and the road from it to the

Great North Road is in course of forma-
tion. By means of this bridge, the steep

ascent at Bell's Mills will be avoided.

The new road from the Lothian Road to

the High Street, by the back of the Castle,

will be opened in the course of the sum-
mer, and the bridge over the Cowgate, in

the line of Bank Street, is also in a fior-

ivard state. The assessments for these

last improvements have been felt very

heavily by the inhabitants, who would
never have entered into them if they had
been aware at <he outset of the immense
expenditure required. When finshed they

will, however, be very ornamental to the

city, though probably of less utility than
was at first supposed.

IRELAND.
The ministerial Journals have been

anxious to represent the state of Ireland
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and have aren g^ne m leng^tii of stating

diatbyi&oansof it tranquillity has been aU
most'oohipletely restOr^. The tranquilli-

ty,'^tdwever,af ever restored, has been of
rj0i*yshlort continuance; forsince the middle
of May, the Irish newspapers have teemed
with aceouiiti of the greatest atrocities. In
Kerry, and otlicr places in Tipperary,many
riots, robberies, niuidcrs, and attempts

at murder, have taken place ; and it is no
longer possible to conceal that things have
taken their old course. Much use has been

made of the bill in the collection of tithes,

a purpose, for which ministers, during its

discuillou in the House ofCoiiiutoiis,l(hidly

disclaimed having ever intendetl it. ‘But

even with the unwarraiUable aid of the

Bill, the tithe collectors have been success-

fully resisted by the peasantry. Oifthe
*id of June, a troop of dragooub, two com-
panies of infantry, and a large body of po-

lice proceeded to the Union of Middleton,
ill the county of Cork, to firotect the officers

serving tithe notices. But the peasantiy,

amounting to several thousands, resisted

the attem)>t, although the soldiers and po-

lice fired, by W'hich a soldier belonging to a
detachment stationed on a neighbouring
hill was killed. None of the people were
hurt. The troops were drawn off without
accomplishing their object. It is important

*

to observe, that on the Curoncr's Inquest mi
the body of the soldier, the commander of

the police swore distinctly, that previous

to the attempt to collect the tithe, the pa-

rish was particularly quiet. The verd|ct

M’as casual homicide. At who!>e door do
these homicides dlifl tnurders lie ? Is it

the Ministry, the Irish clergy, nr the Irish

people who are the chief del’iiquents ?

During the preceding week, a tithe pim-
tor,who had gpne to tlfe parish of l^isniolin,

in the county of Tipperary, to siM ve writs

for aiTears of tithes, was also forced to

desist by the country pi oiile, thoifgh he
was escorted by a body of police. On the

rOth June, an attempt was again made to

serve the tithe notices, the escort having
been increased to 110 men, consisting of
military and police ; but rqs upwards of

IfiOOof the peasantiy, arm<5 with sitlies,

pikes, fire-arms, &c., assembled, the at-

tempt was again frustrated.

Meanwhile, the Goveniment jn-osecu-.

tions continue. A'lr. John Walsh, who
was convicted of Uttering a seditious

speech, has been sentenced to six months’
imprisonment, and afineofiL.20. He has
aho given security to keep the peacp,

himself in L.200,and two sureties in L.100
each. Mr. Thomas Steele has been aiTcsted,
on the charge of u'tering a malicious li-

bel against the Oovernment, in a spwch
latdy delivered. The Pi/o/iDiihlin ntnvs-

ppper has also been prosecuted for insert- *

iiig Mr. D’Conncirs letters to the people

of Ireland.
,
Mr. O'Connell has givdii no-

tice .in Parliament that he means to

bring forward the question of the Repeal
of the Unipii early next session.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE
FBAKCE.

The DuchEss de Berri, being no
longer an object of apprehension to the

French Goveniment, has been libemted
from confinement. She left Blaye oii

the 8th June for Palermo, We hpar no-
thit^ more of her husband, who does not
appear to have accompanied the Duchess
on this occasion.—The question of the

Greek Loan has been keenly discussed in

the French Chamber of Deputies. One-
third of it is guaranteed by France, the

iittej tst of whicii is L.40,000. The op-

position expressed their detei mined hosti-

lity to the arrangemeut, and called on the

Goreriinieut not (o abide by it ; but the
Cham bei*- supported the IMiiiisteis by a
majority ot ITii to 140. Though triuiii-

pliautoii great questions, the Ministry has

been defeated on matters of less impor-
tance. For example, the Chamber nfns-

ed to vote 18 millions of fiuncs, to con-

nect the Louvre and Tuilleries by a gal-

lery. The reason for this refusal is said

to have been the suspicion that Louis
Philippe would apply part of the money
to his own pin poses—a suspicion which
shews in a strong manner opinion

entertained of the Citizen Monarch. Much
dissatisfaction lias been expressed at the

project of Marshal Soult for the fortihea-

tioii of Paris. It is felt tliat the object

of this measiu'i^ is not to defend the city

against foreign enemies, but to enable the

Goveinmeiit to put down the citizens with
greater ease, in c.ise of any discontent

again breaking out. We hope the peo-

ple of Paris will be siicctssfiil in their re-

sistance, as we have no doubt, if Louis
Philippe gets the city fortified, he will

feel liiinself safe in resorting to more de-

spotic measures than he has \ et attempted.

1'here have been some rather serious con-
flicts among the soldiery in Paris.

^

In
one of these rencontres, 10 men were
killed, and 28 wounded. Savary, Duke
of Rovigo, died on the Ist June, of cancer
in the throat.

GERMANY.
The despotic Governments are kept in

continual alarm by the spread of liberal

opinions in Germany. An affray took
place at the festival of Hanibacli, in Rhe-
nish Bavaria. Upwards of 100 persons

were killed by the military. One of the
cavalry regiments refused to tire. This
occiirrcuce has given much une.isiness at

Vienna, and great fears ave entertained

of the spread of the revoldtionary Bpirit,
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at it ll Mi«d, by tbe despoti. The Prus*
siaii at the colleg[C of Eslangcn,
Wiii*t*bai^, R!kd Heidelberg^, have been
reralled : hi future, the Royal permis-
sion is to be obtained bef<»re sending a
stu;lent to A foreign University,

BELGIUM.
In consequeikee of tlie Editors and Pro-

prietors of certain journals advocating
Orange principle#, havittg been assaulted

by the partisans bf the existing Govern-
ment, disturbances have occurred at Brus-
sels, Client, and Antn'erp, but tli<‘y were
put down without difttrulty. By tlic new
election the Ministry will gain about 30
votes. King Leopold opened the jiew
Se.'sion of flie Chambers, with a speech
from the thjpone on the 7th June. Hfe
staled thjit in eonsequeiice of the Treaty
with Holland, a partial disarming wovUd
take place, and that tiie revenue was im-
proving. ,

HOLLAND.
A prvdiminary treaty of p-'acc has been

conclude l between Great Britain and
France, on the one. hand, and the King of
Holland on the other, by which the Eng-
lisli and French embargoes on Dutch
vessels liave been taken off, and the inter-

ruption to the navigation of tl^e Sj^hf^ltU

,

has been removed. The intereinirse be-
tween tlie respective parties and Holland
has llius been placed on the same footing

as previous ‘to the Frencl^^ expedition

against Autwei^. The Dutch garrisoff
of Antwerp who arc prisoners in France,
are also to be sent home; and the anni^
tice between Holland and Belgium will
be continued until the definitive settle*

ment of a permanent sejiaration.

POttTUGAL.
Great reiurorcements have been sent to

Oporto within these few’’ weeks. The
Marquis of Palmella has arrived, and
Captain Napiei, an officer who 1ms dis-

tinguished himself for his bravery in the*

British service is to take thecommaiidofthe
fleet Ml the room of Sartorius, who retires.

An atteui\)t on the part of Don Pedro
to advance upon Lisbon, and drive the
usurper from the kingdom may he confi-

deutly expected, but uiilcfcs he is joined by
the Partugurso, success is doubtful, as hia

force is haitily adequate to the attempt.

TURKEY.
There liave not yet been received*aiiy au-

thentic account of the state of mattcis in
Turkey. It has been repeatedly reported
that a treaty of peace had bcesn signed be-

tween the Porte and Ibrahim, and as
often contradicted. Thei'e seems to be no
doubt, however, that Constantinople is oc-

cupied by a large Russian force, which is

4*apidly increasing in numbers by the ar-
rival of fresh troops from Odessa. Great
Britain and France have remonstrated in

strong terms against the contimiciT occu-

pation of Coastautiuople by the Russians.

STATE OF TRADE, MANUFACTURES, AND AGftlfcia,?'URF„

We have little to remark on the state

of commerce and nianufactnros during the

month, for few changes worthy of notice

have taken place since the date of our last

report. From what transpires of the ex-

aminatiops now proceeding before the Par-
liatnentary Committee on the commercial
state of the country, there is reason to be-

lieve that the evidence will go far to esta-

blish that at this moment there is a con-

siderable inipioveuient in most branches
of trade. The removal of the embargo on
Dutch vessels, and the resumption of our
commercial intercoui«e with Holland, have
proved beneficial to the ports on the east-

ern coast of the island. The negotiations

of Dr. Bowring for the extension of our
commercial relations proceeds favourably.

He has been most warmly received by the

mercantile classes in the French provinces.

In the West of Scotland the springirade

has' been on the whole favourable, and
the weavers generally have full •employ-

ment, though the wages continue low ; but

great distress exists amo!Jg those who ma-
nufacture th# same articles as those which

tbe power looms are adapted to-pn^j^ice.

The wool market continues firm, but
no farther increase in. price is anticiiiated.

The demand in the cloth and flannel mar-
kets in the west of England (‘ontinues

steady. • The Rochdale flannel market has
not for many years been so brisk so early

in the season ; and everything promises a

further improvement. Some of the larger

manufacturers have given notice to their

workmen of tlieii* intention to advance
the prices foi» weaving the lower and
middle qualities. At Leiceater hosiery

goods have been very brisk, ;.nd a greater

quantity has never left the town during

the mouth of May for the last thirty

years. In consequence an advance of
from Is. 6d. to 2s. (id. a-week has b^en

made on the wages of each workman.
The silk weavers also sire fully* employed.

At Galashiels trade is good, and all tie

spinners are employed at wages varying
from 158. to £1, Is. a-week,—^The rise in

the price of iron has been sustained, and
many master manufacturers in conse-

quence contemplate giving a slight addi-

tion of wages to their workmen.
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Tn Wwitliir 4tti^ May had
an c&BfeMrilltiary aOsctm t^/carops of all

dfiaori|»ddii% and inataad of harvest

> hialQf latet than naual. It will In all pro-

tmhility be rather early* The dry wea-
ther babied the potatoea to be planted

under very favoiuable oircumstances,

and afforded an excellent opportunity for

cleaning the land intended for turnips and
for aowing that valuable crop. Strong
ddy soils were much hardened by the long

continuance ofdry weather after the heavy
rains in March and April, and the beans

on such soils are in many instahces thinly

planted. About the beginning of June
the crops in general appeared to suffer

from the drought, and fears werefentertain-

ed that ft* the dry weather continued, the

crop would turn out deficient in straw.

AH these fears were, however, dissipated

Bythd^lieavy rains which fell on the 11th

svf June, and which appear to have ex-

tended over the whole Island. The crops

of almost ^ery description are now look-

ing most luxuriant, and the danger to be

apprehended at present is that on fertile

soils, the wheat crop will be so thicltf and
Strong, that it will suffer from being lodged

bf the rains we usually have in July and
August. In some districts the grub, or
cnt-worm,isduiugmuch mischiefto theolt

and bbi^ley crops, but the genial heat and
moisture will, we have little doubt, enable

these cfdps to repair the ravages of these

insects. In many palta.of Ireland afi well

b€ in DuttMirics-ehlre and Fifeshire, the

potato cropi^ likejy io piove a failui’e

from the s^ not having sprung, and in

oouseguence some of the potato land has
beenploughedup and turnipssown. In Eng-
lamd the ^y crop on the dry uplands, hav-
ing come to maturity before the refreshing

showers in the early part of June fell, is

likely to prove deficient, but in rich soils

it will exceed an average crop. In Scot-

land, although in some districts the rye
grass is thin, yet, generally speaking, the

hay crop is most luxuriant. Around Edin-
burgh it is heavierthan it flasbeen formany
years. Thepastures are also excellent, and
there has seldom been a season in which the

grass has been more abundant.

MAB&ETS.
Gbaik Markets still continue languid,

and as we have the prospect of an early

and abundant harvesf, Ijittle rise can

now be dipected. 0y comparing the ag-

gregate average prices of the six weeks
ending 11th Jum^ with the ayerage prices

of the week ending the same day, a ten-

dency downwards in the most important
kigids of grain, will be observed. Thus,
aggregate average s—wheat, fi3s. 0d«,

Barloy^ Oats, 17s. fid., Rye, fils. Id.,

Beans, filsi fid., Pease, SOs. lOd. Weekly

avefagetr-sWIiiia^ fiBMfiii3U|)Bgfleyfff4e.fid.
' Oats, Ififk id., Rye, Id., JBeaus, fils.

iddU,Jtose, fid; Rxcbpt wheat and
oats, wW<di have conthiued pretty steady,

the price bR kiitds of gtaln has fallen

since harvest^ beriey ifim'than fis. a

quarter. Unliil theCom LaBrs are placed

on A pernumeat basis, no speculation can
beexpMted in the com trade, aiul it is

therefore the hiterest ofthe agriculturists,

as well as o£ the other classes of the com-
munity, that these laws should be re-con-

sidei'ed, and many of the restrictions on
the importation of foreign grain removed ;

for they may be assured that the mercan^
tile and manufacturing classes Vili never

cease to agitatathe questloi^ until much
greater freedom than now exists is given

to the com trade.

The demand for lean Stock has been
great, and cattle for mrazing have sold at

high prices. Fat cattle hav^ however,
lately follen in price. The horse markets
have been rather dull, though valuable

horses are ptill in demand at good prices.

Sheep and lambs have sold I’eadily during
the month, and with little variation oi*

price.

On the whole, the prospects of the agri-

culturists are extremely gloomy, anti

many of them seem to have given up all

hopes of ever realizing the large sums they
have expended on the improvement of the

soil. Emigration, to Upper Canada prin-

cipally, is greatly on the increase from
the middle districts of Scotland, and it is

generally remarked that the emigrants are

of a superior description to those who
have left the countiy in former years.

It is not that the lower classes are not also

anxious to emigrate ; they are in truth
more desirous than ever; but the low
wages, and the difficulty of finding em-
ployment have rendered it impossible for

them to save tlie money neces^ry to en-

able them to proceed to America.
Obciiabds.— It is a common remark

that a backward spri^ is favourable to

the orchards, for a very common cause

of the failure of fruit crops is the destruc-

tion of the early foliage and blossom by
the spring frosts. The promise of apples

this year is greater than usual in England,
and the price of cider has already fallen

considerably in consequence. In the early
part of May there was every reason to

expect an abundant crop in Scotland also,,

but towards the end of the month the

apple trees on light soils suffered greatly

from i;he caterpillftr, though on stiffer

soils the crop may still approach an ave-

rage* d’ears and plums are abundant i!t

the vale of the Clyde, the great fruit dis-

trict of Scotland, but there, as elseuiiere,

gooseberries will turn out a deficient

crop^
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t ftlCHftfOKD THE spy.

As this Magazine for July was about to be despatched for London, there has biH ti

sent us for publkallon a long and very indignant letter from the sutfesin^ .md

much-calumniated patriot, commonly known in Scotland under the designa^i jii of

Richmoki> thu^Spy. •

« jfytf th0farther in the deeper^ says the old proverb. Mr. Richmond’s commu-
nication is, however, in many respects, too curious a document to be suppressed,

though he did not claim its publiratioiifiom our justice. It will ap|^ear in the num-

ber for August, on conditions we ai*c to specify.* In the meantime, his old friends and

admirers in the west^f^Scotland will be glad to learn that the redoubted champion of

their rights is still doing the state some service, for which he has received repeated

thanks from the parishioners of St Luke’s, isondon. He is at present, he says, watch-

ing the progress of a bill for extending the franchise, which*'he has got through the

Commons We hope it may not stick in the Lords from the known obduracy to dun*

nlng of such persons as his old acquaintance, Lord Sidmouth. Mcanuliile, leaving

the hill to its fate, we would humbly suggest to Mr. Richmond the propriety

devoting his earliest leisure to making Mr. Jeffiiey and Mr. Cockburn say

for themselves, in his behalf, some few of the fine things he has asserted for them.

He boasts <hat these gentlemen lully understood and appreciated his ambiguous posi-

tion, the loftiness and puiity of liis charicter, and the exalted, diainterosied, and

purely patriotic motUes which made him, solely for the public good, yield fo* the so-

licitations of Mr Kirkman Elnlay, and become a—Spy.* There is no getting rid of

that ugly name. It is a lamentable poverty of, the Englislr^'langtilfage tfat we have,,

nd word to distinguish siuh men as Richmond—who only for theipf^^hblic virtue,

seek “ indemnity” and reparation in cash, from the vulgar, hired Castlercagh

Spies who took pay. Take his word for it, Cato of Utica was a joke to Mr, Kirk-

man Finlay’s emissary. Two or three words from Mr. Jeffrey, “certifying there-

anent,” would have marvellous effect by way of Postcriptum to the letter ;—and it

would give us, great satisfaction to append them, along with that othei* exculpatory

“ documentary eviden(e in Mr. Finlay's own handwriting,” which Richmond still

hangs over the head of that gentleman Strange ! that two persons so distinguished

for love of their country, and once labouring |:onjointly for its welfare, should now'

agree in nothing save in abusing TaitsMagazine and the exposure of the Spy Sys-

tem IN Scotland.

Richmond says, “ Mr. Jeffrey and Mr. Cockburn, were satisfied with the pu-

rity of my intentions [Indeed !] and regretted my interference only from the mis-

fortunes into which, in a worldly sense, it had involved me.” They might, we think,

have also regretted It a little for the misfortunes in which it involved thilr own per-

secuted clients-—innocent men and poor families, among whom this precious conspi-

racy which you discovered spread dismay, heait-brcak and ruin. And we can

easily believe this was to these gentlemen as deep a cause of regret as Mr. Rich

mond’s deplorable plight between the stools of pure Patriotism and filthy Pay.

^^The whole circumstancesy'* continues Mr. Richmond, « were before them ; and at

their recommendation alone^ nay, by their desire, did I claim indemnity for irre-
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parable losees which I had fliutained.** The low was, indeed, irreparable* It

was what, to an honest man, the Treiwury could not repay,—the loss of cha-

racter and peace of mind ; for RiCHmoKD was forced to leaTC the employment

of Mr. Owen at New Lanark, which, when in a state of destitution, he had

shortly beibre obtained. If Mr. Jeffeee and Mr. Cockburn « recommended and

desired'* Richmond to dun and importune for what he calls ^‘indemnity and repara-

tion,” that is, in plain terms, for pay for service done to Mr. Kiekman h inlay

and the Sidmottth Government, it mxist have been, that the sly Whig lawyers

wished adroitly to play back upon the Tories their own vile trick, and overtrump

them, as in the case of the suborned pritness, Campbell. It was, in any view, un-

reasonable in these gentlemen to expect that Richmond was to be fee d on both sides

.

Cash on the Castlereagh side, and the self-rewarding lofty virtue of a Reforming

Patiiot, of xvhich he so loudly boasts, on the other. But two or three words ‘‘ to

character,” under the hand of Mi. Jeffrex CockburN will at once set

all right : and if Richmond add a plain statement of monies received from Mr.

Kirkman Finlay or any other source, for Conspiracy-discovery or Conspiracy-

suppression service, hush-money, bribes to subordinates, and so forth, in 1816-17,

afterwards,—such plain statements would prove mighty satisfactory to plain people.

If he would also mention who fabricated, and who obtained for Mr. Kirkman

FInlay that famous treasonable oath, with which^ as hc^truly alleges, the Parlia-

rtient and the nation were humbugged, and an alaim created which furnished a cor-

rupt apd intriguing Govemment with a pretext for suspending the Constitution,

and evading the demand for^ Reform, this also would ih© more satisfaetory to the

People^hau bold-faced asseHions of his patriotism, at which they are apt to laugh,

and a Idiister of wprds without a single fact or document on which to rest his

case. If Richmond hope to establish that he was either wholly innocent, or

most innocently ensnared, lot him do so by telling the truth, and the whole truth*

shame Mr. Kirkman Finlay, or whom it may.
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THE HOUSE OF TORIES AND THE WHIG MINISTRY.

The Ltirds a^e not yet ready to come to extremities with the people;^

and the people are not yet ready to come to extremities with the Lords^
'

The lines are converg^ing ; but it will be some time before they come to

a point. With every halt of the Lords in the career of mischief,

is a halt of public opinion in the advance towards their final epndemna*!

tion. The Lords take these pauses for reaction, and move on again ; and
again the public displeasure moves towards its acme. Their cup is

yet full ; and it is for them to fill it. ,

.

Nothing can be apter than the correspondences between the hesitations

of the Peers, and the hesitations of the peojde. Neither the country nor

the hei^ditary legislature, is prepared to go all lengths ; but the one by

its aggressions, in fits and starts, is preparing the other for the resolu-

tion which must come of a course of provocations, having only intermis-

sions of manifest timidity. There is a certain amount of endurance to bo

exhausted ; and the Lords are drawing on it, check by check. Meanwhile

not an item goes to their credit. It is all sheer expenditure of patience.

After every blow, they take friglit and run away : but as they are not

pursued, they^muster courage again ; think there is no sjurit of resist-

ance, or flatter themselves wi|h the idea of a consent to the uses they

make of their powers ; they repeat the annoyance) and at every stroke,;

they take something from a nation's endurance, and bring themselves,

nearer the decisive issue.
^

About i|he lengths the Lords may go, and their choice of objects in

mischief, there will be frequent doubts and' miscalculations : hut no ontf

VOL. lIli^NO. XVII, * SR.
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j^irtims excepted) contemplates the possibility ofgood from thein. They

may make faster or slower progress in public odium ; but no occasional

services will redeem any part of the black score. This course can have

but one end. It may be hastened or delayed : but it will come as surely

as irresponsible power leads to tyi^nny. It is idle to admonish^ and ex-

hortj and warn the Lords ; they cannot be other than their constitution

makes them, and to constrain is not to improve or alter them. When

the fear of consequences makes them harmless, it does not make them

worthy of authority. There is a house of maniacs who do no mischief

;

but they are not thought capable of good. Who would depend on the

hands that need manacles ? Wo know their dispositions, and we* know

that they are only safe \^hen they are constrained.

The Lords tried their strength upon the Local Courts' Bill. They

could throw out the Ministry with the Irisli Church BiU, but the leading

Tories see the impossibility of carry^sg on government for six months.

The desperadoes of the party are ready for any experiment—ready to

incur any difficulties for office ; but the men of ease and station^i^o

must head the enterprize, take a more sober view of the matter.

desires are great ; but their fears are greater, and they let I dare nut

wait upon I would.” They reason then in this way : It is true that

we can throw out the Whigs ; but we cannot take the lielm ourselves,

without the instant danger of irretrievable wreck : and, therefore, in

ejecting the Whigs, we may only introduce tlie Radicals ; wlio will cut

us up, root and branch, and spoil the inheritance for any successors

whatever.”

The Lords (we speak of the majority as synonymous with the T'orles)

will therefore probably bide their time, and not serve the hulFb head to

the cabinet dinner till they are ready to fiH the seats. If they keep

their senses, tliey will wait a long time for such a period, and die before

it comes. But the question whether the Lords will keep their senses is

wors^ than doubtful. Tlie< appetite for power will not much longer

bro^ denial of gratification, and will prove too strong for prudential

considerations. Whatever may be the eud, the Wliig Ministry will feel

itself on sufferance ; and truckling and compromises will he its expedients

for averting and appeasing hostilities. What an infatuation does this

course imply ! Cau the Whigs doubt that the Tories would displace

them, if any advantage was to be made of it } The Whigs gain nothing

by their abject endeavours to conciliate the Tories, They are permitted to

remain in po^er, not because they shape their policy to the prejudices of

their adversaries, but obviously because Of their adversaries' ini^khility to

hold office. The considerations which cause the timid forbearances of the

Lords would be of rthe saiiiie force, or strengthened, were the Ministry
to pursue a more popular course. The difficulty of getting majority

in the House of Comqions to support a Tory Ministry is the check to
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the blow the I#rds would otherwise promptly deal ; and would not that

difficulty be increased by measures which should recover for the Min-

istry the affections of the people, to so great an extent alienated by the

shabby^ the perfidious policy which has made a sacrifice of the interests

of friends to propitiate enemies ?

It were idle to speculate on what would have been the conduct of the

Commons if the Lords had pushed matters to ex|femitie9 on the second

reading of the Irish Church Bill. The aggression and the retribution

must ripten together ; and from the mood or the pause of the one, no-

thing can be inferred as to the backwardi^ess of the other. Jhe thing

must aU come out in its regular train and correspondences

THE JPRAISE OP DEBT.

Dab't is of the very highest antiquity. The first debt in the history* of

man is the debt of nature, and the first instinct is to put off the payment

of it to the last moment. Many persons, it will be observed, following

the natural procedure, would die before they would pay their debts.

Society is composed of two classes, debtors and creditors. The credi-

tor class has been erroneously supposed the more enviable. Never was

there a greater misconception ; and the hold it yet maintains upon opinion

is a remarkable example of the obstinacy of error, notwithstanding the

plainest lessons of experience.

The debtor has the ^sympathies of mankind. He is seldom spoken of

but with expressions of tenderness and compassion—" the poor debtor !'*

the unfortunate debtor !*'

On the other hand, harsh” and ^^hard-hearted” are the epithets al-

lotted to the creditor. Who ever heard the poor creditor,” the " un-

fortun^e creditor” spoken of.^ No, the creditor never becomes the

object of pity, until he passeeTinto the debtor class. A creditor may be

ruined by the poor debtor ; but it is not until he becomes unable to pay

his own debts that he begins to be compassionated.

A debtor is a man of mark. Many eyes are fixed upon him ; many

have interest in his well-being ; his movements are of concern ; he can-

not disappear unheeded ; his name is in many mouths ,* his name is upon

many books ; he is a man of note—of promissory note ; ha fills the

speculation of many minds ; men conjecture about him, wonder about

him, wonder and conjecture whether ho will pay. He is a man of lonse-

quence, for many are running after him. His door is thronged with

duns. He is inquired after every hour of the day. He is in the Court

of Request, the Court of Conscience, in every court of his district. But

he is not as the courtier, servilely suing ; no, he is perpetually sued.

Judges hear of him, know of him ; his name in the Courts is as the Duke
2R2
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of ]>ovoik8&ir6*d in the Court news. Every meal that he fwallowi^ every

coat he puts on his back^ every pound he borrows, appears before the

country in some formal document. Compare his notoriety with the obscure

lot of the creditor, of the man who has nothing? but claims on the world ;

a landlord or fundholder, or some such disagreeable hard character.

The man who pays his way is unknown in his neighbourhood. You

phall ask the niilkmang^t his door, and he shall not be known by his

score. You shfiU ask his -butcher where Mr. Payall lives, and he shall

tell you that he knous no such name, for it is not in his hooks. You

shall ask the baker, and ho sluill tell you that there is no such person in

the neiwjmjj^oocl. People that have his money fast in their pockets

shall have^o thought of his person or appellation. Ills hpuse only is

known,—^No. 31 is good pay ; No. 31 is ready money ; not a scrap of

paper is ever made out for No. 31. It is an anonymous house ; its

owner pays his way to obscurity. Nit one knows any thing about

or heeds his movements. If a carriage be^^'seen at his door, the

bourhood is not full of concern lest he 1)0 going to run away. If a pack-

age be moved from his house, a score of boys are not emphiyed to watch

whether it be carried to the pawnbroker, Mr. Payall fills no ])lacc in

the public mind ; no one has any hopes or fears about him.

Bring all things to the test of experiment. Many a man who lias for

years rejoiced in credit lias fallen into debt, and ne\ er emerged from it ;

but few indeed that* have ever tried debt have returned to credit. The
practice is extending, though the opinion is not yet shaped to it.‘ In-

deed, the example of national debt, or the whole nation inextricably in

debt, expresses the aggregate custom.

Here, too, the sentiment so extensively prevailing, and so little under-

stood, comes into operation. The national creditor U seldom tJioiight of or

spoken of but with grudging dnd repugnance. His debtors claim all consi-

deration, and allow him none. The national creditor btaiidi> clear from all

the sympathies ; no one thinks of the national creditor’s wife and cljildrcn,

and pleasant home. No one pictures the ruin that a breach of falt^i would

bring upon them. The landlord," says Sir W, Ingilby, lives in a

lodging with his old woman, and his cat,*' Who will hesitate to consent

to the robbery of a man who lives with an old woman and a cat ? Turn the

old woman into a wife, the cat into a child, and the lodging into the

humble texrement with all the decorums of the love of order, the pride in

neatness ; and imagine confiscation sweeping off all the little gracings of

slender circumstances, and the national creditor might be compassionat-

ed ; but these things cannot be imagined of the genus, creditor. The
creditor always figures in the fancy as a sour single man with grizzled

hair, a scowling coiintenance, and a peremptory air, who lives in a dark
apartment with musty deeds about him and an iron safe as impenetrable
as his heart, grubbing together what he does not enjoy, and ‘ that there
is no about him to enjoy. The debtor, on the other hand, is always
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pictured with a wife and six falrJuiired daag^itere^ bound together in

affoetion and misery^ full of sensibility^ and suffering without a fault.

The creditor^ it is never doubted, thrives without a merit. He has no

wife and children to pity. No one ever thinks it desirable that he should

have the means of living. He is a brute for inidadng that he must re*,

ceive in order to pay. It is not in the imaginat|lAof man to conceive

that the creditor has demands upon him which Wtjjl be satisfied ; and

that what he must do to others, others must do toBTOf A creditor is a

personification of exaction. He is bux>posod to be always taking in, apd

never giving out.

It is this state of sentiment which accohnts for the public disposition

to the plunder ofiFcreditors. Any scheme for pillaging creditors finds

favour in our generation. Oreditors will be happy if they escape the

fate of the Jews of old.

People idly fancy that the possession of riches is desirable. What
blindness ! Spend and regal^ . Save a shilling, and you lay it by for a

thief. The prudent men are the men who live beyond their means.

Happen what may, tliey are safe. They have taken time by the fore-

lock ; they have antici])ated fortune. The wealthy fool with gold in

store," has only denied himself so much enjoyment which another will

seize at his expense. Look at thc^e people in a panic*/. See who are the

fools then. You know them by their long faces. You may say, as one

<»f them goes by in an agony of apprehension. There is a stupid fellow

who has fancied himself rich, because he had fifty thousand pounds in— The history of tlie hast ten years has taught the moral. Spend

and regale. Whatever is laid up beyond the present hour is put in jeo-

pardy ; there is no certainty but in instant enjoyment ; there is no

security but in living as fast as the world. The age of movement has a

prodigious tendency to outrun the const^le. Look at school-boys

sharing a plum-cake: the knowing ones eat as for a race, but a stupid

fellow saves his portion,—just nibbles a bjt and keeps the rest for

another* time." Most provident blockhead ! The others when they

have gobbled up their shares, set upon him, plunder him, and thrash

him for crying out. This is the world illustrated. Men, accord*

ing to custom, al>6tain, and save*for spoilers. Before the names of

depreciation" and equitable adjustment" were heard, there might

be some reason in the practice, but now it denotes the darkest blindnesa.

The prudent men of the present time, are the men in debt. The tendency

being to sacrifice creditors to debtors,, and the debting interest (aa it

may now be called) acquiring daily new strength, every one is in haste '

to get into the favoured class. In any case, the debting is

He has put his enjoyments behind him—^they are safe—no turns of for-

tune can disturb them. The substance he has eaten up is irrecoverable.

The future cannot trouble his past. He has nothings tt> apprehend. He
has anticipated more than fortune would ever haye gr^ed' him. He
has tricked fortune; and his creditors—bah! who feels for oiMitorsf
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Wb«t «re crediton ?-~l)uidlor<l8> lodgers with old women end catS i
t 'ia

and unpitiable all griping extortioners, who would hold

the poor debtor'* to unequitable |^{reemellts. What would become of

the debting worlds if it did notT steal a march upon this rapacious class ?

Observe how the teq^J^^syropathies of people incline them to any scheme

for sacrificing it*
^

K BAIT FOR THE PENNY-WISE AND POUND-FOOLISH,

Thb Empird is put up for l^ale ; dfFered to the hipest bidder by the

Cobbettites 1 The party who will take off the Malt and Assessed Taxes

is to have the Government : so it is settled in the True Sun. If the

Tories will agree to these terms, Mr. Cobbett pledges himself that two

hundred new members shall be forthcoming to keep the Toyies in

power." Happy thought ! wise contrivance ! In plotting, Mr. Cobbett

transcends q^nning little Isaac ; roguish, mayhap, but keen,-*-devilish

keen."

There are people who would sell their souls to the devil for twopence

half-penny. ** Th#e are people," says Bacon, who are such extreme

self-lovers, that they would set their neighbour's house on fire, to roast

their own eggs in the embers." There are people who would say to the

Toribs, remit our taxes, and do what you like with the country ; take

carte blanche for misrule." There are people, base and peasant slaves,"

mean and stupid, sordid and short-sighted, whose notions of bad govern-

ment do not extend beyond the tax-gatherer's demand, and whose poli-

tics all lie between it and their breeches pockets. To talk to them of

the mischiefs of bad institv^iens, their thriftlessness, their demoralizing

effects, their destruction to the business and advances of society, their

annoyances, or positive injuries, would be as vain as to talk to a blind

man of colours. They fix {heir stupid eyes on the tax-paper, and say

only, The man for our money is the man who will take something from

this amount." So let it be
; provided they have assurance, that what is

remitted directly be not exacted threefold in less open ways* It is true

that bad government Is dear government ; it is true, that to diminish

the exp^Stns^s of government is to starr# out its corruptions ; but it is not

true that the surrender of particular taxes, as a price for office, is any

atep towards economy^ and through it reformation. Once let the Tories

into power, and give them their two hundred new meipbers, and thdy

will find, that though they have promised the repeal of the Malt and

Assessed Taxes, they have not promised to abstain from the imposition of

others ; or from a y^ more ruinous and Willed expedient. For what do

the Tories desire office? would they court its troubles without its perqUi-

jlPttes? ^f th^ yield'^with one hand, will they not take with another?

If thqf ^ere the right pocket, will they not dive Into the left ? The
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Cotoettitefl say td tha wolves, Pjromise not to eat mutton, and you

{diail^ave the charge of the flock/' For what but mutton would the

wolves trouble themselves about the flock ?

What is to be thought of Reformers whose sole object is the repeal

of the Malt and Assessed taxes ? Submitting to the grievances of the

Church and the Corn Laws, they make this wretched composition

!

Would the Tories suffer the Church to be separated from Mammon, and

the Bread Tax to be abolished ? No : Mr* ^'obbett does not dream of

any yielding in those directions : but possibly he reckons on some inva*

sions in another, and that the fundholder will be mulct the amount of

the remitted taxes. All the old Tory abominations will then thrive;

the extravagances, the profligacies of the State will be unabated, and
the public creditor will be the sufferer. Magnanimous speculation

!

llejieal the Assessed and Malt Taxes, and the Cobbettites pledge them,

selv es to support a Tory Ministry ! The Tory Ministry would thus be

left free to continue its old courses of waste and tyranny ; and to keep

iij) the system precisely as it exists, by cutting down,-^not pensions

and salaries, not army and navy estimates, but the fundholders' divi.

dends ; an operation which cannot be supposed distasteful to the Cob.

bettites. Imagine the baseness of suffering the continuance of all the

abuses and profligacies of our State, and letting the means of maintain-

ing them fall on the public creditor ; for such would be the effect, if the

deficiency in the revenue, from the repeal of the Malt and As^ssed

taxes, were to be dealt with by a cormorant Tory Ministry, having a
body guard of two hundred Cobbettites, and having the resolution to

make sacrifice of anything and anybody, rather than trench upon the per-

quisites of office. The simple meaning of the bargain, " the Govern^

merit for the repeal of the Malt and Assessed tasces,** is plunder of the

fundholder. It is that end which graces the project to the projectors.

Many of the Tories, and the majority of the country gentlemen, would

jump at the plan. The people, however, will not be tempted into this

snare. The Assessed Taxes should, and inevitably must be reduced, and,

in part, (the V(^indow Tax,) abolished ; and we have therefore no temp,

tation to put ourselves in the hands of the desperate quacks, who would

repay themi^elves threefold for evel'y concession they made, according

to the proverbial policy of throwing a sprat to catch a herring

obskryj«.

f^w subjects )iave ea^ited tihe public interest more strongly than the

condition of children in factories ; and after all that has been said and
written on the matter, how wonderfully little is it undeasiood ! The
Morning BeraU^ for example, implores statesmen to remember, that in

treating this question, of the age to which protection should be extended,

they have to deal with one of the holiest feelings of our
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M saRoituie** Do i»ot Jlet m mistake the ^ects of vymwiXky, The
children have all claime on our consideration ; they are hm^iloss unc^n*
gentlng victims of all the evils of premature labour ; but the p^ents^^case
is not so clearly one for sympathy. Who is party to the Infants^ labour ?

who makes the contract f who receives the wages ? The parent. The
prevailing parental solicitude" is, we have reason to brieve, a very
different sentiment from that which the Herald describes as one of the

holiest feelingsof opr nature : the '^parental solicitude," is to get twelve
or thirteen hours* wages for ten hours’ work. Reckoning on the same
amount of wages^ the parbntal solicitudc"is fbr shortening the term of

labour ; the ^^fl^arental bohcitude" is to spare the child’s labour, if the
ddld’s wages be the same. But mark that, if the wages fall in proportion

10 the reduced term of labour, the parental solicitude" will be to return

to the long labour and the full' uages. I speak generally: there doubt-*

less are parents who love their children’s good better than money, and uho
will be content with the smallht wages for t}ie less labour ; but in general

the greed df pre-^ent gain prevails. Indeed, the existing practice proves

my assertion. Parents are consenting parties to tlie excessive labour

;

they have perhaps no idtcrnative but to consent to it, or to bear t^e burden
of suppofllng the child in idleness ; and whidi do they^prefer ? The case is

hard, and the feeling produced by it is hard. The masters do not fail to

avail themselves of this fact. They say, Is it ci'edible that the parents

would consent to an employment of their children, described as so cruel

and injurious ?" Ti|ere is but one answer ; money and yeiieral practice :

the one t^pting, the other sanctioning^ and bothtogetheumaking strange

workM« ith nature. From the langimge iccunmonly held, it might be sup-

posed that the .manufacturers tore children from their parlmts* houses,

as slaves have torn Africans from their native shores. The parent’s part

in the vicious system is seldom oliserved, though it is in default of tha
natural case that the Legislature is called upon to protect the child, and
to put the squandering of its strei^h aUd health beyon^ the reach of
the paf'ent’s authority. It is tha^laenion to expend all virtuous indigna***

tion qn the manufacturer^jj^nseriipRlous pursuit of gain; but I ask. What
would have availed hie unscrt|[>^l^ l^vo ^ gaij^ if it^had not found a
cotresponding appetite id the parent ? If nature had maintained her
laws, she \iouid have needed no help from the L^slature. It is true
that the p<^nt has the excuse df poverty : but the plea is only good in

mitigatiQiaf%£dt;,% admits that the temptation of mondy is stronger than
the motives tp protect the child A'Ohi it^ury : and thus proves the com-
parative ^WeaknpiS niftke '^parental solicitude’^ of which the Herald
writes. But soni^ one hei^ obspni^> The child would starve if not
employj^d in the factories ; the pftent cannot support it vHithout that

help.” .^Qw do parents support their children where there are no fac-

tories? '^^ey live less com^)$t^ly ; and is the clfil&dimridced for the

improved comfort? But the remark of the necessity of giving |he em^
ployment to the child^ cannot justify the parent’s cQnse0t to thehaed^^S^
labour of the child, and vindicate, at the same'tifse> the parental soli-

citude for if parents generally had been true tq their duty, the|pj4ic»

tice of ovef-work could not have obtained ground : the prajkice ha^ng
Stained ground, parents cannot hold out agui^st it and get employment
for their children. But how did it^^t^in ground but by the folnire ofm parentid care? It is obvious that, if •every parent in a manufadtuting

liad defermined^ my child shall ndt wUrk^for more than ten hours/*

^ IHfont miour^ exceeding thst term, ha^^e become customary^
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i8 tli9 preaeqt rage of the theatrical and nS!^al world. All>
rave> or aiffect to rave^ about her. She is admired in both the senses of

the word. Ezaggeration is her characteristic ; and her exaggerations

are dramatic readings made easy" to the public. I speak of her now
as an actress. All her expressions are written in round text^ which they
who run may read. They are not false^ but they are greatly magnified

;

the dullest cannot miss the meaning ; and they well may admire one
who has made them understand. There is a performer now on the
boards whose favour has been mainly owing to his making himself dis-

tinctly heard in the gallery. He has a loud voice, ai^d clear articula-

tion. Malibran's popularity is of the same sort, She%akes what she
is about plainly seen. She does not strfiin the sight : if it misses her
one moment it has another opportunity of catching the meaning

;

hangs upon an expression in gesture or action, as speakers repeat an
argument, to take the chance of its impressing at one instant those
whom it has failed to strike at another. In the Somnamhula, for exam-
ple, when Amina is discarded by Elvino, Malihran jumps up on him—
throws herself yowmd his neck with a brisk, resolute action that will not
be denied^ rand fairly hugs^him by coMp-de-mum. Here is an expression
of vehemence, the character of which, taken in connexion witi the scene,
is not to be mistaken ; it is as plain as the jumping up of a Newfound*^
land dog, upon his master’s appearance after some short absence. Ihiac-

ceptable are th<| ^caresses, but it is vain to cry ‘‘Down jump Juno
will. The people are in raptures at so natural a tlsplay of abandonment
to th^ emotions. But see the action without the dramatic context, and
it would not be easy to assign the character of it. See it on Green-
Urich Hilbon Fair-day, and no gentle cause would be assignefj to it;

but aeeiag it where we do, we know what it means. Presently Amina is

eeen pushing, and scuffling, and scrambling : see it in the streets and you
would oaf, There is a w'oman fighting but knowing the story, we
knew that she xS striving to cling to the feet of the man she loves. Ma-
libran is Ut 'pains to show that sho'^is doing this, not in the usual dainty

stage manner, but earnestly ; and she shows this by making a «et-to of

It tliat would dd no dishinsonr to the vigour and resolution of a basket-

wonuin. She exaggerates love till it looks like war. The public say.

How fine ! The piece anchors them to the meaning^ and they see the

meaning lUierally magnified, I remembef, in the Gaxza Ladra^ to haVb^
seen Malihran muffling up the fu^vive father in his disguise; after she

had wrapped the cJoaK round him> continued pawing him all over,

much as a monkey It^ould do in mimicking the arrangement of a dress.

This action '(whieWas utterly unnatural, as observation is dreaded, and
it would have attracted attention and excited suspicion fipom its oddity

and the familiarity with a supposed stranger) was vehemently applauded.

Thus are perlbrmers of superior capacities spoiled ; the public, too obtuse

to apprehend their true germs of excellence, seize upon their faults as

their distinguishing pecxdiarities.

Some one, behind*the scenes of the dfTera-hou^^, bding amazed at the

enormous size of the butterfiies prepared to flit in the Ballet, asked the

stage-manager the reason of their extraordinary aggrandizement
:
(they

measured about two feet f^om wing to wing.) The anilf#er was, that if

they were not so large they would not be seen from the ghllerles, where

butterfites were more thought of than in the boxes.

Molibran represents this butterfly effect. Her expreisio^is are of an
exaggeration for the most dim and distant eye. Yet she has genius,
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Parts of all her performances are of ^eat force or beauty ; but she mlsu
places her triumph in extravagance ; misplaces it for her fame with the
ju^dotts few^ but places it most successfully for the applause of the
groundlings.

In her singings the same course of error is observable. Able to do
much faultlessly^ she is yet constantly attempting more than she can
perfectly accomplish. Her n^t ambitious efforts show not the triumph
but the limit of her powers./^??^

It is the fashion, even up to this late hour of Ministerial disgrace, to

claim great allowances on the score of the intentions of Ministers. The
6hmmon appeal is this,— True^they are indolent, imbecile, incapable;

but their intentions are unquestionably good. They mean well in all

cases ; hut they are too idle, too fond of their own ease to* gird up their

loins and set themselves about the mastering of any subject.”* Now
what is the value of the intention which is accompanied with this indo-

lence, if it be an intention at all, which I doubt ? An intention, implying
desire and exertion to second it, is of som^ merit ; but an intention

which lacks resolution,—which wants the very heart of purpose,—seems
nothing better than a sickly wish. Most men wish well to the world ;

but the common fault is that they withhold their exertions, and give

nothing hut their wishes. A man’s intentiorv to attain an object is to he
inferred from his manlier of setting on towards it. One of our modern
travellers observed an Englishman daily roaming about the streets of

Florence, in gieat trouble of spirits. After having long remarked his

dejected wanderings up and down, the traveller asked him the cai^e of

his uneasiness ? The man answered that he was far from England, hud
had no means of paying for his conveyance, Why,” answered the
traveller, if you had walked towards Calais, the distances I have daily

seen you wandering about Florence^ you would have been there befpre

this time.” It could hardly be said that this man had the intention ^to

go to England ;—^he had the wish, but not the resolution and energy to

make an intention. An intention implies the adoption of appropriate

means ; and in that unpor^nt respect it is admitted, tliat J^inisters fail.

"ilfe TMe6 observes—'^ We here asked the question a hundred^times
over, and still wait patiently for a reply : Suppose the Peers and the

Nation are in direct opposition to each other upon a point esteemed of

high importance to the People, which must give way, the Nation or the

Peers ? ^bere is no getting over that one argument.”
Is it an argument ? It is a glance at the surface of the question.

If, as TKn Times appears to thihk, the Peers should give way to pub-
lic opinion, to what end do they pessess their high and irresponsible

powers } llieir powers in this case would be but snares and stumbling-

blocks to them and the nation. If they are only to go with the tide, why
not let the tide run without them ? The question is reduced to this

:

Either the Pebrs are peculiarly qualified (by some mysterious causes un-
known to us) for their judicial and legislative functions, or—they are not.

They are invested with authority because of some superior fitness

exercise of it ; or they aj;e invested with authority without any su|!ji^rior

fitness for the exercise 8f it. They are legislators because theirjud|^eht
is mere to be, depended on than the jud^ent of the commonalty; or
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they are legislators though their judgment is not more to be depended on
than the judgment of the commonalty. One of these positions must be
agreed to : if the affirmative^ then it is to be considered whether the House
of superior wisdom and capacity of deciding on public affairs should defer

to the opinion of the less qualified public. For what does it hold its autho-
rity> if not to make the better judgment^ or higher skill it possesses^ pre-
vail ?

But if the negative be asserted^ if it be certain that the Peers have no
superior qualification, no peculiar fitness for the exercise of their autho-
rity, then, the question is. Why do theiy possess their irresponsible

powers ? Why are they permitted to retain their undeserved eminence
in legislation ?

Either the Peers have •that in them which should sanction their

resolves even against popular opinion, or their authority has no founda-
tion in reason and usefulness. They deserve one of two things,

—

obb-
niENCE or abolition.

The pilot is at the helm ; he holds a course against the opinions of the
crew, TAe Times calls upon him to perform his office according to the
judgment of those who Inu^e not his ofiQice ; if he be fit for his post he is

entitled to implicit trust ; if he be not fit for his post, the rational pro-
ceeding is to remove him altogether, and not to put the guide under
guidance. If the crew, down to the cabin-boys and swabbers, can direct

him, no good service is to be had at his hands.

The question is not, as stated by The Times, whether the Lords should
yield to the people, or the people to the Lords, when opposed on any
point deemed important ; but whether the hereditary legislature is an
institution promotive of good government, or compatible with good
government. It is upon this comprehensive question that the*country
will have to decide. Nothing can be more idle than the protracted com-
plaint that the bramble don’t bear grapes. We know well enough what
it bears, and it is childish to cA^iwe to rail at the fruit : it is time to

pass judgment on the tree.

In consequence of an informality in administering the oaths to wit«

nesses, about a hundred trials at the Middlesex Sessions are null and
void. It seems that witnesses going bgfore the Grand Jury should be ,

sworn in the presence of the Magistrates : (in many places it is customary

to swear them in a corner of a Court.) The Magistrates in such cases pay
no attention to the ceremony, and the witnesses pay no attenfTon to the*^

Magistrates ; yet there is thought to be a virtue in the Magisterial,

presence; or if it be not thought that there is any virtue in the Magisterial

presences, the practice has been as if such a thought were entertained.

At Clerkenwell, the first step in k^iovation and irregularity was the

administration of the oath without the presence of the Magistrates ; but

the Magistrates, though not in the nasty close closet in which witnesses

were sworn, were in the house ; and it was probably reasoned that this

degree of neighbourhood gave the necessary foree to the oath. But the

beginning of change is like the letting out of water ; and lo ! it came
to pass that the oaths were administered not only not in the presence of

the Magistrates, but not under the same roof with the Magistrates ; and
then they lost all force ! Many of the witnesses at the last Sessions were

sworn when the bench of Magistrates had adjourned, and were not in the

Session House. The trials, according to the judges, were therefore void

;
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for it is potently believed tkat tke evidence given under an inibrinally

administered oath is not to be relied on. English lawyers must stippose

that the evidence given upon an oath not taken in the presence of a
Magistrate must differ from the evidence which would have been given
if the Magistrates had been in the same chamber^ or the same house^ in

which the witnesses were sworn. Unless this be potently believed> why
are the trials void ? The witnesses doubtless imagine that wfeat they
stated after having been sworn without the presence of a Magistrate,

they would have stated also (and neither more nor less) if they had been
sworn in the presence of Mjtgistrates f but in this they ilnagine a vain

thing. They don't know the peculiar force this oath would have derived

from a Magisterial or judicial atmosphere ! An oath taken in a chamber
in any part of which there is, occupied in any way whatever, a Magis-
“trate'^or di^dge is a very different thing in point of force, from an oath

taken in a chamber not having such ingredients to veracity. The writer

of this paper was sworn at Clerkenw^ell, about two years ago, before

giving evidence, and tiie method was this : he was detained in a dark,

narrow, unventilated passage, till about fifty people had collected to be

sworn ; as, before there was a good lot, the offcer did not think it worth

his while to set about the business. At last he entered a sort of closet,

and the aisembled herd scrambled for precedence, and took the oath as

fast as tliey could gabble. No Magistrate was j)resent. The writer can*

not conceive that the evidence he gave after this informal oath was dif*

fcrent from what he would liave ^ven had a Magistrate been within jiny

four walls in which he might have been sworn ; he thinks lie spoke the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth ; but yet it i& not

competent for him to deny the effect of any peculiar virtue which may
exist^if a Magisterial atmosphere ! As he has not tried both methods of

swearing, he cannot negative the particular efficacy of the Magisterial

presence ! Had new trials been hc»d of the prisoners at the Middlesex
Sessions, it \iould have been edifying tolpbserve in what degree the evi-

dence would have varied, in conseqAwlkof the vitiating infonnality of

the oath. That there must be a vhWEpce in the evidence the law'yers

must believe, or why do they hold the form essential ?

The GlohOj extracting satislaction from the Lords' rejection of the

Bill for rendering Justice accessible by the establishment of liocal

Courts, says, There are #1 the present state of the administration of

justice in this country, and in the habits which have grown up under
it, great advantages ; some of which wo 'may lose in realizing other bene-
fits. The continual desire to compromise differences,—to avoid litigation

by concession,—^the disposition to ejmrcise the rights of property leniently,

and, above* all, to trust ordinarf^nd trivial transactions rather to the

character and honour iff mdividuals than to legal remedies—these h^its,

which appear to us to exist in an eimnent degree in England,
lo the smoothness qfjaU^ transactions, and to the comfort and tranquilly

^

of the people / md are probably, in some degree, connected with thedtf*

ficulties whim have been opposed to the resort to justice or law. By the
united force of law and morals, a Iiigh degree of security for property,

i high degree of respect for all ascertained rights, a high degree of im-
^

muuity from personai injury—^in fact, many of the chief ends and advan-
*

tagea of law, are aeliiiiilly attained an4 enjoyed hyjme people of this

countiy, witha small expenditure of trouble and expmap on the aggregate
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mliB9 0^ Jb^ntion/' If tlue defects of \*aw, in the opinion of the Globe,

work 1(0 nmch good to society, the perfection would be to dispense with

it Altogether. Indeed, according to the Globe, what we call dsfegtb

should be called merits ; and Magna Charts amended should declare, To
none shall Justice be sold or denied, unless to the poor. There is a de-

sire to compromise differences—to avoid litigation by concession, because

there is vast trouble, and vast expense in appealing to justice, and vast

^uncertainty about obtaining it. With the best case, no one is secure

against the quirks of law and the eaprioes of jurors t no one can promise

bi^mself success. No lawwmAwlio has a character to maintain, will answer
^or the issue of any ^yji^pov ever clear the merits may appear to be.

People are thus deterredWorn seeking rtdress : but are not others en-
couraged by these very considerations t6 commit wrongs ? It is looking

oqjy at one side of the effect to condne the view to the amiable patience
of the sufferers ; the impunity which makes knaves enteqjrising is also

to be taken into account. The difficulties of the law, to which the Globe
traces such curious advantages, arc the encouragements to knavery.
There are few states of being for which something may not be said ; the
habits of the desert ha\ e their advocates, and the barbarism of the Jaw has
an eulogist in the Globe, The journalist should observe that Ireland is in

advance of England in the obstruction of justice he so much admires ; and
yet there is not discernible any desire to emulate her freedom from the re-

straints ofjustice. Thus w e see that, w hen the difficulties in the way of law
are pushed a few degrees beyond our stage, the effects are not enviable.

As for the high degree of security for property, the high degree of
respect psoeg^^^md right*., the high degree of immunity from
sonal injury, bow ismtfat these various high ctegrees co-exist with
highest degree of crime, the }ii^e*.t degree of knavery, and the highest

degree of gallow's, in the civihied world ? Our rogues, who make a po-

pulation of themselves, and dfe-number tlie rogues of any other nation

of Europe, as much as they exceed all others in skill,—which is, indeed,

the consequence of this greAt practice,—are the cliildrcn of the defects

of the law.

We have heard a great deal of virtuous indignation expressed against

persons who have recommended the people not to pay taxes; but what
should be said of a journalist who recommends the great to deny justice

to tlsB poor ? If any per=?uasions should be matter of prosecution,

surely, persuasions of this class should be ofJJie number. But there is

no libel law for tlie people—there is no libfl law punishing those who
instigate power to the greatest wrongs against them. Certain I am of

this, that if justice be systematically denied to the poor, they are dis-

charged from all obligations to the state. The arguments employed by
the Lords against Local Courts, are%isinuated in the cunning Globe

;

andjnost malignant is the tendency of them.

^d'^AliAon’s History of the French Revolution/ it is remarked, thht in

a system of Universal Sutfrage, the contests of mankind are reduced to

a mere calculation of numbers, and the vote of a Napoleon or Newton
has no more weight than that of an ignorant mechanic. This position in-

dicates a very superficial view of the matter; buA.it is unnecessary to

show the shallowness of it, for the author is contradicted by his own in-

stemce in the turn of a leaf. In Vol. 1. p. Q72; I find the doctrine 1

have quoted, and in p. $75, in observation on fKe royalists at Coblentz,
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it is said that tha young and presumptuous nobility^ possessing; no
estimable quality but their valour^ were altogether unfit to cope with the

meral enerf^ff and practical talent, which arose among the middling orders

of France*”—How did they arise, if an equality of rights makes a Na-
poleon or a Newton of no more weight than an ignorant mechanic }

But Republicanism levels the arbitrary distinctions ; Aristocracy levels

the great spirits, or rather confounds them with the vulgar great, or the
vulgar little, in whichever class they may be found. Aristocracy, below
its own exaltation, is a leveller ; an^the thil9gs it holds level and ob-

scure under its cold shade are the virtueSr

Effbcts op an Eabthquakb.—To convey an idea of the violence of
the earthquake at Mansfield, the reporter says, that two or three tso-

men were so alarmed as to faint away.” What a tribute to the terrors

of an earthquake

!

*>

LipNG Trades.—The Lord Mayor having remarked to a Jew, that

the ^ general dealing” in his trade was calculated to deprave the moral
character, as it introduced a system of lying and fraud ; the man
shrewdly observed, that there were professions which acquired for

their honourable supporters considerable emoluments by lies.” Of
course, he did not mean the law.

Wf is to be 5SBrved"^ffiSl certafiiiR.adi351s, who are disposed to coalesce

with the Tories, and to uphold the House of Lords, because it is opposed
to the Ministry, are the very men who were the most eager partisans of

the Whig Ministry, and who did all in their power to prevent the first

criticisms on the truckling, compromising policy of Ministers from
* having effect. When others were pointing out the* fatal course upon
which Ministers were entering, these men deprecated censures and sus-

picions, canvassed for praise and encouragement. When timely warning
might have checked the fals^ career of Ministers, they drowned the

voice of warning in clamours of confidence and approbation. JTheir

enmity is now as wild and indiscriminate as was their friendship ; and
they are the loudest railergf against the faults which they protected from
cei^ure, when censure might have availed to nip them in the bud*

The thief at tht gallows who bit off his mother's ear, spoke the rebuke
which applies to these persons who have so miserably failed either in

sagacityor in duty.* Let them be marked bythesounder-thinkingRadicals,

and their judgments valued with reference to the exhibitions of them in

1832. They seem to be men wantii^ the mind's eye, incapa^^ dis-»

tinctions, and ready to hug one e^m because it conflicts willffmither.

Because the Whigs are bad, the Hereditary Legislature which oppoies

fthem is good, find finds favour in the sight of these sages. It does not
follow,” says Baden, ^^thai the privation of an evil is a good ;” and he
illustrates by .^sop's iable of the old man, who called on Death to relieve

him from his bundle of sticks, (such another imposition as our Ministry
;)

hut when Death came,iitiii» old man liked the look of him so ill, that he
told him he had only called upon him to put the load which he had

upon his shwders again. The persons to whom our
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remarkfii pointy c^ng themselves Radicals^ and doing no honour to the
name by their method of wearing it, omit to observe, as Bacon says
that, because the sticks were bad. Death who would release from the
burden of them was not good.

The Lords are the interested and inveterate enemies of reform and
improvement ; with them lies the main contest. The quarrel with the
Ministry is merely a detached part of the sanle battle. It is with the
^Stocracy that the grand^conflict lies, and the main phalanx is the

JlbiOditary Legislature.
‘

*

never hear the danger of increased patronage urge? by a Tory
i^t wj^know that some object useful to the people is to be defeated.
Let tlHre be a question of raising a Regiment of Dragoons, with its

Ooloxph Lieutenant-Colonel, Major, Captains, Lieutenants, Corners,
Paymaster, Adjutant, Surgeon, Assistant-Surgeon, Veterinary Surgeon,
and Quarter-Master

; all these officers, averaging in pay and allowjgkiices

from three to four hundred a-year each ; and we never he^r^of t^
danger of conferring on Bord Hill the disposal of so mafiy IhiludRe
appointments. But let there be a question of improving thif
establishments of the country, and every patrician plumNNiir oi the
public purse becomes an economist. This is quite natural ; they cannot
see the use of any establishment in which they and their families are not
directly to participate. A curnetcy for Lord Charles, or a paymaster-
ship for the Steward’s son, are ))re&ent goods of which they can estimate
the value ; but the equal administration of justice is a benefit of which
they have not the means or inclination of forming an estimate. » Noijie

.

of the idlers of their house are likely to have attained the professional

eminence which would justify their appointment to the bench, or to

possess the requisite diligence for the inferior offices. The organ of

the aristocracy, the Morning Post,” is clamorous against the Chancel-
lor on the ground of his grasping patronage for political purposes ; and,

in an article replete with Toilful falsehood, or the grossest ignorance,

cites the Bankruptcy Court Act in defence of its accusation. Of the

judges and commissioners,* only one, the late Sir Albert Pell, had ever
been publicly conspicuous in politics ; not j»ne, we believe, had ever sat

in Parliament ; only one had pov^erful political connexions, and that

connexion was Tory. Could Lord Eldon, can Lord Lyndhurst, boast

»

of equal impartiality ? How many Whigs can we find on tlio bench
•—how many in the Master’s Office—in their time ? Sir Albert P^
had stood at the head of his Court, and in the lead of his CircuR,

for years : how many judges from his own Court and Circuit were made
over his head, on little other grounds than that mediocrity and sub-

serviency” whiph are said to have been the titles to Lord Eldon’s fa-

vour ? Who were the marked objects of Lord Lyndhurst’s patronage ?

did a vote for Cambridge, did electioneering activity, go for nothing ? yet
it was for Lord Lyndhurst’s disposal, and it was while Lord Lyndhurst
was in power, that Harry Brougham^ the Reformer, first dnow his Local

Courts’ BiU. Lord Lyndhurst himself the Lord Chief Baron of the

* We do not believe that more than one of the Registrars had been conspicuous in

politics, and that intseipally professionally, as an eles|j^ agent. The eighteen offi-

cial assignees were elected by a committee, most appointed, as the Chan-
cellor showed in the House of Lords; and we hajMiMMaiow, that several candi-

dates, who calculated on his personal ffivour or influsBIK
j

i^ thrown eii||.
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fixchequeVj^ ett^ds <wi luigii the livleg proDf of the C^hano&llor^s political

bias in the disposal of Ms patronage* To support the position of the
Poit, we moat imagine that the ChaneellOr had annihilated time, space,

and circumstance^ and had given office to John Singleton Copely, who
wore the laui^l in triumphfor the escape of Napoleon from Elba* Foi Ai*

polities (bating a little of their uitra-iadicali of their trans^atlantic ex-

strayagance,) Harry Brougham may have been supposed to feel some
ifympathy , but for Lord (’a«itlereagh*s Lord Lyndhurst (w hatever might
ha\eA^n hitherto disappointed oalouldl|||[|g of versatility) ho ^||l

have no fellow-feeling We may say that tl^fthancellor has mmap|la
his pationage, for he has bestowed it on thedemies of his piojects ;

Lord Lyndhurst should be sileht, were it but for giatitude
, Lord Eld^m,

for very shame at the disposal ^of his own , and Lord Ellenb<viB|igh, m
respect of his since me clerkship of the C'ourt of King's Bench,

V SEUV I( E or POLK h-

JLy'polue force, \^huh, tlieie is some leason to susptet, is

about to become i n itional force, and, little by little, as sly oppoi-

tpTiity Hill admit, to be spiead omi the kingdom loi the s]>(€iil

ibohoof of giumbhng jicopU, nhit time the} m)> kuk against the

domination of tbiii bettois, are oftin < illcd into attion on txtrioi-

dinaiy occasions ind b> i \tri ndiiui) poweis Lvtiv lato-pi^ii in

^the fcropolit in ]) lushes knows tobissoiiow th it hi j>i\s pist now a

costlv piicc foi ])rottition igiinstthe ig^^U'- ion of witkid piople c'llled

thieves and muidiiers uiifoj tun iti 1} lit knows inotbei thing that

whilst his house is being lolihid, the jimh police iie aw ly in tin

suburbs hud at work viitli then tiunihioiis, among a hcid of men,

women and (hildien, whom Saint-Moiid 13 nn\ liive h iply hi ought

together Two or three weiks ago a flunkey of the INIaiquis of Londoii-

deiiy w^as cli irged it the Folue Oflue with having done the indigii'int,

at a fite given bi th it talented nohleman the jucvjous night It ap-

pealed that Loid Londonderp had ordcied and obtained a service of

thu new police ' Me fo'^git the e\act num1»ei constituting the ^ sei-

vice but a good niiri}, in oidci to keep in order the domestics of the

Order attending tin cntcit iinment John Flunkey ifoiesaid, in common
with hio bicthien, felt bitterly aggrieved at this impeztinent inti educ-

tion , and t ikiog uj> the c lulgi Is in liis own and their bi li ilf, broke, at

one blow, a pidit email's he id, ind the peace of oui sovereign Loid the

King , for whidi he was not onl} kicked out of the Maiipus s service by

the Marquis, btit was sent to kii k his heels at Brixton tread-mill for a

biief space, by the raagistiate Now why the INlarquis of Londondeiry

should be supplied with a liody of mew policemen taken from the per-

formance of their ordinary duty, to do his espeiial bidding, we cannot

nnderstand.t' They may have received from hib Lordship a little dottaia

for then exlfaorclmai y duty, or they may haye not , but it is qmti
deal that no abatement in the parish police-r ite w ill be made, and no
account has icaiheil us, that the streets of the parish from which this

service of polue" Waj^qh^tracted, received any guaidianship b} deputv

dunng* its absence
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t$ It hor nature, or is it her will.
To be 80 cruel to an humbled foe ?

SpjijrcBn,

Apbsl 17, 182-.—M^eie I a writer of fiction^J should not, assuredl)^, bo
tempted to seek for materials irt the distance of past time, or amidst the
fragments of obsolete chronicles. My own observation of life, short and
scanty as it may liave been, would supply*me with matter as singular

and perhaps as moving as any that I have met with in romances. The
history, of which 1 have just witnessed the conclusion, is but one amongst
many instances that might be set down. And although, writing chiefly

for the preservation of facts, I coniine myself to a bare and unadorned
narrative, it may happen to fall at some future period into the hands
of one possessed of the skill to fill up and display an outline which
would form no indiflerent sulflect for a touching picture of humml acoi*

dent and passion.
* '

< / #
I was ascending last night about eight, to the room which I occupy in——*s Hotel, during my stay in town. A waiter was going up before

me with candles; he turned into a room on the first landing, just as I

had passed the door, and in an instant hurried out again, looking ter-

ribly frightened. My (»od. Sir,*' he exclaimed, here is Mr. Irwin,

either dead or in a fit !’* Send instantly for a surgeon,** I replied ;

the gentleman is a friend of mine ; I will remain with him unti\ as-

sistance comes.’* 1 knew that Irwin was in town, but had not been
aware that he w^as staying in the same hotel with me. On entering his

apartment, I found that he was gone, beyond the reach of human skill.

He was reclining against the mantelpiece, having apparently leaned
back from the table where he had been writing, and expired in an in-

stant. His face, although emaciated, was flushed to a dark purple, his

eyes wide open, and the lips drawn from the set teeth, with an expres-

sion of sudden anguish. In his hand, which rested on the table, the pen
was still firmly held—^hut the ink was quite dry hehad evidently been
dead for an hour at least. 1 glanced at t^e paper before him;—thd
first worJl I saw was my own name* He had died in the act of writing

a note to me* It ran as follows

Dear V ,—I presume onoe more, upon the strength of onlf old

acquaintance, to entreat that you will aid me in the attempt to obtain)

if it be for the last time, an interview, or even a communication kfMn
ter, with your friend. You possess her entire confidenei^ and
persuaded, assist me. I have only now learned that ydu are staying

here : will you favour me with half an hour of your leisure when”—

•

here the hand of the writer had been iirrested.

I pass over the close of this unexpected scene. , The physician pro-

bounced his death to have been caused by apoplexy ; the work;^ as it would
seem, of some violent excitement upon a weak frame. This supposition

niy own knowledge of the circumstances preceding his decease, which I

shall now relate, tended to confirm*

Irwin died in his thilt^^inth year. Hehad considerable possessionsj

and was well-born ; his disposition was passio^e, yet reserved ; from
boyhood he had been a jealous and solitary bs|^, craving, yet seeming

VOL. ni.
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to shun the communion and sympathy of others. His feelings were sen-

sitive to a morbid degree, governed by caprice and impulse, yet singular

in retaining with pertinacity the impressions thus lightly created. He
had no other constancy of purpose ;

and his intellect, which had other-

wise been clear ar}d strong, partook of this unsettled character. Such

natures appear as if Fate had marked them for victims to mishap or

melancholy.

After leaving Oxford, whore I first became acquainted with him, he

spent a few years on the t'ootinent, in alternate dissipation and study.

An impatience of constraint had deterred him from embracing any qiro-

fessioii, and his income rendered it unnecessary. Thus; he lived with-

out aim ; and retnined to Phigland, rather from uveariness and want of

ipterest in what he left, than from any wish that recalled him to his

native countrj. Here he found himself a stranger; his only surviving

relation, a sister, wa^ with hci husband in ( anada ; and he was not of a

nature which easily admits ol new acquaintances.

The reserve of En^rh-h society seemed additionally repulsive, wdien

contrasted with the easier intercourse of French and Geiman circles.

He was qttratted hv the beautv of his couiftrywomen, but their morgue

%gpt him at a distance. As he might he termed a good match,” there

were not wanting opjiortinutics to approach them nearer; but he was
suflBciently acute to interpret, and too proud to accept the invitations

which were dutated by a spirit of calculating interest. In sliort, he
lived unsociable and dis< ontented ; rarelv mingling with society, yet

longing for some object to care for or to love.

In leav ing or returning to his lodgings,he alw aj s chose the route through
Parl^ Street, in tlie hope of seeing again tjie fieautiful girl whom he had
once observed at the window of No. . Nor was he often disap-

pointed, for at certain hours slie was rarely absent from her wonted
seat; he would now linger as he pcissed, and ga/e upon the fair inhabt-

taut with an earneslness wliuh she must ere long ha» e remarked. His
solitary life and fanciful mood can alone, perliajis, e^])laln the reason

why he should begin to dream of this beauty alone, amid^^t all the love-

liness around him; or ai’count for the nervous sensation whnh eaino

over him on appioathing the house, and the feeling of chagrin witli

which he returned home on those daj^ when she was invisihlc. But the

face and form of Ellen Gow*er weie not easily forgotten by any one who
had once seen tliem.

She w^as the only child of a widowed naval officer, wlmse means were
limited and who»e broken health rendered retirement necessary. At
this period, she was a veiy lovely girl of seventeen ; in appeal arice, as

well as character, womanly bejond her age. Her beauty I cannot de-
scribe ; for it chiefly resided iii a peculiar sweetness and brightness of

expression, which is, of all things, most exquisite, yet most difficult to

pourtray in words or by the pencil. In character, slie was ardent and
sensitive ;

seclusion had I nded to quirkon a lively imnginatioii whicli,

since the loss of her mother, had been left, in a great measiiie, toitsow'ii

guidance. ^She was susceptible of deep and lasting impressions, and of
un open loving disposition ; alternately lier father s pet and nurse ; and
her tf mp(*r«iment, no less than her position, combined to produce a cha-
racter at ume marked and feminine, winning, thoii^^h a little vvillul; and
extremely susceptible of tlie emotions awakened by anything exciting
or eingular.

A« Iiwin was a handsome man, it is not strange that Ellen, who soon
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detected the peculiarity of his attention^ learned to regard, with cu-
riosiity at leai»f, his frequent appearance, and, in process of time, to ex-
pect it as a pleasant incident in her monotonous day. It had now
become a constant occurrence , for which, unconsciously perhaps, she
used to prepare some of those graceful little coquetries in costume or
attitude, whiih the most reserved woman rarely fails to practise, when
aware that she is the object of admiration.
This constant interchange of looks, which, under other circumstances,

might have passed as lightly as it came, soon awakened on both sides an
interest exceeding that of mere curiosity. Tn sunnier lands such effects

are not uncommon
; and in this instance, temperament and position pro-

duced a result which so slight a matter raiely creates in our colder le-

gions* In a word, Irwin fell in love , and his recluse habits, which
allowed his fanciful disposition ample antf undisturbed leisuic to brood
upon the Msions awakened by imagination, fosteied the welcome excite-

ment To become acquainted with the incognita wjis, of course, his first

vrish , but the inquiries winch he assiduouslv made, 2>roduced little en-
couragement to Ills hopes She ne\er \isited, and none of her friends

Mere known to him her mime, and the piofe-jsioii of lier father, was
«ill that he could discover. II C‘ Mas not a man to hazard an> of those
equivocal attempts at self-introduction, mIiicIi, in English society, re-

quiie no small sliare of audacit} , and «ill that his e) e-service gamed*
Mas an occasional glaiac in return* Mhuh gradually became more amica-
bJe, until, at length, it see ned on the verge of answering with a smile

Oiue 01 twice, indec'd, thev met in the stieet , on Mhith occ’asions each
appealed halt-expectaut of a woid oi gieeting, and each was too timid
U* make the first advance. Tins had been the loverS i>art , hut Irwiii

M Is a sh> man, and his feelings towards the beautiful unknowh had
already reached the jioint at mIikIi the idea of attempting anv thing

Mliicli might ho deemed an insult, became intolerable. The la^t time
tliev met in tlii-^ manner, he luv oluiit.u ilv bow ed, half-iaisiag hib hat , and
Mas aiisMert*d by a look on m Inc hone moie adcentuious than himself

might have found courage to sjieak Foi an in'-.tant he stood irresolute

It was too latt—the lady and tlie opportunitv were past. In such deli-

c ite conjuiK tures hesitation is irietrievahle

On Lllen’b side, the feeling, if less cleaily understood, was as fai from
indifieience as Iivvm’s. Ihe chords of her^ond and excitable nature had
been mtived into lull vibiatioa , there needed but a master-toucli to pro-

duce the sMeet music of love. A moment's intervievc would have united

the tMo heaits for ever.

Thus passed the spring. It Mas towards the end of May that Irwin

missed his idol from lier accustomed jilace one e and again, and returned

homo to spend the day in di&conteat A third time he passed, there

were workmen in the room t.iking doMn the furniture, his impatience

prevailed, and on inquiring at the house, he Mas informed that Captain

Gower had given up his residence and left town, but whither was not

known.
It was now, perhaps, for the first time, that IrwAi, became fully ftware

how far his affection was eng<iged to one whose voice even «was still un-

known to him. Ills ingenuity was exhausted in endeavours to detect the

place of her retreat , the sum of Ins discovery was, that her father and

herself had departed in a private carnage not their own. On inquiring

at the Admiralty, he found that Captain Gower had given up his commis-

sion
, 80 that no information could be gamed from thence ; all attempts

2 S 2
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to trace the travellers^ in shorty proved fruitless. The summer he spent

in visiting different watering-places ; the ensuing winter in rambling

through almost every street in the west end ; both alike without success*

Bis prepossession, instead of yielding, appeared to gain stubbornness

from disappointment: he took a strange delight in brooding over an

impression which a busier or a less fanciful man would soon have cast

aside as a folly : and it survived as freshly as at first, when, two years

afterwards, he accepted my invitation to pass a day or two at the Beeches,

on his way to Harrogate. We had casually met in town, after a long

interval, during which, of dourse, I had known little of his proceedings.

With Captain Gower 1 had long been intimate as a family connexion,

and he had become my neighbour on leaving London.

Ellen was a great pet of my wife's, and replied with almost sisterly

affection to the love which her sweet and joyous temper had thoroughly

won. On one subject, however, my Isabel had failed in obtaining her

confidence* Shortly after Captain Gower's arrival at Enburn, Mr,
Ravely, a young gentleman of wealth and character, captivated by Ellen's

beauty, had offered himself as a suitor for her hand. The proposal was
highly acceptable to her father, and the parti every way unexceptionable

;

nor was the lover a man unlikely to succeed with the gentle sex, being

cultivated and agreeable; yet she persisted in declining Ravely's atten-

tions, with a pertinacity, which, as no rival appeared, seemed not a little

singular. Her only reply, when urged upon this topic, was the plea of

indifference ; yet my wife suspected another cause, which alone could

explain her insensibility. However, as Ellen remained silent, and no-

thing occurred to confirm the suspicion, her friend was induced to regard

her conduct as the offspring of girlish caprice ; and it was her persuasions,

I believe, which at last won her to receive Ravely as an admirer, after

nearly two years of hopeless suit. His reception, it Is true, was not of

the kind most flattering to a lover ; and it w’as easy to those who knew
Ellen's character, to see that it was not thus a heart like hers would love.

Ravely was, however, delighted with his success; there was no excuse
for further delay ; and it so happened that Irwin arrived at my house
on the day when a large party were assembled there at a dinner and ball

in honour of the betrothed pair, who were to be married a fortnight after-

wards.

He was too late to join us at table, and thus was not introduced to any
of the company until he entered the room wliere dancing had already

begun. A set was just over. He carelessly perused the various groups,

until one flgure met his eye, and he started as if awakened from a

dream. He turned to my wife, and eagerly requested an introduction

to the young lady who had just sat down. It was the fiancee. As she
was unquestionably the flower of the evening, his animation appeared
quite natural ; and the ceremony of a moment put Irwin, who had re-

cognised Ellen at a glance, in possession of the opportunity which he
lu^ so long coveted.

Isabers attention was first directed to the couple by Ravely, whose
jealofis eye had remarked something in Irwin's manner, upon being
presented, which did not altogether please him* She observed with
surprise that Ellen, who was extremely fond of dancing, had retired,
after the first set, to a sofa at the further end of the saloon, where she
^appeared to be listening with deep emotion to the cavalier who had

>

placed himself at her side.

jrhe interview* had, indeed, proved profoundly exciting to both*
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During the quadrille, Irwin cautiously and timidly attempted to dis*

cover if JBllen remembered him ; and perceived, upon approaching the
subject, from her blushes and her conscious manner, that he was not
forgotten. Further encouraged by the permission to conduct her to a
seat, where he could address her with less danger of being overheard,
and animated by delight, he forgot his wonted reserve, and gave full

utterance to hie feelings of joy and admitation. He recounted his earlier

emotion on first seeing her—^his hopes—hi| love—and his long dis-

appointment—with all the eloquence of a long.treasured passion. Poor
Ellen, whose varying colour and quick breathing betrayed her agitation,

was fur a while unable to arrest the utteraqco of a suit but too pleasing,

alas ! to her ear. She was overcome by t^e suddenness of the appeal,
and softened by the warm expression of feelings to which her own
secretly vibrated. She recovered self-possession at last, and expressed
her displeasure at the liberty which a stranger took in employing such
language, after an acquaintance of* half an hour. But her voice trembled
as she spoke, and her manner had more of regret than of resentment*

You cannot repel me thits," Irwin replied; it is, indeed, but an
instant since I enjoyed the happiness of first hearing your voice,—but
your eyes, into which I have gazed how often I they tell me we are not
such strangers I You are too gentle, you have too much heart, to cast

me back upon a mere ceremony. Oh ! if you knew how ever-present
you have been to my thoughts since I lost sight of you, you could not
silence me so coldly !'*

Ellen was troubled beyond measure. Her heart was no longer at her

own disposal. It was hard to be accused of a severity which cost h§r so

dear ; and how could she with delicacy acquaint Irwin with her position

as the betrothed of another?
I pray, I entreat you to forbear* Your language alarms and dis-

tresses me. Indeed, I cannot listen to it.'^

AYill you answer me one question ?’* She was silent, and hung down
her head, colouring deeply.

Had this happiness befallen me two years since, instead of now,

would you have replied thus ?"

This home question left the poor girl but one retreat,—She answered,

with an air of resentment,— *

This* is presuming too far, Sir,—I know not by what right you urge

me in this manner ; and I must beg of you to conduct me to Mrs, V——/*

One instant, if you have any pity," Irwin replied, in a low hurried

tone. The whole happiness of one who would die, rather than offend

you, is in your hands ; I have loved y’^ou long, fondly, hopelessly—you

have seen it—and once, if looks lie not, you were not angered to know
it ;—^but it is long ago, and it were presumption to expect that your

feeling should have survived like mine : say only, ^ I will not forbid you

to hope,' and I will be as distant as you can require. If your heart be

free, let me attempt to win it ; if— and his voice ^sank tb a whisper—
'' if m

3
' hope is the prize of another, I ask no word more ;

you will at

least forgive my temerity, in compassion for its bitter puniSiment 1
”—

He gazed intently into her eyes, th6y drooped beneath his*—she trem-

bled, and was jilent.

After a breathless pause he said, Forgive me, sweet ^ and excellent

creature,—forgive the madness that could not foresee this ! I was too

happy to think or to fear ;
pardon the rudeness that has distressed you ;

pardon, and forget what I have said ! God bless you, and make your
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. fair affections happy !*'—She accepted his arm without speaking—the tear

which quivered in her long eyelashes fell unseen j he led her to my
wife's 8ide> bowed, and retired. Shortly afterwards he begged me to ex-

cuse his absence, on the ground of fatigue, and left the apartment.

Isabel was on the point of rallying her friend upon the tHe^dMte, but

was silenced by a look of passionate entreaty. Ravely was standing

near, but he was vexed, and <ttd not approach her ; ailOther partner

came up, and Ellen instantly rejoined the dancers, amidst whom 1 ob-

served her talking and laughing with more than usual spirits. Yet the

gaiety of the evening seemed clouded, and the guests whispered and

looked at Ciich other. The bridegroom elect was absent and moody,—
the hostess anstious and surprbied ; I could not conceive what had hap-

pened. It was as if some evil genius had stepped into the circle to

trouble the fete, and had then disappeared. The party separated early ;

Ellen, alone, betrayed no sign of fatigue or disturbance, save w^hat

might be t^j^aced in a flushed cheek, and wandering eye, and kept up

her brilliancy to the end. She was to remain all night at the Beeches ;

and when the last carriiige had driven aw&y, she gazed keenly anuind,

and tlirowing herself into Isabel's arms, burst into a torrent of passionate

weeping

!

All was now revealed; her singular and romantic attachment,—the

secret cause of her aversion to Ravely *s addresses^Ji^lie sorrow of a hope

recalled but to expire for ever; and the history of the inter\iew', so

fjital to her peace, were now unreservedly recounted. But the iudul-

gonce of grief itself could not supersede the necessity of deciding on her

future conduct. It cost her a long and hard struggle, but she was too

right-minded to waver long in her resolution ; and my Isabel, deeply as

she mourned over her favourite's distrcfts, could not but approve of the

manner in which she determined to act. 1 have gone too far to re-

cede,” Ellen said; nor will I wrong Mr. Ravely by concealment or

hesitation. He shall know all ; and if ho still claim the fuliilment of

my promise, 1 will redeem the pledge, at whatever sacrifice of hnpju-

ncss. You will speak to Mr. Irwin,'* she said to me. I should fear to

see him again.” All that we could do in this painful conjuncture, w as to

* attempt to sooth lier agitated feelings.

It was a task of some delicacy to enter upon the subject with Irwin.

I found him in a state of terrible excitement ; he stopped me t^re I had

well begun to speak :— My good friend, I beg that you will spare us

both the pain of dwelling on this unfortunate theme, I have been guiltj

of an offence towards your beautiful friend, for which let my own suffering

atone. More than this, circumstanced as we are, it boots not to say. I

will bear the burden, as I long bore the love,—in silence.” lie left the

Beel^iies on the same day.

Ravely, although of a frank and g^erous nature, was not troubled b}'

very acute sensibilities. Ho persisted, after the confession and offer of

his mistress Had be^n comniunic«|lted to him, in preferring his suit ; say-

ing, that he had too much confidence in her character to fear for her

constancy,—too much self-respe# to ^{iprehend the permanence of any

% such transitory affection as hai l&een described to him ; and that, in

short, he would rather possess^^rl like Elfoti dower, with only half a

heart, than any other who the whole of hers into his arms.
" This is a mere whim,” he ahe wUl .forget it In a week, and
learn to love me bettel^^e

,
The emotion with Ellen re-

ceived the tidings of Aeeision, convinced Jicr friend tiMIt she had
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still secretly entertained a hope which it bitterly disappointed. On the

day originally iixed^ Ilavely led her to the altar.

Those who had^intimately known the beautiful victim, might have dis^

covered the depression and wo which her smiles concealed from common
observers. Her husband did not appear conscious of any such indica.

tions, and the s])ectator8, no doubt, deemed that the mistress of llavely’s

superb establishment must be h,1 J>p)^ For my part, after some months
had elapsed, ifer appearance and manner gave me extreme uneasiness.

She was never morose or peevish, and performed all her duties with gen*
tleness and grace

; hut her peculiar glow of spirit was gone ; her cheek,

though still lovely, grew pale; and her eye kM its earlier brightness. 1

feared that her heart was breaking. •

The case at length appeared sufficiently serious to require medibal
counsel ; the physician came and prescribed, but to no purpose ; the af-

fection, he at last said, was apparently of the mind rather than of the

body : and he recommended his patient to try what benefit change of

scene woulrf produce, since medicine failed to restore her hcaj|h. Ilavely,

although not an attentive husband, was fond of his wife
; and readily

agreed to the doctor's suggefitioii ; a tour u])on the Continent might re-

store her cheerfulness, and promote her recovery.

At every stage of the journey through Holland, and along the Rhine,
Ellon's strength appeared to diminish

; so much so, indeecl, that upon
arriving at Berne, she entreated permission to repose there for a while.

The spot seemed to delight her beyond any she had yet \ isited, and she

unproved ^o much during a few dajs after their arri>al, that Ilavely de-

cided upon fixing his abode there for the summer. The evident pro-«i

gress that Ellen daily made towards convalescence reconciled him the

piunti of remaining in so dull a place ; he engaged a handsome residence,

to which he soon succeeded ui attracting the gayest society in the neigh-

bourhood, and jmssed much of his time in riding o\er the c‘ountry

;

ha\ing ordered some of his horses over from England.

The travellers occupied a house, distant about a quarter of a nule

from the city, and surrounded by a kind of pleasure ground or little

park, richly w ooded and sloping dowm to the steep bank of the Aar. On
this side, a terrace had been formed, with scats o>erlooking the stream:

it became Ellen's fa\ourite spot ; and h^Jher she frequently would come
to readier to w^atch tlie sun go down, while Ilavely was absent on his

usual e\ening ride; in wliich she was still too feeble to he his compa-

nion.

What, in the meanwhile, had become of Irw in? A lonely and comfortless

life ho had led, since that memorable evening at the Beeches ; time or

change of place alike failed to abate his bitter sense of mi^shap and disap-

pointment. The idea of Ellen in the arms of another w%ns never absent from

ins mind ; it rendered society distasteful, and reflection intolerable. He
'^'andered hither and thither, restless and dispirited ;

until, in very shame
for his own weakness, he resolved by some positive effort to combat the

hopeless passion that tormented him. This was np easy achievement to

one of his ungovernable cliaracter. As long as he remained in England,

the possibility of meeting Ellen again coiitiuutilly occupied his imagina-

tion. He determined, by leaving the country, to remove this excite^

ment, at least ; and he further resolved, by chaining his attention to

some studious pursuit, to banish, if possible, the remembrance of a pas-

sion which he could never hope to gratify. Switzerland was the country
*

which had .pleased him the moat during his former residence on the C’on-
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tinent ; dianee> and the discovefy of an old and agreeable acquaintance

who had married and settled in Berne, decided him to choose that city

at the place of his retirement.

All strangers visit the Minster ; all lovers of solemn architecture and

line music return thither again and again. Here, alone, was Irwin ever

to be seen in public ; it was here that accident threw him once more into

the presence of Ellen. At first, he doubted if it were really^she, so much
had illness changed her ; a second time he saw her in the same place,

and doubted no more. This most unexpected event undid all that dis.

tance and occupation had begun to achieve. His feverish imagination

found materials for wonder in an accident which had in itself nothing

singular ; it seemed to him the work of a destiny, which rendered all

attempts to quell his passion fruitless. He had fied from her vicinity,

but in vain ; they were fated to meet, and all resistance was to no pur-

pose, She was changed—sadly changed ; she looked unhappy ; had she

forgotten him ? Come what might, he would speak with her once more.

The Tosidence of the rich Englishman w ns easily learned ; aud many
an evening found Irwin roaming around its precincts, and keenly prying

at the illuminated windows, in the hope of ’discovering some sign which

might enable him to detect the apartment of her whom he sought. He
ceased to visit the cathedral : she might recognise him there, and thus

frustrate his design of meeting her alone.

Ravely had ridden out as usual after dinner ; and Ellen sauntered

down, in the summer twilight, to her favourite seat on the terrace. She
had felt unusually depressed the whole day ; and as she sat alone in the

•still evening, a crowd of melancholy thoiights came around her, as if the

shadows of all her happier years had arisen at once from their burial in

the past. They recalled hopes that had been crushed, home-faces that

were gone, and memories of one deep regret which had wrecked her
happiness for ever. She felt desolate and heart-sick ; the book fell from
her hand, she bowed her head on her bosom, and wept.

A rustling on the dry grass caused her to raise her eyes ; she started,

and for an instant believed that the object before her was but a phan-
tom created by the spirit of her dream. It was Irwin who stood at her
side, pale and quivering with anxiety. For a while neither uttered a
•}'llable : Irwin was the first toi^reak the silence,

I have but one excuse, \lrs. Ravely, for venturing thus to, disturb

you by my presence ; 1 had intended to respect your commands, and
trouble you no more ,* an accident alone has cast me in your path. 1 saw
you altered

;
you seemed in suffering,—could 1 see this, and refrain from

approaching you ?'*

Ellen was moved and alarmed ; the house was at some distance, and
there was a tone in Irwin’s voice which penetrated to her heart. She
rose to return, saying, with as much self-command as she could summon,

1 had not, certainly, expected to hear you address me again, least of
all in sueh a place, at such a time as this. I must beg to decline all

conference with you, gnd wish you goqd evening.” Irwin stepped before
her as she turned to go, and slightly touched her hand : the offended
look which she cast upon him met an expression so mournful and im«
ploring in his countenance, as quite subdued her. Ellen,” he said,
with a voice almost inarticulate, " you will not have the cruelty te turn
ftom me in such a manner. Hear me for this last time, or you will

drive me distracted. I ask bqj; a fisw moments, and will then iwUcvs
you from the intrusion of my wretditediiMs/*
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Half«terrified> half-softened^ £Uen sank down upon the seat^ scarcely
conscious 'of what she did*

Irwin availed himself of the opportunity thus yielded to him; and
bending over her as she reclined witli her eyes covered by her hand^
again poured into her ear the passionate history of his untameable love^

and his long misery^ in fervid and eloquent words. He dwelt on the
hopes which he had once dared to entertain^ and on the strange destiny
which seemed still to mingle the course of their lives^ declaring^ in spite

of accident, that they were designed for eacj^ other. Ellen was disarmed
by the agitation and surprise of the moment ; the reflections which had
lately haunted her, the weakness of her spirits, conspired to deprive her
of all self-control. She listened until all but the emotions awakened by
the plbadiugs of love were forgotten, and Irwin at length won from her
a confession that she little thought to have revealed. In the rapture of
the moment, he pressed her to his heart, and sealed lier scarcely resist-

ing lips with long and burning kisses. Ellen,"' he said, as she lay
trembling in his arms, ** you arer mine for ever ; mine by our early wishes,

mine by this sweet confession ; henceforth, you cannot guard for another
the heart which you have •given. Let us part no more ! fly with me,—
a few hours will place you beyond the reach of pursuit, free to grant the
love which is mine by every right of truth and nature Hitherto,
Ellen had been like one overc(»me by a delirious dream ; this appeal re-

called her senses, and restored her to herself, in time to shudder at the
precipice w^hereon she stood. With a sudden cry, she started from Ir-

win’s enibrace. Merciful heaven ! what have I done,—to what have I

listened ! 1 am justly punished for my criminal weakness ; God forgive

you for taking this unworthy advantage of a feeble and timi^ thing
like me. i As you are a gentleman, unloose my hand, I vow to

heaven that I will never speak to you more !*"—^As she broke from
Irwin's grasp, a horseman at full speed pressed up the hollow road
which led from the river side: it w'as her husband, who had pro-

bably perceived a stranger w ith Ellen in the twilight, and hastened to

Join her. Just as he reached the place, the horse, a spirited animal, scared

by the sudden waving of Ellen s white dress in the dusk, as she rushed

towards the path to the house,—plunged violently, swerved, and threw

his rider. It was the work of a moment : the shock had dashed Ravely's

forehead against the stone curb of tlie terrace, and cast him bleeding

and lifeless at his wife's feet. She stood looking at the ghastly spectacle

for a few moments, like one whose senses were stupified by horror, and
then, w'ith one piercing shriek,^sank on the ground beside the corpse.

Irwin distractedly ran to the house, whither he assisted the servants

in bearing the body of Ravely,^and Ellen, who still lay in a dead swoon.

He remained at her side untikshb unclosed her eyes ; and then retired,

faint and terror-stricken.

For some hours Ellen remained in a state of tlie utmost danger ; one

fainting-flt succeeded another, and there appeared little hope that one

so frail could survive the fearful struggle. Jhe principle of life at

length prevailed, but her reason had yielded to the shock she bad sus-

tained, and she continued for several months to fluctuate between the e;r-

tremes of moping and frenzied insanity.

Her recovery was lingering and uncertain ; nor has her mind yet re-

covered its former clearness
:
perhaps it never will. I had hastened with

my wife to Switzerland, upon the first tidings of the catastrophe ; and
as soon as Ellen was able to bear the removal, we brought her home, a
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mournful and heavy charge ! She whom we had known but two years

before, a beautiful and bright-spirited being, was now a feeble, Van crea*

ture, still trembling like a crushed reed after the whirlwind has passed

over it The circumstances which attended Ravely's death had impressed

her with the appalling conviction, that Heaven had willed to avenge the

offexlce she had committed, by laying on her soul the guiltiness of his

blood. She had*^never loved him ; but this reflection appeared but to

aggravate her contrition and self-reproach. She told Isabel all that

had passed, with such exj)re<^ions of fear and remorse, that the confes-

sion of her weakness required commiseration rather than reproof. By
degrees her mind grew more calm, and gave reason to hoi>e that it might
one day be restored to peace, if»not to happiness. \V’^hat were her senti-

ments towards Irwin, we could never ascertain ; for after the hrst har-

rowing detail of her adventure, she carefully abstained from all allusions

to the subject, and we had but too much reason to respect lier silence.

My own knowledge of her character induced me to conjecture that she

loved him still in secret, and pitied, if not pardoned him ; but tiiat she

severely checked such involuntary feelings, as a kind of exphition for

her past errors. •
* ^ \

1 have never learned where or in what manner Irwin washed several

months immediately following the period of the catastl^he ahAve re-

counted ; but after some time he found his w^ay back to England. AVhen
the usual season of mourning had elapsed, he w^rote to Ellen in humble
and passionate terms, entreating forgiveness for the past and permission

to hope for the future. This letter she received, being unacquainted

with the hand-writing : she requested me to answ er it, and refused to open
the maqy others which followed from the same quarter. She desired me
to express her unalterable resolution to jidmit no further communication
from him, upon tliis or any other subject, and to entreat him not to add
to the suffering of which he had been the author by persisting in his im-

portunity. To Isabel and myself it appeared, that in consideration of

the early love on both sides, the error of Irwin, which, after all, was
extenuated by many circumstances, might have beeji pardoned : and that

his union with Ellen might one day have repaired the disasters of their

past history. But Ellen, we soon discovered, w'ould not admit the idea

:

it seemed a kind of superstitio^ in her to avoid it, and we were cautious

not to disturb her unsettled nnnd by adverting further to the subject.

I have seen many violent affections in the course of rny life, but
never, certainly, one so thorough and engrossing as Irwin*s. The com-
munication of Ellen^s answer seemed utterly to overw'helin him : and the

more, as he had not doubted of her ultimate willingness, after what had
passed, to become his. After several of his letters had been returned,
he came to entreat my mediation on his l>ehalf, and I was absolutely

startled by the change which a few months had made in his exterior.

He was shrunk into a skeleton ; and his thin dry hand, and burning
cheek spoke eloquently of the havoc which anxiety had made in his con-
stitution. I attempted^to persuade him of the utter hopelessness of his
suit, and of the impossibility «of moving Ellen to listen to the subject

;

but I perceived that, although checked and mortified, he was not con-
vinced. This last interview occurred some months back ; and it would
appear, from the unfinished note which I found before him last night,
that the accidental discovery of my arriviil in town had prompted him to
(Solicit once more my interference to procure him a hearing from Ellen.
And I have no doubt that the emotions of unabated passion, struggling
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^ith disappointment and wounded pride, in a frame worn to the last

degree of weakness, produced the attack which led to his dissolution.

It is a sad history, and would afford, if fully detailed, abundant mate-
rials for speculation upon the working of uncontrolled wishes, and the
wilful tenacity with which they cling to lonely and eager dispositions.

There are flaws and dark shades in the most worthy and beautiful of
human feelings and motives, for the melancholy task of tracing which,
the story here briefly set down would supply full opportunities,

•

[^The following memorandum was added at the foot of the last page of
the above manuscript.]

JtNE, 183-.

Yesterday our beloved Ellen was^ carried to her rest in the grave.
She was only twenty-five when she died, yet she long had been eager to

depart, miserftp

THE TEMPLE OF FORTUNE.

Eternal smiles his emptiness betmv *

As shallow streams go dimpling all the wa? —Pope.

Come with me,** cried Sir Harry' N , the other morning, to young
Radnor of the Guards, as they were pacing together the ex-official pave-

ment of Carlton Terrace ; come with me, and I will show you the

Temple of Fortune.**

Thank you,” replied the fa^^hionablo ensign, I saw it at five o’clock

*fhis morning. I make it my duty to adore the rising sun on the step^ of

Crockford’s.**

I have nothing to say to your duties ; but my notions of fortune lie

wide apart from a gratuitous supper table, frequented at the cost of a

guinea a-crumb. My temple of fortune stands elsewhere,*'

The Horse-Guards, I presume.** •

You presume too much, and too little. You might as well seek pro-

motion at a lottery-office as the War-office, nowadays. Guess

again !**

—

The House of Commons ?'*

A mere house of4ndustry !**

'^Yhat the devil do y’'ou mean ?—Almack’s —The Court of Chan-

cery ?—^the Soho Bazaar }—or Coutts’s Banking-house K
Not one among them all !** cried Sir Harry, who had been gradually

conducting his j^oung friend towards Sackville Street ; where he now
pointed out a square brick house, with a solemn-looking curved door-

way, and a somewhat dirty tesselated door-step. There stands my
Temple of Fortune.” •

A tailor's, by Jupiter,” ejaculated the dandy.

Wrong again !” retorted his companion, 'Tis a dentist's ; and,

dingy as it looks, to that sober habitation does our friend, Eastonleigh,

owe every step of his extraordinary rise in life. People talk of his turh ;

—they should talk of his dentist !**

His dentist ?”
2
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** On quitting Eton^ to launch himself upon the worlds he knete no*.

thing^~he had nothingi~not even anything to do."
** And now, he is governor of St. Timothy's, a grand cross, with a

handsome wife to take care of, and a still handsomer service of plate."

On the death of old Eastonleigh, who left scarcely a guinea to be
divided between his wife and his two sons. Lord Brembridge's interest

was asked for the boys ; Jack and William were presented in form by
the widow, when his Lordship advised Bill to take orders, and promised
him a chaplainery ; w’hile to Jack, instead of advice or promises, he
gave '

—

** A pair of colours in a crack regiment ?"

^ My old friend's namesake* and likeness has a fine open counte-
nance,' said his Lordship to the Mamma Eastonleigh ;

' I never beheld
such a set of teeth ! I used to be proud of mine ; but it is time 1 should
yield precedence to your son

!' "

** Poor William, then^ was sent curatizing into Merionethshfl^"
** While Jack, finding his progress in his regimeUj^ sadjiHuweted by

his empty pockets, set up for ^ a devilish ampsing ^Uow^*iJn|n|^^
at the stale jokes of the field officers, till he gained t|^a|plpBomof a
wff. One fat Major, grievously addicted to Joseph Mil^yB^jpvUwear
that the very sight of Eastonleigli's white teeth was refrHning ^ him ;

and Jack (the stupidest ass alive !) grinned himself into a place at all the
supper.parties, picnics, and cricket-matches, given within five miles of

the regiment."

Stupid /—You don't know Eastonleigh ; he is as malicious as a parrot

or an old maid !"

** 1 do know him ! and had therefore no difficulty in tracing to his ill-

nature the lampoons, scandals, and nicknames, which, soon after his

joining, began to set the regiment by the^ears. But not a soul in the
garrison would believe me ! Eastonleigh w'as such an off-hand, laughing
fellow,—such a merry dog ! he was incapable of such things,"

People addicted to a broad grin invariably pass for good-natured."
He soon managed to pass for more! The regiment was employed

to put down a riot in one of our great manufacturing towns ; in the vi-

cinity of which stood the splendid mansion of its wealthiest woolstapler,

not a brick of which was jusUthen expected to stand upon the other.

The rioters threatened,—the woolstapler trembled,—and Eastonleigh
emiledJ There was comfort in the sight of those auspicious white
teeth."

** Lucky dog V*
** Lucky indeed I—The Dives of Leeds had a daughter as well as an

estate ; inseparable, and both ardently courted by Eastonleigh, and his

brother officers."

And the young lady was bit by the white teeth ?"

In six weeks she became Mrs. Eastonleigh ; in six months, Jack
had purchased a half-pay company, and given the regiment his room
instead. He now sought the otium cum dignitate of the woolstapler's

villa; showed his teeth (without biting)^ at all the county meetings ; and
had at length the impudence to stand, u^on the atrength of his smiles
and his popularity, for a neighbouring borough."
" And to succeed !"

.
Once in Parliamenf, has ivories were so lucky as to dazzle the eyes

of the public. Eastonleigh's row of pearls tvere sure to catch the
Speaker ; while little fellows, like Perceval, and Michael Angelo^Taylor,

1
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rose, and tiptoed again and again^ unnoticed. His namei too, was always
at the top of the reporters* pens. They never forgot that ^ the gentle-
man with the line set of teeth/ was ' the gallant Captain Eastonleigh /
and the * g^lant Captain Eastonleigh* figured in the newspapers till his
popularity with the press had made him a * gallant Colonel.*

**

" But what made him a K.C.B.
** His teeth !—still and always his teeth. He continued to exhibit

them one bleak winter at Brighton, in the teeth of the east wind.**

The Regent invited him to the Pavilion ; was captivated by his

good manners.*'
" And in twelvemonth's time. Jack becami$iJ||%ohn Eastonleigh, C.B.,

K.C.B., K.G.B. —K. all sorts of thingS^^ma^
Those plaubil>le grinders !"

And even now, since Jiis party has been shoved to the wall, only
admire how he has managed to keep the crown of the causeway !"

By maintaining his mechanical smile ; while all his brethren are
looking as glum as a cat in the mumps I"

Sir John has never ceased to grin at the levee, let who would reign
in Downing Street. Ilis rew of unimpeachable teeth are his Majesty's
old and very particular friends. Other men and other names may be
forgotten. Sii? John Eastonleigh has a distinguishing trait to impress
him upon an official memory. The government of St. Timothy's was
doubtless given to that distinguished officer with the fine soldierly coun-
tenance, and remarkably fine set of teeth.**

You are right, my dear Sir Harry," cried the ensign. This te

the Temple of Fortune. Would that I could guess what offering to
place upon the shrine. Thanks to cigars and the Meerschaum, my
teeth are as black as a Malay's I**

*

" Pooh I you might convert them into fangs of gold ; and without
grazing on Uymettus. You do not yet appreciate the kernel of my nut.

Last summer, soon after His Excellency Sir John Eastonleigh sailed

from Portsmouth to his new government, under a salute from the bat-

teries, I received tlie following billet, marked ship-letter

^ In the hurry of my departure from England, my dear Sir Harry, I

was obliged to neglect several important points connected with my pri-

vate affairs. Pray oblige an old friend by calling for me at No. ,

Sackville Street, and ordering me a new^set of teeth, (walrus ivory,)

not lik*e the last, which have worn ill ; but exactly on the pattern of a

set made for me by Parkinson's father, just after I went into the army,

which lasted me nearly ten years. 1 enclose you a cheque on my banker

for the amount. It is a sort of bill one does not like to have standing

against one !*

And they are literally not his own I—I might have guessed as much
by the pains he takes to show them."

And why not? Your father is fond of exhibiting his gallery of

pictures ; and when you visit me in Dorsetshire, you will probably accuse

me of parading to you on the beauty of a farm I purchased the other

dayv Eastonleigh has as good a right to pride himself upon the access

series purchased with his own money, and selected by his own judgment4

Society has acquired a very agreeable member, per favour of the art of

Parkinson, Had Jack remained toothless at five-and-twenty, he must

have dismissed the good-humoured smile which rendered him a hand^

some man ; and would probably have degenerated into a morose, supers

annuated lieutenant, the perpetual blister of the mess-table.**
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" Too true ! He has certainly acted on the Utilitarian principle. His
walrus teeth haVe promoted the greatest happiness of the greatest num»
her. But for an aid-de.camp to iaugh at his jokes, old would
have had half his garrison in the black.hole ; but for Col<^l Easton,
leigh and his teeth^ to put a good face upon the matter. Government
would never have carried through that unpopular business in ——land

!

A chacun moyens de parvenir ! Were the basis of every temple of
Fortune, elevated within the last twenty years, to be examined, man/
might be found to stand Qp|foundations far blacker, and to consist of
rafters far more corriip||y|^ those of his Excellency of St. Timothy's !

ht bon temps viendra

SCOTTISH BANKRUPTCY BILL.

had intended to examine the provisions of this preposterous Bill

Ht some length ; but the execration which has been poured on it by every
commercial community in the country, by chusing its withdrawal, has
rendered our intended task unnecessary. But it is impossible to allow
this gross specimen of Whig incapacity and jobbing to pass over without
notice. Lenderthepresent systemofmercantile sequestrations, nothinggives
greater disgust, or (K'casions more uselessexpense, than the necessity of con-
tinually having recourse to the Court of Session to sustain matters of mere
form, or proceedings to which the creditors—the only body interested

—

have agreed to. But instead of rendering apjdication to that Court less

frequent, and allowing creditors to manage their own concerns in their
own way, Mr. George Joseph Bell, the learned Professor of Scots Law
in our University, by whom the Bill is understood to be drawn up, has
devised a system by which the creditors are to be deprived of the choice
of the person to whom the bankrupt estate is to be intrusted, and twenty-
eight official trustees are proposed to be appointed, at the expense of the
creditors, to manage all the bankruptcies in Scotland. The appointment
of these officials w'ould, of course, furnish a fine field for the exercise d/T
Whig patronage ; and care is taken to make the office worthy of accep-
tance. In the first place, whqfher a single shilling is ultimately received
by the creditors, five per cent, of the gross funds of every bajikrupt
estate is to be set aside for payment of tliese officials

; then they are to
receive, as we understand the matter, the whole dividends which are
unclaimed after a certain period. Out of thili^fund the trustee is to receive
a certain fixed per-centage on the sums he may have realized from the
estate of which he is trustee ; and the remainder is to be divided among
the other official trustees, whether they have done anything for the
money or not. Farther, when the trustee on an estate Jlis had trouble
unconnected with the receipt of money, he is to be entitled, indepen-
dently of the per-centage from the general fund, to remuneration from the
creditors. These official trustees are to be chosen by the crown from
a list of lawyers, merchants, or accountants," recommended by the
chamber of commerce, or other mercantile association of the towns in
which they are to act. But the creditors are not even to be allowed to
choose which of the official trustees is to be intrusted to act for them ;
for he is to be named by the Judge in awarding sequestration, according
to a c^ain rotation. There are only twelve towns in Scotland which
are to be entitled to tfie privilege of official trustees. In all bankrupt-
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ciM til Othiir places^ one or other of the four Edinburgh trustees must
be nembd. By this device the monopoly of the Edinburgh lawyers would
be greatly increased, and great expense, confusion, and delay created*

But the absurdity of the scheme does not end here. An Accountant,
general is to be appointed at Edinburgh, to whose credit every sum
realised from bankrupt estates is to be placed in the Bank chosen by the
creditors ; and not one shilling can be drawn without the check be
signed by him. How expeditiously and economically a bankrupt estate

in Slietland would be managed under this* system I The Accountant,
general must be a principal clerk of Session, an office which Professor Bell

holds ; but nothing is said regarding the emoluments for the perform-
ance of the duties. The learned Professor cannot, of course, conceal

from himself that the proceedings in a«baAkruptcy in Orkney or Wig-
tonshire would be very iiidiifereiitly conducted by an Edinburgh lawyer;
and, therefore, the sheriff-clerk of the district is also to be employed, and
no doubt paid by the unfortunate creditors ; and, after all, they are also

empowered to choose wliat is called a sub-faciur, whom they are also to

have the pleasure of paying. We may refer our readers to the provi-

sions for proving the debts, which would render it often necessary for

creditors to travel a hundred miles or two, to appear before a sheriff or

an official trustee
; to those for making states of the bankrupt's affairs,

rate of living, dealings, and balances J the expense of which would ex-
haust many estates. But it is iinp(»ssible for us to particularize one-
tenth part of the absurdities of the bill. It ought to have been entitled

A bill ff>r saving the creditors of bankrupts in Scotland the trouble of

managing their debtors' estates, by dividing the whole funds among the
lawyers in Edinburgh, and certain supporters of the Whigs in thp coun-

try,"—We never perused such a mass of crude and indigested absurdity

in the same compass. No one can read tw^o pages of the bill without
discovering inconsistencies, errors, or omissions ; and the only apology

we presume that can be made fur the Lord Advocate, for bringing it

into Parliament, is, that he never read it.

THE llOMANCE OJh; POLITICS.

It iiT’nvctt known khat, upon the abdication of Charles X., Beranger,

the most philosophicAof modern poets, exclaimed, On a de^dtiS la

chanson V* The ludicrous bad disappeared with the ancien regime. In

like manner did wc exclaim, when the Lord Mayor’s feast of 1830 de-

creed the dow'nfall of the Tories, ** The romance of politics is at an end."

No more petticoat ministries ; no more Rosa-Matilda pensions I There

was a nimotlr of an ex-Chancelloress at the feet of Lord Durham—^the

echo died away—and from that day to this, Cupid has been superseded

in tlie C\ibinet Council, ^he romantiques among the j'oung reporters

are therefore sadly to seek in those tender episodes which enlivened

the holids^s of Walmer Castle. The laurels of the Woojisack disdain a

single rose ; and w ere it not for the loveliness of l^ady G— •
, the

Whig jMinistry would make a sorry show, even in'* the annals of the

drawing-room,

A very tender Subject is, however, begiriiiiiig to agitate the sensibility

of the weavers of political romance. The Heiress Presumptive is ad-

vancing towards the age when princesses and kingdoms won

;
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.«ii4 itm ^vatWfi in life af Prince Leopold, Cadet of SaaeXoburg
SiM^eld, dready ereates a stir among the microscopic Highnwes of Gor-

illa^. ^'The attic Aeries of the palaces of half.a»dosen oapitsds whose

, ^mii0o&a aro too miiaiite Ibc the map,appear to be in a statd ofcommo.

tioo ,•* and the Princesses dowager of Reuss-this and Saaco-tlie-other,

are busily ocdipied^ in mending up the shirts and stockings of their

Ernests and Gsistavnscie, with a view to despatching them to the probation-

preliminary pfAlmack's, and Lady Grey's assemblies. When Lady Keith

(bow the wife of Count Flafiault, and then Sliss Mercer Elphinstone)

obliged the young Saxon Captain and Serene Highness with a letter of

introduction to Princess Charlotte of England, very little could she have

anticipated the time when King Leopold of Belgium would extend his

royal hand for her to kiss. Bt^ the lesson has not bedn thrown away,

either ^upon her ladyship or those gothic Sovereignties which so closely

resemble the Marquisate of Carrabas ; and there has not been such a
*

commotion among the tiny regalities which furnish twenty men per king*

dom to the confederation of the Rhine, since the crusade of Walter the

Penniless.

Scarcely was it known on the Elbe that the young prince of Cum-
berland had inherited the physical visual infirmity of his grandfather,

and that circumstaTOcs might render it difficult to bestow a preference

« upon the son of the Duke of Cambridge, then the Nassaus began to

number tbeir tribes, and all the Protestant feeders upon royal aauer

kr&ut to calculate upon the personal attractions of their junior branches

:

The old women of France persuaded themselves that the Duke of Or-

leans, like Paolo of Rimini, was gone a-wooing for his brother and

the black Brunswickers asserted that Duke William would shortly re-

turn with white favours. Since the days of Portia and Belmofat, never

was there seen such a congress of suitors

!

Yet the question has its serious side. On the event of this frivolous

wooing, of this preference to be accorded by a child, how much of the

future destinies of England hang suspended I Is there no hope of an

amendment in that relic of barbarism, our Royal Marriage Bill ? a Bill

which renders the interests of Great Britain tributary to those of the

Kingdom of Hanover !—a Bill which legislates for Englandwe for a feof

of the Empire For three years past, the most popular of his Majei^’s

brothers has been the husband^of an amiable woman, the daughter of an

Irish Earl, without obtaining the aid of Parliament in the
^

a mandage lawful in the eye of Heaven ; and now, in defiax^^Rlb^Ihe

spirit^ the times, some high and mighty transparency, formed in the

schools of^ena, Berlin, or Gottingen, ignorant of our very language, and

insensible to the spirit of our constitution, will probably be imported,

duty free, as a government bargain, to receive the hand of the d^ghter

of the Duke of Kent, and the inheritance of our ancient In^parchy

We own we never regarded with a favourable eye the cousinly alliandlT

pointed out by the partiality of the Tories ; and now it appears uaaccoin<«i

plishable. The securi^ of the succession unquestionably demands an

early marriage for the neiress presumptive ; a marriage to be |olemni2ed

at a period whbn the two Princes George wiU, we trust, be persuing their

studies at one of our national universities. A boy and girl upon the

throne would, we conceive, throw a more mischievous measure of

power into the hands i^f favourites and family connexions, than even
*^0 uijion of the futiu'e Q^een of England with one of her distinguished



THE EUROPEAN MOVEMENT. .

London; l^ashbouxae.

Wb hav« just been re^'isin^ our thoughts on. the bygone year, by
help of the instructive and elegant little work, the title of which is

prefixed. It was a year, not so much of active as of uneasy preparation :

the two great Western nations have manifestly been pushing ott ; and
they and the combined despdts have stood right in front, hostile, avow-
edly hostile, but still limiting their operations to a system of counter,
manoeuvring.

The tactics of the opposing parties wdre t^ery clearly and very amus-
ingiy brought out by the ciuestion of Belgian arrangements ; and al.

though we are amongst those who could have desired the adoption, by the
western powers, of a policy more open and manly, and less savouring, in

not a few respects, of the wile and small trickery of the ancient and
venerable science of Diplomacy,—a science never professed to perfection
but by mistresses, lackeys, diid court-barberS,—we yet rejoice to acknow.
ledge in the result, an advancement of the authority of liberty, and d
corresponding retirement of those families of owls and/eptiles who scream,
and tremble, and hurry to the deep forests when the horizon reddens and
promises the morn. To understand the apparently disproportionate at-

tention lavished on the concerns of this trifling country, it is necessary
to refer to the European situation of France, and the importance of Bel.
gium in respect of the security of her territories. Confined as we are
i/(ithin our seas, and being besides sufficiently unamiable, and persbnally

disagreeable to the subjects of foreign states—who, almost to a man,
hate us with the thorough hatred bestowed of old by starving mobs upon
forestallere—the despotic powers apprehend little from our example ;

and in truth, up to a recent period, they had little to apprehend
from tjie practical workings of our constitution. France, however, occu-

pies a very different place ; and she does not care to conceal that her

attitude is intended to be menacing. Adjoining to the finest possessions

Of absolutism by territory, and extending far beyond hef own bounds

that powerful influence derived from the prevalence of henfanguage, the

popularity of her literature, and the frankness of her manners, she can-

not do dtherwise than exercise a potent moral sway over neighbouring

states ; and her actual power, her immense statistical Resources, give

her an unquestionable right to speak with authority in regard of every

subject connected with the general policy of the Continent. In times of

old,—when our lively neighbours gloried in their Grand Monarque, and

before the trumpet of liberty had awakened the dull echoes of the Seine,—

France was merely one of the kingdoms of Europe ; her wars and alliances ^
were dictated by the ordinary principles, and she contended for no purpose

unrecognised by consecrated legitimacy. It was not, accordingly, until

the Bastile fell, and from its dust arose that hollow, and ominous note of

preparation, that her opposition to despotic interests obtained reality, or

that reasons Existed for placing her in hostility to the powers of the

East. But to these powers she now is, and must remain, a bitter and

much dreaded foe. Do w^e remember the tale of the first sixteen years

of this century, and yet ask with what hatred they hate France, and at .

^hat sacrifices they would root her from a^ng nations ? Indeed, they

had a success too fatal to mankind ; for, Cv^he eY^te|Mcur8edM of oat

VOL, HI.—NO. XVII.
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own oligarohy> they so broke her strength and bowed denWp^eopIe^
that she submitted to be governed for fuS three lustrums {

’

^Uest
of idl imbeciles,—by a few knaves and bigots, literally unfitIRI^liiafiag.

ing the proceedings of a Imnksters ^op ! The invasion ol f^in is no
brand on France ; it merelySJniOTSRr^es old

woman, who then shivered on her throne at the lifting of the little finger

of the Cossack of St. Petersburg ; and, in truth, so weak and cowardly

and cowering was she, that she durst not adventure the chastisement of

an insolent petty pirate in Algiers, without pledges and promises^ and much
solicitation of permission and pardon, at the footstool of our own all<*

commanding Duke ! Times changed again. Our neighbours shook off

their incubus, and alas, then, for the Constructions'* of the Congress

of Vienna ! The Construction** of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

was the most favourite part of that elaborate iniquity. It was a great

out-work of despotism—a huge menacing tPto de ^ont, pushing into the

dreaded and hated country, on its only indefensible frontier, and guard-

ed on the south by a line of fortresses, which, on the very fiist occurrence

of quarrel, would have been surrendered en masse into the hands of the

Holy Allies. Is then, a wonderful thing *that the Belgian affair was

a protracted one? Is it astoni^hillg that, by trick, by obstinacy, by
every artifice discoverable by bad faith, the three powers should ha\e

endeavoured to retard its only possible completion ;
or that, in failure

of other nieans^ the poor puppet Dutch King should have betaken himself,

in his forlornness, to impiouts prayers to God ? God heard him not ; for God
is now awakenipg the nations, and stirring up man with that inspiration

which tells him, that he who bears the Divine Image must be ihli: !

The events of this singular contest are at length part of solid history.

The kingdom of the Netherlands is destroyed ; Belgium is a neutral

state, and virtually dependent u[»on France ; liberty claims the Meuse,
and has stretched her territory from Mons and Touriiay to Maestricht

;

and those fortresses on wliich despotism reckoned so securely, and which
we, by aid of the dear Duke, paid so much to rear, are rased : finally, a

new free cpunlry is constituted, with powers and prospects of advance-
ment, the inhabitants of its territories ne\er previously possessed.

While repeating our conviction, that the cabinets of St. James's and the

Tuileries would have notliiiig lowered their dignity or abated their

power, by acting more directly, more sincerely, and more manfully, we
heartily subscribe to the opinion of a French statesman, that the reali-

zation of such results without war, is one of the greatest novelties in di-

plomacy ; but M. Thiers will excuse us, if for that part of his theory of

causation in w'hich a vast deal is ascribed to the “ noble moderation" of

the three powers, we make bold to substitute the trifling circumstance of
Earl Grey's supremacy at St. James's, and the consequent success of our
Reform Bill.

The powers did not deem it prudent to make war for Belgium that

is a good indication, and speaks fair for the future. If Britain’s moral
influence be uniformly exerted on behalf of the right cause, liberty on
the Continent must progress with extraordinary rapidity. Upheld by
our moral influence, France will be quite able to do for dher countries
what she has just effected for Belgium. Piedmont is to her south-eastern
frontier what Belgium is to her northern ; and there are betokenings of
a speedy and similar result. Germany is a sort of middle ground ; and
we think we descry in it tha^Iy existing cause of that final war which
w,e dread will yet devastateTj^rope. Hitherto the old powers have en-
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veloped these hne countries within the black sufibcatiog ipantle of dea..

potism ; but Germany is growing impatient of the dismal shroudi There
. is no use in anticipating too fast. Nations as well as persons creep and
stoop ere they can walk with the demeanour of manhood ; but we may
gladly recognise and encourage progress. To the ambition of a direct
Transrhenane influence, France will never be insensible ; and we may re-
member that the construction of the Confederation was one of Napoleon's
most popular as well as most favourite achievements. However moderate
the principles and system ofthe present French cabinets, Germany will un-
questionably receive good aid, when she effectively asks it ; and if ap-
pearances are to be trusted, she will ask it soon. The infamous protocol
of Frankfort is already producing its only possible fruit ; and there seems
little doubt that it must be followed up bjr the attempted abolition of re-
presentative assemblies. In Wirtemberg, for instance, a Charles-the-
Tenth game is on the eve of b^g played. The late assembly proved re-
fractory and was dissolved ; and the electors are being bribed to return
a subservient one. Bribery sometimes does prevail for the moment

;

but Tories forget one slight fact

—

the hrthee infallibly hates, despises^

and will ultimately overturik the briber. It is necessary to observe, that
in Wirtemberg, about one in every seven citizens, or one in every thirty-

five inhabitants is an elector ; so that the opposition is not aristocratical

but pojiular,—it is an undeniable and unequivocal inauLfestation of the
spirit prevalent in that country. In Ile&se Cassel we hear of similar

doings, as also in several other atates ; and it Las thus become one of
our firmest convictions, that although there may yet be, for a few sea-

sons, the field-days of Hambach, such as our own Bonnymuir and Pe-
terlo(», and a short period of hollow rejoicing for the truculent slaves of

truculent Bashaws, the day of Germany's subjection is fast closhig in,

and that, amongst the countrymen of Luther and the hero Arminius,
there will speedily be none who cannot look daringly to heaven, and
^ive free vent to his free thoughts !

I We know not, if the utterly and uncompromisingly hostile positions

of France and the Eastern powers, in regard to their move-
ments, wull soon l^<^d to actual collision ; but is, and
must be, a constant and inveterate struggle of cannot

be out of place to speculate somewhat on the probaWmieiWPthe, issue

of that struggle. Abstractly speaking, tbtre is no hope for the despots.

They ate w'^orn out, w’rinkled, and tottering. The blood circulatmcoldly

and sluggishly around their hearts ; and they have to meet all th^-eutl^

of Europe—the stems of our future world. The antiquated fools in this

country who occupy certain benches in the House of Lords, look with

delight apparently on the chance of an actual struggle, and fain would

they hasten it on ! patient, my Lords ! The time is sure though

slow, and it may be there is a period also for you ! Austria, Prussia,

Russia, are imposing names ; but in such a contest w’e will back France,

single-handed, against them all. It is ridiculous to adduce the factioaa

in France in evidence of external weakness. The C'arlists, indeed, would

distract and desj^oy ; but no man who knows France, is ignorant of the

utter insignificance of that noisy, enipty-pated party : and.the Republi-

cans, in BO far at least as history esthibits them, are not in any way loath

to descry a means of disseminating their principles, upholding their coun-

try's authority, and extending its power. The despotisms, on the other

hand, are unhinged, and altogether insecure. Russia excepted, they are
^

all in danger of crumbling to pieces, even 'without foreign aid.
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inmJut IpoKen of tl(p imsoDrU^ ofGermony ; an} prorinees

<}ompQBe^the streiii^tli alil^e af Austria Juad Prussia. Htingai^ is more
than hal^^diSaffected ; an^^ she looks with a sorrowful and wistful eye

towards her north* Tl^e extraordinary number^ of Austrian Legions in

Lombardy is tolerably emphatic with regard to this portion of Matter.

Rich’s trustesehip ; and in Gallicia and the east districts of Prussia^ we
preserve entire the name and nation of unhappy and immortal Poland.

Russia is apparently the strongest of these despotisms ; but she, too, con-

tains a remarkable element of weakness, and one not often thought of,

although far more dangerous than her factious and greedy arihtocracy,

—we mean her discontented serfs. Let the word Rkvolittion but be
spoken and explained to these, masses, and farewell to the throne of the

Czars I ^
^

Convulsion is proceeding : let us fancy a renewed Europe. The Rhine
should limit France ; and, than the pcoplffounded by its broad stream, a

finer never has existed. Between the Rhine and the Oder are the na-

tural territories of the great German race, winch might at length be

an united and potent nation. Were the Germans one, and their fine

thoughts and heroic wishes moulded and concentrated by a powerful and

profound national spirit, what might not be accomplished for man !

Again, there is Poland,—over whose recent history we can only shod an

itkiayailing tear,—Poland, not extinct, hut mysteriously preserved, and
one day assuredly to spring from her grave in glory and immortal

power :—Poland confederate with cognate Hungary. These two closely

allied but independent states might he the foreguard of civilization—the

true rampart of Europe against Gog and Magog. Italy, on the other

hand, is a fine theatre for a union of separate republics
; and Greece or

Egypf might become once more the thriving region of the Levant. We
had yet many points to discuss, but the mists of the future thicken
around us. Mehemet* Ali is engaged in lifting one corner of the pro.^

phetic veil Let us wait and trust ;—the World is in good hands.

tJORN-LAW IfYMN.— IV.

BY THE AUTHOR OP CORN-LAW RHYMES.*

Ip he who kills the body,

A murderer's death shall die ;

If he who slays the human soul.

Would hurl God from on high

;

Then, they wrho make our hopes, odr lives.

Our children's souls their prey,

Unforgiv’n, loath’d of heav'n.

In life and death are they

;

Who kill the body and the soul,

lEfot first the spirit slay

!

Behold the flag of England,
In tyrants’ hatt^s rent

!

We fought for Britdm's locustry.

And, 6elf-o«eroome, lament.
They 8un;^m^d their debt at Mont Saint Jean,



Daid at'Peterloo^
Wifii a yell that in hell

l*<irn*d me^eker demons blue ;

Fo«, ii^e had crushed their hated foe^
Aiid £n^land*s freedom^ too^

The locustry of Hritain
Are g^ods beneath the skies ;

They stamp the bravo into the grave ;

They feed on famine’s sighs ;
They blight all homes^ they break all hearts^

£xcept^ alas^ their own 4

While a moan^ and a groan^
That move the Almighty’s throne.

Bring angels’ tears in pity down,
move th’ Bternal throne !mo

What
read-taxeYy of Bngland,

iat mvful powers they are

!

They make a league with Want and Crime f

On plenty they wage war I

They curse the land, the winds, the seas ;

Lord ! have they conquer’d thee ?

With a frown, looking down.
While they curse the land and sea.

They rival hell, and libel heav’n.
But have not vanquish’d thee.

Call up thy pallid angel.
The tamer of the strong

!

And bid him whip, with want and wo.
The champions of the wrong !

Oh, say not thou to ruin's flood.

Up, Sluggard ! why so slow ?”

But alone let them groan.
The lowest of the low ;

And basely beg the bread they curse,

"Where millions curse them now !

No, wake not thou the giant
Who drinks hot blood for wine ;

And shouts unto the east and west.

In thunder-tones like thine ;

Till the slow to move rush all at once.

An avalanche of men ;

While he rayes over waves
That need no whirlwind then.

Though slow to move, mov’d all a^once,

A sea, a ^ea of men !

What means that mighty shadow
Of horror, and of doom ?

Oh J tells it now of ruin past ?

Or ruin yet to come ?

It spreads its wings o'er humbled things;.
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*

Most haughty onee oit dl

;

With a frown that i^akes down
Pride's greatness ere it fall.

Destroyers too, *it beOkons—^too

!

On you it seems to call

!

Wrong not the poor,” ye mighty,
** For God will plead their cause !"

The prayer of curses, God will hear.

And judge ye by your lews."

Your evil deeds will fight for them
Whose labour is their life

For the right, in their might.

They will meet you in the strife.

With “ God for us," and wrath fo^you.

Who take our bread, our life."^

THE IRISH ORATOR.

UK an Irishman, and yet, thank God ! I am not an orator. I never
’^delivered my sentiments in public—^no statement ofmine has ever yet been
corroborated by a Hear, hear nor have any of my opinions been re-

sponded to by loud and enthusiastic cheers." I am, of all that have
come vithin the cognizance of my acquaintance, the only one who never

made a speech. It is Juvenal, 1 think, who complains of his being pestered

by the loud and incessant bawling cif poetasters reciting their composi-

tions. A most grievous calamity it is, m truth, for a man to be obliged

to listen to indifferent rhyming ; but yet it is an affliction that must na-
turally be but of a temporary nature ; for even the most foolisli cannot
St all times be perpetrating poetry. The infliction, then, sinks into

insignificance, when compared with his, who, having conned over the
speeches of Demosthenes, studied the orations of Cicero, and read all

that the minds of Erskine, G][attan, and Canning dictated, is still com-
pelled, day after day, and hour after hour, to hear nothing l^ut bad
speeches delivered.

The Speech-making mania has reached its acmd in Ireland; the con-
versational tone in which men were wont to address one another is excited
into the forensic manner of the bar, or the exalted style of the senate.

People no longer talk in plain and friendly terms ; they exaggerate their

opinions, or sophisticate their commonplace ideas into unintelligible non-
sense. The sock of unpretending life is discarded for the buskin of pre-
tended feeling, which every one endeavours to assume ; but which, like

the doomed sandal in the fairy tale, is found to fit nobody.

• Of c<mi%e, I cannot intend to enter into competition with the bard of Hope,”
in hi8 famous oae, ^ The Mariners of England.” The nature of my materials pre-
cludes this. His are the wind% the seas, Sie heavens, the tempest, and the battle’s
neiy storms—poetry m themselves 1 while 1 have notMng to cieate a poem out of,

n I w?
and stupid ^ct of Parliament, miscreatit^made, and misery-making.

But if there is still one honest man in England who does not wish that act of Parlia-
m^t to bo execrated in etery street and lane Of 'the empire, he must have saw-dust
for brains, water for blood, and a heart, not of itOne^ but Cut out of a boiled turnip.
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In the street you are met, not by an investigation which becomes the
simple citijben , there are no inquiries about your wife, or what was till

now a subject of the deepest interest, the number of you^ i*lf!ldren , no,—su< h questions, if they be put, are tortured into an inquisition as to

the home supplies,'* and an essay upon surplus population ” If you
have to do business, instead of getting what is, to an authoi, often a mat-
ter of the utmost moment, a good bill at a short date," 1 ha\ e often
expected to be liornhed with ^^a long essay on the monetary sjstem."
And then, if you go out to dine—^^to spend" what we in lieland used
Wcall “^a pleai»ant eiening"—instead of each man letting loose his soul,

unbending his mind, giving fair pHy to jotund spirits, generous feeling,

and wit haimless as it would be lively—^instead of verifying the truth
of the maxim of that adjnirable )udge of human nature, Horace,

—^Utulce

est destptre ui loio” you will, when the cloth is removed, be lost m the
fog of political economy, bewildered with the will-o'-the-wisp of meta-
physics, or, perhaps, w hat is a still greater misfortune, hav e a grave eu-
logium pronounced upon your ‘^^|:ianscendent virtue*-, supereminent ta-

lents, unexampled integntv, unbending patriotism, tf ctt(?a, and
fortli ,** and, in reply, be expet ted to make a long speech, propose thu
health of youi proposer, and so see the evening weai away in eadb ntau
wj^ondering at the stupidity of the other. Evenings so passed m Irelai^
—and. Heaven help me ^ 1 have been doomed to endure many of
fi equently remind me of the story of the economu Dutchmen, who* i/i

their anxiety to preserv e their apartments clean, transmit fiom one mouth
to another, till it reaches the outer door, the exuberance of saliva obl-

lected by smoking.

1 he rage for speec hiding is not conhned to any particular class m
societj Iho poiteis on the coal-qua> sm as giievously in this respect

as the iudge» on the bench. The daiicU in the dark neckcloth delivers

his opinion as piofoundly as the King's counsel in his flowing wig.

The man who keeps a book-stall thinks he is as erudite as the Fellow of

College The apothecary's apprentice is as diffuse, and as unintelligible,

as the doctoi , and the old attorney as nonsensical as the \oung bar^

rister ,—whiladttie horse-^^hoei s, the coidwamers, the breeches-makers,

the plasterqrs,Vpd the linck manut icturers, tre all affected with the m-
fiuenzd of gMcB-makiug , and each of tljcm is desirous of exhibiting

the utmost eToeBt of his ridiculous piopensity in the columns of a news-

paper To one who knows, the failings of the Irish in this resjiect, the

sight of a Dublin papelh is as complete a phjsic as a drachm of hippo.

You have only to read it through, and—the effect is most disagree-

able. If you, in these days, begin the leport of a public meeting, you

will find that if Paddy Murphy's speech does disgust \ou, Tom Mullow-

ney'b will turn your stomach , while Jem t assidy will opeiate in such a

manner, as to send the reader and the heareis weeping to their beds."

One of the most annoying consequences attendant upon the printing

and publishing of an Irish orator's speech m, that the instant he fills

up a stick*' in a newspaper, he immediately supposes himself a man of

mighty consequence in the political world A public plan, he imagines,

should not be propounded unless opinion is first givfin respecting

it ; and he considers that, unless this compliment is paid to him, it is

his right," as a deeply injured man, to oppose it, no matter what may
he its scope and tendency. Give an Irish orator twenty lines in a news-

pl^er, and before six hours have elapsed from the time the journal is-

dpUvered to the newsman, the fnends of the orator^ friends' fkends,
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Ips a4M|\iaiiit|inces^ and the acquaintances of those acquaintances^ are
obliged to read the twenty lines^ twenty times over, and each time to
laud it more highly than before. If they do not do this, it is ten chances
to one but the orator will ** denounce" his friend or acquaintance at
the next public meeting.

It would be a gross injustice to that body of men, whom I mean* to
describe under the designation of an Irish orator," if I did not state
of them, that their styles are as various as their different natures and
dispositions. The stupid" Irish orator vexes the dull ear” with a
long narrative of what he has read in the morning papers the igno^
rant" Irish orator spurts forth a harum-skarum rhapsody, which is sin-,

l^ess of a breach of the second commandment ; for it bears not the like^
ness of any thing that is in hauven above, or in the earth" beneath, or
in the waters under the earth —^the •* vulgar" Irish orator contents
himself with merely blackguarding every honest man of his own party,
and praising all those opposed to the principles he professes to sup-
port ;—the half-read" (the Irish orator conglomerates, in

Hidless sentences, the hackneyed ideas of others, tied together by opinions
of his own, which CEdipus himself could not* unravel ; while the great,
because always the most popular— the eloquent" Irish orator dis-

^ gorges poetry gone-mad, and prose run-riot, in which nought can be
discerned but mystic images, unintelligible phrases, and compound
Ipgures, like those described in the lines,

« Humano capiti cer^icem cquinam,” &c.

These distinctions comprise the entire genus, whether they be ranged
under the green or orange species. The discipline requisite to attain
the desired elevation is of the simplest kind. It is not necessary that
the aspirant should have studied any branch of science, of the fine arts,

or polite literature. T/iese may, in fact, be an encumbrance to him. It
is not demanded of him e\en to know how to read. He has only to try
himself once or twice in private ; and, if he discovers that he has stout
lungs, a loud voice, and can talk nonsense without stuttering, he has
attained the art. His friends (if he have any) can, from that moment,
look upon him as a most tiresome bore ; while the publichaji him with
the glorious, the ennobling title of an Irish orator."

BARBARISMS OF CIVILIZATION.

I,

—

Capital Punishment.

English Jurist.—New Zealander.

EngUah Jurist, Your life and education have been truly extraordi-
nary, A savage infancy, fcjlowed by a highly cultivated manhood, seems
to have bred in your mind a very singular caste of opinions, not always
sound, but generally oHginal and entertaining; and I find in you powers
of observaticto, and a vigour of the reflecting faculties, which might do
honour to a civilized being. I beg your pardon : such you undoubtedly
are ; but I mean a person born in a civilized community. Without the
md of already formed opinions in your father, mother, brothers, and

• sisters, and other persons moving about you in childhood, you have ac-
quired for your8(4j|^a tolerably good understanding of the develop^
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menit of the human character in a social Btate> and of the moral prin-

ciplee of right and wrong ; and the state of your mind^ under circum.

stances so disadvantageous^ is^ 1 assure you^ to say the least of it^ highly

creditable to yourself.

New Zealander, Believe me. Sir, I must think you too partial in this.

English Jurist, By no means ; 1 never flatter : unless, indeed, the in-

teresting nature of your conversation may have blinded my better judg-
ment. Believe me, 1 cannot help regretting deeply, when 1 look upon
your countenance, that a man so considerably advanced in intellectual

attainments, should bear indelibly marked upon him the traces of a pre-

vious barbarism. That transverse horizontal perforation of your nos-

trils, 1 fear, can never be fllled up ; and .the tattoo on your forehead,

though fortunately not extensive, is very^ unequivocal indeed, my dear
Sir. Should you return to your countrymen, as you propose, you will

be able to give them many valuable hints on the manner of ornament-
ing their persons. After what you have seen of our European costume,
you would not resume your nose-jewels, 1 apprehend, or consent to the
infliction of any more blue flourishes on your countenance.

New Zealander, 1 am not*so very sure of that, my good Sir ; though,
saying so, 1 feel to be sinking in your valued estimation. Yet, why so

Consider, we have our veneration for these practices, which, whatever
they may appear to you, we are in the habit of calling institutions.

Our ancestors have, for many ages back, worn nose-rings and chin-

feathers, and tattooed themselves, even more than is fashionable at the
present day

; yet we are not apt to undervalue the noses, the chins, and
the complexions which, under those circumstances, they have trans-

mitted to us ; and as we naturally wish our posterity should be as good-
looking us ourselves, we regard with just suspicion, as it seems fo me,
all change in those adornments, which have so long consisted with the

w'ell-being of our faces, A person who should propose to innovate, as

you desire, would find a task of great difficulty, if not danger ; for, in

all matters touching their ])ersonal vanity, my countrymen and coun-

trywomen are very Tories, if I may use that expression without offence.

It is true, they take with avidity, and at any price, the strange trinkets

which your seamen bring for barter ; but nothing could ever drive out

of their heads their own way of wearing them. And pray, now, w’ould

not the women of my country laugh at meVith some reason, if I should

say to them, Fie upon your nose-rings ! If you must have rings, wear
them in your ears, like the ladies of Europe, with large black and
white pebbles hanging at them. Twist your hair about well viith hot

irons, that it may not hang loose about your faces, as nature indecently

designed it ;—^turn it back from the roots, both before and behind, and

bunch it up in the middle of the head like a tuft of banana leaves ; and

then you will be able to stick feathers in it, much larger, and more in

number, than you could conveniently carry in your foreheads, chins,

and noses : Above all, straiten your bodies with large layers of fish-

bones wrapped tightly round them, and squeeze your toes into little

leathern bags, by which means you will make dioth your waists and

your feet appear much smaller than they really are, without any great

personal inconvenience to yourselves, either in sitting or w.alking.

Don’t tattoo yourselves—there’s dear creatures !—nor grease yourselves

any more with that nasty oil ; but when your coipplexionB have lost the

softness and freshness of youth, rub your faces with a certain invaluable,

eopper»coloured powder, which I will show you
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Engliih Jurist. Come^ cojne ; I see you are more cynically disposed
than 1 thought you before. X allow you, that we civilized people are
less natural in our manner of clothing and embellishing our persons
than we might be ; but these are matters of slight importance, and
should not make a philosopher of your stamp angry, and lead him to
comparisons, which, to say the least of them, are unjust.

New Zealander, Angry, did you say ? Of all persons, I surely have
the least right to be angry with such barbarisms as I find existing in civi.

lized life ; but when I find^these made matter of triumph and exultation
in the mouth of the 'polished savage, I will own to you I cannot some-
times forbear expressing a little virtuous indignation. You invite me to
talk and express my opinions freely ; therefore I will tell you, without
fear of offence, that some of ycvur barbarisms are equal in degree to any
of uncivilized life. In one circumstance they are always worse ; that is,

the difficulty of eradicating them, when they have taken root in the soil.

Any wandering from common sense, which human nature, vague, listless,

and unenlightened, may commit, is readily retrieved by the accession of
light, and the young energies of reason when it begins to be employed ;

but when already engaged in active motitdi and progress, a deviation

from the right path in pursuit of a false object is seldom remedied but
by an effusion of light, far disprcqportioned to the difficulties of the way.
A community, wlien once in the career of civilization, acts indepen-
dently, and is alone responsible to itself for its proceedings ; there is no
one to tell it, it is w'rong ; it creates, adopts, sanctions, and recommends
its own delusions

; its sins are chartered by opinion, and a respect which
they gather, not only from their own duration, but frorii the s<denm and
deliberate manner in which they are perpetrated. Individual enlighten-

ment with difficulty makes any way against this sort of authority ; in

fact, it sometimes happens, that while the individual mind is progress-

ing in enlightenment, the community retrogrades. Look at the history

of your own country ; your ancestors were prosper<»us, wise, learned, and
philosophical, enjoying a decent form of government, and some good
laws, at a period when old women used to he burned for witclicraft. Con-
sider after how long a space you got rid of torture, and the persecution

of people to death for religious opinions,—practices at which the indivi-

dual mind revolted long before their extinction. Within the last cen-

tury the punishment of deatfi has been extended to a vast variety of

offences, by virtue of what we may call the retrograde legislative morale
of the community ; during all which time, individual mind has been
cherishing and maturing the opinion, which is ultimately to triumph,

that capital punishment is expedient in no case whatever.

English Jurist, Here 1 must be allowed to interrupt you, though un-
vrillingly ; because I do not consider the institution of capital punish-

ment to be a barbarism, as you would seem to represent it ; nor do I

believe the opinion, that it should be abolished in all cases, is one ulti-

mately destined to triumph.

New Zealander, Believe me, now, in this sentiment of yours, you show
yourself a very savage and yet a milder-mannered man, of a more hu-
mane dispdsition, I do not know. Your sin, however, is not your own
entirely, but, in a great measure, that of the community to which you
belong

; the acts and proceedings of which wear in your eye a sancti-

monious air of authority, which prevents your examining closely their

intrinsic merit. You do wrong, however, instead of referring the mat-
ter to your private judgtnent, and proclaiming the result, to allow the
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authority of the communis smsus already ascertained to infect you with

the ferocity of approving practices on the part of the public^ from which
your feelings^ as an individual^ would revolt.

English Jurist. I think you are making a false assumption. In ap-

proving of capital punishment^ I abstract my mind from every consider,

ation but that of public expediency ; and looking steadily at this, I do
not personally revolt from the use of that punishment in proper cases,

nor even from the infliction of it with my own hand, if need were.

New Zealander, Oh ! as public executioner ; but that is not what I

mean when I speak of your individual feelings ; nor, believe me, did I

do you the injustice to suppose that, in approving capital punishment,
you distinguish yourself by the slightest shade from the physical opera-

tor on tiie scaffold. What I wish to put^o you is this; and I think I

may reckon on a favourable answer, if 1 can make my question under-
stood : Suppose that, in the murder of your wife, or other dearest rela-

tion, you have suffered at the hands of some villain a violence to your
feelings which nothing can repairj he is convicted of the fact, but his

sentence is left to your discretion. Suppose yourself in this situation,

without a shadow of a precedent to guide you. Vindictive feelings

would, of course, have no influence in the calm and rational deliberation

you would lend this inquiry. Will you tell me now that you could so far

trust your own calculations, however enlightened, of public expediency,

as to determine of your own motion and on your own responsibility that

the criminal should be put to death ? or would you not rather look about
for some other mode of disposing of him short of that extremity ? This
is the situation in which every man should place himself who forms an
opinion on this question ; and it is the duty of every man in your com-
munity, now that the question has some chance of being agitated, to

form and give expression to his opinion on such a subject ; and by the

aggregate of ojiiiiions so formed and expressed, the practice would neces-

sarily stand or fall. I perceive that your countryman, Sir W'm. Mere-
dith, half a century ago, startled the House of Commons, by assuring

them that the Member of Parliament was the true liangman and not the

executioner ; but if I understand the constitution of your society aright,

the guilt, or rather barbarism of such an institution lies at the door of

every member of the community who knows of its existence and acqui-

esces. In such a state of society as you enjoy, it can be nothing but a

morbid Indifference of the individual mind to public affairs which places

the community so far behind the individual in civilization. Of all forms

,of government monarchy most generates, encourages, and (1 will say)

stands in need of this state of inaction in men*s minds ; and with some
reason denominates those persons good subjects^ who, to all intents and

purposes, are the worst citizens that can be.

English Jurist, Thank you for this lecture on the duties of a citizen ;

for'my own part I am inclined to call myself a subject yet, and do not much
relish these Parisian reflnements. But I have been considering the sit-

uation in which you placed me so ingeniously just now ; and am prepar-

ed to tell you that I certainly should, on my own'responsibility, consign

the criminal to death ; so that your abuse of the community; as compared

with my state of civilization at least, falls to the ground.

New Zealander, 1 assure you, you surprise me a great deal by this de^^

deration ; I own I thought the argument at an end. Napoleon Bona-

parte, by no means the most humanized of men, was very averse to pro-,

nouncing death in the case of the German Student, though invited to
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that course (which Is not the case I put to you) by ample precedent^ by
the established rules of war^ and by the opinion and practice of every na.

tion in Europe. The great respect I entertain for your character con-

strains me to believe^ that the community^ whose practice herein you
approve, has, by that very practice, infected your mind, otherwise by na.
tore and education humanely disposed, with some tinge of its own bar-

barity. At all events, believe me, it is to no purpose that your face is

free from those blue flourishes and transverse perforations you speak of,

while your mind entertaii^ a doctrine of this description. It is worse
than cannibalism,

English Jurist, Preposterous ! One would think you were losing your
temper. Hear, at least, what I am prepared to say in behalf of the prac-

tice whereof 3'ou complain, bn the first place, I propose %o show you a

natural right inherent in the community to deal with its individual mem-
bers as shall seem expedient, even so far as the infliction of death ; Se-

condly. The public expediency of visiting certain crimes with that punish,

ment ; Thirdly, The sanction and authority of certain laws which have
e|nanated from the Deity himself.

JVetv Zealander, Allow me, one moment, bs conviction is our mutual
object, to save you some trouble in this discussion. I am quite sure

that, on second thoughts, you will waive the last argument ; because, as

my religion is independent of books, it is to me in fact no argument at

all. All interchange of ideas betwixt us two must proceed upon the de-

ductions of reason ; either tlierefore abandon this kind of argumenta-
tion, or decline to converse with me. Your proposition, on the other

hand, of a natural right inherent in the community to do as it pleases, 1

admit most freely, so that you need not argue this point. It is my creed,

(and,* on this subject of natural right, the opinion of a savage is entitled

to some weight,) that every individual has a natural right to do every
thing which he has the power to do, and which the balance of motives. Or,

in other words, his will allows him. It is the same with a community,
which is more absolute in this respect, if possible, than the individual.

It has not only a natural right to put its members to death, but to put
them to death without cause or motive : a right often exercised, by the

way, where a community resigns itself to the absolute authority of one
man. It has a right to torture its members to any extent ; to roast them
to death, or boll them to dealh, yes, and to eat them after, if it pleases.

The main question however survives. Whether it can find in its Theart to

enact any of these horrors ? and that ought to depend upon the state of

social feeling in the mass of its members ; that is, the degree of respect

they entertain for the persons and feelings of each other, the strength of

that habitual harmony which grows stronger and stronger with the pro-

gress or even the continuance of a civilized state of being. The human
mind appears to me open to an almost unlimited increase and expansion

of love and tenderness towards not only its own species, but all animal

Ufe. That the mass of the members ofmany communities of Europe arc

now in such a state of social feeling, as to make the punishment of death

an anomaly and a barbarism in their institutions, I can have no doubt ;

and bow it happens that Institutions are so much behind the general

state of social feeling, I have attempted some explanation already. It

may seem unfair to you that 1 should assume all the discourse to my-
self, and not allow to go into your argument of the political expe-

, diency and necess yo£ this practice ; but the fact is, it could be of no
avail for me to hear you on that point, however ably you might main-
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tain as I cannot bring my mind to contemplate anything beyond the
abstract ferocity of this proceeding. Fond as I am of truth and its in«

vestigation^ you would not be able to fix my attention for a moment.
There is much to be said, doubtless, on both sides, respecting the political

expediency of examination by torture, and of burning for heresy ; com-
mon humanity, however, at this time of day, refuses to entertain those
questions. Just so I feel on the subject of capital punishment. I am •

aware that many philosophers on my side of the question will dispute with

you both the expediency and necessity of capital punishment ; and they
are right in doing so, because that would be the only mode of convincing

many persons, yourself for instance
;
yet I own I am vain enough to

think that my view of the question supersedes this inquiry.

English Jufist. You are singular, I believe, in not excepting the case

of murder and other violences to the personi

New Zealander, I am sorry for that; hut it seems to me that

those who make this distinction give up the whole question. The
Athenian lawgiver, who punished all offences whatever with death,

was more consistent. Once get over the horror and ferocity of the

proceeding, under any ciit^umstances, and I know not where you
should stop. A distinction so immense must be founded on vin-

dictive considerations, which, to suppose in a community, is as ab-

surd, as that a man should spite his little finger because it pains

him. The greater the abhorrence of the crime of murder, the less dis-

posed the community should be to meet it w’ith a proceeding so entirely

similar to itself, or rather worse, in all respects ; for the malice prepense

of every execution is far greater than in the case of any private murder

;

the act itself more deliberate, cold-blooded, and unredeemed by an^ dis-

play of passion with w'hich human nature might sympathize
; and we

may judge by the effect which habit produces on the minds of butchers

and surgeons, in what way the dispositions of mep sharing in these spec-

tacles are to be affected by, them.

Englii^h Jurist. Well, as you decline entering into the political merits

of this question, we may remain just where we were ; for I am free to

confess, you have not raised so strong an idea of the ferocity or barbarism,

as you call it, of capital punishment, as to preclude an inquiry into its

public expediency.

New Zealander. Then I tell you once* more, it is worse than can-,

nibalism ; and not intemperately, 1 assure you, but seriously and
sincerely. My countrymen have, as it seems to me, been harshly

treated in this matter, by those Europeans who have visited their

coasts. All epithets, descriptive of horror, brutality, and disregard

pf nature, have been heaped without reserve upon the indulgence

of this comparatively harmless sensuality. But the lion, you see,

has been learning to draw pictures ; and it shall go hard but he will

make cannibalism look quite amiable by the side of capital pun-

ishment. In the first place, you are probably aware that the origin of

this practice was purely religious. Most nations are believed at some

early period of their history, to have used hufiian* sacrifices as the most

solemn and acceptable that could be offered to the Deity. * It naturally

occurred to our ancestors, (in common with almost all religionists who
believe in the efi^cacy of propitiatory sacrifices,) that partaking of the

flesh of the victim was a proper symbol of worship, and would render

the Being worshipped personally propitious to the communicant. And.

although in later times this practice seems to have degenerated amongst
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barbarous naticins from a religious duty into a sensual indulgence^ yet at

this very time it is by no means unconnected with sentiments of religion

;

many tribes believing that the souls of those enemies whose bodies they

devour are exposed to eternal torment on that account. But 1 see you
consider it unfair that I should press upon you the religious sanction^

having so recently rejected the same argument at your hands ; we
wUl pass, therefore^ to the merits^ if you please. And first, 1 must
warn you against the supposition, that any savages have ever been so

savage as to fatten and kill people for the sole purpose of eating their

bodies. The evidence against us only a]>plies to the allotted victims

of piety to our gods, or the persons of those whose lives are already

forfeited by the iniles of war. This being the state of the ease, 1 am
able to ask you with some triumph, what earthly reason there is why a

man, hetng killed

y

should not be eaten? Believe me, it is a strange rfe-

finement of humanity by which you object, not to the killing of onr

enemy, for that, forsooth, is your own practice, but to eating them
when dead, which the worms would do if we did not. The true secret

of all this virtuous horror is, that your own stomachs do not relish this

kind of food ; a prejudice altogether acquired, and not founded either in

nature or reason. The meat is good meat ; altogether as palatable as that

of pigs ; and your aversion to it is precisely the same, in kind and origin,

as that which makes the Jeu's stomach revolt at pork. As to an innate

sense of propriety, principles of nature^ and the hko expres^ions, I own
I do not understand \\hat they mean; and the word "principle," I hate

as you do the de^ il. To come to the political-expediency part of the ques-

tion, 1 admit that, firimd facie, it would seem a dangerous thing, that

men's minds should he dive'^ted of this prejudice, however unreasonable;

becaiise were this dish once recognised, your nobles and rich men w ould

inevitably make a luxury of it, whereby the lives of well-fleshed people

in low circumstances would be greatly endangered from the practice of

secret assassination. On the other hand, when I look at the amazing

progress of population among you, and the narrow space of soil in which

you are crowded, and the difficulty of obtaining from the masters of

the soil, who rule you, permission to import food from other countries, I

cannot help wishing, in behalf of a people, whom with all their faults I ad-

mire, that a time may not be coming, when it sliall be politically desir-

able for a large portion of the community to be rid of an unreason,

able aversion to each other's flesh. Should it ever come to drawing

lots, that state of things w ill be very horrible no doubt, though certainly

not BO bad as universal famine ; but, in the meantime, there could be no
objection to the plan of giving the bodies of your public criminals to

the poor, instead of sending them to the surgeons for dissection. You
will then have obtained another argument for capital punishment.

English Jurist, For the life of me 1 cannot tell whether you have

been talking in jest or earnest all this time. But tell me fairly, yes or

no, have you ever tasted human desh ?

New Zealander. Excuse me, now ; we will renew our conversation

another time. At present^ have an appointment to keep with that worthy

man and my«very excellent friend, Ra Mohun Roy, who, with all the zeal

of a proselyte, believes that he shall convert me to the religion of your
country. We shall see.
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THE EXTIIJGUlbHERb

The lane through which I uas winding my way was by no means
agreeable. It was narrow and dirty : the hedgerows were thick and high
on each side , and where 1 could catch a glimpse of the landscape through
them, it seemed flat and unpromising. 1 was yubt thinkuig how pleasant

a little society would be, when a stranger overtook me. He entered at

once into conversation with an insinuating ease, talked not too much,
and, when I spoke, listened v itli a pleasing siMle, that had in it nothing
of the sneer, the sardonic grin. I was struck at the first glance by the
gentlemanly elegance of his appeal ante. He was like the hero of a
novel, tall anch finely formed, his face, as every gentleman's ought to be,

was pale and sallow, his hair black and cuifiing, his eyes—^by Jove, such
eyes *—they fiashed electiic fire. It might be that theie was something
peculiar m his walk, but if he were lame, he lontiived, like Byron, to

conceal the defect so well, that I, like Moore with his friend, could not
discover on which foot he halted

We had not proceeded v^y far, when a laige building on my right

attracted my attention I know nothing of the localities or cuiiosities

of tins country,*' said I , may I <isk what that is ^ *

“ That," he lephed, is an evtinguisher manufactory."

Bless my life’' 1 exdaiuied, what a number of lights must be
burnt beie

The lights are not so numerous as you imagine,*' answered he , and
I should lather azguc, tliat wheie so^nutn\ evtinguishers are used there

are few fights " And now 1 thought his lip curled with something like

satire or quu 1 filt a little puiS/led, and was silent After some*time

he resumed,—

\

ou seem, permit me to say, quite in the dark about

this countiy , I happen to possess some influence in it, and will gladly

show you OAery thing wortliy lour attention That town winch you see

IS
* *

, but we aie now at the gate of this extinguisher manufactory*

will you take a look at it before entering the town^” M illingly,"

replied 1 , to say the tiuth, I feel rathei furious about it."

My" fouiteous (ompaiiion rang tl|e bell, and, as be seemed perfectly

well known to every one m the establishment, we were, in a few minutes,

usheied into the piuicipal woik-ioom of ^le manufactoiy. I expected

to heal ‘ilie noise of the hammer and the saw , but no, here w as imly the

noise of the tongue, and the lustling of papei , for, be it known, the

extmguishei s were made of paper. And now I began to see daylight m
the husinebs of this manufactciy About a hundred \outhb, of difierent

ages, were busily employed in fixing on then heads, the caps, or extin-

guishers, as niy genteel fiiend chose to call them, which the principal of

the manufactory, assisted by baif-a-do/en woikmen, prepaied for them.

Seme laige-Jbeaded fellows had then extinguishers merely perched on

then crowns, otheis, who seemed to wince under the pressure, although

it was .only of paper, had theiis perched on one side Of some, these

extraordinary head-pieces descended to the blows , of others, tliey

completely covered the eyes. And I obseived, that this seemed the

consummation devoutly to be wished," foi such as had succeeded m
covering their orbs of vision weie regarded with delight by the men, and
with envy by the boys. It was painful to one to see young creatures

torment themselves thus. My quick-seeing companion read what was
passing in my mind, and said, “ You would not feel thus, did you know

*
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how Aoeessary this is for their future happiness. In this eovhtry every

man wears an extinguisher on his head ; and the sooner he iOafns to fit*

it firmly'^onj and not to look beyond its edge> the better for him. It Is

true^ there are somb who have ventured to throw off this head-gear^

.which has been worn among us some hundreds of years/’ But what have

been the fatal consequences?” interrupted the manufacturer^ stepping

forward to take part in the conversation ; crime, misery, anarchy
!”

Yes, yes,” said the stranger a little briskly ; I know all that you

would aay, respected Sir,”—(then aside, " a prosing old fellow !”)—** and
no one would regret it m\)re than 1, if the extinguishing system were

given up.” You would have reason. Sir; compression of the brain

—

Exactly so, my dear Sir: a brain well squeezed is like a squeezed orange

;

nothing valuable left in it ; and there is nothing like a shade over the

eyes to keep one in the right path. Good morning, good moTtungn.0
you. My*friend, 1 believe, is satisfied.”

We pursued our way to the town for some time in silence. As we
entered it, my companion said, You seem thoughtful. I am sorry to

see it: I hate thinking: gaiety for me! But revenon$ d nosmoutdm^ Do
you see that splendid pile of buildings—almost a little town ? That is

another extinguisher manufactory.”

,
" The devil, it is !” Here he gave me a peculiar flash from his left

eye. Why, what a nation yours is 1”

O, Sir, it is a brave nation ! As my friend Shakspeare says, we write

brave werses, swear brave oaths, and break them bravely. I need not

take you through that manufactory. It differs but little from that which
you have seen t it is pnly on a larger scale, and here *thby make extin-

guishers for men’s heads instead of for hoys. Some of them are made of

parchment,-^a' capital thing! some of old fusty paper, such as they say

was used in Greece and Rome for similar purposes i however, that I much
donbt ; SomCf they positively assert to be of the same manufacture as

those which the early Christians wore ; in these there is an astonishing

variety. Suffice it, that all our extinguishers, of w^hetever they may be

made, answei; the desired end of preventing expansion Cf brain and ex.^

tension of vision."

By this time we had reached the market-place of the towm. Appa-
rently the public mind was much disturbed. A vast number of the hon-
est citizens were asseml||ed together, holding forth with noisy vehemence,
nodding their coned heads, and trying to peep fifom under their paper
shades.

What the deuce is the matter ?” said 1.

It is all their cursed meddling in this extinguisher business,” my
all-kiiowing companion replied, You must be aware that the manu-
factories I have pointed out to you are for the higher classes of society

:

it has been the custom to make extinguishers for the lower, of coarser

and less expensive materials—tarred brown paper, thick cartridge, or

strong foolscap. Now, these answered well enough ; for the people passing

theii^ lives, as Scott has well said, ^ in slavish labour and coarse de-^

bauchery,' had ho time to think abouf'their heads. Latterly, however,
the slavish kbour, which afforded both the means for ^ coarse debauchery’
and their daily bread, has been unfortunately much diminished. Nothing
sets a man’s brain to work like hunger ; and these fools, in beating about
to discover some relief for their present distress, have imagined, that if

.
they can get rid of their old extinguishers and make new ones for theniA
selves; all will be well.” ’ 1
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You mistake,” said a countrjTnan at our side :
** we think of throw-

ing’ off our extijiguishers entirely.”

Jupiter Ammon /” exclaimed the gentleman, Wliat a state wo
shall be in then ! The high castes—we-—for I am one of the aristocracy—we still wearing our extinguishers as of old, and they;, they without
them !”

But,” said the peasant, you have not one on ; nor can I see why
your class should continue to \iear them.” The stiMuger eyed himr as-

kance, with a tremendous iroMn. lie boldly continued. ** I have found
nothing in tins book about high ciustes and lutv castes, or about wearing
oxtinguishers.”

What book of worse than radicalism is it impetuously demanded
the conservative.

The New Testament,” answered the t/ther qtiietly. As if struck by a
galvanic battery, the gentlemanly stranger bounded aloft, and was re-

ceived into the bosom of ti black cloud just overliead, with a royal salute

of thunder, whilst a vi\id fla’sh of lightning displayed to me, as he dis-

a])))cared, a cloven ii(»of, and I think 1 also saw a—graceful tail. The rus-

tic in.ide the place re-echo with a peal of laughter which startled me—
and— 1 awoke. Frank M was hallooing in my ear, the reverend
l>r *s vork on Kdiu’ation lay o]>en beside me, at that iritere'=ttiag

cliapter, “ 'frain up a child.” The reverend Doctor’s establishment ibr
young gentlemen was before my eyes, vastly like the extinguisher ma-
nufactory of my dream, and the towers of collega were se6nin the

distuBce.

% .

THE SPY SYSTEM.

It was intimated in a jiostscript to the last number of this Magazine,

tliat there liad been received by Mr. I'ait, too late for publication, an

abix‘«ive letter from the individual, known as Alexander Riclimoiid,

‘‘ The »^i>y.” Publication of tliat letter w'as demanded, as an act of jus-

tice ; and was promised in a note appended to the Magazine, whicli has

proved a new stumbling block in the way of;^^. Riclimoud ; though without

fee, or hope of reward, it gave him sound advice, in bidding him drop

Cambysos vein,” and if lie really had the jiow er of establishing Ids in-

nocence, to do so by a ])l.iiii statement of authetiticuM lie refers

proudly to the intimate kiiowdodge Messrs. Jeffrey and C’ookburnhave of

hi.s character and motives, his pure integrity, and high honour. There

is no doubt they know' him perfectly well! AYe only liinted, Let them

say these fine things themselves, Richmond ; their testimony w ill go far

in your vindication with a wicked susjdcious world ; and hajipy shall we

be to ]>ublish it.” Wo advised him to place a plain array of figures before

the public ; to tell us whJ^t he demanded from Lori Sidmuuth, and what

he yot

;

instead of merely mentioning what he was offered and promised.

The straight-forward course does not, it seems suit a genius like his,

trained in strategy, and the detection of plots ; and our advice only

draws fresh indignation upon our devoted heads. Yet our thir^t for

evidence shall be gratifieii

w

e rejoice to hear it, and so will hundreds
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of thousands of our fellow.subjects. The Spy System, probed, to the bot->

tom by the appearance of such illustrious persons in a witness-box, as

Lord Sidmouth, the array of Scotch Tory C'rown Lawyers, Mr. Finldy,

&c., &c., summons of havers issued to the Home Office
; a ransacking

of the archieves of the Glasgow Magistrates during the Rebellions,*'

and of the repositories of Mr. Fmlay ! this is beyond our hopes, although

the Castlereagh Government had not shrouded themselves in a Bill of

Indemnity. We must therefore rest contented with a few more excerpts

from Richmond’s Nabu \iive. But first \\e give his letter :

—

TO MU. WILLIAM TAI 1’.

——** Parthis mendatior**—

—

Hor Sd }st| 112,

Finding myself the object of a most calumnious and malignant ii^ttack,

in an article headed The Spy System, orjlltirteen rears Since/* }>ub-

lished in your Magazine for May, and again in a letter from yourself to

Mr. Kirkman Finlay, in your Magazine for tins month, [July,") 1 deem it

essential to take the earliest opportunity to meet it by a Hat and un-
qualified contradiction.

Were I not otherwise an advocate for the liberty of tlie press, my own
engagements would dispose me to <riticise witli modejpBtion the excesses

into which literary men are too apt to fall : hut when ffh|it sacred palhu
dium becomes a vile instrument of falsehood and slander, it has reached

a point where forbearance itself becomes a sin. In )(nir charat'ter of

Reviewer, you have assumed on this occasion a licence which tlie liberty

of the press docs not confer. You are at once dudge, Jury, and Execu-
tioner ; and, in your anxiety to officiate in the only capacity fpr w Inch

your talents seem to have qualified you, you hasten to condemn without

evidence. To a libeller so base, so malevcdeiit as yourself, 1 stoop not

to vindicate my conduct from the foul charges whicli jou have brought
against it,—that can lie best settled in a Gourt of Justice. In Eng-
land this has already been done with effect; hut, iii the meantime, that

my character may not farther suffer from the virulence of the jioisou

which you have dashed against it, and tliat the puldic mind m.w he dis-

abused of the yile influences which you have shod over it, I cannot con-

sent that so foul a calumny should remain unnoticed. ,

After the publication of my narrative in lh2t, the truth of which I

challenge you or any om^to confute, it might have been supposed that

prudence merely would have induced you to pause before )ou had ven-

tured to brand me with the base epithets you so plentifully hurl at my
devoted head. But >our recklessness in attack is fairly matclied by

your ignorance of the field which you have cliosen ; and time will show
whether you can boast of the success of your achievements.

My brief reply to « the charges brought against me is, that they are

false, I cane not for the source * from which you draw your information,

• Our chief Rourceis Richmond’s Narrative, published m lfi24, after all his at-

tempts to make Mr. IKirkman Finlay or the government disgorge farther, had proved in

vain ; after his annvity from the Home Office was stojiped, and no hope remained of
ext'jrtinganother farthing, forhis approved services. It is not we then, that can claim the
merit ofexposing the Spy System in the West of Srotlatid ; that good office was mainly
performed by the exasperate A. Richmond himself. It was not we that drove this man

a
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and which* I have never seen. Be its author whom he may, (and jud^^-

ing from his inferences and conclusions) he seems a tyro, formed accord-

inff to your own heart,) his statements are a tissue of malignant false-

hoods, and offer no other pretext for your adopting them in preference

to mine, than that kindred sympathy in sentiment and malevolence,

which the darker spirits*' are supposed to inherit in unison wdth each
other. But what can justify 5^)11 in culling from your favourite vocabulary

so many choice flowers of rhetoric, to illustrate your version of my cha-

racter? In the excess of your malignity, you designate me tlie Master
Sj)y*'— the social Burker**— the wretch*'— the ruflian"— the
rogue"— the villain**— the clever knave"— the base creature"

—

and, withal, the poor weaver," wdiosf! expectations being liighly

with contempt and execration from the community, who lielieved, and do now believe

moreflrmly than ever, that at the insti^atioa of certain known lif^cnts of theGov't'rnn*ent,
and for the hope of reward, pay, ^vages, he came amonj,^ tin* reformers to incite them
to illegal acts, and then betrayed tlwni. We xveie not standin;; by, when Finlaj confided

to his honouran Impohtant Statk SE(’RKT,and adiled, that “ he (Finlay,) had now
the authority of Government to ojfer me a respcciatde pennnnent situation^ if I could
lend my assistance to suppress a^cunspiravi/)" which Kii iiniond himself sa\s never
existed, but as a paltry and imbecile pretext to delay reform. We were not pn‘?eiit

certainly, when Uicbinond the Heformer told William AI^Kirnmie, bis former f’rhmd,

that the people of Eng^land were associating and arminfj tf) overtuni the Government

;

audurfjed the organization of similar a<«soi iations in tlie West of Scotland, and the taking
of an oath; assuring him that he (Uichmond) ‘‘ knew a quarter from which plenty of
money would be got to defray all expenses.” It is Richmond himself wlio w rites, (page
66 of his narrative.) “ My proceedings, (that is after he had accepted Finlay’s job,) my
proceedings ret^uiced to he conducted with the utmost caution. 1 plied JNbl.auclilane,

who had already committed himself to me. I gave him small sums of money to re-

lieve his necessities, regulated so as not to e,rcite .suspicion.'* Where did )C)u get4,heui

Mr. Richmond ?—It w'asnot we, that wrote the statement of Hugh Hickson, or gave the

explanation of the Treasonable Oath,” whi( h you (Richiikoml) put, it is alleged,

into the hands of Macdowal Peat ; that oath ^vhich, at page .‘10 of your narrative, you
say, “ Mr. Finlay expressed great anxiety to obtain a copy of in writ ting,” and which
he got, you can best tell lunv ! Exjdanations of how tliat oath was mauufactuied,

Mould be more satisfactory to the public, than being told by you, that ‘‘ this was tlie

identical document that made such a noise in the House of Coinmous.”

It is to Richmond himself that we ow’o the information that he came to Edinburgh,
and was for montlis in constant communication M'ilh the ofticials of the (ioverument,

the Crown law'yers of Scotland, throughout those shameful State Trials M'hich recoibd

with unmitigated disgrace upon their Tory instigati^s. “ When I called upon the.

Crown law^j’ers,” says Richmond, (the Tory lawyers, the tools of tlie existing Govern-

ment, familiarly called upon by the patriotic reforming Richmond, some few months be-

fore, an outlawed u^eaver, in the utmost state of destitution ;)— when I called upon them

next day, they appeared like chagrin and moriijication personified.” This man also

states that these same Crown lawyers (having confidence in him from experience of

former services, is the fair inference,) wislied to employ him to infiueiice the Crown
Mutness, Campbell, n^bom, on the trial, it came out that tneDejmte Advocate, Mr. Home
Drummond, had eudeavouiHHl to suborn. “ Repeated references,” ^ays Richmond,

“were made to me jfor my opinion and assistance to oveicome his (CnmpbellV)

scruples.” This at least sheu’s the opinion the Tory lawyers, who n^ere labouring in

their vocation, had of the uses to which the jiatriotic Richmond might be put. How
could the man, if in his senses, let out damning facts of this nature, and then come

forward with the air of outraged innocence, and martyreij purity and integrity ?

The Tory lawyers, labouring in their vocation to make oiii their cases, (to get the men
hanged, and transported, as Richmond states,) next consulted this wbrlliy, “ as to

what effect he considered offering him (Campbell) a situation under Government

would have ?” It would have been long, M^e‘11 be bound, before these learned gentle-

men had taken such “ sweet counsel,” with William M‘Kinimie, or Hugh Dickson,

or any of Richmond's early and honest reforming associates, as they now, in knov -

ledge of his character and services, did with hirav We give them full credit for sage-

city enough to know their man.
2 U 2
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niisedj had not for counters sold himself to the devil/' Truly, you are

amiable in your resentment. And you say, I was employed as a Govern-

ment Spy ; that Mr. Finlay was my dupe ;
* and that I hatched a plot,

stimulated by the reward 1 should receive in detecting it.

To the public let my answer be addressed.

If one tithe of these epithets were justly applied, or one iota of these

charges true, I should shrink from society as a loathed thing, unworthy

of the sympathy of my fellow-men. But when my conscience tells me
that I am innocent ; that my interference in the events of 1817 was

actuated by a sense of moral rectitude ; from a desire to sav'e, and not

to destroy, the infstuated individuals who had formed a conspiracy at

that period; and that 1 w'as above the desire or ^temi)tatiou of either

stipulating for, expecting, or receiving, the filthy gain ithich this libel

ascribes as my motive ; I feel that were the same circumstances again fo

arise, 1 could not do my duty to society, or to the very indi\iduals by

whom my conduct has been condemned, better than by acting uj)on

the principle by which I was governed uj)on that occasion. But what

were the facts that this ha«ie libeller twists and turns, to garnish the

page of his Magazine ? They are simply these : Being popular with

the men for whose interests I had suflered, f my influence w'ilh them

at a period when, unwillingly on my part, I was introduced to Mr.

Finlay, by letter from Mr. Jeffrey, with tlie object of advancing my
views in life, pointed me out as a source from which, if a conspi-

racy existed at all, tlie authorities hoj»ed to receive information.

Mr. Finlay, told tue of a conspiracy against the Government. I knew

of none, and therefore could not tell him. Among the friends of

Reform at that pf iiod, with whom I acted, I Knew no such con^'piracy

existed; hut, among the most destitute hiul desperate of tlie w'orking

classes, I subse^jMcntly discovered that a conspiracy did really e.xisty and

that its avowed object wa» to ov^erturii the (*o\'erument. I w’ar» solicited,

hut hot employ d, to inquire into it ; and iny desire to avert calamity,

and save human life, from a consciousiiehs of the folly and niadne'is of

such a scheme, induced me to satisfy myself, whether such a plot actu-

ally existed. 1 felt it my duty, as a friend to public order, to announce

that I had discovered it ; but that it was too contemptible to create any

uneasiness on the part of tl^e authorities. I undertook to dissipate it,

notfrom the temptation of reward, or a Government situation, as is so

basely stated ; I fc*j)urned with contempt the offer ; hut on ^condition

that Mr. Jeffrey and Mr. Cockburri, known friends of the people, and

politically ojiposed to the Ministers of tlie day, who had patronised me
from my conduct on behalf ofthe workmen on a former occasion, ehould be

made acquainted with all the proeecdiny8,X that I should he allowed

to take my own means to break it up ; at the same time rcruriny a pledge

that none of the individuals coticerned m it should he brought to punish^

ment. The first part of the condition was objected to by Mr. Finlay,

• We must confess tllat we said a good deal of this, and unfortunately for Mr.

Hichmond our opiuion is not a solitary one.
*1“ Uichmond was a rommon working weaver. In 1813, he W'as indicted, along

with several otliers, as acce<^sary to a combination for a use of wages. This is the

amount of ids « suflerings,'’ up to the period that he, on such exalted motives, ao
cqpted the duty assigned to him hy Mr. Kirkman Finlay.

f But were they Mr. Richmond ? That they were not I And when came that

earliest moment that you could see them F As to great delay, the exchange of c om>*

nsunieatimi between Kdinburgh and Glai^gow, takes about twelve hours !

3
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cUiefly on the ground of delay; but it was understood that 1 shotild

communicate with these gentlemen on the subject ; which was done at

the earliest moment I could see them ; and Mr, Finlay afterwards admit-
ted to Mr. Jeffrey, that he had no other hope of inducing me to inter-

fere but that condition. These are stern, incontrovertible facts, and I

challenge their contradiction. How his pledge w'as kept—that I should
be allowed to dissipate the incipient conspiracy in my own way, and that

the individuaU should escape unnu)le^>ted—let Mr. Finlay himself an-
swer ! To him and to Mr. Reddie, uho were well acquainted v>ith the
purity, nay, the pntnotium of my motives, I fearlessly appeal. Had Mr.
Reddie's ad\ice and mine been acted upon, the excitement >\ould

have died the State trials would never have taken place; and,

instead of the base instrument whicli tins libeller charges me with
having been, he would at this d.iy have pointed me out as the protecting,

rather than the destroying angel of the misguided men. But Mr. Finlay
broke his pledge

; and, from motives whicli he can best explain, made
that mountain of a mouse,” which ended in the discomfiture of the
very object which he attenijijed to gain, and covered the Ministry of

the day with the contenijit they so richly deserved. AU this was done
without my Uitvrft rcnco, and tiprcs^ly contrary to the slipnhition made
With and hu* for whidt T shouhl never have i}ifvrfvrvdf' If, to sn\e
himself from obloquy, he [Mr. Finlay] supposes tliat I am a defenceless

man, unable to (Mintrovert a simple denial of the«e facts, he u much mis...

taken. I can produce li>ing witnesses of high character, as well as

documentary testimony under hi.'s own hand, to support the trutli of what
I now bt.vto ; and wliich has lieeu already stated at more length in my
narrative, now nearly nine years before the public. •

8o much for tlie jiart I took in the proceedings of that period. But
this vile calumniator is incapable of pi*rc(*i\ ing tliat a man's actions can
be governed by a laudable moti\o, unless they are crowned with success;

that events w'ill arise in the tide of human affairs, h(»yond the foresight

or control of the wisest or the best. He cannot tee that an individual,

for the benefit of society alone, can he induced to place himself into a

dangerous and ambiguous position, unle'»« tempted by the glitter of

prospective advantage. M"ith Jiiin, the pure spirit of ])atriotism is a mere
phantom of romance ; and honesty of purpoar, being alien tohiis own na-

ture, is a quality miknow n in humanity.t Mark the partial and \ indictive

spirit which governs this libeller, lie cpiotes, from my owm narrative, that

a base bribe wmsheld out to secure my assistance; hut, instead offinishing

the sentoirv, by stating that I spurned it with coutm/pt, he artfully con-

ceals this from his readers, and tells them that I fht n set myself to hatch

a plot with all diligence What a demon is this to dub himself Reviewer I

I have never concealed the facts. They have been before the public

• We have nothing to ohjoct against Mr. Richmond’s indignation W’^ith Mr. Fin-

lay, for his clumsy mode of interference, and bunjrling of the plot ; save that Mr. Fin-

lay ‘^for breach of faith,” pleaded tlie positive orders of Lorjj Sidmouth.

This passage, considering whence it emanated, is a perfect curiosity. Spumed
with coiiteiupt, Mr. Richmond ! Whj, have you not published to the wferld, that not

contented with the money advanced you to ibster the plot, not contented with the

annuity you received, not contented wiih the offer of a grant of land in Canada, not

contented with the offer of a settlement at the Cape of Good Hope, you absolutely w’or-

ried the Goverument forreward of your services ; and did not for year* leave poor Mr.

.Finlay nor the Loi-d Advocate the life of a dog, with your cormorant ravening for

money ? You imagined them in your power ; but they turned upon you and defied you

at lasU^and you published your Narrative /
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for years. Who can refate them P It is well known that Mr. Finlay*s

imprudent haste to arrest the men outrun his own discretion ; but it also

sacriiioed me in the estimation of the multitude^ who could not judge of

tlie purity of the motives by which I was actuated.^ The consequence
wns^ that I was compelled to abandon a lucrative situation which 1 had
recently obtained^ (as the manager of Mr. Owen's establishment at New
Lanark^) although that gentleman was aware of the uprightness of my
conduct

; and my prospects being blighted, I had to remove my family

from that quarter of the country, where all my expectations and chances

of success were cciitrc«l. ]\Jr. Jeffiey and Mr. Cockburn, from whom I

had received many kindnesses w hich can never be effaced from my mind,

were satisfied of the purity of my intentions, and regretted my interfer-

ence only from the misfortunes into which, in a worldly sense, it had
involved me. The whole circumstances were before them ; and at their

recommendation ah)u\—nay, by their deaire, did 1 claim indemnity * for

the irreparable losses which I had sustained. 1 claimed no reward, and re-

ceived no price for my services. Equally independent in my own station

as Mr. Finlay was in his, 1 disdained entering into any compact, and
could make no appeal to any understanding ; but having, against my own
inclination, been solicited and urged to assist for the public good, by
which .assistance I became a ruined man, I demanded from the Govern-
ment that reparation to which 1 was fairly entitled for the losses and
injuries I had sustained. Had I “ sold myself to the devil," as this

libeller states, there is no doubt that the wages of sin would have been
furthcoming; but because 1 had withstood temptation, and had not gone
through the fire to Moloch," reparation came with a slow and sparing

hand.t
This, .in addition to my narrative, is my answer to the vile charges

which this most worthy and apjiroved reviewer has thought proper to

publish against me. 'J'he whole current of my life gives the lie to his

assertion. Have 1 stolen through existence like sluggish waters through
a marsh, without either honour or observation.?" No. Before these

events occurred, I had acquired a well-earned popularity, from my devoted
attachment to the cause of the poor w*eavert?, and my public advocacy of
their claims, in opposition to Mr, Finlay, who appeared against them ;

which, while it rendered meobnoxious to that very Government for w horn

this libeller says I acted as a master spy," compelling me for a time
to leave the countr}', and eventually immuring me in a prison, gained
for me the esteem-and assistance of those individuals I have named, and
many others, to whom the welfare of the i)eople was as the breath of

their nostrils. They knew the utter groundlessness of the suspicion

which was attached to my motives, and did not desert me, when in the

wreck of my hopes 1 was abandoned to the storm of popular indignation,^

* This ill another of this mun'u quiddities, w'hich we do not pretend to compre-
hend. After a man has managed State plots, and held long intercourse with Tory
Scotch Crown lawyers, learned gentlemen, and metaphysicians, he becomes misty to

plain understandings, w<iich cannot be supposed to apprehend his nice distinction be-

tween pay syid indemnity.

t Richmond is wrong hei’e. All GoTcrnments—.4ind it is unhandsome of them—
that employ spies, are proverbial for reluctance to pay for past services.

i So there wras indignation ; a storm of it. Richmond “was compelled to
abax^n hi» lucrative situation,** by the force of this storm, which we can tell him
is alive still. To us it seems most mysterious, that, of all men breathing, Finlay, to
whom he “ had been opposed,** should have appli^ to him to deteci or suppress a
coBspImey ; should have at once intrusted a oesat Ca8TX.erea0U STATE SECEET,
ta a man noted as a reformer, and Champion of the Weavers.
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ftt a time when I had no opportunity of convincing the rude mass of the
purity of my conduct and intentions. Nor have my exertions in the
cause of the peo^de during the last ten years, since I have been in the

m6tro]>olis, been useless or unrewarded. Let this libeller inquire, and
he will find that the thanks of the parishioners of St, Luke are recorded
in their minutes, for my efforts in their favour on many occasions, both
in correcting local abuses, and advancing the national cause of Reform

;

and that, at public meetings in that parish, I have twice received more
substantial testimonials, with a suitable inscription for my services. He
will find, also, that through my instrumentality, and under my manage-
ment, a Bill is at this moment progressing through Parliament for the

extension of the franehf.se, and which hhs already passed the Lower
House.* 1 notice these things, to show tliat I ever have been, and con-
tinue to be, devoted to the cause of the people ; and that devotion like

this is utterly inconsistent with a character such as he describes me to be.

Let me now address the few remaining sentences to this mendacious
Reviewer.

What is the object 5'ou hope to gain by distorting facts, confusing

dates, and mixing up events, which bear no more relation to each other,

than you to Solomon ? In the consummate vanity of your heart, too ex-

pansive for the narrow grasp of your intellect, you constitute yourself

the mouth-piece and organ of a party, whose cause is too much identi-

fied with the interests of society at large to be spoiled by the empty
cackling of an ignorant partisan. 1 have never been the apologist

of the Castlereagh school of politics, nor of any infringement on the

liberty of the subject • but, on the contrary, their severest denun-
ciator. I am, however, satisfied, that those who prematurely at-

tempt to overthrow a bad Government, without corresponding or

adequate means and intelligence, are the greatest enemies to social

improvement, by the pretext they afford to the tyrant, to abridge

public liberty by playing upon the fears of the timid. By conjoining the

paltry and imbecile conspiracy of 1817, the object of which, however con-

temptible, was avow’cdly to overthrow the Government, with the equally

absurd affair in 18520, with which it had no. possible connexion, you evi-

dently hope to draw the sympathy and approbation of the public to the

wild scheme of revolution. Bew^are ! This course will only hasten your

own diseomfitiire ; and if, in a worldly sense, theorists like you have little

to lose, and every tiling to gain, by a convulsion—yet, remember, ‘you

are the more likely to encounter the disgust and contempt of reasoning

men, with the less chance of being, as 1 am, able to convince them of

the disinterestedness and purity of your motives.

London, June 17, 1833. A. B. Richmond.

Mr. Richmond’s second letter to us is so much a repetition of the hrst,

that he must pardon us for not inflicting the double dose upon our readers.

The pithiest passage we do give—

I

make no appeal to your generosity ;

forew’arned ray life and character W'ould be safer qnder the uplifted dag«
^

ger of the assassin, than dependent on .your tender mercies.” There is

for us ! And this is a fine return to make us for counselling tim (without

hope of either fee. or indemnity') to employ the first interval we could

* We rejoice to hear of this bill, though the London Papen have been so remiss

as never to have noticeda measure, which, under such high auspices, has made so satis- .

factory a progress. As to the thanks of the parishioners of St Luke's, we can only

observe that these parishioners differ in so far, from those of St Enoch, St Mungo,
St John, or any other Saint in Scotland.
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i^pnre from his present duties^ in procuring a few words from Mt. Jeffrey,

ifefr, Cockhurn, and Mr, Owen, as to those old dark matters ; instead of
vapouring about his own high-minded purity^ with all the men la Scot-

land sneering in his face^ whom contempt or indignation at this miserable

hypocrisy or self-delusion will allow to sneer. For counselling thn8>

and for advising him to make a clean breast, and a clear statement of how
his account-current stood uith the Government for three years these

are our thanks I

Now that we are done with his letters, we must take leav^to ask Mr.
Richmond, that much injured man, why, after Mr. K. Finlay had out-

stepped the conditions of their original paction, broken faitli with him,*'

as he says, had caused the poor men, to the number of 30 to <0 to be
arrested, and despatched the treasonable oath to the Home-Office ; and
after the Lord Ad\ocate, Maconochie, had stood up in the House of Com-
mons, and read that awful oath, and as Kichmond states, asserted

that tliere v^as a conspiracy existing in Scotland, that there were
many of the higher orders engaged in the conspiracy, and tliat it con-

sisted of thousands ;**—^I'hy, vre take leave to ask, did it not strike

Richmond, that t/ivn, and after all these event*-', au honest man, an
honest reformer would have come boldly forward, and said, in 1817,

whatjwas not wrung from him till 18*21., after Finlay and the (ioveniment

had used him like a cast off Spy ? What does the man say for himhclf ?

He had just been, he says, consulted by Mr. Reddie, as to the effect the

awful raw-head-and-bloody-bones rejiort of the Lords* Secret (’onmiittee

might have on the nation ; a copv of that report ha\ing been sent to

Glasgow^, to hib—what shall we c.*il them —friends, employers, asso-

ciates. We cannot hit upon a word to describe the nature of the inter-

course that would satisfy either the one party or the other.

On the 21st February, the great Slate explosion was impending, and
Richmond, the reformer, had, as we said, read at Mr. ReddieV, the report

of the Lords' Secret Committee. He w^as to meet Messrs. Finlay and
Reddie, he says, again, on the 23d ; but lo ! on the 2‘2d, the precipitate

and headstrong Mr. Finlay had the whole of the conspirators” clapped

in jail, without even consulting Richmond. I ])assed,” he says, that

miserable day waiting with inqiatience for the time of appointment to

hear wffiat justification Mr. Finlay%ould make for his conduct. -

^^•M^hen the hour at last arrived, 1 hastened to the house of Mr. Iled-

die, where 1 met Mr. Finlay. Irritated almost to fury, I branded him
with a breach of the aorfemfnt made with me, in taking the men into

custody, when in the fall knowledge of every thing being perfectly safe,—
and for uselessly and unnecessarily compromising me. He first endea-
voured to pacify me ; and then, to justify himself, he said that PEREMP-
TORY INSTRUCTIONS had been received FROM LORD SID-
MOUTH ! ! ! to apprehend all the parties immediately on the receipt of
the order, I replied, that was no reason why confidence should ^ave
been broken with me^ and that I had a right to have been oonsuked be-
fore they proceeded to put it in execution. He said, their reason for

not doing so was, that they were aware I would not give my consent

;

and as they were obliged to act, they thought U better to do it without my
knowledge,”

Unnecessarily compromising me,** says he,“theTe*8 the rub. Well,
* the men are now in jail ; and Richmond afterwards asserts his belief that
of the* men tried, had the Crown lawyers been able to obtain a verdict.
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seme would have sufTered the penalties of treason^ and others would have
heen transported. In 1824, this Richmond says, the gang let loose (in

Glasgow in 1817) upon*this occasion belonged chiefly to the Police Estab-
lishment of Edinburgh, * * * They were not made acquainted with

particulars, but were given to understand that there were some secret

measureB.goingon against Government, which they were to endeavour by
all means to discover. The local oflicers-also got a general notification,

w'hich, without being of any service, enabled them to assist in the howl.

Such men might be qualifled to associate ^ith and ferret out thieves,

but could ifprm no conception of, and were unfit to be intrusted with an
afPair of national importance/* iliehmond is evidently displeased

with Mr. Firday having two strings to his bow—the Police, the Patriot-

Spy, and those the Patriot-8j)y plied w^th sums of money. He would
consent to the interference of no one in the management of the plot,

but himself ; not even to the interference of that person who had fir&t

informed him of its existence. But we have wandered from the point

w’e wdsh to elucidate.

Richmond speaks of his own nige at what he calls Finlay's breach of

faith. lie declares, again and again, that the use made of the conspiracy

was a piece of liuinbiig to delay reform ; that there w as no danger to be

apjn'ehendcd : but he, once so popular among his fellow-workmen ; he,

who had done so mu< h for them ; he, the reformer, saw the Castlereagh

government u>e this base pretext to create alarm, and suspend the safe-

guards of freedom ; he saw numbers of deluded men dragged to prison,

with the pro^'pect of death or transportation, and was silent. He says,
** I had freqnvut opportunities of UHi*escrve<lly hearing the sentiments of

the (Vow n lawyers during tlie progress of the trial [of Andre^y Mac-
kinlay for treason.] i will state tlie impression produced on my mind
as to the original intention of the measures jmrsiied. Had they, (the

Crown lawyers,) in the first instance, succeeded" ia establishing the

administration of the oath [the treasonable oath which Finlay got,

Richmond knows best how] of w Inch they entertained no doubt two or

ihree w'ould have been sentenced to capital punishment, and a number
more to transjiortation ; and I Lave no hesitation in saying that their

aentences wmnld have i;ki:n caiihikd ivto execution." Now' with all this

knowledge and belief, and all his boast patriotism, and love of justice

and o^the people, why did not liicUmond the Patriot-Spy, come forward

and proclaim these things, while the truth would ha\e sa\ed the men,

saved the country, and gone far to redeem himself. Why did he keep

all this in his own breast for seven years, till that abortive course of

worrying for his indemnity** w'as found to be useless with a hard-

hearted, ungenerous, Tory Government ? Why did he not come forward

then, and make, as he says he had a right to do, An Exposure op tub

Whole ?*'

We have seen how, in his letter above, this man scouts the idea of

working to the Tories and their Glasgow agents for pay. Let us quote

a few paragraphs from his own narrative, in corroboration of this. Why,
the greater part of his book is occupied by the history of his pertina-

cious dunning for this very pay which he calls by the gentle and pretty

name of indemnity/* In the middle of July, 181 7,the whole of his conspi-

racy was up for ever ; blown to pieces by tlie disclosures made by honest

Campbell, on the trial of Mackinlay, Richmond expected to be called

as a Crown witness on that trial, lie had been, as he boasts, constantly

in communication with the prosecutors ; he had witnessed their dismay
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on their never.to^be-forgott^ l^ilure ; he had been entreated by* thefii^

he eayB fiositively^ to assist in suborning Gampb^. But ali was up now ;

the cases were abandoned^ the prisoners were liberated^ and nothing re-

mained but the settling of the reckoning between the Patriot-Spy and his

employers. It went slowly forward; and Richmond^ in the meantime,
attempted to justify himself to his indignant countrymen, by writing

letters to the newspapers, in much the same strain that he now does to

Taifs Magazine, In one of them he made an appeal, as to his character,

to Mr. John Wilson, a wea^^er in Glasgow, and to other old friends ; as

he makes, in the above letter, a kind of reference to, or assumption of, the

opinions, he says, Messrs. Jeffrey and Cockburn entertain of him. What
was Mr. Wilson's reply to this appeal ? It appeared, we ^re informed,

in the pamphlet reviewed in thrs Magazine, in the Glasgow Chronicle,
" Is it possible,*' says Wilson, (one of the rude mass,) that there

exists a wretch on earth so callous, so divested of all humanity, as to

contemplate with indifference thirty or forty of his fellow creatures im-
mured in prison, and their families brought to ruin by his machinations

;

and that the crimes into which he seduced tli^eni might bring numbers of

them to an untimely end ? Blush ye Vaughans and ye Penmans, ye are

but drivellers in the work of blood !"

Richmond made no farther appeal to John Wilson,

But he made an appeal in a different strain to Mr. Kirkman Finlay.

Indeed he gave Finlay no peace for five long years.
** I considered," said he, p. 119, that as I had sacrificed every thing

on public grounds, GOVERNMENT was fairly and justly entitled to

indemnify me for my losses, and not leave me dependent on private

friends Under that impressum, when I became fully sensible of the

effect produced by their measures, 1 had written Mr. Finlay, pointedly

stating that opinion, and that as he had been the cause of involving me,
he was in honour bound to see me fairly indemnified. Mr. Finlay at

once admitted the justice of the claim, and apprized me, that before

leaving London at the end of the Session, HE HAD AN INTERVIEW
WITH LORD SIDMOUTH FOR THE PURPOSE, and had minutely
explained the nature of my situation ; that his Lordship said, it was the

imperative duty of the Government to afford me every protection, and
his firm determination that futf compensation should he made /or what
/ had sujfered, by so laudably lending my aid in the public service, and
that provision should be made for me in any manner he, Mr. Finlay,

chose to point out,"

Richmond does not say here that Messrs. Jeffrey and Cockburn urged
him to seek indemnity ; but he lets out what justifies our previous notion

of the grounds on which alone they could give him such advice. The
Government had notoriously employed spies, who had incited and be-

trayed the people; Lord Archibald Hamilton had given notice of a
motion for inquiring into the late transactions in Scotland ; and it was
desirable to the Opposition that the proof of spies having been employed
by the Government, should be established by evidence of the fact that

they had been, paid.

Richmond says that it was judged better, upon all hands, to let the
indemnHy** stand over till after the Parliamentary discussion had been

got over. We now quote Richmond’s exact words ;—" The Lord Advo-
cate r^urned to Scotland id high spirits) immediately after the disposal

o¥ Loi^ Archibald Hamilton's motion, February, 1818, when he told me,
1 quote li& own words, that he had explained my conduct and situation
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at the Treaenry Beard, after the debate was over in the Uouse^ where
it had been very fully discussed; that they (the whole Castlereagh
Cabinet^ to wit^) were all sensible that 1 had had a very difficult task to

perform, hut that I had conducted myself so entirely to the satisfaction of
all who were concerned, that the whole Treasury Board were determined
I should he fully compensated ; and that I should be placed in a situ-

ation which should enable me to live comfortably for life/'

In the meantime^ till all this could be adjusted^ as they wished the

thing* to be first quite blown over, the same ][iord Advocate requested that

Mr. Richmond would suffer no inconvenience, as he w'ould give him a draft

for any moneyJie required. Now, all this Richmond tells himself. He
certainly took the draft, but we hear n(?thing of that. What a lucky
scoundrel,"%ays the author of the exposure of the Spy System, to be
raised from the loom-shop, and placed by the Lords of the Treasury, in

a situation which w'ould enable him to live comfortably for life." This
was in February, 1818, and while the Lord Advocate was rejoicing in his

escape, and in having b^en able to defeat Lord A. Hamilton's motion
for inquiring into these shameful transactions ; but, by the end of May,
his Lordship became afraTd, Richmond tells, lest the Ministry should

be drawn over thq ('oals by the Opposition," if they gave Richmond,
(Mr. Jeffrey's and Mr. Cockburn's friend,) an appointment directly under
their patronage

; the appointment of Reynolds to a consulship having
proved very troublesome to Lord ('astlereagh. So, continues Richmond,
the Lord Advocate told me he was requested to submit it for my con-

sideration, to accept an outfit to the Cape of Good Hope, where I should

receive a grant of land, accompanied with a strong recommendation to

the Governor of the C'olony," My answer to this important projiosition

was requested in two days; which afforded little time to consult my
friends. The same reasons, however, which prevented me from accept-

ing the offer made by them to go to America,* operated in a still stronger

degree here, when tlie vague and indefinite principle upon which 1 should

have to go out, and the circumstances of the Colony, were fuUy taken

into consideration ; therefore, I waited on the Lord Advocate, and stated

my reasons for rejecting the offer.

On this occasion," says Richmond, p, 140, a rather singular con-

versation took place. After fully explaifiing to him (the Lord Advocate)

that I could not go to a distant foieign station, &c, I told him that the

objection stated against making any arrangement at home appeared to

me to be completely puerile, and in point of fact was no objection at all.

His Lordship replied, that ^although they (the Ministry) did not attach

much importance to any attempt of the Opposition to impugn their con-

duct, yet the chief difficulty which prevented Government from making
an appointment to a situation directly under their patronage, arose from

their fear of being overwhelmed with soliiitations in behalf of men jrSpiEs]

who had been employed in England, for whom they neither had, nor were

disposed to make any provision."

We are almost glad that Richmond's letters Jo Mr. Tait have led us to

look again into these affairs—we had not before gone half enough into his

Nabrativb. The Session of Parliament ended. The Mmisters procured

a Bill of Indemnity for themselves, and bade their spies go whistle. But

Richmond stuck to them. Mr. Reddie," he says, had, from jhe com-

mencement, felt an intense interest in my situation, and as I kept up a
»

* A grant of land had been previonBly ofkaM him in Canada.
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r^^ulat cofre$pondence with him^ he remonltrat^ gtrongly Against the

injustice of keeping me so long in suspense ; to which the Lord Advocate
answered^ he was not at all blameable^ as he had pressed tlie matter until

he believed he had rendered himself disagreeable. As all parties had been
alike liberal in their professionfi, it was difficult for me tojudge whose con-

duct was really censurable. My friends, however, were agreed in opinion

that I hud completely exhausted the official quarter in Scotland^ [no

more dl*afts going i] and 1 told the Lord Advocate, that as 1 looked

upon jifr. Finlay in honour bound to see justice done to me, 1 would
immediately call upon him to interfere. At a former period his

Lordship had told me the matter had been intrusted entirely to

himself, and that he felt sufficiently interested on my account to ren-

der Mr. Finlay's interference unnecessary ; but he now assured me,
if Mr, Finlay, or any other person, could be of service in supporting

his representations, ho was perfectly agreeable they would do so. Mr.
Finlay had been sometime absent in France, but previous to his leaving

England it had been agreed, if any obstacle v/as throwm in the way
of a settlement, be should be instantly appiizcd of it ; and early in

October Mr. Keddie forwarded to him copies of my correspondence

with the Lord Advocate, and as soon as he arrived in London he soli,

cited an interview with Lord Sidmouth. A meeting took place in con-

sequence, on the 17th of the abt»ve month, after wliich Mr, Fin hiy
WROTE ME, that the representation had been transmitted by the

Lord Advocate, and fully considered ; that my services and motives were
as warmly and justly appreciated by all the parties as they were hy him^

seify And as strong a desire exUted to do me justice, but that difficulties

were in^the way of accomplishing that desire, which he would be better

able to explain at a FUTURE period; that in the aiewtime an AN-
NUITY should be PAID to me, to meet my runmng expenses on a modi rale

scalef until a more permanent arrangement should be made,
lYhcn the proposal was made for me to go to the Cape of Good Hope,

Mr. Finlay gave it as his opinion that whatever eng.igemeiit 1 entered
into, I ought to have committed to writing, as their verbal promises
were not worth a straw/* Sound advice that.

** I apprized Mr, lleddie, from time to time, of the djfficulties thrown
in the way even of the temporary measure wliicli Mr. Finlay had repre-

sented as concluded ; and early in February, my letters, detailing iilj that

had transpired with the Lord Advocate, were forw arded to Mr. Finlay
in London. On the 8th of that month, he again waited on Ijord Sld^

mouth ; and by a letter of that day’s date, 1 was informed that he had
received assurances, that immediate instructions should he given to pay
up the ARREARS of ANNUITY which had been promised, and to

CONTINUE it by regular instalments until a satisfactory arrangement
could be made ;—that the Lord Advocate had called the same day, and
had urged the matter very stongly ; and that 1 might rest myself quite

easy, &c* About three weeks after, the Lord Advocate was called down
to Scotland for a short time on business ; when I waited upon him, never
entertaining a doubt but he was fully authorized to make a formal
recognition of Ibhe engagement made with Mr. Finlay. He, however,
denied all knowledge of any specific arrangement ; saying that no settle-
ment copid be got at the time, but that he understood there were some
arrears due, to enable me to meet present exigencies, the particulars of
which he would explain before he left Scotland. Tliat explanation was,
however,^ never given ; as he went off a few days after, leaving notice
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that he could give no satlofaetion until he returned to London^ when he
would write to me immediately on his arrival

; and in a short time he
sent me an order for some money

^

without making a single allusion to the
principle on which the remittance was made/*

Richmond's period of active service lasted from about the end of No~
vembor, 1816, till the 252d February, 1817, when the men were arrested :—^lie got, one way and another, what we call good pay, for three months*
patriotic duty. To be sure, he afterwards remained in Edinburgh till

July of the same year, during the trials, frequentfy seeing the Crown
lawyers.”

*

The Lord Advocate (Mr. Maconochie,) was raised to the bench; Sir Wil-
liam llae succeeded him, and received in.llichmond a troublesome legacy

of office, made over in these terms ;— The liearer is Mr. Richmond,
the circumstances of whose case I fulfy exjdaincd to your Lordship.**

'WJien 1 waited (says lliclnnund) upon Sir AVilliam Rae with this note,

he told me he had not s<‘en Lord Meadow bank, nor did he know any
thing of the case, but tlwit he would write to the Secretary of State for

instructions how to act, and inform me of the result.

Tlius w'as this unlucky Patriot-Spy, and real friend of the people,

knocked about from year to year. At one time. Sir William Rae came
to (ilasgow j and Mr. Finlay, as we understand Richmond to mean,

then produced two letters he had received from Lord Sidmouth ; the

fir^t direvtiuy him to pay the annuity they had promibed, upwards of six

mouths* of it being tlien due; and the second, which was of a subsequent

date, reque-sting him to furnish me with copies of the circular letter

issued from the Colonial Office, respecting Emigration to Algoa Bay at

the Cape of Oood Hope. I was requested to weigli the matter maturely,

and if 1 would agree to go out, he was desired to assure me I w'ould re-

cei\e an outfit i 1*^ other words, this was a repetition of the offer

made me the preceding year, which I had then declined.** Richmond
W'ould go to no Algo*i Bay. lie memorialized the Home Secretary about

his services ; told what he liad done on the solicitation of Mr, K. Finlay,

and w Iiat he had suffered ;—and on this the Lord Advocate w as autho-

rized to settle his claim in monly, and naturally asked him his price.

Richmond, it has been seen, had a proper value for his services. He shied

here
; and, indeed, as he often says himself, what he had done and suf-

fered, was not easily to be requited.** He does not tell what the amount of

his demand was; but he .does what is equivalent, in letting us know
Lord Sidmouth's opinion of tlie exorbitance of it.

Having learned that the Lord Advocate had received an answer to

the above communication, I called upon him on the 13th of November,

when he read me an extract of a letter from Mr. Ilobhouse, [Under Secre-

tary of State,] to the following effect ;—^,That he had laid his Lordship’s

letter, with the enclosure, before Lord feidmouth, and was directed by

him to say, with respect to the claims of Richmond, they appeared to he

yreatly inflated ; Go^ernment never having given him any assurance that

they would place him in a situation where he would live comfortable

during the remainder of his life ; that Lord Sdmouth adhered to the

instructions formerly given which were to offer a sum not amounting to

one^fourth of my actual loss [demand ;] and whether I accepted it or not,

the Lord Advocate was directed to disco?} tin ue the annuity previously

granted.”

Richmond hud fairly ov^ershot the mark. He blustered a good deal on

receipt of this letter ; his ** feelings had been ontrayed and trifled with
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In # m&H wantM and cruei manner Bi^k he fell egnin upon Messre.

Fiiuaf and Heddie^ as lie tells us ; and Mr. Finlay nowldeclared that he
eoRSidered the obligation of Government to pay the annuity sacred^ till

they eould make an arrangement more satisfactory to Mr. Richmond.
So another memorandum of services” was made out ; and Messrs. Fin-

lay and Keddie were to make a joint 8et> personally upon Lord Bidmouth.
• They, however, did not see his Lordship, who remained indexible ; and
Mr. Hobhouse, the Under Secretary, wrote, that he had laid the
written statement put into his hands before Lord Sidniouth, and related

the substance of the coiiveit*sation which he had the honour to have
with his Lordship and Mr. Finlay, relative to A. Richmond; and he was
directed by Lord Sidmouth to say, that, without throwing any reflection

on the manner he (Richmond) came to be involved, the circumstances

mentioned were not known to His Majesty’s Government until a con-

siderable time after they had occurred. Lord Sidmouth therefore can-

not agree to allow more than the sum already specified.” Here we
find Lord Sidmouth and Mr. Finlay at issue ; but that does not at present

concern our case. Once more, Messrs. Finlay and Reddic remonstrated

with the Home-Office. Once again, Mr. Heddie was enabled to §end

the Gon6<ding intelligence, that they had at Ipst received a written

assurance** [nothing like black and white] from the proper authority,

that the promises made by the late Lord Advocate would be in every

respect fulfilled, and that, in the meantime, the annuity should be con-

tinued no part of it, says Richmond, having been paid since August,
1819.” This was in April, 1820. But all was not yet gained. Ilear^

again what Richmond says ; and if there be a single old w'oman in*

the parish of St. Luke, or any other parish, who does not now thorouglily

understand his claims, and merits, and injuries, these pages have been

occupied to little purpose. In June of this year, Mr. Finlay had held

another palaver at the Home Office, on the subject of his solicitee iu

Scotland. He found,” says Richmond, the difficulties in the way of

a permanent settlement fully as great as ever ; and, if there were any
difference, even greater ; that the annuity would be regularly continued

through his medium, until the situation promised was procured, hut I

could obtain no assurance when it would take place ; it might occur in

the course of a week, or it m^ht not take place for years, unless the

whole matter was terminated oy an agreement to pay a specific sum of

money in full of all demands.”

This was the last conference held at the Home Department.” But
Richmond was not done yet. Were Messrs. Jeffrey and Cockburn still

recommending, nay, urging him to obtain indemnity and reparation ?”

He wrote once more thus logically to the Lord Advocate Rae and to

Mr. Finlay, saying, that as the basis of an accommodation was laid, by

the principle of indemnificatioft hy a sum of money, being recognised by

both parties, the only difference which could arise must be respecting

the amount

;

that as there was no appearance of obtaining a settlement

upon other terms, 1 put it entirely into their hands ; that they were

perfectly aware of the difficultiea 1 had to encounter, and the sufferings

I had beeR exposed to—and that 1 would accept of any sum which they

might consider reasonable.”

By this time Richmond had corresponded so long with Crown lawyers,

and written so often to Secretaries of State, that his style was become
quite stately and diplomatic. The negotiatim,** he says, was ac^

cordingljf renewed upon that basisy and continued till the end of Sep-
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tember, when Mr. Reddie apprized me^ that after making every effort

in their power^ they were unable to induce Government to give any
thing at all like a reasonabte indemnification^ even on the principle laid

down ; and that, after comparing it with the disadvantages attendant
on remaining in a state of insecurity and uncertainty, I might draw my
own conclusion. Mr, Finlay had, for a considerable time, exhibited more
of the cold caution of thepolitician than the interest or warmth ofa friend.
It seemed to have been the object to tire me out.”—No doubt of it. But
this was not so easily done. The followin]^ is an exquisite passage in

Richmond’s narrative. Lord Sidmouth h^, it appears, fallen into our
own error of thinking our countryman, Mr. A* Richmond, wonderfully
like any other spy in England or Ireland"; like any other base creature,

that did its ^le office for its hire. Thia obtuseness in the moral per-
ception of his Lordship is thus rebuked With effect and^ dignity, by one
who is a martyr alike t<» the evil thoughts of Tories and Radicals ; and
who, moreover, stands, we suspect, but queerly with the WJiigs,—the fate

of all virtue that soars above the plain and vulgar notions of right^nd
wrong, ‘^The patience of all was exhausted, says Richmond ; nor did any
hope remain that the moral sense of the Right Hoi^purable Secretary of
State was sufficiently acute to enable him to distinguish between Mt’ mo-
tives, and the nature of hiY claims, and the transcendent virtue of the
dignified moral agent his Lordship li^d employed for detecting the con-
spiracy of Thistlewood.” His Lordship, we fear, thought, that in tliese

parallels, there was, as to morality, much of a muchness. And now mark
the prudence and foiiiearance of Mr. Richmond ; who gi aduallyj|ld|Ud in

his demands, till he thought it wise to compound at last with tnV&^e-
Office. He says, on the 9th of October I empowered Messrs. PRjdjfand
Reddie to settle it on such terms as they were able to obtain. 1 con-

sidered these instructions would have brought the matter Immediately to

a close,—but some other demurrer was put in, which produced an addi-

tional, though fruitless, delay of four months. At last, in February, 1821,

his Lordship finally determined that a few hundred pounds was a suffi-

cient indemnification for all my losses and sufferings, physical and mental.”

A few hundreds !—^liard-hearted lord ! most injurious Tory ! Mr. A.

Richmond who conceives himself insulted by being called a weaver, hjid

laboured hard for you for three months ; alld, we will say it for him, had
helped ypu handsomely to your Suspension Bills. He had co-operated

zealously with Mr. Finlay, conversed frequently” wdth the Scutch

Crown lawyers during your State trials, stood ready to act as a useful

witness at Edinburgh ;
* disdained all bribes ; and was only oiled by Mr.

* Richmond was most anxious to be called as a witness on these trials ; he could

haxe done the poor men so much good ! Tlie hue and cry was so strong against him,

that the Crown durst not produce him ; they were forced to depend on Campbell,

whom Richmond had Ibrmcrly betrayed, and endeavoured to corrupt; and who
managed with so much adroitness. As the trial drew near, Richmond wiote to the

agent fox the prisoncis, (SiiK James Gibson Craig, then Mr. Gibson, W. S.,) and was
waited on by that gentleman. Richmond making many plafisib# professions of what
he could do in the witness-box, would not, however, let Sir James know one iota

of what he could say. I would nott”ie says, p. 105, « say one word nntU I w’as

before the Court. Mr. Gibson inef£ictually exhau^ed all his ingenuity to elicit the

particulars, and [most wisely] conclu4ed hy informing me that under the circum-

stances they, [that is the prisoners’ counsel and agent, Messta. Jeffrey Cockhurn,

Murray, Grant, and Mr. Gibson,] could not hq$fard my emdmee,^ “ Tliat were

they to bring me forward as •a witness, my ^^tatemenl would posubly Interfere wuth
their plan.’^—So much opinion these gentlemen entertained of the volunteer

witness I
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oecasiouat sums to “ply jwith refused you!* Canada Testajcf/

fkud jmr Cape outfit, and only took the annnity ; and dftmahded; Import
' tuned for^ devoured you fhout “ indemnity and you first call his uiw

* named demands “ influted /* next make qO distinetion 1>^weea |iim^

high-mindod^patriot Scol^ and Such vulgar knaves as those«whom he wlth^

pleasant irony calif the dignified moral agents your Lordship employed
to detect the conspiracy of TiiiStlOwopd ; and, finally, you offer him but

a few hundreds /*' in requital of all his doings and sufferings.

* The eubsel^uent progress* of Kiohmond, in pursuit of his arrears of

pay^ wd8 detailed in this Magasine for May, in the article vrhioh has so

morally offended our Patriot-^y. The manner iij which he was traced

in Glasgow, the electric chain of intelligence struck as soon as he ap-

peared again on the scene of hit former exploits, roads like an adventure

in one of De Foe’s romances. We need not return to it here.

Mr. Richmond hasperlinps occupied too mueh of our attention ; Imt our

labour in laying bare % sy^em not pet exploded, is not without its uses.

Th%i mingled sel£«4cluSi<in ^»d effrontery of the man, w*ho, after publish-
,

« ing Uarrat^vo frotti^w'liich w« liave glvmi these e:!|tracts, could address

*to Magazine a hcroioyiepijBtle like that above, is also a kind of moral

curiosity. We cdihclude with this great lesson : From the Life and
Misadventures of Alexander Richmond, let alj Patriot-Spies take warn-

ft ing, and/ecure their “ indemnity** before hand, from Tory and even

from Whig Governments.

THE PEERAGE PANIC.

* 1/ iJii^ht hhve made the Archbi^op of Canterbar> laugli in his
^ llwn sleeve, and furnisheS Hogarth or H. B. with a senes of pungent
migrams, to watch the countenances in Brookes’s window, during the

l^esent Peerage Panic. The Kihration of the public funds is as nothing

in indication of the st*ite of the conservative .atmosphere, compared with

the elongation or irradiatiog^ of venerable visages which form a
sort of living tapestry ^ that sanctuary cf W|ug beatitude. Ho^r m^ny
respectable country baronets, their heavy dny for once mercurialized,

are fidgetting around the scoats of the rival party, to ascertain the vali*.

dity of their pseudo-aristocratic visions ! not only to be belorded, but to

6W|^ow the gilded pill, as if in submission to the^great physician of the
state ; to accept the gaudy bauble of a coronet, as if*in self-sacrifice to

the interests of the country ! to be made a lo^rd—will lie, nlll he—^like

Christophero Sly in the farce ! -->Disinter||{i||!A ricti^ ! patient Peers !

Beauteou8*vphemerii9 generated by the corni|^Ia{is,^f"the stinking pool of

Conservatism

!

Oh ! the offoace is ra«A—it emcllft to ifsavefi.**

As if every successive Minister held not within hie portfolio a cata-

logue, after the Linnssus system, o4tbe chattering parriitsof the politi-

cal aviary, whos^ affections are to be won by this specious srraCehing of
the poll ! Clke Walpole, he preserves a tariff of their Parlftimentary con-
sciences

; wherein the bgjiis of a cortA^ figure as thousands of pounds.
Sir Robert hasheen^ in faet,%njustly q||p?emned for his cPtimate of sena-
torial nature. There is but little to cboosa»».botween the overweening
limt of money, ct lust of tills; and nhat premier but could furnish us
with the price current of a score sif country votej^ balanced against the
BrumtnagAn precedence of as manv Baronies.



|p1l|f<qpi,^|»4«j|k9f » dar^still’&idunHi^y> aCksy Friiur lauae to Ihk

bMf of1lc$naKMdinh, thf liiglia^ ^the CoanBug;1it mooataiai,

ww Mttta^/ andwltetherJiowase^Maagthehillto hiieoaireat,

or wjiwtbor be dtnbed tiuit l<iFty brow,'to *ee the alonoiwdight go down

quiet, ^a« the teit oC'thUt* wofM, nei^P«) ui uhith hf though dko
looked them/ ^er» and tiim the little wK^ snake wound to the
sky I the ttorow dtreeni bUoked like a silver thre^ inthe dark heathy
and, idnve, the crags and blue pines rdse up to catch the last smile of tha
departing sun. The Friar looked upon them till at<tear came toh|8 grey
eye, and he began the deep chant which Ossian sung, while he looked npnu
that sight, a Aousand ^earshefore

^

" 0, Eriti, of (reteest gtassy MU^
Va^duTtomearethyglMit; ^ >

Peace dwdli round (by blue itnami,

The eon it ever on thy Mda."*

" And where ie thy peace now t" eaid the monk.

.A low and'lDfdistinot song came up out of thS glem The Friar rose

aad^Heoied, but there was oqjly the kite on the grey rock, and the fern

thalS^ hi lh» hreoae. Father Cytdl stood fMd watdied; the voioe re.

ttomi^gsiii ; and now rodiLdistinctly tho deatlMammlt of D'Connnr<

'^leldnik wiped hlb ^im, and draw tim oowl over hie face, and de«

eehaied towards the glen. e

/l^deuds had noW*gathered on the summit of the hills, and east

d|Mm4aep blue twQiglil into the glens ; but, at times, a parting beam

hrriHlIbodt till we^ and its fadii^^ ray stole along the forehead of die

The fVhqr di^sned hi|jHap»as he desoeoded into the shade, .till,^

the ttUnJaDg ti adrock^a daife figure sat before him <m the heath. It was

Judf dlMrMrfld V/ihe yellow plaid worn by tiie anoient Irish ; the I019

Week haiy buaglNoi oyer its face, as it bent towards « low green heap;

am lm$ P0H uww the tprf, denehed on a long tress of raven hair,

rnfamlwM tflUa SfUte !Mc, hlmbhed almost to snow.

|3i|i i^fiaedt^' hot the n^m did not M a>ii,aalW

«ME» ssn.

• 0,
SitethaicneeCinwStuatBsfinr

Cia annis teomfiUu do SUhi%
litt ssaAi^r nm dikw iKfil do Aisilia

theiE^sirdeiaaainMjW^

m, *
. *9%



tamk b^de bim, iMgaa ta «iDig tb# Im^ w If tbe words

^snie spontaneous to tbe

Gm&bst^ of %rde9ert I

Dark bad of the just

!

1 oome to ihr boeom,
The duet to the duet |

My spirit ^
The daik (doud of night.

That yeil'd iinmlMrtaUtp^

Melts into light
^ ^

The thunder has hurst.

And the lightning has rireu
The veil fnm your spirit,#

And called you to heaven*
Sweet flow^ of the d^Msrt

!

Thy lone hed is here*-*

Father ! thou callest,

Behold I I am near—

.

I tome from the ocean—

^

1 come from the plain—
Through the storm and the tempest,
To meet you again < r

The deep sea refused me.
The thunder rolled past,

And the wave gave me up
Like the bird to the blast.

1 oome from the battle,

The storm, and the flood,

—

Receive me, O, earth !

1 have vengfd thee ol blood

O, Edith * I come 1

And thine own star shall see

My bead in the dust,

And my spiiit with thee.

Thy blood is atoned.

And I come now to crave
Mj rest, on thy bosom
Repose iii thy gra^e !

—

The Fnar laid his hand upon his shouliler ; the dark n»an raised hie

head, ^and swept back t^e long hair from his brow.— Back!** said he ;

and he stretched his thin arm against the monk*— Tread not in the dew,

nor shade the last beam of the blessed sun that 1 shall ever see smile

upon their bed again !**

The broad red sun looked out for a moment fk^om the black brow of

tho cloud^-^—^he tossed his hand towards it, and to th^ distant blue hills

that brightened to the beam, and burst again into thl^ sftng

Faigwelll green mountain vale, fhVew^l t

Home of my fathers I once again

1 stand upon thy blasted hill &

The hush of death is sleeping still.

On tree, and rock, and defwy plain*
^

ItSnd of the broken and the slain I

Mountain, and lake, and lonely glen,

Virhefo are thy maidens and brave num ?

Mr own loved light—O, Where art thou s— •

My father—brother—all my race fSL
(hme^-like the wind that s^s their place i

I look to sea—to earfb—tiydr—
fbere is none tiiovUig*^lnng thaiu*

The lonely^birds have dod the sotaad
Of bipod Wblood crfiiif fbem the ground!



* WhfMm the wHa dm fhim the ttav

That li|^ti fan lo&e green heai^alar

, 'Tie <m the earth that dkw him fhll,

The gref atones of tny fhthei^s hiUl *

The erosa which Iiatena Still to hear
The murmur of hia lonely piayer—-
Audi O, thou beam of life and light I

My soul’s deep worship, pure and bright.

As thine own glorious sun whose eye
Looks on the lonely bed %here I

Have wandered from the world to die t

1 see thee now—though long has fled

The day^the day of tempest red~
The day that burst in fire and blood,

With rending Heaven, and roariflg flood !

) saw thee, then—.1 see thee now
Bright as the pale moon’s silver*brow,

—

Anii^ O, thou west too poie to share

My passion’s wild unholy fire:

I thought of thee—of thee alone !

But thy hope rested on the throne

Of that high place of earth and sky
Which man mult worship first, or die.—
My faith-^y all to thee was given,

—

He gave—He called thee back to Heaven

;

And now, a blasted, broken tree,

On tby lone g^ve I bend my knee
Spirit of gloiy

!
pray for me ^

As the sun went down, he sunk lipon the mound. The monk strove

to raise him, but he clun^ to the heap ; and a convulsive shiver came
through his limflb, until at last his hand unclosed, and his head fell pas>

sive on the turf. The friar lifted his face, and laid his head on “his

breast ; and taking a flask from his gown, poured some of the drink

upon his lips. In a few moments the stranger drew his breath and

opene<l his eyes, and glared round upon the hill. But the wildness of

his glance was gone, and he looked upon the friar, and moved his lips

;

but there was nb sound. God help thee !'* said the monk.
The stranger looked in his face, and swept away the long hair, and

rose up on his arm. The friar held the flask to his lips, and strove to

give him courage. Nay, fear not,*' said he t it is nothing—it is past.

It was but a swoon—and you shall live." Live said the stranger.

Live !— have not lived since I found her there —and he laid his

hand upon the heap.

The friar looked on him, and turned pale. " Whom ?** said he, whom
found you here ?"

The stranger fixed his hollow eyes upon his face. " Whom said he

;

and he turned away, and laughed, and shook his head, and looked upon

the earth. The monk did not speak, but sat beside him, as he gazed

upon the ground in silence. At last a tear came down his cheek.

Thank God !*’ exclaimed the monk.
Thank God ?** repeated the stranger ; and turned, and looked upon

his gown and cross : his hand closed upon the arm df the monk, and hb

rdse dp. ^ • -

" Father/* said he, God has sent you to hear my shrift, and as*

soilzffmy soul before I go.” ^
He paused, and drew his breath, and looked to the sky and the glen,

and clenched the hair in his hand, till the tears eame^ fiust from his

nyes. 1 have been a sword in His hand," said be ; '^'a flame in His

2 X $



m
reed liroken In tlieeldmi ! Ifyew to Him 1 Hie irfll be done !

I 9mm bowed to man** *

For some moments he remained silent. At tket, 1 will tell you

all r* said he, very truly my wrong—my passion—the error of

my heart^ .** He wip^ the cold damp from his brow, and the

priest 'moistened his lips, and supported him on the tt^rf. He pointed

to the glen. See you that dark knoll—that green heap ? That was my
father’s house/* The breath came thick through his teeth ; and his hand
closed hard upon the arm ofthe monk—and he paused n moment. Our
mother slept in the chapVl in the glen. 'Edith was the light of his eyes

—the sun of hu summer—to whom the sun should never shine again/'

And she was his daughter ?" said the monk.
The grey man shuddered. ** No—she was more tftian his daughter

—his brother’s orpheline. The red men left her in the cradle when they

made that heap.” The storm came over us—^you know ftow it came over us ?

You have seen the fire—^the smoke—theblood styeam behind Surry?*—

^

We made Edith a bowert on the Sithean-DunJ,—the storm did not come
up where she dwelt with the eagle and the fog upon the cairn ; but she

heard the thunder beneath the hill, and i^er night lamps were the blnz.

ing roofs of her murdered people, burning like beacons from glen to glen.

But the tempest passed away—Surry retired—we returned to our place.

The stranger paused, and mused, hU clasped hands fell on his knees,

and he sat gazing on the ground.
" It uas St. John’s vigil—Editli sat here—and waited for my retutn

from the TaincheL§ I did* not say to thee that I loved her—who ever

* Lieutenent of li’eland from 1520 to 1523.

Bower, m Old EiigUeh, signified a bleeping or private room, which, as still in

France, was used as a sitting or leteiviiig clos<‘t.

J The Sithean-Dun (i. c. Faiiy hills) aie lound gieen billot ks like those of Duni-
pace. As the latter the gi’catesrnumhei weie piobably “ mote hills but some are

of a date coc\al with the Piets and Scots, and contain small vaulted cells of dry mo*
sonry.

*

§ The “ TaincheP was the great gathering of hunters, wbWh, in the ancient
maimer of hunting the deer, were assembled to diive them into a contracted compass.
It is still used in France against the wolves; and in Norway, Spain, and Hungary
against bears, boars, and deer ; and aliove 1000 men are sometimes thus mns*
tered to collect the game. Ta^fjor, the water poet, gives a lively description of the
great Ta&nchel at which he was present in Scotland, in 1G1& The manner
thereof is this &~-Five or six hundred men do rise early In a morning, and they doe dis-

perse themselves divers wayes; and seven, eight, or ten miles compasse, they doe bring
dr chase in the deer inmany heards, two, three, or four hundred in a heard, to such or
such a place as the noblemen shall afipoint them. Then when day is come, the lords

and gentlemen oftheircompanies do ride or goe to the said places,sometimes wading up
to the middles through bournes and riven; and then they being come to the place, doe
lye down on the ^ound, till those foresaid scouts, which are called the Tinckhell,

doe bring down the deer. But as the proverb says of a bad cook, so these tinckhell-

men doe licke their own fingers ; for besides their bows and arrows which they carry
with them, we can hear now and then an harquehusse or a musquet goe ofi^'which
doe seldom discharge in vaine. Then after wo had stayd three hours or thereabouts,

we might peredve the deere appeare on the hills round about us, their heads making
a shew like a wood, which, being followed close by the tinckhell, are chased down
into the valley when we lay ; then all the valley on each side being waylaid with- a
hundred coii^e of strong Irish greyhounds, they are let loose, as occasion serves,

upon the heard of deere^ that with dogs, gunnes, arrows, durks and daggers^n tha
space of two houres fourscore fiit deere were alaine, which after were disposedof soma
one way or son^e another, twenty oir tliirty milcfi and more than enough left fi»r us
to make merry withall at our rendezvouze. Being come to our lodgings, there was
such baking, boyling, roasting, and stewing, as if cook Riifiiau had been there to have
•calm the Devil in his fhatbers.**.— Toy/or's Penrdle$$e JHlffrimaffe} p. 185.
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nnw, imd did not Ipve Ikor aho was to me H£ knows whae
she Avas,—I have no words-—but I would toll thee—that thou mayest
j)ray for mo, and it might be forgiven/'

4nd did she love you again ?’* said the friar*

Loved 1*' said the stranger. He laughed so bitterly—so fearfully.

Yes ]*' said tlio stranger at last—‘‘ she <;/idloveine I" And for a long

tiino ho sat silent, his hands clenched fast upon the long beautiful

hair*

She sat here/* said he at length, as if I had not Interrupted hiiu.

The twilight was coming down from behind the cairn; suddenly a man
stood against the light on the ridge of the hill ; she thought we had re«

turtied, and rose, and hurried forward. It was.a stranger—in the English

dress, and by hijs^een velvet cloak, and long black feather, she could

discern that ho was no common person. Shd stopped suddenly—and he
lifted his hat and salute<bher gently ; but she trembled, for it was not the

tongue of her own hiUs, The stranger paused, and, as«the faint light

shone upon his face, she saw. the colour come into his cheek, and his

lofty eyes fall before her fixed look dread. Edith turned suddenly, like

the bird when the serpent's ey« is gone : the stranger laid his hand on
her mantle.

^ Beautiful lady i' said he gently ;
^ I beseech you give me a mo-

ment's hearing—I come to speak of your people, of your house—of tiie

peace of Ireland/

Edith stopped, and turned her dark full eyes upon him.
^ For tliis,' said he, ' I have put my life in danger—for your sake

—for their sakes who are dear to you.—

T

om shall hold their fortunes in

the balance*'

^ And whose is the name that I should trust with that tongue ?' s&id

Edith.

Tlie stranger let fall his cloak, and showed the bright star upon his

breast, and the broad chain upon his neck.

^ Herbert de Lacy/ said he. Edith started at the name of the great

Earl of Connaught, the favourite of KingHenry, the sworn foeman of her

country, whom the Irish called the ‘ Wolf Earl* She drew her mantle^

and stood calm, and gathered up into herself, and for a moment he fal-

tered before her still eye. ^
At last, * Forgive, the abrupt manner of my words,' said he ;

^ but .

there is but a moment—for you—for me—for all I can do for those you

love. The tournament of Duvelin,—you remember that day?—from that

day—1 will nut say how I have loved you ; you have changed my heart

;

I am no more the ‘‘ Wolf Earl

I

come—1 venture my life to prove

it.' He bent to his knee, and took up the white glove which she had

dropped. / Noble lady,' he said, ‘ grant me that which this little

glove hoMs, nnd you shall give safety, amnesty—all that you would give

to all ypu love/
^ And what to Ireland 9* said Edith.

* Freedom—restoration—more than I now dare say,' replied the

Eark

Edith paused—trembled—suddenly dropped the mantle •from her

face, and looked upon him with the light of her glorious spirit. "

Earl,'* said she, ^ I will speak to ’you as a king's daughter idieuld

speak to a belted knight. I am the wife of O*Conner f If you are tnie,

and mean what you say, you will do it,—not for this poor hand, but the



Iiiiitt Hmt iiiudl tliank wi4ow»<***4fe# Mood that

ariM to Haavaii out of ihit tmtli r
The Earl steiied on hie liaet, and the ooloiir went out of hie fane,

and he graeped her hand* At that moment our home Uew upon the

hOlj and the ive hundred eUbuts of the Tainchel came over upon the

cairns. De Laej drdpped the hand of Edith. ^ Be dlent/ adid he^

* trust me I will do it ; but on your life-^-on theirs-H>n all 1 promise,

speak no word of this before St. Michaers eve. Before the bell tolls to

the vigil mass, you shall hear from me again.*

" He suddenly kissed her hand, and, folding up his cloak, sprung down
the hollow of the woody stream, and disaj^eared. The plai^ of his feet

had fMiarce gone through the water, when 1 came down the path. Edith

fell into my arms, and leaned her face on my idioulder, and trembled

like a leaf. 1 swept back the hair from her pale forehead, and kissed

away her tears. ‘ Mo nighean feinsa ! And is iU thus you tremble for

the peril of a deer's horn ?’* I said,

Edith rose up, and strove to smile through her tears. * Alas 1* said

she, ^ there has been more,than a d^r slain upon the cairn ; and when
the night comes down, 1 know not what may be in the darkness.'

I laughed.«--God forgive me !—and, as the men came down the hill,

pointed to the deer's antlers that swung between the poles. * These
are all that keep the heath,' I said ;

^ the Tainchel has beaten the

country from the Doire-Dhaimh to the black wood of Ardchoile ; und
there is not croc nor foot, but the buck and the red hart.' Edith sighed,

but ^6 said nothing ; and we returned home with the hunters, the

pipes, the merry horns,—all that you have seen in the times that are

gone. It was the second*day before the eve of 8t. Michael. There came
wofd of stirring in the east—^bodies of men gathering and moving

—

meetings of the Knights, and Lords, and constant riders between Dub*
iin and the Forts. Edith looked. I could not read her look when I

told her ; but she smiled, and laid her hand upon the cross :
* Our trust

is in Him,' she said,—^ it may yet be peace.' On the morning when I

looked out, the beacon.light was burning on the head of Cean-teine ;

apd in half an hour a rider came fiery spur over the Machair*mhor, with
news that the Lieutenant had come to Castleton, and that red-cross

horsemen had been seen on the Curan, and in the fir woods of Cullen*

Before noon we had check^watclies on all the hills, and bowmen in all

the passes down to the black wood of BallicroiB,~-all day we kept the
horses in their bridles, and at evening 1 went with my brother to make

* In the old style of hunting, the danger of the chase* was not confined to the
hreakingofaiieifii. The dim* himself was an enemy often Ibrmidable and fatal; fbr
as it was the grand gallantry and emulation of the day fin the hupters to kidi him at
hay, a rash adveuture, or the courage of the animal, frequently caused serloua
acementa Wilson relates an accident, which was like to hare perilled his lift in
more ways than one. On this occasion the attack of the stag had bem ei critical,

that the horse of the historian chancing to fall as he came up, one of the party hinted
that it was dene purposely to avoid the risk of the coup dc praeo* Wilson imme-
diately ftUowed the ofikndm out of the field, and having made him eat his words^**
in the day which subsequently followed, imminently risked hie life, by the temerity
with Hhlch he rushed upon the stag.—Pfcjr*s«Ds#icftrafii Ctiriosit, It fhe
dexterity, tigdur, and ra{^ty with which the deer uses his head is very fine ; and I
have known Mm strike dead, right and left, two young dogs^ which, mwn their In-
experience, had* run at bis shoulder, without coming in with the cmtHoit of old hounds

(he flank. »
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df thcf wliok diain^ fiditH stood pale and tremblings and
held my hands and looked on my face arithout a word ; bnt 1 promised
to return before bell rung fnr matinSs and she gave me the cross

from her bosom, and turned hastily into the house.

The sun had risens but we were yet^way ; and Edith walked out
alone upon the path by which we were to come. She had wandered on
almost to the white thorny when> as she passed along the ^irt ' of the
Doire^Dhaimh^ a sudden rush «came out through the heather^ an<hmy
deer-greyhound came past her*]ike a whirlwind. It was a moment be-
fore ho could recover his speedy but immediately he bounded to her side

and overwl^lined her with Jiis joy. She looked for us, but none were in

sight ; and she hastened forward, expecting everymoment to see us appear

at the gorge of the Corrai.

As soon as she went on, the dog passed*before her, and immediately
began to quest upon the ground, as if he followed the foot of some
game. At every step his eagerness increased ; and he went with his

nose on the turf^ his ears erect, and his pace quickened almost to a run,

till suddenly he stopped and looked back to £)ditfa, and went on as

before. At intervals, howevei^ he stopped, and waited the approach of his

mistress ; and, as she came near, again started forward. Edith looked

upon the path, for she doubted if he tracked my foot ; but as she came
to a bare spot upon the sand, she saw a fresh print that seemed to have
passed not many minutes before. She stopped and traced the step, but

it was «not the round soft tread of a deer*s foot ; and as she came to

the deeper sand she distinguished the square sharp sole of a horseman's

boot, and at intervals a prick like the trailing of a spur rowel. Oscar

had traced back, and stopd close beside her, his bristles erect, and his

red eye fixed upon her face. For a moment she glanced round, and
paused; but there was no living object on the heath, and again she

went on.

The dog no longer left her, but at times laid his nose in the foot-

marks, and stalked at her side, and glanced his keen eye to the hill, and

felt the breeze with his nostril. At length she approached the thorn.

Edith stopped, but the dog suddenly lifted his head, and w'ent forward

with a low, half-articulate growl, till he ,came to the tree, and stalked

round the trunk with his mane set up, and lip half-lifted on his teeth.

Edith started forward, but there was nothing ; she looked down the

brink upon the stream, but there was only the dim misty water, and the

silvery birches showing their dewy heads in the sun.

For some moments she leaned against the tree, and gazed along the

upper path, while the dog continued prowling round the knoll, till at

last he sat down, and fixed his eyes upon his mistresg. She watched till

the castle clock began to strike, when, rising suddenly to return, her eyes

glanced on something white between the forks of the thorn, and stoop^

ing dovm she found a shred of written paper, which seemed to have been

directed to herself,- She turned eagerly^to the lines; but the paper

app&red to have lain for some days, and was so blotted by the rain, aiid

tom by the shaking of the heath, that she could ^ake out only the

words ^ De La , the St MichaeVs eve* She lobked down
for morp of the fragments, but there were none ; and, as she gaxpd upon
the grass, she discovered the print 6f the j^ot^marks on the dew, and

^tinotly traced themstowards the hollow of the brook. While she yet

boked fornheir descent, the dog came suddenly to her side, and whined,

and droojA^ his ears, till, as she^ continued without notice, he idiook her
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«#> lionii^ei iiilo tike path Mbae lm> and ato|$ed and

^

daaked his ear% and looked wistfully in her face. Bdltli dtopped the
"

fapovy and fumled tie foMew^iiled kinBadiatelif the 4ag trait to her foot

;

heh ae ehh deaijMtiided he often atepped^ ^and iurkeked hie ralHi> and
ffleetohedi MaeMa to the wind behind* ^

f They were at the bum ford, beneath the eaetle» when enddonly he
$ffnmg lerward^and daahed throngh thevoter ; and Gerald^ lay brother^

mtllte an the bank* He hurried ^rward to lift Edith from the step*

fiwg atones^ bat her light feet went over them like a birdt ^ Where^
where la O'Conner ?' she exdainked.
"

' Well-*-safe ; he is but kept to wait a tryst fro!n*Ma€l)ennot^' re*

.plied Omald.
Edith dasped his hands^ and as he held hertrembUngdngets^ ^What

Is this y naid he, and looked in her pale free. She drew her breath,

and swept the hair from her eyes: nothing ! nothing!' she said at

last ;
' but you were long, and Oscar came alone/

Gerald gianced at the dog, as he stocMl with his long ears drooping,

and his eyes fined on his face, with a look of wistful humility. ^ A
dkoin bhf^hadair !' said Gerald, ' he left roe suddenly in Larlch-nam-

Fioon, and went off on the eaims as if he was on a feat. No doubt

he had tha trade of soma deer that had come down to the Doire-

Bhaimh.’

^ Edith shuddered. *No, no! There was no dOerT die said, and
stepped suddenly.

Gerald looked in her face, but he though^l^ j|ap on|y|ihe trepidation

of her anxiety, and his heart sunk at what still to tell.

He led her up the bank in silence towards the house, and they were
at the old ash tree by the door before he apoke. ' Edith,' said he,
^ will you be brave, now that we are safe ?*

* ^
*

" She pressed his hand in silence,

< 8h^ I tell you ?' said he. ^

She put back her mantle, and looked in his face.
** Gerald knew her look of oanstancy.**^^ Yes,' said he, * they are com.,

lag. The whole south is j^uring towards us*-all the roads and passes

are stopped ; and, from the top of Meal..gonn, we could see the pikes and
banners glittering* like frosty hedges through the mist upon the C—

—

.

Many bo^es have gone west and east; but, unlike their msual road, there

is not a smoke behind them/
There was a long deep pause* * What does it mean?* saidBdith.

Gerald pressed her hands, but did not speak.

*^£dith turned deadly white, asriie looked in his face. 'Say It!' said

dm, kiker voice of calm constancy,-*** Say am Edith O'Conner!*
''

' They are coming for OConner,* said Gerald***' wp are attainted /*

" Edith stood for a moment, as white, and stiil, and fixed as the grey
tree that leaned above them*

"'What will yod do?' said she at last,
" ' There is a French frigate on the cenet,' replied Gerald, The ga*

tbering cross gene to all the glens-*-«t midiUght, when the beQ tolls.

we must pc Ihra^ them/ ^ ^
" The bi%ht light came into the pale face dP fidilh, and her blue

agleamed np, ' I wiH go widi yon I' thwidd^we itiB^what HE
it must betogether/ • *



4 .^iO^nner^

** Gerald MftpA up hit Now <ke dlMdi^be uniliakeii/ aaid hti,

* X/eared to teH^ yon-^lmt ali^ail utiBt gCM-i^lie will not leave ike lock
ofa diildfe kairr-^ Camaidi'e dog bokiiid* We muft all live^live free~
or die togetker/ >

As ke (^»oko tke faUit kray o£'|dj|lks came up Ike glen^^ and tke long
dull keavy blast of ike great Danish kora. ^ There is the gathering/
said Gerald^ ' 1 must away and meet them^rest^ dear lady^ there is yet
one day of rest~we shall meet again at vespers V s

He olasped her cold hands, and swung the two4ianded sword on his

shoulder, and bounded down the path. Kdith stood, her hands folded on
liar cross, and her eyes fixed vacantly on his receding figure till he dis.

appeared among the trees ; and she hurried into the house.
* * « « « *

The twilight was almost gone. ISdith sat by the narrow window in

the chapek and watched the red beaconbum upon the hill, and the silent

crowds that stood upon the green bawn, or lay wrapped in their mantles
under the trees. The evening was breathlessly stilL Not a leaf stirred

upon the ivy, nor a fiy upon the strean\; and the dark^ dim, solemn hills

seemed to listen for the^hour, for which they waited on whom they looked.

The clock had just struck vespers; and Edith had scarce counted the

heavy chime, when a light foot whispered on the pavement ; and, as she

looked round, a boy in the green dress of a page stood at her back~
Edith started up«-and, lifting Jiis bonnet, he gave her a sealed billet.
* Who is this ?’ said she, quickly glancing in his face.

The child laid his finger on his lip,—and hastily breaking the letter,

she turned to the light before St. Michaers shrine ; at the first glance

she gave an, excl^n^ion, and read, ' Signed with my private —
Ills mlse*ite laimh,—sch na biriieadh eagal oribh, is e an Earla a

ta'n a charaid dhuinn, caraid Eirinn,—^na labhair do neach beo mu so,

air eagal gu'n tuiteadh aimhleas oinin—bithirf^/ira aig an sgitheaeh bdn
am mea^on oWiche*

Below was written in another hand— r
* St. Michael’s eve is not past—^fear not, all is well.'

ai, D. L.*

Edith glanced for the page, but he was gone—she called, but there
*

was no answer, and none in the chapek but the still white figures of the

aaix^ts glimmering in the twilight.
** For a while she stood, her eyes fixed upon the words, * Tha miee an

htJmh ;
* now on the point to fiy with the letter to my brother, now held

back by the charge of secrecy, and the fear of striking terror among the

f^ple. At last the assurance of my safety, and the line evidently written

by the Earl, began to overcome her agitation ; but while she yet stood

with her eyes fixed upon the paper, a sudden clamour of voices cam^
from the la^n, and, turning to the window, she saw a glimmer of kagbuts

and glaives, approaoking through the dusk, and a soldier bound and
kandlottfied, brought along between two harquebussiers. A hurried buzz

iqiread before them, and as they passed to thejipreatdoor, Edith hastened

out to learn the cause. The hall was crowded with Carnachs, and for

a moment she saw the pale, stem figure of the soldier standing above the

crowd upon the dais ; hut immediately the glaives and crowded

about tbe door,—he past through, and the tall spears cdos^d^before it.

, .

* ** I am kn thdr kaBds»»>but fear nothing. Tha Earl if oar fidiiid^-^the Aiend of
lmland....^eak of this to none living, lest misridef he at

the white thorn*”
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*Afi|»y/iNB^pli6d0ii60fltem^ft^^thdyto<^lniiiiatlielieittr.^aiih

nuider a firaar's eoat. By S4. tiiere seemsh^I am loath to aay

abroad tCMaigbt; it was but now 1 saw a little grmn boy glance

through the yew bushes^ and go d|> the burn like a fawn/
^ Yes —a boy ?~b page P^-^xelaimed Edith.

The man shook his head—^ Troth 1 doubt he wears their livery We
should net speidc of/ replied he. ^ I called^ but he gave no answer-^
and certainly I should have tried his jerkin with a doth-yard^ but he
went tbxoui^ the bush like b linnet ; and none of Us could find step

or prick upon the grass/
** Edith mused—' And heard you nothing from the soldier?" said she.

K
" ' Troth he will speak no more than the black head * ot\ Conner’s tar-

get^’ replied the man ;
' but Sir Gerald Is now at his question

; and it’s

likely the cow’s tether^ and the arm of the ash tree shall find his

tongue/
" Edith shuddered^ and stood for a moment ; and as she turned to leave

the hall^ Gerald came out^ and ^peaking some hasty words to the glaive*

.men^ was pushing eagerly through the crowd.* Edith met him at the

door ; as she looked in his face^ became white as death.
" ' What r she said^ and laid her hand on his arm.
" He gave no answer^ but led her hastily forward into the oak parlour

and closed the door. ^
" ' O’Conner?* said Edith.
" ' He is safe,* replied Gerald ;

' he shall he here at midnight.'
" Edith clasped her hands. ' Thank Godf she exclaimed ;

' but this

is not all ;* and she looked in his face.

" Ger^d leaned upon his sword, and did not answer. Edith laid her
calm white hand on his mail sleeve. 'Tell me,' said she^ * he is well

—he will be here—I fear no more.'
" Gerald looked a moment on her face.
" ' A chain is drawnwund the mountain/ said he ; 'by this time it

begins to ebneentrate : it will close at this home,*
" Edith stood cold, and pale, and still ; her white hand moveless upon his

amij and her death-like face fixed on his. Gerald held her chill hand in

silence :—^the clock struck^ he parted from his pause. ' There is the

watch-bell»’ said he. ' I beseech you go now and rest ; there if yet

three hours to midnight—sleep—forget all till you see ^im.'
" Edith sm0ed faintly, and ^ook her head ; the clash of arms and the

thick tread of mail passed through the long passages,
" Gerald pressed her hand hastily and hurried from the room, and she

turned towards her own chamber. As she past up the winding stair, the

moon shone bright on the lattice^ and she looked out upon the chase.

The scattered groups were gathering into close bodies, but a still half-

dispersed crowd stood about the great ash, and the white uncertain shape
of the soldier hung from the blasted bough in the pale moonshine. Edith
gaeed, and shuddered ; and, suddenly shutting the casement, hurried to

her chantbmr.
e e f «

*
^3 ancipiit cattles there were stone figures of men, not only ibr ethet but

to deceive the besiegers when the garrison were few. There sie sevcnil on the castle
of Aliiwii^ in Northtimberland*



O'Chnner. m
** The dockh^ck midnight ee I name up the bank before the castle

;

the deep^ blaok, eilent host of Carnachs stood gathered upon the chase^

the glaieee and pikes glimmering thick in the grey moonlight ; and the
white hcwse^hair plumes^ the sharp steel bonnets^ and motionless pennons
gleaming like ice-dakes in the calm slight.

** 1 hurried forward. Gerald and my father stood under the gi^at ban.
ner ; at the sound of my step, the old man turned his bald eyes, and
stretched out his trembling hand. I laid it on my head, and he felt my
breast, my gloves, my sword ; and his sightless eyes turned to the clear

sky, and his white lips moved for a mohient ; a low murmur, a quick
flash stirred along the spears ; but there was not a word, nor a step. For
an instant we spoke, and I turned to the array.

The hagbuts and hand^guns were on the front and flanks of the

column. The rear was closed by thb sithes, glaives, and two.hande4
swords; and, in the centre, the \iomen, the children, and the old men
stood round the cross and the ^ Black Book of O*Conner.*

1 passed down the lines and grasped their mailed hands, and kissed

the women and the infants ; there a small open circle below the

cross, and page MaurieW held the white jennet for Edith. ^ I would not
wake her till the last^* whispered Gerald ; and 1 turned towards the house.

All was hushed and still, when I knocked at her door ; and for a mo-
ment 1 stood, for I was hard to break her short rest. 1 knocked again ;

there was no answer. I turned the lock ; it was fast. A cold shudder
came through me. I called, but none spoke ; and, bursting open the door,

I rushed into the room.

It was dark, and still and solitary ; the moon shone through the cur-

tains upon the bed. I sprung forward, Edith was not there turned
to the window, it was bolted ; 1 looked round, there was no part of her

dress ; but, as 1 turned again to the couch, I stumbled over a soft heavy
heap. I felt ; it was Oscar. I stirred him ; but be did not wake. ^ Otcar!
Oscar/* I cried, and shook him by the neck ; but he rolled in my hand
with the passive heavy weight of death. I rushed to the door; At the

moment a bright flash came in my eyes ; a thunder of fire-arms rolled

round the house, and the thick shot rattled on the walls, and pelted

•through the shivering windows, like hail. A fearful shout, a shriek as if

the earth rent, was all 1 heard more, gnd 1 was in the midst of the car.

nage. All was light and burning, as if the heaven rained fire from the

hill,*and the earth sent up fiame through the black huts. A blase of hel.

mets and spears corslets, and red crosses, came like a flo6d through the

light, and tossed, and broke, and shivered like a storm-wave in the smoke,

and thunder, and splintering pikes of the black dense rocky mass before

them.
^Connur a buaidhV* I shouted. The war cry went up^again like atom,

pest ; and, before the eagle couldhear it on the hill, the glaivesand two-hand-

ed swords were sweeping through the red press like grass. We drove them
through the chase-—the stream—the heath ; and, as the rout scattered up
the hill, a shrill shriek came before us. My hair roseup—1 ruidied on

;

an explosion of light and thunder burst over tlie valleyj and men, horses,

and a pale flitting shape past through the light,—and alf again was dark

;

but the shriek, clash, and mixed trample of horses were dose before,

^ “O’Cnnner to victory !” Such was the war-cry of most of the great Irish Clans:

thus BttUer, « Butler a buaidh Fitigerald, <* Curam a hdaldV* ««

I

brln|f vkito^.”

The English writers have corrupted the words into ^ Butler a and « CrtAn a
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and in h thexn was m ^(km% and glaive^ |dk«i% )m»0men
i^ed togetlier. . As the %ht flawed over them X sawftite Btar>i^t)te

white hoTse of De Lac^r^ the flntter of n pale robe ; and the Barh with
Jlidith on his saddle-bow, can^e out like a thunderbolt* sprung before
1^ ; and| as he dashedover theheaps,mytwo-handedeword went thi’ough

neak^ bridle, and poltrel into the^eath, and man and borsd i^e down
headlong on the earth. I lifted Bdith unhurt; but, before I eould free my

' sword, the Bari snatched the pistol from the holsterofthedying horsey and
the fire and smoke burned in my face as I struck him backwards with i^y

steel glove over the croup. Id a moment all closed before us—I rushed
with Bdith through the press ; and, as I came^put on the clear heath, there
was a rending shout behind, and the/out went sudden down the hill. A
moment I stopped, and cried * Halt ! halt T but none heard*'or heeded,

Upd the cry went away down the Steep, till pll was gone*
** 1 looked upon Edith—^her face yet rested still and heavy on my shoul*^

der. * Edith,* I said ; but she did nut answer. 1 sat down on the heath
—I lifted her head—she did not breathe—I laid my hand upon her
side ; warm blood gushed throu^ my fingers ; I turneddeadly cold for

an Instant ; but suddenly 1 rent her yellow robe, and folded the linen,

and felt for the wound ; the welling blood gushed—gmshed—gushed fVom
her heart !—1 dropped the passive head upon my knees, and my hands
fell on the ground. I did not move, 1 did not spSak, I did not think.

All night 1 sat upon the turf, my eyes fixed on the air, my hands resting

where they had fallen on the heath.

The cold grey dawn broke ; the light grew white upon her* I looked
down, her long dark hair fell on my knees ; her white, pale, beautiful

face lay quiet and breathless in my lap ; and her half-closed eyes, still

and cold," and dim as the dawning sky that looked upon them. The sun
came, and the morning and the noon,—1 sat still, and held her in my
arms* The rain and the storm came down—1 folded her to my breast,

but it would not warm her.

" I dug her grave with my hands, and my sword ; I folded her in her
white veil, and gathered her long, long hair upon her breast, and put
my cross in her hand, and scattered the white hawthorn upon her bosom,

and covered her with the earth-—the lightning gave me light, and the
thunder—the Thunder ofGod rolled over her ; and, as the heaven and the

earth rocked and trembled round me, 1 knelt upon the sod, and called

back to the thunder, and the fire, and dipped this hair in the rain and
the blood, and sunk—sunk—but not to death.

1 awoke—^the storm was gone ; it was twilight. I looked round, X

knew not well for what ; I rose, and wandered on the hill—*I could not

find IT.

I came down to the glen ; there were ashes and smoke, and heaps—
scorched—^blackened heaps. They told me they were womdn, children,

and old men. Far—far away—^^rown by the blasting powder, there

was the withered, shattered, fire^scathed form. 1 brought him here—

1

cut the white hair from his head with my sword ; I laid him beside her.

I looked formy brother, my dear, noble, glorious brother ; my heart,

my strength, thb right hand ofmy father's house. I wanderedfimong the
dead, the ruins, the glowing fires : he was not there V*

O'Conner’s voice failed, and he bent down his head on his hands.

He died on the black tree * Croc-dnbh,*
**

said he at last, without lift-

ing his hnad— in dibliMh-ln the camp—a trophy—a scorn—a van-

quished itEBBX«*”



rdeet^ man cbokfed^ and for a long while he set

in aildneOji Anflthis*'tears d^opt through his shrunk fingers.
^ 'Three days,'' said hh at length— three days I sat upon their gra\ es,

and clenched my sWord in my hands, and wept^wept ; 1 djid not
weep for her ; but^hen he fell, I was not near ; when he died I gave rto

rescue, and his voice was ever in my eye, and his favorite words, * Is lag

gitalhinn gun brathair an 4m do na fir teachd a lathair.'*

Pays, weeks, months, went away ; I know not how I escaped,—^how I

lived. At last, the light of my soul—the^ red, wild, terrible light, that

wee the fire, and the blood in which it had gohe—came hack. I asked
where he was? They said he had gone" to England, for Germany and
Italy, to the army of the Emperor.t "Two days I wandered on these

black heapjf; pn the third, I“took myjiarp, and my cross, and my sword
-—and went to find hinf. By day arid night, by Otorm and sunshine^ by
Water and by land, under the gowrt of the minstrel, the tatters of a beg-
gar, the veil of a woman, the holy cowl of a monk ; in hunger, thirst,

sickness, wasting ; with the sh eet sound of music, the still voice of sup-

plication, the curses of despair, and thw storm, and the wind, and the

wH^es thjit mocked thm, 1 followed him through Holland, Almaine,
Italy, hut I could ndt reach him. Toil, hunger, watching—the sun by
day, and the frost by night—shrunk my*body, but could not quench my
soul.

It was the eve of St. Michael ; the night before Pavia.;}: I was on the
plain, lost in the darkness, without path or tifack, and worn out with hun-
ger and travel. I stopped and watched for a camp nre, and listened for

the shot which at intervals had continued all the twilight from the town ;

but I could hear only the rustle of the fern, and the shak|||g of*the wild

olives on the dark knolls. I sat down, and leaned my head to* a grey

stone ; but, while iny w eary eyes were closing on the moor, I thought

I saw a dim flash quiver on the dark line. I rose up and listened, but

there was no report ; and I went towards where the light came, but I was
bewildered among the dark hillocks, and at last stopped by a stream

which wound through a narrow hollow. I followed the hank till the dell

closed to a chasm which ascended between rocks and hanging trees. I

climbed by the roots and houghs, till, suddenly, I saw a dusk light shoot-

ing up through the leaves, and in a few^paces came to the entrance of a

deep«den,^ almost covered by branches, and closed by the rocks which had
fallen from the craig. The light shone bright through the loose gaps

of the stone ; and, looking through a chink, I saw two men sitting by a

fire which burned against the rock. They were dressed like chasseurs,

with green doublets, broad belts, hunting knives, and side^ horns ; but,

besides these, they had dogs, hagbuts, and bandaliers, which, with their

• Weak is the shoulder of a man in the day of gathering without his brother.” A
popular Gaelic proverb. #
f Charles V. then at wf^ with Francis I.

± The battle of Pavia between Francis I. and the Ehiperor Charles V., 24th Feb.

isjs.
This was a characteristic fashion among hunters. Lady Mar-

g i. e. worn tow,

garet says to Willi^
« You seem to be no gentleman,

You wear your boots so wide

;

^nt you seem to be some cunning hunter^

You wear your horn so side,^*

OldBaUad.



hmtt tteite tokeiMNl, if not park^bmkora/ r^rf* erain44ruiiter8.

Tim 4|tiarter8 of a newly Mttlod Imck lay in tHe hide,* by tbdr and

one of the men wae busy turniiig a bro^e of veniton, while hhr cOm-

l^nioti sat b^^iddng his limbs before the dame, hit spattertd boots

stiwtched between two rough wolf-dogs which^leaned* their diaggy noses

on his feet. ^
For a memeivt I Ibltmy tgiania thp sheath, and took my harp in my

hand^ and weiit fbrwnrd into the den. The men started to their arms,

bus at the sight of my harp their faces changed, and they held the growl-

ing dogs. * Good fellows/ said I, ^can you riiow a way-lost minstrel

of any hostel or harbourage hereabout ?’

" One of the men looked at me shrewdly. ‘ Certiiimy an' we could,'

said he, ' we had not been sitting under this rode ; but if ybu can l^lce

the^rey stone to your'liost for this night, you are welcome to our waethf

and dre.*

I sat down, and they shared their meat with the freedom of men to

whom every hill and holt gave a meal for the morrow ; but the^ eyes

went quick to every sound and motion, and they questioned shrewdly of

my way, and the news of the Frencli camp. Ithought their speech Hs-

voured of the Switzer more than the Italian ; and whether f6r my tongue

or lack of good caution, they began to speak as if they had small doubt

of my presence. It was not long' before I could understand that they

were leaguers of the Austrians, who had lurked all day upon the French

outposts, and now waited tki whole army of the Emperor to guide an

onfall into the FrenA camp. I leaned weary, before the fire, and listen-

ed, but gave no heed till, suddenly, 1 caught a word that made me almost

start from thg^heatli.
** ‘ What Earl ?' answered one of the men.
** * The English Earl, Herbert de Lacy,' replied his fellow. ^ I saw his

pennon, and four hundred lances come in with the Duke de Bourbon to

the main battle, an hour before vespers.'
* St. George ! and shall he come to the assault ?' asked the first.

** The hunter smiled, ‘ Shall the raven come for bis bone ?'J said he.

* Prom the destrnctiye use of fire-arms, repeated ordinances were made against

killing game with such weapons ; andi^in consequence, except great barons on their

own lands, none but desperate poachers and deer-stealers ventured to carry hags, or

haghuts In the chaie.

What is killed in hunting.

j There is a little gristle which is upon the spoon of the brisket which we call

the rttvenU bone ; and 1 have seen in some places a raven so wont and accustomed to

it, that she would never tail to croak and cry for it all the time you were breaking

the deer and would not depart till she had itr-^TurberoUleU Ari of Venerie and
Hunting* Lond. 1611. *

Thus Dame Julian Berners directs the hunter, in brittling the deer> to slit the skin

to the side from the oorbgn honej* for
^ Tfbat i» corbyn’s fee—

• At the death he will be.**—Book of SU Albantf

I have no doubt tliis ibe of corbyn's was not an idle At the breaking of a

deer there were porUons allowed to all concerned in the chase : the left shoulder

was the forester*s, the right the person*s who dressed the deer, the querry (u e* the

brains, lights, tonigue^ entrkils, and part of the blood) the hounds* ; the rest belonged

to tJie master of the chase, who was recommetided to exercise hospitality and gend

presents to his friei|ds. It Is most probable that the oorbyn bone iras given to the

raven to propitiate fortune in the diaee, she being an ominqas bird. In the sqme
on the Beltien cakes, there were little nodqlee prejMtred ifbr the eaipe, the

hoodp»erew, and the fox ; and, in eadng.the bread, ibe peasants when they came to

. each nddule threw it over the shoulder, saying, ^ This I ^ve to thee, O, eagle ; spare

my sheep.** IJiii to thee, CbMbx; spare my fords !** Ac. Ac.



^ Truly^ ftn miss no% tha foia» it shall be a bone might call all

the ravens on Pi^eken/replied the chasseur. ^ If they keep not bet-
ter watch than 1 thiaak^ before sunrise we shali clean the King's tent^ so

that there ^all be no scot pennies^ on the groom that hath not swept
the footcloth/ v w

I listened without a breathy but th^y said no more ; and as the fire

decayed against the rock^ folded their heads in their cloaks^ and lay

down upon the moss. 1 watched^ until at last 1 heard the heavy breath-
ing of their sleep^ and^ rising cautiously f^om their side^ stole out from
the den. As soon as I reached the I'avine, *1 forded the brook—climbed
the bank—and fied like the wind into the black moor. I went .on till

my feet failed^ and* my breath was gone* I stopped and li6tened----all

was still behind ; and I sat down and looked upon the stars, and towarda
the south. Wliile 1 sat, the midnight drum beat at a distance. I rose
and went forward ; and in less than half an hour came to the first

French post, and was sent forward to the King.

Francis stood alone in the tent when 1 entered, in his hose* and samit
gown, and his keen eye went through like an eagle, as I came for.

ward from the curtain. » «
* Well, Sir minstsel?' said he.

I told him all ; for a few moments he stood with his eyes fixed upon
mine. Suddenly he turned and threw off the gown, and clapped his

hands, and the page entered.
** ^ Summon the marischals and my bodf^ knights/ said the King,

and lay saddle on Bayard.’ All the while be spoku he was doing oa
his doublet, and the page hastened to set the clasp. ^

‘ Begone, varlet!* said the king, stamping with his foot. ^ Th^hk you
that I am going to my lady's bower ?'

The boy hurried away. ^ Stay,’ said the king suddenly, ' entertain

this minstr^ for one of my company. And snatching a purse full of gold

pieces from the table—^ Thanks, minstrel,’ said he, ^ and this for the
present ; and to-morrow A strange^sudden fiash went into his face,

and he glanced to the bright casque and long white panachef which
stood upon the table, still as if it had never fluttered in the battle-field.

^ Yes,’ said he, ^ to-morrow, in the evening—when all is done.*

There was something came through my ^esh with his words. I did

my salutation, and hastened after the page. «

Tfie grey light was yet dim, when a faint dubious tramp came through

the stillness. In a few moments a quick light jingle could he heard

with the heavy tread ; but suddeidy there was a deep pause. All the

• In the household regulations of Sir John Hamn^on, the xixth article i»—
Itefnt That the hall bee made cleane every dale by eight in tlhe winter and setnen

in the sommer^ on paine ofhim that should do it to forfeit Id.*’—-An. 1566.

+ « A vague preternatural presentiment or depression of spirit, previous to any ap-

proaching calamity, was a very popular superstition in the dark ages : and things,

and persons, and sounds connected"with the impending misfortune, were thought to

afihct the person who tvas to sustain it with horror or melancholy. This panache
or the larg6 single ostrich feather, then the fashion in helmets, was iutimatriy asso-

ciated with the catastrophe of Francis the First at the battle of Pavi% Whm taken
prisoner, he was rudely stripped of his arms and decorations ; but, endeavouring to

'savp the order of St. Michael, the soldiers engaged in the^poH proposed to kUl him,
to put ad epd to all debate. His life was saved ; but the soldiera having taken off

his helmet, erery one took a part (f tfHb great panache or feather which,he wore
thereon, and others mor^,presumptuously cut pieces out of a lioat of arms or sobra-^

vests which he wore over his hamieBJ^^Lord, Herbert v €herbury*$ Ltfe and Meg*
lien. VIIL fol. London, 1672, p. 155.
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guards iM been wlthdiairu^ tml tlia bkok^ breatbleiis of
meiuat^anus sat on thi^ir horsen the tents^^wiSi tbdr
the ground ; and the haekbuts and aartiUeiy leym the flan]cfl» with tWr
matdbea under thekbaenelili waiting the moment to give hre« Toninii^t

,

haue told an ave. Again the cUm came on^ and suddenly there was
m fuah like •e whirlwind ; the wild war-cry of the Pandours and Hulans^

^ and a torrent of horsemen came headlong among the tento* A ire*

^

mendous ehout^ * Mount joye, Si^ Dmio P answered hack f^om the
ambushed lines^ and the horses rushed upon the pikes and partisans.

In the next moment a thunder of culverins and falcons burst on the
flanks>and sent a shower of haiUshot* ^through the dense column. The
darl^ess covered the deep gaps» and the pouring tidi of horsemen mid

« Panlours filled up each chf^ ; while the footmen were firing the pavi.
lions^ the wind drove jforward the flames^ anil, before it was clear dawn,
the light of the burning tents went up like the rising &un, and gave a
red daylight over the conflict* Morning—noon--*-- till the sun was
Aow, the battle raged—^now lost, now won, till 1 saw the King’s banner
go down like a reed ; and ^addenly the cloud of lances and white
plumes swept one wide scattering rout through the setting sun. As the
Jleur^e^li& of Bourbon came through the storm, «•! saw the waver of a
yellow pennon over the spears ; and suddenly the bright, glorious, fiying

figure of Earl Herbert came out before the pursuit, waving his rapier,

and cheering on the rout. I turned and swung my sword, and oned
' Conner^ buaidh !* and da^ed through the scattering flight towards

him. checked—stopped waver^. The riders gathered up, I

heard his voice cry, ^ A’b quarter/* and twenty dagues and hagbuts
flasheddietween us ; but I came through smoke, and pikes, and fiying

balls ; and man—Ahorse—all went down, down together on the field. A
shout, a rush, a rolling trample came over us,—and I knew no more.

I awoke—it was dark night. 1 thought 1 was moving along the
ground. 1 grasped the earth—^it slid away, and, for several moments, I

was only vaguely sensible of moving shocks and a painful tension, till

suddenly 1 felt that I was dragged along by the foot. I strove to rise

up, but my head fell back with the gliding motion ; and again 1 became
almost iusenaibl^. At this moment 1 felt that 1 had stopped—a low
deep growl came from my feety and, rising on my am, 1 saw the black,

gaurit shadow of a gigantic wolf standing over me, and his white blank
eyes glaring in the darkness on my face. My hand went to my belt-—

one of.uny pistqtets was still there. drew it gently, lifted the muzale
to the wolf, un4 There was a l^rt half-bark half-growl;—it was
all 1 heard, and I luuk back upon the earth. ^

At lalt Ire^vered to and look up,—the stars shone clear above

me, and, aa I grasped the earth, I felt tlie hlood-dew fresen criq> in the

grass. The cold had stanched my wounds; and at length I sat ^jpright,

and looked nntnd. The mood was rising on the vast plain, |pd %hed a
pale, cold glimmer on the gUsteningheaps. A deep death-stilliieBS rested

on the fim, broken ondy by a passinggroan, and 1 listened and watched
in vain ; but,llteve was no step nor living object* Suddenly, a disUnet
flarii quiver^ on t^e of heapS| end presently, a low deep roll.

f0l l
I > «» I,, .mm H i, i

* was die ollft name for the siiiall«ehot fired eat of greet ^OS) Si

grape and niiisket-ehi|«ve now used* Sir^Jbliii Haywagi. describing the derisive

wfEBetof the Bnglithwmon at Piiikey«oleagl^ wye, ^ MeMVSTf the master of the
awSIl

^^
did ririt them iharply frith intffmrbig $temm£4f§ of Mfim
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cam# through the d«»ath stiUileM ; another, and another fallowed, and, aa
1 looked towards the flash, a dark shadow rose up out of the heaps. At
first it was indistinct, as the moon went and came upon the shape ; but I

thought 1 saw the glimmer of a helmet, and a star. For a moment the
moon waned in the cloud ; but suddenly the light shone out, and I saw
the white, bloody, deathly feature^ of JDe Lacy, I gazed upon him ; my
hair stood up ; I felt upon the ground ; my sword was still at my wrist \

I drew the icy blade through my fingers—it warf ui^roken. I crawled
towards him. ,

The moon went in, and catne again, and 1 shrieked, and sprung upon
him, and grappled for his heart. He shouted and fought, and strove to

drag himself away ; but I clung to him with the dead gripe ; and now up,
now down, we grappled, strangled, stabbet^ and rolled among the dead.
But he was strong—strong, and I could not hold him on the slippery earth.

All at once, a sudden rifi^h, shout, clash, and charge, came together through
the darkness. There was a shock like an Earthquake, and a blast of fire

and light went up into the sky. At that moment he went down under me.
The tower of St. Magdalen was burning like the light of day ; for a^i in-

stant I fixed upon his throat, and swept the hair from my eyes—^ Edith !—Edith f—

E

dith T I slioiited, * Look up ! look on CKConner !' His
wild eyes glared up from the ground ; I laughed, and shouted to the
balls and scattering fire that showered light*and death around us, and
plunged my sword in his heart—again !—again !—again ! I fixed him
to the earth, as he clenclied the ground, and gnashed and gripdd, and
strove to bound against the sword, till his head fell back, his hands un-
closed, and he stretched out stiff, and still, and motionless in the red
light I I looked a moment on his blue ghast face, as the fixed •eyes

stared against the fire, and stooped ami dipped this lock in his blood

!

My vow was finished ! 1 fell back upon the earth !

I awoke in the convent of St. Lazaret. Weeks, months, passed away ; I

could not rest^ I could not die. I could only die here !

O’Conner sunk exhausted on the heap, and as the friar bent over him
the tears dropped on his cheek. The dying man held up his hand.

** Weep not for me,** said he,— Weep not for the dead, nor bemoan
him ; but weep for him that goeth away ; for he shall not return ; he shall

see his land no more !" •

We buried him in the mountain, and set a ct'oss at his head, and a

grey stone at his feet, and the priest sung over him by night ; and the

traveller, when he comes by, lays a atoiVe to his cairn, and kneels under

the white thorn and says, I^ois DP do*n anahthh !**

The robin builds upon the heap in the summer, and the fawn lies under

its shoulder at the spring ; and when the hill is white in winter the plover

sits beneath the stone, and whistles out of the snow.

The snmpaer and the spring return, and the bird comes from the

South, and the hind from the hill ; but they shall never return from the

grave, nor they of the exile come again from the Huthaich chian. The
Sun shines on them at noon, and the rain weeps over them at^night ; and

the people as they go, come to the heap artd gather the white thorn,

and weep over the gi‘6y stone as they read—

<< Monnl not for the dJIh nor lament him)

But Biitiam for him who liveth.'*

X.
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GAME LAWS. *

Had Usbek^ the traveller^ mentioned in tlie Lettres Perganes, visited

England, we can imagine that he might have addressed his friend Rustan

in the following terms
In Persia, dear Rustan, the object of Legislation is the general welfare

;

but if you look to the acts of the English Legislature, you will be in.

dined to think that the chief aim is the starvation, impoverishment,

and demoralizati(l!l of the people. The Corn Laws create an artificial

scarcity, and, by raising the price of food, prevent the extension of

manufactures and commerce, and consequently limit the employment
of the people ; the Revenue Laws encourage perjury as well as

fraud in all its ramifications ; the Poor Laws, as here administered, re-

move from the lower orders the incentives to industry and frugality,

give an improper stimulus to the population, and thus, in combination

with the Corn Laws, occasion misery and poverty ; and the Game Laws
form the nursery in which the peasantry are gradually but erfeetually

trained to the execution of *he crimes of robbery and murder. Honest
industry is here fettered, or altogether restrained by the privileges of

corporations, by the surveillance of revenue ofTicers, by the system of

licences, which can only be procured by considerable labour, through fa-

vour, or at some expense, or by the exaction of stamp duties—a tax which,

when levied on the exercise of profe<5sions or trades, has all the odium
of a poll tax, without the quality which makes that tax in some degree

tolerable, the universality of the burden. The consequences are m hat

you might naturally expect, my dear Rustan ; a criminal code written

in b^ood, many hundreds of men annually condemned to death, and not-

withstanding, crimes abounding a degree unknown in any other civi-

lized country, and steadily and rapidly increasing ; every eighth person

a beggar, receiving parochial relief ; the poor rates already absorbing

one-sixth of the rental of the whole real property of the kingdom, with

the prospect, at the present rate of increase, that the whole lands and
houses in England will, before the end of this century, be the patrimony

of the poor. As if the means of punishing the people were not sufficient,

and as if the great end of society was to fill jails, and gite employment to

jailers, new offences are created, and petty delinquencies are swelled

to the rank of crimes. Tims, to the progress of civilization Britain

owes forgery, smuggling, and many other offences which annually

yield a longj^ list of victims to the criminal law. In our dear coun-

try, Rustan, you know it is thought that the evils attending a state

of matters in which an act, in itself innocent, must be prevented at

the expense of the blood or, protracted imprisonment of the actor, must
be submitted to only if the prohibition of the act is essential to the exis-

tence or welfare of society ; but that the rights and liberties of the sub.

ject should never be infringed, merely to afford to a small class of the

community a childish, not to say savage and brutal amusefnent. But
these proud Islanders are ignorant of all our eastern notions of Govern,
ment.^'—Such might possibly be the reflections of an Eastern sage, who
had derived his notions of English Legislation from a discontented Ra.
dical, and from whom the beneficial consequences of that legislation had
been concealed. But we must noi^urn from conjecturing what Usbek,
in his ignorance, might have thou^t to the coniideration of the matter
in hand. .

The e:tistence of Game Laws in any country is of itself a proofofitacon.
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quest by foreigners ; in England these laws are the badge of the slavery in
which the people were held by their Norman victors. By these invaders
were vast tracts of country depopulated^ and formed into forests, in which
were exercised the most horrid tyrannies and oppressions, under colour
of Forest Law, for the sake of preserving the beasts of chase ; to kill any
of which, within the limits of the forest, was as penal as the death of a
man. " From this root has sprung a bastard slip known by the name of
the Game Law, now arrived at, and wantoning in its highest vigoiy

;

both founded upon the same unreasonable notions of permanent property
in wild creatures, and both productive of the same tyranny to the Com-
mons ; but With this difference, that the Forest Laws established only
one mighty hunter throughout the land,—t)ie Game Laws have raised a
little Nimrod in every manor.''* The code of law for the preservation of
Game is also of a very unusual and singular nature ; and contains provi-

sions, elevating pheasants and partridges, hares and rabbits, far above
the human species. In the case of mere mankind, preparations for their

injury or destruction^ unless carried a great length, and until some steps

towards the actual perpetration of the crime have been taken, are not

cognisable by any human tribunal. Thus, tie preparing, purchasing, or

having in one's possession, poison, daggers, or other instruments used for

assassination, the loading of fire-arms to commit a murder, however
clearly the intention may be proved, are dot acts for which any one can
be punished. Even the forging of bills or bank notes, if they are not

issued or used, is not, at common law, a criminal act.

In the opinion of criminal lawyers one may go farther with impunity,

and take some steps towards the actual perpetration of the crime. Thus,
it is far from clear, that a person could be punished to any extent, were

he caught in his neighbour's stack-yard with his tinder-box, matches,

and a dark lantern, and though his intention to set the stacks on fire

could be proved by clear evidence^ or one with fire-arms, who lies in

wait in the night time, at a concerted spot, for an expected passenger, to

rob and murder him ; but the intended victim takes another road, or

delays his journey, and so escapes. The reason is obvious : human tri-

bunals ought not, and do not punish a man for his intentions, but for

his acts ; and notwithstanding the near approach which, in the above

cases, is made to the actual commission of crime, still after all, fear, re-

morse, a moment's confusion, some accident^ alarm might have prevent-

ed an attempt from being made. There is time to repent and desist

from the enterprise ; and the law charitably presumes that he would not

put his purpose in execution.^

<< Between the acting of a dreadful thing

^ And the first motion, all the interim is

Like a phantasma or a hideous dream ;

The genius and the mortal instruments

Are then in council ; and the state of man,

Like to a little kingdom, suffers then

The nature of an insurrection.” $

These ere the considerations on which legislators act, "when mankind

are concerned : but when the sports of the aristocracy are to be preserved,

very different principles are adopted. The persons who prepare statutes

relating to game, know nothing of law, and care nothing for the princi-

ples of justice. Blackstone remarks that one may judge what sort of

persons the penners of the Game Laws are, by the fact that, in one sta-

* Blackit. IV. 416. t ii* Hume, 29. X Shakipepre's Julius Cssar.
*

2 y 2
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tute^ there are in aix different places errors in grammar^ besides a varietjr

of other blunders. Yet under this statute^ many people have been of
late years convicted. The great principle these lawgivers adoptedj was
to punish to the utmost, and to an equal extent, all who touched the 8ub«
ject of their sports, dead or alive, or even the egg which by possibility

might become a bird.

Thus, from a Parliamentary Return, we learn that at one time in

the month of November 1831, there were no fewer than Five Huitdrisd
Axn Ninety-eight persons in jail in England alone, exclusive of 'VTales,

for offences against the Gome Laws ; the greater number of whom were
punished for merely making preparations towards the destroying of game

;

when, according to the princ^les We have laid down, preparations to an
equal extent for the murder of a human being, i^ust have been passed
over without notice. Wahav3 men confined for three or six months, for

snares;** " for using a dog with intent to kill game for

tempting to destroy a fallow deer setting snares keeping snares
;**

** keeping a dog and a gun ;** keeping a dog ;** kee^ung and using

a gun.'* Verily, if the Game Laws were rigidly enforced, it is diflficult

to say who would be out of jbil. ^

Another sacred rule of law is violated in the game code. In other cases

a Judge is not allowed to try a case in the issue of which he is interested ;

but almost all those accused of offences against the Game Laws are tried

by the Justices of the Peace—by those men against whom the offence is

committed ; and generally in the most summary style, without giving the

accused due time or means for his defence, and before a single Magis-
trate. The English cletgy, in their character of Justices, seem to offi-

ciate on such occasions con amore; and it is shocking to see reverend

gentlemen, to whom the morals of the peasantry are intrusted, sen-

tencing men to the society of felons for months, by which their charac-

ters and morals must be inevitably guined, merely for having a snare,

a yard of brass wire with a noose on it, in their possession.

Then, in other parts of the criminal law, a distinction is made between
the punishqpient of the actual perpetrator, and of him who merely aids in

some inferior degree. Thu^, robbery is a capital crime ; but we never

heard of any one being hanged for receiving the stolen goods. But he

who has in his possession a hare, or who offers to sell it, is punished in

precisely the same degree Hvith him who has killed it; and a man
lately suffered six months' imprisonmant in Winchester JcJl for

having part of a fallow deer in his possession.'^ We regret the name
of the Magistrate who convicted him is not mentioned. But we must
record in our pages that John Holt, Esq., .Magistrate," sentenced

a woman, Ellen Holland, to 84- days' imprisonment in the Preston House
of Correction, for having unlawfully had in her possession one hare

and exposing it for sale." In the Millbank General Penitentiary, there

are seven men imprisoned for five years and one for seven, for poaching,

or unlawfully entering enclosed land, armed, with intent to destroy

game." One of these men, John Wood, has been already six years and

a half in jail for poaching on the lands of Lady Suffield," and some of

the others have been nearly five years. It will be observed, that these

protracted periods of punishment are awarded for merely killing game

;

not one of these men is accused of assaulting gamekeepers, a species of

conflict Vhich the Game Laws often occasion.

From the year 1820 to 1826, 12,000 individuals were committed to the

county jails in England for offences against the Game Laws ; and we may
1
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infer from the above return, that there are at all times six hundred
persons in confinement for such offences. Of the more serious crimes to
ivhich the preservation of game gives rise, we have no account ; but
there can he little doubt the number must be great. To say nothing of
the human misery thus occasioned, let us see what it costs the country.
The average expense of keeping culprits in the English jails is very
nearly L.40 each person ; and therefore L.24*,000 is paid annually in
England for keeping poachers. Suppose now the 600 prisoners have
400 wives and 800 children, these must, of course, be maintained by the
poor's rates ; and their maintenance cannot costless than L. 10,000 more.
We allow nothing for the expense of building jails, and for the adminis-
tration of the Game Laws against so many offenders. If these expenses
were taken into account, the cost of preventing poaching would pro-
bably be doubled. Millbank Penitentiarjf, for example, cost for building
upwards of half a million ; and as the chaplain, surgeon, &c, must have
handsome salaries, it requires L.20,000 per annum for its maintenance

;

and the annual expense of a convict there, is between L.50 and L60.’

The keeping of John Wood, from poachj^g on the lands of Lady Suf-
iield,” will cost the public L.350, by the time his seven years' imprison-

ment is expired, and the maintenance of his wife and children Mssibly
L.150 more ; so that the preservation of Lady Sufiield's pheasai® from
one poacher, for seven years, costs the public L.500. Well may foreign-

.ers have a high idea of the wealth of England, when they see public

money so absurdly lavished. As a further proof of the absurdity of the

system, let us sec what happens when a poacher cannot, or will not pay
a pecuniary penalty. We have Joseph West confined in Huntingdon
jail for two months, for refusing to pay forty shillings of penalty.*^ But
Joseph’s maintenance costs L.6 ; and so the public pay L.6, because

Joseph will not pay L.2.

One will naturally ask, for what purpose arc the boldest and most
active of our peasantry demoralized—so much human misery created

—

so much money expended ? To enable a few of the aristocracy to have
two or three days' shooting in the year I For the amusemetit must not

be indulged in often. The great matter i» to have a grand battue^ a

huge slaughter in a single day. It is a matter of boast among the

squirearchy, when they have at one time n^assacred hundreds of game.

The feat is blazoned in the newspapers ; and then the breeding of phea-

sants is•sedulously encouraged, and immense numbers reared by the

gamekeepers, to await another battue. We consider the sports of the

field, when moderately indulged in, and in the old style, a healthy, in-

vigorating, and gentlemanly amusement ; but as now practised by the

game preservers, it is a mere brutal massacre, fitter for butchers than

En^isb gentlemen. It is noway superior, or indeed different, from

shooting poultry in a court-yard or in a hen-roost, a feat for which

schoolboys are whipped. AFhat should be done with their seniors ?

The Scottish lairds have of late years been following the example of the

English squires in the preservation of the game. IVs a necessary con-

sequence, the miseries of the Game Laws were beginning to affect Scot-

land ; and these laws have of late years been rather rigorou^y enforced

in the more aristocratic counties. The apprehension of a poacher was a

grand event, more especially, if it happened during a frost when there

could be no hunting or shooting, and the lairds were consequently at

their wits' end for amusement. The horses were got out of the stables ; «

the lairds %nd their retainers mounted; sone rode after the poachers.
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soma for tba constables^ others to the justices ; while carts were prepar*

Ing to convey the poachers to the county jaih It was quite a held day^

and the best possible amusement^ afterfighting cats and terriers, in a frosty

forenoon. After dinner, also, it afforded a subject for conversation ; which

would otherwise have lagged, from the whpt of a fox chase in the early

part of the day to talk about. But somehow, poacher.hunting has not

been much indulged in during the last year or two. It was found

to be an amusement which made the peasantry rather sulky ; and after

the events of the Three Days/* the possibility of the game becoming

the pursuers or of standing resolutely at bay, began to be calculated.

We, therefore, find only six poachers in jail in all Scotland in Novem-
ber 1831, and three of these in the cdunty of Ayr. The small number
of convictions, certainly, does not arise from a diminution of poaching ;

for the mprkets never were better supplied with game than at present,

and Utf^oachers have become much more bold. The only holiday the

peasantry have, is Auld Hansel Monday ; and part of the amiise-

il||^ts of that day, thirty or forty years ago, was shooting game. For
^ tte last twenty years, however, the power of the game preservers be-

came so great, that all attempts to kill gamo on that day were effectu-

ally repressed. But last year, the old practice was revived to a small

degrel^f and on Hansel Monday, this year, the peasantrj^ in East Lothian

sallied out boldly into the open fields, in large bands, and killed an im-

mense quantity of game, atid there was not the slightest attempt made
to prevent them. Neither have any prosecutions been instituted in

consequence of that day*6 proceedings, though there could be no difficulty

in identifying many of those who sacrilegiously indulged in these privi-

lege^*sports.

The truth is, the attention of the Aristocracy has been taken up with

much more serious matters ; and being well aware of the feeling of the

inhabitants of towns towards them, they were unwilling to exasperate

the peasantry by the enforcement of the Game Laws. Their eagerness to

raise corps of yeomanry again, made tliem even occasionally indulge

their tenaiHWy with a day's shooting in their preserves. A little coaxing
was necessary. Things were beginning to assume an inauspicious as-

pect. The tenantry no longer appeared in the hunting field, to swell

the cortege of their lairds ; end shooting was given up from the feeling

which prevents the asking or receiving of a favour from one for whom
we ^have no great liking.—High rents and low prices are causing a
coolness in the tenantry towards their lairds, which it is thought
inexpedient to increase at present by disputes about game. To the
agitation of the grand question of Reform, we are to attribute the

change lately effected in the Game Law's of England. Qualifications

are now abolished : every man with a license is entitled to shoot where
he has liberty, whether he be an Esquire” or not. A great num-
ber of the older statutes which inflicted severe punishments for the
slightest offences, have been repealed, and milder punishments sub-
stituted ; and tbe sale of game has been made lawfid. For what reason
it is difficult to disco<Ver, this act is declared not to extend to Scotland ;

and we are; therefore, liable to att the penalties, not only of the old

Scottish statutes, but also of the numerous British statutes now repealed
ba England ; for, we presume, it must be held, that the clause repealing
these statutes does not extend to Scotland any more than the other parts
of the act. The Scottish law required revision as much as the English
did. If one inquires, WhsidB a qualified person in Scotland h he is told.
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He wiio poegesses a plougligate of land in heritage ; but if the additional

question is asked^ How mqch land makes a ploughgate ? no one can an.
swer the question with any precision.

We hail the new Game Act as a step towards the abolition of the

Game Laws, but we do not approve of the principle on which it seems to

rest. It assumes, that the landlord is the proprietor of the game on his

lands, and, therefore, he is authorized to take it from the persons who
have killed it without his leave. If this provision is attempted to be
enforced, it can scarcely fail to lead to deadly conflicts. It is in vain to

attempt to change men’s opinions of the nature of property by Act of

Parliament. No man ever considered himself guilty of theft, by killing a

partridge on his neighbour’s property, and carrying it off. It is difficult

to understandjthe kind of property one has in a bird, which property is

transferred to another, not by the act of the owner, but by of the

property ; that is, by the bird flying over the hedge ; and whieHjjM may
belong to half a dozen of persons in a single day, without the

or consent of any one of them either to the acquisition or trans9IIH|||^

of the property. By the Scottish common law, it is clear that the ]flB|
of the game, and not the p|;oprietor of the^land where it is killed, is*tH|

owner; the doctrine of^the English common law, on the other hanci, is an
amusing specimen of the subtlety of lawvprs. If a man starts game on
his own lands and kills it on those of "flis neighbour, the property re-

mains in himself. If he starts it on another man’s lands, and kills it

there, it belongs to the owner of the land ; but if he start game on one

man’s lands, and pursue it to those of another, and kill it there, it is

neither the property of the man on whose lands it is started, nor of him
on whose it is killed, but belongs to the killer. But if the lands on
which the game was started be a chase or free warren, the property is

not change’d ; for which distinction the reason is given, that the property

arises from privilege, and so cannot be changed by the act of a stranger.

The reason is, no doubt, very clear and satisfactory. If there is to be a

property in game, it ought to belong to the tenant, and not to the land-

lord. The tenant acquires, by his lease, a right to the 'vvhole produce of

the soil ; and as the game consumes this produce, it ought to belong to

the tenant. But the destruction of grain occasioned by the gaihie is n^t

the conceril of the farmer alone. In Great Britain it must amount to

many thousand quarters annually ; and iifthe rapidly increasing depend-

ance of this country on foreigners for grain, it is an object, in a national

point of view, to diminish the enormous quantity of game which exists

* in many parts of the country.

It therefore gives us much satisfaction to observe, that the tenantry

of Perthshire have set the example of petitioning Parliament to be em-

powered to kill hares and pheasants on their farms, and thus protect

their crops from destruction. Nothing can be more preposterous than

to allow a landlord, after exacting a full rent for his farm, to consume'*

the crops by. moans of hares or pheasants, which are exclusively res^ved

for his own enjoypient. It is no answer that the tenant may demand

compensation for the damage he has sustained; for it is, in all ca^s,

diflBlcalt, and generally impossiblgjfsfto prove its amount. Besides, it is a

3Pule of law> founded on the most obvious principles of common sense,

that one is not bound to sustain an injury and take compensation ; for

he is entitled, if he has the means, to prevent the injury being inflicted.

So reasohable a request as that of the Perthshire tenanti^, cannot, if

duly urged, long rejected by Parliament, If i^ntod, it would not
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dhwMy fteld ^porU, but 0Qd ta u

rwiH in which ivery tni^e sf^fti^ftn would rejo^pf*

We believe th^ time is not far distant when we may expect that the

Game Laws will be expunged front the statute Ixtolm* Public feeling is

outraged by the miseries ^ey occasion^ when <^mpared with the paltry

object attained. Already several land, proprietom in England have de-

stroyed their preserves^ and given permission to their tenantry to kill

game ; otbfrs have let it to their tenantry at a rent to be paid either by
the d^ivery of a certain quantity of gaine> or in money> reserving to

themselves a right to shoott but not to carry off the game without pay.

ing the tenant a stipulated price per head. With some the humane
motive has operated, of removing the temptations to poaching and crime

which large preserves afford to the distressed peasantry.,
,

UTILITY OF^ ECONOMICAL MISSIOI^S.

It is rare indeed that we can Upeak of either the wisdom or the suc-

cess of anything undertaken by the Whig Ministers ; and therefore it is

with peculiar satisfhction that we notice one proceeding of theirs^ which

has been distinguished*^by both wisdom and success. Our neighbours,

the French, with all their general intelligence, have always been sadly

ignorant of political economy, and as conceited as they were igno-

rant. No country ever so abounded with prohibitions, restrictions, and
high custom-house duties on foreign articles, for the protection of native

industry. Indeed, French industry was so well protected, that it was
almost destroyed. It was like a child, so .abundantly swathbd with

warm flannel, as to be in danger of suffocation. Every branch of trade

had its protection ; that is, its power of iftaking the other trades pay
more than the natural price of the article. To see that this was in

reality "a system of mutual pillage, rather than mutual protection, a

mere feeding out of each other's dish, instead of their own, necessarily

accompanied with grievoas waste,—was an effort beyond French clear,

aighte^kiess in matters economic. The system produced its datura! re.

sulle ; but no man ascribed the disastrous state of trade to the system.

Nor were the French alone in their blindness. We Britons edn only

bdast of seeing the error of our own ways and of theirs a IHtle sooner

than they. After the war of Armies terminated, a war of Revenue Offi-

cers succeeded to it ; custom-houses took the place of castles, and ships

of war gave way to revenue-cutters. Along our coast, a strong force,

tinder the denomination of the preventive service, still keeps as vigilant

a watch to protect us from an invasion of French wines and brandy, as

"ever was maintained to prevent the landing of French ffat.bottomed
' boe^ But our Government has been the first to see the folly of this

eourse, which is one item in the account of their merit. Seeing the

evil, they resolved to endeavour to get it cyred ; which is Hem second,

in the same account. (We are .anxiilts to make the most ef any good
they do.) Seeing the evil, and resolving to attempt its cure, they
hit upon the very best means of effecting thei^ purpose : item No. HI.
Seei^ the iftil, resolving to attempt its wore, and choosing the best

mean! of effecting their purpose, Ministers selected the man, of all

^hem, most adaptei'''lo secure the success ef their seheenf^ item fourth^



And heiMi Khfi nt>t<be^n small) of his, Majesty’s Minis-
ters in this matter odds^ and Dr/BowringV begins*

Poir above a year, Dr* Bowring and an associate (Mr, Villiers) have
been engaged in the Cetk of convincing the French nation of the impo-
licy of the restrictions on their trade with this country. The result has
been most satisfactory* We copy from the Examiner, a paper distin.

guished for its accurate knowledge of french affairs.

Dr. Bowring has lately visited the principal markets and ports of

France, for the purpose of ascertaining the wants and opinions of the

great commercial, manufacturing, and agrieultural interests of France

;

and, to judge from the universal expression of the departmental news,
papers, the removal ofcommercial restrictions, and prohibitions in France
would be welcomed by the community at large.* At Bourdeaux, La
Rochelle, Nantes, throughout Britannyend Nomtandy, the ^^i^papers
of all parties concur in the declaration, that the experiment^dk^e pr^
hibitionists have failed, and that the popular interests demand
commerce as the groundwork of future legislation. There is no couml||mh
the world where truth penetrates so easi^, and travels so rapidly, alRn
France. A sound philosophy, once introouced, finds a thousand aUies ih

'

the imaginativeness enthusiasm of the French people. The senti-

ments of the country press have been responded to with great ability by
the newspapers of the Capital, We hdve seen articles in the Constitu^

tionnel, Courrier, National, Journal du Commerce, Moniteur de Commerce.

Bon Sens, and other Parisian newspjipers, full of benevolence and of

wisdom. They concur in the declaration that the times of jealousy, and
strife, and hatred, are passing away ; that the interests of free nations

are everywhere the same ; that the best and the strongest alliance is

the alliance which is reared on mutual benefits. They anticipaJte, with

eloquent delight, a union with England, founded on a common prosperity.

Such anticipations we meet with cordial gratulations.” In these gratu-

lations we fervently join,

When sudliv^ good effect of one mission of this sort, there should

be more of sltMl^^n^seions. Why not keep Dr. Bowring employed constantly
^

in this way ? W^e Mill venture to say that few men have been the means
'

of doing as much good in their whole life as he has accomplished in the

course of little more than a year. There is employment in the 'diftadtni-

nation of economical truth, for many Dr. Bowrings, if we had them. Not
a fewknight advantageously be employed at home. Although the light of

economical science has broken in upon this country, how many dark

places yet remain ! Even among the conductors of the public press, how
many do we yet find raving against Free Trade as the cause of all the

distress of the country ! Part of the fudge written against free trade is

no doubt so much lying doctrine, paid for in some shape or other by the

monopolists whose interests are defended ; but more of it proceeds from

sheer ignorance, united to presumption. A few conversations with suclt

a man as Dr. Bowring, from Mhom it is nq humiliation to take a lesson,

and whose kindly disposition, frank courteousness of manner, and ar-

dent enthusiasm for the good of mankind, make even kings listen to

Badical doctrines without offence—would soon convince the honest por-p

tion of our editors of their ignorance, destroy their conceit, and open

th^r minds to the truth. Some part of Dr. Bowring’a enthusiasm and

benevolence could not fail to be communicated along with lik knowledge.

Then, while laying siege to the prejudices of editon in private, Dr.
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Bowring might give a short course of lectures on the principles of econo-

mic science^ to the public of our great commercial towns.

Nothing would tend more to enlighten the public mind than lectures

«on Politics and Political Boonomy^ by men of eloquence and mastery
over these subjects. During the approaching Parliamentary recess, we
wish that several of our popular members of Parliament would make their

rounds among the principal towns, and promulgate those truths among the

people that have fallen upon ears open only to prejudice or self-interest

in St. Stephen*s. Mr, Cobbett, Mr. Buckingham,* and other members
who have been far too seldomheard in the House, might thus employ some
months, to their own advantage, as well as to that of the public. And we
have no«wish that this mode of communicating public instruction should

be confined to teachers of Radical doctrines. If our Tory orators think

they cqp find fit audiences among the people of England, Scotland,

or Ireland, for discourses on thd Divine right of Kings, passive obedience

ttt&C powers that be, the advantages of monopolies, of a national church,

o^iRhes, of taxes on industry, of negro slavery, &c, by all means let

t!%n not hide their candle under a bushel, but promulgate these doc-

trines idth all their might, for* the good of mankind and their own glory.

Nor Ibe jour good friends, the Whigs, silent, as tho^ie who cannot render a
reasoh Jbr the faith that is in them. Their lectures would at least be
excellent exercises of thounderstahding; inasmuch asthe general principles

of the Radicals would require to be reconciled by them with the practice

of the Tories, if their own theories and practice are to have any consis-

tency. As in tlie recent case of Messrs, Borthwick and Thompson, the

champions of negro slavery and liberty, wlio lectured in the same towns,

and occasionally did battle for their respective causes in presence of large

assemblies of interested auditors,—a Tory, a Whig, and a Rfidical, might
travel together in the same sort of harmonious fellowship, As the won-
derful hanimals" in one of Wombwell's menagerie waggons ; and make a
tour of the principal tow^ns. Many of tho£^ who came for amusement
would go away convinced or confinned by one or other of the orators.

The lecture would be rej^eated to the wife and children at home, and to

all visiters for the next three or four weeks ; so that as sure as the truth

is elicited by conflicting doctrines, the truth of Toryism, Whiggism, or

Radicalism, in whichever of these urns truth may be found, would take

* A correspondent points out what he considers an inaccuracy in the Dial of an
M.F., No. I, in our Number fur July. Our M.P. says ;—“ Poor Mr. Buckingham,
tooj has been silenced.'* Since the clamour raised against Mr. Buckingham, in the

debate on the Irish Coercion Bill, (a clamour which has since been repeated against

every member who rose, as Mr. B. then did, at a late hour.—near tw^elve o*clock,)

Mr. B. has been heard, our correspondent tells us, at least half a dozen times, at some
length, and without the least interruption. We arc aware of this ; and that aUhough
very slender reports of these speeches of Mr. Buckingham are'to he found in the

daily papers, fall and accurate reports of them may be read in the Mirror of Parlia-

ment, and in Mr. Buckingham*s own useful and very clever Parliamentary Review.
But, this notwithstanding, wfe concur With our M.P.*8 Diary, in regarding Mr.
Buckingham as blging been silenced ; for, unless we giioatly mistake both Mr. B.*8

qualiftcatioiis and inclinations, he would, in the course of so long a session, where so

i^ny stirring topics have been introduced with which he is familiar, have spoken,
smd spoken well,* not siar times at tome length, hut stjr/p times at great length ; and
instead of meeting with not the least interruptiem, been honour^ with a running
accompaniment of Ohl Ohs! &c.; frequently exalted into a storm of howling,
hooting, crowiftg, groaning, growling, grunting, and other sounds not to be xnhUihii
out of*» menagerie. With siRh music, every member of the House, who has courage
tq speak the truths of Rddiqalism, and perseverance to sustain the wrath of these who
hate the truth as they hate the devil, is sure to be ttpated* %
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root^ spread its branches^ and scatter its seed over all the land. Other
benefits would arise from this peripatetic mode of teaching. The teachers
themselves would learn something which it much imports them and
their parties to know. During the application of the torture, a surgeon
stood by, with his hand upon the patient’s pulse, to see that the rack
should not strain the miserable wretch beyond the farthest point to
which human suffering can go without producing death : in like manner
it would be well if our rulers would cause a careful watch to be kept
over the effects of their instruments of taxation, that the inflictions may
not exceed the strength of the racked sud^erers. Even when the relief

of the distressed people is the object of legislation, and not a farther

application of the taxing engines, it is wise to keep an eye on the effects

of state medicines administered with kindly interest. In administering
medicine, no less than in inflicting the ^ack, it is necessary to watch the
indications afforded by the looks and ^Isc of the patient. The part of
State physician might be enacted by the peripatetic lecturers ; who might
report, when the people had as much taxation or protection as they
could bear. Of State medicines, as of State torture, there has been
always more than enough* It is difficultfto say, whether^ protej^its and
monopolies, or taxes^ have been more injurious to the people.

EXTRACTS FROM THE DIARY OF AN M.P.

No. II.

•

June 18 . Sj’tnptoms of yielding on the part of Ministers. Their un-

derlings, who some days since spoke boldly of excluding the Bishops

from the House of Lords, begin to talk of the dangers of collision. It is

said that Lord Fortescue, Lord Ebrington’s father, has declared against

the Irish Churchr Bill ; which signifies, if 1 read the times aright, that

the Ministers themselves feel as their opponents do, on this matter.

Business goes on a little. All improvement of tlie Reform Bill refus-

ed. Col. Evans brought forward his motion on this matter just at dinner

time. Hardly any one present. He hinfbelfmade a very lukewarm speech

in favour of his plan, I do not quite understand the gallant member;
for an out-and-out Radical, he appears over timid, hesitating, and waver-

ing. It is to be hoped that when the day of real struggle comes, there will

be no shrinking : the Westminster electors, I trust, will not again be

deceived.

No relief as to the Corn Laws. Mr. Fryer’s speech was a singular

exhibition. Such eloquence, I suspect, is irresistible, when employed

tipon the people. Here it creates amusement. He and Sir Wm. Ingilby

are certainly unique orators in their several* styles.

So Sir Andrew Agnew wants to try his hand at legislaj|ion for the Scots

!

Having failed egregiously in his noted experiijient for improving Ea^jW*
manners on the Sunday, he is about to exhibit his wonderful fowmKm
regulating the behaviour of his countrymen. Good lucK to him^ld to

them^ The best thing that I can wjsh for the wretched subjeets^of his

visitation is, that a spark of the pure light of common seinse would light

upon unfortunate legislator’s brain, ana induce hiip to give up the

vocation on which he has entered so rashly. *
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Rather oiuinous, my jUord Alttop. Stiokling for the BUhope* Mr«
Pryme suggested a mode of getting the reverend fathers in God out of

the Lords' House. Whereupon up rises the sapient Minister^ and blunders

out a rhapsody about the advantages derived by the country from these

Spiritual Peers. All this looks ill. We shall have a woful backsliding.

The Timesy too> less noisy. The poor degraded Chronicle talking about
the dangers of collision

!

June 19.—The rumour grows strong. The Ministers are going to

break faith With the people. What a triumph this will be for O'Connell

!

Registry Bill thrown out by the landlords ; to the great joy of the

attorneys. The landlords fear to show the situation of their estates—to
let the world know that they are overwhelmed with debt ; and the at-

torneys fear to lose their business. Thus^ between these worthies^ no
man can get a title worth having^

Every thing put off in order that we may get on with the Church Bill.

This haste^ on the part of the hitherto tardy Ministry, looks ill. The H7th
clause will, however, let us into the secret.

June 20.—Lord Althorp said to be ill—and therefore no House. Now
the cunqj^s part.of this matter is;that last night I heard that the Ministers

would flK have a House to-day ; but then there was no whisper of Lord
AlthflfcmP gout, but only a determination expressed of Burking ('twas

the very phrase used) a disagreeable motion to bo brought on by Mr.
BuUer. There must, how ever, have becn'something more ; for Mr, Buller,

after vehemently pi'otesting that he would not po^tpone his motion, not-

withstanding the pressing solicitations of the Ministry through their

whipper-in, Charles Wood, did, nevertheless, put it off ; and this not-

withstanding the House is not made.
This a part of the business of which the ignorant public out of doprs

knows nothing. The whole matter, however, is carefully got up, and is

an interesting piece of farce to those who can laugh at such serious

matters. The woM is given tliat the Ministers do not want the House
to sit, and the cry is. Do not make a House, i, e, let not forty members
be present ; so that if any body should require the House to be counted,

an adjournment takes place of course. The lobby, consequently, is

crammed full of members, who, being properly drilled, await the issue

at the door of the House. About, around, in and out of the House, at

every avenue, Hies the whipper-in ; after the figure of the sailors, he is

as busy as the devil in a gale of wind. lie is an active sprite, this same
Charles Wood, and bears the drudgery of his office with a laughing vis-

age. He whispers with this man, takes another familiarly by the button,

and administers to each such a dose, as effectually obtains the object his

masters ordered him to obtain. In the present case, the matter of putting

*off the House was managed with much skill ; and the press readily hid

the intrigue. Instead of any one counting the House, the Speaker (the

best actor in the Empire) gravely called over the names of the members
who had given notice of motions for the day. They being all absent, or,

if present, not choosing to bring on the subject of their motion in a House
ionsasting ofnot twenty members, deferred their notices ; he (the Speak-

ei^Ulklien as gravely passed to the orders of the day ; a host of bills were
read^a second time, and then the business of the day being done, it is

quietly announced in the papers that the House adjourned at six

o*clobk. And'the simple public see nothing in this. They do not see,

that for some xq^nisterial purpose, some intrigue, a whole day is lost for

public business. For example, on the night befrre, the most important
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questions bad been put oS, because Ministers wished the Church Bill to

proceeds Four^and^twenty orders of the day, including all sorts of bills,

were put aside, and the Church Bill was proceeded iii. To-day, in spite

of all this haste, nothing is done^ These orders of the day of yesterday,

are not brought on to-day ; and although the Lord Advocate made a
pompous declaration of the unwillingness with

^

which he put off his bill

relating to the Scottish burghs, and ought to have known of the intended
putting off of the House this evening, he made no attempt to bring on
his measure this day. Had the Ministers cared about the public inter-

ests, they would have so ordered that the •day should have been made
available to public business : but no, something is brewing, and so the
public interests go to the wall.

June 21. The murder is out, and the Ministers are for ever ruined in

the public estimation. It is not that they have peculiar leanings ; it is

not that they are not a liberal Ministry^ but it is now proved, that, as

men and gentlemen, they are unworthy of tru^t. Their pledged word,
their plighted faith, has been broken, and they stand before the world
recreant and dishonoured. I would not, for twenty times their power or

profit, have to sustain the absolutely blighting taunts with which they
will now be assailed. ,

•

There was great buzz, and much unpleasant feelings amongst members
during the early part of the evening. It was confidently stated that the

Ministers had determined to give up the integrity of the bill, and erase

the clause respecting the appropriation of chuych property. Such libe-

ral members as have supported these men from the beginning feel that

they themselves are now being dishonoured by this support ; and many
were the asseverations 1 heard, from men of this class, of the utter im-

possibility of going the length now proposed. While there \fas any
chance of their going right, I supported them,” said a straight-for-

ward, plain-speaking sailor to me ; but I can't stand this. If they

break their word, so solemnly given, they shall not have my countenance

or support.” The House not very full :—go into committee, and matters

proceed <piietly, until the reading of the 14<7th clause, when Stanley (for,

be it observed. Lord Althorp continues ill of the gout) gets up, and with

much calmness and complacency, much talking of the great advantages

of concord, and of the evils of coUisioi^ much emphatic appeal to the

motives usually successfully appealed to by him,—proposes to leave out

the whole clause. I remarked that the House appeared seriously hurt.

He could not get a single cheer. His usual commonplaces were

no longer successful ; and at length he felt that this hitherto obse-

quious House was no longer at his command—that is, he could no longer

get their sympathies with him. Their votes many will give ; but there

is not a gentleman in the House but blushes for Ministers, and laments

that he is obliged to support their now dishonoured power. The usually

bold Mr. Stanley—bold against the people w ithout—shrinks under the

fierce cheers of his opponents. The cries of the Opposition were con-

tinuous and triumphant. Their scornful laughs made him tremble with

rage and shame. But not having the moral support, even of his own
voters, he dares not hazard any of his usual flippancy, f>etulanoe, and

scornful upbraidings. He cowers under their well-deserved contumely,

and is more than usually pale and ghastly. His proposal was met with

undisguised scorn, and shouts of bitter and contemptuous laughter

;

and I never shall forget the burst which followed O’ConHeirs opening

rema^h, which came from him with all that air of truth and burning
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indignation^ which he so well knows how to throw into his statements.
No, Sir/' he said, I am not disappointed. I am not surprised by

the declaration of the Rig^t Honourable Gentleman. I expected that
they would break their promise, smd they have done so." The shouts
of approval rang over the Opposition benches ; and many a voice on the
Ministerial side raised atloud and bitter cry. The Tories were indeed
silent ; biit their silence was one of deep joy. As Colonel Davies some-
what pithily remarked, They had their enemies in the mire, and had
their feet upon their nerks."

By the by, I wish Colonel Davies, and others like him, would leave

off talking nonsense about the return of the Tories to power. They
speak as if there were no alternative for the people but Whig or Tory.
There is yet one more, viz., an independent, or, let us use the strong

word, a radical party. These h.st are far more in accordance wildi the

popular oj)inion than either Wl^ig or Tory ; and let their enemies say

what they will, the Radicals must be in power before three years are passed,

unless indeed the Duke of 'W^ellirigton should really come into office,

d pas de charge, and bayonet the people into silence. What 1 the horrid,

the vulgar, the destructive Radicals in office, in this civilized, enlight-

ened,* polished, aristocratic country? Even so, g<»od people. What
think you, for example, of the wild, headlong, destructive propensities

of that furious demagogue, the member for London, Mr. Grote, acting

as Chancellor of the Exchequer ?

What, in the name of all that is peaceful, would be the result ? Why,
the result would be, that, for once, we should see an honest man in

power, having a heart that feels, and a head that really understands.

For the first time, since the days of Turgot, we should see a philosopher

conducting the affairs of a great nation. Instead of the painful exhi-

bitions of ignorance, vacillation, and imbecility, daily and nightly of-

fered by Lord Althorp, we should have the masterly and steady views

of a far-sighted and laborious philosopher ; we should have honest means

to honest ends ; objects proposed that ought to be desired, and plans

suggested for their attainment sanctioned by reason, knowledge, and
experience. It is the fashion to cry down Radicalism ; that is, the class

which sets the fashion, viz., the aristocratic class, think lit to hold Radi-

calism in especial hatred,—and they are wise in their generation : they

feel acutely from whence the danger is coming. The steady persevering

of the Radical party has already done wonders. Their once small body is

now spread over the kingdom. Possessing, as they do, talent, industry,

and unblemished reputations, the educated Radicals" will be the

people's choice. But to return to my history.

The House of Commons seemed transformed, as if by magic, from a

servile, acquiescent herd ; they appeared at once to have become inde-

pendent, patriotic, honest. The Ministerial influence was annihilated

;

and, sure am I, whatever may be the majorities obtained by them after

this memorable ,debate, their power, their real influence over men s

minds, the strange, but hitherto powerful prestige which attended them,

is gone for ever.

Again Mr. Lisbome made a clever attack on his friends on the Trea-

sury Bench. But, lo and behold, Mr. Macauley, labouring against

feeling of the House ! trying his hand at an extempore effusion I Nothing

more marked the temper of the House than the result. It had hitherto

been the fasliion to admire the schoolboy rhetoric of this gentleman's

displays. At stated periods, he was accustomed to come down upon us
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with « florid exercise^ properly and carefully got by rote. The harangue
was usually a patchwork discourse on the most salient of the common^
places afforded by his subject. A little dash of superficial history ; a

straining to evince a wide acquaintance with literature ; a glittering,

tawdry, tinsel display of fine language, and a woful poverty of original,

or even correct thought, were the distinguishing characteristics of his

laboured attempts. There was no mastery of the matter in hand ; ho
spoke about the subject, but knew not how to expound it. His aim
never appeared to be, to cut at the bottom of the question, but merely
to compose a sparkling oration upon it,—an'^ration which made the fools

exclaim, What a fine speech V* but which gave no man a new idea,

induced no one to doubt, much less to ^change a preconceived opinion.

The fools, however, are right in their description ; he really does make
fine speeches; Fine feathers make fint birds,” says the old adage ; so

fine words make a fine si>eech. His attempts always recall to my recol-

lection the description of Blackstone, as given by Professor Austin :

—

He owed the popularity of his book (for hook read speecli) to a
paltry but effectual artifice, and to a poor and superficial merit. He
truckled to the sinister initcrests, and to the mischievous prejudices of

power ; and lie flattered the overweening conceit of their national and
peculiar institutions, which then was devoutly entertained by the body
of the English people, though now it is haj>pily vanishing before the

advancement of reason. And to this paltry but effectual artifice he added
the seductions of a style which is fitted to tickle the ear, though it never

or rarely satisfies a severe and masculine taste. For that ornate and
prattling manner of his is not the manner which suited the matter in

hand. It is not the manner of those classical Homan jurists, (say Greek
orators,) who are always models of expression, though their meaning be

never so faulty. It differs from their unaffected, yet apt and nervous

style, as the tawdry and flimsy dress of a milliner's doll from the grace-

ful and imposing nakedness of a Grecian statue.”

On this occasion, Mr. Maeauley was placed in the proper position to try

an orator—1 mean an orator, in the genuine sense of the term ; he had to

speak w'ith his audience against him : and the result was, a miserable

failure. The grand speech-maker was actually laughed down. He had
not courage to stand up ten minutes ag^nst an unfavourable audience.

That w'hich O'Connell daily, nay, hourly braves, ay, and conquers, drove

him in* a few moments into silence ; which silence, I suspect, he will care-

fully preserve, till some future capital occasion shall offer, for a grand
school-boy exhibition ; whereupon he will blaze for an hour, and the fools

will again exclaim, What a fine speech !” Friends will congratulate

him in the set phrase ; perchance he may publish the effusion in a pamph-
let—thereby evincing a marvellously small portion of worldly wisdom :

for his speech being put into that form, men will see its poverty, and
wonder at the applause it obtained.

•In striking contrast to this dismal catastrophe of poor Mr. Maeauley,
was the short, pithy, simple, straightforward speech of Mr. Grote. With-
out passion or bluster, he put the question upoh its true ground ; and
wound up with some advice to our wretched and wayeilng Ministry

;

which, though nothing more than Ihe suggestions of an honest and in-

structed statesman, from that very cause, appeared the most stinging and
bitter sarcasm. A more deadly home-thrust -was never ^ven. There
was so much of true dignity in what he said, and its effect on the House
was 80 marked, that the usual scoffing and sneering of right honourable
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gtaileMli 4mrted them. They were evidently very wret«s^, end he*

came suddenly very civil* €ow^ and erestfaUen^ little Lord John ven*

turedhia pompous inanities in a quiet tone of civility* Infallibility was

ne Ioniser the order of the dayw Mr* Stanley's passionate appeals, my Lord

John^s supercilious emptiness, Mr. Macauley's rhetoric ilouflAes, were

all bitter failures ;* so they fell back on their expected majority, to tjie

attaiamei|t of which no labour had been spared. Poor Charles Wood was

worked wi^is'legs ; he brought his men in, however, in shoals ; and he

eeemed to have been in strange places, to find grave legislators—

^

men intending to vote on matters relating to church and state. The
Queen gave a grand ball that evening ; and away to her Majesty's ball*

room hied Mr. Wood, and from thence he called somp score of gay and

gallant dancers to the less.amusing business of legislating; The House

was actually blazing with ofidcem in full-dress uniform ; and* amongst the

many quiet persons transformed into fierce-looking fellows, I could not

help laughing at Sir John Wrottesley, who quite startled me with hie

monstrously martial appearance. The little round-about, stumpy coun-

try squire was covered with fine lace and bright clothes, until he looked

as formidable as Major Sturgeon, of whose mnrcliing and countermarch-

ing I was irresistibly reminded. Poor little man I w'hat could have induced

him to hazard such a caricature ? I'here were Court dresses, too, swords

and all ; and there were naval as well as military heroes ; and, mark it,

ye good people, acting as electors 1 of all those fine-looking persons dressed

in your livery, and living by your money, and ready at any time, at the

word of command, to ride over yon, and trample you into the dust like

straw, of all then present—and there must have been above twenty thus

bedizened—only one voted for the people I What freak induced Lord

CharleS Russell to be thus popular, 1 cannot understand. So it was,

however. He actually, though brought from the Queen's ball, and evi-

dently about to return there, voted for the people. But the whipper-in,

well knew what opinions rested beneath red coats ; so he brought a shoal

of them to vote away the Ministers' honour, and the peojde's welfare.

Dr. Lushington is clearly uneasy in his present position. He made

one false step ; and in order to repair it, he seems determined to hazard

anything. The learned civilian either Jbimself is blessed with ap ex-

ceedingly short memory, or fancies that his hearers have that lucky

failing. On the well-remembered debate re8i)«cting the assessed taxes>

I myself heard him solemnly give his reasons for voting in opposition to

the promise he had made to his constituents. Of this fact I am so as-

sured, that I would risk my life on the correctness of my statement. I

would this day take an oath in a court of justice, that he declared ho

was going to vote against the promise he had given. Ho distinctly ac-

knowledged the promise ; and I recollect perfectly the etli^ct made on

my own mind by the affected pomp and solemnity with which he assigned

the reasons for his breach of faith. This is one fact. Now, on this night,

taunted by Mr. O'Connell for this breach of faith, the learned Doctor

gets up, and as wlemnly as pompously denies that he ever gave a pro*

mise. At this astounding asseveration I felt absolutely stupified, as if

some One had given me a blow on the head, I was bewilder^. Was
this the same man whom I had heard| not many weeks before, giving rea-'

• Mr. LittleM looked wise, and said nothing; tkereby, indee^ acting

Iw Who shall touch pitch and not be defiled? The promoters of the bill were feijly

in the ipire, and sadly « besmirched.’’ Mr. Littleton had too much discretion to be-

fiml lifittitifi by lehding them a helping hand out of the slough*
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sons for voting against his promise ? And does he now come doyrn to
the House with a formal statement^ that he never made any promise ?

What faith can we put in men's words if this be their mode of proceed,
ing ? How Dr. Lu^ington can reconcile these two assertions ; how he
can make the whole proceeding agree with the straight-forward^ simple
rules of honour which a gentleman is in the habit of using for his guid-
ance, is beyond my powers of conception. Here is no room for any nice

distinctions. There can be no fine-drawn difference between pledge and
promise : the matter does not turn on such a matter. The case is much
more himplo. On one <lay, he solemnly aveifls that he made a promise,
and ex[>lains why he feels himself compelled to break it. On another
day, he declares he made no such promise. Now, I would swear, that

he made both Uiose assertions. They are contradictory : both cannot be
true ; one must he false. Which is false kknow not, care not ; but that
one must be so, is self-evident. If this be established morality, I blush
for the public ; if it be not, 1 blush for the individual.

Inhere was another instance, not so glaring indeed, of saying one thing
one day, one another, that should be takenjiotice of. Mr. Macauley, in

his first speech on the Irish Church bill, was at great pains to prove that
church property was private property. He answered Sir R, Peel, and
more than one-half of his harangue consisted of a refutation of a propo-
sition put forth by the Right Hon. Baronet, to the purport, that the
property of the church was like the property of individuals, and there-

fore not subject to tlie dominion of Parliament." Now, Mr. Macauley
holds an office in the ministry, and though he be not of the cabinet, what
he says bears an official character. Arguing then so strenuously as he
did, for the principle of making church property state property, he ne-

cessarily gave that principle the sanction of tlie government to which he
is attached ; and arguing the matter at full length, when the Irish

Church bill was in debate, he irrevocably connected that principle with

the measure before the House ; for it %vouid be at-ked, if that principle

be not involved in the matter of the present debate, why discuss it?

The truth is, that the ministers knew that they should gain great popu-

larity, if they would give their sanction to this principle. Lord Althorp

did no|^like to do it himself, and Mr. Stanley is fiercely opposed to it

;

so they got an inferior person of their bodf to argue the matter ; there-

by inducing the belief that they were favourable to it, while they left

themselWs a loop-hole to escape, should the support of the principle be-

come disagreeable. Mr. Macauley was the person thus employed ; and

had he been possessed of any very nice feeling on the matter, he would

not have come forward this evening to show that the principle for

which he had fought a stout battle some evenings before when the same

hill was in debate, was not in the slightest degree connected with the

measure. If so, why did he lend himself to the artifice of making people

believe that it was connected with it ? It is quite true that Lord Al-

thorp and Mr. Stanley made a pretended distinction between the surplus

mentioned in the 147th clause, and church property generally—a dis-

tinction so palpably absurd on the face of it, that* every one saw that it

was used as a flimsy pretence. But Mr. Macauley left this poor cavil

wholly out of the question, and stood up boldly for the principle itself.

He therefore should have been the last person to bolster up the ‘wretch-

ed device, which he himself had taught us to disregard. There appears

some tainting influence, some moral poison, in the ministerial atmosphere .

of this country. No sooner does any one go into their ranks, than he

VOL. III. NO. XVII. 2 Z
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seemti^ by* some pttinful, degrading necessity, driven to adopt a tortuouft,

a dishonest path. The steady conduct of a man of high honour seems

no longer possible. To truckle, to shift, to waver, to put a false gloss

on plain words, to say ay to-day, nay to-morrow—to be ever dealing in

ambiguous phrases—and to live a life of hollow pretences, such seems

the fate of every servant of our ill-constructed government. Wretched

indeed is their destiny !

'IVhen at length the majority became certain in favour of ministers,

through the labours of Mr. V, Wood, the impatient young gentlemen,

who had been brought, in very unwilling mood, from the Queen's ball, be-

gan with their accustomed modes of putting an end to the debate* Whether
the question had been fairly ‘discussed, w^as to them a matter of no im-

port. The majority w'aa certain, and they wanted to lesume dancing.

They had undertaken the di^'ties of leg'islators, it is true : but among
those duties, they had not included any laborious attention to the peo-

ple's interests. At the division of that evening, they had no intention

of being jiresent, tand the country w'ould certainly not have had the bene-

fit of their vote, had not such vote been necessary for their party. Now,
serving their party was a very good thing: hht that by no means required

any continuance of the debate ; and seeing tliat' dancing was to them far

more amusing than legislating, they determined to put an end to the

latter, in order that they might instantly resume the former. Conse-

quently, question," question," ha,"' “ ha," hooting like an owl,

crowing like a cock, and other noises peculiar to the House of (hmi-

mons, and the one- shilling gallery, immediately ccunmenced. TJie pas-

sage below the bar was crammed full of idlers ; the greater part of the

red-v^*oats w^ere there assembled ;—such stiuit heroes, for example, as Lord
Norreys, and Lord Arthur Lennox, appeared very impatient, and were
assuredly very noioy. The dancers having soon overpowered the de-

baters, the division took place, and the scone that followed baflies all

description, TIic thing most like it, that I ever witnessed, was the rush

at the opera to see Sontag the first night of her appearance. The in-

stant the numbers were amiounced, a simultaneous rush was made to-

wards the door, and in about two minutes the House was empty. Cries

of all sorts might be heard, such as occur on the breaking of the

theatre. The red-coated geritry, evidently on dancing thoughts intent,"

rushed down tlie steps, and through the tortuous passages, to the im-
minent peril of all who might be in their way. Orderlies, following in the

w^ake of their officers, helped to increase the confusion ; while execrations

ofno measured description against the debate, the question, the people, and
their honest representatives, served to finish the wdiole scene, and give it a

character well calculated to raise serious and painful thoughts in the
mind of every right-thinking man. As 1 took my way home an hour
after, in the grey light of the morning, through the silent streets of this

mighty congregation of the human race, many and bitter were the moody
thoughts which ran through my over-wrought mind. The fresh air of

the morning could not at once cool down the fever which the exciting

night had raised, nor could the splendid scene of London at daybreak
withdraw my contemplation from the degrading mockery of which I had
just been a witness. Oh, yes, it is true, the industry, the talent of the
people' have raised this mighty city ; it stands out the wonder of man-
kind, a stately specimen of the skill and the labour of the patient multi-
tude. But while the millions thus toil and bring into existence all this
wealth and comfort

; while they, in their quiet and humble sphere, set a
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bright example of temperance and honebty, while in good truth theii

morality supersedes in great part the necessity for law, everything in

public life, all proceedings on the part of government seem expressly

designed to spread ruin and desolation over the land. In England, tht

high civilization of the people counterbalances the mischievous effects oi

the laws enacted by her ignorant and unprincipled legislators. In Ire-

land, no such countervailing power exists ; and there, where the law U
required of its own unassisted force to maintain peace and good ordei’j

all is riot and confusion. In England wliat the people do is done well

—

what the go\ernment attempts is ever a miserable failure. In Ireland

the people do nothing, the Government is left alone to do all : and we sec

the consequence. Why is this? The scene of this night will serve as

an explanation. The affairs of this great people are intrusted to un-

wortliN liHiuls. Sinister interest and ignorance are predominant iq its

councils
; need we tlieii wonder, that sonrow and shame wait upon its

deeds? And tliese things are permitted, even when our sons of America
exhibit so different, instructive an example. The wildest freak of the

moNt deranged imagination c(»uld not fancy such a scene as the one above

described taking jdace at Washington. CMklrcn and fops have no voice

in the councils of republican America. From the people emanates all

power; and the Go\errirncnt i^, consequently, hone^'t, industrious, deco-

rous, and peculiaily sagaciour*. My iiotiims may be very democratic, and

in very had taste, hut 1 most sincerely own, that I believe the sooner we
get rid of the causes of buch disgraceful exhibitions ; the sooner we follow

the example of our brethren on the other side of tlie Atlantic ; the sooner

we take the government of ourselves into our own hands, and cut off all

vain and useless trnj)pings, the better for all parties concerned : for the

nation as well as those who now^ occupy the chief places among us.. The
people would no longer be tormented by the ignorant, and the idle, and

the dishonest, who now prey upon their vitals ; while these would be

obliged to obtain an honest subsistence by honest labour, no longer de-

basing and demorali/iiig the whole body of their countrymen by their

degrading, their disgraceful example.

Got to bed at a quarter to four, and dreamed of a radical r^orm in

the House of Commons. X

SETTLEMENT OF THE GREAT QUESTIONS:"

JPbom all tbfe obloquy which has been cast upon them,—from ugly vi-

sions of broken pledges, old purposes surrendered, princijdes long sworn

by laid down before the Moloch of the Aristocracy, the Whigs have at-

tempted to take refuge in their settlement of the Great Que^^tions

;

and they seem to regard their settlement of these questions as the very

sanctuary of their fame. It is not our intention to demolish these boast-

ed measures, as they easily might be demolished ;• but we cannot resist

tlie temptation of withdrawing the veil from the sanctuary, qf stating, in

a few plain terms, intelligible by plain people, what the mode and merits

of the proposed settlements really are, and of again evincing to " persons

of the meanest capacity," the truth of that famous saying of Chancel-

lor Oxensticrn*8, regarding the little wisdom by which this world is

governed! In pursuance of this design, we shall Portly remark on the
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several bills now in progress in reference to the Ea^t India Company,
the Abolition of Slavery, the Irish Church, and the JBank Charter,

I. The East India Company’s Bill, is the only one of the four, in which
there is any thing to praise. *That Bill includes the abolition of the

ClUnese monopoly, and a prohibition of the Company to trade. These two
grand objects are distinctly, completely, and well accomplished ; but we
doubt whether any merit ouglit hence to be ascribed to the Whigs, because
we doubt if they had here a rhoice.

.
It appears from reports of inter-

\iews which passed some years ago between the Directors and the Duke
of Wellington’s administiation, that even Lord Ellenborough had made
up liis mind to mo\e tlie destruction of that monopidy ; for which achieve-

ment we had assuredly been indebted, not to any jxow'er or marvellous

intelligence on the part of Lord Ellenborough, but simply t(» the state of,

the public mind, and the conimand already assumed over us all on such
subjects, by the silent but eA*r increasing and most beneficent influence

of the author of the Wealth of Xattan^, While w'e rejoice tlierefore that

so cin exj>ansion is so soon to bo gi\on to our commercial interprize

while we rejoice that Euuhsh c.ijntal and industry are to be permitte,
free access to tlie whole continent of India,. and unrestricted intercoursd

with the iiuenious multitudes of (’liiiia; we \ et turn to other matterse
when we desire to ^i\de,o the <jii ilities of our present C’ahinet ; for there,

alone are the difliculties of this qaeslioii.

’J'he first important juiint is wliat is called the compromise with the

( ompany, or that arrangement, by wliich their whole debt, commercial

pensions, i^c., are decreed to rest henceforward upon the shoulders

of our fellow -subjects in Iliiidostan. Now there is upon the \ery face of

this settlement susjiicion of the grossest injustice. If the debt had been

contracted during the process of comjucst, or, in (»ther words, had it been

a war debt, it might, liy the ordinary laws of war, have been justifiably

laid upon the tin dorp of the coinpiered country
;
but e\ideuce is wholly

wanting that it was so <M»iitracted
;
nay, there is abumlarice of probability

that it is mainly ow ing to losu 6 fa trade, I'nlil ^ ery recently, the Company’s
own servants never ceased to tell us of the sAduiur.s submitted to in

order to carry on tiade; winch assertion they \ ery oddly imagined to bring

great hclbour to the ( oinpaiiy
; and every acute and impartial inquirer,

who haf thitherto set hiiusck to examine the subject, lias arrived at the

cancluskp of Mr. Rii^ards, who asserts positivel^^, that the rev^rii|^ihaB

alwajs Keen equal to defray the expenses of (iovernnieiit, ami
debt altogether flowed from commercial (qicrations. Wo do not

this assertion be who/tp true, but we know that, ia great part, it i« true

;

and Ministers, without either ceremony or inquiry, liave just acted as

if it were wholly false. It has not been shown, or pretended to besliow'ii,

that the debt is jiroperly territorial ; but Ministers, by way of making
a good bargain,” and ensuring support,” have at once assumed it

to be territorial, (for the story about valuable commercial assets is a

humbug, a mere blind ;) and, without farther ado, laid it upon the shoul-

ders of the distant and iia influential Hindoos. IIow the Company
chuckles over the f»ettleraont,” and how smartly tlie proprietors think

the Hindoos are to be taxed in their belioof, is emphatically written in

the Stock Exchange, On the day of the promulgation of the Cabinet
Scheme, India Stork rosefrom 208 to 223 per cent,, and has since reached
249 ! Tliere is not a shadow of doubt, that, at least, a considerable por-
tion of this burden ought to have been provided for in the way usual in

'^*such cases, viz, by the loss or even the bankruptcy of an unsuccessful
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commercial company ; but then, hovir embarrassing would ha\e been
this procedure to honest Lord Althorp ! and bow much easier was jt, as

well as much more in the way of trade, to tax the unresisting Hindoos !

j\lr, Macauley tells us, in his peculiar style, that these thijigs ought not
to be inquired into too curiously, and that we should not grudge a
millions if they secure the peaceful settlement of a great question, 'fhe

mischief is, it is not the persons who give away wdio are to pay ; we are
very generous out of our neighbour^' pockets. Hut why wonder, seeing
that it is thus in every thing? It is still the aim of state jobbery to

sacrifice the absent and tlie w eak to the scowling overgrown^cw ; and in

the mode of doing this most, quietly, of devising a specious pretence,
and getting up a fiashy oration, abide the great mystery of the craft,

Mr. Macauley Is a u^eful instrument,—we wish him joy of his laurels.

But there remains the mighty question ^ to the government of India ;

and thati our wise, and daring, and slraight-ibrward Ministers have left

aU but untouched. Hitherto this sulqect has attained no due attention

from the British public : but there existed a cause of confusion. We were
confounded by the two distinct (dices of thetC'omjiany. A strange medley,
as it was, of a mercantile aiM legislative character, we have been inclined

most unfortunately to regard and criticise it, in its mercantile cajiacity

ahuie ; thus very foolishly and criminaljy losing sight of its aptitudes

for government. It stands out now, however, altogether undisguised,

the cumbrous, forndes^, ill-arranged thing which Biitain, in her wisdom,
has chosen to invest with the guardiansliip of a vast, complex, and dis-

tant society. In this point of view, it will bear no examination. But to

examine, far less to amend it
; to do one small good thing they were not

compelled to do; or in an article s<> imjiortant, to aim at the correcti(m and
improvement of puldic tqiinion

; these were efforts and objects far a-bead
of the poor Whies. Lord Brougham talked of his party having dared

to grajqde with tlie griMt questions. The hoiist i** vain, for thi'yhave

not grapided with them at all ; not, at least, witli the (piestiori of the

Indies. I'hey hav'e left every olyectionable jiortiou of the old arrange-

meiits quite as they found it ; they have passed by every difficulty, and

laid it upon the sludf. Believing, as we do, that the trade monopoly

w'as borne down by the irrisistible authority of iqiinion, we di'vccrn no

active or energetic stateinanship in this entire measiue, nor one spark,

one scintillation of that high or coimaaiuling intellect ol which the

Whigs would persuade us tliey aie possessed. \ crily, it is sliMiige, that

notwithstanding of all tlie noise and bubtlc of parturition around us^

nought but ingmy products is vet being brought forth.

It is painful to think how far onr knowledge regarding what should

be done with India has declined since Mr. Fox's lime. But matters

cannot re<nain as they are. Tbe]>ublic mind is now directed to^ the sub-

ject with Steadfast and determination ; and a very few years w'lll

suffice to bring to light how iiuicli of permanence there is in the Whig
settlement of India.

II. But let us turn to the anti-slavery scheme ; and assuredly a no-

table scheme it is !

^

Every person truly acquainted with the West Indies libs long been

aware of the intimate connexion between the state of slavery and the

kind of industry prevailing in these islands—an industry fostered by

many absurd and detestable monopolies. The question of slavery is in

fact but a part of a vast question going into the roots of West India so-,

ciety; and it never can be satisfactorily treated but with reference to those
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social peculiarities. Under a sane and well regulated industry/ for in«

stance^ slavery perishes of its own accord ; and^ as might have been illus^

grated by the state of the southern counties of England^ there is a de.

ranged state of industr}'^ which, of itself, naturally forces on decliuie,

and conducts to an economic condition in regard to the working classes,

not differing by one iota from the condition of slavery. We can but throw

out this hint here, postponing its development to a time when we have
more space and leisure ; but we throw it, to indicate what this question

truly is, and to take measure of Ministerial merit. It were in fact ludi-

crous to inquire how far Mr. Stanley understands what he assumed so

presumptuously to conduct : for, it is a thing to lie seen by a person

with half an eye, that he knows no more of the West Indies than of the

volcanoes in the moon. Not one idea entered within liis head beyond
a coarse and crude notion thaf^ the slaves must be in part emancipated,

and that we must pay for them ; not one conception occurred to him
that it was possible, by regenerating the entire social fabric of the An-
tilles, to make the abolition of slavery a boon to all classes—to open up

a new view of prosperity to the bankrupt landholders ; to render the toil

of the free labourer productive and profitalile ; and thus to found the

triumph of humanity upon the progress of wealth, and the sure advance

of civilization. It were vain— it were ludicrous—to measure his pLiri

by principles like these, for he knew them not, and wants that cimiI dis-

crimination necessary to apprehend them : but we may measure his plans

by their own pretensions ; we may examine them in reference to wh^t
they propose to do, and observe their degree of adaptation to t!ie adopted

end.

The prominent feature of the IVcst India scheme, is the liberation

of the slave from one-fourtli of his present labour—a relief for

which we pay twenty millions ;—and his instalment as an apprenticed

labourer during the remaining tliree-fourths of the present working
season. Relief from labour is unquestionably a good

; but if it has few

securities for permanence, it diminishes in desirableness, and especially

if it does not conduce to an advance in moral acquirement. \Ve have
no doubt Mr, Stanley meant well by this arrangement, and thought also

that he had effected somewhat ; but we doubt as little that the result,

in so far as these arrangemeiits will have any result, will }»e to the dis-

advantage of the negro in some fashion, as—taken by itself—it must
deepen the distress, and go to complete the min of West Indian industry.

Let ns observe what powers will now remain for production, and what will

be their degree of efficiency. The negro is to work during the remaining
three-fourths ofhis time, and for this he will receive a certain Fixrm pay,

viz. all the aliment, clothing, medical attendance, he now receives.

It is qu4te evident that Mr. Stanley has here supplied him with no
Inducement for exertion. Men will not toil but in hope of pleasure, or

from the fear of pain. The negro's pay is pixeii;

—

he can gain nothing
by extra-diligence, nor lose in consequence of indolence. The moving prin-

ciples which spur on tl^e free labourer are of no avail, in so far as the negro
Is concerned^; for he is placed in independence of them by law. Motives
to elicit extraordinary energy are now extinct ; and his ordinary activity

can only be secured by the wkip^ The whip, accordingly, is retained ;

but fortunately for humanity, although most unfortunately for the pro-
ducing interests of the Antilles, it is transferred into the hands of
Oovemment. The cartwhip is to be wielded by the individuals whom
we henceforward depute to represent the majesty of British law in the
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West Indies. Dignified Justicesliips ! Admirable encouragement of

respect and fealty towards Great Britain! But the thing will fail*

Punishment, like gravitation, increases in effect according to the

inveise duplicate ratio of the distances. It is powerful, because of its

certainty and nearness. If inflicted after the formalities of a judicial

procedure, and in consequence of pro, and con, evidence, it will never
appear very formidable ; far less will the planters be enabled to induce
the negro to overwork. The system of industry will therefore' be still

farther affected. Supposing the planter compensated for the fourth of

the present slave's time ; he is not, nor can be, compensated for this di-

minution of energy during the other three -fourths : and hence a propor-

tionate deficiency of produce, and an access of distress. We are con-

vinced the West Indians are utterly ruined. A sane policy might re-

trieve them, but this bill must sink thenhbeneath the seas. They might
have been benefited by (rreat Britain, without our spending one half-

penny ; but they will not be benefited even by these twenty millions I

But grievous as is the idea of that money being thrown away in obe-

dience to the caprice of a raj»»d and violent young man, and by the sen-

tence of a mob of iiidivicbLals ^tholly ignSraiit of the vital concerns on
which tliey have been, deputed to sit in judgment,—it is yet not an
uninteresting question, as to how far, in strict justice, we, in these

British Islands, are bound to afford that*compensation. It is, we main-
tain, ail unnecessary ; for slavery might have fallen, to the benefit, and
with the desire of ifll ;—but supposing emanciptition to be accompanied
with a loss, it has to be proved on whom, in righteousness, ought to be

the incidence of that loss ? At anotlier time we shall deliver our notions

on this important matter, and claim for them the deliberate attention of our

country ; but it may safely be said now', that if we owe compensati(§n, our

posterity do nut owe it ; if we must pay for our own sins, pobterlty at

least is guiltless, and ought to he free ; and what then shall we think of

a scheme, the object of which is, by w'ay of doing ju&tice, to transfer the

burden of our penance almost entirely from off our own shoulders on to

posterity! If a hair-shirt must he worn, are we to decree that those

now unborn shall we.ir it ? Such, amid all the absurdities of the popery

of a dark age, was one to which our ancestors never speculatively

attained. This iniquity will tend to bring down the entire funding sys-

tem, and confound just and unjust claims togetlier in one common ruin.

We lia\e now done with one part of this iniquitous and unvarnished

absurdity. Nothing has annoyed us more in the wliole course of its dis-

cussion than the absence of comprehensive views on the part of the

individuals who assumed the office of Icadershij). If the anti-slavery

society does not shake off Mr. Fowi'll Buxton, it w’ill not do much on

behalf of its cherished object. All men may see evil-, but leaders should

be able to discover the character of the proposed remedies. Had Mr,

Mouglas of Cavers been at the head of the Anti-slavery Society, and in

Parliament, how different w euld liis conduct have been from that of Mr.

Fowell Buxton ! Mr. 1)ouol4s discerned the foolishness of the scheme on

its proposal, and denounced it in terms becoming hiaiself. Now it is that we

are aware of the amount of our loss on the death of our Dr. Thomson. While

his brethren, estimable as they are, arc employing their ingenious heads

in the formation of plans to uphold patronage, and the concoction of High

Church schemes of government, after the fashion of the Israelitish hier-

archy, he would have been in the breach, boldly contending for the first

rights of his fellow-men. It is saying a great deal, hut not more thail



we tdjpilfly beliere^ when we allege^ that had Dr. Thomson lived^ this

hfll had l^yfes obtained the shadow of toleration. When we reflect on a

gireaiiniad being carried ofT at the precise period when its noblest qua«

^lities would have shone in full lustre^ we feel it needful to guard against

monnuring, and to subject ourselves forcibly to the mysterious appoint-

ments of Providence.

III. On the Irish Church Bill a few words will suffice. They talk of

mutilating it : we know not if mutilation be possible.

The fact is^ that Lord Grey regards that Bill^ in reference to its adap-

tation to an end, which is dot identical with the end in view by the

public, or with the good of the public. In the original Bill there was a

great principle, and without that principle the Bill was nothing. What
became of the 147th clause, does not require to be told. We formerly

remarked on the dishonesty Ministerial arguments on behalf of that

clause ; and although we could now apply the scourge with some efiPect

to the pretences on which they chose to ground its extinction, we shall

be tender. Mr. Stanley, it will be recollected, upheld the three nullions

accruing from the feuing of !BJs»hops' leases, to be new property, or pro-

perty with which the Church had nothing id do. Will that ingenious

young man tell us upon \ihat principle he is now disposed to grant a

large sum of new property to tjie Cliurch of Ireland ? or whether he
has discovered, in the character of Irish society, any trace of necessity

for such an arrangement.*^ It is perhaps o\er curjous” thus to ques-

tion Mr. Stanley. He may not art from conviction ; he is just now the

sword in the right arm of the Whigs, and we fancy he is satisfied witli

that honour.

The Irish Bill preserves the whole Churcli property for that sinecure

Churcii. This is enough ; and it proves that it cannot stand.
^
We

inform the Whigs that it is no settlement whatsoever ; and we discern,

moreover, that the unreformed abuses of the Irish Church will pull to

the ground along with them all the Establishments in our hind. It will

be a lucky escape for the conservatives, if still older institutions do not
perish during the crash

!

IV. My Lord Althorp a reformer of the Bank Charter ! Well ! we
thought once in our simplicity that the Bank monopoly could not stand,

and so thought even the Tory* Lord Liverpool. But the public did not
understand the question. A compromise" settlement was eajsy, and
that was enough for the enterprising Whigs

!

We have already indicated so often the evils originating in this baleful

monopoly, that there is no necessity now for going into detail. Suffice

it to say, that every hateful principle is here consecrated, or thought to

be consecrated, into at least another ten years* endurance ; and all the
nation gains from the modification of this overgrow*n monopoly is

L.120,000 per annum!

I

Not even have means been taken to ensure
the progress of Joint Stock Banking in England! Several of our
political writers may take a lesson from this catastrophe. All we want
is an enlightenment of the public mind upon the subject ; and assuredly
that wlU not be accomplished by a dreaming over schemes of National
Banking Establishments, impracticable, perhaps, or inadv^able in all

cases ; but certainly neither advisable nor practicable under our present
system of Government.

So much for the Gbbat Questions! Wluit virtue or permanence
.there is in their several settlements, or what favour the Whigs will

derive from them, our readers will discover. But where is the cure }
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It is this:—The electors of the fJnlied Kingdom must cdhse to suppcfse

that a rich man is ^hecessarilym intftlllgftTit. they muet *seek

out, ere another Parliament, individuals cap^le of perfomi|l|^ $hia

august duties of legislation, with whom to supplant the small dandiiieS^

lordlings,—^the indolent country gentlemen,**—and the canting, phrasing

bigots, who now constitute so large a portion of the Legisla tive Assem-
bly of the British people^^^

THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS* verma TITHES.
We give a place in our Magazine, with great satisfaction, to the fol-

lowing Petition sent us by the Society of Friends. In every sentence of

this Petition, we heartily concur. % ^
Petition of the Society of Friends for the Almition of Tithes, &r. To the Com-
mons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament As-
sembled.

We, the undersigned, memhers of the religious Society of Friends, called Quakers*
assembled at our Yearly Meeting in London, i^pspectfully represent to Parliament,
that our Society has always objected, on piinciple, to Tithes, and other compulsory ec-

clesiastical claims.

We consider it to be our bounden dnty to conform ourselves to the laws, and to obey
the Government of our country, in all things avhich do not interfere with the higher
claims of conscience towards God ; but, whenever thci’e is such an intcrfer^ce, it is

our established piuctlce to refuse an active compliance with the law, and patiently to

sutTer the consequences.

On this principle, we have always refused the payment of Tithes, and other ecclesi-

astical demands ; and, at the same time, have offered no opposition to the distraint of

our goods for these puiposes. In the earlier periods of the Society, its members %ver8

exposed to grievous sufferings and persecutions on this account* Not only were they

despoiled of their property, in a vexatious and ruinous manner, but their per^ns were
seized, and they were immured in dungeons, to the injury of their health, and, in

many instances, even to the loss of their lives ; and, although the laws which render

us liable to suits in the ecclesiastical courts, are now but seldom enforced, we still

suffer considerable injury from the levying of distraints, and from the exactions with
which they arc often accompanied.
Our reasons for refusing these p«iymcnts art purely of a religious nature ; and they

are as follows :

—

First, That we regard the interference of the civil Government, in matters of reli-

gion and private conscience, to he the usurpation of a prerogative which belongs only
to God. •

Secondly, That we consider the setting apart of Tithes for the maintenance of the mi-
nisters bf religion, to have been an unwarrantable return to the provisions of the Levi-
tical law, and at variance with the nature and character of the Gospel. ^

Thirdly, That we believe the ministry of the Gospel to be free in its nature, according

to the command of our Lord and Saviour to his disciples :
—“ Freely ye have re-

ceived, freely give and that the contravention of this principle has an unfailing ten-

dency to convert religion into a trade, and grievously to impede the diffusion of vital

Christianity.

We also deem the compulsory support of the ministers of any church, and of an
ecclesiastical system connected therewith, to be opposed to that liberty which the Gos-

pel confers ; and, when claimed from those who conscientiously dissent from that

church, to be a violation of the common principles ofjustice.
Observing with satisfaction that the subject of Tithes and other ecclesiastical de-

mands is likely to come under the deliberate review of»thc Legislature, we consider

this to be the proper time for representing to Parliament, these oipr Christian prin-

ciples ; and we respectfully beseech the House of Commons, not to rest satisfied with

any modification of the present system, but to take effectual measures for the entire re-

moval of all such imposta
In conclusion, we feel bound to express to Parliament our heartfelt prayer, that

Almighty God may bless and preserve the Government and Legislature of our coun-

try, and may direct all their counsels fbr the happiness of the nation, for the welfaVe

of mankind in general, and for his own glory.

Signed by Six Hundred and Seventy-nine Memhers of the Society of Friends,

from various parts of the United Kingdom*
London, Zd of Six^ Month, 1833.



*^HANp-wiUTiNe ON THE Wall TO THE Whiob.—N^cver were men m
expert at a Wun^ler, so uniformly successful in sticicrng their own mea-

stires, as his Majesty's Whig Ministers. As sure as they bring in a bill,

it will be stioked ; at least if the Lord Advocate of Scotland have any

particular connexion with it. It is snrprSng that the Lord Advocate

wilLnot learn to be m(»re (jautious. Advices and remonstrances seem

to fee lost upon him. ^he press has been for some time very unequi-

vocally telling his Lordship the opinion of him, as a Minister, entertain-

ed by the public. ^

« It tauli that thou wast a skellam,

A blethnU*J^the blunderiug blellum.**

- Nay, the walls of London seem to hat o conspired to add their silent

admonitions to the -cautions showerqd upon his Lordship and his col-

leagues fiom so many more sentient quarters. At the c(»rner of almost

every street or public buiMing, the emphatic caution Stick no Bills," or

still more emphatically, ‘‘ Bill-Stiokfrs I Bkwari: !'* meets the passen-

ger's eyes. The very stones cry out against Ministers. We have no

doubt that these mural w iXiiings are meant for the Whig Ministers, and,

in a particular manner, for my Lord Althorp and the Lord Advocate of

Scotland, who may be said to be at tlie bead of the Bill-Stickers of the

Empire. We are not ignorant that the Bill-Stickers, so emphatically

cautioned, are commonly understood to be a different class from the

Ministers of the Cro^n ; men whose business it is to do what they are

here forbidden. There is such a class of men, we know'
; but they can.

not be said to be the only Bill-Stickers addressed ; for, strictly speaking,

these men and hi^ Majesty's M'hig Ministers belong to the same class.

If any man deny this, we ask him. Is it not the business of the one set

of men to stick bills, and is it not true of the other set, that they do

n^hing else! Was ever demonstration plainer? It is v.ery possible that

the painters of these cautums, which so abound in every part of the

metropolis, had no more notion of the whole meaning of the w'ords that

arose under their brush, than^^the prophets of old understood the full

extent of their own prophecies. But we ask Lord Althorp and the

Lonl Advocate, if ever the words, Stick no BiUs," flash upon theil* eyes,

ns thejr turn a corner, without conscieifte applying the impressive admo-
nition to themselves ; or whether they ever behold the'ominous Bill-

Stickers ! Beware !" without feeling it to he a hand-w riting on the wall

plainly directed against them, and surely foretelling the downfall of

Whiggery? If we have
^
skill ih divination, their Lordships and the

Whig party have been weighed in the balance, and found wanting.

The Scotch Law Cojumissiok.—Great and numerous have been the

complaints of^he delay and expense of law proceedings of late years,

and every attempt that has been made to lessen that delay and expense

has increased the evil. Another commission has been issued to investu

gate the matter, which the Whigs have very considerately confined to

members of the two great law corporations of this city, the principal

gainers by the present expensive system. These gentlemen are to take
into consideration during the autumn, the means ofkeeping money out of
their own pockets by proceedings at law. The project is a hopeless one,

and no one has any doubt about the issue. Everything will be repre-

a
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4iented as amazingly well as it is, and that notliing farther than a little

cobbling is required. It seems to be forgot that^a counsel and a client

look at law transactions in a very different point of view. What is ruin

to the one is gain to the other ; and had the Ministry an hcniest intention

of reforming the abuses of the law, they would have had clients as well

as coiinsel and agents on the commission. Why have not some of our

diankers and merchants been named commissioners ? It was to mercan.
"tile men that we owe the system of sequestrations which, defective as it

is. 1ms been of incalculable adv^antage to tlie country. TJie lawyers set

their face against it. Why have none of our country practitioners been
appointed ? Is it feared that our local courtM^y be made too efUcieiit,

and the Edinburgh moiuipoly damaged ?

Biieacii <»f Privilege.— Unless th^ ^HHrof^he Right Honourable
Gentleman had been most strangely mtsrepSwnrted in all the'

vehicles of puldic information,** remarked Lord Ellenborough, thct^ther

night as a Peer of Parliament, with reference to a speech delivei*Od in

the House of Commons, “ tlien,** &c. ^!'an there be any humbug more
solemnly ridiculous thah the eternal nonsense sputtered forth every

now and then by thome reverend, grave, and potent Seigiiors,** who do
us the favour to Legislate fur us, aboyt newspaper reports constituting

breaches of privilege? Is it not universally known and admitted, that'

all the eloquence, statements of fact, hard words, and lip patriotism,

continually exhibited within the w^alls of either House, are especially

addressed to that much-stigmatized race, the Gentlemen of the Press,**

and through them to the dirty })uhUc ? And yet if a Noble Baron or

Honourable and Learned Cientlenian find a parenthetical laugh**) or

cough*') connected wdth his over-night oration, up he starts in his

place,** denouncing tlie poor Editor, and calling upon Parliament to

visit him with condign punishment, for ‘‘ one of the grossest broaches

of the privilege of their lionourable Ilou^e wliich he eAer remembered to

have witnessed.** But if he finds the reported speech of a Secretary of

State in a daily newspajicr, the literal quotation of which may chatice

to serve his turn in opposition, who so ready as lie to drag from his

pocket the sevenpenny record, and out of its columns condemn the

miserable man in office ? Sad trash tifis to a plain mind !

,
THE lOlUES AND rin: FACIOHY QUESnON.

There is something most exquisitely ab«urd in the conduct of the

Tories regaiding the *l*en Hours* Bill and the Factory Commission.

They have suddenly di.sco\ered that it is a shocking thing to over-

work and maltreat little children ; and accordingly they all raise their

voices ill a grand chorus,- ami call for Reform,—a word not in gene-

ral very agreeable to 'Pory ears. Lord Ashley caught up the cry from

Mr. Sadler, and it is trumpeted forth by the Standard in its grandilo-

quent language, which is echoed by the Albion and Guardian Bedger,

Not only this, hut they would fain jiersuade the people of England that

the Tories are the only persons who have any love for humanity, or

sympathy for sufferings ; and they would even cast reproach and ridi-

cule on the opponents of negro slavery, as careless of \he interests of

their own countrymen. All this would he very amusing, if it were not

part of a deep, and, as they think, cunningly-laid scheme to deceive the

people, and, in the hopes that their former doings will be forgotten, to

bring about their return to office. But the people of England are too

old birds to be oaught^ith such chaff. The trick is too obvious and

unblushing to deceive the veriest goose who ever owned an addle-pated
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brain« Tory misrule is not yet forgotten ;—they must wait some time

ere that come to pass. If the Tories have ever really felt any sympathy
for the children in the cotton factories, how comes it that we havo
never heard of jit before now ? During the many years that they ruled

omnipotent, were no opportunities offered to remove this crying evil,

which makes their blood now curdle with horror ? Is it only since 1830

that they have heard of the stra^ and the billy-roller ? Did tyranny
not exist in the halcyon days of Tory rule ? Were there no Sadlers

and Ashleys in the time of 'Liverpool and Wellington, to makc^.tho
voice of the w'hite slaves” be heard within the walls of the House of

Cominons ? Or was these atrocities, of which they now speak

with such well-affected were, by some secret machinations, hid

from their eyes while tn^imi^ ^*n office, though now they haunt their

wakti* visions and No words are strong enough now
to depict their horror of factory tyrants, and their liatred towards those

who would withhold, even for a day, the blessings of freedom from tlie

unhappy victims. Was it that^ of old a secret spell enchained their

tongues, although perhaps their feelings were equally sensitive ? But
they have carried their cunning a little too far. They have shewn the

cloven foot. By their endeavours to throw tlie whole, blame of the fac-

tory commission on the Ministry, they shew that their only wish is to

turn the Whigs out, and then walk into their places. But we can assure

them that though the Whigs may go out, it does not neces'Jarily follow

thi^ the Tories will come in. The promise of a Tory out of office is as

had as that of a M’‘hig—perhaps worse. If the workiiig classes be ca-

joled and deceived by the hollow sympathy of the Toiies, they are not
what we'take them for. If the Tories mount again into power, by vir-

tue of such pretences as the Factory Bill, the people of England deserve

to suffer under another period of Tory misrule, as long and as dreary as

the last.

But there is another and a very different reason which induces the

Tories to take up tliis question so keenly : they wish to turn the atten-

tion of the people from the cause of the evil to the effect. Why are

children overworked in the manufactories Because their parents are

starving. Why are the working classes starving.'^ Because there is a

saw which enacts that they 6hall not exchange the produee of their labour

for food. This law was passed for the benefit of the Tory aristocracy

;

and, until it be repealed, It is vain to hope for much improvement in the

state of the factory children. As the law at present stands, they ai e

starved and hard-worked too. If the Factory Bill were passed, they

would be starved, without being overworked. The latter is certainly a

more desirable state than the former ; but still the radical evil is that

they are starved. Remove the Corn Laws, which prevent the labourer

from procuring food, and there will then be no necessity for a law to

prevent children being overworked ; for this plain reason, that there

will be no reason for overworking them. If a man were seen Hogging a

starved horse to make him work harder, some humane individuals

might step in to prevent the use of the whip ; but the best way to do so

would be to supply the horse with food, when he would be able to do the

work without being flogged. The case of the manufacturei% differs

little from this. But the Tories take good care not to point out this view

of. the question, because the Corn Laws were enacted for their benefit.

ThSy prefer haranguing about the tyranny df the masters, and the
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wretchedness of the children^ when it is entirely owing to them that
there is any necessity either for the tyranny or the wretchedness.
We are certainly much surprised at the apathy shown regarding the

Corn Laws. Until they be repealed^ misery must exist to' a very great

extent^ because there is neither employment nor -food for the many who
are' shut up in this island. If but one-fourth of the energy shewn dur-
ing the progress of the Reform Bill had been exerted against the Com
Laws^ these odious statutes would h^vd been long since repealed. Much
of this apathy is due to the state of ignorance in which the people have
been^eflt. Now that the light of knowledge is beginning to be more
universally spread abroad^ let the’ working classes a^^tate^ agitate*-»send

up petition after petition against the Corn Laws^ and never rest till

they be free? to procure their food at those markets where they can buy
cheapest. •

Edinburgh Review, No. CXVI. for Jhly, This periodical has come out
just as our last sheet is going to press. We have had time to glance at

only one article, Complaints and Proposals regarding Taxation." The
scope and tendency of this article mfi^ he expressed in four words,
“ an thn/ are /" Though objectionable in some of its details, the

System of Taxation in this country is bottomed on sound principles, says

the sapient, and candid, and patriotic Reviewer. We differ so much from
this worthy Whig as to denounce the System which he upholds, as a

complex and expensivt^system of swindling, by which a heavy burden is

laid on the mid<lle clas^ie^ and the poor, while the rich comparatively

escape. For proof of this, we refer to the articles on Taxation, the Corn
Law's, Sic., which have appeared in this Magazine ; and to the admirable

jmpers publislied as supjdements to the Spectator, These papers of the

Spectator contain the most masterly dissection of our precious system of

taxation we have seen. As they can be had for a mere trifle, they

should be in every tax-payer’s hands. *

Bythe way, how' comes it that, while so many important questions are un-

derdiscussion, and so many more inevitably to be discussed soon, the Edin-
burgh Review has not a w ord to say on one of them } The number just

out contains the single political article which we have designated

Taxes as they are !" Are there, now that the Whigs are in office, no

great political truths to he advocated ? •Are there no political errors to be^

expensed ? Are there no Tory frauds, no popular delusions, to unveil ? We
like not this silence of a political teacher. If the Edinburgh Review*

a

pretensions in that capacity are now' abandoned, w'e call upon it, as the

avow’ed organ of the Mliig party, to stand by its colours, and advocate

Whig policy w’ith all its might. We wish to see what the Whigs have
to sa)' for themselves. Speak, Whigs, that w’e may know you !

Political Economy.—^Among the advertisements of the day, there is

one announcing the publication of A Letter to the late Lord Liver-

pool,” on Population Intricacies ! This is indeed a startler. What the

author, in the fecundity of his imagination may expect to result from

his proposed correspondence with the dead, is somewhat more, we think,

than can be divined by the living. It is a grave subject we allow.

Adoption.—There is something exceedingly rich also*in an advertise-

ment that has been running the rounds” lately. It informs all charita-

bly disposed persons, having no children of their own, and desirous of

adopting others, that a couple of fine cherry-cheeked rogues, of sweet

temper^ &c, may be obtained upon application to the advertiser!
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The iMPikisoNMENTS OP Silvio Peixioo, Whittaker, Treacher, & Co.

:

j^ndon.

There may he a half d(»zen times in every year, when the conductor of

a Magazine may be pardoned for wishing the work all remew^ for in-

stance, when a cluuce morsel of autobiography, like these memoirs^, falls

into his hands, and he is compelled to stifie the thoughts and feelings

which it inspires, and merely to say that there is sucha w’ork irrexistence*

Silvio Pellico is a native of Piedmont, celebrated througliout Italy as

the author of the tragedy of FAtncem da Rimini, In 185^0, he resided

in the house of Count Porro at ^lilan, as the brother of the father, and
the friend and tutor of the sons. Despotic governments seldom can endure

• men of talents, unless they have bought them. Pellico, with many of his

more distinguished countrymen, became victims of the jealous policy of

the Austrian government. lie was suspected of behniiging to tlie Car^

honariy arrested, and after a tedious confinement*, first at Milan, and
afterw'ards under the leaden roofo of the State prisons of Venice, tried

and condemned to fifteen years of severe impiisonment in the fortreijs

of Spielberg, in Mora^ia. After ten years* iinjifisoninent, his sentence

was, in 1830, graciously remitted ; and he was permitted to return to

Italy, Ilis work is the narrative of this melanciioly confinement ; the

history of his fellow prisoners^ and a revelation of the secrets of his ])ri-

son hou’e. It is full of interest, and even of adventure and character;

though composed in a tone of enthusiasm, and vehement sensibility

which docs, at times, rather distance our slow-paccd insular sympathies.

Let those who tell us of the paternal government of Austria, of tlie

mildness which tempers its despotism, read the memoir of Pellico, and of

the other Italian state prisoners, who were either executed or consigned

to dungeons. Many traits of a lovely humanity were displayed even in

these dungeons. The unfortunate Ilalitin prisoners were objects of com-
passion and respect to their Austrian guards and jailors. It was not
thought so very deep a crime for a man to conspire for the freedom of
his native land.

Fox's Monthly IIepository, Fox : Lq$pdon.

This London periodical is less known in Scotland than it ought to be ;

as we are certain that theie are many individuals among us who w'ould

admire its vigour and ability, and heartily approve the principles it

inculcates. The editor is a Unitarian pastor of high talent ; but the
w'ork, which is devoted to morals, politics, and literature, keeps IVee

of all sectarian controversy. This is a publication which never sacri-

fices truth to party-feeling or party-favour ; and one whicli, steadily

keeping the right path, has ad\anced beyond the age.

The Popular ExcVclopeoia. Blackie and Son i (tlasgow.

This work, of which a few Parts have appeared, is .a reprint of the
American edition of the celebrated German (hwv^BRSATiONs Lexicon,
with such additions as make it buital>le. to Britain. It is edited by Dr.
TLonson, Wofessor of Chemistry, Glasgow; and if kept within' due
btkinds, and not allowed to slioot out and burgeon in particular direc-
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tions, to the injury or weakening of the parent stem^ which should nou-
rish alike all the fruit-bearing branches, it must prove a useful and
excellent standard book. We trust to the judgment of the Editor and
publishers for holding the balance steady.

Siiipn HECKS AND Disasters AT Sea. Constable's Miscellany, Vols. 7S,79.

Whittaker, Treacher, Sc Ca. ; Loodon.

These two volumes form an interesting addition to this Miscellany.

They are an appropriate continuation to the Narratives, in an early

volume, of the loss of the Medusa, the Pan4ora, and the Antelope ; and
form a kind of popular history of maritime disasters, than wliich we
know not a more exciting and interesting species of reading. These
volumes are ijeatly embellished with nutnerous wooden cute.

M^Piiun's Guide turciuoii Glasgow,
IVlvNY thanks to Mr, M'Pluin ; ftone^ of us need lose ourselves in

Glasgow again, nor yet our place-> in the many stagbs and steamers that

start from that busy city. Stow his little volume into your waistcoat

j>ocket, and it will act like a pocket-compass in piloting you ; and if at

odd lialf-hyurs you weary/ lake it out, and it will amuse you like a mu-
sical snuff-box. ^

L\oy Morgan's Dramatic Scenes from Real Life.

1 r is not a little, but a very great deal j)rovoking, to be thus baulked

on the first opportunity, that—under cover of the Chancellor's wig—we
have yet had of making the acquaintance of Lady Morgan. At the very

moment our foot is on Ixqird the steamer packet, Sim]>kin-and-Marshall

bouiuL her Ladyship touches Newhaven pier, AV’e have, however, seen

her suit ; and, pasmiU, enjoyed one broad laugh with Mrs. Quigley

and our half-eountry-man Galbraith ; nodded to Father Phil ;
made a

distant recomimsauce of Mrs. Primmer ; and received one bright intelli-

gent look from Mrs. O’Neal, which leads us to hope for better luck in

September, should her Ladyship, before that sporting era, not have taken

wing in some new direction.

Ueekiana, or Minor Antiquities of Edinburgh. By the author of

the Traditions of Edinburgh." Chambers : Edinburgh,

This pleasant little volume, is the fragments of that feast which Mr,
R. Chambers spread before the public, some years back, in his very

amusing work, Traditjons of Edinburgh." Every man, of any experience,

knows that the fragmentary feast is often better than the more ceremo-

nious banquet. Unhapjlily, we cannot so late in the month sit in. Neither

can we give it up ; especially as Mr. Chambers announces this as VA%foy;
his final and farewell entertainment

;
previous to entering on the pur-

suit of literary objects of more extensive utility." In the meantime we
may just notice that here again is the* West-Bow Head, Major Weir,

Tam o' the Cowgate,—and that in more modern days we have Catharine

Nairne, Alungo Campbell, and Deacon Brodie. lU^here are some good

wood engravings in the volume—correct likenesses of auld biggins. But
we must return to enjoy a closer iaspeetion.

^
•

Valpy's Shakspfare. •

This classic edition of our great national classic has udw Rdvftoeied to

the IX. volume ; maintaining, unimpaired, the high chafacter with which

it commenced. The plays in this volxitm are Richard the 111. and Henry
the VIII. The twelve illustrative etShings are altei^nately splendid or

spirited.
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THB^SHtiAEY "JW^ittaker, Treacher, & fco, : Londeiip/

ThB Memoir of ^t^Uey, by Medwin, with several interesting original

poems, which appeared at intervals in the perfiodioals, are here collected

into a little volume, which those who loved the man, and admired his

genius, will peruse with great interest. The numbers of )»oth classes

are every d^j^^iitcreasing. «

• Impbovement op SooiEfy by the Dippusioisr op Knowledge.
By Db. Dick. Waugh and Innes ; Edinburgh.

T|ii6 is a volume overflowing with valuable matter. Science and phi-

losophy are brought forward as the pioneers of social improvement ; and
• it is next shown how the knowledge they diffuse would re-act in facilitat-

ing their farther onward progress. The pleasures of science, its influence

in promoting the comforts of society and in strengthening moral princi-

ple, are expatiated upon, and also the utility of knowledge in relation to

religiousbelief and phristian duty. Dr. Dick has adopted several stories

of the French philosophers, as authentic, which many persons consider

vety» apocryphal,

Waltsburo : a Tale op the Sixteen ^’h (^Exti/ry,

Whittaker, Treacher, & Co. ; London. S vols.

M^'rrH a domestic Germ*an story of the era of the Lutheran Reforma,
tion, the escapes and adventures of Martin Luther, the great Reformer,

are interwoven. This tale, which is exceedingly pleasant in its construc-

tion and its flow, inculcates a noble moral,—charity—toleration. Ka-
trine, the married nun, the heroic wdfe of Luther, on several occasions

saves the life of the Cardinal St. Elma, and other bigoted Romanists.

The great herisarch himself stands forward as the champion of huma-
nity, and protects his persecutors ; who are at length subdued by the

splendid virtues of his wife, and by his noble forbearance, and superi-

ority to vengeful feeling. In the conclusion, the Catholic Baron Cyril,

convefted to libmrahty attd toleration, but strictly maintaining his own
religious opinions, marries his fair cousin, a confirmed Protestant. At
the wedding, the Cardinal St. Elma, and Martin Luther, and his wife,

stood side by side ; and a Catholic priest performed the ceremony, which
Imther Treated. These are but small iiioidents in a Tale which will

otherwise be a treat to all regular novel-readers.

The Christian's Manual, or the Bible its own Interpreter.

^ Smith, Elder, & Co. : Londoil.

Thi^ volume has, for its leading object, the instruction and guidance

of believers ; more especially the young and unlearned. It exhibits

• faithful collations of texts, and explains points of doctrine, and rules of

practice, by arranging all the ilvipturel evidences which bear upon them
under one hea^v The several points are again arranged alphabetically.

The Sariptiires are tJius made their own gloss and commentary. The
idea, though not original, we believe, is good ; and the performance is

equal to it. The work ^s very negtly printed, in 4publo columns, and
mnst form an, useful, as all is an excellent book for easy constant reference.

* It deserves to* be known.
* m *

Rbadinos pdR StfrDAv EvBNiNfl% Oliver end Boyd : Edinburgh.
This work is extract&d fronswlhe most '|>e|Nilar sermons of the eminent

^ dlvifiet of the last centuty^ ; a fdV pa88agee#om Sir H. Moncreiff form-
ing only exception. Barrow, Seeker/ aisl Seed,4ire frequently drawn

*1
j

:



uppn. .'i'he whole matter is clear and practieah Having cited ita

gources> we need not say, that it is in every i*espect unexceptionable ;

njid well adapted to its sj?rious and important purpose,

A Lettbh AnnuEssED to the Eaul op Liverpool in 1832; showing tha^
nxjusT TAXATION is the cause of the evils complained of, Itepriifte

with additions, 1833. London; E. ^ilsoii and J. Ridgway; pp, 6g,

This pamphlet is devoted to the upholding of the justice and expe-
diency of a direct graduated tax upon income; and, uitliQut giving att

opinion respecting the wliole of the authors propositions, we heg to re-

commend it to the attention of those multitudes wlio have been driven to

turn their mpst seriou^i tJioughts to such 'Subjects, by the extraordinary^

spectacle of a free nation, possessed of i|ll the advantages of which a peo-
ple coultfbe jiossessed, rapidly hasteniiig|o decline. The inconvenience!
of the indirect systoin of taxation, are here admirably exposed, as well
as its hideous injustice. 3’Jiey talk of the difficulty of imposing and col-

lecting direct taxes 1 There seems no difficulty however—recognisahlc
at leatst by our stntesinep—in the glarilig fact, tljat the Working man
just now pays, at least, li\e times Jiis due proportion! The immense
>veigbt is lai<fupon the '^’Ciy ‘Springs of the social life,—the vital powers
are obstructed, and no wonder that tbfi remoter functions are therefore

conducted but languidly. The ba^e of the pilbir is being ground to dust. If
the abrasion continues much longer, we shall begin to fear for the erect-

iit'ss of the CorintbiiLii Capital.'*

Tfin or IIimamiv. Nesbitt, Loudon.
The Society for promoting rational liiimauity to animals, lias published

a third Volume, consisting of their proceedings, mid containing facts,

essays, poeins^, and anecdotes, proipotive of the humane objects of the
as'^.ocialien. Those objects we formerly explained. They are such as

deserve the countenance and support of all who desire to see the con-

dition of nhnt and hea.s't ameliorated ; fur all vice being reactive, cruelty

to animals is even more hatefu], on account of its hardening and bru-

talizing the inflictor, than on account of the torture to which the dumb
yictiiu is subjected, 'fliero are sonw? horrible faCts in this volume*

The Loo3i am> hie Iaoger, By Miss Martineau.
'' Fox : Paternoster-How.

INIany of those who differ tin* most ividely with Miss Martineau in her

Malthusian and extreme Anti-Poor-law opinion^, will yet cordially agree

with her in the object of this tale—Free Trade. The specific object of

7'hc Loom and the Ltfgger,i^ the Silk Trade; of w'hich, under many dis-

advantage^, feo fair ail experimeiit has been made before our eyes, that

It scarcely needed further advocacy. TIhhbucccss whicli^ in so few years,

has atteitded a partial relaxation in this one braiicli of trade, must^havo

indicted a staggering blow on the sturdiest of the sticklers for the eld

bandages.
" To. us it appears, that Miss Martineau, and the advocates of 'Free

Tra^, have never yet made one great fundamental principle

ciontly plain to the honest among the Oppositionists.^ ^lany t>f them
are humane, benevolent, and conscientious persons. Thby Severe

distress following changes in the regulations of tiadej—^bailkrupteies,^

loss of capital,—and, w hat is worse, misery, discontent, and destitutioi:i^

among those operatives who are immediately affected by the alteratiiAs

which they hear so lauded. They are not accustomed to the mvestiga*i
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tion of first principles ; and it ought at once to be conceded to them»

that the changes which they deprecate are really attended by much of

the misery they allege ; that some temporary privation^ if not absolute

ruin to many individuals, is their necessary consequence. But why ?

Because—*and this is what ought to be constantly kept in view, explained,

and enforced—because Free Trai>b in Food waB not at once made the
BASIS of Free Trade in every oth^r commodity.

This was a stretch of justice upon which Mr. Iluskisson. when he par.

tially threw open the silk manufacture, durst not venture. This is a stretch

on which we fear few English statesmen will ever venture, without urgent

enforcement ; and till this massive and safe foundation of all freedom in

trade is established, we must not be surprised to find many intelligent, as

well as kind-hearted persons, demurring to a tampering with every ctther

branch of traffic ; or that, while^ admitting the doctrines and tlid*l>remise8

of the Political Economists, they shrink from their liarsh and rapid con-

clusions. Ill the Loom and the Lugger, which, being interpreted, means the

Silk manufacture, the Smuggling trade with France, and the Preventive

Service, the dose of wlioleson.e medicine, of restoratives and corrobo-

rants, is administered by Miss Martineau in so tempting a vehicle, that

instead of making any more wry faces, the Public will. We believe, for

once, smilingly swallow the prescription, and confess to the efficacy of the

remedy.

Commentaries on Ireland—The Cloneurry Frixe Essays.

By Mr. Scanley. Milliken, Dublin.

The misery of Ireland has gone far to exhaust British sympathy.
Disgusted and irritated by the misrule and misery we ha^'e helped t<»

perpetuate in that country, ve turn from the contemplation of ^hat ex-

cites anger and remorse, where it sliould lead to patient inquiry and
ample atonement. In this view, wo rejoice to see any book which forces

our attention upon the state of Ireland. The present volume contains

a considerable quantity of useful information concerning the trade and
resources of Ireland, and the many causes wliich retard its improvement.
The author takes Mr. McCulloch's view of the effects of absenteeism,

though we do not suppose he will gain many new proselytes. This

small volume may be read with* advantage by those who would obtain, in

a compendious form, a knowledge of Irish statistics. The writer, we
are much pleased to see, advocates a restricted legal provision for the

poor.

Character ; or, Jew and Gentile ; a Tale ;<By Mrs. Leman Grimstone
2 vols. Fox, London.

Tub authoress of this tale is the champion of her sex, the eloquent

and fearless ad^yocate of the^foHis of Wo3ian ; one who admires an
independent and high-spirited Vashti more than a beautiful, submissive,

meek, and prudent Esther. She is consequently a radical reformer of

the modern system of female education ; a leveller of unjust masculine

domination ; and a denouncer of all the cant and conventionality which

obstructs woman^s advancement, aud woman's moral and intellectual

equality and independence of character. Taken altogether this is no
common tale ; It is calculated to make a sensation far beyond the

novel-reading circles; if it does not, we know the reason why. The
authoress has embodied certain favourite opinions and pet prejudices

rRuder particular characters. Old Mr. Coverley, for instance, represents

numepou^ and respectable sect, the opponents of all improvement,
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vhicli they call innovation or revolution. He is^ especially^ the opponent
of the monstrous heresy^ of the female character being capable of
exaltation to an equality with that of her lord and master. He is a kind
of small Samuel Johnson ; less acute^ hut quite as dogmatic and preju*

diced ; and his herce encounters and skirmishes with Mrs. Lennox^ the
eloquent promulgator and defender of the Aeio produce many
amusing^ brilliant, and effective scene£|| The lady will allow the nobler

sex no superiority save physical strength. Physical beauty is conceded^
even by Mr. Coverley, to her own kind. The phrenological argument of
the quantity of the male braiii^ she adroitly balances by the other admitted
element; the quality of all brains ; appearing to regard the texture of

Mr. Coverlev’s brain, which must have been a large one, as very honeyw
combed, ovfo^zy indeed. The old gei^leman is forced to bring up the

moral poet Pope, and next the apostle r^ul, to the rescue.

Zounds, madam*’ cued Mr. Covcilcy, with uncontrollable anger, <Do >ou
mean to contravene St Paul, and deny the Scriptures ?’

“ ‘The old stionghold, into which,* exclaimed Agnes, ‘ the baffled controversialist

retreats ; when e he silences those he cannot an|nei, and assails their belief when he
cannot attack their uiiderstasiding. And are you really going to march out Adam
and the Apostles, with King Ahasuerus at their head, against me ? As to the first

witness, let me examine his character before I admit his evidence. He, when he
erred, yielded to an iiifeiior power ; foi it wms the spiiit that even God could not con«
quer that tempted Eve, \\ hile only a meie moital solicited Adam ; and when he was
questioned as to his disobedience, how readily he cried out—* The w'oman whom thou
gavest to be with me, she gave me ot the tiee, and I did eat.’ As he greedily partook
the fruit, he might have generously shared the fault. How like dutiful sons )ou have
followed the example of >our fathei evei since ' From the co-partnership of error and
folly you nevei shiink ; but as foi the penalty, you leave to woman the full benefit

of that. No, no ; as to )our great prototype, Adam, I’ll none of him.*
“ ‘ But the Apostles, madam ’’

*

“ ‘ They were,’ said Agnes, ‘ men ; and though filled with the divine doctnne of their

gicit Master, they could not tiansmit it without giving it a tinge from the e.irthly

vessel through whuh it passed. As for him, who reigned fiom ‘ India unto Ethiopia,*

he pioves to me how little change time, clime, and Government have effected in men.
You will say, or m woman eithei, when I tell you that, under like circumstances, it

18 highly probable I should a<t like the icbellious Vashti. Every sect, my dear Mr.
Covciley, have their owm mteiprctation of Scripture ; why not eveiy individual ? 1

could show you some vou would find it easier to ftown at than refute. The W'orld

may )ct see a translation of the Sciiptuies by *a woman, who may detect more mis*

translations than even Mi. Bellamy. It will ffe interesting, if not instructive, to cob
late the old and new translation.”

One almost regrets that, in the discussion of her female syrstem of

moral philosophy, Mrs. Grimstone should have encumbered herself with

an involuted, romautic plot ; w hirh, to say the least, is neither natural

nor useful ; and which merely developer? characters, in which vre can see

little good, whether viewing them as foils, warnings, or examples.

Marpiion Beaucairc, her hero, if there be one, is a kind of Byron ; an

illustration of a bad system of moral education. But an honest and fear*

less memoir of the latter personage, whom public justice ought to give

up to female dissection, would have proved a more effective lesson^

When shall we get the length of honest mq^noirs We are, in the

mean time, thankful for Marmion Beaucaire. In some of the female

characters of this v olume there is exquisite moral beauty and propriety.

Magdalene, the long-enduring pife, whose mind is all intelligence and

benevolence, while her heart is full of feminine gentleness, tenderness,

and indulgence, is a very lovely character. Yet it is for her children

she suffers ; and we not quite sure that the authoress is more ortho,

dox on the point of female conjugal submission, than on some other

3 A 2
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poinict where she avows heresy ; or that either Uka^ with her milk.whlte

lamb^ or the patient Griselda^ would have been her ideal of a heroine.

Martin Doyle’s Collected Works. Curry, Dublin. New Edition*

Mr. Martin Doyle is now the author of a kind of Encyclopedia of

Rural and Economical Knowledge^. He is apropos to everything; to

giving hints to small farmers, to gardeners, and to Irish cottagers ; hints

on health, on temperance, on morals ; hints on bees ; hints on fisheries ;

and hmts to Emigrants to Upper Canada. In short, Mr. Doyle is a uni.

verbal hinter ; and much of good advice he has bestowed upon his own
countrymen, may be exceedingly useful to ours. His hints are,

moreover, conveyed in the lively familiar style which alone makes good
advice palatable. We heartily recommend the Herculean labours of

honest Martin.

The Hull Polish Record.

We formerly mentioned that a literary association of the friends

of Poland—who are not frieii«s of Poland ^—publish a small periodi-

cal in Hull, to spread information of tlie condition and hopes of the

Polish cause ; and to record the most remarkable events that occur in

that devoted country. The work is so \cry cheap, (threepence only)

that there can be no object in the publication but one. The fifth Num-
ber is before us. It contains several papers by Polish gentlemen, exiles

in Britain ; the translation of a beautiful poetical address to the Chil-

dren of Beverley, by Dr. Bowring ; and an address of the Committee of

the Polish Emigration to the people of Britain; or, uhat is the same
thing, t ) the Polish associations of Biitain, to >\liich all Britons belong

by their sympathies, though they may not have enrolled their name.*

Memorials op Oxford. No. 7.

The seventh number contains views of the exterior and interior of St.

Peter's Church, and the usual quantity of wood-ctits ; it would be neither

difficult nor injudicious to find exporter workmen in this department of

the work. AVe have always spoken approvingly of it, and we offer the

hint with the most friendly int^Jrltions. With this, as with every other

production submitted to our review, we never vish to, and we never
will, indulge in flippant censure ; but where we think a suggc&tion may
be profitably made, we shall endeavour to serve tJie interests of the

greatest number at the expense of inflicting individual injury, which is

at all times painful. Correction, wholesomely administered, is sure ulti-

mately to be profitable to all.

POETRY.

The month has been fruitful in poetry. Our notice of most of the
new aspirants to poetic honours must be brief and cursory, though several

among them deserve atte'ntion.

Rhymed Plea for Tolerance ; in two Dialogues. Moxon, London.
This is not of the common order of poetry ; the author of this volume,

in a modest and sensible preface, says, that he does not venture to call

his verses poetry. It is, however, seldom our happiness, now-a-days, to

^ This address appeared in the Edinburgh Chronicle of the 27tU July. We hope
it wdl appear in all the newsimpers.
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meet in with anything so much resembling what we have been accustomed
to think good poetry. He says further, that his verses will probably be
referred to the class of satire. They are precisely of the class of

Cowper's Table-talk, Expostulation and Progress of Error; moral
essays in verse, in which satire and irony are not spared ; but of which
the chief object, is the incubation of the divine principle of religious

toleration. The dialogues display an excellent spirit, clear and liberal

views, and, with scholar-like polish, poetical talent of that manly and
robust texture, which is becoming precious, in proportion to its rarity.

We pay the writer a sincere, if barren compliment, when we acknow-
ledge, that we had misgivings about noticing his poem at all, with the

consciousness^ that without room for ^ commentary, and free quotation,

we could gi^o our readers no adequate idea of the very high opinion we
imbibed of its merits, even on a rapid perusal. Some of those who
admire the manly and well-disciplined school to which, we have said, the

Rhymed Plea bears affinity, may even, on this hasty indication, be

tempted to judge- for themselves.

Tiir Poetical Works op Sir Walter Scott. The Border
• MinstrehyT

This re-publicatioh has not yet reached the Poetical Works of Sir

Walter Scott, the Minstrelsy being rather his revivification of the works of

the elder bards, and unkuown singers of his native land. The Minstrelsy

is, however, not the least important part of the Poetical Works of Sir

Walter Scott. Taking the term iu any sense, it contains the germ of all

his poetry, the essence of all his romance We are glad to see this series

appearing in a compendious and attainable form. The edition is neat

and compact, and is illustrated by the pencil of Turner, to qjhom Sir

Walter himself pointed out the subjects.

The Coronal. By Mary Anne Browne.

A BEAUTIFUL fairy tome is this, full of gentle fancies, and amiable and

pious thoughts, and truths severe, drest in pleasing verse. The flowers

forming the Coronal are chiefly hymns and paraphrases on selected texts

of Scripture.

Hermit of Eskdaleside. by I. A. M.
1 -i.*— anv flimiirli not



0ne bright gdected iiower, because the meadow was enamelled with

thousands boasting the same beautiful forms and brilliant hues. One
poor q^cimen is we can give

^

WEEP- NOT FOR THE DEAD.

Not fiir the dead—not for the tenoonecious—weep,
Whose country's luin ^roubleth not their sleep

:

There is a mockery in the tears ye shed

For them who from the wrath to come have fled

:

* No ' Weep not for the dead.

Your grief afflicts not them : they do not heat
^

The tones whose lightest sound was once so dear

:

Would ye awake them, if ye could, to know •

What we they loved and left must undergo ?

^
Wake not the dead to wo.

Weep ye not for the dead : a blessed doom
Hath closed on them the portals of the tomb

:

Their quiet memory diearns not of the past;

Their anclior througih etemit}, is fast;

« Their chaxigeless<fate is cast.

Weep ye not for the dead :—but weep, weep sore

For them who go—and shall return no more

:

Weep for the vanquished, captive, exile bands,

Condemned to waste away in foreign lands.

With neiveless hearts and hands.

Weep for the weary, way-worn, aged men
Who deemed they ne'er should leave their home again.

They go, they go from that beloved home,—
They go in distant dteariness to roam,

And back they shall not come.

Weep for the delicately nurtured young,
Whose childish accents must renounce the tongue
In which their mothers taught them to lisp forth

Praise to their God,—good will to all on Earth

;

The tongue that hailed their biith.

Weep for the widowed bride, on whom the blight

Of delation resteth ; whose life's light

la quenched within the tomb of one that lies

In the fallen land shl learned from him to pnze,—
Fallen, never to aiise.

Weep tor the brave,—^the banished, baffled brave>

Bereaved of all they vainly bled to save

The brave who still would gladly die to free

The native country they shall netei see,

—

Deal, even in slavery.

Weep, weep for these; hut let no senseless tear

Plow for the dead. Exempt from grief and fear,

The land that boie them pilloiveth their head

;

Their giaves among their fathers' graves are spread

:

Then u eep not tor the dead.

Besides the Above poems, which are of recent publication, we have

Poti/tna, a Fragment of a ConfeBoion ; a piece of pure bewilderment.-—

Phe Voyage, a second edition of the Selge of Constantinople, by Mr.
Miehael, noWnuch better. These have gathered in their fame, and ve#

qi^re no new notice.



FINE ARTS.

Landscape Iilustratioks op Lord Byron.
Part 15. Murray^ Tilt, London.

Indeed, a charming number ; beautiful drawings, excellent engravings, and nature
in some of Her most glorious aspects. There is one gem of art, The Vale op
Tempe, by Purser

i

which we regard with unmixed delight. It ranks among the
very best of the whole collection. The two \fgnettes of Scio and Genoa, by Tur-
ner, are as usual pleasing ; the sapaie artist has a view of Rhodes, sharply and
spiritedly drawn, but there is a chalky hardness^ibout it, that we confess we do not
like. Mount Olympus, also by Purser, is a beaujdful rival to his Tempe ; a de-
lightful picture. Mr. Cooper’s view of Thun, is agree^le, but it is one of those sub-
jects that make prettier realities than pictures.* A portrait of the Countess Guicciolli
is given. We*are not suiprised at the taste of Byron, because the heart of man is made
captive by strange features and tbrms sometinies ; and every old woman in the empire
knows « there’s no accounting for tastes.** we been Byron, the Countess would
have passed unimmortalized.

Portraits or the Principal Female Characters in the Waverley
Novels. Parts 7 Rud 8. Chapman and Hall, Loudon.

A CERTAIN concemporaryjia his notice of thft woik, pithily enough dispatches his

subject by the simple enumeration of the name of each portrait, and the declaration

of his favourites. This Is smooth sailing certainly. It is easy to exhaust the expires-

sio^i of commendation, or at all events not <yfiicult, so to vary them as to prevent the

tautology of ‘‘ a-^m-able iteration.** Wc have invariably spoken so flatteringly of
the Waverley Portraits, that we can say little more than that they proceed as they

commenced.
•

Valpy’s National Gallery. Part 1.
<«

This is the flret number of a publication that will be found at once pleasing and
useful. The object of the pubUshcr is, by presenting a series of engravings drawn
from the great originals which constitute the “ National Gallery,” (on plan of

the Mus4e Napoleon,) and by giving a faithful delineation of every painting with a
description of each subject and a brief memoir ot the artist, to afford to the public that

facility which is generally so much required in the contemplation of works of art, by
the uninitiated—a faithful catalogue. The engravings—twelve in number—are very

cleverly executed and are conrect memoranda of the original works. The published

price is cheap enough iu all conscience.

Major’s Cabinet Gallery of Pictures, No. XI.

This is a prime number, and it gives us much more satisfaction to be able to praise

this sincerely, tlian “ to hint dislike,” to its precursor. The Grand Canal op
Venice, which is the first subject, has beei? painted hundreds of times ; but never

bettev than by Canaletto ; who looked on, the Sea Cybcle,” with the eyes of

genius inspired by filial love. This painting is efFec(|^iely engraved by Heath.
The secoud picture, The Queen or Hearts, by Vangool, is a domestic familiar

subject, in which, in the engraving, we do not exactly see the parties perform the func-

tions Mr. Allan Cunningham assigiis them, when he viewed the painting.

The remaining picture is a landscape by Cuyp, with cattle ; in which Cunning-

ham’s verbal painting wonderfully helps out the engraving. It forms, however, a

charming piint. How could a painting of Cuyp’s do less ?

New Readings or Old Authors. Tilt, London.

Althoughwe can scarcely forgive the profanation, the shock given to ourmost sacred

literary associations, w»e must confess that these engravings are irrestibly ludicrous,

and full of a rich comic humour. Here is the new reading of Macbeth—
« Leave all the rest to^mg,”

An old miser dying, and a solicitor writing his last wUl and testqpaent.

« I am afraid to think what I have done,’*

»

Shews a beautiful and richly-dressed youthful bride leavitig church with an immense,

gouty, cros8*looking old husband, her lover in the back-ground,

^
« Seyton, I say.”

^

But we leave this to the ingenuity of the reader. It makes a good puszle, *



THE DRAMA,

All the <world knows the story of the malevolent sailor, who, once 'upon a time

demanded gold for his dve-pOund note, with a view of emharrassing the banking-
house of old Sir Billy Curtis%nd Co. Much In the same spirit and effect are the

eternal clap-traps that we hear at all the theatres about native performers vettms

Ibreign artists. Were it not sickening, it would be amusing to mark with what self-

complacency our actors are throwing out their little hits of vituperation against their

German and Italian rivals, and the tefepest of applause, roared forth by a generous

audience, which shakes the very walls, thereat. We can do the patriot, we flatter our-

eivei^ to the full as well as our neighbours, when occasion needs it ; but, to ounnotion,

«U the fire and fury of this ^sufferable trash eignificth nothing. The public, the

wam-hearted, generous, sympathising, indignant public, lia^ but a little while ago,

Covtnt-Garden and Drury .Lane all to themselves, any night In the week, with their

own native darlings to strut and fret their hour before them ; hut, eVeryhody^s busi-

ness being nobody’s business, and alias-giving being one thing and entertainment

tbes another, no-body ever thought ^ going to either ; the benches were left un-
occupied, and the actors were allowed to yawn before paper audiences, with what
appetite they might ; and so the doors were closed, and they poor things were sent to

the right about This of itself was vastly afllicting, but when the vclf-same doors
were anoii throivn open to a batch of Foreigners, and the same identical public

treacheron^y thronged the seats, well nigh to the siiffotating point, to hear, see, and
thunder forth their ecstacies, affliction become slupifying. J)id not the public say as
plainly as neglect and apathy could speak, thr*! it cared no longer about the Drarnii ?

and now does not the m'reant unblusJiingly wind its way to the spot, which^rst
appeared forgotten ground, and sit in open-mouthed delight with a relish and raven-
ousness of apatite, truly frightful, to witness theatric representations. Is not such
apostacy abominable ? Such fickleuess disgraceful ? How can it be accounted for ?

It is true that we have Pasta, whose e<j[ual is not to be found alive. It is true

that we have TagUoni, who, as a human model of grace and beauty, Ibrpasses the

conception of all who know her not. It is true that wo have Malibraii, Schriedcr,

Durient, Cinti, who, as singers, fascinate all ears and deny all taste ; Paganini, that
wretched'specimon of human avarice, but that unsurpassaldeof all fiddlers, and a host
of others all excellent in their various ways. But uhat arc they all compared with
our own dear darlings, men, womi^n, and animals. Is there not, on this side the picture

•—who shall we name?—the Wards, the Coopers, the Knowleses, the Trees, the
Listons, tiie Butlers, &c. &c. ? and have we not seen thwi night after night in the same
everlasting monotony of cast, till affectioa itself ought to spring, were it only for

age sake : and yet the people, the public^ forsook those and dove to those ? OSi, t^ste,

taste, where are thy blushes ?. Fie done ! fie done ! ! Private nights” and “ Benefits'*

are nearly all that wc have have had during the past mouth ; so that what between
grumblings of the natives, and ^le money getting of the foreigners (on which

occasions, criticism, by prescriptive custom, lies dormant,) we shall leave them to

their fate till our next: by which time they may expect to hear from us ‘‘more at

length.” ^

MUSIC.

Kotbllo's Masses, with an acconipaniment for the Organ or Piano Forte.

No, 1. First Mass C., new edition.

A KEW edition of these justly ccht)>ratcd Masses is the surest rvidonce of their

excellence. Mr. Noyello, in the estimation of every true musician, has long ranked
as one of the fine<Bt among our living' composers. The harmony 6f his part-writing

is uniformly exquisite : indeed, it would be hardly possible for him write a faulty

bar, so correct is his judgmenk and so purehU taste. The first Mass in C.*’ of which
the present is a fresh issue, was originally composed for only a treble, tenor, and
bass ; It is here i^rranged for four voices and we need not say to those who we
fiuniliar with this composition how greatly its beauty has been thereby increased.

W# willingly accord to it the highest praise its great merits daiin*

The Mv^cal Sobap BpOK, By Fiplay Dun, &c. : Edinburgh.
We necomm^d this periodical to all our musical friends. It is worthy of thdr



POLITICAL REGISTER

GREAT BRITAIN.
PARLIAMENI,—T|ip piocecdin'TS of the

month have bhewn, uhai was, indood^evi.
dent from the time of parsing; the bdla for

amending: the leprcepniaMon, that the re*

foim of Pa\t ainont vasonl) hall completed
n hile the Houic of Loids m*89 allowed to

remain the repi«enlati\e of the I013 pirtr.
Jlad the pusent tIon«e of ( oiiimons leallv

lepreseiitnl the peopU*, ami not made itPcU

the meio tool oi Mim t i*?, an I had Min-
Lters'not foifei oltheu pevpulniit} b^ tiuek-
linpr to Iheir opponerds, but pi one fleet bold-

)> with the in nsuies ot leforir uhidi they
tiu msclvfs h i\o inlioduc <t, ther * is cvriy
icason to btlic\e, tliatlhe House of LoieL
would not ha\e \( utuud to act^as it ha^
deme, and uune e ts«ai ily •ct 1 self lu colli

R on with the Com no is, bvll*! \otcs f»n the
Poi lugeie*-i Qe < ‘>tion a id the Lo al t emits*

Bill. But the LoifN, on obseiiin:* tlic

1( S', of peipulai itv w hu h the f ! m-e ol C om-
meiiis and Mini tiy h suiterc^el, have be rii

cncouiaged to shew then own povei and
the* weakness of Min sin. Mnnstii® h nl

ai excellent 0, j) nt mite o'- nelopliim ahold-
Cl line ot t itlits, and ot ie^!amin^ then po-
puHnty, b> t ihinjaeUanlage ef the easti-

ffatioTi iht lions** ot Isolds reexued tiom his

Maje-.t) foi then \o(e on the Poitugue e

Question,lollow« d us th t< 1 ti/nlion wa^y
his Majcsl)S aehtunuliou to tlie f5jshop>» to

ch s liom aclinp against ’MuiisU 1 and the

tnumph mt Note in the t e mn ems on Col.

J)aviHS* motion
;
but the » ebi ntafeous po-

sition ot Mmistoii. was to t b/ the attempt
to renelei the 1 i‘«h ( huich ILIoitn Bill

moie agie'c ible to the Leads, the nnitihi-

lion ol tu*ll 7 ili Clause., w hick rteogi iscel

the light ot Parlmncnt to aj piopiiat**

cnurch leNcmics to such purpj'^e •. ns it

thought piopci. 1 lean ll ( tune when tl is

eoncesswii was made* the Manstr\ ehetes its

diwiifafl. i he House of Jau N thc’i saiv

the extent ot M lug eouinge, and had no
longer any die.il eif .1 coni >t. Ihe re-

man mg populaiitN of the H mse ot I oin-

mons and ol tl c MinistiN w is lo^.t
,
and, not-

^VlthRlaIld ng the loud and iiiees'-ant cads of

the Miuistoual press foi a sisiaiice to the

teitteiiiig Minisliy, not a single €U),to\vn,

01 Milage 111 the cmiaie hchlined itsHt m
tlieir suppoit. It was *.rcn M at the ciy cf

“Ihe Muustt) in dungoi,'* had now lost

itaetttcncy, and tint the nation i-^eKcd widi

indiffeience on tj»e stiiiggle bctwce>n Bio

Whigs aiul luucs, satished that tl e latter

patty, even it tlui hiu* the Inrdihood to

accept of plaee, cm not lenig eonlinue lo

keep If. whne the loimci would only le-

celve the just punishment foi then tiucK-

ling conduct^ by thoir lemovnl from office.

Hodsc or Commons.

—

Ihetimeot the

House, dmmg the month, has been chiefly

occupied Irrfcarrymg forw nrd the bills which

hat:© itlrcttdy bo^n introduced, The Irish

Church Refoim Bill has taken up a consiU-
eiabli pot turn of time, and has at length
passed the House. In the committee, Mirt*
istiN had vciy largo majoiitus. ’Ihe most
importanf alteiation on the bill was that
proposed by Mr. tst inley on the 147lU clause,
w h ch prmided that the money arming ftom
^the ccfliveision ot Bishops' leases into pei-
‘jetuitics,’ should be applied to such pur-
poso^ais Paiiiauient might heieafter diiect.

lie moNod au aincndraont, whiclfautho-
riz*‘d tie application of the funds so raided,

lo the oxtiii|im‘'hmcnt of vestry cess, but
not to 0113 oihn piipo^e The most valu-
able portion of tht bill w as thus withdrawn.
Mr. ‘'‘(niley inlimat d, that without this

tomessi^n the bill would not be allowed to

pass till Loids TiiiS amendment was in-

dignanll) o]>j)o<pd In Mr. O'Connell, Mi

.

Hume, and othci nidi pendent Members, as
weH as by man) of the usu'il suppoitcrs of
MmiS'tei*' The Mi iistiy weio accused ot

acting NMth the basest triachor), ot having
acowaidh dieidot the Tories, and ol de-
seiting tl in out) to keep then places. The
amendn cat was, howcNer, earned by n
laigc nM)onl\—2S0 to 118. In this man-
nci lias a « nn ot money, which Loid Al-
thorp estimated, on introducing the bill, at

about thno million^, heensacnhcei for no
othf r pin pose than to please the Loids.

Iheekctivc fiauchise has been found (o

be gicalh lestncttd by the clause which
leq Jir( R the paj 1 ent ot 1 ,iti s and taxes, as
a qualification foi ixtrcising the right.
Colonel h\anR therefoie, moied for leave
to bung in a b 11 to ii peal the aboNe clause.
He stated, that its clTcct had been to dis-
lianchi^e 300,000 \otris throughout the
couuti)

; and that in M>8tminster, wheie*
it wiRs expected there would ha\e been
18,000 NoUi«, thcie w i re onh bOOO. Loid
Althoip, although he admitted that the
clai RP had the effect pointed out by Colo*
iicl JSvun*', opi used the motion, on the
ground that it was not likel) that the pro-
vi*5ion would operate to limit the constitu-

ency in an> tonsiderablo degree in future

eh ctums. lie, at thf* ^amc tune, Rtated, that

it w aR in tonternplalioii to pioposc some al-

teiatioiiR m the lltform Act next lession,

but the repeal of the above clause was not

one rff them. Tic motion was lo«.t mi a
dlNlSlOi),

The General RegiRtiy Bill was thrown
out 01 ll e ‘'ccond itading In a majority of

82 to 09. The aigumcuis against it were
exit emely w eak. Tin y consisted of objec-
tions to the expense and publicity which
would die gnen to loans and othei traiuac-
tioiis,—w Inch publicity it is the veiy object
of the bill to accomplish. The truth », the
landholders ate too much embarrassed, and
have too many mortglges afleeting their

estates, to be detiroos that their reM $itu|i-

tion should 4»e kno^n, and they tberefw



wiUinglf listen to the luggeetions of thetr
Rttorno^ in the country, v no fear that the
mtahhshment oi a registry nriU prove in-
jurious to their buunesB.

Sir Andrew Agnew having failed in hit
attempts to make the English pious by act
of Parliament^ has resolved to make the at-
tempt on tlie Scotch, and has, after consid-
erable opposition, obtained leave to bring
in a bill to secure the better observance ot
tile Sabbath m Scotland* It iiascaad a
first time on the 1st oi July
An animated debate took place on the

28th June, on a motion made by Colonel
Uorrens, to postpone the considcialion of
the Bank Chartei till next session Sir

Henry Parnell, Mr. M. Aituoud, aad Mi
Rlclinrds, contended, that the jiroiision lor

making bank notes a legal tendei, nould
depreciatethe currency

, and they tx|)re'!8td

Ihtmhclves decidedly in fax oui deUx

.

LordAlthorp opposed the motion, on the
ground that the Hou«e would not be m a
better situation to consider the question
next session than at piesent, and that bad
consequences might anse from dell.}, afui
the piomulgation ot the Goxcinirtieni plan
tfhe motion xxas of course lust

;
fot iii the

House of Commons opposition by the Min-
istry has Intlicito been uniformiy foiUned
by defeat.

Thegieatevils attending Politicil Uiiion«
has been a faxuuiitc topic of declamation

;

and in order to put them dou n, Mt 1 inch,
the representative of the Marquis ot Kxetei,
for Stamford, moxed a resuliitioii, that such
unions were illegal, and that Ministers
would be fully juatihed in putting thelnxv
m fout- for their suppression Lord Althoi p
denied that, as at pi e^ent constituted, poli-

tical unions xvere illegal
;
and tl»e motion be-

ing tieated xxith iilicule, xvas thiovxnout
by a majoiit) of seventy one, llu re only
liavingbeen ten Membcis who voted for it

It is gratit^ing to find that the aboninable
ractice of militaiy flogging is at length to

e gieatl) restiicied. On Mr Buckingham
using to bring foiward a motion on the
subject, Mr Ellice stated, that the subject
had been under the consideration of Go-
vernment, and that it had been lesolxed to
2 estiict corporal punishment, as nearly as
possibh , to the cases included in tlic motio i

of Mr. Hume
In the Committee on the Scotch Royal

Burghs Bill, a very important and beneii-

rial amendment was very nearly carried.

Sir J. Hay moxed, that the qualihcation
should be reduced tiom L 10 to L 5. This
reductioti is absolutely neceasarv m the
smallei burghs, otherxxjse the constituency
will, m many instances, be moie hmited
than at present

;
but the amendment being

opposed by the Lord Advocate, it xx as lost,

the numbers being 54 to 5J« 'J he bill xxas

rend a third time and passed, on theSlh
Jufy, along xxith txxo othet bills relating

to Scotch burghs.
The Ministry sustained a dtfoat| on the

5th July, on the Factory Bill. On the
motion, that the House lesoWe itself into

4 committee on this bill. Lord Althorp ob-
jected to thf^discussion of its provisions be-
tm the whole House, and moved that the
tiiil be refetred to a select cqmmittee. His
liordsbip laid; that the bill,Ifi it« prenent

state would operateinjuriouslyoA our ma-
nufactures. He proposed it as an instruc-
tion to the committee, that children tinder
fourteen should not be alloxved to woik
moie than eight hours, that provision should
be made foi the education of the children,
and that a system of inspection should be
established to ensure the execution of the
measure. Lord Ashley vehemently opposed
the motion, xvhich he stated would not sa-
tiofv the countiy, but cieate positive and
intoleiable disgust. On tlic division, tbeie
appeared a majority of 23 against the mo-
tion

; 141 voting foi it, and 163 against it.

Ibis 18 the fifft time that Ministeis have
been defeated in the Commons during the
pi^sent Parliament; and this assertion of
independence has tendci, m some slight

degiee, to laise the charactei of the House,
which has hitherto distinguished itself by
Its senility. In the committee on the bill,

the amendment, that children undei four-
teen should be alloxved to xxuik oiil} eight
hours, xxas earned by a latge majoiity.
The imperfect accommodation furnished

by the meson t House of Commons, has
b^en a subject ot com].laint for neatly a
century 'Ji-eio is convenient room only
iot aboutone haltof the Mombeis. Acorn^
mitteexxas appointed, m the eaily part of
the session, to consider the subject, and it

was unammou>« ns to the necessity of build
Kig a new House. It xxas lecommended
that the new House should be built due
east of the present, ani that the present
House might be used as a lobby, or appen-
dage, xvhich would be highly useful ioi the
despatcli of public busims?. The expense
xvas estimated at L do,0)0 Mr. Ilume
moved that this sum should be vo*ted to liis

Majtsty for the trediun of a new House
;

blit the motion being opposed, both by
M lugs and Tones, bv Lord Althorp, ns xvell

as by Sii Robeit Peel, for xv hal teasun can-
not be ^iHcoveied fioin the dct>ute, xvas

thiown out on the division by 154 to 70.
Mu Butkingham s motion toi the leduc-

tion ot tht national debt, by converting it

into an annuity fund, terminable m a htm-
dred years, was of couise lejected, as it was
admitted that it would increase the annual
buideiu of the country foi some yejiis, by at

least fiv’’c millions As far as xve nndei stand
the plan, it would be iicaily half a centuiy
before any benefat could bo felt from Mr.
Buckingham’s plan

;
and hoxx ex er benehcial

it might pi ox e to ppstcriiy, no advantage
xvould acciue Lorn it to the present goner,
ation, bo much opposition has evt ry where
been ini«ed up against the bcotch Bank-
ruptcy Bill, and its piovisions have been
found of so absurd and impiaciicable a na-
tuie, that the Lord Advocate has been
foiled to withdraw it. Ihe Edinburgh
Atniuity Bill, not having given satisfaction

to any of the par i^s inteiestcd, has Also

been withchaxxn, as xvell as Mr. Kennedy’s
bills lelativeto bcotch entails.

In ordei to lemove the apprehensions
xvhich have been entertained, that a scar-

city of gold might atise in the country', from
payment m gold only being obtainable in
London for notes of five pounds and up
wards, Lord^Althorp proposed, in the com-
mittee on the Bank Chartei, an amend-
ment, that would enaMeperioni preaeilting



$L Ate jpound note for payment at a country
Iw-nk to get five sovereigns for it. ltap«
peared^ hourever, from hia Lord«hi])*g answei
to a remark from Sir Robert Peel, that it

wa« not intended thct a person who brouglit

two five pound notes should receive ten so.

vereignt. Lord Althorp seemed much pus-
2led to explain how this ridiculous altera-

tion couM be brought to operate in practice,
and how the bankers could be protected
agakist a demand foi more tha i one L.5
note fiom each person

; but he relied on the
Ministerial majoiity, and sohed all diiiicul-

ties b) a vote. In the course of the discus

Sion on the Bank Chatter, many Members
expiesBcd thtir opinion, that a most impro-
viaerit baigain had been made with the
Bank Sir Heni)!* PatneiJ, in pirticulai,

stated, that instead of pacing the Bank for

managing the inteiest of the national debt,
it should pB't fui the piivilege it enjo} s, and
manage the debt for nothing
The Irish Churcli Reloim Bill met with

condderable opposition cm the third read-
ing. An unsuccessful attempt was made
by Mr. Shiel to repair the injury which
had been sustained bj theelteratiua on the
147th clause, b\ insetting a clause, declur-

mg, that the revenues or tlie Church of
lieland are under the control of the Legis-
lature, and applicable to such purpose*, as

will be most beneficial to the interests ot re-

ligion and ot the community at large Mi.
O’Connell aKo unsucctsviullj endeavoured
to exempt the Bishop of Dciry from the di-

minution of his income, as well as tlu other
Irish Bishops, but as the former hud ac-
cepted the bishopric, under the cxpr«» s un-
derstanding that Its levenues should be sub-
ject to t eduction, there was nogiound tor

the plea set up in his favout On the nio-

lion that the bill do pas*., Colonel Kvans,
Mr. Hume, and Mr O Con nail ^pie^sed
Iheir inteiilK'n of voting against the bill on
account of the alteration made on the 147th

clau«e. On the division thcie appealed tor

the bill, 374 ,
again*!tit, 04—raajoiiii toi

Ministers, ItiO lit conse<iuf nee ol the de-

feat ot Ministers in the House ot Lords, on
the Local Courts’ Bid, the piogie^s ot the

Imprisonment for Debt BiMas been le-

taraed. Tb® Judges, under th^ocnl C ouits’

Bill, weie to have earned some of the pro-

visions ot the other bill intocfftct, but It

IS expected that the duties jnopostd to have

been pei formed bj the«e judigrs, maj be

discharged bv the tommissioners of bank-
rupts. The East India C ompany’i* Chaittr
Bill has made considerable piogiess m the
committee* Several amt ndments were
moved, but they wcie all negatned Mi

» Hume pioposed, that instead of the chaitci

enduring to 22d Apiii, ]Vil, it should be
limited to ten jeain; fxit his amendment
was lost by amajont) ot 76 tod/.

The subject ot the atiocitHs oi the Em-
peror of Russia in Poland was brought
iorwaid by M. Cntlai leigusson, in a

speech which received the eu’ogies of all

parties in the House. He detailed at con

siderable length, the heat t-i ending scenes

which are continually taking place in that

devoted eoihtry, and moved, that an hum-
ble addtets be presented to his Majesty,

praying his Majesty not to recognise Uie

present ^ohttoalettfte and condition of Po-

land, the same having been brought about
in Violation of the Ireaty of Vienna, to
which Great Bnsain was a party. Minis-
ters, m opposing the motion, explsfllted,
that a diffcience of opinion existed to the
right which Rus^sia posse ssed to Poland.
Great Biitam and prame maintain, that
that right rest sole!) on the Ireaty of Vl-
enna, while Russia, P(us<«ia, and Austtia
contend, that whatever claims lo a consti-
tutiungor oti eiwibc Poland might have had
in virtue of that ireatv, weie foileited b}
the levoit of the Poles, and that Ru sia now
holds Polosid solelv bj the light of conqueot.
In such circ umstdnccs Ministers alleged,
that if the addiess were earned, it must,
in all psubabliity, lead to a gciieial war

;

and they strongly urged Mr hergusson to

withdraw his motion, and tiustto the effect

of the \inanimou8 expression of the moral
feeling the House agaiii'^t the atiocities
of the Einpeior Mi h erg iisson, however,
pressed his motion to a duisiun, when it

was lost bj a inajoiity of 1/7 to 95. On a
motion b) Mt H L BuUvei, for produc-
tion of spBpois confeining the Russian in-
teiteunciv w ith luiKey, Laid Palmerston
stated, that w hen the last udncea it It 1 ur-
key till Russian atmv had made no deci-
sue ^novimMit, but that he had no doubt
that at the tune he was speaking the Rus-
siai.t had evacuated Tuikc}. He farther
stated, that oui Goveinmint would resist

aii^ attempt on iht. pai t of Russia to dis-

membei iuike), and that the Sultan had
applied to this country foi assi tani.e against
the hg\ptians, but his request had been te«
fused.

Ill consequence of the verdicts* which
were piunounced by the Cui oner’s Inquest
on the bod) ol Cull), and b) tliejun on
the tual of Fur^pv for stabbing the police-
man atC ofdbati fields, Miiii^teu have found
It impossible to rc*>i8t the demand tor a
Pat lianicntai) inv estigation.

liie precarious situation of Ministry- is.

not without itsefTcitoii tiie Hiu c. ificte-

i9 now no attempt b) any jaitv to defend
sinecuics, and 111 ^pite ot tl e opposition of
Ministei*., a motion of Mi Ki iliven’s, to
the emcl, “ that in ju tue to the people
who pa) tuxes, all siiici me places thioiigh-
out tl c* Butish Rmpiie should I e abolish-

ed, was earned. Mi Sinclair’s motion
foi the abolition of p tronage ucs opposed
b) the Loid Advocate and Mi. Abetcromby
on the giound that the mattex woudbc
brought before till Crtmial Assembly, amt
a icMilutioii If commending «ome alteration

would prohabl) be agiecd to next yeat.

There WHS nocharict ot cairiing any bill

fhiough PaiJiament this sc8«ioii, and Mr.
biriciair having obtained i object by the
discussion, he wuhdievv his motion, which
could not At an) rate le inti named, as it

inlungfd upon the privife^es ot the Crown,
and the conseat ot hi^ Majest) had not been
obtained.
HoL^b Ol Lords —The Conservative

Peers B?serabl( d in great foice on the 17Ui
June, for the purpose of thtowmg out, as
was believed, the Local Couits’ Bill; but
they do not seem to have come to a proper
understanding on the matter; tor although
the bill was vigorously opposed by Lord
Lyndburst, it was allowed to go mto Com-



mUtee witltout a division • AUliouq^h ^here
was m Cttusidarable degree of opposUion in
Une v^^mmitteei no division against Minis-
ter* Ipok place. The Tones reserved their
atrength for the third reading) when the
hiU was thionn out by a majority of 12
brogies. the Peers present at the debate
being 81 on each side. Miiiisteis held 41
proxies) their opponents 53. It is unneces-
sary to go into any examination of the
grounds on which Lotd L^ndhuist aod the
oHier Tory Lords founded tlieii oppoUtion,
for It was all but admitted b} them in the
course of the proceedings on the bill) that
they would tinow i. o it, simpl> because it

was a Cabinet roeasuio The defeat ot the
Ministr)' excited \ei> little sensation. They
have lost the coniidtnee ot the countf v, and
nobody cates what becomes of them It is

lamentable, honevet, to see the bu*)UCb!>of

the countr) interrupted, and the must be-
neficial measures rejecUd, soltlj^ b> a
struggle for power between two tactions,

both ot which aie hated and de pised by
the great majoriij of the nation A Minis
try must be tormecl which will be ag^rt cable
to the people, and lecfiie tluu^ support
The loij Loids would not dau to i eject

the measures of such a Ministn
,
for the

mere purpose of showing their supeiioiitj

in numbeis in the Uppir Hou^t '

The le^olnlions tor tl e nbohii of Colo-
nial blavei), wbuU some tune ago passed
the Co nmons, have also been agteeu to by
the Loids. ihe DuUc ot cllingtori spoke
against the rcsohitiuiis at grtat length, and
stated that he looked upon the measure as

a w hole w ith a gi cuter want of conhdeiu e

than aji^ which ha I ever been brought
belote parliament TvotwitUstan ling the
badneas ot the measure, how c\ ei

,
the only

amendment the Duke had topioposewas
to strike out the woids “on lihtral and
comprehensive pnntiplea,*' whuh had been
added to the education clause, on the >ug
gestion of Mr Buxton, but the amendment
w as negatn ed without a div ision. Political

Unions are thegreat terror the Consciva-
lives. Ihey are well aware that it was by
their means chicfl> that the Kcfoim Bill
was earned, and the> aie awaie fnatas
long as the) continue orginisoJ, it i in vain
for a Tory Ministr) to expect to remain k r
any length ot time iii powci Mi Littleton,
the lush Secretar) , admitted in Pailiami nt
that in hia opinion the tiannpiliit) of tie
countr), in May lb31,anl October 1832,
had been preserved by the e I nioiu The
'Jones are theicforc most anxious they
siiould be put dowji

,
but Kail Qtc) , m an-

swer to a question horn ihe Kail ot Win-
ehelsea, stated that it did not appear to him
neetssai) to introduce any new law foi then
suppression.

'i he lesoltitionsfoi the renewal ofthe Tast
India Company's Charter wei'e brought
forward by Lord Lanadowne^ ma speech ot

giaat length Lotd Kllenboiuugh and the
iJiiko of Welliitgton objected to several
parts of the proposed measure, but c.ie leso-
lutions were ultimate]) agieed to without a
division.

» The Hoqse of Lords lost uo time i

lowing thdr hostility to the Irwh Chun
mmsnm IMt. As soon as it s?as brought *

Hi* Cosuuons, the of doclciiit

ham, on the ground that It infflnged on the

King's prerogative, objected to the wwnt of
a diieet messago from his Mi^estv, main*
taming that it was not enough that fiarl

Grey, as one of his Maiesty's responsible

advisers, was prepaied to give the royal

assent. 1 he same evening the old objection

was started, that the King's assent to the

measure would be lestrained by the Coro-
nation Oath. The J>uke of Wellington, on
a subsequent occasion, lecurted to Jthis

objection, and stated that he could draw no
distinction between the legislative and ex-
ecutive authority of the King, but thought
an oath as binding in the one capacity as

the other. He was comoclled immediately
afteiwards, however, to admit, that he had
recommended to the King to give his con-
sent 111 Ins executive cap^citv to the Catho-
lic Rtlief Bill, so that his Graie seems to

have been formally well aware ot the dis

tinclion he professes now to be unable to

com\ relu nd 1 he debate on the second
reading ot the bill occupud three days, and
w is cniird b) a majority of 59, 15/ being
for the cecond reading, and 98 against it

Notw w*h8tandmg the deleat on the Local
Ooutls Bill, I ordBicmgham has introduc-
ed into the rfousc bills for legulaimg llie

Fiiglish Ecclesiastical Co irts, tlie Insolvent
Court, and the Chancer) Keguintion Bill

has Inen procuding in Committee. Ilis

I ordnhip h IS aU > introduced a bill tor esta-

blishing m ( hancer) a Couit^f Appeal, to

consist ot the Lord Chancellor, the Chief
Baron, the Mastei ot the Hells, and anodier
J ucigt

.

EXOLAND
Actions of damages tor libel have been

rathei abundant of late, and as a hbel, in

tlie present stnh ot oui low
,
can hardly be

deociibeJ, vvt pre ceed to lay a lew speci-

men'. bejoie our r aders. Mr Hunt has
obtain! d a vl*! diet in the Court ot Exclie-
quer, with 40^ damages, against the pro-

pnetois of the Litotpoul Journal^ toi a
libel upon him, publish d during the gene-
lal election, m the following terms —“ Mr
Hunt, seeing Counsellor begravo m the
mob, pointe i him out, saving, ‘ There is a
black sheepj^l he mob led upon him and
killed him Hunt had his nose cut off.

1 ht Coioners Inquest returned a verdict
of mill del against him, and be is now in

ciistod) ” Ihe Globe copied this para-
graph, remarking tliat thev doubted not it

was a hoax, and a simitar veidiot was

p onounced against the propnetois of that

paper. Both v erdicts carry costs

Mr Cobbeti obtained a verdict, with
L 1(H) damages, against the publishei ot

the 7hm*>9, lor copving fiom the Leerfr ^
Intellgtncpi the following paragraph —
“ It IS hinted that asCobbett is aii un-
certi heated bankrupt, he cannot sit in the
House ot Commons " The statement was
fal«e,

Ttie Duke of Beaufort was, however, less

fortunate ui his action against tlie

a special jury having returned a verdict ot

not guilty. The alleged libel was contained
III the tollovving sentences “ Who forgets
the late Duke of Beaufort's wiH|which may
be seen at Doctois' Commons on payment
of a tUilluig, and which charges the estates

of the premt Duke with i^uItiH to bis



< JP&HHeai ofI

t»roditri ^ until theytball b« batter provided
for by Oovernment.* The amount of public

mon^ received by the Somersets since the

last Duke of Beaufoit came of age, tar

exceeds the value of the estates which he
bequeathed to the pescnt Duke."
FliOGGlNG.-~Tbi8 punishment has been

earned a much greater length than the

f

iublic are geneialiv awaie ot. Dining the

ast seven yeais there have been on an
average two thousand soldiers flogged, each
receiving from 200 to 500 Lishes In 1831

there was less flogging in the British ainiy

tliair in any former jear, jet 1,477 were
unished in this inanne*. We tlius see

ow little influence the expression ot the
general feeling of ^ho cottnlrj has upon the
oflicers of the army, and the necessity

which exists of legisiatne inteiference to

protect the common soldicts.

CoLDBArtf-FlgbUS MfiBtmo.-^Furseyi
who was accused of stabbing Brook, a
police constable, at this meeting, has beCn
tried and acquitted. The et idence broke
completely don n

}
and Fiirsey was proved,

by numerous lespectable witnesses, to be
remarkable for honesty and mildness of
disposition. It was veiy distinctly esta*
blisiiecK houevei, that the police had be-
haveeyirith great brutality, stiikiug meiK
11 omen, andchildte^ witliout the shadow
of a pietence, in the mostfeiocious manner.
Great failitre.—1 he mercantile house

of Fairiie, Innes, and Co .one of the oldest
and inoi»t emiiient in the East liiduii trade,

has failed, and the coni»equences are likely

to prove serious to many Anglo-Indians
who deposited money with them. The
amouftt of then liabilities cannot be esti-

mated Joner than L. 300,000.

THE REVENUE.

The state of the reyjnue is shown m Hie follou ing table .

—

1
Yeais ended July 5. Year ended July 5. {

1832. 1833.
.. .

Incieasc. Deciease.

£ £ £ £
Castoms 14 844 911 16,663 687 818,776 ...

Excise 14 058 716 14,439 836 ... 218,880
Stamps 6,505,072 6,473 836 119,237

Taxes 4,905^94l 4,991,010 85,069 ...

post Ofliice 1,346 000 1,302,000 16 000 ...

Miscellaneous 62,319 69,824 17,503 • ••

Repayments of Advances for •

Public Woiks 809,806 879,479 ... 29,500

42,711,803 43,881,668 937,350 367,647
Deduct Decrease 367,647

Incicase on the Year.... 599,703

QuAHruKs Endino
|

5th July, 5th July,

1832. 1633.
.... m.

Inciease. Decrease.

£ £ £ £
Customs 3 515,509 3,663,002 147,433 ..

Excise 3,388,325 3,204,585 . . 188,740

Stamps 1,615,243 1,657,810 42,567 ...

Taxes 1,934,510 1,921,605 .. 12,845

Post Office 845,000 41,000 ...

Miscellaneous 8,581 9,215 634 ...

Repaymeots of Advances for •

Public Works 30,160 46,465 ... 40,300

10853 993 10.847,742 831,684 286,885

Deduct Increase 831,634

Decrease on the Quartei ... 6,831

In examining this table, it is piopei to keep m mo v that the quaiter ^ding 5th Jiriy

,

1882 With which the comparison is made, exhibit/’d a dehcientj ot L!BI4,50d, as cpn*

pfrek wi“^ 3th Julj, 1831. JhfPost Oflice u as de ficient L.64,006,

and therefore that levenuo is lowei bj L. 13,000 An the la^t quaiter than the corret-

ponding quarter in 1831.

The Fimos have been in a feverish state in consequence of the precaiious situation

of the Ministry. Money is very abundant, and comraeicial bdU bkve been freely dis-

cottRled at 3 per cent On the 23a July the selling prices were at follows Consols fdk

tbe account,W|. Bank stock, 200,



^Ikkai Bejthieir*

Wks« KiHT PoZifTfCAZ. tTMftOKg.«».On

18i2b the Ofiiont of West Kent aibt^near

Wanttmai Heatbi td the number of about
^000; the Rev. Dr. Wade in the chair. A
deedariiion of .the ohjecta of the UQion»^
ohjeeta in what every lover of hi* country
muet join^ wa» moved by Major Wayth|^ re*

oeived with the moat entbuniastic cheering^
and unanlmooaiy adopted. Mr. Hockea. and
Mr* Rbder» M. P. *«, connected with%e dia-

trict, attendedi ao^ underwent a catechisiog,

which will do them the more good, that they
and their conatituenta parted io good humour*
We are much gratified with the proceedinga
of thii meeting. The right hand of feliow-

ahip to our brethren of Went Kent ! ""For the
particulars we refer to that stout champion
of popular rights,— 7746 Aent Heralih

SCOTLAND.
Annuity Tax —Since the middfie of the

17th century, »i compulsory assessment of
six per cent, of the rent has been levied on
the occupiers of iiouses in the city of Edin-
burgh *lur payment oi the s.fpeii^s ol the
city clergy. This tax produpes about
L.oyOOO per annum. Of Jute year«, however,
the inhabitants have resisted the payment
of this tax, insisting tliat the rerita»of the
chun'h seats, which yield upwarbs of
L.7»000 a-year, and which have been ab-
sorbed in the general revenue of the city,

should, as in the other Scotch towns, be
applied inpa}tnent ol the stipends. The
Magistrates, lu consequence ol the resist-

ance, levied distresses on the goods of the
defaulters

j
but as it was found impossible

to finely purchasers tor tiie distra.nevl goods,
on account of the general odium existing
against the tax, they were forced to de-
sist. They have now had recourse to per-
sonal execution—a modn of recovering the
tux ncvci before attempted—but which has
been found by the Court of Se8>iori hi be
legal ; and on the 17th July, a gentleman
of the name of Wilson was arrested, and
carried to jail. He was ancompanied by a
large body of the most respectable citizens,

and among others by the gentlemen who
acted us Chairman and Deputy-Cltbir.naii
of the Committee which conducted the
election. of the present Members f{»r the
city. On account o*^ the very weak state of
Mr. Wilson’s health, the sum for which he
was imprisoned uas immediately paid, and
he was in consequ'-nce liberated. VV'^e

record this occurrence, as it will in all pro-
bability lead to important consequences.
An intention ia already vety generally ex-
pressed of refusing to take seats in the city

churches, until their rents are applied in a
mure approptiate manner than to relieve

file embarrassments in the city finunces, oc-

casioned by an extravagant self-elected ma-
gistracy, It has been resolved to present
Mr. Wilson with a piece of plate for hh
conduct Oil this oci*asion.

'

IRELA.ND.
The trial of Mr. Barrett, the propri'*tor of

the PiUrt newspaper, lor the publication of
Mr. O'Conneirs firat letter to the people of
Ireland, c^e on an the 20th June

;
but it

* li(R8 been postponed to the November terp,
.
^account of a sufficient number of-special

^ rjurymen not tvavlng attended. It is some-wW inpORsistent, surely, for.them to con-

fer tlie distinction of a tilk cgowii m. the
author, at itie same -time that a prosecution
is going on against the proprietor of a
newspaper for printing iiw letter. Why
does not Government institute proeeedihgs
against Mr. O'Conneil, if there is ground
fur complaint? He will not, we are satis-

fied, disown tiie authorship.
Coercion Bill.—An official order has

been received in. Kilkenny^ directing that
all persons in custody under this bill be set

at liberty. We iiope that this order is the
precursor to a suspension of the operation
of this obnoxious bill, which places the
sister Island beyond the pale of the Con-
stitution.

Municipal Corporations.—The Com-
mission of Inquiry into Ihe Municipal Cor-
porations is to consist of twelve gentlemen
of tlie Irish bar. Their inquiry is to ex-
tend not only to the municipal jurisdiction,

but will embrace the whole subject of the
revenues ol the corporate bodies, tiie sources
from w lienee derived, and the mode of' their

application.

TjTiigS.—The a tempt to use the Coer-
cion Bill in the collection of tithes has re-

ceiVO(1|a chec'K by the conviction of Sergeant
Shaw ol the County of Kilkenny Police, of
assault, tiespas.^, and false imprisonment,
and of using the Coercion Bill as subsidiary
to the collei lion of tithes. Mr. Harvey, tlie

Mayor ot Wexford, uas on the 11 th July
commitlcd to jail lor iion-paymcntof tithes.

He was sitting in the court wiien appre-
hended, and was attended to jail by a large
body of the iiihaidtiinis.

Twelfth of July.—In consequence of
the recommendation of the Orange Giand
Lodpe, there were lewer processions than
usual this year. At Cootehiil, in the county
of Cavan, however, a serious riot took
place, in consequence of one of these pro-
ces!>ions, and several persons lost their

lives.

THE CONTINENT.
If Ave except the recent events in Por-

tugal, nothing lias occurred on the Con-
tinent of Europe deserving of particular

attention. Kveiywhere much disconleiit

si'cins to prevail on the part of the people
against their rulers; and |[tlies<» oiscon-
tenis are only kept down by powerful
armies and a vigilant police. How long
the struggle between the despots and their

oppressed subjects will continue, it is diffi

cult to saj’
}
but it is far from improba-

ble that ere long an explosion may break
out wliich may hurl the most firmly seated

of the tyrants from their tin ones. In Italy,

in Prussia, and in Germany,, numerous ar-
rests have taken place of men suspected of
entertaining iibeiaJ opinions, for the rult'rs

of these countries are desirous of control,

ling not only men’s avis, but even the r

thoughts.
PRANCE.

• It appia 's, fio.n a statemetiiof Marshal
Soult, ihat the French Government has
no inti nt on of relinquishing Algiers,

and tiiai no arrangement has been come
titider to any foreign cpimtry to that efiect.

The Government do notJntend to colo-

nize the settlement on its own responsi*

biUty i '4>ut it Avill favour ooionitotlon as

much as possible* ^he King of France



shotri blmteU friendly to tsiendinK the
potnniefeial intercourse of the country by
the removal of restnotione^ By a royal
ordmance ]he has rodeoed the impost duties

on raur ttlk^ and the export duties on hr
timiKer, and made se%'*ral minor alterations^

whieh we hope may be received as the com*
mencemeutot amore liberal and enlighten-

ed commercial system. Seieial anests
haveobeen made in Pai is oi persons sus-

pected of being engaged m political con-
spiraciea^ but the capital, notwithstanding,
remains tranquil. Ihe j>tiche’S8 de Beiri
was expected at Paleimo on the latter end
ot June. A magnificent palace has beci
piepared by her father-in-law, the Pimco
of Campo Fernio. for her reception ; but
the Count her hiisband is nowhete to be
iound.

RUSSIA.
Aconspiiacy has beiii detected for assas-

sinating the Emperor. The paiticulars
have been very cerefull) concealed, but the
conspirators are understood to be Poles,
who iiad resorted to tins mode of avenging
the wrongs of then outraged coungy. Gioat
alarm has m consequence been caused at
Sh Petersburgli, and additiorfkl precautions
used to guard the Despot’s person. -

SPAIN.
The Spanish Coites assembled at Madrid

on the 18th June, and snore allegiance to

their future Queen, the young Princess ot

Asturias. The Minister of the King of
Naples protested against the pioceeding on
behalf of his master, whose rluim to the
succession uouid be injured theleb 5^ No
other buHuiess was done, the Members hav-
ing been required to take an oath that they
Mere met exclusively for the purpose of

suearing allegiance to the Princess, In
conseciuence ot a suspicion th<t King Fer-
dinand uould, it lie durst, uillinjly assist

Don Miguel in the stiuggle now going on
in Portugal, a Trent h aim), undti the

command of General Clausel, has bee i

stationed on the Spanish tionliei.

POlUUGAL.
The news trom Portugal is importa it,

and a speedy termination of the struggle m
favour ot the ConstitulioiKil cause may be

antiCipaK'd. On tlic 20th ot J nuo, betw eeii

3,000 and 4,000 men, under VillaFloi, were
embarked uu board the squadron oft Opoito,
consist ng ot one ship of the line, tuo
Aigdtes, two corvettes, one armed brig, and
five steam boats. Captain Napici, a dis-

tinguished British olhcei, was appointed
Admiral in place of Stirtoiius, who te«5ign-

ed; anl Count de baldanha succeeded to

the command of the aimy iii place ot '^olu-

nac, who left Don Pedio s sef\ itc On the

24th June the squadion appeared off Vi'ln

Real, at the mouth of the Guadiana, and
after dispersing u itli ittie difhcuUy a body
of 1,200 Migiielites, the greater put ot

Avhoin joined the invader^, landed the

troops, which took poisession of the tow n
without resistance, wheie they found thiity

pieces of cannon, and L,5,000 in cash. As
soon as the news were known, depntitions

frmn the ne ghhouring towns and villages

sent in theii adherence to the Queen, and
he whole of the province of Algaivo, and
great pa^t of Alentejo, declared themselves

n her favour* The squadron tlien pio-

ceeded to Tavira, where it took five small
Miguehte vessels. On the 5th of Jul^«
Captain Napier having fallen m with the
Miguehte fleet off St Vincent, attacl^d it,

notwithstanding the inferiority of his force,
and though he lecerved no aid whatever
from his steam boats, on account of the
cowardice ofthen engineers and crews, who
wete afiaid to approach the enemy’s fleet*

Aftel^a shoitbut se\eie engagement, Cap-
tain Iropier captuicd the following vessels*
Rainha, 80 gnn«, 8j0 men

;
Don John, 74

guns, 850 men ; Princessa Real, 56 guns, 640
men ; Fn^tas, 48 guns, 580 men

;
Princessa

Coi vettc, 2 J guns,320 men . The vessels were
taken by boaiding, And a severe loss w'ss

sustained by Captain Napier’s fl’»et, prinoi«
pally in Biitish olhceis, who set a glorious
example to ihcir men. Capiam Napier’s
ofliceis and ciews were principally British,

so that this gallant exploit, though pei-
foimed under a foreign nag, adds another
trophy to the Bntibh navy. The conduct
of Captain Napier, when alluded to, was
highly gpplatided in both Houses of Par-
liament. p

The news of the victory was
CO ninunrcated to General Bourmont uu his

VO) age to Lisbon to take oommandof the
Miguehte army. An attack on Opoito, on
the %th Jill), was lepuiscd with a severe

loss to the Migueltfes
TURKEY.

According to the last accounts from**Con-

stantmopie, which aie to the lUth June,
Ibrahim P«ic)»a was letieiting veiy slowly,
liic Russian ships ot war still remained m
the Bosphoius, and weie not lo depart until

the K,,>ptmns wpie encamped on tljp other
Bide ot Mount Taurus,

THE COLONIES.
In consequence of the gie.it drought in

the island ot J iraaicH, the ciop*5have failed.

1 he estimated d( hciencv in tlie sugn crOp
n 50,00) hlids. The other Colonies have
also suffered severel) fio n the vaine cause,

and the diflcieruy trom the whole British

Wij^t India Colonies cannot be loss than
800,000 hhds , or a touith of the whole
importation.

# SfATE OF TRADE
It gives us much pleasuie to Darn that

the mission of Di Bowimg and Mr Villiers

to France, tor the puipose of extt ndlrig our
comrneicinl relations w iih that country, has
piovod bigWy successful. These gentlemen
men ha'^e been upwaids of twelve inontbs
m France, and have obtained fiorn the Go-
vernment pioimsis ot ceitain modifleations

ot the Tariff. Jiulf-mg fiom the French
n< w^^^papeis, both njctiopoliian and pio-
\incia), wc aie satisfied that the gicat ma-
jority of intelligent Fienchmon are pre-
paied lor a veiy cxleiisue lemoval of the
lestricliuns which have litheito impeded
oui coinmetcial intercouise with that coun*
tiy. Althou,^ our impo.ts fiom Ftanco
h i\e inti eased i ipidly since the war, the
expoits.of British and Its^h pioduee and
maniifJVtuies continue nearly stadonary,
ahd do not exceed niinually half a million
111 official value. This is a very trifling

ainouiit, when the teitihiy and populatiou
of France aie consideied^ tne vicmity of her
shores, and the numerous articles, muej^
ur»^d m this oountiy, which she produces,
wdie tiie comtnetOial intercourse of the two
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fr«^ fiOA tb^ absurd rettri^tions

»U(tk now letter It, it fteld ent^rpilse

Uid open* wbteh could not fall

to prove of incalculable tdvUUtage to both
oopntnes We ate flad to ob«er\^d, fiom
ibf tone of thd Frenun peuOdical press, that
Jealousy end hatred (0 ntbis country i^fast

passing au ay
; and we hope that on thie

side of the channel %m:h feelings, #hiclf

have long leased to be entei tamed liorinen

of education and liberalU\, will soon be
removed fiom the mmds of the leasb^du*
tated elastes ot the community, «
The accounts fiom the manufacturing

distncts have ot late been extremely favour,
able, and great bnsktftss prevails in^ilmust

every branch ot manufacture and tiade A4
Ltveipool, 73>000 bales ot cotton wcic ^old
in one Aieek, a gt cater quantity in the same
peuod than has Uappeneu since 182^^ 1 here
Is indeed some reason to feat that a tend ncy
to over speculation exists. Cotton wool has
advanced gieath 111 piice, which advance
bat daused a dullness in the cotton u ea\ ing
iaetories. At Perth, ginphamsi aretn great
demand, and an advance of wag^s has m
con^uence been made to the we nets.
English wool IS also rising Spanish wool
has been selling latel) at 25 peiccrit and
Austraban at 40 pet cent, above last > ear s

prices At Galashiels all ha id» arc cfb

pb>>^, and trade lb unusuall) busk, ^ho
woollen trade is vti) biuL, hhnnels,
bsizes, and mermob, aie 111 great demand,
and are on ihe adv nue All hands in the
Woollen tiade aie fully emplo)fd, but they
have m some places sUucU for an advance
ot wages. In the Leeds Cloth Hails a
rise of price has been gi idually tikiig
place foi some time past, and a faithcr ti'te

is expected on vvOaded colours
,
the stuffs

for djeing these co ouis hiving iccentl) ad-
vanced in price An advance on raw snks
of 20 per cent, has caui«e I a dulucas in

silk weaving. At Sheffield many ordtis
have been received fiom Amenci A con-
siderable revival has tukui place m the

staple trade of the town, m which great
duIiiesB has for some time prevailed., Ihe
iron trade continues m a state or great
activity.

AuaicuLiURi —We can now form a
probab'e conjecture of the pioductivencss of
the crop; and, although it vaucs more tl an
usual in appearance in diffcient di^tiicts.

we think we may state, fiom some |ier«ona!

obseivatioo,hnd the perusal of nttUiarods

agricultuial leports, that the ptobability is

that tho harvest will ^idd lather below
than above an average retain. Wheat m
hdmbuighehire, Fife^ihire, Hast Lothian,
Berwickshire, and Huxburgh8hire,1a lathci

a thin and light ciop, and genei ally small
In the ear ; but It has suffered very little

fiom insects or disease, and is not likely to

be ii^ured by ram, on account of ifs light-

nens. On the tiyh tarsegtounrl in Perth-
shire and Btithngshiie, and m tiff noith-
Sill counties gcnerall} . wheat is a bulky
crop, and was partially lodged by the rams
In July. Barley is light where it was eaily
sowfi ; but t)ie late sown cro^s have a iux-
uriaiit appearance, and proawse a fair re-
a

turh» Oati dit cold clay iteill, atorf aipt>

cially when eatly sown, had d very un*
promuing app^aiance at the beginning of
themuntn, aUd have nabiiiiproveid mpeh;
but on friable and mote feitile soil^ ^heu
late, sown they aieldoklag ivell. There is

reason, howev er, to fear, thktm the driei

districts of Sco land the crop #iU be defi-

cient m straw, though ihe pr^uccjof^tain
tnaV amount to an avci ige. The Igtc sown
crops of Oats aie almost without excep-
tion buter tlum tlioiie sown at an ear.ier

period. Beaji| and pease have improved
wonderfully; and ttiere is some leason to

fear that on lirong soils they may become
too bulk), in which case a defiooiU letuin

of .pulse may be anticipated. Tlu^ potato
Cl op, winch has now become so imporunt,
ani the tiiltivaiion of which i8)caily in^

Cl easing, has failed to a,verv gi eat extent
Ovet tiie greater iiart of bcotland fields

weie evtji) where ploUfthed up, on account
of the seel not having vegetated, and tho

cuil prevails to an iinpri cedented extent.

The weather,’ though in some districts

mthei w^t, was on the whole favourable
fui the siwiuig of turiuts; but tho cpld

woativLt in the end pf June greatly re^

taided then jro^ubs. Then appeaiHiice
cc lei illy d es not augiii atbulky crop.
Ihe hiv ciop lb on the whole light. In
Peithshiie and the wc-^t of Scotland it Will

1 "ch an aveipge crop, but m t!io Casteiii

paitof the count!) gcnerullv. the ciop is

light, aftd thcie is a gu it deheicnty of
c ovti X)t c( iiise little a^uimatb issto be
looked foi Much of the hay continued un-
cut til) u later peit)d than usua), and suf-

fered fi nn the WuUhei ,
and of tb it which

was cut eatJier a coiisuieiall poition was
iiqutei by the i nns i iic iiequent showers
have been vtnv Javourablc foi pastuiis, and
theio has seliioin been n seisjn in which
they hale been m ireluxmuint Ihevoun ,

glasses have albo a pronuing appema icc

1 ho Si i<<on ha<!, on the w hole been tui oui
able for ch iiinjr filows. I la ac oimls
fiom ]-.ngland ol the ciops van txcceding-
h

, but, gcnei ili) speak ng, the ciops ate

ueficKMit 111 bulk. In Norfolk the) have
Butfeicd grcitl) fiom diouth, and all ovei

tbecountn much iiijuiv was sustannd by
the stoiin on the llrh June, wheh bioke
the straw of the wheat, A lai^e poilion

of tlvat crop, how over, lo ika well, and pio-
mues an eaily and fair return. Bailey
vanes much in appearanct

; but, on the
whole, the otop can hardly be expected to
reach an avetage. Outs aie likely to bo
deficient in bulk, and hay has tUined out a
scanty cron. Sheep h ive thrived vv ell, and
there has been an avei age clip. The climate
of Ireland ucing mote humid than that of
Britain, crops ot all kinds aie proinisirg,
and hay 18 very abundant m the noith , but
from other parts of thecouutiy the account#
arefai from favourable. Potatoes have, in

mutinous instmues, failed; and that crop,
as wiBlIa wheat, when growing^m light
soils, has been injmed by high winds.
Ma RKi T8.—Cora mat k«ls nav e continued

with little yarmuon, though there has been
a tendency to use.
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Iaiagine a battered old beau quizzing a ruddy growing boy for bis

brown holland pin-before, the three row^ of brass sugar-loaf buttons on
his jacket, the redness of*his hapds, the carelessness of his carriagje, his

fondness for tarts, hisp contempt of the higher luxuries of turt^ and
venison, and you have the sum and sqbstance of all English criticisms

on America* All the circumstances of a young country are made its

reproach. Our son Jonathan is ourselves in little; but we are never
weary of quizzing bim for the \ery features which are our own in

miniature. Like the crab-mother of Fontaine, we are perpetually

jeering our progeny for ungainly habits, which we see clearly cnougn
in it, though not in ourselves.

—

Comme tu vas, bon Died I nc peux-tu maicher droit ?

Our crab-son has not the wit to answer,

—

Kt comme vous alltz vou9«>mcme * • • . •

Puib-je aulremeiit marcher qiie ne fait ma ftmille?

Veut'On qui j^aiUe dioit, quand on y va tortu^

Instead of this retort, Jonathan sayb, that his march is the march of

a giant in seven-league boots. He meets one folly with another folly.

He takes the advances of youth as data for an eternal ratio of improve-

ment. Having made so much progress^n such a time, so much more,

he reckons, must be made in such another time. He forgets that large

proportionate increases are easier upon little things than on great. We
never double our age in one year after the second year of our infency,

Jonathan, being a sailor, knows that it is easier to increase the ship's

speed at five knots an hour than at ten. Instead, therefore, of

conading about what he shall do from what he has done and is doing,

our dear son should answer our illiberal scoffs at his growing features,

by holding up the mirror to our own enlargements of precisely the same

formations. For example, the author of Men and Manners in Ame-^

rica," {Cyril Tkornlon, for honour’s sake, we would call him,) re-

proaches the Americans with Mammon Worship, The scene is New
W:-

I shall now giro iin instoi^ of the estimation In which wealth is held in this

commercial community. At a party a few cvcninfifs ago, the worthy hoUt was po-

litely assiduous in intioducmg me to the more prominent indiriduahi who composed

it. Unfoi tunatcly he cousideied it necessaiy to preface each repetition of the ceie-

mony with some preliminaty account ot the pecuniary.circumstaniBes of the gentle-

man, the honour of whose acquaintance was about to be conferred on me. ^ Do you

obseive,* he asked, < that tall thin peison, wiihta cast in his eye, and lus nose a Uttla

cocked ? Well, that man, not three months ago, made an hundred thousand dofiaf#

iya single speculation in tallow. You must allow me to Intro duce you to lunu'—

„

yoih m.—HO. *vni. ^ 3 B ^ .
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LXto Introduction passed $ and aealous cicerone again approached udthtjacii^eaeed

idKf>ortamre of aspect. ^Agea^etodn/ hesaid^ < worth at least half a teUitoir, had
expressed a desire to Inake np acquaintance.* This was gratifying^ and, of oqurse^

^ot to be denied. A third time did our worthy entertainer return to the charge

;

and» heibre taking my depdrturei I had the honour of being introduced to an Indivi-

dual) who was ftatedT to he still more opulent than his predecessors. Had 1* been
presented to so many bags of dollars^* Instead of to then possessoi-s!^ the ceremony
would.hare been quite as interesun^ and perhaps less troublesome*’*

, This is verjr effectively and ple^asantljr sketched. There is no sur-

char^g, i)p aipjdifjing uppn the folly ; it isieiaed in its shnplioity^ in

its nakedness^ without shame. But have we not enough of this at

home ? Who is it that commemorates the yeoman's proud appeal to

the Yorkshire Bench of M'l^tra^s— Sir, Ihere is half a million

a-year on that Bench
In Ehiglish society the expression of Mammon Worship varies from

that in jJew York, according to the difference in the circumstances of
wealth. The American said, Do you observe that tall thin man with
a cast in his eye, and his nose a little cocked? Well, that man, not
three months ago, made a hphdred thousand dollars by a single specu-
lation in tallow. You must allow me to introdurd you to him." This
is not merely a respect for |)ossession,—a respect for a man worth a
hundred thousand dollars ;—it a respect for the successful ability.

It is, therefore, a respect far more excusable, far lets sordid than that
which waits upon a man in England who^exhibits the signs of wealth
without showing any signs of the industry or ingenuity by which it

could be ao^uired. Here the^ man who had acquired a fortune by a
speculation in tallow would be a person of far less consideration than
luB hek, possessing the fortune without the capacity for acquiring it,

or for putting bread into his mouth had been destitute. In aristo-

cratic England, the nearer to merit the father from honour. Amongst
Peers, a new Peer is a nobody ; not because his Peerage has been ob-
tained without desert,—for Peers think little of that, and reverentially

ofthe favour of the Sovereign however exhibited,—but because he is only
the^rgf of an ennobled house. The descendant of a long line of imbe-
ciles is of more honoured title in aristocratic opinion than a Wellington
qiT a Nelson. To proceed to the^second instance ;—**A gentleman,'* says

the American, worth half a million, has expressed a desire to make
your acquaintance." This would not be said in English society. Here
the^, on such occasitms, talk of the signs of the we^th instead of going
straight to the money bags, which are weighed apropos of matrimonii
or election canvasses. Here the speech would have been,—A gentle-

inan who gives devilish good dinners, or a gentleman who drives four-

in-hand, or a gentleman who keeps hounds, or a gentleman who owns
one of the finest places in the county, desires to make your acquaint-

ance* ^We have an advantage in this respect ; for, as it is the signs of
wealth by which acquaintances profit in hospitality, provided there be
the signs, the wealth itself is a matter of inmfference. If a man, thou-
sands worse than a beggkr, gives grand entertainments, they are not a
whit less acceptable because they are at the expense of his creditors.

No one cares to ask how he^does it, so that he does it handsomely.
To keep up appearances," (as the phrase goes,) is the great business

in England
y
that is to say, to make a show exceeding the taeamj which

Wtttyfirpose on observers.

^Oyrix Thornton toputes to the Americans not only the praotioe of
dUtKmesties which just escape the cognisance of justice, but a pride in

^
mi aaj% Aat stories of saeas^riiil roguery are toU in honour of
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lih#)^tpetrator*s cleverness. We suspect tbat^ foreigner might make
tbe eatne remark in Kngland. In all fiocieties^ 7^els against morality
will be found. We have heard young men of tashion, or would»be
men of fashion, boast of exploits for \v2iich they deserved to be hung.
Ta]ke the f^kllowing anecdote, one among many, for example ; and let

Cyril Thtimton match its rascality, if he can, ivith any story of Ame*
rican over-reaching in trade:—A certain hovd seduced from her home
the daughter of a grocear in tlie city* The nobleman was deep in debt,
moneyless, and without i^dit. He took the gjirl to an inn in the neigh-
bourhood of London, where he staid till he was tired of his amour ; but
he could noj quit the house without paying the bill, and he had not the
means. He jvrote an anonymous letter to the father, telling him where
and with whom his daughter was to be found. The father instantly
hurried to the house, and claimed his ch^d : his Lordship pretended to
resist giving her up, and, at Ust, stated the circumstance that they
were in debt in tlie house ; that both must remain till the bill was
discharged, or thaf there would be a public exposure ; and that he was
without money. The fallier, anxious to hush up the disgrace of his

family, and to recov'er his daughter, paid the bill : and so the matter
ended ; the noble seducer Laving thus made the father-^ay for the
debauchery of his own child. Fol* tfie truth of this story we cannot
vouch, but for this we can vouch,—that we have heard it told by the
young men of the day, with much unction, as an example of admirable
ingenuity.

In all walkvS of life, some lawless ground will be found, la which the
less scrupulous run riot against the general opinions of society. Among
lawyers, among surgeons, among merchants, among tradesmen, we hear
anecdotes of address or dexterity which seem, to those not making the
allowances of the tribe, very much like anecdotes of roguery. The pre-
sent Chancellor hears counsel f(»r a Playwright in an action against the
Managers of a theatre. The Plaintiff had been employed to write a
drama for a rein deer—in other words, a drama in which a rein deer was
to perform the principal part ; the rein deer died ; the author claimed
for the piece he had written The 3Ianagers refused to satisfy his

demand. Mr. Brougham stated that th# Plaintiff had performed his

part of the agreement, had, in short, written the piece * and argued that
his labour was not to go for nothing because the rein deer died. ‘ The
jury gave a verdict for the plaintiff of L.50; (if we remember correctly;)

^

and JMr. Brougham then chuckling at his success, handed about among
his learned brethren the pifce, which was a sheet of paper scrawled over

with such heads as these;—Scene 1st, Moonlight, cottage at the side,

mountains in the back ground ; enter old man, to soft music. Scene
2d, Inside of a cottage, with skins hanging from the walls, spears, horns,

antlers, and hunters* gear. Tlie success upon such grounds seemed the
greater triumph to the Bar ; but, another judgment upon the mst^r
would be exercised by those not of the gown, and not acquiescent in its

morality. . A few such anecdoies as these, pickeft up in America, serve

for impeachment of the national morals, apd make the ifarratcsr bless

himself that we of happy monarchical England are not rejaroaduibk

with such laxity of principle.

In a recent number of the Quarterly Eeiiien^there appeared a clever

article, descriptive of the hunting in Leicestershire, in which the furis*«

tocratic humanities were strikingly illustrat»ed It showed that if the

most dangerous accidents occurred chase, the noble

would not sacrifice their pleasure t^Mfiler assistance to asufifeser# and)
. 3 B 2
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gallop heedlessly on, though the life of a fellow-creature, acorn-
panion, or friend, depended on their aid. We give a couple ofthese pic-

tures

Two horses are seen loose in the distance—a report is flying about
that one, of the field is badly hurt, and something is heard of a collar

bone being broken ; others say it is a leg ; but the pace is ioo good to
inquire. A cracking of rails i^now heard, and one gentleman's horse
is to be seen resting, nearly balanced, across one of them, his rider being
on his back in the ditch, which is on the landing side. * Who is he }*

says Lord Brudenell to Jack Stevens. ‘ Can't tell, my Lord; but I

thought it was a queerish place when I came o'er it before Ijiim.' It is

evidently a case of peril, but the pace is loo good to affordrlKjlp. *
* * * * < Who is that under his horse in the brook ?'

inquires that good sportsman*, and fine rider, Mr. Green of Kolleston,

whose noted old mare had just skimmed over the water like a swallow
on a summer's evening. ^ Only Dick Christian,' answers Lord Tonas-
ter, * and it is nothing new tq him !'—

^ But he'll be drowned,' exclaims
Lord Kinnaird. ‘ I shouldn’t wonder,' observes Mr. William Colce.
But the pace is loo good to inquire."

The men whose pleasures so steel their hearts are legislatorswho would
be loud in reprobation of the brutalities of the people. What inference
might not a hasty observer draw from a barbarous selfishness, practised

and recorded, not only witliout shame but with boast ! A critic such
as those on America would ar^ie that these actions in the field might
only jirove the depravity of the individuals, but that the blazonry of

them in the organ of the aristocrac}’ denotes the barbarism of the whole
public.

Had a foreigner heard Lord Winchilsea express his eagerness to.jput

to ^eath with his own hand some one who had scribbled ofFensi\^ re-

marks upon the Queen, what would he have thought of the liumanity
of the assembly in which this savage, lawless sentiment was uttered

without rebuke ? Would he not aigue that if it were as odious as it

should be to the feelings of society^ the Lords would, for the sake of

decency, of public decorum, have rebuked and discountenanced the
brutal avowal. We know' sifificiently w'oll our own slate of society ;

and we know that the readiness to resort to murderous violence, which
was boastfully declared by that pillar of the Church, Lord Winchilsea,

is severely condemned, and severely punished wdien it is discovered in

the lowest of the rabble. But the question is, w’hat w'ould he thought
of such appearances by foreigners, judging of us as we judge of other

nations. Dennis Collins, acting upon the Vindictive sentiment that

Lord Winchilsea avowed, threw a stone at the King, and is deprived of

his lij^erty. His offence did not lack rebuke. Also, when the Duke
of Wellington was pelted by the mob, all proper things were said in

condemnation of violence. The silent toleration of Lord Winchilsea's

ebullition, proves nothing against the common sentiment. The Ameri-
can who judged us from particular instances \vould be grossly in error

;

and equally mistaken must l>e the English traveller who constructs

charges against the people of the United States, upon anecdotes of

roguery or depravity which he has observed to obtain sympathetic or

admiring auditors in particular classes. It must, however, be admitted
"that the Americans ore, to a man, a money-getting people ; and, in the
race bf Mammon, scruples are too likely to be trampled under foot. On
the other hand, money-Bpendim^Iasses have their vices ; they %vill

liave indulgences, let law and uHblity say what they will to the con-
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trafy. Cyril Thornton, in proof of the laxity of morals in America^
tells the following story :

—

I had returned from my rajxible, and was sitting near the stove in the public
room, engaged in the dullest of all tasks, reading an American newspaper, when a
woman and a girl, about ten years old, entered, cold and shivering, having just been
discharged from a Boston stage-coach. The woman whs respectable in appearance,
rather good-looking, and evidently belonging to what may in this country be called
the middling class of socidty. She iuimediately^nqiiired, at what hour the steam-boat
set off for New York; and, on learning that, owing to the liver being froven up, it

started from NewUaven, some thiity miles lower, she was evidently much discom-
posed, and informed the landloid, that calculatings on meeting the steam-bont that
morning at Hartford, her pocket was quite unprepared for the cvpense of a furlhe\*

land journey, and the charges of diilVteut sorts necessarily occasioned by a day’s
delay on the roauL

*

“ The landlo^ shrugged up liis shoulders and walked off; the Irish waiter looked
at her with something of a qiiiMical aspect; aiM an cldeily gentleman, engaged like
myself in reading a newspaper, r ti^ed Ins eyes for^a moment, discharged his saliva on
the carpet, and then lesum^d his occupation. Though evidently without a willing
audience, the woman continued her complaints ; informed ns she had left her husband
in Boston to visit her brother in New York ; explained and re-explaiiicd the cause of
her misfortune, and a doren times at least concli||dcd by an assuiancc,—of the truth
of which the wliole party wove quite satisfied,—^at she was sadly puzzled what
to do. * ,

“In such Circumstances, I 1«idV not whether it was benevolence, or a desire to

put a stop to her detestable iteration, or a mingled motive compounded of both, that

^

pa*ompted me to offer to supply her with any money she might require. However, I

^ did so ; and the offer, though not absolutely refused, was certainly very ungraciously
received. , She stared at me ; expressed no thanks, and again commenced the detail of
her grievances, of which, repetitton had somethiiig staled the infinite variety. I there-

fore left the apartment. Shortly after the sleigh foi’ Newhaven drove up, and I had en-
tirely forgotten the amiable suffei'er and her pecuniary affliction, when she came up,
and saidj without any^xprwsion of clViTity, “You offered me money; I’U tj^ke iu”
I asked much ghe wished. She answered, sixteen dollars, which I immediately
ordered my servlH|^ give her. Being a Scotchman, liowever, he took the prudent
preCiUit|oii of reqljjRing lier addicss m New York, and received a promise that the

amount of her debt should be transinj^fed to ^Bunker’s on the following day. *

“A week passed after ray aiiival in New York, and I heard no more either of the

dollais or my feUow-tr{V'(cller; and, being curious to know whether I had been cheated,

I at Icngtii sent to demand repayment. My seivaiit came back with themoney. Ha
had seen the wq|^i|, who expressed ueitlicr thanks nor gratitude ; and on being asked
why she had violated her piomise to discharge the debt, answeied that she could not

he at the trouble of sending the money, for slie^upposed it was my business to ask

for it. It should be added, that the house *n which she resided, was that of her bro-

ther, a respectable shopkeeper in one of the best streets in New York, whoso estab-

lishment certainly betrayed no indication of poverty,
“ The truth is, that the woman was very far from being a swindler. She was only

a Yankee, and troubled with an indisposition—somewhat endemic in New Bngland
—to pay money. She thought, peihaps, that a man who had been so impinident as

to lend to a stranger, might be so negligent as to forget to demand repayment. The
servant might hjive lost her adilress ; m short, it was better to take the chances,

however, small, of ultimately keeping the money, than to restore it unasked. All

this might be very sagacious ; but it certainly was not very high-principled nor very

honest.”
^

This story will bear two interpretations. It is possible that tke

woman was as dishonestly disposed and as ungrateful as the writer

deems her ; or may it not have been, that, expdbting assistance in such

cipcuInstances as a matter of course, the s^nse of obligatidU was flight

;

and as for the money not having been sent to the lender, gaTlan«

try might have required that the lady should be saved the trouble.

Lively gratitude for little services of mere humanity would not denote

a kindly state of society. These should be things of course. Then fof

the gallantry :—if a gentleman lends a lady a cloak, an umbrella, a

book, or any such article of small value, when she asks him the address
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t0 wluch it[^all be returned^ is not the usual answer* Don't give
3^r^f the trouble to send it, for 1 will send to your house for it."

But in an affair of money, this would not seem delicate to an English-
naan ; and why not ? Because an Englishman al^^ays satmoses the
pajrment of money to be an act of reluctance and pain ; fitn4Mnt to ask
it, is to ask something afflicting, which politeness would u^t, but not
press. Americans may not so jjonsider the matter. They may think
as little of sending for the return of a loan of money, as we do for send*
ing for the return of a cloak or an umbrella, a book, or any such mat-
ter. It is the little reliances which we have in the honesty of each
either, that makes an application for the return of a loan seem indeli-
cate; that is, seem like distru*sting the punctuality or the probity of
the borrower. The story of our author is equivbcal; and we only oiler
an interpretation, of which it allows, without arguing for the probability
of its truth.

Cyril Thornton falls into a very common error respecting equality.
No reasonable republican desires, or believes in the possibility of an
equality of respect’ and consideration for all men alike. In order to
auppose such a state, we must suppose an equality of talent and virtue.
All the equality that is rationally to be wished, is an equality in rights,
which of necessity excludes any peculiar privileges or arbitrary distinc-
tions. The field should be level and fair for all ; but some must be
^ckward and some forward in the race ; and the honour of the foremost
1$ thqir d^e. Cyril Thornton observes that he does not find an equality
in the United States, which is undesirable and impossible.

is the fashion to call the United Stites the land of liherty and equality. Tf
the tsrnr equality be und<*rstood siuiidy as implying, that there exists no privileged
order in America, the assertion, though not strictly tiue, may In any wider
acceptation it is mere nonsense. There is quite as much practicaj^puahty in Liver,
pool as New York. The magnates of the Exchange do not strutUss proudly in the
latter city than in the former; nor are their wifes and daughters more backward in
upporting their pretensions. In such matters legislative enactments can do nothing.
Man's vanity, and the desire of distinction inherent in his natuie, cannot be repressed.
If obstructed in one outlet, it will only gush forth with greater vehemence at anothei.
The most contemptible of mankind has some talent of mind or body, some attrac-

tion»...virtue..-accomp]i8hment—dexterity—or gift of fortune,—in short, something
real or imaginary, on which he arrogates superiority to those around him. The rich
nun looks down upon the poor, the learned on the ignorant, the orator on him un-
blessed with the gift of tongues ; and < he that is a true-born gentleman, and* stands
upon the honour of his birth,’ despises the roturiery whose talents have raised him to
an estimation in society perhaps superior to his own.

*Tother night, at a ball, I had the honour to converse a good deal with a lady,
whb is confessedly a star of the first magnitude in the hemisphere of fashion. She
inquired what I thought of the company. 1 answeied, * that 1 had rarely seen a
p»rty in any country in which the average of beauty appeared to me to be so high.*

“ * Indeed !* answered my fair companion, with an expression of surprise ;
‘ it

would seem that you English gentlemen are not difficult to please ; but does it strike

yoo^ that the average itequally high as regards air, manner, fashion ?*

la reftrd to such matters** I replied, ^ I certainly could not claim for the party
in question any remarkable distinction ; but that, in a scene so animated, and bril-

Uant with youth^ beai||y, and gaiety of. spirit, 1 was little disposed to play the critic.*

^^Nay,* rq^Ued my opponent, the conversatioai had already begun to auume
qsoiething of the form of argument, < it surely requires no spirit of rigid criticism,

to diaeriminate between such a set of vulgarians, as yon see collected here, and ladies

who have been accustomed to move in a higher and better circle. Mrs. * is an
odd iMgBon, and makm it a point to bring together at her balls all the riff-raff of the

plaos-*q^eople«ydhom, if you were to remain ten years in New York, you umuld pro-
hably idMr mesh anywhere else. I assure you there are not a dom girls Ih thisMm that 1 ahonld thiii]i of admitting to my own parties.*
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^ Thus driren from the field, I ventured to direct her notice to leveral eljj

prettjfr girls, about whom 1 asked some questions. Their attractions, ho^er,JMii^
either not admitted, or when ^these were too decided to allow of direct negatio^
subject was ing^ously evaded. If I talked of a pretty foot, I was told its owc^
was the daughter of a tobacconist. If I admired a graceful dancer, I was assured
(what I certainly should not have discovered) that tlie young lady was ofjrulgar
manners, and without education. Some were so utterly unknown to fame^Kt their

very names, birth, habits, and connexions wer^uried in the most profouildwnd im-
penetrable obscurity. In short, a Count of the umpire, with his sixteen quarterings,

probably would not have thought, and certainly would not have spoken, with edihi

tempt half so virulent of those fair plebeians.** ^

We see in this picture of mann'^’s nothing but what must be rec-

koned on. There is folly : but the soil for it is shallow ; and the tobac-

conist, and the vulgarian, and the unknown, have small reason to com-
plain of the insolence of superior fortune, while the course is open for

their exertions, and no advantages are possessed by any which it is not
for industry and talent, unaided by favour, aiii^ unthwarted by preju-

dice, to attain.

It has not been our design to write a criticism upon the book before

us. We raise no question as to the accuracy o^the representations ; but
taking them as we fmd them, we say, Look at home.” The mote
may be in our brother’s eye, but the Jbeam is in our own. It is, how-
ever, impossible to read the book without noting some evidence of pre-

judice, which a moment’s reflection must have corrected. Thus, in pb«
serving on the American army, the author says, The truth is,, that

men accustomed to democracy, can never be brought to submit patiently

to the rigours of military discipline.” Has the author to learn that the
discipline of the American navy is the severest in the world ; and can

he doubt that the discipline to which republicans submit on*board a

ship, they wo|!3d submit to on shore, if any object for it existed, or 4ny
use appeared<r In peaoe or war, the effect of discipline is manifest in

the working of a ship, which has always the elements to battle with ;

but a regiment without prospect of employment on active service has

no practical application of the efficiency produced by painful discipline.

In England, the soldiery in profound peace may, for all the troubles of

training, console themselves with the thought, that if their discipline

be not useful against a foreign foe, if may be available against their

fellow-countrymen ; but in the United States, no such thoifght can

exist ; and if they are sufficiently disciplined to overmatch the poor

Indians, all the purposes of their appointment are accomplished. We
were acquainted witli a British General, aged nearly eighty, and in the

care of a nurse, who for the last twenty years of his life had patrioti-

cally lathered his beard with cold water, and gone without his break-

fast, that he might be the better prepared for the hardships of a oam-
pai^, in which he expected to be called to a command. As ridiculous

as this, might seem to Americans, the rigours of discipline in the secu-

rities ofpeace and their trans-atlantic position.

Cyril Thornton observes a fatal error in the education of the military

cadets— a certain slouch about the shoulders and our Engliidi mar-

tinets cannot suppose it possible that igien can fight who are not as

straight as ramrods. They should remember, however, that the

French, with their round shoulders and slovenly discipline, drubbed

all the straight backs on the Continent of E!hrope, and sometimes had
a fugitive view of the British. We beat them at last,—but for many
a day the English army was as unpopular, aud probably as

and inefficient, as the American is now described as being.
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LAW-REFORMERS AND LAW-MARERS,
A PoLiTieAL Parson is not a more offensive character than a med-

dling judge.^ Sufficient for the judge is the business of his Court, and
he cannot with any propriety travel out of it to play the censor in mat-
ters of legislation. If he will a<^ume the critic he lays himself open to

criticism. The judge should expose himself as little as possible to ques-
tion.

^

If he intrude opinions liable to controversy, and the judgment
of s^iety goes against mm, his ei ror in a matter which the public un-
derstands induces the presumption of error in matters which it does not
understand. The judge’s authority is thus brought into distrust w'here
it may be entitled to confidence, by his exhibition of fallibility in a
ground beyond his province. When public opinion decides again'»t the
intruded dogmas of a judge, Ins usjj#iCness is impaired, his credit shaken,
his respect compromised. Tlie OQCi:^ion of these words is an imperti-
nent sally of Mr. Justice Aldesson ^ the Somerset Assizes. Jn charg-
ing the Grand Jury, he thought it not indecent to launch into a lecture

against the Chancellor’s attempts to impro\ e the administration of jus-

tice. The proposed establislimcvut of Local Courts was obviously the
immediate object of attack , but Mr. Justice Alderson did not argue so

much against the Courts as against the imputed ignorance in which the
innovation (renovation w e should sa} ) was attempted.

“ It w IS 1 desmble? thing,* and the Uaimd lodge, “ ihat the cuBtom which hnd
continued for so long a tain lu tlim realm, of aduum^tdiug justice lu frequent as^em-
hligts of the people, in a logular piogiess ihiou.,h the diffcicnt counties, should beie-
tamed

; <ittd that it bhould combine, as itlud hithiito (ombiried, the gicat advantage
of bunging justice horn to ctciy nan m bis coant\. When he spoke ol the ciiois

of thelaw^ they must peimit him to call then ittention to those iirors which it had
in common with all other meicl) human institutions; Unfit lie would have them con-
sider how' impossible thty weie to be coiicttul, unll»ds nitii the assistance of those

acquainted with the scienci. Suicl) he would be a foolish man who shgi^ld eAdeiprour
to coirect anj thing in i steuu-engint, oi to iniproie it, without being first himself
acquainted w itli its geiiei il piimipleh, and the paititiil ir applicat on of those piinci-

ples to the machine. What would they think of alnaii who would endeavoui to im-
prove the state of agr.>tultuie, oi the mode of commerce, without knowing anything
at all leUtive to them ® They would *615 of such a ptison, he wis something ap-
proaching to a fool ; aud should they sa^ less of those who imagined themsilvcs c ipa-

hle of irapiovnig the most dif!i(ult science then e\istirig—involving the consideiatiou

of the common natuie and habits of those whom it w is to govern?—of the motives
which influenced thoit* conduct, and of those pai titular points to ivhich any civil

government lould he applied, and adding to these the different ciicumstances

connected with civil contracts—ccmsidciing the 'lanoi^s natuies of piopeitj, leal

and personal, the mode in wnich it was to be ti!ij||MimitUd to postei itj , and that

by which it wns to be transfer! el flora oie man^o another—when they added
to these the distni bances c mstantlv pioducid in all getieial lules which lecpiiied

adjustment—who would contemplite all these without deprecating the rashness^
of those who would lush on and leai nsundei all its complicated michinery ? The
great evil of the present day w is a morbid desire {to altii the legislation ; winch
was only to be compired to a quack medicine, winch left the patient worse than it

found him. He would teid to^them the opinion of one of the most eloqueitt jqeien of

the day—he wished he could say one of this countiy, tor he w^as an honour to any
country—.he meant Or. Cttanting, ho s iid, no man was found who doubted that a
steady Government was a gieat good ; but it did tins good, i hieflv negatively, by re-

pressing injustice, and secuiing propel ty fioin invasion ; it conferied little positive

good. Its office was not to confgt hnppmts^ itself, but to give those who lived under
it an opportunity of woikmg out happiness themselves. It was to be compared to a
piece of land, where the individual had his choice, whether the enclosure should be
a pa^isq^ra ivaste—it would not till ^ or leap the produce; whether it shpuld be

not, would depend upon ourselves. That theie weie faults m the law
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no mun could doubt) many of which rctluired to be corrected ; but they demanded
great circumspection^ and the union of the greatest learning, the most ettensiye fore-
sight, and the most consummate prudence. And he would ^add his most ardent hope,
that these might be accomplished by the union of men of all professions, of every
science assisting, but not acting without the profession of the law, into which neither
party feeling nor prejudice should be allowed to enter; but, above all, where the
mere love of popularity ought not to be suffered fox one moment to intrude.”

It is curious that though the union of such rare and eminent qualities

is declared necessary for law reform, ^he business of making laws is

committed to the thoughtless, the ignorant, the unpractised, the rash,

the interested. If such a union as above described, be essential for cor-

recting the defects of law, \Aat should the union be, for making the law?
Should men, by the accident of birth, be authorized to make laws, the

correction of.tho faults of which requires great circumspection,'* the

g eatest learning,** ^^the most extensive foresight,'* and “ the most con-

summate j)rudencc,*** '‘the union ofmen of all professions, of every science,

assisting, but not acting without the prcSessioii of* the law, into which
neither party feeling nor jjrejudice should be allowed to enter, but above

all these, the mere love of po])ularity ought not to be suffered for one
moment to iiitruJo.’* Qnupare these nye ingredients for awarding
laws, vv'ith the notoriops ingredients of the nsseuiblies for making them.

Let us suppose a people among whom shoemaking is as law-making
in England ; some being born to thc^)rivilege of making shoes, and
others empowered by election. To follow out the parallel, we must
siippose a marvellously foolish people ; for wc must suppose that the

elected shoemakers are chosen without any inquiry whelhcr they have
ever a^^plied themselves to the ait of making shoes. We must suppose

that they choose their shoemakers not for any skill they have in shaping

and stitching, but for things having nothing to do with the btfsiness.

If a man has shown that he can ably light ships, he made a shoe-

maker ; if another has shown that lie can inana'uvre an army, he is

made a shoemaker; if another ])ossesses a lineeslate which has nursed
him in indolent ease, he is made a shoemaker. Tlie people, we are

supposing, must not have a notion that any peculiar skill is necessary

to the making of shoes; indeed, as they see one body of hereditary shoe-

makers, it is for their comfort -to suppose that no preparation, no ap-

prenticeship, no course of instruction, nor application of any kind, are

requisite for the making of shoes ; and it must be a common sentiment

with tnem, that they vv"int nothing but honesty in a sln)cmakcr. Having
imagined this curious polity, (the like of which, as they say of our con-

stitution, is not to be found in the whole world,) it is easy to conceive

the vehementqirejudice wdiich would run against cobblers. Shoemakers

must generally regard cobblers with an unfavourable Ibye ; but priv ileged

shoemakers must see in the cobbling vocation a thing of the hast impor-

tance. The cobbling implies defects in the shoes which have been

turned out of hand as final measures ; as shoes So perfectly shaped as

never to need change, and to ada])t themselves to all circumstances of

growing feet. But the jieople, who say they best know where the shoe

pinches, will have the cpbblers to stitch, and pafdli, and ease; and in this

case one of thPse persons whose office it is to lit the shoes the authorized

bodies have made, holds forth the transcefldant qualities requis^ite in a

cobbler, and clearly proves that a competent cobbler will never be seen

on this earth of imperfections, unless he be dropped down from heaven.

Should not the natural comment upon this be, Why, if such a rare union

of accomplishments be essential to cobbling, for Heaven's sake let us



look to the qualifications of tlie shoemakers ; for if the mending is a

matter of such perilous uicetyj what skill must be necessary to the

making i
* If the picked talent and knowledge of the land be necessary

to utinp^ what must be necessary to the stitching ! Can the chances

of births (cliance8> as accompanying fortune^ and a station commanding
respect, without any effort tO deserve it, against the industry which is

eSsenti^ to any kind of skill,) and elections with little heed of aptitude,

suffice for doing, when so mudf is requisi|p for undoing, altering, and
amendi^ ? Our parallel only makes clear what should be sufficiently

clear without it : that Mr. Justice Aldersonis representation of the vast

wisdom needful for the reform of the law, reflects the severest satire

upon the neglect of qualification in the making of the law* The
Judge’s charge recoils ; and all he says about the difficulty of reforma*

tioii, and against incompetent* reformers, is argument by corollary,

against laws which are the work of unskilled hands, and the existing

system of legislation.

<rhe Judge would contend for confiding law reform to the lawyers,

who profit by the abuses, and^ave given this signal proof of their un**

fitness for the task, that they* have been the last to perceive the neces-
sity or the occasion for it. People who are blind to faults are not ex-
actly those who should be trusted with the correction of them. The
Judge says he would be a foolish man who should endeavour to amend
any&ing in a steam-engine without being first himself Acquainted
with its general principles, and the particular application of those prin-

ciples to the machine. The illustration is false, inasmuch as it pro-

ceeds upon a false assumption. We deny that lawyers understand law
as a science. They understand no more of the science of law than a
sailor who works a ship understands of the science of naval architec-

ture. Of Law as it should be, lawyers have never thought, and never
will think, while their best powers are strained to the uttermost in mas-
tering law as it is. The analogy is this ; a steam-boat to go straight

to its object, instead of a vessel beating about within seven points of
the wind, first on one tack, then on the other, is wanted ; and Mr.
Justice Alderson insists that the old skippers are the men to consider
whether such a thing is feasible, and how it should be planned. He
says, If you want steam, cafi in the sailmakers, consult them, and do
nothing without their approval ; have the advice of the ropemakers ;

ask the old topmen what they think of it. Be counselled by those ex-
perienced in sailing, as to the expediency of employing the power of
steam, or making any change in the present method of equipping and
working ships."

*

Cholera orphan schools.*
Schools for the orphans of poor people cut off by cholera have been

established at Bilstou. The design is charitable ; but in the.mode of
carrying it into effect, every possible pain seems to have been given to

the objects of the bounty, and all concerned in it. Nothing has beeU
omitted of distressing^Commemoration ; and the patrons have shown
no ordinary ricill in the art of cherishing painful impressions. First of
all, the schools bear the description of the Cholera Schools ; surely the
charity would have been the same had they borne a less terrible name.
Previously to the solemnity of opening them, we are told by the Wolver^
JumpUm Chronicle^ •

« k mat and wsU executed medal had been prepared by Mr. Ottley, of Blmlnsw
ham, to oommemoraie the ead evens, having on one aide the front eleration of the
•cdU)o], with the IbUowing inacription imm
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CHOLERA ORPHAN SCHOOL,
Opened August 3, 1832.

Number of Orphans by Cholera under 12 years of age 460.’*

The following description of the ceremonial is from the Wolver^
hampton Chronicle
“ At nme o’clock tn the morning, the affecting business of the day commenced •

twenty-five at a time of these bereaved little ones were presented by their fi lends to
the committee of Udies and gentlemen nssemb^ at the Sunday School-house, who, in
exchange for the received tii ket,^/ace(i a msdul round the neck of each child* sus^
pended bp a black riband^ indicative of its mournful deprivation*^

Is this kind.? was it necessary to oppi^iss the spirits of these poor
children with the record of affliction ? Is it thus that the patrons would
have their own children treated, if bereaved ? Would they desire a token
which should daily remind them that they had lost their parents by the
most terrible of deaths* ? Would they‘not rather say, For pity s sake
don't tear open their wounds afresh ; don’# employ contrivances to awaken
a grief whose visitations may be too frequent for the cheerfulness of
their young hearts, without such artificial helps to sorrow ?*’ How do
we treat children in the same circumstances who do not happen to be
objects for charitable aid ? Do we say hourly to them, “ Remember that
your parent perished by the torturing cholera Why then attach this
heart-rending record to the persons of.these poor children ? Why barb
the charity with the remembrance of the frightful calamity that made
occasion for it. It was a ceremonial, matter of spectaclcy to suspend
the medal round the neck of the orphan by a black ribbon ; but it was
a ceremonial cruel to the feelings of the children, however theatrically
effective it might be in the eyes of the arrangers of the scene. We are
then told that an appropriate prayer was read ; and the feeling manner
with which this prayer was delivered ; the siglit of upwards of 480 des-
titute children ; the sobbing and distress of so many poor widows, all

decently dressed in mourning, with their helpless infants in their arms,
together with the painful recollections of the months of August and
September last year, were most affecting. Indeed, what must be that
person’?, heart who could witness such a scene as this unmoved ? There
was not an adult present who was not affected to tears, and many a teiu:

was seen trickling down the cheeks eve^ of little ones who might have
been supposed too young to understand or to feel their unhappy situa-

tion. ^ And this was for cliarity ! this bruising of the young heart, this

touching it with a sorrow beyond the sensibility of its years ! Had not
affliction done enough with them ? was not grief enough before them
without this addition .? Might not this taste of sorrow have been spared
in an act of kindness ? was not the object of pity lost in the pageantry ?

A scene was got up at the expense of the sympathies ; and the Patrons
forgot that what excited wrung the hearts of the bereaved. In
the pleasure of people at finding that they have feelings of compassion,

they often overlook the sufferings of those who are made to serve to the

discovery.

We proceed with the narrative :— •

A procesiiou was then formed in the following ordeif

^

The Rev. Wm. Leigh, preceded by the Beadle of St. Leonard's $

The Committee of Ladies

;

The Female Orphans who were able to walk ;

Widows (and other fi tends ot the female childien)%arrylng these Orphans

^
who were too young to walk ;

The Rev. H. S. Fletcher, and the Dissenting Ministers of various denominations,

'

preceded by the Beadle of St* Mary’s ;
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The Committee of Gentlemen

;

Orphan Boys who could walk;
Widows and other ft lends carrying the Male InfanUi.

^^Thus arranged, the ptocession moved from the cholera school, and proceeded

through the piincipal pait ot the town m solemn silence and in tears, amidst thou«

sands of sympathizing spectatois, to the church of St. Leonaid's, where the morning
service was pci termed by the Hev. W. Leigh, the worthy indimbent, who selected

for the occasion those beautiful psilins, the 34th, 01 st, and the 121st; and for the

lessons, the 17th chapter of the 1st Bo4a of Kiiit44*, the 1 lih chnptei of St. John's
Gospel. Alter players, the Rcy. Gentiem in deliTciA to the congtC(>.ition, consisting

of nearly 3,000 peisons, an exteiii^oie address in the tno:»t eloquent, impressive, and
affecting mannei, whnh was listeiuil to with intense luteit stand Htteution ; and when
he particulaily adcliessed the poor children, the Rev. gentleman himself was so much
overcome ns to be uiiible foi some time to pioceed. // was mo%t gratifying to see

the effect his tmpressite address had upon those children who were \)ld enough to

comprehend and appieviate the lohs they had sustained^ when their departed parents
were aHuded to,'*

Cruel ! ci uel 1 absolutely cruel ! When do we find the rich so handled
in their afflictions ^ Where is the preacher \\ ho would hold forth on the

bereavements of the cliildren of rank and wealth ? Where is the cler-

gyman who would not, with rijspect to such persons, discover that the

feelings must be spared ; that the young heart must notbe wrung; that

its wounds, yet green, would not bear the touch ; that silence must salve

them ; that even the words of consolation would re\i^ e their Worst smart

—that for soothing they were too sensitive ? To whom but to objects

of charity, is affliction made the topic of address ^ Who but the poor

are made the subjects of this sort of dissection of misfortune ? Thought-
less is the chanty which exacts the burst of revived sorrow for tlie

bounty it doles out ; the iieart’s pang f(,r the Land’s succour.

We ftow pass from the pathos of renewing tlic saddest afflictions, to

the pathos of dealing out jilum-cake after preachment, wine after uar.

After the inoining bcrvire had concluded, the tiiiMren weie conducted to Mount
Pleasant, and being ai ranged in lines, each child received a large piece of plum-cake^
ami a glass of wine. Thus tei minated this most solemn and affecting ctremony ;

which was conducted thioughout with the utmost r gulaiiry and decoium; and it was
highly pleasing to see the cliildien detenth and cleanl} clad.”

It began with reminding the poor children of the horrid deaths of their

parents, and ended with the coi\solation of iduni-cake; and this is called

charity ! A spectacle worse in feeling has hardly been recorded in an
age of common sense. «

CHAIRMAN OF THE MIDDLESEX SESSIONS.

Certain offices seem possessed with a malaria which affects all who
enter upon their administration ; or there Mould appear to be a breed of

Recorders of London, and Chairmen of the Middlesex Sessions, all of a
harsh and atrabilarious complexion. Whether the new Recorder turn

out as his piedecesdors we cannot conjecture, but the Chairman of the

Middlesex Sessions has already sliown himself a worthy successor of

Mr. Oust. The prominent antipathy of this worthy elect of the Mid-
dlesex Justices, is an antipathy to the pleasures of the people ; and the
stage is the object of -ffis peculiar hostility. In a recent instance he
mistook this S|fleen for the dicjtates of justipe ; or elee he indulged in it

without bethinking himself of the violation of the first principles of
justice, to which he was deliberately and avowedly committing himself*
The following i ? the castas ‘Stated in the ^jweiator :

—

At the Middlesex Sessions, a lad of seventeen was found guilty of stealing a
two-pound iron weight, value sijcpenoe^ fiom a shopkeepex. He went into the shop
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to purcliase a ticket of admisslbn to a theatre in Ironmonger Court, Old Street. The
price of the ticket was one penny, and the name of the play was Shakspeare Mur~
dered* The woman who attended in the shop and sold the ticket, missed the iron
weight immediately after tlie prisoner quitted the shop ; and, taking a Policeman
with her, she went to the theatre, and found it in his pocket. The Policeman said
that the theatre was the resort of thieves and prostitutes ; whereupon Mr. Hotch, the
Chairman, proceeded to pass sentence upon the culprit, in these terms, reported in
The Times

“ < He expressed a hope that the parochial authorities would take measuies to
remove such a moral nuisance as speedily as possible. But whether they did or not,
he desired that the Police would exercise a strict surveillance over it. To call such
places theatres, was ridiculous; and to tolerate fhem would be criminal. As a
warning to those who frequented the and in the hope of toeaning the prisonerfrom
his attachment to such a pesty the Court sentenced him to three months* imprison
ment and hard*lahour ; three weeks to be spent in solitary confinement^ and the pri-
soner to be once well whipped' "

There is no disguise about this, and it^is all extra-judicial. The lad
was tried for stealing a piece of iron, not for attending unlicensed
theatres, and the Alagistrate had no right to punish him for one act

iipo/j tlie conviction, of another. This, however, he avowedly did. The
sentence is expressly made severe as a ^^lyrniiig to those who frequent
unlicensed theatres. .There is not even an advertence to the onence
of which the prisoner was convicted. The Jury found him guilty of

one thing, and the Judge punished him for another. Can this example
be tolerated by those who are charged with the superintendence of jus-

tice ? It is a Somerville-case in miniature—a case of punishing under
false pretences, than whicli, nothing can be m6re dangerous to society,

and disgraceful to the functionary.*

Considering the number of egregious blunders Mr. Rotcli has com-
mitted since he has been called to the Chair of the Middlesex Ses-

sions ; considering the error in which his obstinacy held the Magis-

trates ; considering the exphination he intruded upon the House of

Commons, whicli compelled the Solicitor-General to say, that what-
ever course tlic House might otherwise have been disposed to pursue

before the justification of the Chairman, yet, after that justification, it

was impossibleT'to pass tlie matter over without inquiry ; considering

all this, one wouln he inclined to think, that in compensation for

refusing the people the amusement of itie stage, Mr
to entertain them with his blunders. The design is

blunders, which can never come up to the antics of a

mime, are committed in tpo costly a way. I'he price of justice is too

much to pay for them.

MISS AUSTEN AND SIR WALTER SCOTT.

The Literary Gazette makes the following statement respecting Sir

AValter Scott and Miss Austen :

—

A recent author sneers at Sir Walter Scott for frequently alludinff to, and ex-

tolling the productions of infeiior novelists of his time, but carefully preserving

silence as to the very existence of IMiss Austen. We are, ns it happens, in possession

of the fact in this case. Miss Austen’s w'orks were, for several years, coldly received

by the public ; and it is most probable that they took aoiue time to penetrate beyond

the Tweed. But theyweie at once, and most effectually, introduced to general

notice and admiration by a masterly essay on Emma,’ in * The Quarterly,See.

Review and that article was wiitten, without suggestion of anyeort from publishtr

or editor, by Sir Walter Scott himself. Here he was doing exactly as he was accus-

tomed to do whenever he saw merit, and believed it toebe neglected. The first influ-

ential reviewer of Miss Austen was also the first critic of Miss Edgewoi th, (in the

Sdinburghy) of Maturin, (both in the Quarterly and Edinburghy) and of

Shelley (in Blackwoods) We are assured by one who must know, that, down to the

last^ Miss Austen's Novels were more frequently in Sir Walter's hands than any

. Rotch volunteers -

unfortuiuite. Ilia

i clown in a panto-
*
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ot1i«r novels of modem date; and it was not a bad puff for any ndvel to be read

babitually to such cucles as crowded the J^alls of Abbotsford diuinjt munths of every

year, by the author of Wnverley .**—Lttmrp Gazette
^
Auq* 10, 1883.

This statement, does not meet the charge—on the contrary, if gives

more force to it. The remark was, that Sir \V. Scott bad noticed

with applause many secondary contemporary novelists, but never men-
tioned the claims of Miss Austen’s works. The defence is, that he did

justice to their merits in an anonymous review. Adknowledgmait of

their excellence, proceeding openly from his authority, would have had
incomparably more effect with the public ; and it is strange, that,

rating the genius of Miss Austen as the critic in the Quatlerly must
have done, he took no other opportunity of paying public tribute to it.

How happened it that he contented himself witii the adonymous no-

tice ? In one of his latter ]mblications, he runs through the claims
" and characteristics of the n>ore distinguished novelists of the age,

those he would represent as the more distinguished,—and Miss Austen’s

name is not to be found in the number. Feeling her merit as the

Quarterly critic did, it is, we, repeat, strange that he should have sup-

pressed the acknowledgment of it when the suitable occasion pre-

sented. As for Sir Walter’s frequent perusal 'of the novels of Miss
Austen, it is evidence of his ts^ste ; but the evidence of another qua-
lity is necessary to the defence attemi)ted by the Literary Gazette

:

It was no bad puff/* says that experienced .Journal, ^*^or any novel

to be read habitually to such circles as crowded the halls of Abbots-

ford, during months of every year.*' This is not to be disputed with
the Literary Gazette, which must be allowed a competent judgjnentjin

puffs ; but something better than a puff would be rendcretf|j(|h&jge-

nius of Miss Austen, by most of tho*^ who knew how toiSmup^it
Before we learnt that Scott was the author of the review in the Quar^
terly, which showed a critical perception of the beauties of Miss Austen,
we were inclined to attribute his neglect of her to tlie same cause that

must have made him rate that matchless satire, the Jonathan Wild of

Fielding, merely as the history of a scoundrel. The aim of the book
iHUS^altogether have escaped him.

POLITIQAL CRIMINALS.

Capricious liberality <3(^^Jiiglis»h society to extend the largest

Sii^tion to the greatest political criminals. A man who has cut a
throat for pelf, is justly accounted infamous ; but one who has poured
out blood like water, for ends not a whit less selfish or less sordid, is

received as a favoured guest, and gi^ed at os a curiosity. One man
commits a murder for a purse, and another commits five thousand
murders for power, which would command thousands of purses. The
first, failing to escape detection, is requited with the galloiys J the second
failing of a success which would have pCnuitted nt)4q to question

crime, is greeted with the hospitality of the most moral people in Ae
world, and finds himself even raised into o^^^thority upon the very
circumstances he must Ifave egregionsly mfscalonliil^ #£4^x1 h^^ njIMle

his desperate aud criminal attempt against the liberf^
The Baron D/Hausseri one of the guilty Ministers of Charles^the

Tenth, treats his reception in England in a way which may serve better

than any moral lesson to ^rebuke the vicious indulgence upon which we
have observed. The criminal himself is the first to despise those who
i^ve treated his criminality as celebrity. He safs-r* ^
' israish of condeumation wluoh |us has not bm
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unMnriceable to me. The curiosity wh^in England attaohe# to whnteTer is out
of the common couise, to men as well an|iiigs; the vanity which causes those u^ho
have played a conspicuous pai t to be sought after, ailed up all the voids left, especially

at drat, by the vanons elements composing my existence. They have bound them
together in such a manner as to give them an elevated situation in spclety, and to

make of me, in spite, nay, perhaps on account of the events M'hich, have been my
downfall, apersonage who, by common consent, is sought after, questioned, consulted ;

for whom the first place is everywhere reservedv a,n4 who, notwithstanding his pre»
vious habits, is regarded as a sort of political authority^

This reminds us of a story in Walpole’s j^orrespondence. A bertain

china jar was advertised to be sold for ten guineas. London was shaken
by an earthquake. The jar was cracked, and it was advertised to be
sold for twenty guineas, being the only jar in existence cracked by an
earthquake. The Baron D'Hausser is a jar cracked by an earthquake.

Hence his enhancement with us curiosit^^-mongers.

Let us hear no cant of respect for fallen greatness. If a man faH in

attempting to throw down all that is dear and valuable to milliodsi we
have no pity for his fall. He has %vell eqjrned it. He has been unfor^
tunate—a word lachrymose as an onion-r-true : had he been fortunate,

the liberties of his coimtry would have had an end^r and the scc^ffold

would have reeked with the blood patriots, for wlfom there is no
mercy. The reverses of unmerited greatness, which S^not brought
down by great crimes, we can commiserate ; but we hai^e no sympathy
with the calamities which have been but the just Recoil of mis-

chief the mbst malignant to mankind. It is grace Aough tib leave

them uadl^urbed in their retreats, and unvisited withiscorn

OOBBETT ON EDUCATION.

®T[fr. Cobbbtt’s opinions respectingeducation are curiously inconsistent,

both in theory and in practice. For years he has been addressing himself

with all earnestness to the ^icultural labourers ; amd yet if his advice

prevailed, they would be unable to read what he wrote for their in-

struction. He must think there is some use in laying before their minds

the statements and arguments in the Register ; and yet he talks like an

Attorney-General, as if a knowledge 6f letters w&s an unmixed mis-

chief* having a direct tendency to crimei* All this M^ould be intelligi-

ble, if he would frankly say, that he alone, of all mankind, was compe-^

tent to guide the understandings of the labourinfpclasses, and claim sA

exclusive patent for that end. He lately said—

^

Education was the knowledge neMMary for a roan ir th^ situation of life in

which he was placed. Take two men, Iter instance,—suppose one of them to be able

to plough, and the other able to plough and make huidlop, and be a good shepherd.

If the first man knew kow to read as well as to plough^nd the other man did not

know how to read, even then he should say that the laj^ei was the better man. Let

Honouiable Members go into the agricultural districts and take fatherland son,

what would they find ? Wl?y, that in aiknost every instance the father was the

killer man--kPira|,^^ knew better how to dor his work ; and

more do it. The repdits that were fvom time to

time laid on the 9kV>e» eaid that men became more and more Immoral
.^ust be takeiyo be triie. Then what kcoame of the bene-

fidkfilmiml^ location had beenmoie and more spread stmt what did it ail

increasing the number of schoolmasters and schoolmistiesses—

tSHtew race w Idlers. Crime, too, went on increas&llg:.**

The exercise of the mind in one directiott ^sharj^s it for use an

ethers ; and there is proba})ly no mechanicid *0|^ration so humble, that

it is not fadjil^ted or improved by the appUcation of intelligence. Well
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says the old pFoveih, that there i^jtoson in the roasting of eg^. The
man who can^plott^ read, hWnot make hurdles, is not incapaci-

tated for mafcH^g hiir^s his reading ; on the contrary, the proba-

bility is, tliat^wheniiC,. with more exercised faculties, sets himself to

learn making hurdles, ^ lie will see his way through the art in half the

time of the unlettered man. ^ p

Mr. Cobbett's statement, that fathers are better labourers than sons,

wantsr(as they say of newb) condrinatiofi. He himself is of the father

class ; which, from the tiife of Homer to the present hour, has been
complaining of the degeneracy of the sons, and extolling the men of

more barbarous ages. In employments requiring ejcperience, the father

must have advantages ; but whatage or ages has Mi\*pubbett in view

when he makes the reference. The ternis are vague ; fathers range from
twenty to four score, and son§ from infancy to half a hundred. Going*

out of the walks of labour, the superiority of sous over fathers becomes

'

indisputable.^^ The House of Lords is a House of Fathers. \
The asscrtij^n that education tends to the increase of misconduct 4hd

crime, was so well answered^by JMr. Murray, thot we cannot do better

than quote hia|words :

—

“ He denied, in the most distinct manner, the statements made by the Honourable
Member for Oldlu^, as to the increase of crime being, as that Honourable Member
had represented iMthe tonsequence of the increase of education. That opinion had
once been ciitertamcd in Edinburgh ; hut there the experiment had been fairly tried,

and that opinionA longer existed. (Hear, hear.) lu Edinburgh lists had been kept
of the wojfkmen,lKd columns marked so as to give a full account of conduct
during tbb year ; ¥^d all the masters had found that those men %vha 1i(||bHM[^ the

.

beneftts^f education, and employed thernsehes as often as they injPKH|b
writing, were the most sober, the most industrious, the most regular at

< gnd the best conducted in their families. (Ileiu’, hear!) So that the obstinate aim
the prejudiced raasteis—he did not, of course, mean to say that the Honourable
Member for Oldham was prejudiced (in a laugh, and fioin Air. Cobbett, < Oh !’)—

had been obliged to ^nless that the result was decidedly in favour of education.

He agreed that the man who could plough ihulce hftrdles and was a good shep-

herd, Tvas a more useful iijj^u than he who ,^uld only plough ; but the fallacy

was in assuming, that if the man was taught <40 i^ead and write, he would be taught

nothing else.” ^
Otir own inquiries (and w# never lose an opportunity of making

tbem) confirm this reprosenta^tion. Whon we liave heard manufacturers
complaining of the turluilcnce of their men, we have asked them, which
they found the inost§difhcult to deal with, the men who read, or the

men who don’t ^ad ? The answer has, uniformly been, Both are trouble-

some, but th^ ignorant are the mosi; - dangerous* The reading men
are always a||itat‘ftig, Imt we know what the end of their agitation is

likely to be ; we kno^v|J,he lengths they will go, and how they will go,

and where they will st& ; but the ignorant, when once set in motion,

are like infuriated animils ; there is no reckoning on their actions, or

on any considerations that may check them."
After the answer of iVJr. Murray, ^vhksh have quoted, Mr. Cob^

bett said ho was not an ehemy to education, to forang it on the pa^*

pie. Not Yin dnemy to e^ucaj-ion I What I Boes Mr. Coblif^ mean
to say that he^li^ndt an enemy to thoiTwhich he alleges

crime? Until Mr.» Cobbett’s ideas on this subject a litrfc llfce
settled—until he has d^l^lhijned in his own mind whether educHron
be a cause ot crimed and, aft.^ucb, an. evil to be abated,—or whether it be
^hij^cuous or positively beneficial, and as such to be promoted)—^it would

. *be well if he would hold his^eace upon the subject, and his repu-

te « tatic^ the stain of these flagrant inconsistencies.
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No. VI.

Spenser recommended to more generalperi^aL—Spenser a favourite Poet
with Poets. Remarks on the supposed obsoleteness of his language, on
his diffuseness, and his caprices of spelling. Reason why, beyond any^
other great English Poet, he takes people ofit of their cares.

It is much be wished^ (and we hereby wish it accordingly, and
hope to see results from our good will,) jthat readers who love poetry,
and yet happen to be unacquainted with Spenser, should hasten to make
themselves amends by getting the Faerie* Queene. ^If their love is of
the right sort, they will rejoice in the new region thrown open to them,
and wonder how they could have missed it so long. An admiration of
Spenser is a test of poetical taste. Other*joets may be preferred, and
some few (such as Dante and Shakspeare) were greater men and pro-
founder originals ; but not to like Spenser, is not to like poetry for its

own sake,—not to relish tlie beautiful and the luxurious, without the
aid of other stimulants. All the poets have liked him. There has not
been a more genuine favourite among them, a writer beloved more as a
matter of course, or more imitated ; and what is remarkable, he has
been beloved by poets of all sorts, natural and artificial. To be poetical

at all, is to have a sympathy with him. There is a sonnet attributed of
Shakspeare, in which the great dramatist says that Spenser is dear" to

him. It is of doubtful authenticity
; but nobody doubts that Shakspeare

must have relished him to the full. Milton avouedly regarded him as

his master. Cowley was led to write verses by a copy of the Faerie

Queene, which used to lie in his mother's window. All the wits and
poets of his own day,—the Raleighs, Sydneys, Ben Jonsons, &c.,

reverenced him ; and so did those of Charles the First and of Charles

the Second,—Dryden, in particular, who sometimes copied from him.

Pope said he read him in advanced life,,wuth as much pleasure as in

youth ; and Thomson eulogised him m the Seasons, and imitated him in

his beautiful poem, the Castle of Indolence, It would be easy to add to

this list, both great names and small. The most poetical poets of the

last and present generation have all passionately admired him ; and no

stanza has been so popular as the magnificent one of his invention.

Even Lord Byron wrote in it,—the only poet on record who professed

to have no regard for him, and whose regard was, in all probability, really

less than he would have been willing to have it, at times when he spoke

less under the kifluenoe of his humour. But this was the misfortune of

the*prose part of his life, and not the natural feeling of his poetry.

The notion that Spenser's language is unintelligibly obsolete, vanishes

on the slightest acquaintance. Ben Jonson said, .that J^in affecting the

ancients, he wrote no language.” Possibly the actual lanyiage of the

Faerie Queene, taken altogether, was never spoken. And the same may
be said of Milton's. The English language itself, as now spoken, is a
mixture of many others ; and the languages of our more scholarly poets

have been usually a sort of quintescence of this mixture : but they are

not on that ae^unt the less intelligible ; at all events not to educated •

readers. Spenser's was a kind of new architecture, ofGothic mould j and

idiedding a grace, on that very account^ upon the peouliarity and remote
TOL, xvm. 3 C
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ness of his fairy region. It is not that of passion^ like Shakspeei^o's and

Chaucer’s ; nor of wit and manners, like Pope’s ; nor of anything else

which renders a common ‘parlanc^ essentially requisite. It is that of a

fine, lazy, luxurious, far-off, majestic dream ; and therefore may take all

the licence of a dream, compatible with beauty and dignity. To an edu-

eated reader, Spenser very seldom, indeed, requires a glossary ; there is

one, however, always printed with him • it need not be often in request

#lth Uny readers at all accustomed to books, or whose perceptions are

of an order fit to read poetry. In fact, generally speaking, he is as easy

to be comprehended, and puts his meaning as plainly on the surface, as

ih the ^rst stanzas of his introduction

<

Lo ! I the man v^hose Muse whilom did maskc,

As time her tanght, in lowly shepherd’s weeds

;

As now enforst, a far unfitter taske,

For trumpets stein to change mine oaten reeds.

And sing of knights and ladies gentle deeds

;

Whose praises heving slept in silence long,

Me, all too mean, the sacred mus% areedis

To blazon broad, amongst her learned throng :

Fierce wars and faithful loves shall moralizemy song.**

Here is one word of Chaucer’s whilom

)

which was disused in the

graver poetry of Spenser’s days. Hundreds of his stanzas have no siich

old word ; and if they had, who would require a better or newer Style for

a Gothic Romance ? The word moralize*’ was his own invention, and
has been repeated by Pope-—

^ “He stoop’d to truth, and moraliz’d his song.’’

The worst difiiculties, in the way of a relish of Spenser, are his spell*

ing and his diffuseness. With the rights of orthography, he certainly

does take manifold 'and marvellous liberties ; spelling, in fact, just as he
pleases, with all the non-chalance of the ladies of his day ; and even
delighting to force his rhymes into visible harmony, where the audible

katmony was sufficient ; as in writing the word sod for said^ in order to

make it look severely of a cast with red

;

and lam for lamb, to ih
3rme

with dam

;

carving out the very sound, at it were, with a pen-knife, to

make it fit and t^y in the nicest possible manner, and out of the sheer

indulgence of his will and pleasure. And herein, we doubt not, day the

iperet. Spenser pampered his imagination till it could bear no obstacles

that by any possibility could be set aside. He sometimes goes so far as

to coin new inflections, and consequently new words, on purpose to ac-

commodate his rhyme, as in an instance which we shall notice presently.

^

Hie stanza invented by the poet for his long work is a remarkable
imff magnificent instance of this enjoyment of his will, and contempt of
obstacles. It compelled him to repeat the rhyme upon one word three
times, and upon another /bur. This, in English, is very difficult, and
has led him, says Warton, “ into many absurdities, the most striking
and obvious of which i^e the following

^

^ I. It ObH|ia him to dilate the thing to be expreesed, however tikd&q^rtst^ with
tiiihif sad temous eircumlocatieV; viz. F» Q. ii. ii. 44*

Now hath feir Phoibe, with her silver fitbe.

Thrice seen the shadows of this neather world,
Sith last 1 1^ that honourable place,

. In Which her roiall presence is ei^ll’d.*^

1^ Is three months since I left her palace.

ftkfS necessitated him, when matter failed towards the dose of a stmsii to ton
Inttetooilt fddtmddn^ of words ; as in F Q. ii. ix. dS.
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* In which was nothing pourtrailed nor wrought^
Nor wrought nor pout iraJied^ but easy to be thought/

«III. It forced him, that he might mahe out his complement of rhymes, to intro-
duce a puerile idea ; as in F. Q. ii. ix. 45.

‘ Nor that proud towre of Troy, though richly guilV ”

Being here laid under the compulsion of producing a consonant word to
Bpilt and built

^

which aie preceding rhyrftes, he has mechanically given us
an image, at once little and improper.
"To the difficulty of a stanza so injudiciously chosen,** continues

Warton, "I think, we may properly impute the great number of his

ellipses ; and it may be easily conceived, how that constraint which
occasioned superfluity, should, at the same time, be the cause of omis-
sion.

Notwithstanding these inconvcniencius flow from Spenser's measure,
it must yet be owned,** says the critic, ^Hhat some advantages arise

from it ; and we may venture to affirm, that the fulness and significancy

of Spenser’s descriptions, are often owing;to the prolixity of his stanza,
and the multitude of his rhymes. The discerning reader is desired to con-
sider the following stanra as an instance of what is here advanced.**

Warton here quote*! the passage in wiiich Sir Guyon binds Furor; and
he then observes that in tlie subsequent stanza there are some images
which perhaps were produced by a multiplicity of rhymes. F.Q. iv, v. 45.

“ He all that night, that too long ntght, did pass

;

Aud now the dayo, out of the ocean mayne,
Began to peep al)0>e this eartlily mass,
With pearly due bpriiikhiig the morning grass

: ^

Then up he lose, like heavy lump of lead,

That in his lace, as in a looking-glass,

The signs of angiiisii one might plainly read.”

This is agreeable and ingenious criticism, like all Wartons*; but his

general deductions arc not so good as his particular instances. We can-

not think Spenser's stanza is injudiciously chosen, or that he would not

have been quite as luxuriant and overflowing in any other. He would

only have written two stanzas for one, or twenty couplets instead of ten.

He would not have been at times so weifk, but probably he would have

been still more diffuse. Any constrained form of verse is a restriction.

It was the exuberance of Spenser's genius that made him invent the

nine-lined stanza ; and its popularity shows how nobly he managed it,

and how suited it is to the luxuries of description and contemplation.

Nor must all his weakness and diffusion he regarded in an ill light, or as

being nothing but what they seem. W^ithout the occasional superflux,

we should not have been amazed with the perpetual wealth. Spenser,

observe, is not to read for his story, or for any other kind of active interest,

except when it pleases him to rouse himself to battle, or relate to us some

astonishing marvel ; at which times nobody can bo more energetic than

he, though it still pleases him to be stately and prince-like in his acti-

vity. He heaps his very blows with a sort of luxury, and dresses the

fight with a painter’s riches. As for story, we confess th^t with all our

admiration of him, we never took any interest in his narratives; nor

should we have cared to read him continuously, except that his enchant-

ment tolls us on with the constant expectation lof new and Unexpected

beauties. * Even when we do not meet with any thing very striking^ stilly

fhere is beauty never failing, beauty even in his languor, or, if you please,

fire sleep. Dryden has somewhat daringly remarked, that ^Iton fid#

3 G2
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and then, for fifty and sixty lines together, runs upon a flat " There

are flats in Spenser, but they are only inter\ dls between delicious places,

themselves far fiom destitute of beauty ; and the knowing reader,"

to use a phrase of Milton's, ^^*will not bo un>\illing to go through them,

both for the sake of the neighbouiing country and of their own pleasant-

ness; just as a man of any imagination is satisfied in strolling along

meadows, that seem poor enougli m common eyes, but which still have

grass, and trees, and wild flowerb, and proofs of the same cre^ive power

that made the mountaina. Spenser’s woild is a ^oild to live and repose

in, not to make a bustle, like others. You do not go to him for excite-

ment before action, but for icst after it , or if you do go to him for ex-

citement, it IS for the excitement compatible with repose,—for a stimulus

to the imagination, and a help to discern the iichcs lying about you."

He reigns in the an from the earth to highest sky,

He fttds on Soweis, and weeds of glonoub fe'iture;

Now this, now that, he tasteth tcndeily

An unknonmg readei may jk^ck a weed out of him if he chooses, and
hold it up in disdain, and Behold a samjde of Spenser*" He
might say the same of a dock-leaf in one of Titian’s pictures, or of

nature itself, who Inas given us « reeds enough,—the unknowing reader

among them ; and a great poet might shew even him up as something

curious

The modesty of a grateful discernment leksonably allows a fine writer

to have whims and self-indulgcnces, tjiat would be intolerable in one
who did nothing for us Jenkins ,ip at,—and whispoiing it in confidence

to better readers,—we own that we sometimes take the liberty of amus-
ing ourselves at the expense of this gieat poets vagaries, laughing at

his supeifluous rhymes and veises, and making parodies on him out of

sheer love and regaid, as our betteis have done before us. But why
do we allow ourselv es to do this ^ Because he himself lias condescended
to invite us, by the pleasant extiavagancics of his will, and because he
can afford to let us take the libeity

Thus, when ho tells the story of Leai , after Sh ikspeare, and makes a
dry chronicle of it without any^pathos, or that of Canace, after Chaucer,
and turns it into a quaint mosaic of names, playing with his words, or gives

us a sort of mathematical puzzle with a triangle ; we laugh to see the
mistaken humour he is iii, and the solemn superfluity of his mode of im.
pressing a poor conceit upon us his variety is uniformity, and his dif-

ferences discreet ," but our laughter is as full of secret respect as if we
beheld some dcmi-god condescending to mimic some piece of human
state* •

« Amongst these knights there were three brethren bold.

Three boldei hrethieii never were ybom,
Bom of one mother m one happy mould.
Born at one burden, in one happy moi ne

;

Thrice happy mother, ind thrice happy mom,
That bore thiee such, three such not to be found

!

He% name was Agapd, whose children weme
All three as one, first hight Piiamond,
The second Dyamond, the youngest Tnamond.’*

The head grows diz^ with unravelling these trinal triplicities,"

with bearing in nfind the sympathetic discrepancies of these first, second,
and third mob, as Shakspeare might have called them,—*these gentlemen
with the singular, dual, and plural names. But he has not done yet :<—

•
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“ These three did love each other dearly well,

And with so firm affection were allyde,

As if but one souic in them all did dwell,

Which did her powre into three parts divide

;

Like three fair branches, budding far and wide,

That fiom one root derived their vital sap ;

And, like that root that doth her life divide,

Their mother was ; and had full blessed hap
These three so noble babes to bring forth at one clap'^

At one clap ! That is,'* quoth a grav# commentator, at once. Latin,

uno ictu**

. And another adds, So Shakspeare, iiuKing Lear, where the king's

knights are discharged, A. 1, S. iv., What ! fifty of my followers at a

clap ! within a fortnight !" V
This is ond of the numerous commentating mistakes of a parallelism in

letter for a parallelism in spirit and propriety. A familiar phrase, which
is commendable in a moment of passion* and disdain, becomes another

thing in the record of a domestic event. To be sure, the phrase might
have been less familiar in those days than in ours ; but we are not aware
of its being used in a grave way by any q^her writer. What renders the

choice of such a rhyme the more remarkrtble in this instance is, that

there was anotlier \Vofd Qnj)) out of ^liich some unobjectionable and
affecting thought might lul^ e been applied by the grace and tenderness

of Spenser's genius. Jliit this true poet bad alvays a deep and serious

faith in the scenes and feelings uliicli imagination set l>efox*e him, and so

far he wrote in passion upon \\liatover subject
; and a passionate faith is

grave, and does not easily take its impulses, and its mode of uttering

them, for things too familiar. It is an instinctive perception to thii

effect, which mingles with our levity, when we venture to smile at the

self-committals of a master in his art.

Sponsor, it must be confessed, knows his power, and sometimes taxes

our gravity to the utmost. Some of liib %vilful spellings ^involuntarily

provoke a ludicrous dwelling upon them in the reader's mind ; as in the

following couplet :

—

And of her oun foide entrails makes her meat,

IMeat fit for such a monster’a moustrous d>EAT.”

In reading this line, one almost sees Munden again before us, mouth-

ing an astonishment wntli a visage full of grimace, and making a solemn

iii tensity out of every syllable. The child-like proj)ensit> of the poet

to make as much as he can of liis wonderments, («o fine in its proper

place,) renders tliis intrusion of the mock-lieroical the more unavoid-

able.

Some of Spenser's forced rhymes would have, in modern cars, a vulgar,

kitchen-like sound, if wc did not know that he was one of the most un-

vulgar of men. Thus, in order to rhyme with dart, he turns the word

pervert into pervart :

—

Therein was writ how often thundering Jove
Had felt the point of his heart-pieicings dart,

And, leaving heaveirs kmgtlom, beie dgd rove

In strange disguise, to slake his scalding smart

Now, like a ram, fair llclle tq peruar/,” &c.

Thus, to accommodate the word harrd, he^wiites the word transferred

transfarr*d, though there is an inlermediatb il^me in his stanza (ward)

which is bound to suffer by it in a manner ludicrous to modern ears.

"A B this last instance is in the close of the stanza following the one coa-



talning the previous extract^ we will complete that pne> and give the
other entire^ in order that the reader may have a taste of the poet's

great beauties and little faults at once. He is speaking of Jupiter's

transformations for love ;~
Now like a ram fair Ilelle to peiwart

;

Now like a bull Euiopc to withdraw*'*

(How beautiful for the occasion is this word ivithdrapf, and how well

the softness and lowness of th^ sound comes in after the more glaring

rhymdb upon dart 1)

« Ah ! how the fearful lady’s tender hart

Did lively seem to tremble, when 8li<‘ saw
The huge seas under her, t’obey hei servant’s law

!

Soon after that, into a golden ffhowre,
^

Himself he rhatiged, fiii D.inae to view;
And tlTiough the roof ot her strong biazen towrc,

Did raitie into her tap an honey dew ;

The n lilies hei foolish garde, that little knew
Of such deceipt, kept th’ non door fast bari’d.

And watch’d that none should enter nor issew

:

Vain was the watc*6, and bootless all the ward,
Wheneas the god lo golden hew himself lram.farr*d'*

That exquisite line,
«r

“ Did raine into her lap an hont y dew,”

In which the very gold, by whose means the god comes through the

roof of Danae’s prison, is made nectareous in its passage, and melting

with the sweets of love, will remind the traveller, who has had the luck

to see it, of Titian's famous picture on the same subject, where the

bribing show er takes a similar aspect. It has been the fashion, of late

years, to draw an extreme distinction between poetry and painting, as if

they were not only different in their means, but almost contradictory in

feeling. Imagination, however, fuses the arts together, as it does

objects. Titian is often as true n poet as Spenser i« a painter.

To finish our account of these sjiots in a sun, the most exquisite in-

stance of Spenser's wilful rhyming is in the close of the following stanza;

and he must needs take a liberty as ho goes with the great name of

Aacides, here called Aecidee. Vliy he should have said, too, -4ecidee in-

stead of .^acidee, it is imposhiblc to conjecture, unless he did it to show
how excessively he w'^ould have his will while ho was about it, and in

order to confound, with a double perversity, the faculties of those who
would object to a single one. Yet observe what a fine lusty picture he
contrives to give us, by the w^ay, of Jupiter returning amorous from a

feast I He is speaking of the Graces :

—

They aie the daughters of sky-ruling Jove,

By him begot of fair Euiynome,
The Ocean’s daughter, in this pleasant grove,

As he tliis way coming from fearful glee

Of Thetis* wedding with Aecidcc.

In sommer’s shade, himself here rested weary.

The first tif them bight mild Euphrosyne,

Next fair Aglaia, last Thalia meriy

;

Sweet goddesses idi tliiee, which we in mirth do cherry*'

" Cherry for cherish,* quietly observes a grave commentator. Yes

;

a word which h^s no exigence, hut for the sake of a rhyme !

^ But these licences are the result of exuberance, not of poverty ; the

wantcHiness of sheer wealth, indolence^ and enjoyment. They need^ not
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have been taken in these very places as we have shown in one instance^

But Spenser having written hap and sap, would find a rhyme for it at
hand> at whatever price, rather than baulk his humour; and* so, in the
present instance, he had written* weary and merry, and would not write
otherwise

:

he therefore takes the word cherish" and pares it to fit in.

Divine Poet ! sitting in the midst of thy endless treasures, thy luxu-
rious landscapes, and thy descending gods * Fantastic as Nature's self,,in

the growth of some few flowers of thy creation ; beauteous and perfect as

herself, the rest. We have found consolation in thee at times when
almost everything pained us, and when we could find it in no other poet
of thy nation, because the world into which they took us, was not equally

remote. Shakspeare, with all our love and reverence for him, has still

kept us among men and their cares, even in his enchanted island, and his

summer-night dreams. Milton will not let us breathe the air of his para-

dise, undistressed by thehauntings of theology, and the shadows of what
was to come. Chaucer has left his only romance unfinished, and will not

relieve us of his emotion but by mirth, ai#d that not always such as we
can be merry with, or as he would have liked himself had he fallen upon
times worthier of him. But in coming to thee, we have travelled in one
instant thousands of miles, and to a quarter in which no sin of reality is

heard. Even its warfare ik that of poetical children ; of demi-gods play-

ing at romance. Around us are the woods ; in our distant ear is the sea

;

the glimmering forms that we behold are those of nymph and deities

;

or a hermit makes the loneliness more lonely ; or we hear a horn blow,

and the ground trembling with the coming of a giant ; and our boyhood

is again existing, full of belief, though its hair be turning grey ; because

thou, a man, hast re-written its books, and proved the surpassing riches

of its wisdom.

WHICH WAY THE DEVIL COMES UPON EARTH.

Do you believe that the devil comes

Upon earth, disguised in dragon's scale.

With double rows of teeth in his gums.

And horrible claws for fingers and thumbs.

With fiery eyes and a swirjing tail ;

Up and down, here and there.

Thorough the earth and thorough the air,

Many a weary, weary hour.

Seeking whom he inayde\our ?

Do not believe it—oh ! no, no—
It cannot be, it was never so.

Or do you believe that the devil wears

A pair of horns, (as a wittol may,)

And saucer eyes, and large rough ears.

And a cloven foot, and a fore top grey }

And do.you believe that the devil fears

To walk about in the light of day^

Like a gentleman who his debts can't pay ?,

Do you think the devil paradesshis power,

Or amuses himself by uselessly frightening

A pack of fools at midnight hour, ,

Or troubles himself with the thunder and lightning.^
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Or on a whirlwind, with horrid stridefl^

Like any damned potato*' rides.

And docs not let the winds and seas
Roar and roll just as they please ?

Never believe it—oh 1 no, no—
It cannot be, it cannot be so I

Do you believe that the devil came
To Faust, in the shape of an old black poodle.

Whisking about With his tail on dame.
To heedle the brains of the Gorman noodle ?

Do you tilink the devil could condescend.
For any such paltry and private end.
To enter the shape of dragon or dog, ' *

Cormorant, serpent, toad, or hog ?

Perhaps you believe it was lie who clung
To St. Anthony s coach, in the tempting form

Of a woman fair and young,
With bosom white, and round, and warm—

Upon second thoijghts I agree with you ;

2"hat story is very probably trud.

But listen to me, but listen to me.
People of liigh and of low degree.
Who lo\ e a tale of dtahler'ie.

Be it for sorrow, or be it for mirth ;

Liston to mo, ye great and ye small.
Who pray to bt, Peter, or swear by St. Paul,
Ye Protestant, or ye Pai>istical,

Ye orthodox, or ye heretical.

Ye Tory, ye Whig, or ye Radical-
Listen to me, and 1*11 tell you all,

At'kich way the devil comes upon earth.

It is not in the storm he rides.

It is not in the flame he bides ;

It is not o\erthe earth nor under.
In realms of darkness or regions of wonder ;

It is not in form of beast or bird.

He is ever seen or felt or heard.
Shape, save the human, taketh he none—
The image of God is the devil's throne 1

Oh ! where then doth the devil dwell.

And when can you the devil meet ?

In Carlton Terrace, or Pall-Mall

—

In Suffolk Fast, or James's Street ?

And is the devil a gentleman ?

Doth he drink his claret whenever he can.

And keep his wenoh, and crack his joke.
Like otheib quiet sinqde folk ?

It is not here, it is not there.

It is up and down, it is -everywhere.
It is where you stay, it is where you go ;

Be sure theP devil's at your elbow.
Whether you talk of him or no.
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His ways are very various.
His speeches ]!nultifarious.

His name is Legion ; and his plan
Is to be every boy and man.
Girl and woman, that he can.

Assuredly he’s the Northern Czar
Given to glory, to blood, and to war ;

A murderer of blood.relations,
A rooter-out of entire naticfns ;

No less, he is the sort of thing
Which hereabout men call a King ;

Again, with views more sinister.

Behold him Austrian minister

:

-Pope he has been by the grace of St. Peter,
Eighteen hundred years and better.
Just now, for amusement’s sake.
For, win who may, he’ll sweep the stake.
The whimsical two-handed elf

Plays a game against himself
Cunningly thirowdng the dice, hs well
For scoundrel Pedro as rogue Miguel.
All these he has well by heart
He can also play his part
In inferior condition ;

For the crown of his ambition
Is to be in every place.

Doing mischief with a grace ;

And his genius’ highest stretch

Is to personate Jack Ketch.
When an Iiish i^ecretary

Makes a kingdom’s peace miscarry

;

When an Irish patriot

Sets common sense and truth at nought ;

When you hear an English Tory
Doting on Old England’s glory ;

"When you see a Radical ^
Super-hyperbolical ;

When you hear a Benthamite
Say he can demonstrate quite
When a Monarch is beloved.

Or a demagogue approved ;

When a Bishop is translated.

Or a noble Peer created.

Or a Jew emancipated ;

When a daily Eilitor

Praises himself (Heaven knows vvhat for—
Be it bullying or prying.
Denying, prophesying, lying ;) ,

When his worship looks forgiving.

Or a woman undeceiving ; •
When you see a doctrinaire

Placed au dehsus des affaires / ^
When a parson preaches conscience ;

When a philanthrope talks true sense ;
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When a damn*d succeseful quack

Is making raws upon your back ^
When you see a lawyer’s face ;

When you see a Whig in place

;

When you have seen^ as you have seen.

The frontispiece of Tait’s Magazine

—

People of high and of low degree.

Whenever you hear, or whenever you see>

Woman, maiden, nym, or child.

Gentle or simple, tame or wild,

Winning credit for working evil.

Take my word ftft* it, that’s the devil.

ON STRIKES, TRADES’ UNIONS, CORMORANCY, ANP
CURRENCY.

(

BY THE AUTHOR OF « CORN-LAW RHYMES.”

Dear Tait,

Again there is war in^the city of soot. * After a dearth of sixteen

months’ duration, a few orders ha\e at length arrived, and the result is

—•a strike for higher wages. Wken I was a hoy, the employers and the

employed did not wage war on each other ; but tf,for any cause, a work^
man then left his employer, they parted hearUhrohen

»

Were there no
Corn Law's in those days ? Or what is the cause of the frightful change ?

The cause is this : Corn Law's and other taxes subtract so much from
profits, that neither manufacturers nor merchants can now afford td

stock goods ; it follows that, when a few orders come, the goods are all

to make ; and being all wanted in a few weeks, a strike is not less cer-

tain, than are the results of that law of God which wheels the planets

in their courses, or that otlier law of God which ordains, that when there

are only three pounds of butter in the market, and six ])ounds are iwime-

dlately wanted, the lady of the wicker basket shall strhee for an advance
in price. Those who curse the effect forget the cause, and that time has
something to do with the matter. Nay, more, the masters, instead of

attempting to remove the cause,, prevent its removal. They are the dupes
and grand allies of the enemy. Instead of joining with their men to meet
in public, and petition or remonstrate monthly or weekly against the

trajcle-destroying bread tax, they blame them for obeying a law of nature.

They seem not to know, that but for the strikes of their workmen, the

latter would long ago have been brought dow n to potato-wages, for the

sole benefit of the hread-tax-eaters ; still less do they seem to know, that

bread-taxed competition would soon make potato-wages synonymous with

potato-profits ; and not at all do they seem to know that capital will

not long stay here for potato-profits, if it can get beef-and-ale profits

elsewhere. They ought to know, but do not, that whether less or more

is paid out of the profit-fund, and whether it be paid to palaced paupers

or others, there is but ore fund out of which the payments can be made.

Instead of joining heart and hand with their workmen, to deprive 6ur

enemies of their tax-shield, and compel them to reduce the taxes, by
making them feel the weight of taxation ; they imitate, flatter, pay, and
worship the authors of tl^at abominable apology for all abuses, the bread-

tax. They c^mly see the landlords applying their parliamentary torch
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to the thatch of the social edifice^ as if the mafble staircase were safe

;

hut while they every day hear from the rural districts cries of fire,

fire !*' do they take no pair^s to protect their own manufactories :and

dwellings from the threatening conflagration ? No ; on the contrary,

they speak and act as if they had eaten of the incombustible root, and
put on wigs of asbestos. Will they never be able to see, that Trades’
Unions, and combinations for the advance of wages, are neither less ndr
•more than Anti-Bread-tax Asr.ociations ? They know that the tax on
tea is a heavy one, and that as an item itf the cost of our manufactured
articles, it is just equal to its amount, and no more ; they do not know
that it differs in that respect from flie bre^^d-tax ; they will not learn,

till it is too liite to bo wise, that the cost of the latter is measured, not
by the money which it brings into the Excliequer, but by the whole
agricultural p/oduco and consumption of Britain, and that, consequently,

a duty on corn, whether fixed or fluctuating, if continued, must be
ruinous. Can they believe that the all-ljegg^^ring landlords gain only

five millions a-year by a bread-tax, which costs the people of this country
ten shillings per (juarter., or a yearly consumption of fifty millions of

quarters, or twenty-five millions stcrling^per annum ; and yet not be
able to see, that by compelling (lovernmeiilf to sub^titut^* for a fixed or

other duty on corn, an flcrcable palaccd-pauper’s dole, or annuity of five

millions, they would save not only twenty inilliuns a-year, but the trade

of England itself, (for the destruction of which those twenty millions

afe now paid as a premium,) and probably put an end to strikes and
combinations for e\ or ? They can peiTci\e that the only natural advan-

tages of England aie her insulation, her unfreezing sea-board, and her

climate, in which exertion is at once a luxury, and a necessary of life

;

they can perceive that Ii eland, possessing all tliose advantages in an
equal degree with England, is iiev ertheless, of all (‘ountrics, the .most

wretched ,** they can appropriate steam engines and power-looms, while

they starve tlie inventor'^, and call them rabble ; they can sometimes

apprehend that their foreign rivals will not mily adopt our inventions,

but improve upon them ,* and they can feci, befoi e dinner, that the free-

bread and cheap labour of tlieir continental competitors will ere long

produce a cotton-crash in England tliat w ill shake it to its centre ; but

they cannot perceive that strikes and trades’ unions are effects of an

all-demoralizing cause, nor be induced by any tiling short of utter and

irr^ricvable ruin, to join wdtli their humble fellow-victims for the re-

mo^l of the Damnablu Caitsu !

I turn in disgust from these miscrablcs, to the liaipies who aie feeding

on them and me. What are now the confessions and avowals of the

breadtaxry ? After loading us w'ith a debt of BOO millions, of tlie interest

of which they never paid a penny, they now propose to rob the lenders

of the principal ; and their shameless and in->idious agents are putting

out their loathsome feelers in every direction, endeavouring particukrly

to seduce the radicals to join in tbeir scheme of spoliation, and renewed

revelry in all mischief ! This cold-blomled and hideous project is un-

blushingly avowed in a printed paper now before me. It is addressed by

Godfrey Higgins, Esquire, F.S.A., F.R.A.S., F.ll.A.S.T.S., and Justice

of the Peace for the West Hiding of Yorkslijre, to the manufacturers and

farmers of the Riding, and particularly to the Political Unions of Leeds,

Halifax, Huddersfield, Mirfield, Dewsbury, Wakefield, and Barnesley.”

But does Godfrey Higgins suppose that in a calb of larceny, the Radi-

cals would call for the evidence of Jonathan Wild } And does he not.
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know, that they know lirdl, that the landlords are thieves,; that the

money lent by the fundholders was their own ; and that the worst that can

be snid of them is, that they have invested their hard earnings on bad

security ? But the radicals are of opinion, let the Squire of Skellow

Grange be assured, that there are plenty of assets for the payment of

the debt ; that whoever contracts a debt ought to pay it, if able ;
and

that living in palaces, riding in fluiikied coaches, ftnd possessing the sur-

face of whole parishes, are very like proofs of ability to pay. If the •

Bread Tax, and similar land bodns, have cost us as much as all the lands are

worth, why should not the state sequestrate the lands, and become sole

land-owner, for the benefit ^f all, not excepting the would-be thieves

themselves ? The champion of his caste has adroitly mixed up the cur-

rency Question, with liis project for plundering the fundholders. But it

wont do. We know a little about that question also. ^^TKomas Attwood

is all currency,** say many who are aware that there are yet in existence

such things as Political Unions. But neither is the Unionmonger all

currency, nor the Corn-Law Rhymer all Bread Tax. There a^ poor *

men in once-nierry England, who can perceive the connexion of currency

with Corn Laws. Al’^liat but the Bank Restriction Act enabled our landed

Cormorancy to expend 2,000’ millions in glorfous vars* ? What but that

act burdened us with a debt of 800 millions ? A?^hat but that act trebled

the rents of the body of which .Godfrey Higgins'’ is a member? And
when a one-pound note was discovered to be worth only fourteen shil-

lings, what villany w’as the Corn-Law of 1815 intending to perjietratfe,

if not to secure their paper rents in gold ? AVhat but the Bank Restric-

tion Act, in iU consequences, is now giving away our trade to foreigners?

And if a new lease of folly, fraud, and madness, is to be granted to the

Bank^of England, by the consistent, and monopoly-hating AVhigs, v/hat

cause is more likely than lietributice Currency, to whip with destitution

the Bread-taxry of England? In the meantime, we Radicals believe,

that if free trade is wanted at all, free trade in money is. That, there-

fore, all bankers who please, ought to be allowed (without any other se-

curity to the public, than the mutual jealousy and watchfulness of the

issuers,) to issue one-pound notes, payable on demand in gold or silver ;

but not in Bank of England notes unless another money-crash is desir-

able. That towards the close 1825, the Bank of Jlngland suddenly re-

fused to discount good bills to the amount of about four millions, because

gold was rising in price. That the refusal to discount constituted i^at

is called the crisis of 1825. That the same cause will produce sinmar

effects in future. That early in 1826, the Bank of England having con-

trived to lower the price of gold, (and con'^equently of other commodi-

ties,) discounted bills to the amount of about eight millions, but not at

all of better quality than the tour*millions, wdiich they refused to discount

only a few weeks before ! That it U, therefore, (and by other terrible

facts,) proved that it is perilous, and may be fatal, to intrust a few sor-

did, ignorant, and most commonplace individuals, with the awful power,

of raising or lowering at will, the value of all pioperty ! And that,

although we arc told s]jecie is to be made plentiful, by suffering a huge

establishment* periodically to sweep the greater part of the circulating

medium into 'its coffers, we t|fink the best way of making specie plentiful,

is to let every man have some in his pocket ; for, while we remember that

• Can it be possible that*tAtV Godfrey Higgins is |he Author of Celtic Druids,”
a work that ought to be immortal ?
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in 1925, when the hanks were filled with unwelcome customers, the silver-

platers of Sheffield, could, and did, buy any required quantity of gold or

silver, with any bill that bore a banker’s endorsement, we cannot but be-

lieve, that if no such nuisance or blessing as the Bank of England were
in existence, the country bankers could, at any time, buy any requifed

quantity of the precious metals with the hills of each other.

Fools will teach, though they cannot learn. Pray excuse me ; and
oblige,—Dear Tait, yours very truly,

EBENEZER ELLIOTT.
Sheffield, 7th August, 1933.

TOADYISM.

Chapeau bas, cliapcau bast •
Oloire ab Marquis de Carrabas!*'—iBRANGBit.

Toadyism may be defined as the petjy homage rendered by the mean
in indigence, to the mean in affluence ; the servility testified by the-base

obscure, towards the base illustrious. But the divisions of society have
become uncertain boundaries ; and even the vices of mankind are less,

definitively graduated than of yore. It is an oversight on the part of

our makers of comedies, (or rather of those three-volume pictures of

society which have superseded in our liteiature the comedy of high-life,

so popular on the stage whei Abington and Farren were the finest ladies

of the land,) to show up exclusively the toadyism ofthe humbler classes ;

of ladies' maids, and ladies’ companions ; of governesses or curatesses

;

of the butler, the tutor, the chaplain, the a^Jorney ! Out upon such ig-

norance, or such hypberisy

!

Yet, can any denizen of this enlightened nineteenth cent\prybe igno-

rant that the most flagrant of all tuft-hunting is perpetrated among
wearers of the tuft ? the most abject toad-eating committed among the

privileged breeders of toads ? that mor/ than one Irish dowager might
be ba),cked for vileness of servility against all the ladies' maids that ever

courted the smiles of fortune per favour of a Register Office ? It is true

the led captains of a former century, the braggadoccios of a Bucking-

ham, the parsons in tie-wigs,” who fed upon the scraps of Walpole,

and the threadbare dilettanti who rewarded with their ecstac^ps the Vit-

ruvianisms of the Earl of Burlington, have passed away and are forgot-

ten ! The disbanded captains of our own times hire out their heroism

to Don Pedro, instead of drawing corks for some libertine Lord ; and in-

stead of talking religion*' for the Duchesses de la Ferte of St. James's

Square, our Mesdames de Stael Delannay endite historical abridgments

for the penny libraries, or edit a Magazine. The cause of this amend-
ment of morals among such of our shabby geflteel as are ambitious of

rising in the world is yet to show. Their place was takdn, their mono-
poly of meanness invaded. Not a noblem^ worth toadying, but boasted

hangers-on, of his own order and degree, worth dozens of dozens ofpro-

fessional toadies, the base bisognons” of the tailing ! The Bishop had
his Archdeacon, the Duke his military secretary, the Ambassador l^s

attach4s^ the King his physician; what need of a led captain v>r a
tiger ?
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Oik ! that those who have anything to give away, the Dakes of Wel-
lington and Devonshire, the Marquia of Hertford, the Earl of Chester-
field, the Duchess of St. Albans, would boldly tell the secrets of their

prison-house, and unfold an instructive lesson in the mysteries of the
sahctuary of fashion I What littleness might they not detect in the
great—what low manoeuvres among the high and mighty ! The history
of Dudley House alone, will afi^ord a page to the future history of our
time, of which it were to be wished that posterity might not prove the
sole inheritor. We, perhapi^^ could profit by the warning

; for when
will the genius of toadyism ever soar more triumphantly than now ?

For our own part, we cannot blame the Mu mngnijiques seigneurs by
whom the vice has been fostered. It is only natural that hi^ Grace should

value the devotion of a friend ready to start off with him at a moment's
notice on an excursion to Timbuctoo, or a picnic at the top of the Jura ;

when that ever-smiHiig toady chances to be a dandy of sixteen (mester-

^ngs, and secures him from a tete^aMte with the valet, who quar&jC^
thing but his wages I It is o^ly natural that the Marquis shouldpmii
himself on his power to improvisate at half dn hour's notice, a dinner

party of twelve wits of fashion, such as it would cost a Mrs. Skinner

twelve weeks of anxious correspondence to congregate into divan ! It

18 only natural that the Duchess should exult in finding among the obe-

dient humble servants who search the curiosity shops and cheapen old

• china for her sake, Right Honourable Ladyships and Knights of the

Bath, overflowing with the bile of scorn towards the inferior vassals,

their fellow-creatures ! Who could resist the triumph of converting

Timon^into a trencher scraper ; or the satisfaction of making a Lady
Katharine or a Sir Charles digest those show^ers of bitter aslies^ which

their own volcanic eruptions scatter over the majority of the community ?

It was a Duke who, in his last moments entreated the pardon of the

King of France, a visiter te his sick bed, for the grimaces he might be

compelled to make in the agonies of death ; it was a Countess who hum-
bly apolog^ed for not attending a royal fete, ‘‘ her lord having experi.

enced a second apoplectic fit." It is an Earl's daughter who swallows

the toads of the Duchess of St, A and Lady Strachan.

The serviles of the great world may, perhaps, choose to class their

foible with that of the courtiers of royalty, rather than the toadies of

greatness. By no means I Courtiership is an exploded thing in Eng.

land. One of the most manly reforms suggested by the present King

on his accession, was the abrogation of all those faribohs which had been

wont to poison the atmosphere of the Pavilion! The times admitted of

no further circumlocution ; the world had business on hand, demanding

plain-dealing atid honesty of speech. A man must, indeed, have ample

leisurei if he can lend his ears with patience to all that loathsome flum-

mery of the toad-eaters of the greht world, which made A misanthrope

of poor Lord Dudley !

We have been betrayed into these reflections—we care not who

knows it—by having been present some iMks ago, in one of the mofet

brilliant coteries of the beau vnonde, of the idlers of the party

lounged in to announce a rumour circ^pKd by the newspapers of Lord

Hertford's dangerous illness, and the departure to Italy of his favourite

ehrgeon. There were /emalee present who, last season,, we beheld

iSgerly canvassing Lady S. invitation to Budbourne ; there were

inefi i»^ho all but choked themselves, last year, in pronouncing upon
' the excellence of the Ragby venison, or perjured themselves, while at-
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testing tlie weight of a Ragby pine.apple; yet, may we be burnt or

branded^ if one among the mob of illustrious toadies had a single word
of commisehirtion to waste on the sufferings of that quondam host^ whose
cu%sine was supposed to be drawing towards its last spark ! The tender.

esUhearted among the ladies whispered conjectures touching his will

the most gentlemanly of the gentlemen indulged in bets upon the proba.

bility of Lord Yarmouth becoming a resident in England ; and a general

inquiry arose whether the Abercorns or the Buccleuchs were supposed

to entertain a predilection for the Regent's Park,—or were likely to

give breakfasts ! We appeal boldly to Messieurs Bulwer, Massy, and

Lister,—to Mesdames Sullivan, Sheridan, and Gore, whether the dirtiest

professional toadies they have been pleased to compound out of the vul-

gar clay of the servants' hall, or the steward's room^jcotdd have shown
themselves worthier distinction in their vocation ?

SOKG OF THE GHOSTS.

Mortal ! that weepest when weeps the night dew,
And sighest to the stars what earth never knew.

Hoar's I thou no sound ?

Midst the shadows that fall, and that flit around.

And the thin cloud-like mists that rise from the ground,
* No form dost thou view ?

Holds the grave nonife who live to thee still?—
Hast thou no thought that time cannot kill.

Nor pleasure caii charm ?—
Throbs not thy breast, though fearless of harm
And has reason a power that throb to calm.

Or comfort instill ?

Live there not yet in thy memory
Those who would quit even Heaven for thee.

Though but grief to share ?—
And hast thou no hope thou art fet their care,—

•

No belief that affection from Time we bear

To Eternity ?

Could their spirits appear to thy sorisowing eye,

Would'st thou tremble to view those loved ones nigh.

Thou mournest as gone -

Could’st thou not list to that gentle tone ?

Even now, dost thou know thyself alone ?—

•

Hear'st thou no sigh ?

« We are near thee—we love thee—we watch thee yet,—
Our happiness still on thine own is set,—

Still, still art thou dear
: ^

In thy pleasure our smile of gladness is near

;

Our sympathy yet descends with tear

We never forget.

Hear us ! We come whence no tears^are shed;—

^

Hear us I Our hearts as thine own have bled.

And thy doubts hare known

:

We have curs'd the destruction that Earth has shown—
We have mourn'd for its sins, wO have writh'd at its groan,—

We have fallen with its dead»
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Hear us ! We have hung o'er the blighted flower.

And the leaf devoured in its loveliest hour.

And the first-born slain

:

And we, too, have witness'd the long life of pain.

And dared question the mercy of Him, whose reign

Show'd such fearful power.

Hear us ! Our hearts have in penitence flown—>.

Our weak, our prou<^earts-*-to that heaverily throne.

Round which Angels bow

:

And our anguish then claim'd that He would endow
Our souls with those hopes that thou cravest now.

'

Thy thoughts were our own !

As thin^ave our h^rts with sorrow been riven

;

As t|!Ou ifnave loved ; as thou we have striven

tgr With life's weight of wo

:

We have ^runk from^the death that laid Nature low ;

And our souls, as thine, in affection's ^low,
• Found best proof of Heaveto.

Hear us ! We knew, we have^felt all this

Earth's bitterest grief, and Love's farewell kiss.

By us have been shared ;

Yet we live by that Mercy that we had dared

To doubt,—we are pardon'd, consoled, and spared

To a life of bliss.

Heir of that bliss I we may not reveal

What a Spirit may see, what a Spirit can feel

Of eternal joy ;

But we promise thee pleasure withouf’fiHoy*;

We promise a life Death dares not destroy,—
Universal weal.

" Doubt not, yet man's doubts are forgiven ; nor grieve

Though Earth has yet trials that thou must receive.

And her 'pleasures are past.

Fear not, 'tis thy Maker thy lot has cast

:

Time's torture must end. Heaven's rapture will last;—
Hope and believe I"

IK CCELO QUIES.

Life has its pleaBures,-<p-many and varied joys.

To compensate its sharp or bitter woes

;

Love, fnendship, fame on some ; and meaner toys

On others she 4;onfers,—on none repose.

The throb that bliss creates, that bliss destroys:

Thef pain of pleasure who that feels but knows !

Or wl|o,^xci^meut struggling in his breast.

But feels how different mortal joy from rest

!

Is there no home, fhen, for Xhe weary mind ?—
No respite from the war of ceaseless thought ?—

No chains tha^ can the ardent spirit bind?—
No dreamless ideep for those who lopg have sought ?—

No calm for those who would, repoee to flifll,

Give every pleasure with which hfe is fraught ?

yes !—this rest, te Earth •denied, is given -

As ae supreme felicity of Heaven, Tiuvifim,
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• ,

T^his is a remarkable book, on a subject of surpassing interest. All
who can read aright the symptoms of political change, have long looked
to> Ireland with anxiety and fear. There doubtless do exist, in other
parts of our great empire, causes of irritation, and grievances hard to be
borne ;^but in Ireland, misrule sits crownpd, injustice is universal, and
oppression forms the rule, and not .the exception of her goverjament.
The moral degradation of the people being essential to the continuance
of such a system, every means of repressing their improvement has been
too long and too successfully resorted to. Divide et impera has been the
tyrant’s watchword through many a weary age of popular suffering; while
all the avenues to knowledge have been shut up j^nd guarded with a zeal

and unremitting watchfulness, worthy-of a better cause. But, though
great, the success has not been perfect. Tlyj light has shone, though dimly,
on the people of Ireland. • They have bee* roused from the prostratiQn
of hopeless apathy to the upright attitude of independence ; and though
Britain has again succeeded in throwirjg her chains around Ireland, she
now wears them v, ith a proud indignant heart ; anxiously waiting for the
hour when domestic convulsion, or foreign aggression—neither of them
improbable events—shall restore to her the opportunity, formerly thrown
away, of again calling her volunteers to arms ; re-asserting her inde.

pendence, and for ever dissolving a connexion, which to her has been
only productive of humiliating insult, and barbarous oppression. ^In the

emphatic language of our Scottish proverb, She bides her timse T' Among
the wrongs carefully treasured up, to be remembered in the day of re-

tribution, not the lightest in the estimation of the Irish people,

Legislati^ e Union with Great Britain, by which, three and thirty years

ago, the name of Ireland was struck out of the roll of European nations ;

and her interests, commercial, political, and religious, surrendered to the

adjudication of men who look upon her mercantile prosperity as inimi.

cal to their own, and her national faith as a dangerous and degrading

heresy. Sir Jonah Barrington, the author of the present viork, was not

only a witness, but an actor in the scenes which it describes; ahd, being

intimately acquainted with Uie leading characters of the t^e, seems well

qualified for the ^elucidation of transactions, which those** who managed
them werevery naturally far from anxious to obtrude upon the notice of the

public. Of the facts which he relates, there must he many who are cog-

nizant, still alive : and though, in expressing his views qn the subject, there

remains enough of fervid vehemence, to remind us ofthe time when Par-

liamentary opinions were .ever ready to be enforced by pistol bullets, vo
must say that they are eloquently supported, and fairly, though strongly

stilted. ^ ^

^

^

Sir Jonah commences his work by a view of ^Ireland as she stood in

1779, and of the causes which had produced the degraded^ station which

she then occupied in the scalq Of nation|. From the first moment of

British invasion to that period,"^ during the long lapse of six centuries,

her humiliation had been itnceasing, her oppression unr«|iEy.tted.-^Henry,

Elizabeth, Cromwell, William,—Plantagenots, Tiqdors; Republicans, and

Revolutionary Monarcl^ ; all had agreed in holding the Irish amn people

whom it was becoihizig to trample and trcM,,under whom it was

VOL. HI.—NO, xvm. / 3D’
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dangerous to instruct as nieii» and who must therefore be coerced as

brutes. So far was this latter principle carried^ that education was ac«

tually denied to the majority of the people, by express statute. Thus,
by the 7th William III., no Protestant in Ireland was^dlowed to instruct

any Papist

;

while, at the same time, no Papist was permitted to be sent

ot^ of Ireland to receive instructions. The system was completed by the

8th of Anne, which enacted, that no Papist was allowed to instruct ony
Other Papist / The Catholics, Arming the great majority of the nation,

were in this way expressly deprived of education, either at home or

abroad, at the hands of thei^ friends, or even of their enemies. The
effect of this long continued and unremitted tyranny, is thus described by
8iv Jonah

• c

By the paralyzing system thus adopted towards Ireland, she was at length re-

duced to the lowest ebb—her poverty and distresses, almost at their extent, were
advancing fast to their final consuipmation,—^lier commerce had almost cea8ed-..-her

manufactures extinguished—^her constitution withdrawn—the people absolutely de-

sponding,^while public and individual bankruptcy finished a picture of the deepest

misery ; and the year 1779 found Ireland almost everything, but what such a coun-
try and such a people ought to havg been.

This lamentable state of the Irish nation was ndt the result of any one distinct

cause : a combination of depressing circumstances united, to bear down every pro-

gressive efibrt of tha;t injured people. Immured in a labyrinth of difficulties and
embarrassments, no clew was found to lead them through the mazes of their prison

;

and, helpless and desponding, they sunk into a doze of torpid inactivity, while their

humiliated and inefficient parliaments, restrained by foreign and arbitrary latvs, sub.

jected to the dictation of the British Council, and obstructed in the performance of

its constitutional functions, retained scarcely the shadow of an independent legis-

lature.

A statute of Henry the Seventh of England, framed by his Attorney-General, Sir

Edward Poyning, restrained the Irish Parliament from originating any law what-
ever either in the Lords or Commons. Before any statute could be finally discussed,

it was previously to be submitted to the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland and his Privy
Ckpincil, for their consideration, who might at their pleasure reject it, or transmit it

to England—If transmitted to England, the British Attorney-General and Privy
Council were invested with a power either to suppress it altogether, or model it at

their own will, and then return it to Ireland, with permission to the Irish Parlia-

ment to pass it into a law, but without any alteration; though it frequently returned

ftom England so changed, as to retaia hardly a tiace of original features, or a
point of its original object.

" Yet, as if this arbitrary law werdlnsofficient to secure Great Britain from the effect

of those rival advantages, which Ireland might in process oftime eventually acquire

;

and as if that counteracting power, with which England had invested herseli by the

la^ of Poyning^ were unequal to the task of effectually suppressing all rivalship of

the Irish people, and independence of the Irish Parliament ; it was thought advisable

by Great Britain, to usurp a positive right to legislate for Ireland, ^vithfmt her own
consent, or the interference of her Parliament : and a law was accordingly enacted

at Westminster in the sixth year of the* reign of George the First, by one sweeping
clause ofwhich England assumed a despotic power, ahd declared her inherent right to

bind Ireland by every British statute, in which she should be expressly designated :

88d thus, by the authority of the British Council oi>^the one hand, and the positive

sdght ^gsumed by tbe British Parliament upon the other, Ireland retained no more the

attributes of an indep^dent nation, than a monarch, attended in a dungeon with all

the state and trappings of royalty, andi)ound band and foot In golden shackles, could

be justly styled ai|tlndep<^eBt potentate.
** The effect of this tyrai^iical and ruinous system fell most heavily on the trade of

Ireland. Its influence was experienced not merely by ws particular branch of com-
merce, hnt in every stage of mamtfaoture, of arts, of trade, and of agriculture. In
every struggle of tjie Irish Parliament to promote commerce or the manufactures
of their ^untry, the Britisl; monopolizers were perpetually victorious ; and even the
•pecnlative je^ousy of % manufacturing village of Oyeat Britain was of sufficient

jofight ttt negative any measuce^ however ben^cial to the general prosperity'of the
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That no natural cause existed for a situation so degrading^ is wel/
shown in the following’ passage ;

—

** The poaition of Ireland upon |he fare of the globe peculiarly formed her for
nmveisal mtcrcouisc, and adapted hei in evpiy jespeit foi legislative independence.
Separated by a great &ea from England,—the Irish people, dissimilai in customs, moie
than equal in talent, and vistly bupeiior in energy, jioss^ss an island aboiyt 900
miles in circumfeier ce ; with *i climate, for the gcneial mildness of tenipenituic and
moderation of seasons, uniivalltd in the univeise—the patching heats, or piercing
colds, the deep snows, the toirent, and the h#tricane, whuh othei count! les so fatally
expeiience, aie heie unknown—Though her great exposiiie to the spiay ot the Atlaiu

^
tic increases the humidity of the atmosphere, it adds to the fecundity of the soil, and
distinguishes hei feitilt fields by tht pioductioift) ot an almost peipetual vegetation.

“ The geographicil situation of lielaiid is not less favourable to commerce than
her climate is to agiicultuie. Her position on the western extremity of Europe would
wable hei tee mteicept tlie tiadcot the new woild from all other nations. The mer-
chandise London, oi Biistol, and of Liverpool, ski its her shores, before it a> lives
at Its own destination ; and some of the finest haibouis m the woiid invite the inha-
bitants of this gifted island to accejit the trade of India, and foim the emporium of

* Europe.

^

“ The internal and natural adv intages ^f Ireland are great and inexhaustible—
rich mines are found in almost every quaitei of the island ; gold is discovered in the
beds of streams, and washeii^fiom the sands of*uvulets—the mountains are genet ally
arable to then summits—the vilkys exceed in feitility the mostpiolific soils of Eng-
land—the 1 ivuh ts, whicfi flow along the dedivities, ad ipt the countiy most peculiarly
to the impiovcmcnt of irrigation ; and the bogs and mosses of Ii eland, utterly unlike
the fens and marshes of England, emit no damp oi noxious exhalations ; and give a
plentiful and cheenng fuel to the sui rounding peasantry; or, when leclaimed, become
the most luxui lant pastures.

The population of Iicland is great and piogres8i\e.---Above five millions of a
brave and hardy race of men are seen scattered thiough the fit Ids, or swanumg in
the villages—a vast leduud incy of giain, and innumerable flocks and herds, should
fill rush to them not only the source of trade, but every means of comfort.”

The time had now arrived, however, when, the overpowering strength

by which England liad been ev er able to repress the struggles of Ire-

land being shattered, the latter found herself in a situation to aspert,

and to regain her independence. The army of England had been de-
feated, disgiaced, and broken up in her inglorious and unprincipled con-
flict w ith her Amei ic an Pi ov inces. France threatened still further to

humble and distress her liaughty iival by invasion. Ireland felt and
seized the hour. The military piopei^ities of her people gave use to

volunteer associations in evciy distiict. For some time they provided

theur own arms and accoutrements,^ but as their numbers daily swelled

by thousands, this became no longer piacticable; they demanded arms
from the government , and the latter, conscious t)iat without their aid

they were unable to lesist the Fiench invasion of Ireland, were reluc-

tantly forced to concede them. They were drilled by officers returned

from the American campaign, from whom they learned more than dis-

cipline. The results of the tiansatlantic campaigns were continually

kept in sight, and the thrilling and momentous question arose in every

bosOm, If America be free, why should Ireland be enthralled ? Tp
complete their organization they wanted but a Commander^iri-Chief ; and
that they too soon found in the Eail of Charlemont, a nobleman who
seems to have been a perfect model of the Juste wM/iCM—^o-as-little-as-

yoti-can system—useless at all times, aryl in those of action decidedly

detrimental.

In a recent number of this work we detailed the proceedings of the

Irish Volunteer^, and House of Commons, in* the struggle for national

independence; and w e need here merely remind our readers that they were

completely successful, and that by the repeal of the statute 6 George I«,

a D 2
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and passing of the Renunciation Act^ the theoretic independence of Ire-

land was secured.

Having won for their country a fitting station among foreign powers,

the Volunteeis of Ireland now turned their attention to the internal

improvement of her constitution ; but here, unfortunately, their efforts

were not destined to prove succe‘-sful. That Parliamentary Reform was
undoubtedly required in Ireland cannot, for a moment, be disputed ; the

following being the state of the^*epresentation m the House of Com-
mons

«
The Rarl of Ely nominated ndie members to the House of Commons. The

Earl of Shannon nominated se^cn , and above twenty othci Mcmbeis of the House
of Lords, nominated md elected meinbtis foi the House of Commons. Many indi-

viduals openly sold their patronage for money to the best biddei ;—others letumed
members at the nomination of the Viceroy oi his Secretary ; <ind it appeared that the

number of representatives elected freely by the people, upon constitutional pimciples,

did not compose one-fourth of the Iii^i Commons.'*

It is quite evident, from the i!»sue, however, that the subject of Par-

liamentary Reform excited littje of that enthusidsm which had been
roused against the domination«oi England , and it may be questioned if

the means taken to obtain the desiicd hnd. were nltogether compatible

with the existence of the Constitution, which they weie not intended to

destroy, but to amend. Thiee hundred delegates were diosen by volun-

teer regiments ; and the 18th November, 1783, was proclaimed for the

first sitting of the Grand National Convention of Ireland, charged with

the preparation of a*Bill for the Refoim of the House of Commons.
This was a viitual deposition of Pailiamentary authoiity,—a complete

specimep of the imperuim in impoio, Noi was any assumption of dig-

nity and supremacy awaiiting to maik that the Delegates considered

themselves the Go\einois of Ireland.

<< It was dctei mined that the Uotunda (being then the finest loom in Ireland) was
best adapted foi the meeting of the National Comention. This was, and continues

t^be, the great Asscmbly-iooii of Dublin. It consists of a circular saloon of veiy
laige dimensions, connected with numeious and vciy spacious cliambcis, and termi-

nates Sackville bticet, the finest of the lush mctiopolis. It is sui mounted b} a dome,
exceeding in dianutci the lush HoubC ofCommons, and was pei fectly adapted to the

accommodation of a popuUi assembly.
^ This saloon, and the connected cliambcrs, had been fitted up for the impoitant

purpose to which they were to be appiopiiated But little did the lush people con-

ceive, that what they then considered as tbepiondcbt day their nation had e>ci seeft,

only preceded a little time her national dissolution, and even prepared the grave m
which hei new-gamed independence was to be-inhinuatcd. I veiy measure, however,
had been previously taken to pieparcthat splendid chamber for this unpaialleled

assembly, and to receive the delegates and then escorts with every possible mark of

respect and dignity. Volunteei gieiiadicrs wcie oidcied to attend on the Convention
as a guaid of honoui duimg their sittings, and to mount an offlcei*8 guard at the

house of the President ,
whilst volunteer diagoons p trolled dmiug the sittings, m

the utmost tranquillity, throughout the cntiie city. The detachments ofcountry corps,

who had escorted then delegates, having a greit emul ition as to their appearance and
equipments on this giand occasion, had new diessis and accoutrements, and it was
agreeable to see the noble hunters on which a gieat proportion of the cavalty were
mounted* The horse had crftcred Dublin in ^ciy small detaclimeuts, from exceed-
ingly numerous ODrps, and, when occasionally foimed into line, the gieat variety of
their dresses, ensigns and equipmecits, presented a splendll^ but very striking and
singular appearance. *

^ *

^ The firing of twenty-one cannon announced the first movement of the delegates

firom the Roy il Exchange to Vhe Rotunda ; a troop of the Rathdown cavnli y, com-
manded by Coloficd bdwards, of Old Coui^ County of Wicklow, commenced the pre-
cision ; the Liberty Brigade of Artillery, commanded by Napper Tandy, with a band
sttocesded. A company of the Bairisteis* gtefiadiers, headed by Colonel Redder; with
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a national standard for Ireland, borne by a captain of g^renadierg, and Surrounded by

a company of the finest men of the icgiment came after, their muskets slung and

bright battle-dxes borne on their shoulders. A battalioii of infantry, with a band

followed; and then the delegates, two and two, uitli side-aims, carrying banneis,

with motto, and in tlieifiespetfive unifoims-*-bioad gieeii iibands weie worn across

their shouldeis. Anothei band followed, playing the special national air allude^ to,

The chaplains of the difForent regiments, in then cassocks, marched each with his

respective corps, giving solemnity to the pi ©cession, and as if invoking the blessing

of Heaven on their eftoits; nhich had a ivondfeifiil effect on tlie surioundmg multi-

tude. Several standaids of colouiswcre borne by the different corps of horse and

foot; and another biigade of artilleiy, commanded by Counsellor Calbeck, with

labels on the cannons’ nioutlis,* was escorted Ujf the Barnsteis’ corps, in srailet and

gold, (the lull diess unifoim of the King's Guirds;) the motto on their buttons

being ‘ Vox populi suprema lea esL' ,

« The piocAbsion m itself wa-s mtcre<?ting, hut the sui rounding scene was still more

affecting. Then line .of niaiih, fiom the Exchange to tlie Rotunda, was tliiough the

most spacious stieets and quays of the city, open on both sides to the liver, and

capable of containing a vastly laigci assemblage of people than any pait of the me-

tropolis of England. An immense body of spec tatois, ciowdmg eveiy window and

house-top, would be but an oidinaiy occurfeine, and might be seen and described

without novelty oi mteiest; hut on this occgision eveiy countenance spoke zeal,

every eye expres&ed solicitndt^ and cveiy action jiioclaiined tiiumph. Gieen iibands

and handkerchiefs wcie^vvaved fiom c\eiy window by the enthusiasm of its fair

occupants; ciowds seemed to moie on the house-tops; iibands weic flung upon the

delegates as they paswd; yet it was not a V>ud oi a boisteious, but a firm enthu-

siasm. It was not the effervesceni c of a heated ciovvd—it was not the fiery ebullition

of a glowing people—it w^as not sedition—it was libcity that inspired them: the

heart bounded, though the toni,n(» wa& motionless. Those w ho did not see, or who

do not recollect that splendid diy, must ha%e the moiiifitation of icfleeting, that

(under all its ciicuiustancts) no man did bcfoie, and no man cvei will, ‘ behold its

like again.’
”

This splerididly-commenced Convention was, however, to* end in

nothing. A Bill v as, after some delay, prepared hy tlie delegates, and

pt theii request presented to the House of C ’ominous by Mr. Flood.

After a stormy debate, it was lost by a majority of 158 to 49 ; 138 of the

majority being placemen, and the very persons on whom the reform was

intended to operate. The Commons and Convention were thus placed

in direct collision ; but the pubillaiiiinity or the prudence of Charlemont,

their president, prevented the immediate consequences. He repairccl to

the Rotunda before tlie usual hour of laecting, attended only by his im-

mediate paitisaiis; and, after passing a faicwell address to the K.ing,

adjourned the Convention .s/?2e dtc. It never met again!

There can he no doubt, that the design of an incorporating union

between Great Britain and Ireland was resolved on, the moment it be-

came apparent that the latter was in a situation to achiev^e her national

independence. Pitt was loo deeply v ersed in the dark mysteries of state

to be deceived for a moment by the inaiscrie6 which were tlien, and are

still prated about the balancing of constitutional powers, and the antag-

onism of conflicting parts forming a harmonious whole. Despotism was

the principle of his government; and its severe simplicity required an

undivided obedience. The lush demonstrated, on more than one oetfa-

sion, that they were not tlie blind slaves of Ministerial will; and ^hat

was an offence which William Pitt was never known to pardon. Our

limits preclude us from stating in detail tilie means by whicH tlie Minister

prevailed on the Irish Representatives to betray the independence of

their country; hut our readeis will find the gnelancholy story ably nar-

rated in the present work. One great cause of success existed in the

• Their motto was

“

Oh Lord, open thou our lips, end our mouths shall send forth thy praise I*
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unhappy religious distinctions which have so long enfeebled the country.

The Catholics were led to expect from the projected union an end of

their oppression^—the Protestants a continuance of their privileged injus«

tiee. Every means was taken to heighten into ^'aneerous hatred the

feelings of mutual dislike vi hich naturally existed between these parties.

An insurrection was fostered, andpeimitted to break out, for the double

purpose of crushing the streugtli^ and awaking the fears of the nation.

Blood was then shed like water ; and, in the moment of her exhaustion,

when wailihg was heard in every house, and intense agitation shook
every bosom, Ireland was in mockery called on to deliberate on the ad-

vantages of purchasing thjj powerful protection of England, by a surren-

der of that liberty which *she had found so dangerous a gift. The first

trial was unsuccessful, however ; Mr. George Ponsonby's motion against

the Union being carried by a m^ajoiity of 111 to 105.

Parties being so nearly balanced, the Minister determined to perse-

vere ; and a wholesale system of bribery being immediately rej^olved

aud acted on, a majority was secured, and the measure again brought
forward in January, 1800. The most striking incident that occurred

during the debate which followed, was the re-appoarance of Grattan

^

The animating presence of Mr. Grattan on thib firist night of the debate was con-

tddered of the utmost importance to the patiiots—it was once more raising the stand-

ard of libeity in Pailiamcnt. He had achieved the iiidepciidencc of his country in

17d2, and was the champion be^t calculated at this crisib to defend it : a union of

spirit, of talent, and of honest}, gave him an influence above all his contemporaries.

He had been ungratefully def.iiued by the people he had liberated; and, taking the

calumny to hoait, his spii it had blink vuthin liini, his health had declined, and he
had most unwusely acceded in disgust fioin Parliament, at the ver} moment when he
was mosi required to defend both himself and his'cuuntiy. He seemed l.ist appioach-

ing to the termination of all earthly objects, when he was induced ome more to ished

his influence over the political ciibis.

^<At that time Mr. Ti^he letuiiied the Meinbets for the close borough of Wicklow’;
and a vacanry having octuiiid, it was tendcied to Mr. Giattaii, who would willingly

have declined it but for the iinpoitunitics of bis friends.

“ The Lord-Lieutenant and Loid Castleieagh, jiibily appreciating the eftect his

presence might have on the iirat debate, had withheld the writ of election till the last

moment the law allow'^ed, and tall they conceived it might be too late to Mr.
Grattan in time for the dibcu&sion. (t was not until the day of the meetings Par-
liament that the writ was deliveied to the letuining officer. By cxttnoidinary exer-

tions, and, pei haps, by following the example of Government in oveistraimng the

law, the election was held immediatcl} on the ainval of the writ—a sufficient num-
ber of voters were collectel to letuiii Mi. Grattan l>efore midnight. By one o’clock

the return was on its road to Dublin ; it ai lived by fire ; a paity of Mr. Grattan’s

friends repaired to the private house of the pioper officei, and making him get out of

bed, compelled him to pnsent the wiit to Pailiament before beveii in the morning,
when the House was m warm debate on the Union. A whispei ran thiough every
party that Mr. Grattan was elected, and v» ould immediately take his scat. The Minis-
terialists smiled with incredulous derision, and the Opposition thought the news too

good to be true.
^ Mr. E^in was speaking strongly against the measure, when Mr. George Pon-

sonby and Mr. Arthur Moore (now Judge of the Common Pleas) walked out, and
immediately returhed, leading, or rather helping Mr. Grattan, in a state of total

^bleness and debility. Tba effect was electric. Mr. Grattan’s illness and deep

chagrin had reduced a fbrm never symmetrical, and a visage at all times thin, nearly
to the appearance of a spectre. A%he feebly tottered into the House, every Member
simultaneously rose from his scat. Hu mov^ slowly to the table ; his languid coun-
tenance seemed to revive as he took those oaths that restored him to bis pre-eminent
itation ; the smile of inward satisfaction obviously illuminated' his features, and re-

dSilmation and enti'^ seemed to kindle by the labour of his mind. The House was
tHent—Mr. Egan did not resume his speech—Mr. Grattan,’ almost bimthless, as if

lij instinct, attempted to rise, but was unable to stand ; he paused, and, with diffi-

enity, requested permission of the House to deliver his sentiments without moving
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• • /
froni hii aeat. This was acceded to by acclamation ; and be who had left hii bM of
aickness to recoid, as he thought, his last words in the Parliament of his country,
kindled gradually, till his language glowed with an eneigy and feeling which he had
seldom surpassed. After neatly two hours of the most powerful eloquence, he con.
eluded with an undimimshed vigour, miraculous to those who were unacquainted
With his intellect

, ^
" Never did a speech make a moie affecting impression : but it came too late. Fate

had decreed the fall of Ireland, and hei patriot came only to witness her overthrow.**

The question was set at rest by the division which followed; 158 now
voting for Lord Castlereagh’s motion, and 115 against it, leaving a ina«

jority of 43. The closing scene of Irelaijd's independence is thus poiir-

trayed by the author :-*•

^ The Cotniqons House of Parliament, on the last evening, afforded the most me-
lancholy example of a hue independent people, betrayed, divided, sold, and, as a State,

annihilated. British clerks and ofiicers weie smuggled into hei Parliament to vote
away the constitution of a couiitiy to which tl^ey were sti angers, and in Avhich they
had neither interest nor connexion. They were employed to caiw el the royal charter
of the Irish nation, guaranteed by the Biitisl^ Government, sanctioned by the British

legislature, and unequivocally confirmed by the words, the signature, and the great

seal of their monarch. •
“ The situation of the Speaker, on that night, Was of the most distressing nature {

a sincere and ardent enemy of the measute, he headed its opponents ; he resisted it

with all the power of his mind, the lesourfcs of his expeiience, his intiuence, and his

eloquence.
•

** It was, however, through his voice that it was to be pioclaimed and consum-
mated. His only alternative (re'signation) would have been unavailing, and could

have added nothing to his character. His explessive countenance bespoke the in-

quietude of his feelings; solicitude was peiceptiblc in every glance, and his embar-
rassment was obvious in eveiy woid he utteied.

“ The gallei les were full, but the change w as lamentable : they were no longer

crowded with those who had been accustomed to ^vitness tlie eloquence and inanimate
the debates of that devoted assembly. A monotonous and melancholy murmur ran

through the benches—sc iiccly a woid was exchanged amongst the Members—nobody
seemed at ease ^no cheerfulness was appaient—and the ordinary business, for a short

time, proceeded in the usual mannei.
“ At length the expected moment ainvtd—the order of the day for the third read-

ing of the Bill, for a ‘ Legislative Union between Great Britain and Iieland,’ %va8

moved by Lord Castleieagh. Unvaried, tame, cold-bloodtd, the woids seemed frozen

as they ^ued from his lips ; and, as if a simple citizen of the woild, he seemed to

have it Knsation on the subject.

At that moment he had no country—no go(#but his ambition ; he made his mo*
tion, and lesumed his seat, with the utmost composuie and indifference.

Cbnfuscd murmuis again lan thiougli the House—it was visibly affected——every

character, in a moment, seemed in\oluntaiily lushing to its index ;—some pale, some
flushing, some ngitatcnl; theie wne few countenances to which the heart did not de-

spatch some messenger. Scveial Members withdiew before the question could be

repeated, and an awful, momenta i y silence succeeded then dep iitiire. The Speaker rose

slowly from that chair which had been the pioud soUicc of his honours and of his high*

character : for a moment he resumed his sc at, but the strength of his mind sustained

him m his duty, though his struggle was appaiant. With that dignity which never

failed to signalize his official actions, he held up the Bill foi a moment in silence ; he

looked steadily around him on the last agony of the expiring Parliament. He at

length repeated, in an emphatic tone, * As many as are of opinion that i ms bill do

pass, say Aye.* The affirmative was languid but indisputable. Another momexitary

Jpause ensued—again his lips seemed to decline then office : at length, with an eye

averted from the object which he hated, he proc laimed, with a subdued voice, ^ the atss
have If.’ The fatal sentence was now pionounccd. For an instant heetood statue-like

;

then indignantly, and with disgust, flung the Bilf upon the table, and dbnk into his

chair with an exhausted spiiit. An independent country was thus degraded into a

province—Ireland, as a nation, was extinguished.’^^

Not the least interesting portion of the volume is occupied with the

delineation of the characters of the distinguished individuals who, both

for good ahd evil, shone so conspicuously during the passing hour of
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Irish independence. We shall, in justice to Sir Jonahs group a few of

the more remarkable* Fit^gibbon and Grattan—^the placeman and the

patriot—the hated and beloved—are thus contrasted *

John Fitzgibbon, Earl of Clare, was called to the bar in 1772-—Naturally
dissopated, he foi some time attended but little to the duties of his profession

;

hut, on the death of his eldei biothci, and his fathei, he tound himself in pos-

session of all those advantagc!», vhich^ltd him lapidly forward to the extremity of

his objects.—Considerable foi tunc—profession'll talents—extensive conncxionfif—and
undismayed confidence, elevated him to those stations, on which he afterwaids ap-

pealed so conspicuously seated; while the histone lyc, as it follows his caieer, per-

ceives him lightly bounding ovci e>\‘r} obstacle, which checked his couree, to that

goal where all the trophies and thorns of power wcic coircctcd foi his leception.

In the Eul of Claie we hnd a man emiiiciitl} giltcd with talents^adapted either

for a blessing oi a cuise to the nation he inhabited ; but eaily cm eloped in high and
dazzling authority, he lost his way and consideiiiig his powci as* a victory, he

iiiled hts country as a conquest —indisciiminate in his tiiendships—and impla-

cable in his animosities—he caiiud to the giave all the passions of his childhood.

“ He hated powei ful talents, because he feared them ; and trampled on modest

meni, because it was incipable of lesistanie. Authoiitatne and pcreniptoiy in his

addiess: commanding, able, and arn-'gint, in his language, a daring contempt for

public opinion w is the fatal printudt, which misguiCed his conduct, and Ireland

became divided between the fiieuds of his patronage—the<^lavts of his power—.-and

the enemies of his tyiaiiny.
^ His cimiacttr had no medium, his bianncis no mediociity—the example of hia

exti ernes was adopted by his intirii itis, and excited, in those who knew him, feelings

either of warm attachment, oi of iiveled iveision

« While he held the seals in lul ind, he united a vigorous capacity with the moat*

sinking ei tors : as a judge, he colleitcd facts with a lapid piccision, and decided

on them with a piompt asptrity —^but he hitcd puicdciit, and despised the highest

judicial authontKs, because thej were not his own
As f politician and a statesman, the chaiactei of Lord Claie is too well knowTi,

and Its efiects too geneially expeiiented, to be mistaken or misrcpiosentcd. The eia

of his reign was the downfal of his country—his councils acceleiatcd what his po-

licy might have suppressed, and hive luaikcd the annals of iielaiid with stains and

miseiics, unequalled and indcliblt.

“ In council, rapid, peiemptoi>, and ovci bearing,—^lie regaided piomptness of exe-

cution, rather than discretion of airangemciit ; and piqued himself moie on expcit-

ne^a of thought than sobiietv of jndgintnt Ihiough all the calamities of Ireland,

the mild voice of com ihatioii ncvei (scipcdhis lips; and when the toirent of civil

war had subsided in Ins country, he held out no olivt, to show that the deluge had

receded.’*
*'

The address and the I inguagc of this extiaordin iiy man (Henry Grattan) were

peifectiv origin il hiom his first essiy in Failiainont, a stiong sensation had been

excited by the point and (ccentnuty of his powi iful eloquence, iioi was it long until

those trausiendant tahnts, which aftciw iids distinguished this celebiatcd personage,

were perceived using above oidinaiv eapieities, md, as a charm, i ommimitating to

his countrymen th it cneigv, that ]» iti lotism, and that peisevennc t, foi which he

himself became so cininentlv distinguished. His action, hie tone, h is elocution in

public speaking, bore no itsemblaiwe to that of any other pci '•on the flights of

genius, the an angements of composition, and the solid stiength of connected reason-

ing, were singuliily blended in his fieiy, ^et dclibeiative language. He thought in

logic, and he spoke in antithesis, his iionv and his satitc, rapid and epigiammatic,

boie down all opposition, and left him no rival in the broad field of eloquent invec-

tive. His ungraceful action, however, and the hesitating taidiuess C)f hisfiist sen-

tences/ coitveyed no favouiablc mipresion to those who listened only to his exor-

dium; but the progress of his biilliant and manlv eloquence soon abborbL»d every

idea but that of Admiration at tlie ovcrpoweiing extent of his intellectual faculties*

“ This was Mr Hemv Giattan\^f 1779 ; m the viscissitudes of whose subsequent

life will be remarked three distinct eias of public ch iiactcr, and disgusting proofs of

populai inconsistency,—the eri of his gloiv, the eia of his calumny, and the

hit resuircction. In the fust, elevated to a pitch of unbounded gratification, ®

attachment, the giatitude, and the muiuficcnie of his coimtijmen ; in the secon ,
oe-

spoUed of health, of happiness, and of character, by the artifices of » powerful enemy

;

iD&d in the third, rising from the bed of sickness, ic-embarking a shattered name in
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tli« service of his country. In Paihament) he taught the doctiines of Molyneuz and i

of Lucas ; he diew the true constitutional distinctions between the Crown and the

Government, the magisti ate and the function, the individual and the sceptre. But
the partiality ot the fiiend may possibly bias the pen of the histornn ; his public prin-

ciples will be best ascei tamed by tracing the undeviatmg line of his public conduct.
“ The career of this c\ti loidinaiy man is finished. But he survived liis country

;

he lived to view the demolition of that noble fabiic laised by the eveition of his own
viitue and perseverance, and the catastrophe of that constitution, which, ‘as he
watched ovei it in its ciadle, so he attended it^o its grave.’

”

Of the follow infr pair, we would fain hope Dr. Duigenan maybe taken

as a specimen of an animal now extant, ^i. Dobbs, we fear, belongs to

a genus, of which the sjiecies seem unduly multiplying.

« Doctor Patrick Duigenan, Judge of the Pierogative Coiiit of Ireland; a man
whose name must siiivnc so long as the feuds of Iieland shall be lememhered, and
whose singular conduct, on many points, was of a n iture so inconsistent and iiTegii-

lar that, even now^ when his lace is iim, and ijo fuithei tiaits of his character can
ever be developed, it is ^et imposaible to decide with certainty as to his genuine pnn-
Ciples, if such he possessed, upon any one suhyct, leligious oi politic il.

“ His father was p iiisluckik of St Werbuigh’s Church, Dublin ; but in what part

of Iieland he originated, is still iinccrtim , lie wws educated in the Paiish School, and
(as he told the author himsclt) was humourously christened Paddy^ having been

born on St. Patiuk’s A\y*, He signilizcd himself as a scholar m the Univeisity of

Dublin, of which he was chosen a fellow , he soon afterwaids qu^ielled with the

Piovost, Mr Hutchinson, and cveiy peison tvho did not coincide with liia humouis,

and wrote a numbci of se\eie pamphlets, of which ‘ Lachryma* AcademtecB* and
^ Franceriana^' aie the most notable, the first, per&onall) agiinst the conduct of

the Piovost and Sir John Blaquieie; the second, on a pioposal of the Provost’s to

establish a. rtdtng hovse foi the students. He was alwa\s at open wai with some
person dmmg the whole course ot hia public lifi

“ He left the Univeisity,!(taming the office of Law Professor; w as shoi tl> afterwards

appointed King’s Counsel, Judge of the Pitrogative and Consistoiy Couitf; King’s

Advocate to the High Court of Admii ilty ; out of Lord C istlereagh’s Coinmissioneis

for bri^tny Member s of Pai hament, (Post ,)
and to many othei public offices, most

of which he retained to his death. His income was veiy laige, and he must have

piivatdy done many libeial and clniitiblc acts, bectiusc he was not extravagant, and

left no coiisidttable foitunt behind him
« Di Duigeii mil ivinghcen King’s Advocate to the High Court ofAdmiralty, wheie

the authoi pn sided; and the auihoi bdug a Doctoi of 1 aws, and Advocate in the

Couit of Pieiogativc, of which Di Duigenan was Judge, then iiitci course was constant

and very intimate for many vtiis, md the luthoi hid daily pin ate oppoituuities of

obsciviiig till curious habits of this luo'st cnelltiK cliiiaitcr; the most outiageous,

and at the same time out of the hcst-natuied men in the world, to those whom he ic-

“ This etconti ic p( rson, w hose < i lebi ity oi igm-»ted fiom his trusadi s for Protestant

snpremdLT, would piobablv hiie been a fonspn uoiis Uiaiactei m Mhateici station he

might haie been plaitd, oi nluterd piofcssioii he might hue adopted Incapable

of moduatioii upon int subject, he powssed too uiuih vigoious and actire intellect

to have passed throucli lift an nnsign iliatd sptrtatoi , and if be had not at an eaily

period enlisted as a champion of luthei, it is moie than piobable he would, with

equal veal iiid courigc, have hoim the similard fot bt Pc tub lollowcis. A hot,

tough, intiepnl, obstante mind, sti.iytheiud by vny consideiable nudition, and

armed by a nunioiy of the most extiaoidinaiv retention loutubutcd their attiibutee

eonallv to his pin and his •.peechts
, , , .

“ He considered invtctive as the tint, ditail is the 8tcond,and decorum as the last

quality of a public oi itm ; and he er fuhd to e-cemplif) thne prinoiples.

«A i)aiti»anmhis veij natme, ivuy i<t of his lifC was tnfluemed by invmriblc

piepossessmns; a stioiig guild of invetei itc pretuditts were 8uie,*on all subjects, to

keep modeiatmn at a distmce, and oci isitmally fnivented even common tcason fiom

obuuding on his dogmas, OI mtciiviptnig Ins spcejlies.
, , . .

« A miiialed stiain of boisterous mvutive, unlimited assertion, ihapsody and rea-

gontng, eiudUion and ignoiauu, weie alike pciiepubll in las writings and ontions;

yet there weic few of fithn, Horn winch a dispassionate compilei might not have

elected ample mateiials for an able production.
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^ tXir8Uad<id hiuMlBlf that ha was a true fonatic ; but though tha world faTO
him full credit for his practical intolerance^ there were many exceptions to the oon*
Istency ot his professions, and many who doubted his theoretic smceiity. His into-

lerance was too outrageous to ba honest, and too unreasonable to be sincere t and
whenerer his Protestant extravagance appeared to have even one moment of a lucid
intetrval, it was immediately predicted that he would die a Catholic.

^ His politics could not be termed either uniform or coherant. He had a latent

spark of independent spirit in his composition, which the minister sometimes ibund
It difficult to extinguish, and dangerous to explode. He had the same respect for a
Protestant bishop that he would probably have had for a Catholic cardmaL Episco-
pacy was his Btandaid ; and when he showed symptoms of turning restire to the

Government, tlie primate ot Ireland^^ras called in to be the pacificator.

“ Francis Dobbs was a gentleman of respectable fimily, but of moderate fortune;
he h&d been educated tor the bai, where he aftei wards acquued some reputation as a
constitutional lawyer, and much as a zealous advocate. But his intellect was of an
extiaordinary descnption : he seemed to possess two distinct minds, the one adapted to

the duties of his profession, and the usual offices ot society ; the othei, diverging from
its natural centre, led him through wilds and wa>s raiely iiequented by the human
undeistanding, entangled him in a maze of contcmpldtive deduction from revelation

to futurity, and frequently decoyed his judgment bejond the frontiers ot leason. His
aingolanties, however, seeme^ so scpq;*<itc fiom his soboi judgment, that each followed
its appropriate occupation without mteriuption from the other, and left the Tbeolo-
gist and the Pitiphet sufficiently distinct tiom the lanyei a^d the gentleman.

There weie^ut few viitues he did not, iii some dcgiee, paitake of, noi were
there any vices msceruible in his disposition. Though obstinate and hcadstioiig, he
was gentle and philanthiopic : and, with an ardent tempei, he was luofieusive as an
infant.

By nature a patnot and an enthusiast, by science a lawyer and historian, on com-
mon topics he was not singular, and on subjects of liteiatuie was informed and in-

structive; but theic IS sometimes a key m the human mind which cannot be touched
without sounding those wild chords which iicvei tail to iiitcirupt the haimony of

reason; when expatiating on the subjects ot autiihiist and the millennium, his

whole nature seemed to undeigo a change; liis countenance biightened up as iTby the

complacent dignity of a piophetic spiiit; his language became earnest, aomctimes
sublime, always extraoidinaiy, and not uufitqucntly extiavagant.

These doctiines, how cvci, he m ide auxiliaiics to his view of politics, and pei-

suaded himself its application to Ireland and the inf illibility of his leasoiiing.

Mankind has an eternal propensity to be seduced by (he luic of new sects, and
entangled in the tiummels ot inexplicable mysteiies; and problems of theology, in

their nature incapable of demonstidtioti,aieicccived with avidity by the gieediness

ot superstition. Yet on these mjstcrious subjects Mi. Dobbs seemed to feel no diffi-

culties; he devoted a great propoition of his time to the -development of levelation,

and attempted to thiow strange and novel lights on divine piophecy. This was the

stung on which his reason seemed often to vibiatc, and his positions all tended tj one
extraordinary conclusion :

—

‘ That Ireland was decreed by He.ixen to remain for ever an independent state,

and was destined to the supeinatiual honour of receiving the Aiitichiist :*—and^his
he laboured to prove from passages of Revel itioii.”

The individual who sat for the follow ing; portrait must have been the

beau ideal of an Irish gentleman. His adventures are the complete ske-

leton of a romance ; needing meiely to be chaptered, mottoed, and writ-

ten out according to the lule of the trade, to become a regular three-

decker. If he 'scape piiiit long, we are a Jew, an Ebrew Jew."

Beauchamp Bageual, representative for Carlow County, so soon as the flurry of

mutual congratulations had little subsided i#the House, proposed a measure well

adapted to the circumstances of that moment, and most happily coincident with the

sentiments of the people. How far it had been premeditated, or aiose from the im-
pulse of the moment, no person acl^uainted with the character and eccentucities of
Mr. Bagenal could possibly determine.
^He was one of those persot^*) ^bo, born to a large inheritance, and having no pro-

fesbion to intenhpt their propensities, generally made in those times the giand tour
of Fhirope, as the fimshing part of a gentleman*s education. Mr. Bagenal followed
the«general course ; and on that tour had made himself veiy conspicuous. He had
Tist^ every capital of Europe, and had exhibited the native original character of the
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Irish gentleman at every place he visited* In the splendour of his travelling estah*
^

lishment, he quite eclipsed the petty potentates with whom Germany was garnished.
His person was fine—his manners open and generous—^his spirit high—and his
liberality profuse. During his tour, he%ad performed a variety of feats which were
emblazoned in Ireland, and endeared him to his countrymen. He had fought a
prince—jilted a princess—intoxicated the Doge of Venice—carried off a Ducliess
from Madrid—scaled the walls of a convent in Italy—^narrowly escaped the InquisU
tion at Lisbon—concluded his exploits by a celebrated fencing match at Paris ; and
he returned to Ireland, with a sovereign conteifpt for all continental men and man-
ners, an<fan inveterate antipathy to all despotic kings and arbitrary governments.

^ Domesticated in his own mansion at Dunleckny—surrounded by a numerous and
devoted tenantry—and possessed of a great territoi^, Mr. Bagenal determined to spend
the residue of his days on his native soil, according to the usages and customs of
country gentlemen ; and he was shortly afterwards returned a representative to Par-
liament for the 'bounty of Carlow, by universal acclamation.

Though Mr. Bagenal did not take any active part in the general business of the
Irish ParliameiiL he at least gave it a good example of public spirit and•high-minded
independence. His natural talents were far abote mediocrity; but his singularities,

in themselves extravagant, were increased by the intemperance of those times ; and
an excellent capacity was neutralized by inordinate dissipation. Prodigally hospi-

table, irregular, extravagant, uncertain, vivacioug the chase, the turf, the sod, and
the bottle, divided a great portion of his intellects* between them, and generally left

for the use of Parliament, vnly so much as he could spare from his other occupations.
‘‘ However, in supporting the independence and prosperity of Ireland, he always

stood in the foremost ranks.” •

Various recent publications on Ireland, have made us, in some degree,

acquainted with the leading characteristics of the celebrated Bishop of

Derry; but we cannot resist quoting the following splendid summing^ up:

—

** Fr^erick, Earl of Bristol, an Englishman hy birth, a British peer and bishop of

Derry, who altogether adopted the views, and avowed himself a partisan for the

rights of Ireland. Like many others of his profession, not content with ecclesiastical

authority, he became ambitious of political power, and sought, by patriotic professions

and decisive conduct, to place himself at the head of the Irisli nation. Possessed of

an immense revenue—by rank a temporal peer—by consecration a spiritual one—with
powerful patronage, and extensive connexions, he united most of the qualities best

calculated to promote his objects ; and, in particular, had acquired a vast popularity

amongst the Irish, by the phenomciioii of an English nobleman identifying himself

with the Irish nation, and appearing inferior to none in a zealous assertion of their

rights against his own countrymen. It was a circumstance too novel and too im-

portant to escape their marked observation, and a conduct too generous and magna-

nimous not to excite the love and call foj th the miration of a gratefnl people.

The bishop, at one time, assumed nearly a royal state. Dressed in purple, he

appeared in Ihtf streets of Dublin in a coach drawn by six hoi’ses, and attended by a

troop of light dragoons as a life-guard, whi<'h had been raised, and was commanded,

by his nephew, the unfortunate and guilty George Robert Fitzgerald.

“ He was a man of elegant erudition—extensive learning—and an enlightened and

classical, but eccentric mind bold, ardent, and versatile—he dazzled the vulgar by

Ostentatious state, and work^ upon the gentry by ease and condescension:—he af.

fccted public candour, and practised private cabal :—witiiout the profound dissimula-

tion of Becket, or the powerful abilities of Wolscy, he was little inferior to cither of

them in their minor qualities, and altogether formed an accomplished, active, and

splendid nobleman—a plausible and powerful prelate—and a seemingly disinterested

and zealous patriot: he was admirably calculated to lead on an inflamed and injured

people ;*and had there been no counteracting discretion in the country—at a crisis,

too, when almost any measuie could have been carried by boldness, popularity, and

perseverance—it is more theti probable his views might •have extended to the total

separation of the two nations.” ^

We cannot conclude without congratulajing Sir Jonah on the produc-

tion of a work creditable alike to his talents as a writer and his feelings

as an Irishman ;
although we do not precisely admire his taste in dedi-

cating the fruit of his labour to the very conSstent and conscientious

Plunket, Lord Chancellor of the Provirice of Ireland, and—Father of all

the Hannibals I
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SALES ; BY GEORGE ROBINS/'

In the whole range of a Reviewer’e duty, and among the very very few
comforts incident to that duty, there is nothing more pleasant than secur-

injf for genius the high reward of glorious notoriety. The length of

time which elapses ere merit is discovered, (and discovered, caressed,) has

been, alas ! the melancholy bu^en of many a song, the poison-sting of

many a neck-trodden existence. How often it has withered whblly, un.
seen, unknown, unimagined, we can, but sigh and shudder as we think

upon. Thanks to the immortal gods, however, those disastrous days are

past. No son of the Muses need now hide his talbnt beneath a bushel,

unless he willcth its concealment, or wait lingeringly foV the helping

hand of the stranger to drag him out of his dark obscure. If he can but

beg, borrow, pilfer, or find a quarter quire of foolscap whereupon to pen
his lucubrations, the channels to Fame, numberless in these our days as

they are ea^^ of access, are all open to liim ; and, from the three-and-

sixpenny monthly, up to the pepny hebdomadal, he may select whichsoever

shall best please his fancy or footsteps, in rtie sure confidence that he
may attain the columns of her proud Temple ; •j’ea, even through the

columns of U daily newspaper, y so it inoveth him to speed in such a

path. We are free to confess, that, as in all excess there is evil, by so

much is the present glut of high-roads and new’-cuts, almost as fatal as

the former scarcity ; for* the land is so thronged with publications, that

merit, like a needle in a truss of hay, requires a somewhat acute pene-

tration to discover it promptly.

It for no other reason that we can divine, that for some time past •

the insensible public has had beneath its very nostrils a flower of most
exquisite fragrance; yet, all the time, as ignorant of the fact as though it

were not. None, it is true, can be more sensible than we of the incor-

rigible dulness of the pig-headed public ; who is blind as any beetle to

the things that pass before it, unless its attention thereto be specially

directed by some acute observer like ourselves ; and w e make due allow^-

ance accordingly. But we, nevertheless, apprehend that it is mainly attri-

butable to the prodigal excess tvpograjihy, that such an extraordinary

creature as George Robins has so long time been flinging his inconspi-

cuous pearls before the swinish multitude,*' unheeded, and unvalued.

We may be allowed therefore to be a little sweet upon ourselves in

being the first to call its attention to a treasure too long hidden ; and in

placing a garland of glory upon deserving brows, our exultation is

great.
^

George Robins follows, and has follow'ed (long may he yet follow!) the

nominal vocation of an auctioneer. Wordsw'orth, we believe, is a stamp-

collector, exciseman, or some such thing ; but neither is, therefore, the

Ijess a poet and philosopher. Robins, indeed, has somewhat the adv^antage

over his brother bard in a pecuniary degree, and can the better afford

to be twitted by low minds on the score of his calling; the Knight of

the Pulpit realising hundreds sterling, whilst he of the Lakes, turns

tens. But the actual difference lies in the fact, that, while one flees

from his business duties, and rushes into nature and the heart of man,
(which is often very unnattiral,) fur the materials of his song, the other

flnds them ^eady made hand in his trade.

* Mr. Robins comes before us not only in the twofold character of a

j^et and philosopher, but (the rogue I) as one of those sharp-sighted
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worldlings who have tl^e gift to make all things subserve to their worldly
weal and gold-clutching propensities. Early conscious of the possession

of a power which^ judiciously wielded^ would gain for him fame as a
poet^ and pelf as a man^ he had the adroitness to choose for his profes-

sion one which he sapiently foresaw would be peculiarly calculated for

its profitaole exercise. lie opened out for himself a new walk in lift.

His sagacity discerned that a craft which, in other hands, was a mere
servile drudgery, a hammer-thumping tAde, grovelling and inglorious,

might, in his, be turned to noble account ; and his penetration has not
been belied by the result. The auctioneeping line, erewhile a despised

calling and a low, has, by his means, been elevated to the dignity of an
art ; and he*proudly stands, at this day, an artist, first and alone, in a
department wnich his own genius has made excellent.

With glory all before him, it is pleasant to see how thriftily and uh-
dazzled his eye beheld the perils which have overwhelmed others.

^
By

the very mode he selected to further and foster his own extraordinary

predilections, he escaped those rocks oil which they were wont to split

;

th^ rocks (to make a figure of speech) of book-printers, book-sellers, and
book-publishers. George ^ever appears in* print but at another’s cost.

Sure of an almost illim'itablc circulation, he heeds none of the common
contingencies of publication. He seleots imperiously the channels by
which his notoriety may be most certainly attained, and sits down, se-

cure of the cash remuneration, without let, hinderance, discount, diminu-

tion, or delay. He has to deplore none of the losses and troubles inci-

dent to authorship
;
(no bad debts ; no presentation copies to Universi

ties, friends, or reviewers ;) he disregards the critic’s prattle, and is un-
mindful of the world’s smile, or the world’s frown. Anxiety^ that

mightiest of afflictions, known to labour-punished bipeds, he wots not of ;

and he knoweth not the freshness of an unfilled pocket. O man, happy
and cunning ! George, thy lines have, indeed, fallen in pleasant places !

Mr. Robins, though a poet, rarely w rites a rhyme ; and for all we
know, he may be as ignorant of metrical mysteries, hexameters, penta-

meters, iambics, dactyls, and spondees, as the man in the moon. His

grasp of mind appears too great to be cramped or fettered by the pue-

rile rules of metrical construction ; to say nothing of it being wholly in-

compatible with his business ; and there is not a line in all his works

which does not bear evidence that ho sees all^created things with a

painter’s eye, and describes them with a poet’s tongue. Whether he
describes a county or a cow-house, a palace, a picture, plate, ploughs, or

pleasure-yachts, he dilates ppon each with an eloquence altogether Vir-

gilian. His imagination invests a scene with beauties which none but

himself can, if discovered, so pourtray ; and he brings them all forth

wit]i.a master’s touch, vividly. It is remarkable also, that even while

manifestly under the influence of inspiration, he never, for one moment,

allows his fine judgment to be warped from the object which it is his

jnain view to attain ; and it is this down-bending of his exalted powers

of poesy to the affairs of mundane fhan—busine^—which constitutesIts

true greatness. He knows, at a glance, the age, the tqpte, the rank,

the health, the purse, w^hich Such a park yr such a cottage, such furni-

ture, such a piece ofwine, will suit ; and his muse addresses herself to the

valetudinarian, the poble, the money-changer, accordingly. Let us

illustrate : Speaking of a Freehold domain, he describes it as being

<< So fruitful in imagination, (!) holds out so many temptations to augment tneom^

that a purchaser alone must decide which of the many to prefer. A minister of state
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would find it convenient, because-^Fand here marl^ the beautiful simplicity of the

veasoning]—it is within ten minuted drive of the great ofilces of state 1*’
.

Again

:

** The view flrom the mansion is soft, rich, and beautifully picturable; (f) the
Tncks not being distinguishable here, all is quiet and repose ; and the estate will b#

fiound well adapted ibr East Indians, and all valetudinaxians who have accumulated
if'ealth at the expense of their health.”

*

This is clever, but mark what follows in continuation

;

The medical profession seek r^ge for all their patients at this spot ; it renders

the*Southof France, or even the Madeira Islands, almost—a wo&x of supeeshooa-
Tioy 1

1”

Proh sancte Jupiter ! but this is fine. What a conception ! what
superhuman boldness of thought ! There is but one man wdio could have
so written. Yet once more : Having in his eye the peculiar propensities

of the Legislator, and the tact to foresee how a seat in Parliament may be
secured in perpetuity, he renqarks,

—

The meadows are luxuriant, and irrigated at pleasure ; and, in fact, it may he
urged^ that everything in taste and tertu reigns triumphantly in these little regions,

which may claim at no distant period to be the abode of the member for the western
division of the county.”

^
^ ^

*

Can there be a slyer, a cleaner hit, moreover, than this, in all the

world ? The honourable member is in his mesh, and as sure of being landed

as ever was a hooked minnow. In another passage, singing of an estate,

he says,—

•

The Royal Yacht club will find in its hay all that is desirable for their manly re-

creation; and leave them, when at leisuie, and anchoriug off Cowes, to dwell upon the

inferiority of their present choice

Admirable ! how cunning, yet how playfully severe ! Live where they

may, collectively or individually, he tells them to their teeth that their

present dwellings are decidedly ill chosen, and in wretched taste ; and if

there be in all their body one wise or discreet man, and good sailor, here

ought he to sojourn for the rest of his days.

This is quite sufficient to indicate the correctness of his judgment.

His luxuriaht fancy seems ready to burst all bands ; but he withholds it

by a discreet force ; so that the object is never marred by the manner of

seeking it. He sometimes, by the suddenness of the curb, fairly brings

the muse upon her haunches*, in other words, he jumps from gentle

poesy to vulgar fact, with an abruptness that somewhats palls upon the

ear. He does his best to glide from one to the other with ease and

grace, and sometimes he succeeds ; but he more frequently startles than

delights the practised ear. Who but his own poetic self would have

dreamed of slipping so smoothly from the stilts, wlien he speaks of

" The verdant lanes, scenic beauties, and woodland scenery, which may claim to ap-

proach to fairy-land, and comprised in a little demesne qf 40 acres, exonerated from
edl Hthes, and land taw redeemed,^ 0

Fairy-land within the compass of forty acres, free from tithes and land

tax ! Think of Oberon as a ground-landlord ; the small, beautiful Ti-

tania as lay-impropriatrees ; Puck and a heap of elfin sprites as so maqy
tithe eollectors 1 ,

But let US. consider Robins in some of bis other characteristics as a

poet. f

There is a spirit of deep philosophy in his writings, which knocks at

the bosom of all who re^ad them. The earnestnegs of his appeals to the

feelings isr»sometimes irresistible. We quote a passage:-—

^
<< I| may be well to observe that, while profound taste is exhibit^ without^ the

Jldlnential power of taet and wealth %<*ombi^ are most conspionoos withhh It Is
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^

4thao$$ a service qf danger to dwell upon the varied exhibition which the eye h^s toj
encounter in every direction ; it can plone be appreciated by refined taste. Money in*
thiS) as in all other causes, was indispensable ; wealth is attainable by many ; but it

is suggested, ( I
! ) and with all the positiveness of truth^that the splendid, the gigan-

tic efforts of knowledge and research, so prominent everywhere, could alone be attained
by a mind singularly endowed with respect and admiration oif the plden times.**

This, so far as it can be understood, we take to be a passage of gteat
depth and unparalleled beauty. Unlike those visionaries who afiect to

despise the good they cannot obtain, add in the spirit of a true philoso.

pher, which affixes to all things their definite and relative value, Robins
boldly takes the bull by the horns, and asserts, as plainly as words will

" do it, that taste, without wealth, were of little use ; but, combined, their

effects are so mighty, that it may be actually a service of danger” to

dwell upon them. And again, conversely, that money, indispensable as it

is, were hut as the dross of earth, unaided by the splendid, the gigan-
tic efforts of knowledge and research.” It is delightful to trace the
workings, of a great mind, and the humility which is its uniform attend-

ant. Notwithstanding the force of tfie great truth he is about to pro-

pound, though it shines before him -like, the sun of heaven, and in the
very act of asserting it, in all its positiveness,” he yet, and dropping
even the personal pronoun, but modestly suggests” it This certainly

is a brilliant specimen of sublime thinVing and writing. There is less ef

egotism, by the way, to be found in the productions ef Robins, than per-

haps of any other living author. We do not allude to that constrained

concealment which requires but little penetration te discover the true

object, the meism of the writer ; but that unconscious humility by whioh
genius is ever accompanied. A drifting feather indicates the wind’s

quarter : take the following passage in illustration

^

The tout ensemble harmonizes so perfectly, that, without the aid of a new die*

tionary, it would be found exceedingly difficult to find words to do moderate
justice.”

Now, this we consider a fine exhibition of that over-shooting, to which

vast minds are often liable ; for our author, in the illimitable stretch

of his own imagination, not only hints at the fact that the paucity of

our language has fairly baffled the vastness of his own conceptions, but

actually gives credit to an ignorant world for being, with himself, upon an

equality of intellect. A moment's thought would have told hhn, that if

a do$en dictionaries were fashioned for his especial use, yet, unless the

idea attached to it in his own apprehension, were appreciable, and could

be defined by others, no word in any one of them would be intelligible

or significant. But George is a very giant in letters, and thinks he

could wield the accumulated power of half a score of tongues.

Our author is sometimes hurried into an apparent quaintness of ex-

pression, a peculiarity of phrase that is sometimes startling. It may be

cavilled at as an inelegance ; but it must be bo^ne in mind that one of

bis principal objects is to make his compositions strikingly effective, to

assail the mind, and secure its undivided attention ; and herein his power is

unrivalled. Wben he tells us th^ the terrace approximates upoli the

river,” the attention is suddenly and at once arfested by the very novelty

of construction visible in the terse and singular sentenefi ; but does the

reader fail in apprehending its precise signification, and does he not at

once perceive that the fact is thereby rendered tenfold more impressive ?

Elsewhere, for instance, we find it thus written

r

^ Thirsiagiilarly rave and freehold property may be imhefdtatingly designated the

noit perfect b^jeu within the three kingdoms.”



We instapce th«^ for "tiie pretty eonceit of any landed
estM^ a for ike bold prehension by whieh he is on
the Instant Ofhabi^ to assert that it may be unhesitatingly*' designated

as eye at a sudden glance determining the fact^ and^ like<^an

hoOoiM; man, ga^araptai^iag safety of the expression, and of its imme-
d|dbO exnphoryment ^-but Sfatlier for one of his idiosyncrasies of style

:

^ JTMjb alngtdsrly fare and freehold property I” Now think of a pro-

^petty'being'’^^ aingnlarly rare/' and ‘‘ singularly freeliold !” Is this the

tiiNB reading nf the words ? or what else is meant to bo conveyed by
l^eiig:^ Is a pprchaser called upon to draw the especial attention of his

hewy^T to the title-deedti ? or is it the sipiple abandonment of ordinary

rules ip the adjectival arrangements, peculiar to originality of thought ?

Be it either, he attains his object ; for has he not, by the basilisk influ-

ence t>f his pen, fascinated our attention ? Many similar specimens might
be adduced in illustration of Jhis remarkable property iu*his composi-

tions ; but we must now, in conclusion, advert to the richness of thought,

and felicity of expression, so enfinently conspicuous in his descriptive

writing* That Robins is a lovpr of Nature is e\ ident in every line, and
his fondness is full to overflosring. To him earth

earthy/* Frpm the alcove woods, o*erlmiiging«tne steep hank of the
golden Wye, the scene,** he say^, speaking of some eligible property,

appears one of enchantment, rather than reality.** Wherever his eye
is pleased, he runs away to the land of Genii for similitude, and peoples

his domains** with beauties which are all spiritual. This is true

poetry. But our author, in very many places, adorns his poetry, with

a species of logic, that is often as strange as it is astounding, and doubt-
less as /jorrect.

—

e.v. gr.

« The cliffs, which aie ^ciy piecipitous and nipped, are amonpst the innumerable
and positne proofs of the diversity and beauty of the suiiounding gceneiy.”

Now, what ordinary conception w'oiild ever have dreamed that rugged
and precipitous cliffs could be a proof of the beauty and di\ ersity of sur-

rounding scenery ? Yet, upon reflection, who will he so rash as gainsay it ?

But whether they be proofs or not, the scenery, such as it is, is described

to the mind's eye. We will extract one more passage, and be done ; it

shews how much a mind, attuned to Nature's harmony, can receiv e ecstacy

from objects which to others pass current as things inglorious."

The gracefully warfiig fem st altered over the foreground, impart (fern injpart 1)

just such an air of tempeied wildness as must gratify the coiroct eye of the lover of
scenery, without offence to those who aie inclined to look rather for evidences of the

Bupeiintcudingliandofcare and cultivation.”

This passage, by the clearness of its diction, needs no comment.

Wc studiously abstain from moralizing upon Mr. Robins or his

works. That he is an extraordinary writer, the above brief extracts will

sufficiently evidence. Our sole oliject in noticing him and them has
been the desire to bring both before the public in a broader and nobler

light than that in which they have hitherto appeared ; and that we shall

succeed in effecting this generous purpose, is a matter of course. We
are perfectly satisfied upon one point, that if the universal public will

but bestow a tithe of its attention on the productions of the gentle Ro-
bins, as they appear under the modest garb of advertisements in the
several newspapers of tk^ay. which it gives te dirty politics, it would
be a wiser and a happil^public than it now is. And it will permit us
to say that if gratitude be not wlioUy banished from every bosom, we
dhall be long and most fondly thanked for thus having excited the gene-
ral attention to ** Sales, by George Robins/'
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• OcjB xmtional prejudices are so far one^ or iwO KogUsh
Reviews have at length reluctantly c(£Bceded to mpdOr^i liiorature,li|0

inscription of a few*French names among those of the, sons o£ tho^timO
faith; Thierry, the historian; Ohe poet, politician, philosopties*

Victor Hugo, the dramatist and novelist ; ^Merimm Be Vigny, BaymondJ
and Balmc, the champions of satire and romance. But so scanty ali^

array provokes considerable indignation among the litteratmrs of Paris,

of Paris, where every fifth-rate contributor to a sixth-rate journal in-

scribes hie name and suimme in the muster-roil of fame, as religiously

as the parents of every new-born infant are compelled to enregistOr

them in the archives of the Mairie of tjieir arrondissemeut. Scarcely

has the Curtain .fallen upon some flimsy one-act vaudeville, (imitated

from an imitation of the hcrihage of tliiJ Theatre de Madame,) when the

pairon
3
rmics of the four authors who li^ve ministered to its tawdry

patchwork, are proclaimenl amid the plaudits of the audience ; and
not a melodrama—m»t m. pamphlet—^not an article in a periodical—^not

even a column of criticism on the sam^ hut bears, in well-cut capitals,

the names and titles of the author. The French appear to glory in the

mere authori'sin of authorship,—to take pride in their infirmity—^to

triumph in wearing the label of misfortune round their necks, like

some Pauvre avengle,” or Sourd^muet de naissance” It is not

enough that the name of Victor Hugo/' or Beranger,” should roll

from lip to lip among the idcd.itors of genius ; the world must familiarize

itself with the lesser glories of “ Jal," Gozlan," Foa,” .and Janin."

It is i\pt enough that Paul dc Koch and Jouy have enriched with their

sketches of Parisian mariners the literature of various continental coun-

tries: every dauber of portiaits in La Mode,'* or the Courrier des

Barnes,** is resolved to claim his share in the tittle-tattle of fame.

IIow difjjprent the literary character of our own country ! Although

a few edit(urs of fashionable periodicals, or lordly wire-weavers of genteel

octavos may sell their names to the speculative publishers of the day,

scarcely a writer of reputation in England hut has shrunk from thrust-

ing name into a title-page. The Author of llajji Baba," The
Author of Tremaine," ^^The Author of Vi\ian Grey,” ‘^The Author of

Adam Blair,” Th§ Author of Anasta^-ius," TIIE AUTHOR OP
WAVERLEY ;" such is the shadowy existence of our best writers

!

But this is the mere coiiuetry of authorship," it may be urged. The

names of Morier, Plumer Ward, DTsraeli, Lockhart, Hope, and

SCOTT, are, at the ])resent moment at least, as well known as

their works." But would any French scribbler, from Arras tq Mar-

seilles, have consented to the eight or ten years of preceding mys-

tery ?—to the doubts thrown upon their paternity ?—to the spurious

claims exercised over their foundlings ? Would they have borne,

like Professor Wilson, to be whispered of in*a circle
; ^

like GiflFord,

to live and die without authenticating their right to more than a

few maudlin staiizas ;
like Jeffrey, like Palgrave, like Brougham, like

Talfourd, to content themselves with a sprig or two of professional yew,

when they had claims upon the laurel? Would*they have been satisfied

with the esteem of a handful of literary friends, and, at the utmost, those,

vague and grudging honours, available only within the limits of the
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world of letters? No !•—'In Paris, the name of Fonhlanque,* of the

pithiest and wittiest of political philosophers, would long ago have

figured in the lists of the booksellers, and the hands of the typefounders

of the great page of immortality. That of Maginu, whose humorous

mrve not even Conservatism can extinguish, would have become known*-

beyond the lion's den of the punting office. Carlyle, the Briareus of

Anglo-Saxon prosody, would have taken his share in the worship of the

wOrld j and Praed become reifPowned as the most polished of modern

essayists and lyrists, instead of being laughed at as Caliro Praed, a

broken-down member of the Unreformed Parliament. Charles Lamb

has at length ceased to be Elia,” and the late physician” appears in

Mr. Warren, (in spite of his Galenic name, ^io Doctor.) But who wrote

« Godolphin ?”-*-who " Che Marriage in High Life —wHo the Finan-

eial Articles of our own Magazine ?—who the Noctes'' of Blackwood ^

•—who the criticisms of the Spectator f—who the classicalities of the

Edinburgh ? Everybody knows,” ever) body tells. But in France

that knowledge would be no triudiph, nor the tale worth communication.

The authors would put their irark upon their property, as naturally as

upon their flock of sheep ; aifd strut about in*the eyes of all the Boule-

vards, arrayed in the pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious author-

diip for evermore ! ^

SONNET.

BY ROBEB.T CHAMBERS.

Like precious caskets in the deep sea cnsten,

On which the clusterings shell-fi«>h stiaig^htway fasten,

Till closed they seem in chinkle<^s patioplie;

So do our heaIt^, into this woild's moil thiowii,

Become with scH's vile crust quick o\etgioun,
Of uhich there scaice may any bieaking be.

So be not mine, though compassed allaiound
With worldlings’ caics; still tor the young departed,

And more for the suniviiig biokeii-hearted,

For all who sink beneath affliction’s \i ound.
Let me at least some griefor pity feel

;

Still may leligion’s mild and tendei flame.

Still may my countiy’s and my kindred’s name,
Have powei to move • I would not all be steeL

a This mention of Mr Fonblanque, by our Pans contnbutor who has supplied the above articles in.
duces us to tell our Scottish readers who Mr I-onblauque is Many ofthem have never beard the name
before ; and to many ot them even his truly admirable weekly newspaper is only known by report, and
by tbd eiUracts from it which appear in other newspapers ft is time the name of Albany Fonblanque
were Ikmuiar to every Scotsman, I nghshman, and Irishman who wishes that cfiectual reform to be
accomplished which can alone prevent revolution Mr I-onblanqne is Jtditor of Inn hxAMiNEn It
ii scarcely necessaiy to add, that he is the ablest political writer in Britain, and leader ot 7Ae
menf, or party of the people I lie influence exerciited by T he Fxamtnei over the public mind is very

_lt^eadwg^ticlM are extracted by most pi the provincial newspapers Esen the 'Jory Jour.
^tcopy The Examiner^

s

articles for tht point and brilliancy which distingunh them, and that
Melr readers may see what the liberal party contends for 1 be number ot readers on whom The

'**a articles or witty paragraphs are brnufiht to bear, in addition to its own numeroua
1 ?* j*. *** tnisinflucnre could not be in better hands. The Examiner la

mwingutohed for undeviating integrity, and ardent love ot truth, no less than for the most penetrating
unhesitating boldncst, and talent ot the very highest order ’Whenever we are dis.

f™” targivemtion of our great hig politicians—ivhich is not seldom—we turn to the

n f Hniyt
characters oi Albany Foi blanquc, Jehn Mill, John JKoebuck, and a few other

SSitwurtert n *'SL*'^*^V**
**'‘®^*^8®* talents, and honesty

j and our trust that we shall yet
greatest number, the governing principle oi a British Adiniiiiitrfu
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FASHIONABLE NOVELISM.

Titere is no one branch, spurious or legitimate, of modern literjilure

on which so vast a portion of Balaam has been expended, as that of the
Fashionable Novel/' The minor critics of the press have always llome

established butt on which to try the arrows of their budding wit ; while
the majors are careful to keep by them a vessel of verjuice, (duly
excised and sanctioned by the literary t^owers that be,) into which th^y
di}) their pens, whenever it is riecessary to produce a pungent article, to
neutralize the effect of the praises daubed in molasses, with which it is

their habit fb reward the prophets of their narrow sect.

The world,’' says the caustic De Vigii}’-, is governed just noW by a
couple of passion^, pride and enify

;

the pride of the aristocracy; the
envy of the democracy/* The democrats of the critical press,—to whom,
for the most part, little is known of lords and ladies, except the sight

of their splendicfequipages parading to*courts, the tumult with which
their nightly festivities *encumbcr the streets, or the splendours dis-

pensed by their jewel'f and tinsel from a box at the opera,—mistake the
surface for the thing ;—and, ovcrfloi^^ing with the bile generated by
mingled envy and contempt, fall upon the first fashionable novel that
courts the m»tice of their pen ; exclaiming that they are sick of
such people and such details ; that they wish to hear of men and women,
and the common sympathies of nature ; and not of the wiles of intri^

gauteSy or the impertinence of dandies/*

Wo to such narrow views of the use and purposes of fiction I •Wo to

the shortsightedness that cannot detect the importance of the self-

portraits—the autobiogra])hical libels, which the higher classes of Great
Britain have been active, during the last ten years, in bestowing upon
themselves and their fiateinity;—that wants 7ions to discern how many

,

copies of the E.raminer, the Wesimhuter, and Colbetfs Register to boot,

would be wanting to make uj» the amount of scorn contained in one
bitter page of these satires upon the nobility of the realm ; that wants
energy to applaud the infatuation with which the Priests of Baal have

introduced us to the idols of the sanctuary, and made us acquainted with

the vf3nts and issues of their gross impostures ! That much of the

lesson has been unconsciously afforded, we sincerely believe. But there

is miebing malicho in more than one of these gaudy pantomimes of

fashion. Like the highcvst order of caricature, there lurks a moral in

their parodies ; and if Messrs. Jerdan, Lockhart, Ritchie, Redding, and

Co. can see no further than the rouge and patches, the gilt coach and
Flanders mares, w'e are heartily sorry for them.

But when we admit that a few among these gaudy weeds of modern
literature possess medicinal properties, it must be acknowledged that

many are poisonous. Some have evidently been written to expose

the fashionable classes to contempt ; while some affect the nobler aihi

of their amendment ;—a few have preached like Swiftf—a few likS

Bossuet ;—a few^ like the popular bishop some modern see. Hodk is

fond of rendering his lordly heroes, the Tommy Goodchilds of his sto-

ries ; Mrs. Gore delights to sliow them up as the gir^Andrew Aguecheeksf
or Master Slenders of her dramas ; and Lister, who writes conscien-

tiously, and wishes to preserve a juste ^milieu, paints them as they reolljf^

are, neither fish, nor flesh, nor good red-herring/' The portraits in

S E 9
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<hi8 novels are as exquisitely true to nature^ as those of Gerard Duow
who was occupied a fortnight in painting a birch-broom. The verisimi-

litude of the thing was wonderful ; but, after all, it was only a hlrch-

broom. It is absurd to confound such sketches of life and manners as

are to be found in the tales of Miss Edgeworth, in Lady Morgan's O'Don-
nell in Bulwer, Ferrier, Plumer Ward, Lister. Hook, Mulgrave, Sulli-

van, Grore, and the still anonymous authors of The Marriage in High
Life," and “Godolphin," with th<5se inundations of trash, with names “too

tedious to mention," as the advertisements say, whidh the copiousness and
facilityofthesewritershave culled forth in emulation upon thelowergrounds
of literature,—where nothing is enthroned, and nothing to be learned,

but vulgarity and meaness ;—which display lay-figures, attited in fash-

ionable costumes, without soul, or sense, or motion ; which degrade the

class in which they inscribe themselves, hy pretensions they render ab-

surd. ^
,,

It has been the ta«k of most of our unbiassed critical journals,—

the Spectator—Examiner— Wesimbnter Review,—as well as of our

own Magazine, to separate the, pure ore from this in#nite quantity of

dross; to distinguish the aqua-iortis engraving from the shallow and

. paltry lithograph; the full-toned and sensiti\e finger-organ from the

mechanical barrel-grinder : it has been their task to explain that, at a

period when the institutions of civilized society, and the principles of

national government are passing under the scrutinizing review of mo-
dern enlightenment, it is indispensable that the tree should be made
known by its fruits ; that the abuses and follies generated by existing

privileges should be appreciated in their utmost lircumstantiaiity ; that

the heaven-born order should be \iewcd in its niglit-gown and slippers

;

nay, even without them. But, while the “ greatest number" are cla-

mouring aloud for the happiness denied tliein, it is but just that the

minority should be heard in their own defence. The bar is still open

;

—let them speak,—let them write.—Not even the Duke of Newcastle
will question the diploma of the Earl of Mulgrave, Lord Morpeth, Lord
and Lady Nugent, Mr. Lister of Ribblesdale,—Mrs. Sullivan of the Hoo,
Lady Isabella St. John, Lady Chailotte Bury, as advocates of the de-

famed aristocracy. Let us hear all these novelists have said, all they,

are likely to say, in reply to the accusing voice of the nation.

A few months ago, the establishment of the “ Library of Romance"
was supposed to aiford a proof that the taste of the circulating libraries

had undergone a revolution ; while the editor, by throwing down the

gauntlet to the much vituperated authors of all the fashionable novels

extant, and to their publisher^ took high grounds of offence and de-

fence ; and incurred a perilous responsibility, from which, at present, he
has failed to extricate himself. With the exception of Banim's clever

story, “ The Ghost Hunter,” hy which the series was opened, and the

editor’s “ Bondsman,” the “ Library of Romance" exhibits not a single

work superior in execution to the novels of modern manners it was in-

tended to supersede ; and, in spite of all its prefaces, “ The Chaperon,”
and “ Godolphin,” have borne away the bell. “ Schinderhannes”* is a
vulgar, schoolboy melodrama, of hairbreadth 'scapes and hanging, with-
out colour, without character, without sentipient. “ The Stolen Child,'*

|s Galt’s least canny" performance. Waltham” is unreadable; and
“ Bug Jargal” a woolly translation of one of Victor Hugo's most brilliant

rhapsodies. Mr. Ritchie must produce something better before we give
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his miscellany the palm over such books as Pelliam^'* Devereux,
Tremaine/* Marriage,” or " Ellen Wareham.”*
In truth, it is to the delineation of aristocratic life,—to the sins of

the law-makers and law-breakers,—that modern satire must direct its

wholesome strictures ; those sins u hich *

Safe fiom the bar,^ the pulpit, and the thruue,

Aie touched and bhamed by ridicule alone.

The poor have Moses and the Prophets to wrestle with their frailties,—
the rich, like Pives, hear not these,” but they subscribe to the libra-

ries of Ebers and Bull. Even Comedjr, that pleasant moralizer, is ba-
nished from the stage ; poetry has a meretricious sound in the cars of
the politic;^ economists,* and Horace and Juvenal, Buileau and Vol-
taire, Donne, Pope, Swift, and Young, must endite tlieir lessons in prose,

were they horn again, to reform the littleness of the great.

On this experience did the fashionable novel originally found itself.

It was necessary that the framevvoik*of society should be probed to its

basis ; tbe rottenness of its timbers lai^ bare ; the dimsiness of its su-

perstructure ex])osed. Jn what way could such books as those of Galt,

Godwin, James, Scavgill, Ritchie, Mrs. Shelley, or Banim avail, in

affording a picture of the manners o^f the nineteenth century, by way
of apology to tlie twentietli, for the reforms we are making ; or the
privileges we pretend to abrogate ? Tbe vices of the ('ourt of Charles
JI. have been bequeathed to us by Granunont, in a work traced with a
golden stylus, upon the clHiicetst vellum. Those of the reign of Louis
XIV., the most ponijmus of royal sensualists, w^cre recorded in the note- •

book wherein the Duke of St. Simon treasured up his discerning ma-
lignity. But these were personal and libellous^ and impassible of pub-
lication in their ov\n age, or tlieir own country ; while the Fashionable

Nov^el, by depicting chnscs and not individuals ; by analyzing tbe nature

of the soil of the great world, and enumerating its productions under
their general titles, have afforded an available lesson to their contempo-
raries. If the levity of such works be held offensive, it is only because

the prototype of that levity is known to exist in the v^ery heart of our

social institutions. If the meanness and ser\ility held up to blame, be
loathsome in our sight, it is because the originals of tjiose cringing pa-

rasites are constantly before us. It is fitting, also, that they should be

placed under the observation of that more extensive class, whose habits

and occupations preserve them fiom contact w'ith the great w^orjd. Why
should they worship hlirnlly, «ind in superstition ? If the gods of the

temple be true Gods, reverence and submission are their due ; but if we
can prove them to be idols made wdtb bands, let them be ground into

dust, and thrown into the brook Kedron. We will not believe Messrs.

Cobbett and Hunt. We will trust to the sketches written by my Lord
M'llgrave, and read by my Lord Grey.

The Fashionable Novel, then, to a certain extent, and in a certain

point of view, has our full and perfect sanction. There is still muck to

amend in it. The moral might be made mo^e striking, the purpose

more definite. We wish tor nothing better than a work h'om the pen of

Bulwer,—combining pictures of the polittcal and literary coterij^^ with

those of the triflers of Almacks and Stable Y ard.

^ When this wms written we had not seen Mr. Baillie Fraser's Khan's Tale^*’

^
which only required to be \vi itten by a sccretaiy of the late Lord Castlereagh^ to ob-

tain equal praise with “ Zohrab,”iu certain quaiters*
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ON COMPENSATION TO THE WEST INDIANS.

For some two score years, tlie West India planters have been warned,

no less by the opposition to the njpst obvious dictates of justice and hu-

manity which slavery presents, than by the mariTfeatations of the senti-

mey^ts of the British people, that the tyranny which they exercise over

their *black fellow-subjects must terminate. Yet they refused even

to relax in any degree their villain grripe. Finding all attempts to per-

suade the people of England that the condition of the sl^^ves was in

reality happier than that of the labouring classes in Britain, and that

liberty would ruin the slaves, they threatened, and were almost guilty

of rebellion, in defence of thvir "property : so they designate the bodies

of their fellow-men. But attempt^ to humbug or to bully have latterly

^ven place to a claim for compensation. The argument is, Since you,

the people of England, will noj believe that it^is better for your own

interest, and the interest of the slaves themselves^ (as well as for our

interest,) that slavery should continue to exist, you may be just and

humane to the negroes if you will ;
hut at your own expense, and not at

ours. Justice demands that if you take our property from us, you must

compensate us for its loss. If you set at liberty our slaves, you must

pay their value.” Such is the argument which has prevailed with the

^Whig Ministry, and the Whig House of Parliament, to accompany an

*act of justice, nay an act far short of ju'^tice, to the negroes, with a

burden Of tw-enty millions of pounds sterling, imposed on the people of

England. Altliough it requires a considerable effort of self-command to

treat such an impudent claim patiently, we shall, w ith enforced calmness,

bestow a few words on it for the benefit of those (we know' there are

such persons) who think the claim just, or at least plausible.

When, for purposes of undeniable public utility, there is an interfer-

ence with the right of private property by the legislature, the person

whose property is taken from him is undoubtedly entitled to compensa-

tion. But it is a necessary supjfosition, that the subject so taken for

public purposes, is the property of the individual claiming compensation.

He must have a legal and just title to it. If public utility requires ^hat

a road be made through a gentleman’s park or garden, full compensation

is due. In like manner, when private houses are pulled down to improve

a street, compensation is undeniable. There is, however, a great and

obvious distinction between these cases and the case of the West India

planter. It is not for public convenience that he is deprived of his

slaves: it is not even from considerations- of humanity. Were the

planted to recur to his old arguments, and completely prove that the

slaves are happier under the discipline of the whip, than they would be if

set free; and that it is for the interest of the British nation that

slavery should subsist, because Blackee is irisensible to the ordinary

inducements to « labour, and will not work without compulsion,—still

the grand question of the juttice of one man using another as his

property, as his beast of burden, would remain untouched. The planter

is deprived his slave, because he has no right to retain him in bondage

;

and fot no other reason. What the planter insolently calls his property,

is to he taken from him solely because it is not his property. The slave

is iiot*ttkeii from him, to be given to some other man, or to be employed
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by the state. No advantage is derived by the State from the slave's'

manumission. A simple act of justice is done. The poor slave obtains
only his’ inalienable right and no more ; and the planter has no ground of
complaint^ except- that he is not allowed to continue a wrong which he
has hitherto been permitted to practise. He loses nothing but the con-
tinuance of a system of plunder and oppression to which he has beenlad-
dieted^ in defiance of every just principle, and in contempt of the re-
probation in which the system has been held by the rest of the com-
munity.

It has been one of the arts of the planters always to represent the
question of slavery as one at issue between themselves and the British
nation ; and not as between themselves and the slaves. Indeed the rights
of the black man have been too much forgotten even by tho'Se who
have been his zealous advocates. His case has been too much taken up
on the ground of humanity alone ; and argued in terms little more
respectful of the rights of man^ than we find used by the societies for

preventing cruelty to animals. The human nature of the slave seems
often to slip out of tlie memory of his ada^ucates altogether ; who argue
his case as if it were that of a poor black beast inhumanly treated by its

master. And this, we*believe, is the explanation of the warmth of feel-

ing which so many Tory ladies and gciftlemeii manifest in favour.of poor
Blackee. Were he to start up from his attitude of prostrate submis-

sion, and claim freedom as an inalienable right of man, the zeal of these

worthy people would probably experience a considerable abatement. ^^Man!

man they would perhaps exclaim in a sort of bewilderment, at the novel

view of the case presented to their minds ;
‘‘ it was to put a stop to the

barbarous treatment of negi o slaves, that we signed petitions, listened to

fine speeches, entered our nanms on the subscription list of the Anti-

slavery Society, and gave our mite : we did not think of the rights of man.
Slaves men?—men and women like ourselves? C) Yes : they have legs •

and arms, and can speak—but how different from ladies and gentlemen,

such as we are. And rights ? liave they rights ? and are we only asking for

them what they have a right to? only doing them bare justice? and not

exercising a charity, amiable in the eyes of the world, towards poor crea-

tures that cannot plead for themselves ? 4i), that’s another affair. I don’t

understand anything about rights ; I never meddle with ])olitics,—except

to assist Sir Charles , and the respectable inhabitants of , as

far as 1 can, against the low rabble of Reformers,”

But, however strange it may sound to West Indian ears, the question

of negro emancipation is not one touching merely the right of the planter

to retain the slave, or the right of the British nation to set the slave at

liberty, with or without compensation. The right of a third party is

inv’olved in the same question—even that of the slave. When the question

regards the disjiosal of his own person, surely the slave has some right

to be considered a party to it. It is, in fact, between the planter and

the slave that the dispute as to the possession of the slave’s person truly

lies : the British people are merely the umpires.* In a contest with the

slave, then, what right can the planter pretend that thq slave’s body

belongs to him, (the planter,) and not to t^e slave himself? What but

the right of force ? By force the slave was carried from his native Africa,

and by force his descendants are retained in boi^age. Will the West In

dian planter pretend that, supposing the negro not a labouring brute but a

man, there would be even the semblance of justice, in telling the negro *

that a right to his body could be acquired by violence, or purchase, or by
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« Lis being descended of slaves procured hy either of those means^ and
brought up on his (the planter’s) estate ?

Such k monstrous claim has been made by the planters ; and^ strange
to say, although the claim has been denied by all but themselves and their

connexions, and the negro’s body adjudged to belong to himself, a claim
to borapensation for giving .up the body to the dght owner has been
sanctioned, by the Reformed House of Commons ! Thixmgh what an
obscure medium must the Hous^ have looked on the case hefore them

!

Certainly the negro must have appeared to their imagination in shape
of a brute, and not as a man. ^Suppose the colour of tHi slave changedyi

would a claim for compensation on his being set at liberty be listened to

for a moment ? And is justice to depend on the colour of the person
who has been oppressed ? Or is it to depend on place ? If a slave land
in Britain, he acquires his freedom by the mere contact with the British

soil, and without any right of his master to seven years more of the

slave’s service in name of apprenticeship to liberty, or to compensation
from the people who made it a law that the slave should drop his chains

on setting foot in England. u

No compensation has heeh granted in other cases, where it was, at

least, as well merited as in tlie case of the slave-owners. At no distant

period, Scotland had lier sLn es. Tlie colhers and salters were a sort

of slaves, attached to the coal and salt works at which they worked.
They could not, indeed, kke the negroes, he sold individually. They

’could not be torn from their neaiest relations, and handed over to a

purchaser for a specific sum as the pi ice of their bodies ; but they were
considered by law, no less than by ani lent custom, as part and parcel of

the prm>erty on which they w’ere reared ; they had no power of leaving

it for another place, no power of choosing another employment or an-

other master. When their master died, his lieir succeeded to the pos-

session of these s-laves, along with the estate ; and when the coal or salt

works were sold, the colliers and salters w^ere sold with them. When,
only about half a century ago, tardy justice was done to these Scottish

slaves, no compensation was awarded to their owners, for the ceasing of

the profitable injustice ; no sum was imposed as a burden upon the British

nation,—the price of its indulgcng itself in an act of justice. An attempt
was made, it is true, to continue the system of slav ery in the«collieries

and saltworks : not a scandalous attempt to retain the poor colliers and
salters in bondage for twelve years longer under the title of apprentices ;

neither the masters nor the Parliament were had enough for that ; such

a freak was reserved for the year 1833, the West India Planters, the Re-
forming Ministers, and the Reformed Parliament. The newiy freed men
were enticed, not bullied, into a second state of slavery. They were
encouicaged to run in debt to their ma^-ters, and were then foroed to

engage with them for a certain number of years, as the condition of

payment of the debt not being enforced hy legal diligence. From
even this mitigated form of slavery of their own making, (a slavery,

indeed, to which we are^all exposed in some degree, while imprisonment
for debt is permitted to remain law,) the Legislature emancipated the

colliers and salters ; making, a law that no legal diligence should be
granted to their masters for advances of money, nor for debts of the men
Imiight up by the masters. More recently, the claim of the Scottish

ftfflli^holdere (whjeh we believe was only made in one instance, and that
• tbe^e^e of an tiospftal) for compensation for tlfe loss of the freehold

4|usli%ktion, which had, under the previously existing Jaws, been uni-
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veraally recognised as a marketable property^ was treated with deserved*
contempt. No claim fur compensation was made by the English borough-
mongers^ on the destruction of the valuable property they held in the
Totten boroughs—none was made by the Corporations and Town Councils

in whom was vested, by the law of the land, the privilege of electing

the members for their boroughs. And what is the substantial difference

between these cases and the case of the slave-owners ? • Is property in

slaves recognised by the British laws* and the usages of the British

people ? So was the eocchuive privilege of electing members of Parlia-

ment, possessdit by the Corporations a^d by the Scottish freeholders.

Did the slave-owners embark capital in slaves, in reliance on the laws

and usages of the British nation.?^ So did the horoughmongers and
Scottish freeholders. Did the slave-owners derive a profit from their

funds invested iu the purchase of slaves ? So did the horoughmongers
and freeholders. Will the siave-owners 4)e deprived of a valuable species

of property, hitherto recognised by British laws and customs, if the

negroes be emancipated } The hordiiglirnongerc and Scottisli freehold-

ers have all been dejudvcd of a sjiecies ol» property which had the sanction

of British laws and lorig*usage, and wliiclf could he disposed of for money
as readily as the bodies of the shaves. The two sets of cases being so

much alike, why should compensation* he granted in the one case more
than in the otlier ? Maiketable property iu all these cases has been
interfered w ith by the Legishtture, only hecau»e it was founded in moral

wrong. The property Vas in its very uat\ire unlawful ; and in taking it

from those wdio wrongously pos'^essed it, the Legislature has only restored

property to its rightful owners. Nothing but justice has been done ; and
it is not an act of justice, hut of injustice, that requires compensation.

We are sorry that any class of men should suffer grievous losses, and
feel for the West India planteis, althoiurh of all men that ever lost

money by an act of Parliament, they are the least entitled to compas-

sion. 7'heir case is wor»e than that of the horoughm(»ngers and free-

holders, inasmuch as the wroiigfulness of slavery is more flagrant than

that of holding exclusi>e pri\ileges which were only liable to he abused,

and were not in then}selvcs a crying abuse. Slavery is a gross and
palpable wrong, regarding the natuie of which no man can deceive him-

self. From the first institution of slavery, every slave-owner must have

heed conscious that he held the negro in his possession by no better right

than the riglit of the strongest. Be&ides this consciousness, the moral

feeling of the British nation has declared so strongly against slavery, for

more than one generation, that all who cho^e to letain capital, or to em-
bark it, ill ])roperty in the bodies of black men, have done so against the

fullest w^arning of the unlawfulness of the properly, and the probability of

its abolition.

We have heard a distinction attempted between the cases of the slave-

owners and the freeholders, coi-poratioiis, &c.—that, in the case of

the latter, no right is taken from them, hut only the privilege which

they held exclusively extended to others-yhut a positive right is

taken aw’ay from the slave-owners. Was there eve^ a more despi-

cable quibble ? If a mqn has a just right to retain a privilege worth

•o much moftey, does it make the injustice less, that you destroy the

pecuniary value of his privilege, by extending the same right to a

large number? Is a monopolist ntit as truly a loaor» by tlie privi-

lege,. which he has held alone, being conferred upon all of the samw
trade^ as if he were deprived of his monopoly by a direct withdrawal
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of it ? Woulc^ the present members of the Peerage have lees ground
of oomplaintj if the whole community were created Peers^ than if

their titles were abolished ? The true question is^ Whether the claim-

ant for compensation is deprived of a property which he was enti-'

tied to hold. If the right of property claimed, i s contrary to the princi-

ples of justice and public morality, no compensation is due when.the
unlawfulness of such property is declared by Act of Parliament; No
series of Acts of Parliament can*'sanction a wrong ; no unanimous con-

currence of several generations in bad Acts of Parliameq|, can bind suc-

ceeding generations either to p^ermit the continuance of““the wrong en-
acted, or to purchase from those who have been the doers of the wrong,
the privilege of decreeing that their injustice shall cease.

Were the distinction of which we have^ been speaking, more than a
mere quibble, it would be easy to get rid of the claim for compensation,
without doing violence to the distinction. To procure liberty to the

slave, there is no occasion to interfere between him and his master. Let
the monopoly of supplying the people of Britain, at an extravagant rate,

with sugar raised by the laboun of the poor negro, be abolished i or let

the British soldiers, by w^hose bayonets alone slavery is maintained,

withdrawn,—and slavery is at an end in the British dominions. True
it is, that the British people, w'ith all their abhorrence of slavery, send
armies of their reluctant fellow-citizens to unhealthy climes, from which
few of them return to embrace their wives and children, or to lay their

aged parents in the grave,—that by their means slavery may subsist.

True it is, mdreover, that the British people pay not less than two mil-

lions of pounds sterling, annually, for their sugar, beyond the natural

price ; wuthout which slavery-protecting duty, the West India planters

%ould not keep up the system of slavery, any more than they could

without the soldiers. Is there a Briton unconnected w ith the West In-

dies, who does not blusli to think that Negro Slavery is maintained by
British arms, and British treasure ?

We have dwelt on.this question so long, because the sum at stake is

large, and the principle involved one of much importance. If compensa-
tion is to be granted whenever an act of justice is done, by putting a
stop to what ought never to havoigone on for a day, we shall have more
claims for compensation. Not only the boroughmongers, freeholders,

and corporations, may still put in a claim for the pecuniary value of \*^hat

they lost by the Reform Bill ; but every monopolist may calculate the

value of his monopoly, the instant it is threatened, and, with all due for-

mality, hand us his account for the full value, (^that at least,) in round
numbers, and demand payment, as the condition of his consenting to the

abolition of the monopoly. We shall have the Bank of England proprie-

tors exhibiting a statement of the annual profits of their monopoly, and
requiring twenty years' purchase of that sum as the price of freedom in

banking. We shall have the whole landed proprietors of Britain and Ire-

land, claiming compensation for any reduction of their rents caused by .

free trade in Corn, whenexcr we propose to abplish the Corn Laws. The
West Indians, themselves, will claim compensation once more, when we
take off the duty on East Indian sugar, laid on for their protection. In
^ort, it may confidently be anticipated, that not a single step will be
taken, from the system of monopolies and protections, towards free trade,

without a demand being» made for compensation, on account of the
> lose of tb6 privilege of robbing the community. And what answer e^n
be made, to these claims ? None but what is equally good against the
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West Indiana in the present case. A man bought^ or inherited his es.

tate^ under the Acts of Parliament restricting the importation of foreign

corn. If a purchaser, he paid a price—and if an heir, he paid a joint-

ure, and provisions to younger children—bearing a proportion to the

rent of the estate, under the existing law of the land
; and he is a ruined

man if the present law is to be altered without allowing him compensa-
tion. It would indeed be a sufficient answer to such a claim, that if the

claimant know that the value of the estate was kept at an unnatural ele-

vation by an Act of Parliament, he could not fail to know that the same
power which made the act, could repeal il;; that by at least as much as

the holders of land were gainers by that law, the communitymust be losers

;

that the law w^s a bad, a flagrantly unjust law, and therefore would, in all

probability, be changed ; that knowing all this, he may be happy if he is not

called upon to disgorge those gains which the unjust law enabled him to

make at the expense of the people, instead of receiving compensation for

the discontimiiance of these gains. But all this applies to the West In-

dian planter also, and with still greater force. The proposition to give

the planters twenty millions of Britihh money, as a compensation for

their being compel le<l to cease from tlieir oppression of the black man,

is one of those things at which posterity will wonder.

Posterity will have more, connected ‘^vith this matter, to w'onder at.

The claim for compensation is made, in consideration of slavery having

been authorized and encouraged by our ancestors of the ICth, 17th, and

early part of the last century, as shown by various acts of Parliament,

&c., and the* common consent of the nation. If slavery be a sin,'" say

the planters, ^^it is a national ^in, and not that of our class only.”

Were it even so, w'e might appeal to that maxim of law, which declares

that partners in guilt shall have no claim on each other. But our Re-

formed Commons do not seem inclined to avail themselves' of this de-

fence. They seem to admit that because our great-grandfathers, and their

fathers and grandfathers, recognised slavery in their laws and usages,

we are liable to make good the loss the West Indians think they will

incur, when we refuse to permit slavery any longer. This appears a

generous undertaking of responsibility to which we might justly object;

a magnanimous sharing w ith the planter# the consequences of a guilt,

particij>ation in which we might fairly disclaim. But are we really so

severe upon ourselves, while we are so generous to the slave-owners }

No, indeed ; no generous and magnanimous feelings have dictated the

Whig settlement of the West India Question. The House of Commons
has admitted the clajm of the planters on the people of the present genera^

tion, on account of what our remote anceUors authorized or permitted ;

and has paid them with a draft on future generations for the amount !

Past generations did the wTong, and future generations are to pay the

penalty. All that the present generation does, by its Reformed Repre-

sentatives, is taking upon itself to determine the question of our re-

sponsibility for our ancestors' improper conduct ; find simpletons who
will advance the twenty millions to the plai^ters

;
pay the interest

out of the consolidated fund raised by taxes imposed yi the inverse

ratio of a man's ability to pay them ; four.#fths of the taxes falling on

articles of universal consumption, and therefore requiring the same

amount from the poor man, as from the richj Verily posterity will

have cause tb wonder at such generosity of’ the British Aristocracy, to

the slave-owners. Not the least wonderful part of the matter will be/>

that gulls could be found to advance the twenty millions, under the
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^thott^Ht tliat posterity will pay such a debt otherwise than by a iau|;h

of scorn.

Bad the slaves been set at liberty^ instead of being retained in bond*
age for seven years^ (a large segment of West Indian life ;) and had a
heavy loss been actually experienced by the change from slavery to free

}al)our^—bad the proposal been to raise the sum to be paid the West
Indians at once, or by three instalments within three successive years,

and by an assesspfient corresponding to each man's income ; there would
have been fairness in the manner of the compensation. Still, we must
have objected to the grant, ou. the principle that compensation is never
to be given on account of the ceasing of a profitable injustice. To ren-

der compensation to the planters unobjectionable, it woul^ require to be
entirely voluntary. There would be injustice in the Legislature com-
pelling a single unw'iliing individual to contribute h penny towards brib-

ing one man to resign to another man the property of his own body.

We have confined ourselves in this paper to a disoussior^f the prfw-

t^ple of compensation to the ^Vest Indians ; not deeming it necessary to

say more regarding the amo'ant of the compensation, than that it has
been denounced as utterly extravagant,—beyond the actual value of the

slaves to be emancipated, at the average prices of the Black-man market

;

independently of the seven years* of sla\e labour, which the planters are

yet to exact, if they can. Upon what principle the slave is to be retained

in bondage seven years longer, (it was originally twelve yeai*s !) except

the principle of sneaking submission on tlic part of a feeble administra-

tion to a set of men, presuming on their feebleness, w*e are at a loss

to understand. The Whigs are too weak, when not backed by the

people^ to resist the imperious dictation of any band of united monopo-
lists. They are bullied by the (’orn-grower'«, by the Bank of England
Proprietors, by the East India Company, by the Dignitaries of the Eng-
lish Church in Ireland, and by the We^t India Planters. Even those

w*ho buy and sell their fellow' man, and compel him to w'ork by the cart-

whip, have bullied the Whigs into the grossest injustice to the slaves

and to the British nation. And w'e have no doubt that another set of

men, who also deal in human bodies,—the resurrection men,—could bully

the Whigs into a. grant of tw'unty millions, and a permission of body-
snatching for seven years more, were they equal to the West Indians in

number, influence, greed, and audacity.
’

If the Whigs hold office much longer, or the Tories establish themselves

again in power, it is not difficult to predict what will be the consequence.

All the odious monopolies will either be continued, or compenmthn
will be given for their abolition. Millions will thus be added to our

annual taxation, and scores of millions 'added to the National Debt. The
thing will break down before long, and the fundholder will be made the

scape-goat. * We can tell the fundholder—for whose just rights we have

beqn, and will be, zealous advocates—that it is high time he were taking

alarm at the proceedings of the Whig Ministry and Whig House of

Commons. If we are toiave nothing but alternations of the two aristo-

cratic factiona^in power, the funds will be dissipated by a political whirl-

wind, sudden, short, and destructive, or by the slower operation of

national insolvency. Paid, the National Debt never will be by any but by
a truly reformed Parliament, in union withthe people, and triumphant oVer

the ntoxmpolies.: Indeed, this* is so plain, that it Is often mattetof surprise

Hiat individuals can be found so credulous as to ini^st or retain money
in the Funds. But the explanation of the fact is speedily found. While
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commercial profits are 4 per cent.^ and good bills are discotinted at 2 per
cedt., as in London^ people will undertake all the risk of the Funds ;
the more knowin^^ whose^ example leads the other fundholders^ content-
ing themselVeB with a keen watch, and a determination to submit to the

first hss, to sell out; and replace a knftve with a gull.

MEN OF GENIUS AND THE PUBLIC,

Exposition of the False Medium and Barriers excluding Men of Genius

* from the Public. London : Effingham YFilson.

There appears to be in literature a snake-eyeil fascination which few
can resist. The known ill destiny of authors, the sorrows, the infirmi*

ties, and the poverty incident to their vocation are all insufficient to* de-

ter them from entering upon the thankless occupation ; and fresh aspi-

rants to literary glory are hourly entering tlie lists. It might be sup-

posed that the perusal of^'Israeli's Calamities of Authors" had been
enough to damp the ardour of the most enthusiastic, and cool into sober-

ness the most besotted ; but we neverttieless find them rifer than ever

;

swarming in very myriads, though ruin the most disastrous stares them in

the face, and dissuiision the most warning, counsels them at every turn.

They are an intractable race.

Evil, misfortune, ill-luck, by whatsoever name may be designated that

common attendant upon the actions of all men to a more or less degree, and
of authors, in particular, to the greatest degree, is of course ascrib£d>lo to a

cause. The wretched condition of most men of genius has often been

bewailed ; though the bewailmcnt seems to have provoked little enough
of inquiry into the fatal origin. What Mr. D^lbraelfs book has done in

the one case, then, the present exposition is intended to do in the other,

,by presenting an analysis and elucidation of the causes of these evils

and a ‘condensed appeal to the collected now of ages, in the *hope of

calling a fresh and startled attention to the vast heap of gigantic facts

that stagnate and choke up the struggling current of lung-enduring

humanity." * ^

The expositor does not confine his observations to literature alone.

The drama, music, painting, the walks of genius generally, all claim his

attention. He seems to possess a -minute acquaintanceship with the

working machinery of each department ; and mercilessly drags into view

those mysteries which are either concealed from the understanding or

escape the tfStection of the ordinary observer. He is evidently in love

with his task, and addresses himself to it with a boldness which none but

those having an intimate familiarity therewith would be supposed to ad-

venture, and a confidenc# which none ,but a good cause would inspire,

^^^hrice is he armed," &c. Yet he writes in such palpable bitterness

of spirit, that if it do not augur personal disappointment to a no com-

mon degree, it a^least betrays a more impassioned mood jof mind than a

tsool searcher after truth would care to bepmoved by.

From the first sentence of his exordium to the last of his exhortation,

he has ‘written in ink of quassia. He takes a malicious delight in

dwelling on the selfish apathy of mankind m showing up the “ igno-

rance and malice of the scoundrel world in giving to a cold-blooded^
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heardm generation the narrative of the miseries tsIkM
heaped npon those whose names are eminent in honour their life^liitig

toil, their disappointments, their cruel poverty, their aggravated ttiais

in sickness and in health, their death.bed loneliness, and their unavailing

posthumous fame. All these are consequent upon the folly, jealdd^y,

and self-conceit of the world. It is not in its nature to tolerate or en-

courage superiority. It is ever prone to find fault with, and wilfully

doubt the wisd6m it does note itself possess ; and he who arrogates to

himself a supeidor intellect is sure to be met with vengeance. Have
all of us been blockheads, say the world, and are we still blockheads,

except this man ? Down with him !"

Though the unfortunate world receives a tolerably full share of exei.

oration, something palliatory may nevertheless be urged in arrest of an
over-severe judgment. # The world is a sad weak-minded monster, and
apt to be led by the nose. It is not intended to be conveyed that the

world is the wicked thing it is‘*accused of being ; but* that, by reason of

its inability to form a correct judgment, it is ready to take for gospel

any twaddle that impudence, if clothed in a little brief authority, may
splutter forth. ,

With a view apparently as much to exhibit his own qualifications in

handling the subject as to bring it clearly to the apprehension of the

reader, the first third nearly of the exposition is occupied by preliminary

essays on Epic poets and philosophers, literary and dramatic authors,

composers and instrumental performer^, actors and singers, novelists,

painters and sculptors, men of science, original projectors, and inventors

—sons of genius all. After a little disquisitorial lore, and some pleasant

anecdotage, he comes to the object of his work—tlie disclosure of those

barriei^ and false media which exclude men of genius from tlie public.

And first, as touching literature, it is not to be supposed that pub-
lishers can give heed to the applications made to them to bring forth

the works of every man bitten with the mania for ^^riting. They may
be very good men of business, but not literary men ; and, consequently,

they are compelled to employ a certain personage who rejoices in the*

name o/ Reader,” to peruse such MSS. as are offered. Ry the decision

of this august officer is the publisher influenced to undertake or decline

a ; and on this same Reader” does the expositor pour forth the

phials of his mighty v^rath, as being the iiareikh between an author’s

heart and the public. Never was such a lashing inflicted on mortal man
as the ** Reader” has gained for liimself in the pages before us. He is

the thief in the night, the craven that belongs to the countless order of

Knights' False Oracles, the bigoted sectarian upon the crutches of know-
ledge ; the pewter-faced, ignorant shadow of a shade; the^t. Patrick's

Own philosopher, without Irish wdt ; he has a Sawney's cunning, without

Scottish ability ; a Taffy's turnip-headed understanding, without Welsh
honesty; a Cockney's pert Wrong -headed ness, without English resolu-

tion. There is not a hit, of blame attached to tne publisher : he is a most

honourable, albeit misled man ; there is no fault in thec^ it is tliy.mdlr-

plot and thy mischief-maker that is the’ cause of all.”* Happily for the

unfortunate " Reader,” his arch enemy has takdh up tlft cudgels against

him in such a spirit of acrimefty and invective, that it is impossible to

believe that the author himself has not grievously 8uffef*ed from ‘the mis-

deeds of one or some of that unloved race ; and thus, from passion, pre-

judiei, or intetnperance/ is disqualified frqm pronouncing an aceOptaUe
It is difficult t6 predict what will fdllow upon this
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.lOfUlpulatioii. The fraternity of Readers” will be surely goaded to

soale' act by which the rebel shall be p^t down. Will it be by the ein«*

plpyment of his own weapons, oj by doing the indign^t, and holding a
contemptuous silence? We opine nothing, but leave all to their despe-

rate discretion. The advice of our querulous autlior amounts to the ne-

cessity of wresting genius from the harpy clutches of the Reader pro-

fession^ altogether, and giving the office, and we hope the guinea per
volume of MS., to the women. cries Sir Fietful Plagiary,

the women are the best judges after all.” Our author has a touch of

Sir Fretful ,* yet he brings good arguments. A bookseller's wife discovered

the valu6..of Tom Jones, and adviced her husband no means to let it

slip through his fingers ; after holding a matron jury, of course, on Molly
Seagrim^ La<ly Bullaston, and all the rest. And, rejected as the book
had been with strong condemnation by many of the gentleman readers,

. fehe deserves credit. In such matters,” says our author, women who
give fair play to nature are scarcely e\^r wrong. In a sensible unaf-

fected woman of feeling there is always some of the soundest philosophy

in nature.*' One is gratified to hear of any new branch of intellectual

industry opening to womgn ; but we susp^t our author, by this compli.

ment, wishes, by a sidp-wind, to get rid of the Reader, as a functionary,

altogether. Once ladies become professional, he will have quite as little

toleration for their judgments, as he fias for that quintessence of ignor-

ance, presumption, cunning, and malevolence, the Bookseller's Reader.
The decline of the drama is attributable to the same withering cause.

The patent theatres have always had—^their readers!—the drama, in

general, its immaculate censor !” In twenty-eight years/ as was proved

in answer to the present Chancellor's interrogatory some time ago> only

eight successful accessions to our dramatic stock” could be adduced

;

whilst no less a number than 16,800 pieces presented during that period

were rejected I and yet, at this hour, little else than wild diabolisms

and Pandemonian” spectacles are exhibited.” It is to the extraordi-

nary measures of the managerial purveyors of both the large houses that

the ruin of the English Drama, and, what is infinitely of less consequence,

their own is imputable. The injustice of reproaching the public for with-

holding encouragement to dramatic genius, is manifested by the fact,

tjbat there is no opportunity of worthilj^bestowing it. The ** Barrier”

it is that interposes its fhtal obstruction ; and in no fess to dramatic

literature than to the performers. Kean was notoriously made the hutt

of all the blockheads of the theatre, from the first tragedian to the

second scene-shifter !” Braham received every species of obstruction in

his early career. So with Kemble, Macready, Mrs. Wood. In short,

there is scarcely a person of eminence in this department of the drama
’ that has not had to encounter the most fomaidable difficulties In hiS

ascent to fame.

So also is it found with respect to musical composers and singers.

Therp are many composers whose names are little known at the present

day, greatly superior to those who have so lung reigned in the ascendant*

While the legerdemain of Henri Herz and Moschelles is executedi by

half the t05i>^n, how little is Dr. Crotch valued beyond the audience of

the ^ few.' ” The fact is, that the publicdiave to be educated in music

by those Barriers” mainly, who, to support a selfish monopoly, will

give neither field nor favour to genius, howe\pr brightly it iriay burn,

ft is the Directors,” the Leaders,” the Double-bass Roarers," that^

by the foil of private by-play, and united triekei7, can smilingly ruin atT
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^ clayey wth/* n^^i|Hg |qin the^J^u'hllc education, « taate/' andi

ail thqil ^"ca^r Ip the mociqpoly they have so Jong ei^^ad^
In scarcely any d^fiartpi^nl^of, science or art is the public so entUfly ^

uneducated asin 4|i^t of ^i^sic ; and they have been«iept so long In ^6
dark by ^the under play of rivajsj that they are totally unfitly pinhouxice

"judgment* Jealdusy^ the most ^disgusting jealousy^ is the grand mover

;

and the main object is to prevent tl^ ascendencn^ oC-^any woujd-be com-*

p^tltor. Even the wardrobe women used to sehd her the refuse dresses,

saying; with nonchalance, that^uny thing woulH (to for Pasta P*

The vitiated nature of public taste, as seen in the enoouragement

^yen to painting «afid Sculpture, is attributable to the §ame under^cur*

rent causes. As a school of art, the Iloyal Academy Jms been actually

worse than useless. Take the names of Opie, Stanfield, Martin, Turner,

Wilkie, Flaxman, Chantrey : dot one of the hatch (and it might easily

be enlarged without disci edit to <those enumerated) owes a tittle of his

excellence to the insti actions derived from the great national school.

Name to us half a dozen indebted to it for their education, at all api*.

preaching those just alluded to. Wilkie is represented to have remained
for a long time unnoticed and unknown, till his native talent displayed

in a shop window at Charing Crosb fixed the attention of the public. The
public approved ; and thm the Academy found merit in his works. And
other similar occurrences, as connected with other high names, might
easily be raked up. Instead, therefore, of being directois, instructors of

the public taste, the Acadeducians are themselves led by it. Here again,

also, is visible the bariier to men of genius. There is hiuircely a season

that pafbses, but the press has h*id to complain of the disjiosal of the pic-

tures at the Exhibition. Either from dulness of apprehension, bad taste,

ora woise motive, criminatory observations lune been made as to the

hanging of works of original merit, so low, so high, in so bad a light, or
in such bad proximity, that their whole effect may be destroyed, in order

that the condemned good pictures” may injure not the approved bad
of the more bighly-favoured R. A.

The author laments not these wrongs without being prepared with

something like an antidote. After some caustic remarks upon the come
parative values of men of genius, and things to whicli the barbarows..ig-

nor(diee of mankind has fixed a stated price, and maintaining the pro.

position that there is no “ piece of inert matter so common but it possesses

more definite cooventjon«il tlaims than tho liighest efforts of human in-

tellect,** he takes a brief review of some of the many societies*' now in

existence, which have been formed with high and benevolent objects, and
df Jfcheir inaptness to femedy the evil complained' of ; boldly assuring us

th^t; though we aboundIn establl^bments for all kinds of acquirement,

we have hot ovk to en*fiire its fair exercise and reward.**

This at once opens tliOF eye to the nature of the plan about to be pro-

posed
; arid it is but fair to him, to ourselves, and to a discerning and

charitable public* to submit in somewhat tangible detail for its examina**

tion and adoption, (if considered wise and worthy of admiration,) the
establishment of a Sqjsiety of*English Literature and Art,,&c., for the
encouragement and permanent Support of men pf superior ability in all de-
partments of huipan ^enlq^ and knowledge ; atid that this should be carried

progr^iyely onwards, till enabled by its funds erect itself into a regular
*

as a rightful place of refeisedce kAi natural result for all
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{lis other colleffes ; or rather, to sjteak compreheB'.ivelb’ fcnd more consis.
tently, roH ai^l superiok of hvman FAcri.rxBs?' f'or the support
of such an establishmeut, L.15,000'per annum^ ** as a commencement/* is

estimated as sufficient ; and the foliowinf^ calcul ition is given in eluci-

dation :

—

House, and house establishment, .
*

. L.1,900 •

Thirty Professors’ sahiriis, (L.lOO oac]»,) . • 3,000
Annuities to thirty Profess(Hs, (L.lOO Ach,) • . 3,000
Annuities to sixty others, cLiiined by viitue ot their approved

works, u\ erased at L.? 5 oath,’ but ^arjirif^ from L.150
to L.*25 per annum, .

*
. . 4,500

Annual prcniiums and reuards, . * , 1,.50() ^

Salaries to secretary and ainanuen«^is, . . 200
Two surgeons, to attoud all annuitants resident in the

inetrojKdis, . , . • 300
Sundry eontlnaencie-^, . . . . 500

Competent PiofesMUs/* in e\ery deptfrtmont of literature and the
fine arts, are L) be eb'cted, office it, ujl) b»‘ to , djudicate on the
claim of*any autlu)r for the itd\aulago thus deinai)le fiom the establish-

ment, such cleiui beiii'J!’ fitimded upon liis dceon^plisliilient of some ‘‘
fii e

epic,” powerful tiMi;edN /* or an) olLiir eat w ork contemplated by
tlio institution ; thus a ‘•pm to e\er) man of genius m the nation

to exercise his abilities \utli all tlie einij) of hope, sure, if deserving,

not only of honouiable lanus but of subst lutial ])euiiiiary requital, and
iiisining to the nation in icturn a seiits of gloiious woiks to redound to

her honour and inoial irrt.itncss.

Out of all the v\caUh (puuidi icd awa^ in tins I uul in briek-aiid-mprtar

iiselO'.snesse-, something, it ii (ontendid, might b*' sjiared in feupport of

the brotherhood, for n ilional Jioiiom’s s iko. It would be a bettor

tiling,” lie ollser^0s, than s/>(uiinj» Abhotsfoid to the ie]ati\e» and
descendants ot hir AValter^Si ott. This is doin^ )usliio ^ m the lump/
to the inemoiy <»f one, to the umi il extliision of all who are Ining, It

is not goo<l as a jiiiiu i[»le. In an intidlei tual sense, smli men as Mr.

Godwin, Mr. Lamb, Mr, Ihnam, and the spiiils of the age now and to

c<»me, are nearer lelatnes (p.ihiiam qurmi^^’uit font) to Scott tliaii any

others, unless we make the single e\ieptiou of Mi Lockliail ; and the

world’s giatiliule «nid et»n->ideiatioii would, we tliink, be more con-

sistently shown by .idoptmg a diffiient n.easiire.”

There can he no dimbt lli it an e-jtablishiuent'' of this cle'*cription, if

maitdijcahle, would he a iiiiglit) good ; hut we a erv mucli fear that while

mankind continues to ho^ actu ited b) the same seliisli, unworthy, hateful,

and uneharitahle inotises winch at present so extcnsi\el)^ go\ern it, the

great monster, Am si , would m the end be suic to defeat the noble end

ill view, and render hdious an institution, the mam object of which was

general and individual good.

In the article of Fame, v\e very mmh doubt, notw itlistancling the high

and generous feeling winch eveiy son ot genius fundly faucic*!!s that he

cherkhes towards liis lirother in the sjunt, whetlier tliere^ exist not in

each bosom the genus of 1 jealousy, wlneh onl) require circumstance ta

fi uctify "into most uidiolj fiuit. It is ohvfous that no ill-blood is likely,

very directly, to arise hotween the imel and the iihilosopher, the painter

and the dramatist ; their several paths l}ing all fti defined directions, so

that personal collision can haidly happen ; but it is a matter of doubt

whether any tw o of them, pursuing glory and hread-and-cheese in the

roil. NO. xviir. 3 F



I^Kme i:rae}|C^ would n,(Jt find, (perhaps to their own astonishment,) ‘that

unlovely passions were more easily excitable than ^they had ever dreamed

of, '

Friends also are ehslly warmed info partisans ; and judicial decisions

are easily questioned ; and individual influence, and the force of interest

q^e easily dragged into action. Could we succeed in making mankind

wise, it. would not be very difficult to ensure their happiness ; but we
have a direful apprehension that bad passions working in irascible

hearts, and party-feeling, which ever escheweth wisdom, would mightily

tend to raise a formidable barrier to it.

The very birds Of the aii* and the beasts of the earth, have a better

destiny than the man of genius* To him food is hourly a source of

anxious seeking. Conscious that half the good and all the glory that the

world derives, spring from him, he naturally, though still in humility,

thinks that he, by his deeds, establishes a reasonable claim upon it for

retributive good : this good~*tis all he asks—the mere pittance that

would keep him secure againsto actual want. And most joyful should we
be, if any feasible method coukl he devised for effecting such an object,

that should not contain withiii itself the seedsfof its own inevitable destruc-

tion. «

Leaving to the reader the exercise of his judgment upon the proposal

thus made, we sum up by saying, that in whatever library DTsraeli's

Calamities of Authors" has a place, a ^ acancy ought fairly to be made for

the present cutting Exposition." It is a book full of sarcasm, anec- ,

dote, quaintness of thought, interest, and bold defiance to all whom it

may concern, namely, the littue giieat.

ON HEARING OF THE DEATH OE WILBERFORCE.

O BURY him w ith honours ! Bury him
In the Cathedral’s shafted aisle, among
The great and godlike of all time. Strike up
The organ ! Let thdf' choral anthems rise.

And shake the storied temple with their hymns !

One joins the dead, and brings a lofty fame
And sacre^ memory, like saintly light.

To shrine him and to sanctify his tomb

—

To glorify his God, and bless the land

!

From out the shifting pages of old Time>
The myriad-ruling Emperor—the proud King—
The victor, and his triumph’s long army.
Perish, and leave as little trace behind

As evening clouds night blot from out the day.

Great eities rise upon the teeming flood—
Spread wide their banners—^live their thousand years—'
Anddall unepitaph’d into decay !

O’er many and man^ a one Time’s billows roll.

The iron-handed despot rear^ a tomb—
A pyramid of i^one and iron—with
A nation’s labours, groans, and tears, and 6/ood;—
He dies ; and ere the worm forsakes his shell

,



On HwHng ofth0 JOeath^
His name liatli perisli'd utteriy and past. *

The pilgrim of/he desei-t only sees

^Along the g^loomy pile th^ shadows creep.

As, wizard liluj, the dial hands point out

Where humaa pride hath passed as they shall pass.

The comet flight, Napoleon ! of thy day.

When healed the wounds of its destructive course.

Must sink in night, beyond the shares of Fame;
A wilder ineteoi * in another time,

Shall sweep away tl^ memory in its blaze.

But the briglit star of Virtue—thfi great name.
Whose echo is a nation's shout of joy

—

Burns 4>righter as it rises o'er the eaith.

Fixed for the worship of mankind unborn.

Such is the glory of a Wilherforce !

Whose mem 4 >ry—as the woodroof s scented leaf.

The longer kept the sweeter peid^umc yields

—

Shall biighten5 as the advent of a |tar.

Oh ! is it notlwng that the millions knelt.

Morning and e\«ning, with a prayer for him?
Far in tlie deseit lands his namg hath gone.

Breathing of liope, and charity, and lo\ e.

O'er many a woin and heavy-laden heart

llifth fallen, like the dew of happiness,

TJie whisper, from <xckI*s wandering servant's mouth.

That many a mile across the pathless sea—
Toward tlie setting sun—a being toil'd

To break the shackles from their fettered limbs.

For years and years the shive from labour turn d.

To wMteh tlie waning sun—like falling hope—
T4> bless thee, Wilberforce ! and traced thy home.

In his untutored mind, among the halJs

And cloud-wrought temples of the golden sky.

Melhinks 'twcrc well to parallel, and place

The ^icto^'s i>ortrait by tby ie\erend side.

In mie. T 1k3 truni])et tones, the joyous ^day

Of baniieiN 111 tin* summer ‘-ky—the march

Of ainiaments to merry-souiiding tunes.

Lead forth tlie chivalric and young to war—
Perchance to* blend the voice in victory's shout:

His country's saviour tlieii the meanest serf

Whose feather moves behind the conqueror's plume.

The people shout—the giddy hero bows

To gain a ribbon from a monarch’s hand

—

And bow^er’d beauty smiles upon his way.

The scene hath shifted—crippled, old, and poor—•

A solitary traveller, he turns,

Ileart-feick, to seek the blessed peace of home.

Far up the lessening river, deep within

The shadow of a lonely valley, stands.

Deserted and untenanted, the cot

Whei*e, like its rose-tree, his young pasaions grew.

All run to waste that loyely rose-tree now I

The wolf before the door hath left his track,«
3 F 2
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On Heating of the Death of Wilbetforce\

Silence and desolation reign within ! •

Th^ roofless church, and village churchyard tell

That war hath even reacK'd this blessed spot,-—
And all he fears to know—^the tombstone shows

:

.One look—^long agonizing look of grief he^ gives.

And, broken-heaited, turns away for ever !

Turns to the cold, uncharitable world
To beg—a grave—and' curse a conqueror's fame !

The other :—Time hath wrought tfie bondsman free

•the captive, from the sooty tribes beyond
Alcomri mountains, in the burning land.

His manacles struck off—and, better far.

Opened his eyes to ei'erlasting truth

—

His thirst slaked at the fountain of all life—
The sacred volume locked unto his heart

—

Wealthy in all that constituteth wealth

—

Once more, upon his dear, and native soil

—

Dear in its nakedne^^s ! he plates his foot ;

Then, with the antelope's wild boundi of joy.

Springs forw ard to the pathless w ilderness,

Whd^e many a heart, thjit, like a flower, springs
In beauty in the desert, lives for him.
His wandering tribe he meets !—his widow^ed wife

—

Who holds aloft her child to hail its sire—

>

Clasp its small hands—and bless a Wilberforce !

And all the gentle people shout for joy !

O! is not this beyoiul all e.irthly fame ?

Wliere Ganges rolls her undiscovered tides,

Where Afiic's mountains tower to kiss the moon ;

O'er lands where never European foot.

Nor war's infernal engines have essayed

;

Beyond the deserts, whitened on their skirts
With skeletons of armament's outworn.
The name of William Wilberforce shall pass.

With worship of the true and li\ ing God.
One \oicc that ciied for

5 ears to God find man.
Hath found its echo, England, in thy heart.
The freedom, and salvation of a race,—
Houseless, and friendless, beaten and oppressed^—
Worked out in tribulation, but in peace

—

His monument enduring, grand shall be,

—

And deathless,, when earth's glories, one by one/
Silently rot into the iTiournful past.

The ransomed soul—the meek-eyed Indian’s prayer—
Shall plead for him, when, marshalled side by side.

Ungarmented, in stripped and naked truth.
The great and little, good and evil, stand
To wait the jud^ent of a righteous God !

O, bury him !—with neither pomp nor show

:

He wills it ;—and thd^Christian little needs
Earth's grandeurs in. the presence of the Lord*
Day silently, benirath the simple stone.
His reverend, time-honoured head to rest.
The laurel twines not in the silver hair—
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But neither is there blood upon the hand^
Nor stain of injury to any man !

With the deep blessings^ unrestrained tears.

Of weeping nations, bear him to his grave !

‘

No cenotaph, in foreign lands, uprear ;

Heaven's^canopy alone contains his fame

:

Vain, perishable, woise than vainpto scrawl

0*er death the honours paid not to the living.

Against the stream of grasping injury;,

He fought the battle ot thf weak,-i-the j#5t !—

«

He died amid the freemen*s gathering song^

In the bright morn of Freedom’s coming day.

And fell beneath the flutter of her flag !

O, bury him, the great, the good,*the just

!

The moral of his long life rests wifli tliose

Whose bitter hearts will rue their bitter deeds.

The funeral anthem shall resound for long,

And far, and wide, rf)’er mountain, pkiiii, and sea;

Against Oppression’s stand, his name shall be

A watchword, and a cry to victory i

Among the Roman names mankind revere,

In Fame’s broad temple, his escutcheon hangs,—
The rest is witli a Marvell, Hampden, deep

Embalmed in every patriot Briton’s heart.

To ages yet to come, to brighter times,

Whose radiant sun is on the horizon,

C’ommit the holding of his memory

:

Upon tlic monumental stone inscribe,

Sparla had no worthier son than ho J”

M. S. M.

' COMMEMORATION OF TEPE THREE DAYS.
*

Paris, Ai;GUst 16, 1B33.

The French nation may be compared to the ocean, which throws up

its most precious productions only during a storm. In the calm that suc-

ceeds, the treasures disappear, while many a goodly wreck drifts upon

tlie shore. But the great element, as if ashamed of the mischief it has

done, and the riches it has lavished, lies stagnant and sluggish ;—its

limits compressed within mofes and harbours, raised by the hands of

man;—its fearful bosom traversed vvith impunity by a gilded galley,

•which its smallest efforts might overwhelm ; or fleets of cockboats, such

as a single billovv wmuld reduce to nothingness. •

The Revolution of 1830, has now -'o far receded intolhe past, that

men are beginning to look to its results, rjther than to its causes ;—to

withdraw their observation from the roots of the Tree of Liberty, and

examine into the nature, of the fruit. *
- *

The Revolution of July has accomplished but half its promises ; its ,

contracts are broken ; the contractors them^selves have disappeared^*

from the scene of action. Death has deprived the nation of some of its
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a.l>fe6t» cBampions ; Casimir Periet*, Foy^ Manuel. La Fayette is in ex.

tteme old age ; Lafitte ruined ; and Louis Philippe o/ Orleans on the

throne. The energies of Thiels and Guhcot, are cramped by the little^

ness of placemanahip^; the Due de Broglie, labours like the strong man
at p fair, with a hundred weight of lead attached to each foot. The pilots

are gone. Benjamin Constant is no more ; Andrieux, the Polytechnist,

rests from his labours ; and Berapger, the bard of regeneration, like a plant

prematurely forced into blossom by a gleam <»f sunshine, has withered

'down to the earth, to wait the return of a more genial season. Disap.

pointment has set its s^l upon those who prepared themselves to find in

‘the Revolution of the Three Days, the ground-work of a new order of

things, of a settled avenir, for a noble and enlightened cc^untry. They
behold the old gilded lumbering state-coach of the Bourbons dragged
forth again,—revarnished and replenished, to perform its wontedJugger--
naut over the necks of the peoPple. They hear the wheels creak,—the

coachman swear,—the horses n^igh under their rich caparisons,—the

victims groan and struggle. Was it for thit, the patriots of July sur-

rendered their lives to the cpfintry } Was ^t for thts that those of the

traitors of Ham were spared } Was it for thu th^t the unhappy vagrants

of Rambouillet were driven, uitli rods of bulinishos, from country to coun-

try ? Alas ! what marvel that*^ Beranger has broken the strings of his

lyre A man may survive the loss of father, mother, and offspring,"

says an able modern writer ; but it is a hard thing to outlive the loss

of a Revolution I"

It is not, however, of the jiast that we liav e now occasion to npeak.

Our duty does not at present lead us to philosophi/e uith tlie few, but to

rejoice with the many. Of the 800,000 inhabitants of Pans, if thou-

sand have been recently engrossed by the erection of those bulwarks of

despotism, the forts of the subuibs, the remaining seven hundred and
ninety^nine thousand, have cried IJu c/ e/es ^pc(

!**
^^Com-

memorate the dead by a distribution of sausages and hot rolls at the Hotel
de Ville, and a display of tumblers and rope dancers in the Ghamjis Elysees.

Since Napoleon’s time, we have forgotten the smell of powder.:—give us

fireworks. Since Napoleon’s time, we hear no more of fleets of flat-bot-

tomed boats :—give us sham flfehts on the Seine; take Vigiers’ baths by
storm ; and bombard the Morgue. Why grub and burrow in the sands
of Egypt, for the granite skeletons of departed centuries ? Build us up
an obelisk of oil-cloth I Why labour in the dock-yards of (Cherbourg to

construct vessels of the lino ? liuild us in the bVog Port of the Quai
d'Orsay, a three-decker of lath and plaster ;—an ampliibious man-of-
war,—a vessel of the line—(of march ;) ou il ny a pas a balancer

where (one deck on Seme, and one on land) we may play the Triton

among the minnows."

Je ne desirepas mieux” replies the citizen king of civil lists and po-

litical persecutions. You have turned off the engineers from my for-

tresses. They want work as much as yoti ivant recreation. You shall*

have Chinese pavilions «in the Champs Elysees, and orchestras in the re-

servoirs of the gardens of the Tuilcries ; you shall have pillars and posts

of ail sizes and dimensions ie all parts of the city ; some to bear inscrip-

tion of the imperial victories, some of my own ;—6ome^;o the memory of
the victims of July ;—gome to the memory of. Valmy and Jemmappds.
.It is true that the name of un homme de Juillety* counter-signed on a
^memorial or petition by my ministers of the Home Department, has been
itaHvc enough to throw it aside any time these two years ; but funeral
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masses shall nojr be celebrated in their honour^ and the* cries of their
orphans shall be drowned in the trumpets and ibhawms of our military sym-*
phonies. We will niarr)'', at our royal and mumeipal expense^ a dozen of
their sons and daughters^ lest the race of patriots, like tliat of golden
pippins, should be lost to the country; and my owji sons and daughters, liie

citizen-princes and princesses, for nliom you provide lords and ladies.in«
waiting, shall dance at the wedding.” Thus spake the Chef de TElat ;
and the people responded Amen,—so be it.”— The old dynasty estaV-
lished the seminairefi of Jesuits with one liand, and shut up Ecouen witi
the other. The new dynasty threaten to suppress the Hotel djps Inva-
lides, with its three thousand veteran pensioners ; but they marry fifteen

young couple8,'*and pay for the \^edding dinner. Five le lioi ! Let us
celebrate the Revolution of the Three Days.”
But the heterogeneous assembly which *\e generalize under the name

of Government,” was not wholly composed of Bourbons ; and it natu-
rally occurred to some of tlie least stupid among tli^ Ministers, that

although the Parisians are contented uii* little, and canty wi* inair,”

in the way of festivity, thc^nations and languages of Europe might find

cause for contempt in mummeries such as those projected by the King,
to form the commcmoi ation of a Natfonal Revolution. The statue of
Napoleon was already, hot from tlie furnance. Funds for the erection of

warehouses for bonded goods, of a new Inddge, of a gallery of natural

history—had been voted by the Cliambers. A solemn inauguration of

the imperial effigy would propitiate the many : the foundation of useful

and scientific institutions, gratify the fpw. A grand review of the

national guards and the line would serve to surround the throup with

an effective force, and 4gure handsomely in the eyes of Europe. And
thus was concocted the programme ofthe,/fVc,s of July, 1833 I

On the 27th, accordingly—the day demoted to commemoration of the

dead—the lungs of the officiating priests, the pipes of the officiating

organs, and the iron tongues of the officiating batteries, were prepared

for action. Masseur and military symphonies w ere performed alternately

in all the churches of the cajiital ; and spectral-lo^>king monuments, coift-

. posed of black boards, striped after a gjfcastly fashion with white paint,

were set ilp on tlie various spots consecrated to the interment of the

victims. The eftoct w'as precisely that of an ill-acted pantomime, ad-

dressed to the most vulgar of minds. The memory of the heroes of

July could be fitly lionourcd only by the abrogation of the abuses they

died to suppress, and the restoration of the principles they died to sup-

port. Yet liefe and there, in various parts of the city, a monument,

erected to some solitary victim by his surviving friends, attracted com-

miseration ; wliilc neither the black draperies, nor the thumping of the

military organists, nor the tombs of painted w^ood, tended to affect the

minds of the spectfUors with reverence or gratitude towards the royal

oomniemorator of the modern Therinopylfc. Fnmi the sublime te the

ridiculous—from tlie sepulchres of the dead to booths of the Champa

Elysees—it was but a step. Y~.avoiUil des tiens, morFvoisin f was

whispered beside the Pont d’Arcole, drest out for the occasion with gar-

lands of laurel and everlastings ; and soon followed by Qui vent voir

1fi belle et unique gcante Italfenne ; sept pieds huit ponces de hauteur, sans

chaussons ni soeques T* While minute-guns wfre fh-edJrom the tempo

rary batteries of the Seine during the Messes des morts, tabors an^
pipes announcing raree-shows, the twanging of guitars, the squeaking of

fifes, the popping of petards, the whizzing of frying-pans, the roaring of
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.wUd-beasts^ the gabbling of Pjinchinello, the crying of children and
gingerbread, the scolding, screeching, swearing, blaspheming, of men,

women, and police, were heard on all sidesJn’ the Champs Elysees. Such

were the diversions dedicated to the memory of the patriots of July.

The morrow morning, the memorable 28th, presented a nobler pict^ure ;

for it was consecrated to the name of Napoleon—the man who raised the

biasing torch of glory so higli<^ntp. the clouds that the upraised eyes of

his subjects lost siglit of the miseries by which they were surrounded— ,

'who^caused the vessel of the State to float so smoothly and gallantly

upon its sea of blood, that the mariiiers thought only of the promised

harbour, nor cared for the colour oT the current, or the number of

corpses over which it ebbed and flowed ! The weather of the 28th was
most auspicious—cloudy, but enlivened with frequent gleams of sunshine.

The troops, to the number of^ 85,000 men, \vcre astir in tlhe capital at

an early hour—the national guard fo ming.n line on one side the Boule-

vards, the troops of the line on the other; and, after parading this bril-

Jiant line of two miles in ex'tervt, Louis Philippe and his sons, followed by
a staff of one hundred olHceys, comprising tlic noblest namevS in Frifhce,

proceeded to the Place Vendoine for the great event of . the day—^the

inauguration of Napoleon’s statiu'.

The Place Venddme, created hy Louis XV. to afford domiciles for his

fermiersgchcraujc, is probahly the most uniform as well as noblest sample

of domestic architecture to be found in any capital of Euroj)e. No
worthier area could have been found fl>r that exquisite monument, the

Napoleon colunfti,—the only trophy exeeuted with sufficient grandeur and
solidity to resist the ungrateful fichleness of the French towards the

mighty conqueror whom their incense intoxic^ed to his ruin. The
bronze column of the Place Vendome, the j)roduct of the gleanings of

many a field of battle, would have been levelled to the dust by the

Parisian populace, to flatter the mean envy of the Bourbons, had it not

been so firm in its construction as to outlive the storm, and afford to a
*

Bourbon on the throne of France a future instrument of flattery to, the

Paiisian populace. Not content, however, with their glorious monu-
ment, they must neeefe defile^its simplicity with all the meretricious

accessions that fulse taste could devise. On tlic day of the inaugura-
tion, the pillar of brass was encompassed with twelve denii-columns of

paintedpaper, each being surmounted with a gilt paper ball and spike

!

The pedestal was hung round witli festoons of artificial flowers, wrought
about in divers colours ;* the, gallery sun-oundiiig tlie summit crowned*
with a profusion of tri-colourcd flags, like a hoetth at « fair ; and the

statue itself enshrouded in a mysterious mantlb of green, d<^tted over*

with golden stars. Yet, in spit(? of these scenic decoVations, the column,

the square^ the mounted municipal guf^rd by which the pqpulace was
kppt at hay, the rows of" windows lined with groups^p/ the most elegant

women in Paris, the decorated tribunes set apart fur the Queen and
Princesses, and, uhoi^e iilJ, the veterans* of the Garde Imperiale and
Mameluke brigade, who*hnd re-assumed their well-preserved uniforms, in

honour of the hew day and their old master—formed a highly interesting
epfctttcle. At the moment when Louis Philippe and his military caval-
cade placed themselves in a semicircle opposite the column, with un-
covered heads apd anxious faces, while at the signal of Monsieur Thiers

historian, of the Revolution) the mantle fell from th^ statue, amid
- tife shouts of the multitude, the* rolling of driims, the clapping of

scarcely audible strains pf La Pgrisienne/.'—not
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a»per8on present but must have felt aw^ by the consciousness that
he was witnessing a grand historical ceremony—a feat for the ad-
miration of posterity ! Nothing could exceed the enthusiasm of the

spectators. Thousands of faces were upturned towards the statue ;*

as if to witness the unexpected rising of a wor'-liipi>ed star, long set «

in darkdess. Many present were in tears,—many in ecbtacies,—^all

in a state of the highest excitement? But such h the versatility of

the French*, that no sooner had the King put on liis hat, the Queen
laid aside her pocket handkerchief, and the Princesses their smelling

bottles; no sooner was the hiHjken-winded band, of the first legion of

National Guards heard at a dist«ince, and the white aj>rons and black

beards of ide Sapenr,s seen entering the scpiare, than the^ Emperor, his

victories, and his sufferings, were forgotten, as much as if he had never

lived, and never died. Tlie statuo stoc^l alone with its a lory : the hearts

of the multitude were elsoVhere. Merciful pooers ! look at the Na-
tional Guard of the banlvnte V* cried the Parisians. Wliat figures !

Some with uniforms—sofhe without; 4^me carrying arms to the statue

—sorae4.o the King
; s(fmc taking snuff—some crying, ^ Down with the

fortresses I* AVhat if set ! Ah ! there is my shoemaker ! The fat man
is my father’s grocer. Mmi Dim, *111011 Dieu ! fsonUxls drolefi ! vent

unique.**

But if drole” in detail, all notion of tlie burlesque was lost when
fifty thousand citizens in arms liad successively presented themselves

before the King ; all, or nearly all, vociferous in tlicir expressions of

loyalty to his person, and attachment to conwtiiutional n\(uiatchy. Both
Carlist and Republican must have felt that they had nothing ^^irther to

hope from the Bourgeoisie of Paris. The l()^ c of order and tlie egotism

*of the commercial classes were ascendant. 'I’hc houuefur remembered

"^ow long his stock of Hoik inertcs Jtad remained on liand after the hu>t

Revolution. The perfumer, the coachmaker, the mercer, recollected

that luxury, the virtue of courts, beccrnies criminal in a republic. ^Vhat

XTKitters it to such men that tlie journalist who supplies him with the

new« which sw'eetens his morning and evening cofiee, is thrust into a

piison for having garnished that nows with a commentary? Les

jdt'litft poUtiques,—vvla nv noiifS retjarde pn'^!** exclaimed the fat corporals

of the National (ruard ; and rim> le Hoi quuiid m'ntef** Imrst anew'

from the lips of men who were called togetlier to ‘•olemiiize the advent

of Liberty 1

So soon a« tlie vas^ army of the capital could he disposed of, (the effe-

monial of passing in review ociupyiug nine tedious hours,
j
his Majesty

exhibited once more his rubicund visage and double chin to the crowd,

and made off, as Bourbons for tenturies pad have been fond of doing,

to the dinner table at the Tuileries. In in-atitude for the excess of pipe-

clay and loyalty displayed at the levicw, the colonels of the various

re^ients were invited to dine with the King : and away went the rOyal

carriages, the mob huzzaing Iii*»tily for the Qpeon in her blue gown, the

Princess Maoe in her pink gown, and all the little princes and jri’incesses,

after their kind, down to tho Prince de Joiuville, in his bobtail mid-
shipman’s jacket^] *

*
*

^

But while one hundred and fifty peivons sat down to dinner with dhe
Kingj one hundred and lifty.thousaiid were brushed together in a crjwd
that filled the Champs Elysees, and gardens of the Tuileries, in¥?he

hope of hearing a concert performed by five hundred musicians m the ^

open air. Such music well deserved to be* called the music of th« spheres

;
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for unless it happened to be audible among the stars^ the two thousand
guineas expended upon it were wholly thrown away. Scarcely a note

reached the audito];^^ except those put forth in a roll of two hundred
.drums which formed the overture ; and the chorus of the Marseillaue,**

repealed by hfty thousand voices. Immediately after the failure of the

concert^ the sham ship of the line^ was taken by storm in a sham fight

;

and blown up in a bouquet of tri«roloared rockets. Fireworks were
exhibited on the bridge of the Chambre des Deputes, which, like other

explosions connected, with that theatre of eloquence, made much noise,

and produced more smoke than fire. The grand piece, intended to repre-

sent the statue and the column, was as fairly extinguished as if it had
been covered with one of Monsieur Dupin's orations.

The following morning was devoted by the King to laying the foun-

dation oT new institutions, for his sons an^ grandsons to suppress, at

some future epoch, as superfluous ; and Guizot, the ex-editor, now Mi-
nister of Public Instruction, made a long speech onthe interests of science

;

under a vertical sun, which all Ibut melted the statues of BiifFon and
Cuvier. Under the same ardenl influence a perpetual combat wtis kept

up by the flotilla on the Seine ; more bread and more sausages were dis-

tributed to the people
;
gratuitous' representations of classical dramas,

from Moliere and liacine, down to the aristocratic drivelling of Scribe, took

placu at all the theatres ;—and at a ball and banquet given by the Hotel

•de Ville, (once so Celebrated for its gifts of guillotines and lanternes,) to

the brides and^bridegrooms married at the expense of the municipality,

the King and Queen once more addressed their courtesies to the capti-

vation of^he people. Their Majesties bowed—the princes and princesses

danced—and the inheritors of the patriotism of July 1830 admitted them-
,

selves to be highly honoured by such prodigious condescension. Some
among them, perhaps, lamented that the good old Prince de Conde should

have hanged himself so effectually and so opportunely, as to deprive

them of another offset of legitimacy on which to lavish their 'adoration.

Thus ended the Festival of the Three Days! On the morrow, notliing

was left but a few tawdry pavilions of coloured paper, a few faded gar-

lands of laurel. The siiings andOtnerry go-rounds were at a stand still*

The frying-pans had ceased to fry, and the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion to gesticulate. The Mats de Cocagne struck their flags ; and no-

thing was heard on board the VxUede Faru, but the croaking of frogs un-

der her lee scuppers. The paper cannon^ in the Place Vend6me*had taken

fi^ and Vere burnt to the ground ; and the temporary tombs demolished,

plank by plank. No token of the patriotic festival was left, except in a

few lads of the Ecole PoLytechnique confined in the guard-house, and a few

long bills lyhjg loose on the bureau of the new Prefet de la Seine. If a

little money was circulated on the occasion, \ve rejoice with the shop-

keepers of a nation, which disdains to be thought a nation boutiquiere ;

buf if the public taste was really,consulted in the ordering of these pub-

lic rejoicings, we cannot « congratulate constitutional France upon her

refinement, any inore than enfranchised France upon her gratitude.
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MEMOIRS OF MRS. INCHBALD.

BY JABIES BOABBN,

Mbs. Ibtohbald^ take her all in all, wa««, by her character and genius
the most remarkable Englibhwoman a remarkable period. She was
the friend of God in, Ilolcrol’t, and* John Kemble; and is seen at this

distance as the bright peculiar star’ in that constellation of fbmale
genius wliich illustrated tlie closing years of the last century, and shed
a farewell radiance on the dawning of the present. Therd is pleasure in

dwelling oiKhe names of these lights—the lesser and the greatei;: Anne
Kkdeliffe, Johanna Ilaillie, Mary M^dstoncroft, Harriet and Sophia Lee,
Charlotte Smith, Letitia Barbuuld, Mrs. Hunter, Amelia Opie—in ways
how diiferent !—Hannah M(»re, and the unfortunate Mary Robinson

;

and, first in the brilliant cluster, Elieabetli Inchbald. Our blue-stock-
ing ladies have disappeared as rapidly as our great poets. But Mrs.
Inchbald was never a bliie-stocking, pave,iri a single night of her eccen-

tric life, at a masquerade, when dressing th*fe assumed character copt

her nothing. Hej garbled Confessioys—for we refuse the name of Me-
moirs to Air. Boaden’s jiiece of patched work-^forms the mostimportant
addition lately made to those rare and valuable books which teach men
and women to know themselves, by displaying before them, unveiled, the

real workings of a noble and pov^crful, but still a merely human, and a

female natui'c.

The subject of Mr. Boaden’s book, w as an uneducated country girl, a

strolling actress, early left to lier own guidance, and endowed Vith the

gift, so perilous in her condition, of great personal beauty, who achieved

for herself fame and fortune, and established a reputation for genius and
talent which this memoir^ proves were surpassed by moral greatness; by
the magnanimity, candour, and independence of her mind ; and by her

singular goodness of heart. Yet Mrs. Inchbald was no impossible piece

of perfection ; she had faults* enough, and to spare ; some of them the

offspring of her virtues. ^Vitli her acute intellect, and fine genius, were

combined even to excess, the qualities of a vc?y woman. She was largely

endowed with all the instincts of the sex; its thousand vagaries, caprices;

its genius for coquetry ; love of adniinitiou ; .ind the romance, gene-

rosity, caution, frankness, sensibility, timidity, and daringness \^hich

distinguish woman.
Accident made the social discipline of this lady a tolerably fair expe-

riment of what a female may be made wlio shares in manly education.

We mean that education wliicU commences when the spelling-book is

closed, and is carried forward by the actual business, and the buffetings

and conflicts of life. Seventy >ears since, the boys and girls of a sm^l
Suffolk farm must ha\e been trained exactly alike ; and Mr. Boa-

den’s heroine never was at any school, nor received any education,

save English reading, picked up in some •furtive way. From this

position she passed to the stage, where there is a •complete break-

ing down of the thin party-walls wdiich, in humble life, separate

the arena in which the sexes are trained, and an entire levelling

of all thosje bulw^arks by which our social iforms protect and seques-

ter women ofhigher station/ shutting them up alike from the knowledge

of good and of evil. If there be originally no essential difference in tlie*

mental and moral nature of the sexes ; if man, the Bread-Winner, be not
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always iiiherently differmit from woman, whether the thrifty managfier, oij

th*e graceful dispenser of the Bread, then ought there to have been no
distinction between the tastes and tdhdencie^ of Mrs. Inchbald and those

of her male friends. But there was wide distinction, though no fairer

experiment in training could,, as society is constituted, hav<5 been made.
The result was a noble, self-relying character, and a high-toned consistent
morality, but,, we hesitate to say it a not very amiable woman. For this,

her domestic and social position were more^in fault than her peculiar

training. Mrs. Inchbald, a youthful beauty, with a high-spirit, and the
requisite share of \ aiiity, had hartHy done wrangling' with the, respectable,

but unsuitable gentleman whom she raslily married, and taken to

that habit of living well with him ^vhicli, uith tvvQ.thirds of the
world, forms the useful substitute of emp issioiied affpetion, when site

was left a childless widow. It does not appear that, though an affec-

tionate and most liberal and duYiful relation, she ever loved auj^one,
as happier w’omen love ; or that anr portion of her lonely, though active

life, was spept under the sweet influences of an entirely confiding and
relying sympathy with those ^mong whom shp moved. Failing the
natural charities, she found their substitute among the beings of imagi.

nation, and wedded Dorrifort, and lo\ed with Agnes ^Vimrose qnd He-
becca. But the most cro«Uive and subtle im'igination cannot, from ideal

abstractions, draw the liumani/ing uses of the real beings of one's owu
heart, who may be kU«cd and eluded, frowned at and wept over, sinned

against and pardoned for ‘winning. Her womanly education w'a« never
completed ; and so far the experiment is not fair. As»it wa'^, she showed
with equal genius, and under greater difficulty, ten times the common
sense of fnost of her liteiary brethren; and enjoyed and dispensed far

more social hfippiiies«.

The materials out 6f which Mr. Boaden has constructed this memoir
are a diary kept by Inchbald from girlliood, with candour and fide-

lity Unequalled in autobiugrapJiy ; above two hundred of her letters, and
H mass of miscellaneous information about herself and her associates^

which he was the vei\v liTau to gather and store. At first glance, Mr.
Boaden's book is, we own, exceedingly provoking. It seems a mere
higgledy-j}iyglcfl

y

hod^e-podge, coniposed of the most heterogenous in-

gredients, with here and there a morsiel of what you have been jn'omised

and are in search of. On a second survey a sort of order begins to arise

from^the chao<; but it takes a thud inspection before one di^^eovers the

key to Mr. Boaden's cyjflier, and ffnds that be has attempted, after a

ftisbion all liis own, and by a sort of chronological arrangement, a strange

runningcommentary on M rs Iiichbahrs fiftyyCfirs' record ofher singular life,

making her entries a series of pegs on which to hang anecdotes, quotations,

puns, puzzles, gues«es, sly hints,«mart Vbtorts, and a few specimens of w hat,

cdrisideririg the source whence it emanates, may fairfy be called innocent

malic<>. Motley is
j
our only w ear/' with Mr. Boaden. He labours under

the St, Vitus* Dance
;
and is evidently, because of his infirmity, unable to

approach any object directly, or to perfoi-m the simplest action without a
vaiiety of prelimmary grimaces, nods, winks, and contortions, and comic
twitebings of the face, fur wliichHie need not be blamed, since he cannot
help it. Once this stage is got over, he often goes on tolerably well

;

and his \ci’y slovenliness, wg suspect, has done more for those who would
^ee«the Mi’s. 'Inchbald, with her blemishes a8 well as her beauties
ibtflit^ her, than miglit have been accomplished by fifty cleverer dress-

ers.^' If he lays a horrible daub of rouge on one cheek, he forgets, and
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blunders on, and leaves the other of the natural, colour. The picture is*

indeed, true likeness, though the dress and, accessories arc in bad taste.

He has not marred the finer features and nobler proportions he found

in his subject; all the rest is pardonable, and we go ou with him swim-

mingly. *

Elizabeth Simpson, afterwards Mrs. Inchbald was born at the fa»m of

Standingheld, near Bury St. Edmunds^ on the 1.5th October, 17.53. Her
father died w’hen she was only eight yefrs of age, leaving lier mother with

a numerous family, and in circumstances far from opulent. The family

wgre Catholics, in which faith Mrs. Inchbald lived and died. Her reli-

gious practice, though not strict, w as more regular than her belief was

steady' and orthodox.

The girls \)f the Simpson friniily were distinguished for beauty-^Saxon

IJfcauty—the beauty tradition ascribes to fair Rosamond and Jane Shore:

golden tresses, and the charming anc^ harmonious features, with the

dazzliiigly fair and delicate complexions of English girls. Elizabeth had

.a considerable hesitation or impedimeht in hei speech, wdiich made her

utterance so indistinct tliat she early ^ninned society, alid found her

amusement in books, ^le never attenck*d any «chool ; and, from the

report given of her slfivcnly manuscripts and very deficient orthography,

which, with wSity-browm paper, long frightened theatrical managers from

her first dramatic pieces, it appears that she nuttle no great proficiency in

the merely mechanical parts of education. Mr. Boaden thinks it singular

that, though she shunneiJ company she longed to see the world ; or, in

other words, that, tired of the monotony and of the dull and narrow

realities of Standingficld, she should indulge the more readily the long-

ings of a very young, adv'cnturou^?, and imaginative^girl to reach those

regions of splendour and romance which London has prefigured to so

many yauthful minds. There seems, from some unexplained cause, to

have been a more familiar intercourse w ilh players, between Standing-

held and the Bury and Norwich theatres, than is usual between the

hoards and a well-regulated English farm-house. Elizabeth s first

romantic girli&h passion seems to have been for ]\Ir. Griffiths, the Nor-*

wich manager, and probably the first man of his own stage. To this

gentleman she secretly applied, in her geventeenth year, for an engage-

ment; for now her long-cherished purpose was fixed to see the world,

and to be an actress. ^Her applitMtion "was foi tunately fruitless, M*

•

Boaden, who is a prodigious disco erer of such minute objects as mare's

nests, and somctliiiig of a wag withal, just hints, in hi^) own fsicetious

way, that he has a strong suspicion our Rosalind had a juvenile

passion for this gentleman," knowing that she had stolen his picture

,

and having first i*ead in her pocket-book the name of the hero, Griffiths,

entered in separate letters, with the significaiit commentary— Ettc/*

dear letter of thy name is harmony:* Mr. Boaden facetiously remarks,

that it may be so in W<ae,s, but lias his own doubts as to other places.

About this time, George Simpson, the brother of Elizabeth, went upon

tl^e tetage, in which profession he never attained even mediocrity ; and his

cimversation and example probably stimulated his sister, who was now left

alSne at Standingfield, the otlier daughters being all ma^riedt In April

1772, Mr, Bodden's heroine took the adventurous step that ultimately

decided her fortunes. She ran away to London without the knowledge

her mother, and with a design of going^upon the Stage. She had

already seen^the metropolis, when on*h visit to her married sisters;

at this time she avoided them ; and, after a series of adventui-es, with
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which many marvels and much romance have been interwoven, she, in a
very few days, made her arrival known to her relations. On her
former visit she had received pointed attentions from Mr. Inchbald, a

respectable cpmedian ti>f middle age, and they liad for a time corresponded.

These attentions were now renewed ; and, while labouring with all her

might to obtain a stage engagement, she, without anything resembling
affection or exclusive preference, accepted his addresses ,* and in a little

month became his wife. Hei independent character and natural

shrewdness breaks strongly out in the first of her published letters,,

which is an answer to her admirer, Mr. Inchbald, and written in her

eighteenth year. After a few afirs, allowable to a young beauty in love

with one man,'and addressing another verging on forty for whom she
cared not one straw, she says, ^ ‘

.

I find you -have seen my on marriage ; but, as you desire it, I will i?-

peat them. Tn spite ot your eloquent pen, matiimony still ^peais to me with less

charms than terioia : tiie bliss aiising fiom it, 1 doubt not, is superint to any other—
but* best not to bo ventured for (in niy (ynnion) till some little time have proved the

einptiiiess of all otliei ; which it seldom fails to do. But to cntci into marriage with
the least reluctance, as'fearing 3’ou aiu going to saciifice part of your time, must he
greatly imprudent ; fewer unhappy iiiatches J think would be ocinsioned, if fewer
persons were guilty of this indisi letion,—an indiscietion that shocks me, and which
I hope Heaven will ever piesene me from; as must be yoiir wish, if the regard you
have professed foi me be led^y mme.'*

It is evident that her passion for .the stage was intimately con-

nected with her \ iolent love for the stage-manager : yet she had
scarcely evev siioken to this enviaide and insensible Mr. Griffiths, though,

during the festivities of Bury Fair, on the iirevious year, she had dili-

gently courted opportunities, of advancing her donlile interests ; and fail-

ing, had*returned {0 Standingfield, “ unhappy, and very unhappy.”
The web of life is of mingled yarn,” says one great authority ; and

another, the philosopher Sancho Panza we believe, that most people

are 'neither to be painted with black nor white, but with good brown
ochre. Mrs. Inclibald’s girlish pocket-book, which much oftener

rises up to do honour to her sincerity and honesty than in judgment
against her, contains the following notices :— 1772, January 22d.

Saw AJv. GriffitliJs* picture ;
2Hth. H ; 29^//, rather disappointed at

not receiving a letter from Mr. Inchbald.” Next month slie went to

Bury, and clandestinely to Norwich, and liad an interview with Mr.
Griffiths, probably soliciting an engagement fromT various motives. She
reached Norwich rft seven in the evening, and left it at twelve. On the

4th March she wrote to Mr, Crriffiths, and .received on the 20th an
answer which distracted her packed up her clotlies on the 10th

April ; eloped to London ; and by the 10th of «kine was, as we have seen,

Mrs- Inchbald. Mr. Boaden who takes good care not to let us know no
more of the lady than he sees fi4, says, it appears from her Diary, that

she never, in after life, saw her first flame with indifference.

It is, we think, conclusive against the profession of an actor, that no
respectable player, however successful, ever wished his son or daughter

40 follow his vocation. If is felt enough to sacrifice one generation to

the caprif*e^f the public in this degraded caste. Why it ib degraded ^s
not our present inquiry, Thest^ memoirs afford abundant evidence both
of its dangers and degradations ; to women especially. Mrs. inchbald

was too pure-qninded ever«to be prudish ; her profession set her above.

;el^ false and some true delicacf ; and she was of a oliaractef too

‘baufbty and too sincere for any kind of affectation* For more than
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twenty years of her life her position on the sta^e, and her great perso-*
nal beauty exposed her to insult, which, we fear, she came at last tfc

consider very much as a thing of course. Though she repelled the ouU
rage, she generally accepted the implied homage to her beauty and at-

tractions with considerable complacency.

On coming to London she formed the design of appearing in the cha-
racter of Miranda, in the Tempest, for which part her lovely face, her
youth, and fine figure, singularly qual^ied her : tall, blender, straight,

of the purest complexion and most beautiful features ; her hair of a gold-

en auburn ; her eyes full at once of spirit and sweetness.*' This lovely

young woman, be‘'ides applying to King, waited on Dodds the manager,
who, safs Boaden, settled with her, and made her some presents ; and it

would seem was fully disposed to try how far a manager’s pretensions

might carry him.*' In her memorandum-book she says, that on one day
she^was rather frighted ;** but the man, the brute we mean, had civi.

lized. Two or three days afterwards •she had occasion to see him, and
again was terrified and vexed beyond measure at his behaviour." Her
biographer mentions that on this occasion she was provoked to snatch up
a bason of hot water, ^gnd dash it in her assailant’s face j not,” as

ht wittily remaiks,* to throw cold water on hi& flame.” fehe was
still willing to accept the engagement ; but the condition seemed to have
been the infamoife addresses of Dodds, and. failing in that object it

broke oiF. Digges, the Edinburgh manager, at one time, according to

the mysterious hints of Boaden, made proposals with which she could

not comply, though she listened to e> crything ; and "Daly, the Dublin

manager, behaved as brutally as Dodds.

Mrs. Irichbald's first appearance on the stage was at Bristol, and in

the character of Cordelia ; her husband acting Lear. She mu^t at least

have looked this part and that of Jane Shore, and several others which

she afterwards attempted, to admiration ; but Mrs. Inchbald forms no
exception to the unbroken rule, that no writer of great original genius

ever yet become an eminent or even second-rate player. It would seem
that the requisite powers and talents cannot co-exist. The real identity,

the in-born power chills, overawes, and confounds the imitative and as-

sumed person. Mrs. Inchbald was t*oo deeply and intensely a too

powerfully moved by thoughts, feelings, passions, to he able to subdue or

annihilate that self, and throw it at pleasure into another existence.

The creative and the imitative powers are essentially different. Acting

is properly called a profession, and one which requires half a life-time of

experience and arduous study, to accomplish the original talent or faculty

of the mime ; a great poet or dramatist blazes forth at once : his first ef-

fort is often his best. Inchbald could not have been a Mrs. Siddons

if she would. Nature intended her for a higher destiny. She persevered ;

for to this her firm temper, and her excellent understanding led in every

thing she a*ttemptcd, but her success, as an actress, was not great.

In the first years of her married life Mrs, Inchbald was professionally

engaged, along with her husband, by Digges, then the manager for all

’ Scotland. We have seldom yet had more thafl one, and never to any good

purpose. The head-quarter^ was Edinburgh ; but the company went,

wholly, or in detachments, to Glasgow «nd Aberdeen ; strolling occasion-

ally to smaller towns. In this situation she endured many of the hardships

and mortifications of a female strolling plajier, and enjoyed few of the

compensating solaces of that painful and wearing condition. Her hue-

band^ though a sensible and good enough sort of aman/* was not always
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perfectly exemplary. Mrs. Inchbald, ahi^h-spirited ftnd beautiful youn^
woman, felt herself neglected ; and went, as lier bio^raj)her intimates,

rather far in a platonic flirtation, with a Mr. Sterling, one of the company,
\?ho, quietly and pcrsd'verinfrly attcuitive, duly appeared to read to her
during her husband's absence at the theatre or with convivial parties.

IrvKdinburf^li, she attended the C’atholic cliapel witli tolerable regu-
larity. Is it the habit (»f confession, or the ingenuousness of her own
nature which has made Mrs. lnctMi)ald so frank in her private journal ?

that journal w'hich should forthwith be lodged in the llritish Museum,
Her frankness bhould save her memory from the inucndoes,and ntj'sterious

hints of her biograjdier, wlio becolnes ehxjuent in laudation of the utility

and safety of tlie (’atliolic institution of confession to married .w^oinen.

The of confession are ^indeed well exemplified in this case. Mrs.
Inchbald stated lier fears to the priest, and by his injunction refused to

admit Mr. Sterling on his next \isit
; but the gentleman came again, and

tho readings %ent on as before. There never was kejit so honest a re-

cord of the alternate suu«.hine, aiVd shadows of married life, since Mr.
Pepys wrote in his imagined unt]isco\ erahle cypher.

AIHiile the c<»mi)any wore ahhont from ICdinl.uri>h she corresponded
with Mr. Sterling: a dangerous indulgence,” iivDinarks Mr. Boadch.
On her return she mentions that this gentleman was less with her, and
she was now f)Kn }ni»,s/f/ nottrrd h) th(‘ manairer, and his mistress,

Miss M'^itherington, who occasionally took lier an airing, gave her a seat

ill the manager’s box, that einiahle spot, and invited her to dine at the

managerial A ilia ‘at Boniiiton. These are favours for wliich female plaj'-

ers are hound to feel gr.iteful and jiroud if tliey can. In Scotland she

jierforined in tlie wlude range of characters in tmgedy and comedy, which
her beautiful face, and fine i»erson qualified her to represent ;—and with-

out making mncli advancement in tlie art for which nature had denied

her the groat first requisite,—tlie faculty of imitation, and tho ]M)wer

of sinking her ovin identity,— she studied hard, and ileclaimed aloud to

Jier husband, wlio w.is her teacher, in their walks on the bills around the

city, and on the sliore,— Good Demosthoni.iii practice,” quoth Mr.
Boaden.
Mrs. Inchbald v/as now about twcuity-two. Tlie powers of her mind

w'ore already davrning ; she was feeling her own strength ; the graces of

her person were in full splfudimr
; and she was diiviug about the world,

liable to all the discomforts of a female player’? life, occasionally riding

in carts betv^'een towns, wet to the skin, and dragged from lier fireside,

and conipelled to attend nioniing rehearsaK, and w.ilk at night in stage-

procesbions, in whatever humour or 'state of health. Added to this, .she

had commenced her married life w'ithoiit any great stock of affection,

and it was mot apparently augmenting; she complained of the neglect of

her husband, and he of her coldne*<s ;
her health suffered, her temper

vias not proof; and one day we find her reading to Inchbald from tbe

Sufferings of our Lord,” and next day the married pair are wrangling
about the parting of their salaries ; a continual subject of dispute. He^
did not adojit the maxim oV Rousseau, All that is mine is thine, and
all that is thine ii? thine ;”Tand she wished to have the power of relieving her
needy relatives. M^ith all this’ they were, at a pinch, tolerable friends.

She wept, and the dust fell, no doubt to rise again.

A quarrel w'lth the audience drove Inchbald from Scotland, and they
weftt to France, that the husband might prosecute painting, in which he
nau made some proficiency ; and the wife acquire a complete knowledge
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yean They did then look about thdm for a few months,
Inchbald found friends and admir^s^ and did not neglect study. The r

,
slender funds were completely exhausted by a shorts residence ; and th e .

husband's painting having failed, the wife began to write a farce, and,
together, they returned to Bnghton,> and almost pennyless. She has
entered in her journal, that at Brighton they several tinies went without

. either dinner or tea, and that once th^y eat turnips in the field for a
mei^ These are among the incidental delights^ of the stage! John
Kemble dieted on pease and turnips, for want of better fare or from averse..*

ness to diddling. They got tp London •by some means or other, and
were fortunate as to procure an engagement at Liverpool, after Mrs.
Inchbald had attfemjjted the inexorable Manager Griffiths. At Liverpool
she became acquainted with Mrs. Siddons, as mucli entitled to be then
named the great Mrs. Siddons,—wasliing and ironing for her husband and
her chUd, and lightening her domestic duties by ringing away the hours,—*
as when crowded theatres, and patrician jiudiences, afterwards did hom-
age to her mature and unrivalled powers as «nctres«*. There was she so

honourably occupied ; and^there, too, was^tjie future Cwmtess of Derby,
taking a half benefit,^—neither, as Mr. Boaden sagaciously remarks,
once dreaming of tlie honours that awaited them. At Manchester,^
which was in the same tlH>atrical circuit, Mrs^ Inchbald first became
acquainted with John Kemble, the brother of her new' friend, Siddons.

lie was a few years younger than hei&elf; hut with a face, figure, cha-

racter, and habits, to interest her, and to recommend himself. If we
may fairly constrtie JNIr. Boaden’s mystical intimations, Mr. Kemble'a
appearance wall the cause of one of those periodical fits of conjugal

fidgetiness to which Mrs. Inclibald was liable. Every day^ehef had a

quarrel with her husband, and a visit from John, whom Mr. Boaden,
by no great stretch of charity, wholly acquits of all dishonourable in-

tentions. Matter^ righted again. Ilow smooth!j; would ordinary^ nar-

rative slide over the little wimplings and asperities in Mrs. Inchbald'e

honestly journalized maified life !

Mrs. Siddons went to Yoik; Inchbald painted Kemble, who read while

Mrs. Inchbald w'orked or made notes Af .the lecture. At intervals the

young man—he was scarce twenty—wJiild amuse himself and his fair

friend with tricks upon the cards ; or, as she relates, they played with

anything tliat was in the way,—Wax, thread, or diit—careless of their

future lame and personal dignity ; and, on Sundays, bir. Inchbald read

mass to his wife and the Douay student, Mrs. Inchbald had now begun

the outline of what, in the progress of y^cars, became the Simple Story ;

which, when printed, differed as much from its original draft as Sir John

Cutler’s darned hose from their black silk originals. Kemble knew of^

her novel, and she was the confidante of his first attempts at dramatic,

composition. In an engagement at Birmingham the familfes lived alipost

together —Inchbald painting in Mrs. Siddons’ quiet, invalid chamber, and

his wife rehearsing lier parts with Kemble, or prosecuting her French and
other studies. Their sapient worships, the Magistrates, closed the theatric

—broke up this pleasant and profitable society,—and ‘Uhe rogaea and
vagabonds,” male and female, were scattered different ways.

In the course ot her subsequent stroll, Mrs. Inchbald became ac-.

quainted with one who was more capable of acGng as her literary adviser

than the cold and classic John. This was Holcroft/iylho acted in

voii. Ilf. KO. xviii.
^
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tame company at Canterbury* They after\iirar4s freqaently erotfied each

other’s path of hfe on jnorb*fiiomentous occabione.

It appeared the summit of theatiic^ felicity to the InchWds to pro-

cure an engagement with Tate W^ilkinson, whose head-quarters was
^

York, in *the centie of a wealthy and play-gomg district, where the

Kembles ware beginning to be iavtounteb *

Mr. Boadenis far hum willing openly to impeach his heroine, and has

besides, in his books, alwd>b acfedon the maxim, Piesent company ex-

cepted but he is forced to conless that slie really was a little teasing

in her love of attention and admix ation ** hhe was, in shoit, among
other things, rather coquettish in an open, honest way , and her husband,

vrho had shown little alaim at tlie attention ol Mi. bterling, or the pre-

sence of John Kemble, became violently jealous of a certayi little Uavis,

a low comedian, who diessed hei hair, lodged in the same house, showed

all obsequiousness, and lived upon the smiles whuh she la\ished, fui the

amiable purpose of fooling and- pi evoking both obsequious admirer and

jealous hushaiid. Pleasant, bu^wiong. Mi Boadeii who has an anec-

dote 01 a dramatic quotation, aptopos de bottes to everything, is loiced

to quote Othello hcie. 1 Ins litde Davis, the^lirst diessei m the world,"

according to Mrs. Inchbald, was, in consequent e, a great favourite among
the ladies of the Pheatie, who iieiei seemed to think him, as he buzzed

about among them, of an} particulai sev, or anv thing but a dresser , so

that Mr. Inchbald’s jealousy was in this instance as iidiculous as mis-

placed.

Throughout her whole life, Mis Inchbald was most affectionate^

attached to hei sisteis and near ielati\e'*, few of whom appeal to have

merited her regard, or have been eitliei in heart, iniud, oi fjbnduct worthy

of her. The Simpson finuly had latteily been veiy unfoitunate. Some
of her bisters were widows, and she had alii ady begun to lay the foundation

of her penuiious habits by the generous self-deniil she was obliged to

practise to supply their wants. The paisunony which was, in hex case, the

means of extensive, and, m some iii<«tdmes, of almost lomantic generosity,

surely deserves a softer name, llei tlieatiical appeal ances were now fre-

quent ; yet she read a good deal, wiote occasionally at her Simple Story

j

had her hair diessed, and hex chaims impioved U> little Davis, quai relied

frequently with her husband , < or responded with Mis. biddons, whom the

people of Liverpool weie pelting and hissing oflF the stage , and with Dr.

Brodie, who had attended her in an illiieis at Abeideen. And she often also

wept for the misfoitunes of her ‘^pooi mother, and her favouiite sister,

Dolly." Save for those occasional conjugal bickeiings which kept the do-

mestic atinosphere fiom stagnating, and which do not appear to have gone
very far beyond stage length, the Inchbalds were now enjoying comparative

^ comfort and prospentj. They weie favouiites with the manager, who
had raised their salary, not indeed to the starry brilliance of these latter

days, as Mr. Boaden might say, but to somewheie about two guineas and
a hajf a-week between them. From tins sum, with their benefits, they

had saved considerably, piudently pioviding against a return to field-

turnip diet ; when Inchbuld died very sud denly, tothe deep and sincere

gnef of his wife. The day of his death she calls a day of horror,"
and the week following it, ^/a week of gnef, horror, and affliction."

Her respect and affection for her husband weie eVinced in kindness to

kfe netiural spns, who hadJiieen to her no small cause of domestic annoy*
•fCe^ and who xU merited her bounty/ Throughout a profligate life,

k
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tliey pr<»ved insolent ungrateful tormentorg, often cast off, but again
working upon the sympathies of a hasty but "generous disposition,

Thn widowed wo of a female player gets short time for indulgence,
though Mrs. Inchbald's friends were kind and sympathizing : she obtained

n benefit; the funeral charges were made*as light as possible; and at the
age of twenty-six she was again mistress of herself, and of nearly L.400
in the funds and in cash—an immense sum, considering how it must
have been scraped up. She resumed her profession; and, receiving a guinea
and* a half a-week, lived upon less than a pound : she was not yet nearly
80 rigid an economist as she ultimately became.
For orjce we shall subscribe to the ju^jtice of Mr. Boaden’s strictures.

In the aytiimn of this year she received a letter from a Scotch baronet,

w'hich led to one of those ticklish correspondences which, secure her-
self, she rather courted than shunned ; o hardihood neither sanctioned

by wisdom nor very consistent with dignity. But she liked to write

letters, and to meet with adventures. Il^r novel had now got the finish-

ing touches ; and, after a careful revision by Mr. Kemble, who wrote her
husband's epitaph, but lathcr avoided herself, it was sent to try its

•fortunes in London, consigned to the caf^t Brodje, who was now
settled in the metropcjjis. It was declined by Stockddle. Its time was
fortunately still ten yeais off.

Kemble, though her junior, and of the bolder sex, was a person of

much greater circumspection and prudence than the young widow. She
honestly tells that now she would have jumped at him but his cautious

and calculating conduct, much as he seemed to admire her, foiled and dis-

concerted her hopes. It said as plainly as possible, You had best not

think of me, for 1 cannot marry you." He however gave her excellent ad-

vice, in guarding against improper female acquaintances. iVs if to

finish her hopes, he also came a-wooing for another. Suett, the come-

dian, the famed Dicky Gossip, aspired to the hand of the beautiful widow.

Mr. Boaden again half-hints that Keinlde was only deterred by ^^her

independent turn of mind," from preferring his own suit, ife had

indeed seen some few touche-j of her temper in her tirat husband's life

;

but he forgot that her affection for himself was of a different nature from

that which led to her prudent, and *vet precipitate match with Mr.

Inchbald. There might however be wisdom in his forbearance. John

Philip liked to be master and manager—ay, every inch ; and Elizabeth

had BO long taken her own way, that she was not now likely to be easily

bitted up.

In the summer of ITPO, she accepted an engagement in Edinbrgh

during the races. The condition of female players must be greatly im-

proved since that period. She complains of surpriaes from the behaviour

of the gentlemen who found a way into the society of the ladies of the

theatre,—of the shock” given her by the conversation of a Mr. Berk-

ley, (Barclay .>) of Aberdeen; but records that she still corresponded

with the Scottisl^ baronet. Sir John \Yhitefoorde, who had seen her at

Doncaster in the previous year. The Catholic devotees of the city became

alarmed by the free life of their gay, histrionic^sister, who now absented

herself from prayers as uniformly as she had formerly attended them.

l]j;r, Geddes, the bishop, wrote an admonitsicy and warning epistle, which

reached her in a roundabout way, and produced no visible effect.

She meditated appearing on the London bgards ; and, in September

quitted the York company, having made a new conquest of a Mr, Glovejr*

Mrs* Inchbald appears to have wanted the cajoling art, and she disdainA
3G2
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the mancBuvring means of riveting her great conquests, though she ivas not

devoid of matrimonial ambitidn* It was impossible, with a spirit, like hers,

,
bold, honest, and frank, to have undergone the long mental dnadgery
and moral debasement, o^^ to have practised the subserviency and dis-

simulation which have sometimes, with time and patience, won a way from

the ffreen-room to the drawing-room.

Her first appearances in London were not very encouraging. She
was condemned to all the drudg'jry of the theatre—walking in the jjan-

tomime, playing in Omai. She sought consolation in reading, and the

Exercise of her pen, cautiously sounding the unpro])itious manager about

a farce. In London she at Qiife assumed the free, easy, bachelor, and
independent life ^hich she led to the last ; strictly within thejimits of

virtues, but violating, or setting at nought many of the feminine smaller

proprieties rigidly observed by the prudent, even among the heroines of

the stage. Her female acquaintances were in general the ladies of the

theatre; but her bachelor range was moie extensive. ‘Early in Jier Lon-
don life, the Marquis of Carniaitheii was a visiter at her humble lodging,

Pick Wilson, a clever, and dissolute comedian, who, in Edinburgh, had
often seduced her husband from his own fire-side, became a humble siiitor

for her hand, but an unsuccessful one. Dr. Brodic, noiv a London practi-

tioner, occasionally took his tea her lodgings ; little Davis was an in-

mate of the same house
;
but now, that there was no Inclibald to torment,

he sunk to his true level.

Mr. Boaden apjiears to Imve formed a tolerably correct notion of Mrs.
Inchbahrs matrimonial plans, pi*ojecls, ambitions, and machinations. She
would have married John Kemble, probably Dr. Brodie, and certainly

Sir Charles Bunhury. The hitter was indeed for years her great card.

But hef temper, and her high-spirited sincerity, did not allow her to play

with the C(»olnevs and dexterity requisite to success. On the death of

her husband. Dr. Brodie sent a letter of consolation, which probably

led her to believe that lie meant at some future period to assume tlie

office of peimaneiit consoler. Suspicions of his sincoiity, or of his

designs, led to a frarns : all his presents were sent back ; but after a lull,

heretuinod to his old customs, and often breakfasted, dined, or supped

With her; often, she says, ‘‘ at'^hisown expense for she made no se-

cret of her economy. Then came a period of e->trangcment, and again the

Doctor resumed his visits. No female of respectable conduct could, we
have said, have lived more independent of the menre forms and supersti-

tions of decorum, than Mrs. Inchbald, and never perhaps did so venture^

some a lady come off so scathless. After attending a masquerade in male

attire, and accompanied by the Marquis of Carmarthen, as Mr. Boaden
alleges, upon no good ground that he show’s us, nor upon any grounds at

all, her sisters began to preacli prudence. The masquerade had evidently

produced some scandal in their circle. If the liardihood, and daringness

of the wild widow ever involved her in anything that threatened a serious

scrape, the same high and resolute spiiit brought her, iike Juliet, clear

through. Why has not Mr. Boaden quoted this? Her frankness being

equal on all points, her conduct at once said to those admirers whom she

would have accepted,

—

* If that thy bent love he honourable, -

Thy purpose marriage, send me word withal.

Her shillg^shally lover, Dr. Brodie, sent no such word ; and #hen,

. aiSter an unaccountable absence, lie had dined with her a few times, she

bim he must come no more. Disregarding this command, he at«*
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tempted to force his way up stairs^ the lady met him, and, with great*
indignation, turned him out of doors. “ Sarvvd him right r Though she
was of too open and manly a character to harbour j^ialice, she readily for-

got and forgave, and often converted over-brisk admirers into respectful,

useful, and steady friends, this decided step of almost kicking down
stairs, appears to have terminated her acquaintance with the ^ery
quis-quis Aberdonian. Lovers and admirers she had, in sufficient variety,

for the first dozen years of her residence in London. Mr. Iloaden states,

that Peter Pindar^ (Dr, W’ulcot,)ownod ap6*?ic7i«n^ y but this was a tribute,

gallant, poetical, and amatory, ^hich tUe Doctor, we apprehend, paid to
all the contemporary Muses. Ilis compliments and addresses to the
beautiful M^^s. Robinson** Mere, at least, as high-flown and passionate;
yet m'6 do not suppose tliat even she mistot>k Peter’s jest for his Earnest.

IIolcroft*s passion, or purpose of marrying, u’as more vehement and sin-

cere, but it came too late; the mistress^of forty declined the suit of the
lover of fifty,—valued as a friend, but unable to advance her ambition as

a husband. Their* friendship, though liable to many fluctuations, en-

dured till the close of llolcroft’s life. When arrested with Hardy and
Ilorne Tooke, she vis^tetf him in prison along with li^^r friendly publisher,

Robinson ; and, many j^ars afterwards, when the same gentleman in-

formed her that Ilolcroft was dying, hnd in grgat ])eciiniary distress, the

interest of the now* popular and well-friended authoress, procured fifty

pounds for his relief from Mr. Piiiice Hoare. She herself gave ten pounds

to the subscription made for hi^i family after his death.

Six years after having seen her at Doncaster, Mr. Glover, o Squire,

proposed for the still beautilul widow ; but his suit, though backed by a

carriage, and a settlement of L.500 a-year, was rejected. The lady stuck

to her (doys, and her 3s. 6d. lodging, though she might still have had

hopes of ultimately carrying Sir Charles Banbury. Tlie sporting baro-

net was her visiter, as often as he could bring himself from Newmarket
and the Oaks to London. Her ambitious hopes made the equivocal

attentions of this dangling gentleman, half-patron, lialf-friend, and his

intermittent passion, if it ever reached to passion, not a little tantaliz-

ing. Sir Charles w’us never able t(f screw his courage to the sticking

place, but neither could he forego his^visits. Dismissed, as a means of

bringing him to the point, he broke through rule, and became at last a

privileged ofFender. They continued friends, as friendship goes in this

world, for their joint lives ; aiul long after her final attempts to make the

baronet know his own mind ; and, after youth, beauty, and all thoughts of

matrimonimhad perished, w'e find Mrs. Jnchbald visiting at his seat, when

she went to pass some days with her relations in Suftblk.

In her final matrimonial speculation, the hero was Dr. Gisborne, who

must have been either most innocently simple, or a superlatively cun-

ning little man. Will the sex, and, especially, will the blue-stocking

ladies, ever forgive Mrs. Inchbald for w*riting, and then not burning her

confessions ? She is traitress alike to the sex, and the caste. At first the

Doctor was treated #ith hauteur and caprice ; but when at last he

shammed belief of being disdained and discarded, the Mijse became rather

more condescending, though no eiicourn^emeiit could now make the per-

verse or puzzled Doctor forget his own unw*orthiness. How much of real

life, of the anatomy and play of the ordinar]^ motives of frail humanity,

must be seen in the skeleton volumes of Mrs. Inchbald’s Diary ! Dec.

17, 1794, Dr. Gisborne drank tea with me ; he staid very late, andta4^ed

of marrying, but not me** Next day she avows herself happy at his beha-
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iriour, and yet contrives brave punislitnents*' forber equivocal admirer;
which were carried into eifect when he next came to tea, by the poor

Doctor being* peremptorily ordered never either to " visit or write her

again." This was intended as a touchstone to prove the Doctor's metal.
" He received it," she says, in a manner which convinced me that I

was right." The acquaintance languished on, and, ten years afterwards,

she felt and regretted his death, c Such is habit.

Mrs. Inchbcild was now above forty, and with Dr. Gisborne she

closed her matrimonial speculations, which were but interludes in her

active life. A few years previous to this fhe had been professionally

attended by Dr. Warren, who treated her case with so much sjcill, and
was so ^miably attentive, that she conceived a warm attachment, something

very like a real passion, or a very violent Platonic, for the married

physician. According to his usual happy manner, Mr. Boaden hints

away about and about" this, instead of simply cojiying out the entries

of this most candid of her sex. He says, “If slie hears but his name
in company she is delighted with the word ; and she records her practice

of continually walking (surely not continually, Mr. Boadeii ?) up and
down Sackville Street, where he Ined, watching whether there were
lights in his apartments—following his carriage about town for the chance
of seeing him—and othei^extiavagancies." She writes down that when
she is so happy as to meet him, “ she is afiaid to look at him." This

we admit to be a rather decided symptom. After all, her violent admir-

ation, of which she appears to have made no seci et among her friends,

might be only one of those ordinary affectionate whims which ladies allow

themselves to indulge for those “ dear creatures." their favourite

clergyman, or their favourite physician. She bouglit a print of Dr.
Warren ; and, if their grateful female patients did not buy the portraits

of fashionable physicians, we know not who would. Mr. Boaden sets

down this entry as a flagrant symptom :—“ Head, worked, and looked

at my picture." Tliis attachment was of longer endurance than such

caprices generally are, whicli speaks favourably for its character and
basis. Six years after the Doctor's first attendance, he again prescribed

for her; and she writes, “ I admired him more than ever." His sudden
death, in the same year, naturally made a deep impression on her mind

;

and her record for several days is, “ Thought of Dr. Warren," “Talked
of Dr. Warren's death." She afterwards addressed a few stanzas to his

widow, which have no great merit save in the motive—and nothing

Sapphic.

Mrs. Inchbald had now been upwards of ten years in Loi4lon. Her
professional duties were in the first years extremely irksome and mortify-

ing, and her salary was often very small ; but, by living in cheap lodgings,

sometimes going without a dinner, and economizing in every honest

way,** she was able to maintain her independence, and even to assist those

needy female relatives whom she afterwards handsomely supported.

Her personal friends were either persons of the same profession, or the

theatrical amateurs, who dispense dinners, small criticism, and small

patronage to the “poor players." Qf this number was Mr Francis*

Twits and Mr, Babb ; the tide rf popularity afterwards brought others

of idbout like value.

The rejection of a full half-dozen short dramatic pieces did not dia«

'.
'"' r

• the name of Francie be forgotten among his people ; may It only be said,

the fiither of Horace t
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courage Mrs. loclibald from attempting others; or if her* spirit failed

«

for a short time/ its buoyant energy speedily returned. The habit of
composition was certainly become one of the sojjtary woman's truest

pleasures. Industry, perseverance, and indeftiiigahienfss, were ever her
characteristics; and when her fame was at the highest, and her fortune
large for hor views and habits, if ever a gay evening was spent ^ith
some party of fashionable amateurs, sejen o'clock next morning beheld
Mrs. Inchbald scuttling home to her household drudgery and her pen,

—

at once her bread-winner and solace. She had made many attempts to

have some one of her pieces accepted, arul tried both their houses," and
must often have cried “ a plague o' both," but still patiently walked in the

pantomime, snd kept her garret.

Her crust of bread, and liberty.”

Harris, the manager of Covent Garden, advanced her L.20 upon a
farce, for which Sir Charles Bunbury •procured a license ; but it was
not brought out. She was, by her o^n unbacked talent, and the elder

Colman's knowledge and ta^te, more fortunate at the Haymarket ; and
the “ Mogul Tale," sent^to him as the*|M*oduction of Mrs. Wootley, a

fictitious name, thougfi the real authoress w is suspected, was brought

out on the 20th July, 1781 ; and she had the pleasure of entering in her

journal ‘'that it went oft with the greatest applause." It yielded her

a hundred guineas.

Tlie managerial horror at her whity-brown paper, her bad spelling, and
" the pu/zle of her cramp hand," was now' fairly overcome. She began

to write with fre^sh ardour ;
and to polish, add to, and reconstruct her

many half-finished performance's. When Covent Garden opened for the

winter, hcr*feaLiry, on the strength of her reputation, was raised« guinea

a-week. Next summer her first comedy, " I’ll Ull you What,* was

brought out at the same theatre viith her aftei piece. It brought L 300

from the manager, be^ules the book '-eller's purcinse money for copyright.

It is justly said that no one begins to save till there is some prospect

of a sure fouiubitioii for future accumulation. Mrs. Inchbald was scarcely

nn exception. M^hen the profits of her first dramatic pieces allowed her

to buy intp the funds to the extent ftf L.500, she renewed her vow of

rigid economy, ie»ol\ed to depend onlferself, and to he indebted "to the

courtesy of no manager."

From every fret'll sum that she receiv ed, this munificent miser always

made a largesse among her needy friends. About this time she left the

stage, and coiiaequcntly reduced her expenditure to 30s. a-week. A stroke

of good foitune in the lottery made her inerease her allowance four

shillings a-week; but this again she saved, and distiihuted the surplus at

the close of lier financial year, as was the case with all her savings of

this kind. •

None of the virtues were at this time of easy practice at Covent Gar-

den or the Haymarket; unfencod spots both, as Mr. Boaden might say*

There were few of the ladies of whom Harris, the baffled manager, who
had alleged the managerial right, even in her case, could say, " As for

that woman, Inchbald, she has devoted herself to virtue and a garret."

Among her papers Mr. Boaden has ^ound a piquant fragment of an
autobiography, which she destroyed before death, to the endless regret

of the lovers of that rare commodity, truth^ She, who is so candid in

her personal confessions ; who had been behind, as well al in front o^the

curtain ; and w'ho was so clear-sighted in detecting the true spHngs o*f

human action^ would neither have affected the mystery of Mr. Boad6ii^
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nor been awed in writing by the prudence, or civil cowardice, which

'made all the booksellers shrink from the publication of what must have

been by far her most valuable work. Its history is curious. She wrote

it with care in the firft years of this century, when her powers were in

full maturity, and her experience of the hollow and false world ample.

Phillips (Sir Richard, we presume) oifered L.1,000 lor the work. Her ,

long-tried, and steady friend and publisher, George Robinson, for whom
she had the highest respect ahd legard, styling him her best friend

in the world,'' agreed to buy the work, if tt^tproved on perusal. It would

not do. He durst not \enture the autobiograpy ; and she ^ould not at

this time take Phillips' money. ' When her female friends spoke'to her

about this w'ork, her usual reply (speaking with lier natural impediment)

was, ^<Sould you have me niUr-dcr-c/l?"

She had for fifteen years been adding to, and revising this curious

composition, when, in 1617, it \ja3 j»ut into the handb of Mr. (’onstable

by Godwin. The picture is exqui^jite. If ever Mrs. Inchbald's Memoirs

are published with cuts, let us see Mr. Constable, in a fit of trade enthu-

siasm, in the back-parlour of Mrs. Godwin's shop, in Skinner Street,

slobbering Mrs. Inchbald's ugly MS, '

“ ‘ Mr. Constable has flow ii w ith the eageiness of a lo^ei to the ]>misal of your

MS, at every moment he coulil lo^ciic fiom the lemor'elesQ gnpe ot business. I never

saw a man so fasciiiated. I ,l)elie\e the instant I lea\e his a]iaitmeiit at anytime,
he takes up the book aiiJ kisses it. He sa}S be ne^er saw a MS. so beautiful

:
}Oii

best know wlu‘tbei, in so sajint*, be allude'* to tlie elegante of the peumauship, oi the

charms of the iiaiiatne. Mi. Constable is a widow or, of an amorous complexion,

and I am not sine that he has not betn ;?uiltj of tlie ludelu.ty of having: tii-

deavoured to prevail on the hook to come to lud to him. Do not thciefoie be haid-

hearted, and icfusc to admit the mau into }our piesciicc who thus woi ships }our
image.’ ”, *

Now mark the bhrewd lady: ^^£3d, Recei\cd an i>qui\o(*dl letter from
Mr. Godwin, on Mr. Constable's admiration of my MS."

31 bt, Mr. CJonstahle Called on me, between tw’o .and three ; staid till

near four. He praised the two volumes he had read of my MS., most ex-

tremely." I'his was the last day of the year. In January of the next, the

MS. came back from Edinburgh. It was ioo strong for tlie north, as well

as too piquant for the south, Mr. Roadea cannot guess whether its fiat

was pronounced by the Giiuai I ^K^owx, or the Ildtnhurgh Reviewers :

which might be most likely to condemn pictures of contemporary society,

and of high-life, and high-lived company," sketched by the author of that

thoroughly radical wuik, NAiifRi: and Art, it would now he difficult to

guess. Then we would have hlained Sir Walter ; though the critic who
first obtained for the Jolly Beggars, a place in Hums' published works,
must have been somewhat liberal, at least in liis literary tastes. The
w'ork was also offered to Longman, and again to Pliillips. We shall give

the fragment in which the beautiful w'oinan, (no actress,) who yet walked
in the pantomime for her bread, and dedicated herself to virtue and a
garret, describes her friends :—

•

“ To have fixed the degrees and shades of female virtue, possessed at this time by
the actresses of the Haymniki^t Theatre, would have been employment for an able
casuist.

** One evening, about half an hour before the curtain w'as diawm up, some accident
having happened in the dressing*ioouf of one of the actresses, a woman of known in-
trigue, she ran in haste to the dressing-toom of Mis. Wells, to finish the business of
her toilet. Mrs. Wells, who w^j the mistress of the well-known Captain Topham,
shocked at the itstiusion ot a reprobated w'oman, w^ho had a worse character than
.her^bf, quitted her own room, and ran to Miss Farten’s, crying, ‘ What Cap-
fhioa ophanf say, if I weie to remain in such company ?’
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No sooner had she entered the room, to which as an asylum she had fled, than ,
Miss Farren flew out at the door, repeating, ‘ What would Lord Derby say, if I

*

should be seen in such company ” *

Mr, Boaden bjr a few of his mysterious nods and winks, would, we sup-
pose, be understood to intimate that the elegant Farren, had the

—

what
* would he say f thrown back on herself by a married lady ; and that in

short,, the call of alarmed virtue passing her, made the round of the green-
room. The satirist of Haymarket femaft virtue, or female affectation of
virtue, was herself in some respects far from being strait-laced. Mrs.
Wells, before whom Miss Farren fled, was at this time her intimate ^so-
ciate : friendship is out of the question, ^fho Suffolk heroine, and indepen-
dent widdw, acting on her assumed brevet of bachelorism, and judging men
and women in a rather elemental uay, chose to think almost as%ell of
Captain Topham*s mistress, us of the prudent and respectable proba-
tionary Countess. The hihtory of this Mrs. Wells is the most affecting

episode in these memoirs ; a painful example of the ruin and misery at-

tending those profligate and lieartless connexions, which wreck so many
women the most rarely endowed by nat«re. Mr. Boaden actually be-

cojnes enthusiastic in speaking of her bCauty, and her genius for tlie

stage. This unfortunate woman, after glittering for her little hour, fell

into yet greater irrogularitie-, and was at last the inmate of a jail and a

mad-house. In advanced age, slie seems to liave recovered herself, and
with se*uUbility uncleadened. There is an extremely affecting letter

about her, addressed, many years later in life, to Mrs. Inchhald, by a

lady, a stranger ; and it m<iy be some extenuation of the commencement
of the intimacy, even with tlie most rigid, that to tlie close of this lost

woman’s life, tlie bounty of her early friend attended her. Th^ history

of this connexion is curious in another jioint. Captain Topham, the

protector,—we believe that is the fashionable name for such’ guardian

angels of belplos'. woman,—was, with his respectable friend the Rev-
erend Mr. Charles d’Este, the prototype of a modern class of perio-

dical writers. He started a diverting” paper called the World, in

conjunction with this reverend friend, *a royal cha]>lain, and a man in

private life strictly decorous ;
w’ho made allow'ance for a man of the

World,** quoth Mr. Boaden, “ meaninf^ a }>un, with the reader’s par-

don.” The printer knew, or w'as supposed to know, nothing of Topham ;

a man of fortune, fasliion, wit, and gallantry, commanding a troop of the

Guards, who went about all day, everywhere that a gentleman of taste

could be a tolerably wide range ; and at night deposited his gleanings

in the letter- box. Captain Topham, a man of wit and talent, unquestion-

ably, had a somewhat better right to talk as he did of Grub Street

Writers, and the Low Puinin, than any of his successors, ecclesiastical,

civil, or military, whether in Sunday papers, or other periodicals. The
theatre in which Mrs. Wells performed, was naturally extolled in his

print ; and the dramatic jiieces of her friend, Mrs Inchbald, w ere called

anything but Grub Street, in the columns of the 'World, Even had Mrs.

Inchbald been a little of a self-seeker in her q^quuintanceship with To-
ham and his mistress, her green-room associate, she ipust be pardone.

She was a friendless player woman,” striving for bread, and deter-

mined against protection. Very revereml persons have sought success

in blameless pursuits by similar, or by worse means.

We must refer to Mr. Boaden’s chronoUgy—for this should he the

title—^for the exact periods, names, ages, and characters of her seval^r^

plays. Missing her autobiography, posterity must deem her xiovQis'her
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r only important works. Of them we shall speak by.and-by ; and second,

arily^ for there w^as more greatn^ps and originality in her character than
even in her writings.^ Her dramatic pieces, from a very obvious reason,

were the most profitable to the author ; who finally, while in the eieercise

of a really noble, though judicious liberality, accumulated at least £5,000,

which she left by will to her relations. One of her most characteristic let-
‘

ters, Mr. Boaden, for some crotcjjety reason or another, has thought fit to

omit. It was addressed to her friend Mr. John Taylor, a friendly, stirring

kind of man in his day, and, obviously, a very small one. As he shrunk from

bei^ called Oculist, even in Mrs. Inchbald's Will, we know not how to

designate him. He was editor or part editor of the Sun newspaper. Mrs.

Inchbitld left him a legacy of L.lOO ; and a mysterious epi^'tle of his, so

cautiously worded that we defy a conjuror to make anything of it,

means, being interpreted by Mr. Boaden,—direct for once,—that the lady

with whom Mr. Taylor remonstrated for her shabby style of living and

lodging, and often warned against the consequences to her pecuniary

prospects of her Jacobinical politics and*daiigerous connexion with the

philosophers, had enclosed him a fifty. pound note os'll present, in one of

his frequent pinches. Tlie letter omitted by Mr. Boaden we publish here

from his life of Taylor, and for the benefit of the whole literary world.

Our readers have already an idea of how Mrs. Inchhald had lived f(»r

the last eighteen years. All tlie world were agreed as to her excessive

shabbiness ; but some of her friends thought so eccentric a person a little

mad also. By this time, be it remembered, she had seen and aided many
of her gay and extravagant early associates sunk in all the meanness,

as well as tlie destitution of self-iiuuri’ed poverty

« < My®doar Sir,—I read your letter with gratitude, because I ha^c had so many
proofs of }our fneiulship ior me, that I do not once dimbt ol }oiir kind intentions.

“
‘ You have taken the lust method jwssible on sutli an oitai»iun, not to hurt my

spirits ; for had you S£U»]>cLtcd me to be insane, or c\ui neivoiis, }oa uould have men-
tioned the subject with luoie caution, and by so doing, luighi liave given me alarm.

‘ That the noild should siv 1 have lost my s(miscs, I can readily foigive, when 1

recollect a few yeais ago it said the same of Mis. Siddonc.
“ ‘ I am now fifry-nvo yeais old, ai.d yet if I neie to dro^s, paint, and v^sit, no

one would call my undera>tandin»: in tflestibn ; or it ][ weie to beg from all my ac-

quaintance a guinea or tno, as u subf-^iription lor a foolish book, no one would accuse

me of avarice. But because I < boose that letirenieut suitable to my years, and think
it my duty to support two sisteis instead of one servant, I am at (used of inadne«s.

I might plunge in debt, be confined in jnison, a pensiomr on the ‘ Literary Fund,* or

be gay as a girl of eighteen, and yet be consideied as perfectly in my smses; but be-

cause I choose to live in independence, afilueiue to me, with a mind seienc, and pros-

pects unclouded, I am supposi'd to be mad. In making use of tlie word affluence, I

do not mean to exclude some intonveniemes annexed : but this is the case in every
state. I wish for more suitable lodgings; but I am unfortunately averse to a street,

after living so long ui a square ; but with all inv labour to find one, I cannot fix on a
spot such as I wish To make my lesidence for life

;
and till I do, and am confined to

London, the beautiful view, fioni my present apartment, of the Surrey hills and the

Thame'S, invites me to remain here, for I believe that there is neither such fine air nor
so fine a prospect in all the town. 1 am, besides, near my sister^ hcie; and the time
when they are not with me is so wholly engro&scd in wiiting, that I w^ant leisure for

the convenience of walking cut. Retirement in the country would, perhaps, have
been more advisable than in London : but my sisters did notlike to accompany me,
as I did not like to leave them behind.**

a
In another of her letters, (and why has Mr. Boaden given us so few

out of hiS' two hundred ?) she says to the intelligent female friend who
Wjjs looking after her sick sister in the country,

» ^ < I am more apt than most people to stai t at expense $ but believe me *tis only
when ( witness expenses that are superfluous. Upon an occasion like the present, with
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you fbr the manager of my purse, 1 shall consider eveiy farthing expended as indis.
pensably necessary, and from ifay heart rejoice that I have earned and saved a little

money for so good a purpose/ ”

The penurious habits of Mrs. Inchbald must notj therefore, be mis-
taken for Bordi(tness or blind avarice, nor sneered at as meanness* She
had, ladies! refused a coach, a rich husband, and a settlement of L^OO
a-year. If the love of independence formed the basis of the noblest
points of her remarkable and really ma*^nanimous character, frugality

was the great prop of this and of all her virtues. The parsimony which
was the foundation of her generosity, in her deserves the nobler name of

self-denial. '^I’m fa^ from being. a near man,” sayS Mr, Hobson, one
of Miss Burney’s best characters, complacently contrasting himself with

Briggs, the humorous miser of the same authoress—“ Far from l^ing a
near man I I never grudged anything on my&elf in my life” This is

the counterfeit generosity which passes current with the multitude.

The man who grudges nothing on his own pleasures is a fine, free fel-

low, with the best heart in the world, Mrs. Inchbald grudged every-

thing on herself, and showed a steady disarlminative bouiitifulness to her
needy relatives and improvident friends, wHich all the generous may have
the will, though none but the frugal can have the power to display.

Though her firm principles and good sense set her aboi e many dangers,

to which her frail female associates were subjected, it was her frugality,

her foresight, and providence, which placed her virtue above the temp-

tations of which many of those around her became the victims, as much
from necesiiity, or what they imagined so, as from passion or vanity.

In the sustaining consciousness of true dignity, she was able to look

with pity on them, and with something very like contempt on tl^p small

game of ambition, of mean arts, hollow shows and seemings, played by

the virtuous caste of the same kindred and tribe—those who, if they

did not achieve a coronet, at least got the length of gliding, gracefully

and snake-liko, into and about halls where coronets are figured on

chair-baeks.

Like all ardent devotees, Mrs. Inchbald sometimes carried the spirit

of her rule to the excess of a superstitiums observance of its letter. We
see no necessity for her scrubbing stairs sifting cinders, and shivering

for the want of a few busliels of coals, while she was giving away large

sums to keep others ca^^y and warm ; but the fir^t might be a pastime as

compatible with health and even with literary pursuits, as many others

we daily see practised; and the Litter, a piece of homely pride, which her

good sense w^ould have corrected on the safe side of a rheumatism : nor

can we see why a rich lady should not as readily be indulged in show ing

by her whims how little she can live upon, as how’ much she can contrive

to lavish on her own person, and her ow'n pleasures. As utilitarians w'O

should, moreover, be pleased to see the useful arts rising in general esti-

mation : in importance they cannot rise. And, among others, why not

Mrs. Inchbakrs scrubbing of grates, lighting lires and making soup?—
There was considerable difference betw een th^ king and basket-maker,

in the estimation of the men of nature ; hut how would tjie women, and

men both, have in like circumstances settled it between the queen and

the maid-of-all-work ? We, however, give up Mrs. Inchbald’s scrub-

bing as a virtue, and also as a grace or a humour. It was not in her even

a domestic utility ; it is only sacred as a femafe caprice. Princes have

made watch wheels, when they have been industidous and ingenious ; ai^

a gentleman is vain of being able to harness his horse, and intolerably
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^ proud if he can shoe him. A Prench lady, fei^ls her womanly conse-

quence enhanced by performing a good ragoutj and if ayoung mother^ any
where, of the we.althy, helpless class, forced by some dire necessity, can
wash and clothe, and feed her own infant, how sweetly complacent are
her feelings ! The mother is now first, all a mother—and the in-

fafft doubly dear as the creature of her sole care. This is disgressiOn,

hut not altogether out of poinL We meant to expose the old, cunning
game by which the half-ashamen. subservient, and truckling, as Veil as the

impudent and tliorouglily corrupted, try to sneer all independent exer-

tion, and all virtue guarded by your only true watchmen, and
Frugality

y

out of countenance. The coteries> of Paris laughed at the idea

of R^hseau being able to exist, cottage-harboured, and cot^tage-fed, away
from their mocking flatteries, their their wit and gaiety; and
above all, away from *tbe numeroub agremens of their establishments.

It was an affectation of tlic philosopher soon to evaporate. The Reverend
Mr. Estes and the gallant Captain Tophauis, would probably have known
better ;

yet liad they been Trea'sury scribes of King Charles reign instead

of wits of tlie Rcgeiicv, bow bftght the jokes they would have cracked on
Aridivew Marvell's garret and scrag of cold m'uttoii ! Even they, at that

time, durst not have approached with indignity Tim man.
.How few members the Hon.* Ilons-e, how' very few ladies of Covent

Garden Theatre, or of the All-the-World-is-a-Stage of England, could

have braved the world's dread laugh," like this most evernplary self-de-

pending w'ornan ! Her courage was nobler than her genius : its example

ought to be more beneficial. In all civilized coimniinilies, w hat is meant by

garrets*,—;self-denial to w it, and the moral energy by which independ-

ence irfay be maintained on the narrowest means, —is indefeisibly allied

with honour and integrity. Half the moral courage of Mrs. Iiichbald

would have saved Edmund Burke from the misery of a debtor
; the re-

mor^e of a conscious sworver from the truth ; and the shame of being the

pensioner, and accounted the bribed tool of corruption. With her clear

spirit, accurately distinguishing real dignity from the glare of ostenta-

tion, Sir Walter Scott had avoided the only error of his life ; and, lack-

ing a castle, an establishmeiitj^and the honour of entertaining Mrs.

Coutts, and the other Princes and Princesses of Mammon's and Fashion's

Empire, would have escaped the anguish which tortured his noble mind, and
broke his nobler heart, and laid liim in the grave in the unfinished agony
of an ineffectual struggle to c(nrect one grievous miscalculatioi> of that in

which man's true honour consists,—leaving his memory to the regret of

thousands, but also to the implied ignominy of a tardy subscription.

How much of female purity and happiness have been undermined and

wrecked, from w'omen being trained to believe that there is degradation

in living, (or being able to live,) like Mrs. Irichbald*, on a very few shil-

lings a-week ; or in w ashing their children's clothes, like Mrs. Siddons

;

and from not being trained to believe and to feel that useful duty, how-

ever lowly its sphere of exercise, is compatible with the highest cultiva-

tio*rj, and is the most iniiJieriable attribute of dignified character. How
much bright promise has been blasted—how much plain honesty sub-

verted, because young men ^re trained, alike by example and precept,

to believe, that to be distinguished, and to gain influence, and have success

in public life, thej must,,by some means or other, accumulate like Hus-
kisson, or revel like Sheridan, or shine among, though not of, the noble

Ad the gay like Canning \ Memories like theirs should be viewed as bea-
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cons> ^warning from the sunken rock or thew hirlpool^ nerer^regarded as
*

the steady guiding lights pointing the only safe track into port. •

Among purely literary men^ the examples of ruinous improvidence,
ending in shipwreck of peace and personal honour, is as frequent as
among politicians. Those writers who, throwing aside shame with
honesty, buckle to the service of corruption with the reckless ferocity of
the renegade, and fatten in the trade, are not worthy of notice. They *

are the privileged sneerers at Grub Street and Garrets.*’ It is for a
nobler class that good spirits grieve and are in travail, seeing how often
their ruin and debasement originate with themselves. The single ex-
ample of Mrs. Inchhald ought to stop *the pitiable outcry of literary

characters about the indifference of the great to the manifestations of

genius, tfie neglect of the public, and the ruled enorinitios of thosa mon.
sters, stage-maiiRgers and publishers. No one had more of this to

contend against for long years, than Mi%. Inchhald : but she fell into

none of an author’s proverbial misfortifncs simply because she under-
stood her true position. The main caiyse of the misery of men of genius
is ignorance of thi«>—the most fatal and least pardonable of all kinds of

ignorance ; or else they arc \\ilful traitots to themselves; of a morality

too feeble to live by Mrs. Inchbald’s rule, and to feel tlieir personal dignity

no whit abated by the trivial circumstance—trivial as respects genius

—

of living (ui fift\ pounds a-year, or on dfty thousijnd. Bums the poet, and
Ilogg the Forest-bard, surely required, no more broad and cliee^e and
Scotch kail to cherish the Muse and vielcoine lier visitations than sufficed

of those grosser elements to sustain the noble peasant, “ following bis

plough in glory and in joy or the yauj) shepherd, when the bughting-

star, rising over the hills of Deloraine, pointed to welcome supper-time,

and the soweiis s.uisoiied by a filt fioni the lassts. No more ’—%in(l the

rest is leather or prunella” as respected either the silent inborn power,

or the splendid manifestations of their genius. How labelo Ihemsehes

are but too (»fteii iliose leading minds of the world ! E\erv ont' readily

agrees that virtue is not to receive its full reward here: but (/cn/ws, clamor-

ous gtniiuSy ought to be p iid in lindeish, or a shoi t ouler on Couits and

Co.! How hiinjj(|||ling and mortihing was it, some ‘*liort time since, to find

many able men seiumslv railing at tlie*Loul ( bancollor because ton or.

a dozen men of genius, talent, and learning, one of uliom was Coleridge,

were no longer subjected to the degradation of sharing among them,

from public bounty, a sum about equal to what is paid to a single ]Mr.s.

Arbuthnot ! ,

It will be seen by her letters and style of living, that Mrs. Incbbald’s

visiting acquaintance were never more numerous than she could help.

She allowed herself Sunday sand liolidajs; and at one time dined fre-

quently on a Sunday with Mr. Twdss, both before and after his marriage

with Miss Frances Kemble. She also cnjoyc*d what ‘-he and her friends

called her Boh Sundays ;
for several years dining either with IMr. Babb,

nr her publisher, George Robinson.

Her connexion with the fasliionahle world was chiefly through the me-

dium of the Kembles. We have said that a« guiding maxim with her

courteous biogrc-ipher, is “ Present company excepted.” • In his life of

John Kemble or Mrs. Siddons, lie would imt for the v\ oriel have taken tke

freedom with them that he does here. This life is indeed Mr, Boaden’s

achievement in moral courage. The example^ of Mrs. Inchhald lias in-

spired him. - ,

Mrs. Inchhald, and the Kembles and Siddonses, early and equal friend,
•
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had remnsftd aaeh other on the path of the worlds as people in great
« natiany do. She nlight perhaps have been dropt gently ; but her

slstng literary reputation^ and consequence in theatres and green*rooms^

began to be felt. Mas. Siddons and Kemble had infinitely more toil> and^

we doubt not^ far more difficulty and pain to play their part in making
way among patrons of all grades, and in keeping them, than in their

6tag‘e performances. ** She was playing the game of the world,’* says

Mr. Boaden, in reference to thq Siddonses. Her daughters occasionally

visited Mrs. Inchbald—and in a few years she saw the Kembles oftener,

sometimes attended Mrs. Siddons' routs, and was introduced to Mr.
Lawrence, afterwards Sir Thomas Lawrence ; all of which, is it not seen

in the faithful chronicles of Mr Boaden. There had, to say the whole,

been eo particular or friendly intimacy for a dozen previous years ; and
after she had been successfully writing for Covent-Garden for eight or

nine years, Kemble and Mrs. Siddons, whose Muse she was at dinners

and in cards, would hav.e engaged her as a performer at their theatre,

to detach her, Boaden plainly 8t^^tes, as a writer from the rival House.

Sheridan liked no striking talent, and John Kemble thought there were
standard plays enough, when 'he had altered^ revisedy and got them wp,

in the splendid style of Spectacle, which first depraved modern taste, and
laid the foundation of the ruin of w^hat is called the legitimate drama.

We give Mr. Boaden great credit for his plain speaking on this occasion.

He could always do so very well if he chose ; and if, instead of resembling

a magpie, hopping about, and peeping knowingly into a marrow-bone, he

would dab at once, and bring up the substance. Mrs. Inchbald

declined the friendly offer of an engagement, to walk in the pantomine at

Drury Lane, probably at a good salary, but either to the suspension

of her* dramatic writing, or the injury of her literary reputation.

This was done upon her own judgment certainly, but also by the advice

of the most judicious of her friends. At the almost command" of

Mrs. Jordan, the manager bought, however, one piece fropi his old

friend and Muse, Thus the world wags, playing its game of sc//*,—

and in revelations like these consists one chief good of all biography.

In the course of the following years, Mrs. Inchbald'aUbcquaintance in

• the upper world extended. Sife had been distinguished" by Mr.
Hardinge, the eccentric barrister, some of whose trumpery or half-

crazy letters Mr. Boaden has published ; and by Rogers, and the capricious

blue-stocking, Mrs. Dobson, the translator of the Life of Petrarch, who,

as the wife of a fashionable physician, kept a carriage, and gave dinners.

Among those her biographer calls “ her dUtinguislied visiters," was
Miss Wallis, an amiable and virtuous woman, and the dramatic pet or

idol of the day. She was zealously patronized by the Chancellor Lough-
borough, in whose carriage she always made her calls. Tiiis and other

carriages, with their coronets and jyroper insignia, often surprised poor

Mrs. Inchbald in her household drudgery. Last Thursday morning,"

she writes, 1 had just finished scouring my bed-chamber, while acoadi
with a coronet and two footmen waited at my door to take me an airing/*

In referring* to the amiid>le condescensions of the Lord Chancellor to

Miss Wallis, Mr. Boaden sagaciously says,—** But however pure and
captivating such condescensio/^s may be, they are still condescensions

:

the persons patronized by the great are, never upon a level with them ;

and the proud injependei^t mind of Mrs. Inchbald noticed some of the

. attendant evils upon such a state.** Her record will be given literatim

:

May «lst. Dined with Miss Wallis ; two upper women^^sermnts there
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901116 time. Saw much of the sorrow of such connexions?* Madame *

Roland^ when only Mademoiselle Something, could venture to resent *

indignantly the insult offered her, in being sent to dine* at the second
table in the Farmer-generars : the Mish Wallibea must pocket these
affronts. The upper women-servants might be perfectly good company,
but durst they have appeared at their master^ tables ? Connected with
this delicate topic, we shall give a letter, written by Mrs. J’olm
Kemble, the widow of Mr. Brereton, amiable woman, whom the
talented manager condescended to marry, to tJio astonishment of some
of his admirers, and who made hi''^, we confess, a much more suitable

wife and deputy manager, than the indef)endent 31u6e could have done.
Beforej^iviiig Mrs. Jolin Kemble’s letter, we must introduce our read-

ers to the Pnory, and the circle of the Marqui'* of Abercorn. lif 1795,
Mrs, Inchbald, three years after their offer of an engagement, had frequent
intercourse with the Kemblo family. She \\as at the height of her repu-
tation. TJiey were ])laying the great ^foaldly game, and strengthening

themselves by splendid connexion ; l)i¥t still remembering early friends,

whose talents and accomplishments could strengthen*’—their game, in

short—for to this at last ponies Mr. Boallgn’s circumbendibus. Having
leapt the gulf hetuecy, we quote him again. Kemble, to be near the

Abercorn famil}", had taken a hoii<?e at Harrow Weald
; and he took Mrs.

Inchbald down theie in liis chaise to pass a lew days with ^Irs. Kemble.**

This waa the prelude to a visit to the Marquis of Abercorn, of private-

theatrical, amateur dramatic, and other memories. Of her second visit,

we extract Mr. Boaden’s account :

—

“ Sh* accepted of a gaudy day or two at the Piiory ; and on Saturday, the 2d of*

.Tanuar/) left Leicester Squaie toi the Marquis ot Abeicotids at Stanmore.

She found thoic Lord and Ladj Geoig^e Sc>mour, Mr. Copley, Mi. Hamikon, (the

aitists,) Mrs. Kemble, and her musiC4tl uitce, Miss Shape. On Sunday the Mar-
chioness went to church; Mro. liichhald staid at home, employed upon her novel. If

curiosity should be at all tempted to luqiiiie how a paity so distingnisheil got through

the day, we are fortumtely m a condition to gratify them. A little moie gold leaf

was really.all the diifeiciue betwicii them and their humblest ueighbouis. After

dinnei they conversed on religion and politics-, ,incl aftei supper they played at Crambo,
Now, though we aie clear that Mis. Indihald was not bom under a rhyming planet,

yet there is no leason to question her puftet ^*quaUty with her noble and well-bred

compeers. •
*

She passed Good Friday at the same elegant retirement. The Kembles were both

there ; and Dr.,Howley, (the present Aiihhishop of Canterbury,) then a young divine,

called upon the Maiquis, and displa}ed his poweis of mind to their gieat delight.'*

When Kemble finally quarrelled uiili the Drury Lane management,

where his honourable punctuality had been tortured by the extravagance

of Sheridan, he went abroad, and left his sensible and jirudent wife, who
understood her little great world perfectly, to negotiate for him for a

sixth of the Covcnl-Garden Patent, with the friendly aid of Mrs. Inch-

bald, We have said Mrs. Brereton was a far more suitable partner for

a man who needed to get on by com ting patronage, than the Muse; and

here is proof, in extracts of letters w'ritten from the Priory^; which

also give a broad clue to the exact nature of the connexion between the

world of fashion, and the world of the stage, and furnish us with

another proof-impression of a portrait of fashionable society:—

As to what Mr. Harris means to say to Mr^Lewis, I do not know ivhether it

can be of much consequence, as he must Iiaie made up his mind most unsteadily

should that make any mateiial altei’HTtion; and, with regard to Mr. Kemble, 1 am
certain he will feel himself too independent in the while transaction, to allow him-
self to enter into any engagement with Mr. Harris without having the most perhict •

confidence that it will turn out pleasantly to all parties.
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^ « Onr Friday ereniugr was most splendid, and to roe in every w%y
r VTe had to dine and sleep in the house about forty persons : the Prince of .^ales,

Dahe and Duchess of Devonshire, Lady "Melbourii and family, the Castlereagh^ Mr» ^

and Mra Sheridan, Lady Westmoreland, and the Ladies Fane, Lady Ely, ^c. The ^

audience consisted of ab0ut seventy persons—a large party frt)m the Earl of Essex's

;

another from Prince Castelcicala ; and eveiybody 6u|>pecl. Nothing could be more
brilliant : the whole theatricals under iiiy direction, and, I do assure you, moat ex-

cellewtly acted. Lady Cahir admirable in Lady Contest^ and she was a blaze of
diamonds! During diivner, the Prince inquired much after Mr, Kemble of the^'

Marchionese

;

went into the most u/^hounded j)nnygeric upon him ; and said he had
been only twice to Drury Lane,—once to the Pantomime, and once to see Falstaif;

and should certainly not go again until he returned. An epilogue was spoken by the

Hon. Mr. Lamb, in which was a iou'eriny comjdiment to Mr, Kembley warmly re*

reived ; and alter it was over, imd supper over, the Prince came and eat down by me*

He v^ould not allow me to stand, and talked in the most familiar mannji^r, and the

most fAmdly, for an hour : all this in presence of my friend ShcridaA, Sheridan was
very civil, and so was I. Sent a long message to Mr. K., wishing him to return,

which 1 told him I should not send. Hr asked for his direction, which I laughed
at ; but told him, if lie ciiose to ryite anything, I would send it to him. I would
not tell him when 1 thought he would return.

“ T never saw anything more beautiftil than the supper rooms. Mr, Sheridan came
with a very elegant chariot^ four beautiful black horses, and iivo footmen. The
Duchess had only one. Mrs. Sheridan had a Jine shawl on, that he said he gave
forty five guineas for—a diamond necklace, ear-rings, cross, cestus, and clasps to her

shoulders—and a double low of fine pearl round her neck.*

I wish you liacl come, as I do belie *e thero never was a thing of the kind 'ivent

off belter. The billiard ro'om was the theatre; and wehad \ery pretty scenes. A
band of music, and the organ struck up “ God sa\r the King!” as soon as the Prince

w'as seated. Lord and Lady A. treated me with the most marked attimtion ; and 1

dure say Sherid.m w ished me at thed—I : all the grandees talking of Mr. Keinble'f

return, and the desire they had to sec him again. Sheridan is litile-mindcd enough
to be vexed at seeing any of his performers admitted into tlic society he li^e9 wdtli.

“ I shall be in London next we{‘k, as the w'hole family wdll come then for the

W'inler. \Ve have a great dimier aiiain to-morroiv—Mr. Adilington, and a very large

party to meet him ; which will, I suppose, he the last. 1 shall be here again at

Easter, should I ho in England. I liavc the pleasure of being convinced that I

have not, by niy long residence, lost any pari of the good opinion the whole of this

family have e>er showm they had of me; whicli, 1 do assure you, is a very pleasant

c ircwni'staTue to me. I think tlie lioiescs I have been in during my husbantVs absence,

have he(*n most creditable and serviceable to him ; for he has been constantly kept

before the eyes of the great world, passayes in his letters talked of, I w ill come

^
and see yon as soon as ever I come to town ; but I hope, before that, to have heard

liom Mr. Kemble, that he has got th^ copy of Mr. Harris’s letter.”

One sliort f^ketoli wdiich Mrs. Iiiclibald makes of Slieridan, on a previous

rupture with Kemble, tempts us us to w ish tliiit slic, and not Moore, had
written his memoirs :—

-

‘‘ He has now wdth only one short speech—hut I am told appropriate, both in

sense and address, ns if delivered by Milton’s Devil—so infatuated all the Court of

Chancery, and the wdiolc town along with them, that everybody is raving against

poor Haramersley, the banker, and cunipassionatiug Sheridan ; all, except his most
intimate friends, wlio know all particulai'ii ; they shake their heads and sigh !

“ Kemble, unalde to get even five bundled out ol‘ four thousand pounds, packed up
his boxes, made a parting supper to bis triends, and ordered the chaise at seven o’clock

llic next moniiug. As they were sitting dow'ii to supper, ‘ Pop ! he comts, like a
catastropHe.’ Mr. Sheridan w'^as announced. Kemble and he withdrew to the study

;

and the next morning I heard ale was settled.”
Expressing herself with some severity aj^ainst Sheridan at an election,

at a time when a mania of loyalty had seized the people, she says,

with much true nature, He,jiow finds that he has praised the volun*

teers in vain, and had better have paid his debts. Yet I like the man
80 well, and am, with all ^y boasting, so bad a patriot, that, if I had a
vote,<^ would give it him. I am now more angry with Coke than with
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ylf'iM^eitAles were thus her'^assport to the great world, she was one>
0^ tJte|?“iliplomaS to admission. At their talble she met several of the nohL
litf ; ani^attended a masquerade given by Mrs. Morton Pitt, with them,
in the character of a hlueMocking, prudently borr(^ving every old tag
of Hue she wore. About this time she occasionally saw that vehement
patroness of the blues. Lady Cork ; and had the honour of being tal^en

to Kemble's box to be introduced to the Duchess of Devonshire, who,
however, did not appear. At a political Whig dinner at Perry's, she met

f some of the distinguished politicians of the day. Godwin brought
" Curran, and Kemble I'alma. But she soon cut the fashionable world
altogether ; and in 1804, from^er late experiences, made many additions

to her autobiography. Of its general style we may judge from the few
scraps of contemporary letters with which Boaden has favoured us^

Mrs. Inchbald was not inattentive to the feelings of the Kemble family, on the

infatuation of Mrs. Siddons as to the Galindos. JShe has wiitten this very singular

sentence upon the subject

“ ‘ When Kemhle returned f^oin Spam (1805), he lame to me like a madman,^
said Mrs. Siddons had been imposed on by persons^ whom it was a disgrace to her to

knouf : and he begged me to explain it so to her. Be requested Harris to withdraw
his promise (of engaging Mrg. G. at Mrs. Siddons*s request.) \ct such was his ten*

demess to his sistei’s sensibility, that he would not imdeceivc her himtelf, Mr.
Kemble blamed 31E, and I blamed him toi his* reserve , and we have never been so

coidial since. Noi have I evei admired Mih. Siddons so much since ; for though 1

can pity a dupe, I must also deipiae one. Even to be familiar uith such people was
a lack of viitue, though not of chastity.*

**

She had several little quarrels with Kemble,—refused bis invitations,

and their intercourse was again huspendecl. The young Roscius had be-

come the prevailing whim in the great capricious woild, and John
ble was justly in dudgeon with it.

Mrs. Inchbald, like every person of sense acquainted with the stage,

allowed the quickness and talent for mimicking passion of the wonderful

boy; but her admiration stopped there. 1 hate all prodigies^* she

says, partly because I have no faith in them." Mrs. Siddons jpay

well be pardoned for •having resisted the attempt of striking h^dowil
to playing wife or mistress to the prodi4jy. Town was offefided.

From her garret— the watch-tower in tthc skies"—which kept her

apart from all biases, Mrs. Inchbald dealt out even-handed justice.

Covent Garden theatre was burned down ; ami though her sympathy

with her old fiierids was acute, it could not conquer her sense ofjustice,

and her poignant feeling of the ludicrous, in all weakness and affec-

tation, To her friend and executiix, Mrs. Philip, she wrote

There is scmething so lomnntically friendly m Mis. T. Hughes’ grief for Mr.
and Mrs, Kemhle, that, notwithstanding my lespect foi hci, it had a iisible effect.

1 lament every event that tends to degiada the stage * But Mr. and Mrs. Kemble,

seated in the hearts of our nobility, who confer, not meiely honouis on them, hut
iiches by ten thousand pounds as a piesent*——xhey, who can feel no humiliation

fiom the scoff of a plebeian, oi any poverty from a public loss, they were NOT the

objects of compassion, to an excess such as Mrs. Hughes has felt for them.”

Mr. Boaden charms us on this occasion. Hear him on the stars

“ For many years (and they may still da so for aught we know) our kobues of
illustrious birth and the most splendid stations, absolutely com ted the friendly so-

ciety of those, who, two centuries hack, would ha^e been honoured by the tiUe of
‘ their servants.’ Physicians, too, attended these people without fees ; and, after j

their visit, drove about the town as dying huUetim ot the health of the < darlings ;*

'

* Referring to ibe gift of the Duke of Northumberland.
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at tli«%aine time their own skill for recoirerin; them fh>m perhaps a < box
meef or a quarrel about * salary or dresses’ with the manager. But there is no
sympathy for aught ^ below the stars which, as our readers know, in theatres royal,

are two or three leaders of the troops. In all correspondence about them, too,

an epithet has been ap^lropriated which is really quite fulsome ; they are styled < the

4ear creature or Dear Mrs.
,
or Dear Miss ;

‘ not when spoken io, for

that is usual, but when spoken of; as the mere cxpiession of a current passion, which
evdlything, abore the vulgar, must be supposed to feel for a being so exquisite.’

These idiots never once think of the acUial prodigy, who created the characters
acted, and informed the page— ^

« With music, image, sentiment, and thought,

Never to die ! the treasure of mankind !”

The literary friends and acquaintances of Mrs. Inchbald have a more
ahidi;;2g interest than her professional associates and fashionable hosts.

She had seen Mrs. Darhauld ; and she uas acquainted with Mrs. Opie
both before and after her marriage. The Edgeworth family, not per-

sonally known to her, commenced a correspondence with Mrs. Inch-

hald ; which gives us a few cf Miss Edgeworth’s letters, estimable

in themselves, and doubly so as a rarity. Those of the other mem-
bers of that family of loyd and talent/\we scarce so much relish.

Old Mr. Edgeworth writes in that cock-of-hisyown-walk style, which

is not in the best taste ; and the whole family have an amiable habit

of trumpeting each other's prai«e, which is apt to become tiresome.

Well educated Scotch and English people, who are very nearly rela-

ted, seem to think their brothers, sisters, fathers, and daup liters, so

much a part of themselves that to talk, in society, of their great

talents, and many virtues, and worthiness of all acceptation, would be an

indecorum.

Mife Edgeworth’s letter contained a cordial invitation to Ireland. She

and her father were alike admirers of the Simple Story, Two-thirds of

it, at least, is superior,” says Mr Edgeworth, in truth of delineation,

and strength of character, to Maria’s, or to any other writing,** They
equally admired the unseen authoress, and her strong original letter,”

(one of criticism on a late work of Miss Edgeworth’s,) which Miss Edge-
worth, on the whole, preferred to Walter Scott’s and for this ad-

mirable reason :— *

Now, I must assure you, that as to quantity of praise, I believe Scott far exceeded

you; and as to quality, in elegance, none can exceed him ; but still, in Mrs. Inch-

bald’s letter there was an undefiiiable oiigiiuility, and a carelessness about her own
authorship, and such waim sympathy hoth foi the fictitiouR rhaiacteis of which she

had been reading, and for that Maria Edgeworth to whom she was writing, as carried

away all suffrages. We particulaily like the fiaiikness with which you find fault,

and say such and such a stale tiick was unworthy of us. None but a writer who has

herself excelled, could, as you did, feci and allow for the difficulties in composition

;

nor could any other so well judge where I was wrong or right in dilating or sup-

pressing.

It is of great use, as well as delight, to us to see anything we wi*ite tried upon
tueh a person as you, who will and can do what so few have either the power or the

courage to attempt—tell the impression leally made upon their feelings, and point

out the causes of those impressions.
“ I do not know what ^you mean by saying that every sensible mother is like

Lady Mary Vivian
:
you are requested to explain. 1 wish 1 could find any excuse

fot begging another letter from you.
Perhaps we shall, as we at 'present intend, he in London next spring.

^ Last night my father and I were numbering the people we should wish to see.

^nr lift is not yery numei'qns ; but Mrs. Inchbald is one of the first persons we at

same moment eagerly named.”

Kits Edgeworth's wish wa§ gratified in the following year, when Mrs.
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Inchbald turhed out to* a rout to meet her, and again mf/t her in the
same place at dinner. We must be allowed one more e^Ktract fromMisa
Edgeworth, as it refers to her own works ;

—

‘ Thank you, thank you, thank >ou !—for liking the i\v^ Clays : hut pray don't
enyelop all the country gentlemen of England in English Clay.*
“ ‘ Would you ever have guessed that the character of Rosamond is like M£ ? All

who know me intimately, say that it is as like as it is possible : those who do not
know me intimately, "would never guess it.*

”

Mrs. Opie, who visited Mrs. Inchbald without ceremony, about this time
almost by threats got her from her roost over a public house, in some ter-
race, to meet, at a third place, Madame de Stael ; her friends, for the credit
of London blues, choosing that the Baroness should believe she was in
Mrs. Inchbald’s lodging. The meeting between that captivating woman,"
as Mr. Boadefi rails IMadarne de Stael, and the once-beautiful SiSffolk

adventuress, is thus affectingly described by herself:-—

»

“ I M^ill now niPiition the calamity of a neigh\|oar, by many degrees the first female
writer in the world, as slie is c.illed by the Edinburgh Reviewers. Madame de Stael
asked a lady of my acquaintance to introduce 4ier to me. The lady was our mutual
acquaintance, of course, and so /ar niy friend as to conceal my place of abode ; yet
she menaced me \\ ith a \isit fiom the BaronosaPof Holstein, if 1 would not consent
to meet her at a tliiid house. •Alter much jiei suasion, I did so. I admired Madame
de Stael much; she ialked^lo me the whole time : so did Miss Edgeworth whenever
J met her in company. These authoresses suppose me dead, and seem to pay a
tribute to my memory : but with Madame dc Stall it seerrmd no passing compliment

;

she was inquisitive ay well as attentive, and entreated me to explain to her the mo-
tive why I shunned society ? ‘ Because,* I leplied, ‘ I dread the loneliness that will

follow.* ‘ What ! will you feel your solitude more when you return from this com-
pany, than you did before you came hither ?’—‘ Yes.*—‘ I should think it would
elevate your spirits: why will you tcel 3"our loneliness more ?'—

‘ Because I have no
one to tell that I hare seen Yoi’ ; no one to describe your person to ; no one to whom
I can repeat the many encoinium.3 y'ou have passed on my ‘ Simple Story ;* no one to

enjoy any’ of your praises but inj&elf.’—‘ Ah, ah! you Iiavc uo children;’ and she

turned to anelegaiit youiiu woman, herd mghter, with pathetic tenderness. She then

so forcibly depicted a niotljer*^ joys, that she sent me home more melancholy at the

comparison of our situations in life, than could have uiiscn from the consequences of
riches or poverty. I c-illed by appointment at her house two days after. I was told

she was ill. The next moiiiing my paper explained her illness. You ha^e seen

the death ofher son iii^the jnipers : he was one of Bernadette’s aid-de-camps ; the

most beautiful young man that e\er was seei^—only nineteen ; a duel wdlh sabres,

and the first stroke literally cut oft his head! pecker’s grandson !**

With ii sharp, and occasionally manner, and hearty contempt of

all the maukish reciprocated stuisibilities of dear creatures how
could the delineator of Miss Milner and Jlebecca, and, above all, of the

poor lost Agnes Primrose, bo <levoid of a heart overflowing with natural

tenderness The pathos of JVatnre and Art is fully equal to its power.

In her lodgings, whicli she changed frequently during a half-century's

pilgrimage in Jjondon, she sometimes became excessively fond of the

children of the house. (If one pet, whom she named Pretty, she writes

in this womanly fashion :

—

« ‘ I was always fond of children, hut, till of late, I never paid any attention to them
till they could speak. A child was born in this house last Oftober, and I, having
seen it every day since that lime, have been so enchanted by its increasing beauty

and sense, that, though I have not the smallest acquaintance with either of its pa-

rents, I think 1 love it almost better than anything in the u’oiid* A child of this

age is the most curious thing I ever met with ; the most entertaining and the most
affectionate. I shall never again have common patience with a mother who com-
plains of anything but the loss of her children ; so no complaints when yon see

me again. Remember, you have had two children, an^ I never had one.* We may
as well mention, from her minutes, what she says forther as to her darling. Injury
she took great trouble in assisting to wehn him. The child fretted himpelf ill, 0|i^

3H2
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* c
she nuraed him carefully. When he was a little rccorered, his mother took him out

< of town a few days for a change of air : on the 20th of August they returned to

town in the evening, and Mrs. Inchliald being out, she did not sec him till the follow-

ing morning, when he came to her, evidently knew her, and she retained him some
time.” •

In another house, a little g^irl, the constant companion of her nearly un-
brol(,en solitude, her plaything and pupil for five years, died at the age of

sixteen, to her great grief. jNloist of her own family were now dead. She
lost in the same year with this young girl, her only remaining sister

• Mrs. Hunt. * There is again much womanly feeling in this entire history.

Braddock, the person referred to, must have been something worse than

an egregious trifler.

^ In some such words I should imagine she might be mentioned in firaddock’s

wiU— there at all, of which I doubt cYccedingly ; for a man who*could bebave^so
dishonourably as he did by her was not likely to treat other people mucli better

;

and so, were he to have made restitution for all injuries in a pecuniary way, per-

haps he would have had no legacy for hia two nephews or any part of his family.

However, 1 should like she should be Sj^tisiied on the subject, aiitl, at your leisure,

I shall be glad to have any further information. But, tiiank God, my sister wants
for no one thing ; she has, even fro^n my allowance, plenty of pocket-money ; but
an atfection to an only cliild, and an iufntnated love to six grand-children, makes
her think highly of money, only for the sake of bestowing it on them. Poor woman,
she is now so infirm she cannot walk a tew paces without resting—her liair is wliite

as snow, and her teeth all gone ;—}ct sue loves JMr. Braddock to this day, and takes

his part M’hen any one censures liis print iples. She sajs, though hui deceived her,

and almost drove her to distraction, he ne\er took away her character, nor boasted

of his cruelty ; hut always owned, to all lie knew, tha! her conduct had been most
exemplary^ and his own most iiuwoithy : be always vowed, too, that he never would
marry; and his keeping his uord in tliut point has fixed lier nffections.*”

On the subject of her sister's death, she continued

«<To return to my melancholy. Many a time this winter, when I cried with
cold, I said to myself—“ But, tliank God, my sister has not to stii from her room

;

she has her fire lighted every morning; all her provision bought, and brought to her
ready cooked ; slie would be less able to bear what I bear ; and how much more
should I have to suffer, but from this reflet tion !” It almost made me warm, when
1 reflected that she suffered no cold ; and yet, perliaps the severe weather affected her,

for after only two days of damjfrous illness slie died. I liavcniow buried my M'hole

family—I mean my Standingfield family,— only part to whom I ever felt tender

^^ attachment. She died on the 14th February, aged 7-I*’
”

Of the same sister, she says.

You are hard-heaited in your censure of my floor ;—forgetting that it is both
my eating-room and my kitchen; nay, my scullery; for theie my saucepans are clean-

ed. Thank God, I am not like Vivian, I can say no,—and from tliat quality may
I date^iy peace of mind, not to be sullied or much disturbed by ten thousand grease

spots. I say no to all the vanities of the 'ivorld, and perhaps soon shall have to say

that I allow my poor infirm sister a hundred a-year. I have raised my allowance

to eighty; but, in the rapid stride of her wants, and my obligation as a Christian

to make no selfish refusal to the poor, a few mouths, I foresee, must miikc the sum
a hundred.

I have not been in bed these five nights ; my bed-chamber due north, ^ where
the sun never shines,’ has a cliimney that will admit of no fire, because it will not

draw up the smoke. This might be remedied by a bricklayer, and I might buy a
curtain to the window, and carpet for the floor, to keep me warm ; but as my resi-

dence here is,uncertain, andiAs certain that I cannot stay longei than midsummer, 1

am resolved to be <at no farther expense to endear the place to me* I have only had
the alternative of sleeping on my 6o|U ; tins is a troublesome accommodation, and, in-

stead of the comforts of bed, only reminds me of such comforts lost for the present

long winter ; and though I am not kept awake from cold, as in the other room, 1 am
far from refreshed-with my night’s rest ; and dread that the want of a canopy over

^
head, as the weather grows colder, may affect my eyes, the which even more than
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An<rther grieTance; the maid is very ill, lias been so long; she is an out-patient

,

at St. George’s Hospital; she appears in a decline. The Clarkes wish to keep her;
it would be inhuman in me to object, and equally cruel to see her do work that is too
much for her constitution. I theieiore have more houbehoid labour than I had in
the Strand

; but I now see two of the most sublime siglits, every fine day, that this
world can bestow, and I see them both from my window—the lising and the setting
sun.” ^

In one letter, she says, My evening now begin to he dull, they are
so long, and no ^re to cheer them. I would give a good .deal could I
call on you one hour every evening. It would make my day’s work go
ofiT with more spirit : but I have no evotiing’s reward, and in that am
poorer th|in the iioorest wife or mother in the world. All the entertain-

ment I require is the exchange of a few sentences j and that I^o not
sometimes obtain for days together.”

These are hardly trivial records in the biography of an authoress who
painted the passions and drew from lK*r*own heart.

A noticeable incident in the literary#lifc of Mrs. Tnchjbald is, that she

narrowly escaped being the coadjutor of Mr. Gifford and Mr. Southey, in

the Quarterly Henew ; aqd Mr. Boaden ^i/mdors what turn its politics

might ha\ e taken w itli iiuch an ally, and we, whether the spirit of Jacobinism

would have exorcised the demon of Toryism. She received earnest letters

from Mr. Hopprier and Mr. Murray on this subject ; but steadily declined

tlje invitation to connect herself with a woik that not only promised to

live^ but to maintain a groat reputation.” She had lately felt considera-

ble soreness on the subject of criticism. Prefaces for plays, with criti-

cal remarks, which she had written for Longman, did not add to her

literary reputation, and begot ill-nature. She, however, afterwards sold

the of her name for the selection of plays, which is called, we believe,

Inchbald’s British Theatx’e. Mrs. Inchbald declined tlie editorship of

some work of Colburn’s, several years after this; and also oi La Belle

Assemhlre, to the great grief of Mr. Bell, who could only commiserate,

what to him seemed her lonely life, and lament her obstinate resolution.

In the course of l^or long literary life, she had translated a good many
dramatic pieces ; and indeed many of her plays are adaptations from the

French. %
Mrs. Inchhald’s politics are seen in her w orks, and, especially, in Na^

iure and Art, which probes society to the core, proving the hollowness

or rottenness of some of its insitutions. Whether her diary afforded

no materials, or that Mr. Boadeii has been too prudent to use them, we
gather very few particulars abxmt her connexion and intercourse, which,

at one time, must have been intimate, with G(»dwin and his first wife, HoL
croft, and that party, save a few scrajis of criticism. Her Radicalism, ex-

isting longbefore the new name was invented, was tempered byrecollection

of the Royal Family commanding her pi*pular plays, and of the Queen’s

enthusiastic reception at Covent Garden, when, after the first illness of

George III., Toryism and Pitt p^e^ ailed over Whiggism, Fox, and the

Prince of Wales,* She rejoiced in the first triumphs of Liberty in

France ; but, like many of the best friends of Freedom, was repelled by
the horrors which subsequently attended the Revolution.* The howl of

sedition and Jacobinism raised against oxjo of her plays in a Treasury
print, the True Briton, she dexterously turned to account, by replying

»

• How the Prince of Wales was abusq4j lampooned, execrated, when, as theVtiM .

Rodent, he only followed the course of all Whigs, turned his hack on his esSlf

opinions, and became Tory in office I
*
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** in 'flToodjfair^ Diary* In consequence of the attack, the sale of that play

was immense. We fear Mrs. Inchbald was so un-English as often to have

ezull^d at the success of the French arnn. She \ibited Holcroft in jail,

and thought the Burdett mobs combined the Sublime and Beautiful,

Even the Peninsular triumphs, this rooted Jacobin did not enjoy. The
Tower guns provoked her, she doubted the possibility of Wellington

beating ^assena, and rejoiced <io entemext day in her journal,—^^Glad

to find the ^ower guns fired yesterday for little boast.’* She felt the

overthrow of Napoleon, and was,” says her biographer, ‘literally

sunken and dejected as at sonte public calamity. The rejoicings of her

country were bitter to her.” Mrs. Inchbald fell into the common mib-

takeW the Liberals of the early years of tire century, of identifying

Napoleon and hts cause, viith the advance of the cause of truth, to

which he was a most equivocal auxiliary. We must pardon her. The

Liberals of a generation later, and moie enlightened, worshipped Napo-

leon. Among modern sovereigns he was as at least the one-eyed king

of the blind.

In one of her letters to hdr amiable and siJeady friend, ]Mrs, Phillips,

she breaks forth

—

^ I cannot pity the sufferings of any men hints, for they have ahvays pleaded for

the war, gloried m it; and let them now paitake ot it-, pains, as they did of Us foi-

mcr pleasures. How can you talk of the piesent Administiatiou except as Mi. Pitt’s?

Fox being dead, of his paity theie cui he none but thilditn or depend ints. Aie not

the Grenvilles, as usual, at the head** You in.iy be certain 1 wisli will to Liiglaiid,

for 1 love my King, I adore my Queen, and I have a great leqardfm myself

;

but it is

probable that, only through bitter adveisitv, we shall cvei ascend to piospeiitj,—and

the interesting manner in which the .idvtiaitj is likily to comt, highly giatihes my
romantic spiiit of (hivalry.

How can Mr. Wyndhani talk to his constituents about the affairs of state, that

required his piesence as a Miiiistei r* He has as much asaiiiaiue as the man who
boasted he had had business at the Assizes—and it was, to be ti led and sentented to the

pillory ! But the hopes of the nation, I heai, aie now hxi d on peisu idiug Sii Sidney

Smith to follow the example of Jeiome Boiiapaitc, go to Gei many-—and once more

conquer the ‘ runagate’ Napoleon. I feel such gieit inteiest * n the war in Geimany,

that it almost repajs me for the twm shillings m every pound which was stopped at

bank out of my dividend last Thursday. The tiiumph of Napoleon will, per-

liaps, avenge me.”

She contemplated her own share of tlie wreck that might be conse-

quent on revolution, kept a hoard of guineas, and looked forward be-

tween jest and earnest to selling oranges in Leicester Square. At the

trial of Queen Caroline, she took the part which became her, but with-

out violence. A string of emphatic texts from Scripture, directed

against that unrighteous, vindictive, and most impolitic prosecution,

appeared in the Morning Chronicle, and are attributed by Mr. Boaden

to her pen ; though she declined, at her advanced age, all outwkrd show

of partisanship, which ladies, for the first time, were exhibiting.

Mrs. Inchbald's temper rapidly mellowed and improved from the era

that she quarrelled with her looking-glass,” as her biographer has it,

and resigned herself grhcefully to be old and unadmired.
^

In a kind of

annual balance of the relative happiness of her years, which she struck

eyery September, she begins ' bout 1797 to feel the decay of her beauty—

after an alteration in my teeth, and the death of Dr, Warren ;—yet far

from unhappy, 4.

, c 1798—Rehearsing Lovers’ Vow?, &c. &c., happy, but for suspicion

^i^untlag almost to certainty of a rapid appearance of age in my face.

<<*1799~£xtremely happy, but for the still nearer approach of age.
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^ ^1800—

4|l[||tt* Mau of the East/ still happy, but itimy still

,

increased appeKinciP of declining years. >

^1801-

.<^^pndQj»*'; after the death of my best friend in the Mi».

Robinson^ a|pi in suspicion of never more being a young womaiui|ilin ;
very happy, but for my years.

1803—After quitting Leicester Square for ever—after caring scarce
at all, or thinking of Dr. Gisborne, entertaining some hopes on the pub-
lication of my Life, and some fears of an invasion by the French ; very
happyr

Mrs. Inehbald lets us into one secret,of female devoteeism I can
never l^pe to be young and beautiful again, but in the promises
of the Gospel.** Her latter years were certainly more devoutly nasse^
than her earlier life. She was a punctual oiiserver of the de’^tional
ritual the Catholic ( huich prcM-ribes, without being rigid oeyond a
whim, or in the least tinctured with su|i^rstition ; believing all she could,

and striving to believe all she wa« r^juired. At the age of sixty-tive,

and till the last hour o'f life, her mind never abated in activity, her
heart in affectionate eneigy ; and all hftr early faults had disappeared.

Had &he lived in a Cj^tlndic country, she might hive devoted her last

years to the heavenly office'* of a Sister of Charity. The only employ-
ment slie would have chosen in her oTd age w.i^, she said, to nu^se. at-

tend, and converse with the sick. At different times she lived in Catho-
lic boarding- Iiouses

; an English imitation of a nunnery, where the fair

community, wanting tlie fine temper which seems to belong to the cli-

mate of France, were about as uncomfortable, in these dens of spleen as

in the ordinary resorts of this kind. If she rejoiced in clean hands, and
a hot joint among six,’* for a few w’eeks, the habit of independence led

her back to the solitary lodging, where the reward of performing her

own liousehold drudgery being enabled to ‘‘ cut a crust from her

own loaf.** It is a misfortune that she ha', not w^ritten Characters and
Adventures in Female Boardirig-housC'^,*! in ten volumes,—Annandale

House and Millei^nium House included. We can remember her settling

there being made an advertising puff for the establishment. Of their

comforts and tendencies she gives an Incidental picture, wffiich makes oxi&

wish that, besides a piivate chapel, these places were provided with a

tread-mill, or u hemp-heating apparatus :

—

All the old widow's and old maids of this house are stretched upon bedi or sofas

ivitli swoln leg's, nervous lioad-athes, or slow'’ fevers, brought on by loss of appotite,

violent thirst, broken sleep, and other dog-day complaints,—awhile I am the only

young and stiong peison amongst them- and am. called upon to divert their Blue

Devils from bringing them to an untimely end.” '

Must we draw to a close without once approaching the works com-

posed by our authoress, from that nixessity of living, which she never

disguised ? They are less extraordinary than her life i and much less

valuable than even this bald record of it. Her Simple Story ajipears by the

almost unanimous verdict of the great judges and critics, to be ranked

as her first work. We demur to the fiat of Edgeworth's Town, the

award of Madame de Stael, and even to the judgment of Mr. Roaden, as

mouth-piece of the literary world. Nature and Art^s one of the few

modern English books we would test yoking minds by.

Mrs. id«hbald died at Kensington, in August, 1821, in her sixty-
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THX DEEP BLUE BEA.

The deep blue §ea ! how fair it seems^
When gleaming in the morning beams.
And silver clouds, like sunny dreams.

Glide o’er its plaoeid breast.

^he breeze sighs softly o’er the wave.
As silent as the banks they lave.

For every wind sleteps in its cave,
Fach billow is at test

!

The dark blue Sea ! how pure and bright,

,
When resting in the hush of night.

Bathed in the radiance of moonlight, ^

So fair and } et so cold.

Xhe twinkling stavs, far downward peep,
Beflected in the tranquil deep, «

Whose hf»som glows in quiet sleep.

Like mantle decked with gold

!

The proud blue Sea ! when winds are high.
And darkness gatliers o’er the sky.
And the frail hark unconsciously

Is swiftly onwaid borne ;

Then like a lion roused, at length
It shakes its mane in pride of strength.
And its wild roar, from shore to shore.

Resounds, as if in scorn !

The wild blue Sea ! how fearful now
,

To gaze upon its furious brow.
And list the dreary ^v.aves that plough

Its billows mountains high J

Now death and danger seem to ride.

Presiding o'er the foaming tide.

And Ocean drowns, *with voice of^ride.
The seaman’s strangling cry

! ^

Tire calm blue Sea 1 how still the wave.
Soft breathes the wind through rock and cave,
A dirge o’er manya victim’s graye.

Far ’mtmgst the waj.ers^fiee !

Ohbow sublime must be the'^power
Of Hiaf who bids the tempest loww.
Yet sways thee, in thy wildest hour,
Thou glqrious xlark blue Sea f

T,
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JOHNSTONE'S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE.'

Prospectus of Johnstone*^ Edinburgh Magazine, Tait : EdinlSiir^li

This is the age of periodicals ; and^ above all, of cheap periodicals.

A revolution has taken place in the world of bookselling. Penny Magazines
have taken the .place of fourteen-bhilMng octavos^ and two-guinea quar-

tos. But.the limits of the Weekly Magazines have been* found too con-

fined to allow sufficient scope for the development of a story, or for a
review of a new book, so ample as to convey to the reader any adeipiate

knowledge of the woik reviewed. With only one exception, we belie\e,

the demand for the weekly periodicals has greatly declined in l3ie places

where they first obtained a large sale ; although it is possible that what*
may have been lost in the principal to\^ns has been compensated by acqui-

sitions in the more«rcmote quarters to which the circulation of the cheap
magazines has been gradually extending. The conductors of this new
cheap periodical have chosen the monthly interval of publication j and
we think wisely. A mmithly work not^mly admits of greater scope,

and more careful Ijalancing and arrangement of contents,*' than h

weekly publication, a*^ the prqsjieotus of Johnstone*s Magazine says,

but is sure of the patronage of the higher classes of retail booksellers

;

who, although they dislike all cheap literature, on account of tlie serious

injury it has done their trade, find that they must go wdth the tide, and
are led to foster the sale of Numbers or P.arts that appear monthly, as

the means of getting rid of the intolerable trouble ol supplying liteia.

ture in weekly doles at one penny each. Nothing is gaid in*the pros-

jiectus of this New Magazine about illustrations. The IMagazine, w^e

presume, is intended for those who prefer literature to large wooden
engravings; things very attractive to children, hut to adults scarcely

worth the room they occupy. The absence of wooden cuts, we see it ad-

vertised, will enable^the conductors of this new Magazine to gii e as

much letterprcss^or oightpence, as Wie PennyMagazine gives for one shil-

ling. We have read the prospectus ^f Johnstone*^ Magazine with cajj^

€
1 say, without hesitation, that if^hc work be londucted after the

nner set forth in the prospectus, it will be the best of the cheap pe-

dicals. I'he conductors are well known to us. Both of them a|W
writers of no common talent. Mr. Johnstone's style is correct, clb|^
and vigorous ; and Mrs. Johnstone enjoys a high and deserved rejmtffi

tion as a winter of works of fancy. Like the other eminent writers^

however, alluded to in the article, French and English authors," in

our present number, Mrs. Johm^tone is only known as tlie authoress of

several books, on which the world has set the seal of its approba-

tion, As Mrs. Johnstone, she is scaicely known to fame: but who
that has read Clan^Athm, in which she indde her literary debut,

he insensible to the merits of this lady as a novelist, even in the

first development of h^ powers ^ and ^ho that has perused her

more matured and elaborate ’production, entitled Elizabeth de Bruce, can
withhold his admiration of her inventive genius and natural eloquence

—

her subdued but effective humour—her*rich style, teeming witli redun-
dant beauties—her fine tact, and nice discrimination Of -character ; toge-
ther wjblj the faculty which she possesses of unfolding the most compli-
cated incidents with eafjy grace, vivid distinctness, and never-fjiuing

propriety ? Of her accomplishments as an imaginative waiter, and the
interest with which she knows how to invest any subject of fancy^ we
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^all fiubn^ A 'specimen to our readers, Mrs. Johnstonoi however^ has

not conined her efforts to that ^department of literature in which she

has so greatly excelled. . Her mind is essentially versatile, and readily

accommodates its energies to any task in which it may suit her conve.

niencQ to engage ; and hence, in the merest matter-of-fact pursuits, no
less than in embodying, and; as it were, vivifying the creations of fancy,

she has been pre-eminently succe^ful. In her hands, even the affairs of

the cuisine haVe been invested with an intellectual and imaginative, as

well as physical attraction ; and Meg Dods of the Cleikum inn, SL
Monans, has received the honours of a second impersonation; while

^Feregrme S. Touchwood is brought again upon the scene, to delight us

with hi^testy humour, and saturnine b( nhommio. In a word, if there be
any author of the day, whether male or female, better qualified than an-

other to conduct a periodical intended to combine iribtruction with amuse-
ment, and to render the latter the vehicle of the former, that author is Mrs.

Johnstone ; who, besides her acknowledged powers as an original writer,

possesses the practical tact and knowledge which can only be acquired

by lengthened experience ; and, withal, combints a degree of judgment
and prudence we have rarely found equalled, and ne\er surpassed. We
have no doubt, therefore, of the ‘ouccess of the periodical with which

she has identified her name. Her stores are ample ; her industry is

indefatigable ; none knows better the duties winch huch an undertaking

imposes on an editor ; and there are few indeed who can bring an equal

amount of talent and experience to assist in discharging them. We
have only to add our hearty wish, that her success may, in some
degree, .be commensurate with her great and undoubted merits.

Our specimen of Mrs. Johnstone's works of fancy shall be tho Three
Westminster Boys, one of the Tales in her Nights of the Round
Table and, although it is our favourite—in the opinion of many, not the

best. ',It is so good, however, that we are sure that those of our readers

who have perused the volume from which we extract the tale, will be

more inclined to thank than to blame us for submitting it again to their

notice. ' We must inform those toiwhom Nights of the Hound Table"
is not known, that it*is_a series di Tales for the young.

yffk:
piiei

THE THREE WESTMINSTER BOYS.

E Maggie Lantern, which beloi(gcd^to’Mr. Dotlsley, was elegantly and ingfeniously

and illustrating each other, agreeably occupied several tfiouxs of the round
TABLE.

Peep, and tell us what you see, Charles,** said the Reverend showman to our old

friend Charles Herbert—“ An old building, forms, desks, a lofty large room, many
boya and youths, and three apart and prominent.**—“ Let me look,” cried Sophia,—

i

Westminster school, 1 declare ! and tliose three boys !—one very noble and graceful

;

the next dark, tlioughtful, lesolute, with keen eyes, and compressed lips; and the

third—^01 how gently, yet biiglitly he smiles, dear bashful boy, as his daik, bold

companion extends his arm, haranguing and pointing forward to some high distant

Oliject !—A picture is it,—a figsire in state robes ?—of is it to the insignia blazoned
on that desk ?—N^, I daresay he wishes to be head-ina««ter.”

Have you all seen the three school-fellows ?** asked Mr. Dodsley ; « look at them
well, for here they part on the path ti life, never to meet again. Presto 1 change :

—

What see you now, Sdphia ?**-!—** Still the dark stem youth, and the gentle timid one :

—they are older nnw, but I kuqyr them well. The noble-looking boy lias diiappeared.

The scene seems chambers in the Temple. Through an open window I hate«^e glimpse
Jpegdens : piles^f huge beokli are lying on tables, floors, and shelres* The dark

Puiihihd^ by 8ve*
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i^olute youth pores on a hlack-letter folio, and makes as it were notes or extraetau#
The other leans by the window, gazing: over the gardens, a small open volume fliiU
taring in his relaxed hand. Ha I I read on it ‘ Thomscn’^xSwisons.^ ” Yes, Sophia,
your gentle lau'-student is an idle rogue ; he has been seduced into the ‘ primrose
paths of poesy*—let us see the result ;—meanwhile here isaifothor picture.” “Beau-
tiful ! beautiful!” cried the admiring girl, « A large aliipl”—“ An outward-bound
Indiaman,” said Mr. Dodsley.—“ All her sail% set,” continued Sophia.* “ How
proudly, how statelily she ploughs her wa)^ breasting the waters like a swan. And
there, on her deck, that noble gentleman, the third Westminster boy,—and yet not—walking so proudly as if m accoi dance with the majestic motion of the brave
ship. I am glad to meet him again :—and all those military attendants—the gaudily-
dressed musical band,—the plumed officers,^!!—and he the centre of all I What a great
man he must be, and how well honour becomes him.”

“ Sliall we follow his pi ogress to the East, or return to yonder ghjomy,' sombre ,

chamber in the Temple ?”—“ Both,” cried several young eager voices ;
“ we must trace

them all,—all the tliree school-fellows.”

The next view was of a large Oiiental cjty, its architectural splendour and magni-
ficence of outline glittering in the dazzling, but uiuertain brilliance of the morning
sun; domes and minar^^ts, Mahomedan ifiosques, and Jiidian pagodas, fountains, and
palaces, and stately dwellings, hparkling in the outpouring of tlie increasing flood of
intense and golden light. Over this scene ^vere groujied Hind scattered Mussulmans,
Arab warriors, Brahiiiinl and Sepoys,—^hll fn diversitied and picturesque costumes,

.7-4>rnamentcd palanqtiiii'j, Kuiopean oflitcis richly dresbed, and moimted on beautiful

horses; elephants pi ancing in their splepdid trappings; temalcs and cliildren,* their

dark skins and bilky hair, and large black eyes, cftntiasting with their white and
gaudily spangled dresses; dancing girls, and marabouts,—all, in' short, that coifld

comjiose a picture of Oiiental beauty and splendour; and that princely man, now of

middle age, on the^large white elephant, still the centre of all.

The scene changed slightly, and discoveied the interior of the magnificent saloon of

a residence that appeared 10} al, vcheie tlie noble figuie, w hom Sophia still rightly

declared the third boy of Wefatminster bcliool, received, in Oiiental state, homage,

paid with the lowliest prostrations of the East, trom a long train of nawaubs, rajahs,

and envoys, illustrious captives or piintely tributanes, whom his policy or his prowess

had stibdued to the dominion of England. llo}al and magnificent w’^as all about him;
his aspect grave, dignified, and elate, his step and air majestic

;
ye|; the shadow of

deep, anxious thought, of hcart-strii(k care, at times darkened his embrowned visage.

Whence then had lied the generous, sunny, open smile, that lightened the grey walls

of WeaffiTnstcr ^choit!?—tlie noble, free expression of the younger man, who so

pr<Ml7frbde the deck of the outward-bound Indiaman ?

^
Alas ! what change !” said Sophia I almost dread, yet long to follow him

farther. ”
~

Dim, troubled, misty scenes next flitted by ; battles hid in smoke and obscurity

;

ithe wide plain ot Huidostan flooded or desolate,— naked huddled millions, signa Sf

'-disaster, famine, and misery ; and in the forep'ouiid still that princely man, hitf^<^^

tures ploughed with care, knitting his brovi's in fierce anger and disdain, stampin^i|^^

the ground, while his eastern slaves cow^ered around him, as he hastily ])erused I6tier||i»^

and despatches, his EngliBh secretaiy, attendants, and aids-de-camp standing hac!8!l^^

anxiously scanning his looks, and reading his troubled mind in his working and
eloquent features.

This scene passed, and he was next seen in an English ship, more stately if possible

than the former vessel, freighted with all the rich and rare productions of the East ;

but the bright look had waxed dim, the buoyant step of the outward-bound voyager

was now heavy and slow. Anon, and he lay reclined on a conch on the deck, under

a silken and gold awning. A phyMician felt his pulse ; black servants iu splendid

costumes fanned him ; others approached with jirofound salams, bearing perfumes,

and offering service, as they miglit have done to j^divinity. Indifferent to all, his eye

remained riveted on one paper, on a few cabalistic words, which, like the damned
blood-spot on the hand of Lady Macbeth, would not out, could not sweetai.

« Turn we again to England,” said Mr.ipodsley, shifting the scene, “ to our stern

ambitious, iron-minded man, of invincible purpose, of unconquerable perseverance

and, let me add, of strong intellect, and yet stronger ambition there you see him,

the slough of the Temple cast, in the King's Beifch, in the Court of Chancery, in the

Commons* House of Parliament, every energy of his mind in perpetual activitj^already

surrounded by satellites, the ministers or slaves of his will, subdued by that %ughty*

and residtleas will to Us own purposes of selfish aggrandizement, of intrigue and poUi«
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iwU^OB, and, it may occaaionally be, of pnn yatriotiim. And now, orety
'ob^^ orj^room^y uudeirmiiied^ or boldly trampled ooder foot, see him make one grand

reach the height at tehich every act of hit life has aimed ; while all men, the

strcnfir as well as the feebfer spirits, give way to his resistless progress, or cheer him
on to the spot where lie the coveted rich robes, the patents, and the purses, and by these

the mighty insigaa of the liOrd High Chancellor of England.”
” I begin to long for a glimpse of our gentle boy now,” said SopKia, dreaming

over his ^ Thomson's Seasons.* Has he been borne down by the torrent which hhs
carried his bold and daring companion s#high ahd far ?—Our gentle interesting bdy I

..^.whas he been castFaway like a weed, or has he cast away himself?**—« You shall

judgey” said Mr. Dodsley,—“ Here is our lost one ” And there he was, the very
boy, developed in the thin, melancholy, wo-worn man, sitting lonely on a tombstone,

under the elms of a counciy churchyard.—** He is curate of that chureby’* said

Sophia ; **^nd I daresay he has lost his wife or his child. How refined and how
expressive we his faded features; a look of meek resignation, stealing over the traces

of some deep mysterious affliction.**

** He never was in ordei-s, nor yet had wife or child, my sprightly giiesser,** said Mr.
Dodsley. ** Mental blight, dark and feaH’nl trial, and the utteg, desolation of worldly
prospects, have passed all over him ; but ho js, as you see, better now,—there is even an
occasional flash of humour kindling over those placid features,—of which, however,
gentle kindness, deep, holy submission, ^ the fixed and habitual expression.**

“It makes my heart ache to see him so far throww'out,’* said Sophia; ** for

even at Westminster I liked him best.’*—** He was my boy, too,” cried hanny. This
was not quite correct, for Sophia had exjwessed strong sympathy with the ** noble

boy,” as she called him, and gii»*at admiralton of the Oriental Vice-^ktng; but Mr.
Dodsley accepted her own interpretation of her /iltered feelings, and said, ** He was
* a stricken deer that left the herd*—nor was he free from blame; but his dark hour
is past Shall we follow him to his humble abode, not far from those churchyard
elms, or return to those scenes of splendour, of gnindcur, ot substantial wealth, of real

power, in which his early compeers preside, guiding or wielding the energies and the

destinies of nations ?**

** Follow ijim, Sii,” said Sophia; and the boys, though anxious for more stirring

pictures of life, politely yielded to lier wish. The quickly-sliifting scenes exhibited a
dull, dingy, and even mean-looking liouse, in the centre of a small, fi/th-rate market
town, and again a low-roofed pai'lour in that house, very plainly furnished with
things neither fihe nor new, and still less fashionable. Here sat an elderly, but comely
gentlewoman knitting; and belore her stood a plain tea equipage, waiting, as the

next scene showed, the ariival of the loiterer under the churc,hyard elms/W^m she

seemed to welcome with the placid smile of long-tried affection. *rhis

brighter than the former. The old window curbiin was let down,
in, the tea-kettle was steaming,(:iHiid it was singing also, no dotibt^||^P|«

tures could give out sounds J’ the shadows of a bla/ing fire of u'ood were dancing^^nd
nuivering on walls and roof, and shining on all the jmlished surfaces of the furniture

;

aiid a couple of hares, at a touch, were seen in another scene, leaping from a box.

They gamboled and wlieeled on the well-brushed carpet, their benevolent master and
protector looking on their sports, and caracoles, and gambades, with pleased, aflec-

tionate, and even interested eyes.

<* How lively those scenes—they are natuie itself, Mr. Dodsley,” said Miss Jaile

Harding#/ ** Your magic lantern is the finest mimic repiesentation of life I ever

** I know whereabouts we are now,” cried Sophia, in a low, earnest, yet delighted

tone of voice. ‘*01ney! Cowper! Mrs. Unwin!—Ah! sulky Tiney, and Mistress

Bess the vauUerl’* ** l^t me see, let me seel” cried the younger children ; and So-

phia had now a much stronger object of interest than the pictured scene, which she

left to Fanny and Charles, and the other little ones.

** But the studious, thoughtful youth, who pored over the folio in the Temple,” she

cried, ** the dark-hrowed, stein mall of the Chiincery Court, Cowper’s early friend,

who was he ?” •*

“ Edward Thurloiv, Lord High Chancellor of England.”— And that other boy—
the noble boy—the Westminster scholar?” said Sophia.
“ Wamn Hastings, Governor-General of India. These three youths started firom

the eamh point In biiFth, Cowper t/as certainly the most distinguished of the three

;

—of tl^Tcspective talents we will not now speak—great men tlicy all were—good
,men ns hope. The lot was cast into the lap. All started for the prise :-^by

pontes different did each gain the appointed place where all human travellers
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meet ! What then w^re their g^ins ?—which was happiest in his course of life ? Bui
we mutt follow them farther: true is the Italian proverb, which says that no man
can be pronounced happy till he It dead ! Which of the three Westminster boys be-*

came the best man ? Which most nobly fulfilled his duti& to his God, his coimtry,
and his kind ? Which—now that they are all gone to their reward—enjoys the
widest, the purest, the highest fame ? Which remains the best model to the youth
<of England? Notone of the three faultless, without doubt; but which Sf* these
thit)e great men comes nearest the mark at i^ich you, my boys, would .aim ?” ,

1 suppose Lord Thurlow was Chancellor oefore Henry Vll.’s time,” said Fanny
Herbert ; and Charles added in explanation, Our history of England only begins
then, so we don’t know Lord Thurlow. Sir Thomas More, you remember, Fanny ?

-—he was <a merry, kind man, that Chancellor.”
“ Youg history goes back to a decently remote period,” said Mr. Dodbley, smiling

at the observation of the young historians. " Lord Thurlow held this higl^office at
a very recent date., in the reign of George III., at the same time that Mr. Mstings ex-
ercised the mighty government of the East, and Mr. Cowper lived in neglect, and ob-
scurity, conii>o8ing his poetry.”

If wc weie tojudgeJ»y om* little audience^’ said Mrs. Herbert, one of your ques-

tions, nay, perhaps two, are already auswerfd. The modest poet, living apart in that

nameless obscurity, already enjoys not only a highei, but a more universal fame than
either of his youthful compeers. jyJL^oiir ggod little folks here know him, less or
more, in his daily life, as as iiiEis beautiful verse; they ic.id him, and quote
him, and love him; and, by daily dnRJghts from his store-* of wisdom and of love,

nourish their moral and intellectual nature to a strength and stature it might never
otherwise have attained.” •

“ 1 tear you are a confirmed Cowperito,” said Miss Harding to her sister. “ But
what say you, young gentlemen F”

Hastings for me!” cried Mr. Frank Consadinc, the Irish youth. Hastings,

Prince and ConquerorI”— And for me the woolsack,” ciied George Herbert. “ I

would rathei, i think, just now,—^hut I may change my mind,—he High Chancellor

of England, than England’s Sovereign ; to the one a prince is bom, the other a man
must achieve.” •

Norman Gordon, the Scottish youth, one could be an Eastern Vice-

king, or English Chancellor, and author of the ^ Task’ at the same time, one would
be at no loss to decide and he half-laughed at the profound silliness of his own
cautious conclusion.

‘‘ You would unite impossibilities, Mr. Noignan,” said the Curate. “ Cowper*s

poetry required not oiily*an original cast or bias ot^nind, hut a preparatory course of

life, and a mental discipline quite peculiar—very different, indeed, fiom that of a
lawyer .and politician or Eastern legislator and conqueror. We must take our three

school-boys and men exactly as wc find tugm ; and determine the claims, aiuLaat*

mate the happiness of each on his own merits, nor think of what might have been.”

The younger children liked pictures better than discussion ; so the whole group so- .

licited Mr. Dodsley to proceed with his exhibition, which he did, still adhering to

the original ide^
‘‘ To afford you wdder grounds for forming your opinions, my little friends, you

shall see each of our heioos by his own fiicside, and also in mofe active and distin-

guished scenes. This first, is the Jmrds’ House of Pailiament, solemn and antique

with its Gothic, tag-ragdecorations.

It is the day of a trial. These are the Peers of Britain,—yonder the judges and
prelates of the land, theie some of the young priiices of the blood-royal, honoured
in being created members of this House. Taken all in all, the scene before you re-

presents the most august tribunal in the world; and before that tiibuiial is arraigned

Warren Hastings, the victim of a tnumphant faction, the object of much ignoioint

clamour, and of popular hatred, which one can yet hardly condemn, as it spriuigfrom

the best feelings of humaiiiiy. You see the long persoective of counsel, and’clerks, and
ushers, and reporters. That is Burke, who,with tlie lightniiigs of his eloquence,blights

and withers the once-fiourisliing and princely Hastings. And there stands Sheridan,

ready to pounce on his victim,—to hold up th| proud-minded vice-king to the abhor-
rence and execration of the world, as a monster of lapacity, cruelty, and tyranny,
swollen with wealth and bloated with crime, the desolator of the fairest portion of
the East, the wholesale, cold-blooded murderer of liillione of Asiatics.

The partisan orator may be hulf^conscious of the falsehood of many of bis jrep]^
sentations, and entirely so of their artificial gloss and high colouring ; but d^ndour
and truth are not the object of the party man ; he Tehetnently proceeds imhis state-

ments, boldly makes his charges, and eloquently supports them.
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^ We shall now presume the House adjourned, and follow Hastings to his retire*

]&ent Where now, Sophia, is the gay Westminster boy, the gallant, ambitious,

high-miuded statesm in and soldier of tlie east ^ Cm you trace him in that sallow,

drooping, arraigned criminal, whose spirit is chafed almost to madness. In public he

folds up his arms in sell^suppoiting disdiin , he tnes to smooth his care-woiti brow,
and to teach his quireriug lip to cutl in contempt of his open accusers, and more
rancorops secret enemies But, alast contempt and disdain of oui ftllow-men are

not calm, much less aic thc> hippj feelings Ihe persecuted, if not yet degraded

man, is sick at his tery soul , Ins lu iit (« bursting with the indignant anguish which
will break it at l^st Theie mn luve been, and in tins blill houi of self-communion
conscience so whispers, thiiif^s fuiltyand bl une-uoifhy in Ins bold and illustiioiis

cireer Nor is he fne of ji,uilt, foi station wis one of gieat difhciilty, and
loaded with responsibility u hu h might m ike cv< n the stiongi st and bcst-hcarttd mm
tremble. Imigts of lon^^-actul, p uiiful scenes use lefoie liiiu in his solitude^ actions

justified, ^la then passing, bj the ph i of a stiong necc-^sitj, avhich he" dislikes and
dieads to think non And Iuk, tlu noild shut out, sniiouiidcd ns he is with all

the wealth and luxuiy of tiu c istiin and nestcin hcniisi heies, the bootings of the

London labble, iiid the hissings of addci tongues of his enemies, still ring in his

eais, and to tluse onrenome^ sounds c^^aukciiiKt in hisouifho-om icturns i faint,

yet an undying echo Pcihips he miv uish, in this ingiiibhtd hoiii, that his lot,

though less splendid, had bien more sif

“ lo b^^gmlc an houi of tiie he t up a volume of tjieij^itiv of his old school-

fellow, the lost Williim (owpti 11 < his little IciMin foi iijrritiiu, but a lingeiing

taste leuiains for what uigrossed •'O many of the li ippy houis of happier days. He
turns up one passage aftei inothtr, and he imp md histoiv cif Con pel’s life he
befoie him Aie his fielinga thost of pity oi ofcniy ^ l*rol) ibly thej ai e a strangely-

entangled mixtuie of both flis ije is iiit id on i p i sigt in the poim of Expostu-
lation ; ne reads on and on , and, as if spcll-ui^cd,

j
ronounccs aloud,

* Hast thou, the U{,h sueklc 1 it fair 1 reed )m s breast,
Exported slavery to the c nquciid iast <*

Pulled down th tyri tb Ind a served witl dreid.
And raised thy vtU a gre t<i nthiir teal
Gone Unthcr armed ind hungry returned lull,

* 1 cd ir )m the r ( hut veins of the M t,ul

A desp )t b t with p wer cl taim d bv w ilth,

And tint obtained by i ipinc and by utallhf

Hastings can itad no firther 'Ihm passige could not, did not ajply to himself, m
his pioud integrity of bent lie it It as mid of this lh< opinions, too, utit those ot

Ignorance. WU it could C ovvpei I nUw of the last And then he uoiideis at the

latitude of di&cussiou, and the lictntiou'siuss of the puss lu ^ iigland He dips

again, his fortune iniy be btUii this timt , for iii thc'-c luh yolumts h( peiceives

that theie 18 miuh poctit btauty lit i inoii foitunitc nuu
, fur lie opens it the

iWISfttd dcstnptjou of tin toiniiig in of^the Post How hue an optmiig ' and he

read aloud~.

' Hark ’ *ti8 the twang ng horn *

• « • » •
Put oh I the imp irtint bu Iget I ushered in
With “f ch t eart shakii ^ music who can siv

« yVhat aifc its tidinf.8 ?—have our troops awaked ?
Or do they still as if with opium drui,gc 1,

Snort to the ram nr ura t f the Atla 1 1 wave ?
la India 1 ki i and docs she wear her plumed
And jewelled turban with a sn lit ot prac**.

Or do W( grind 1 cr still V ..'i- —

<^Tne heart-struck but fiNcmattd reidci piocceds on, in spite of himself, till he
finishes the finest passiges of thi poem, those which uincil the habits and amublc
cliaiactci of his evrlv fiund If theie weie some stir and bitterness m his spirit on
the fust pel usal of offcnsivi stiuturcs, thit is past now He lays dow n the book
avith a (juiet sigh ; and, sliiving to fix his mind upon all th it h is been most brilliant

in his fortunes, can only 1 emeu) her how miny ytais have elapsed since he was a
Wcslminstei school-b >y ; and that both he and VVilh un Cow per have long since passed

the meridian of life

“ Aie you not yet tiied, Miss I annj?, of gazing on that gorgeous hed-cliambtr,”

said Bie cunte, the bed of caned ivoiy and gold, tht silken diaperies, and couches

of enmson and golcE curiously weiked ; the silver-framed mirrois, the nch porcelain

yaaes and foot-baths
, the splendid toilette, with its jewelled oinaments; the ivory

9^hd^i^lf^ny cabinets, richly inlaid with gold, ana in the highest style of eastern deco*

ratio&i es^ibitisg groups exquisitely executed ; religious processions, festivali^ mar*
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riagw, in ihort, a series oi gorgeous pictures of castein manners ? fhose caskets on*
the toilette contain eoipae of the rarest jewels of the East. That large emerald isHo he
sent to-morrow morning to h certain lady of questionable fame, but of great in-
fluence ; for the proud Hastings must stoop to make friends, at this crisis, by ai’te

he would once hare spumed, and still loathes. That gold bed, pieserved with such
care m his own t hamber, is intended foi a gift or tribute to the Queen of England.**
The childien w'-ere not yet satisfied with gazing; and Mis. Herbeit said, ^ I fear,

my deais, if thus fascinatedly grandeui, you will ill bear a transition to tj|e dull,
low'’.roof^ pailour at No : were it a dungeon with such inmates,’* cried
Sophia, resolutely turning ffom the beautifulepictuie of the intenoi of Mr. Hastings*
bed-chamber.—“ Well said, Sophii, if you stand to it,** returned her, mother. But
I see Charles and Mi. Norman long fot another peep of those Eastern weapons sus-

pended ovei the chimnev.’*—“ That most bcaptiful scimitar, the handle studded and
blazing with jewels *** ciitd the p< eping boy,—“ and those exquisite pistols ’ how was
It possible to paint them so ti uly ^ And that—D imascns blade, did you call it?**

Lest the fiansition to sad, sorabie, puiitiinc OIik y, he too violent, we^ill first,

if you please, visit the Loid Cliamelloi,” said Mi. Dod«lcy—“Picstol There he is

at the head of the State Coumil-boaid; these are his colleagues—his paity friends, his

livals, hiB ilatteieis, his undeimineis, ranged on yaeh side of him ; lud he knows them
all well; they may injifte, but tiny cannot dteeive hug. He looks giim, and stein,

and unhealthy. Even now tlieio is spasm upon him , a > outh of hard scdcntaiy study,

a manhood of incessant liboui, and latteily, a weight of public and of prnate caies,

have weighed and bioken dmvn Lord lie looks old before Ins time. His
temper, even his fiicnd| allow, has become lugged, boisterous, airogant,.—^almost

brutal. But they know not the scciet pangs th it torture him, oi they might bear

with patience, or pardon with geutlemas, those fierce ebullitions of rage that

will not acknowledge suknesa iioi mhimity. Even m the death-gupe, he will

clutch those magic seals. But now lu presides at that Boaid, wheie the sub-

ject of discussion is tin gloiy and safety of the Empire,—the weal oi wo of

millions yet unboin. If tlic feeling of bodily Imguoi foi an instant overpower

hi8 intellectual euctgies, alarmtd ambition stings his mind into pieteinatuial stiength,

for he penctiates the aits of a wilj iival, who, nficctingto acquiesce in his measuies,

secietly I'lbouis to tliwait them, and to undeimine him in the favour and confidence

/of his sovereign. He puts foith all his stiength, tramples the leptilc iii thb dust, and

seats himself at the head of empiie more fiiml> and securely than evei. Is he happy

now ? He thinks lu should bo so, but lie thinks little of it, he Ins leisure foi no-

thing, heait foi nothing, nnmon foi nothing, sa^e his high function, and the aits

necessary to m iintaiu him‘?c]l in it lie h is no time, and inileedno wish to asceitam

his ovMi state either of bodj oi mind. If he hat no leisure to attend to liis health,

how can he be snpppstd^o ha^i tunc for self-exaiiun ition, oi^i serious thought.

He once had many schemes, the giowth of his stiong tiiid even^argid mind, foi the

wclfaie of the State, and ihe hnppiness of Ills old pin itc fiiends,—but they mus^be
delayed. And now he loses c\eu tlie wish A# then ac comiilishmeiit ; his hcait,1Seve?

either veiy kind or ‘oft, has become iiaiiowed us well as caffes; his temper waxes

moie and more hard, and gloomy, and lepuloive; his pi ivite mends fill off, disgusted

by his neglect, and smh, airogint h lughtincss. They have no longer any copamon

sympathies with Edwaid, Loid Thuilow. He stalks thiough his niagnifncnt house

alone ; he wiites, t lasts, bums, knits his blows O'vtr communica^ons and despatches

which offend him,—and many things oftiiid him,—-lie sits up half the night plunged

in business ; tht surgeon, w ho of late sleeps in his liouse, adiniiustcis a sleeping di aught,

and he will tiy to obtiin a feu houis of tiouhlcd itpose. Had pride allowed him,

he could almost have addressed the obsequious medic il man in the w cll-iemcmbered

words of Macbeth,

—

' ‘ Canit thou not minister to a mind diseased ?
*

Many, many years ago, he hid sttn G irnck play that character and many others,

when William Cowpti, of the Iniici Temple, was his companion to Diury Lane*

They had spouted the favourite passages togcthei fifty tunes, aftei returning hom« to

sup, now lu Cowper*s chambers, now iii Thuilow’ft Of ihctoric and declamation,

Bwaid Thurlow was ever an admirer; young Cowper lelishedanore the intense pas-

sion, oi the deep pathos of the scene.

“ The memory of his old fellow-student ai^ companion had been revived on this

night, by the arrival of a lolume, just published, of Cowper's poetry. With a feeling

bordering on contempt. Lord Thuilow threw it fi#m him unopei^* Now another

scene of our magic glass, and behold the High Chancellor lays his throbbing but ever

clear Itead ou a downy pillow, and fills his alaium-watch to an early hour

;



he toustSie at Windsor by ten tomorrow.. howper, leftyes orders
MillffiteYe^ hour his private 8ecret|Ty, who is wailing the issue of an^important ile«

hate ia.the Holise of Commons^ ejiall return, h^ be admitted to him;—Lord Thurlow
hae an, imprebsion, that, though «$ may stretch his limbs on that bed of state, sleep

not tisH him till he fba^ the fortune of the day-—hears how the vote has gone.
• It Was a debate on the African hlave>trade. Ue first inquired the vole—it was fa-

vourable. He ‘glanced oyer tlie reports of the leading speeches :<4.the vole was his,

—but tfte feeling, the spirit of the night was strongly against him. There was the

speech of Charles I^'ox; and he had quoted Cowper I—a*heautiful apostrophe to free-

dom, cheered by all the 'members on hllth sides of the House, forced to admir^ vote
afterwards as they might.

Loid Thurlow now sets himself to sleep in good earnest, and his strong will is

omnipotent even here. But over the enspite of dreams the Lord High Chancellor had
no power,—Fancy is not a ward of Chancery. His visions were gloomy and dis-

tempercJ(. His youth, his manhood, his present life, arc all fantasticallv, hut vividly

blended. \tfOmotiiue8 the spiiit that haunts him is the Prince of Wales, then it be-

comes Clinrles Fox, and anon it changes to AViUiam Cowper, and again back to Fox.
But his hour comes, the alaiiim wakes him, and^hc is almost glad of the relief.

Would you choose to sec the Chaifcclbpr's dressing-room^^ Fanny, and his anti-

chamber, and the pemoiis mct«in levee th u‘e, thus early, in a chill, foggy, winter's
• morning ?" Fanny cho‘!e to do so.

And there was seen the plain chamVer of the English Minister, lights burning
dimly in the cold, heavy air,—a fire riioked with smoke.!*

Ah, poor old gentleman,” cried Fanny, “ theio he is, so <«old, I am sure, and so

very cross he looks,—the poor seivant that shaves him looKs so terribly frightened.

Well, considering how late hejvas of getting to bed, and all, I don’t think, brother

George, it is very pleasant to be a High Chancellor—at least in winter; particularly

when the King wishes to see him so catly at Windsor, to scold him perhaps.”
« O, you silly child,” said her sister.

Not so silly. Miss Sophia,” said the Curate. To be sure, there is no great hard-

ship visible here, still I could ha^e Avished the Loyd Chancellor a longer and sounder

sleep; audit is very wise, Fanny, to learn youn^, ^ that all is not gold which glisters.’

But now w/* shall suppose the Ciiaucellor slmved and booted, liis hasty cup of coffee

•wallowed—as the Jews did the Passover—standing, his loins girt ; for he too is bound
for the Avildcrness. In short, he detests Windsor luterviOAvs. A secietary bears his

portfolio; his cariiage is at the door; he hurries through the ciiclc of adulators^

soliciters of hfs patronage, understrappeis of all kinds, that wait his ajipcarance,—

the Avhole herd hateful to him, .'ind h^ to them ; and he is not a man of glozing words
or feigning courtesy. No man in England can say * ATu’ iu'>re giuftly decidedly.

A few indispensable words uttered, he hurries on. Near the dooe jou note a young
clergyman, his fine features ‘ sicklicd o’er Avith the pale cast of thought.* Hie pro-

filAj^rikiiigly resembles that of Willi,i(n CoAVper, and Lord ThurloAv recalls his

dream, and Chailes Fox’s Vj[uotalion ; and, with his old act urate*Temple habits, takes

the portfolio hinisei f, and directs his secretai y to return and bring him a volume
‘ lying on the third shelf of a certain cabinet in hi* business-room, betAveen a pam-
phlet on India affiiirs, and that something about Lord George Gordon.* He now per-

fectly recollected—for li?s memory Avas tenai’ious of everything—that CoAvper had
lost his paltry sort dfappointment,— had gone deranged,—Avas alxA'uys staaintsA,—.and

now piped in some rural shades or other, sunk into nobodyy with probably not poll-"

tical interest sufficient to influence the election of fcbe neighbouring borough-reeve.

There had been a degree of imi'ertinencc in sending such a book to him ; or it Avas,

at least, an act of silliness, and shoAved small knowledge of life. But Fox had quoted

it ; BO once beyond the ainoke of London, Thurlow turns over the leaves. The car-

riage rolls on, post-haste, to the uudicnce of Majesty ; but Habit has enabled the

.Lord Chancellor to read even in the most rapid Avliirling motion. He dips at random
in search o£.jl^ox’s passage, and stumbles on that splendid one—^ All flesh is grass.*

‘ CoAvper should have been in the church/ thought he ;
‘ a dignified churchman he

is unfit for ; but he might have mWe a tolerable parish priest, ifhe would steer clear

of Methodistical nonsttiise.*—He dipij’again—‘ One sheltered bare;* ^winning stuff!

or is he mad still ?’ His eye falls oii that passage beginning—< How various hie

employments whom the world calls lilc ;* and he reads on, not with the natural

feelings of Hastings, hut yet not Avholly unmoved, till he got to the words, < Sippixig

cafm the fragrant lylliph which nefwtly she prepares,’ when, throwitig||pAvn the book,
the m|n, strong in the spirit of this Avorld’s wisdom, mutters to himself, < piperly

ia It tkls Charles Fox quotes ? TKo devil quotes scripture for his use^



troatd Lord Tburlow then plunges Injto that ltd
poH^Uo wi^h engfiOil^ 90 xnuth ofliii time—so much oints soul* *.

' *

« And nonr * keep of Windsor’ lisef on the ambjitious, and prosperous,
and i^iAnia statesman he smooths Ms brow; lull soteiengn welcomes him grii-

^clOttsly ; his audience passes olf well ; he hastens ha<^ to London, where a thoiisand
adSsits atralt tO^occupy and tortui’e though tliey cahivot distract him. fte snatches a
morsel 0#dpld meat ; swallows a glass of wine : and o0 to the House of Ppeps, tube
baited fbr hix long hours byjthe hull-dogs of Opposition.”

** And trhat has the poor gentleman tor al||t^ ?” said little Fanny, « I gm sure
be has hard work of it.”

^ ,
“ How idly you do talk, Fanny ; is he not Lord Chancellor of England ?” cried

her sister.

« And high—I may say, the highest place ; has immense patronage ; is the

maker o&bUhops, and deans^ and judges, and eveiything,” said George.
And haswmeiise revenues,*^ added the curate; estates, mada|onsj^-^U that

money can command.”
“ Poor old gentleman,” said Fanny, I am glridhe has also that wuol-sack to rest

himself on, for I am auie he must be sadly tiasd^and worried.”

Turn we to Olney—tp that dwelling iA the \ery heait of that shabby, hut now
bohouied town—to Cowper’s abode :—no poet’s fabled retirement, embowered in

silvan solitudes, by wild wandeimg biook 81^ stately river’s brink, skirmd with
hangtsg woods, or vme-clad Steeps, or toweiing mountains.—Here is the parlour.”—
But pray stop, sir,” cried Sophia, “ that dull house had its pleasant accessaries

;

have you forgot the greenhouse, the plants^ the goldfinchcH ; that pleasant window,
looking over the neighbour’s ok hard ^—and what so bLautitul as an orchard, when
the white plum-blossom has come full out, and the pink apple flowers are just

budding !”

And Beau, and Tiney,” ciiod Fanny.
I have’foigot none of tliese things, my dears,” said Mr. Dodsley. “ Only Ifcar that

to see them, as Cowpev saw them, we must lia'ie a poet’s glass; an mstiument of

bighpr powers tha^ (’laude-Loiiaine glasj?. and clothing e\eiy object with softer, or

%varmer, or suntuei hues fhan even that pietty toy ;—where could that 1)e bought,

Fanny ?” “ Ind<*e(l, Sir, I don’t know,” said Faiiny^

« We may borrow one for a day, or a few liouis, or so,” said Sophia, smiling

intelligently.

It is but fair to iitje Mr. Cowpei’s glass in viewing his own jnttures,—and Mrs.

Unwin’s spectacles, in judging of her domestic comforts,” said the Cui ate. There is

the parlour,—it looks dtuhly snug to-night. Now you aie to lecollect, ladies and
gentlemen, that this Scene passes on a night when Mi. Hastings’ trial is piocecdmg

;

and while Lord Thuilowis busy and distracted in his buieau. Tea is over—thc^

hares aie asleep on the lug—Beau, the spaiAel, lies in tliobosom of Bess, the

kin. On the table he some \olumes of \oyages, which Mis. Hill has this day sent

from London to Mr. Cowper, with a few laie, West India seeds for hisgioenhouse, as

he calls it. There is a kind but short letter from her liusbaiid, Cowpei’s old friend ;

- for he too, is a busy man in the couits, though not Loid Chancellor—and there is

npolitc note from liciwlf. There has also been a lettei fiom Mi^ Unwin this evop-

mg, 9 veiy kind one, filial and confidential. Mi. Cowper’s cumbrous writing appg-

ratiis is on the table, foi he has not yet got his neat, handy, writing desk fiom Lady^

Hbsketh. His former wiiting-table had become cra/y, and paralytic in its old limbs ;

but to-night, he has, by a happy thought of Mrs. Unwin’s, got that forgotten c^rd-

tfthle lugged down from the lumber gairet, and he shakes it, finds it steady, and re-

joices over it. And now the fire is trimmed foi the evening ; the candles are snuffed

they show a punt of Mr. Newton, and a few prints of rather ugly, grim-Iooking;

evangelical ministers, and black piofile shades of some of Mrs. Unwin’s friends. Ydt,

all looks comfortable and feels pleasant to the inmates—for this is their Home. 01
that magic, tiaiisfiguring word I but this home is mdaed a peaceful and happy

Mr, Cowper relates to his companion the events of his long^ morning

a rambling nairative ; simple, descriptive, somewhat pathetic too, nor nnrell^ed by
a few delicate touches of Cowper’s peculiar huigour. And she listens aU betieyolcnt

smiles to his ventures, happened in meadow and mii^—< o’er hills, thPotigh valleys,

and by rivers^ banks and, in her turn, tells him of two poor persons distressed jti

mind, and pinched In circumstances, who had called at their house ; and mentions

she bad done for them, and consults what fartt^er deed of imvff or dharity she

friendmay jointly aecompllSb before that day is cloifed. And^now Sam, Mr. CowpVd
veil. III.—Ko. xvitu 3 1

*
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( esrSilMt imd servant, or r^tlier liumUe Friend, wliiO Itt lU^ dmV^
to fillip ettten the room. Sam knfiiy nothing of liondoii lih or London wOgoL

or perquisites ; hut jlwould like to know if eoer L^ fhiirtow had
aServant as Mr. Co^pei^s $ai^ for this is no inconsiderable iteat in a mdU*!

iHimc happiness. And unless we know all these IHtle matters^ how cftn We pro*

mlpoe a true deliverance.**
^ Wd^may guess that honest Sam and hi$ qualities Wou^Jli^ve been of little utiltty^

of small value to Edward, Lord Thnrlow, any way,'*’ laid Mra Heihert ;
“ and

•b^lhzow the attached servant out of his^ scale altogether.**

^
I tbar so :—^Well Sam, civilly, hut rather formally, neither like a footman of

parts nor figure, mentions that John Cox, the parish clerk o^ All Saints* Parish,

Northampton, waits in the kitchen for» those obituary verses engrossed with the an*

nodi li&il of mortality, which Mr. Cowper had for some years furnished an his solici-

tation. «

" * Ay, fihnv—say 1 will be ready for him in a few minutes, and give the poor tnan'a

enp of beer,* said the courteous poet. < I must first read the first verses to yoa, Mary,*
continued be, as Sam left the parlour; < you'are my critic, my Sam Johnson, and
MantSily Reviewer :—and he reads tko^e fine verses beginning, < He who Sits fh>m
day to day.* ?

^ ‘ I like them, Mr. Cowper,’ said his calm friend ; and that was praise enough..-^

SMi Cox was ushered in, brushed hi^ eye hastily over the paper, scraped with hii

Iboi, and said he dared to say these luies might do well enough. Tlie gentleman he
employed before was so learned, no one in the parish understood him. And Co^vper

smiles, and says, < If the yerscs please, and are not found too learned, he hopes Mr.
€0x will employ him agai^ **«

And no^ the postbo]r8 liqrn is heard, and Sam hies forth. Mr. Cowpet is not rich

enadgli Id nuy newspapers ;*bul liis fii^^nds don’t forget him, nor his tastes* When-
ever any thing likely to interest his feelings occurs in the busy world, some kind friend

addresses a paper to Olney. Thus he kee]>s pace with the world, though remote
fhMU its stir and contamination. He reads aloud another portion of the triM of Hast-

iUgs^ most reluctant ae friend and as Christian to believe his old school-fellow the guilty

tfioOd-dyedrOppressor that he is here described. He reads the heads of a MU brought

in by the Loril Chancellor to change, to extend rather, the criminal codft of the coun-

try
;
and says, passionately, ‘ Will they never try preventirb meanb ? There is no flesh

in man’s obdurate heart, it doth not feel for man.* He skims the motley contents of
the < folio of four pages,* ga^thering the goings on of the great Babel, as food for foture

rumination
; and he would^have read the speech of the Chancellor, had not more im-

portant concerns carried him away,—for old John Queeney, the shoemaker in the

back street, longs to see Mr. Cowper by his bed-side. Mr. Newtm, John’s minister,

11 in I^don ;
and though John and Mr. Cowper aare in nowise acquainted, saving

«eeSnf bach other in chuich, there are d^dr ties and blessed common to both;

ab Cowper goes off immediately. But since Mrs. Unwin insists that it is h cold damp
nighft, & takes his great-coat, though only to please her, and Sam marches before with
the ianthm. John Queeney has but one pool rooii&Sam would be an intruder there

;

and as it is harsh to have him wait in the street, like the attendant horses of a fine

lady, Sam is sent home by his amiable matter.
<< When, in an hfiur afterwards, Mr. Cowper returns, he tells that John Queeney iS

dying, and will probably not see over the night ; that he isi^ ill indeed, but that the

and the nobles of England might gladly exchange state's with that poor shoe-

maker, in the back street of Olney :—his warfare was accohi^llshed I Mrs. Unwin
understands him : she breathes a silent inward prayer, foi* her dying fellow^Msture,

and MtoW-christian ; and no more is said on this subject. Cowper, iioW Ip a steady

andlmeerfUl voice, reads the outline of a petition, he has drawn out in name of the

pooli tiutib-Workers of Olney, against an intended duty on candles. On them such a
tax would have Ihllen greviously. < My dear Mr. Cowper, this is more like an in-

didhant reaigMfomie il^n an humble petition,* said his friend, with her placid smile.

it ia H^w could it well be otherwise? But this must be

ab^fified; yfopmdeuce must not hurt the poor lace-workers* cause.*

>.1^4 Sm brings in suppei—a Roman meal, in the days of Rome’s heroic

^ i aud When li is withdrawn,* Hannah, the sole maid-servant, comes in to say

l[^^Ti^"oae blanket to Widow Jennings, and another to Jenny Hibberts $ and"
‘^^Vmlng ebUdren had atifoally danced round, *and hugged, aud kissed the

lb fiight-ddjthiiig, hr lack of which they perished ; and the Women them-

{ wan figlftiankfulnaSS, for this WeU-tlmed, mnch-wanted^pply.
*And fbu leisure to tbu 4em they camelxot from us,* saidw llannah
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These hlaaketa caiui^V^t the q:C»ejh)us Thornton above ten ihiilittgs anpieee.^
Mr, Cowper,’ says Mrs. Unwin. • Oh I how many a ton-shillings that would, in thie
severe seaton, soften the lot of the industrious poor, are every night* InvUhed in the
city he inhabits t How many blankets would the opera-ticMfets of this one night pur-

^
chase 1 And can any one human creature have the heart or the right thus to lavish^
yea, not sinfully, yet suiely not viuthout blame, while but one other of the same grehi
family petishes of hunger, or of cold V* •
« And they speak of their pooi neighbours by name ; they know many of them,

their good qualities, their faults, and their nediisities.
^ And preside discourse flows

on in the easy current of old, endeared, and perfect intimacy ; and Convper is led in-
cidentally to talk of dark passages in his earlier life; of the Providence which had
guided and lej^Mm tpthis lesting-piate ‘ by tlic green pastu^ and still waters of
the mercy

iijyillll^^
h^n afllicted ; of a great deliveiNsnce suddenly wrought;

of the ARj^MjHPuadled him into' the wilderness, while ^the banner over hiim
love.’ And th^Tthc talk ebbs back to old friends, now absent; to domestic cbres, and
little familyconcerns and plans ; the gaidou, or the greenhouse, matter ^fond and trivial,*

yet interesting, and clothed in tlie language of a poet, and adorned by a po^Ps |ancy.

1 must again ask, h.id the l^ord High Chaticellor ever gained to hid h(|brt any
one intelligent and atfei tionatc woman, to w|;om he could thus unbend aWS^nd-.
pour forth his heart of hearts—in the uiichiiied confidence of a never4aiung sym- «

pathy : This 1 shall consider—the possession qf this friend—an immense weight in
"

Cowper’s scale, when Ave com%to adjust the balnisce,” said Mr. Dodslcy.
“ * I must now read you the fruits of my morning’s study, Ma’am,’ says our poet,

after a pause ;
* 1 had Avell-nigh forgot that.*—And he reads his sublime requiem on

the loss of the Royal George. *
•

< I am mistaken if this be not wonderfully grand, Mr. Cotvper,* says his ancient

critic. * But hark ! our cuckoo clock. It must be regulated—you forget your du«
ties, Sir—Tiney must be put up, and’

—

‘‘ * You must just allow me, Maiy, to give one puff of the bellows to the green-

house embers. TJie air feels chilly to-night—my precious orange-tree.’ And Mrs.

Unwiu smiles over his fond care, as the gentleman walks off with the bellows under
his arm. •

“ And now it is the stated hour of family worship. Sam and Hannah march for-

Avard in decent order. But I shall not attempt to describe tlie pious household rites,

where the author of the Task is piicst and Avorshipper. Affectionate < Goodnights*

close the scene. And this is the order of the evenings at Olney.

‘‘ CoAVper regulates the cuckoo clock ; for thougji he has no alarum watch, or im.

pending audience of Majesty, he la)S many duties on himself, lowly, yet not ignoble;

so about the same houu that the Ch incelior rolls oft for Windsor, CoAvper, also alert

in duty, is penning his fair copy of the lace-Avorkei’s petition to Parliament, or de-

spatching one of his playful, ailectionate epistftji to his cousin. Lady Uesketh, or,^ J’

knowledging the bounty of the benevolent Thornton to the pour of Olney. And now,

body and mind refreshed, the blessings of the night temembered, and the labours of

the day dedicated in short ])r.iyer afxd with ferveutJj^ise, and he is in his greenhouse

study, chill though it be, for it is quiet and sequestered. See here, Fanny—^ur last

picture. But so minutely has the poet descrilted his favourite retreat that this sketch

may be deemed superfluous labour. Yet this is and aviII ever be a cherished spot ; for

here many of liis virtuous d<iys aa ere spent.

« Why pursue the theme farther,” continued the Curate, « you all know the sim-

ple tenor of his life

*

* Thus did he travel on life*# common way,

1^ In cheerful godliness
’

^he visitations to which his delicately-organized mind Avas liable, I put out of view*

They were a mystery beyond his mortal being—far beyond our limited human intel-

ligence. And tell me now, my young friend?, Avhich, at the close of his memorable
life, maybe pronounced the best, and, by consequence, the happiest man of our Three

Westminster Boys ? Each was ‘ sprung of e.arth’8 flm blood;’ and though I do not

assert that anyone of the three is a faultless model, it is a fair quei|fion to a^, which

has your suffrage ?—He Avho, by the force of his intellect and ambition, the hardi-

hood and energy of his character, took his place %t the head of the councils of this

mighty empire,—h«, the conqueror of so fair a portion of the East, who, by arms and
policy, knit another mighty empire to this,—or he—*^he stricken deer,* who iougtit

the shades, the arrow rankling in his side—who dwelt apart, in * blest seclosion

jGrom a wring world,* and Avbo, as his sole memoidal and trophy, left us *

^
< This single volume pfursmountV



Itir. DojUtcy lifted Sophia's small and elegant copy of Coivpev’s work% and ga?e
it Iq^ Hie hand ottha youth next him* f

An animated diecussioti now avose \ atkd when Miss Harding collected the toiei|

the^yo^ng geotlemen weie equally divided between Hastings andThttr|ow«

’Tka Ti’ung ladies were, however, unanimous ioi Cowper; and the Cu|ate,gave his

wltht^m^repeaung^
^

** Blfiislag$ be with fhem, and eternal praiie»

Who gave uh ngblei lovee and nobler caret—.
'Che poCtb—.who <» earth have made us heirs

Of truth, aud pure delight, by heavenly laya**

May the excellent authoress of this Tale long* ini

both old and youngs in the ro|jvenient vehicle for

4md amnaament, to ^hich she has now betal^en^he:

iictr and delight

knowledge

LOVE'S DEFEAT.
IMITATED Fl^Oie Tins ITALIAN S

SefB, on hib rambles on^ summer day.

Made bold t6 caH,/it the bower of.^auty

;

Dame Reason arose to send him away, u

But he push'd her aside and came swaggering in,

Chuck'd the matron Prudence under the chin,

And flung Jus scarf o'er the eyes of Duty.

Now," the little god thought, the field is clear,'*

But he saw not where Pride in a corner stood

;

And he mart elled much, fitod thought it q^eer.
That though Beauty at fust leceived him well,

*lifet soon a cold ^hade o'er her Icatiues fell,

And she frow ned in Very disdainful mood.

*Twas Pride that so wrought on tlie hapless maid.
Chilling her glance with lub own stern eye;

lie caught up the word> that Lo^e IhuJ ‘^aid.

Until a}l their passionate waiinth was gone, *

And so they fell with a li^tlcsb tone
On Beauty's e<ir, tffbugh Loi e knew not why.

Love bade a mom of bliss arise,

—

A tranquil homgi.in.a spot of green

;

And Beauty beheld it wlft fenuling eyes.

Till Pride, behind Lo\e, his finger set

On a jewel-emblazoned coronet.

Then Beauty look'd cold on Lov e's fairy scene.

Love next sought to lead the maid along
In a chain of flowors all soft and gay

;

But Pride had a chain of gold more strong,

Ajwd Beauty stoop'd to the glittering yoke.
While jLove's frail band asun'der broke :

'fiktn Love spread his wings and flew away.

Beauty now felt she was fastly bound,
Aud wildly strove^ Pride's chain to sever;

But the more she struggled, the more around
Her lindis it coileg. Then her breast she smote.
And called on Love, but Love heard her not

;

So Beauty is Pride's poof*slave for ever !~G. Ot,
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THE PASSIVE RESISTANCE OF EDINBURGH, TO THE
CLERGY-TAX.

A SYSTEM of Passnw Itefiistance to the iniquitous local impost, disguised *

^nder the name of the Annuity Tax, has been brought to a crisis by the

imprisonment of Mr. Tait, the propric^r of this for his pro-

portion of the tax by which our clergy are maintained. How he should

have had the honour tlirust upon him of inflicting the deatt-blow on this

obnoxious tax, it is easier to know than to tell. Mr. Tait had neither

been an^ac1«Y^ i nor obtrusive reshter : though, like thousands of the

most respecwbie citizen-i of Edinburgh, and particularly the booksellers,

he refused to pay annuity. This tax has ever been hateful to^he peo-

ple, from almost every reason nhich can render an impost odious. It is

considered a tax on conscience with in-rtij;. It is a tax unknown in the

Kirk Establishment,* and peculiar tq| Edinburgh ; unequal in its pres-

sure ; and arbitrary and irritating in the mode of exaction ; and it is one «

which gives, as has been seen, power to flic clergv to disgrace themselves

and their profession, «'^nd*uound the cause of Christianity. Power of im-

prisonment over their hearer*^ and townsmen, is not a pow'er for ministers

of the Gospel. For four years, measures have»been taken to resist this

impost ; and for the last eighteen montlis it has hgen successfully opposed,

BO far as goods were concerned, by a well-concerted Passive Resistance,

Many of the citizens were (and are) under horningy^ and liable to cap-

tion, at the time the clergy selected Mr, Tait, For Passive Resistance,

during the last eighteen months, has been, as we shall have occasion to

explain, so well organized, and has icrought so welt to defeat the collection,

of the tax, that, unless the ministers had turned the kirks into old-furni-
,

ture warehouses, it w'as idle to seize any more feather-beds, tea-

kettles, and chests of drawer ^ ; either from those wdio could not, or those

who would not pay this irritating and ui^ust local impost, marked by

every deformity whioli can render a tax hateful. The legal right of

the ministers of tfic Kirk in Edinburgh, to imprison for stipend,^ was

questioned. Mr. Tait is probably the fit^ imprisoned victim of the Ki^ ; ^

nor will there be many more, or we greatly mIsuridA’stand the character

of the people and of the times in Scotland. A few weeks back, it was de-

cided by the Law Courts that the ministers had the right of imprison-

ment ; though an appeal to the Lord Chancellor still lay open to the

• 7'he leffal jarffon of which the Ediuhurgh pi hits aic full just now, must amuse

and perplex the English and lush. What can they think

and homings issued by the mmistei s » By one ol the many bejmUfnl

law, no man can be impnsoued foi debt. Uis ( nine is rebellion. ^

« greeting,*’ ordei ing the debtor to pay Inst roditor, if the debtor refuee tocomply,he it pre-

sumed to bedenounced i ebol at E<iinbui gh Cross and 1 iCith Pier by t le rn,

jail for resistance of the Kino’s lommand. The whole thing is

the Antiquary to his nephew, Hector IMarintyie, who remained about as wise as before

,

eras wise asaiecusant Irishman in theCow^gate, oinvhom our clergy lately madeacharge

of h(yrninq, « Horning ! horning 1—by the powci-s ! if they brun a hormnp against

me, ni bring a horning against them.” When the King^s messenger-at-arms, as tip-

staves are called in Scotland, brought his horvb^ to the Cowgat^ the Irishman, pre-

Tiouslv provided with a tremendous bullock’s horn, blew a blast “so loud and dread,

that it might havrhrought down the Castle wall; aijjl afactiCn mustered as quickly

as if it bad sounded in the suburbs of Kilkenny. The messenger-at-arms took leave

asra^dly as possible, and without wiaWnpfAscAorpeo/Wniup at this time. •
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ioliabitafltis^ who have petitioned again<;t the* tax^ till they are tired Of

'pOtilkming. The clergy, to give them their due, lost no time in exercis-

ing their new power. Hornings and captions wore flying on all sides ;*

though no one would Believe that Presbyterian Divines, the Fathers of the

Scottish Kirk, calling themselves ministers of the gospel of love, and

peacui and charity; would ever proceed to the fearful extremity of throw-

ing their townsmen and hearers into jail. The first experiment was

on a gentleman in very dSicate health, about a fortnight befoi*8

Mff Tail's ahrest. This gentleman was attended to the jail door by
numbers of the most respectable^ citizens

—

reshiers—in carriages,

paid, and the procession returned home. Two o/ his escort were Mr.
Adam«Black, publisher of the Edinburgh Review, and Mr. Francis How-
den, a Wealthy retired jeweller, of the highest respectability. These
two gentlemen were, some few months before, chairman and deputy-

chairman of the Lord Advocates election committee. These are the

kind of men who have actively opposed the tax. •

There was a lull for ten days. A Quaker vias expected to be the next

victim ; but the unexpected honour fell Mr. Tait. The clergy could

not have committed so capital *a blunder if they had aimed at it ; or so

effectually have laid the axe to the root of the tree. This grand stroke

of policy was, doubtless, intended* to finish the thing at once. Once
compel him to submit, and glory and gain were secure. That there

might be no more processions, he uas u a) laid coming into town in the

morning; and, to the consternation of the clergy themselves, submitted

to the alternative of going to prison ratlier than py the tax. Ilia

first letter, wkich is subjoined, t explains the nature of our clergy-

• The agent of the clergy, Mr. ll.'Inglis, sou of the Reveieiid Dr. laglie, the

leader of the Church, and the grand mstiument in smuggling the clause into the Bill

under which the clergy distiam and impiisou,—acted in sutii encugetic haste dgainst

the citizens, in obtaining these profitable hornmgs, that it is s<iid he foigot to takeout
the attorney license before be coiwiLxnxced hormng

;

which neglect inteis a penalty

of 1^200. Will It be eXheted **—Every tjx-payer is agaiiXit the tax, but every cpie

would neither have gone to jail nor incuiicd piosecutinii. Ifr. Tait sliould just

have paid,** said one of the cautious disappro\eib. No man will uphold the tax;

•biff^here’s the good of putting tw’o-tlfl'<*e moie guineas in the pouch of Pope Johk’s
son.** The argument has force Suiely, foi the sake of common decency, another

of our multitudinous W. 8.*8 might ha>e been found for the lucrative office devolved

on the son of the great leader of the Kirk Aessemblies.

+ TO THE EDITOR OP THE CALEDONIAK MERCURY.

“ Sir,—1 wish* to be allowed, through the medium of your paper, to explain the

reasons which have induced me to submit to imprisonment, rather than pay the

annuity or ministers* stipend. My reasons are these :

—

The tax was imposed by the act 1601, and piccoding acts, to raise 19,000 merks,

Whi^ Weie to be applied to the maintenance of only six of the twelve Edinburgh

(^qj^men ; whereas a sum very much laiger has been collected, under the name of

annuity, and applied to the maintenance of uU the Edinburgh clergymen, and to other

purposes*

The collection and appHcatl<»n of the annuity w'as illegal up to 1809 ; and woa
only then made legal (if legal if yet is) by a clituse surreptitiously and illegally in-

seP^ in an act of Pailiament, which had been intimated as one for simply extending

the royalty of the ^ty. Unless an act of Parliament, fraudulently obtained by the

clergy, can make the annuity, as no^ collected and applied, legal, the collection and
a|i|iMchlion are itiU illegal*

AUofether, by the annuity, impost, seat rents, shore dues at Leith, kc*, about
L.91,0^ am collects, in iiame^)f the Church EetahUshment, while only ahml half

if applied to its legiamate purposes*

«
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which has now baen opposed and resisted in ^very peaceful wav/

The scenes in Ireland were faintly brought to our own door; an4 ^
gre^t excitement never certainly prevailed in Edinburgh against a liiJ
taX) or against the Establishment altogther^ since yhe dinging down, o* the
CuthedfCii^* At the request of the Inhabitants Committee,, intimated
in the newspapers^ Mr, Tait consented to be liberated ;* and having re-
mained four days in the bonds of the clergy, he was released with*every
mark of honour and distinction his ifellow-citizeiis could confer. His
conduct, they thought, had given an example of patriotism and moral
courage needed everywhere,t and the death-blow to the clergy-tax.

take the Scotsmans account of thd triumph of passive resistance, as
j

* •

The Slim letiod from the citizens of Edinburgh is not only too laige, hut is un-
equally levied, and absurdly applied; 55,000 souls, in the extended royalty, having
lichurches and eighteen ministers, to whom about L 9,000 per annum is paid, while
70,000 souls, in that part of Edinburgh wlncl^ is called the parish of St. Cuthbert’s,
pay no part of the annuity tax ; the two clcp^yiuen of this parish ; and those of the
Chapels of Ease belonging to it, being paid 'ey the heritors, or from the seat rents.

The above inequality of the assessment is further aggravated by the exemption of
*

the Members of the College of Justice ; also, % the tax being laid upon shops, &c.,
as well as dwelling-houses, afthongh the latter are the proper measures ofthe incomes
of the inhabitants.

*

For those and other reasons, detailed in .'^petition to Parliament, and a report by
the Committee of luhabitaiits, the collection of the auifuity has been considered un-
just and oppressive. Payment has been relused by the^ii habitants; and when the
clergy proceeded to distrain the goods ot the recusants, their proceedings were rendered
ineffective by the impossibility of finding purehasers tor the distrained goods. Find-
ing their seizure of the citizcnV goods inoperatiie, the cleigy are resorting to the
extremity of impriibnment. Mr. Wilson, pocket-book maker, was the first seized on.

He, as was publicly announeed, submitted immediately on being imprisoned to the

imposition of the clergy, on account ot the state of bis health. I have b(#n selected

as the second victim. Ami, as I liavenut Mi. Wilson's reason for instant submis-

sion to what I conceive unjuAticeand oppression,! h ive permitted the clergy to imprison

me ; and send you this statement from iny plate of l onfinement, the jaii,.Caltou Hill.

In reference to St, Peter’s name, our Saviour said—“ Upon this rock I have built

my Church.** It is now seen upon ivhat I’ock ttte Edinburgh clergy rest thtir Esta-

blishment—the rock on Which stands the Calton Jail.

Let no man tell nJe that I ought to petition P.irliament for an alteration of the

law, instead of opposing this passive resistanqr to the law. Petitioning has been tried

once and again ; and what has been the resulf ? Why, tluit the Lord Advocafe^'of •

Scotland, one of the repre-.entativc'i of our city, and a Minister of the Crown, has at-

tempted to sanction the hideous injustice of which wc (oinplain, by a new act of Par-

liament, fixing down the odious annuity tax upon us more firmly tliaii ever, with no

amelioration of the injustice, except the doipg aw.^y with tlie exemption of the Col-

lege of Justice ! 0

I believe there is no hope of redress hut from refusal of payment until the extre-

mity of imprisonment is resorted to. In that belief I have acted,—and

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

WILLIAM TAIT.

* The spirit of the people of Edinburgh may be inferred from the following anec-

dote Mr. Tait spent one Sabbath in jail. On that day the debtors posted a bill on

their door of the jail chapel intimating, “ No attendance on Divine Seuvicb

DURING Imprisonment tor Annuity Tax.” This was, of course, quite sponta-

neous, as the Church prisoner of the clergy was kept ap^i t fiom all the other prisoners

^

and treated by every one of the officials with tlie greatest indulgence and cow^imr
tion, during bis brief sojourn in prison.

* •

+ « We have need of many such men ; we ought to fin^ them in plup^ where it

is in vain to' look for them. But our coiisolatioli is, that to have a nay have

only one, is to he sure of having thousands hereafter. The moral force of such

examples is slow to subside, even though they be «ot instantly acted upon. The •

recollection of them survives long, an^ acts alfke ag a check to the oppressor, an^ a.
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^bein^ Aorter than some of the others^ and, oontsinixig everytiifiigMeta-*

"aaiy to be told :—
" He stepped into the open carriage, drawn by four horses, which stood on the

litteet, and beside him Mr. Howden, Mr. H. Miller, Mr. Kobert Chambers, and
Mr. Deuchar. At this moment, one of the gentlemen in the carriage, warring his

hat, piH>posed three cheers tor the King, and three cheets for Mr* Taity^both of

which propositions were most euthusltstically earned into effect. The procession

was then about to move ofl^ when, m^ h against the will of Mr. Tait and the Com-
mittee, the cri»wd took the horses tiom the cariiage, and with ropes drew it along the

route of procesifion, which ^vas «ilong Waterloo Place and Prince’s Street, to Walker
Stmt. As the procession tnaiched along, it was joined by several otlter trades, who
had been late in getting ready ; and sVldom have we seen such a dense mats of indi-

viduals as Prmte’h Stieet presented on this oicasion. lu the piotession ^jone, there

were not tewer than 8,000 individuals; and we uic sure, that the spectators were more
than thiiie as numerous. Mr. Tait uas frequently cheered as he passed aloiig,^and

never, but on the occasion of the Reform Bill, was a more unanimous feeling witness-

ed than on that which biouglit the people together yesterday afternoon.”

A respectable Tory print in (ili^sc^ow—for there*^ire Tory prints that

have decent manners—in denouncing^ “ the revolutionary movement in

that rebellious city,” states, tliat Ediiiburgfh requires a Coercion Bill

as much as Kilkenny.” We confess it. So ''do many of the English

towns. The agitation agairibt tithes and church-rate is as gieat in

England as in Ireland. And if .t Coercion Bill is to be the sabbtitute

for justice, the more univeisally it is applied the better. TJie whole

people of the United Kingdom are of the same spirit.

No church-rate can be more oppressive than the Annuity ; and the

evil does not rest liere. A poor Kirk only will be^a pure Kirk,” is

exemplified in Edinburgh.

This Is a tax levied on members of the Church Establishment; and

on every denomination of Dissenters, Catholic, Quaker, Jew, Turk,

or Pagan, to raise the Edinburgh clergy above their brethren of

the Kirk ; and to set them above their proper functions. With
a few honourable exception^, the Edinburgh clergy are anything

but a w'orking clergy. Edinburgh, among its,, other felicities, holds

all the great prizeb” (as the Duke of Wellin^on calls the bi-

sh^rics) of the Kirk. It is Voo much that the inhabitants should

also monopolize the honour oV maintaining the great priies,” in

a style which has set them above their duties, and given “ a high

tone” to Prcbbyterianiom, by making a few of its humble clergy fit

associates for our Tory and ^Thig (^terics, and the legal aristo-

cracy, at the^ expense of the fiastoral office. The worst fault that

we hitherto know about them, after all, is, that they know nothing of

their parishes ; for, till now, they had no power of imprisonment, a power
of which they should be the first to try to denude themselves. Minis-

ters of the Reformed Presbyterian Churcli !— a Church boasting its

purity, its poverty, its tolerance, rob widows' houses,” and throw

men of all persuasions into prison for fractions of stipend !—and this,

too, with ample funds for their maintenance from other sources,-—
? 9

•ustainiug hope to the unredresseU—ati assurance that there is a glorious power
unemployed} l^hat dati, when it pleases, rise up and bafile the oppressing one that" is

ever at work. An odour rises out qf such actions, that becomes as the btsath of a

aew lile to others. The language they are related in, is as the melody sO exqijdsitely

described in one o^Wordsw'orth's ballads

.

< The dlusic in my heart I boi«e

liong after it was heard no more.’**. True SuH^
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tiie same kind of funds, and to a larger amount than those^jy \vhich thei/
brethren are respectably supported in every otlier Scottish city. Shade
of JohnJCnoxl could you have looked up from that old station in the Ne-
iherbow on the scenes exhibited at the Cross of Edinburgh within the last

ten years, by order of your successors! and their proctors; seen the miser-
able furniture of poor widows and destitute persons roaped for stipend !

One scorns the miserable fiction by which the Edinburgh clergy^try to

skulk behind their agents: the Parsoife in Ireiiind have given up the
hypocritical pretext, It \^as not /, but the ])roctor. Pab^h-e Reshtance
has put an end to these revolting scenes, and introduced otliers, which
the sincere friends of tlie Kirk can regard as no less dangerous to its

stability,
**

Mr. Tait^s letter explains the nature of the church-tax, but «i(?t all its

deformities. Fir,st, it is peculiar to Edinburgh, and to a limited part of
Edinburgh, rigorously visiting the sIioj^-keej)er, tlie physician, the artist,

the half.pay officer, ithe poor and needy, tvJiile it totally exempts the class

best able to contribute* to the sij])porf of the Churcli,—tlie lawyers of all^

grades ; those who, according to our G^^i^sgow friend, dram the blood, and
live on the marrow of Scotland ; till, Jeslifirun-liko, our whole coimnunlty,

by their suckings, ImVe waxen fat and are kicking, rcquiiing to l>e put in

strait waistcoats, and dieted on bread ind M’ater. Seconding It is a ^hop taar ;
the people of Loudon know what that means, 'I'he icnt of a man's dwell-

ing-house is a fair measure of his means, and Tii our city of palaces,"

every man likes a house rather above wliat he can afford than under it.

A shopkeeper who rents a* house at from L.30 to L.oO, may pay L.200

a-year, or mor^, for his place of business ; and on this L.200, and on
all the other premises he may rent in carrying on his trade, as well as

on his dw’elUng-house, which is almost invariably at some dislan(*e from
his place of business, ho is liable to pay L.O per cent, to the clergy, or

be sent to jail,—be he Jew, Turk, Quaker, or Eaptist. .The garret

of a widow, the cellar of a porter, mu>t contribute their propor-

tion to the mainten.jnce of the great prizes" of the Kirk, and of the

tone" which nifw elevates Established rreshyteriaiiism, in the gentility

of its teachers, almost to equality \yth Episcopalian Dissent. Of late

years, sjiice the Irish settled among ^s, many Caiholicft are calied^n t(t

contribute to the maintenance of what they must think, our heretic

clergy ; an imposition on conscience, from which we hiqie to see Scotland

soon freed for ever.

But, while the darkest den* in the lanes, and poor streets, of that cen-

tral portion of Edinburgh (which, for the Established clergy, may hmk for

religious instruction wdiere its inhabitants please) must pay, every lordly

mansion, of the lirst-born of Egypt, is past bye. Our Lords of Session,

and Clerks of Session, and Deputy-Clerks of Session ; and Clerks of

• Many capital hits have boon made diiiinff the Three Ycars’ Waii betw'cen

the citizens and the clergy of Ediiihiirgh, w hith sliould not be forgotten. The Bible

Society of London had, it appears, at one time resolved, that no snbsciiption in aid

of the circulation of the Scriptuies, bhould bo taken fiorn Socinians, Unitarians,

Infidels, and Blasphemers- The Bible Society denounced qll aurh characteis ; and

our clergy piously agreed. “ Now, surely you won’t take s/ipcmAioin buch*wrt*tches

said **some writer in the North Briton, T.iipted money becomes sweet in passing

through the fingeis of Mr. Fetor 11 lU. Mr. Manager Murray’s synagogue of Satan,

at the end of the North Bridge, pays about 1..50 per annum to the clergy of Edin-

burgh ; and many smaller sanctuaiies ot sin, in till old town, must contribute their

pi’oportioii. • •
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' J««tieiiiiy, A&d Depnt]r.ClOT)fir «f justiciary, and Lord Adr«0|||it«% Md
^Pf^ttty^Advocates, and Sheriffs^ md; S^b«titute.Sheri& ; and t)ie wh^U

kindredsy and languagasy ofoldr barriators ; and ev^ry man wboim
|in)|086ion is symboUaad on his dooc^plate by the mystic lettei^^

—

0? BsB.C., the tax-gatherev ^espeetfully passes. The clergy themselrea do
not pay poor-rates in this city|; for which rate another 6 per cent, qa
rent fs levied from the unfortunate shopkeeper^ and householder. Is it

enrprising that the people of £)dinbargh have rebelled^'' since rebellion

it must be called^ and refuse longer to submit to the h^rning^ and gor-

ings of the watchmen of the dock }

The exemption of the OoLLEhs of Jusnos^this is the phrase^ Co|«-

LBOB OP Justice—among a nation remarkable *fbr the propriety of its

names^s, however, the grievance of a past time ; and the inclusion ofthe

fifteen hundred, or two thousand, exempted lawyers will not now sai-

tisfy the people of Edinburgh ; though this is the bait held out to make
lii belt the Bill the Lord Advocate has been bungling aty to enable

^
the Edinburgh parsons to live lilA) gentleman/" The people of Edin-
burgh will have their clergy live like their brethren in other towns,

and like Christian ministers. T«hey will have nO| compulsory tax for their

eupport. They will have no Dissenter, no (/atholio^ no Quaker, or Jew,

liable to a fraction of rate to mairttain a Presbyterian minister. They
cannot more admire propagating religion by the tithe.pound, the Cross*,

rouping, and the Calton^jail, than by the sword or the faggot ; and will

resist to the last every attempt to continue a power in the hands of

the Edinburgh clergy, which they have recently used, and are still em.-

ploying, to the violation of the first principles of tlifS merciful faith

they are bound to teach, and to the disgrace of their sacred office. It

is too late for compromise. The principle which places this power in

their bands is more dangerous, and much more to be guarded against,

than the mere amount of the tribute levied. Our ancestors, at some
peril, and by despising persecution, won for us freedom of conscienoe

and a Free Kirk : it will go Hard but we maintain the right.

As this Magazine circulates through England and Ir^and more widely

than at home, we have hitherto forborne afflicting our distant readers with

*locaV grievances. Heaven kno\^ that every town has abundance of

them, local and general ; but, in passive resistance, Edinburgh is making
common cause with many other communities ; and it may amuse strangers

to l^am how it has been managed in the country of the Porteous mob.
For years the spectators looked on with indignation and shame when

furniture was rouped (sold by auction) at the Cross of Edinburgh, for

annuity to the clergy. At first such furniture belonged exclusively to very

distressed persons ; for though every one grumbled, no one who could

scrape up the money durst reffuse to pay, and thus incur the additional

penalties of prosecution. Not unfrequently generous individuals re-

deemed the miserable sticks so cruelly wrested from the more miserable

owners. The first act of passive resistance may have taken place about

two years back ; and we admit that since then it has been most actively

passive, and has given rise to many 'melancholy and some humorous

scenes. Fortunately for the resisters, the goods must, by law, be exposed

fbr sale at the Cross, which so fyr concentrated their field of action.

This, by the way, was a capital omission when the Annuity clause was

snii|lggled over. We hope the Lord Advocate (but the clergy's agent

w^^|9e to it) takes care, in the new Bi}l, that our goods, when eaphfhi
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SP
Wted for stipend, niay be sent evay and sold' anywhere, tn Ireland vs'
pa)r«-<*the vrhole people of the empire pay—troops who march up from
eoontry to Dublin^ fifty or sixty miles, as escorts of the parsou-poundefl
pigs and cattle, which passive resistmce prevent* from being sold or
bought at home ; and we also maintain barracks in that country which
not only lodge the parsons* military guards, but afford, of late, conve.
nient resting, places in their journey to the poor people's cattle,*whom
the soldiers are driving to sale and erhich would otherwise be rescued
on the road. •

Our Edinburgh clergy could hitherto only operate round the Cross,

If any of our readers know that scene* let them imagine, after the re-

sistance*was tolerably ^ell organized, an unfortunate auctioneer arriv-

ing at the Cross about noon, with a cart loaded with furniture &r sale.

Latterly the passive hubbub rose as if by magic. Bells sounded, bagpipes

brayed, the Fiery Cross passed down the clossc,Sf and through the High
Street and Cowgatei^ and men, woinen»*aiid children, rushed from all

points towards the scene of PASSl^rf RESISTANCE. The tax had^
grinded the faces ot the poor, and the uoor were, no doubt, tlie bitterest

in indignation. Irish, ddighlanders, Lewlanders, were united by the

bond of a common buffering. Respectable shopkeepers might be seen

coming in haste from the Bridges > Irish tra^ders flew from St. Mary's
Wynd ; brokers from the Cowgate ; fill pressing round the miserable

auctioneer; yelling, hooting, pejhaps cursing, ffertaiiily saying anything

but what was affectionate or respectful of the clergy. And here were the

black placards tossing abov* the heads of the angry multitude—

ROUPING FOR STIPEND!
This notice was of itself enough to deter any one from purchasing

;

though we will say it for the good spirit of the people, that both the

Scotch and Irish brokers disdained to take bargains of their suffering

neighbours' goods. Of late months, no auctioneer would venture to the

Cross to roup for stipend, human 4>eing has nerve enough to bear

up against the s^orif, hatred, and execration of his fellow-creatures,

expressed in a cause he himself must feel just? The people lodged the pla^

cards and flags in shops about the Cr^Jipi, so that not a moment was Igst in^

having their machinery in full operation, and scours were ever ready to’

spread the intelligence if any symptoms of a sale were discovered.

These are among the things done and provoked in this reforming city

of John Knox, in the name of supjKU-ting religious instruction !

Dr, Chalmers is reported to have said, the other da5'^, in one of our

Church Courts, ‘‘ Too little money is devoted to the religious instruc-

tion of the city.” He is quite right : Too little indeed—almost none

is so applied ;—a good deal goes into the pockets of the ministers,

nevertheless. The condition of the poor of Edinburgh—their want

of the due means, from the Establishment, either of religious- instruct

tion at home, or church accommodation, is not the smallest evil in this

system of setting Scotch Presbyterian clergymen above their callings

by high salaries. We might imagine, that after a poor man or woman
has paid annuity, or *had their goods sold, they might at least find a

church door open to them somewher^ in the town. They will find

* Ths agents of our clergy had a sort of barracks. They made the enclosure in

the Cowgate, called the Meal-market, a depot mtr confiscated furniture when the

people diuve the auctioneers from th* Cross. «
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exiKstly ' the, 4001* opeui but a eurly^ ddenkeeper to pni^h thenf '^pir,
and Jf they in, eeat nf dburdr, In^ addition to H^e
odious Annuity Tax, the rents o£ the pewa in ^inburgh are, on the

.ji^erage/ Umes Iti^ifher Jhutfiw mg other SeotM Thui» w'epay
great tr^Wy^^«nd, inAheir di^igetW fidelity a«

impi^rs,; m their wfOtoess, fturbeayrennO, Wg«6itferihg,> patience/ gen-
Chrlstains,.l|«ve our reward.^ ^

We ^areinot indict npOn our I^hgilsh or IritFi readei*^ more about our
Colkgiate* Ch€hfgee<4 our royal chaplainships; our anion* of .the- pastoral

odlce wHh tho prefessorsliips in our university ; our church joJ>8 of idl

kinds. We have not ooinplaine<l till now : )(row^^oBinnAijKX is bkdrbss.

IsiritispiiiHeyT* or a Baptist.—^As this shcr'twas g^oliig- to press, we have
seen" tlie speckle, novel in a Freshyteriau country, of a mpectable and afed man of
the veUgious persnaaiou of Fuller, Bobert Hall, and John Poster, haled to prison for

mimsters' stipend, under circantstanc^s which sliame the very name of Presbyte-
rianism. Mr. Ewartj shoemaker, on€ anmng upwaids of thre® hundred citizens put to

the horn, (at least a two-guinea proctesiefore it is ended,) when pi’eseuted with the
'^‘caption by tho messenger, said he w'us quite unable to pay his arrears. He was indulged
with a little time to go and plead hiS OaSe with the scion of Establishment, Dr>,Inglis's

son, who is reaping the fruits of a laVycr's rich harvest^ amid our teaia, shame, and
aoiTow. He told that young agent of the clergy, that he neither could, nor would,
if he could, pay stipend, lie belonged,to a deuominutiou oi Christians who had
been tortured and burned by'‘an established priesthood; and the Established Clergy
of Edinburgh were welcome, to send him to prison if it spemod good to them. On
the same evening, (Friday 23d,) he was marcliM off to t)ie C.ilton Jail, accompanied
by the usual liaaty muster of people carrying flags and poles, having placards
on which were a variety of devices and insciiptions,Qo \.'hich we shall not at present

advert. His daughter, a fine ) oung woman, in a fit of heroic indignafCoii which overmas-
tered her grief and the natui*al timidity of her sex, seized one of the flags, and would
have walktd before her father to^prisou with the crowd, but was prevented by him and
the inteifcreme of the humane bjstander&. Next day this ruined man’s shop, in

Hanover Street, was seen shut up, and a bill stuck on the door, “ In Puisox ron
Ministers’, Stipend.”

In earnestly recommending Mr, Ewart’s case to the frtends of freedom of con-

science everywhere, and particulailyc to the Baptists of England, we would humbly
ask the' casuists among our clergy, is this man imprisoned do lecover a just debt, or

to gratify a cruel, despicable ie\enge ? We know uhat men of‘l>Uin understanding,

in this city, think and say loudly.
,

f By-the laws of Scotland, a cr€ditor'».vho indulges his cruelty by keeping a needy

man in jail, is bound to maintain him. Mr. Ewart has claimed and been allowed a
shilling, paid per fiiem, as aliiiient-money—a liberal allowance,—as fortunately the

fixing the amount of aliment docs not rest with the imprisoning clergy.

* Every clergyman should have li.400 in each pocket,” said the Whig Solicitor-

General, the other day at some Kirk meeting, where the Magistrates tliemselves were
speaking of nncnllegiating the churches, and reducing the stipends. Some twenty or

tiiirty years back, those stipends w'cre L.300 a-year, w ith as much more as they could

scrape up. Be it remembered, that tlie faculty to which Mr. Cockburn be-

longs, have never yet paid one farthing of church-tax since the Kiik W’as esta-

blished ; and as Presbyterian sm is neither the fabliionable religion, nor even the

genteel mode of faith in Edinburgh, it is but a proportion of the learned fa-

culty that even pay for a scat in the Kirk. Speeches like the above move the

multitudes iu the Cowgate, and even the wTalthicst shopkeeper in the finest streets,

in rather an unpleasant w'sy. Mr. Cockburn ennnot have forgotten the anecdote

of King James- T. and his Bishops, Neale and Andrew^s. Cannot 1 take my subject’s

money when I want k, %t^Ubout all this formality in Parliament God forbid, Sir,”

Neale^ but you should—you are the breath of our nostrils.”—** Well, my
rejoined his Majesty to AiidiWs, and what say you ?” He excused himself

ground of ignorance In Parliaraentai y mattei-s. No put-offs, my Lord,” said

Jame% answer me presently.”-Ji" Then, Sir,” said the excellent prelate, « I think

ilTla^ul for yon to take my brotlier Neale’s money, for he offers it.” The clergy

ftra^f^y Oi3i,titled to take Mr. Cockbuvn’A L<BO(/ a-yoar*
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Ti<ifi j3ii that mo^^ufject of t!rtaimer»/

alwilyd & double-iSidod code of political xnorjiilty, + aee tib

cause fbr e^tdtation in the frailty c^ihjs errant Duchess* " Thd patrse of
the Carlifits is anything hut bright enough tp be injured^ hy so a
speck as the infamy of the Duchess/de Bertl The d^sed ifWg of
l^ranoe has nothing to lose or to gain from the virtue M* his niece ; a
woman sufficiently ^ill.spoken of by h^ own partiaan^^ even during her
most high and pakty^ate of supremacy at the Tulieries ;>^a raSh^ fd«
volous/and unprincipled princess, thrust by circumstances into the pdsi*

tion of a heroine, llie antiquated Countesses of the Faubeui^f St Ger.
main, who vehementlyresent the supposititious marriage^ hired byMadame
de Camla, at the expense of ll 00,000* fijancs, to make an honest wo-
man" of the Margaret of Anjou o^the Henriquinquistes, affix far too

much importance to 'the mishap of royal adventures. Within
years it will be admitted, that a govarnment, motable by such trivial

agents, must, indeed, hi grounded on a sorry foundation. What must
be the blindness of mankind, when the licentiousness of an ungovernable

woman lias pouer to operate upon the happiness of thirty millions of her
fellow-creatures T ^

Policy r. ^Iercy.^—There is a plain straight-forwardness of action

in Lord Althorp, which e\icrybody admires, friend or foe. He is totally

divested of t}% wily eel-backed hypocrisy of the courtier of former

times ;
and wears his heart upon Ins sleeve, for daws to peck at—and

great numbers do. How much better is this than the policy of great

men. Ins predecessors in offices. Then, an act or an assertion was

food for all the politicians in toTin or country for a fortnight; and

thousands of acute intellects were put upon the stretch in wondering

what he was after now. With the presSnt most noble Chancellor of the

Exchequer, all js plain as a pike-staff. Look at the. Ten-hours

Labour Bill, which poor A'-liley has been fuming away upon for days and

weeks together, with all the energy*<^ a twenty-ghilanthropist*power,-^

the whole population of the country at liis back. Farmer Althorp gets

up in his place," and, with all the charity, humanity, and kind-

heartedness, for which he is famed, swears he will defeat his object, and

knock his Bill on the head entirely. People stare wdtli astonishment

;

but there is nothing to stare at. A paragraph in the next day's paper
,

announces (without the slightest reference to this subject) that there

happen to be between forty and fifty mill-owners in the Lower House.

Now this number of honourable factory folk would fearfully swell a

minority ; and Althorp shrewdly enough suspects that, by forsaking the

men of cotton, he might stand the chance of only getting worsted by-

and-by. There can be no mistake in this.

Patieno under a Heavy Burden.— If the people of England and

Scotland remain as quiet under their burdeifs in future, as they have been

this Session, 1 fear w^e shall get nd of but few of tlie*tates which now press

<m the industry of the people." So that resolute friend of the peo-

ple, Mr. Hume, in a letter printed in the Fife Herald of 26th August.

,,For a Session, the people of Scotland been quiet ; but it has Uot

the quiet of indifferenc^ far less of content, that has pos|esqed

their minds. The proceedings of this Session have been remark^^ith
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% gradually luereasing indignation^ that will soon show itself in
^ ^ Bcotland.

Vnuld^that Seotland had many representatives like Joseph Hame^ and
mimy jott^lelike th^ Ftfe Herald! *

' *

S^^Tistt Jobs.—We are asked to animadvert on two recent appdiht*

ments ^ Scotland :-^-*One, the presentation of Mr. Ewen^ a political par«

tlsan of Captain Elliot to the Church of Plobkirk, in opposition/* as

is aaid> to the wishes of every Adividiinl in the parish I** The other,

the renewal of h'sinectire in King’s College, Aberdeen, by the appoints

ment of Mr. Patrick Davidson to i:he chair of Civil Law, of which there

are no students at that College, and not the sligh1;/;^t chance of there ever

being aay, ,
This laiH; has all the appearance of being one of those scandalous jobs

which belonged to the regular order of things iu Scotland in times past,

but of which we hoped we lia^ seen the end. Our Magnaine^ how-
ever, being intended for the United^Ciugdom, we bale no space for local

^bs. unless they be of great magnitude.

Nboro Slavery.—With the iTidlowing admirable letter of that emi-
nently gifted politician, philaritliropist, and (liVistian, Mr. Douglas of

Cavers, we take leave of the question of negro emancipation. The leaders

of the Anti-Slavery Societies liave*" shown themselves bad shepherds.

Had they acted like the f^r-soeing politician whose letter we record, the^'

country would have seen the injustice and absurdity of tlie Ministerial

scheme of emancipation, and have aroused itself to prevent the scheme
from being adopted. But these lenders have'^boen blindin’ asleep. In

their joy at the prospect of emancip.ition in seven years, tney have over-

looked thednjustice of continuing slavery so long, and the impracticable

nature of the Ministerial scheme. Mr. Douglji'* is quite correct. The
thing will not work. There would have been no danger in immediate
emancipation*; but there is iniiniiient ganger in this absurd sebeme.
We acknowledge, witli gratitude^ the value of the past zealous services

to the cause of justice and humanity, of Mr. Fc^well Buxton ; and
regret that he has shown at last that his penetration is^y no means on
a^par with his zeal. We doubt hisyiiitegrity no more than we believe in

his talents. In the Ilotise of Commons he declared himself willing to

vote for not only the twenty millions of compensation, (the new and
genteel substitute for tliat ugly W4»rd, bribery,^ to the planters, hut for

forty millions, if necessary to procure neirro emancipation. What a

total want of pereeption of the true nature of what he is talking about,

does this show ! If Mr. Buxtoh would make himself acquainted with

our system of taxation, and learn how much of the two millions of

annual interest of the forty millions would fall upon the industrious

classes, and how little upon the wealthy class to which he himself be-

longs, he would have hesitated before voting for such an addition to our

yearly bui'dens ; and if his understanding could grasp such an abstract

and difficult question as the justice of throwing our own debts upon
posterity, he would have paused before adding forty millions more to the

National Debt. But w«d must leave Mr. Buxton to consider these things,

and give the letter of a man not less worthy, and infinitely more able.

To the Petitioner8 fof' the Abolition of Slavery,

.Th^ Ministry, after many delays, have at last produced a plan

for Iht abolition of SlaWry, which ^ey, with a strange ignorance of the condition

ef mtoA of the mind of the public, tem safe and satisfiictory.

Um Sp^sftetery it is, will spon be shown by the i^robatlon of the wlu^ coniw
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try $ and the safety which it is likely to confer, will he much on f par with thi
satisfaction.

, ^
Instead of abolishing slavery, this miserable scheme tends to perpetuate it It*

does away with the name ; but not the thing. It still leaves the labourer to work
three-fourths of the day, or wefk, without wages; and remiJVes the cart-wibip flhan
the hands of the overseer, without substituting any other immediate inducement to
exertion in its place*

Pain or profit are the only inducements to labour. The apprentices of dipo saga-
cious Ministry are to act without a motive. They aie to derive no profit from toil-

ing under a tropical sun ; and yet the driver if no longer to uige them on with the
lash. They must either woik from disinterested affection to a Ministry which has
merely changed the name of slave into that of apprentice ; or Biitain herself, and
this appears to he the ultimate design of Minigteis,—-must become the slave<4river-

pneral of^he Colonics, andseake the cartwhip, instead of the sceptre^ into her own
imperial haiids« «

A theme of such inherent absurdity must necessarily and deservedly Ml, It Is

contrary to common sense and common justice,—to the almost universal feelings of
the country, and to your own late petitions, signed by numbers beyond any former
example. ^

• •

The Ministry in this casQ have alike disr^rded the voire of the country, and the

dictates of humanity. But, once more place your signatures in equal, or, if possible^

in superior numbers, to petitions ; and they mi^t*perceive, at last, that neither can
be disregarded with impunity#—Your very obeditnt servant,

• JAMES DOUGLAS.

LITERARY REGISTER.

The Cambridge Quarterly Review and Magazine, No. I. ijpr July.

Tins is the only recent instance we recollect, of the starting of a new

Journal of Whig priiiriplos. To support the present government, is the

evident purpose of this Meriew, so far as it is to be a political Journal.

The Cambridge Quarterly will find that has undertaken no easy task.

It will be rather diffi^jult, we opine, to say much for the doings of the

Whigs; and it wifi be difficult to raise a Quarterly Journal*into high,

circulation, through the influence of t||j.Whig party. The juste milieu
^

is fast disappearing. It is an unnaturS party. Tliere cannot long be
*

three political parties in a state. As men get warmly interested in poli-

tics, they are impelled to take their place in one of the vehement ex-

tremes. Only the feeble, the timid, and the ignorant, will, ere long,, be

found in the ranks of the middle or Wliig party. •

We find in the leading article of this Journal, the usual Whig common-

places very well put together. As a literary w ork, we sliall speak of the

Cambridge Qdtarterly in our next. There must be many men of talent

connected with Cambridge, and, in duty to their Alma Mater^ bound to

support her periodical. We wish our new brother honester politics and

great success.

Pedestrian Tours in Switzerland, with a Sketch of its History and of

the Manners and Customs, Bji L. Agassis, Esq., late of the Royal

Navy. 8vo. Smith, Elder, k Co. : London. • •

When will authors have done with thqjr prefaces, deprecatory, ot apo-

logetic, for bad style ? They mistake the case. If they really have any-

thing to say, no fear hut they will find actable words. The author

commences his journal from the moment he lands at Calais. Striding

over France, and skipping the ed^ire history of Switzerland, we get en



mittHitt

5HW^ ,||«l j^lansaatljr iu hi$ Tambl^ through tho Sviaa viiUey^ ii-

headquarters Xiuseane. A pedes.

jb^^|k^ftiuaU|r opportunities of noting manners denied to the vehicular

Mtf« ^aasiz stept into cottages^ and conversed with peasants,

J^y^a4e the best use of his time. H^e leam one neur fact from his

^^unt of Copet;<*^he Neckers were of Irish extraction—Madame de

^tak%ttt a few removes from a wild Irish girl,. *
,

Twifi TnO^tOlx* AoRiouXiTuiiisT : \ Practical Treatise on tlie Cultivation
' and ManagWent of various Productions suited to Tropical Climates.

^
Gmmam R. Portbr. 8va.* London : Smithy Rlder^ & Co.

#4r ^

Wi^TisyER tends to ensure the successful employment pf dUditional

e^rpltai^ er the introduction of better modes of management of colonial

produce^ must be a benefit alike to the ^parent state, and to local cultU

Vators. hlany articles of commerce, indigenous to tropical climates,

ate uncultivated iii a great number of tlie English colonies ; and the

pi^ain object of the author, by supplying information that may induce

those colonial agriculturists wh^ confine their labour and capital to the

Elmbst exclusive culture of on# or two particular kinds, to grow a wider

range of substances, and, by rendering the market less glutted in one
species, to make room ^pr others^iihich must secure a demand, is to

secure a great good as well to individual speculators as to the public

generally. * •

The obvious advantage winch would result to planters by diminishing

the growth of—sugar for instance—so as t(fbring the ^pply within the

real and CfiPective demand, and cultivating other among the many de.

ecriptioi^ of produce for which the soil is equally well fitted, forms

scarcely f!l!o subject of contemplation among growers in some of the

English colonies. Mr. Porter's design, therefore, by entering into the

history of. many of the important articles of commerce in demand—

-

their nature, properties, and yCculiurities—their growth—the soil best

adapted for them—the various and the best processes to be employed in

jtbeir manufacture—is to afford to the colonial agrl^mlturist a body of

information so extensive and so^^luable, that he may make his capital

T available beneficiallyato himself and others, to a far greater degree than
it may latterly have been.

Altliough the Tropical J\gricuiturist” may be considered as the

future text4>ook of the planter upon all matters relating to colonial pro.

duce, it is full t{f interesting detail and pleasant reading. Mr. Porter is

well known as the author of a most valuable treatise on the sugar cane ;

and, conjoined to his present labours, the two at once determine the very

eminent position to which he is entitled, as a scientifiifand practical

man, on the very important subjects he has applied his mind to.

Wood-cuts, neatly executed, from apparently very faithful sketches,

illustrate the volume^.

BtTOKtNonAM's Parliamentary Review, and Family Magazine.

We are please^ to hear that this honest and able jimrnal is meeting in

England with the encouragement it deserves. It discloses much of the
lirldcery of our reformed Houdb of Commons, not to be found in the
Dttwl^a^er reports. ^We heartily recommend the work to all political

iit|i0iia*jand clubs of refeirmd^s. It is published weekly, and being uiu
etaitipEd^'ildust be procured through thetpublisher'a weekly parcels*



Ziierary Jieguier.

T^b Visiter op theJ^oob* By the Rev. Dr. J. Tuckenftan of BoitlOifi.

Unitop States. Simpkin 8c Marshall : London. * .

The Visiter, in its English form, is the reprint ofan excellent little book,
composed by a good man for a good purpose. Poverty and mendicity are
not altoge^ther strangers to the people of the large towns in America ; but
it is for the amelioration of the paupers of the whole civilized family of
man that this work is intended, and also for the direct instruct!oifof the
humane, who are billing to assist thefti, but ignorant of the true mode.
The benevolent author combats some of the dogmas of Malthus. His
plans are recommended hy what appears utility ; but on this most diffi.»

cult subject who can decide.

*
••

Excursions in the Alps. By William Brockedon. Duncan i^Lundon,

This gentleman has kept a journal of his tour as an artist among the
Alps. His taste in art has imparted much beauty to many of his scenic

descriptions. The J)Ook, altogether, fbrms very pleasant reading.
/•

Loudon's ENcvcLOPiBiHA of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture, andN^
Furniture. Longman aiidL Rees : London.

We congratulate ^Ir.^Loudon on having brought another of his Her-
culean labours to a prosperous close. In this Magazine for last October,

the object of this last, and perhaps, greatest of the performances of an
indefcitigahle and highly meritorious writer, wgs explained at large* It

is a book for country gentleman, architects, builders, cabinetmakers,

&c. ; but as they will take care to supply themselves, we do not mind
them. We wit^ to recomiSend it to country book-clubs, and mechanics’

reading-roqms. It is too expensive, from its nature, and from the number
of drawings, plans, and models, for those indi\ iduals to piircha^ who will

be moat benefited by it ; but the chief alue of societies is the removal of

this difficulty in the way of diffusing really useful knowledge.

Harper’s Family Library,—No. I. TKe Life of Mahommed, By the

Rev. George Bush. *New York.

The people oS the United States, often before, and nevl^lr long be-

hind us, ill any useful enterprize, their Murrays, Lardners, and

Valpys, who follow hard on the steps of our insular publishers. * The*

Life of Mahommed forms an interesting subject. Though a false pro-

phet, he was, in many things, a great man. The account of the casual-

ties and small beginnings from which his imposture took rise, ar.e as

curious as the extent to which it has spread, and the chT^iges it has pro.

duced. How long will it be before this little book, or some one of like

kind, makes a way into the regions of Islamism ? how many human
beings are to be burned, strangled, beheaded, before its heresies are

allowed to he freely circulated, to the subversion of Mahommedanism
among the Turks, Arabs, Persians, Indians, and the myriads ^living in

the faith of the Prophet }

The Voluntary Church IMaoazine. Robertson : Glasgow.

We have here a popular organ,*and able advocate of the Scottish Dis-

senters, and of that cause on which they have set tlieir hearts,~the

aMition qf all church establishments, igi institutions unwarranted by the

€k>Bpel, and injurious to religion. This Magazine does not go at all

about the bush. It has already dealt somaiahard hits to the Kirk, which

is parrying feebly.
^ ^ .

m,—NO. xvm. S K •
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-Considerations on Civil Establishments op Religion. By the Rev.
• * Dr. H. Heu^h ; with some Remarks on Dr. Mnglis's Vindication.

Third Edition, Robertson : Glasgow.
We are evidently Sn the verge of a new Church Reformation^ not of

doctrines, these are held in Scriptural purity, but of government and
discipline*^ and especially of those abuses which have crept into the Esta-
blish^ Church op Scotland. The West of Scotland appears the
centre of this Movement.'* ItlFprincipal seat is Glasgow. The recent

ill-advised measures of the Edinburgh Clergy^ have spread the agita-

tion here ; where many are led to inquire^ for the first time in their

lives, if the religion of the Gbspef requires, in a highly civilized country,

and anipng intelligent communities, the protection and alliance' of the

civil power, which may have been necessary in ruder times. There is

but one opinion as to the clanger of longer placing power in the hands of

churchmen, of whatever denomination, \\hic‘h may be abused, and directed

against the first interests of C^iris^iaiiity. Dr. Heuoii is adverse to all

r-jEsTABLisHMENTs, as inconsistent witli the principles of theNew Testament,
opposed to the practice of the primitive- Church, and hurtful to the cause

of religion. In this pamphlet, i;he arguments atgainst all Establish-
ments are stated with no ordinary ability, and supported with no com-
mon extent of reading,^ research,* and learning. We warmly recom-
mend it to every one who would see the arguments for and against Es-
tablishments clearly, concisely, and fairly stated.

Christian Journal. Reid : Glasgow.

This is a religious Magazine, lately startfed in the w e^t of Scotland,

which, we understand, is in high reputation in its oVn locality : we
liavo not yet had an opportunity of looking into it. Its objects we heartily

approve : the speedy abolition of slavery, and the discussion of the uti-

lity of religious establishments connected with the civil power.

Biographical Recollections op the Rev. Robert Hall.
By J. W. Morris. Wightman : London.

The family of Mr, Hall, if they did not wish his Memoirs to be given

to the public by a stranger in a cheaper form than Di?^ Gregory’s work,
^shou^ have undertaken the dut^ themselves ; for the world assuredly
‘ should not for a day Vant a record of the life of one of the first thinkers

of his age among churchmen. This work is not all that could be desired;

but it contains, with many new facts, which Dr. Gregory has from an
imaginary delicacy, or some such small cause, entirely suppressed, (the

distressing history of Hall’s first love, for example,) a tolerably fair, and
a very affectionate estimate of his noble, and original character. Pro-
bably Dr. Gregory fancied it would depreciate his friend, and the friend

of Sir James Mackintosh, to tell that the profound philosopher, and
eloquent preacher, married a rustic servant girl ; for this we understand

Mr. Morris to mean. Many scintillations of Hall's wit, satire, and
brilliance of thought, flash through the volume.*

* Mr. Morris has done us the honour to tie us up with the Edinburgh Review of
better days, to sustain his grave rebuke for over-praising Miss Edgeworth's works.
If he take the trouble to read the whole article, and not merely the sentence picked
out by the bookseller for an obvious purpose, he will find reason to correct this over-

hasty judgment. By <*a fair preacher of the fashionable world," Mr. Morris surely

understands a novelist is meant ; he cannot suppose we thought of a teacher of Thso-
logy ? If Miss Edgeworth real^ made the vindication Mr. Hall was taught to be-

lieve, we cordially^ubscribe to ms censuie. Her alleged defence is of the worst

essei^iB of Toryism,—contempt for mankind. Qpsides being irreligious, it shows pro-

foifhd ignorance of human nature. We, however, doubt that Mr. Hall was mis-

inform^ MUs Edgeworth was most unlikely to make such a defence* -



The Fine Arts» • m
Tbavfls in the Ujoted States and Canada. By «f. Finch, Bsf. .

1 VolrSvo. Longman and Rees • London. 4 ,1#

Travels in America are become periodicalb. We have at least one
fresh volume every month. This is not one of the very best of them.
The traveller, by his mtioductions, has everywhere made good use of

his eves, too, as is proved by his accurate descriptions of town and coun.

trv ; but he seems afraid to tell anything of what he saw, that as much
worth hearing Flis book, in short, is 9&thei a meagre contribution to our
previous knowledge of the United States ^

Harper's MiscELLANVi. Rich London.
This is an Americao^publication, consisting of dialogues on Natural

History, T^les, and other amusing and instinctive matter, adapted to

young readers, somewhat like our own Evenings at H‘ome,*and such
little woiks Its style and manner are very ci editable to our trans..

atlantic brethren •

Van Dh-mi-n's Land Alvianaok? Smith and Elder London.
A BOOK printed in Kangaroo-land, on paper made, we cannot guesS^

where, but ceitaml) not in Brit tin, ii«^ curiosity, were it only for its

exterior When Van r>iemen’s Land becomes a hundred times more
populous, the Almanack will swell oj^t into an Annual Rtqtstir ^ which,

properly speaking, it is already, combining the usual matter of Almanacks
with statistics and history. ^

^ •

Engiish History for iiif Peopti: ot Enciand. By a Graduate of

. « CambAlge, Ilewaid London,
There coulcf not be a better oi more useful idea than that 'which has

led to the commencement of this senes A vciy (heap we ap-

prehend, it IS intended to be The histoiy begins from the Civil Wars
in the time of Charles 1 Ihe fii^t pait consists of the Lift oj Harnp^
den , and it is b) the memoiis of eminent statesmen that the history is

to be continued—philosopliy tc^aching by ex'imples This life of Eng-
land's noblest patriot is written in a tiue spiiit We hope the book

may ha>e an es^tensne ciiculation, as we conceive its design highly

praisewcnth^

Tales from Chaccir, iv Prosi, (for the Use eff Young Persons) By
C hai#s Cow den ( laike Effingham W ilson London

FoiRinN masteily wood engiaMngs accompanv this little volume,

from clevei and veiv spirited drawings made to ilUi^ate some of the

chastest of the Canterbury Talcs Mi C laike has Executed his task

with judgment, and desenes the thanks of those youngsters m whose •

behoof he undertook it.

FINE ARTS.

Gatlfry oi iHE Graces Pait G Tilt

We suppose theic cm be sciictly fliu i e^'pect ibfc book oi print^cllc r's shop in all

Britain, in whose window m ly not be found exposed, suie is the month comes lound,
one of the fan faces constituting the In&t iiumhci of this alluimg Galleiy. By so

much, then, it is uimcctssary to desciibe%iinutely whatever every person has mi-
nutely seen “ with their own eyes,” and pored over till they know every line iii each
punt. Ml Stone's Lleakoiie wc could mui h*Bdiuire, were it not for a capital de-

fect in the drawing of the eyes. The same complaint may he made w ith relation to

Boxall's Nature's Favourite? We find fault in no ill spirit ; but weH^k^ not

-v



tSa Ipeani ifi whater^r may ba the mete in our ot^. The head, betide^ il

( wry way too large. There le a s^ll about the Fair PATflhciAK which rivets our
'

'gaze ; albeit she is neither pretty nor beautiful
: yet is she admirable. May we take

leave to draw attention to the sweep of the mantilla below the bust on the left side ;

what is it intended to in^cate ? The present number, like the past, make us yearn
those to come.

u iLLUSTRATioys OF MoDERK SCULPTURE. Parts 2 and 3.

A PROTRACTED interval has occurietbin the publication of these Numbers, arising

from the anxious desire of the proprietors to do justice to the magnificent group of

Mtehael and Sathny"*' which embellishes the 1 ist ; the exquisite beauty of the plate is

the best apology that could be mide to subscribera Mr Corbould has made a beau-

tiful drawing f^rom this noble origidil of hUxmaii; and Mi. Thompson has produced
an engraving, which, us a woik of art, icftects back the highest credit on his talent.

We have ali^dy lecoided our unqualified apptob ition of this imdei takin^^, and indulge

the hope that the pains evinced by the propnctois to get up these Illustmtions wor-
thily, is an indication of the extensive patioiiage which will be icquired to indemnify
them for the eiioi mous expense they musf incur m conducting the publication. No. 8
contains alio the Arethusa of C irew^, a cempo'.ition of gicat beauty; and the Venus
oCCaeova, which glacis the giUery of itatisdowne House, and n hose plaster carica-

*nires the Italian image-boys have made familiai to all eyes The conductors have,

we think, exercised a sound judgment n* not coufiinng llitir selections to the works
of native artists. Their proposed plan is to give aduiissio* to^oue foreign production

iti each Number. Thus we hive in the "ccoud Number Thobwaldsoe’s beautiful

composition of Hebe, In company with own CHAErttrY’s Uesxgnationy and
Baily's delightful group of Maternal Love^ each a choice eiigi ivmg fiom ^ faithful

drawing of a beautiful oiigin<^ hveiyplitc is accompanied by desciiptivc lettcr-

pre88,fpartly (iitical, paitly histoiical, and partly biographic il, and by a poem, both

the productions of Mr Heivey’s classic pen ; fiom any one of w hich we could make
most pleasing extracts tf •

To those who ate earnest m their patronage of the hme Arts, 'wc vciy cordially

recommend this publication, as much for its impoitaiue as its real eve c Hence.
f

Valpy’s Natioeal Galiery of Paie tieo and Sculpture. Part 2.

The accuracy of the drawings, the precision of the engiavings, the subjects se-

lected, the running eoinmentanc s, and the genei il chaiacttr of this work, as it ap-

pears in the second number, show thit tiie publisher means, m rial earnest, to make
It not only a useful, but a necessai v ohe The fidelity of the copies, consulcriiig the

size and faintly woiked-in outline^ is iially astouivhing— le i^reit originals are

brought almost as vividly to tht lecollei tioii as claboi ite eiigrivings would have
effected. This publication will be foiiiul i most capital “ rtfresher” to the memoiy,
tSbeful <6* the public, and nO* doubt piofitaBle to the oiiginator.

Portraits

*

oF the Priecipat Female Ciiaracters in the wI^rley
Novela Parts 9 and 10

Landscape STrations of the Works or Sru Waltfr Scott.

Parts 22, 23, and 24 Chapman and Hall.

The concluding numbers of these interesting and extensively ciiculated workA
They have been, from fiist to last, as creditable to the good taste and good faith of
the publishers, as acceptable to the propi ictors, and may be regarded as a sure token
of the disposition under w hich the forthcoming new ^eiies of Illustrations for the

Poetical Works of Sir Waltei will be undertaken.

Kilchurn Castle and Potots Castle are among the prettiest of the Landscape views

given; and Hermtone, (Anne of Gierstem,) and a veiy ably executed portrait of

Queen Mary, the best among the Lady viewA
The numbers above nam^ coikplete the rejipective works ; and the engiavings,

generally, may be takfn aa a very pleasing and serviceable senes of illustiations to

the Novels and poems of Sir Walter Scott.

u
Memorials of Oxford. Noa 9 and 10. Tilt.

These parts contain, beside theenmal quantity of wood-cuts, views of Baliol and
Univenity Colleges, which are correct and well executed. The two artists, Lekeux
moi ItfAkeozi^ improve as they proceed, and faltef nht.
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GREAT BRITAIN.
Parliament.—The session of

the Refoilhed Parliament is quickly draw-
ing to a clolb. The pleasures of grouse
shooting ai'e more attractive to Hie great

majority of the members, than the i»er-

formance of their parliuinentary duties

;

and the most imporAnt measures arc

allowed to be carried through in empty
houses. The hooting of. the o]|vl;^|he

crowing of the cock, .and the biaying of
the ass, ai’e ito longer hq^irdl^i the cha]>el

of St. Stephens
;

tlie ])erfonners have be-

taken themselves to a field more congenial

with their propensities, and no great

harm would he done if they hence^rth
permitted the busine>s of the nation to

be transacted solely by those who confine

themselves to human language^!! the ex-

pression of their pinions.
In the House of Commons considerable

progress has been made with the impor-

tant bills formerly introduced. In the

Slavery Bill, Ministers have been forced

to make an important cimcessioii. The
period of apprenticeship has been reduced

;

—that of plantation slaves to seven, and of

town slaves to five years,#rom the Ist June
1833. The East %ndia Bill lias been

passed, and is now making its way in the

HoubC of Lords. Tlic Jews’ Disabilities

Bill, thougli carried in tlie House of Com-
mons, by a majority of more than 3 to I

,

189 to 52—was rejected in the Upper
House by 1 04 to 64. The .shortening of the

duration of Parliaments w.as brought for-

ward by Mr. Tennyson in an able speecli ;

but the motion being opposed by Mi-

nisters, was lost by a majority of 213 to

164. Many of the imunbers who, wliile

canvassing, pledged themselves to this

measure, cither voted against it or absent-

ed themselves; conduct which their con-

stituents will, no doubt, take care to mark.
The English Tithe Commutation Bill,

which has been from the coinmencem<^ut

of the session held forth as the great nie.a-

Bure for the Reformation of the English

Church, has been postponed. We hope,

when It is again brought forward, it will

prove more satisfactory than the plan for

the Reforming of the Irish Church, which
has turned out little else than a pj|ce of

deliiBion. After all the attempts made

h|r Ministry for the collection of Tithes
in Ireland, they have been forced to admit
that they have been completely hafiled*

Out of L. 104,258, the'arre^^s of 1832,
only L. 12,500 have been recovered; and
the expense has been greater than the
sBUi^ealized. Ministers have, iii conse- 1

sr^neiice, been obliged to apply to Farlia- ^

•ment for the loan of a million sterling, tn^
defr?^ the arrears of Tithes for 1831 atitt^

.
and the Tithes of 1833. The loan^

in all probability, will never be re-

paid. The Foreign Enlistment Bill, which
'^is defendeij by the Tories solely for the

aid it aflorJs in the support of despotism,

is in the frttr way of being repealed fa mo-
tion for this object, which was brought for-

ward by Mr. Muri ay themember for Leith,

having been approved of by Lord Althorp,

was carried without a division, and the

bill has passed the Commons almost with-
out opposition. The inhahilants of the

in(‘tropolis seem determined to obtain the

ri'peal of the unjust and unequally levied

house duty. BesideiT incidental discus-

sions, the subject has been four times

broliglit before the House during the

session ; and 1 .ord i\lthorp ^as at length

given a promi'<e that the tax will be rfc-

^^iled in the next session of Parliararent.

The Bank Clus ter Bill has TeceWed ai^

important mudihcatioii in passing through

the committee. It now turns out, con-

trary to what had been generally believ-

ed, tliat no knv to prevent the for-

mation of Joint Stoef Banks w'itli more
than six jiartriers in the metropolis; and a
clause lias therefore been inserted declar-

ing the legality of biich copartneries.

Much ojipositiou >vas made to the clause

deiiariiig bank notes in certain cases a

legal tender; but it was carried by a ma-
jority of 87 48. Sir .Tohil Capipbcll

has been obliged to postpone his Bill

for the abolition of Imprisonment^for
Debt. Clie rejertion of the Local Coiijtrts’

Bill by thS Hi)u<%e of Lords rendered

alterations on the iSill, as originally in-

troduced, inevitable ; and many other al-

terations were found to he necessary to

faciliyue it.s passing. It is again to be
hrou^ forward next session. The im-
pressment of seamen has long betta com-
plained of as a tyrannical practicefand
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are glad to flUd that its abolition or
(i material modification is now at hand;
•a tesolution^ moved by Mi. Buckingham,

that It IS the duty of this House to

avail itself of the pieseni peiiod of pro-

found peace to institute an inquiry whe-
ther some means ma\ be devised ot man-
ning his Majesty's ships in time of wai,

without tia^e lecourse to the piactice of

forcible impressment,” having been lejetft

ed by a majoiity^ot live only, in a House
of 113 membeis.

Ministers aie beginning to show^ little

more tact in the mana^emint of the

House of Commons than they did during
the early part of the session. They now
see that the people aic detei mined to have
at least one benefit from the llefut lu in

^
Parliament, that of letiencbment ; {.and

^ they take caio not to incui a defeat by«
•»g~sliiect opposition to motions hiving the

object of eufoicing ocononi) in the jmblic

expendituic. Mi Bullet bi ought til-

waida motiuu of this natuie; and insU^id

ot being directly opposed, land Althoip
moved aii amendiniiit to the fftct, that

*

the House feel it then duty to afinm the

determination to which thev have alieadj

come, to adhere to the piiiiciplf'* of a Wise

economy, and to apply those pi me i pics to

all depaitments of the state, ]iaymg a due
regard to.the national eugagciueuts, and to

the inteiest^of the public siivue. The
subject of sinecuics was again brought

forwaid by Mi. Hume, the indefatigible

guaidian of the public pin sc, in moving
an address to hrs M^stj foi m iiiqun v in-

to sinecure offates with a vh w to then .vhc»-

lition. Mr. Hume ]>ointed out iiunieious

instances of the gioss vv.i>tc of tin public

money in the pay me nt of sine c in e s, among
which the p4hces of Keeper of the Gn ’*€

%eal, tfe Keeper of the P'livv Seal, the

Keepei of the Signet, nid the Govcinoi of

the Mint, all in Scotlaml, w crec onspic nous

The old plea of vestc*d rights wis set up
byLo4d Althorp, aijd.ld'isi Melville'ssiiu-

curea were defendeS on the giound, that

his Lordship was entitled to reiminer ition,

for services under former AdiuiTiiRti itions

and that he would have been entitled to a

pension had he not held sinecuu* ofTitis

Lord Althorp, howevci, avoided giving

the motion a direct negative, but move d,

as an * amendment, that an address be

made to his Majesty, to diioct an inciuiry

to h« made explaining the n itni c and ex-

teTit..»of all emoluments derivaWe fioni

sinecure offices m thf IXiited Kingdom.
Mr. Hume having thus obtained his ob|ect

withdrew his motion. The Factory BiM,

after receiving vaiious amendments in

the committee, has been read a thij^ime,
and passed. The House of Lords has

pa«8ed||he Irish Church Bill with much

fewer alteiations than was apprehended.
Except the pio\^|^ou foi the abolition of
vtstiy cess, a tax of L.60,000 a-year,

we can see nothing m the bill deserving
of commend itioii. The Jews' Disabilities

Bill, and the Dramatic Performances
Bill, htve been i ejected by their Lord-
ships; but as they will be brought foi-

Wciid at an eaily period of the next ses-

sion, vve may expect ere long to see the

Jews admitted to civil lights, and the

piopeity of dramatic authors protected

fiom invasion. The East India Charter
Bill, and the Slavery Bill, are making
lapid pi ogress in the Uppe^ House, and
aic likely to pass without material modi-
fii atioiis. Great apprehensions w ere entei-

taiiied foi the Scotch Burgh.lleform Bill

;

but It his been read a setond time without
a division. We hdve, thcrefoic, a speedy
prospeit of getting iid of the close self-

elei e stem, the pai ent of so much cor-

luptioa and mbbing which Jias reduced
m iiiy of thi! Si itch Burghs to bank*
lupti y.

ENf.LAXD.
Sii John Key hav mg received, contrary

to Lw, a (lovcmment contiact for sta-

tionery, to the amount of L.60,000, felt

himself under the necessity of resigning

his beat as one of the members foi Lon-
don Mr. hiancis Kehible appeared as

c indidate on the const rv ative inteiest, and
Ml. Crawloid on the liberal, and the

result has bhown that the Tones have no
chance in tlu metio]»olis. Though later

111 taking tlu Held than his antagonist,

Ml. Ciawfoid was at the hi ad ot the

poll fiom the outset, the majoiity in his

favoui houily luv^^eibing. At the close of
tilt wcoiul day, the numbeis weie, Mr.
Crawford, 4,041, Mi. Kemble, 2 004.
Majoiitv for Craw fold, 2,037*

( iioi FRA has again broken out in

the metropolis, md prevails to a consider-

able extent. Ca'^es have also occuired in

otbtr paits of Lngland. Govtmment,
appirently influtiiced by the little bene-

fit derived fiom the exertions madi last

yeai, has taken no steps to prevent the

spreid of the disease ; but several of the

Contiiuntal States have placed all vessels

fiom Lngland undei quarantine.

SCOTLAND.
Annuity Tax.—The proceedings of

the clergy to enforce payment of this

assiBsment foi their stipends, cieates a

gifat sensation in Edinburgh. On the

10th August, Ml. William Tait, Book-
seller, who had lesisted payment of the

tax for bome yeais, w’^as imprisoned, and
remainid m jail four days. Having
thus testified his abhorrence of the tax,

paid the amount, and w’^as escorted from
fiom *he jail door to his own house, 1^

*
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a procesiion of the tiad^ consistingf of forded by the employment of steam-boaHs a
upwards of eijfht thou8|^. The specta- on the rivers. ^ m m
tors were verynumerous, and the sptet itle poutuoai .

^

was altogethei one of the most magt ifi- The success of Donna Maria's arms
cent and heart stining which was evei has be in gieatef than could have been
exhibited in Scotland; and must have antiupited The capture of Don Miguel’s
given the death-blow to this iiiiqiiitoiis fleet has led to the most important conse-
tax. The cleigy, however, nothing qiienccs, and it is now seen thaj^ the ac-
daunted by this show of unanimity of c^nts of the popultiity of the usui’per
sentiment, and fixed lesolution, have pio- have been much exaggerated. Lisbon was
ceeded m their reikless career; and con- taken on the 24th July.. Villa blor, the
tinue to impiison the lefiactoiy. Duke of Teueiia, had advanced to St.
Scotch Burghs—A royal commis- Ubes with 1,500 men ; and being opposed

iion has-been issued for^quiiing into by Ttllis Joidao, at the head of 0,000
the state of 4he municipal roi porations. troopsj'iningagementensutdjin which the
The members are exclu',i\ely Whig law- lattci was dehatid with gic^ loss. On
yers, not a single banket or mci chant learning this disaster, the Duke efl^da-
having been named \ il, the Goiirnoi of Lisbon, evacuated m

IRET A^H tfle Rity with the gairiiOtij consisting of T
StATT or 1 IIL CouN i uy.

—

Moie than ^*4,000 men The inhabitants, fin^ipn^ them- ^

usual tianquiihty seems to pit v ul in lit- selves fiied from restiamt, lose m

land at present. This is attiibltijthy lihii^tcd the pi isont is confined foi polltu
the Whigs the effects o^the CMl^cion i il4)ffenct s, ind m ide themselves m »sters

Bill, but it is inoie than probable tntt it of the citj before Viiii bloi could reach
has arisen horn the attempts to collut^it Captim Nipici, who has been cieated
the arreais of tithes having betn ulin- * Viscount flf ( ape St Vincent foi his ex-
quished. One-third of the etfra polite t client coijd net, sailed up the Tag^s with
loice has been withdiawn tiorii Kilkaiaiy, his fleet on the 25th, Ihe Duke of Pal-
and It 18 uiideistood that the lemaindn mclla was on bo ird. Don Pedio, on leam-
will shoitly be removt 1. ^ mg the inttlhgencc of tin capture of Tas-

^ vvcL. bon, s iiled fiom Opoi to on the 26th July,

The silk weiveisof Lyons, who, it will and icachul the capital on the 28th. A
he remembt led, di felted the Kiu.,’b troops seveie attick wis made oii Oporto by
in 18J1, and held out the town against M iishal Bouimoiit on the 25th; but al-

theiii foi several days, line again btcii in though it was ptiscgered m foi several

a state of insubordination. Ihe stoim houis, the Miguelit^weie repulsed with
has, howevti, blown ovei'^oi the pieseiit

, gnat loss. Notwifnstarfding these re-

but from the known detcimmation of the Don Miguel’s troops still continue

weaveis to obtain higher wages, new com- steady to his cause ; although MaishaU
bmations aic agam aftnehended. The Bourmout has found himself uiidei the

anniveisaiy of “ The Three Diys,” not- necessity of raising the siege o7 Oj>ortOy

withstanding anticipations to the con-^^m Govciiimint has at %ngt4^ detc^

tiaiy, passed over without disturbance, mined to recognise Donna Maifh. De&-

Tlieic was so much feisting, dancing, pi- patches have been tiansmitted from the

rading, and giatuitous peilonuances it boie ign Ofhee, tout lining ciedentials to

the thcatics, that the populace was de- Loid Willnm Rus»ell, to act as Miniatci

lighted. Gicat pieparitions weic made of Great Brita^^sLi^the young Queen’s

by Goveioiment to cnsuietianquillity. couit. •

BELGIUM. SWITZERLAND.
The Queen of Belgium has given biith There have been distuibances m thes

to a male heir to the throne. This event Cantons of Si hytz and Basle, m conse-

happened on the 24th of July. Ihe child qucnce of the resistance on the part of

has been named Louis Philip Victoi 1 1 - the aiistociacy to the liberal amelioia-

nest, and is to be created Duke of Biahant. tioiis iiitioduced since the French Revo-
HOLLAND. lutioii of 1830. These distui batices aie

Great distress, and consequently gieat understood to be piomoted by Piussiaand

dissatisfaction, exist among the mercantile Austria ; but the Federal Diet, is

community in Holland. Not only have suppoi^ed by France, having acted^ith

then burdens been much inci eased by the vigour, tranqidllily has been lestored.

war, hut their commerce has been mate- Poland.
rially impeded. Many towns on the # The seventies of Nicholas against the

Rhine, which foimcrly obtained their sup- unfoitunate Polish nation continue with

plies of colonial pioduce from Holland, unaiiated rigour. The despot is not con-

now receive them from France, gieat fa- tent with warring with the nation; he

^ilitieg foi then carnage having dieen af- must extirpate tMfeu language ifl^^ * He



PM peently puljjJ^shed two decrees, oneW ilie more effectual rooting up of the
language, the other for making

lltihal offences subject to courts^martial.

[^MBOciatioii of young Polish students

formed in the University of
t fbr the preservation of their lan-

ji
and for this offence tiiey have been

1 iftto Russian regiments.

THE COLONIES.
' accounts from Jamaica to the 20th

it appear^ that the planters were
i alarmed and exasperated upon rp-

f intelligence of Mr. Stanley *8 first

jHeipation project. A public meeting
held, at wlfich resolutions were pass-

Ithat in Ae event of compensation Le-

^ refused by the Britisli Goveiiiment,

JtllPaica ought to be freed from her allp-

gitknee to the mother country. The con-.,

Wfiion of the loan of fifteen millions into <

a grant of twenty, will,
\

ate the frenzy «>o,the planters. Montn
papers to the July have been re-

ceived. Upper Cafiada is said to be in a
state of increasing' prosperity. Agricul-

ttirc and commerce afe rapidly advancing.

New canals are about to be cut ; and the

number of st^i^boats on the rivers has
been greatly augmented. The emigrants
%vho have arrived this year are generally

persons of pioperty. The pros](>ect of the

haivest was gloomy, the ciops having
suffered fi*om severe rains and floods.

^ MEXICO.
A treacherous attempt was made, in

the beginping of June, to create a ^esh
revolution, by seizing the President, Santa
Anna. The plot was formed by tlie Spa-

nish party ; but tlie conspirators'were de*

fcated by the President making his escape

from his place ol confinement.

COMMERGR AND AGRiGULTJRE.
‘ While France seems disposed to relax

<lAie restrictive system, ami h'its already
' Made ^ome steps towards removing the

festrictions on trade, Prussia is using all

lier energies to exclude our maniifu tures,

^nd has been actively employed tor the

last year and a half m endeavouring to

prevail ou the other German State') to

•eoond her v^sws. Although we have le-

duced our duties on several Prussian com-

modities, her duties on our hardware,

cottons, and woollep, are as high as ever,

and it is in cOntemplatioii to impose ko

heavy a tax on our wool, as to i^oh»bit

its exportation altogether. Considering

the very large proportion of our exports

sent %o teermany, it cannot he denied,

hat were to succeed in hef/

anti-commercial policy, inuch injury

would be done to this country ; but there

is little chance of her success.

Much speculation still continues in co-

lonial produce. kinds of cotton

wool have risen neaiiy a hundred per cent,

during the last four months, and many
houseshavepurchased largelywhich do not

generally engage in this kind of business.

8beep*s wool has also risen rapidly. South-

down wool b new worth from 3d. to fid.

per pound more than at the time of shear-

Ing. The accounts from the manufactur-

ing districts continue favourable, though

the eat rise in the price of cotton and

abflf^p B woo^, which many fe&r wilf not be

permanent, has induced th^manufacturoni

to diminish the number of hours' labour

in their factories. The condition of

dommeveial interest is gradually improv-
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^
ing, and we may hope that it will, ere
long, recover from the distress which it

lias so long suffered.

A^riiulttire Lontinues in a greatly de-

pressed state ; fur, notwithstanding the
sp((iilatio»'s and rise of prices in the com-
nieuial markets, the price of grain has
tontinued latlier retrograding than other-
wise, The unceittiiii state of the corn
laws, and the piospects of an early har-
test, have repressed all speculation. In
the south of England the harvest has al-

most termiiiateu, and the greater part of
the crop has been earned in the best con-
dition. Ill the earlier diatricts of Scot-
land sheaiing beg^n on the 5th, and was
general on the Pith. By the 19th, several

' stacks were to be seen in the yaids, hut
the carrying was interrupted by the rain
of the siicccHjdiiig days Tlie accounts of
the crops vary exceedingly. In East Lo-
thian the hulk is certainly under an ave-
rage ; but the quality of the grain, particu-

laily^of wheat, is finer than it has been fbr

many years, and it is perfectly fiee from
disease. The oats and barley are ge-

nerally light crops, but will probably
yield well. In the county of Edinburgh
the crops appear generally to be more
bulky, particularly the wheat and oats.

In Stirlingshire severe injury has been
done to the wheat by rust ; and the bean
crop is likely to he deficient in produce.

Cattle markets have been brisk, though
prices have been rather falling than other-

wise. Sheep and lambs have been in steady
demand, and the rise on white-fheed sto^k

since last year is estimated at fig. per head.

EJME THIED.

John Johnstone, 19, Bt. Jama's Square^
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